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HEARINGS ON THE REAUTHORIZATION
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1984

HOUSE OF RICFRZEIRSTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Suscomurrrxx ON TOSTSYCONDARY EDUCATION,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, in. room 2261, Rayburn
House Office Building, at 10;30 a.m., Hon. Paul Simon (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Simon, Owens, Iiogovsek,
Penny, Coleman, Gunderson, and Packard.

Staff present: William A. Blakey, majority counsel; Laurie A.
% Westley, assistant majority counsel; John E. Dean, Republican as-

sistant counsel. ',
Mr. SIMON. The subcommittee will come to order. First of all, my

apologies to everyone., We had a Dethocratic caucus on this small .
thing called the Federal budget; on which there is yet to be unahi-
mous agreement. I have a statement that I will simply,enter in the
rpcord. Basically, we're confronting the question of Where we go
from here, and there can be no more important investment on the
part of the country than in the field of education and no invist-
ment that means more to the future of this country.

What has emerged is a Federal package that does assist a great
many people to go to college. It does assist many institutioris that
need help. But it is also clear that substantial improvement* ought
to *be made if we are to do what we ought to be doing in .tl; is cowl-
try. And this is the first in a series of hearings that we're going
be holding over the next 2 weeks on this-general subject and I hope
we can emery with -a*package that the .administration can eventu-
ally buy_ and a package that our colleagues in the House and the
Senate can eventually adopt:

[Opening statement of Congressman Paul Simon follows:]
. .

OPYNING STATIAILKNT OF BON. PAUL SIMONJ A 11,112111SZNTATIVX CoNGRIESS FROM
Wit STATI4 OF ILLINOIS, AND CIIAIRMAN, SUSCOUILITTXX ON POSTSS,CONDANY EDUCA-
TION, MARCH 27, 1984

The Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education is beginning hearings today, and
will hold a number of hearings in the next 16 days on the Administration's FY 1985
budget recommendations with acoompanying legislative proposals and proposed leg-
islation re authorizing.the Higher .Education Act of 1965. This genes of hearings will
address the entire spectrum of issues related to the appropriate federal role in
higher education, the proper focus of our programmatic effort, and funding commit-
ments to low and middle-income students and to postsecondary institutions.

We will begin these hearings by focusing on student financial aid and the Adrnin-'
ignition's funding priorities andlpolicies as reflected w their FY 1985 budget refam
mendations and accompanying legislative proposals. The Administration has pro-
posed a series of changes to the current fp.w..141 aid program for students. Tim,



....

result of th. changes would be decreased access to higher education by the 411-
dent who has limited resources. This decline in actsess for the neediest students will
occur through an More requirement to pay $500 or 40% of the cost of education,
whichever is higher, be ore she or he can qualify for any federal student financial

dollars. The Ad' txation's proposals and, accompanying legislation alter the
basic principals which have guided student financial aid packaging since 1972. From
a base of grants and Work-Study, with loans as a last resort, tie Administration has
shifted to a reliance on student borrowing and work with a ,requirement to pay a
large per&ntage of the cost of her or his education from personal, or family funds
that may not be available. -

The Higher Education Act Amendments of 1984 (H.R. 5240), which I introduced
last Thursday with 25 of my House Colleagues, refocuses student financial aid an
the neediest student to ,ensure that the student _who could not begin, or would not
complete, an education because of high costs and limited family resources will have
that opportunity.

I have also simplified student aid programs with one grant, one work and one
loan, program, along with an institutional block grant program. The student finan-
cial aid programs were created by Congress over the-last two decades. The purpose
was to make funds available to students who had no other way to finance thOir edu-
cation. In today's economy with nationwide unemployment at 7.8%, youth unem-
ployment at 19.3% and minority youth unemployment at 43.5%, it is tune to refocus
these programs to address the kneed they were created to serve.

It seems an inopportune period to alter Federal financial aicl to require a higher
dollar contribution from the neediest student before she or he is eligible for a grant.

Our hearing today will Rot 'only review the policy formulations but we will have
the opportunity to hear from a panel of students to learn the impact of proposed
alterations in the current law. It is the students who can best answer the real ques-
tion of whether the Administration's pro would discourage, students from be-
ginning or completing their education. This is what we` are here to duscussthe
policy formulations embodied-in the Higher Education A4 Amendments of 1984
the AdminiStration's FY 1985 budget and legislative proposals and their impact
students.

Our first witness this morning is Cary Jones, the Undersecretary of Education,
and will be followed by a panel of students. This afternoon the Honorable Edward
Elmendorf, Assistant Secretary for Postsecondary Education will join us. I want to
thank each of you for joining us this morning and to welcome you, 4

Mr. Simox. Mr. Coleman.
Mr. COLEMAN. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. My 'apologies for this delay here.
Mr. COLEMAN. That's all right. I know that you all have an

agenda there to work out within the caucus. As ranking member of
the subcommittee it certainly has been my pleasure to work with
yttu, Paul, over the last 3. years in productively addressing the
needs of higher education. During this period of time it's personal-
ly been an, honor and a privilege to get to know you I consider you
a friend. And it's been a rewarding experience because, in general,
we basically agree on the thrust of host of the legislation that's
come through our subcomMittee.

However, today I must play the role of a good ranking Republi-
Cthl awl point out some, of the deficiencies that have been put for-
ward.in H.R. 5240. I do 'so because I believe that H.R. 5240 is the
wrong bill at the wrong time. It is the wrong bill because it cam-
pletely ignores the pressing budgetary problems that confront our
Nation, and it's the wrong time because, as we, all know, it's not
necessary to reauthorize the Higher Education Act until next year
or even later than that.

So, I' am opposing your bill,
iH.R.

5240, with some- reluctance, be-
cause I know of the sincerity in .which you have put forth your pro-
posal. There are several parts of the bill, frankly, that we can
agree to. Both of us are original cosponsors of the Talented Teacher

1s
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Act, which is iiicorporated, of the Urban University Act, which I
1.1111,03I1 original cosponsor of, and also the international educationarea which both of us recognize as ail area -that needs emphasis.

And I, frankly, would hope that we could use your bill as a start-ing point, for development,of legislation which could be enacted
next year, .in 1985. I consider it unfortunate, however, that we aregoing forth on an expedited schedule.

In the course of the committee consideration for this bill, I willbe putting forward constructive and, I think, very positive alterna-tives to many of the provisions which are contained in this propos-al. These alternatives will be designed to provide the best possibleFederal support for higher education while at the same time at-tempting to be fiscally responsible. .
It s my ,sincere hope that we will be able to come to agreement

over many.. of these proposed alternatives that I will be able tooffer, and that I can, therefore, remove my current strong opposi-tion to H.R. 5240.
Ordinarily, Mr.-Chairman, the initiation of these hearings andredirecting our efforts at higher education would be a happy occa-sionlor all of us here on Capitol. Hill- as well as throughout the uni-

versity campuses of this Nation. Instead, today is a sad day for
, higher education because ,we're beginning hearings on the Higher

Education Act reauthorization that does not enjoy that bipartisan
support or the support of all segments of the higher education COM-munity.

- In the,past, support of this nature hdg ,been, a clear prerequisite
to producing a strong Higber EduCation Act. Some say, ar;d I kritaw.that you have, said it youfself, that now is the time to co*der this
reauthorizatidt and -not put it off-until next year, that we will not
be' able to produce a: strong lain next year. I respectfully disagree.
At a tithe when our Nation IS facing the largest budget deficit in
its history we should-not be creating and significantly expanding
GOvernment programs. Enactment of H.R 5240, as presently .writ-
ten and introduced, would add over $41/2 billion to those deficits in
the first year of the reauthorization alone.

H.R. 5240 is written as if there 'welt no budget priorities other
than higher education. r know that the Ameritan people consider
other- subjects, such as nutrition and,housing, employment train-ing, agricultural develoPment, national defense, elementary and
secondary education, special education, and .health to be priorities,at least as important to our national well-being as higher educa-
tion.

Where would we be if Congress enacted legislatien proposing in-
creases in Federal support in all of-these areas; equal to -those proposed in H.R. 5240? Our budget deficit would not be $189 billion,
because H.R. 5240 represents a 100 percent, plus, increase in spend-
ing, we would have a deficit of alrriosf.a trillion dollars-or $800 bil-

Now, I realize that those are preRY sharp and harsh statistics,
but they illustrate what happens when you increase funding and-
expenditures in this magnitude, as contained in this bill,

This committee must do its part to aiidress the problems of the
budget deficit. At the present,time, our Nation is experiencing good
economic growth. Unemployment is-down..GNP is up 6.1:percent.

19
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It's obvious4he economy is heading in the right direction. flowev-,

er, there is a storm cloud looming on the horizonthe Midget defi-
cit. The CB() estimates that this year the deficit could be as high as
$189 billion, it could rise to $200 billion next year.

Already. Wall Street, the surities industries and the banking
community in this Nation are adjusting to this deficit increasing
prime interest rates, increasing interest rates at banks, anticipat-
ing substantial growth in that Federal borrowing sector. They are
raising their interest rats as a result, choking off much needed
sources of jobs and economic growth potential.

H.R. 5240 would make a 'substantial contribution to the growth
of the Federal deficit. By enacting what I personally consider, a fis-
cally irresponsible Higher Education Act, we could be undermining
our economic recovery. There is no need for H.R. 5240 to be consid-
ered this year In 1980 this committee managed to secure biparti-
san Republican and Democrat support by presenting a realistic
bill, despite the fact that 19$0 was an election year, and budget
deficits were an issue:

Although I know it was not your personal intention, H.R. 5240,
as developed, places what appears to be political concerns ahead of
good education policy. I personally feel this is unforkunate:

I firmly believe that enactment of H.R. 5240 or anything similar
to it is not in the best interest of higher education. The legislation
creates an eititIement program which'will double annual expendi-
tures for the Pelt Grant Program; it is unrealistic to expect the Ap-
propriations Committee to fund a $6,2 billion Pell program, a $3.2
billion GSL Program, and still find funds for the rest, of the Higher
Education Act.

I also believe that enactment of H.R. 5240 now would make a
substantial revision of the Higher Education Act during the budget
process, that we all know will happen in 1985,.11, virtual certainty.
This will result in instability in the program administration and
confusion which we've, always heard about from parents arkd stu-
dents and administrators. The resulta replication of the problems
that we had during the reconciliation in 1981.

think it's, frankly, unfair to promise students that they may
qualify 'or a $3,000 Pell grant in academic 1986-87 when we know
full well the funds would -not be available, to meet that promise.

So, I believe- that if a bill must go forward, it should go forward
in a positive and constructive manner. As H.R. 5240 moves through -

the legislative process here in, the House and the committee, I plan
to offer a series of amendments to address whit. I consider to be
the fundamental problems of the bill.

'H.R. 5240 makes hiige- promises to -ahno.st. every -sector of--the
higher education community. It's not easy to convince any sector of
the community to scale back an authorization or to delete a pro
gram, once it's been promised to them by the chairman of the sub-

-4Committee. It's unfair to raise expectations in the higher education
.community without haying the dollars and cents available to turn
those expectations into realities,

So, in closing, Mr. Chairman, *and trying to be, very fair in my
comments, I o want to voice some questions. The first aid fore-
most is why ust we consider the bill this year? Senator Stafford
has personally ld me that a bill will move through the Senate' in



1984, and I quote his exact words, "Over my dead body." I believe
the Senator and expect that he has a long career ahead of hint

I also wonder why we should enact legislation whicli bY.its very
cost, coul4 ondermille'the economic recovery: Why should we allow
ppoolitical Alicerns to take precedence 'over sound education policy?

hy should we risk misleading the American people by promising
them programs and funding which is, in all likelihood, never to
come to pass?

And finally, Mr. Chairman, I ask you, as I've asked Y6u before,
when can we return to the tradition of working together in -a $ro-
ductive, 'bipartisan manner, on higher &location. I think that
really is up to you to decide. I thank you for providing me this ex-
tensive.time to make those opening remarks.

[Opening statement of Congressman Colemaln follows:j

OFF.NINP STATXMENT OF HON; h. THOMAS C4.)LEMAN, A litalteixerraTive ev CONGEW
FROM TEE STATIC or MISIOUNI

Mr. Chairman, as Ranking Member of the subcommittee it has been my pleasure
to serve with you over the last three years in productively addressing the needs of
higher education. During this peried I have come to know you well andaronsider you
a friend. It has been a particularly rewarding, experience for me because on alme#
every bill or issue. before the subcommittee we have been in substantial agreemefit.

Today, hOwever, I find that it is my responsibility as Ranking Member to disagitee
with much of the proposal that you have put forward as H.R, 5240. I do so because',
H.R. 5240 is the wrong bill at the wrong time, It is the wrong bill because it com-
pletely ignores the pressing budgee-ary problem:le =fronting our Nation. It is the
wrong time because, as we all know, the Higher-Edeestion Act does not need to be
reauthorized until next year. ".

I am apposing II.R. 5240 with some reluctance because I know, of the sincerity
With which you have put forth your proposal. The are seve,ral parts of the bill we
could agree to. And I wish we could utilize your bill as a starting point for the level;,
opment of legislation to be enacted in 19$5. I consider it unfortunate that we are
'going forthion air expedited schedule unnecessarily.

In the course of committee consideration of H.R. 5240 I will be putting fortisard
constructive; positive alternatives to many of the provisions contained in your pro7
posal. These alternatives will be designed to provide the best possible federal sup-
port for higher education while at the same time being focally responsible. It is my ,
sincere hope that we will be able to come to agreement- over many of my proposed
alternatives antbthat I will be able to remove my current strong opposition to H.R,1
5240.

Mr. Chairman, -ordinarily, the initiation of this process would be a happy occasion
for all, of us, both on Capitol Hill and on college and'university campuses across the
country. Instead, I believe that today is a very sad day for higher education. Today
we are beginning hearings on a Higher Education Act reauthorization that does not
enjoy bipartisan support or the support of WI segments of the higher education com-
munity. In the past, support of this nature has been a clear prerequisite to produc-
-ing a strong Higher Education Act.

me say that ,that now the time to consider thiereautheriiatien and that next
-year we 'wfll hOt be' able produce a 'strong bill. I disagree. At a time when our
Nation is facing the larg t budget deficit in its history, we should not be creating
and 'significantly expandin government Hic.pgrams. Our budget deficits are large
now. nactment of H.R. 5240 as it is presently written would add over four and ahalf Ilion dollars to those deficits in the first year of the reauthorization alone.

H. . 5240 is written as if there were no budget priorities other than higher educa-
tion. I believe the American people consider nutrition, housing, employment and
training, -agricultural developmene",.National defense, elementary and secondary
education, special education, and health to be priorities at hoist as important to our
national well-being as higher education. Where would we be if Congress enacted leg-
islation propoaipg increases in federal support in all of these areas"equal to those

_0".
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proposed in H.R. 5240? Our budget deficit wouleViiot be $189 billion, it would be well.
over $800 billion.

This committee must do its part to address the problem of the budget...deficit. At
the present time our Nation is experiencing an economic recovery of, unprecedented
strength. In the first full year of this recovery real GNP rose 6.1 percent. Unem-
ployment dropped to the 'February level of 7.7 percent and consumer prices in-
creaked by only 32 percent.lt is obvious that the economy is headed in the right
direction.

Budget deficits, however, are a clear storm cloud on the horizon. The Conerression-
al Budget Office estimatee,that the deficit for the current fiscal year could be as
high as $189 billion and could top $200 billion in FY 1985. Already the Nation's se-
curities markets have began to react negatively to this bad news. In addition, banks,
anticipating substantial growth in government borrowing, are raising their interest
sates on business loans, thus choking off a much needed source of new jobs and eco-
nomic growth.

H.R. 5240 would make a substantial contribution to the growth of the budget defi -
cit. Let us make no mistake about it, by enacting a fiscally irresponsible Higher
Education Act, we cduld be underrnini our economic recovery.

There was no need for H.R. 5240 to be written as it has been. In 1980, this com-
mittee managed to secure Republican support by presenting a realistic`bill despite
the fact that 1980 was an election year in which concerns about the budget deficit
were present. In developiug this legislation, you have chosen not to work with your
Republican colleiepies to develop proposals which we could take together to the
President for signature. Instead, although I know it was not your pergonal inten-
tion, H.R. 5240 as devajoped places political concerns ahead of good education Policy-
I feel this is unfortunAe.

I firmly believe that enactment of H.R. 5240 or anything similar to it is not in the
beet interest of. higher education. The legislation creates an entitlement p
which will double annual expenditures for, the Pell Grant program. It is unrealistic
to expect the Appropriations Committee to fund a $5.6 billion Pell program, a $3.2

billion .GSL program and still fund the rest of the Higher Education Act
I also believe that enactment of H.R. 5240 now would make substantial revision of

the Higher Education Act during the budget process in 1985 a virtual certainty. The-
resulting instability in program administration and confusion on the part of parents
and students would' replicate the problems created by the rewrite of the 1980 reau-
thorization in 198r. It is unfair to promise students that they may qualify for a
$3,000 Pal Grant in acadethic year 1986-87, wheu we know full well that the funds
would not be available to meet that promise.

If we must enact legislation this year, would it not be better to address current
budget concerns now and avoid a recormiliation bill next year? os:

I believe if a bill must go forward, it should go Xrward in a positive and constxtic-
tive manner. As H.R. 5240 moves through thelegislative process in the House, I.
-plan to offer a series of amendments to address *hat I censider to be the fendemen-
tal problems' in the bill.

H,11, 5240 makes huge promises to almoet every sector of the higher education
community. It is not easy to convince any sector of the community to scale back an
authorization or delete a program once it has been promised to them by the Chair-
man of the subcommittee. It is unfair to raise the expectations of the higher educe-.
tion community without having the dollars and cents available to turn those expec-
tations and promise4 into realities.

in closing, I have to voice some questionsAFirst and foremost is: Why consider a
kill this year? Senator Stafford has personally told me that a bill will move through
the Senate in 1984, and I quote, "aver my dead body!" I believe the Senator and

t that he has a Tong, career ahead of him
elan have wondered: .

_ _

Why should we enact legislation which, by its very coat, could undermine our eco-
nomic recovery?

Why should we allow political concerns to take precedence over sound education
policy?

Why should we risk misleading the American people by promising them programs
and funding which in all likelihood will never came to pass?, . .

Finally, I have to wonder when the Chairman of this subcommittee will. once
again return to the tradition of working in a productive, bipartisaln manner on
la .wher education legislation?

'Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Simow. All right. Before we get to our witnesses, if I may re-

-spond briefly to my friend and colleague, and he is my friend, and I
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have great respect for him. There is no question-that this congressfaces a serious budget problem:There is no question, at the same -time, in my mind, that we have to determine; as a Congress, what
our priorities are. And this subcommittee ought to be one of the
agencies for telling the Congress and the people of this Nation
what those prioritiesought to be.

And I think`one of those priorities ought to be in investment in
our future. I don't think any economist can take a look at where
you can get return on your dollv, will come up with any sugges-
tion that the dollars we invest in higher education are not very
substantial savings, in the long run. I've never seen any study that
suggests anything to the contrary. Are we, as a nation, going to dis-.
continue making., investments that nay off 'in the future? I hope
not.

SecCd, what we have is a' shift idemph,asis. No question about
it. A shift in emphasis that costs more up front but saves money,because we're not subsidizing loans as much as we have been, inthe leng run. And that seems to me to be sound fiscal policy, in
addition to sound educational policy. Because the prograths, up tonow, and I think we have to be candid:the programs up to now
have not been helping many of the people they were designed to
help.

If we had the same percentage of blacks, Hispanics, and women
who graduate from high school ,going into college, as we do white
males, "we would have no demographic projections of atdecline in
enrollment in the colleges of this country. Now, two other ques-
tions have been Posed by my friend and colleague from Missouri.
One is that he is going to have some alternatives, same amend-
ments. I azn going to be happy to sit down with you, Toni, or
anyone 'else, to try and work these out.

_

This is not the lei/ of the Medes: and the Persians, cast in stone,
that we're introdecing. It is a concept. It is a very practical con-
cept. It is a concept that would be a substantial iMprovement in
higher education and would be a tremendous plus for this Nation.

And then- the final question is why do t this year? In part for
the same reason we did it in 1980. We felt' that 'in an election year,frankly, it is more likely, that you're going to get the OK 'of an ad-
ministration than you will on the year following the election, and I
have been in politics long enough and, Tom, you've been in politics
long enough to knoW that is a reality. .

1 hope we can emerge 'with something, and let me jest add that I
have talked to Senator Stafford, I have talked to Members of the,
Seriate of both' political parties. If the House passes something, I
have every-reason totelieve the Senate is going to act.

Now, obviously what the Senate passes and what the Senate acts
upon may look somewhat different than the House product; And
then we're going to have to work out practical compromises. There
are going to be a lot of compromises in this bill before it tees the
light of day in the House. But I think it is important that we moveahead. I think it's important that we let people know where we
stand in an election year, where we in the House stand, where we
stand in the Senate, where this adininistration stands. I'want, in a
sense, people to have their feet to the fire in this election year.

Mr. Owens, do you want to add any fuel to the fire here?
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Mr. OwENi. Na, Mr. Chairman, 1 have no statement.
Mr. SIMON. All right....
We have two distinguished witnesses to start off with here; .Gary

Joes, the Under Secretary of Education, d Dr. Elmendorf, who
heads the higher education area for the De rtment ,.

[Prepared statement of, Dr. Gary Jones fo lows:j

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DL GARY Jornes, UNDER SECRETARY, DI PARTIAL.NT OF

EDUCATION ,-

Mr. Chairman and Meinbers of the Committee, thank you for thitropportunity to
discuss this Administration's proposal to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965,.
entitled-the "Higher Eciucation 'Amendments of 19$1s"

Before pivceeing with an explanation of our legislative proposals, I would like to
emphasize that we are not proposing a reauthorization or extension of the Act at
this time. We are continuing to study the need for long-term legislative changes in

these p and will be submitting our proposals fat reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act at a later date, think you can safely assume that
our philosophy of restoring the traditional roles of the family and students in the ,

financing of Postsecondary education costs and .of promoting institutional self-suffi-
ciency will continue to be dominant and recurring themes, 1k

The. purpose of the amendments we are proposing is to authorize needed immedi-:
ate initiatives included in the President's fiscal year 1985 budget. These initiatives
will encourage student self-help efforts, improve the effectiveness and efficiency of

our student aid and other higher education programs, reduce waste and Prograin
abuse, and more equitably distribute Federal assistance to disadvantaged students.

I am not prepared to comment in detail at this time on the legislative proposal for
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act being ProPosed bY Congressman-Simon,
Only last week did we see a large part of the proposal and what we.have seen in3,

eluded some complicated changes in the Pell and Guaranteed Student Loan pro-E

ams which 'Could substantially affect the operation and costs of these programs.
or example, the distributional and cost impacts of the proposed provisions to

extend eligibility for Pell Grants to first-year graduate' and professional students,
changes to the Pell award- rules, and provision* for variable interest rate student
loans, as well as other changes, are difficultlo quickly and accurately nisesS.

My initial. reaction is that these amendments do little to restore thetraditiprial
roles of the family and the student in the financing of postsecondary' ES1 408DI ,

and of promoting institutional self-sufficiency. It appears these proposals in general

would have the undesirable result of increasing the Federal Government's responsi-

bility for financing postsecadary education.
Let me now be a little more specific in describing the legislative changes aceorapa-

nying our FY 1985 budget request.

STUDENT SELIPHE.I.2 INITIATIVE

A major pu of this legislation is to prore9te the principle that postsecondary
students shoul be expected to contribute to their own education costs before Feder-

. al grant assistance is provided. This policy would be implemented by:
increasing College Work-Study support by $295 million in fiscal year 1985--repre-

*exiting a potential increase of some 335,000 student jobs;
giving institutions more flexibility in using Work-Study funds by allowing them to

make student grants and to use funds for Cooperative Education and Job Location

activities.
extending the need test for Guaranteed Student Loans (GSL) to students of -01

family income levels; and
restructuring She Pell Grant into..a Fell Self-Help Grant explicitly designed to

supplement family and student-contributions.
This reformed grant program, in tandem with the federally subsidized work and

loan programs, would continue to ensure access and broaden the institutional choice,

of financially needy students..

STUDENT GRANTS

These amendments include provisiiins designed to encourage, student self-help and
to target Federal grant-aid toward students with the greatest need, Under the
amended. Fell Grant prOgrarn, student awards would become subject to reasonable
self-help expectations. The, grant amount and self-help expectations would vary with
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education costs so that needy students intereeted in attending higher cost schodls,
and willing to undertake g-reater self-help efforts would receive larger. amounts ofFederal grant assistance than under current law.

In place of the current half -cost limit, the Pell Self-Help Grant would be limited
to (U percent of educational' costs minus tlifs expected family contribUtion, with aminimum student sejf-help expectation 43500. The maximum Pell award would beincreased to $3,000,n inequity in the current prograrn, whereby the-ipected
family contributions of some student* (those affected by the halkost rule) are ignored, would be eliminated.

The combination of Pell Self-Help and Supplemental Grant awards would be lim-ited to 60 percent of educational costs or $4,500, whichever is less, minus the expect-,
ed family contribution. Also, the receipt of Stippleinental and Pell awards I* a par-ticular student would be generally limited to four academic yearsrestoring a rea-sonable limit which was repealed in 1980.

Woaa-srliny cOoessienve
This legislation would increase to $850 million the 1 dy authaizationlevel, and also increase institutional discretion in the # funds. While it isexpected that the Work-Study program will be used to finance employ-ment opportunities, it is recognized that in special circumstances an institdtional-lyhased grant might be required to complete the financial aid package of-a needy

student. Therefore, participating institutions would be allowed to use up to 50 per-cent of their Work-Study funding for Making Supplemental Granta. The institution -
1 allocation provisions would be simplified and made more equitable, with State al.-lotments based solely on relative full-time equivalent enrollment. subject to a FY1984 hold - harmless level thus tying funding more closely te)tidents! needs. All

other hold-harmless provisions would be repealed.'
An institution would be permitted tai reserve up to $100,000 of its Work-Study al-

location -for purposes of administering Job Location and Development`Centers, coop-erative education, andfor adult literacy progtams. This new approach to Federal
support for coopersitive education is designed to consolidate funding for federally
sponsored student employment programs under a broader and more flexible pro-
geamthrough which insitutional and student participation in cooperative educa-
tion prog-ranisimay be substantially expanded. ,

Des Lomi
The bill includes several important amendments to the Guaranteed Student Loan

program. All applicants for regular Guaranteed Student Loans would become sub-wet to the need analysis limitation, which now applies only to those with adjusted
family incomes above $30,000, thus eliminating unnecessary borrowing while im-proving equity in student treatment.

We are also proposing several amendments which are designed to re-establish
State cost-sharing in meeting the administrative and default costs associated with
the Guaranteed Student Loan program:

All current interest-free Federal.loan 'advances to guarantee agency reserve funds
would be returned by October 1, 1985!

The two guarantee agency administrative allowances based on new loan volumewould be repealed.
The agencies would still be allowed to retain up to 30 percent of their default col-

lections, as well as. their borrowak-insurance premiums, to help meet administrativecosts. , 1
Federal reinsurance would be reduced from 100 percent (generglkykto 80 perqgnt,

-of-default costs:
These measures would, create new incentives for State level efforts to control

Guaranteed Student Loans default and pclininistrative costs.
In the National Direct Student Loan program, Federal cancellation payments to

educational institutions related to outstanding loans to individuals in certain occu-
pations would be based only on the original institutional investment. Institutions
would not have to reinvest these repayments in the National Direct Student Loan
program as is now required. The National Direct Student Loan interest rate w uld
be increased from 5 to 8 percent (the current. Guaranteed Student Loan rate), e ec-
tive for loans made after June 80, 1985. This would establish some degree of eqUity
between National Direct Student Loan and Guarantied Student Loan programs gni
would increase the flow of funds available for new loans'in a reasonable .way w
out new Federal capital appropriationa.
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INSTITUTIONAL AID PROGRAMS

We also will continue to support the Institutional Aid programs which provide
Federal assistance to those POstsecondary institutions servinti_high percentages of-.
disadvantaged students. Our proposal reflects the, President s continued commit-
ment to historically. Black colleges and universities as well as to ;rainy predominant-
ly minority institutions.

Grants for these programs would provide assistance to participating institutions
to improve the-quality of their academic programs, student services, institutional
management and fiscal stability and Promote the ultimate objective of institutional
self-sufficiency. The Department proposes legislative changes which would simplify
the Institutional Aid programs, reduce administrative burdens, improve targeting of
funds to "truly developing institutions" and emphasize endowment building, These
proposals include:

marging -Parts A and B, which are sin-cilia in purpose and method of operation,
into'one program;

- limiting the assistance under the newly merged prograth to'one five year non-re-
newable grant, with matching requirements of 10, 20, and N perient for the third,
fourth and fifth years of the grant ,.,)eriod;

simplifying the determination of institutional eligibility by reducing the number.
of eligibility faders frorn,three to two,. resulting also in an improved talgeting of

"resources to schools with limited resources; and,
maintaining and emphasizing the new EndoWment program as a major tool for

promoting institutional self-Sufficiency, while phasing out the Challenge Grant pro-
. gram.

1,
SPKCIAL PROGRAMS FOR THE DISADVANTAGED

To assist disadvantaged students _to gain access to. and complete programs of post-
secondary education, and to complement the Federal investment in student finan-
cial assistance, the amendments we have submitted would consolidate and simplify
the Special Programs for the Disadvantaged: The Depsrtment's proposals would re,"
slructure these programs and require instituitinns .ahare'the Cbsts of .projects.
reduce admit3istrative burdens, limit eligibility, andlarget funds to Programs that
provide direct`services to disadvantaged students: The changes we propose inchide:

eliminating the language ,which permits first generation college students to par -
ticipate in the program, since these students are not necessarily needy;

providing authority for low-income and handicappedstudents to be eligible for all,
instead of just some of, the Special Programs; .

requiring cost-sharing of 10 percent for institutions participating in the UpWard
Bound program, in recognition. of the benefit accruing to institutions in the form of

increased enrollment;
limiting eligibility for the Special Services and Upward Bound programs to post-

secondary institutions participating in the Federal student assistance programs to
ensure funds help needy students;

requiring cost-sharing and eventual institutionalizing of the Special. Services pro-
gram in recognition of institutional responsibility for their students; and

consolidating the highly, similar Talent Search and Educational Opportunity Cen-
ters programs into a single. program which could be financed with Special Services-

or Upward Bound funds:
We believe that these amendments would substantially iinprove the effectiveness

of Fedetal student , financial assistance and other higher education programs and
would result in's more equitable distribution of limited Federal resources.

I will be happy to respond to any questions you or members of the Committee

might have.

STATEMENT OF DR GARY JONES, UNDER SECRETARY OF EDUCA.
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION; AND DR. ED ELMENDORF,

ACCOMI'AMED BY WIIILIAM DINGELDKIN

Dr. JONES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We're also joined by Mr.
Dingfldein, who is Deputy Director of Budget Services in the Office

of Planning, Budget and Evaluation.
lf,Nanay, Mr. Chairman, I too have appreciated the relationship

you and I have had for 3 years. We have normally always .dis-
agreed but we've done it without being disagreeable.
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Mr. Sim4NN . Ifin>goir* to haVe to excuse Myself. I have two impor-
tinitpeopl&here to see ime- o hap ) n to be from Illinois. [Laugh-

.

'JONES: VerY
Mr. CoumAiv., And UM- going Ourn the hea.rings after he

leaves. [Laughter:]
Dr. JoNEs. Well, Mr, we appreciate the opportunity to

appear. here- today and e do want, to make Buie' the record shows
that the administration `at this time is, today, testifying to reflect
its interest and its proposals as they relate to legislative initiatives
submitted within the fiscal year 1985 budget. They should not be
construed as ajeauthorizatiou 'package by the administration.

AnglicisnutrioN's risc.-44.1, YEAR 1985 STUDENT AID PROPOSALS4:,z)

I. would, however, like to make a few comments in addition to
the prePared 'text we have submitted. Therei.has been much ado,
over the, past 2 or 3 years, about where this administration stands

retation to student financial aid, which takes 42 perce!nt of the
./ 'Otipartment of Education's budget. So let me just briefly dicate to

ypu what we have most recently submitted to Congrras legisla-
tive" pryposals, as well ps consequent budget actions.

PELL GRANTS

No. 1, us it relates to the Pell grant, we have suggested increas-
ing the maximum award to $3,000, which is $1,100 over current
law. We have advocated' increasing the maximum family income
for a student to be eligible for an award. to $28,400, which $2,500
in excess' of current law. We have increased the targeted funds to
the low income students. Current law provides about 74 percent to
students from families with an income of $12,000 or less. Our pro-d.
posal would provide about 80 percent to those students. 1

We are proposing to increase the average award some $150, to
$1,221. We also are advocating: increasing the direct and indirect
allowable cost to $3,000 for, those students not living at home,

iwhich is $1,000 more than current law.
...

WORK-STUDY

As our proposal relates to the work-study program, once again
we are advocating a .52-percent increase in funding, 'which would
push the funding level up to $850 million. This would provide addi--
tional funding for about 300,000 recipients at, the undergraduate
level and 36,000 at the graduate level.

We'w also advocating, rather llian .a.10 percent transfer of col-
lege work-study. funds, a. 50-percent transfer into the SEOG Pro-
gram. Also we are advocating increasing flexibility for institutions
who wish to allocate money toward cooperative education, job loca-
tion development centers, or adult literacy programs.

GSL PROPOSALS

There has been much talk also about what we can do for. gradu-
ate and professional students, and we have some ideas with the
auxiliary loan program. One is to expand the eligibility to parents
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and spouses of graduate students. We Suggest there should be
a deferrment of the repayment of th( principal for 6 months, once
a student has gone below a one half-time enrollment status. We
also think lenders should be provided the authority to have-each
loan repaid over a 10-year period of time.

Rooting to the Guaranteed Student Loan Program, we have
been'able to lower our budget. request for GSL by advocating some
cost-saving measures. If we don't enact these measures, Mr. Chair-
man, we're going to need another $221 million in fiscal year 1985,
above and beyond what the administration is already proposing.

PUS-BASED PROPOSALS

We are suggesting, for t SEOG Program, that with the 50-per-
cent transfer possibility o nds from the college work-study pro-
gram, there ,could be as m as $425 million in the SEOG Pro-
gram for grants. This is $50 'Ilion more than current appropria-
tion and it would also provide a maximum grant aggregate total of
Q4,500, which is $600 above the current law.

And as it relates to NDSL. we are suggesting that the $585 mil-
ion in revolving funds out, of the $5 billion that are out there

would be useful for several hundred thousands students.

SELF-HELP PROPOSALS -
-In summary, Mr. Chairman, for student financial -aid; the self

help proposal that the administration is advocating for the,second
year really permits students at all income levels attending higher
/cost schools to receive more Yell grant dollars than under, current
law. It permits low-ineame students at community 'colleges to per--
haps receive up to: 20 percent more. Pell grant dollars. It permits
low-income students to receive more Pell grant dollars at all insti-
tutions than under currentlaw, and any student who demonstrates
need will still be able to -receive- the Federal student-financial aid
program dollars.

COLLEGE BOARD STUDY

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, let me mention_ there have been
comments recentlyyesterday over the wire servicesabout the
college board and its latest report which talks about a 20-percent
underfunding level for student financial aid since 1980. I would

"like to just take s"moment and have the record show -that the
report the college board has released has overstated the 1980 Pell
-grant-cost by some $200.million and ..that the guaranteed student
loan estimates they used do not correlate with our numbers. They
also included Social Security and Veterans' benefits programs,
which are not need-based, to get to their 2Q 'percent underfunding
assessmept.

also does not take into account the increase in disposable
income for parents as'a result of the 25-percent cut in the tax rate.

More specifically, the student financial aid appropriations since
1980 have increased fully 28 percent in nominal terms. So, I think
the Congress and the administration, working together, have pro-
vided What has turned out to be 'a reasonable level of funding to



_meet the needs of the students who wish to continue their educa-
tion beyond the secondary level,

We are prepared to respond,to your questions.
Mr. Simox. Those last figures you just put together, they exclude

the Social Security cut completely?
Dr.. JONES. The 28-percent increase?
Mr. SilvcoN. Yes.
Dr. JONES. Does it exclude it? Yes, it does exclude it. That's justthe Department's program.
Mr. IMON. Yes, yes.
Mr. Coleman.

ADMINISTRATION'S VIEW ON REAUTHORIZATION

'Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Jones, I note on page 2 of your preRared state-
ment 'that you stated that you were not commenting on H.R. 5240in any detail because you, frankly, had not had time to really' study
it close enough and it was not provided to you in your offices until
last week, and I think it was probably changed and updated sincethen.

You're here today and you said nothing you should say should be
interpreted as an expression of support as far as reauthorization
for this year, but you are setting forth the proposal which we haveall seen before from the $uirninistration. Is that basically your testi-'mon'y; then?

Dr. JONES. Yes. We are certainly constantly thinking about reau- -thorization, but currently what we are submitting are legislative
proposals to implement our fiscal year 1085 budget.

MERIT-BASED AID

Mr. COLEMAN. Well, in general, do you-feel that there is a placein our higher student aid programs regarding merit-based studentaid at all and if,so, would you care to comment, .just philosophical-
- ly, and in general`?

Dr. JONES. I am a strong advocate of merit-based aid, but not
supported by the Federal Government-A am not interested in
having a debate in the Halls of Congress as to, how much moneshould go for merit-based aid and how much should be for nbased aid. I have talked about the concept whereby the Privatessector can provide the necessary -dollars to implement a very
Worthwhile merit-bakd program.

-- cA-Nsru*-PA§TaALLDCAntW.roluattla.A--
Mr. COLEMAN. I do note that in Mr. Simon's proposal that he has

set up an allotment formula for college study and institutional
block grants in which the forniula utilizes, as part of its base the
amount of GSL's that an institution might-be :having utilized on its
campui. Do you have information now? How difficult would it be to
get that inforniation? Anokwhat would be the effect of utilizing
that concept in alloting other funds?

Dr. JONES. Well, I'm intrigued by that because we talked about a
campus-based block grant program 2 or 3 years ago and we didn't
receive any support from the Democratic Members of the Congress
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at that time, nor did we get it from the, community. So, we kind of
disbanded the idea.

We would be more than happy to, report back to you, Mr. Con-
gressman, at anotifer time, as to what our reflection. would be as it
relates to block granting of those programs. "--,,

Mr? COLEMAN4 Could you comment specifically about the utiliza-
tion in the formula of,t-fie amount of aid received through the stu-
dent loan program? In other words, would there' possibly be art at-
tempt to overutilize unecessarily OSL's in order to boost up an in
stitution's allotted funds, under these, other formulas?

Dr. JONES. 1 would expect so.

ACCESS AND CHOICE

Mr. COLEMAN: I wonder if you could just comment briefly about
access and choice,' the two key reasons for having federally funded
.student aid programs. Do you -feel that the Higher Education Act,.
in its present form, generally reflects the concern of both access
and choice, and if you've had a chance to address H.R. 5240 on this
issue also,, could you do that? Do you feel that your proposal ad-
dresses those needs also?

Dr. JONES. Well, we're not prepared to talk about H.R. 5240,-Mr.
Congressman. I did not receive the final copy of that report, or the
bill, until*Friday of last week and I've hardly had time to digest
the delicate matters within it I would, however, suggest that the
current law, as well as the administration's proposals,' are highly
cognizant of access and subsidizing choice. We have long advocated

--a continuation of the Federal role of assuring access, and a meals-
ure of choice. Ourproposals, simply, we think, provide more dollars
to the most needy students and also encourage a minimal level of
student self-help and a greater farily contribution by the middle
income and higher income families.

Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Chairman, I thank the witness for his testimo-
ny. I think that perhaps at a later date after they have an opportu-

'nity to reexamine the legislation, they may perhaps want to make
additional comments later in the hearing process. I thank the gen-

,.tleman.
li TIMING OF ILEAUTHORIZATiON

Mr. "SevioN. We will provide that opportunity. I recognize there
has been 'a short time here.

Mr. Owens. . ,

Mr. OWENS. Just one-basic -question' -Mr. Secretary, -The
dent's Contnission on Excellence in' Education, issued a report enti-
tled "A Nation. At Risk" where they emphasized the fact4bat there
is a-need for a sense of emergencya sense of tirgenc*with re-
spect to education. Are you saying, by your statement, that there
was.no contemplation of putting forth the reauthoription proposal
this year, that that sense of urgency 'does not apply to higher edu-
cation?

Dr. JoNEs. Well, the report largely focused on secondary educa-
tion as opposed to postsecondary or even elementary education, for
that matter. But you should not draw from that 'report, nor ,from



our testimony here, that we're not interested in reauthorization of*her education.
We do not contemplate enough action this year by Congress inorder to have the administration- submit its official reauthorization

package. We are continuously, through Dr. Elmendorfs office, and
Dr. Bauer's Office of Planning, Budget, and Evaluation, as well asmy own, looking at'what matters should be-undertaken through'areauthorization bill, and as time progresses we will begin to put a

. bill together and be happy to share it with you.

% ADMINISTRATION'S SUPPORT HICI-IER EDUCATION

W ''% Mr, OWE.Ns. ell, there s been ft dec ase in the number of stu-
dents entering high, educational in.stit 'ons as a result of the
Reagan adniinistration's budet*cuts. Areyou saying that there's
no need to express any concern about this,, that the pool of people.with higher education in this country is great enough to meet ourneeds in .industry and defense and that we are prepared like other
countries, like the Soviet Union, we are uizo, to par?

Dr. JONES. 1 don't think you c an measure a cfmgressional ,Mern-
bees nor an administration's emphasis on education simply in amatter of dollars. I think you have to measure it as a total contri-
bution 'to the _public's eonsciousness toward education. Without
question we have the greatest reform movement in this Nation's

`history as it relates to American education, and the President and
the Secretary have been catalytic in that venture

Having said that, I think it's also important to understand thatthe enrollment in higher education has remained fairly constant
for the last 3 or 4 years,' even though, Mr. Congressman, there has
been a decline in the number of high school graduates for the, past
few years. So, I think we need to be very careful when we analyze
how many students are now in college, if there has been a decline
in entering freshmen and sophomores in the last few years. If so,it's because there are feWer students gradua ng from our high
schools.

The policies now in force; the statutory progr in force, arethere to make sure any student who wishes to have access to
higher education. can, and the budgetary program, as by
Congress for the past several years, has been able to ends = thatpolicy.

Mr. OWENS. Well, you would say that the number of students n-rolled in higher education institutions in the Soviet Union, the
number being graduated in the Soviet Union from higher educa-
tion institutions, is of rio concern___whAn ccg4Pikred_ with, ..11 m
-bets that we haVe?

pr. JONES. I think the Soviet Union has its own way of educat-
ing its students, and far be it from me to endorse that, as opposed
to ours. I don't. think there is any- nation in the world that cancompare with the type of opportunities we provide students, from
kindergarten through graduate and professional schools.I think it is important we continue to recognize the needsthe
financial needs --of our students, and that, we meet those needs.
Personally I think it's time we began to reward people for their
achievement in secondary school and maybe that way through
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merit scholarships we could improve achievement by our students
in colleges and universities so that we can continue to compete in-

tellectually, economically, and other ways' against the Soviet

Union.
Mr. Owrais. Thank you, Mr. Jones..
Mr. Simow. Mr. Penny.
Mr. PENNY. No,'I have no questions.

cso's Assiessurorr or ADMINISTRATION'S PROPO'SAL *

Mr. SIMON. Just if I may quote from a C/30 memo to John Dean
here. Just three quick comments, among the Many others they
have. "Fully funding the proposed Pell self-help grant formula

would cost $3.7 billion in 1985 or 30 percent above the administra-
tion's request." They also point out that it reduces the flexibility
that campuses have. It also says, "Some students with higher in-
comes a. high c schools, who had not previously received Pell
grants, would get awards under the administration's pro

and, "Total funding for the 'campus-based programs, S 's,
NDSLis, and College Work-Study would decline by 23 percent Do

..you have any comments on their issumptions here?,
Dr. JONES. I haien't too many comments except that it's very

clear, Mr. Chairman, there are programs.we have advocated to be
zero funded. You have just come from a meeting, sir, that is ad-
dressing the very difficult problem of budget considerations, and
we constantly address that as well, We have looked for ways by
which we can continue to meet the needs of students without pro-
viding new funds every time we come to Congress.

That is why when you look at the NDSL Program, We suggest we
need to emphasize that institutions need to get those revolving dol-
lars back into the institutions; and in 1985 we're expecting $585
million for that particular program.

Congress has continued to provide $180 million or so in new cap-
ital:for that We simply disagree.We don't think it's necessary to
continue to spend money for that pr ov: Tun when you have $5 bil-
lion in revolving funds and $585 million coming back in. As to
flexibility, I think there's a lot of that we're advocating. When you
take the congressionEt1 statute now of 10 percent transfer of college
work-study into SEOG, and note were suggesting 50 percent
th4Vs a tremendous amount of flexibility we re providing institu-
tions: We're providing, more flexibility by letting them take not
$25,000 but $100,000 and put it into cooperative education or adult
literacy, 'which I know you're interested in, Mr. Chairman, as well
-as in the job location development centers. . .

So, there are many flexibilities we have integrated into our pro-
.,

posal this year.
Mr. &mow. We thank you;
Mr. Gunderson, I'm sorry.
Mr. GUNDER.90N. Thank you, Mr, Chairman. I'm kind of bashful
I'm not easily recogniied.
Mr. SIMON. I did not see you walk in. My apologies.

STUDENT ACCESS YN, R.ECENT YEARS

Mr. GUNDERSON. No problem at all.
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One 'f the concerns that we all have is this question of access
and we try to balance that with a commitment regarding the fiscal
situation we face in this country with the budget. As I traveled
around my campuses jn my district over the Presidents' day recess,
and met with all but one of the chancellors, every one of them told

that they did not believe that as a result of the changes that we
have -imposed in the last couple of years that they had denied stu-
dents access to their campus. They felt that we were at the point
where we, however, had cleaned up the abuses. They were con-
cerned where we went from here.

My concern and my question is, Has the Department, or are you,
undertaking any studies at the present time in preparation for
your reauthorization proposal? Did any analysis occur nationwide
of the impact of the various changes that have occurred in the last
3 years, and..in particular the impact of that on access to "ous
'students? -

Dr: Joiq.s. I think it's fair to say we have not done anal y , as itrelates to our reauthorization package, because we don't have one.It is fair also to say, however,-that we have done considerable anal-
yses for submission of our fiscal year 1985 budget. Much of that has
been -dune by Dr. Elmendorf in -the Office of Postsecondary, Ecluca-.
tion, and Dr. Bauer, whords our. Deputy Under Secretary for Mad-
ning,, Budget, and Evaluation.

We are very sensitive to any proposed program we submit to
Congress. We take into consideration several things: demographic
trends and, economic trends of the country, the disposable income
of families, targeting the most needy students, and things of that
nature. I think it's very clear that the proposals we're putting for-
ward address the needs of the most needy students.

There are some students who won't get as much grant. money as
they've gotten- before, because they're more or less' km middle
income range families and they will be either provg more
family contribution or they will be receiving, perhaps, more college
work-study or something of that nature.

I think it also needs to be mentioned that, over the last 2 or 3
years, there has been a greater contribution by parents to their
students' educations. We were told 2 or 3 years ago that this simply .

could not occur, that we had to have more Federal funding in order
to accommodate students' needs. And we're working on some data
in the Department now that will indicate, I think, fairly clearly
that many people did not think as much Federal aid would be
available as it turned out to be about 2 years ago when we had the
big testimonies up here all thp time. When parents didn't think the
-money -was -available, they did- provide the money, because -there
has been about a 10-percent increase in parental contributions over
the last 2 or 3 years.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Are you anticipating doing any comprehenSive
studies in tkis area?

Dr, JONES. Yes, sir, we will.

NONTRADITIONAL STUDENTS
t

Mr. GUNDERSON. My other question would be in the area of the
nontraditional student. It seems to me that it.is impossible to look



at the question of reauthorizati6n and the needs for higher educa-
tion, fmaneial assistance in the mid-1980's and beyonakwithout rec-

, ognizing a very unique and different type of student who is becom-
lug very, very important on almost every campus in this country1

at being the older, nontraditional student.- .

Is the Departmei contemplating any kind of special financial
assistanc programs, recognizing the rather unique needs of this
type of sturdent?

Dr. JONES, Well,, we have an adult literacy initiative now that ad-
.

dressei those people, to some degree. We have an emphasis ont
ca-

r
operative education now also.

Mr. GuNDEasox. We're talking well beyond lite y: I mean,
we're talking about someone who I been to college and has a
need to come back.

Dr. Joivx.s. Yes, it's well beyond literacy.
Well, you will find that our student financial aid programs at, ad-

dress that as, well, through the auxiliary loan program, allowi
parents as well as spouses to borrow under that program. T at
would help address the need of the nontraditional student.

Mr. GtninEasoN. You, do recognize we have a special situation
here that needs to be studied'?

Dr. Joxr.s. Yes, sir. That age group of the student population con-
tinues to grow. That's, one reason we've had a decline in the
number of high school graduates, which has had a leveling effect of
enrollment in our institutions of higher education..

Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. s

Mr. ZntdoN. We thank you. Dr. Elmendorf, yot are going to be
with us this afternoon, I understand.

'Dr. ELMENDORF. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. All right, great.
We thank you .very much. We will have one more witness now,.

then we're going to recess until 1:30, and proceed with the addi-
ti6nal witnesses at-that point.

c, My colleague, Congressman Bob Garcia, is somewhere here.
There he is. Sitting modestly in the back of the room.

[Prepared stater sent of Congressman Robert Garcia folirmys:]

PREPARES) STATEMENT or HON. RORER? GA.RCIA, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS

FROM m STATE Or NEW YORE AND. CUAIRMAN, CONGRESSIONAL HiSPANIC CAUCUS

Mr. Chairman, it is my pleasure to testify today as chairman of the Congreselonal
Hispanic Caucus before the Educational and Labor SUbcommittee on FostsecondirY
Education, for your bill to reauthorize the Higher Education Act which addresses
the concern for access and equity in postsecondary education for Hispanic Ameri-

The major issues facing Hispanics in higher education are limited access, discrimi-
natory employment practices and disproportionately high attrition rates: Hispanics'
limited access to higher education is exposed by the folloifing statistics. From 1970
to 1980, Hispanic full-time undergraduate students increased from only 2.1 percent
to 3.7 percent of the total college enrollment. While overall Hispanic college enroll-
ment has increased in the past ten years, these figures are very misleading. Factor-
ing in the declining college enrollment for the total population and the growth of -

Hispanics in the 18 to 24 year old irackets, we find that Hispanic college enroll-
ment fell from 204 percent in .10,6"-to 26.1 percent in 1980. These figures belie any
claims of greater Hispanic participation in higher education, but rather point to the
imminent danger of having another generation of Hispanics lose the opportunity for
a quality education.



Other patterns to gage access to higher eclucation data notlorighten the picture. The tdistribution of Hisp,anics in postsecondary issititutions reveals their limited penetra-tion into the higher education system. In 980E 54 percent of Hispanic students at-tended two year colleges as company' to 36,percent of nonhispanic students. This
situation is problematic for the pa- ttern is 'that Hispanic are not transferring from

. two-year to four-year institutions in signifiCant numbers. Another telling factor re-vealing the, limited penetration of Hispanics into higher education institutions is the
concentration of Hispanic students in fewer than two, percent of our Nation's uni-
versities. For example, the 72 institutions with signifiCantoHispanic enrollment ac-ceuht for nearly one half of all mainland Hispanic. students. .-

To make higher education !accessible to Hispanics; it is-important to provide themwith an institution setting with proper role models, relevant curriculum and sensi-
tivity to their particular needs, all of which can be best provided through Ilispartic's
participation at the administrative and faculty levels in postsecondary institutions.
Unfortunately we are, far from having a proportionate share of Hispanic participa-
rani in, the higher' reaches of the higher education establishment where Hispanics
are grossly underrepresented. Only 3 institutions are governed by Hispanic majori-
tites compared to more than 102 colleges and universities controlled blacks andapproximately 26. indian-controlled institutions. While Hispanics constitute about'2.7 percent of all employees in postsecondary institutions, they make up only 1.4percent of the executive, administrative and managerial personnel and only 1.5 per-cent of faculty.

The lack of institutional settings sensitive to the particular needs of Hispanic stn.
. (rents is best reflected in the serious attrition rate of Hispanic .college students..

Fifty-seven percent of Hispanic males and-fifty-four percent of Hispanic females failto graduate as compared to thirty-fotir percent of white males and females. When
these figures are considered together with the already low totals of .Hispatiie college
enrollment, one is forced to conclnde that higher education is far from accessible to
ilispan4cs and so are the opportunities which result from such education.

--- The consequences of the limited accessibility to higher education are exacerbated
by the demographics of the Hispanic population. Hispanics are the youngest popu-

Aaltion group in the nation.:.Their Median age is 22 years, compared to 30 years for
the non-Hispanic population..The proportion of the Hispanic population below 18
years old is much larger than that of the non-Hispanic population. The youth ofHispanics as a group makes them the most 'vulnerable to the consequences of notbeing afforded the.opportu.nity.to puni4e postsecondary education.

Another important 'demographic factor. affecting Hispanics' educational opportuni-
ties is their concentration is urban areas. Eight-eight percent of Hispanics reside in
cities and ninety percent"gf Hispanic students attend public school. This means that
most hispanic elementary and secondary students are enrolled in the mammoth and.
problem-ridden school districts of large cities. The issue of Hispanic representation
in postsecondary education is tied to the plight of elementary and secondary school-ing for Hispanic. The difficulties many of these students face both in Kindergarten
through twelfth grade and in higher education suggest the necessity to improve the
transition between the two systems. ..

I have outlined for you the challenges Hispanic Americans Tate in'the pursuit for 7'
access and equity in higher education to emphasize th urgent need for the provi-sionsSions in your bill addressing' these challenges. For Ills' acs, one the most impor-
tant provisions in ypur bill is the one for strengthening i titu*ns with signigant
enrollments of Hispanic students by providing them with funding through N set-
aside of $10 million dollars or up to 15 percent"of title III funds: There only exist, inthe U.S. mainland three institutions which were established witft,the specific inten-
tion to serve Hispanic students, two of which are in my district Unlike blacks and
American Indians,- Hispanic' atteriePinstitUtiohti 'that -de not havehiStorical missions
to serve Hispanic students. This provisions recognizes-the need for. giVing schoolsincentives to reach out the Hispanic community by providing Hispanic studentswith an institutional setting sensitive to their particular situation. Through support-ing these schools that, have manifested a vested interest in sewing HisPanios, wemake .higher education more accessible to the most educationally disadvantecl
group. We support the Subcommittee's intent in broadening the criteria for Hispan-ic institutions. Instead of just relying on pure numerical majority criteria, the Sub-
committee has evolved criteria 'sensitive to the actual distribution of Hispanic col-.lege students in postsecondary institutions. ' , 4

Another area of concern which your bill takes into account is that of financial
assistance, Unless we can assure that students are able to underwrite the cost of
college, postsecondary education will remain inaccessible. Since the Hispanic papa-
lotion does not earn much money in general, in financial aid programs are absolute-
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ly critical: In 1980 the median, income, for Hispanic families was 14,700 ti ollars or 50
percent less than for white families and 25.7 percent' of Hispanic families, we-e
below poverty levels. As a reault, paStseconciary education is rarely seen as an'
option because parent assume that it is beyond their financial means. In addition
the complexity of the grantiloan process discourage parents and stUdents unfamil-
iar with necessary applicatieia processes from seeking available needed financial aid.
In fact studies have found.. that Hispanic students' grant/loan packages. have a
higher proportion of loans which, unlike grants, increase,' student indebtedness.
Your bill addresses these concerns by *implying the grant/loan process to one work,
one loan and nne grant program coupled with a campus-based block grant. The over
sill simplification of Title IV.prograros will contribute to improving student access
and the equality of educational opportunity for low income students, especially His-
panics and other ininiorities..Moreover the financial aid, package will limit student
indebtedness by expanding, grant and work assistance. By reducing economic and
administrative barriers to student financial aasistance, more students will be able to

Attake advantage of the opportunities a college education can provide.
Your bill recognizes the effectiveness of the Special Services for Disadvantaged.

students programs in channelling disadvantaged students toward higher education,
The TRIO programs have worked well in the past though limited int he extensive-
ness of their impact by inadequate funding. At present, the TRIO pregrams are
serving less than 10 percent of the eligible student population which meet the 150
percent of poVertY criteria. present TRIO levels persist through the second half of
the 1980's, and nothing is done to make more and better information about college
opportunities ,available to needy students, another generation of Hispanic students
will be denietlaccess to postsecondary education. Over 90% *of the students who
have beenied the opportunity to participate in TRIO programs, such as talent
search and upward bound,,go on to college. Among the TRIO programs, the High
School Equivalency (HE.P) and the College Assistance Migrant Program (CAMP)
serve the most educationally deprived segment Of the American populationmi-
grant and seasonal farm-workers. The RBI' population is over 65 percent Hispanic

s. and the CAMP student population is over 90 percent Hispanic. Thus, the HEP's and
CAMP'S axe providing the Most disadvantaged Hispanics with access to the main-
stream of secondary and postsecondary educational epportunites: tie Modifications
included in your bill, such as authorization increases, will permit the enhancement
and expansion of TRIO'S outreach CO the target population and service more stu-
dents.

Your bill opens up the option for cooperative education as an alternative way for
Hispanic students to finance their college educatioriby increasing its ftinding. The
partnership between the private sector and, the academic institution - translates into
both financial aid and employment opportunities for the students. This program is
important to the Hispanic student as it provides him with assistance in overcoming
at the same time the economic and employment hurdles that face him.

This bill, in response to the hearings on Hispanic's access to Higher Education,
includes a provision to meet the critical need for meanizeful statistics on Hispanics
in Higher Education which mandates the National Center for Educational Statistics
to collect data on the educational attainment of Hispanics. In order to be able to
address the issues of educational opportunity and equity, it is important to better
evaluate the extent arid the qciality of Hispanic participation in Higher Education.

In this area of budgetary restraints and conservative fiscal policy it is imperative
that our limited resources go to the areas of greatest need. The risks of not attend-

.. ,._ing,to thcee in greatest need Inarresult in their not integrating into our technologi-
cal society through their lack nf paitiCiPatiOn in the OPPOrtunitieS-Whith our Society
offers. This society must provide its youth with the education necessary tq Make
them productive participants.

It is not only the right policy but good policy as well that We support -and builds up
minority participation in postsecondary education, for the return which the govern-
ment gets on its investir4ent with these programs is Significantly _greater than its
outlay, College graduates are much less likely babe unemployed than people who
have not attend college. Therefare, they are less' likely to drain the gosernment's
resources "cis recrpients of public assistance. College graduates also have a much
higher median income than non-college graduates. AS a result, they, contribute to
federal revenues directly,Ihrough their tax dollars, and indirectly, 'through the
ripple effect of th r urchasing power,
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STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT ECI , 4 REPRESErATIVE IN
CONGRESS FRO I% STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. GAaciA, Mr. Cjlairinan, first let me thank you and let memake it very clear-that I will not take more than a few minutes.What I'd like to do, with the permission of the committee, is tojust summarize my statement. /
Mr. SIMON. Your full statement will be entered in the record.
Mr. GARCIA. Thank you very much,
First of all, I didn't knew how to address you, Mr. Chairman, asSenator or Congressman. But in any event, as an elected official,.both, we wish you well.
Just ever so briefliet me start off by congratulating thecrom.4,°

mittee and especially 'y Mr. Chairman, for your continuous fight °N-on behalf of so many who have needs in this country, and we in theminority communities are deeply appreciative of all your work.I would like to say to all the members of the committee that,1am testifying here on behalf of the .congressional Hispanic caucus.But I am sure that the figures that I will cite will pretty muchrelate to the black community or the poor white community of Ap--palachia as well I think the equation, there is a common denomi-
nator wherever there is poverty, and in stating that to you, Mr.Chairman, I would like to talk about, very specifically, and. I will
just read one paragraph Or two, that the major issues facing His--- panics in higher education are limited access, discriminatory em-
ployment practices, and disproportionately high attrition rates.Hispanics' limited access to higher education' is exposed by the
following statistics: From 1970 through 1980 Hispanic full-time un-
dergraduate students increased from only 2.1 percent to 3,7 percentof the total college enrollment. While overall Hispanic college en-rollment has increased in the past year, the figures are very nais- .le3ding, And it's for the woe reasons that the Secretary who just
testified before Us, his figures are misleading as well

As' chairman of the Census Subcommittee in 1980, from 1979
through 1981, and having understood those figures and statistics,
the reasons why. the population in these institutions have remainedthe same is beause the number of young people who are eligibletoday to enter into the institutions of higher learning have in-
creased a substantial percentage. So that while the numbers lookthe same as they were before, in reality whpn you look at it in
direct proportion to the number of youngsters who were eligible togo, there has been a significant drop.

_

And so when we talk about the Hispanic community, which has
-gained- 1,6 percent in total -college enrollment -over -the last ID
years, the fact is that the nimibers really have decreased.-

Factoring in the decline of college enrollment and the growth of
Hispanics, and this falls into that category, in the 18- to 24-year-old
brackets, we find that Hispanic college enrollment fell from 20.4
percent in 1975 to 16.1 percent in 1980; So, that as it relates to the
conversation that _you've just heard, you can see that those facts
are misleading. And I think the record should be made quite clear-ly.

The other paragraph I would like to read to you, Mr. Chairman,
is that the consequences of limited, accesatbility to higher education
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are exacerbated by the demographics of the Hispanic population.
Hispanics are the youngest group in the Nation. Their median age
is 22 years old compared to 30 years old for the non-Hispanic popu-
lation. The proportion of the Hispanic population below 18 years
old is much larger than that of the non-Hispanic population. The
youth of Hispanics, as a group, makes them the, most vulnerable to
the consequences of not being afforded the opportunity to pursue
postsecondary education.

Another important deinographic factor affecting Hispanic edtica,
tioiial opportunities is titir concentration in urban areas.

Eighty-eight percent or Hispanics reside in cities, and ninety per-
cent of Hispanic students attend public schools. This means that
most Hispanic elementary and secondary studentS are enrolled in

...the mammoth and problem-ridden school districts of large cities?
The issue of Hispanic representation in postsecondary education is
tier to the plight of elementary and secondary schooling for His-

panics.
The difficulties many of these students face, both in kindergarten

through the 12th grade, and in higher education, suggest the neces-
sity to improve the transition between the two systems. Another
area of concern which. our bill takes into account is that of finan-
cialcial assistance. Unless ne can assure that students are able to u-
derwrite the cost ° college, postsecondary education will remain
inaccessible, since the Hispanic population does not earn, let me

-repeat that, dOes not earn much money in general. And financial
aid programs are absolutely critical. In 1980 the median incomesfor
Hispanic families was approximately $14,000, $14,000 to $15,000, or

50 percent less, than for white families and 25.7 percent of Hispan-
ic families were below poverty levels.

As a result, postsecondary education is rarely seen as an option
because parents' ssume that it is beyond their financial means.

I'm going to sum up now, if I may I just think the statistics areC
important, Mr. Chairman, in terms of this dialog between the coin-
mittee and the congressional Hispanic caucus.

It is not only the right policy, but good policy as well, that:we
/ support and build up minority participation in postsecondary edu-

) 'cation, for the return which the Government gets on its investment
with these programs is significantly greater than its outlay. College
students are much less likely to, be unemployed than people Nvho

have not attended college. Therefore, they are less likely to. drain
the Government resources as recipients of public assistance. Col-

lege graduates also have a much higher median income than nqp-
coilege graduates.

As a result, they mitriblite to Federal -reventieS directly through--
their tax dollar, and indirectly through the ripple effect of their
purchasing power.

Mr. Chairman, as usual, I think you're terrific and I thank you
very much for the opportunity.

Mr. SIMO7' We thank you very much and I just have a comment
or two and then I'm going to turn the Chair, over to Mr. Penny
here, because unfortunately I have anotheremeeting I have to get -

to._
The statistics you mention.are dramatic. They become even more .'

dramatic if you exclude community colleges, the 2-year colleges.
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Mr. GotacrA. Bight.
Mr. SiMON: Hispanics are disproportionately enrolled in those

community colleges, 'and di.sproportionately, underenrolled in the
other colleges, public and prkvate, of the Nation. Now, I don't mean"to denegrate in any way the; mportant role of community colleges.
I am a strong backer of coMinunity colleges. But clearly there is anaccess problem.

One other comment, and this is nothing that we can handle with
legislation, but just a general comment for my friends who arehere from, the higher education community. One of the thingl wealso have to do to encourage Hispanics to become involved anti tostay in higher education institutions is to have representatives of
the Hispanic community and the faculty and adminstrationlgf
these institutions,

Just out of curiosity over the weekend I did some checking atSouthern Illinois University, an instito4t.ion between 2 campuses
that has about 40,000 students. There is one Hispanic faculty
member, in a ,State with a very substantial Hispanic population:
Now, I'm not picking on Southern Illinois University, because I
think I could find the same, unfortunately, in

Mr. GARgiA. In New York State.
Mr. SIMON [continuing]. In New York State or a great manyother places.
But, Clearly, we have a job to do turd students need faculty mem .bers with whom they can converse, whom they can see as role.models, to make them feel a little more at home on a campus, and

too often that, clearly, is not happening. I thank you. And I'm
going to turn the Chair over to Mr. Penny. Mr. Coleman.

Mr. COLEMAN. I have no questions. thank Mr. Garcia for being
with us today and for his statement.

Mr. PENNY. Any questions at all? No questions to the left of me.
No members to the right of me. [Laughter.]

And I don't have any questions, Mr. Garcia. Thank you for your
testimony. We'll reconvene at 1:30. _

Mr. GAIICIA Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., March 27, 1984, the hearing recessed

until 1:47 p.m., the same day.]
Mr, Slum. The subcommittee hearing will resume. We will now

hear from Dr. Ed Elmendoxf, the Assistant Secretary of Education
for Higher Education.

STATEMENT OF DR. EDWARD ELMENDORF, ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF EDUCATION FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

Dr. EtmENno-ar. Thank you, Mr. Cliairnian.
I have with me today Dr. Ron Kimberlin on nay leftovho is the

Deputy Assistant Sec tail? for Higher Education programs. On my
I Kirkgasler, who is the Program Office of

and on her right, Mr. John Haines, who
'dget Development head for F'ostsecondary

;pent.
to t. . We would be open to any questions the

committee might have regarding the, Higher Education Act or the
continuation of thetestimony this morning from Dr. Jones.

right have Ms. Sally
Policy Dev optnent hea
is the Burke Office of B
Education Evt uation

We have no
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Mr. Simorv. OK, we thank you Mr. Coleman.
Mr. Co MAIN. Why don't yo go ahead with your questions?
Mr. Strisox. Let me---do you Varit to explain a little bit on the

self-help provisions of how you arrived at your recommendations
for Pell?

Dr. EutENDOR.F. Yes, sir. The Pell self-help is, first of all, not a
new term invented by this administration. Self-kelp is a term com-
monly used in the financial aid community. It's much more nar-
rowly defined by the'community than it is in our proposal. But let
me tell you how they differ.

Self help is generally conceived of as work-study and loan by the
financial aid community, ways in which the individual can help
themselves inn terms of enhancing their financial aid package.

We hae more broadly defined "self-help" and allowed it to be
defined, as any type of assistance' a4tudent might get fram any
source, whatsoever, other than the Pell Grant Program, olik other
Federal grant program. Essentially that means everything can be
considered toward meeting what we propose as a. $500 minimum
self-help contribution by the student or 40 percent of cost That, we
feel, is a strong basis to go in alongside the family contribution to
try to fulfill the philosophy that this administration hasp proposed
now for almost 3 years consistently, that the student is the pri-
mary financier of college, with assistance from the parent. After
that, bther sources of aid should be considered. After that, should
there be a remaining need, it is the responsibility of the Federal
Government to try to fill that need, using- a combination of work,
loan, and grant funds.

Further, we have also,' throughout our proposal, assured- our-
selves that students do not go without having their needs met, and
we do that through a very dedicated targeting approach of funding,
not only in the Pell Grant Program, where you heard the Under
Secretary state this morning 80 percent of the students in the Pell
Grant Program would come from families earning less than
$12,000. If you stretched that up even further to,, I think it's
$15,000 to $20,000, you have essentially 90 percent, 95 percent of
the money, and 91 percent of the students, reopen are from the
lower income area.

Mr. SIMON. Under the uniform methodolpgy, th student aid offi-
cer can modify that self-help contribution. As. I derstand, what
you're requesting is to take away that flexibility. Is that correct?

Dr. EI.74.034DORF. Well, we consider that that flexibility is always
going to be there with-the aid officer,-to determine-just how much ---
of the amount of institutional aid or Federal aid which they control
can be used to fill up the funnel, so to speak, of how much it is that

remaining to be funded for that student. They can determine the
revel of work, the level of grant, with the exception of the Fell
grant, which as you know was formula.:based, and no one can
tinker with the Pell grant. It essentially is based on a formula that
does not change, exe t when an institution changes its cost of at-
tendance. The studen gets the same amount of funding no matter
where they go, if the institution is, in fact, the same cost institu-
tion.



And a guaranteed student loan is, again, one of those things thatthe aid officer can change, scan Nary through their own institution-al flexibility. .
Mr. SIMON.-Now, if you follow through, in your recommenda-tions, and you were to eliminate the NDSL funding and SEOG,which takes away a good bit of that flexibility, then inevitably you'increase borrowing. Have you made any calculations on what kind

of increased,borrowing would be required if your recommendations
were to be followed?

Dr. ELMENDORY. I want to give you two answers to that question,The first one is yes,. in the estimates that we have, given for theGuaranteed Student Loan Program. Part of the calculation for the
additional cost in that program, this proposed fiscal 1985 year, as...opposed to 1984, is predicated on an increased volume. That is true.
'I think it was 110,000 additional borrowers.

The answer that I think is a better one
Mr. SixoN. Excuse me. You say an additional 110,000 nationally?
Dr. ELMENDORF. Yes. We have estimated in our guaranteed stu-dent loan account an additional 110,000 borrowers, recipients, and

we have increased that amount of funding from about $2.2 billion
to $2.8 billion. We now .would- estimate over 3.2 million recipients

'in the Guaranteed Student Loan. Program; including auxiliary loan
recipients. That's considerably more than are now currently being
funded: And we have data to show that there is a continuing in-
crease in volume of new loans over the past 4 years in-the Guivan-
teed Student. Loan Program. -

Let me go back to your SEOG and. NDSL. We believe we havenot decreased the .need to meet the access goals, or decreased the
. flexibility of the institution' because we have, as you probablyknow, increased the amount of money in the work-study program'

and taken down some of the more restrictive ways in which aid of-.
ricers can move that Money around.

Basically they can move now up to 50 percent of the $850 million
that would go into that account, into an. SEOG grant account and
an NDSLwell actually not an NDSL but in N.IA.SL we're leaving$585 million out there with institutions to reloam to 733,400 par-ticipants. That's a pretty strong indication of a commitment to con-tinue that account, but not with new money in it

The program is 24 years old. I /hink it's served 'its purpose and
the Guaranteed Student Loan Program now is `there. It's in 58 dif-
ferent States and trust territories with guarantee agencies, and wefind it's being used. .,

Mr. Snstox.*Mr. Coleman.
Cot. mAX. Dr. Elrnendorf, this morning I asked Mr. Jones to

--elaborate- on the concept. Under Ha-5240,-that the utilization of
the volume of student loans is used in a formula which establishes
the allotment that a college would receive for block grants and Col-
lege work-study. He was unable to answer that question.

- Do you have that information now? Could you get it? And what
-impact might that have on studentthe Guaranteed Student Loan
Program by using this as an index in a formula like this?

Dr. ELMENDORF. Let me answer your last question first. I think it
would have a significant impact on the allocation of any type- of
block grant funding or any type of funding, because the profiles of
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recipients, for example, in the Guaranteed Student Loan Program,
are considerably different from the profile of recipient in the Pell
Grant. Program.

Pell grant, you heard me say, has 74 percent of the, money tar-
geted to students who come from families less than $12,000. Well,
that's a different population than those who borrow. When you mix
or average those 'two populations on a campus and then try, to
derive a third program from those two, I think you've sort of coin-
promised, if you want me to use that term loosely, both the intent
of each of the programs, which are to serve, essentially, different
populations, in order to make a third program stay alive or come
into existence, in this particular case.

I think that requires a great deal more study.
We have information, in the Pell Grant Program, because we are

the processor and we can simply look in and give you a profile of
the recipients. We do not have that kind of information accessible
to the Department through the Guaranteed Student Loan Pro-
gram. It would have to be collected through 58 different State guar-
antee agencies or some reasonable collection of a random or select-
ed sample from them, which would have to be used in order to get
that kind of datit.

So what I'm telling you is we could probably give you a reasona-
ble profile of a Pell grant recipient. We would have a very difficult
time doing that for the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.

Mr. COLEMAN. Do you think that abuse could occur in some- insti-
tutions, let's say, by pushing GSL's in order to help qualify or in
crease their allotment wader this other program/ Da you see that
as a potential problem?

Dr. ELMENDom Let "me just say that it's been my experience
that where there's a Federal incentive out there, and institutions
are aware of how to increase the amount of funding to their insti-
tutions they, in the past, have, used those incentives to the maxi-
mum. Now, whether they would abuse it is a clues* I can't,
answer at this time But if we-look back at the last 1Q years, tui-
tion costs have been escalating, are still escalating, buNnot at the
same rate, because the economy hasn't driven that kind of rate.

Nor do I believe higher educational institutions can continue to
justify raising the tuition at the level they have, and I also believe
that the Guaranteed Student Loan Program, now that it's so fully '
accessible and available, could, in fact, be used if it were driving a
third program that me ardt more money to the institution, could be
used for less than honorable purposes.

Mr. Ccti-ENtAx. Congressman Gunderson raised a question this
_morning_ coneerning the nontritditional student. Could you com-

ment on how you, perceive the role, of Federal student financial aid--
programs impact on nontraditional students? Do you have some
ideas on how, to mainstream these students into our Federal stu-
dent aid system?

Dr. ELMENDORF. I think.there are some options one could leek at.
I'm not saying that we have looked at any of them: But on-the one
hand, if the interest in the adult learner, the older studentcwas in-
tense, it would probably be so intense that Congress would be look-
ing at, perhaps, the rewrite of a title.. I know that there has been
some interest expressed in rewriting title I, by the adult learner.



.They are feeling that some of -the programs now in existence have
not broken them out as a special group and treated them in a spe-cial way,.

I don't feel -that we necessarily need to do that until` we do agreat deal more of looking into some of the specific-needs of theolder student. We have a study group reporting to us at. NIE look-
ing at research on higher education a.T T an extension of the "Nation
At Risk" refx)rt because the report did not specifically address
higher ed.

.

One of the issue's that we'd like to lOok at in that study group, is
the impact of student financial assistance :on the adult learner, asit relates to their emerging needs for: access to higher education:

On the other end of the continuum I 'zik we o a pretty good
job of recogniiing the special needs of a ult sear ers by keepinglbe programs open to those who attend 1 han II time. Everyone of our campus-based programs, our Pell Grant Program, and
our GSL Program, and -under our proposal, the administration's
proposal, we have, opened the door to the Auxiliary Loan Program, ,to half-time participation. . -

We think that is one way we've tried to recognize the emergenceof a population of older students attending or dropping into higher
education.

Mr. COLEMAN. Do you supPort the proposal to increase the maxi-
mum loan amounts under _GSL? Does it represent a sufficient
enough income to keep pace with tuition increases and the cost as-sociated with attending an institution of higher learning?

If not, what limits would you set for undergraduate and graduate
GSL borrowing?

Dr. ELMENDORF. Well, the way we've ,apProached it is first we've
taken a look at the debt 'burden that's out there now We're facing
a rather dismal situation in the future as it relates to claims or de-
faults on the current Guaranteed 'Student Loan' Program. The
number of loans in repayment now is approaching $30 billion and
as you look at our budget you 'will see that we have had to addressthat by budgeting for over $227 -million increase in claims paid ondefaulted student loans. .

I don't think that we can fairly look.at increasing loan limits at
this time, when we haven't found a Ikitionable 'approach or solu-
tion to keeping the loan claims or defaults ilbwn to a reasonable
level,. ,- LWe're rust now beginning to get into-what we call repayment. All
of those post-MISA loans that were made, the Guaranteed Student
Loan Program volume. was_ less. than .$4 billion, less than 4 -years
ago, Every year since then it has cliMbed to $6.8 billion to almost
$8 billion and it continues to Arm at that rate. We're t to do
some study to project what the demand on the budgetwill be in
the out-years as a result of these default claims.

That alone causes me to pause before I would even think about
increasing loan limits, as a reasonable recommendation, fiscally
sound, when we are facing the kind of budgets that we are.

Mr. COLEMAN. Let me make sure I understand your figures, $30
billion is in the pipeline being paid back? -

Dr: ELMENDORF. $30 billion is potentially in repayment.
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Mr. Coixtuzi, Potentially in repayment, and the $227 millionwas .

Dr. EI.MENDORF. That's the additional amount we will have to
budget for claims or people who haVe gone into default rather than
into repayment. And we, in, turn,. have to reimburse, the Govern-

..,ament has to reimburse, the State agency_ ,

T. Mr, COLEMAN, What portion of the pool is that $227 million?
What percent?

FdLISIENDORF. We have 11.3 percent of that $30 billion that is
in what we call default status.

Mr. COLEMAN. OK. As I understand your other remarks, you're
not in favor. of increasing the loan limits at all. Concerning the
other 89 percent who are not in defaUlt: How will they handle the
increased expenses, that are rising at approximately 10 percent an..
nually and live within the same limitations that we have now?

Dr. ELMENDORIP. Well, one way we approached it in terms of
budget policy was to try to take more of the burden off the Auxilia-

n Program, to extend out the payment on that so that you
could get $3,000 as a parent, or the spouse of a graduate student.

__Both of tho,seiogether now allow a graduate student, for example,
to borrow $8,000. .That's a considerable portion of money and it is
now, under our proposal, much. easier to get that either as a gradu-
ate student or the wife or husband of a graduate student, plus
borrow the full $5,000.

Those are the ways we have approached it because it, in fact,
opens access but it doesn't cost the Government significant
amounts of new money. It's not highly subsidized, in fact it's not
subsidized at all right now

Mr. SimoN. Would my colleague yield?
Mrs CO AN. I will yield. I think under Mr. Simon's bill, he

would reduce that $8,000 loan limit to $7,000, would he not, so that
racy concern over increased costs wouldn't be satisfied by this pro-
posal. H.R. 5240 reduces down to .4571,000 under the GSL. Program
and not to $5,000 and $3,000 that you mentioned before.

Dr. ELME,NDORI. That's true but I don't believe there has been
any change proposed, although I'm not certain about that, in the
maximum an undergraduate or graduate might borrow. -

Mr. CommA.N. We're talking graduate. I yield.
Mr. Yes. I am wondering whether anywhether you,

have done any studying on what is happening by our increased re-
liance on loans for financing higher education. In terms of what
we're doing to discourage people from low-income families from
taking advdntage of higher education?
..-When. you talk about, let's just gay, an*$8,000 loan to someone
who's from a family with a family income of $12,000, that's a hors,
rendous sum. If your talk about an $8,000 loan to a family with a
$50,000 income it doesn't mean that Much. And what we are doing
with thispolicy, even though we make those loans available to ev-
eryone, we're skewing the student population so that those' of limit-
ed income increasingly say, "I just can't assume this kind of an ob-
ligation," and so they're not going. .

Dr. ELMENDORF. It's been my experience, Mr. Chairman, that
there is an inequity there, and you've cited it, and that is that low-
income students have to be led to the trough in order to borrow, to
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attend higher education-. We recognize that and one of the basic
reasons, underpinning the way we arranged the new policy propos-
als in Pell, was to avoid that kind of a situation from occurring.

Let rue tell you how we do that. We changed the cost of attend-
ance figure to 60 percent of cost of attendance, which takes away, I
think, some of the demand that Would float over into the need to
borrow category; We increased the maximum grant to $3,000. This
is another way of breaking the lockstep hold that some students
feel is impossible to break because of the fact that they're located
in an inner city or an urban environment. 'You heard Mr. Garcia
testify relative to the Hispanic population. We're sympathetic to
that and most of the Hispanic population average salary falls very ,
nicely into the income level that would benefit most from the
policy proposals that we make in Pell, by allowing those students
to break out of a, subset of no choice they're locked into, and I'm

itknot throwing any.disparaging comments about the community col-
ege, but I'm simply saying 75 percent of the Hispanics and 55 per-

cent of the blacks are enrolled in that sector. Many are there be-
cause that's the light, best fit for them. Many are not because they
haven't found a legitimate way to break out of that sector. And we
feel that our Pell grant proposal, aimed at the type population that
would most benefit, can get greater grant aid, to attend a higher
cost institution if they choose, public or private, thereby facilitating
the payment (If cost through grant dollars rather th'an through un-
necessarily borrowed loan dollars. So; we feel that that's an avoid-
ance of unnecessary borrowing and a breakout for low-income stii-
dents, away from their ,locked in attendance at a low-cost institu-
tion to a public or a private higher cost institution,

Mr. SIMON. We have a rollcall over on the floor right now. I
think, since my colleague has some additional questions, we'll just
take a 10-minute break right now for a rollcall and we'll be right
back.

[Brief recess.]
Mr. SixoN. The subcommittee will come to order.
I think my colleague does have some questions. I know I have

some questions. What we would like to do is submit them in writ-
ing to you and we will proceed from there, then, and we thank you
very, very much for your testimony.

Dr. ELMENDORF. We also have some questions that you asked us
to respond to. We have them not only with the question in the
original but all of the answers, 'all of the right answers, which we'd
like to submit for the record. [Laughter.]

'Mr- Sams. Good. All right. All Tight.- We-thank you very, very_
much. Thank you all for being here.

Dr. ELMENVORF. Thank you.
[The information follows:]



TITLE IV STUDENT ASSISTANCE

Question; How 1:lo you timate the cost savings associated

with the Administration's se f-help ;proposal for the Pell Grant,'

program and whal will the estimated cost savings total?

Answer: As you know, the Administration's fiscal year .1985: -.

'budget specifies several siajor changes in the eligibility and award

rules. These,4haoges *re outline4:below:
>

o income mesesament,rates on the discretionary income forthe

Parents of dmpendsut.studgnis of 18X/20 25X1302/ with A5400,

illkrements;

o a self -help function in the award calculation based on the

following award rules:

) maximum award Minus SAT!

2) cost of ettendancelanui $500 minus SAT

3) cost of ittendanee einus 40% of.cost td attendance minus

SAI
4) $1;000 plus 25% of nos; of attendenCe minus SA1;

0 mesieum.uf:$3,000 room, board, and eiscillaneous expenie

allowance or students 'not living at home; a maXimum of

$1.500 alleesuce'for.students
commaitingeadliving at home;

o au administrative allowanCe of $5 per Pell'Grant recipient;

a ieximum award of $3,000:

o minimum award of $100.'''

Program cost., number of recipients, and average award of this'

proposal are as follows:

-1./Tots4 Progreso Average

Cost Recipicnts: Award

1985-86,Pe1l Self-41elp
Grant (Fully FUnded) $2.8. illion $2.3 milliOn $1.,221

The individualciePact of the malo snges.in the proposal are

presented below. Each item is ehown as an increase or a decrease

.
from the proposed FY 1985 policy estimate. That is, if elements of

ghe currant lie are substituted into propoied:policy they have the

effect listed below. however, as always we caution on the use of

the cost of individual estimates since all of the policy cbsnges'.'

are interactive and any attempt to isolate only one particular

proposal may not be. fully representative of its efffect in noebine-

tion with the other elements.

ser



I13/.0/25 percent intend
aesessment rates

'Current law award -rules

$1900 maximum award.

Changes froa Current Law

$ + 210 million

$.+ 475 million

$ - -500 .2114110

Within proposed policy, while'the new award rules "save" approxi-t
aately $475 million and higher income assessment rates "save"
approximately $210 million, the increase in the maximum, award has
.the oPposite effect- -increasing costs by $500 million. Thus, 'it
Is clear thatethe featurei of our proposed, policy.which increase
costs are countered by features which reduce caitsresulting in
only slightly higher fiscal year 1985progtam costs.

EFFECT ON GANRUS-USED FitOGRAK

Question: Inuit will be the impact of the proposed elimination
of the Federal contribution to the Supplemental Educational
OpportUnity Grant. the State Student Incentive Grant and the National
Direct Student Loan prograsm:on institutional flexibility in
fashioning student aid packages?

Answirx The Administration's fiscal year 1985 student financial
assistance budget contains several provisions which giveinititutions
Maximumflexibility in,administering the Title IV student financial
assistance programs iu order to best meet the'unique needs of
students: Under our Work -Study proposelinstitutionx.e:at their
discretion, will be allOwed to transfer up to 50 percent of their
Wotk-Study allocation to-the SupplemeRtal Grant,progiam. Currently,
the limit is 10 percent. Ibis expanded authority ensures the
availability of additional grant assistance should the financial'
aide administrator detertaine that :a carpus - based. grant is a necesaary
ingredient in' the student'olinancial aid pacIme.

While no new Federal funding is requested for the Direct.Lcin --
program, approximately $585 be available on -campUs for
new loans from payment* wade on loans in repayment. lt.ie esti -'

.mated that without recourse to a Federal appropriation,. institutions
*rill have tunde to provide average loans of $800 to 731,400 stu4enre.

Funds from thetState Student Incentive grant program ire
awarded 'directly to States which, distribute the funds. The degree
of flexibility in the use of 'those funds at the'institutionel
level is determined by the States. The, Administration believes
that Federal funds are no longer necessary as a:stimulant to encourage
States to provide Stets-based aid inasmuch as State expenditures
for grant aid have continued to 'expand even.ma Federa1/4funding.tas.,
dropped or, tesekined_lettel_insedent:yearm. -We'would-expect, insti-
tutions to-coatis-Ina to enjoy flexibility in the' awarding of State
funds,'

10,
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Question: What will be the impact on the College work -Study

or the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant'proerams by

alloWinga transfer of up to 50 percent of the.CWS tuuds to the

SEW program?

AnaWer: Under the Admdnistrtion'aWork-Study proposal.

fn itutions, at their'diecrition, will he periatted to transfer

to 50 percent of their.Work-Study allocation to the Supplemental

rant program. This inithority ensures the availability of additional

,grant funds which might .be required to complete the financial aid

package of a needy student. Althoughit is difficult to predict

the institutional use of the transfer authority, shebld all insti-

tutions use the maximum amount to make grants,' $425 elilton would.

be available. ,which is $50 ,million more than the.fundiArleVel for

Supplemental Grants in 1984.

REAUTHORIZATION 11..0SALS''

Question: The Dtpertmeot has submitted almost identical
legialetive recommendations with,its fiscal year 1984 and 1985

_houdgef-Proposals. Since the Reagan Administration will not submit

its HEA reauthorization proposals at thistime" what -"long -term

leeislatIve Changes" are under study and how do tley differ from

the recommendations of the, past two years?'

The Department has submitted a .number of proposals

designedto make needed changes to the authorizing legislation

govern N ng_the higher education programa in each of the. last two

years a partofthe bUdget and appropriations process. The, changes

proposed eve been important but not inclusive,of all the issues

Which should be addressed in the reauthorization of the Higher

Education Act. .

As you are aware, we hive already begun-the process of developing

a comprehensive reauthorization package. Hearings were held through-,

out the country last summir. At this time, however, we do not have

aoomplete reauthorization package ready to submit to the, Congress.

We are considering many optiOns. However, such proposals.are very

tentative and it would be premature to describe them in detail.

Question: In his letter of March 12. 1984' transmitting the

Department's Legislative Proposals: Secretary Bell stated that

"average student contributions.,.do not been to,reflect actual

student earning or borrowing capacities." On what fact 1 4ata is

that assertion Wised?' Please provide that data to the Sub ttee;

What is the "actual student earning" or "borrowing" capacity rt erred

to b the secretary?

Aniwer:' Support for the statement that "average etude=

enntributiOnafor relatively_betteroff individuals represent only -

a sasil share oUeducationcoets, and.do-nofjegit-tdtefleCtTeatnal

student earning or harrowing capacities" can clearly be found io

data collected annually by the CooPeretive Ioetitutional Reseraeb



Program (CIRP). These data, xollected from first-time% full-time
freshmen, thew that for the 1982783-schoOl year students with
family incomes from $25,000 to' $40,000 receive an aVirage of $1,401
from a combination of work and loans. Among those students wbo
scpsally worked Or borrowed'during theyeer,,the average rises, to

For *indents with family incomes above.$40.PDP ZhaAP
averages `drop to' $990 and $1,898 respectively.

nose saciun;s9ke small portion of the average coat of
education for many, if notiolost,'of these students. For example,
in 1982 the cost of education at e privatelnatitutiOn was
approxsiately $6,800:-at a private uniVareity approximately $8.100.'

Student earning Capacity might be estimated on the assumption
that a typical student,could work I9067reper-Work'during the
school year (40 weeks) at' the miniiimiwage: This student would;'
earn $1,340. The student could further choosto contribute toward
his or her educetion by also working fUll -time for 10 weeks during .

the summer earning an additional $1,340 -- or by working additional
hours during the. school year. Note that the average annual earnings
of students with family income of $25,000 to $40.000 is 4777 -- far
below even modest work apectations.

The student's borrowing capaCity, especielly in. these income
categories, is sObetantiat. Moreover, for undergraduate students
'showing finanCial need, $4,000 pet year is Available through Federal
sources.

In sum, current levels.of-student earnings and borrowing on
the average, cover only a emell pertion of educational costs and'.,
these actual earning.and borrowing levels are well below. the capacit
of the typical student.

.

PRINCIPLE OF STUDENT SELF-HELP

Question: Where in the legislative, history of the Higher
Education'Act of 1965, es emended,or the Middle Income Student
Assistance At of 1978 is the -...principle that postsecondary
students should be expected-to.contribute to their own OduCatioo_
costs'before Federal grant assistance is provided? Is this a Reagan
Administration "principle"?

Answer: The cost of higher education has traditiOnally been
borne Joy those who will directly benefit.- the student and his/her
family The .role of the- Federal government has traditionally been
limited to achievingepelific goals such as encouraging etti4t
disaip1iimes or providineequal educational opportunity. ,The philo-
soppy underlying the 1985 budget request for the Student financial
assistance programs is,to restore that tradition -- the responsi-
-bilitY of Om family and the student-41_4dePoingPoiteernndary,

_ .

educational 'costs. In ..the past ,few Years, the commitment on the
part of the.parent sod student has been eroded through the large
increases. InFederal finantial.aisistance,'perticularly after the
passage o thetiddle Income Student Assistance Act, which reduCid
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expected parental Contributions and encouraged parents and students
to look tO the Federal Government as the first resource for finan

citog postsecondary coats, -Parental contributions began declining
with Federn'student financial assistance supplanting inateed pf

supplementing family Contributions.
,.

Under the Administration's Fell Self -Help Grant proposals

students will be expeCted to, contribute financially to their Own
educational costs through a self-help requirement of $500 or 40
percent of the cost of education. Currently. Fell Grant awards are

not contingent on any self-help contribution. It. is now possible

for certain students to finance their postsecondary education

through a Combination of a Fell Grant and family contribution with

po perponal financial coemitlent. The Self -help Grant program will

correct this inequity byre - establishing the principle that those who

are the' primary beneficiaries of higher educatiosilhquld show some

commitment toward financing its coats.

The self-help principle is net a new principle in student

financial assistance. Many 'Staten and'Anstitutions invoke some
foralof self-help, .o.alloosting their scarce resources for post-

secondery education.. In fact, one of the best examples of the

prinCiple of self -help' is contained in theUniform Mathodologeawhich
is used to determine awards under the Federal campus-based (S4ple-

'bents' Educational:ppportunity Grant, Direct Loan, and.WorkStudy
prograsa) student financial assistance programs as well as other

State and institutional prograis. The Uniform Methodology includes.

a Standard sUmeee-:savings expectation for all dependent students of

$700 for freshmen and $900 for.all,other students. Institutions .

use this* standard figures or adjust the* as economic Condition'

dictate.

This AdMinistretion believes that a self-help requirement in
the Fell Grant program willContinue,,a practice that 'has long been

pee principle in the,Student financial aid community while correcting

certain inequities 411 the-program and restoring the responsiblity

of the family and the student in financing the cost of postsecondary

education.

Question; PleaSe outline the four year accumulated debt level*

for a student from an $3,0064Year income family; $9,400 /year income.

family; and $14,800 /year incomefamily.

Attending a $9,000 year (Aultion,'Jees,'plus 'reps and board),

assuming enactment of your Ftgoons in FY.1935 and the Committee's

FY 1985bud et recommendations ($20299 maximum :rant. SO% of the cost

of attendance). You should use the maximum SLOG grant level; average:,
CWS award; maximum $1,500 NDSL; and maximum GSL loan $2,500-

Answer:_3stimates of aid packages can only Ale taken as rough 1

apprOximatfons of the actual aid:stUdihts.-4111-iikeiV4.7EVed-With a
given Anomie, family circumetanCes and packaging philosophies vary

sUbstantially, resulting in substantially different:family contribn-Ir

bons and awards. In-addition. costs of education, taxi* incomes,'



taxes and the specific treatment of thee family's resources in the
need analysis fOrmulas also change from year to year. 80wever,
based on the assumptiona provided above, as well as additional assump-.
tions necessary to make these projections , the four year accumulated
debt levels for typical students4 from families with incomes of
$8,900,..$9400 and, $24.1300 would, be:

Family Income
Administration's

FY 1985 Budget Proposals

Committee's M.1985
Budget Recommendations -F./

$8,000

$9..400

$14,800

$12,000 ' $12,804

$12,000 $12.804

$14,000 813,024

As theSe figures shoM, laser income students bear smaller debt burdens
under our proposals.than under ;be Committee's recommendation.
These debt levels would Teault-from thefollawing.estimated aid
packages: 7 T .

Aid Package For Family Income of $8400 or 89,400

Madnistration's Committee's Budget ..,,

Proposali Recommendations -

UM.Family Contribut onqi $700 $700

Pell Grant!!! '- 1,000 ,, 2,299

Supplemental Grant 1.500 -
21g.Work-Study ,, 1300

Direct Loan J.500 1,500

scisarapteed.Loan1/ 1.500 1,701

Cost of Attendance .V.07ir ' 1)7000

Aid Package For Family Income of $14,800

UN' Family Contribution)
Fell Grant :

Supplemental Grant
Work!-Study.

Direct Loan
Guaranteed Loanlf
Coat of Attendance

. .

I/ FaMill site of four. One family.member enrolled in college. Both

spouses employed. No unusual expanses. NO issessible assets.,--

laitiMitidA48.-Iaeo.ele*Me.--"The-mtudint-ts-asrincomtng-freihman.-

,1/ Assumed to.imply the currant Pall Grant ,need analysii. as updated
for inflation.

sa

Admlnistration's
Proposals

'Committee's Budget
RecoMmendationeD,

$700 $700
2,564J : 2,6192 :

1500 2,000

'800 '800
1,500 1,500

2 000 1'981

9,00
-A--
9,000

_



V.Although no parental contribution would be expected at these income

41..,devels, there would be a $700 'summer earnings expectation. This

atsnmes no major changes in the Uniform Methodology

calcUlation frog 1984 -85 to 1985-86..

4/ Used on a. Student Aid Index.of.0.,
. "

51 Excludes Amounts fOr origination fees and insurance premiums.

6/ Assumes an estimated Itudent Aid Index of $500. based on estimates

of sexes,

7/ Assumes an estimated Student Aid Inde of $280, based on the ?ell

need analysis as under current law (dated for inflation),, n4 on

Mitigates of tam, etc.

Question: What,will be the increased volume of GSL borrowing-
occasioned by the self-help proposal' regnirement that $5s.00'or 40E-

of education costs be earned througbilork-study, borrowed throughCSL.

or acquired from the How much will this additional7bortowing_

ostassuming 0111P0 interest rate projections (8.7%)? How does the -

projected borrowing level compare to the levels anticipated if Your

proposals are not enacted_by the Congress?

Answer: The Ouaranteed Student Loan program plays an integral

role in the.overail student financial assistance strategy for fiscal..

year 1985. Guaranteed Loan* can be used to assist students in meeting

their self-help,Contributions under the proposed Pell Self-4ielp Grant

progress.: However, because most 'students are already meeting their

.eelfhelp contributions, expected under our proposal, any increase

in Thin volume atiributebleto meeting this reguirment would be

-mitimal\and would have a negligible east impact on the Guaranteed,

Student Loan program.

As yOu know, the legislative p opoials 'contained in our fiscal'

year 1985 budget'for
she Guaranteed Student Wan program are as

,follows:

o extend the need analysis reguirelint for miller loans to all

incoat levels;

_o reqUire parent
prior to Octobe

e agencies
1, 1985;

to return all Federal loan advances

111o eliMinate the two direct adeinistrative cost alto est
:.

guarantee agencies; "`

Ci provide: 80. percent reinsurance on all new loins insured by

gUsilintee sgencies. wb4le retaining all of the current policy

.....
sequireaente_for_100 _percent reinsurance; and

. .

. .

o battle payment .of Interest benefit* and special'allowanceon

loan funds actually disbursed in caseewhere lenders iii.ik*Amore

:than-one disbursement, rather than on the eaticiPated annual

loan amount.



If theie legisla ve proposals are not nacted by the Congress,
loan volume in fiscal ar 1985 wyoUld be expected to increase from a,
.projected $7,544 bi on to $7,746 billion. This difference in
volume is attributable to the unnecessary borrowing which Would
occur without the enactment of ourpropOsel to extend the'need "analysis
reqUiremenv.to.allineams.levels and which, would result in4dditional
coats, of approximately $1.6 million in fiscallrear 1984 and '$23.9
million in fiscal year 1985. rortheimOrei if'oone of our propOsals
are enacteC the total 'Coat of the coarinteed Student Loan.program
would increase by $17,3 million in fiscal Year 1984 and $221.5 million
in- fiscal year 1985.

VSTITUTIONAL-CAPACITY TO DSZ WORX-STUDY FUNDS

Question: youz:roovpssend-s$2951sinionincrealein___________
Work-Study funds. Akre there sufficient jobs in the public and non-
profit sectors and on college campuses to extend the additional
funds? On what factual data,has4he Administration based its

o ection that institutions-Can absorb $300 million in additional
CWS_funds?

Ahawer; As the table below illUstrates; institutions haire
continually requested Work-StUdy funding leveli far in excess

.

appropriated amounts. Institutions must be able to sUbstantiate.these
requests onthe basis of realisticlitojectione of job availability.
Thus, the A4simistrefion believes Oat institutions can effectively
utilize the additional funds.

INSTITUT1ONAL
,FISCAL REQUESTS APPROPRIATION
YEAR ($ MILLIONS) ($ MILLIONS)

FY.80 $800 $550

FY 81

FY 82

FY 83

FY 84

*Preliminary data.

$1,002 $10.

(i1,185 $528'

S1,355 $590

$1,'295* $555

It should also be noted that the Administration prOpOtal would
allow the institutions increased flexibilityqu using these funds,
-including the transfer of up to 50 percent of their allocations to
make Supplemental grants and up -to $100,000 to. support Job Location
Development, Cooperative Education, and adult literacyprograas.



VOX -STUDY mionms ;

question: Ilan Many, institutions carried; over CWS funds during

,the 1980-81. 1981-82 and 1982-83 academic years? How much vas

,carrtad over to the following-academic wear? 'How such used in
-
c0.0PerativeEducationT, What portion of those funds were returned

-

'to the Department for reallocation?
.

AnsWer: The infortation is provided inthe following tables:

Institutions Carrying Work-Study Funds Forward*

1981061 1981-82 1982-83**

987 .1,491 ",1449

Wink-Study Carried Forward*

1980^81' 1951-82 1982-83**

$11,767,247 421,366,026 '820,839,392

Funds Earmarked for CooPiratiVe Education

198081 1981-82 11 1982-63**

$2,157,745 $1',541,519 , $2,005,862

Returned Funds Earmarked for. Reallocation
1

1980-81 1981-82 :1982483**

$2,157,745 ' $1,541.519 $2.005,862

* 1980-81 funds were forwarded to 1981-82,;sic.

** Data are preliminary and partially oditep. .

Oueition:0 What ameAmenta halie you proposed to make the Auxiliary

Loan program more attractive to lenders and' students? ; Are there any ,

additional costs associated with your proposals?

Ansystr: Our legislativelamendments include a number of proposals

which are designed to make the Auxiliary Loan prograsNere attractive

to lenders and. students. Theie include broadening eligibility to'

parents and spouses of graduate stbdanns. CurKently, eligibility is

limited to graduate and professional students, independent undergraduates,

and parents.of dependent undergraduate lotuide. Our proposed changes

would liMit borrowing to $3,000 par academic year, $15,000 in the
!

aggregate, for an individual student.
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In addition. our. proposaltwould provide an initial ire4chool
deferment of repayment of the principal of the ipan for student
borrowers until six months after the student ceases at least half-time
enrollment at an eligible lestitution. Interest .would Continue to
accrue (and could be capitalized at lender option) regardless of:.the
enrollment stat,usof the student. ,

Our amendments would also permit lenders to charge up-to $25 per
loan (which may be deducted fromothe loan amount) to parent or, spouse
borrowers to defray the cost of verifying the tredit-worthiness of
the borroWer. While lenders -say use, and guarantee Agenciee y
require credit checks at prgsent, no provision is made in current law
for a fee to be charged.

The amendmenta WOuld also increase the maxiMum repayment period
and change the method for its calcuation for Parents and spouses
under the Program; Our amendients would 'authorize lenders to provide
a new ten-year repayment period each time'a new loan ii taken out and
provide for repayment of loanauOder a single repayment schedule.
This change will allow lenders to consolidate PLUS loans to:parents
and speuiii in the sans Manner as regular GSLai thus reducing current
PLUS-administratiVe problemia-and costs.

Finally, our proposals would provide new authority for direct,
Federal insurance of Auxiliary Loans for lepderstwhich.db not have
access to a single guaranty agencyoprogram for substantially all of
the loenaiithe lender,intends to make under the program. This would
enable certain regional and nationwide lenders to offer Auxiliary
Loans if no guarantee agency were available.

These amendments Would provide equity In student treatment
reduce the number of defaults on in-school principal repaYments, and
improve lender and borrower response to the Auxiliary Loan program
without increasing the cost of the program.

INSTITUTIONAL AID PROCRAMS

TITLE III

Ouestton: x2s.Lay. colleges are scheduled to 7Oraduste from
Title III and are currently receiving 477 year grants under Part Al

Answer: In fiscal year 19830 total of, 146 four-to-seven.
year gronts-weremade under Part A of Title These institutions
ars scheduled.to graduate at the sod of their current award period.

Question: Describe by type and, sector, the institutions
rece Vieg Title III funding since enactment of the 1980 Amendment*,

Answer: Below are two graphs yhich show the distribution of,
funds by type and control for fiscal years 1982. and 1983.

. .



TITLE III

Question: On what basis does. the Administration justify .
increasing the Black College set-aside (in a discretionary grant
program) when the Departmentjhas been unable to award the $27.5

-.million in set-aside funds In the cospetitiveprocess without,re--

competing_funds not yet awarded. .

Anawer: In fiscal year 1982 the Department was unable to
award a $27.5 million set -aside for historically Black colleges and ;

universities for several reasons. First, this see-aside, under Part B
of Title III, has such more restrictive requirements than under -

Part A. As:a result, many historically Black colleges and universities,
applied for and received grants under Part A. In' addition, several of

these institutions did not apply, for funds and several institutions
did not meet the eligibility requirements, therefore, were unable
to receive funds. For theme reasons it was difficult for the
Deportment to award:the funds under the set-aside to historically
Black colleges and universities. The DepertMent requested authority
to carry-over the unobligated funds earnarded for these imstitutions

into fiscal year 1983 to enable those institutions who did not

receive funds to apply under a special mini-competition. Workshops

were held prior to the mini-competiton to.provide technical assis-

tance to the historically Black colleges and universities. The

institutions en applied for and received grant awards. All i982

and 1983 fuc ds under the set-aside were obligated is 1983.

Our proposal to increase the set-aside to historically Black
-colleges and universities to.$45.7 million would cover the entire
title, including the Endowment program and not just one program as,
provided by current law...

.

.

. 'e

We believe that a eit-eside;of $45.7 :million. is imPortant

in meeting the unique needs of our Nation's historically Black

colleges and universities. These institutions co o award a

?"4"11111/4
high percentage of the bachelort degreetvreceive y Blac students

and constitute a significant national resource i educating low-

income and minority students.

SPECI4L'.PBOCkAM8yOR 'DIE DISADVANTAGED"

quest on: The Dipirtment has Propoted.the "conaolidation- of '

two of the 1O programa and abolition of a third. .Why?:
. ,

Answer: 'We have proposed c000lidating the Talent Search and
Educational Opportunity Centers into one program because these
programs ate.designed to serve similar purposes. Current law for

each of the programs allows similier activities and services making
the two programs nearly identical. The principal difference is in

the age requirements which can be waived in both programs. Also,

the financial counseling and information regarding Federal Student

___Aisi grogzaaa_prnvidtd_under_thasa PrP1141s_OPP4cetMe Cervic.es
available under the Student Financial Aid programs. i>tr proposal

would ptovide institutions the flexibility to Choose the services
that would best meat cba naiads of their students and enuaomity.



We;are 'proposing to eliminate the Staff Tr ning,program
authority but would continue to support traini g as an activity.
under the TRIO Authority. The funds for this program would be
better targeted to address the traditional criers of low.4ncome
students by, providing direCt.services to then. Ve JO not have

:any evidence that euggeststhlt thik.program is More cost effective
. than.training.currently fromotherioUrces:

Question: What evidence does partment have that the two
programs serve overlapping purposes an sane clientele?.

Answer: The legislation allows similar activities under both
programs. Both programs provide participants with information on
postsecondary opportunities and student financial assistance:
They also provide assistance in applyng for admission 'and financial
aid.

Question: On what basis does the Department recommend a 50
_percent reduction in TRIO funding? Receni-cment studies
support the conclusion that TRIO prof.rams.work -- informing students
about college opportunities, ,preparinj them for successful collee,
stud and assisting them thropghtutoring/counselins to complete
their academic study and obtain a degree.

Answer:, Our proposal' calls on participating institutions to
share SOW of the cost of the projects under the Special Services
and Upward'Bound programs.- These program! have proven successful
and now should be increasingly eupportedat the local level. This
is reflected in our legislative proposals. The Department's propo-
sals provide a 10 percent cost-sharing under Upward Bound; and 25
percent cost-sharing under Special Services;,and, the gradual
institutionalization' of the Special Services program.

We believe thaOkistitutions that benefit from the program
_should provide some measure of support. PreSently,' no such support
is required. With enrollments in higher education stahiliiing or
declining over recent years, institutions are now Core financially
motivated to provide the TRIO-type services in order to help increase
or maintain enrollments of non-traditional students.

Although no funds are requested for. Talent Search or Educational
Opportunity. Centers:prOgrams,. activities. encompassed.by than*
programs would be allowable under ,the Special Services and Upward
Bound programs. These 'programs are not a priority because tbey.
provide only short' term services and have not been shown to be
effective through evalUatIons or studies. -. In addition, these
programs were begun in ausre,in which many disadvantaged students
were unaware of the postsecondary., opportunitiei both interne'.
Of the programi'and financial assistance -.- :_opento, them. This
.type Of information is now ante readily available to disadvantaged
studenti.

7.Ni
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Mr. SIMON. Our next witnesses are a panel of students, Gary
Edelson, a second ,ear medical student at George Washington Um-

.. versity, Shawne Murphy, senior at St.. Olafs College; Gregory
Moore, president of the United States Student Association; and
Diana Sifuerites, a first-yeiir law student at the University of l-lous-

.. ton.
If the four of you can take your place.
Gregory re, president - of the United States Student Associa-

tion.
Mr. MOORE. Th u, Mr. Chairman.
[Prepared statement of Gregory T. Moore follows-1

NV*14= Svcreatesrr of GRZGORY T. MOORE,...PRZSIDYNT, UNIT= STATIIS STLIDRNT
ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC

4-
Mr. Chairman and members of the Hattie SUbcommittee on Postsecondary Educe-

tion of the Committee on Education and Leber, I thank you for this opportunity to
present our views to the Subcommitiae on H.R. 3520, the current _Reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act of 1965.

As President of the United States Student Association (USSA) representing over
three million college and university students across the country, we are very con-
cerned about the future of student aid programs and the involvement of students in
the formulation of these changes. t spring, USSA and the National Student Edu-
cational Fund (NSEF) conducted arings around the country in preparation foic.the
reauthorization of the Higher ucation Act. These hearings provided students an
opportunity to discus,s their experiences and thoughts on the current financial aid
delivery system as the consumers of student aid. I have included our Special Report
on the hearings entitled: Dialogue and Data: Students Speak Out on Diminishing
Access and Equal Opportunity in Postaeaniciary Education for your consideration as,
part of my testimony.

The clear message that emerged from the hearings is that students are facing
record levels of unmet need due to increased costs of attending a postsecondary in-
stitution. The 2.3 percent drop in the value of student aid since 1980 has forced some
students to borrow more, some to work more, and others to forego a higher educe- .

ton. There is also confusion about the existing programs and how a student's e
bility is determined. USSA' recognizes that many of the current problems are the
result of continuous budget and appropriations battles which have negated many of
the provisions in the Higher Education Amendments of 1980, but the reality is that
many students' educational opportunities have been Seriously jeopardized.

The reauthorization procese is important in collecting input from all sectors of the
education community but the Congresti must make a commitment to increase fund-
ing for education to ensure access for all students to a poetsecondary education,

ucation fun CHM not be viewed as just a yearly appropriation level but as a
cumulative inv in the future of our nation's youth.

PE LL GRANTS

USSA Supports the concept of Pell Grants as the foundation of federal student
financial assistance upon which other student aid progamsloans,' college work-
study, supplemental echicational opportunity grants, and state grant programs
should be based. Creating Pell Grants as a true entitlement would eliminate the
damaging uncertainty that has prevailed over the past four years due to Adminis-
tration proposals and the appropriations and budget process which have together
created delay .and real cuts In the pr?granis....Theae cuts have often_taken place at a
time when critical decisions were belng made by Students and their families
cerning ..the choice and affordability of an institution. This uncertainty has led to
even more confusion in the financial aid office due to re-packsgingof campus Isiuied
awards at the heft minute. %

USSA en ...rta the modification of the half-cost provision in the Pell grant pro-
, gram from I percent to 75 percent of tuition, compulsory fees, books, and the living

allowance. The fixed "half cost provision has resiOted in many low income students
who have unmet need being capped at the 50 percent level bf Costs which are arti.6-
dally low' and needs that are hwh. USSA is coikerned about the liviniF allowance
tier structure that is presented in this bill, We are concerned about living allow.
anal being fixed in the law without consideration for inflation LACAINILISS or vari-

4
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Minus in geographic cost-of-liVing differences which can not be realistioally assessed
in a national formula.

Furthermore, we are concerned about the proposed changes in. the independent
student definition in this bill and how this definition could restrict access to Pell as
an entitlement to the low income student whose access to a higher education is di-
rettly linked to the availability of atudent aid. An American Council on Education
study of the 1981-82 Fell grant recipient pool at public institutions showed that 31
percent of all Pell grant recipients were independent students. Of that amount, 42
percent were minorities and 85 percent were between the ages of 20 and 22. Age 24
appears to be an arbitrary age upon which to assume independence or to require
additional documentation mcluding;and had sufficient income from an independ-
ent source to indicate financial independence during the preceding year" tO be clas-
sified as an independent student. This wording sounds ambiguous and will undoubt
edly increase the confusion about the defmitkm for many student aid recipients.
Beyond the confusion is the very real possibility denying critically needed student
aid dollars to students who areamable to justify their independence status and arethen presumed dependent.

iszerrnrriotiti. swat oasivr PROGRAM
USSA does not perceive the institutional block grant proposal as a direct simplifi-cation in the process of applying for student financial aid from the student's per-

ve. Since students do not apply for each program separately on their campus
are currently filing an application that is being used to package their campus

based award. The appropriations for CWS, NDSL, and SEOG would be merged into
a block grant which would be distributed on'campuses based on the dollar amount
of Pell and Guaranteed Student Loans received on the campus. This allocation for -
m ulii appears to contradict the intent of the bill to direct the federal funds to those
institutions who are serving the students with the highest level of unmet need. My .,

immediate reaction is that there will be an institutional incentive to uire a loan
"self-help" prior to receipt of campus -based awards since this would be the basis for
the campus allocation the following year. If, there is some documentation or infbr-
mation which demonstrates what the existing relationithip between the recei of
Pell and GSL, it might be helpful tg -better 'understand the aziplication for st isof this proposal.

,;-011118

GU ARANTEZZD ervaimr LOANS

USSA agrees that grants and work need to be reinstated as the primary source of
funding for student financial aid. USSA is -concerned AN:Mt the -level of student in-
debtedness directly impacting a student's choices" beyond undergraduate education
an4he increasing portion of the federal student aid budget which has been spent
on the GSL program, thus limiting funds for grant p . USSA supports the
elimination of the origination fee which is included in H. 5240 which would result
in every student saving the 5 percent of the current value of the loan plus the inter-
est that would -have been paid during repayment. USSA fully supports the creation
of "lenders of last resort'` to increase access to GSL funds. Many low income stu-
dents and/or their families cannot obtain GSL's from lenders because of poor or no
credit history. It is important to break down this barrier to access to a program that
should be the option of all 'students if they need the funds for pursuing a postsec-
ondary education.

A major student concern within. the GSL program is the insurance A. This
fee is being.charged to every student to cover the re- insurance by the s .guaranty
agencies to the federal government. This fee must also be repaid_with in rest.
search conducted by the NatiOnal Commission on Student Financial Assistance BOc-
urtented that large .portions of student insurance premiums were being used to
cover basic operating expenses of the gguuaranty tigencies and not being used for their
intended .purpose _of covering LIWA urges that-the4nSulance'preini- -----
um by examined further by Congress. We are concerned about a fee that students
across the country are having to pay out of an already shrinking pool of availableresources. --

USSA is concerned about the proposal to float the Guaranteed Student Loan in-
terest rate if the ,Treasury bill reaches 13 percent. We maintain that the GSL inter-
est rates should remain consistent and should not involve the Uncertainty created
b_y a student borrowing today not knowing what the future interest rates charged in
the .Guaranteed Student Loan program will be. The proPoeal to reduce the special
allowance to 3 percent prior to entering repayment would result in savings to the
federal government in bringing down the total costs of the GSL program without
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affecting the number ofotudents receiving a loan. The 3 percent figure *as calculat-ed by the. National Commiamion as a figure which adequately compensates for theexpenses incurred in servicing The loan while a student is in school. USSA opposesany efforts to transfer special allowance charges onto students during any part ofthe loan proceas.
USSA strongly supports the creation of the National Center for PostsecondaryEducational Opportunities as a mechanism for increasing student awareneas oftheir potential eligibility_ for financial assistance through the broad dissemination ofnecessary information, USSA supports the expansion of the TRIO programs to meetthe needs of educationally and economically disadvantaged college students. Duet()limited funding, TRIOArograms served 493,000 students last-year less than 10 per-cent of the eligible psolation. Studies have shown that students who receive thefull range of special servicescounseling, tutoring, and basic skillsare 2.26 timesmore likely to complete the first year of college.

Although not a TRIO student myself, I was forismate to be a recipient of theCleveland Scholarship Program, which provides high school students with the neces-sary information to help them through the financial aid process. In addition, I wasawarded a scholarship which provided me with the necessary funds to attend col-lege. This gap.was after redbpt of all the federal, state, and institutional financialaid that I was eligible for. Without this extra funding to meet my "unmet" need, I .would not have been able to begin or successfully Complete' my undergraduatedegree at Ohio University.
By instituting an agency such as the Center for Postsecondary Educational Oppor-tunities, programs such as TRIO and Cleveland Scholarship Program could helpbenefit more of the, students who are in desperate need of their assistance. Thefuture of education remaining accessible to all students lies in -the maintenance andexpansion of financial aid programs which promote equal opportunity in higher edu-cation.
Thank you for this opportunity to present the views-of the United States StudentAssociation on H.R. 5240. USSA is looking forward to working with the Subcommit-tee throughout tthe reauthorizatien process in our mutual efforts to debate, formuLlate and ultimately enact into law a bill that will direct "stiient financial aid for therest of this decade towards equal access in -education. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF GREGORY T. MOORE, PRESIDENT, UNITED
STATES STUDENT ASSOCIATION

Mr. MOORE. Mr. Chairman and members of the House Subcom-mittee on Postsecondary Education of the Committee'on Educationand Labor, I thank you for this opportunity to present our views tothe subcommittee on House Resolution 5240, the current reauthor-ization of the Higher. Education Act of-1965,
As president of the United States Student Association, represent-ing over 3 million collegestudents-----7
Mr. SIMON. If I may interrupt just for a moment, let me just sayto the four. of you, we'd be happy to enter your -statements in therecord, if you wish to Summarize, however you wish to proceed, oryou may go ahead and read your statement.
Mr. MOORE. try.
As president of the United. States Student ASsociation, represent-ing over `3 million college and university students across the court-try, I am very concerned about the future of student aid programsand the involvement .of students in the-- formulation of- these-changes, Last spring USSA and the National Student EducationFund conducted hearings around the country in preparation forthe reauthorization of the Higher Education. Act. These hearingsprovided students an opportunity to discuss their experiences andthoughts bn the current financial aid deliver; system, as the con-,sumers of student aid.
I have included our special report on the hearings, entitled "Dia,logue and Data: Students Speak Out on Diminiohini; Access and
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Equal Opportunity in Postsecoidary Education," for your consider-
, ation as part of my testimony, and 1 have 10 copies here for mem-
"' hers of the committee. fs

Mr. Siscox. Thank you
[The information follqws:1
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M* Ciii*v*d ( Sokimon W Cau* AIWIti DtCIØLin aradyt4Iii baMJ, WIthQu I
"Thi- ci,44th4liU4lJri und uth)l(4diam L ))I1KL *4UH1 Ihn ,uuiun oaid huv, u Jj rf,n4l1,U- uti xnu. ,inJ 3H o;?

u4jvn1a i ? n rno*t enm nl ir *ln.A n141u* , F aul1* ,* unw iu.a4
j,

4*411 h04 U fi.6rT (n 1.1w Iru1.t and 4
OMcs Nocoi. a **j n nu41 _ 11. urarn, whd4 idilli- in,

wjaaiar. 11411 IIIIM M.U1.P sipuhii i.iIi hi fult1.y ikni.d lb. ;1itb
Thi 1131.1$ pn*iblirna ,*p*,iwnid by ' H'

lii ni1.al Ilil I[Illiatna* baa k4n ft rih.nlicili*siul hili$in'iiliaid in lhilh ib. }inus. Iiwl liw S.ista ,4.d LIWtr.,w,.fa,idi.Th* di1.arnn*iwaa wb1.nft$ In 01 lb. 4oWniun't'.,i d.shiai by * M1.Cb*ii *1.d ua.0 An.ii4anui fo b.L?vn*,),aulhnlaa-wha NIlyld a 01 p,sivai flak 1km t is1401i* iaa1.i M4Ii,l* 10 r*14*
111* 1.1Id *c IiniiC . hi* i.r 1*41 lb. dndt i,km; in I*1.n iludqni a.tn.1l hiaJ.. Sndiniiwd nllIc, diitniini unrnln$ duil.n .01:rb. paaIa* 01 *d th.w in rn- 4 jJ 01tkaa aZaI IkE lb. k,ku *lndmila prk41 ft nmi.in lii. ,1;01 in.diat. oui.ry froan lb. iLadaail anal li1

nwami. bocana. ii W1,uld imi4 ian., lb. ln namilal aid C000l400lIy. who *1.onad
isiai. m1..lIIk,.wl p.picwvn1. 1airl-*141100 i tk* *01aid Inwait an,1.I Thtn wb.tban l p1 14.din 13d aln,aild tie reedy iwm,ala.lad aIddlk. *l.fl.lb.siamtwlpdi,hora.pth.11ails 1.n.n- roafln,iil zalu4aIlvnaaw.Id fin, Could b. b,u,r p.ftt ijilil.Iiiel1.y lwi.i IIIOaIIhI ba10 llw mid 01Ii. Iii utknwd 1.cIlIou.i iu .Iuil a wIth theIr *1.411101 y.aa-.-tb. clurnpui i*t lb. On 1.anoiry 11. 1$1 nrtinv iii ado- J*nii and tag,inello niuw. aa-ai$klpE.4 lidiiai aUoaHno. This *r- nil1.on lair. .ausu&sdtia1.),p1-

lkoho alit o(l1.a', and hia iialIlwlk,n pant* k*bY It iil,i'aaiilalloai Pro41.a Ci-,. .* mwaie wiIlln to lake lb. tub aind no(il t.iUin Inn .11 i1.oa$ncia to c.uaii1.ute .
r.ionl hi.adx..dti *diir*.a.d iaob-

Muilmiva Ii; Id*I'Cm, Ilw wonfy jiunoliml SIEen,I'l 01 Vai1alkn n.a1yiiu
telfla CM4I'd b the CulaPla aidin tleUawa* nmoa01 be IkE b.b.d r.ylilanad b. 1h dish or ayErta y,t, ,

4..d to coinyta4a rnor. 4onns and1iiIakidinianalkEa' D1h. othipmunlaaab1.*r..m.t.
kiilnwIn.cidilioy.eitln-e3liienn- Then. ih. iid.nt b.1..dI.. Sernmce " nya ik. ikic*
M1.tIIlI41n did uiir1. imeIue notice 01 iii

fMOdlIi$ fo he Cinipils ltaacit fu*l*-
eillr itlying rliili*li*in I1IIJI l., S.lap-

p1.ld, 11th, alOuivnl du mit pmiam. 114, in*jae.id ici.
?L}L, CW. and S(X -ritil Osløhir. taller lv1,.iie rllaon-- list or fliNt ran Pp.hk.J' Pimo4fsl Sluaix istka .Jl.r lb. aid 011k. had b.uji akvnf41-h. caah.1.n an allidivil 1.1. lb. 3qi
1ptnaaromm1tnwni1aln aindent, In Tb. 11.1I4.J-It1.1I4I01 Lb. lmMilutinai) eaid .talw ttb. ily01flila law tom.-5141(1101 lb. 011km.. W took Tb. r1k, *01

prin*ilp}ieamb1..d, arId funds cans lrnaih Wild VOl. within 2Wd. the laitet nnral b. eboot sm-uk. lii lb. milteny. No13qhi41nIocbi ie*ttttrlI4 bnitl,itto(lwsldnhk,,041wuwlwlh. so.Tb. rub, alul t*i ,II*S hais. Tb, wan,. atidmil will be aubmi to attend a haailui 11*1411 ot4m.lc,.p1lk.rw*4iT on t tla thu wh.itVanm- lii prone 1a1011lsn, on will be .lei01 In
howl was, alteinplin$ In hIp by ippnun. b,faidt id lb. .14 tia13il Thp uI.fnii.

oM4 h, lb. C,lMlwi.upp1.mnerttal spp:vprl.ilon. lb., I1. an. eked 10 prolid. lti* n,nwas and

WkEi Coftrial l.p. jOin lb. rt4,
Millcauwmle pwbfern, for when they ip. aui1.a1. .anu4ly aiiib.is 01 tI 1j134

- 01 lb. ctw&nla and 1lalaIIweiy 4.-
prnue4 tIme nuppl.n*iitAl tu tti, l'ulj tihnia$atai.n.ulakiInolpducInhlh.(iaiil 1iO8I,IIi It thritwa dl twin 3(4141) hIm to the t,ilil Iuifliitim criminal swill wilbarial

- award. Tb.,. r.c.kuLaiiurs lam. It I LOIItiUtJ*)m.
tim, when lb. aId ulhIc* w*1 ltIeinplIt)41 The MiIm.rwl, l'tablk 1.jil-t * *
to puticina wiOl,t titan awards Ilir all aid ,.aidr lmrnpMPU(bi1. look 11* lain' In

,mcipIanln Itraitlaf the tin, t 11difIl Catuil. ilfill JiaiJe Alâ*Ji 1314131. ilee bi-wblch la pruh.dr4lb. li-si 13140141 aO m.y prfhimInaln Injafliclaun In M*wh fail- oocm lb. 111th AIlmeIRlI..hi -be-
lowa.4 by a p.ornarimut Ossi III lEa raoaa he moat complE, a 14mwAa Mhta½ii uat IWo d.ya *kn. IJ july I itariin

wb.*i apply-, date id Solonton. lb. Simpnaeme (nWi fo aId,nslnO 01 lb. Tinilii* prablaui volcid MaaliI pernm*n.snt lnjorictkn,3OflIlhlflda niiM,k,i niada b itukImita 01

to. roc.Iav( on lb. financIal .14 appli-
The tpat1nwit1 dininaTateU I VknlsW. the *qeal pca.ctI.e

sdm.ea, bmaua. it diaroisloats,u.ltinn hum. Iii I praoata auvti*aisativn
abl. *cToia hr allowItt rallluttunts to

- w*hl uialil S.ptmnliet- Ito bo$i; enhmtc- 010*1 blatantly on lb. hat, t4a.
with NS}) *1*1.1.11* aluaptatIandIsm

immil and '11."h lbs r.qaarmnnent thai and ia-u -A cia. ton *lao In. toad,hi-pniaad ew EoaIend ullicifaity In. tba S.lmtln* Sanak, l..11m. be ,abmilts,J kin discclnitnatlon hush ian rat.
hntuwad ian that her haantu wianin-taitneil to tg the aiiI 011k.. Inid liiCiiliia, tie.iUr,i a Iii$ per-
hii hue tIni4 ) lila ijUped 11410 IWIUd ni

A, a rmull. aid ua!lhi.a. ban,hot lilt tl. r.nlah. 01 alit appllca.uita an-. no-
La. dalii,4 tar neneiel rarriathl Tb. beck lull ,llwct*ot caicnmon . iuwed tiistTlE anad liii*ii maIm.. v.'and 1rlh rwmhd au rurn.clIui alia

11*1 Solcimno will ia.sm esdn hi- 1L
10431*1.1 MaaIiII$ . n.ei d..i 01 1,41w $ nntin
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IlLAccessandEquitytàues

n atoyy tbht i. ik! 1tE tb. 031)oty 4 id.d iitj WtiUo tha ej1 ,1LtI it br,.& døwi
:,nwi,r o&, 'b hut. bn h..! fU i oo.o 4,WM SiXJ. bvt thi thi jn4,m toy,ta 44 )t ipsn ,tw.MnIi. a

vubabthy thE d :rw..1* i.sad r1a.tbh.hEt.alM.,d-
qot u hi. n In,m ova! .,v.c thtO s.ant atk144pa4h1tryakavycI*..dSu,4..

44'mju,w,v h..' .vavw L,u,, into. hvn Iu.r.ai.d b,(w..n. ytii4 i 1t At yX,,w.nyh ço ,catk,a k*.tsl thE 44 eli
k tiriaa thE. Ma n*t t4hlrnts 44 itt vkU. 1k! wspt. hhap.ais !thIhov ny 37 yvn*et hiva

qts carn. !n,m fs4 wtth t*u an an Inyin oval o StW3O

---C.iv st.,.. 12O,Ui, Paiplt. lb. lmcman. n tb. rn.athat 44

Student 'lb. ptct.rs, b.wvn.v. aw wblti, rntddtq In l, iv.'.an.$ lint.

'1.ti *4*tS4,ILI 11,1411 ti $ lint $Fi4A-
k.v $l!...t. !mhov. 1, 11, lb. n. rovtvljy a.d. -n..,e, mnoqtty Itu- -

clIJI. me.'v ttLe'b fan.it. 1111 bL4t danti attit racva In..a. aId dolts.',. pot-
tln pinn tud.yit vaprov.ot..3 lb. pottaat 44 b.t 1.. .hlt Ismillos u tkuta!y !'s1!c.a.,l, WIth. nnt.i p'q

44 toioy ttIl..na, $th itudeyt, .,.,,t Di .t t1t. ..,.J s. lb. d o,tnn aton and
and *id svs bi.ttbt.d iboti' 11w snta can,. frnn, Ismhltu wtlh n tI,cnm. .00nik h... vnin., do iac.h, t1'c0

hu ?....ncIal add pza.na would bato.. $uuQ, by ii thE Ihorv hi. aId lb... s..s. .14 pwna'ait
flIib. th. 8)U1I$ "101a bO'I..0$111130$ unsasad In7:4 p.nt. C$LL *

:.dht lu r.c.. ind

this i,narn h itihad ln.r. iho dii-
44 I IIs3tIty, 55(1131 © iWO Pti* Sbmñd b.'Siported.

and knv4uousan p.vaooa dapandant

t t.jsv firsIhond lb. nub. o Th!() js..a!w1u.s 1
- -----
"in i9$Z Lint mediun icnc

.'

ftt 1ak farni1iv_ WP.s St.42
Lt(Ilflt41t5i S'UIIIIL 't 11th) Prun,yn

.,,- i cj.' to oh nHui,th t ohap
0St611nt vhi, e,nj lb.' lull

I1ht
anoci wa. 2.

d t13fl L)f Lhut fur V/hUn 41I(II(I (((1 }'rI,p04.'lh tc ,, ''tt() 1', .
hOly.. U .'tu to q'lt.h.' 41.1,3

fWUEV.!h In 1974, 5U81 ynita uiiraoh,fu' thou inifi th.,yv4w 1(151 sa.'44 u4iiti* M$uulilitIWbQ

ntofVJtt u:drecip1-n6
I(ITIIJ by ,yrnv..V '1 is- 3,10145 tuiht Is Iha dW not

taine ft-tim families with an
thrill if .'diiio,4 u,,a touitIvaa

I 17p501M i...a
itw(idllO tn1ur2Z5eO; by lull.' tjrissri, a M.,155..4.'o t,Ju.iwasty lhoii yas.. 4ivr hh

1981 that fifri.AOZLwr*iQM!4W itM11ul3
panty war., lu-ui t,,,'ea 5$ IIsIItY Ill

h*n. t s lis,c*Lau,aitp .kpan

SIr p4ullu.'lb.stva4rt,rnl1,t.
upu'r iliidint oh!. and 1..' Und that 'lRIU hrvj.n,s was nuit.cl by atn4ii

whOa ,or,idty to uppac eo...i Ita-' .01 4410.-n, lsS4a. 'T!w vaiou saw'

ii.' 431ai11iO4 sot .atlnd TN1U, bts,ua., tirras ppai,is-.- Tud.nt Sian-h b'iuls.ts swywsi

'tht ,vi44t', Dii study yrpltrd b t(. 'l'.l.uI Saanjr tpwiid ltow,d. and Spa 2LX) t1 144ii,tr 0.445 b.tiv

bstori.it'lo,,,nisil,g, lot Pi,,g,, dot Sarsius, [or 1i11 I) ad ,tiwd Arn.n,oaoa, ,$4t AJIlIlE Sd,'d14

c;ii A'nita.r. entrtbad. h.trrtln, thur orç.na!tn .opthsis1 tha i?.f 11515' J041 lIlvooks. and

I tif *tr of nud.it fid (I.-. pivot, that hirna lwt. i.tdrtl.nat p1n,rstn,s -SlaP 113.006 InhIlal. Thinly-wow, pin-

t74---hii1, pt.rvhd.'. .rptilo-s.srs.- fl 1'rainhr. 11(41 y4lucatrn, tJUmwoty i,,t.?4794) studvitI. w.t'. pt,nd ';

toj'r*it..,i, 1150.1 hIS Lir00 twistir. oh d: Citr,- havr Is,.,,, srl4.sl.( In iih*s5.5$404

1115 lrhtitt' lb.' 114110 lh.'ms.i,1 11,1, rap., Act o.dlng to a raj.sxt Isauil by thy ii- histilutlu-o..

is ba taqyr r,wth in ths ,injilrnu oh toot, itIduts (irs tb. Iltioly of tdnt'atiunsl bill-

rh. httsl uypwr tv.ntr.0 itudiurts lriJtcn Lh 1L0I. III 1'h.ot Y3453 tool. iNto l'- lá..oaho..,.l Oyp.rts*U, Lamb.'.

pitrt($ Ill 41.. p105(4311. Tb, 4CII41 $ at- 5(5(115 1(00.541 trr(s that a hit! tyilihv., hhio shintttt OppOtttlltItl Cvtin,
ttibirt.'d ti,tatisia t'hautt.. i diJitlsSllt*$.'ltil(rlhwrltS biIl sIlocuruilti I.O.4 101,1511 4.1.11(15' .L50t Na-

h1005d. (ri p5aw,. 4 thu ?4i4411 to dot StillS ttrhilttr.1t(I,It 5151%,! 11..' tinS (4(I53(I 1.tIii 4 b-St Astatw

(rIltSStult,tlt A.JMIIScv At IMISAAI t cd lb..' trio'SlJtnS SO rilSii*5i bY thy. to,,ao Dttoh.t 197)4 Itispioks,
-'

19/s. enpvo'iolty 1..- p%urr5l(rll whirl, Nattvsl Cirosrrd tin hdnc,tiona t)ppoa. i,4 t WIM... Twasly.i.uen
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Mr. Mooai. The clear message that emerged from the hearing is
that students are facing record levels of unmet needs due to in-
creased cost of attending a postsecondary institution. The 23.per-
cent drop in the value of student aid since 1980 has forced Some
students to borrow more, some to work more, and others to forego
a higher education. .

There is also confusion about the existing programs and how a
student's eligibility is determined. USSA recognizes that many of
the curre4t, problems are the result of continuous budget 'and ap-
propriatia battles which have negated many of the provisions in
the Higher Education Amendments of 1980, but the reality is that
many students' educatiozpl opportunities have bed =seriously jeop-
ardized.

The reauthorization process is important in collecting input from
all sectors of the education 'community, so the Congress must make
a commitment to increase funding for education to ensure access
for all students to a postsecondary education.

Education funding cannot be viewed as just a yearly appropria
tion level, but as a cumulatiVe investment in the future of ofir Nu;
tion's youth. And I appreciate the high priority the chairman has
placed on the apprepriation level as an investment in our future.

In the area of Pell grants, USSA supports the concept of Pell
grants as a foundation of Federal student 'financial > assistance,
upon which other student aid programs, loans, college work study,
supplemental education opportunity grants, and the. State giant
programs should be based. Creating Fell grants as a true entitle-

\ - Omit would eliminate the damaging uncertainty that, has prevailed
over the past 4 years due to the administration's propal and, the
appropriations and 'budget process, which have together created
delays and real cuts in the programs. These cuts have often taken
plate at a time when critical decisions are being made by Students
.and their families concerning the choice and affordability of an in-
stitution. tt

This uncertainty has to even more confusion in the financial
' aid office due to repackaging of campus-based awards at the last

minutes.
USSA supports the modification of the half-cost provision of the

Pell grant program from 50 percent to 75 percent of tuition, coin-
pulsatory fees, books, and living allowance. The fixed, half-cost pro-
vision has resulted in many low-income students who have unmet
need, being capped at the 50-percent level of cost, which are artifi-
cially low, and the needs that are high.

USA is concerned about the living allowance tier structure that
is presented in this bilk We "are concerned about living alloWances
being fixed in the law without consideration for inflation increases
or variations in ..;geographic -differences, which cannot
be realistically assessed in a national formula.

Furthermore, we are concerned about the proposed changes in
the independent student definition in this bill and, how this defini-
tion could restrict access to Pell as an entitlement to the low-
income student, whose access to 'higher education is directly linked
to the availability of student aid. -

An American Council on Education study of the 1981-82 Pell
grant recipient poll of public institutions showed that 31 percent of
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all Pell grant recipients were independent students. Of thatamount, 42 percent were, minorities and 85 percent were between
the ages of 20 and 22.

f

And age 24 appears to be an arbitrary age upon which to assuine
independence or acquire additiOnal documentation, including,
quote, "And has sufficient income from an independent source to
indicate' financial independence during the preceding year," un-'quote, to be classified as an independent student. This wording
sounds ambiguous and would undoubtedly increase the confusion
around the definition for many student aid recipients.

Beyond the confusion, is the very real pdssibility of denying 'criti-
cally needed student aid dollars to students who are Unable-to jus-.
tify their independent status and are, then presumed ;dependent.
USSA does not perceive, the institutional bloCk grant proposal as a'direct simplification in the process of applying for student financial
aid froin the student's perspective!'

Since' stude4s do not apply 'for each program separately on their
campus, they are currently filing an application that is being usedto package their campus-based awards. The appropriations for
SSIG, NASA direct student loan, and the' SEOG, would. be merged
into a block grant which would be distributed on campuses based
on the dollar amount of Pell and guarMiteed student loans received-on the campus. This allocation formula appears to contradict the.,
intent. of the bill to direct the Federal funds to those institutions
who are serving the students with the highest level of unmet need.

My immediate reaction is that there would be an institutional_ in-.
centive to require loan self-help prior to the receipt of campus- .

baged.a'kvards, since this would be the basis for 'the campus' alloca-
tion the following year: If there is somedocumentation car informa-'
tion which demonstrates that the existing relationship between the
recipient of Pell and GSL, it might be better to understaid the im-
plications for students in this proposal.

USSA agrees that the grants and work need to be reinstituted as
the primary source of funding for student financial aid. USSA is
concerned about the level of student indebtedness, directly impact-
ing -a student's choice, beyond undergraduate education, and in-
creasing portions of the-Federal student aid budget, which has been
spent on the GSL Program, thus liniiting funds for grant prdgrams.

USSA supports the elimination of the origination fee, which is
included in House Resolution 5240, which would result in every
student saving a 5 percent-of return value of the loan, pluS the in-
terest that would have been paid during repayment.

USSA fully supports the creation of lenders of last resort, to in-
crease access to GSL funds. Many low-income students and/or their,
families cannot obtain GSL's from lenders because of poor or no
credit- history. It is important to break -down this -barrier to access

.a program that should be the optiOn of all students,, if they heed
the funds' for pursuing trpostsecondary education.

A major concern within the GSL Program is the insurance pre-
mium. This fee is being charged to every, student to. cover "the rem-
surance by the State guaranteeing agencies, to the Federal GoVern-
ment, This fee must also'be repaid ith interest. Research Conduct-
ed by the National Commission on Student Financial Assistance,
docUmented that large portions oft student insurance premiums
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were being' used to cover basic- operatingexpenses'a the guarantee
agencies and not being used for their intende4eurposes.. of covering..
defaulted leans. .

.

USSA urges that the insurance premium be examined further by
Congress. We are concerned abouta fee that .stUdentS acrosSthe
country are having to pay out of an already. shrinking pool of avail-
able resources: ,

USSA is. concerned about a proposal to floatthe guaranteed btu-.
dent loan, interest rate if the Treasury bill reaches 13 percent. We
maintain that the GSL interest rates should remain consistent-and
.not include the uncertainty created by students borrowing today
and not knowing what the future interest rates are, charged in the
Student Guaranteed Loan Progratn would:be.

We are equally concerned about .floating National Direction. Stu-
dent -Lean Progratris that are supposedly designed to make .loans
more accessible to 16w-income stUdents..The PropesaliVrecluce the
special allowance. to .3 percent 'Prior ,to. entering repayinent would
yesult isi savings to the Federal Government in bringing down the
total cost. of GSL Programs without affecting4he number of stu--
dents receiving a loan. ..

The :3-percent figure was calculated by the National Commission
as . a figure which adequately compensates for the expenses:
curved in servicing the loan while the student is. in school: USSA.
opposes any efforts to transfer .Special allowances charges to -stu-
dents during any part of the loan process. We strjangIy,support the
creation of the. National Center for Postsecoridat Educational Op-
portunities as a mechaniSin for increasing student. awareness.' of
their potential eligibility-for financial assistance, due to broad dit-
sethination of necessaryoinformation. We support the expansion of
the Trio -P,rograMs to meet the needs of educationally and economi-
cally disadvantaged college students, Due to limited funding, Trio
Programs served 493,000 students last year less than, 10 percent of
the eligible population.

Studies have shown that students who receive the full range of
special services, counseling, tutoring,-In basieskills, are 2.26 times
more likely to ..complete the first year of maw.. Although-not a
Trio student myself, I. was fortunate ..t..a.he -a-recipient of the Cleav-.
er Scholarship Program, which provides high.schoOl students with.,
'the necessary information to help them through the financial aid
process,

In addition, I was awarded a scholarship which provided me with
the necessary funds to attend college. .Thisiwas after receipt 'of all
Federal, State, and institutional financial aid that .I was eligible
for. Without this extra funding to meet my .unmet need, "'Would
riot -have beoi able to-begin oysurcessfully -complete my -undergrad-
'late studies at Ohio University.-

By instituting. an agency such as the Center for Postsecondary
Educational Opportunities, programs such as. Trio and. the Cleaver
Scholarship .PrograM could -.help 'benefit more of 1.4 ,students, who
are in desperate need of their' assistanee:. .

-The future of edUcation remaining accessible to all students lies
in the Maintenance and expansion of financial aid programs, which
provide equal opportunity in higher edUcation.

t
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Thank you for this opportunity to present the views of the U.S.
Student Association on House Resolutio 5240. We are looking for-

__ward to working with 'the -subcomrnit throughout the reauthor-ization process in our mutual efforts to ehate, formulate, and ulti-niately, enaceinto law a bill that will direct student financial aidfor the rest of this decade toWard-equal'acce:ss in education. Thankyou. 1 ,

Mr. SIMON. We thank you.
Ms. Sifuentes, you have been a witness before this subcommittee

+before and we are pleased to have you again.
[Prepared statement of Diana Sifuentes follows: "

PREPAELD STATEMENT or DIANA SIYUENTES, LAW STUDENT, UNIVERSITY of HOUSTON
LAW SCHOOL

My name is Diana Sifuentes and I am currently a student in the &hoot of Law. atthe University of Houston. I would like to take a few minutes this morning to talkto you about my life as a migran farrnworker and in particular how one program,the High School Equivalency Program at the Unversity of Houston, dramaticallychanged my life.
When people ask me where I was born, I answer Weslaco, Texas because, indeed,this is where I grew up. But the truth is.that I was born somewhere between Wes-laco and Robetown, Texas in a small town along highway 77. My,mother and fatherwere migrants, and, on the day I was born they were on their way to work in the

fields' My father probably still worked that day.
I was one of seven daaghters of Eva and Santos Rivera and as I say, we weremigrants. Neither my mother nor my father had any formal education and my ear-heat memories are of the fields, Each year in late March or early April we would

leave Weslaco and begin the trip to Michigan, Ohioand Indiana where we wouldpick strawberries and cherries. I especially remember the farm where we picked inMichigan. We were fortunate because we did a good job and one farmer, Mr. Ko-larik invited us back year after year. He cleaned and washed down the chicken coopbefore we arrived and that was our "house" for three or.,four months. I also remem-ber the going rate in those days for strawberries, twenty-five cents a box. We start-ed at 4:()() in the morning and worked until 6:00 at night. All of us worked, my sixsisters, my mother and my father, and honestly, I would like to be able to say thatit was fun or that it brought the family really close or that I learned the Value of
hard work from this experience, but I can't. -It was difficult, tedious, boring and in
many ways (because of the hick of facilities) dehumanizing. The main thing youlearn is that you never want to do it again in your life; that almost anything seemspreferable.

But working in the fields was the only thing my father knew arid it provided
enough money to get us by when we got back to Weslaco in October until the next
season camesthe following March.

There were few migrant educational programs in those dgys, and though people
came to the fields in Michigan to-lailk to my parents about the children attending
summer school, we were depended on to help, education would have to wait.As you can imagine, my education suffered. The area around Weslaco, Texas gen-erally known as "the Valley" has the highest concentration of migrant and-seasonal
farrnworkers of any place in the country and the schools had a shad system, one formigrants, one for non-migrants. It wasn't that we migrants were held back; it wasjust that there were no expectations for us. We were passed from grade to-gradewhether we knew the materials or not, and, of course, beginning_the school year,ire
late October }instead- of early Septeinber aild endirig. the year in March instead of
June put us four months behind in terms of teaching time each year. I rememberwhen I was iii the fifth grade, a teacher gave me a huge stack of workbooks and
worksheets and said "do these over the summer". While I know she meant well, I
didn't understand any of it well enough to work on it, and I surely couldn't do it atthe Kolarik farm,

My %cheating continued this way, each year I was further behind, each yeat"I' left
for the fields in March and returned in October until at Sixteen I dropped out ofschool, got married and began a family. Less than a year after getting married, myhusband wgs sent to'Vietnam and a year later he returned a different man; a manenraged and brutal. We were divorced within a year. .
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My situation was now worse than before. Good jobb are not available to people
without high school diplomas and besides; I now had a one year old son, That
summer 1 was back in Michigan:picking strawberries, (now for a dollar twenty -five
a box) and it was here that a recruiter told me about the High School Equivalency
Program at the Univensity of Houiton.

In October, 1971 I came to the HEP program. I lived here on campus with, other
. students. I was given the most intensive basic instruction I had ever received biLt
more than this there were expectations. Expectations that I would succeed, that I

,`;would get my General Educational Development Diploma, that, I 'would graduate
from HEP and go on to collegeand I did.

After only eight weeks in HEP I was tutoring other students. There was a true
sense of cameradarie among students and,. for the first time. 1 had teachers who un-
derstood where I came from and, what I was capable of achieving. Not only this bat
I also. saw other students, regular students from the University` of, HoustOt going to
classeS studying, participating in campus activities. I knew I could do what they
were doing and I really was motivated by thief example.

I vise the library, the bookstore, the gyM, the University Center. I "rubbed
elbows with regular university students and I hada student I.D. People who grow
up in families where college is an expectation don't realize lemi. frightening college
LS for someone who never was expected to be there. HEY was tremendously helpful
in assisting ine'm overcoming the fear of the unknown in.rylation to attending cal;
lege. , , .

By Christmas of 1971, I had completed the work at the University of Houstol.
IIEP, had received ray G.E.D. and was back home. After a year of struggling, I en-
'rolled at Pan American University and through grants and loans and working forty
hours per week completed my bachelors degreee in June 1980,

In the summer of' 1983, I enrolled in the CLEO program at Washburn University..
CLEOAThe Council on Legal Educational Opportunity) was much like llEP in that
it was an intensive, nononsense program for students who really wanted to do well
in law schools, We studied day and night, and a the end of six weelcs4 was accept-
ed at the University of Houston as a first:year law student. \

I cannot credit this turn of events.totally to IIEP, but I can say Without HEP, I
would not be where I am today. Duriag the past fifteen years, the UniverSity of
'Houston High School EqUivalancy Program has assisted over , 2,000 students to
obtain their G.E.1).; nationally over 22,000 student* have graduated from HEP pre-
grams since their inception in 1967, and for almost two-thirds of these Students, the
G.E.D. is not the end of their academic career, but the beginning. A study by Clark,
Phipps, Clark and Harris conducted for -the Department of-Labor in 1980 indicated
that sixty -two percent (62%) of HEY graduates reported additional educational expe-
riences beyond the G.E.D.

List year. 9a% of the graduates from the University of Houston HEP completed
college application forms and over 08% were accepted into colleges, universiti r or
technical/vocational schools. I believe that this is especially significant in a time
when dollars are so carefully overseen. . .

As a' !natter of fact, it is interesting to note in this cost conscious world what a
cost effective program HEP is Figures -published last year by the United States
Census Bureau inslicate that a high school graduate can 'expect to earn approxil
mately $230,000 more in his or her working career than a non-high-school graduate.
If we figure only a twenty percent tax rate (20%), the 101 G.E.U.- graduates of this
year's University of' Houston HE? will pay 10 times as- much in taxes (over and
above what they would have paid without a q.E.D.) as it cost to help theniobtain
their G.E.D. And, this does not include the additional 'taxable income derived from
those FIEF graduates who coMPTete college. (See Table) IIEP is, indeed, an extreme-
ly\cost-effective program. .

:I knew that great.'_ strides have been made in migrant education during the past 10
years, but 78% of migrant stUdents Still- do nut coniplete "high' SC'hOot, l believe--
strOngly in the HEY concept. I believe:

1. That the High School EquiValency Program and its sister program, The College.
Assistance Migrant Program be extended through Fiscal Year 1990

2, That: funding for HEP. (and CAMP -'- College Assistance , Migrant Program)
should be increased, . ,

.

.,

3. That IlEP's sould continue to be intensive day programs located .on college
and university campuses ,

4, That existing programs,: programs with proven track records should be given
:preference in-funding opportunities (programs that begin one.year and end the next
don't really help the migrant)
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5. That 'every effort be made to formally coordinate IlEPICAl& efforts withother .migrant programs, while leaving HEP and CAMP as entities separate fromother secondary migrant programs
. 6. That host colleges and universities provide increased technical support, supportthat would supplement, not supplant current staff

7. That every effort be made to work toward increasing the potential impact ofthe Council on Legal Educational OPPortunity.`CLE0 has never had more than onemillion dollars per year and its impact on educationally disadvantaged youth couldbe tremendously expanded through an increased appropriation
In summary, HEP did change my life. HEP's call themselves "second chance" pro-grams, fa me, as for many migrants, this second chance is really / the ehs!nre

TAPLlil

According to the United States CenslieSureau, a man with a high school diploma
can expect to earn $260,000 more in his lifetime than a man who does not have, ahigh school diploma and a woman can expect to earn $170,000 more if she hashigh school diploma than a woman who does not.

This year, HEP will graduate about 100 students with G.E.Dar, many of4these willgo on to college, but even figuring that none of them go on to college, these 100students (assuming 50 male and 50 female) will .ear approximately, $21r500,000more in their' lifetimes than if they had not completed their G.E.D.s, thiasurplusincome, alone, at .a 20% rate, these students will pay $4,300,000 in taxes during theirlifetime. This is 10 times what it cost to provide them their G.E.D.
is an eitremely cost-effective program.
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STATEMENT OF DIANA SIFUENTES, FIRST -YEAR LAW STUDENT
(FORMER REP STUDENT), UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON

Ms. SIFUENTk'S. Congratulations on your victpry.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
Ms. &FUENTES. My name is Diana Sifuentes and I am currently a-student at the law school at the University of Houston. You, havealready heard all of this before, but I am going to tell you again.I would like toe a few moments this afternoon to tell youabout my life as A\migrant farmworker and, in particular how`thehigh school' equivalency program and the CLEO programs have

dramatiFally changed my life. I grew up in a little town called Wes-laco in south Texas but I was born in Robstown. My parents wereon their way to pick cotton the day I was born. My mother tells methat I -was 2 weeks old' when I first went to the cotton fields--so Iam very familiar with them.
_I am the oldest of seven daughters of Eva and Santos Rivera.

Neither of my parents had any forthal education and my earliestmemories are of working in the fields. Each year in late March orearly. April, we would leave Wealaca 'and belin our trip to Michi-
.gan, Ohio, and Indiana, and all of those other State's. That's *herewe would go to pick strawberries, cherries, tomatoeS, -cucumbers,and anything else that was growing.
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One particular farm that we used to go to, I guess we did such a
good/ job that the farmer always invited us back. My parents are
still going to that same farm. Each year he would clean and wash
down the chicken coop before we arrived and that was our house
for 3 or 4 months.

At that time the going rate for picking strawberries was about 25
cents a box. It takes about an hour to fill each box so it vos about
25 cents an hour. We were up around 4 o'clock in the morning and
we-worked-until we couldn't see anymore, until it waS dark. All of
us worked,- my six sisters, my mother and my father. Quite honest-
ly, I would like to say tat it was fun or that it brought us together
or that I learned thaAqllue of hard work, but I can't. It was very
hard worktedious and boring and, in many ways, because of the
lack of facilities,,clehumanizing.

The main thing you do le am is that you never want, to do it
again, that you will do almost' anything else. But working in the

, fields was the only thing my parents knew how to do. It provided
money for us to get by when we got back to Weslaco in October.

There were few migrant eduCational programs in those days and
though people came to the fields in Michigan to try to talk my par-
ents' into letting:us attend summer school, we were depended 'upon
to help, so school would haVe to wait. So, as you can imaginemy
education suffered.

The area around Weslaco where. I grew up is known as the
Valley and it has the highest concentration of Migrant and season-
al farmworkers of any place in this country The schools had a dual
systemone for migrants and one for nonmigrants. The one for mi-,
grants, of course was a lot easier. You could get passed from grade
to grade and were not expected to (Id much because you were going
to drop out anyway.

We would get on an average 4 to 5. months of school a year. The.
teachers, I guess, felt 'that we weren't going to do much anyway so

' they word sort of just give us the homework and you Inow, take it
'," with you when' you go up north and try to do it over the summer.

It's kind of hard to do when you get up at 4 o'clock in thKorning
and work for 12 to 14 hours,you don't really have the timeor the
energy to do any homework: So a lot of it you just didn't learn.

My schooling continued that way until I was 16 when I dropped
out of school. I got married so that Lwould stop working in the
field and I know that's a terrible thing to do, but at the timer it
was feasible. Less than a year after I got married, my husband Was
sent to Vietnam and, like many of the other men that were sent to
Vietnam, he came back a yery different man. We were divorced
within a year.
__My_ situation was now worse than before. I was now divorced
With a handicapped child and no -high School diploma: So, that -;

summer I was back in ,Michigan picking cherries and it was that
time that I ran into this person that took the time to talk to' me
about the HEP Program and said that if I really hated working in

the fields as much' as I thought I did, that I should' loot} into it. And
I did. I enrolled in the HEP .,1rogram.

In October 1971, I went to Houston and I got my GED, I lived on
campus' with other students. I was given the most intensive basic
instruction I had received, but more than that, I was given hope.
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Hope that I could succeed, that I could be more than a migrantfarmworker.
After I got my GED; I went back to the valley, and, even with adiploma it was kind of hard making ends meet and because of mychild, my expenses were pretty high. So I decided to-go to college:After 5 years, I finally got out.
I think the experience at HEP, not just helping me get into col-lege or getting me my GED, the fact that the HEP Program was atthe UniverSity of Houston gave me a feeling of belonging or beingable to do what these other people were doing; the ones that; weregoing to the college. I think that is very important.
It took me, about S weeks to get my GED and for about a monthafter that I sort of tutored the other kids that were in the program,After I got My B.A. in psychology, I worked for a migrant prograniplacing kids in educational. programs. Then last summer, the

summer of 1983, I enrolled in the CLEO Program and I did wellenough, I guess, because I got accepted to the 'University of Hous-ton law school and that's where I am now.
I cannot credit the turn of events totally on HEP and CLEO be-cause I think some of it has to do with 91 .determination, but 1think that without these programs, I wouldn t be here today.
I would like to tell you a little, bit about HEP and all this Ilearned from the HEP Program: During the past 15 years, the Uni-versity of Houston High School Equivalency has assisted over 2,000students to obtain their GED. Nationally, over 22,000 students have

graduated from the HEP Program, and for almost two-thirds of
these students, the GED is not the end of their academic career, itis the beginning.

I understand that a study by Clark Phipps, Clark & Harris, con-ducted for the Department of Labor in 1980, that 62 percent ofIIEP graduates reported additional educational experiences beyondthe GED Last year, 92 percent of the graduates from the HEP Pro-gram at Houston completed college applications and over 68 ofthose were accepted into colleges, universities, and vocationalschools.
I believe that that is significant in a, time when' dollars are so

- carefully overseen. As a matter of fact, it is interesting to note in ---the cost-conscious world what a cost-effective program HEP is. Fig-
ures published last year by the U.S. Census Bureau indicate that ahigh sacol graduate can expect to earn approximately $230,000
more in his or her working career than a non-high school graduate.If we figure only a 20-percent ta4 rate, the 101 GED graduates of
this year's University of Houston HEP will pay 10_ times as muchin taxes over and above what they would have paid without a GED.This does not include the additional taxable income_derived from _those HEP graduates who complete- college. HE? is, indeed-an ex-tremely cost-effective program and a worthwhile commitment to
this country's most valuable rOgoUrce, its people.

I know that great strideS have been made in migrant education
'during the past 10 years, but 78 percent of migrants still do notcomplete high school. I believe strongly in the': EP concept. I be-
lieve the High School Equivalency Program and its sister program,the College Assistance Migrant'Program should be extended. Fund-ing for HEP and CAMP should be increased. HEP'S should contin-
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ue to be intensive clay programs located on campuses because of
the exposure to the learning experience.

Programs with proven records shOuld be given -preference in
funding opportunities. Programs that 43egin one year and end the
.next year don't, really help the migrant. Every effort should be
made to formally coordinate HEP-CAMP efforts with other mi-
grant programs while leaving HEP and CAMP as entities separate
from other secondary migrant programs.

Host colleges and universities should provide increased technical
support, not supplant current staff. Every effort should be made to
work toward increasing the potential impact of the Council on
Legal Education Opportunity. CLEO has never had more than $1
million per year, and its impact on educationally disadvantaged
youth could be tremendously expanded through an -increased ap-
propriation.

In summary, I would like to say that without HEP and CLEO it
would have been impossible for me to get through my GED and to
college. I thank you for your time.

Mr. SiMON. We thank you for your, I think, really great story.
The University of Houston should be proud of you and your family
should be proud of you. I

Shawne Murphy, president of the Coalition of Independent Col-
lege and Unicersity Students. Shawne Murphy comes from a very
Irish institution, St. Olaf's College. [LaughtEt]

Ms, MURPHY. They say that I am their token Irish individual.
jPrepared statement of Shawne Murphy follows:]

PREPARED STATErtIENT OF SHAWNEM. MURPHY, PRESIDENT, THE NATIONAL COALITION
OF INDEPENDENT COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY *I./J.1E14TE, WASHINGTON, DC

TESTIMONY

My name is'Shawne Murphy and I am a student:at St. Olaf College in Northfield,
Minnesota. Additionally, I presently 'serve as President of COPUS, The National Co-
alition of Independent College and University Students. Thank you for allowing us
the time to respond to this Reauthorization Bill. I will do so with some generalities
as I have not had sufficient time since the Bill was printed to exainine it in depth.'

Congressman Simon, we applaud many of your dreams for the Postsecondary Stu-
dent Aid Programs. Indeed, many of your dreams have been our dreams as well,
The, total cost of 'attendance at an independent university has risen by over $2,600
on average since 1980. While we have attempted to me this rise by working more
jobs and borrowing more money, you haVe recognized-oa need for increased grant
aid to have 'continued access to Higher Education.

In addition, we cheer the concept- of an instituted master Calendar for the.Depart-
ment of Education so 'that students will know when to expect the necessary informa-

1 and be able to plan accordingly" The eliminatiim of the Guaranteed Student
an's (GSL) 5% origination fee will finally do away with what was to have been a .

rary measure. The inclusion of the family contribution schedule in law is also
applauded\

We have; however, some major worries concerning general aspects, of the Bill. Inr,
thePOII-Grant area. we agree that all needy students shOuld be-automatically fenti--.
tied" to Pell Grunt. assistance. We are deeply concerned, howevar, that as the costs
.of the Pell Grant and GSL entitlements increase, congress will opt to hold the line
on Student -Aid Funding by restricting appropriations to those campus based pro-
grams that'make higher priced independent education available to needy students,
We think that combining the campus. based programs. into an institutional ,block
grant may leave them especially vulnerable. .. .

Additionally, as students within the independent sector, we must express our Con-:
cern with the new 75% of cost Pell. Grant provisions. While the $3.000 nmximum
will increase grant aid to all. need?students, the new 75% of cost formula will go a
lot farther toward meeting the full, coot of attendanceclor students i the public

-

82
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1114 sector, We are 'very concerned, us are the colleges and universities that we attend,that. needy students laced with, borraWing large sums at unstable rates will choose-to- to.attend a less expensive institution,Economic segregation among the sectors ofhigher education would be a tragedy to all students in all sectors ps well as for thewhole of society. The 21% deterioration iri the vaine. of student aid that we have ,endured since 1950 has already. had an impact on th6 number of needy student§ at-tending independent highereducation. The detrimental effects of this change en thequality Of campus life as a groirth experience have been reported to us by many.COPUS affiliates'. '. . .- . i .' -
Significant shifts by .students from the private to the public sector, will bring amuch larger'burden to the states. This is evidenced by statistics from Minnesota,

Michigan,_ and Illinois. In Minnesota, 20,000 state residents attend'private colleges.If 50% of those were to shift into the public secter, it would cost the state "govern-
tnent approximately $27.5.1nillion represented by the.incivaisedtitition subsidies re-.quired to educate them in the oublic sector. Michigan boasts over 54,000 residents atprivate colleges. At 50% shift from private to public would cost the state $73.5 mil -lion. Illinois :has an ;even higher nurhber. of state residents in the' private sector;94,000 students representing 25%-of the total enrollment at independent colleges. A .-:50% movement ofjhese students from the private to the public sector would cause a$198.5 million dollar-increase in state spending. .

One. may argils that it is unrealistic to assume that a 50% shift' of state residents
would occur. However, in Ilinuis, even if only one-fourth of the residents trans-
ferred, that would represent a $99 million state expenditure.

In the development of the .1980 Amendments to the Higher. Education Act, the
public and- priVate sectors reached .a detailed agreement on the perCentage of coot .... issue that acknowledged the significant differences in the cost of attendance in the

-. various sectors, We believe that the sectors should once again have the opportunity
to reach an agreement so that all sectors can work toward an equitable bill seeking
heightened access and choice for all students entering Higher Edtication.

.hi regardtq,Institutional Block Grants, Mr. Chairman, we applaud your desire to
simplify the 'financial aid programs for studenta Yet,, we are not sure that by corn;

'billing two grants, the SEOG and the SSIG, and;one loan program,' NDSL, into the

amounts of grants and loans to each.stud ,'that the programs are made any sim-pler

Grant and allowing Fiiiiinei.41 ,,Nittrninistrators to 'disperse varying
pler at the campus level.' ..

-While we have _not had enough time to evaluate the impact of the Block Grant
distribution formulas _for the campus based programs we ate worried that, 'by
making the. fornitila sensitive to the ninpher of Pell Grants alitilSGSL's dispersed inthe preceeding year, campusei will require that their students first take out GSL's

+11116. before receiving campus based aid. In this way, the schools would protect their
campus based allotnient for the follwing year. In addition, if there was a significant_aahilt of Pell grant recipients from the independent sector to the pliblic, independent".'hoofs would lose that much more campus based assistance. ,- .

In addition to Block Grants, we ate sorely troubled over the plan to allow GSL's
and NDSL's to float under the interest rate for,:-TreasuryfBills.:"Affordable repay-ment.rates for young people entering the job market have been a fundamental partof the education Joan programs. Added to our worries that graduates will have to
pay more as Treasury Bill rates rise tithe serious problem that students will not be' able to identify how much debt they are accumulating until they enter repayment.Not only must students have a grasp of thejr accumulating debt in order to-plan
their educdtional and professional futures, they must do so in order to avoid default.Traditionally; a large, number of, those students who default on their loans are

- students who ,nevei*graduate and/or enter repayment. A new class of defaulter is
emerging, howeVer,. They are students_who_ hate.simply .accumulated too-trrany-- --,-debts and are.unable to meet their mdnthly repayments.

With loan rates floating under Treasury Bill rates, a catch-22 situation might de-..velop ,durin periods of poor economy. High interest rates would demand higher'payments. f om graduates art well as restrict their opportunity to obtain jobs that
would einibl them to meellhosepayments.

A.similar catch-22 would result from the proposed changes in the provisions for -,
loan consolidation. Students who income did not allow them to meet their .month -..ly payments, up until recehtly, Oold consolidate their loans at a 9% interest rate

._ and repay over an extended 20 year period. By raising the rate to 9.5% and restrict-
.ing the extended period to fifteen years, students who have borrowed the maximum
allowable $25,000 over the course of their postsecondary educationweuld pay $261/
month rather than $225finuirrh, an increase of 16%.
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In that the .legislative. authority for consolidating loans has been allowed to
expire, we agree that a, new consolidat' 1 Plan must be included in your reauthor-
ization package. We question, however, i the .5% taken away from the special al-
lowance paid to lenders should reappear n the bills of those graduates that require
an extended repaythent schedule.
.The 'question of-increasing student indebtedness is an' important issue not only for

stUdents but for. the nation, as Well. The ever increasing debts that students are
graduating .. with is influencing career paths and job choice: The ability of graduates
to enter fields in Community service, teaching, or the arts is being compromised by
their necessity. to pursue careers that are more lucrative personally but less enrich-
ing nationally. Newly trained doctors and lawyers must consider. their payments on
five figure debts before'deciding where they will practice: and who they will serve.

Ideally, COPUS would like to -see loan repayment rates'.bmoma.seniitive to the
itwonie of the borrower. In this way, graduates can pursue careerpathsthat serve
their communities and their nation as well as themselves.

'Mr. Chairman, we knoW that you are committed to a national investment in
.America's youth that- serves' the nation overall. Your plans for reauthorization
make great strides toward reinvigorating Amer4ca's investment in its young people:
We ask you to take note of our concerns.

Again, thank. you kr the opPortunity to voice these concerns to you this morning.

STATEMENT ,OF SIIAWiVE ...M7RPHY, PRESIDENT, COALITION OF
INDEPENDENT COLLEGE AND UNIVERWY STUDENTS, AND
SENOR, ST. OLAPS COLLEGE

MURPthr. As the .chairman stated, my name is Shawne
-Murphy and I am presently a student at St, Olaf College. I think 'in
the interest of brevity, I am 'going to stiFk with my written .state-.
nient'so- that we can get .through this,

I would like to thank you for allowiw us the time to respond to
this reauthorization bill. I ,will do .sot in a fairly general,manner.
Considering the amount of time that I had to examine the printed,
copy of the NIL.. I would rather not talk about, the specifics too

11/ much. and I think you arp probably happywith that...
Congressman Simon, Ike would like to applaud the dreams that

you expound on. for thepostsecOndary 4tid. programs in this bill.
Indeed, .many of your dreams have been dreams that we as stu-
dents in the independent sector have 'had as well. 4

The total,. cost of attendance at an independent university has
risen by over 82,600 on average since 1980. While we have attempt-
ed to meet this rise by working more jobs and borrowing more
money, you have recognized our need' for increased grant aid to
have continued access to higher education and we appreciate .that.

In addition, we cheer the concept of an instituted master calen-
dar for the DepartmPnt of Education sp' that student's will know
when to expect the necessary information and to ,be able to plan
accordingly. The elimination of the guaranteed :student

able"
5

percent origination fee will finally do away with what was to begin
with to be a temporary Measure..

The inclusion of the family contribution schedule-in law is also
to lie applauded. We have, however, some major worries concerning
general aspects of the bill. In the Pell grant area, we agree that all
.rivedy students should be automatically entitled. to Pell grant as-
sistarice. However, with regard to tinigressinan Coleman's opening
statement this morning, we, too, at.concerned that as the cost of
'Pell grants and GSL entitlements increase, Congress will opt' to
hOld the line on student aid funding by restricting appropriations.
to other aid programS, including those campus- based. Kograms that

4
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make higher priced, independent education available to needy stu-dents.
We think that combining the campus-based programs into an in-stitutional block grant may leave them especially vulnerable.
Additionally, as students in the independent sector, we must ex-press our concern about the 75 percent of cost Pell Grant provisions. While the $3,000 maximum will increase, grant aid to allneedy students, the new 75 percent of cost formula will go a lot far-ther toward meeting _the full cost of attendance for students in thepublic sector. We are -very concerned, as our the colleges and uni7versities that we attend that needy students faced with borrowinglarge sums of 'money at unstable interest rates will choose toattend a less expensive institution. Economic segregation amongthe sectors of 'higher education would be a tragedy to all studentsin all sectors as well as for the whole of society.
The, 21-percent deterioration in the value of student aid that wehave endured since 1980 has already had an impact on the numberof needy students'attending independent higher education. The'det-

rimental effects of this change on the quality of campus life as agrowth experience have been reported to us by many of our coaffi-liates across the country: Sioificant shifts by students from theprivate to the public sector will,bring a much larger burden to the
States. This is 'evidenced by statistics from Michigan, 'Minnesota,and Illinois.

Inllinnesota, 20,000 State residents attend priVate colleges. If 50
rcent of those were to shift to the public sector, it would cost thetate government approximately $27.5 million represented by the

increased tuition subsidies required to educate those individuals inthe public sector,
Michigan boasts over 54,000 residents in private colleges. A 50-

percent shift from the private to the, public 'would cost that State
73.5 million. Illinois has an even higher number of State residentsin the private sector, as you probably know, Mr. Chairman-94,000

students' representing 25 percent of 'the total enrollment at inde-
pendent colleges. A 50-percent movement of these StudentS from
the private to the public sector would cost Illinois $198.5 illion ionState spending. One might argue it is unrealistic to me that a50-percent shift of State residents 'from the private the publicsector might occur.

However, in Illinois, even if only one-fourth of those residents
transferred, that would repripsent a $99 million State expenditure.

In the development of the 1980 amendments of the Higher Edu-cation Act, the public and private sectors reached a detailed agree-
ment on the percentage -of cost.issue that acknowledged the signifi-
cant differences in the eosts of attendance-'-in-the 'varions sectors.
We believe that the sectors should once again have the opportunityto reach an agreement so that all sectors can .work toward an equi-
table bill' seeking`access and choice for all students entering highereducation.

hi regard to institutional block grants, Mr.
.
Chairthan, we ap-plaud your desire to simplify the financial "aid pregrams" for stu-dents. Yet we are not sure that by combining two grants, the

SEOG and 'the SSIG and one loan program, the'NDSL, into the
block grant and allowing financial aid administratort to disburse

7
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varying amounts of grants and loans to each student, that the pro- .
grams are made any simpler at the campus level, .

Now we have not had enough time to evaluate the impact of the
block grant distribution formulas from the campus-based programs.
We are worried that by making the formula .sensitive to the
nurnbe of Pell grants and GSL's disbursed in the..preceding year,
campuses will require that their students first take out, GSL's
before receiving campus-based aid.

In this way, the schools would protect their campus-based allot-
ment for the following year. In addition, if there is a significant
shift of program recipients from the independent sector to the
public sector, independent schools would lose that miach more

. campus-based assistance.
In addition- to block grants, we join USSA's concern over the

plan to allow GSL's and NDSL's to float under the interest rate for
Treasury bills. Affordable repayment rate for young people enter-

.

ing the job market has been.a fundamental part.of the education
loan programs. Added to our worries that graduates will have to
pay more as Treasury bill rates rise is the serious problem that stu-
dents will not be able to identify how ranch debt they, are acc.umu;
lating until they enter repayment. Not only must students have a
grasp of their accumulating debt in order to plan their educational
and professional futures, they must do so in order to avoid default.

Traditionally, a large number. oi those students who default on
their loans are students who never graduate and/or enter the re-
payment schedule. A new el4ss of defaulters is emerging, however.
They are students who have simply accumulated too giaollifebts
and are unable to meet their monthly repayments. With l tes

imfloating under the Treasury 'bill rates, a catch-22 situation might
Wdevelop during periods of a poor economy'. High interest rates

would demand higher payments from graduates as well as restrict
their opportunity to obtain jobs that would enable them, to meet
those payments.-

A similar catch-22 would result from the proposed changes in the
provisions for loan consolidation. Students whose income did not
allow them to meet their' monthly, payments up until recently
could consolidate their loans in a 9 percent interest rate and repay
over an -extended 20-year period. By raising the interest rate to 9.5
percent and restricting the extended period to 15 years, students
who have borrowed the maximum allowable $25,000 over the
course of their postsecondary education would pay $261 a month
rather than $225 a month, an increase of over 16 percent. If we
take into consideration those students who get married after they
graduate from the institutions and those students who may have
borrowed the Maxi/1111M amount, you are talking about a married
couple who is going to have a debt of $50,000, which is quite a
burden to take on at the beginning of married life, let alone the
beginning of a job search.

In that the legislative authority for consolidating roans has been
allowed to expi* we agree that a new Consolidation plan must be
included in your reauthorization package. We question, however, if \
the 0.5 percent taken away from the special allowance paid to lend- .

ers should reappear on the bills of those graduates that require an
extended repayment schedule.
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The-question of increasing student indebtedness is an importantissue, not only for students but for the Nation as well. The -everincreasing debts that students are gracruating with is influencingcareer paths and job. choice.
The ability of graduates to enter fields in community service,teaching; or the arts, is being compromised by their necessity ,topursue Careers that 'are more lucrative personally but less enrich-ing nationally:
When we'%train doctors and lawyers we must consider the, repay-ment of five figure debts, before they decide where they will prac-tice and who they will serve.
Ideally, COPUS would like to see repayment rates become sensi-tive to the income of the borrower. In .this way graduates canpursue career paths that serve their communities and their Nationas well as themselves.
Mr. Chairman, we know that you're .committed to a national in-vestment in America's youth that serves .the Nation overall. Yourplans for reauthorization made great strides toward reinvigorating

America's divestment in its young people.But we ash you to takenote of our concerns. Again, we thank you for this opportunity forexpressing them. .

Mr. SIMON. We thank you very much for your testimony. My col-league from Missouri has to leave and wants to interrupt the testi-mony to make a couple of comments.
Mr. COLEMAN. apologize to our last witness, but I must get backto some people waiting for me in my office: I want to thank all ofyou for coming, your statements were very good statements. Youall have made some very excellent pointst
Let me Say- t the young lad Syt--_I±11 probably mess up yournameSifuente'
Ms. Sin; ES. That's right.
Mr. COLEMAN. Sifuentes. That those programs tha ou are talk-ing about, are supported by Democrats and Republi s, they'renot a controversial part of this bill, I don't believe, a I think Ispeak for at least all the Republicans here. [Laughter.)I think I can speak for all of the Republigans on the committeeand I would think most of them who are Members of the House.So; don't think that we do not find these programs helping peoPle.

Those programs that have proven that they .help people, like your-self, certainly get everybody's support, and I wish you the best Of
luck because,I'msure you',re going to be a'crackerjack lawyer.

Ms. Murphy, in your comments-you raise.some very good points.You mentioned the impact on public education that could occur bythe- increased number of students going into the public sector be-cause of the Simon don't forget- about those ofyou whoare left behind, Yotir fees will go up considerably because you havecertain costs thAt are fixed and-you will have to be picking up thatperson who has now moved to the State university as well. So theimpact that you didn't mention, is implicit, and .I think that's an-;other example of what I tried to say this morning, that this bill hasgot some problems and it has to be cleaned up before there will be
widespread support within the community.

I thank all of you for your comments, I do have to go now Mr.Simon will continue the, hearing.

8
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Mr. SIMON. That k you.'
And our final w ness, Gary Edelson, who is a second-year medi-

cal student at Geo e Washington University.
[Prepared statement of Gary Edelson follows:]

PluitrAILLD STATIMXNT Or GARY EDXLSON AND THE AStiOCIATION or AitatICAN
Maracat. CoLLIGES, WASHINGTON, DC

Good morning. I greatly appreciate this opportunity to speak a ut reauthoriza-
tion of the Higher Education Act (HEAL and the Title IV, student financial assist-
ance programs that are ofgreat interest and benefit to medical st nte. I am here
today to represent my own views and those of medical students all over the country,
My statements are also in accordance with the position of the Association of Ameri-
can Medical Colleges.

Medical student access to the Title IV programs is justified by the basi5 realities
that, without it, thousands of capable students would be unable to finance the costs
of their education, and that it is in the notional interest to ensure equality of access
to medical education. Title, IV aid is crucial to medical students for a number of
reasons: medical school tuition and fees are high and getting higher, averaging over
$12,000 at private institutions; medical students and their families have traditional-
ly supplied every available 'dollar to meet the costs of medical education and that is
still only rarely sufficient to meet all those costs; and a number of health profes-
sions education programs designed to help medical students finance their educations
have, been severely reduced in the past 3 years and may yet be reduced even fur,'
then

The extent to which medical students rely on key Title IV p .wramsGSL,
NDSL, CWS, and PLUS/ALASis not always appreciated by those unfamiliar with
the tnancing of medical education, but in 1982-83 these programs accounted for
over 45% of all aid disbursed to edi students. The limited numbers arty of
scholarships available for in cation forces medical students to rel chiefly
on loans, and the GSL' is their chie source of loan money. In 1982-83, 58.* % of all
medical students received GS . T average GSL was $4,745 and. GSL support
amounted to 40.5% of all support ived by medical students. In many ways, the
GSL program selves the same funs n for, medical 'students that the Pell Grant Pro-
gram does for needy undergradua that is, it gives them a base upon which they
can build to meet the total costs their education. Once students have negotiated
GSis to meet their educatio costs, they frequently must, in addition, turn to
other sources of loan capital w eh aren't nearly as attractive; here I sppee,aak of loans

-made under the Health ation Assistance Loan (HEAL) and PLUS/ALAS pro-
grams, As medical Khoo tuitions have risen, acid -other sources of relatively inex-
pensive loan capital have become scarcer, medical school borrowing under these less
attractive programs 'has increased sharpl from $15.3 million in the 1980-81 school
year to $50.4 million in the 1982-83 school year under the HEAL program, and from
$2.0 million in the 1981-82 school year to -$112 million in the 19F-83 school year
for the PLUS/ALAS program. " -

In the process of borrowing so heavily to meet their educational coats, medical
students have become saddled with debts of a'truly unprecedented degree. These
levels of high-interest debt burden will inevitably create a serious "preoccupation
among young medical school graduates with retiring their debt and could modify
the extent to which physicians tradionally engage in pro bono activities. These large
debts will also discourage then from practicing in health manpower shortage areas.
Moreover, expected incomes of physicians will surely be tempered by their increas-
ing number ip this country. In the final analysis, this set of Circumstances could
have serious consequences for the successful recruiting of the moat talented individ,
tiers into in'edical

I personally appreciate the utility of the GSL program because I have taken out
. the maximum GSL available to graduate anpLprofessional students for the .past two
years. Yet, the availability of these loans liEs hardly enabled me to avoid relying
substantially on other, less attractive, loans for financing my education. Last year I
took out a HEAL loan at a 12%% interest rate, and rear 1 received a PLpS/
ALAS loan fcir $3,000. at 12%. '

Medical students are gratified that your legislation proposes' to increase GSL loan,
. limits for professional students to $7,000. These increases, however, still leave the
GSL yearly maximum at barely more than one-third of the total costs of education
at private medical schools. Since the alternative for students at these schools gener-
ally is one of relying. on much less attractive 'oasts, 1 respectfully submit that a

8"6
1
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mechanisni be developed to ling GSL yearly and cumulative limits to .1983-84 tui-tion and fees at the:medical schools. The-AAMC is currently working to effect suchincreases in GSL limits through the regulatory process. The change I have men-tioned could easily be accomplished by requiring the Secretary to use-the authority
in Sections 432(b)(4) and (cX3) of your legislation for tuition and foes exceeding cer-tain levels. Further information on this subject will, with your permission, be sub-mitted for the hearing record.

Medical students also will benefit greatly from being eligible in their.first year ofstudy far the Pell Grant Program, as envisioned in II.R. 5240. Thia would help, to,keep M.D.-debt loads at more reasonable levels. The concept behind graduate inclu-sion in the Pell Grant program is 'ouite sound, and hopefully will provide greaterimpetus for .currently under-represented minority and disadvantaged students topursue careers in medical education.
_Medical students would also benefit from becoming eligible for the Campus-Basedblock grant program, They borrowed a total of $14.9 million under the NDSL 'pro-.

gram 'in the 1982-83 school year, iuld their ability to avoid higher debt burdens willcertainly be aided by eligibility for new grant funds. Again, _I have personally bene-fited from the NDSL program, having received $5,500 in NDSL loans as kin. under-.graduate at Brandeis and having ta.ketl'out $2,800 More in loans under this programfor the current school year.
A canconiitant of the heavy reliance by students on loans to finance medical edu-cation is the need to structure repayment plans which are congruent with the earn-ing patterns of M.D.s.' A few points need to be stressed; The first is that medicalstudents are graduating with ever-increasing amounts of debt. The mean debt forthe graduating senior with debt was $23,914 in 1983, an increase of 18.9% from the

revious year. Furthermore, the number of students with educational debts of0,000 or more inc (eased by 44.4% from the previous year, to a total of 13.5%. Imyself have accumultsted..a total of $3'4200 in educational debt; and I'm joist com-pleting the second year ofiny medical studies..What I need and what other students'in similar circumstanced need are repayment terms that match our earning pat-terns. Until the residency period is completesi,.M.D.s do. not earn a great deal ofmeneya 3rd year resident, 7 years out of college and pusl4ing 30 years of age re-ceives, on the average, a salary of $21,378 a year, a 6th year. resident receives an
*Average of $24,739, But even when minimum.length residency its chosen, with repay7Ment of debt assumed notto begin until it is completed, the initial average debtburden for an M.D. is unacceptably high unless repayment adjustments are made. Astudy mandated by the National Commission on Student Financial Assistance has
shown that with a salary of $38,100, typically received by individual physicians whohave ended their residencies and are starting in practice, repayment of the averagemedical student debt over 10 years will initially consume about 21 percent of that
individuals's discretionafy income. This is a substantially higher percentage thanthe 15% debt burden which is generally considered to;be the maximum acceptable
level of educational debt. However, the thousands of individuals who will still be inresidency when they must start repayment will face much harsher repayment pros-pects. Loan consolidation with an extended repayment option would thus be highlydesirable for medical school graduates.

Tlie terms of consolidation as described in your legislation may be insufficient tomeet the needs of medical school graduates. I am especially, concerned about thelimiting of the maximum repayment period to 15 years. I have already borrowed atotal of $31,300 under the NDSL, GSL, PLUS and HEAL Programs (the latter loans
are currently included in Sallie Mae's consolidation authority under Title VII of thePublic Health Service Act) and could well need a 20 year repayment period if Ienter the family practice career am now contemplating. Many medical students
will find themselves in similar.eircumetanc.es.

There are, of courseimanY other programMatic details which' I could address
-today, but in the-interests of time I will not 'touch on the-in: rhope,-however, that
my basic message has been clear: that the Title HIV student aid programs meet anessential need in medical education, and that it is difficult to imagine a varagated
student population without them. I thank you for allowing me to appear before youand I arn happy to answer any questions that yciu in have.

STATEMENT OF GARY EDELSON, SECON YEAR MEDICAL
STUDENT, GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Mr..EDELSON. My name is Gary Edelson-and, as you mentioned, I.
am . a second-year medical student at the George Washington



Schdol of Medicine_ and Health Sciences. I. greatly a preCiate this
Opportunity .to speak about reauthorization, of Higher Educa-
tion Act and the title IV student financial 'assistance programs'that
are of great interest and benefit to medical students.

. I am .here today to represent my own views and those of medical
students all over the country. My statements also are in .accord-
ance. with the position of the. Association of American Medical`col
leges, In the interest of time I . will read selected portions of my
statement only. . .

,Medical student access to the title IV 'programS is justified by the
basic realities that without it thousands of capable students would
be unable to finance the costs of their education and that it is in
the national interest to ensure equality of access to medical educa-
tion. ..

Title IV aid is crucial to medical students for a number of Tea-
. sons. No. 1, medical school tuition and fees. are high and are get-,

ting higher, :averaging over $12,000. per Year at private institutions.
No..2, medical students. and their families haVe traditionally sup-

plied every available dollar, to meet the costs-of medical education
and that is still only rarely sufficient to meet all`of those costs.

No. 3, a number of health professions education programs de-
signed to help Medical' students finance their educations have been
severely reduced in the past 3 years,cland.inay yet be reduced even
further.

The extent to which ical students, rely OM. key title IV pro-
grams,- GSL, NDSL, colic e work-study and PLUS/ALAS is not
always' appreciated by those unfamiliar, with the financing of medi-

«cal educatidn. But in 1982-83 these programs accounted'for over 45..
percent of all aid diSbursed,to medical students.

The limited numbers and types of scholarships available for med-
ical education; forces medical students to rely chiefly on .loans in
the GSLP as their chief source of loan money.

In 1982-83, 58.3 percent of all medical students received GSL%.
The average GSL was $4,745. and GSL support amounted .to 40.5
percent of all support received by medical students.

In many _ways, the GSL Program serves the same function for
medical students that the Pell Grant Program does for needy un-
dergraduates. That is, it gives them a base upon which they can

_ build to meet the total costs Of their education. Once students have
... negotiated GSL's to meet their educational costs, they frequently

.must, in addition, turn to other sources of loan capital which -aren't
nearly as attractive. Here I speak of -loans made under the health
education assistance loan, HEAL, and PLUS/ALAS programs.

In the process of borrowing so heavily to meet their educational
costs, inedieal students have become saddled_ debts..,of.a truly -

unprecedented degree. These levels of high interst debt burden will
inevitably create a serioup preoccupation among young medical stu-
dents, medical school graduates, with retiring their debt, and could
modify the extent to which .physcians traditionally engage in pro
bono activities.

These large debts will -also discourage them frota practicing in
health Manpower shortage areas. .

Moreover, expected incomes of physicians will -surely be tem-
pered by their increasing ntimber in this country. In the final
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ysis, this set of circumstances could have serious consequences forthe successful recruiting of the most talented individuals into medi-cal schools.
-..*edical students are gratified that your legislation proposes toincrease GL loan limits for professional students to $7,000. Theseincreases, however, still leave the GSL yearly maximum at barelymore than one-third of 'the 'total costs of education' at private medi-cal schools. Since-the alternative for gtudents at these schools gen-erally is one of ;relying on much lesslattractive loans, I respectfullysubmit that a mechanism be developed to link GSL yearly and cu-mulative limits to 1983-84 tuition and, f at the medical schools.The AAMC is currently wor103g to effect cif increases in GSLlimits through the regulatory process. The c nge I have men-tioned could easily be accomplished by requirin the Secretary to,use the authority in sections 432 (b)4 and (c)3 of ye legislation fortuition and fees exceeding certain levels- ./

Further informatiox on this subject will, with your peMr. Chairman, be 'submitted for the, hearing record.
Medical students also will benefit greatly from being eligib e intheir first year of study for the. Pell Grant Program, .4g,envisioned

in House Resolution 5240. This it help to keep M.D.` bt loads atmore reasonable levels. The concept behind graduate inclusion inthe Pell Grant Pr gram is quite sound and, hopefully, will providegreater impetus t currently underrepresented minority and dis-advantaged studen to pursue careers in medical education.Medical students w Id also benefit from becoming eligible forthe campus-based 'block grant program. They borrowed a total of$14.9 million under the DSL program in the 1982-83 school year,and their ability to av d higher debt burdens-will certainly beaided by eligibilityy, fo w grant funds.
I have eersonally benefited from the NDSL program, having re-ceived $5,o00 in NDSL loans as an undergraduate at Brandeis Uni-versity and having taken out $2,800 more in scarce NDSL loanfunds under this program for the current school year.

..A concomitant of the' heavy reliance by students on .loans to fl-nance medical education is the need to restruicture repayment
plans which are congruent with the earning patterns of M.D.'s. A
few points need to be stressed.

The first is that the medical students are graduating with ever-increasing amounts of debt. The mean debt for the graduating
senior with debt was $23,914 in 1983, an increase of 18.9 percentfrom theftevious year. Furthermore, the number of students witheducatiokt debts of $30,000 or more increased by 44.4 percent from
the previous year, to a total of 13.5 percent.

I myself haw accumulated a. tau.' of $37,200 in-educational debt,-
apd I'm just completing the second year of my medical studies.

What 1 need and what other students in similpi circumstances
need are repayment terms that match our earning ,patterns. Until
the residency period is completed, MD.'s ao hot earn a great dealof money. A third-year resident-7 years but of college, and pushing30 years of age, receives on the average, a salary, of $21,378 a year.A sixth-year resident receives an average, of $24,739. -

14)an consolidation with an extended repayMent option would
thus be highly desirable for medical school graduatei.
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The, terms of consolidation,, as described in your legislation, Mr.
Chairman, may be insufficient to meet the needS\ of medical School
graduates. I am especiallY concerned about the limiting of the mat
imuni repayment period to 15 years. have already borroWed a
total of $31,300 under the NDSL, GSL, PLUS and HEAL programs..
The latter loans are currently included in Sallie Mae's: consolida-
tion authority under title VII of the Public Health Service Act, and
.could well need a 20-year repayment plan if I enter the ,family
practice career I am now contemPlating. \.

Many medical students will find themselves in similar circum-...
stances. There are, Of course, many, other. programmatic -details
which I could address today:But in the interest of .time I will not
touch on them. I hope,'however, that my basic message has been
clear; that the title IV student aid, programs meet an essential
need in medical education, and that it is difficult tO imagine a vari-
egated student population without them.

I thank you for allowing me to appear before you and I am,
happy to answer any questions that you may have.

Mr. SPION. We thank you very much.
On the loan matter, and obviously what we're trying to do in this

bill is to shift a little away from that heavy indebtedness 'that
you're talking about that, frankly, frightens a, great many'students.
And I'm thinking but loud, without having explored this, whether
this is a realistic possibility at all.

What if we were to say on repayment that you cannot be expect-
ed to repay more than 15 percent of your income? Would that be
helpful or is that not very meaningful?

Mr. EilEisoS. I think as far AAMC is concerned, for medical
Ancients, it, would be a very good idea. Anything that would limit,
or take into consideration the amount owed versus the amount of
Income, would be helpful...

Mr. SIMON. All right.''
Mr. MOORE. I guess, Mr. Chairman, I Would be Concerned with

whether or not that would call for a minimum to be paid,. and I
'would- also be .concerned on how long that debt would be spaced
out, over the years, if Li student is to go on and not gain a high
income job, whether or not it would take a severe long time for
that debt. to be paid back. *,

-Mr. SIMON. Well, presumably that would extend some loani
beyond the 15-year period.

Mr. MOORE. Right.
Mr. Simos. B4 make it a little easier to.repay that. So you don't

feel that you're just overwhelmed 'by that debt. My concern is,
frankly, not only the repayment but what it doeS in skewing, and
-you -referred to this in your.. testimony, _what. it does in_ skewing
where you respond to need in our society. If you graduate from
medical school and you have a choice of serving an inner city
neighborhood that is desperately0teeding physicians,' or you have a
choice of going to McLean; where your income is going to be much,
greater, if you have that huge debt, even though your inclination
may be to serve the area that needs. the help the most, your eco-
nomic circumstance may force you to g6 'riot where society needs
you, but where you can repay' that debt. And the.same thing hap-
pens to teachers and to people in every other profession.

.

92
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Anyway, we're just in the formative stages in all of this and I
any suggestions you may have, any modifications, we would wel-
come.

Ms. Murphy I would be interested in anything you or others
\, from the independent sector might suggest in-the way of a formula
. for the block grant, that would obviouslyone of the things that Iwant toI shouldn't say "obviously," but one of the thinks I wantto move away from is the economic segregation that has already
become a pattern in the 'United States in the last 3 years; We aremoving in the wrong direction then. We're trying to move away.from it. I don't want the block grant provisions to accelerate' that,
and as you look at this bill, if you and yoUr friends can come upwith any modifications that willcan ensure that we don't move in
that direction, I would welcome that.

Ms. MURPHY. If you might answer .a question for me, I thinkwe'll have a. place to go fron. Our concern is why nu feel there's a
necessity for the block grant in the first place. With the NDSL andthe SEOG and the SSIG, those'-programs seem to be working fineas, separate and distinct programs, and our concern is what is the
motivation for putting them into a block grant.

Mr. SIMO-N. The motivation is really twofold, a twofold motiva
tion:'No. I, simplification.. And second, and a greater concern, is'flexibility. We" get complaints from schools that, 'Why, we have anNDSL program, an SEOG, an SSIG, and the various programs.Here we come along with John Jones or James Smith, who doesn't
fit into these comfortable ategories." And so we're trying to design
a program where no on will fall through the cracks, where thecampus, .St. Olaf's Colle can have the flexibility to make surethey continue to have to en Irish students there at St.. Olaf's Col-
lege, along with all those wwegians up there.

That's basically the id a.
Ms. MURPHY. I guess our concern, to take it from there, is that itwill not simplify things for the students, being that the student is

put in a position, in some instances; where they need to cut their
own deals, for example, with the financial aid office. They need to
go down there and negotiate the- NDSL's, the SEOG's, the SSIG's,
more so than they do now, because there are stricter guidelines.

I will take your offer to see if we can come up with some way. ofworking that block grant so that we encompass both those areas.Mr. SIMON. Well, we would be very eager to work with you. Idon't see that that would make anywhat we are proposing, would
make any difference. But we can, or±lbet part of it, we, would beeager to work with you on that.

Diana Sifuentjs, all I can -say is your testimony is helpful, once-again. was pleased to hear my colleague say that they were goingto continue to support this program. But your being here rein-
forces, and you just personally illustrate how thathow and whythat program is extremely important. And we, appreciate your sbeing here:

I would like to enter into ale record the document that.. Gregory
Moore referred to. I have just seen it for the first time and glanced
through it and it looks excellent and we will enter it into the
record at the end of the testimony. The one aspect that you touch
on in your testimony that we have not really discussed in going
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over :lit' the details of an extremely complicated bill, is the insur-
ance premium.

What suggestions`do you have, or let memaybe that's an unfair
question to toss at you so quickly. Let me just suggest to you that if
you and the other, representatives of the student associations can
come to us with some suggestions, and suggestions that still serve
the purpose, that the insurance premium does, but not load us up,
We are *incerned about the cost factor in the bill. I would be very
interestedif you care to comment on it, but if you do not care to,
we would be' very interested in your suggestions.

Mr. MOORE. We are going to take that back and- do more re-
search on it. But in our hurriedness to get all of the information in
the testimony, we '\thought we would at least mention it and then
-follow up with additional information later.

Mr. Simoiv. Great.
Mr. Kogovsek.
Mr. KOGOVSEK. I have no questions, Mr. Chair/Ian.
Mr. &moil. W thank you very, very much.
Oh, I'm sorry,/ Mr,..Penny. And I hate to say it to Pat Brown, I

thought that was Pat Brown sitting the other side of you, wherev-
erI apologize either to my c9lleague from Minnesota or Pat
Brawn, either one.

Mr. PENNY. That's all right. I just have a couple of questions:
Mr. SIMoN. The gentleman from Minnesota..
Mr. PENNY. I don't particularly care. who answers ,these ques-

tions. Any of you or all of you may want to jump in and answer
these two questions. We focusedyou focused in your testimony
and the discussion so far has focused on the reauthorimtion bill.
But I'M curious to have Psomeone in this group respond to the
President's suggestion of beefing zip signiffirantly the work-study\ budget and using that as an alternatiVe, financial aid approach.

Mr. MURPHY. Let me juni'p in here. He's my Congressman.
, I think the problem that we have with work-study, I don't knqw

of` any individual in the independent sector or probably in the
public, sector either that isn't willing to work to help put them-
selves through school. The problem that, we encounter is trying to
find a balance between work and study. We have found that some
students, if they need to work both pn campus, with work-study
jobs, and off campus, in town, pr doing other things, that it takes
away from the time they spend' studying, and their first priority
shifts from that concentration -on education to paying for the edu,

,cation, and it defeats the whole purpoSe of being there.
Some -dat&that we got from the National Institute of Independ-

ent Colleges and-U-ntWeisities stated that in 1979 an-average of 31.1
percent of a student's budget-was- covered by -self help. This figure
increased to 41.4 percent by 1981, representing an increase of over
$1,000 per student, which is quite a large amount of money for the,:
student to pick up through self help and work. So, that would be
my response to your question.

Sr. EDELSON. If I could just address that issue.
Mr. PENNY. Yes.
Mr.41.i'nEtsoN. As far as medical .students go, college Work-study is

just not a viable means of income.: Well, it is a viable means of
income but it isn't a viable possibility because of the time commit-

,
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anent for medical school. It's just not feasible to work and getthrough. medical school at the same time.
Mr. PENNY. Go ahead. .1
Mr. MooRE. just wanted to comment on a couple of things. Oneis that we are encouraged by the facf that there will be expandedemployment opportunity and more funding of the Work-study pro-gearir: However, a lot of the students who do tend to be funded bythe work-study programs in the p13aliz-sector are students who mayhave to go through extra cburse-d\of developmental courses, in mathor English, or other areas where they will have to require extrastudy and time, and the additional burden of work-study Will. putthat extra amount of time into the student's schedUle that willtaken away from study, and so again the students that tend to bemore dependent, on work-study will also be more dependent on theneed to take extra courses, and that would make it a lot more diffi-cult to get out of school,quicker. .

Mr. PENNY. Ms. Sifuentes.
SIEUENTES. As you might kr/115w, law school is difficult and,you know, 15 hours-a week that you work you don't get very muchmoney but you lose a lot of very valuable time that you could bedevoting to learning what you're supposed to be there for

Mr. PENNY. My next question has to do with the income-sensitiverepayment schedule. for loans. I notice an endorsement of that ap-proach in Shawne Murphy's testimony, and I haven't had a chanceto review all the other testimony as yet, but, maybe some of the/others of you have endorsed that as a Tong- term objective as' well./ Could you be more specific as to what approach or what outline- we/ should follow in developing an income-sensitive repayment' sched-.ulef
/1 Ms. MURPHY. I guess I'll start again,

One Of the, programs that were aware of that has an income sen-sitive repayment schedule is at Northwestern University in Illinois.From my understanding, which I admit is vague, what they, doafter 10 years or after a certain period of time is analyze theincome of the individuals that are 'on that repayment and figure.out what their salary is, what sort of. debt they can incur, what
sort of position they hold, whether it be 'a doctor or a lawyer in the
,business community, or in a service organization or teaching,

s we all, know, the incomes are very low,
+... that sort of idea needs to be taken into account here. I'm

Ctly sure how easy it would be to do on the federal level,and I can understand that, but I think if we Maybe leave some ofthat negotiations or analysis to State and Federal agencie.$. a op-posed to just national agencies, we- may be able to take in than
--ineorne-sensitive-repayment alittle-thorit easily.

It also takes some of the stress off for some of those Individuals
who feefstbat teachihg is what they want to do or service is what
they want.to do, as opposed to 'being in'the business environment,
They 'would rather serve other individuals than make a lot of
money, and would like to be able to make that clioice, and taka,that career path instead.

Mr. EDELSON. 'As far as 44.AMC is concerned, I think 'that I know
that we could accept somefhing like that as long- as it took into ac-count the HEAL program; ,the. Health Education Assistance Loans,
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which is\T-bill plus 31/2 percent.. If it could be better than that pro-
gram, you know, it would be a good idea.

Mr. PENNY. Some congressmen have, suggested that, we use the
IRS as a means of determining what amount an individual is able,
to repay on their loan over the years. Do you find that at all at
tractive?

Mr. MOORS. I think_ that one of the good parts about the Cleve-
land Scholarship Program was that the Cleveland Scholarship Pro-
gram did provide a lender Of last rescrt: They did provide the
mechanism for low:income students to turn to the lenders of last
resort or was able to arrange loans to be given out to students who
had no credit 'fitting or poor credit ratings.

And one of the things that was good about it was that there was
a hesitancy one the part of many low income parents and students
who we counseled in the Cleveland Scholarship- Program, to take
out loans" at all, for fear of having to go in debt. So, -having an
agency that's not directly tied in with the Government, I think,
was something that was a little bit moreeeppreciated by people who
were first generation college students, who weren't used to dealing
with having to pay large arndunts back in any type of loan, and the
Clevetand Scholarship Progri, which provided counseling and
services, did provide an -opportunity for that loan to be ,set up
through a third party, and so I think that having the IRS take a
larger role in that collection area probably would not be good for
first generation college students or for low-income people.

Mr. PI: NY. In a sense what the proposal, the proposal- that's
been 'made, ould make the IRS the collection agency.

Mr. Mom:, Right.
Mr. PENNY. And then they wotild transfer to the appropriate or

,to the general fund, the repayment on those loans.
Your pref once,' clearly, through your testimony, is that we

leave that ecision to be made by some agency, some individual
other than the IRS?

Mr. IVIooRE. Yes. I think the colleges d pretty good jolo of col-
lecting, that money themselves. I think students would have a
greater allegiance to paying ba4loans through their university
than they would through the IRS.

Mr. PENNY, Nobody else wants to jump in?
Ms. MURPHY. I don't know if I necessarily agree wholeheartedly

with Greg in .regard to who a student is 'going to be more likely to
pay back. I think what we tbund, at times, is- that some colleges
just don't have the ability or the expertiSe to track down students
once they leave institutions, and students may not receive the in-
forination they're supposed to be getting if °they're repaying
through the-institution.

I-don't know that the IRS is the place to do it either. I wouldn't
have an answer to that. Except that I know that it's a very busy
and 'I guesg stressed sort of organization and maybe we might not
want to throw another burden onto their shoulders. But I'm not ex-
actly sure where we would put it I just don't have the expertise to
make that sort of judgment.

Mr. PENNY. Well, there is a lot of interest in Congress in trying
to -make these payment schedules income sensitive. It goes a, step
farther than our consolidation efforts in making it 'easier for stu-
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s .

dents* pay off their loans, and the only question is just how do we
go about designing an income sensitive repayMent program, and I
appreciate the comments 'you've all shared with me. On that topic.

Mr. MOORE. I have one thing on that That is that I think there's(
not enough concentration on counseling for students after the fi-
nancial aid process is over, where the explanation for repayment, of
the loan i`s4actually givn priority by financial aid administrators.
So, I think if. ere 'was mora,contact with the student, right before
gi.aduation, the paynient schedule, that would help out a lot.

you I havR, no further questions, Mr. Chair-
man.

Mr. SIMON. If I could just comment briefly on my colleague's sug-
gestions and quoll*ons. One of the problems we get into is if we.
move toward IRS ollection of student Fals, we,get into.committee
jurisdiction problems. I think it is very unlikely Ways and Means
is ever going to approve IRS collecting for -us. I think that's the
practical reality.. Even if, in theory, it's desirable.

On the College Work-Study, if I can just-add my comments, if I
can -join the student rank here for just a moment, my first year of
college I worked 35 hours a week, and it sounds great to say you
worked your .way through college. I didn't get much out of that
first year of college. That may be very apparent to everyone here.

But I r ally think we can overdo this business of encouraging
students work. I think the comment you made, Diana, off' the
pro t of going tg law school and also trying to work are inipbr-
tant. I think it's great if a student can do both and ,,mants to do
bo But I don't think we ought to make that a requisite in order
t through. college. .

e thank all of you very, very much.
. Ms. MURPHY. Could I make one final staterfient?

Mr. SIMON. You get th'e igst word,
Ms. MURPHY" Not intentionally. My very knowledgiable staff

member 'informed me in regard to the insurance preqiium, the Na-
tional Commission on Student Financial Aid made a statement
that they did not see that the insurance premium was necessary. I
don't have the:specifics on that but we'd be more, than happy to
submit that for the record, for your information.

Mr. SimoN. We thank you all very ratiiih.
The hearing star rdS adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 3:36 p.m., March 27, 1984, the subcommittee re-

cessed, subject to the call of the Chair.]
atonal submitted for inclusion in the record follows..)

CONGRI2313,
CONGRZSSIONAL BUDGXT OpTict,

Washington; DC March 12, 1984.
Memorandum to John, Dean, Hbuse committee on ltducation and Labor.
From: Maureen McLaughlin.
Subject: AdmMistration's Fiscal Year 198'5 Proposal, for the Grant and Campus-

Based Student Aid Programs-
This memorandum respond's to,your request for an analysis of the Adminestra-

tion's fiscal year 1985 proposed changes in the grant and campus-based student aid
programs. The Administration's proposal intends to increase the role of students
and their families in paying the costs' of education, expand opportunities for low-
income students to attend giore.expensive schooli, and target aid more to the lowest-.
income students, To, do this, the Administration has subputtetl a 1985 propopal that

; is' quite similar to, their 1984 proposerk,changes. .
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Because our estimated funding levels for the Pell Self-help Grunt proposal are
higher thin the Administration's estimates and because the possible methods of re-
ducing costs to the'requested budget level would affect students differently, it"is dif
.ficult to determine the total effects of the Administration's grant an campus-based
proposal, For these reasons, the memoransium includes the following three parts.
The first section describes the Administration's 1985 bUdget request and the general
effects of these funding levels. The second part analyzes how the Administration's
Pell Self-help Grant proposal, if fully funded, would affect program costs and grant
recipients. The third section discusses the effects of various methods of reducing
Pell Grant costs to the requested level of fundi, .

These estimates have not been reviewed the Director of the Congressi6Mil
Budget' Office and therefore do not represent official CBO

$1.7154111AUX

This Administration is rt. uesting $3.65 billion for the grant and Qamptis-basod
programs'in .1985, 8 percent below 1984 appropriations and 14 percent less when ad-
lusting for inflation. The Administration's proposal would modify the. Pell Grant
proglatin would eliminate Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOGs),
St,ite Student Incentive, Grants (SSiGs), and federalcapital contributions for Na-
tional Direct-Student Ianins (NDSL); and would increase funding for College Wosk-
Study (CW-S). Because these programs are forward-fUnded, the changes .would not
affect students until the 1985-19df. school year.-

These pr'Oposals would affect funding for grants, campus-based loans, and work-
study differently. Compared to 1984 appropriations, the proposal would decrease
funding for grant programS by 14 percent, reduce funding for campus-based loans by
almost 100 peq:ent, and would increase appropriations for Cellege Work-.Study by 53-
percent. Totar-cainputi-based NDSLs, and CW-S---would decline by 23
perCent.

These propissals Would:reduce the variance in federal aid received by similar stu-
dents because a, gteater proportion of funding would be determined by federal for-
mula and less by schools financial aid officers. This change would, however, reduce
the discretion of campus student-aid officials in dealing.with special circumstances
not reflected in the federal formula.
. 'Our estimates indicate that fully-funding the CA:Towel-Pell Self-help Grant formu-
la would cost $3.7.hillion in 1985, or 30 percent above the Administration's request. ,
The Administration, on the other. hand, feels that the requested $2.8 billion- can
fund fully the proposed formula. Because our estimate is substantially above the Ad-
ministration's estimate and because we don't know how the AdMinistration would
choose to reduce costs to the requested funding level, it is difficult to determine the
overall' effects of the proposal on different types of students.1 .

If the nroaposal were filly funded; whether particular students would gain or lose
would depend principally on their educational Costs,,their family incomes, and the

. types of aid they' are now receiving. Holding other factors cOnstant, students at
high -cost institutions would gain under the Administration's proposal,

andWhereas only the lowest income students at low- anmailuziKost schools would re-
ceive larger awards. Moreover, students now receiving ,aid from both Pell Grants
and SEOGs, SSIGs or NDSLs, or students now getting aid only through the pro-

'grams proposed. for elimination, would generally be adversely. affected compared to
those now receiving only Pell Grants. As a result, some-students, but not all, would,
pay a larger share of educational costs under this proposal.

If The proposal were not fully funded, however, it could affect students differently
" depending on how awards were changed. For example,,the linear reduction method

_included in the law wouargainta.in propcoad- awards for students with the lowest_
expected family contributioniMore than one -half of current recipients,and would
subetantially reuse. or eliminate aWards for the remaining. students., This metliod
would increase the cropqrtiOn of aid received by the lowest income students corn-
pared to fully funding the Administration's proposal. On the other hand. another
methodsubtracting the same dollar amount from alLawardswould reduce grants
for all students, but awards for the most needy students would decline by the small-
est pereentage:Or, the pro Fell Grant formula could be changedfor example,
reducing the maximum. aw to lower coste.The firi4 rule has not yet been used; 2

2.Our estimates are based ,on specifications of the proposal that were provided by Education
De rtment personnel. If the proposal varier fume these descriptions, the effects ,could also

a itithoUjh the current reduction formula h a s not b e e n u s e d t o r e d u ce awards, a S i m i l a r for-
mula that was specified in prsviouilaw,was used in 1941. ,
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the second was used in fiscal years 2980 and 1981 avi the maximu.ra award Wel;reduced in several years.

OVEYVIXW OF TUN A3?1`[IN1STRATION'S-1985 allX;14

The Administration would 'alter the current Re II Grant program fora ula and ,' would eliMinate Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOGs), State Stu-dent Incentive Grants (SSIGs), and federal capital contfibutions for National DirEctStudent Loans (NDSLs). At the same time the Administration would' ncrease fund-ing for College Work -Study (CW -S).' These changes would begin to affect studentaid in the 1985-1986 school year because the programs are forward funded.
The Administration's 1985 budget request would reduce appropriations for thegrunt and campus-based programs by 8 percent compared to 1984 levels and wouldchange the distribution among grants, campus -based loans and work-study aid (seeTable 1). T1 requested funding would be 14 percent below the CongressionalBudget Office 1985 current)baseline, which estimates the amount of funds necessaryto continue the 1984 appropriations in real terms in 1985, ,

116
TABLE 1.---BUDGET AUTHORITY FOR THE GRANT AND CAMPUS-BASED STUDENT AID PROGRAMS FOR

FISCAL YEARS 1984 AND 1985.
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The Administration's-proposal would .reduce funding for federal grant 'progranoPeIl Grants, SEOGs, and SSIGsby.14 percent between fiscal years 1984 and 1985and by 19 percent after "adjusting for inflation (see Table 1). Federal capital contri-butions for the campus-based loan 'program,- NI)SI.;k4 would be eliminated, but
schools could continue to provide loans using repayments from previous ICI)Sle.
lege Work -Study would increase by 53 percent, or 44 percent after adjusting for in-flation, Total fundinglor the campus-baied prograinsSEOGs, NDSI.e, and CW-Swould decline by 23 percent between 1984 and 1985,

In addition to reducing the amounts of student aid available, the Administration's
requested. NI-tains' levels-would reduce:the- variance in -aid -received -by- aimilatr stu.dents because a greater proportion,of funding would be determined by federal for-mule and less by. schools themselves. This shift would 'reduce the discretion of
campus student aid officials in. dealing, with special circumstances not reflected inthe Pell Grant formula. In addition, all campus-based aid would be provided,
through the WorkStudy program whereas current campus -based Aid is distributed..-through,three programs, SE,OG4NDSLs, and CW-S.

2 The Administration's proposal refers to Pell Grants and Pell Self-help Grants tiecanse their
pnsposal includes a self-help requirement in addition to the espected family contribution.

4 Thu Administration is alio proposing to change the Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) pro-gram by'instituting needs analysis for all students and by altering the financial agreement. be-tween the federal government and state guarantee egencus. This roentorandain does not discussthe chsuagaz, however,

V-81S
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Because appropriations for ,fell Grants would remain the same in nominal dol-
lars, the amount of aid determined by federal formula would be the same in 1985 as
in 1984 (see Table 1.). In addition, since total funding would decline, Pell Grants
would represent a larger proportion o.appropriated funds in 1985. In the Pell Grant
program a student is eligible to receive a particular amount of aid that depends on
his ffitnily income and school costs; schools do not have any flexibility in determin-
ing the level of. Pell Grants available for their students.

The amount of federal aid available for schoOli to allocate would. decline by about
one - quarter because federal assistance for the camptis-based student aid programs
-would decline bb 23 percent betWeen fiscal years 1984 and 1985' ind by 28 percent
coMpared to the CBO current baseline estimates (see Table 1). In. the campus-based
programs, the federal government provides funds to the institutions who determine, -

within, federal guidelines, which students get aid. The Administration's proposed
budget levels would affect the current* types of canipus-based aid differently. 'howev-
ero by eliminating SEOGs and all new federal capital contributions for NDSI.s, and
by increasing CMT--S funding.

ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSED C.N.ANGRSIN THE PELL GRANT PROGRAW

This section analyzes the effects of the Administration's Pell Grant proposal if it
were fully funded. Because the Administration's proposal significantly changes the
Pell Grant formula and because our estimates vary substantially from, the 'Educa-
tion Department's number's, most of the analysis focuses on comparing the current
Pell Grant program with the proposed changes. The discussion of the overall,ef-

fects--:-including all grant and cam is short since it depebds
very much on how-the Administration would change the proposal, to reduce coats.

DILSCRIFTJON OF THE AD2411INISTRATION'S PE LL GRANT PR9POISAL

The Administration's proposal includes four main - changes in the existing Pell
Grant formula The following description is based on conversations with personnel
At the Education Department because the, Administration has not yet submitted
their complete student aid proposal to the Congress. if the Administration's propos-
al varies from this description, the effects could also differ:

First, the proposal would increase the maximum award from $1,900 to $3,000 in
order to expand opportunities, for low-income students to attend more expensive

schools, . .

and, the Administration's proposal to change the current definition of schools

cos s would create more uniformity in allowable costs for students who do not live
with their parents. Costs, would equal tuition and fees plus a living allowance--
$3,000 for students living On campus or off campus without their parents and $1,500

for students living 'With their parents: Current iallnwable costs include tuition and
fees for all students and living costs also vary according to students' living arrange,
rnents. For a student living on campus, non-tuition costs equal room, and board,

plus $400; a student living off campus without his parents is given a $2,000 allow-

- mice; and a student living at home with his parents has an allowance of $1,500. k
Third. the, Administration would target more aid to the lowest income students by ,

increasing the portion of income that families of dependent students are expected to

contribute to school costsincome assessment rates. The pro would raise the
assessment rates from 11, 13, 18, and 25 percent on each $5, increment of discre-
tionary income to 18, 20, 25, and 30 percent. -

. Fourth, in order to increase student's self-help requirements, the pro would

-change the current rules for deterrnining.the award le, e1 to the lowest the follow-

ing. three calculations: (I) maximum award .minus. e family contribution
(EFC); (2) school cost minus EFC minus (the greater of r or 40 percent Of cost)
and (3) $f000 minus EFC plus 25 percent of costs. Under the current Pell Grant
program, a student's award is determined by choosing the lowest of 'the following
three calculations: (1) maximum award minus expected family contribution (EFC);
(2) one-half of school costs; and (3) school COSt.fi minus EFC.

KYYS:CI'S GE TIM ADMINISTRA.TIONIS POLL GRANT' PROPOSAL

The Administratist's proposed Pell Grant changes, if fully funded, would colt an
estimated $3.7 billion, or 30 percent more than both the Administration' requested
funding level and the expseted cost of the current program in 1985-12.8-billion (see

'This memorandum analyzes the overall effects of the Administration's" proposal. As you rev

quested, another tnemerantium will examine the effects of each proposed change.

1U 0
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Table 2). Compared to the existing program, this proposal would. increase' thenumber of students receiving awards slightly, 4 percent, but would raise averageawards by almost 30 percent, from $1,100 in the current program to $1,400.

TABLE 2.-- ESTIMATED EFFECTS OF ADMINISTRATION'S 1985 PELL GRANT PROPOSAL ON TOTAL
COST, NUMBER OF RECIPIEWTS, AND AVERAGE AWARD 1

Ictitiat boob* b
teapots to

debt') maga) Ow_ )

Unlit pr aras
2.8 2.5 '1,100Atibiebstratiba'Spnapool 2 33 2.5 1,400

%foliose* moo thee all Pots ceicebied accaliai lo to award formule "bat he 'OW wry mildew. bwmatare be! oret
% eV litewtotsied cost ce tM chow! poiram' *ohm The acme rests to Matta tot not Wig other pis ItoWin lamb. etch a to meow Sort The met am* rta the ebb sedate the obit el lbw 19$4 appepbft ia 1965.Si'* led hi a beloccal We "we *apt

The effects of the. Administration's propesal on partionlaratuaents would dependon students' school costs, their family incomes, and the types of federal aid they arenow receiving. Analyzing example studentahighlights these effects (see Table
.Holding other factors conStant; students attending .high-cost schools would gainmore under the Administration's proposal than students at lower Schools.' For.exam-ple, a Student in a four-person family with income of $10,000 would receive $1,100

more if he attends a high-Cost school and $210 more if he enrolls in a- low-cost school(see Table 3). As a result, the proportion of ,aid going,to students at private schooliwould increase slightly.

. TABLE $.EFFECTS OF ADMINISTRATION'S 1985 PELL GRANT PROPOSAL ON EXAMPLE STUDENTS
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The lowest income students would generally gain more or lose leis than other stu-dents at similar schools. For example, at a:low-cost school, a student with a familyincome of $10,000 would receive $210 more whereas a student with a family income .of $20,000 would get $700 less than in the existing Pell Grant program (see Table 3).The resulting income distribution would be similar to the current program; howev-
er, because some students with higher tricorn& xtt high -cost schools who had not pre-
viously received Pell Grants would get awards under the Achninistration'S proposal.

Because of the proposed greater uniformity of treatruent, students who now re-ceive aid through Peell Grants and through one of the programs scheduled fot elimi-
nation, for examPle SBOGs, would be adversely affected vonapFed to students re-ceiving only Pell Grants, For example, a student.with a family income of $10,000 at
a topdnim-cost school would receive an additional $150 if he were.now getting only ti



Pell Grant, but;would looe $350 if he were now receiving aid from both Pell Grants
and SEOGs (see Table 3). In addition, students who currently receive aid only
through SEX )Gs, SSIGs,.or NI)Sle would generally receive less 'under the Ad.minis-:
tration's, proposal,

As a result of these changes,. some students and their farailiet would be required
to Ontribute inore to their. educational costs becapse they would receive less federal'
aid under this proposal. On the other hand, those students who would receive more
federal aid under the Administration's proposal would thus contribute less.

lakIDUCLNG PSLI. QRANTS TO TUX la,Q1.31STIED FUNDING.LEVX1:.

If appropriated levels of funding are not sufficient to fully fund all Fell Grants, as
determined by the award ruleie, the law requires that students' grants be reduced so
that expected program costs equal available funds. Or, the program rulesfor ex-
ample, the maximum award--could be changed so that total costs would be lower. .

In the .past, several methods of reduction have been used. Until 1983, the ltilv pro-
vided a.partiCialar reduction forraula"that maintained grants. for students .with the,
.lowest expected family contributions and reduced other grants' by greater propor-
tions for larger expected family contributions. If these reductions were insufficient,
th.rehrw stated that all grants would be reduced by,the same proportion (the percent-
age by which costs exceeded funding). The first part of this formula was used in
1982. In 1980 and 1981, howeven the-Congress superseded thiti .provision and re:
q4.red that all awards be reduced by 'a fixed dollar amount, $80 and $50 respective-
ly. In many years, the;Congress has changed the '5armula. so' that program mots

. would be lower. ' . :

These methods of . reduction affect. students differently: The first method-,-the
scheduled reduction formulaprotects thelowest-income students entirely and then
reduces other awards in a progressive manner. The constant percentage reduction,
however, reduces' awards for the lowest-income students by larger amounts than for

-other students. The flat dollar reduction represents a smaller percentage reduction
in the larger 'grants of the artist needy students, but decreases grants for all stu:
dents.

Beginning in 1943the scheduled reduction formula discussed above has been ,

changed. The new rule would Protect grants for students with the lowest expected
family contributions and would reduce all other grants in a linear and progressive
manner. This rule has not yet been used-and the Congress could, as in other years,
4106e to change the reduction method or the program rules, . .

If the linear reduction rule now included in the law were applied to the Adminis-
tration's proposal, approximately 1,5 million students ,who would receive $2.6 billion
of funding would have their grants maintained at the level provided by the new for-'
mule. The remaining 1 million students who would receive.$1.1 billion ifthe propoo-
al were fully funded, would have their awards eliminated or reduced "substantially
because only $200 million of funding would be available for them,,,Using'this reduc-
tion formula mould increase the proportion of funds for the lowest income situ-
dentsat 4east 85 percent of Fell Grant funds would go to students with family in::
comes below $10,000., ?

f
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HEARINGg ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

1WEDNESDAY, -MARCH 28# 1984

OUSE OF REPRESENTATiVES,
COMM ON .EDUCATION AND LABOR,

SUBCOMM EE ON.POSTBECONDARY EDUCATION,
Washington, DC.

The subcommi ,met, purSuant to call, at 9:50 a.m., in room.2257, Rayburn Office Building, Hon.' Paul SiLIDOD (chairmanof the subcommi residing. .

Members present: Representatives Simon, Owens, Penny, Cole-
man, Gunderson and Packard (ex officio).

Staff present: William A. Blakey, counsel; Laurie Westley, assist-
ant counsel; Marsha 'Vice, legislative assistant; John E. Dean, RP-
publican assistant counsel; and Rose DiNapoli, Republican legisla-tive associate.

*Mr. SI oN. The subcommittee, will come to order.
-This morning the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education

continues its hearings on reauthorization of the. Higher Education
Act.' We are taking a slightly different approach todaywe will
hear from business people and leaders in various sectors of State
government; including State agencies created to serve the interests
of higher education.

It has become increasingly important Dyer the past decade that
higher education foCus its attention on meeting the needs of .the
businesS and corporate community. Not only must students be
trained to meet the personnel needs of business and government,
but higher education and those in the public and private sectors
haye a great deal to learn from each, Other. This interaction will
contribute to economic growth and a better America.

The importance of a strong Federal-State relationship in higher
education cannot be overemphasized. From the funding of
great land -graft colleges in 1..§0A2 the _relati9nallip_13as. gown.
Matured.

[Opening statement of CongreseMan Paul Simon follows*
$OPLINDNG STATKMICNIT OP HON. PAUL SiAtorr, A ItEPRZSLNTATIVE IN wNGILISS ADM

TUX `I'A'1% Ot ILLINOIS -AND CHAIRIAAN, SIISIVIAMITrliPC ON POSTSSICCONDARY EDUCA-
310N, MAUCU 28, 1984, IVioar INo
This morning the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educationlcontinues its hear-ipgs qn reauthorization of the Niger Education Act. We are taking a slightly differ-

ect 411bproach todaywe will hear from businessmen and leaders in vatrious setters
(87)



of state government, inluoling state agencies created to serve the interests of higher
education. - 4

I believe that it has become increasingly important, over the past decade, that
higher education focus its attention on meeting the needs of the business and cerpg- .%N..f

rate community, Not only must students be trained to meet the personnel needs 5f
business and government, but higher education and those in the public and private
sectors have :great deal to learn from each other. This interaction will contribute
to economic growth and a better America. 1

The importance of a strong Federal-State relationship in higher educations cannot
be emphasized enough. From the funding of our great land-grant colleges in 1862
the relationship has grown and matured.

I want to welcome our first witness this morning, Walter Bruning, President,
Computer Systems, Co., The Control Data Corporation. He will be followed by a
panel which includes two very good friends of mine and of higher educationState
Representative Wilhelmina Delco, Chair of the Higher. Education Committee in the
Texas Legislator? and Joseph Cronin, President of theXassaclausetts Higher Educa-
tion Assistance Co 9oration and NCHELP. .

I hope that our witnesses this morning can add a different perspective to the
views we will hear from thoiie most closely associated with higher education

...
Mr. SIMON, Our first witness this morning is Walter Bruning, the

president of Computer Services Co., which, as 1 understand it, is a
branch of the Control Data Corp.; is that correct? .

Mr. BRUNING.,Yest sire . .
.

Mr. Stoliti. We are very pleased to have yo!A with us.

$ TAYEMENT OF WALTER BRUNING, PIIDE.NT, COMPUTER
SERVICES CO., THE CONTROL DATA CORP:\

Mr. BRUNING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman' and members of the subcommittee, my name is

Walter Bruning and-1 am president of the Computer Services Co. of
the Control Data Corp., a worldwide computer and financial serv-
ices company based in Minneapolis. For Nearly 20 years, Control
Data has been a leader in the, 'field of computer-based education
and training with our Plato computer system. .

Although I am now in the corporate sectortoday, I am no strang-
.er to postsecondary education. I have had 12 ye rs,of experience in

' higher education as vice president for adthinis ation at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota and as a professor at the "versity of Ne-

traska. While.' am responsible for other businesi areas in my cur-
rent position at Control Data, I am also responsible for its educa-

.. tion and training programs, including the Control Data Institutes,
a network of more than 40 centers which provide training and re-
training in computer skills. .---'

I am, therefore, ramiliar with traditional higher -education, as
well as proprietary institutions in the vocational sector. So I well
collie this opportunity to discuss with you the role of the business
community /A in strengthening postsecondary education and in ex-
ploring more effective ways to enhance that role through the reau-
thorization of the 15igher Education Act of 1965. ..

I would like to emphasize the need for partnerships and An-
creased cooperation among business, educational institutions, and
Government to respond to the challenge of accelerlting technologi -.
cal change. .
, I would like to focus on two critical issues: First, he training and
retraining of a broader segment of the popu n in scientific,
technital, enginegring and other technological skills p and second,

10'4'
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the need for expanding and upgrading faculty, curricula, and
equipment to keep pace with the rate of technological change.

Through an array of programs at the National Science Founda-
tion, DepartMent of Defense and Depaitment of Energy, business,education, and Government are already cooperating on research
and development projects. But, except fore the community, colleges
and postsecondary vocational education institutions' involvement
with training under JTPA and the new vocational education pro-posals, most colleges and universities are not cooperating with busi-ness in teaching and training.

BusinesS invests billions of dollars annually for education andtraining of its .employees. Usually individual companies do thetraining. There are just 'too few instances of cooperative training
and retraining efforts between business and postsedondary educa-tional institutions.

Before elaboratipg on possible' new partnerships between busi-
ness, education, and Government, I would like to underwiore the*importance of title IV student assistance prog"rams which are *indeed the centerpiece of this` legislation. I might add parentlleti-callY that. I am arially aware of the importance of student financial assistance as a means for ewpanding opportunities because,
Without Governxnent loans, I would, not have been able- to complete
my own education and I probably wouldn't be_ hererthis morningwith this opportunity to testify in support of the bill.

Student aid programs are a critical part of the current structure
of postsecondary education. Our experience with the Control DataInstitutes shows the impact that Federal student aid programshaue on the patterns of postsecondary enrollments. For example,thete are over 65,000 alumni of Control Data Institutes in theUnited States, and approximately 70 percent of those alumni re-ceived Government loans or grants. About 75 percent of the cur-rent Control Data Institutes students receive Federal of State as-sistance. Without such aid, these students would have been unableto continue their education. As you well know,the 1972 Education
Amendmenth'helptd:'to support our Control Data. Institute students
when the legislation, expanded eligibility to students attending vo-cational institutions.

During the course of these hearings, you will' receive testimony-from a number of individuals more knowledgeable than I about the
current.student aid system and the need for adjustments. From myown perspective, I would like to emphasize the growing need for re-training and the inability of the current title IV provisions tp meet
this need. Because of the speed of technological change, many-people-will have- to be retrained three or- four time during the
course of their' working lives, As a result, the nature of our educa-
tional system is likely to change over the next several decades.

One of the major functivis of the Control Data- Institutes ,is re-trairdpv. About 25 percent of our, current students are college -grad-
uates, and about 50 percent,have'substantial college training. Their
previous educational experience just did not lead to =suitable em-.ployment opportunity:

The current student aid programs, however, are not geared to
the needs of many of those who require retraining, as I have al-ready said Most individuals who are now employed will not qilalify



for aid on the basis of financial need. It may be that the student
aid structure simply cannot and should .notparticularly in these
times of fiscal restraintaccommodate these retraining needs. Per-
haps a different system, of aid should be instituted to, serve older
individuals. f

perso*ally favor one promising proposal, the special training
account siniilar.to the existing individual retirement accounts` I re-
alize this is a tax proposal that does not fall under-this committee's
jurisdiction. Nevertheless; I think that, with some ,mcxlifications, it
is worthy of consideration. Under such a plan, employees could vol-
untarily set aside a portion o_ f their earnings tax-free that would be
matched by their employer. The funds set asidei.could, be used to
finance training costs should the indiiidual be displaced or desire
to change,. professions,. Unused portions of the employee ,contribu-
tons would be returned to them at the time of retirement.

Individuals wio need retraining twill be found not only in tradi-
tional industries, Which have already been addressed in some meas-
ure through JTFA and the vocational education legislation, but
also will' include engineers and others in technology-i4tensive Ya
dastries who find themselves, unable, to keep pace -with changing
job requirements. In fact, one of Control Days ,most acute needris
the retraining of engineers,"especially tliose, who are out of school 3
to 7 years.

Universities, would seem the most likely suppliers of highly
skilled retraining: But as a general rule, universities do not per-
form the retraining function especially *ell. Therefore, 1 suggest
that thiS committee consider cooperative efforts in retraining, and
it may_ be best to develop this form of cooperative arrangement off-
campus. -

Specifically, I recommend the creation and funding of several re-
gional .consortia of business, universities and labor. These consortia
would develop innovative educational technology prograrn to pro-,
vide training and - retraining to worlA oni3ite or at special ,facili(-
ties established for this purpose. This could begin as one or more
demonstration proj9cts newly authorized inthe law, or under the,
auspices of the Furfd fai the Improvement of Postsecondary Educa-
tio n.

`theespecially like to .applaud the chaiman's bill, which'
would pravide financial assistance to States that develop education-
al programs to assist in the rehabilitation of criminal offenders.
For any years, Control Data 'has operated training programs in ..
prisons using our PLATO Fairbreak -Program: In- fact,-we have
-such programs at 24 prison sites in the United States todsw, includ-
ing a Control Data Institute inside the Federal prison in Leaven-
worth, KS. Just'recently, we formed a corrections services division
to offer management services for establishing and operating corn-
prehensive education, training, and job creation' opportunities in
prisons.

I believe, also; that the cooperative education concept is worth-
while and should be encouraged. Individuals who participate in co-
operative programs generally require less Governinent assistance
because of what they are able to earn in their jobs. This form of

pay-as-you-go education and training is effective becaus,e it de-
wases the total cost O the Government while introducing stu-

4,k
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dents to the work environment. I would suggest, however, that thelegislation be amended to permit co-op students in technical fielsisto receive some of their training, as well as their work experience,in participating businesses.
Higher educational institutions are having great difilcalty find-ing and hiring faculty in high-demand areas such as coder sci-ence, electrical engineering, material science and systems enineer-ing. Moreover, many of the graduate students in these areas areforeign nationals. For example, 1980-81, over one-third. ofPh.D.'s arid oveiyone-fourth of the master's degrees granted in engi-neering went to foreign nationals.
In addition-and my own industry has to bear part of the blamefor, thismany Americans studying in high-demand fields go towork directly in industry once they receive their B.S. degfees. Thistrend must be i.eversed or our advanced,graduate degree pogramswill.be nothing more than a means for transferring technolOgy andhuman capital to foreign countries, and the U.S. economy willsurelpsuffer:

s,. At Control Data we have tried to address the problem of in,ad-equate faculty by developing curricula that rely extensively on(the
use of advanced learning technologies. For example, We are partiti!pating in a consortium -of six engineering school's too develop alower division engineering curriculum that utilizeS our PLATOcomputer - based education system. A complete freshman and sii)ho-
more curriculum is planned, consisting of mathematics, chemistry,physics,' and computer Science, plus additional liberal arts'ca rs-esall told, about 64 credit thours. Much of it will be available byyearend.

instruction
are able to. combine classroom instruction andPLikTO fnstruction as they wish, and to deliver instruction atremote locations, even at home.

I; Another use of advanced learning technologies which ControlData has pioneered to 'make up for faculty shortages is the concept
of engineering centers, in which business helps colleges and univer-sities provide engineering curricula. There is just not enough timethis morning to expand an that topic.

The use,oftdvancecl technologies, however, is not a substitute for
good faculty. Efforts need to be undertaken to increase the numberand quality of faculty that are available to teach in high-demand -fields. To accomplish this goal, I would like 0-urge the committert o considef authorizing a new program as part of title IX that
would _provide scholarships .andior loan forgiveness -for studenis-en-
rolling in scientific-or engineering schools at the graduate level.

I realize that the notion of scholarships targeted for use .in specif-ic fields of study is somewhat out of favor. But the idea really hasnot been discredited in my mind. Allocating assistance for specific
needs. worked well in the early years of the NatIonal Defense Edu-
cation Act, and similar measures may be needed to meet futUre
challenges.

If such legislation were developed, I Would favor targeting thisaid on minority or disadvantaged individuals. Our faculty resourcesin the sciences are limited, as I have already/said, but, they Are par-ticularly weak in minority repzesentation. This discrepancy couldbe resolved by a new program patterned perhaps after the existing
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assistance for training in .the legal profession, the so-called CLEO

program,
The introduction 'of new t'echnOtlogy in postsecondary education is

agonizingly slow and lags far behind the pace of change that is oc-
curring in business and industry. Right now, businesses, espethally
those involved in high technology, are on a 2- to 4-year innovation
cycle, Luid this cycle is. shortening. Students who are leaving school,
howeveiVare taught on decade-old gear and have little exposure to
new tools.

At Control Data, we have tried 'to take a number of steps to ad-
dress this very real problem.

For example, we have invested' substantially in the Micro-Elec-

tronics and Information SciaceS Center at the 'University of Min-
nesota and in the Semi-Contuctor Research CorporIiiion at Re-
search Triangle in North Carolina. Both of these investments afe
designed to modernize .and upgrade the education of undergradu-
ates and graduate students in electrical and electronic engineering,
materials science and computer science.

. Second, we have also committed ourselves- to the concept of su-

percomputer institutes throughout the 'inited States to teach un- .
dergrii/ivates and graduate students how to use the next generation
of scientific and engineering computing machines. Programs along
this line have already been proposed in Minnesota, Georgia, and
Texas.

Faculty shortages and obsolete .equipment are especially severe
problems at institutions with large minority enrollments. These
schools' do acct have the resources to offer their students a sus-
tained scientific and engineering program that will prepare them

for today's increasingly technological job market.
It is my impression that the University of Minnesota, for exam-

ple, is prbbably 10 years behind where it should be in terms of Pro-
viding its students with sufficient scientifv and technologiCal re-
sources in some engineering areas. If that the situation of the
University of Minnesota, where does that leave the institutions
without the types of resources and corporate support that Minneso-

ta enjoys?
At Control Data, we recognize this problem and are trying to

4 help. Recently we entered into an agreement with the National Seib
ence Foundation to provide Tuskegee Institute w41-1 a mainframe
computer and 'PLATO equipment and instructional materials.
Unlike "many other donation plans, we extend royalties, to partici-
pating institutions which develop new courseware which 'could be
marketed: by Control Data.

Let me suggest that the reauthorization of title- III might try to
encourage.. this kind of shared resource approach for. minority
schools, es is suggested in the chairman's bill.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes the formal partilOf my testimony.
Let me- emphasize again the urgent need for forming partherships
and fostering cooperation among educational institutions, business,
labor and Government to realate the enormous potential of ad-

/ vanced technology in pOstsecondary education.
I thank you for the opportunity to be here this morning, and I

would be happy to answer any questions.,
[Prepared statement of Walter Bruning foIloyvs:]
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Businessi, postiacondary educetional institutions, and government should formpartnerships to respond to the Challenge of accelerating technological change. Thepartnership concept, which * integral to most research' and development efforts,should be emulated in postsecondary education for the purposes of:The training and retraining of a broader segment of the population in scientific,
technical, epgineering, and other technological skills;

The expansion and eegrrading of faculty, curricula, and equipment to keep pacewith shortening innovation cycles.
Legislation should encourage the creation of regional consertia*of business;versifies, and labor to develop innovative educational technology that would providetraining and retraining to workers oresite or at special facilities, either es a demon-stration project or under the auspicas of FIPSE
Innovative retrain.... programs should also be supported for prisoners at penalinstitutions as pro... in Title I of the Chairman's bill.
The legislation should also encourage the development of curricula that utilize ad-, winced learning technologies to overcome faculty shortageS in high demand fieldssuch is engineering and computer science.
The use of advanced learning technologies, however, is not esubstitute for goodfaculty. A nea,.nrograrn could be authorized as, part of Title IX to provide fellow-ships and/or loan forgiveness for U.S. students enrolling in scientific or engineeringschools at the graduate level, particularly minority or disadvantaged students whoare so underrepresented in these areas.
Title. III of the legislation should provide incentives to business to Share re-sourcesfaculty, curricula, and equipmentwith postsecondary educational_inititu-tains, assuggested in the propooed 'w Mr. Chairman aed Members of the SubconnnitteeMy name is Walter Bruningand I am the President of the Computer Service Company of the Control Data Cor-pora a worldwide Computer and financial services company bawd in Minneapo-Its, ly twenty years Control Data has been a leader is the field stiennput-e ucatioe and training with our PLATO system.h I am now in the corporate sector, 'I am no stranger topostsecondary

education. I have twelve years of experience in higher education as Vice Presidentfor Administration at the University of Minnesota and a a professor at the Univer-sity of Nebraska. In my current position. I am relsponsible for Control Data's educe--, tion, and training programs, including the Control Data. Institutes, a network ofmore than 40 centers which provide training and retraining in computer skills.I amPtherefere familiar with traditional higher education as well as proprietaryinstitutions in the vocational sector. I welcome this opportunity to discuss with youthe role of the business community in strengthening postsecondary education and inexploring more effectival.ways to vahanee that role through the reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act of, 1R65.
. levant to emphasize the need for partnerships and increased cooperation amongbusAess, educational institutions and government to respond to the challenge of ac-ceIerating tschuological change. I would like to focus on two critical issues:

The need for training and retraining of a broader segment of the population inscientific, technical, engineering and other technological skills;The need for expanding and upgrading faculty!. curricuiee, and 0D4,14' _Merit tn. keep _pace with the rate of technological
Through an array of programs at the National Science Foendation, Departmgntof Nfensa and Department of Energy, business, eduCation, antri government are al-y cooperating on research and'development projects. But except for the emu-lb.-nity colleges and postsecondary voc-ed institutions' involvement with training underJTPA and the new vocational education proposals, most colleges and universitiesare not cooperating with business in teaching sad training.

,Business invests billions of dollars annually for education and training of its em-ployees. Usually individual companies do the training. There are just too few in-stances of cooperative. training and retraining efforts between business aeci poetise-
tc.ondary educational insititutious.

Sit./DENT IrINANCIAL ARRISTANDE ,

,Beforelelaborating on possible new partnerships between basiness, education, and
government I want to underscore the importance Title IV student askistanci
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programs which are indeed the centerpiece of this legislation. (I might. add that I
am personally aware of the importance of student financial assistance as a means
for expanding opportunities, since, without government leans, I would not have
been able to cpmplete my own educationl -

Student aid programs are a critical part of the current CDI structure of pc.ionsec-
ondary :education. Our experience with the Control Data Institutes shows the
impact that federal student aid programs have on the patterns of postsecondary en-
rollinents. There ate over 65,000 alumni of Control Data Institutes, and approxi-

'meetly 70 percent received government loans and grants. About. 75 percent of cur-
rentstudents receive federal or state assistance. Without such aid, these students is *

mould have 'been unable to continue their edhcatien. As you Null know, the 19'112
Education Amendments helped to suPport our Control Data Institute students when
the legislation expanded eligibility to students attending vocational institutions.'

During the course of these hearings you will receive testimony from' a number of
individuals more knowledgeable than 1 about the current student aid system and
the need for adjustments. From my own perspective, I'd like 'to emphasize the gra'W-
Zng need for retraining and he inability of the current Title IV praisions to meet
this need. Becatise of thespeed of technological change, many people will have to be
retrained three or four times during the course-of their working lives. As a result,
the nature of our educational system-is likely to changerover the next several dec-
ades.

One of the major functions of the Control Data Institutes is retraining. About 25
percent of our current students are college graduates and about 50 percent have
substantial college training Their previous educational experience just didn't lead
torsuitable employment;

The current student aid programs, however, are not geared to the needs of many
f those who require retraining. Most individuals who are now employed ll ndt

qualify for aid on the basis of financial need. It may bt that the student aid struc-
ture simply cannot. and should not (partic-ularly in these times of fiscal res aint)
accommodate these retraining_ needs. Perhaps a different system ipf aid shoilld be
instituted to serve older inOividuals. One promising proposal is aWspecisil training
accent similar to the existing Individual Retirement Accounts. I realize this is a
tax proposal that does not fall under this cominittee's jurisdiction. Nevertheless, I
think with some modifications it-is worthy of consideration. Under such a plan, em-
ployees coal voluntarily set aside a 'portion of their earnings tax-free that would be
matched 6y t ir.employer. The funds set aside could be used to finance training
costs ;should individuals be displaced or desire to change professions. Unused
portions of ern oyee contributions-would be.returned to them at the time of retire-
ment.

SILGIONA.I. CONSORTIA TO. DILIVEX

Individuals "'"who need retraining will be found not only in traditional industries
(which have already been addressed in some Measure through ,ITPA and the-Veca-

vtional Echication legislation) but also will include engineers.and others in technoIo-
0-intensive industries who find themselves unable to keep pace with changing job
requirements. In fad:, one of Control Data's most acute needs is the retraining of
engineers.
I -Universities would seem the most likely suppliers of highly skilled retraining. But
as a general rule, traiversitieS do not perform the retraining function especially
well. Therefore, I suggest that this committee consider cooperative efforts in retrain-

if may be best to-develop this- form of cooperative arrangement off -campus-
pecifically, I recommend the creation and funding of several regional consortia

of business, aniversities and labor. These consortia would develop innovative educa
tional technolligy to provide training and retraining to workers on-site or at special
facilities established for,this purpose. This could 'n as one or more demonstra-
tion projects newly authorized in the law, or under auipices of the Fund for'the
Improvenfent of Pos .ondary Education (FIPSE).

TRAINING FOR PI ISOIIIRS

I would like applaud the Chairman's ill, which would provide financial assist-
ance deVelop educational p a to assist in the rehabilitation ofance to sta it

criminal off dens. For many years, Control 111: to has operatedAraining programs in
prison usin our PLATO Fazrbreak program. In fact, we have such programs at 24
prison sites in the U.S,, including ieControl Data Institute at the federal prison in
Leqvenworth, 'Kansas...Just recently, we fornied a Correction Services Division to
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offer, management services for establishing and operating comprehensive edutation,. training and job creation in prisons.

COOPRRATIVZ IWUCATION

I be4ieve that the cooperative education 'concept is worthwhile and should be encouraged. Individuals who participate in cooperative pregrame generally require lessgovernment assistance because of what they are able to earn in their jobs. This formof "pay as you go"`eductition and training is effective because it decreases the totalcost to the government while introducing students ,to the work environment. I I.would suggest, however, that the legislation be amendtel to permit coop students in '-technical fields to receive some of their traning as vkll as their work experience inpitting buainesses.

sduntrriric AND INGINIIRRING FACULTY AND CURRICULA
. Higher educational institutions are having great difficulty finding and hiring fac-ulty in high-demand areas such as computer science, eleetricalengineering, materi-al science, and systems engineering. Moreoier, many of the giaduate students inthese areas are foi-eign illitionals. For example, in 1980-61, over one third of PhD's-and over one fotirth of the Master's Degrees 'granted in engineering went to foreignnationals. ,

In additionanemy omit industry has to bear part of the blame for this--manyAmericans studying in high- demand fields go ttl work directly inindustry once theyreceive their BS degrees. This trend must be reversed or our advanced graduatedegree programs will be nothing More than a means for transferring technology andhurnansapital to foreign couptries, and the U.S. economy will purely stiffer...At Control Data we have teat to address the problem of inadequate faculty bydeveloping 'curricula that rely extensively on the use of advanced learning tecknol-
oeies. For example, we are participating in a Consortium of six engineering schoolsto develop a lower division engineering curiculizm that u4lizeteour PLATO comPut-er-baaed education system. A complete freshman and sophomore curriculumplanned, consisting-of mathematics, ch'ernistry, physics and computer science, plusadditional liberal arts coutaialabout 64 credit hours in all. Much of it will be avail-able by year end. Colleges are able to combine classrooin instruction and PLAT()instruction as they wish and to deliver instruction, at remote locations, 'even athome.

Another use of advanced learning technologies which Control Data has pioneeredto Make up for faculty shoetages is the concept of Engineering Centers, in whichbusiness helps colleges and universities provide engineering curricula.But the use of advanced technologies is not a eubstitlate for good faculty. Effortsneed to be undertaken to increase the number and quality of faculty that are avail-able to teach in highdemand fields. To accomplish .tiffs goal, I'd like to urge theCommittee to consider authorizing a new am as part of Title IX. that wouldprovide .scholarships and/or loan forgiveness foprogrr students enrolling .in scientific orengineering schools at the graduate level.
I realize that the notion of scholarslifps targeted for- tie in specific fields of studyis somewhat out of favor. But, the idea has not been discredited. Piticcating assistsluxe for specific needs worked well in the early years of the Natiotial Defense

.cation Act, and similar measures may be needed to meet future challenges.'
If such legislation were developed, I would favor targeting this aid on minority ordisadvantaged itldviduals,..OurfacultY resources in-the sciences ere limited;as I ---have already disclissed, big they are partk'iilarly weak. in .minority representation.

(For.example, I'm told that of the 1206 Ph.D's in computer science awarded in 1982,only two were black.) This discrepaucy.could be resolved by a new program patterned after the existing Assistance for Training in the Legal. Profession (CLEO),
_program.

THY PROVISION or ADIQUATS SQUIPNIENT

The introduction of new technology in postsecondary edhcation is agonizingly slowand lags far behind the pace of change that is occurring in business and industry.
Right now, businessesespecially those involved in hightechnologyare on a two-to-four year innovation cycle and this cycle is shortening. Students who are leavingschool, however, are taught on decade-old gear and havciittle exposure to new tools.At Control Data weehave tried to take a number of *pa to address this very realproblem.



We have invested substantially in the Micro-E lectronics and Information Sciences
Center (MFIS) St the University of Minneseta, and the Semi - Conductor Research
Ciooration (SRC) at Research Triangle in North Carolina. Both of theise invest-
ments are designed taJnodernize and upgrade the education of undergraduate and
graduate students in electrical and electronic engineering, material* science, and
computer science. -

We have also committed ourselves to the concept, of supercompnter institutes
throughout the United States to leach undergraduates and graduate students how
to use the next generation of scientific and engineering computing machines. Pro-
grams along this line have already been proposed in Minnesota, Georgia, and Texas.

rnikeliORLIZM AT MINORITY INSTITUTIONS

Faculty shortages and obsolete equipment are especia y severe problems et insti-
tutions with large minority enrollments. These schOols o not have the resources to
offer their students a sustained scientitic and engines program that will, prepare
them for today's increasingly technological job market,

It is my impression that the University of Minnesota is probably ten years behind
where it should be in terms of providing its students with sufficient scientific and
technological resources in some engineering areas. If that is the situation of the
University of Minnesota, where does that leave the institutions without the types of

resources and corporate support that Minnesota enjoys?
At Control Data,we recognize this problem and are trying to help. Recently we

entered into an agreement with the National Science Foundation to provide Twice-

gee Inetitilte with a 'mainframe computer, and PLATO equipment and instruction
materials. Unlike many other donation plans, we extend royalties to participating
institutions which' develop new courseware which could be marketed by CDC.

Let me suggest that the reauthorization of title III might try to encourage this

kind of shared resource approach for minority sehools,...as is suggested in the Chair-

man's bill.
Mr, Chairthan, that concludes the formal part of my testimony: Let me emphasize

again the urgent need for forming partnerships apd fastering cooperation among
educational institutions, business, labor and government to realize the enortiaouspo-
tential of advanced technologLin postsecondary education.

I would be happy to answer iny questione.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you, Mr. Bruning.
I have to say, first of all, as a general compliment to your parent

corporation'that 'every time I see anything that Control Data does
and I meet Control Data personnel, I am just uniformly impressed.

Mr. BRUNING. Thank you.
Mr. SIMON. I really appreciate what you are doing.
I have one small item here. In your testiniony, you mentioned

there were 65,000 alumni of Control Data Institutes.
Mr. BRUNING. tes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. How many of those are working?
Mr. BRUNING. I canN give you exact numbers, Mr.1Chairman, but

a substantial number. sure it is in the high 80's to 90 percent
-in the computer industry -today. The placement, rates.of_the Control
Data Institutes in the most recent 6 months were in excess of 77
peircent _gf recent graduates, and that trend is increasing now as

, the econ5my continues.to strengthen.
The effect that those graduates have had on the computer indus-

try is an interesting question, because they work for all companies,
every company in the area of computer programming, computer
engineering and technology.

Mr. SIMON. I somewhat proventially look at the State of Illinois,
as each of tends to do in our respective areas.

Mr'.
SIMON. One of the things that I have noted is that the A.BRUNING, Yes, sir,

bf Illinois is a great center for higher education, but we have not



used that at a magnet to attract inclinstfy to the State ofwith very few exceptionsArgonne and Fermi a little bit.
, Mr. BRUNING. Yes, sir.

Mr. &mow. It occurs to me as I 1" ten to your testimony and read
. it that, if the universities in the State of Illinoisand I am sure .this is applicable in other Stateswere able to keep on top of, things, as far as equipnient and retrainingand your point aboutretraining, I think, is a significant onethat could be a factor inattracting and keeping industry. .

Mr., BRUNING. Yes, sir. I can give' examples of that, Mr., Chair-,. man.
Throughout' the United Statesadd I think especially the. Micro-, electronics and Computer Technolegy Consortiurn,14CC, the loca-tion within the State of Texas, was very, very heavily influenced by

the University of Texas and its commitment to that cooperative re-search and development effort in the electronics industry.
Within the State of Illinoi.4 right, now, Mr. Chairman, ControlData is actively working with an area economic development pro-gram, working with State officials, to try to combine the best ele-inents of the higher education system and the State environment

to encourage small' businss formation and jol? creation within the*State. So Contitl Data has quite 'an interest in the State of Illinois..;..,Mr. Simox. Good.- - 'One final question before I turn it over to my colleakues. Youmentioned your work in prispns. One of the realities is we havethis massive problem in our country of adult illiteracy, 23 million
as the most conservative estimate of functionally.illiterate adultAmericans. The majority of people in our -prisons lirc functionilliterate. Have you, with all the creative genius of. your cotany,taken a look at this whole question of--I assume the prison pro-grams you are talking about are more training people to be com-puter operators and that sort of thing. sMr. BRUNING. No, sir.

--Mr. SIMON. Are you talking about basic education?
Mr. 13auNiNG. No, sir, Mr. Chairman. Our program is compre-hensive and, for over a decade, Control Data has been involved/

with the question of functional illiteracy among prisoners and re-cidivism. We believe there are direct correlations between that. Ifoffenders can be taught to read and write and possess the basicskills necessary to do useful work, then they can be taughtkto douseful work and the recidivism rate should subsequently be re-.duced considerlibly.
The programs with PLATO are most often oriented to basicskills, teaching the prisoners to read and 'write, so that they can

then have some kind of vocational training.
We have elevated that to the vocational training level in theStillwater Prison in the State of Minnesota, at Leavenworth, and

at some other. institutions. We find a `good deal of excitement
among State corrections officials about these programs. We detec
across America a growing i4iterest by the private sector to becomeinvolved to help solve this problemand the problem must
solved. 1

So we are very supportive of your section in thipill.
Mr. SIMON. I thank you for that.

a.



. Has anyone in your company, o anyone in the American Penolo-
gy. Associationwhatever they call themselvesdone a study of re-
cidivism and what has 'happened to the difference between those
who have been trained and those who haven't and what happens?

Mr. BilUNING. I-don't have such information, but we would be
happy to make available to the committee whatever we have.

Mr. &mom. l would be interested in that.
Mr. BRUNING. I will see that that is sent to you.
Mr. Simox. I would like it entered iii the record. I also

_

would like
to personally see it.

Mr. Gunderson,
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you very mUch,rMr. Chairman. .

Thank you, Mr. Bruning, for your testimony.
First of all, you talk a lot about the. partnerships between busi-

ness, industry, and Government. What exactly would you suggest
for the Federal role as incentives to promoti these kinds of part:
nerships and training?

Mr. BRuNiNG. Mr. Gunderson, think thqt, under the FIPSE sec-
tion of the legislation, there is authority to gd'ahead and try some
things in terms of building retraining programs.

But it may be better to have some special development projects,
as I sugkekted. What has to happen is the right combination of
business and universities have to come together with a common in-
terest, and that common interest is generally regional; a region in
trouble, industry changing, and all of those things you read about
every 'clay and we see in our economyik And you have to find a
'group of leaders who want to attack thlkit problem as a regional
matter.

I think that the bilicould incorporate some funding to try this
two or three-.Iocations in the United States, with planning move,
being the first step, but then the execution being a cooperative yen
ture, regional, State and local moneys, some investment by the
business, and the Federal Government helpiug wit some aid to
people_who are out of work and who need to be retra*d.

We can be more specific about that and give you some' specific
models that might be tried.

I would just offer this comment. In our experience at Control

Data in working coopevatively with, universities, you really have to
desire to get it done. So often the programs you come forward with
are not readily discernible as something that universities might get
involved with. I can say that having been on both sides of the desk.

But we believe it is very important, especially in the high technolo-

gy areas, to have university faculty and program involved in such
a way that the training is a bit more vocational than universities
would normally get involved with.

Mr. Gummi:sox, Are you looking at big dollars or just pilot
projects?

Mr..BRtmaNa. I would hesitate, Mr: Gunderson, to give yoli a
limit at this point, but, I 'think we are talking about several million -
dollars to try this in peveral regions.

°There are ecluciitiOnal technology opportunities to leverage these

dollars today using systems like PLATO, our company's system,
and there are other computer-based education systems available.
You get a good deal more bang for the buck now, if I mayconsists\
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ency in, retrain programs by putting together things with coin-
puter-based education,

Mr. GUNDERSON..You indicate on page 4 of your testimony, that,
"It may be that the student aid structure simply cannot and should
not accommodate ,these retraining needs. Perhaps a different
system of aid shouici be. instituted to serve older individuals."

MT. BRUNING. Yes, sir. ,
Mr. GUNDERSOlq. I think the greatest challenge we face in this

reauthorization is coming up with some kind of a means to deal
with the nontraditional student, that tests the new areathat is
what we need to change.

Mr. BRUNING. Yes, sir.
Mr. GUNDERSON. I am interested in your,comments. I would be

interested as to why you believe the present structure cannot, and
particularly should not, serve these needs?

gr. BRUNING. Mr. GundersOn, I think the traditionally served
student bodies of postsecondary institutions tend to use all the dol-
lars that can be appropriated. I don't think all of the need is being
met today. It is very difficult: There are so many students who are
in need that another approach may have to be taken. I suggested
this motion of a retraining account. There is a lot of sleblite about
that right now across the country. -

Soine aspects of this do make sense. For example, Control Pata is
involved with one of the major automobile manufacturers in a
training and retraining program. This was made possible because
organized labor and the automobile manufacturer agreed that a
portion of the contract *settlement should, in effect, be set aside for
training, because the company and the union both realized that
things will change. This has opened up opportunities now to build
retraining programs, and that is an alternative method of funding
that doesn't come directly from an authorization and appropfiatian
by Congress.

So some discussion and some creative thinking must be done
there. The traditional needs are so great, it is julSt that putting
more strain on that is probably goink to be difficult.

Mr. GONtiERSON. My concernI don't disagree with any new ini-
tiatives elsewhere, from industry, et cetera--butelf we are looking
at a change in the population where probably 25 rpercent of our col-
lege population is going to be :nontraditional students,' to suggest
that there ought be no Government role .to serve that 25 percent
and that ought to all be taken care of by

Mr. BRUNING.' Mr, _Oundersoi4,,I am not suggesting that. There - -.

shOuld be a role for Government. But I don't think that right. now
any of us are smart enough to see where that. would .go, so we
ougth to try some things. We need to start some new initiatives.

I am not sure exactly, if my memory serves me fight, what we
all had in mind 'when the first Federal program started for student
aid .way back when, when I was .a student. They turned out to be
essential to the growth and development of this country and its
economic system.

So we are facing that now with retraining. It is upon us. The for-
mula isn't worked out. My only suggestion is that this committee,
in coordination with other committees of the Congress, take a hard
look at soine,thing like a retraining account or some relationship
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that might occur with organized labor. Some creative thinlOng has
to occur now. Ten years from now, I think it might, be too hite."

Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Penny.
Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Bruning, in following the sank line of questioning started by

. Mr. Gunderson, I would lik to learn from you how most of your
employees, the nontraditional students, are financing their, educa-
tion'? What mild of resources are they tutting to?

BRuisTmG. Mr. Penay, it is a Combination of things. Potitrol
DatA,does assist its empl6yees to take courses in colleges and uni-
versities within whatever regions we operte. kut that is nOt ?cony
the major program.

The major program is one that we have to run and direct our-
, selves in terms of retraining the people to mqve into new areas of

the rapidly, changing computer business: As I indicated in the testi-
mony, we are finding it somewhat difficult, in the area of engineer-
ing especially, for us to do the entire thing. We need help, and we
have been somewhat unsuccessful in encouraging higher cedacation-
al institutions to cooperate with us.

Now, that .varies across the country, and therefore some notable
exceptions, which encourage us to promote the cooperation model.

But the short answer to yOur question is webasically 'pay for it
ourselves; ;do:it ourselves and,. in some cases, the employees th
selves do invest in their own future and spend their own time rid
money.

Mr. PENNY. The Plus Loan Program is one that would avail-
able to nontraditional students. Is that an ;attractive alte ative?

Mr. BRUNING. Mr. Penny, I don't know. I am not that familiar
with the program:a couldn't comment. \

Mr. PENNY. It carries a higher interest rate thn the GSL. It is
not a needs-based kind of loan program and requires an immediate
repayment schedule.

Mr. BRUNING. I think, Mr. Pehny, for those p'eople who are em-
ployed, that is a possibility. But retraining 'in the broadest sense
has to include those dislocated workers, and thert I think you'have
a problem there where you peed more direct ;benefit, 'direct aid,
with deferred repayment.

Mr. PENNY. Your comments about a retraining account similar
to the IRA, would you envision that being rolled together in the
same account, and then the Government authorizing two purposes
for those funds: One, _retraining, it you need iti,but otherwise,jt is "I'

reserved for your retirement?
Mr. BRUNING. Mr. Penny, there is some discussion about that. I

am aware of it. I think the difficulty is many workers don't have
individual retirement accounts,.so you haVe a problem connecting
the two.

I think the programs might be administered similarly, and may
come together at the point of retirement for a worker: That is, any
residual in a retraining account might be applied to retirement.
But I 'don't thihk they could be merged. I haven't thought that
through clearly, I admit.

But, again, my suggestion is that the discussion should start now,
and those hard questions have to be addressed. ..
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Mr. PENNY. would like to back up and, ask just a little bit about
on-the-job training programs.

The ,Job Training Partnership Act,,as, you indicated, does a good
job of 'coordinating technical training'_: and on-the-job training be-
tween our junior colleges and vocational schools and industry. I
know this is a relatively new development and nkaybe we haven't
had in effect long enough. for you to make `,any careful analysis of
how it is working, but what is your idea of how that is going to
play out?

, ,

Mr. BRUNING. Mr. Penny, I think that is'ioing to succeed. The
major difficulty with JTPA right now is the local,PIC's understand-
ing the regulations and getting moving with participate in
that training market and, indeed; support the legislation. I am op-
timistic about it We work closely with cominunity\eolleges and vo-
cational schools in many regions of the country. SO support that
strongly to continue with that..

I think you have to connect, in some cases, basic skills training
and training education through high school equivalen4 with a vo-
cational programs and those schools are the obvious pl,wes to con.;
nectil support that.

Mr. PENNY. Lastly, Mr: Bruning, in meeting the equipment n
of our higher education institutions, is there something. More we
can do to build a partnership with private industry in responding
to the needs in that regard'

Mr. BRUNING. Yes, sir, Mr. Penny. Control Data .'and other ,coin-
panies have had considerable expexience with this Some jointg:\ela-
tionship Should be more formally defined. Obviously, companies F
who donate equipment to universities teceive some favorable tax
treatment on that, but to encourage this interaction, I think there
has to lale more of a public policy statement by the Congress, in \
some sense to target what needs to be elonp

I realize, as I said in the testimony, thitilargeting is a difficult
,concept, because once you start it and you produce what y6u need,
it is hard-to turn it off and back up, and you may indeed produce a
surplus of *pie with that kind of training: But, nevertheless, ip
our economy, there develop shortages which could create long -terproblems.

So I, again, Would favor some sort of perhaps special projects in
the legislation that would bring companies and universities togeth-
er to encourage the lacement of equipment which represents cur-
rent state-of-the-art l nowledge in that industry. One of the more
difficult problems is aduates coming. to .us_ from today's institil%
tions who have to be ically trained on the job immediately upon
hiring for 6 months o a year to become familiar with the tech-
niques industry, is involved with. It is a very difficult problem,

Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I have no further ques-
tions.

Mr. SIMON, I l could just ask two very, very brief questions.
Mr. 'SRI/NINO. Yes, sir.
Mr. &Awls. What does it cost to go to Control Data Institute?
Mr. BRUNINO.k The prograin, depending on the course of study, is

about $6,000. Now, it takes from 6 to 7 Months to go through that
prograrh. It is individualized and self-paced, so it varies according

\to the student.
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Mr.,StivtoN. So the increases we are proposing in the Pell grants
and in the _01, would be of assistance? . .

Mr. BRUNING. Yes, sir. Yost of our students cannot finance their
education solely with Federal or. State assistance; they must find
private sources, loans from - banks, and what have you.

Mr. SIMON. Then one final question. You deal with the schools of
engineering 'arid the various universities. What are you finding on
the quality of faculty?

Mr. BRUNING. Mr. Chairman, that is a very difficult situation.
We see a deterioration in the engineering sch ls, by and large,
faculty being hired into industry and the salary fferentials are
very large right now in the high-demand areas. We ust, do some-
thing to..train more people so that there is a little tter supply.
4 Major institutions in this ceuntry, whictr you and w§uld ,think
would be fine institutions, if you look at individu departments,
and computer nee in particular, ' they are gling, really
struggling. If ere is anything that could be d4 ne in tii.* bill to
help that situation, it wouldlnefit the whole country.

Mr. SIMON. Dr. Bruning, we really appreciate your being here.
You have been an excellent witness here.

Mr." BRUNING. Thank you. I appreciate the opportunity.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
Next we will hay? a panel with Representative Wilhelmina,

Delco, Dr. Joseph Crohin, Dri. Eleanor McMahon, and Dr. John Cox-
rezzi.

To introduce our first witne , I am going to call on my colleague
who is visiting us,'Represen ive J. Pickle, who managesI must
tell you, Representative Delcohe manages to just get by passing'
his bills. Yesterday, Iv pashecl one on the floor of t..! House 400 1
1 or something? . 10

Mr. PICKLE. It was 410.
Mr. SIMON. It was 410 to 1. So you he a powerhouse introduc-

ing you here, Representative Delco.
Mr. PICK.LE. Mr. Chairman, you are very kind, and I thank the

committee for letting me introduce or present to you one of your
first speakers of the panel, and to say $o you personally how much
we appreciate the leadership you give in the field' of postsecondary
education, and in the general functioning of the Education and
Labor Committee. I think you are as strong a voice on that commit-
tee as anybody in all the Congress. We appreciate your leadership.

Wilhelmina Delco is our State representative, and has been in
Austin foi 10 years. Slie-rePresents Our City -of :Austin -and that die-
trict, and she ik, now chairman of the committee on higher educa-
tion, .

Her husb rid is dean of linston-Tillotson Collegedean or vice
president both-7and, together, they are strong forces in our city
an n o State government. I don't knew of anybody who is- more
highly respected than Wilheirnina Delco.

More than that, she is my good friend. I know perSonally that
she has a deep interest in advancing the cause of education. So it
gives me particular pleasure to present to you, Mr. Simon, Wilhel-

... mina Delco, our State representative-Austin.
I thank you.
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Mr. SIMON. I hate to say this, but the other three of_you are not
going to get such generous introductions here. [Laughter.]

STATEMENT OF HON. WILIIELMINA DELCO, L'IJAIR, COMMITTEE
ON HIGHER EDUCATION, TEXAS, HOUSE OF REPRESEVAT1VES
Ms. DELCO. But, Mrr Chairman, they are not holding public

office. I think that part of that considetation is the fact that Con -
gressman Pickle runs unopposed' each tfme, and it is because of ac-
tions like that that he enjoys that status in the Congress.

I say that because I am also running unopposed, so I understand
how that works. - ..

Mt. SIMON. That is how. he gets his bills through 410 to 1, too.
Ms. DELCO. Exactly.
I am particularly pleased to be represented by Congressman

Pickle in the Congress of the United States, because he is con-
cerned. with an area that is near and dear to all of us as we ap-
proach our older years, and that is the whole dilemma of Social Se-
'curity, so I am delighted that he is up here. )

I would also like to take this opportunity to congratuldte /you-,
CongTessman Simon. We are going to hate to see you leave the
House of Representatives with all of the leadership you have
brought us there, but we .4kre fervently hoping that you will, carry
that strong voice and commitment to the Senate successfully in No-
vember. ,

Mr. SIMON. I §ciare that hope with you.
Ms. DEI4C'o I would like to Thank the subcommittee and you, Con-

gressman Simon:for extending, this invitation to me to testify on
the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. I have chosen to
speak specifically to the importance, of this country's historically
black institutions of higher educatic and the impact of the pro-
poSed changes to the act upon them.- .

But I would like to first comment upon What I view is the mast
critical prbblem ara that, is facing higher education today, prob-
lems which I feel a being addressed in a most admirable and
comprehensive way this subcommittee's proposal. The subcoma
mittee, its chairman, d staff are to be commended for their work.

As this year'szraduating college seniors struggle to find jobs in a
tight market, students entering and returning to campus in the fall
will face financial problems of their own, the ever-soaring costs of
education, which has to be the most critical problem.

In,comparison with recent years, 1982-83 highereducation oper-
ation appropriations show a shrinking of current dollar increases
nationwide. The national rate is down by 4. percent. As a percent of
St te taxes, higher education apprbpriations peaked in 1975 slid

76, and hfive steadily declined since this period.
In the area of tuition and fees, institutions, public and private,

because of the soaring costs of education, 'are now being forced to
shift more of the burden of the cost of providing an education to
the student. The average increase in fees and tuition is running at
10 percent to 15 percent nationwide among public and private in-
stitutions. .

The schools .most at risk are the smaller, less prominent private
colleges, where higher tuition and fees will result in potential stu-
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dents turning to the loves public schools for their higher educa-
tion. Especially at-risk here are the private historically black insti-
talons, whose students increasingly must arpend upon financial
aid for their education. Approximately 70- to 95 percent of all the
students in historically 1113-lek colleges are on some kind of financial.

i. aid.
According to an economic analysis by the ,American Association

Professors,University ofessors, the increases in faculty salaries, measured
in current dolrars, during the decade of the 1.970's left actual facul-
ty salaries nearly 21 percent below the 100-71 real dollar level of
salaries; from 1976-77 to 1981-82, faculty salaries, in real dollars,
fell by almost 12 percent.

Recent enrollment data show that part-time students are enroll-
ing in greater numbers than full-time students. Therefore, increas-
ing tuition in fees, ever-increasing educational costs, shrinking
State .and Federal appropriations in the areas of student entitle-
ment, grants aiyi research, and slowing or static. enrollment all
contribute to a esperate situation for our-colleges and universities,
but also to a golden opportunity for action by those responsible for
developing and enacting policy, such as your legislation under con-
sideration today. t.

We aie all aware of the current financial plight of most of our.
institutions of higher education, as well as the projected enreil-
ment drop. For State financing, the National Governors AssoCia-
tign last May. Assued a report which states that State fmancial re:
serves for 1983 were below 1: percent, as contrasted with a desired 5
percent, and that, in 1984, most States would be suffering a finan-
cial fiscal deficit.

In addition to the problems related to finance and enrollment at
our higher education institutions, other areas have been cited as in
need of serious attention. For example, competency testing of
teachers and education majors have demonstrated that both are, in
general, below desirable standards in the basic skills. Buildings on
our college and university campuses are deteriorating as a result of
the suspension of needed maintenance, renovation of existing facili-
ties and construction of new facilities due to declining revenues
and slowing enrollment growth. Equipment in laboratories, class-
rooms and offices is rapidly becoming obsolete.

I was particularly heartened' by the previous testimony with the
impact of business being concerned in that.

I was very heartened by the proposals offered in your bifl, and I
iWill not go into those in the interest of saving time. But I would

c5 like to again emphasize how important 'I, believe all of:those provi-
sions are.

I would like to devote the remainder of my time to the historical-
ly black colleges and the plight that they face.

Beginning in 1830 all the .way through the 1890's, almost$100 in-
stitutions of higher education were established to meet the educa-
tional demands of black people emerging from slavery in this coun-
try. I am proud to be a graduate of one of these institutions, Fisk
University in Nashville, TN. And it is a clear demonstration of the
plight we face, because it is truly an institution at risk, and your
proposals will-be of immeasurable value to that institution.
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Financial support for colleges that are historically black havei
been"developed over. the years, both from ptivate sources and from
public sources. Significant in the .public source model is the one
that was established for ,developing industrial edtication by the en-
actment of Congress of the Morrill. Acts in 1862 and 18901.

It must be stated that, 'even though black colleges benefited from
these acts, the driving force behind them was not so muc a cqn -.
cern for educating the former slaves as it was a need to increase
the country's productivity in agriculture and farm goods and to
educate a asically agrarian population as the country expanded
westward, In order to meet this need, some State legislatures, 'such
as Texas in 1876, provided for a con.stitutio nch university
for colored youths. Thus, for whalpver r colleges have
been, through the Phelps-Stokes Fund, t y Fund, the /-
Slater Foundation and the Morrill, Acts, bot ely and private-
ly supported.

In recent years, however, there lilts been an assault on the very
existence of black Colleges, particularly thoge publicly svpported.
They were deliberately created to be different from other colleges
and, yet, ironically, they are now being penalized financially for
not, being like other State-supported schools. Under the guise of de-
segregation, some people are advocating a change of the ethnic ori-
entation of the black college because of a distoFted view of the goal
of desegregation. Government actions to reverse the consequences
of centuries of legally imposed racial segregation must not be Used
as a pretext to change the role,' scope and missions of these institu-
tions,

Thee end result of desegregation is not for blacks to be with
whites, or to create an inferiority complex in blacks or a superiori-
ty complex in whites. The goal of desegregation should be to pro-
vide*qual access to all, so that institutions, facilities and activities
predominated by one racial group carry no inherent stigma of ad-
vantage or disadvantage. In other words, desegregation should
allow anyone and everyorie to participate equally and fully in the ,

mainstream of American life.
Despite this goal of desegregation, there are others who still urge

the death of the black colleges because of an' alleged failure to
produce graduates capable of successfully competing with gradu-
ates of other schools.

In my testimony, I have given you some statistical information,
and I will not repeat that, except to highlight few of the in-
stance,j that I think make the point.

Meharry Medical- College and-RoWard University .produced about
85 percent of the black physicians in this country. Black colleges
have graduated about 75 percent of all of the black Ph.D.'s, 75 per-
cent of all black Army--officers, and 80 percent of all black Federal
judges.

In fact, in 1979, the National Advisory Committee on Black
Higher Education and Black Colleges and Universities stated that,
during the past 10 years, some 87 historically black colleges had
graduated more black students with baccalaureate degrees than all
of the other American higher education institutions combined,

I would just like to add here my support for your education pro-
grams in prison, because Texas has the largest prison system in the



free world. With that in mind, the fact that -the recidivism is re-
duced when prisoners have at least 2 years of college wor , it is -
particularly impotant to recognize how many of o e would

affected by a good program of education in the prison system.
White colleges and universities with better and larger facilities

and greater financial resources have graduated an embarrassingly
small number of black students. .

Despite the failure of my own State of .Texas to grant Prarie
View A&M, its black land grant college, its fair share of constifu-
tionally dedicated endowment fund, this school has done an out-
stanclingjob, even with underfunding and severely inadequate fa-
cilities and equipment. By 1981, all of its academic programs were
fully accredited, and it had graduated more black engineers than
any of the Nation's 307 colleges and universities offering engineer-

,. ing gegrees. It had also graduated more than 50 percent of the
blacks.currently enrojled in medical and dental schools in 'Texas, *

and approximately 70 percent of the black registered nurses in
Tekas. This was all accomplished, even though the State only
spends about $2,269' per student at Prairie View, cornparefjolvith
$3,327 at its parent institution, Texas A&M University.-Prairie
View's endowment is $10,000 and A&M.is $474 million.

Other discrepancies in public funding of black and white colleges
in Texas can be shown with examples of Texas Southern Universi-
ty and the University of Houston, institutions that are apprwd-
mately eight blocks apart.

The State only spends about $2,812 on each student at Texas
Southern-- which, incidentally, has no endowmentin contrast, the
University, of Houston did not even join the State system until
1963, yet, the State spends about $3,501 on each of its students,
with an endowment at that university of $15.7 million.

These obvious disparities between State-supp9rted black and
white colleges certainly account for the difference in their perform-
ance. Accordingly, with more equitable' funding, these differences
can be eliminated, and tt,he State of Texas has made a valiant effort
to increase their progress over the last 2 years in working toward
narrowing these differences.

As with any institution of higher education, the black college
must pursue academic excellence and develop in its students the
ability of critical thinking. The black college, however, ais* has it
unique mission to take youth from disadvantaged backgrounds and
instill in them self-pride and self-worth: This mission must be met
because the f,teimblic school systems continue tb graduate high school
students as being qualified to handle. e011eg6-level' work; however,
upon entering college, a significant- number of these students
become disappointed when they discover that they need remedial
courses. In such a context, the black college provide an atmosphere
with encouragement and without intimidation and alienation so
that intellect can be developed and nourished and learning stimu-
lated. It must finally graduate persons whose undergraduate educa-
tion has removed educational handicaps and allows them to com-
pete Alta level with college graduates from around the Nation.

The black college is also a historical national resource. In the
t 25 years, they have produced close to one-half of a million

graduates, and continue to turn out approximately 34,000 gradu.

1.22
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'eta a year. They enrolled about 230,600Students, While more than
10 ipercent of black college youth are enrolled in white colleges,
only abont '40 percent of these ,black college youth graduate from
white:colleges. ,

About; 50 percent of the blacks enrolled in Texas colleges are en-
' Tolled predominantly black institutions: Texas A&M, the Uni-

versity Of Houston, and the University. of Texas at Austin have
only abont 2.6 of their enrollment black. Since blacks make up 12.7..

'percent of the States population, public higher education in Texas
is running a defiCit of at least 10.1 .percent with respect to black
students graduating from white schools.

As national and State: assets,- black colleges need national and
State support. Black colleges must live because they represent the
image of black people in education. If they do not survive, this
image is erased. These inititutions have also consistently impressed
upon their graduates a duty of civic participation. As such, it is no
surpriie that the majority of black leaders are gradua of hiStori-

- cally black 'colleges_ 41PP

Black and white colleges Complement each other, and both make
unique and different contributions to this country. The focus of the
differences is a matter of history, emphasis, philosophy, orienta-
tion, and mission. Thus, Prairie View, Texas Southern, and.
Huston-Tillotson College in Austin are black only in the sense that
TexaS A&M, the University of Houston, and the University of
Texas are white, and they both operate within a certain. historical
and cultural context.

It is important to yecognize, even as the previous speaker talked
about the contributions of industry into the development of eco-
nomic growth in this country, and specifically mentioned MCC, the
Micro- Computer Consortium, which is in Austin, liustongillotson
College, which is aisp in Austin, does not participate in this consor-
tium.

Every college cannot be a University of Texas, a.-University
Cbhfornia or a University of Illinois. There should be a range of
colleges. Black colleges must not be 'apologetic for their existence;
they must operate as all colleges should to justify their existence.
We must save black colleges, not only for the sake of an elected
population and the potential development of that population, but
for the future economic growth of our communities and our coun-
try-

I apologize for having to leave you before this panel is completed,

Cup
I am to host a reception in Houston tonight for the National

-ConierenCe brf-Excelleiice in "Education for Economic GroVitti, at
which we regretfully accept Congressman Simon's absence.

It is pleasure to appear before you today. I thank you for the
invita-ffon. I will be glad to answer y questions.

[Prepared statement of Wilhe Delco follows:]

PRX.F.km STATXMENT OF HON. WILIOELMINi DWI); CliAIR.-COM#UTFF.E ON RIG=
EDUCATION, TUAS BAYOU or REPOUNTATIVIS

I would like to thank the Isubcommittee and its chairman, Congressman Paul
Simon, for extending its invitation to me to testify on 'the Reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act of 1965. I have been aSited to speak specifically to the inipor-
tame of this country's historically black institutions of higher education and the

bt impact of the propcoed changes to the act upon them. I would first like to comment
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upon what I view as, the most crucial problem areas facing
are

higher raeducation today
problem areas which 1 feel a addressed in the most admirable Sad comprehensive
way by the subcommittee's proposal, The subcommittee, its chairman, and staff are
to be commended for their work.

As this year's college seniors will struggle tb find jolas in a tight market. students
entering and returning to campus in the fall will fadbfinancial problems of their
ownthe ever soaring costs of education.

In comparison with recent years, 1982-83 higher educational operation appropria-
tions show a shrinking of current dollar increases nation-wide. ale national rate is
flown by 4%. As a percena. of State' 'axes, higher education appropriations peaked
in 1975-76 and have steadily declined since this period.

In the area of tuition and fees, institutions, public and private, because of the
soaring costs of education, are now being forced to shift more of the burden of the
cost of providing an education to the student. The average increase in tuition and
fees is running at 10%--15% nation-wide among public and private institutions.
Next year the total bill (tuition, room, board, and fees) for one year at a private
college is expected to jump -as much us 12%, from am average of $7,475 to more than
$8,300.; the average cost of attending a public institution of inggher education may
rise from $4,388 to 4,800. The schools most at risk are the smaller, less prominent
private colleges, where higher tuition and fees will result in potential students turn-

the lower coat public schools for their higher education. Especially at risk
here are the private historiqdly black institutions.

hi the area of faculty salaries, the academic community-has been much concerned
about the erosion of faculty salaries by inflation. Accordinalo-aa_econamia analysis
by the American Association of linivetaity Professors, the increases in faculty sala-
ries (measured in current dollars) during the decade of the seventies left faculty sal
aries nearly 21% below the 1970-71 real dollar level of salaries; from 1976-77 to
1981-82, faculty salariesin real dollarafell by alniost 12%.

Economic realities, educational trends, and preceptions of the future affect stu-
dents and their preferences in higher education. Recent enrollment data show that
part-time students are enrolling in greater numbers than full -time students. Enroll-
ment at public four-year institutions, which are usually attended by traditional, 18
to 24 year old, full-time students, is growing at a much slower rate tan at other
types of institutions, and in many cases is static. Furthermore, recent trends indi-
cate that the growth of black enrollment is slowing.

Increasing tutition and fees, ever increasing educational costs, shrinking State
and Federal appropriations in the areas of student entitlement grants and research,
and slowing or static enrollment all contribute to a desperate situation for our col-
leges and universities, but also to a golden opportunity for action by thotse responsi-
ble for developing and enacting policy, such' as the legValation under consideration
today.

We are- all aware of the current financing plight of most of our institutions of
higher education, as well as the projected drop. For State financing, the National
Governors Associatiorta lest May, isatied a report which states thataState flnanical
reserves for 1983 were below 1%, as contrasted with a desired 5%, and Lhat in 1984
States would be suffering a deficit.

In addition to the problems related to finance and enrollment at our higher edu-
cation institutions; other tire... have been cited as in need of serious attention. For
example, competency testis of teachers and education majors have demonstrated
that both are, in general, below desirable standards in the basic skills' Buildings on'

- our college and university campuses are deteriorating -as a result of the suspension
of needed maintenance., renovation. of palating _facilities and cenatructien of new fa-
cilities due to declining revenues and slowing enrollment growth. Equipment in lab-
oratories, classtooms, and offices is rapidly becoming obsolete.

In examining the subcommitthe's document and the background material, I Was
especially heartened by the proposed changes regarding teacher education and pro-
fesaional develophient; in the urea. of student financial aid, _the modifications of the
trio programs, the special allowance and the elimination of the original fee in the
asi, Program, the cost containment and the concept of rewarding institutions that
maintain low tuition and fees, combining the SE06,NDSL, and the SSI6 Programs
in one campus -based block grant, and the modification of the "half-cost" provision
for Pell grants, along with making the Pell grants an entitlement program; and the
establishment of.a separ black college and university act. 1 wholeheartedly
endorse the Subcommit egislation as the tnost inclusive, of the proposals to re-
authorize'the Higher cation Act and hope that moat, if not all; of its provisions
are passed into law.
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. NOW* my thoughts on the importance of our historically black colleges ancruniver-
sities, all of which would benefit most from your reauthorization proposal:

The first black colleges in America were founded, in the North. Cheyney State Col-
lege was established in 1830 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, as an elementary and
high school. Lincoln -University was established in 1854 by a white Presbyterian
minister under the name of Ashmun Institute, and in 1866 bmame the first Ameri-
can college to be named after President Abraham Lincoln. Wilberforce University,
established in 1856, is the first predominantly black college organized by blacks. Or-
ganized efforts for educating blacks were not, however, limited to the North; sitnilar
efforts were made in the South at the start of the Civil War, and the need for these
institutions became quite apparent after the war had ended.

At that time, there were about four million black people in the United States, and
about twenty-eight of them had a college education. The missionaries who primarily
organized these efforts recognized that, in order to participate in American society
and be prepared for their roles-as new citizens, the former slave population needed
to be educated. Accordingly, between 1865 and 1900, a significant number of pre-
dominantly black colleges were establishedFisk University in 1866, Morehouse
College in 1867, Prairie. View in 1876, among others. As these colleges developed,
disagreement centered on whether they should be based upon the industrial or lib-
eral arts models of education. Financial support for thew colleges therefore camefrom those entities which supported one or both of these models. For example, a
significant amount of financial assistance came from such foundations as the Gener-
al Education Board, the Peabody Fund, the Slater Foundation, and the Phelps-
Stokes Fund. In support of the industrial model, ' enacted the Morrill acts
of 1862 and 1890, which provided training.for both b acks and whites. The driving
force behind both of these acts, however, was not so much a concern for educating
the former slaves as it was the need to increase the country's productivity in agri-
culture and farm goods and to educate a basically agrarian population as the. coun-
try expanded westward. In order to meet this need, some State legislatures, such' as
Texas in 1876, provided for a constitutional branch university for colored youths.
'I'hus, for whatever reasons, black colleges were both publicly and privately support;
ed.

In recent years there has beeiran assault on the very existence of the black col-
lege. Yet black colleges, particularly those publicly supported, were deliberately cre-
ated to be different from other colleges: as noted in the subcommittee's background
material, they are ironically penalized financially for not being like other State -sup-
ported schools. Under the guise of desegregation, some are advocating a change of
the ethnic orientation of the black college because of a distorted view of the goal of
desegregation. But Goyerriment actions to reverse the consequences of centuries of
legally imposed racial segregation must not-be used as a pretext to change thaw
institutions.

The end result ofd esegregation is,not for blacks to be with whites, or to create-an
inferiority complex in blacks or a superiority complex in whites. Nor does oesegre-
gation aim at abolishing black institutions built and established with the miWs and
sweat of black people. As such, this understanding of desegregation is not cot:infer-to,
those 'arguments made successfully in the 1940'9, 1950's, and 1960's on behalf of de-
segregation; because they were made on behalf of the equal opportunity to associate
in classrooms, on campuses., and in other settings.

The goal of desegregation should be to provide equal access to all, so that institu7,04' tions, and activities predominated by one racial group carry no inherent
stigma of advantage or disadvantage. In other words,. desegregation should allow
anyone and eyeaone te earticipateeeually .and fully in_the...mainstreazaaaf.A.meri-
can l&

Despite the goal of desegregation, there are others who still urge the death of the
black colleges because of an alleged failure to produce graduates capable of succesa-

-fully competing with graduates, of other schools. In the first place, history does not'
bear this out. For' example, the national census in 1900 showed and impressive sc-
conlplishment within .a 36-year period after the black college came on the scene. By
that year, there were 21,268 black teachers, 15,530 black ministers, and 1,734 Week'
'physicians and surgeons. More egcently in 1980, of the 300,000 physicians in the
United States, fewer than 2% w black. The latter figure is a distrubing revela-
tion since desegregation has been judicially required since 1954, although Meharry
Medical College and Howard University have produced about 85% of the black phy-
sicians: Furthermore, black colleges have grecluated about '75% of all black Ph.D.'s,
75% of all black army officers, and 80% of all black Federal judges. In fact, in 1979,
the Ntitional Advisory Committee on*Black Higher Education and Black Colleges
and Universities stated that, during the past ten years, some eighty-seven historical-
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ly black colleges had graduated more black students with baccalaureate degrees
than all of the other American higher education institutions combined. So it seems
that colleges and universities have produced graduates capable of successfully com-
peting witlegracluates of other schools, and there is a no doubt that they will contin-
ue to do ea. --

White colleges and universit-- pith better and G'Noer facilities' and greater finan-
cial resources have graduated" an'embarraseingly small number of blacks. Accord-
ingly, these figures regarding the black college are even more impressive when one
considers what these institutions have accomplished with so little financial support.
With more financial assistance, as proposed by this subcommittee, the black college
can certainly do a better job.

One case demonstrates this point. In my own. State of Texas, Prairie View A & M
University was established in 1876 as one of three constitutionally dedicated institu-
tions of higher edueation, along with the University of Texas and Texas A & M Uni-
versity. Prairie -View A' & M was established as the "Branch University for colored
youth. Three years later, Prairie View ., & M was authorized -to 'receive funds from
the constitutionally dedicated endowment established for the exclusive use of the
three above named universities, the available university fund '(AUF), and was, again
authorized by the State legislature in 1881 to participate in the fund. In 1882, how-
ever, the State Comptroller ruled that Prairie View A & M was not eligible to share
in the AUF because it was not a legitimate constitutional university. In effect, this
State official ruled that the legislature had not established 'a branch for colored
youth. Despite the failure of the State to grant Prairie View A & M its fair share of
the AUF, the school has done an outstanding job, even with underfunding and se-
verely inadequate facilities and eqaipmerd. By 1981, all of its academic programs
were fully =edited, and it had geepated more black engineers than any of the
Nation's 307 colleges and universities offering engineering degrees, It also had grad -''-
uated more than 50% of the blacks currently enrolled at medilal and dental echools
in Texas, and approximately 70% of the black registered nurses in Texas are gradu
ates of that university. This was all accomplished even though the State Only spends
about $2,269 per student at Prairie View compared with $3,327 at 'Texas A & M,
with an endowment at Prairie View of $10,000 and at Texas A & M of $474 million.

N. Interestingly, Prairie? View has a student body of about 5,012, whereas Texas A & M
has a student body of about 35,054, with only' 300 black students. ,

i. Other discrepancies in public funding of black and white collegetein Texas can be
shown with examples of Texas Southern University and the University of Houston.
In 1947, wi an initial appropriation of13,450,000, including $350,000 for a law
school to act =iodate one black student, Heman Sweatt, Texas Southern Universi-

4. ty (TSU) was created specifically to keep blacks out,of a State-eupported white uni-
te versity. To date, TSU is not a part of the Texas A & M lJniversity or the University

of Texas e3fstem and of its funds 'from the. State legislature. In
fact, the State only spends' ut$2,812 on each student at Texas Southern Univer-
sity, which, incidentally, no endowment. In contrast, the University of Houston
did not join the State system until 1963, yet the 'State spends about $3,501 on each
of its students, despite a university endowment of $15.7 million. By 1978, the Uni-
versity of Houston, had received from the State legislature $141.5 million for build-
ings, cenipared to $31,3 million that Texas Sotklaern U4rersity has received since
1947.

These obvious disparities between State- supported black and white colleges cer-
tainly account for the difference in their performance. Accordingly;-with more equi-
table funding, these differences can be eliminated, and the State of Texas has made
progress over the last two years in working toward narrowing these differences.

It has been 'saidthat the only criterion for any institution's existence 'iii whether --
or not it is making a unique contribution to society. The question is, therefore, what
does the black college contribute to Ameriean society?

As with any institution of higher learn, the black `college must pursue academ-
ic excellence and develop

ing
in its studentsthe, ability of critical thinking The black

college, however, also has a unique mission to take youth from disadvantaged back-
grounds and instill in them self-pride and self-worth. This mission must be met be-
cause the public school systems continue to graduate high school students as being
qualified to handle college-level work; hOwever, upon entering college, a significant
number., of these students become disappointed when they discover that they need
remedial voursee. In such a context, the black college must provide an atmosphere
with encouragement and without intimidation and alienation so that intellect can
be. developed and nourished, and learning stimulated. It must fmally graduate per-
sons whose undergraduate education has removed educational handicaps and allows
them to compete on any level ith college graduatesZ around the Nation, 4 - ,
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The black .college is also a critical national resource. In the past 25 years, they
have produced close Jo' one half of a. million graduates and continue to turn out-
34,000 graduates per year. They also-enroll about 230,000 students. While more than
70% -of black college youth are enrolled in while colleges, only about 40% of black
college youth graduate from white colleges. : -.111

In light of the facts presented: black colleges in Texas are certainly making a
meaningful contribution to society. Student enrollment in those institutions in .1983
was 17,000. About 50% of the blacks enrolled in Texas colleges are enrolled in pre,
dominantly black institutions. In contrast, Out of 103,765 students enrolled at pre'7.:-*
dominantly white Texas A&M University, UniVersity of Houston, and University of
Texas at Austin, only about 2.6% are black. Since blacks make up 12.7% of the
State's population, public higher education in Texas is running a deficit of at. least
10.1% with respect to black students graduating from white schools. As national
and State aseets..blaik colleges need national and State supportA use Texas 'as an
example because I am moat familiar with my own State. However; as the subcom-:
mittee is certainly aware, the picture I have described here is essentially the samein all 50 States.

Black colleges must. live bjcause they represent the image of-iblack people in edU-
' Cation, If they ,do not survive, this image is erased. These institutions have also con-

sistently impressed upon their graduates a duty of civic participation despite a cen
tury of segregation and continuing racial discriminatien._sets such it is no surprise
that_tlae majority of black leaders have graduated from Keck colleges. Black colleg-
es contribute to the vitality of America's inherent pluralism and diversity in higher
education and enrich and enlarge educational opportunity. Within this context,-
these colleges have historically been centers of interracial and intercialtulal contact
and understanding.

Black. and white colleges complement each, other and both make different and
unique contributions. The focus of the difference is a matter of, history, emphasis,-
philosophy, orientation, and mission. Thus, Prairie' View, Texas Southern, and

Huston-'Tillotson are "black" Only in the sense that Texas A &M, University of Hous-
ton, and University of Texas are "white" and operate within a certain historical and
cultural context. The black college does make a unique positive contribution to
American society: and because of these historical and cultural differences, and a def-
icit from white colleges in making available equal and adequate educational oppor.
,tunities for the black populace, black colleges should continue to live.

Every college cannot be a University of Texas, a University of California or a Uni-
versity of Michigan; there should be a range of colleges, Black colleges must not be
apologetic for their existence; they must operate as all colleges should to justify
their existence, Based upon such proof, the black college must survive. As noted, by
the subcommittee, Dr.-Benjamin-E. Maya, president-emeritus of Morehouse College,
has said, "If America allows black colleges to die, it Neill be the worst kind of dis-
crimination and denigration known in history. To decree that colleges born to serve
Negroes are not worthy of surviving now that white colleges accept Negroes would
be a dainnable act."

We must save the black college,

Mr. &mow. We thank you very much for being here.
me just add that you are correct; your alma mater, Fisk Uni-.

versity, faces problems, but there are a lot of others that are close
to that.

Ms. DELCO. Absolutely.
Mi.. &moll. What,we have tried to design in this bill is something

that can be of significance to these institutions, as well as to the .

students of this Nation.
I think we better just go ahead, rather than proceed on with

questions here. We understand your having to leave,the panel.
Ms. DELCO, OK. Thank you very much.'-
I would like to say, that, particularly,in your section on, black col-

leges, I think it is important to identify the reasons for this institu-
, tions, and We especially appreciate the emphasis that you are
giving to the 'need of black colleges.

Mr. SIMON. I would just add that the section on endowinent also
can be extremely important to some of the schools, two of them
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you mentionedone with a $10,000 endowment, and the other with
none. -

Ms. DELCO. That was exactly the reason.I mentioned them, Con-
.

gressman, because black colleges have historically been shoestring
operations, as you probably know. They survived after the Recon-
struction era by Liking up collections on Sunday morning. If it had
not been for the religious community support, they would not have
been able to survive.

I will make one other general statement, and that is that if black
colleges had not existed, black people probablywould have been re-
enslaved after Reconstruction beause they were the only force that
kept a sense of community and' a sense of support and a sense of
worth in the black community.

Mr. Simoiv. Thank you very, very much again, for, testifying.
Ms. Di co. My pleasure.
-Mr. SIMON. Commissioner Eleanor McMahon: the commissioner

of higher education for the State of Rhode Is laud.

STATEMENT OF ELEANOR M. MeMAIION. COMMISSIONER OF
HIGHER EDUCATION, RHODE ISLAND

Ms. McMAnoN. Thank you, Congressman Simon and other mem-
bers of the subcommittee. My name is Eleanor McMahon,. and I am
the.commissioner of higher education for the State of-Rhode Island.
I very much appreciate your invitation to be here today.

I would note, Congressman Simon, our deep respect in regard for
you in Rhode Island, and our gratitude for your extraordinary and
continuing commitment to education, which we hope you will soon
be exercising in a somewhat smaller forum.

In general terms, the proposals 'set forth in the concept paper dis-
tributed by you, and in the draft legislation subsequently sent out,
our welcome indeed. First, the proposals represent a serious. 'effort
to introducd-g-reater efficiency into the structure of the Federal
effort to support higher education. Second, there is an obvious con-
cern to improve equity by repeatedly assigning the highest priority
to helping those institutions and, those students who demonstrate
the greatest need for special support. And third, but by no means
least. the proposals put forth would mean a general increase in the
amoJnt of Federal dollars available to support higher education in-.
stitutions during a period of increasing fiscal constraint. t

This preoccupation with financial' support is especially strong in
the case of my owr State, Rhode Island, where there are two fac-
tors operating to intensify thegeneeal-probleins which characterize
all of American higher education. One 'is Rhode Island's unfavor-
able demographic-Situation, with a college- pulation that is
shrinking at one of the fastest rates in the iation, and the ineffi-
ciencies that inevitably follow from that s rinkage. The second
factor is the State's ratio of high tax effort to limited tax capacity
and the limitations for the future inherent in that ratio. Rhode
Islifid traditionally has been. very generals to higher education,
the! most generous of the New England States, in terms of its tax
capacity. But its ability to maintain that generosity is in jeopardy.

Since Rhode Island does have a higher education assistance au-
thority with statutory responsibility for attending to matters. relat-

.
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ing to student financial aid, and since I know that you will be hear-
ing today from the National CoUncil of Higher Education Loan
Programs, it would be inappropriate for me to comment in great
detail on the suggested new title IV.

I would, however, note that, according to a recently published
study by the college board, the real value of student aid from all
sources has taken a dramatic drop of 21 percent since 1980. If we
truly' mean what we say about improving access to higher educa-

. tion for those whose economic circumstances are most limited, then
that trend must not only be stopped, it must be reversed.

I endorse the continuation of the GSL Program, the restriction of
GSL's to needy students alone, and an increase in the maximum
loans to at least those levels recommended 'in the proposed new
title IV. We.must, however, shift the balance of loans and grants so
as to favOr the latter markedly, lest the prospect of a heavy burdenof indebtedness for their further/schooling lead many would-be'
first-generation college students to abandon their aspirations.

It has been said that the present generation of high' school stu-
dents will be the first in the history of this Natleis to be less well
educated than their parents. Failure to fund title IV adequately;
could guarantee that this grim prediction would become a reality,
and the American dream would fade accordingly.

With respect to title I am pleased to see the effort to Simplify.
a section of the law that many have found confusing. My only sug-.

gestion at this point concerns the provision fork4sivers from strict,
need-based criteria in determining which institutions are eligible to
receive gTants. The use of need-based criteria .is a good idea, and
the provision for waivers by the Secretary of Education under cer-
tain limited circumstances- is an equally good idea.

I would, however, ask you to consider adding one morkset of con-
ditions under which the Secretary would be able to warve the usual
criteria--namely, the authority to _make grants when the applicant
institution ranks at or _only moderately above the average amount
of student aid: and the' institution's proposal shows exceptional
promise for developing a pfograrn that 'could be ,ernillated with
profit by other institutions of low or 'modest means or of producing
knowledge that would be useful to other such institutions.

As one who has spent a substantial portion of my-professional
career working in or with teacher education programs, I am
pleased to see a strong new title V. on teacher traininkprograras.
Especially encouraging is the section that provides resources to es-
tablish school/college partnerships.

-Two yea -ago, Rhode Island set up a joint committee on 'School
and college articulation, and its first Of five recommendations dealt
with improving communication 'between secondary and postsecond-
ary personnel. As a matter of fact, last night, we had a meeting at
which 400 members of college faculties and the secondary schools
of our State, 92 percent of .whom were represented,. met to discuss
this whole problem of artieulation across the secondary and post-
secondary lines. The school/college partnership provision of title V
should prove to be a great-boon in our confirming efforts to devise
suitable means of implementing that critical recommendation.

I do have one major concern regarding Perkins scholarships pro-
posed for title V, and that relates to the capacity of a State to 'do
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its share in implementing such a program without, being given the
resources to do so in the form of an adequate level of administra-
tive support. In any agency such as the one that I diTect,' which al-

dy has a ,very wide range of responsibilities and a professions.
0111ff that totals 15, bat is a particularly' important consideration,
and the li.it.4( of language specifying that a reasonable portion of a
State's gralitt niay be used for administrative pprposes in connec-
tion with activities approved in the grant propos:01 is a dierious
omission.' , , ,,,i

The proposed new title. VI, as described in, the concep paper, is
commendable in making international education a nit' nal priori-
ty. For all kinds of reasons, both. tunivitarian an those stem-
ming from enlightened self-interes Atid almost all of them too ob-
yious to need explication, we must work harder at communicating
better with our fellow members of the;, global village, and this title
prothises to make that tax a little easier.

I especially applaud the business and international ethication
program, designed to promote the linkages between institutions of
higher education and the American business community engaged
in international economic activity.

I want' to state my emphatic support for the proposed new title,
VII. Though all of the help it would provide would be most Wel-
come, that is especially true of the grants it would make available
for purchasing laboratory and instructibnal equipment. Primarily
through the Strategic Development Commission in Rhode Island,
created in response to the -recommendations of the' New Englimd
Board of Higher Education, as to the critical link between the
health of higher, education and the health of th5 economy, several
important stepsd*ve been taken in Rhode. Island to force a strong
partnership between higher education and the businessiindustilW
community in the interest of developing the State's economy, and
the, type of assistance envisioned in, the Federal act would be in-
strumental to our institutions in carrying out their responsibility
in that partnership.

We have, as a matter of fact, before the Rhode,Island Legislature '
in this session a, kind of baby Morrill Act, which would provide cor-
porate tax credits for gifts of equipment for support of facplty
chairs and for support of programs in the technology and scientific
areas, ,

I heartily endorse the initiative in support of spreading coopera-
tive

ra-
tive education. My observation's of that concept in practice have,
been very positive. Not only does cooperative education strengthen
the between business and -education and prokide_students with _,.

an invaluable opportunity to learn with little risk about careers in
which they are interested, but it also gives students the best kind
of feedback possiblethe reactions of supervisors, colleagues, cus-
tomers and clientsto their mastery not only of professional skills,
but also of communication and other general education skills.

I also strongly' support the emphasis of the reauthorization bill
on graduate education with i expanded support through title IX
and other titles for gradua schools, graduate students, and re-
search librariesall defined by the Rhode Island Strategic Develop-
ment Commission as critical to the State's future economic develop-

A-
ment.
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I would note here a complementary, proposal presently before theRhode Island Legislature which would create research greenhouseS,"based on the research being done at Brown University and theUniversity of Rhode Island, with the godl of accelerating,the trans-fer of basic research to the appliedostage and to product develop-ment and spinoff. industries.
Over the. years FIPE has Been a great help to .gher educationin advancing the state of our art, and I um pressed to see its exten-sion included in your proposal as title X.
Finally, the idea of providing endowment money to those institu-

rtions that are a hand-to-mouth existence., or close it, is an inspiredone,Pand I, therefore, applaud the inclusion of title XII as an inisgi-.native stroke.
Again,- Mr. Chairman, I thank yo for inviting me to express myviews here today, and -I would be py to answer any questions

you might 'have.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Eleanor McMahon llows:j-

i'liX.PA.RED STATEMENT OF ELEANOR M. MCMAHON, RHODE WAND COMMISSIONER QV
HIGHICR EDUCATION

Congressman Simon ,and other members of the Subcommittee on. PostsecondaryEducation: My name is. Eleanor McMahon, and I an: the Commissioner of HigherEducation for the State of Ilhodeiisland. I appreciate very much your invitation tobe here today.
In general terms, the proposals set forth in the concept paper distributed by Con-gressinan Simen and in the draft legislation subsequently sent out look welcomeindeed. Fir*, lite proposals represent a- serious effort to introduce greater efficiencyinto the structure of the federal effort to support higher education. Second, there isan obvious concern to improve equity ,by repeatedly assigning the highest priority tohelping those institutions and those students who demonstrate the greatest need forspecial support. And tVrd, but by no means least, ti-T proposals put forth wouldMean a general increase in the amount of federal dblIars available to support1:1' her education institutions during a period of increasing fiscal stringency.
his preoucupation with financial support is especially strong in the case of myown state, Rhode Island, where there: re two factors operating to infensify the gen-eral problems which characterize all of American higher education.' One is RhodeIsland's unfavorable demographic situation, with a college -age popUlation that isshrinking at one of the fastett rates in the nation and the inefficiencies that inevita-bly follow. Thesecond factor is the state's tatio of, high tax effort to limited tax ca-opacity.

Since, Rhode Island does have a Higher Education Assistance Authority with stat-utory responSibility for attending to matters relating. to student financial ,aid, and.since I know that you will be hearing today from the National Council of "HigherEducation Loan Programs, it would be inappropriate for me to comment in greatdetail on the suggested new Title IV. l would, however, note that according to a re-cently published study by the College Board, the real value of student aid from
SOUrces -has *Aitken, wizinunatie drop-of.21%, since -1980.1fwe-truly- inean What-We ii-aYabout improving access, to higher education for those whose economic circumstances
are most limited, then that trend must not only be stOppedit must be reversed. Iendorse the continuation of the. GSL program, the restriction of GSLs to needy stu-dents alone,, and an increase in the maxinium loans to at least those levels recom-mended in the proposed new Title W. We must, however, shift the balance of loans
and grants SQ._,RS to favor the latter markedly lestthe prospect of a heavy burden of
:indebtedness for their further,schooling lead many-would-be frrst-generation college ,: students to abandon their aspiratVins.It has been said that the present generation
of high school students will be the first in the historY of this nation to be less well
educated than their ,parents. Failure to fund Title, adequately could guaranteethat this dim prediction would become a realityand the Anierican dream wouldfade accordingly.

With respect to I am pleased to see the effort to simplify a section of thelaw that many have found confusing. My only suggestion at this point concerns the
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provision for waivers from strict need-based criteria in determining which institu-
tions are eligible to receive grants. The use of need-based criteria is a good idea, and
the provision for waivers by the Secretary of Education under certain circumstances
is an equally good idea. I would, however, ask you to consider adding one more set
of conditions under which the Secretary would be able to waive the usual criteria
namely, the authority to make grants when the applicant institution ranks at or
only moderately above the average amount pfptudent aid and the institution's pro-
posal shows exceptional promise for developing a program that could be emulated
with profit by other institutionrel low or .modest means or of producing knowledge
that'would be useful to other such institutions.

As one who has spent a substantial portion of my professional career working in
or with teacher education programs, I am pleased to see a strong -new Title V on
teacher training programs. Especially encouraging is the section that provides re-
sources to establish. school-college partnerships. Two rear ago, Rhode Island set up
a Joint Committee on School' and ColiNe Articulation, and its first recommendation
dealt with, improving communication between secondary and pcetsecondary person-
nel. The school-college partnership provision of Title V should prove to be a great
boon in our continuing efforts to devise suitable means of implementing that critical
recommendation. I do have one major concern regarding the Perkins Schularshipe
proposed for Title V, and that relates to the capacity of a state to do its share in
implementing such a program without being given the resources' to do so in the
form of an adequate level of'administrative support, In an agency such a the one
that I direct, which already has a very wide range of responsibilities antra profes-
sional staff that totals lb, that is 'a. particularly important consideration, and the

f llack of specifying that a reasonable portion of a state's grant may be used
for administrative purposes in connection with activities approved in the grant pree'
posal is a serious omission.

The proposed' new Title VI as described in the concept paper is commendable in
making international' education a national priority. For all kinds of reasons, both
humanitarian and those stemming from enlightened elf- interest, and almost all of
them too obvious to need explication, we must work harder at communicating better
with our fellow Members of the global village, and this title promises to make that
task a little easier.

I want to state, my emphatic support for the proposed new Title VII. Though all of
the help it would provide would be most welcome, that is especially true of the
grants it would make available for purchasing laboratory and instructional eeuip-
merit. Several important steps have already been taken in Rhode Island to forge a
strong partnership between higher education and the business/industrial communi-
ty in the interest of dieveloping the state's economy, and this type of assistance
would be instrumental to our institutions in carrying out their role: in that partner-
ship.

I heartily endorse the initiative in support of spreading cooperative education. My
observations of that concept in practice have been very positive. Not only does coop
ed strengthen the ties-between business and education and nrovide students with an
invaluable opportunity to learn with little risk about wee& in which they are in-
terested, but it also gives students the best kind of feedback possiblethe reactions
of supervisors, colleagues, customers and clientsto their mastery of communica-
tion and other general education skills. r

I also strongly support the emphasis of the 'reauthorization bill on graduate educe- .
tion with its expanded support through Title IX and other titles for graduate
schools,' graduate_ students, and research librariesall defined by.Rhode Island Stra-
tegic -Development -C.!orannseion as critical to tb.eatates future, eeonemie skveleP-
nient.

Over the years FIPSE has been a great help to higher education in advancing the
state of our art, and I aro pleased to see its extension included in your proposal as
Title X.

Finally, the idea of providing endowment money' to those institutions that are
living a hand-to-mouth existence, or close to it, is an inspired one, and I therefore
applaud the inclusion of Title X11 as an imaginative stroke.

Again Mr Chairman, I thank you for inviting, me to express my views here
today,

Mr. SimoN. Dr. Joseph Cronin, formerly from Illindisiikdoesn't
say that hereand now the president of the MassachusettS Higher
Eslucation Assistance Corp. and the National Council of Higher
EdUcation Loan Programs:



STATEIVIENT OF JOSEPH CRONIN, PRESIDENT, MASSACHUSETTS
HIGHER EDUCATION ASSISTANCE CORP. AND THE NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF HIGHER EDUCATION LOAN PROGRAMS, INC., AC-
COMPANIED HY JEAN S. FROHLICHER, GENERAL COUNSEL, NA-
TIONAL COUNCIL OF HIGHER EDUCATION LOAN PROGRAMS,
INC.

Mr. CRONIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Because I testified before your committees five times in the last 6 .

years, I thought it completely unnecessary to bring along SpeakerO'Neill to presente today.
I also want to note with enthusiasm that, whatever job I haveheld, you have been chairman of the right committee. When weneeded funds for special education or for research, you were the

person to address, and when it ,comes to the revision of title IV in
higher education programs, again, you are the right person. I &uft
wait to find out in 1985 whether you will be serving on the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee or Banking or Education and Human
Resources to find out what my role,is going to be in the late 1980's.

I. am very, very pleased to be here on behalf of these several
groups. The Massachusetts Higher Education Assistance Corp. as-
sists 120,000 students and parents a year to pay for higher educa-
tion. We provide $300 million of assistance. We are also under con-
tract with the board of regents of higher education to administer-

, the State's "scholarship program. We are the oldest State guarantee
agency in the Nation, 28 years old, preceding the Federal programby about 10 years.

I am also representing the National Council of Higher Education
Loan Programs, which includes the 50 State agencies and not-for-
profit corporations who assist 3 million students a year to the tune
of about $7 billion. We have, at Jour request, been working for
about 6 months on-a position paper, which we would like to have
included, in the record, along with my prepared testimony, which is
much too lengthy.to read.
- Mr. Sado*. We will enter both in the record, -

Mr. CRONIN. Instead, today, I would like to comment on the five
questions that you have add.ms, to me in the letter earlier this
month, and focus my testimony on some of these significant con-

First of all, although we are the National Council of Higher Edu-
catioh Loan Programs, we support substantial increases in the Pell
grants_ and_ Federal scholarships. Many -of us -run State agencies
both for scholarship and loan programs, aid we understand the sig-
nificant relitionship between them.

What is more, a 4-year college program these days, even in
public universities, can cost $25,000, and an independent college or
university as much as $40,000 to $60,000 for 4 years of undergradu-
ate education. The most needy students must' have at least a $3,000
Pell Grant along with State and campus scholarships in order to
meet those tuitions, fees, and costs of education. We believe that
very, very strongly, and we put that up front in our position paper
ahead of our discussion of loans.

Second, we believe that the Guaranteed Student Loan Program
needs some adjustments, but it is fundamentally sound, The capital
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conies from banks who are quite experienced in making loans and,
for the most part, very, very good at collecting loans. The role of
colleges is to verify enrollment and to verify the cost of education.
Under the GSL, for the moat payt, colleges do not have to pursue
their own alumni. .

The State agencies that guara.ntee_the loans, that administer the
programs, are, close to the colleges and close to the lenders. Many
of their repreSentatives serve on our governing boards and advisory
committees. We are under continuing and positive pressure tb
make the program better, to improve information to 'students, to
cut loanprocessing time, to prevent defaults, to pursue defaulter
indefinitely, to cut costs and to reduce the paperwork for the stu-
dents, the schools, lenders, and others.

We support in your proposed legislation the phaseout of the FISL
Program and the phasedown of NDSL over time. We recommend
the provisions for a lender of last resort in each State to finish the

bob
of solving the access problem- We pretty much have-that solved,

ut there are a few Statess The language in your most recent cora-
mittee draft handles that situation very well. ,

We also recommend a 12-percent unsubsidized supplemental stu-
dent loan program of up-to $4,000 a year This, in a way, is a pro-
-gram that we had in' the 1970's, that was canceled, and it would
help some of the moderate-income families tremendously.

We also support a continuation of the Plus Program for parents
at up to $4,000 a year, according to the cost of education. We will
provide langu. e for this supplementary student loan prograM.

With me say is Mrs. Jean Fro lecher, who for many years
worked in the Office of Education and then on the Senate side on
the technical issues, and we will work very closely with you and
w4 staff to provide details on this proposal.

hi, terms of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program itself, it
needs a 5 -year, tuneup. No 1, the origination fee is a front-end tax
on students who cannot afford ;a 5-percent bite, the lossof $125 on-
the undergraduate loan and $250 on the graduate professional side.
Students pay this fee twice, once when the origination fee is de-
ducted from their loan check, and a second time when they go t-
work and must then repay the loan, incleding the origination fee,
Which they never saw.

It is regressive. It was a stopgap mtasure in 1981. It is 'antieduca-
tion. A student loan is not a mortgage, and we don't need 5 points
charged up front each year for 4 years. Abolish the feeand we
are pleased-to see the-abolition of .the origination-feeitionthe. rn
niittee draft.

Second, the needs test is working, well to restrict borrowing from
families earning more than $30,000 a year. Since 1981, you do not
hear-the old complaints about misuse for family investments. If
you extend the testy to all students, howe.ver, you will, create more
paperwork 2-, as many as 800,000 studentsmost of them working-
class studeursand their colleges, and save relatively little.

The National Council of. Higher Education Loan Programs rec-
ommends that you apply a credit eligibility index for new loans.
above $2,500 per year as you raise the loan limits. Again, Mrs.
Frohlicher and I will provide to the staff a credit eligibility index
based on family income, family size, and the cost of education.

1.3 4,
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Incidentally, the $65,000 income cap, an absolute income cap,will hurt only 3 percent of the families in the program right now,but it will hurt those families with three, four or more childrenwith, two of them in college, at once. I speak from some personal
knowledge. From 198010 1990, the Cronin family. will have twochildren in college each and 'every 1 of drose 11 years, and when
you have an outlay of some $300,000 in tuitions for seven chil-drenI guess I speak as the last of the vanishing breedersbut itis a major impact.

We have a number of families who have two children and two inmedical school paying up to,.$40,000 to $50,000 a year in tuition and
fees alone. We would just ask the committee to show some compas-sion for those families. There,are many Mormons, Catholics, other
Christians and 'Jews who have large families, and will to continueto for many years in the future. * 1If you have the needs test or the credit eligibility index, youdon't need to have any cap, because only those who absolutely needthe funds will receive them.

The loan limits of $2,500 were sufficient in 1972, when thatnumber was first placed the legislation. It is not enough in 1984,and will be woefully 'equate in 1a9O, when reauthorization
would expire.

Furthermore, if you abolish the PISL program and phase out the
NDSL, which offers from $500 to $1,000 a year now for students--:-in other words, a student now can get $3,000 or $3,500and if youraise the GSL only to $3,000, you will actually reduce the amountof loan funds available to students in a number of our middle and
upper range of education costs. I know you don't intend to do it, toreduceI know you want to stabilize or bring some kind of paritybetween the prograni.

Our recommendation, the NCHELP recommendation, is that youraise the annual GSL limits to $4,000 a year for -undergraduates
and '.:,000 a year for graduate students. The Massachusetts Higher _Education Board several months ago recommended $5,000, just soyou have some feel of what the-demand side is, especially in theNortheast corner of the Nation, but it is also true in the Midwestwhere you have a number of excellent independent colleges anduniversities with tuitions and, the cost of education in, the $12,000,
$14,000 and $15,000. We put it very, very. clearly.

In 1972, a $2,500 loan was equivalent to the cost of education for
the entire year at many of our public universities, and it would buyabout a semester at our-quality- private collegei and -universities.
Right now, at a private college or university, a $2,500 loan pays forabout 6 or 7 weeks 'of higher education. 'You can't even get to the
midterm examination, midsernester, examination, on a GSL, just be-
cause of the erosion and inflation factor in the cost of living. That
is why $3,000 just won't be enough.

The committee bill at the moment is only $1,000 shy of the
NCHELP recommendations in each category, unaergraduate orgraduate, so we don't think we are far 'apart. And many will not
borrow the maximum. Again, with the credit eligibility inclex,f itwill betied to the cost of education and to family contributions a dneed, and not all will borrow those amounts,. But we are cancer
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about a low number remaining inslijace, a low loan li5it-remaining
in place, until 1990.

Incidentally, student loan defaults do not go up with higher level
borrowing. This is a misunderstanding or-a myth that, fortunately,
John Lee's excnt research for the National Commission on Stu-
dent Financial Assistance, rebuttedHis research .shows the oppo-
sitethe more dollars, the more degrees, the less the percentage of
default.

So also does the Sallie Mae experience with the options of con--

solidation program show, that the default rate in those higher
loans is closer to 1. percent than 5 percent.

We do not accept, by the way, the recent ETS numbers on the
acceptable debt burden for undergraduates. They said about 5 per-
cent. That is an arbitrary number. Today's students who graduate
college can pay $100 a Month or more if they want to go away %pm
home to a Rod school, to a State university or to an independent
college or university. This may be 10 percent of starting salary, but
that will decline each year.

All this to say that we think the students, the graduates of to-
morrow, will be able to afford to repay these loans as they invest in
themselves.

We believe, of course, that some students need longer. than 10
years to repay their loans. Here the ETS study is very useful in
suggesting a longer payment period. But this should not necessari-
ly mean continued taxpayer subsidy for persons in their 30's, We
know that Congress is concerned about it, and we need the dollars
for those students who are coming along, not for middle-income or
middle- class or professionals $, 10, 12 years out of school.

So we have in our proposal, in our longer paper, a graduated
shift in repayment toward market rates, so that the advantages of
spreading out the loan over a longer time period are calculated
very carefully 'by the consumer. In brief, the interest rate for stu-
dents' 3 years out of college who want to .extend the repayments
could rise by ane-half percent annually, beginning about year 3, so
by the time you get to 10 years the student was actuail paying at
the full amdunt and the Federal subsidy would disa -ar. Again,.
you have to See this proposal on paper, but I am say' g that, by the
'end 'of the 10 years, the student would be. payin 15 percent in
today's market for the loan, so that the Federal cost by the 11th
year would wash away.

Oink this would be an acceptable proposal. We know that
we know that the'minority members, as well majority

mernbers, are very, very concerned about the cost of any kind of
reparrient or extension that would go beyond 10 years. We think
weave a solution. It was thought out by one 'of our most senior
members, Kenneth Reeher of Pennsylvania. We think it will work
financially, both for the Federal Government and the students, and
will be acceptable to the lending community.

A few comments on the special allowance for banks.. We think
that the current formula, T-bill plus 3.5 percent, is not excessive.
We think that if the Congress forces State secondary markets into
taxable bond issues, the 35 percent fornitila remains very neces-
sary, including an in-school.

1



It is not true that the banks do not work while the student is inschool. Take, for example, my eldest daughter, n graduate of the
University of Illinois, who, before' she graduated; changed hername, changed her residence, she's changed her place of businesstwice and her address four times in the 3 years since she was. agraduate. So there is a lot of work for banks that is different fromother consumer loans.

We have a number of proposals for saving money, because we arebipartisan group _and we know that it is responsible to have some"provisions that would save money, especially in this critical time.We recommend a $75 per month, minimum repayment. We be.:.lieve that is in the committee draft Tight now, and we applaudthat. 'We recommend a 3-percent incvease in the charges paid bydefaulters on their defaulted loans as' kind of penalty add-on. The
Federal Government would share in the recapture of this money.We believe that the Federal income tax rebates to defaultersought to go back to the repayment of their student loans. SevenStates have pioneered this effort with State income tax set-offs. Itworks, it makes sense, and A is a powerful deterrent to future de-faults. We need some tools like that. ,

We also 'agree with the concept of the return of-Federal advancesto the Federal Government after an independent audit of our other
State agency showing that it has the fiscal capacity and the reserveto make that possible.

Finally, a recent repoit suggests that women students may beshortchanged by aid policies, may, for example, get less in the wayof Pell grants and, under certain circumstances, may experiencegreater defaults. The Federal Government right now does',,not re-quire us to collect data by gender and, therefore, we have not no-ticed this problem before. But I would urge you to require throughyour legislation that these data be collected systematically, eitherby NC FS or by the new Advisory Committee of the National
Center that is recommended in- the committee draft..., The/Federal
Government should collect thiS information, angil there should be
some committee discussion of 'the ways in -which---unintentionally,
but presentsystem grants and loans may discriminate against
women. I know my five daughters, will appreciate my bringing thatto your attention, but all women and men have a concern aboutequity and justice in the loan programs

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 1,

Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Joseph M. Cronin follws..]

PI KPARRD STATEMENT Or DR. JOORPH M. CRON114,PRMIIDENT, MARRACHUSKTTS HIGH=
.EDUCATION ASSISTANCE CORP. AND PRZEWANT, NATIONAL COUNCIL or HIGHIP.R EDU
CATION LOAN PROURAIAS, INC.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: My name is Joseph M. Cronin.'I arn President of. the Massachusetts Higher Education Assistance Corporation
(MHEACt and current President of the National Council of Higher Education LoanPrograms, Inc. (NCHELP).

MHEAC is the State guaeanty agency for the State of Massachusetts. The agencyhas insured $1.8 Billion in Guarapteed Student Loans for residents of Massachusetts
and those attending school within the State. The default rate on loans guaranteedby MIIEAC is approximately 4.5%.

The. National Council of Higher'Education Loan Programs, Inc, is primarily comprised of. State guaranty agencies, State secondary markets, and State direct lend-
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ere. Our membershiP also includes other entities involved in the Guaranteed Stu-
dent I:pan Program such as major lenders, student loan servicers and collectors, un-
derwriters ancl bond rating agencins, and nonprofit organizations concerned with
the stability and success of the Program.

Voting Members of NCHELP, the State agencies, secondary markets, and direct
le ciers, met in Chicago, Illinois, on February 2nd and 3d, 1954, to discuss the issues .

.co fronting Guaranteed Loans as the reauthorization process commences. The

res It was a 20-point position paper which, along with an outline of the paper, I
wowon likelike to have included in the S4co Record,..rd as an appendix to my testi-
mony.

Our recommendations' incorporate three major themes:-
-R,eaffirmation of the fundamental soundnees and effectiveness of the Guaranteed

Student Loan Program.
Sim' Mention and stabilization of the GSL Program.

tic distribution of cost for the GSL Program.

TUX ittINLIAJARNTA.L SOUNDNRSO AND IFFASILITY OF THIS GSL PROGRAM

Recognizikg a need for a proper balance between grant funds and loan funds for
heedy students, NCHELP believes that substantial increases should be made to the
ederal grant programs to insure that needy students are riot overly reliant on

to meet their educational costs, particularly in the lower divisian undergradu-
ate population. The Council commends the Chairman for his coimnitinent to this
balanced approach, as exemplified by his proposal to make Pell Grants an entitle-

- ment and to substantially increase the maximum award. While we may disagree on
details, such as the proper loan limits for. Guaranteed Loans, we strongly support
the increases in grant funds proposed by H.R. 5240. GSL default experience will

- definitely be affected by the funding balance achieved for grants and loans to needy

students in the /ears ahead. ..
,

It is essential for the success of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program that a
stable environment be maintained, in order to provide an adequate supply of loan
capital. This environment must include not only the balanced approach to lawis and

grants already mentioned, but also protection of the Program's entitlement nature,
and encouragement of private lender support. .. .

arincw. salowaxess

One essential element in retaining lender support is the continuation of the Spe-

cial Allowance, which relates a lender's return on Guaranteed Student Loans to the .

cost of money as exemplified by, Treasury-bill rates. NCHELP believes tat tbe cur-

rent level of Special AllOwance, T-bill plus 3.5 percent, represents' a fair, and not
excessive, return to lenders. We therefore oppose the provision in 11.R. V240 which

would reduce this allowance to T-bill ,plus 3 percent. Many lenders hold their stu
dent loans through the repayment period; reduction 'of the Special Allowance by

one -half a point could make loans, especially small-balance loans, less than coet-ef-
fective during the expensive process of collection. Finally, the current uncertainly
concerning the future of tax-exempt student loan revenue bond financing, with its , .

concomitant pressure for states to seek taxable, sources of funds, would make a re-

duced Special Allowance totally unfeasible. Taxable-funds will cost State seeondary

markets and direct lenders subetsottially more than tax-exempt funds;- one-half of a

reduced Special Allowance would not provide enough return to cover coats.
The Council urges the Subcommitttee to reconsider its proposal to reduce the

Allowance, and to continue the current level, without change.
..._ .... _....... ... ....

L3INDIR Or LAST. RICROST

As State agencies.. NCHELP M'embere strongly support the continuation of the
current, decentralized State or rixate, nonprofit responsibility for administration of

al to repeal the Federally Insu Student Loan Program, except, for isolated in-

stances. where its continuation is absolutely neceslary.
States and private, nonprofit organizations have proved since Che pp e of the

'Education Amendments of 1976 that they can administer the GSL more

efficiently and with substantially lower defaults. Recent growth in the programs of

... a number of the newer State guaranty agencies has reflected a strong effort on the

of those agencies in overcoming local lender reluctance to participate in the
Program because of unsatisfactory experience with the prior Federally Insured

Program. Repeal of FISL will reinforce the decision the Congress made .in.I9176, and
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will diSmirage subtle effarts on the part of some who would seek to recentralizeand re-Federalize the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.
Total access to student loan capital by all eligible students is the goal of allNCHELP 11/Umbers. To this end, we support the provision of K.R. 5240 requiringeach State to provide a lender of last resort program to assure access to subsidizedloans-to eligible borrowers..Mstny States have already developed such lenders ontheir own; others are currently considering mechanisms for last-resort lending.It is critical that the statutory language on lender of last resort leave each Statefree to determine the best method for assuring all eligible borrowers of access toloans. Some States have agreements with commercial lenders to serve as lenders oflast resort; others have established State agencies or designated private, nonprofitorganizations to serve students that would otherwise be unable to receive loans.H.R. 5240 leaves that flexibility in the hands of each State agency. Only if anageniy were unwilling to enter into any arrangement for a lender of limit 'resortwould the Secretary have authority, to make alternate provisions for such a lender.We strongly support this provision in the Chairman's

LOAN wrung

,However, while access to capital is important, equally important is access to suffi-cient capital to provide adequately for a student's educational expenses, NCHELPdoes not believe that H.R. 5240 goes far enough in increasing loan limits. We reconespend an annual ceiling for undergraduates of $4,000 and foaaraduates of $8,000Aggregate levels should similarly be increased to $20,000 fur undergraduates and$40,000 for graduate students. In addition, Congress should wriodicallyaeview theselimits in Iighteaf increased college coats.
The GSL annual undergraduate loan limit of $2,500 was set in. 1972, a year whenthe amount could pay for all of a student's costs at a public college, and for onesemester at an independent college or university. Now it paysafor six or seven weeksat many colleges and universities an metropolitan areas around the Nation. WhileH.R. 5240 proposes an increase to $3,000, the next reauthorization may not occuruntil the 1990's, at which point $3,000 will amount to a $500 increase over 18 years,a minuscule increase of less than one percent per year.
Maximums of $3,000 grant and $3,000 loan looks like "balance," but it is notalways the "ap ,ropriate balance" sought by the Congress, The most needy studentmay need $4,4 I or $6,000 in Federal, State, and institutional scholarships;- it maybe most unwise te saddle him with debt. On' the other hand, a leas needy student, ormembers of a large middle-income family, may need a14,000 student loan, especial-ly if ineligible for a Pell Grant.
NCHELP shares the Subcommitteels concern that students not be overburdenedby debt when they graduate. However, eurrent evidence is that substantial indebted-ness dot not lead to increased defaults. The National Commission on' Student Fi-nancial Assistance found that those with high loan balances were least likely to de-fault. Similarly, the Student Loan Marketing Association has testified that thosestudents with loans of more than $10,000 were ketter repayment riaks, with defaultrates of close to one percent.
The college graduate of the 1950's will earn one million dollarsi in hie lifetime,most of this due to a college education. A graduate degree could bring frsen $1.5million to millionnot just for athletes or surgeonsbut also for lawyerbabusi-nemssen,wengineers, and researchers. That is why those of 'us who guarantee loans

urge, the Subcoinmittee to increase the annual loan limits to $4,000 for undergradtakeg and $8,000 for graduate students,

CONSOLIDATION DY TT IV 814JIMIST LOAN PROGRASIS -
As noted previoualy, NCHELP supports the repeal of the FISL program, as pro-by H.R. 240. Since the pr rugs being terminated admi,nistratively by thepartrnent of Education, it should be terminated legislatively.
Similarly, the Council believes that the separate National Direct Student DoanProgram has 'served its purpose and should not be continued as a separate program.H.R. 5240 proposes to incorporate NDSL into an institutional block grant, leaving itto the institution's option 'whether to continue to make loans at the campus level.NCHELP's recommendation would allow even greater discretion by the college fl-nancial aid administrator.

.

We suggest that' institutions currently participating in. the N-1:61; program begiven three options: -

1. Continue as institutional loan program;
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2. Utiliz.e the NDSL revolving fund in their needbased grant andfor a work-study
program; or

3. Become eligible lenders under the GSL program, using the revolving fund =-
loan capital ''

The thini option would provide additional assurances to the institutions of the
continued availability of loan capital for student* served by the NDSL program,
while providing a guarantee for the fund corpus,which they do not now enjoy. The
guarantee provided for these loan funds would apply ont), to new borrowers alter
the effective date of the legislatiou.

NONSUNSONZAD LOAN PlIOGNANIE

For many years, the Guaranteed Loan' Program inchided a confponent authoriiing
ensubsidized guaranteed loans for students whose family income exceeded the statu-
tory ceiling. This program was last in 1981 with the enactment the ALAS pro-

as an adjunct of the PLUS or parental loan program first authorized in 1
result has been confusing to students, parents, and lenders, While PLUS loans

are increasingly being made, the ALAS program has not lived up to expectations.
As a result, students in need of additional credit are too o.ften unable to receive
loans.

The Council proposes to separate the parental and supplemental student loans
into two distinct programs. While this reco . dation would appear to add com-
plexity to the Act by creating two new progr we believe that the resulting clari-
eleation and simplification of the provisions and purposes of the programs would ac-
tu,ally serve to incr&se the supply of loans available to meet the news of both par-
ents and-students.

The proposed Supplemental Student Loan Prograui would, have the following lea-
tures:

I. The maximum interest rate would be 12 percent
2. At the lender's optwn, the student would be,given the choice of paying interest

while in-school or of having the interest capitalised at the end of each calendar
quarter.

3. Dependent undergraduate students, as well as independent undergraduate she
dents and graduate students, would be eligible to borrow.

4. The annual and aggregate loan limitirwould be the same as recommended for
the regular loan program -- $4,000 and $20,000. Thalia limits would be in.addition to
any GSL berrewing,-not to exceed educational cost less other financial aid. Students
would be allowed to borrow expected parental contribution.

5. Loans would have the same repayment terms and grace periods as regular GSL
leans; they would be allowed to be consolidated under the same provisions. Special

- -aolkelance. would be paid.
students had previously borrowed under the ALAS program, they would be

i-3 .dlowed to refinance their loans under the new program.
In summary, the Supplemental Student Loans would be made on the same terms

and conditions as regular Guaranteed Student Loans, except that the interest rate
would be 12 percent and no in-school interest subsidy would be paid.

The new Loans for Parents Program would have the following features:
1, The maximum interest rate would be 12 percent. Special allowances would be

paid.
2. Parents would be eligible to borrow $4,000 per year per student, up to an aggre-

gate of $20,000. They would be limited by total cost of education less other financial
aid, and would be able to borrow their expected parental contribution. Parents could
borrow for undergraduate or graduate students, and their loan amounts would be in
addition to the amounts borrowed by the student. ,,_

3. Other than the unemployment deferment, parents would not bc eligible for any
of the other defermeritsi availabIeto student borrower...4

4, A w rent borrower would be able to refinance prior loans taken out on behalf of
the child and consolidate those loans with -the new loan. This would include PLUS
loans, including those bearing interest at, (4 percent

5, Thamaximum repayment period for 1/ parent loan would be ten years from the
date it is taken out or refinanced.

E.. All other terms and conditions ei a Parent loan would be the same as those
currently in law.

ZLIGIBILltir TON OVANANTNIA owns= LOANS.

In order for a student to demonstrate need for a Guaranteed Student Lean, the
Council pro.. - the development of a Credit Eligibility Index. This Index would re-
flect a . for credit-eligibility which would differ from existing needs analysis
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which serve as rationing devices for too-ecarce grant funds. The CEI would be basedon family ,size and the adjusted gross income' in the tax year prior to the academic
year in which the loan is made. Campus aid administrators wquld be allowed to ex-.ercise professional judgment in atustifig the Index in those doles where there hasbeen exceptional change in ferniblitirjumstances.

Students from families with adjusted gross incomes of more than $30,000, andthose :rain families below that income level who sought Guaranteed Loans of morethan $2,500 for Undergraduates and $5,000 for graduates,, would have their eligibil-ity determined under the Credit Eligibility. Index. The maximum loan amountwould be equal to the total cost of education, less other financial Aid received,within the loan limits set by law.
The Council proposes that the Index be established in the Higher Education Act;either by means of a formula' or by benchmarks for a table. The Index would be

. used in the same manner as the current GSL Contribution Tables. We also propanethat separate indices be elta,blished for dependent students from one- and twoparent families, and for independent students who are married, single, or singleheads-of-household, a total of five separate indices.
_Any student eligible for less than $500 but more than $1 would receive a loan of$500. This would parallel the current statutory provision that students eligible for$501 but less than $1,000 receive $1,000. It would ale() substantially alleviate thecurrent problem which many students, especially, those in 'proprietary schools andcommunity and junior fiolleges, face with lenders who are reluctant to. make small-halance loan*

ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

The Council also pioposes a number of swcific administrative changeidesigned tosimplify and stabilize the Guaranteed Student Loan Program:
1. Eliminate the maximum repayment rule of 15 years, It serves no useful pur-pose and threatens to cause administrative nightmare*.
2. Allow half-time students an in-school deferment. If a student is attending

school at least half-time, heshould not be required to be in repayment status on hisprior Guaranteed Student Loam.
3. Establish statutory standards for foreign school participation in GSL. This hasbeen the subject of controversy and court action; the Congress should take the lead,in establishing standards for participation of foreign institutions.

. 4. Return the initial grace period after a student's in-school period to 9 months.H.R. 5240 makes this change, and the Council supports it. The reduction to. 6menthe has resulted in little savings to the government and has created unnecee-sary difficulties for-students in making transitions from undergraduate school tograduate school or work. In addition, for administrative simplicity,, allow studentseligible for a 6-month post-deferment grace period on one of their loans such a graceperiod on all of their loans.
5. Allow agencies to retain a flat 30 percent of collections on accounts in default,

rather than requiring detailing accounting for eligibility for that amount.6. Modify subrogation requirements to limit their applications to agencies that, in
any fiscal year, do not collect an amount equal to four percent of the total balanceof loans in default at the close of the previous fiscal year. Subrogation provisions
have been a source of much discussion between Council Members and the Depart-
ment of Education; they should be spelled out in the statute by the Congress.

,rax-xxesser wanes
he Council strongly believes that State-level secondary markets and direct lendshould have access to public-purpoee tax-exempt financing, in order to maintain
adequate and stable supply of loan capital. While we recognize that tax law isthe purview of the Ways And Means Committee, provisions of the Higher Education

Act governing Special Allowancee and Plans for Poll* ltusines* affect the oper-ations, and the very existence, of State direct lenders and secondary markets. In
this context, the Council appreciates of efforts of Members of this Subcommittee and
other Members of Congress in urging the Department of Education to modify itsproposed ations concerning tax-exempt funding. Such modifications are neces-sary if a s le and broad-based supply of Guaranteed Loan capital is to continue.

oilaulAnoN
The Council strongly support the repeal of the 5 percent originationfee proposedby H.R. 5240. The origination fee was a stop -gap budget measure whose time has
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come and gone. It should pot be catttinuedents should receive the entire
amount they borrow. 7 .

=TENSION Or REPAYMENT

Afi students borrow more and more to meet rising college emits, their 'loan burdens
become such that a 10-year repayment period is insufficient to repay their obliga-
tions. Forcing such students into such a short time-period, with unreasonably high
monthly payments, can _only. force them into delinquency. and default. However,
mere extension of the term pf a Guaranteed. Loan, with its accompanying Special
Allowance payments, can be exceedingly costly -to the Federal governraent'Obvious-
ly, some accommodation, must be made between conflic 'ng interests..

The National Council of Higher Education Lon ams, Inc. prolesses that stu-
dents be permitted to extend their-re yment peri bey'encl ten years, but in such a
manner that the stude9t, not the Federal government, bears the increased costs..

Our proposal works ;his way: At any point within three years of the start of the
repayment period, the borrower 'nay select a repayment period of up to 20 years.
During the first three years, the interest rate to the student would be the average
rate of the original loan(s). Thereafter, the student's interest rate would increase by
one-half of one percent each year,sthe Special Allowance would be reduced concomi-
tantly. This would continue until the borrower is paying an interest charge which at
least equals the interest and Special Allowance which the .lender 'would have rt
ceived if repayment had.not been extended.

At this point, the student's interest rate for the subseeuent 12-month period will
be calculated to equal the interest and Special Allowance the lender would have re-
ceived in the previous quarter if repayment had not been extended. This interest
rate would similarly be recalculated annually until the principal amount was

is prciposal would 'have the advantage to the student that his interest rate
'would rise gradually, at the rate of one-half cf one percent per year ova the life of
the loan, rather than suddenly ballooning to market rate. This rise could usually be
expected to reflect his increased earning capacity in the years after he left school.
The student would not have to meet any statutory minimum amount in order to
take advantage of extended, repayment. The extensive disclosure-required by the
law, plus students' assessment of their own earning potential, should allow.students
to make educated judgments concerning the advisability of opting for extended ra-
payinent pr

The lender w d. be assured of a return equivalent to that it would have received
if the loan had been extended. The rate paid by the student would be reflective
of risingor fal nginterest rates, so the lender would not have to take the risk of
trying to second-guess interest rates over the long term.

There would be Minimal coat to the eral government, if any; for this extended-
repayment option. Savings, to the Tr asury ih. default prevention could be substan-
tial.

NiONT#LX MINIMUM REPAYMENT

The tlouncil proposes to increase. 'Minimum monthly payment to $75 for WI
new borrowers. This is similar to the provision of-H.R. 5240 requiring a minimum
annual aggregate of at least $900. It is unrealistic to recommend higher loan limits
and longer repayment terms without corresponding increases to the actual mini-
mum monthly repayment amounts.

. _

rentaat ADVANCES

As State guaranty agencies become more firmly established financitil ly, it is ap-
propriate that some of the cost of the Guaranteed Student Loan. Program be shared
by them. Therefore, the Council recommends that States be encouraged and permit-
ted to return all Federal advances 'to the Federal government within a reasonable
time frame. It is our position that the reasonableness of, that time frame should not
be determined by thaSecretary of Education or by the State agency itself. Rather, it
should be based on an independent determination f the overall financial condition
of the agency's loan guarantee program.

INSUILiNCE PgZatILIM

Existing Iaw prohibits "collection of an-excessive insurance premium." The Coan-
cil would recommeed that this be amended to limit the total fee charged to students
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as an insurance. premium to three percent of the loan amount. Guaranty agencieswould be authorized to charge a flat fee for all students.
Current fees charged by guaranty agencies vary from State to State. n manycases, 'they are calculated onthe basis of a projection of a student's y in schooland the total life of the loan. Thus, a student entering-a four-year 'school would paya 'higher 'insurance premium for a $1,000 loan than a student entering a one-yearprogram. Yet the first student may drop out of school after its first year, havingborne a disproportionate share of the insurance fees.

.Authority to charge aflat feeito all students, based on their annual loan amounts,would "equalize the cost of all itudents end would reduce the cost to a substantialnember of students.

LOAN CONS( ODATION

The .Council supports loan consolidation by all eligible lenders and holders ofGuaranteed Student Loans. In addition, guaranty agencies -should have the abilityto guarantee loana conaolidated by eligible lenders within their States,

PROGAAM ADAlittivmanoN
In order to maintain a reasonable sharing of thost of reinsurance between theFederal government and State guaranty agencies, the current methodology for rein-surance should be retained. Any alternatives to the current system of progreesivelygraduated system of reinsurance should be considered in the light of their continued'incentives to State guaranty agencies to keep default rates as low as poesible.In addition, the existing Administrative Cost Allowance of up to one percent ofloans guaranteed annually should be, retained. To guaranty agencies, especially thenewer ones, such allowances are necessary to maintain an efficient level of programoperations.

COUACTIONS AND DILIPAVIA4 PILXVICNT%014

The Council. has a number of suggestions to improve collection of delinquent.Guaranteed Loans and to reduce defaults.
.

First, Federal income tax refunds due to defailfl.borrowers should be applied totheir, defaulted loan indebtedness, at the request of the guarantor. Similar require-ments have been successfully implemented at the State level in several States.We. are aware that the Internal Revenue Ser-Oce hastraditicinally opposed use ofthe Federal tax system for collection of other than Federal taxes due. However, de-faulted loans are a'direct drain on the Treasury. It is not unreasonable for the Fed-eral government to such leverage, given the ample .opportunity a student has40repay the loan before such action .would be taken.
.* Second. Federal law should provide that garniihment of wages would be allowedfn any State, at the request of the guarantor. Again, several States have takenaction on their own to provide for garnishment. HoweVer, once a student crosses aState line, enforcement ofa decision. in one State becomes extremely cumbersome, ifnot impossible, in another State..

Third, the Council supports use provision in H.R. 5240 establishing a statute oflimitations of at least six y defaulted student loans. States with Iongerqtes would not be affected.
Finally, the Council believes guaranty agencies shoul be authorized to raise theinterest rate on all defaulted student loans by three .ave.nthe rate 411 -effect-the tittle' a'dertitilt.111cis provision would only apply to loans made after the date,of enactment ^le Higher-Education Amendments of 1984. A student who defaultson his loan payments .should a substantial penalty for his failure to repay:This provision would transfer much of the program's cost from the Federal govern-._inent to the student, thus providing a substantial deterrent to default.'
The National Council of Higher Education Loan Programs, Inc., as I have noted,supports many of the provisions containd in I-LEL 5340, With a few modifications, webelieve that the legislation could provide a sticcesaful blueprint for.Federal efforts instudent loans for the remainder of the 1980's. The Council looks forward to workingwith the Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee as the reauthorization proc-ess unfolds; ' 4

Mr.-Chairman, I would be happy to answer any questions you or other Members
of the Subcommittee might have.
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AN OUTLINX OF Thy POSITION PAPER ON THY RYALITHORIZATION OF, THE GUAXANTESD

STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM ANtl OTHER 'TTTLE IV PROGRAMS PRIaENTYD TO THY
NCHELP BOARD OF DIRSCTORSPYRRIJARY 2, 1984 SY THY NCHELP EXALT:WC:114UL-

T1ON CA)msarrrxx.,, PAVER KiDTS.I, AND Joel. McCoestiex, Co-Ceetaxeil
NCHELP position paper proposes to make 20 specific reco.mmendations

aroi>titd three major themes:
Reaffirmation of the' fundamental soundness and effectiveness of the GSL Pro-

gram.
Simplification and Stabilization of the GSL Program.
Realistic distribution of cost for the GSL Program.

THY FUNDAMENTAL SOUNDNESS AND ICFFRCTIVYNEIS OF THE GAL PNOGRAil

1. Recognizing a need for a mper balance bytween grant funds and loan funds L

for needy students, substantial increases shoulta be made to the federal grant pro-
grams to 'insure that needy students are not overly reliant on loans to meet their
educational. costs, particularly in the lower division undergraduate student popula-
tion: GSL default experience will definitely be affected by the funding balances
achieved fog grants and loans to, needy students in the years ahead. '

2, The GSL Program should be maintained and enhanced to:
(a) assure .the proper funding balance that should exist between available loan

and grant funds to students as described in Recommendation*l.
ib) protect the true entitlement concept of the Program,
(c) encourage privy lender participation in the. Program by maintaining the cur-

rent -Special allows rates.
(d) insure the c ntinued state or private, nonprofit responsibility for administra-

tion of the Program, and
(e) maintain a stable enviromnent in which to provide an adeuqate supply of loae

capital.
3. Provide total access to student loan capital to meet determined eligible eaucii-

tional costs to all eligible borrowers in every state by:
(a) requiring a state-approved mechanism to provide a public or private lender-of-

last-resort program to be made available in that state to misuse access to subsidized
loans.

(b) increasing the annual and, aggregate loan limits according to the following
schedule: as of the effective date *of the legislation, the annual loan limits for under-
graduate studente shall be $4,000 and $8,000 for graduate students; the aggregate
limits shall be $20,000 for undergraduates .and $40,000 for graduate students. Con-
gress should periodically review these limits.

THE limo roe GEL PROGRAM SIMPLIFICATION AND eresierry

4. Incorporate all federal Title IV student loan programs into the GSL Program
(NDSL and RSV, Sii2ce FISL is being terminated administrativ by the De.it. of
Education, it should be eliminated legislatively. For institutions i ting in the
NDSL Program, allow them to continue an institutional loan programlat: e option
of the institution), or as eligible lenders under the GSL Program, utilize NDSL
funds in their need-based grant and/or a work-study program, This would phivide
additional assurances to the institutions of the continued availability of loan capital
for students served by these programs and also provide a guarantee of the fund
corpus which they-do not now enjoy. The guarantee provided theee lose flinclayeuld
apply only to the new borrowers after the effective date of this legislation.

5. Restructure the legislation authorizing the, PLUS/ALAS Programs to clarify
the goals of what really are two separate programs and simplify, the administration
of these programs in order to increase the supply of Wens available to meet the
needs of both parents and students as follows: .

(a) The current section authorizing the Auxiliary Loans to Assist Students Ero-
gram (Section 428-B) of the Higher Education Act should be replaced with two sec-
tions: one authorizing a supplemental, nonsubeidized loan program ApikOudent4 and
a second authorizing Loans for Parents. This new Supplemental Stu t Lean Pro-
gram would have the followig features:

(1) The maximum interest rate would be 12%.
(2) Students, at the option of the lender, would be given a choice of paying the

interest while they are in school or having the interest capitalized at the close bf
each calendar quarter.



f,(3) Dependent undergraduate students, as well as graduate Students and hadepend-
ent undergraduate students, would be eligible for these loans,

(4) The annual loan limit would be $4,000 and the aggregate loan limit would be$20,000. These limits would be in addition to any amounts borrowed 'through theGSL Program, not to exceed the total cost of education mimes r- firianical aid,not includiregparent conteibution.
(5) The loans would have the same repayment terms and grace dad; as regularGSL loans. Special allowances would be paid. These loans should ha the same con-solidation provisions as.regular GSL loans. In summary,' the rionsubsidized supple-mental loans should have exactly the same terms and conditions as the regular

guaranteed .student loans with two exceptions: the interest rate of 12% and the ab.swim of the federal interest subsidy. , 's.
.(6) Notwithstanding' the annual loan limits of this new Supplemental Nonsubsi

dized Loan Program, any students who have received loans in the past untion 428-B should be able to refinan those loans under the new program.(b) The new Loans for Parents Pr r m would have the following features:
(1) The rnaximuna interest rate would be 12% and special allowances would'bepaid. 1

(2) Parents would be able to borrow $4,000 per year fora a student limited to thetotal cost of education minus other fmancial aid, not including parent contribution.The student could be a graduate or undergraduate student. The aggregate borrow-ing hmit would be $20,000 Per studerit,Tbese amounts would be in addition to anyamounts borrowed by students.
.(3) Other than the unemployment deferment, parent bOrrowers would not be eligi-ble for any of the deferments available to student loan borrowers,

(4) When a parent borrows for a dependent child, the parent should be able to.refinance any previous loans taken for that child and consolidate thew loans withthe new loan. This sibuld include any loans previously taken out under.the. PLUSProgram as previously under Section 428-B. This 'consolidation opportu-nity 'should include old loans, including 14% loans, which would be fefi.nanced atthe 12% rate.
(5) The maximum repayment period on parent loans would be ten years from thetime a loan is taken out or refinanced.
(6) All other terms and conditions of the new parent. Iowa program would be thesame as the program currently in law.

.6. Determine the eligibility of a student to receive a subsidized GSL by the
method described below:

For students .with an AGI (adjusted gross income) of over $30,000, the maximum
loan amount would be equal to total cost of.education less financial aid received less
a "credit eligibility index' (CEI). The CEI would be established by law, either bymearis of a formula or benchmarks for a table. The CEI would be used in the samemanner as the current GSL Contribution Tables. Separate indices would be estab-lished 'for dependent students from one and two-parent famili independent stu-dents whcare married, single, or single heads-of-household. Th I would be basedon family size and the AGI in the tax year prior to the acade is year in which the
loan is made; howeser, campus aid administrators could exercise profeseional judg-
ment in amending the CEI in those caws where there has been exceptional changesin family circumstances.

Students with AGIs under ,$30,000 would notreceive loans in excess of $2,500 forundergraduates and $5,000 for graduate students unless their-eligibility is deter-.
__Ininecl using the. GEl. _Ata _student eligible for -lees than $500 but -more than.$1---
would receive $500. The amount of the loan in combination with other aid could notexceed the total cost of education.

7. Chaeges specific to the administration of the GSL Program which would simpli-fy and/or stabilize it include:
(a) eliminating the maximum repayment rule of 15 years.

'(t)) allowing half-time students an in-school deferment.
gi(c) Standards for foreign school participation in the GSL Program should be e tib-lished in statute.,

(d) The intitial grace periods after the student's in-whoal period should be re-turned to a 9 month period. Borrowers with one or more loans eligible for a 6 month
post - deferment grace period should receive the post--deferment grace an all theirleans., .

.
.CO Agencies should be permitted to retain a flat 30% of collections on accounts indefault.



(f) The statute should provide that subrogation mould not apply to an agency that,
in any fiscal year, collects an amount equal to or greater than 4% of the total bal-
ance of loans in default at the .close of the previous fiscal year..

8, Empower state-level secondary markets and/or direct lenders to generate etu-
dent loan capital by use of public purpose, tax-exempt bonds to maintain an ade-
quate and stable supply of loan capital.

RRALISTIC DISTRIBUTION Or COST or rex GU PROGRAM[

9. Eliminate the 5% loan origination-fee.
10. Allow students with larger than average indebtedness to extend their repay-

ment period beyond ten years, but be required to pay interest rates that periodically
increase a such rates that the student and not the federal government would bear;
the cost of extended repayment periods. The repayment period could be extended to
15 or even 20 years, depending upon the size of the debt. The puteantee would cqver
the entire life of loan. An example of how this might work would be:

At the start of repayment or within three years, the borrower may select a repay-
ment period of up to 20 years for retirement of the principal amount of the indebt-
edness plus interest. The interest during the first three years shall be at the aver-
age interest rate of the original 'mills), and the interest rate shall increase by one-
half of one percent annually. The special allowance payment to the lender shall be
reduced by a like amount until the borrower pays an interest charge which is equal
to or exceeds the interest and special allowance costs which would have been paid to
the lender if the extended repayment plan had not been selected. At this point the
interest charges for the subeequent twelve-month period will be equal to the interest
and special allowance,the lender would have received in the quarter previous to this
point if the' extended repayment plan had not been selected. Annually thereafter
the interest rate will be adjusted to reflect a rate equal to the interest and special
allowance the lender would have received the previous twelve months if the ex-
tended repeymint plan had notteen selected

Another alternative would be to charge a higher. but flat, rate of interest to bor-
rowers who choose repayment periods that are longer than ten years,

11. Increase the minimum monthly payment to $75 for all new borrowers. It is
unrealistic to recommend higher loan limits and longer repayment terms without
corresponding increases to the actual minimum monthly repayment amounts.

12. Encourage and permit states to return all federal advances to the federal goy-
ermilent within a reasonable time frame based on an'independent determination of
the overall financial condition of the agency's loan gnarantee program. As state
guarantee agencies become more firmly established financially, it is appropriate
that some of the cost of the GSL Program be shared by them.

13. Limit the total fee charged to students (insurance premium) to 3% of the loan

amount. Guarantee agencies shall be authorized to charge a flat fee to all students.
14. Allow for lase CODSOlidaton by all eligible lenderseand holders of loans in the

GSL Program. In addition, guarantee agencies should biive the ability to guarantee
loans consolidated by eligible lenders within the state.

15. Federal income, tax refunds due to defaulted borrowers, at the request of the
xuarantor, should be applied to their defaulted loan indebtedness. Similar require-

ments have been successfully implemented at the state level in some states, It is not
unreasomible for the federal government to 'use such leverage, given the ample op-
portunity a student has to repay the loan before such action would be taken.

16. 'At the request of the guarantor, garnishmeet of wages would be allowed in
any state,

17. In order to maintain a reasonable sharing of the cost of reinsurance between
the federal government and state guarantee ageriCies, retain the current nietlics4-

`lry_for reinsurance.
Ille`For the administrative cost allowance (ACA), retain the existing ACA of up to

1 percent of leans guarunteed annually.
19. A statute of limitations of at least six years on defaulted student loane shoUld

be established in federal law. States with longer statutes would not be affected. ,

20, Guarantee agencies should be authorized to 'raise the interest rate on all de-
faulted student loans by 3 percent over the rate in effect at the time of default on

all new loans. .

1 4j
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POSITION. PAPIR ON rex RsaUTHORIZATION or Tux GUARANTIED BTUDINT LOAN PRO.GRAM AND OTHICS TITIX W PROPEAMS Parson= -ro Tax NCHELP BOARD or Di-axcroas--Firestuaxy 2, 1984, BY ''THE NCHELP BIAUTlioszialox Colocrnics,Pima Kinn AND Jos L laCCOIRMICI, CO-C' lIAIIIMIN

INTRODUCTION

This NCHEIP``Position paper propose to make 20 specific recommendations
around three major themes:

--1. Reaffirmation of the fundamental soundness and effeetiveness. of the GSL, Pro-
2.. Simplification and stabilization of the GSL Program.
3.: Realistic distribution of coat for the GSL Program.
In reaffirming the soundness and effectivenees of the GSL Prograii it is impor-tant to emphasize that the gsL Program is the major source of financing postsec-cindery education today. It should also be pointed out that Cengrese has madethroughtful decisions in order to make the. GSL Program' operate as a viable credit-mechanism, depeeding primarily on private loan capital, and to promote effective

decentralized, state-based program .administration. 'Our position on reauthorizationreaffirms the need for stability and Ccmgreesional commitment to protect leeder in-centives to participate and to maintain a high level of access to all eligible'studentein every state. \-i

.
'DM IFUNDASINTAL SOUNDNIES AND JIZTICTIVINISS Or TIM OW. PROGRAM

Since its,beginning in 1965, the 'GSL Program has provided over $30 .billion dol-lars in loans to students pursuing postsecendary education. During this same period,the Program. has evolved into a decentralized, state-based mode of administratiariwhich has contributed much to the overall SIICCVSS of the Program. This success can'be measured in terms of broader, more active lender participation, greate tostudent loans, more viable secondary market activity; and lower defa t rates inate guarantee agency qperations than occurred 'under the centrally-adininisteredProgram.
In the coming. months Congress will consider the reauthorization -of all federalstudent assistance programs. Serious questions will be raised concerning the futurerole of the federal government to meetthe nation's needs for trained manpower, toprovide economic stability, to control inflation, to encourage excellence in our edu-cational 'system, and to meet the- evercharigiug demands of a rapidly developingtechnological society. Congress will re-examine its long-standing commitment to pro-vide equal educational opportunities to the American people and hopefully moveforward to renew that .wtinent and ezpand its support for all Title IV studentassistance programs.
In the belief that the. GSL Program is a cornerstone in the nation's effort toremove financial barriers to pcetsecondary education and that, overall, the GSL Pro-gram is fundamentally a sound and effective means of removing fulenrial barriers,three major recommendations are offered: -

1. Recognizing a need for a proper balance between grant funds and loan fundsfor needy students, substantial increases should be made to the federal grant pro-grams to insure that needy students are not overly reliant-on loans to meet theireducational costs, icularly in the lower division undergraduate student_popula---- Lion,. GSL -default ex "elite 'will -definitely be affeCted-*bY the 'ffinding balannesachieved for grants and to needy students in the years ahead.
2. The GSL Program sh Id be maintained andenhanced to:
(a) assure the proper funding balance between available loan and grant funds to

needstudents as described in Recommendation #1,
(b) protect the true entitlement concept of the Program,
(e) encourage private lender participation in'the Program by maintaining the cur-rent special allowance rates,
(d) insure the continued state or private, nonprofit responsibility for administra-Lion of the Program, and * ' -

(e) maintain astable envirunment in which to prOvide an adequate supply af loan.capital. - ,

S. Provide total access to student loan capital! to meet determined eligible edace .tional costs to all eligible borrowers in fiery state by:

7/
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(a) requiring a state-approved mechanism to provide a public or private lender-of-
last.mort program to be made available in that state, to assure accesa to subsidized
loans. . .

(15) increasing the annual and, aggregate loan limits according to the following
schedule: as of the effective date of the legislatien, the annual limits for undergrad-
uate students shall be $4,000 and $8,000, for graduate students; the aggregate limits -
shall be $20,000 for undergraduates and $40,000 for graduate students. Congress,
should periodically review these limits.,

ism NUM /05 GM.. PROGRAM 8.9/1/LI7ICATION AND STASILITY

Since 1958 the nuMber of federal student aid . prograins has multiplied and
evolved into a very complex, difficult to administer, highly over-regulated matrix we
call the "student aid delivery system". At almost every legislative opportunity, at-
tempts to simplify these programs have been debated, discussed, and ultimately dis-
carded with few poeitise results. This continued proliferation, as well as the corn.'
plexity of student aid programs, has made total access for students and the removal
of fmancial barriers more difficult with the passage of time and regulations. If Con;
gross and the higher eduCation communities are serious about moving forward to
fulfill our national commitment to provide equal educational opportunity for all eli. '-

gible students, them meaningful steps must be taken now to simplify student aid
programs.' No leis important is the need to reauthorize the programs within a .

framework that provides consistency and stability, assuring eligible students and
their 'families that student aid funds will be available in the years ahead. In this
context the following recommendations are Made: . .

4. Iocorporate all federal Title IV student loan programs into the GSL Program
'(NDL and FISL). Since FISL is being terminated administratively by the Dept of
Education, it should be eliminated legislatively. For institutions participating in the
NDSL Program,,allow them to cOntinue an institutional loan program (at the option
of, the institution), or, as' eligible lenders under the GSL Program, utOtis NDSL
-funds, in their need-based grant and/or a work-study program. This would yrovide
additional assurances to the institutions of the continued availability of lOan capital
for students served by these programs and also provide a guarantee' of the fund
'corpus which they do not now enjoy.. The guarantee provided these loan lands would,
apply only to new borrowers after the effective date of this legislation.,

5. Restructure the legislation authorizing the PLIJS/ALAS Programs; to clarify 4/1
the goals of what really are two separate programs and simplify the administration
of these programs in order to increase the supply of loans available ty meet the
needs of both parents and students as folloWs:

(a) The current section authorizing the Auxiliary Loans to Assist Students Pro-
gram (Section 428-B) of the Higher Education Act should be replaced with two sec-
tions: one authorizing a suppleroental; nonsubsidized loan program for students aqd
a second authorizing Loans for Parents. This new Supplemental Student Loan Pro-
grarn would have the following features:-

(1) The maximum interest rate would be 12%. .

(2) Students, at the option of the lender, would be given a choice of pBying the
interest while they are in school or having the interest capitalized at4tbe close of
each calendar quarter.

(3) Department undergraduate students, as well as graduate students and inde-
pendent undergraduate students would be eligible for these loans.

(4) The annual loan limit: would be $4,000 'Mad the aggregate loan limit, would be
42000-These limits - would . be - in. addition to. au.. Amounts . borrowed through the.
GSL Program, not to exceed the total cost of education minus other finanCial aid;
not includingpa contributions.

(5) The loans woW haVe the same repayment terms and grace periods as regular
GSL loans. Special allowances would be paid. These loans should have the same con-
solidation provisions as regular USI. loans. In surnmary,.the nonsubsidized supple- -.
mental loans should have exactly the same terms and conditions-as the regular
guaranteed student loans with 'two exceptions:. the interest rate of 12') and the ab-
sence of the federal interest subsidy.

(6) Notwithstanding the annual loan limits of this new Supplemental onsubsi,
dined Loan Program, any students, who have received loans in the past der Sec-
tion 428-13 should be able to refinance those loans under the new progra

(b) The new Loans for Parents Program would have the following features:.
(1) The maximum interest rate would be 129 1 and special 'allowance would be

paid.
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(2) Parents would be able to borrow $4,000 per year for a student limited to the
total cost of education minus other financial aid, not including *trent contribution.
The student could be a graduate or undergraduate student.- The aggregate borrow-
ing limit would be $20,000 per student. These amounts Would be in addition to anyamounts borrowed by studente. -*

(3) Other than the unemployment deferment, parent borrowers would not be eligi-ble for any of the deferments available to student loan borroWers.
(4) When a parent borrowa for a dependent child, the parent should be able .to

refinance any previous loans- taken for that child and consolidate those :loam withthe new loan. This would include any loans previously taken out under the PLUS
Program as previsouly authorized under Section 428-Ra This consolidation opportu-
nity should include old loans, including 14% loans, which would be refinanced atthe 12% rate.

(5) The maximum repayment period on parent loans would be ten years from-the
time a loan is taken out or refinanced.

(6) All other terms, and conditions of the new parent' loan prpgram would be thesame as the program carrently in law,
6. Determine the 'eligibility of a student to receive a- subticlized GSL by the

method described below:
For students with an AGI (adjusted gross income) of over $30,000, the maximum

loan amount would be equal to total cost of education less financial aid received less
a "credit eligibility index" WED. The CE1 would be established by law, either by
means of a formula or benchmarks for a table. The CEI would'be used in the same
manner as the current GSL Contribution Tables.. Separate indices would be estab-lished for dependent students from one and two-parent families, independent stu-
dents who are married, single, or single lieldteof-household. The CEI would be based
on family size and the AGI in the tax yea prior to the academic year in which the
loan is made; however, campus aid administrators could exercise professional lodg-
ment 3eamending the CE1 in those cases where there has been exceptional changesin family circumstances.

Students with AGIs under $30,000 would not receive loans in excess of $2500 for
undergraduates and $5000 for graduate students unless thee' eligibility is deter-
mined using the CEI. Any student eligible for leis than .$500 but more than $1
would receive $500. The amount of theloan in coaebination with other aid could not
exceed the total cost of education.

7. Changes specific to the administration of the GSL Program which would simpli-
fy and/or stabilize it include:

(a) eliminating the maximum repayment rule of 15 years.
(b).allowing half-time students an in-school deferment.
(c) Standards for foreign school participation in GSL. Program should be estab-lished in statute.
(d) The initial-grace period after the student's in-school period should be returnedto a 9 month period. Borrowers with one or more loans eligible, for a 6 month post-

deferment grace period should receive the post-deferment grace on all their loans-
) Agencies should be permitted to retain a flat 30% of collections on accountirin

default.
(0 The statute should provide that subrogation wocild not apply to an agency that,

in any fiscal year, collects an amount equal to or greater than 4% of the total bal-
ance of Ioans in default at the close of the previous fiscal year

a. Empower state-level secondary markets and/or direct lenders to gene re stu-
dent loan capital by use of public purpose, tax-exempt bonds in order to m ntain
an adequate and stable -supply of loan capital.

REALISTIC DISTRIBUTION OF COST OF TM; can. PROGRAM

In, recent years with the'dramatic increases in GSL volume nationwide and the
unpredictably high interest rates at certain peridds, there-has been Browning con-
cern over the questions of controlling the costs of the GSL Program and who should
share in those costa Recognizing the need to structure the GSL Program in such a
way as to distribute the costs in a reasonable manner to all parties involved (lend-
ers, students, state guarantee agencies, and the federal government), one must ap-
proach the distribution of costs in a realistic manner which maintains as much
equity as possible without threatening the viable role of any one of the parties. It
should be recognized first and foremost that the major burden of cost must be borne
by the federal government for the Program to work effectively in all states and to
maintain total loan access to all eligible borrowers. No less lmportana it should alsobe recognized that the major cost-contributing factor, interest rates, must be eon-

_
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trollic by the nation's overall economic and monetary policies and,not by manipula;.
tion of the fwadamental aspects of the GSL Program.

In Meeting the. challenge of providing a viable credit mechanism to remove finan-
cial- barriers to postsecondary' education in the years ahead, great care must be'
taken in the reasonable distribution of the cost of the GSL Pwarram not tOinhibit
the Program's ability to

(a) provide total loan toms* to all eligible students,
(b) maintain adequate and continued private lender participation,
(c) promote a stable environmental for maintaining an adequate supply of loan

capital year after year, and
td) control student,; defaults at reasonable levels. With these 'guiding principles in

. mind, the following recommendations are offered: ,

9. Eliminate the 5% loan origination fee..
IQ. Allow students with larger than average indebtedness to extend their repay-

ment period beyond ten years, but be required to pay interest rates that periodically,
increase at such rates that the student and not the .fed'eral government would bear
,the cost, of extended repayment periods. The repayment period could be extended to
15 or even 20 years, depending upon the size of the debt: The guarantee would cover
the entire life of the loan. An example of how this might work would be: .

At the start of repayment or within three years, the borrower may select a repay-
ment periad of up to 20 years for retirement of the principal amount of the 'iridebt-

) ecineia plus interest. The interest during the first three years shall be at the aver-
age interest rate of the original -Wants); and the interest rate shall increase by one.
half of one percent annually. The special allowance payment to the lender shall be
reduced by a like amount until the borrower pays an interest charge which is .equal

' to or exceeds the interest and special allowancetosts which would have been paid to
the lender if the extended repayment plan had not beea *elected. At this point the
interest charges for the subsequent twelve -month period will be equal the interest
and special allowance the lender would have received in the quarter review to this
point if the extended repayment plan had not been selected. y thereafter'
the interest rate will be adjustedto reflect a rate equal to the interest and special
allowance the lender would have received the previcauctwelve months if the ex-,
tended repayment plan had not been selected.

Another alternative would be to charge a higher, but .flat, rate of interest to bor-
rowers who choose repayment. periods.that are longer than ten years.

11. Increase the. minimum monthly payment to $15 for all new borrowers. It is
unrealistic to recommend higher loan limits and longer repayment terms without
corresponding increases to the actual minimum monthly repayment amounts.

12. Encourage. and permittetates to return all federal advances to the federal gov- -
ernme.nt within a reasonable time frame based on an independent determination of
the overall financial ',condition of the agency's loan guarantee program. As state
guarantee agenCies become more firmly established finantially, it is appropriate
that sonie of the cost of the GSL Program be shared by theta.

13. Limit the total fee charged to students (insurance premiums) to 3 percent of
the loan amount. Guarantee agencies shall 'be authorized to charge a flat fee to all
students.

14. 'Allow for loan consolidation by all eligible lenders and holders of loans in the
'GSI;Proigram. In addition, guarantee agencies should haVe' the ability to guarantee
loans consolidated by eligible lenders within the state.

15. Federal income tax refunds due to defaulted borroWers, at the request of the
guarantor, should be applied to -their defaulted loan 'indebtedness. Similar require-
ments havebeen successfully-implemented-at the state level inAame statesIt...isnot
unreasonable for the .federal government to use such leverage, given the ample op.;
portunitya student has to repay the lost before Such actin would be taken.

. 16. At the request of the guarantor, .garnishment of vagea would be allowed in
any state:

17. In order to maintain a reasonable sharing of the rot of reinsurance between
the federal government and state guarantee agencies, re the current methodolo-
gy for reinsurance

18. For the administratIve "cost allowance (ACA), retain *he existing ACA of up to
1 percent of loans guaranteed annually.

19. A statute of limitations of at least six years on defaulted student loans should
be established in federal law. States with longer statutes would not be affected.

20. Guarantee agencies should be authorized to raise the interest rate on all de-

all new loans.
faulted student loans by, 3 percent over the rate in effect at\ the time of default on



'Mr. SiMON. Our final witness is Dr, John Corrozzi, the executive
director of the Delaware Postsecandary Education Commission.

STATIMENT OF JOHN CORROZZI, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
nELAWARE POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION COMMISSION

Mr. CoRROZZI. Thank you, Mr. Chair Man, and members of the
subcommittees

I am director of theispelaware Postsecondary Education COmmis
sion. -Today I am here as a member of SHEEO and speaking onbehalf of SHEEO, the State higher education executive officers.

SHEEO recognizes the importance of a Federal role in anti en- -
eourages stronger Federal support of higher education. The Federal
Government, through the Higher Education Act, has accomplished
a great deal, and, we believe has even greater potential for ensuring
access to postsecondary education, for supporting the maintenanceof quality and innovation, and promoting national-priorities.

SHEEO appreciates the direction that you have taken, Mr.
Chairman, in the proposal for reauthorization of the Higher Educa-
tion Act, and has comments and positions on each of the titles of
that act. These will be submitted to the 'contimitt4:i in writing in
the very near future for your consideration.

Mr. Simbx. We will at this point enter into the record, your full
statement, which contains at least a summary of those recommen-
dations.

Mr. CAMOZ21. Yes, sir,
Mr.. Simon, "in my short time hese, I would like to discuss an-issue that is central to HEEO's position on, each of the titles, and

more generally to the State/Federal relationship in higher educa
tion.

Eleanor McMahon, commissioner of higher education for the
StIte of Rhode Island, who shares, the table with'me .today--RhodeIsland and Delaware are both small States, very small States, and
yet, our higher education system, the structure and theicoinposi:
don of institutions within our States, are very different. Our States
are each very different in structure and context from those in Illi-
nois and Texas and New York and Pennsylvania, and so on.

The State differences are not surprising, and 1- am sure are not
surprising to Congress. Congress has traditionallyand it seems
has increasinglyrecognized the uniqueness of estates and their
need to exercise local judgment in the implementation of nationalprograms.

It seems, however, a consideration of the State role in Federal
_higher 'education .programs has been -eroding. -All -States represent- ----
ed by. SHEEO's are very different, but there is a common thread
that runs through our very different States. This thread is that
each State higher education agency 'must wrestle with the alloca-
tion of -scarce State resources among the various segments and
levelS-of our higher education systems. Increasingly, State higher
education agencies are putting in place long-range plans for the or-
derly and effettive development of higher education, plans that
ensure against duplication and waste, while aiming to increase
quality, equity and diversity.
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The support of her education at the State level constitutes a
large share of total tate fiscal resources. Its effective and efficient
use is increasingly it issue.

Federal policy and Federal funds are a necessary and important
part of higher education in all States. Federal higher education
policy should recagnize a responsibility' of States to'plan and co-
ordinate the provision of higher education within their boundaries,
including the establishment of priorities unique to each State. Fed-
eral policy should stress flexibility in the pfomulgation of laws and -

regulations that recognize the differences among. States and the
limitations they face when attempting to respond to changes in

-\*--\, Federal requirements.
The State higher education agencies have responsibilities that

must be integrated into .Federal higher education :legislation to
ensure the Federal programs are, in fact, consistent with the con-
cept of Federal/State partnership and the primacy of States in pro-
viding education. The role of the State -higher education agency
should be considered as each Federal program is evaluated.

Wile there are clearly programs for which State involvement is
unnecessary, it' is S 's position that certain of the existing
Higher Eclucatictii Act programs require more direct State agency
involveme et As a State official is charged with the oversight and
coordina n'o :higher education, the members of SHRED do not
seek displacement of the Federal role; rather our proposal is in-
tended to bring the relationship between our soencies and the Fed-
eral Government into harmony as required for the accomplishment
of the objectives that we all agree must-be Achieved'.

An example of the Federal/State partnership that we seek can
be stated with relationship to title I of the Higher Education Act,
adult education and training. The title, we believe, should be pr6.
vided on a population-based formula to the State higher education
agencies. Title I funds then should be distributed from the State

-
higher education agency 'on a competitive basis to eligible entities
within each State. Equitable treatment of public and independent
institutions should-be mandated. The funding of non-institutional
provide6 should be authorized. Funds should be available to sup-
port statewide or regional adult learning information, counseling
and testing services.

The provision of adult learning services is uniquely 'a locally ori-
ented activity. It is closely related to the economic well-being of the
State and its communities, and tends to encompass a broader range
of providers, including the business community. A strong State role
in guiding the utilization of the available resources, particularly
taking into account ihe.aubstantial _State-level commitment to eco-
nomic development, is essential to ensure both the effeetiveness
and the efficiency of programs aided,

Title II, support for libraries, is another example where relevant
State interest must be considered. The increasing incidence of re,'
gional library systems within States and the allocation of State re-
sources to library coordination makes essential the opportunity for
review and comment at the State level.

Another case for review and in addition to review approval at
the State level involves title III, institutional aid. Institutional sup-
port applications should require the review and approval of. the
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State higher education agency as to 'whether the proposed programis in compliance with State plans and has the requisite approval.As stated earlier, most States have a higher education plan ineffect and, for that plan to be working at cross-purposes with Fed-eral programs, would indeed be a waste.
In the interest of brevity, I wil of review each of the titles ofthe act. Our message today is a si e one. The State/Federal part-

nership must be considered in higg ucation legislation.In closing, Mr. Chairman, SHEE appreciates the direction youhave taken in the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. Inthe context of these hearings and as reauthorization proceeds,.SHEDD will provide further detail and comment toward the ad-vancement of our mutual interests . in supporting and furtheringthe goals of our Nation's system of higher education.
Thank you.
.Mr. Simox. We thank you. We thank all three of you for excel-lent testimony.
Commissioner McMahon, you say, "I do have one major concernregarding the Perkins scholarship proposed for title V," and soforth, and that, is the cost to you. Rhode Island, presumably, wouldget around 25 scholarships. You would have to process, of course,presumably, several hundred applications for those 25. What kindof cost burden is this? Is this unrealistic to simply ask you toassume that, or is it a burden thatwe are trying to keep costs

tlown, obviously, as we put this thing together.
MS. MCMAHON. Right. It is a problem for an agency su h as ours.We simply don't have any play in terms of our staff r urces totake on that additional activity.
Now, it would be obviously a much larger problem to largerStates, but it is proportionate.
Mr. -Simoiv. Yes. So that even if we could work outand I amthinking out loud here nowif we could work out some kind of apopulation-based, assuming maybe it would cost you $100 or $200to process each scholarship--
Ms. MoMAHoN. Yes, some kind of formula that Would allow us tobide, the time necessary.. Probably in this case some kind of part-time assistance to do this would be of great assistance.
Mr. SIMON. All right.
Dr. Cronin, you made a number of intriguing sug estions. One is

the 3-percent penalty on default, which I think some senseall the way around.
Another that I think we ought to be looking at is that half per-cent increase, graduated increase, after 3 years out Again, there

would be some savings to the Federal Government on that.
_ Ow. reason -for not going to a higher-figure on.GSLis,

dual one: oneeven though some of my colleagues here will not be-lieve itI am trying to keep the cost of this program down; and
two, we really want to shift to a grant emphasis rather than aheavy loan emphasis in the program, for a great variety of reasons,But .I was interested, as I went through your written testimony,in your supplemental student loan program suggestion. Do youwant to expand on your idea here at all?

Mr. CRONIN. Yes. We have had a number of experiences on the
graduate side with taking the Plus Program and trying to make a



program designed for parents to fit the need of graduate profession-
al students. Frankly, it has been very awkward, frustrating and dif-
ficult to make it work. Gradually, we are finding ways to do it. But
it has been difficult,- and it hasn't reached the growth of the popu-
larity that the folks at OMB, or even some of our people who have
been advocates of the Plus Program, thought it would go.

Many of the seasoned old hands say that back in the 1970's, we
had some semisubsidized programs iind we had some unsubsidized
programs that really worked. Some people who were not eligible,
and what they got was, in effect,, a close-to-market-level loan, and it

as guaranteed, but there was no huge cost to the Federal Govern-
ent. So we have some people in the,middle-income brackets and

we have some graduate professional school students whose spouses
may be working who would be eligible for an unsubsidized but
guaranteed supplementary pxogram.

The other problem -is that if you hold down the loan limits, giVen
the cost of graduate professional education, which is moving up
$12,000, $15,000we have a veterinary medical school in New Eng-
land that costs $19,000 kiarear. To an extent, they are eligible by
HEAL, but that prograitr went up to 17, 18 percent at one point.
Someone said it shouldn't be called HEAL, it should be willed gaalt
or maim or wound' at those interest levels.

So we are looking at a program that would, be in the 12 or 13
percent bracket that would be available to Miclile-income students
and would not cost the Federal Governtnent that much money. So
this would be, looking at it conservatively, bringing back the old
guaranteed but unsubsidized loans of the 1970's. It will modify it a
little bit for the 1980's.

Mr. SIMON. And that would be available in addition to whatever
GSL or Pell grant or whatever else that the student might, have.

Mr. CRoNtN. That is correct, yes.
Mr. SIMON. That is an intriguing idea.'
I don't quite understand the point two here: "At the lender's

option, the student would be given the choice of -paying interest
while in schorrtir of having the interest ,capitalized at the end of
each calendar"----that interest, at end of each quarter then be-
comes part of the principal of the loan then.

Mr. CRONIN. That is correct. For a 2-year master's program, you
might borrow $4,000 a year and, by the time you finish accruing
and capitalizing, you might owe $9,000 at the end of 2 years. But
you would have understood that. The alternative is to go find some-
one else in your family or a friend who would pay the quarterly
payments, and that may be several hundred dollars each quarter.
That is the alternative. - it',

Mr. SIMON. That is an intriguing idea.
The special allowahce. One alternative that has been suggested

to what is now in the bill is that we allow 31/2 percent the first
year and then 3 percent after that

Mr. CRONIN, I would advise the committee and staff to cheek",
with Some of the larger bankers. We 'have three or four lenders
who deal in many States, New York City, California, and the like.
They should find out' what they think the impact would be on the
continued participation of the program. That would be step one.
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Sec Csnd, we have 28 State secondary-markets, including the Illi-nois designated account program. Also, you ought to consult with
Sallie Mae and find out whether or not they would be able to fi-

-nance the purchase of these loans to make banks liquid 3 or 4 or 5
years down the road in case there is another liquidity crisis which
we have just come out of. In 1984; banks looked, pretty healthy. Butthe savings and loan associations and the savings banks of this
country in 1980 and 1981 were suffering severe problems of liquidi-
ty. It just sounds so modest, 0.5 percent interest. But in some cases,that is the margin that we keep them or drive them out pf contin-
ued student and parentloans.

So do consult with the State secondary markets, the larger
banks, and some of the other associations as well.

Mr. Stator. Dr. Corrozzi,. you have one statement in here , thatgrant programs for undergraduate facilities and graduate facilitiesshould be consolidated into a single program. Do you have any spe-cific problems that you are concerned about with that statement?
Mr. COILROZZI. One reason for that, again going back to the issue

. of State planning and State flexibility, is to be able within a State
to utilize State funds and Federal funds for the construction of aca--demic facilities, and to have the flexibility to use those where they
are properly needed at that tune.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Owens.
Mr. Owens. I have a question of Dr. Cronin. I am troubled by asense of guilt that seems to run through sore your proposals,

being apologetic about the fact that the Fedal Government andthe taxpayers are subsidizing students; some of the proposals to
take back, to block, some of the interest deductions from students,
you know, less generous than we 'are to corporations in terms of
deductions and the kind of subsidies we permit.

If you look at people who receive lather education as being a na-tiontl asset, an educated populace being the Nation's greatest
asset, should we not be a little more generous, having gone to the
loan format as one of the ways to finance higher education, since
we cannot afford to give all grants?

I just wondered if you could comment On just one thing that youdidn't comment on, and maybe you considered that not within your
purview, and that is the forgiving of loans ,to those stude nts who
are engaged in activities which meet some national prior
stance, forgiving loans to teachers, given the crisis in te g andthe lack of good teachers. That has not been discussed aCall, and I
wondered if you would comment on that. The national priority is
for teachers today, it might be rocket experts tomorrow or someother category. But if you view those folks 'as being kn. asset, and
the- activity they are engaged in fits in with some national' priority
after they have graduated, if you can let them know ahead of time,
within periods of 10 years, students going in would know that if
you go into teaching, your loan is going to be forgiven. That be-
comes a very important stimulus in terms of getting more good stu-
dpnts into teaching. Could you comment?

Mr. CsosiiN. Yes. At least two dozen States have either enacted
or are in the process of putting into place roan forgiveness pro-
grams for math, science and, in some circumstances, computer
teachers, bilingual teachers, to meet shortages in their States. In, a



way, it is going back to the old NDSL program which 'had those
forgiveness provisions. ,

I testified before the Massachusetts Legislature about 2. weeks
ago, and I was asked the same question,- Mr. Owens: What did I
think about it? I said, No 1, the problem of recruitin ,teachers and
holding them in our professions is not going to be ved by forgiv-
ing a $2,500 or a $4,000 loan. It is going to be sol ed by getting
teachers' ;salaries up from $10,000 and $12,000 to $18,000 and
$20,000, and let's not use loan forgiveness program, all old solution,
as an adequate response .to a progragithat is much-More substan-
tial. /10.

I know that Congressman Perkins and Congressinan'Simon and
others who have served on the committee are looking at merit pay
and the adequacy of compensation for teachers. I don't want to say
that loan forgiveness programs are a band-aid, because they can be
helpful as part of a. package, but I would much rather see the kind-
of Perkins scholarships and grants that are in your bill as of this
moment as a way to support their educatiOn while they are in
school, and I would much rather see some kind of national commit-
ment or State-by-State commitment to get beginning teachers' sala-
ries up, it not to doctors and lawyers, at least to accountants and
engineers and other in the kind of middle-range professionals. That
is the solution that we need.

The idea of eliminating income tax deductions for GSLiberrow-
ers, this we don't think is a very useful proposad either. here are
some major things the States and local school systems, with a little

- stimulation from the Federal Government, should do. The loan for-
giveness may work in some States,, it may work for 5 years on some
shortages, but there is no substitute for .adequately raising teach-
ers' salaries. a,

Mr. OWENS. Raising teachers' salaries, an instrument of State
and local school board policy, you have.a network of voters to go

. through there, and the resistance to raising teachers' salaries is
quite considerable. Are you saying that we should not push harder
for some national policy actions which would encourage teachers?

Mr. CRONIN. l am excited about what California has done recent-
' ly in knocking out the first three or four steps of the teachers'
salary schedule and getting it up ,to $17,000 or .$18,000. I' an im-
pressed by what the New York State Legislature did early this
week in putting in $450 million into education. I see States like
Tennessee and Maryland considering ratical changes in the way
they are financing education. All of these 'are very, 'very positive,

I would not want the Congress unintentionally to put in a couple
of proposals NDSL style that would water down the absolute priori-
ty-of getting-teachers' salaries up. -

If school boards or State legislatures can:say why should we pay
these teachers any more money, they are getting their loans forgiv-
enbut it would only be several thousand dollarsit May not be a
powerful enough strategy my concern.

Mr. OWENS, Thank you. r .
Mr. CRONIN. By the way, my oldest daughter is a teacher in the

second grade in the public schools of Massachusetts, so I know she, -
would rather see her.salap up than her loan forgiven.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Penny.
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Mr. PENziy. Mr. Chairman, I would like any of the panelists todiscuss their concept of a private partnership in meeting'some ofour education needs.
a I apologize if you have covered that in some of your testimony. Ihad to go greet a group of constituents. If we are traveling thesame ground, then abbreviate your remarks so that you don't boremy colleagues with the same stuff you have already told them."

MCMAHON. You are referring to the business/industry part-
Mr. PENNY. In terms of meeting training.needs and equipmentneeds, following up on the kind of comments th were made byour first speaker today.
Ms. ?k.NeMAItoN. If I may?-
Mr. Nv. Yes.
Ms. McMAtioN. I think that that is a critical priority and itshould be at the State and the national level.
In New England, New England has had a historic commitment tohigher education, and has had a significant edge in funding.higher''education over the years. It is losing that edge. It is our belief inNew England that it is critical we forge a partnership between

business/ industry and higher education, both in terms of trainingand retraining,- of those in industry as industry changes and moves-toward more technologically supported levels, and 'also :in terms ofgifts of equipment, funding of faculty chairs, that kind of thing.I think we have a mutuality of interest' in Rhode Island in ex-ploring that under the rubric of a strategic development commis-sion, which is a commission stimulated by a report from the e4uca-tion sector of the New England Board of Higher Education,\butcomprised of 19 members, including education leaders as well asleaders of business and industry. In the process of undertaking acomprehensive review of the State's economy, it has become appar-ent to that commission that there is a symbiotic relatfonship be-tween the health of the economy and the health of higher educa-tion, and that we must be about the business.of that partnership.More specifically, what we are rooking at is thti State support fortraining, onsite training, for business and industriy to be conductedby our vocational schools, and our community colleges in particu-lar.
Also, as I mentioned earlier, we have introduced,some legislationat the State level for forgiveness loans excuse- me, for .a corporatetax credit for gifts on the part of business and induitry to institu-tions of higher education in the science and technology area. Wealso are asking for State support for the establishment of re ehgreenhouses, which would be a partnersbip betwPen the rchin universities and.bilsiness and industry.
So I. consider this a particularly important area,; -and feel tthere must be a complementary kind of activity at both the State~and Federal levels. Some. States, such as Rhode Island, have very'limited capacity to engage in this kind of activity. I think that theFederal 'role is.to ensure that all. States, develop this pqtential.
Mr. CRONIN. Mr. Penny, you have been such a staunch Advocate

of student loans, both in the Minnesota Legislature and in the Con-gress, that I needn't 'remind you that the largest program of
public/private cipperation is the Guaranteed Student Loan. Pro-,

tor. ut



gram whereby the banks can give you $7 billio and the cost to the
Federal Government is $3 billion a year T has been through
the last couple of years, and probably will be e of the next few
years.

The Greater Boston Area Chamber of Commerce has an educe-
tion committee which I chair, and we recently took a stand in favor
of making sure that the corporate tuition payments continue to be
exempted from the earnings of their employees. I think we are
going to see in the next 10' years .even more corporate participation
of continuing education, adult education, life-long learning, for
their own employees. That has to be restored by the House and
Senate in action, I think, very, very-soon. So it is a very important
priority. .

In Massachusetts, we have had a lot of- help/from-Digital and
from IBM in terms of computer equipment in he schools. Comput-
er literacy is absolutely vital; not only for high-tech fields, but
for insurance companies, banks, governmen organizations such as
our own who are increasingly reliant on data bases and the knowl-
edge systems. So that kind of assistance, if not through bill,
then through the math and science legislation whiff is wend its
way through the Congressl is terribly important.

Mr. PENNY. Mr, Corrozzi, did you want to respond to thpi?
Mr. CCALROZZI. 'Just a final point. I could go on and talk about

some of the things happening in my State and some of the pro-
grams occurring .acrd the country.

I think there is no doubt that States are attempting to forge
these partnerships, that the Federal Government is attempting to
bring, programs that-will facilitate them, and certainly individual
colleges at all levels are, attempting to establish business partner-
ships. Is there 'anything else to say but this is good and it seems to
be mutually beneficial.

I do think, however, as we look at these programs, we need to be
concerned about what their effect is sometime 'down the road, the
equity issues. We know about business, the great sums of money
that corporations put into education for their employees. Some
studies recently conducted on that issue look at the distribution of
employees being trained by institutions, that is, it may not meet

b the classic equity goals that the Federal Government lies bed
looking for in postsecondary education in general. Corporations

teaming with colleges will not necessarily tmwith all colleges, or
-certain kinds of corporations will establish xelationships with other
colleges.

So, all I am saying ia this is good. There are a lot of programs
pening, but I,think we have to look at the total establishment

of higher education and see what the different1 effects-of the VEIT-'L

ions grrangements are Certainly many of th things we have
talked about here an ein ther hearings this ye relate to the Job
Training Partnership , its success, and as we are here talking
about the Higher, Ed tion Act, I wonder, what mechanisms there
are through that to 'akordinate programs like that, as well as the
other partnerships we seep.

Mr. PENNY. Jar jAartictilar, I would like ,to have Mr. Cronin re-'

e,perspectivu , ,
a to this question, but the others may want to add some
o fa from the ir

%



What would you advocate as a response to the financial needs of
the growing population of, nontraditional students, those who don'tfit our current student financial aid criteria?

Mr. CRONIN. Nontraditional students is an umbrella word, and itincludes almost anybody over 21.7or 22 who doesn't havejt family,
mi. at least parents to support these students, but includes peoplewho are ambitious but already on the way to becoming well to do
and, in some cases, whose companies will pay for their education.
So I don't think we need to design programs for them other than,
as I just said, to make sure that that doesn't get taxes.as a benefitfor their corporation.

I suspect you are referring to theadult, which may include adult
minority, an adult on public assistance, folks on AFDC, who would.
like to go to college to try it out maybe for one course a semesteror two. Unfortunately, those folks are not eligible for student- loans.For the most part, they aren't eligible for many of the State pro-
grams. Maybe we have got to have provision in this bill for somekind, of pilot ,programlimited--whereby a person who has two, or
three chidren, is the sole supporter Of that household, can go tocollege for a. semester or two and take one course and try it outand get into a routine where they can pmsibly qualify for taking
two courses the second, third, or fourth semester.

It may mean higher education or an associate degree or a techni-
cal education degree will take Vore than the usual timeframe. It
may extend it by 2 or 3 or 4 yen. But there has been some fantas-tic success in a number of States, including New Hampshire and
Massachusetits, getting folks off public assistancg and welfare, not
through workfare, but through higher education and thyoughjech-
nical training, getting their incomes up from $8,000 or ..$9,000 a
year to 413,000 or $14,000, which is enough of a jump to make- it
possible to get off public assistance. We need to have a higher edu-
cation -,(rolicy that is compassionate and Abet enables that to takeplace.

The, second thing to fight to preserve is the TRIO programs, the
special assistance, the EOC counseling centers which, in our Stateand many other States,. reach out to these adult students, nontradi:
tional students, and proyide advice on how to work their way
thyough the maze of State and Federal programs, how to line up
d,4%, care..

n fact, in a letter that I will send to the chairman of the com-mittee, one of the features these nontraditional students may need
is adequate consideration of child-care costs, (lay-care costs, in thecost of education. Having a babysitter for the one 04\ two children
at home, the young children may_ cost as much as $3,000 a year. So-
that -should be an allowance factor in the cost of education. That
would clearly help many of the adult women who would like to go
to sehool, but have people at home and must pay-a babysitter to
come in.

Mr. PENNY. It seems to me that is a particularly crucial area, as
women who have been at home and out of the work force decidethat they want to pursue academic training or vocational training
are not only saddled with the cost of the education, they are sad-dled with incidental costs like day care, and all of that is made
even more difficult because of a family income situation that may
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diaqualify them from the financial assistance that is available to
..what we consider traditional students.

Mr. CRONIN. That is true. If there is another wage earner, and if'
there is another income, then our proposal for a supplementary
student loan program may, under some circumstances be very,
very useful to' the adult learner.

Ms. MCMAHON. I would like to reinforce both points that Mr.
\ Cronin made.

We have had extraordinary results with an EOC program in the
inner city which has given access to people in that- area to higher
education, both at the associate k and at the baccalaureate
level. It has been critical to that corn pity.

In addition, one of the things we fin in Rhode Island is that we
have a larger percentage of women at entry-level jobs and a small-
er percentage in management and professional jobs than, the rest of
the Nation. We find that that trend is being exacerbated. While, in
the rest of the Nation, the number of women moving up in the
management and professional jobs is increasing, in jihode island it
is decreasing slightly, but, nevertheless, decreasing.

It is very important for purposes of equity for women in disad-
vantaged groups, minorities, to have this opportunity to access
higher education initially, at least on a part-time basis. We initiat-
ed in our State college a performance -b admissions program
designed just for that population. But the heartbreaking thing
about it is the lack of aid for people who have got to start out on a
part-time basis.

Also, one of the other things in the equity area that we are con-
cerned about is the fact that "ob opportunities for women at the
entry level often require more iteracy than they do fonmen. There
are frequently job o porttm or men that are basically man
labor, that kind of thing. So, n, I 'think the connection betw
Nulty and the provision of assistance for part-time students is very
important.

Mr. PENNY. Thank you. I appreciate your comments.
Mr.. SuuoN. We thank the three of you for your testimony.
We will recess until 1:30 at T261 Rayburn.
[Prepared statement of Douglas R. Seipelt followsl

PlUAPAIM.D Sul:1XX= OF DOUGLAS it SMUT, DIRIOTOXe \COLOJIADO aLIASANITZb
Sruersrr LOAN PROGRAM \ "

\
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: I run Douglas H. Seipelt, Director

of the Colorado Student Loan Program. It is a pleasure to speak . you concern'
the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act as embodied i. r q240 and a
ically the sections which deal with the Student Loan Progra .

The reaffirmation of the Guaranteed Student Loan concept is most important to
anyone concerned with fmancing educational cost, both today and in the future.

Fedetal involvement in all forms of financial assistance is the cornerstone of edu.
cational access for thousands of needy students and iS a responsibility that cannot
be delegated, This bill reallocates major federal resources for needy \ students
through expansion of the Pell System and increased borrowing capacity for eligible
students under the Guaranteed Loan ProgTam. '.

I believe that regardless of what the need may be for educational credit, a balance
of federal fresources available must-be struck ween loan and grant funds. This
bill recognizes that balance and makes sidditio al grant funds available for the
needy students, thus reducing the necessity for t students to borrow money.

-The federal role in financing educational costs for needy students has, in my opin-
ion, been well thought out in this legislation. However, one major gap remains: we
must also recognize the credit needs of =Idler...last factiliM ______,



, As you know, the original target for the subsidies provided in the Guaranteed Stu-dent Loan Program was the so called middle class family. The intent of the programwas to allow students and -families with cash flow problems to borrow their educa-tion costs now and pay later with income that was expected to increase as a resultof the educational experience. This philosophy existed &pm the start of the programin 1965 until 1981, ,

In 1981, a major shift of congreeaional policy took place concerning the loan pro-gram. This was due to two major factors:
(1) Increased federal deficits causing prOgram cutbacks and,
(2) Increasing pressure from the }Inane,* Aid Community tallow more grant andwork funds to qiielified needy students instead of loan subsidizes for the middleclass.
As a result, the impact of the 1981 reconciliation was a change in the concept Ofthe Guaranteed Loan Program. It became a need based Financial Aid Program, andincome limits were establiahed for program eligibility.
Simply stated, we now retion GSL credit en the basis of the need for subsidy asdefined by the same system with which, we allocate grant resources. The program nolonger serves most of those families whose earnings exceed $:30,000 per year. We canjustify the use of scarce federal resources to assist needy flunilies by providing inter-est subsidies for educational credit. However, we have been unable to defend suchexpenditures to provide access to credit for thoee families that lack, discretionaryincome, and thus disregard the original cash flow concept totally. The new policy of"across the board need" for GSL Credit will deny most middle class families thenecessary credit for educatioual goals.
That is where the new reauthorization falls short in my opinion. We -must recog-nize the credit needs of middle class families who are ineligible because of rationedfederal resources. The, most important aspect of the GSL for years was the theory ofstudents borrowing now and paying later ,with future earnings. I disagree with thosepeeple who believe that the PLUS Pr has accomplished this need. The lastthree years have ahown that the PLUS has not become a nationally ae-'celked credit instrument. At best, it is a regional credit instrument confined to themo expensive institutions and borrowed by wealthy families who can make themonthly payments. Truly middle class Tamilies cannot afford the monthly paymentson a $1Q;000 debt instrument for higher education meta out of current ineorne. Fur-ther, many of them will still be responsible for, those debts in their retirementyears.
I believe that for a system of National Higher Education credit to work it musthave three major component*:

. (1) It, must be reasonably priced.
(2) It must loole to future income for its payback and
(3) Someone must be responsible for making current interest payments.
To make my point more clear, I would like to refer to a study recently done bymy agency which explored the credit demands of Colorado families, Webased our, assumptions on the collection of ata in two categories that are defined inieatioally retognized terms; unmet need and expected parental contributions. Weconsider unmet need to be that documented need which remains after all other aidis granted. In short, the study resulted in, a conservative estimation of more thanope hundred million dollars of documented unmet need in Colorado families thatWere eligible for financial aid. The need for credit becomes much greater when we'consider that a proportion of the expected parental contribution would generate aneed for borrowing funds also. I would be more than happy to make the study avail-able at your request.
We have therefore concluded that federal aid, both in grant resources and GSLeligibility, is falling significantly short in providing the assistance needed as definedby an evaluation that we all believe in called needs aeoleais. Sec:sadly, as We--progress thraugh-the-1980's, we are expecting increasingly,large cash contributionsfrom our middle class families without a widely accepted instrument to help defraycash contributions. We must find alternative financing mechanisms to respond tothe increasing amount of unmet need and expected parental contributions or wewill face a major crisis in educational finance during this decade.

I respectfully propose that this Committee take a hard look at authorizing a guar-anteed, non-subsidized GSL loan which will help meet this need. In times past thistype of loan was authorized under the GSL concept.
The new supplemental GSL should have the following characteristics:
(1) A maximum interest rate of 12%.
(2) Interest would be paid current by the student or family.

..,,
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*(3) Dependent undergraduate and graduate, students would
(4) Annual loan limits to be $4,000 and be in addition to any G igibiiity.
(5) Loans uld have the same terms as GSL.
(6) Special owance would be paid under the forMula of (91 day T-Bill .+ 3%

(7) No deterrent ould be granted except in school status.
(8) Fully Guaran
(9) Loan to be made as a family loan with cosigners.
This new program should replace ALAS and reduce the burden of middle claw

families to make immediate repayments under PLUS. If we are to face the hard
facts, higher education costs have outstripped the ability of students, most families,

`State Governments, and the Federal Government to pay those costs in cash from
current income or available resources. Thus, if we are to maintain the ability of all
students to seek and secure higher education opportunities, we must continue to
utilize a solid system of credit which looks to future earnings for its repayment.

I believe the Federal Government has a responsibility to provide access not only
to needy students, but to all its constituents. To accomplish this, alternative sources
of credit must be available to finance higher education costs irrespective of the
actual federal dollars allocated for grants and interest subsidies. The GSL is a firm
building block for such a program. I believe the need for an expanded GSL program
must be recognized immediately to avoid a major crisis in educational finance in
this decade.

I thank you for your time and conaideration.
[Whereupon, at 11;55 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon-

vene in room 2261, Rayburn House Office Building, at 1:30 p.m.,
this same day.]

ArTERNOON STI.S§ION

Mr. SIMoN. The subcommittee will resume its hearing.
I will enter my statement in the record,
[Opening statement of Congressman Paul Sinion:follQw-C]

A vs IMESOPFNING bTf,sTZMIC.NT OF HON. PAUL MNION, A EZPRICUNT TI CONG ASIA
STATE OF ILLINOIS AND ChtADiNAN, SUBCOMMZrTSS ON Posiyaacorinasix EDUCA-

TION, MAHON 28, 1984, AFTVANOON

This afternoon we will hear from witnesses regarding the teacher preparation
title of the Higher Education Act Amendments. As you know, the current provisions
have either been removed from Title V (in the case of teacher centers), been' re-

- pealed, or been left unfunded. I believe this is areal opportunity to rewrite the title
and to address some major issues facing American education.

The Merit Pay Task Force, which I chaired, recommended a comprehensive ap-
proach to improving teacher, preparation and professional development In this, title
I have attempted to develop a comprehensive legislative approach in theseereas as
well as attracting the best and the brightest to the teaching profession.
f Let me describe briefly the proposals in TitleV.
First, H.R. 52incorporates, with some modifications, H.R. 4477, introduced by

my colleague Ron Wyden that creates a program of sccholarship for outstanding stu-
dents who want to be teachers, and a national fellowship program for classroom
teachers for study, travel and academic improvement. These programs are designed
to encourage a higher quality of teacher candidates and will enable classroom teach-
ers to expand their intellectual achievements and upgrade their skilla.

The Merit Pay Task Force acknowledged the -stIc.cess of summer institutes and
- .workshops for educators sponsored' by -the -National Science-Foundation- and- other

envies, and suggested that a similar program be instituted for teachers generally.
e goal would be to have all of the 2 million teachers in the country attend an

institute in the next 10 years, at the rate of 200,000 per 'year. The. institutes and
workshops in. H,R, 5240 would improve the knowledge and skills, and instructional
and administrative methods, in additibn to evaluation techniques.

Title V of the bill also provides for, grants to establish Programs such_ as mentor
support for beginning teachers and professional development resoprces centers.



The bill also includes a program of grants to colleges and universities to make
ixtprovernerits in their teacher training curriculum and for developing exemplary
rograms.P
Prom teachers, echool administrators and university officials, the Merit Fay Task

Force heard that there need to be more effective partnerships between schools and .institutions of higher education. This is especially true in the sharing of technologi-
cal resources and faculty and in consultation on management and administration.
and for cooperative projects among universities.

Finally, H.R. 5240 provides for studies of teacher supply and, demand and for re-learch on teacher evaltiation, teacher education and professional development.
Our witnesses today have substantial experience in her education issues, They

.are Dr. Patricia Graham, Dean of the Harvard Graduatt \School of Education, Shewill be joined by Dr. Sharon Robinson, Director of Instruc on and' Professional De-
velopment of the National Education Association, and Dr. rt Saunders, Dean ofthe Coll e of Education of Memphis State University an President-Elect of the
American Association for Colleges of Teacher Education.

I welcome you today, and 1 look forward to hearing your roomy.

Mr. Simox. What we are talking about today title V. Among
other things, title V incorporates basically the thr t of a es-
Lion. of my. colleague, Ron Wyden, who has mention it and = in
a separate legislation that would encourage really superior stu-
dents to go into teaching. In incorporates the whole id a of summer
institutes and workshops kind, among other things, Also corpo-
rates something that I think can be effective, and that cour-
age partnerships between elementary and secondag

1,
and

institutions of higher education.
As I look at the Chicago scene, for example, somehow we ught

to be pulling the great resources of the University of Chicago the
University of Illinois, NorthwesternUniversity, Chicago State ni-
versity and mesh them with the obvious huge needs of that u
school System where, clearly, a great many young people are not
receiving a quality education. I say that meaning no disrespect, to
the many fine teachers anti administrators in the Chicago school-system.

Anyway, we are going to take a whole look at title V this after-
noon. I am pleased to call as the first witness my colleague froxn
the State of Oregon, Ron Wyden, who, I might add, in addition to
everything else, his other contributions, was probably more respon.
sible thtui any one person for the creation, of the Task Force on
Merit Pay that really went much beyond simply merit pay that re-
ported backI can't remember-3 months ago or 4 months ago,-
whenever it was. We are pleased to have you here.

STATEMENT OF HON. RON WYDEN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OREGON

Mr. WYDEN. Thank you very much, Mr.. Chairman. It really is a
pleasure to be here. I'think it is fair to say no one in this country
has done more to-support the--kind.of educational programs-that we
are talking about today than you haft. Frankly, I am kind of so
to see you getting ready to move over to the other side of Capi
Hill, the other body. I guess it is a sacrifice that people like me
ought to make for the good of the country. We will be anxious to
work-with you over there.

Mr. &mow. You are an outstan 'ng witness, obviously. [Laugh-
ter.]



Mr. WYDEIV. Mr. Chairman, I would ask unanimous consent that
my prepared testimony be entered in the record.

Mr. SixoN. It will be entered in the record.
Mr. WYDEN. Let me just, if I might, try to suminvize a little bit

and be brief here today.
I think it is pretty obvious that we face literally a surfeit of re-

ports and studies in the last few months, extending over the last
few years, that indicate to us very clearly that we got to take some
action to improve our schools in this country. I think what your
legislation does is it takes the recommendations of these reports
and turns them into a comprehensive workable Federal policy.
While not the be-all and end-all of educational reformwe all
know that there are a variety of areas we have to look at to pull
that offI think that your legislation, Mr. Chairman, is going to
produce a qualitative difference in higher educatiikt in this coun-
try. I want to make that very clear at the outset.

As you mentioned, had the pleasure of serving with your and
our colleagues, Mr. Goodling and Congressman Colemen; as a
member of the Task Force on Merit Pay. We were charged, of
course, by Chairman Perkins to explore the question of merit pay
specifically while looking at the broader context of teachers pay
and working conditions in this country. I just think as a result of
that task force, which included leaders of almost every national
education constituency, we really are in a position to do what your
legislation does, Mr, Chairman, and that is to essentially enact the
key recommendationspf our committee's work in the legislatidn for
us.

What I would like to do is focus just for a second on the question
specifically that I tried to look at at some lerigth, and that is the
question of how we attract sharp people into the teaching profes-
sj,en, and then how we retain them.
.4 I think that what we found on the task force is that effective
schooling starts in the classrooni and, though teacher pay is essen-
tially a local and State matter, there are ways for the Federal Gov-
ernment to provide leadership &id encouragement in this area. I
think that is exactly what your bill does, Mr. Chairman, part A.,
and part 13 of title V specifically, where we see created the Carl D.
Perkins Scholarship Program and the talented teacher fellowship&
As you mentioned, these provisions are very much: like the legisla-
tion that you and Congressman Goodling, Congressman Coleman,
and I all introduced at the end of last November, H.R. 4477, the
Talented Teachers Act.

I think, Mr. Chairman, again trying to be brief, it was the clear
finding of the task force that the, status of teaching in this country
and the prospects for its future were .really very seriously ,imper-_
lied. The profession faces traditionally low pay, distinct lack of re-
wards, low public esteem, and requirements of teachers in and out

_ of the classroom, olcourse, are enormous.
The statistics, what we found in the task force, really bear that

out Recent studies by, the Carnegie Foundation for the Advance-
ment of Teaching and others show that teachers on the average are
paid lessfrom the start to the finish of their careers- --than others
in the private sector such as accountants, drafters, engineers, attor-
neys, programmers, a variety of differentprofessions.
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What has happened, particularly between 1972 to 1980, is thatthere has been a 50 percent dedrease in the number 4students-en-
tering teacher education progra.ms.

I think more importantly, again citing the recent report by the ..
Carnegie Foundation, tewer than 5 percent of the high school sen-iors, who took sthe scholastic aptitude test in 1982 are expected to:
major in education. That is half the number of students who chose
teaching in 1973. In addition to that dropoff, of course, we saw re-ductions in the average teacher's salary as well.

The question that we face, as we did when we looked at the earli-
er bill and today's legislation, as why in the world would somebody
choose to become a teacher in this country? Clearly, some talented
individuals, despite the barriers I jttst mentioned, are still choosingto try to surmount those in some way and become teachers. But
many ---I' do want to emphasize many just are not. I think it is a
particularly serious matter at this time when the National Center
for Education Statistids is forecasting a shortage of 37,000 teachers
by 1987.

They also go on to say tat they are greatly troubled by the
length of lime that good teachers are staying in the classroom. Be-
tween 10 and 20 percent of the teachers are leaVing the profession
after just 1 year on the job. Even words, half the teachers call.it
quits after 7 years. Again, the evidence shows that the people who
are leaving are cream of the crop.

Mr. Chairman, I particularly appreciated what you said in your
opening statement about the need to try to address the crisis with
partnership. I think -we saw that come up again and again in the
Task Force on Merit ray, partnership of teachers, administra-
tors, parents, all the people who have an interest in this working
together to overcome the obstaclils. facing American teachers.

I think whatmour legislation does is exemplifies that the Federg.I
Government a%olutely must be part of that partnership. The
teacher scholarship and fellowship provisions help us address in a
modest way two fundamental problems where the Federal Govern-
ment can play a role: first is the lack of incentives for outstanding
students to become teachers; and second, lack of rewards and recog-nition, once we get these superior individuals, to stay in the class-room.

The Carl a Perkins Scholarship Program would provide 10,000
scholarships to encourage the best and the brightest high school
graduates from across the country to enter the teachin&profession.
Scholarships of not more than $5,000 eachor the cost of the stu-
.dent's education, whiche* is lesswould be warded by the

__States to applicants who hive graduated at-the top--of their class. .----
Awardees would agree to teach for..a period of time in return for
the scholarships.

The Talented Teacher .Fellowship Program, part B cpaitie V,
would provide', incentives to keep talented teachers in t class-
room. Under this part of the act, fellowships of not more than
$25,000 would be provided to two outstanding teachers in every one
of our congressional districts. These awards would be used by re- -cipients for up to 1 year's sabbatical leave for study, research,
travel or curriculum 'improvement, and fellowS could pursue a wide

c.
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variety of different areas ranging from curriculum development,
model teacher programs and the like.

II return for the-fellowships, which would be awarded by a na-
al panel, an awardee would agree to teach for at least 2 more

years.
I would like to add here, Mr. Chairman, that the Talented Teach-

ers Act, embodied in parts A and B, has received overwhelming
support from_ the key education leaders and policymakers across
the country: Among those who have applauded the will are, of
course, members of the Merit Pay Task Force; 50 Members of Con-
gress of both parties who have already, signed on as sponsors; lead-
ers, such as Gov. Thomas Kean of New Jersey; Ernest Boyer of the
Carnegie Foundation; Dean Patricia Graham, here today from Ha-
vard's. Graduate School of Education; Robert C. Wood, a member of
the 20th Century Fund. Task Force; Derek' BOk, president of Har-
vard University; and I believe the subcommittee has a rash of
newspaper editorial boards that we have accumulated in support of
the legislation, as well.

Let me, if I might, Mr. Chairman, just talk about a couple of
areas where I think we still have some room for debate and could
discuss a little bit further.

Specifically I want to talk about the eligibility pool, portability of
benefits and the payback provisions for the scholarship. I do want
to say that I think that this is allJeally very modest in the context
of the overall effort, and I want my remarks seen in that regard.

First, with regards to the applicant pool, the Talented Teachers
Act originally discussed 'that those eligible for the teacher scholar-
ships come from the top 10 percent of their graduating high school
class. With the bill before us today, we are talking about a pool of
about 5 peraent of the class.

Although it is impossible, based on current, data, to ascertain ex- ,

actly where students graduating 'in the top 5 or 10 or even 25 per-
cent of their high school classes are going after graduation, I would
hope that it might be possible to work out a way, Mr. Chairman,
that we could go up to the 10 percent figure.

Currently, students in the top of their class ere heavily recruited
by colleges, businesses and /thers to pursue various opportunities.
The recruitment pressure increases exponentially from the bottom
of the class to the top. It is my feeling that, if we stayed with 5
percent, we might be looking at a pool that was just a little bit too
small. I also think it is fair to assume that most in this tap 5 per-
cent may not be as sympathetic to teaching, and may be a little
more likely to choose a little more high-paying field.. So, isthink if

-;there is tyway we an work it out so we can go a little-hit higher
than 5 percent, that might be helpful.

Second, with regard to the portability of the scholarships and the
service pay1,-. provisions, under the Talented Teachers Act, as
originally put together, scholarship recipients could attend anwtol-
lege or university and then teach in. any State of the UnioN The
service payback provision was 1 year for each year the scholarship
was awarded.

Under H.R, 5240, the awar bi- = would be required to teach in an
elementary or secondary sch..1 in the State that actually awarded

,
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the scholarship, and the service payback required is 2 years toreach year the scholarship was awarded.
I would say in this area, Mr. Chairman, that my concern mightbe that the approach could create a problem by restricting recipi-ents to teaching only in their home State. We could face a situationwhere, for instance, in a particular State, the awardee was unableto find employment in the fields in which he or she was instructed.We might also face the question of what would happen if someonewas instructed in history While preparing to become teacher andmost of the jobs available were in physical education or mathemat-ics. Possibly we could even face a predicament that if a`particular

State had no teaching shortage, but another State in the Unionmight.
One last point, Mr. Chairman, with regard to the 2-for-1 servicepayback provision. I wonder if perhaps. we 'have been a little re-strictive in that area as well. Though there is a substantial reward .to each of the recipientsrit would require those teachers to workalmost twice as long as the average teacher, and we may face thequestion of then having the opposite effect bf what we had original-ly intended.
Again, Mr. Chairman, I consider all three of these points in thebroad context of Western civilization and the legislative process tonot exactly be monumental.
I would conclude, as I stated earlier, that we are all tzying to ..figure out a way to get these very bright and gifted people to gointo the profession. I think Herbert Kohl, in his, new book "Grow-ing Minds: On Becoming a Teacher," really hits the nail on thehead when he writes, "Wanting to teach is like wanting to have

children or to write or paint or dance or invent or think through amathmetical equation that only few have been able to solve."There is no gauging this desire. It is one that has provided us excel-lent teachers in this country, and it has done so even though wehaven't done a great. deal to encourage their entering the profes-sion.
So I am just very pleased to be here, Mr. Chairman. As I said, Ithink it is -a national sacrifice to have to give you up here in theHouse, but I guess it is for the broader good for you being in theSenate. I look forward to working very closely with you when youare over there.
[Prepared statement of Congressman Ron Wyden follows:}

PRZPAXICD STAITOPAILNT or HON. RON WYDICN, A RXARIOCENTATIVIC IN CONG1131Ai FROM
'MX STATIC OF OucoN

Thank you, Chairman Simen, for inviting me here today to testify.baforst,the.w&-_._
--committee on-HR 5240, reauthorizing the higher &Ideation Act.'I would like to conunenti.you, Mr. Chairman, for your fine work in the ,House ofRepresentatives on behalf of higher education, and for the improvement of educationin America. It is due in large part to 'your outstanding work in the Congress thatmany students today are still eligible for federal financial assistance and are able toprepare for their futures at colleges and univerSities,

efforts to improve higher education have not stopped in 1984. A surfeit ofreports and studies have all told us that we have to take some action to improve ourschools, Well. this bill takes the 'recommendations of those reports and turns theminto sensible, workable federal policy. While not the be-all and end-all of education-al reformand while there is room for some minor fine ,tuning in a couple ofareas --the bill will qualitatively improve the federal role in higher education,

LVt
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last summer and fall, I had the pleasure of nerving/ with you and Congressmen
Good ling and Coleman, as a member of the Task Force on Merit Pay. That, commit-
tee was charged by F,ducation and Labor Chairinan Carl D. Perkins to explore the
idea of merit pay for teachers, while looking at the broader context of teachers' pay
and working conditions and the preparation of teachers in America.

As a member, of that task, force, which included .leaders of almost every national
educational constituency,1 would like to concentrate my testimony today on Title V
.of the bill before us, which would enact all of the federal recommendations in our
re rt.

pacifically, Title V takes action -- action which is urgently neededon the task
force's recommendations for:

(1) The inauguration of an expansion of the summer institutes and inservicetrain;
iug opportunities for teachers;

(2) Theupgrading of colleges of teacher education;
(3) The encouragement of professional development of teachers and administra-

tors in our schools;
(4) Directing federal agencies to assist in developing ways to judge teachers''per-.

fornuince that could be used in a performance based pay system.
(5) The inauguration of a talented teacher scholarship program to recruit students

into the teaching profession; and
(8) The institution of a talented teacher fellowship program to recognize outt.sind-

ing teachers in classrooms acre as the country.
The Task Force on .Merit Pay recognized the need to lift the standards ofyinstruc-

tion in this nationthat.effective schooling starts irvithe classroom and that, though
teacher pay is a local and stale matter, there are ways for.the federal government
to provide leadership and encouragement in this area. Those.avenues are provided
in RR 5240.

I'd like, to focus this afternoon spec 'ally on Parts A and B of Title V, which
create the Carl I), Perkins Scholarship ram and the Talented Teacher Fellow-.
ships.' These provisiaos were included in a b 1 which I introduced with you and Con-
gressmen liroodling*id Coleman last Nov r, HR 4477, the Talented Teachers
Act of 1953.

Mr: Chairman, the status of teaching in Americaand the prospects for its
futureare imperiled. The profession is imperiled by triiditiorailly low pay and re-
wardspow publicesteem, and tremendous requirements in and out of the classroom.

The statistics bear this out. Recent studies by the Carnegie .Foundation for the
-Advancethent of Teaching and others sl-*iw that teachers on the average are paid..
lessfrom the start to the finish of their -careers tan others in the private' sector"
such asi accountants, drafters, engineers, attorneys, programmers, or podiatrists.

In fact, between 1972 to 1980; there has been a 50 percept decrease in the number
of students entering teacher education programs. ,,

, According to the recent report by the Carnepli.'ounciation, fewer than 5 percent
of-the high school seniors who took the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) in 1982. are
expected to major in educstion--Ahat's half the number of students that chose
teaching in 1973, Also, the average teacher salary dropped from $10,164 to $8,925
between 1973 and 1983, a loss of 12 percent of an individual's purchasing power.
Finsilly, after teaching 15 years. a teacher can expect to earn, about -$25,000 per
year, compared to the $40,000-$50,000 their college tOommate might earn as an ac-
countant

The question is, why, will all of these disadvantages, would someone choose to
become a teacher? Clearly, some talented individuals 'despite these barriers; are
still choosing to become teachers. However, manyand I emphasize manyare not.
And Ibis comes at a time when the National Center for-Education Statistics-is fore7.
casting a shortage of 37,000 teachers by 1987. The length of time good teachers stay
in the elassroorreis Aroubling,'Between .10-20 percent. of teachers leave the Ala.,

fession after one year on the job, Even Win:Sec-half df gill teachers call-it quits after-7
yearsand studies show that it is the cream of-the crop who are leaving.

The Merit Pay Task Force recognized that addressing the crisis facing the teach-.
ing profession will take a partnershipa partnership of teachers, administrators,

;parents, local school boards.< and state and federal governments acting togetherto
effectively overcome the obstacles facing American teachers. I have been pleased to
see this partnershivforming in state after state, where.committees, legislatures and
school boards are meeting the challenge of the "rising tide of mediocrity" that the
National COlniniSli011 on Education in Alnerica warned us about.

TitleN of the bill before us today exemplifleathat the federal government also is
answering that call. SpeCifically, the teacher scholarship and fellowship provisions
wo4ld help use address.two of the fundamental problems facing the teaching prcifes.
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!non: luck of incentives tor'outitanding students to become tear.,hers and lack of re-
. warda and recognition to stay in the clarsrorn.

TSte Carl D. Perkins Scholarship Program would provide 10,000 scholarships to en-courage the best and the brightest high school graduates from across the nation toenter the teaching profeeion. Seholaiships of not more than $5,000 eachor the costof the student's education; whichever is lees--will be awarded by the states to appli;cants who have galuluated at the top of their class. Awardees will agree to teach fora riod of time in return for the scholarships.,
e Talented Teacher Fellowship program, Part B of Title V, would provide in-.centives to ,keep talented teachers in the classroom. Under this part of the Act, fel-lowshipe of nut more than $25,000 would be provided to taro outstanding teachers ineach congressional district. These. awards may be used by recipients for up to ayear's sabbatical leave for study, research, travel, or curriculum improvement. Fel-lows can pursue development of curriculum. improvements, develop innovative pro-grathar or implement model teacher programs, and staff developMentIn return for these fellowships, which will be awarded by a, prestigious nationalpanel, fellows would agree to teach for "at least two more years. .I would like,,to add that the Talented Teachers Act, embodied hear in Parte A andB, has' received overwhelming support from education leaders and .policyniakers

across the nation. Among those who have apprauded the bill are members of the.Merit Tusk Force, which included representatives of teachers, administrators, schoolboards and others; 50 Members of Congress of both parties who have cosponsored it;leaders such as Governor ThOmas Kean of, New Jersey; Ernest Boyer of the Carne-
Egie

Foundetion; Dean Patricia Graham, here-from Ilarvard's Graduate School ofducation; Henry R. Luce Professor Robert C. Wood, a member of the 20th CenturyFund Task Force; Derek Bok, President of Harvard University;, and newspaper edi-torial boards including the Sacramento Bee and others.
In addition, the 20th Century Task ,Fund Task Force, the Task Force for EconomicGrowth, and the National Cimmission 'on Excellence in Education have all calledfor increased incentives for teachers. The 20th Century Fund and the National Coto-mission each also called for programa along the line of Title V Parts A and B.
I would like to submit for the record-a sampling of the letters that I have receivedfrom. around the country endorsing these proposal*, I would also like to submit anarticle on teacher incentives..

. Mr. Chairman, as I Mentioned when I began this filibuster, I want to take, amoment to talk about some differences between the bill before us today and the nil-ented Teachers Act of 19S:3, which we introduced last November. Specifically, I want
to talk about the eligii%ility pool, the portability of the benefits and the payback pro-

,- visions for the scholarships. I believe a few small changes in these aretlb could makewhat is already an excellent bill even better.
First, with regards to. the applicant. pool, the Talented Teachers Act provided thatthose eligible for the teacher Scholarshipe conic. from the top 10 percept of theirs

graduating high school claws. Under the bill before us-today, that pool has been re-duced by one-half, with awardees having to .come from the top .5 percent of their'class.
Although it ie impossible based on current data to ascertain exactly where students graduating in the top 5 or 10--or even 25percent of their high school classes

are going after graduation, I am concerned that limiting the scholarship pool to 5--as opposed to 10percent may effectively rule out any. applicants to this program.
Currently, students iii the top of the' class are heavily recruited by cellegeti, buei-nesees and others to pursue various d'pportunities. The recruitment pressure in-

creases exponentially from the bottom of the class to the top. Thus, those in the toppercentwhiCh is a relatively small pool of peopleare being recruited harderthan those in the top 10 percent. I also think it's fair to assume that most in thistop 5 percent are likely, to choose the medical and scienceprofessions, or other high-
_ paying to.parsuo above the-teaching-profession. -Thus,: it is my-belief that we

. should keep the applicant pool at.10 percent.
Second, with regards to the portability of the scholarships and the service pay-back provisions, under the Talented Teachers Act,- the scholarship recipients couldattend any college or aniversityaind then teach in any state of the union. The serv-ice payback provision was one year for' each year the echolarship was awarded.
Under HR 5240, the awardee must teach in an elementary or Secondary school in .the state that actually awarded theschelarahip, and the service payback required is .two years for each year the scholarship was awarded.I am concerned that this approach may create a problem by restricting scholar-

ship recipients to teach only in their home state. What if, for instance, in that par-ticular state, the awardee was unable to find emplOyMent in the fields in which, he
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or she was instructed? What if someone was instructed history while preparing to
become .a teacher, and most- of the jobs available w re in phySical education ,or
mathematics? Worse yet, what if that particular state ad no teaching shortage, but
another state, siich.as Arkansas, did?

Finally, with regards to the two-far-one service,pa °vision, I am concerned
that HR 5240 may .be too restrictive in this area. '1 hough it p ides a substantial
award to each of the recipients, it would rttquire those teache to work almost
twice as long as the avorage, teacher. I am concerned that this ma alt in the
opposite of what was intended.

These three cl. fcrences in Our two bills, the eligibility pool; the Porta litY, and
the payback pro 'sions for the scholarships are ones that I believe shoal consid-
ered further by the subcommittee and I would be pleased to wurk.with you to that
end.

As I stated earlier, we have man?' talented teachers in our classrooms todayand.
no matter what the effects-of these programs are, many of these individuals will
continue to enter the teaching profession. Herbert Kohl, in his new book Growing
Minds: On Becoming a Teacher hits the nail on the head When he writes, 'Venting
to *tell is like wanting to have children or to write or paint ordance or invent or
think through a mathematical equation that only few have been able to aolve."
There is no gauging this desire. It is one that has provided us excelleut teachers,
even though We've done little to encourage their entering the profeasion.

Title V, which we examine here today would, at the federal level, start'to provide
Jame encouragement. In concert with initiatives at the local and state level, it will
go ro long way towards promoting' improved education for all our children. I urge its
favorable adoptiohby all those on the subcommittee.

Again, thank you, Mr:Chairman, for allowing me to testify today.

STATE Or NEW JERSEY,
OFFICE OF THE GIDVERNOR,

Trenton, February 2 ,

Hon. RON WYDEN,
House of Representatives,
Washington; DC. .

DEAR CONGRLSSMAN WYDEN: Thank you for your letter describing H.R. 4477, the
Talented Teachers Act of 1983, The purposes of your bill are certainly consistent
with the frequent and.oVerwhelming reports of Task Forces and Commissions which
have recommended incentives to attract. talented teachers into the public schools.

In New Jersey, as in many otter states, we have launched several initiatiyes
which focus on the chi penge of aetasting and maintaining the best cadre of teach-
ers for our students. Some of the financial incentive approaches we have recoin;
mended include a more attractive minimum salary for teachers ($18,500) and a
muster teacher program which recognizes outstanding teachers ancL grants them a
$5,000 award. In addition, we have improved the standards for teacher preparation
programs in colleges and proposed 'a rigorotas alternative to thoee programs to en-
courage talented candidates from business and industry to ctsider employment-in
the public schools.

The scholarship and fellowship provisions of your bill constitute a further incen-
tive for teachers. Although I have not examined the details of the proposal, it repre-
sents an incentive strategy which is consistent with needs identified in many re-
ports.

I appreciate your bringing these -proposals to my attention and am especially
pleased at the congressional interest' this very important educational issue.

Sincerely,

Hon. RON WYDEN,
House of' Representatives,
Washington, 1X',

131tiAR CONGRESSMAN WYDEN: Thanks for your recent letter notifying me that you
have been joined by Chairman Paul Sinion.and Congressmen Goodlingand Coleman

S

---TnuatAs H. KRAN,
Governor.

THE CARNEGIE FOUNDATION,
Frinewton, NJ, January 5, 14984.

1 71)
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....
in introducing the Talented Teacher Act of 1983. Thanks too for sending a copy ofthis legislation: '' :. .. ..,As yoit know, my own 'commitment to the improvement of the teaching professionincludes emphasis on ideas that connect closely' with those emphasized in your legis-lation. 1 believe' that federal initiates will be important and necessary in securing

'must
students' for careers in teaching. 'And I agree that talented teachers'must be recognizedfor what they have done awl for what they can do as rolemodels for their peers. ,, ..

I will follow the progress of this legiSlation with special interest and high respectfor what you and your colleagues'are doing to hsip improve our schools. .-Cordially yours, 4
... EiNksr L. Boxes,

Pres+
4

`'AM ifICA.N ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL. ADMINISTRATORS,
Arlington, VA, Jeuniary 4, 144.

HOD. RON WYD N,
Douse of Xepresentatilwes,

Washington,
DEAR MR. WYDEN: On behalf of, the American Association of School Administra-tors, I would like'to express our support for 1-1.R.,4477, which would. provide scholar-ship assistance. to outstanding high school radiates to enter the teaching profess,.sion.
The American Association of SChool Aditiiistrators (RASA) will contact membersIbf the Rouse of Representatives urging them to join you in this effort by assponsor-ing the legiblation. Further, we will contact our state associations across the coun-try, informing them of this legislation and urging their support. I would like tothank you on behalf of the members of the American ASsociation of School Admin-... istrators for introducing this legislation, and if I can be of further service, pleasedon't hesitate to contact me,.

incerely,
Josses! J. SCHItatn,

Associate Executive Director.

'HARVARD UNIVERSITY,
Cambridge, MA, Januar,' 11, ,1$

Hon. RON WYDEN,
Member, US. House of Representatives,
Washington, DC.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN WYDEN: Thank you for your letter of December 19 informing
me of your introduction of the Talented. Teachers Act of 1983. You and your col-leagues are to be congratulated for taking this important step, both in terms of ad-dressing two of the more critical problems confronting contemporary education, andin terms of understanding what we on the Twentieth Century Fund Task Force con-sidered the overriding federal interest in their prompt and successful resolution.I hope that this legislation continues to receive bipartisan support. If possible,please keep me informed as to your progress. Best wishes for the new year.Sincerely,

PATRICIA AL/VgRG GRAHAM,
Dean.

Congressman Ras Wvintst,
House of Representatives,
Washington, DC

DEAR CONGRESSMAN Wvnex: Thank you very much for your letter of December 19bringing me up to date on Congressional activity with respect to Federal education-al policy, I have followed developments in a general Way since I testified before the
Perkins Committeee last Spring, but I am particularly pleased to havetnore infor-
mation about the Talented Teachers Scholarships Fellowships. The parallel in im-portant respects with the major.thettnes of the. Wentieth Century, d Task force.

WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY,
Middletown, CT, January i15, 194.



Ever since the avalanche of reports last Spring, I have been impressed att,the
public and political reaction. I continue to present Twentieth Century Fund findings

to a wide variety of audiences nationwide; and I am persuaded that despite the Fed-
eral deficit and the opposition of the present administration, we can move forward
in defining a coherent and important Federal role. I will be glad to support your
efforts in any way that I can and to so indicate that to my old Congressional friends
in Massachusetts and to my new ones in Connecticut. Again, I appiriate your writ-

lug to me
With every good wish, Rosjtr C Wow), Pro*fessor*:.

130u : OF REPRESENTATIVES,
STATE 07 OKLAHOMA,

January 17, 1954.

Hon. RoN WYDEN,
House of Re)rresentatives,
Washington, DC AN,

DRAB, WMa. ynkri: Thank you ea much for sending me a copy of H R 4477. The

enactment of this bill should be a real boon for the efforts to improve quality in
education and to attract bright, lively.people to the field of teaching.

-I would really appreciate your asking the appropriate stagy/amber to keep me
apprised of the bill s progress for any major rvvision.

Once again, many, thanks for the enormo* contribution the passage of this bill

should make to raising the level of literacy in America today.
Sincerely,

Hon. Boat Wvinos.
.Member of Congress,
P.O. Box 86V.1.,'
Portland, OR.

MAX CONGRESSMAN WYDEN: I- was delighted .to learn that you have submitted the
Talented Teachers Act of 1983 to Congress. Given my perception of the urgent needs
of American education, this leation would be an important contribution.

If there is anything I can do
gislto

assist . you in gaining approval of the Talented
Teachers Act, please let me know.

Sincerely, ROK/GiT D. BARR,
Dean OSU-WOSC Sc' lx)1 ofEducation.

PENNY WILLIAMS,
State Representative.

OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY,
Corvallis, OR January 4, 1984.

Representative RON Wvorst,
House of Representatives,
Washington; DC

DEAR CONGRESSMAN WYDEN: Thank you very much for your letter of December

jI9, 1983 telling me about your bill, 4477.
The bill certainly, sounds to be a'very fins step in the right direction and appears

consistent with what we-were trying to-do. I hope that Congress. willed, on 1

tion of this type soon. I would appreciate very much receiving a copy of the bill and

of any report or hearings"coming out of the .committee. I would also appreciate it'
very inuch if your office could send me a copy of the report of the Merit:Pay Task
Force to which you refer in your letter.

At the Twentieth Century Fund we are continuing to follow the important policy

issues raised in our Task Force and which have now been at the center 'of public

and media attention for several months. We are also talking here in the state about
holding some kind of a meeting between leader's of teachers organizations.rganizations and
others to develop a consensus on next steps. It certainly sounds as if, t,,he' Merit Pay

Task Force recommendations are very much along that line. We have also bad a
small group 'meet at the Fund to search for agreement as well. My impreasion-from'
talking to teachers union people is that while they are finally, on record against

"?,

UNIVEIWITY OF WASHINGTON,
Seattle, WA, January 11, 1984.
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merit pay as such or bonus systems: there is
merit-based personnel system for teachers if it
'collective bargaining.

Thank you again for thinking ofme.
Beat personal regards.

sulorbi

ery strong support for some sort of
be enveloped within the rubric of

C Dx.NNY,
Professor. ,

AURRIDAN Asatietanou Catt.acizs roa TRACIULR EDUCATION& .,

Washington. PC January 5,c1984.Hon. BON Wmtsr,
House of Representatives,
Washington, DC

DZAR Eon: Thank you for the work that you have done in introdhcing the Talent-ed Teachers Act of 1983. I appreciate the commitment and work that you have di-rected toward the improvement of education. Also, I appreciate your sharing withme the progress, that is being made. Do know that I shall welcome the chance toSupport your efforts and any additional exploration which you may wish to do inthis area. I look forwarde your calling on me. Until that time, good wish**Sincerely,

Axstx Ftowsas, President.
PS.I have written and shared a copy of this bill_ with CongrOasman

Lin`3.10YThamitis.

Hon. Rex Wvossi,
House of Representatives,
Washington, DC

bloat CONORKSIMAN SirYDILN: Thank you for your kind praise concerning the TaskForce on Education for Economic Growth. I'm very pleased to be the labor repre.'ientative on the task force, which is doing some very constructive. work.
I am also quite pleased about this legislation you are propoeirig for talented teach-ers. As you, correctly cited, it was one of the recommendations of the task force, and'I think is a preferable form of reward for talented teachers over merit pay.The only concern might have with your legislation is that various requirementsand restrictions be 14Taced on the recipients of the awardi: The one stipulation youmentioned in your letter is perfectly fine with me,. but I think it should be up tostate arid local bodies to decide on any other requirements...
Thank Ion fm. introducing this timely legialllion, and please keep me inforinedon its status.

Sincerely,

COMMUNICATIONS W011XXII8 tlar AIIIRICA,
Washington, DC January 4,.1984.

,

Mr. RON WYDRN,
---,-. ----

--Metififet. Ofe..0_71.gress,
tWashingo DC. .. .. .

Durk Ma.:\WYnix: .Thank you for sharing with me Kur mailing of December 19,describing your initiative in introducing HE 4477, the Talented Teachers Act of
1982. The Act seems to me well designed to meet a good part of the 'problem of at-

. treeting teachers from among the talented young people who have other, per-haptr otli rwise more attractive, options..

GUINN Ek WATra,
President

HARVARD UNiveasrrv,
Cambridge, MA, December 19, 1981



As you correctly indicate, this Act is not a cure-all for the educational system; but
it seems to me one of the most prising portions of the needed task. of upgreding
the system.

With beet wishes,
Sin rely yours,

Gmetee Huvrox,
Mallinekrocit Professor of Physics, Irt

wad Professor filistary of Science.

Re H.R. 447T.
Hon. Rots\WvesusT,
U.S. Congressman,
Washington, VC

Dalts CONGRREEKAN WYDEN: I Will contact as Many people that I can think of con-
cerning cooponsering H.R. 4477 which I think is an excellent Bill.

Thank you for taking yotir time to write-to me stud we will see if we can get the
necesiary sponsors for this.

Very truly your*,
'Lusa W. SANDERS,

Past Preside/it

ILLINOIS AILIJOCIATION OF. SoHOOL'I BOARDS,
Marion, Il,, Deeeniber 22,4,98:

..

RON WYDEN,
Member of anigneSS,
House of Representatives,
Washington, DC

James A. GARFIELD HIGH SGHOOL,'
Los Angeks, CA, Deeentberg, 1981

DRAR RON: I received your letter dated December 12,, 1983 and a copy of HIS
4477. I wish to thank you for sending me a copy of the bill. I feel this is a worth -
while piece of legislation and all efforts should be made for its ouccessful passage.

I will encourage all my colkagues to support yonin your efforts,.
-**\

JAINN ESCALANTR,
Math .13Vpt. Chairpe_rson.

COMMONWEAL.= OF PENNSYLVANIA, -

DIFARTIAENT OF E DUCATION,
Harriabur4 PA, January JO, 1s8$.

Hon. RON WNeing, 7
Member, House of Replysentatives,
Waihington, DC

DEAR CONGRESSmAN WYDEN: Governor Thornburgh forwarded your recent letter
coneerning the Talented Teachers Act te my office and asked that I respond on his
behalf.

In reviewing your propoeed legislatIOD it became apparent that the recommends
tion* you cite regarding teacher reCogn4ion, niade by the Task Force on Economic
Growth, also influenced the direction Governor Thornburgh took in developing his
edticatwnal initiatives for Pennsylvania Your Act appears to`v*Pood to the same
need and has an identical intent* does our effort to improvement the ,effectiveness
of teachers and administrator*. encloeingst copy of the Governor's Agenda for

- Excellence in Pennsylvania Public Schools so that you may note these parallels and
be aware of the specific` apprOaeh we will be taking in this area

Federal assistance for the ablest teacher candidates and the most talented class-
room teachers will very positively complement our Scholars in Education s.nd Excel-
lence in Teaching Awards. I commend you and the cosponsoring Congrewamen for

.taking this step to improve the quality of education and I strongly support your ef-,
forts.

Thank you for providing this informetion and forthe kind words thout Gover nor_
Thornburgh's participation on the Task Fors*.

Sincerely,
RoszaT C. WILBURN, Secretary,

174
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Astioucts Assoctsnost roe THE ADVANCEMENT or ScntNcr.,
MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE.

South Hoak'', MA January 21, 1984.
Hon. Rost ,.W N,
Member of the ousenf Representatwes
Washington,

DEAlt Roar' you for your letter concerning The Talented Teachers Act of1983, HR 4477. comments
1) I applaud ur aetion-in this matter, and
2) I hope that t receives favorable action.

Sincerely
ANNA J. HA/ WHOM, :President.

Commo.Nwestrra or KENTUCKI,
STATIC SENATE,

Richnzonci, KY, September 15,
Hon. RON 'WYDEN,
U.S. House of Representatioes,.
,Washington, DC, _

DEAR REPILESEISITATAIIPWYDEN: gretexceedingly that the state of My health forthis summer made it impossible f r me to serve on the Merit Pa ask Force, but Ithoroughly agree with the work which you have done. You have proposed legislation
on two problems that I think arevery pertinent to the improvement of the qualityof education, naMely; the recruitment and retention of excellent teache

mould
Thciegis-belation which yoti have proposed attacks these two problems and I

considered by the Congress if it is Serious about improving educetien.
My very best wishes for you and your efforts. z

Cordially yours,
Rositirr R azNF Seisotor.

Raiivaan Urov
Carnbricio Af Lierivary .1', 1984.

Hon. Boa. WYDEN,
angress of the United States,
Washington, DC,

DEAR Mx. WYDEN: Thank you for your letter of December 22 which was prompted
by my statement before the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee. Youare most kind to comment and to send me ti copy of your bill, The Talented Teach-
ers Act of 1983. I have read the Materials with interest and commend you for whatyou are trying to do: Such efforts are encouraging. Let us hope that the kinds of
improvements that we both are seeking will soon be forthcoming.

Witiebest wishes,
Sincerely,.

Moira Box, President.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP.,
Armonk NY, January 9, 1984.-

Hon. flox WYDRN,
Congress of the United States,
Waihingtorh DC

Demi Mx. WYDEN: It very encouraging to see action being taken to address the
- aeriouacohcerns exprftW in thereparts-on -primary-and- setondary'ledneatieri

lished by the Task Foree on Education for Economic Growth and many others-I believe that.attracting the best possible talent we can into the teaching prefes-
Bien may be the single most important objective we can collectively address. I sues.delighted to see that You are addreesing it.

As you noted, your proposal alone will. not "fix" the problem, but it does sound
like a constructive step in-the right direction. I trust that your legislation will. truiti.;...

ja. vita these new teachers to teach where they are mostneeqUo.

FRANK T. CARY,
Chairman of the Executive CoMinittee.
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Isivirsnivtl es 'Naziism

With a shelf full of recent reports bethoaning the state of American edocation, the
topic has become a political excitement. But thus far precious few good ideas have
emerged, either from President. Reaganwho eschews additional federal aid in
favor of restoring old-fashioned" values, as if a choice between the two had to be
;madeor his Democratic opponents, who have contended themselves -with urging
"more."

Now comes asmode;st and sensible proposal for federal aid in one area where it
can do some good: enticing able college students into teaching careers. Legislation
introdueed by Rep.' RoreWyden, D-Ore., wouldprovide scholarships of up to $5,000 a
year, awarded regardless of financial need, to would-be teachers graduating in the
top 10 percent of their high sch4Nel Thoee who received scholarships would
be obliged to teach a year in eol(for every year of scholarship support
or reimburse the federal government, with interest.

The need for abler young teachers is evident, for the best and the brightest these
days are generally not being attracted to public education. The average prospective
teacher scores 394 (out of a possible 800; 500 is the average for all students),on the
verbal portion of the Scholastic Aptitude test, 419 on the math exam. And those
'scores, lower than those recorded for almost any would-be professionals, have been
dropping during the past decade. Although the test scores are not determinative of
teaching ability, the fact that relatively weak students are opting for the classroom
reflects the prevailingand quite wrongattitude that the quality of public schools
doesn't much matter.

Qffering college scholarships sends a different and more positive signal abouttla e
national concern. The plan should attract better teachersas many as 10,000
yearinto the schools. The success of the National Health Service Corps echblar-
ships, which offer comparable .suld to. health professionals who eemMit them-
selves to .stints in*-unserireii areue, offers' reason to believe that the program
might work.

N even generous scholarships will ttfru these recruits into career teachers how-
ever That will require higher salaries, better working conditions, and a commit-
ment to excellence on the part of the Schools. But at $75 million, this meeisure is a
blue-chip investment in American education.

(From E4luca.tiop Week, &to 4,1983)

iNek.i4TIVSS, NoT TlrS, ARE NE.E.I.Mat To ft.E.STRCTLI

(By (levy Sykes) -'

rlUeariso Peorissime

Teaching is an imperiled ;arofession. "Recent research ix 'sates that at eveiy - .point
of choicefrom selection of a college major through the decision -to remain or
leave the classroom --the most acaden,deally able eschew the teaching profession.
Moreover, while in recent years declining-student enrollments have meant a teach-
er surplus, shortages in such critical areas as mathematics and science are already
upon us. Within a decade, more general shortages are likely;due to a drastic decline
in the number of education-school graddates (down '50 percent from 1972 to 1981),
and to the retirement of a sizable portion of an ag-ing teacher workforce. To be sure,
effective teaching is measured by more than academic ability reflected in scores on
standardized tests. Yet parents in meet communities desire for their children bright,
articulate teachers, with a strong grasp of subject matter.

To date, the response of policymAers to the declisie4the teaching profession has
been largely symbolic, emphasizing regulatory measures that misconstrue the prob-
lem. Mandating competency tests for prospective teachers and otherwise tightening
liceneing and 'certification requirements may screen-Out the least academically, able ----
teacher candidates, but such actions will not contribute to the more important task
of attracting bright, committed young people to teaching,, nor will they sustain them
throughout a career in the classroom.

Furthermore, to raise entry standards considerably will serve by- itself only to
induce a teacher shortage. One study estimated, for example, that a requirement to
score above the median on tests like the Scholastic Aptitude Test (s.eir) or the Na-
tional Teachers Examination would exclude between 70 to 75 percent of all prospec-
tive teachers. In fact, if those scoring below the lower fifth of all students on the
S.A.. were denied admission to teacher-education programs, approximately 35 per7



cent of the enrolled would be excluded. (This, by the way, is a !strategy _that the --chief state school officers-have recently recommended in -ii draft report as a means
of raising teacher salaries through market prossure. I'm not sanguine about the
prospects. A more expedient response to the threat of teacher shartages is to waive
entry requirements rather than to raise salaries.)

Policymakers at all levels must take steps to make teaching more attractive as an
occupation. And since the, spate of recent state regulations don't address the prob-
lem more attention must be given to incentives. We must develop an incentive-
based teacher policy system, which, over time, can restructure the teaching occupa-

----tion,makifig it competitive (nice again. In an era of fiscal austerity and public ac-
vountability, however, we must utilize incentives selectively, tying them to indica-
tors of quality whenever possible. Specifics of an incentive-based approach should be
tailored to individual circumstances in particular locales, but there are several gen-eral issues to consider. 0.--

Policymakers must carefully weigh what purposes incentives might serve. There,
are several, including recruiting high-caliber candidates; identifying and rewarding
excellence; retaining effective teachers in the classroom; encouraging Prefaisional
development; and providing an efficient. equitable distribution of teachers within a
school system..

Efforts to recruit teachers with scholarship- and loan-forgiveness..programs are al-.ready under way. In several areas, notably the state of Tennessee and the Charlotte-
Mecklenberg School District in 'North Carolina, "master-teacher" schemes . have
been proposed as a long-range strategy for retaining good teachers. Other districts
have utilized sabbaticals and small-grant programs for, projects, to
stimulate professional development. (A notable example of a small-grant program is
the Exxon Education Foundation's Impaet II program in New York City.) And many
jurisdiction's announce "teacher of the year" awards with fanfare, a practice whose .value could be incre by making rewards more plen4iful and varied. Alsoasorneas
districts, including ,th in Houston, Las Angeles, and Xami, now offer extra pay
to teachers willing to ork in inner-city schools. ..

Given the lack of opportunities for career advancement in teaching and the pro-
fession's meager start-to-end salary ratio of one to two, as well 'as the rising average
age of the nation's teachers, incentiveathat help good teachers "iftaY fresh" over a

._careet are particularly important.
.

Incentive size is a second major issue. How much of what sort of incentive is nec-
essary to attract, sustain; and retain teachers'? On this matter, economists shOuld be
able to assist 'policyrnalters, but thereis little information to draw upon...
-7-ic-irnber of locales; though, have experimented with Tilly increases: Los Angeles
has pffered an 11-percent increase for teaching in the city qeeter. Houston offered
an initial bonus of $S00 on a $16,000 starting salary for. mathematics and science
teachers, increasing it in 1982-SS to $2,000: Since Holiston also offers a $2,000 bonus
for teaching in its inner -city: schools; begiening mathematics and science teachers

', there can now earn $20,000, a salary that is 25 percent above the district's base. In,
-England, a series of national reforms in the 1970's provided so-called "schcxii.Of-ex-

.. '.it '. ceptional-difficulty" alloWances of 4 percent to 10 percent above the base for teach-
ers working in urban schools.

The evidence available on these experiments suggests that modest salary incen-
tives in'the,10-perceet range affect the supply, turnover, and diittibution of teach-
ers only marginally. The influence of salary incentives on teacher quality is even
less clear. Ideally,,we would like to know something about the-relationship between ,,
marginal increments of salary and the' ehavior of effective teachers or promising
teacher candidates.. Lacking such knowledge, we must experiment as Houston is
doing, adjusting incentives, then observing their effects.

Third, in the face of limited resources and increased pressure for accountability,
-colieyffiakeeinitist -cohsider hoW best tolmk inCentives to performance. The prquil-
ing'pattern in education links incentives to status (such as gaining tenure ortrarre
ing a master's degree), not to perfqemence.. Such. a system has some obviousadvan-
tages. It is easy to Operate, equitable, and harnionious.. All teachers are treated.alike
in ,a perfectly unanibigous fashion, preventing discord and making .administration
quite simple. However, these advantages have a price: When the exemplary and the
incompetent receive the same rewards, excellence goes unrewarded.

But the history 'of what is often 'called "Merit pay" in eduCation and in other
fields suggests that it seldom ivorks as planned: Either me it' increases are routinely
-distributed to all or extraneous 'factors such as . favorit ria and political control
enter, producing resentment among thooe- who Must work together on a daily bakiis.
The key, of Course,. is _to , develap _valid, objeCtiveLcriteriasVithbehaviond or ether



indicators for performanee. While this task its technically possible; the coats et sys-
tematically collecting such information are great. .

Another altenative is to use a nominations process for the distribution of awards.
A panel of teachers; administrators, and others could develop criteria and make
award decisions. Such a plan, would at least serve to recognize outstanding teachers,
without introducing the adverse consequences of.merit pay. The performance base
for incentives will always be a difficult problem, but-localities should begin to con
bider schemes to introduce liriks hetweenperformance andincentives.

iA uniform salary scale tied to status instead of performance also inhibits school
terns from selectively introducing incentives to meet delimited probletits, such as

thae currently posed by the shortage of Mathematics and science teachers and the
inability of-inner-city and rural schools to attract and hold teachers.. Because we
cannot afford to raise all salaries to deal with ,these problems, the solutions' of
hiring unqualified teachers, realisignin,g teachers to part-time work outside their
areas of certification, and increasing class arise all reduce the competence of the
teaching force.

The introduction of pay differentials would likely produce some ill will among'
teachers, rising questions abbat the value of-one subject as opposed to another. But
salary differentials have long been accepted in other occupations, including univer-
sity teaching. The stakes are high enough today to warrant at least experimenting
with this idea, ,, ,

Another issue concerns the relative merits of individual versus collective ;mien-
fives, .

Most discussion of incentives has focused primarily on those aimed atrecruit-
ing and retaining individual teachers, but much recent research has stressed the
school `as the critical unit of learning and reform. This and other literature also sug-
gest that effective teachiag is dependent on the context in which it occurs. Ine fact,
the various characteristics of schools probably are is potent an influence on teacher
effectiveness as are teachers' personal qualities or the training they _receive. Per-
haps then, attention shOuld be paid to incentives operating at the school of depart.
merit level (such as summer employment to work on school-improveinent efforts or
releaae time for cooperative curriculum planning), which might augment individual
income while encouraging collective responses to professional matters. .

Incentives also offer an opportunity to reallocate existing resources. Certain
school districts an beginning to explore ways to alter the distribution and balance
of rewards and incentives to make teaching more attractive. For example, the San
Francisco school district currently offers teachers a choice between class size and
salary. Teachers who accept larger classes are paid. more. And the Ogden, Utah,
school district has recently shifted from a nine month to an 11-month salary for
teachers, increasing the average annual salary by a subotantial amount, In return,
teachers accepted larger classes and engaged in curriculum development and other
professional work during. sumniei mou. There is more room for innovation
within existing udget constraints than m' ht be expected, and any district could

additional state f de -
begin the search or alternatives y, without passage of a school bond or

.

The removal of disincentives should also be considered. In addition to the absence
of attractions, teaching has features that discourage capable people from entering it
and staying in it Some contend, for example, that state licensing and certification
laws prevent capable liberal-arts graduates from teaching-because they have not
taken the requisite courses in schools of education. The same applies to knowledgea-
ble people in business and in the community who, their lack of "credentials" not-
withstanding, Might teach part time.

ally, there is the question of who 'should determine and distribute incentives.-
One 'twice hire is, between centralized and decentralized deciaitnnaking. if there is
widespread agreement about a problem that affects the members of a large jurisdic-
tion, or if individual rights and, compliance with the law are involved, then central-
ization is-preferdble A state, for`examele,botildeetahlish a scholarship = program for -
proopective .teachers (as in fact several states recently have don for prospective ...

. mathematica and science teachers), or it could supply.grants to *cal .districts to
invent ways to attract and retain teachers, On the other hand. if responsiveness to a
variety of focal conditions is desirable, -then a more decentralized approach has
appeal. A school district could establish-a centrally administered program to involve
teacheri in program development or could supply wens1) grants to teachers to invent
their own curricula.

A second choice involves the use of public- versus priVate-sector incenti4s. Given
the growing interest in bringing the private sector into scho2I-reforin eftbrts, public
incentivessuch as tax breakscould be used to encourage corporations to provide

_part-time employment for teachers or in mals'e their employees available for part-
,

if
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tirzle teaching duties. Also, the attniviSg number of savvy superintendents whir azecultivating networks with influentail community and corporate loaders can use 5101contacts to address the fundamental problerns,ofteacher quality.
, I am under no illusion that public policy idoue can restore the satisfactions of.teaching. Such d'rriatter ties beyond 'policy's reach. Yet for all its instrumental
vaide,policy also Serves,expressive purposes and can articulate our ideals. There is
today no more, vital role for educational policy than to affirm the value of teaching

.and the importance' or holding teachers to high standards of commitment and con-duct. Policies linked to a rhetoric of excellence that eniphasize rewards and incen-tives can make a critical contribution" to the renewal 'of .teaching as a deeply fulfill-., ing and uniquely; valuable enterprise.
But we must depart from the status qua; we must begin to broadly reconfigure"the

teaching occupation if it is to remain viable. And we mustbekihnow.
Mr. &mow. With those final wordi, we accept all your recom-

mendations. [Laughter.] - '1 "Let me first, just in a general wayand you alluded to this, this
coming shortageivf teachersif we do not take some steps to seethat we attract...and keep more of the brightest and best, there is areal danger that our already severe problem is -going to become

-more severe; is that correct? .

Mr. WYDEN. Absolutely.1 think that on the task force, .what wefound is the brightest are the ones who, are most likely to leave thp
'profession, and a lot of them in even course subjects that are par-
ticularlyimportant, such as math and science.

.aMr. SIMON. 'Your point on working within the State. tet' me just
ve you the background of Jvhy we did it. In fact, the State you useis an illustration in reverse of why we did it Your statement says,"Worse yet, what if that particiitaiN5tatthad no teaching shortage,

but another State such,as,, Arkansas did?"
The reason for piating itand I don't feel that stronglyis if

you got trained in Arkansas and we have worked out this dispersal,
we .ought to keep some of those bright teachers in `Afkansas andnot have them go to Oregon or California or some equally attrac-

"tive State like Illinois to teach, there ought to be- some impact
%ilitifhiri that State of the 'program.
110 you have any reaction to that'?

Mr. Wvorri, I think that is a good point. I think we both want to
do the same thing. Maybe even a kind off triggering mechanism
where if two States needed, you first were in your home State, and
then somewhere, else, I think wi ought to be able to figure out air ess, so that we do exactly what you are talking about. That isso ething that I would support. If a triggering mechanism or
som thing else was used to send you somewhere else, we might be
able to balance the two interests. We certainly don't want States to
cone up short on their own people.
--- Mr. SIMON. Let -me mention one other suggestion that has been
made. We y that they have to teach in a public education pro -gram'. Our friends who are representing the Roman Catholic
schools here have suggested there iss,also a very real need and, if
that public service is provi Ni in a nonpublic school, that also
ought to be credited. .

,Do you have any reaction?
_

Mr. WYDEN. I would very much like to see. that, Mr. Chairman. I
have visited at length with friends in. Portland from the 'Catholic
Sentinel and others, there in my home..district, ti they persuaded

1
.
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me that that would be g policy change well, and I, would
very much like to see that done

Mr. SIMON. 4 thank you very,' very much for yoUr testimony, and
even more for your leadership.

Mr. WYDEN. Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON: I am proud to have you as a colleague.
Mr. WYDEN. Thank you very much.
Mr. SIMON. We now have panel..of witnesses with Dr. Sharon

Porter Robinson, director, instruction and professional develop-
* ment of the National Education Association, a frequent visitor to

th6se halls back some years ago; Dr. Patricia Albjerg Grahamin
fact, she has moved tip in the world, and not only is she dean of
Harvard University Graduate School of EducatiOn, but she used to
be just Dr. Patricia Graham, and rfow she has added that Danish
nameand Dr' Robert Saunders, dean.of Memphis State Universi-
ty College of Education.. We are pleased to have all three of you
here.

Dr. Robinson, we will start with you., ila

STATEMENT . OF "SHARON PORTER It013INSON, DIRECII5R, IN
STRUCTION, AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT, NATIONAL
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
Ms. ROBINSON. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to

have an opportunity to comment bet re the subcommittee on title
V of the Higher Education Act, an4 particularly to 'talk about the
issues related to the training of teachers.

Mr. Simo14.4,If 1 may interrupt you just for a moment;-all three
statements will be entered in the record in full, and how you want
to proceed, you may

entered
or whatever you want to do.

Ms. ROBINSON. Let the say that we horve stated previously, before
this .committee as a matter of fact, that we believe strongly there .
are ,tree issues that affect the 'quality of education in public
scho&LOne, the talent 'attracted to the teaching profesSion; two,
the qyality of training that .these teachers receive; and three, the
environment and conditions in 'which these teachers practice and
pfovide educational services'.

We believe. that title V can indeed provide some leadership in
each of these are .It can do much to help to enhance the esteem
and respect affordathe profession.

Let me,,talk briefly about attracting the. talent_pool. You hiive 'al-
ready discussed the Carl Perkins scholarship and the general fel-
lowship program. We will submit some comments on these pro- .

grams, changes that we ,would suggest .to make: them perhaps more_
effective, including a look the requirement of the 2-year pay-
back.

p We are concerned about this particular requirement because of a
,,concern fOr the pressure this might place on the young people who

are making very difficult' dmisiciwaibout career options and career
opportunities, and to have to it' 8 years of service at a very
young age might be asking a bit much. That would be a rather inn -

posing to have to make.
Also, we would suggeSt that. you consider expanding the.eligibil-

ity pool to include the prospect of talented .college freshmen and

0
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sophomores who might make a later decision to consider entering
the teaching profession and have them have this opportunity to get
some support in their education.

We feel that these provisions, however, do-convey a sense that
the Nation feels strongly that entering the teaching profession is
an 'honorable and admirable career choice, and it is to be encour-
aged

We are also encouraged by the degree to which features of the-
bill encourage the partnership' between K-12 teachers and faculty
in higher education: I would like to provide a couple of examples of
how the NEA is at work encouraging that kind of collaboration
and partnership .,to improve teacher education, as well as to im-
prove the quality of educational services offered at the local level.

By using, the document, "Excellence In Our Schools, Teacher
Education, which I have provided the Chair for thilcomrnittee, we
have several affiliates working with schools of education to up-N
grade the quality of teacher preparation.,One project in particular '

will result in a ;kind of assessment model for students throughout
the preparation program, which we think will indeed be exempla-
ry.

Working with Radford College in Virginia and the Virginia Edu-
cation Association, the NEA is supporting this project which we,.
will publish this spring or summer, and in this publication, we will
describe.a comprehensive, qualitative and quantitative assessmentprogram that will support all teacher preparation students
throughout in courses that they take in the college of education, aswell as they take in the courses that they take across campus, in
arts and sciences or in other colleges.

The system that we are encouraging is a uniform system of as- .

sessment, evaluation, and evaluation which holds as a very key fea-
' tare preparation to teach, as well as competent content expertise.

Other projects that we will be initiating involve collaboration
with community colleges and 4-year institutions in a single commu-
nity. with the feathers in the public schools in order to address

. some significant -instructional problem. I thought to mention this
based on some of the comments made by Congressman Wyden, -be-
cause -I want- you to understand thatwe do feel that we have to
reach out and demonstrate .a willingness to work with o col-.
leagues in the institutions of higher education,- and that. must
be more assertive about findingt,ways to apply the particula exper-

' tise in the research universities, in the technical universities, to
the instructional problems of our community; which began to be
addressed in the K-12 public schools.

The issue of retaining teathers, we feel, is being addressed adini,,
rably in the concept of the professional development resource cen-
ters included in this bill: I can't begin to tell you how strongly we
feel about this, because that is a feature of proftssional develop-
ment and a feature of professional practice which we feel needs to
be enhanced and 'understood.better.

The professional develoPment resource centers have the potential
for fostering independence; creativity and interdependence among
teachers as colleagues, and among educators within a given COM-
inanity to support the continued prOfessional growth of practicing
teachers. It, is no less- than we should do, and indeed we should do
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much more in order to proyide support for professional develop-
ment among_the K-12 teachers and not have it be regarded as a
fringe benefit or a perk. This is a process which is necessary in
order to enhance the basic system. It is one that should be support-
ed with public funds. We feel that the proposals here offer some
leadership in that regard. We feel that the need is so great that
indeed perhaps we may consider at some point reallocating some
funds here so that we are addressing the bulk of the need in terms
of the teaching work force, and look at ways of addressing some ad-
ditional problems another way.

The term "educator" as the way of describing eligibility for par-
ticipation in the development and implementation of professional
development resource centers is probably, a bit too nebulous to be

\ very meaningful. We feel that the focus should be on teachers; and
that some effort should be made to clarify the role of the teachers

I themselves in organizing these programs on behalf of their.contin-
ued professional development and enhancing our understanding of
just how, they are supposed to opera .

Let me close by pointing out scam ndings- from the 1982 nation-
al teacher opinion poll conducted by e NEA. A majority, about 52
percent, indicated some dissatisfaction with the "quality of inservice
education provided by their school systems.

Further, a study conducted'onducted by Chaprinin and Lowther measuring
teacher satisfaction withteaching produced interesting information'
on the importance of professional growth opportuniti9s. A
ni

mml-
erous factors that 'respondents had to select, teachers op-

portunities to learn new things highest in importance In judging
professional success. Having such opportunities had a more power-
ful effect on reported job satisfaction and -career satisfaction than
any other form of achievement considered-in this study.

The effective teacher, 'Mr. Chairman, is not only a continuing
learner, but one of whom our society places a vast responsibility,
which is the instruction of the next generation.

I wish to commend you and the subcommittee for working on de-
veloPing some proposals, concepts and ideas that might help to ad-
vance, the support necessary for this important enterprise:

Mr. SIMON. We thank you very. much for your testimony.
[Prepared statement of Sharon Robinson folloWs:]

PUPAS= STATIalliNT OF SHARON ROBINSON, DIFACTON OF INSTRUCTION AND
PlIOFXSSIONAL IJIVELOFAILNT, NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr, Chairinan:.My name is Sharon Robinson. .I am Director of Instruction and
...Professional Development for the National Education Association. It is a great
pleasure for me to appear before this diatingUiihed SubCommittee once again and-to
share with you today our views regarding seiretal issues of vital interest to the NEA
and the over 1.7 million elementary, secondary, and postsecondary members we rep-
reeent. .

,.

The federal role inand commitment topoetsecondary education has loag- been
of deep and continuing concern to our Association. This is nut merely an outgrowth
of our being the -nation's largest organization representing postsecondary faculty
and staff. Rather, it items from our unalterable view that higher educationlike its
elementary and secondary counterparts----is a basic and fundamental cornerstone of
our society. It helps to proVide the very underpinnings for our economic life, our
national security, and our guest for equity, equality, and opportunity. This is our
view as higher education faculty members, as educators, as parents, as concerned
and active citizens.

SZi
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MOILER EDUCATION IN OUR NATIONAL 1,..WE

The quality of poctseconciary education has been important in the past but it has'
never been more critical to our survival than it is today. Indeed, America's destinyis tied directly and inextricably to how well we educate our country's children, It
will be our colleges and universities building -on our system of universal free public
elementary and secondary educationwhich will train the scientists and research-,
ers who will`help our nation advance; educate the scholars, artists, and philosophers
who will enrich our national life; and provide us with the skilled workers who will
fuel our econom,sC,onsider the fundamentals.

(1) Higher education is ,vital for America' 's economic growth and vitality. Our work
force is going through an enormous transitiona revolution reallythat is shifting
traditional patterns of employment, accelerating the pace of already dizzying tech-
nological change, and placing tremendous new demands on the skills and abilities of
our people. As Peter Drucker has noted "Knowledge has already become the key to
productivity, competitive strength and economic achievement." By investing in
higher education, we invest in our future. .

(2) Higher 'education is crucial to 'a strung democracy. A vibrant and responsive..
democracy dependa,upon an educatedand informed population. It was this underly-
ing fact that helped spur the great American experiment to provide a free public
education of high quality tq each and every one of our citizens. Today, as our society.
becomes larger and more complex, the demands on our people to understand the
issues before them in our democracy are becoming increasingly Mori difficult and

%urgent. Clearly, to participate appropriately in the decisions which affect our own
lives reqUires an increasingly better educated and sophisticated population. Higher
educationwhich has .been so essential in transmitting the history and value of,

. ideasprovidee the means by which we can meet this challenge,
(3) Higher'education is essential for social justice. Education is, quite simply, the

ladder of opportunity for the vast majority ofour people. For most, it is more than
just the key to a fair, chance, to individual advancement, to better jobs, to greater
success, even to self-respect, it is the key to the very future itself. Higher education
can provide the difference between a lifeline,of opportunity and a lifetime of strug-
gle. Or colleges and universities canand must--playi,a pivotal role in providing the
equity and access requisitt; to a just society. a, ,

Mr, C 'man, these thoughts. are not new. Their roots go back to the earnests
days of our nation, And out of them has grown a firm federal commitment to the

,

suppor . expansion, and improvement of postsecondary education. From the North-
west Ordinance of 1787 through the Morrill Land Grant Act of 1562, from the
:Bill in;1944 through the National Defense Education Act in 1958, from the Higher
Education Act of 1965 through the Middle Income Student Assistance Act in 1978,
'America has rededicated itself to this commitment, We commend you and the Mem-
bers of this Subcommittee for your leadership in beginning once again to build on
this base, to look toward the future, and to seek new and substantial ways to extend
and enhance the federal partnership in higher education. Your leadership is par-
ticularlyreassuring in light of the environment of the last four years.

The current Administration has shown a callous disregard for the well-being of
our students, the vitality of our schools; the importance of American education. Its
record speaks for itself. This Administration has attempted:

.

to undermine virtually every major advance, mandated by the enactment of the.
Middle Income Student Asaistance Act of 1978 and the 1950 reauthorization of thp
Higher Education Act;,

to eliminate the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant program; the State
Student Incentive Grant program; assistance for cooperative education, teacher edu-
cation, international education, libraries,_ and_.c.iunpus pr4rumt serving Veterans.;_ . ,.. ,... . . ...

and--gradiiiitefelioWships tor Women and minority-group 'students; and aid to states for
higher education planning;

to' slash the budget for the Pell Grant program and to .reduce fader student, as-
wistance to middle income students;

to limit the Guaranteed Student Loan program and to inci-ease the is to those
who participate in it; .

to stop any new funds for the National Direct Student Loan progr 1, recitice sup-
port for education research, and cut funding for science education;'

to gut the law harring sex bias in federally assisted educational programs;
to end Social Security Survivor's benefits for students;
to dismantle the United States Department of Education;'
to create new expensive. programs fqr tuitiqn,tax credits.
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We are all indebted to this Subcommittee and to the Congress for its leadership in
resisting some of the most draconian of the Reagan Administration's propooals. At
the same time, we must recognize that very severe damage has been done.

The number of participants in the Pell Grant programthe basic federal progrtun
to promote access to postsecondary education for thoee in need --has fallen dramati-
cally. There will be, in fact, some 124,000 fewer grants awarded in the nrrent fiscal
year than there were in FY 1980. And the purchasing power of thaw
which remain has eroded as well. This year there will be over 200,000 fewer grants Ai
awarded under the National Direct Student Loan program than four years ago and
there will be 50,000 feWer participants in the TRIO programs. As many as a half
million formerly eligible students are now ineligible for Social Security education
benefits. Program after program of institutional support has had itsudget reduced
by outright cuts or the effects of inflation.

It is, thankfully, possible for us to repair the damage done to out educational
system by these policies. We can pasi new laws, add additional resources, develop
more appropriate and beneficial rules and regulations, The real and unrelenting
tragedy, however, is not. the one facing our-schools and colleges. It is the human
waste these actions truly have caused. For many of the tens of thousands of young
people who have been directly, affected by these policies,,there will be no ond
chance, no way to rebuild the wreckage. For these individualsinvisible to moot of
us, without a voice and without much hopethe Reagan Administrative's education
policies will mean lives of lessened opportunities or heightened dispair

XliALITHOKLUTION OY TUX aim= sevariols ACT

We believe that it is well beyond the time to reverse the tide that has been erod-
ing the federal role in postsecondary education. Now is the moment to begin to forti-
fy once again the national copunitment to higher educationto assuretequality of
educational opportunity, to pfornote research and the pursuit of knowlege,to accel-
erate the development of our country's intellectual and human capital, and to pre -

,,serve the diversity of our educational institutions.
Over the years no statute has been more important in advancing these goals than

the Higher Education Act. It stands as the very-foundation of America's postsecond-
ary programs and policies, And its reauthorization provides us with the opportunity
not only to recommit ourselves to a full and appropriate federal partnership in
higher education but to strengthen each of these programs encompassed within it.

We recognize that the complexity of the issues involved and the importance of,,,

this legislation require that the process for reauthorization be a careful and deliber-
ate one. We stand ready to work with this Subcommittee to assure that the 'Act that
finally emerges meets the test of the finest possible public policy. \

It is with this in Mind that we offer the fallowing preliminary comments on the
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. Inasmuch as the full 356-page text of

5240 has been available only for the past forty-eight hours, we would hope to
have the opportunity to expand on these observations after we have had an ade
quate amount of time to study the legisletion. For, the sake of simplicity, my com-
ments today will be structured for the most part around the twelve program titles'._

delineated m the current Act.

Continuing education
Under the existing law, Title I (Continuing Postsecondary Education Program and

Planning) is subdivided into two parts: Part A, the Commission on National Bevel-
opulent in.Postsecondary.Education, and Part B, Education Outreach Programs,
Neither of these Parts ,has ever been funded and, in fact, the authority for Part A

has expired. We believe that Congress. now.haa appropriate, opportunity to re-
structure this title in order to better meet the needs of secalled natitraditiorier
students.

Over the past two decades, the propdton of such nontraditianal studentsin-
chiding the disadvantages, the disabled, displaced workers and homeinakerts older
students, veterans, the incarcerated, refugees., those ,telio can attend schocil only
part-timehas increased dramatically. Indeed, thoee students with charaderistics
that had been considered as "nontraditional" in the recent past are rapidly becpm-
ing the mainstream in American educational life. 'Yet, despite, the fact that, the
number of these individuals * nearly equal to the number of their more "tradition-
al" counterparts, programs to meet their often unique educational needs are scarce.
Therefore, NEA believes that ndary institutions should be encouraged to de,-,

velop and reward the 'establ. ent of program to promote equal access and high
achievement by nontiaditicatal 'learners and to rocs, =ise the opportunities for life-

,
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long learning. To this end, we are encouraged by the general concepts contained in
H.R. 5240 to provide discretionary grants to demonstrate alternative approaches toMeet the needs of underserved adults; to increase literacy training; to expand pro-grams in correctional facilities; and to better serve veterans.
Title Library resources

Libraries are a cen4a1 element in the .promotion of. educational excellence and
advancement, yet Manydue to severe financial constraintshave keen unable tokeep up with the rapidity of technolagical, scientific, and curricular change and
with the ever-increasing need for books, periodicals, and equipment. This situation,
endangering he 'vitality of our postsecondary institutions and the quality of the
educatiorml xperienct has been made all the more serious by the substantial cut-backs in eral. assistance for current. Title II programs. Part A (College LibraryResoure ) received no federal appropriation for fiscal year 1954; the three programsunder -P rt B (Library Training, Research, and Development) received a total of lessthan $94 ,00(); and Fart C (Strengthening Research Library Resources) was fundedkam e $ti million. The President has requested no money for any of these pro-grams for fiscal year 1985.

NEA believes that both undergraduate and gradiiate libraries and informationnetworks mint receive sufficient support to ensure a high quality educational envi-ronment. We support the retention and extension of the current authorization with
appropriate increases in the potential levels of funding and we are prepared to en-dorse theLconcept of the addition of a need factor in terms of the distribution of
funds. under Part A: At the same time, we, urge the Subcommittee to consider theincliudon of a new Part \E to authorize the Secretary of Education to make grantsfor technological equiAent necessary for strengthening library resources.
Title III: InStitutional aid

It has long been our view that priorities must be maintained for categorical ro-granis directed at the specific need to etrengthefi developing institutions, inclu
our nation's historically Black collegee. We believe that colleges and universitieswhich serve primarily disadvantaged students and which struggle to provide quality
education ,'must be- provided special assistance to strengthen their academic pro-grams and management.

Title ill of the Higher Education Act has done precisely that; it has played a. sub-atantial role in. improving the academic quality, institutional Management, andfiscal stability of eligibleinstitutions in order to increase their self- sufficiency andstrengthen their capacity to make a contribution to the nation's higher education
resourcee.. This Title deserves to be retained and expanded.

. We believe the federal government can play an apprppriate Part in helping to
strengthen historically and traditionally Black colleges and universities. It is important to recognize and to foster the significant role that such schools have played illassisting a largeand often otherwise underservedsegment of our population
attain academic achievement and excellence and in furthering theaintellectual andcultural capacity of our nation.

At the same time, we believe that it remains important to recognize and support
the central role of our country's two-year commurnty, junior, and technical colleges
in sez%ing vast numbers of nontraditional and dadvantaged students. Founded in
an attempt to increase pestsecondary opportunities, for all of our citizens, many ofthese colleges are still struggling.to find their place in the mainstream of American

academic life.,The community cellege set-aside in Title XLI is a response to this reali-ty. We urge that it be continued.,
Title IV: Student assistance e,

Mr. Chairman, for the past twenty-five years, our government, has honored andbuilt upon a basic commitment to, assist young mericans to' finance their poefsec-
onclary education. The National Education ration has firmly supporteal and en-
couraged the maintenance, and growth of thine fitment., We believe{ that the pri-'
miry goal of federal student aid programs rims be to- rantee access to poetsec-
ondary education for all of our citizens, while at the sams e encouraging the pm--suit of the type of educational opportunity that is best s 'ted to each individual's
need and desires. Access to American colleges and universities (should not be re,etricted for any student because of financial necessity.

It is with this in mind that we make the following recomrnendatiofue1. The authorization of appropriations of federal student assistance programsin-
eluding grants, low-interest loans, and work-studymust be sufficient to, allow Allqualified students to pursu e poetsecanclary education.. In our view, moreover, the
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principal term of federal financial aid should be grants first, then low - interest loans
and work-study to enable disadvantaged and middle income studenta to sittend'poit-
secopdary institutions. \

We believe it is particularly 'important for the Pell Grant program to be expand-
ed, with award, levels increased and the program becoming a true undergraduate"
entitlement program. In the new world ahead of us, our people should be entitled to.
an appropriate postsecondary experience just as they should to a quality eleMen
and secondary education: . ,' 2

-,- 2. The half-cost provision of the Pell Grant program should be eliminated. This
provision. serves only td discriminate against the most disadvantaged students at-
tending low-cost schools. We further believe that the limits ore the cost-of-attendance
provisions should be eliminated, so that students who live off-campus will not have
their non-tuition expense limited by an arbitrary figure.

3. It is essential that student. aid reach nontraditional students, includiaglhose
who can attend school only part time. Restrictions in current ,programs, should be

' removed so that these individuals can become e4ible,fbr all student assistance pro-
grams. .

4..We believe it is inappropriatelo continue e present policy of treating tuition
for private and parochial elementary and secondary education as a non-discretion-
ary expense in the Pell Grant program. . ..

5. The current delivery system of federal student financial aid programs must be
simplified to allow students and their families to take full advantage of poetaecorida
ary education programs.

6_ There should be greater stability in aid formulae; frequent 'changes through
either legislative or executive,. action must be avoided so that students and their.
families, es well as institutions, can engage 'in reliable financial planning.

7, The income cap on Guaranteed Student ,Loaris (GU..91 should be raised, The in-
school intermit subsidy for GSLs should,be maintained, and student loan origination
fees should be eliminated. The annual and cumulative loan maximums for, both un-
dergraduate and graduate students should be increased. MoreOver, grant programs
must be sufficiently authorized and funded to ensure that student loans are supple-

, mental,' an& that students are not forced to incur a high debt burden in order to"
,

obtain an advanced education. .

,

6. We believe that campus -based funding under thesSEOG program and the NDSL

program abould be continued. Increased flexibility is welcomed. However, it must
not undermine the basic purposes of equity, access, and choice\ which have been the,
foundations of these programs. .

. .

9. The TRIO programs which provide valuable outreach, counseling, tutoring, and'
remedial services. should be strengthened and expanded. These programsEduca-
tional Opportunity Centers, Special Services for Dieadvantaged Students, Talent
Search, Upward-Boundaand a training program for TRIO staffshave been tremen
dously -successful in encouraging youth and veterans with academic potential tai

enter postsecondary education where they athenvise would not, In so doing, they
have afforded low-income students a realistic opportunity to escape cycles of povertyiil
and dependence and to achieve the potentials offered by higher education.

10. The HEP -CAMP program for migrant students; oho d -be expanded. The cur:
rent. authorization level is inadequate to meet the enormous, need of this vuleerable.
and often ,overlooked population.

Title V: Teacher preparation
This title of the Act forms the basic link between the interdependent- activities of

elementary and secondary schools and institutions of higher education,
NEA believes that three primary factors affect the quality of education in our .

public schools tOclar I) the talept attracted to the taaclaing,profebeion.; 2.}.the_quality
of training teachers receive; and 3) the environment and conditions in which teach- -'
era practice, including the slegree to which professional development is footers&
Title V. can provide leadership and assiitance in each of these areas. When making ,

an occupational choice, students are influenced by the degree of esteem accorded to .
an occupation. This esteem is gauged by salary, professional respect, and the work-
ing conditions which serve as a central foundation for professional practice. Recent
reports make this clear, .

One of these, Mr. Chairman, was yourMen Merit Pay Task Force report which
notes: "Too often we-are not attracting the finest students to teaching; andloo.often
we are not keeping the finest teachers . . . The key role played by teachers suggests
that the most rapid improvement in edtication may be made by -u grading the pro-
fession." We believe the -following conapOnents can serve to focus the federal effort
on some critical areas that used to be'acldressed. '
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,Talent Attrticted to Taiching

There are three important extriesic conditions which can attract men and womenof intelligence, spirit, and capacity for leadership to teaching careers They are:. 1)uate salariee; 2) assistance with financing .poetsecondary education leading tocertification; and 3) a climate which acconds teachers a greater measure ofprofessienial respect and growth including the opportunities afforded them for pro-fessional development. The salark issues are vital ones which can currently best be
addressed at the state and, local level. I will discuss professional development oppor-tunities later in Me testimony. -;

With regard to assistance in financing postsecondary education, NEA believesthat' merit scholarships such as the Carl D. Perkins Scherships as proposed' inH.R. 5240 are .5 good framework for attracting outstanding .igh school graduatesinto the profession.
NEA is pleased to note, the recognition in the bill that a potentially fine teacher ismore than a student with high grades_ Other indicators of teaching potential in-clude teacher or principal recommendations, leadership qualitie; or creativity exhib-ited. and community service, particularly in areas which involve working with chil-dren and youth (such as tutoring or organized recreational activities). No singlestandard measuring an individual's knowledge can demonstrate whether thatknowledge can be taught to others.. For this reason, where the bill provides forscholtirshipteto be awarded tootsdented high school seniors in the top 5 percent oftheir classes, we would like to, ties it brosned to seniors in the top 10 percent oftheir graduating class
Further, the candidate pool for such scholerships should boi broadened to permittheneto be awarded to meritorious collegefrestunan or sophomores since the choiceof a career is often not made until theft pahrs. In the ease of college undergradu-ates,, a composite picture Should be developed including the candidates' class stand-ing as 'Well as other indicators of teaching potential such as those I have discussed.'Consideration should be given to the appropriate level of academic standing to beused for college underwaduates. The, top 20 percent of freshmen and sophomores

should suffice since this population is-generally, of a proven academic caliber.
One additional concern we have with the proposed scholarship program is its re-quirement that recipients teach two years for, every one year of assistance. Thiswould mean that a teacher scholarship would carry with it an eight-yeaeub,ligationfor a student waisted for four years of undergraduate education. We are concernedthat asking a young person to Mike a commitment for this length of time might

discotirage otherwise excellent candidates. As, anxious as we are to see good people
remain in the. profession we belieste this requirement is unrealistic and .ehould bereduced to one year of teaching for each year of assistance,

.Mr. Chairman, we are very pleased to see H.R. 5240 transmit this positive signalto our nation's youth: that teaching is an admirable and important career toembark upon and deserving of national attention. .

. .
Vutility 7leaCher Egucation

Let the now turn to the quality of education which teachers' receive. 'There hasbeen ;dud] criticism by NEA and other groups that the quality of postsecondary
education for teachers is not as demanding as it should be. While not true in everyinstance, there are coneiderible problemsinsufficient Or lore standards for stu-dents; the 'lack .of strong, cleat' standards of professional education to prepare teach-.'.era in the more than 1314 higher education institutions with teacher education pro-, grams acrees the country; and lack of collegial or instittional support for teachereducation prblgratas within the university or college. .

NEA ,beheves, and our experience confirms, that teacher education programsmust be strengthened, and that a key element of that is better connections between
faculty in colleges. and departments of .education and precticing,lee_12 teachers._ We-Must value 'atiol'uiketheiutieelOge bf Ilie-PiactiCing teacher in the development ofthe best preparatery programS; An awareness of, the mutual goals of .teischers and
higher education faculty must be foetered. Opportunities for joint endeavors and colI "al exchanges should be provided regularly. The relevance of education courses toeffective teaching is enheneed. when , teachers 'in today's classrooms are involved in

`advising on course s,:ontent and offerings er serve as lecturers or visiting 'faculty.'
Faculty inciaibte's in turn,`cae alert classroom to hers, to the latest pedegogical 're-

NEA haterecommencled a full program for excellencein teacher education which
have 'provided' the Chairman today for the. benefit of Committee members. It in-
chides a professionalTstandards board of teachers and other educationprofeasionals
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which 'would monitor and assess programs of teacher educaticin in each state, cou-
pled with accreditation from the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Edu-
cation (NCATE). In addition, field experience* ,iimet be Seciueaced throughout the
preparation program so teacher traineee may be adequately prepared and so that
potentially ineffective teachers may be steered into other occupations. Furthermore,
programs 'must provide each prospective teacher candidate with a continuous, com-
prehensive assessment of progress, Incentive grants to encourage exemplary teacher
education programa which embody these ideas should be made to institutions of
higher education and state agencies for accreditation. \

As an example of the organized.professian 'working with teacheneducators to im-
prove teacher preparation- I would call 'your attention to a project currently, being
conducted jointly by the Virginia Education Association and the Radford University
faculty. This project will provide a model for institutions of higher education in the
development of a comprehensive quantitative,and qualitative assessment of teacher
education students which can serve as a baiis to determine their ability to begin
practice.

'Title V, Part E of II.R. 5240 is a good beginning which would be enhanced by com-
bining what are now three separate grant programs for Teacher Education, Exem-
plary Programs, and School/College Partnerships into one. The activities in Sec.' 541
are important and valuable ones but are essentially insular in nature. They lack
some important ingredients to promote outreach activities by colleges and universi:
ties to elementary and, secondary schOols and their teachers, or the reverses'

.by breaking beyond the, confines 'of the campus. These activities are expressed in
Sec. 542, Exemplary Programs, and See.- 543, School/College Partnerships. Exempla-
ry or model programs should be viewed as those, that bridge the gap between the
training they, offer and the real and everchinging world of the CILIASIVOM

The Environment in Which Teachers Practice: Continuing Orowth for,Teachers in
the ClaSsroom

Finally, let me. turn to the environmentin which teachers practice and the need
for continuing growth-for teachers in the classrOom2It is important to, set the stage
for this discussian by making the distinction between staff development and profes-
sional development. The former is other-directed'training. The school district deter;
mines tht program and requires a teacher's participation. as a member of a school
or school district team (for example, the inti.al-iction of a new math curriculum).
Professional development is self direr education. It derives from individually
identified needs for development or gro in order to perform more effectively as a
professional in the classroom and the sal 'on of an appropriate means for meeting
these needs:Unfortunately, most of the teams offered today are not professional
development.

As your task force noted, Mr. Chairman, we must build, into' the syritem more
adaptable means to renew and. refresh our current teaching force. Professional do-
velcipment programs must be flexible, including such things as problem-solving by
groups of teachers; the sharing of curriculum models and ideas for classroom im-
provement; a.regular nienne to update skills and knowledge base; and multiple op-'
portunities for expoeure to intellectually stimulating education ideas. As an exam-
ple, professional development activities might include an individual' teacher seeking
advice and assistance with diagnostic and prescriptive techniques for a learning,dis-
abled child in his/her clateiroom or learning a specialized reading technique for use
with a gifted child. One of the best mechanisms to accomplish this within the school
bureaucracy is to provide teachers a Chance to voluntarily; learn together with their
colleagues in a collegial and sharing environment.

Teacher burnout is a real problem. As the Carnegie Foundation reported: "Strik-
ingly, while performing these myriad duties; teachers spend iittle-time-irr-the-corri-J----
puny of other adults. This one condition may, in .fact, separate teaching from most
other professions . . The combination of the self-eentained claesioom and a heavy
teaching. schedule gives teacherslew opportunit4is toshare common problems or
sustain an intellectual life," dr"

Among the contributing factors to teacher stress and teachers dropping out of the
pi-ofession, Dean Corrigan of Texas A & M University points to the "treatment of
teachers as executors of somebody else's orders rather than professionals capable
making educational decisions."'

To respond to these conccns, the NEA proposes a program of Professional Devel-
opment ResourCe Centers (PDRC) for practicing teachers, which would provide year-
round opportunities for persenal professional development and collegial assistance
in problem-solving. Teachers would be challenged to design programs to meet the
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Paiiicular educational needs of their students and. to share models for .excellence.
Professional Development Resource. Centers, could foster independence; creativity,and a team approach to problem-solving. The centers could use a variety of re-,

'sollreCiS including faculty specialists, business representatives, and community lead-.
ens to assist teachers in group and individual activities.
. Ash we work together for excellence in education, teachers in the 1980e will deal

wi3h an ever more AvIeenrse school population including disadvantaged youngsteyfi.
refugees, the gifted, dicapped, limited-English speaking children as well as
abused children, drug users, and emotionally disturbed children. The, demands of
the classroom and the ability to teach all these youngsters successfully requires
many ingredients and teachers stand to. benefit enormously from working with their ,

.peers, through such mechanisms as Professional Development Resource Centers,
The Centers should be locally designed and driven. They should enable and en-

courage LEAs to offer a program which would be responsive to practicing classroomteachers' needs; it should be professional education which is developed by teachersfor teachers.
.Mr, Chairman, let me commend you for including the rudiments of Profes.sional

Development Resource Centers in RR 5240. We are anxious to see the seeds of this
idea take root for we believe it could be the most important element for the proles-
sionalgrOwth of teachers in the reauthoriiation of fl,EA.

As it is presently designed, Part D of Title V permits the funding of feur activi,
tiesi. seminars, training and support systems for beginning teachers, projects to
apply education research to the classroom, and finally Professional Development Re-
source Centers. We feel that Professional Development Resource Centers should bethe sole focus of this part for several reasons. We view the seminars as a repetition
of what is contained in Part C, Institutes and. Workshops. The grants for. training
and support systems for beginning teachers are already built into the school/college
partnership as we discussed in Part E. Assisting projects to apply education re-
search to the classroom is a Critical issue but is too limited here, and therefore
should be an integral_ part of the other activities of thii Title including Professional
Development Resource Centers.

Further, we belieVe that designating "educators" as the eligible participants
under this part is too nebulous and -is really a catchall term that does not accurate-

describe the target population. The focus for Professional Development Resource
Centers, and indeed for all of Title V,- must be on teachers. In the 1982-83 school
Year there were over 2.1 million teachers in school classrooms along with 136,000
principals and other administrators. The teachers lace 35 to 150 impressionable
young students daily, each an individual case study, each challenging the teacher to
provide different forms of help, encouragement, and instructional creativity. These

' teachers need and deserve the broader, continuous support of an ongoing, dynamic
center. to assist them. Administrator training needs are frequently already ad -'
dressed by achool systems and can be' met through shorter- term, more concentrated
development models such aerhe workshops or institutes provided in Part C.

In sum. Professional Development Centers can use the skills of teachers for the
improvement of education and provide an avenue to realize our society's avowed re-
spect for teachers as professionals.

NEA believes that federal grants to operate summer institutes and/or workshops
for teachers and college faculty are also useful elements in continuing professional
develOpment. They can ba particularly valuable to focus on a few specific areas
rather than the Variety of areas that can be dealt with in Professional Development
Resource. Centers, Classroom teachers and/or faculty (depending on the target audi-
ence) should be consulted beforehand to help identify the objectives of the institutes.
It is also important that adequate financial remuneration be offered so teachers will

. be able_to attend. A public:myth-is that-teaehers have the summer-off: The reality is
that teachers must work in the summer for their economic survival. Further, if
"educators" are to be served by these institutes, we suggest that a clear direction be
given by designating 15 percent of the funds for administration and the remainder
for teachers and faculty.

One final but Most important paint regarding the institutes. The;resource alloca-
tion 'between this part and Part D, Professional Development ResoUrce Centers,
should be reversed. $75 million should be authorized for Professional Development.
Resource Centers and $25 million for Institutes and workshops.

The National Teachers Fellowship concept laid out in H.K. 524(1 is an excellent
idea which can serve, to honor outstanding teachers and advance the view of teach
ers as professionals interested in continuing intellectual growth and study. Unfortu-
nately the proposal only, provides for the awarding of two fellowships per Congres-



signal. District. Consequently, it can 'serve to supplement the other recOmmenciations
in this paper but cannot substitute for them.

.s part of a comprehensive program of school/college cooper tion, NEA believes
the American Defense Education Act roust be enacted. Title II ADEA is devoted
to encouraging coordination between institutions of higher educati, and local edu-
cational agencies. It is directed to meeting the need for impnavenien in mathemat
ics and science education including equipping new,and practicing ,r hers with the
_training heeded to meet current demands in this area This program :11 focused
on specific content areas, can serve as a model to advance school/ u 4:e partner-
ships in otherareas as well. -

In the 1983 -Nationwide Teacher Opinion Poll conducted by NEA,
respondents (52 percent) indicated dissatisfaction with the quality of inse
cation provided by their school system. A study conducted by David
Malcolm Lowther measuring teachers' Satisfaction with teaching produ.. t

ority of
ice eclu-

man and
some in-

teresting information on the importance of professional growth opportunities.
Among the numerous factors that their respondents had to choose from, they rated
the "opportunity-to learn new thinp" highest in impedance in judging professional
success; having such opportunities had a more powerful effect on reported employ-
ment satisfaction and career satisfaction than any otherform of "achievement" con-
sidered in that study.

Mr. Chairman, the effectiveteacher is not only a continuing learner but also one
in whom our society invests special responsibilitiesthe instruction of the next gen-
eration. The students who enter colleges and universities must be adequately pre-
pared in their K--12 schooling or they will not be, able to master the level of study
required of them at institutions of higher learning. Teacher education and profes-
sional development are central to education excellence and should be a -central con-
cern of the Higher Education Act
Title VI: International education

Never has. the need for international understanding and education been inure ap-
parent nor more pressing than it is today. The vast technological changes which
have swept the continents have caused the world to function as a global village. Yet
the United States has been slow torealize fully the importance---indeed the necessi-
tyof inderstanding and learning to function in and among other countries and cul-
tures. International education, foreign lam e programs, and international

Title VII: Academic facii
Title VU, Construction :astruction, and Renovation of Academic Facilities,

authorizes both grants t to assist colleges and universities to meet the phys-
ical challenges so many facing: to become more energy efficient; to bring their
buildings into conformity "th the requirements of the Architectural Barriers Act of
1968, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, -or other federal, state, or local
environmental, health, or safety requirements; to detect, remove, or contain asbee-
toe hazards. Yet despite billions of dollars of unmet need, funding for this:pn?gram
haS been minimal. Clearly, there is a-pressing federal responsibility to assist in the
renovationand repair of academic facilities. Moreover, we believe that to be truly
meaningful,.such assistance must be in tine form of grants as well as low-interest
loans.

Title VIII: Cooperative education
Title VIIllutaproyided the authorization for the Cooperative Education program).

Under this valuable Virbigrztna, grants are awarded to postsecondary institutions in
order to stimullite the development Or Cooperative edutatiOu projects in conjunction
with public and private employers. Such projects provide work experiences to stu-
dents, either concurrent or alternating with periods of academic study, that are
closely related to their career or academic objectives as-well as provide earnings to-
bel meet the costa of postsecondary education. Despite the relevance, the quality,

the effectiveness of the CooperativeEducation program, this :Administration
has attempted to eliminate direct funding for it. NEA is opposed to any curtailment
of this program. Rather, we believe that cooperative education s4ould be retained
and its authorization level expanded sigmlicantl,y.

Zile IX: Graduate education
Currently authorized programs proVide graduate and professional opportunities

fellowshipe-for minorities and women, public service fellowships, fellowships for.mi-
ities attending-law school, and law school clinical experience grants. Despite the
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importance and success of these programs, the Administration's budget proposes toeliminate each of these small programs. Such an effort flies in the face of good
public policy; Graduate education, scholarships, sind research comprise much of thebasis on which our system of postsecondary education rests- Yet many talented stu-dents find it increasingly difficult to pursue graduate education. Thus we believethat the national commitment to graduate education ahould beexparided. NEA sup-the continuation and improvement of Grants to Inititutions of Higher Educe-tion, Fellowships for Graduate. and Professional Students, the National GraduateYellows program, AssistaDre for 'Draining in fession ("CLEO"), and theLaw School Clinical Experience program.. further believe that a brawl needs:based grant program for graduate students should be eatablished.
Title' .F7P4E and MISIP

We urge the extension of the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Educa-tion and the authorization of the Minority Institutions Science. Improvement Pro-gram under the Higher Education Act. It is our view, however, that FIPSE.must be
strengthened and refocused to concentrate on current issues pertaining to excel-lence in education. While MISIP was transferred to the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion from the National Science Foundation under the Department of Education Or-gariiiiition. Act, its authority has remained with the 4tional Science FoundatienAct of 1950. We believe that incorporation of MISTY thin the Higher EducationAct is appropriate and will bib* increased continuity and stability to the program.
rile XI: Urbah grunts

. .The Administration has not requested funding for Urban .University Grants, till-thorized by-the 1980 Education Amendments in order to help apply the knowledge
and expertise of urban institutions to the service of their communities and to make
their resources more readily and effectively available to the urban centers in which
they are located. We believe this program shoiild be reauthorized and implemented.

. Chairman, America has a vital national interest in a healthy system of
higher educationa system able to provide excellence in scholarship, research, and

"' education, and which offers to all students the opportunity to reach the full poten-.tial of their interests and abilities. For 'the past two decades, the Higher EducationAct has stood as the formation of the, federal partnership is this endeavor. It has,helped to bring institutional vitality to countless colleges and Universities and
equity and acceis tbquality progrants for millions of Young AmeritaimOver the last four years, the programs encompassed by this Acthave been undersiege. And so too has been our commitment to the future of our educational enter-prise. Thd reauthorization of the Higher Education Act provides a necessary °ppmtunity to reverse this trend, to rededicate ourselves and our nation to a pcsitseoand-
ary education \system second to none. We look forward to working with you, Mr.
Chairman, with the Subcommittee and its staff, and with all others concerned about
the future of American education, in a cooperative effort to fashion an appropriate
and effective Higher Education Act.

T 04.
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- 9 The views, of the united teaching profession about needed changes in
teacher education ave presented in Excellence in Our Schools. Teacher

Ithati017: An Action Plan. NEA's purpose is 'to provide guidance to its
to affiliates in their efforts to bring about improved teacher preparation
grams. The basis of the document is that teacher preparation programs
st serve both the community and the. profession. They must ensure thatn
nning teachers are filly prepaled for.effective classroom practice.
eacher preparation programs should be based on what' is known about

teaching, should have more rigorous criteria for admission and graduation,
and should provide, substantial opportunities for ethication students to ,:ii-
practice what is taught in the programs. The standards by which tvaiher
preparation progranis are judged should be based on clear and defendable
characteristics of 'th4 practice of teaching. Initial certification for teaching
should be based on several indicators of potential success. The application of-,, .

standard's to teacher preparation programs and the initial' certificatiOn of
teachers should be governed by the teaching profession.

Since responsibilities for teacher education are the province of states and i
the'colleges and universities, the doeument does not speak directly to a g
ntiniber of issues. There are for example, no recommendations about the
required length of time for a student to complete a program,. how, the
program should be organized, when it should begin in the itudent's.college
career, or exactly how education students' competence is to be judged prior t..
to certification., These are issues best resolved at the state level with the
advice of classroom teachers. Also, the document does not speak lo Matters
beyond the initial certification of teachers.



Glossary of. Terms Used in This-Document

Approval. The process used and the judgments made about teacher
education progoms in regard to a set of standards. Accreditation is a
synonym.

Certificate, A legal document that entitles it;recipient to practice teaching in
the schools of the state. Synonyms arc license and credential.

Classroom Teacher. ". . any person who is certified, where iequired, and a
major part of whose time spent in direct contact witt;students ter who
performs allied work which results in placement of the person on a local
salary schedule for teachers." (NEA Bylaw 12-1.b)

College-Based Teacher Educators. Persons employed by the college or
uniyersity in the departmept of edUcation to teach education students
and to provide a variety of other services related to preparing those
students to become teachers.

Co4ge:Based, Faculty: All Perstins employed by the college or university
who toach or provide services to education students.

Criteria for Compliance. A more complete definition of a standard for
approving teacher education programs; thaw thifigs Which must be
characteristic of a teacher eduution program in order for theoprogram
to meet the standard. (See also, Evidence Questions and Standards for
Approving College of Education Programs.)

Education Students. Persons enrolled in collegiate programs leading to
recommendation for certification as a classrooth teacher.

Evidence Questions. Suggested questions to be used by persons evaluating
programs of teacher education:- Such questions are designed to elicit
information about the degree tip which the criteria for a standard are
met. (See also, Criteria for Compliance and Standards for Approving
College of Education Programs.)

Field -Based Experiences. The opportunities provided to education students
to work with students, teachers, other professionals, school-related
agencies, parents, and the public.

Instruction. Refers to the. presentation of information using a variety of
techniques and' not limited to, the lecture approaeh. Specifidally iri the

- standards family.(4.0) it. refer* to to- PreVntation of information, in
various ways, to education students.

.liberal Arts. Generally includes arts and humanities; physical; natural,
.` social, and behavioral sciences; mathematics; technology; and physical

and health education. A synonym is general education or general
studies.

Majority National Yeachers Organizatiori. The National Education,
. Assocation, including its state and local affiliates,

NCATE. initials for the National Council for Accteditation of Teacher
+Education, the organization that acietedits programs in teacher
preparation institutions from 'a national perspective. The 'governing
body of the Council is composed of eight Members chosen by the
president of ihe National Education Association, eight slumbers from
the Ameri,c.an Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, eight
members from 9144-4rofessional constituencies, and two public
members, k
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SchoN-Based-Teacher Educators. Fully certificated and fenured practicing
teachers and 'other school profes,sionals who supervise and in other
ways work with education students to provide field-based experience&

Standards for Approving College of. Education Programs. A. set of
exemplary statements against which to judge teacher preparation
programs. (Seialso, Criteria for Compliance and Evidence Questions.)

State Teacher Education Agency. The legally constituted body in the state,.
hat aPprovcs programs of teacher education and ixstificatts teachers.

In this document it is proposed that the agency be autonomous, i.e.,that it be delegated full powers for thOse two functions. The NEA also
calls" for a majority of clawoom teachers to govern the. agency.
Teachers are defined as those persons who must be certificated by'the
agency in order to'practice.

Students. K -12 pupils.

a
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,
;reacher

,edacation is an issue of vital concern to today's practicing
teacher's. They believe that 'beginning teachers should be able to start their
careers with a background of expeciences'which allows them to handle class-
room situations comfortably. They believe that education students in
College, along with exposure to the appropriate knowledge base, should have
extensive opportunities to apply their acquired .knowledge and skills to
classroom practice.

Teachers are not alone in voicing concern that teacher education
programs respond to societal and teelmWogical changes. 'Colleges of
education, various levels of government, and the public also. have expressed.

concern. Clearly, political; economic, and social issues have affected

decisions about teacher preparation, ranking from budgetary concerns t9 the

status of colleges of education within the university hierarchy. Buf one
essential factor has alWays been missing from the decision-making process
about teacher edticatiow. the expertise of the practicing teacher. Decisions

about what teachers need to know and the types of experiences they need to
have in order to function effectively on the first day of school have been
based on research and seholarly judgment, not ion experience. Approval of

teacher preparation programs has been based on what should be taught, not

on its relationship to initial practice. The agency for approving programs
and certificating teachers at the state level has been composed gely of

representatives of interest 'groups concerned with political, adrnin trative,
and community issues, not with the litactitioner. The National E cation
Assopiation believes that in order to ensure that beginning teachers can
provide high quality instruction, the following must occur.

Admissions to college of education programs' must be based on various

types of evidence indicating potential success as a classroom teacher.

Teachereducationprograms must be designed and developed based on

what the practitioner says needs to be known' and done for beginning

effective practice;
,
Teacher education must be structured, so that the beginning teacher can
apply the knowledge base to the classroom situation: ,

Recommendations for certification of graduates must be based on
several types of information which is accumulated over the entire,

_ program and deinonstrates the graduates' capability to practice '
,effectively. ' _

Standards for approving teacher education programs' Must "reflect

attention to the above issues.
The state agency for approving teacher education piograms and
certificating teachers must be autonomous and goierned by a majority

of teachers. . .

This document reflecttsubstantive input by NEA Members and represents
what practitioners knbw must occur at all levels to ensure applopriate
teacher preparation. But it is not enough to call for program changes
without having the basis for determining whether the changes have occurred,

It is, therefore, essential that an autonomous agency for applying
appropriate standards be established.

The assumptions hasic to the above changes regarding teacher education ?`

are 1
Teachers are the most crcal pari of the schooling process.

-7°



In order, to enhance the- quality of public schooling, teachers must be
\given apPropriate recrignition -- legal, financial, -and professional.
Effective instruction is dependent on teachers 'receiving substantial
support services thatore consistent with the purpose,s of schooling.
The ability to provide quality instruction in the initiaryears of practice
is directly related to thereserVicc preparation a prospectiveteacher
receives.

Pecisions about teacher preparation must be made by the profession
and supported, through the political system which influences she
operatioh of schools.



Profile of
Excellence for
Teacher
Education
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A Profile of ExcellenCe for Teacher
Education

The National Education Association is committed to the, following
essentials for preservice teacher education:

Reguirements for entry to college of education programs should be
rigorous yet flexible enough to allow admittance to those who
demonstrate potential for effective practice. Admission to any program
should be based on multiple considerations such as recommendations
af faculty (liberal arts and education), grade point average, personal
interviews, and recommendations of persons in related fields-
All teacher education 'programs should, have three integrated compo-
nents: liberal arts, at least one subject or teaching level specialty, and a
professional curriculum. Both the ,professional curriculum and the
teaching specialty must be derived from what it s practicing teachers
say must be knoyihand'actually done in order to be ,effective in the
classroom. The professional components should focus on classroom
practice. Fieldbased experiences related to all components should be
provided throughout the preservice progrzn.
Education students should be .evaluated _throughout -theitc-pItgram,

Wwith multiple techniques. Recommended, measures include observa-
tionS, oral and written eiaMs, videotapes and products froth projects.
Only students who have demonstrat41 that they can effectively, begin
practice should be graduated-loin teaZher education programs..Others
should be counseleSruto more apPropriate career study.

II Teacher education programs must be approved by the state based on
standards which ensure that teachers can be effective When they begin
teaching. The standards must ,specify that education students are

_provided oppOrtunities throughout the program to appliy the learnings
and skills in field-based e,iperiences. *

An autonomous, iegally established agency, governed by.a majority of
practicing teachers, -must be established in each state to approve teacher
preparation programs, using the standards called for in this document,
&ad to initially certificate practitioners. 9 9
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Major FOfictions of Teaching
TeacherS perform three critical funptions in the classroom; t,

facilitate learning, (2) manage the classrooM, and (3) make dec ions.These
functions are essential for' successful practice and must lie t46,basis for the
design, development, and implementation of any college program commit-
ted to preparing effective beginning teachers. Following is a sample of
actions undertaken by teachers pertaining to the three itinction.s

y (I)

Facilitating Learning

Teachers
Know the unique characteristics of their students and draw on this
knowledge to promote learning
Identify students' levels of achievement in subject matter and
provide instruction and .activities appropriate to those levels
Identify students' learning problems and provide instruction for
overcoming them
Identify student interests and use them to' promote learning
Work with students,individuallywhen appropriate
Organize groups which enhance learning
Draw on a variety of techniques, materials, and technology to
accommodate different learning styles
Use questioning techniques and Tian learning experiences which
encourage thinking and prOblem-solving skills .

Present steleect, matter:

2. Managing the Classroom

Teachers
Organize the classroom to stimulate learning. and to faster discipline
Evaluate claSsroom conditions and make adjustments when neces-
sary
Provide opportunities for communication with parents and tlk
community
Communicate with special service personnel and 611 upon them
when necessary
Use, community agencies and_ refer students when approROate
Maintain' student records for instructional purposes
Facilitate the wbrk of classroom aides, volunteers, and paraprofes-
sionals.

3. Making Pmfessional.Decisions

Teachers
Decide what to teach within and across subject areas within the
context"of available curriculum aides
Select and present/ use mate nd equipment

Plan priorities for the day
Reorganize activities as necessary
Use student assessment materials for instructional purposes

200 Anticipate the .need; for and draw on the abilities of special school
service personnel mitt as school nurse, psychologist, social worker,



librarian/ media specialist, and guidance counselor
Decide %hen, where, and how to work at the local, state, and redetal
levels for edue.ational improvement'
Decide how to work with professional organizations, the school
community, and the, public-at-large to promote action on edtta-4,-.-
tional problems
Decide how to deal with the external cQriditions which impact their
male as a teacher

Decide how to deal with political, economic, social, and professional
factors that affect their ability; to function in the clas.sroom.

ih.

.PC

v..0W 5,
/1140.74. -*SO4..7

',earnings, Skills, and FieldBas,ed Experiences
immediately upon beginning practice, teachers are called upon to functien

in all the ways discussed above. Although these are only some of the major
vonsiderations a teacher daily brings to the, classroom, they constitute a
strong basis for the redesign and reorganization of teacher education
programs. The core Of an effective teacher education program should be the
way the knowledge base is organized And presented. It must ensure that the
beginning teacher is able to ap what is learned immediately upon entering
professional practice. The Illowing learnings, skills, 4nd field-basud
experiences derive from the three major functions of teaching and are meantto provide teacher preparation institutions with the foundation for
reorganizing their programs.

2 0 I



Learnings

Knowledge of human growth and
development --- emotional, social,
physical

Thorough knowledge, of onk or
more subjects

Knowledge of human behavior

KnoWledge df intelleCtual grow
and development

186,

Skills

How to diagnose children for
appropriate instructional place-
ment

JSbw to respond to and respect the
emotional needs Of stuilents

How to translate knowledge of
subjeci(sN, into sequenced, grade
appropriate instructional activities

How to observe students for
planning and implementing in-
structional activities

h How to use a variety of techniques
which foster inductive and deduc-
tive thinking

How to recognize needs of students
for planning instructional activities

How to select alternative materials
and resources to accommodate
different learning siyles

Knowledge of learning needs,
problems, attitudes, variation of
styles, variation of abilities

Knowledge of exceptional children
types,' retnediation

Knowledge. of the development of
critical thinking and problem-
solving skills

Knowledge of assessment mea-
sures: interpretations, abusei;
constnlction

Knowledge of social and cultpral
. impact on learning,

Knowledge of environmental im-
pact on students

Knowledge of communication

How, to work with special service
personnel to plan, implemenLand
evaluate learning activities for
exceptional students

How to form questions that require
higher level cognitive responses

CV

How to construct and/or adminis-
ter a Vitiely'df.tniaitirea- to assess
student achievement

.
flow to set appropriate goals based
on the %pique characteristics of
students
How to organize and maintain an
environment conducive to learning.

HA to communicate with stu- 7

dents abdut learning, with parents
about students, and with coif
leagues, ,the community, Ric pub
lic-at-large, and pol4makers

202



Lear nings

Knowledge of instructional design
and techn8logy

Knowledge of resources and niate.,
f rials

Knowledge of curriculum design
and deVelopment

Knowledge of legal responsibilities
liabilities, constraints

'Knowledge of community agencies
and referral Processes -

Knowledge of the history and
foundations of public schooling
the United States

Knowledge of group dynamics as it
\ relates to communication with all

significant role groups

lac ledge of the impact of public
polic on schools

Knowledge of the interrelation-
_ships betw_een schools, govetn-

merits, and the public-at-large

Knowledge of what types of rec-
ords should be kept; understanding
of the importance of accurate
records; knowledge of state and
district policie?about record keg,-

' ing and of legal implication.s,

Knowledge of the labor movement'
and its impact on schooling.

Knowledge o educational research

Skills

How to operate techi`iological
equipment, recognize its usefulness
for instruction, and incorporate its
use in lesson'illanning,

How to critically. review new
materials accoecling to established
criteria and-resist pressures'

How to plan, impleMent, and
evaluate learning activities

How to plan, implement, and
evaluate learning*, based on legal,
'considerations

How to establish rapport with
community- agencies, and how to.
'refer. students through the proper
channels '
How to compare goals of the
school district with the history and
philosophy of education

How. to develop rapport and
communicate with significant
groups, i.e students...scolleagues,
and conu:nunity

How to anticipate and have influ-
ence on political and economic
decisions and their impact on
instruction

How to identify instructional issues
and _organize for. action at local;
state, and national levels

How to organize and ntam
student records for instructional
purposes '

How to participate in the collective
bargaining process to benefit edu-
cation

How to interpret research findings
riai)d transllite them into practice
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Field-timed Experiences

The. NEA calls for field-based experiences beginning .with the first
education course and continuing Throughout the entire program. Experien-
ces shoilld be sequenced starting with observatinpS, then .working under
direct supervision, in teams, and independently, The following are among
the fiela-based experiences education studenti shouldhav$

.ObservatiOn
Education students should have opportunities to observe when and
where app.ropriate .

an individual student
small groups of students in a variety of settings
total claSsrooms at many levels
parent-teacher conferences
parent meetings
school board meetings
activities at the state education agency
the state legislature
professional and learned organizations
the united teaching profession.

Microteaching
Education students should be videotaped teaching small groups of
., students and an entire cs in a variety of 'tituations, e.g.

presenting a lesson
dealing with student's,
changing from one activity or class to another:

Developing Case Studies of Individual Students
Education students should\ have opportunities to obserCieran individual
student in a variety of settings, use available school records, and talk
with teachers and parenti and, from these, identify strengths and
weaknessesand develop a plan for working effectively with the student.

Translating Theory into Practice
Education students should be provided with strategies and opporttini-

; ties for applying the theories they are taught to classrbom practice.The
strategies should focus' on and cover those conditions which affect
planning, implementing, and evaluating instruction.

Curritalinn Dttign and Developme t
Education students should preided opportunitieS to identify how
disciplines of knowledge are rgktized and structured, the way they are
sequenced, and what value and constraints curriculum guides have for
them. They should have opportunities for sequencing knowledge and
planxiing forinmediate, intermediate-, and long-rInge activities.

Instructional Technology
Education students should have opportunities; to learn about ihstruc-
tional technology current and emerging -7 how to use it, and the
relationship between curriculum and instruction.

Classroom Experiences
Education students should have broad and extensive experiencet in
classrooms throughout their program. There must be several opportun-
ities to assume -fulbrinnsibility in classrooms throughout the
program, 4



Setting Standard's for Approving College
of Education Programs

st
Teacherveducation programs should beapproved` at two levels: nationally'

througlk the" National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
(NCATE), and at the stafe level througit an agency such as a professional
standards board. The national accreditation system concerns itself with
evaluating all aspects of teacher education programs, including facilities, '-
governance, available resources, personnel, and budget. The state approval
system should concern itself more specifically with the content its
organization, substance, .and the provision Of experiences which will ensure
that beginuing teachers have the capability to begin practice within .that
state. TheAifference between thvitwo types of approval systems is that the
national system concerns itself with broader issues and the state systemreflects more specific concerns of its constituency the kinds of
experiences, knowledge, and skills theirnewly employed teachers will have
The NEA calls for state approval being coupled with NCATE approval to
ensure that all aspects of teacher education programs will be considered at
the appropriate level of specificity. Further, the NEA recommends that the,
procedures for approving teacher education programs fallow the NCATE
processes. That is,. a team proportionally representirl the constituency of
the state approval agency should be assembled; oh-site visits should occur;
historical, descriptive, and observational data should be collected, reviewed,
and critiqued; and the team Should recommend approval or disapproval.

The standards presented on the following pages are standards the NEA
believes should 'be adopted by state agencies which approve teach
preparation programs. They provide the basis for determining what and how
learnings necessary for, effective initial practice are presented. The standards
are 'divided into five families: (1) Program Planning, (2) Program
Implementation; (3) Program Personn-il,. (4) Program Content, and (5)
Membership in the ,Profession. Within each family are several standards
which will ensure the appropriate prograMinatic effort. Accompanying each
standard are a set of criteria for compliance and a set of evidence questions.
Theevaluation team should use the criteria for compliance to determine if
the standard has been met. The evidence questions arc sukgested ways for
the team to verify that the criteria have been met.
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Standards for. Approving College.
of Education Programs

a
I 1.0 Program Planning

.1 The purpose of the program is to prepare be,ginizing teachers tofunction
effectively when beginning practice.

Criteria for Coinplian'te
I. The stated goals of the program, as evidenced irt the plan, are to

prepare beginningieaChers to function effectively.

2. The objectives of the program, derived from. the goals, include
providing field-based lexperiences and ways to apply the knowledge
base to ,,clas.sroorn

3. The prograrniilan includes providing content and skills, which teachers
have identified as being necessary for beginning practice.

Evidence Questions
1. 'Does the plan include classtroorn application strategies accompanying

each set of leamings offered? .
2. Does the plan include onportunities to prac what is being taught?

3. Does the plan include sequthced field-based xperiences throughout
the program?

4. Does the plan provide for education students 'to participate in direct
classroom activities throughout the program?

S. Does the plan, identify the number of teachers (and their specialty
areas} and the teacher organizations the college of education consulted
with in developing the plan?

1.2 The program plan is based on an established knowledge base derived
from what teachers do, ih a classroom.

Criteria for Compliance
1. The program has been designed and,developed on the ba.A of up-to,

date research, input from pratticing certificated K.-12 teasers, and
observations of K-12 classrooms.

2. The program has 'specific stated objectives 'which are based upon
current -practice. =-

3. Each component of the program is related to the stated objectives.

4. The program plan is continually evaluated and modified based on
input from practicing certificated teachers,. students in the program,
graduates, and college-based faculty.

5. he program is designed to enable prospective teachers to learn what
y need to know to be, effective in their particular-teaChingsituation.

Evidence Question'
I. Das the program plan includeithput from practicing certificated K-12

teachers?
2. Does current research by the tducation faculty include attention to

what teachers are doing in the classroom?
3. Have practicing certificated K-12 teachers been involved in evaluation_

and modification of the prOgram plane



4. Does the program plan allow for feedback from currently practicing
certificated teachers, including recent graduates?

5. Does the plan articulate all the roles a teacher plays during the course
of a day/year, e.g., academic, behgior management, interpe
relationships, record keepijig?

6. Is the plan revised frequently to reflect changes in what teach rs must
do as a rtsult of new legislation or education codes?

e 7. Have program changes been based on input and observations from
practicing, certificated teachers?

8. Does ihe program provide opportunities for the education student to
explore not only what teachersllo now in the classroom but what they
'should anticipate for future practice?'

9. Dots the program plan call for college-based teacher educators to
practice and/or demonstrate meth)* and matekials in the classroom
with K-12 students?

\\.
1.3 The program is systematically plannedand there is coordination among

the liberal arts, teaching specialty, and professional curricula.
Criteria for Compliance

I. The program includes liberal arts study.
2. The liberal arts study includes arts/humanities, mathematics/science/

technology, social and behivioral sciences, and physical and health
education. %.

3, Program activities are derived from the stated goals and objectives.
4. Program activities are internally consistent, comprehensive, and

sequential
r. The teacher preNration 'curriculum incluts a coordinated and

sequential series of professional learnings,
6. The program includes field-based experiences and opportunities to

learn how to apply all learnings to classroom situations.
Evidence Questions.

I. Is there a published set of learnings which indicates inclusion of liberal
arts?

' 2. Do the planned ]earnings include study in arts / humanities, Mathe-- - --4naticsi science/ teclihnology, social and- -behavioral --scicact.s, and
physical and health education?

3. Does the program have a clear sequence that allows education students
to build on knowledge gained in the program?

4., Are activities designed so that the entire .program is unified and
integrated?

5. Have.planners attended)to the relationship between program activities
and successful classroom practice?

-

6. Is there documentation that stated goals have been used to design
program activities? , .-

7. Do the planned learnings include professional studies an* field-based
experiencesil

8. Is applicratia covidered an ial part of the /aired learnings?

'44
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1.4 The program is designed and developed primarily by persons expel: in
pedagogy, practice, and academic specializations.

Criteria for Compliance
-..1. Professors of education, practicing certificated K-12 classroom

-teache.xs, and fa4ty from othtr college/ university departments design
and develop the Program,

2. Program planners consult with students, graduates of the institution,
employers, representatives of the public, and practicing certificated K-
12 teacheis in the local area.

3. Planners are representative of their constituencies and fields of
expertise.

4: A -balance exists within tl planning group among the constituencies
and fields of expertise.

5. The planning group has authority to plan the program.

Evidence Questions
L Have professors of education, practicing certificated K-12 classroom

teachers, and faculty from other departments participated in the
planning process?

2. Has there becomprehensive consultation with students, graduates ofAl
the institution, emplOyers, representatives of the public .and practicing
certificated K-12 teachers in the planning process?

3. 'Does the process of establishing the planning group specify a method
of selection-to ensure that planners will be representative of their
constituencies and fields of expertise? *

4. Does the planning group have balance among the contituencies and
fields of expertise?

5. Has sole authority for planning the program been clearly delegated to
the" planning group?

1.5 The overal program design reflects planned opportunities for acquiring
knowle and skills essential for successful classroom functioning.

Criteria for Hance
I. The program plan includes the knowledge and skill Areas neceary for

successful classroom functioning.
2. The program plan includes planned opportunities for acquiring and

applying the knowledge and skillsin a variety of settings,.

3. The program plan provides for regular updating of knowledge and
skills through interactions between higher education faculty and
teachers in the field,

4. The program plan include's sequenced field-based experiences
necessary for classroom functioning,

Evidence Questions
I. Is the body of knowledge and "kilts deemed essential for successful

classroom functioning specified?
2. Does the program provide students 4ith- stlirvised field-based

experiences?
3. Does the program provide for theory and practice being explicitly

related to the field-based experiences?
4. What-evidence exists that the program uses expanding knowledge,
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increasingly comple4 understandings, and adZaneing skill development'
in preparing teachers?

5, What evidence exists, that the knowledge and skills are actually
updated? #

2.0 Program Implementation
2.1 Program implemeruation is consistent with, progratn purposes and

design
Criteria for Compliance

1. All aspects of the curriculum are geared toward preparing teachers to
function effectively.

/ yield-based experiences are part of every set of leanings offered
education students.

3. Every set of learuing offeredieducation students has an applicationi'
, component.

EvIdenee Questions
I. Is the knowledge base offered education students grounded in Culled

and in some cases future .practice?
'.,2, Are field- based experiences part of the entire curriculum?

3, Ate application strategies part of the entire curriculum?

2.2 Procedures for Student adniittance, continued enrollment, and gradua-
tion are consistent With program purposes.

Criteria for ComOliance
1,1here is minimally a comprehensive semiannual counseling and

evalitation of students preparing to be teachers.
2. There arc clearly defined ,.criteria for continuing enrolhnent. in the.

teacher education program.
3. All requirements are applied equitably and withoutAscrimination to

all students, including transfer students. Such processes areconsistent
with institutional affonative action policies and goals.

4. The colle ge has developed clearly delineated procedures for probati
and dismissal.

Evidence Questions
1. Has a program for counseli4 and evaluating education students been

established?
2. Is the Counseling/evaluation program in operation?
3. Are the criteria for continuing enrollment in written form and readily

accessible to all education students?
4. Are affirmative action policies and goals in written form and

distributed to all students upon entry into the ptogram?
5. 'What are the provisions for due process within the evalution

procedures?
6. Are probation and dismissal procedures written and distributed to all

students upon entry into the teacher education program and to all
itt students who arein jejardy?
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2.3 Colkge-based teacher educators demonstrate practical knowledge of
schools and classroom teaching.

Criteria for Compliance
I. College-based teacher educators have continual, direct contact with

schools and classrooms.
2.. College-based teacher educators use instructional techniques that

reflect the methods advocated for practicing teachers.
3. College-bised teacher educators teach a wide range of instructional

models and techniques to education students, use those models and
techniques tiii.oughout the program, and provide opportunities flit.
educatiot students to use them as well,

4. College-based faculty dethonstrate an' understanding of current
'educational practiee, including curriculum, organization, staff roles,
and the external forces that affect them.

5. College-based faculty demonstrate an awareness of future practices
and incorporate them intolhe curriculum where, appropriate.

Evidente Questions.
I. Do college-based faculty use the same methods in teaching education

students that education students are -taught to use-in classrooms?
2. Do college-based faculty draw on their experiences in schools, research

expertise; and sound instructional theory in instructing education
students?

3. What' proportion of the assigned time of college-based teacher
educators is spent in thools? As scholars? As supervisors of education
students? As consultants to classroom teachers and sc ols?

,4. -Does the program provide education students withcva ous models
such as individualized instruction, microteaching, 1 bo awry situa-
tions, tutoring, and lecture?

5. Are there proper facilities to impleMent the teaching and learning
methods used in the program?

6. Are education students encouraged and required to continually
practice the _methods they are being taught to use? Does, this practice
take place in a variety of settings?

2.4 The program provides sufficient opportunitiesfor educationitudetzts to
practice what they are learnigg.

Criteria for Compliance
I. The program provides many opportunities for the education student to

observe, plan, and practice in a Variety of classroom settings all of the -
knowledge and skills learned in the program.

2. The school-based experiences provided for education students take
place in a variety of settings.

3. School-based educators have received safficient training for:their role .-
of supervising prospective teachers..

4. College supervisors of student teachers are assignedsupervisory loads
which permit observation of each student teacher on a regular and
syStematic basis for a full lesson presentation.

5. There is a systematic coordination of efforts between school- and
college-based educators during the studeot teaching experience.

s



6, School-based experiences are sequenced and occur concurrently with
the college curriculum, providing opportunity for analysis and
evaluation so that theories and practice in schools are related.

7. Student teachers have a full-time supervised teaching experience of atleast three months duration.
8. School-based teacher educators arc provided sufficient resources

(particularly, time and compensation) to work effectively with
education,students.

Evidence Questions

I. Does the program provide for early and frequent observation and
involvement in the seli6o1 community? Is this done in conjunction
with related course work.?

2. Are clinical experiences provided throughout the program and
supervised by practicing certificated i(-12 teachers?

3. What systematic experiences for analysis are provided education
students so thakthey can examine their school-based experiences?

4, How much time is devoted to simulation in the program? To school-
... based. experiences? To nonschool field experiences? Is-the proportion

to the total program consistent with the purpose 'of the program?
5. Are college experiences integrated with school-based eiperiences so

that each contributes to a deeper understanding of the other and of
teaching? 4

6. Have teacher education students been provided-experiences in ---

Urban, rural, and suburban settings?
Regular edueation and classes with mainstreamed students?
Classrooms with' students who have multicultural backgrounds?
Agencie.s providing special services to schools?

7. What information shows that school-based teacher educators are
.trained in supervrsion of edUcation students 4.nd are committed to the
task of educating teachers?

8. What is the ratio f education students who are student teaching in
schools to et d teacher educators?

9, Are meetin..t. and/ or written communications from school- and
college-based teacher educatorsscheduled on a regular 'basis?

latis a sequence of school-based experiences available in written form?
11. Do education students follow the suggested sequence?
12. pees the ethication student have -teachitig experiences which extend

over at least a three-month period?

2.5 The program coordinates specific reachirzg methodology with subject,matter specialties.

Criteria for. Compliance
I. Specific methods are taught which are directly elated to the academic

specialties eduCatio'students are studying.
2. College based faculty give attention to the types of methods whic arecalled for in presenting a specific' academic discipline and how it virus

from other disciplines.
3. College-based teacher educators give attention to the quality of co tentas well as to the variety of teaching methodxto be used by edncii onstudents.
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4. College-based faculty and teacher educators work together in planning
and implementing leanings in the subject matter specialty component
to ensure the integration of knowledge and methods.

Evidence Questions /

1. Are methods taughtalong with the subject matter specialties?
2. Does the presentor of subject matter refer to specific teaching methcijis

when discussing various parts of the knowledge base?
3. Are field -based elyeriences provided to education students which

allow them to practice specific methods for a specific discipline?
4. Are education students given opportunities to ompare the effective,

ness of methods for one discipline with their kffOtiveness for other
disciplines?

/ 3.0 Program Personnel

3.1 college-based teacher educators and school-based teacher educators
model attitudes'and behaviors desired of education, students.

Criteria for Compliance
1. college= and school -based teacher educators beldiig to and are active in

professional Organizations.
2. College- and school-based teacher educators accept and value

differences' in student backgrounds and learning styles and use that'
knowledge to plan arid, implement their programs.

3, College- and School-based teacher educators work 'effectively with
support personnel (e.g., aides, special service personnel, and adminis-
trators).

4; School-based teacher educators use effective instructional strategies in
teaching education students.

5. College- and iehool,based teacher educators systematically assess their
own instructional and professional behaVior, modify their behavior on
the basis of that assessment, and share the process with their educatibn
students,
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Evidence Questions
1. Are the following attitudes 'and beheviors expected of college-based .

teacher educators: (a) active participation in professitonal org,aniza-
tions; (b) acceptance of individual student differences; (c) rational and
professional decision-making ability; (d) positive attitudes toward
teaching, the profession, and the future; and (e) effective relationships
with support personnel?

2. What processes are establiihed to ertcourage these attitudes and
behaviors in schoOl-based teacher educators?

3. Are the instructional strategs used by school-based teacher educators
effective models' of the teacher education program?

4. Are there written procedures for 'college- and ,school-based teacher
educators to evaluate their own performance?.

3.2 Gollege-based reacher educators and school-based teacher educators
. have in-depth preparation; training, and erneriences in their instruc-

tional
WI*

Criteria for Compliance
1. College- and school-based teacher educators have specialized training

and demonstrated expertise in their areas of specialization.
2. College- based teacher educators en ge in continual study and/ or

personal research in their areas of specialization:,
3. College- and school-based teacher educators trans* t ries fr m

.their areas of specialization into school practice.
4. College-based teacher educators have had experience supervising,

consulting, and working in an elementary or secondary school in
contact with public school students and classrOora teachers within thVprevious two years.

S. School basest teacher educators who volunteer to work directly with
student teachers are fully certificated tenured teachers employed within
the district.

Evidence Questions
I.. Whit process is used-to select school-based teacher educators? To what

exteit is selection bifsed on theircompetence in their fields of expertise
and their performance as classroom teachers?

2. Do the criteria for selection of college-based teacher educators stress
heir competence and experience both in their fields-atexpertise and as

teacher's?

"Do college- and school-based teacher cdticators incorporate new
knowledge from their areas of specialization in their instruction?-

3.3 Colkge-bdsed faculty are evaluated on appropriate criteria, andpersonnel decksions are consistent with the results of the evaluation,
Criteria for Compliance

rI. Performance expectations, for college-based teacher educators areconsistent with objectives of the teacher education program.
2. College-based faculty participate in the development of personnel

evaluation criteria and procedures, incorporating information 'andviews from education students and practicing certificated K-12teachers. 21



3. PerSOnnel decision' arc based upon the results of the evaliation
process*.

4. There are written statements of expectations of college-based faculty
which describe successful performance.

5. Necessary evaluation procedures are administered in 'a fair and
equitable \vay.

Evidence Questions
1: What is the relationship between the expectations describing successful

performance and the goals established for the teacher education
program?
What processes, are established for college-based faculty, education
students, andapracticing certificated K-12 teachers to participate in the
developthent of evaluation crieeria and procedures? Is.therecyidence

,that these processes ale followed?
3. -What evidence is there that personnel decisions a on the results

of the evaluation process?
4; What are the provisions for due process w 'n the evaluation process?
5. Are carefully developed, written guidelind for evaluation of college-

based faculty being utilized consistently?
b. Has each college-based faculty member participated in. developing

specific criteria for his/her evaluation?

4.0 Program Content
4.1 Subject Matter Content,

4.1.1 The program provides for improving education students' proficiency
in basic skills if related adrission requirements have not,been met,

Criteria for Compliance
1. The college of education is provided evidence of proficiency or

potential proficiency it the, basic skills 'of those who apply for
admission.,

2, The program offers instruction in the basic skills that college students it
need in order to succeed in a professional school.

Evidence Questions
,

1. Is, proficiency in basic skills defined 'to include all of the followinx
reading, writing, speaking, listening, and mathematics?

2. Does the college/university provide remedial instruction daring the,
first two years for those admitted with deficiencies in the basic skills?,

lef

3. Does the college of education receive frotn arts and science instructors
clear, precise evidence of the level of proficiency' in the basic skills of
those who apply for admission to teacher education?

4.1.2 The program provides instruction in the liberal ans.

Criteria for Compliance
1. The program provides instruction in all the liberal arts: the humanities,

the arts, sciences, mathematics, technology, and physical and health
education. -

2. The program requires that education students have a balance ofstiielie` s
among the liberal arts.
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Evidence Questions
I. Are students required to take courses in the liberal arts?
2 Arc students required to balance their selettions in the liberal arts?

4.1.3 'The 'program provides instruction in critical thinking, problem
solving, and creativity. - ,,,

Criteria for Compliance
I. The major schools of thought on critical and creative thinking are part

of the instructional program. .
,40

2. critical and creative thinking processes are modeled and taught in both.
liberal arts and professional sequences. ,

3. The program provides oppoitunities for education students to develop
their higher-level cognitive abilities and problem-solving techniques.

. ,
4. The program provides opportunities for education students to

incorporate' thinking and problem-solving skills in their clinical
experiences,

. All aspects of the program demonstrate teaching and learning that
reflect WA-level thinking and problem solving. ,

evidence Questions ., :

I. Is there instruction, in both inductive and deductive thinking processes?
2. Are students introduced to the processes of analysis for criticism, essay

review, and debate?
. 4 - , v3. Are students instructed in the knowledge bases about eteativity?

4. Are a variety of teaching methods employed 'within the program that,
require higher level thinking skills?

5 Is there evidence that the general curriculum demonstrates teaching
and learning opportunities directed at higher cognitive thinking?

4-1;4 The program provides in-depth instruction in the subject matter
specialty(ies) the education student proposes to teach, as well as in
closely related fields.

Criteria for Complianie
I. The program provides instruction in the teaching specialty(ies) of

sufficient depth for the education student to teach it to students.
2: The p ogram provides instruction in fields closely related to the

teachin specialty(ies)*so that the education student's knowledge is
enhat

3. The program provides instruction in methodology as used in the
classroom.

Evidence Questions
ib, Are education students required to complete a subject major?:.
2. Are education students who will teach in elementary schooli provided

substantive instruction in the major branches of theecurriculum they
will be required to teach in nondepartmentalized settings?

3. Are education studenti provided instruction-in and experiences which
relate their teaching specialty(ies) to other disciplines? For example,
are prospective teachers of physics prgvided in-depth instruction in
chemistry and mathematics? :e 15
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4.1.5 The program provides instruction in human growth and development.

Criteria for Compliance
1. The major re5earch findings and schools of thought on human growth

and development are includgad in the curriculum.
2. The curriculum includes implications of human growth and develop-

, meat studies for working with students in schools.
3. The curriculum includes strategies and opportunities for applying

knowledge of human growth and development to.classroom situations.
Evidence Questions

I. Is there instruction in th'various develoinnental stages of children and
youth? .

Z Is there instruction in how some children and youth vary from normal
growth and .developraent patterns and in how to identify the
variations?

3. -Is there instruction in the relationships, and in the implications of those
relationships, between growth/ development and accomplishable
learning tasks?

4.1.6 The program provides instruction in how humans learn.

Criteria for Compliance
4 1., Knowledge of theories of learningis required of all education students

in tile piogram.
2., Education students are instructed in a jor 010°15'0f thought on

learning.'
3. Instruction in learning theory and the psychology of learning is related

to the role of the teacher in promoting learning through formal
schooling.

4. Strategies for applying learning theories to planning, implementing,
and evaluating instructional activities are an integral part of the
curriculum.

Evidence Questions
1. Are the major schools of thought in behavioristic, developmental, and

social psychology clear and distinct parts of the'instructional program?

2. Are education students required to study several kinds of learning
the6ries?

3. Is the emphasis in learning theory and the psychology of learning oh
-applying the knowledge to- classroom instructional activities?

,4. Is the emphasis in the psychology of learning based on how the teacher
can use the knowledge to analyze and respond' to students' learning
needs?

4.1.7 The program provides opportunities for education students to acquire
and apply appropriate knowledge and skills effectively for teaching
students of varying racial, cultural, linguistic, religious, and socioeco-
nomic backgrounds.

Criteria for Compliance
I The program provides opportunities for understanding and appreciat-

f ing the unique contributions, needs, similarities, differences, and inter-,
dependencies of stiidents from varying racial, cultural, linguistic,
religious, and socioeconomic backgrounds.



2. The fiogram provides experiences related to the implications of racial,
cultural, linguistic,Ireligious, and socioeconomic differences for stlident
behavior and clasSroorn instruction.

a. The program provides experiences in developing instructional
techniques and curricula suitable for students of varying backgrounds..

4. The program prbvides strategies and opportunities for applying this
type of knowledge to classroom situations? 1

5. The program is, aware of and provides for the varying racial, cultural,
linguistic, religious, and, socioeconomic backgrounds among its own
student population.

Evidence Questions/
I. Does the program prov

develop or enhance ,pos
appreciating the contributions, need
students frofn 'varying racial, cultural, litnguistic: re l. ious, and
socioeconomic backgrounds?

unites for education students to
as toward understanding and

, similarities, and diff rences of

2. Does the prOgrarn specifically address the. attitudinal variations and
diverse learning styles of students due to their varying baCkgrounds?

3. Does the program provide opportunities for education students to
design instrUctional activities for pupils of varying racia,17-cultural,
linguistic, religious, and socioeconomicbackgrounds and to implementthem in the pupils' own school environment?

4. Does the Program provide for the teacher education faculty andeducation students to confront and modify existing prejudices and
stereotypes?

'4.1.8 The program provides instruction in the physical and intellectual
development of students from varying backgrounds and. WW2 0 wide

' range of abilities. .:

Criteria for Cinuplisnce
11. The program provides opportunities for the education student to

recognize differences, in physical and, intellectual development of
students. i1

.2. The program provides systematic opportunities for the education
student to Understand and work with students of varying learning
styles, achievenient' ]eves, , and special physical, emotional, andlearning needs. ..4_ ___ - .

3. The program provides opPortunities for the education student to apply
the knowleOge of individual needs add differences to classroom
situations.

Evidence Questions

1. Does the prgram provide for education students to systematically
have .contact with a variety of student differences?

2. Does the program make provisions for education students to work
with pupils of varying learning styles and achievement levels such as

. the academically talented, the gifted, the learning handicapped, and the
physically or emotionally handicapped?

3. Does the program provide opportunities for education students to
design instructs nal activities for pupils with exceptional needs and to
implement the in varied and appropriately 'selected setting,s which
address those n eds?
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4.2 The Teaching Process

4.2.1 The program provides instruction in planning for teat:

Criteria for Compliance
1. The program includes instruction in how to use educational goals and

objectives to plan instructional activities.
2. The program provides instruction to familiarize educatiim students

with a variety of print and nonprint materials 'for accomplishing
particular objectives.

3. The program prqvides instruction in selectin4 among instructional
strategies for accomplishing pa,rticular objectives.

4. The program provides instruction in allocating time, for accomplishing
both short-range and lohg-range objectives..

Evidesice Questions

1. Is there instruction in various models for developing instructional *Gals
and"sobjectives? -

2. Is' there instruction in assessing the relative strengths,and weaknesses of
particular print and nonprint materials for instructional purposes?

13. Is there_ instruction Iin daily, weekly, grading-pfriod, semester, and

annual planning?
4. Is there iustru<ia in developing and applying lesson plans?

4.2.2 The program provides in.sf;uction in
promote student learning.

Criteria for Compliance
S. The program draws on the most current research and development in

(-1'-flow instructional strategies contribute to specific 'earnings.

2. Education students are taught a broad range of cognitive, affective,
and psycho-motor instructional strategies.

Evidence Questions
1. Does the program include.strategies for direct instruction of students?

2. Does the program include1/4 instruction in how to achieve maximum

eachirig strategies known to

student lime-on-task?
i3: Does ihthe' iprogram include instruction in how torprovide immediate

feedback to promote and reinforce learning? ,

4.2.3 The program includes instruction in th,decision-making role of the
teacher.

Criteria for Compliance
1. There is instruction in decision making as a major function of teachers

as professionals and experts in their teaching specialties,

2. 'There is instruction in the full range and variety of decision-making
activities required of teachers on a daily' basis.

3. Education students are introduced to several decision-making models.

Evidence Questions
I. Is there instruction in decision-making roles concerning the selection of

content?
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2. Is there instruction indecilion-making roles concesingthe Selection of
instructional techniqUesr

3. Is there instruction, id decision-making roles concerning classroom
management?

4. Is there instruction in decision-making roles of evaluating student
learning?

5. Are the authority roles of teachers as decisibn makers taught by
comparing them to authority roles in uther professions?

.44.4 The program provides instruction in wing print and
materials and emerging .technology.

CriteIia for Compliance

Instruction is provided in the use of the full range of available print and
nonprint materials and emerging tech logy.

2. Instruction in print and nonprint rials and emerging technology
emphasizes the appropriate use of specific materials and technology for
particular instructional purposes.

3. Hands -on experience is provided in using print and nonprint materials
and emergingfeehnolngy to accomplish specific instructional plups:)

Evidence Questions,

1. Is instruction in-a variety of print materials provided, including tile
Critiquing of materisds?

2: Is instruction in a variety of .nonprint materials provided, including
opportunities to learn how to use and critique them? A

3. Is instruction in emerging technology Opvided, including uses and
li mitkti ons?

4.2.5 The program provides instruction' in developing procedures for
working with and promoting learning for students with exceptional
behaviors.

Criteria fob Compliance

1. Instruction is provided in the basic' methods of teaching students with
different learnin,g;l3hysical, and socialjemotional disabilities. _

2.__Instruction_ie -provided. in -Methods- -of identifying --exceptional
behaviors,

3. Instruction is provided in the process of making referrals.
4. Instruction is prgvided for it orking with special service personnel.

Evidence Questions 4.8
I. Is there direct instruction iv methodologies for working with learning

disabled students?
2. Is there instruction in how to recognize, exceptional behavior?
3: Is experience provided in processing referrals?
4. Is experience provided in understanding the Individualized Education

Program (IEP) process?
5 Is experience* provided in working directly and intensively with K-1;

students with a wide range of exceptionglitei
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4. 2.6' The program melts instruction in classroom management.

'Critesi2 fOr Compliance
I. There is instruction in the variety of management roles teachers must

perform.

2. There is instruction inseveral modeli of classroom management.
3. There is instruction in how to managea major activity or arties and

concurrently monitor several ancillary activities.
4. There are opportunities for trying out several management ;node s

selecting among them for particular purposes.
Evidence Questions

I. is there instruction in time allocation and moving from One activity to
another?

2.. Is there instruction in managing activities concurrently?
3. Is there instruction in I variety of models of classroom control?
4, If state policiei do not prohibit, is there instruction in record keeping,

reporting, managing, and accounting for classroom-related finances'

4.2.7 The program proVides instruction in learning to practice a broad range
of interpersonal and graup-pfrocess

Criteria for Compliance
:,1. The curriculum i,ncludes a broad range of interpersonal and group--

process §kills.
2 There is instruction in identifying effective interpersonal and group-

process skills for particular audiences.
3. There is opportunity to practice and perfect- the. most essential

interpersonal and group-process skills.
Evidence Questions

I. Is there instruction in interpersonal and group-process Skill develop-
ment models?

2. Is there instruction in chairing and in other ways facilitating both large
and small groups?

3. Is there instruction in how to function as part of a team?
4 ere instruction in .individual4ing learning experiences?
S. Is there instruction in conflict managernent?

,

42.6 The program provides instruction in a broacf range of communication
skills as They relate to the professional rale of the, teacher.

Criteria for Compliance
1 There is instruction which identifies and describes appropriate

audiences for communication.
2. There is instruction in the unique requirements of various audiences for

communication.
3. There is instruction in the levels and types of communication most

appropriate for various audiences,-
4. There are 'opportunities-to practice communicating with a variety of

audiences.
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Evidence Questions
1. Is there instruction which identifies and describes different characteris-tics unique to students, colleagues, parents, the general public,

policymakers, and mass media groups?
2. Is there instruction in the nature of communication that various

audiences want and should receive?
3. Is there inst 'on in various levels of communication ranging from

notes to p rents, to speaking before public groups, to informing
policymake about the professional knowledge and skills which
undergird particular policy decisions?

4. Are simulation, role playing, and actual communication with various
audiences used as instructional techniques?

4.2.9 The program provides instruction in a broad range of processes for
evaluating student. learn

Criteria for Compliance
1. There is instruction in the variourtheories of student evaluation, both

subjective and objective.
2. There is instruction in the criteria and processes available for

evaluating student learning.
3. There is 'emphasis on learning to use multiple, pproaches to student

evaluation, with no,one approach having the major role.
4. The program includes the study of specific processes and instruments

for evaluating student learning.
_5. Education students arc provided experiences in using a broad range of

criteria, processes, and instrumentrfor evaluating student learning.
Evklence. Questions

1. Arc education students taught various theories of, student evaluition,
including their reported strengths and weaknesses?

/ Are the major processes for student evaluation included in instruction:
teacher judgment, teacher-made tests, standardized tests, norm-
referenced and criterion-referenced tests, observation; interview,
student work products, simulation, role playing, contracts, self- and
peer evaluation, expert panels?

3: Is there instruction in the relative merits of diverskeyaluation processes
for various purposes?

4.. Are there opportunities for education students to experience devising,
administering, and interpriting teacher-made tests3, interviewing
students; and using simulation, role playing, and other evaluation
techniques in classroom situations?

5a.Are there opportunities to experience using the results, of studel4.
evaluation to plan instructional activities?

4.2.10 The program provides instruction in the unique role, significance,
and contribution of schooling in American democracy.

Criteria for Compliance
1. Education students are instructed in the variety of goals tqr schooling,

how the goals have evolved, and how they contribute to productive
citizenship in a democracy. '2

,/c,i 2. The program emphasizes how schoolinsfrItas changed over time in



response to societal and other needs, and the implications of the
changes for teachers entering practice.

3. The program provides instruction in the role schooling has played in
the integration of people of diverse ethnic backgrounds in American
society while acconmsodating uralism.

v e Questions
1 re education students instructed in the various goal statements for r;

education adopted by various states?
2. Are education students instructed in the relationship between the goals

of education and the roles of citizens in a democracy..
3. Are education students proided instruction in the evolution of the

American school system?
4. Is there instruction in how social change and current social issues

impact on the classroom teacher, e.g, working mothers, single-parent
families, teenage pregnancy, bilingual education, alternative schools?

5. Is there instruction in the pluralistic naj.ure of American society and its
implications for schooling?

6. Are education students required to have firsthand experience in
relating to groups different from their own?

4,2.11 The program ptovides instruction in h
supported, governed, and prganized .

£riteriI for Coniplianee
I, The program includes instruction in the financing and organizing of

schools of all levels.

. 2. 'The program provides instruction in the implications of locus of school
control and its kelationship to the American political procesi.

3. E4ucation students have direct experiences in observing or becoming
involved with schocil governing agencies,

Evidence Questions
-1. Does instruction emphasize state and local school district authority,

responsibility, and structure for schooling?
2. Is there instruction in the federal role and structure for schooling as it

affects the classroom teacher?
3. Is there instruction in bow state and federal legislative processes impact

the classroom?
- _ 4_ is there instrUction in how 109urceljor American schools are obtained

',and allocated?
5, Is there instruction" in' the relationship of the organization and

governance of K-12 schooli to that of higher institution.s, and indthe
implications of that relationship for K-12 teachers?

6. Are opportunities provided education students to 'observe school
central office functions and attend local school board meetings and
state legislative sessions?

w American schools are

4.2.12 ,The program provides instruction in the rights and responsibilities o
leachers and students, 4

Criteria for Cotipliance 222
1. There is instruction in the policies which guide teachers in their various



roles and their relationship with students.
There is instruction in the resources available to teachers far exercising
their rights and discharging their responsibilities.'

3. There is instruction in the legal righti of teachers.
Evidence Questions

. Is there instruction in state lawi, court rulings, and other policies
protecting the rights of teachers, e.g., riability, saveWanless, aca.demic
freedom, due process, safety standards, immunization'?

2. Is there instruction in state law's, court rulings, and other policies on
certification, contract mandates, evaluation, and tenure?

3. Is there instruction in state laws, court rulings, and other poli`Cies which
deal with the rights of edUcation students in relation to teaching

spractice?

.4.2.13 The program 'provides instruction in the concepts and differences
between gOvernance of education and governance of the teaching
profession.

Criteria for Compliance
. 1. 'Were is instruction in the governance responsibilities delegated by the

public to official education agencies as well as the governance
responsibilities of the 'organized teaching profession.

Z. There is instruction in appropriate mechanisms-for governance of the
profession.

Evidence Questions
1. Is there instruction in the public's role in determining resources,

structure, and management of schools?
2. Is there instruction in the role of the organized profession in

determining who shall prepare for teaching, how preparation
institutions and prograno will be approved, and how teachers Will be
certificated and inducted into the profession?

3. Is there instruction in the concept, role, and structure of professional
standards and certification bodies as appropriate mechanisms for
achieving governance of the profession?

it. Are education students aware of standards by which their College
program is judged and how these standards are enforced?

°

5.0 Membership in the Profession

5.1 The program provides instruction in how the profession is organized,
the functions of -a variety of professional organizations, and the
responsibilities of being a member of the profession.

Criteria for Compliance
I. The program provides instruction in the responsibilities of membership

in the profession
2. Oppou-tunitiei are provided for education students to explore the

nature of various professional organizations,
3. ,The = program provides knowledge about, the major professionl

associations and their activities at state, local, and national levels. 3



.4. The program provides knowledge about specialized professional
organizations and the role they play in improving instruction and
curriculum.

5. The program provides information on professional conduct and
includes codes of ethics.

Evidence Questimis
I. Does the program teach education students or provide them

inforthation about the existence df professional organizations at the
university level and at local, state, and national levels and how they are
governed?
Does.the program explore the advocacy role, assumed by professional
organizations through lobbying; bargaining; participation in develop-
ing currkulurn, designing in-service programs, setting standards for the
profession, and approving/ accrediting teacher education programs;
conducting research; and publishing?

3. Does the program explore the concept of professional conduct and
'examine existing codes olethics? Is there evidence of commitment to

,continuing education as a means of _enhancing professionalism?.
4. Do the program goals allow for examination of the various pro-

fessional journals available for teachers, administrators, and school
boards, including special-interest journals?

5. Does the program provide information on specialty organizations and
learned societies and how to become involved in them?

6. Does the program provide information on and opportunities to
observe how the professional associations imPact instruction.

5.2 The program provides instruction in the relationship of the profession to
governance of public school systems.

Criteria for Complianie
I. The proyam provides instruction in the structure of the school, the

local school system, and state and regional agencies.
2. The program provides instruction in the roles and functions of all

school-related personnel.
3. The program provides instruction in the rights of teachers within the

governance structure of the schools.
4. The program iiicludei, study of *the .school employee-employer

contractual relationship and , the process through which it is deter-
mined.

Evidence Questions
,

1. Does the program provide instruction and field-based experience,s in
staff meetings, school board meetings, and state education agency and
legislative sessions dealing with educational issues?.

2. Does the program provide instruction and field-based experiences
relating to the work of'various school personnel, e.g., principal, special
service personnel: superintendent: practicing teachers at different
levels?

3. Does the program provide instruction in what laws and policies exist
' within the state and various school districts which impinge on the

practice of teaching?
224



State Teacher Education Agency
The NEA calls for the establishment in each state of an autonomous -

agency such asa professional standards hoard, governed by a majority of
teachers who are members of the majority national teachers organization, to
approve teacher preparation programs and certificate prospective teachers.
The agency should have the following characteristics and powers:

It should be legally autonomous.

It should be directly responsible to the legislatute.

No other state agency should have vet9-power over it

It should be governed by a majority of K-I2 teachers who are members
of the majority national teachers organization.

Other, educational interest groups -7 such as those reprelenting
teachers K-G,1/4 higher education, and administrators std have
representation on the governing board:

,

`v

To be eligible for appointment to the board, a person should be
fully certificated for the position he/she holds and have five years.
of teaching experience in-the state, including two years imme-
diately preceding the nomination and appointment,

Norniutions for teacher representatives on the board should come
from the state affiliate of the majority national teachers organiza-tion.

Its budget should be separate from that of other state education
agencies and should be sufficjent for the agency to colt . out its
functions.

If fees are generated' by the agency, they should support the work
of the agency.

The fees collected shoUld not limit the agency's functions. If they
are not sufficient, additional funds should come from general state
revenues.

it should Use the NEA standards' -for approving cutter education
programs at the state level.

Its powers and responsibilities should be to:

Establish procedures for using NEA standards to approve teacher
education programs.'

Approve teacher echication programs

Award certificates to all eligible graduates of approved teacher
education programs

Set and administer its own budget
22M-5

Conduct hearings for the adoption of policies and rules...,



After hearings are conducted:, adopt policies, rules, regulations,
and procedures

*Conduct beariAgs for due process and appeal

Monitor existing standards, change them when necessary,. and
investigate the need for additional standards

Hire an executive: director and ap
executive staff.

ove employment of the
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Achieving Our Purposes
Action

Organizing for

There are two phases to bringing 'about iinprovements in teacher
education: (I), specifying the changes that need to take place; and (2) taking
actions to ensure that improvements are made, The preVious sections have
described "the essential components and skills to be acquired from teacher
education programs, the standards. for approving teacher education
programs, and the guidelines for establishment of an autonomous state
agency for approving ,prograis and Certificating teachers. This section will
deal with the procedures affiliates should take to ensure that changes in
teacher education actually occur.

The focus of action for the improvement of teacher education is the state
agency which approves preparation programs. It is this agincy that will
make detisions about the quality of programs, the approval of programs,
and the subsequent certification of teachers. Such determinations as the
criteria used to approve teacher education programs, the conduct of the
approval process, and the procedures employed, for rendering judgments for
approving programs lie within the structure and authority of the agency. The
NEA believes that establishing such an agency or making changes, in an
existing agency to function in the wayt described in this document will create
a positive structure that can bring about the necessary, changes for teacher

ducation.

The Action Process
--The first step in the action -process-is for the state affiliate to determine
procedures currently used in the state for approving teacher education
programs and certificating teachers. The instrument which follows allows
the affiliate to (I) identify the system for program approval and teacher
certification already existing in the state, (2) compare it with the system
called for in this document, (3) identify discrepancies between what is and
what ought to be, and (4) set priorities.

The second step is to develop a plan for taking action on each of the
identified discrepancies. It was noted earlier that the role of the National
Education Association is to articulate what shoUld, be achieved through
changes in teacher education programs. It was further noted that the state
affiliate needs to make decisions about what should be done immediately
and what can be done on a long-range basis, how it can be done most
effectively within the state, and what specific planning and implementation

2 9 1911',Must occur to ensure success. Such decisions should be based on the
political, economic, and professional characteristics alive to the state. The
action plan in,this section should be viewed, then, onlylis a rack.
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Assessment checklist:
State Teacher :Education Agency

This instrument is designed for use by NEA affiliates to assess the state
agency which currently approves teacher education programs. Whatevefthe
agency's designation board, commission, or council it is the unit with
responsibility for approving teacher education programs within the state.

The purpose of the instrument is to help Association members determine
the extent to which the agency functions in ways consistent with those
proposed in this document. To achieve this Purpose, objectives appropriate
for state teacher education agencies are identified under four categories:
Composition and Teacher Representation, Legitimacy, Authority and
Power, and Budget. In each category, respondents should indicate whether
the objectives as stated are true or false for the agency, that approves teacher
education programs in the state. They should also rate the acceptability of
the' state approval: agency in light of the objectives.

Information gathered with this instrument may, be used to estimate the
discrepancy between the existing state agency and the kind of agency
advocated by this document. The, information can also be used to identify
desirable and possible changes and to promote discussion of the structure
and function of state teacher educalon approval agencies.

Category and Objectives True False

IA. Composition of the Governing Board

1. The membership of, the board reflects appropriate
geographic distribution. =-

2. There is an appropriate balance of men and
women on the board.

3. The membership of the board is racially balanced.
tb,

._4._ The, majority of_the board2& practicing
certificated K42 teach

.
To what extent is the existing governing board in your state acceptable
in light of the objectives for Composition? ,1Check one)

Very unaccutable

Unacceptable
229

Acceptable

Very acceptable
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Category and Objectives True False

IS. Teach*" Representatku

I. The governing board includes practicing
certificated IC.-12 teachers.

;. Teacher representatives are currently employed
as teachers.

3. Elementary and secondary teachers comprise
the majority of representatives.

4. Elementary and secondary teachers are pro-
portionatelyirepresented.

5. Qualifications for teacher representation are
public record.

6. Qualifications for teache,r =presentation are
maintained.

7. Procedures for nominating and appointing
teacher are public record.

8. Procedures for nominating and appointins
teacher representatives arc followed.

9. The state affiliate of the majority national
teachers organizatibn is the vehicle for
the nomination of teacher representatives
to the governing board.

10. The K-12 teacher majority of the governing
board are members of the majority national

hers orgnization.

To what extent is the existing governing board in your state ac cepta
in light of the objectives for TeacheV Representation? (Check one)

Very unacceptable

.--. Unacceptable

230
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Category awl Objectives True False

IL Legitimacy

I. The agency is recognized in state education policy.

2. The agency is authorized through state legislation..1

3. The agency is legally autonomous.

4. The legitimacy of the agency is recognized by
professional education groups in the state.

5. The agency conducts hearings and has
written rules.

6 The Ateniy maintains recOrcls of its proctedings.

7 Documents pertaining to the operation of the
agency are publicly accessible through
hearings and upon written request.

To what extent is the existing agency in your state acceptable in light of
the objectives for Legitimacy? (Check one)

Very. unacceptable,

Unacceptable
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Category and Objectives True False

1.11.. Authority and Power

1. The agency has the authority or power to:

a. Establish procedures for using standards
to approve teachersducation programs

b. Approve teacher education programs ih

c, Award certificates to all eligible graduates
of approved teacher education programs'

d. Set and administer its budget

c. Adopt policies, rules, regulations, and
procedures

f. Monitor and investigate current standards
for teacher education and establish new ones
if necessary

.M.111,111.101.

g. Hire an executive director and approve
employment of the executive staff.

2. The agency uses formal standards for approving
teacher education programs in the state.

3. The standards for approving progra are
consistent with those proposed by NEA.,

4. The standards for approving programs are
' consistent with NCATE standards.

To *hat extent is the existing agency in your state acceptable in light of
the objectives for Authority and power? (Check one.)

Very unacceptable

Unacceptable
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Category arid ,objectives True False

IV. Budget

I. The agency is funded for continuous operation.

2. The funding source is reliable.

3. Funds are adequate to carry out the functions
of the agency.

4. Funds are separate from other state
education agencies. -

5. The budget is publicly available for examination.

6. The agency is responsible for setting the budget

7. The legislature authorizes the budget.

4.1011111.....1.1 111T1....

1-"^""`""-T

S. The agency sets fees for approving programs
-and certificating teachers.

Fees collected are used only by the agenc

To what extent is the existing agency in your state.acceptable in light of
the ,objectives for Budget? (Cheek;one.)

Very unae.ciptable

.... Unacceptable

.

Accceptabk

Very acceptable

233
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Developing *n Action Plan

Analyzing the data from the Assessment Checklist is the basis fqr setting
priorities:

What can be changed immediately and with minimal effort
What can be easily accomplished on a longer range basis

w What changes will be difficult to accomplish without exceptional effort.

Once these three levels of priority are established, it is important for the
state association to determine the action necessary to achieve its purposes.
Affiliates of the NEA have an extensive history of successful organizing in
instructional, political, and legislative arenas and they can use this expertise
to bring about substantial changes in teacher education programs. Consid-
eration should be given to unilateral action, coalition building, organizing
members, public relations, and political legislative actions. Timelines and
budget considerations for such a program are, critical.

The NEA will provide technical assistance to any of its affiliates choosing-
to participate in implementing the proposals set forth in this document, As
states develop and implement their action plans, case studies-will be made
available by the NEA to doCument efforts to improve the quality of teacher
education in the United States.

-234
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Mr. SOWN. Dr. Saunders, since you are next in line, we will justhave you next

STATEMENT OF ROVERT SAUNDERS, DEAN, MEMPHIS STATE
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF EDUCATION s'

Mr. SAUNDERS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I am Robert Saunders, dean of de College of Education at Mem-

phis State University. I also am president-elect of the American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education. My statement today
will reflect the views and recommendationi of American Unincil
on Education and, we hope, the higher education community.

I had the privilege a few months ago of appearing before the
Task Force on Merit Pay, and I sin equally privileged this after-
noon.

We believe that the new title V of the Higher Education Act
should focus on preservice teacher education and professional de-
velopment activities with an emphasis on school-college and univer-
sity., partnerships, a point that was made already this afternoon.
The higher education community has developed a position paper onthis matter that reflects our consensus and our state, views for
several years, and we share that as an appendix to this statement.

We commend you and members of the committee for your leader-ship in the.developmentand consideration of this legislation. It re-
fleets an understanding of the problems surrounding teacher re-cruitment, preparation and retention; and it is a statement that
the Congress of the United States believes that a quality-education
for our teachers is important. We concur with the, implicit premise
of H.R. 5240: that the best possible candidates must be attracted
into teaching; that they must receive ,the best education possible, fr'
both pedagogical and subject content; and that professional devel-
opment opportunities must be a)ailable for all educators.

To adequately address these needs will require the cooperation of
teachers, administrators,- citizens, State, local, and Federal Govern-
ment. It will require the serious efforts of the higher education
community and our .colleagues in the elementary and secondary
community.

There can be no argument that we must attract additional bright
young people into education careers. Finakcial aid for students
with an interest in teaching is appropriate mid a good strategy. It
works in other fields, and it will work in education, too. .

As ,yQu, know, Mr Chnirman, traditionally the -position-Of the ----higher education oo munity has been that student assistance
should be bqged on II . However, we believe that in this situa-
tion, scholarships for .,13 udents With a commitment to teach should
be based on academic- merit as well as financial need. The Carl D.
Perkins scholarships Outlined in part A of title V provide an excel-
lent mechanism to attract people into the profession and to honor
the achievements of outstanding high school students.

The next part deals with the expectation of colleges and universi-
ties, and we would like to say that we believe that schools a educa-
tion, colleges, and universities, should not be expected to .graduate
professionally mature teachers. We feel that many times that is
the expectation, and it is an unrealistic one Rather, re believeand



that-we should be expected to graduate persons who have entry-
level preparation adequate to begin a career. But how much they
grow professionally and how competent they becqine will be, in
large part., the functions of on-the-job professional development; the
professional nurture that they reeeive, the availability and quality
of insery ice programs. There is a great deal of concern concerning
the inadequacy or the relatively adequacy of professional 'develop-
ment programs. We believe that summer institutions as described
in part C, and other professional activities described part Et esta-
bish a good frameivork for the delivery of staff develop ppor-

.tunities.
Some questions have been raised concerning the usefulnesg-4)f

the National Science Foundation Summer Institutes, and -those-
findings might relate Co the proposed institutes in title V. I would
like to share with you some of our observations about these insti-
tutes.

Twenty-five years ago, the NSF program was designed to update
'teachers scientific backgroundtheir knowledge base, if you *ill.
-build interest in science, and improve communication between
teachers and researchers. Condu6ted primarily through academic
departments of science, the emphasis was upon advanced sUbject
matter training.

College and university-level disciplines, however, such as mathe
matics or science or history, are traditionally organized to prepare
researchers and- -I ,ought to be careful of the way I phrase this
high-level scholars, which may not'be necessarily the, kind of prep-
arations that many teachers will need. A fundamental problem
with the NSF institutes was the lack of pedagogical Component.
Consequently, when these teachers returned to the classroom, they x
brought with them new knowledge often more advanced then they
were able to use in their classrooms, except for the most able and

s:.gifted students, and further; the teacheis had acquired no new
.41.4* practical skills to teach their subject to typical junior high or high

school students.
The NSF institutes provided no incentives for team's of teachers.

We feel that this was a great flaiv, When only one individual from
a school or district, participates in this kind of activity, it is very
difficult for that person to subsequently implement new ideas and
new programs. In addition, these teachers must have a commit-
ment from their schools to support innovations. Without that com
mitment froin the school, without some role that they would be ex-
-pected to play with preferably a team of teachers,, chances are that,
while one individual might improve his or her performance in the
classroom, the impact on the overall educational establishment and
on education for all the boys and girls will be somewhat limited.

The involvement of both schools for education and arts and sci-
ence faculty and administrators in planning and followup is, ac-
cording to this viewpoint and our belief, is essential. The purpose of
the institutes should be twofold: to increase the subject matter
knowledge th the teacher is responsible for teaching; as well as
pedagogical tr Ming,- new skills, new strategies, new techniques,
the use of add' ional resources and how to relate material to v
ing levels o youngsters in the classrooms with different bac
grounds different leyels of motivation.

f
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Without that, again we would make the point that we believe
that the) teacher, while it is commendable that they might have in-
creased dramatically and substantially the teaching field content,
the frustration would be there that they would not be able to
impact or to benefit from that as much as they would like, and
that, not only would they not be carrying out the total purpose of
the prOvisions of the legislation,. but it also would make these
people prime candidates for leaving the classrooms and going into
business and industry.

Summer institutes-can be an appropriate means for staff devel-
opment when they are well designed, when they involve groups of
teachers rather than individuals, when they have appropriate fel-
lowup activities at the school site, and are recognized as part of a
teacher's 'continued growth.

Let me move next, and toward the end, to the section that we
, believe is the central component of title V, and that is part E, insti-

tutional assistance for teacher training and school improvement. It
is a rather small -Part of the bill, both in terms of language and
funding. We have a recommendation To share with you on that in a-
moment.

.But.it is the foundation Upon which all the other parts depend.
Unless we can be assured that all preservice teacher education pro-
grams are of the highest possible quality, reflecting and exemplify-ing the most current research on teaching and learning, balanced
in subject matter and pedagog.y, even 4-year scholarships would not
attract the best and the brightest. Without a strong institutional
commitment to professional teacher education, our colleges 'and
universities cannot be the resource for staff development and ongo-

research that our schools systems require.
The higher education community is committed to continued revi-

talization of programs to prepare teachers. The NCES statistic that
has been Widely publicized, I think, bears evidence of that. Ninety-
four percent of schools, colleges,.'and departments of education
have made some change in recent years in their pr ams.

Research of the 1960's- and 1970's increasing the knowl base
of teacher training has helped a great deal in this regard. e we
feel that there is a great deal yet to be done, we believe that the
track record is rung to look pretty good, and we believe that
the motivation an. desire do even more are certainly there. Pro-

ams such as Teacher Co and Deans Grants, funded under part
of the Education of t e Handicapped Act, brought modest

amounts of money to colleges and universities, but did a great dealin the way of program- improvement and -modification addressing
the serious problems that exiated.

Your subcommittee and the House Committee on Elementary,
Secondary,_ and Vocational E4ucation have been given strong bipar-

. tisan support on behalf of adequite fUnding for elementary, second-
ary and postsecondary education, and know better than most of us
the extent to which we have suffered losses in the Federal program
support. , 9

owever, with the inclusion of the previous title V programs
into the chapter 2 block grant, and accompanying cuts in other per-
sonnet preparation programs, during the last 4 years, Federal sup-
port fbr teacher training has declined over 25 percent. Cqupled



with this is a situation documented by Peseau, and Orr in 1980 and
highlighted in the report' by the Merit Pay Task Force: professional
schools and departments of eduebtion are traditionally funded at,
significantly lower levels than other higher education programs.

I read just a day or so ago that that probably is the best explana-
tien of why we have almost 1,300 institutions with teacher educa-
tion programs; because it takes sojittle money to get one started,
according to the popular view.

We believe that modest grants to institutions, of higher education
to stimulate program the will generate long-term benefid.. This
strategy has been used suctessfully, we submit, by FIPSE, and
through the deans ,grants under the Handicapped Education Act.

I can testify personally, if you would like for me to, concerning
the impact to the' modest grant that our institution, called the
deans grant, made in terms of a program change that we are still
capitalizing on and benefited &Om manyfold in terms of what you
would expect for a fairly modest amount of money. FIPSE grants
are another example of that. They average between $75,000 and
$100,000 a year, and the deans grants average $50,000 a year, but
they require that the deans be project directors and put the respon-
sibility, as you knbw, in that office to make the program Changes.

Even if the Appropriations Committee would fund part E at the
full $15 million authorization level, this would only translate to
two or three awards per. State. The elements for change in our
'school systems are present in H.R. 5240. However, we believe the
emphasis is out a balance. This is the recoMmendation that ral-
hided to earlier.

Substantial resources will be necessary for the Perkins scholar-
ships and $75 million is proposed for staff development activities,
yet only very modest sums are suggested for the institutional pro-
grams that bind the other parts together. The foundation of 'the
teacher preparation system isn't the place to skimp on resources.
We recommend that the subcommittee look closely at this imbal-
ance and adjust authorization levels for parts E and F accordingly,

Thank you, Mr. Simon, gild members of the committee.
Mr. Small. Thank yon-:-
[Prepared statement of Robert Saunders follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT SAUNDERS, DEAN, COLLEGE OF' EDUCATION,

MEMPHIS STATE UNIVERSITY, MEMPHIS, TN, ON,BEHALY of AMERICAN COUNCIL ON

. EDUCATION

1 Good afternoon Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee. I am Dr.
--Robert Saunders, Dean of the. College of Education at Memphis-State University,. I
am pleased to be with you to discuss provisions in H.R. 5240 to reauthorize Title V

of the Higher Education Act. I am president-elect of the American Association of
Colleges fur Teacher Education, however my testimony Way is also on behalf of the
American Council on Education and reflects the views of the higher education com-
munity.

We believe that a new Title V 'of the Higher Education-Act should focus on pre-'
**vice teacher education and professional development activities with an emphasis
on school-college and university partnerships for program design and implementa-
tion. The higher education community has developed a position paper that reflects
our consensus and I would like to share it with you as an appendix to my testimony.

Let me commend you, Mr. Chairman, and the members of this Subcommittee for
your leadership in the development and consideration of this legislation. It reflects
an understanding of the problems surrounding teacher recruitment, preparation,
and retention; and, it is a statement that the Congress of the United States believes



that a quality education for our teachers is important. We concur with the implicit
premise of 1.R. 5240: that the best passible candidates must be attracted into teach-ing; that they must receive the best education, balanced in subject matter ancl.-a-strong professional component; and, that professional development opportunitiesunist be available for all educators.

To adequately address these needs will require the cooperation of teachers, admin-istrators, citizens, state, local and federal governments. It will require the seriousefforts of higher education arid our colleagues in the elementary and secondary com-munity.
. There can be no argument that we ,must attract additional bright young people

into education careers. Financial aid for students with an interest in teaching is ap-propriate and a good strategy.'.As you know, Mr. Chairman, traditionally the 'poet-tion of the higher education community has been that student assistance should bebased upon need-However, we believe that in this situation, scholarships for .stu-dents with a commitment to teach should be based on academic merit as well asfinancial need. The Carla). Perkins Scholarships outlined in Part A of Title V pro-vide an excellent mechanism to attract people' into the profession and to honor theachievements of outstanding high school students.
Colleges and universities cannot -and should not be expected to graduate profes-sionally mature teachers. Rather, they should be expected to graduate Persons whohave entry level preparation adequate to begin their career. But how much theygrow professionally and how competent they become in time are functions of an -the-job 'training, professional nurture, and the availability and quality of inservice pro-grams-We believe that summer institutes as described in Part C and other profese

alone' activities described inTart 10: establish a good framework for the delivery ofstaff deVelopment opportunities. ;

Recently, questions have been raised about the usefulness of the National Science
Foundation Summer Institutes conducted in the late 1950s and early 1960b. I wouldlike to share some observations on these institutes with yOu. Twenty -five years agothe NSF pingrara was designed to update teachers' scientific background, build in-terest in science, and improve communication between teachers and researchers.Conducted primarily through academic departments of science, the emphasis wasupon advanced subject matter training

College and university-lefel1dieciplines such as mathematics or science or-historyare traditionally organized to pripare researchers :and-scholars rather than teach-ers, A fundamental problem with the NSF instituteswas the lack of a pedagogical
component. Consequently when these teachers. returned to the classroom theybrought with. them new knoitleclge often too advanced for all the brightest high
-school students, and further, the teachers had acquired no new practical skills toteach their subject to typical junior high or high school students.

The NSF institutes provided no incentives for teams of teachers from .a.school to
attend. When only one individual from.'a school ,or -district participates in this kindof activity,. it is very difficult 'for that person to subsequently implement new pro-
grams or ideas. In addition, Weer teachers must have a commitment from theirschools to support innovations. Chaage is often slow and its more easily effected, bygroups of people than individuals.

The involvement of both school of education and arts and sciences facolty and ad-
ministrators in planning ,and follow-up is essential. The purpose of these institutesshould be to -upgrade teaching skills of education personnel in elementary or second-ary :Schools. To conduct institutes that provide only advanced work in a particulardiscipline carries the danger of producing frustrated teachers who are highly skilled

.in subject matter, but cannot: transTAte it appropriately-into s.claseroora-setting.
11-iestipeople-Will-then become prime candidates to leave the classroom for Alsatiansin business or industry.

Summer institute can be an appropriate means for staff development when they,are well designed,, involve groups of teachers ratherthan individuals, have appropraate fellow-up activities at the school site, and are recognized as part, of a teacher's t.continued growth rather than the sum of it.
. This brings roe to what I believe is the central component of Title V:. Part E,tutional Assistance for Teacher Training and School: Improvement It's a rathersmall part of the bill, both in, terms of .le and .funding, but it is the founda-anguag

tion upon which all the other parts depend. Unless we can be assured that all pre-.service. teacher education programs are of the highest possible quality; reflecting
and exemplifying the most current research on teaching and learning; balanced- insubject matter and pedagogy, even four-year scholarshipawonl attract the very beststudents. Without a strong institution/11 commitment to professional teacher educe.



tion our colleges and universities cannot be the resource "for staff slevelopment and
ongoing research that our school systems require.

The higher education eointnunity is committed to continued revitalization of pro-
grams to prepare teachers.-A recent LACES report indicated that 94%' of schools, col
leges and departments of education had made changes in theft teacher preparation
programs within the last five years. This is in large measure the result of an ex-
pending knowledge base undergirding teaching and learning. Research of the 19606
and 1970s has helped institutions initiate program innovations that make teacher
education of today considerably different from teacher education a decade ago.
Much of this was a result of stitnulusfrom, and support by, the federal government.
Programs such as Teacher Corps, and Deans Grants funded through Part D Of the
Education of the Handicappted Act, brought modest amounts of institutional sup-
port to help us design and institutionalize new and innovative programs.

Your Subcommittee and the House' Committee on Elementary, Secondary and Vo-
cational Education have been given strong bipartisian support on behalf of adequate
funding for 'elementary, a6condary and . postsecondary education and know better
than most the entent to which all of us have suffered losses in federal program sup -
port. However, with the inclusion of the previous Title V programs into the Chapter
2 Block, Grant, and accompanying cuts in other versonnel preparation programs,
during the last four years federal support for teithir training has declined over
25%. Opilphx1 with this is a situation documented by Peseau and Orr in 1980 and
highlighted in the report by the Merit Pay Task Force: professional schools and de-
partments of education are traditionally funded at significantly loWer levels_ than
other. higher education progranis.

We believe modest grants- to, institutions of higher education to stimulate program
change will generate long term benefits. This strategy has been used succonftilly by

.
FIPSE, through the Education of the Handicapped' Act, and under Title VU of the
Elementary and Secondary Education 'Act. Such grants might support cooperative
efforts .between faculties of liberal arts and faiulties of. edueatien to revise and
strengthen general studies and professional education programs; they could be, used
to develop alternative professional preparation programs for non-traditional teacher
education students, such as, adults who are interested in career changes; or, they
could be used by constoria of institutions within a regidn to coordinate teacher edu-
cation programs.

FIPSE Grants are between $75,000 and $100,000 per,year. Deans Gra* averaged
$50,000 per year for each of five years. Even if the appropriations co tee would
fund Part E at the full $15 million authorization level, this would only translate to
two or three awards per State. The elements for change in our schools ystems are
present in H.R. 5240, however we, believe the emphasis is out of balance.Substantial
resources will be necessary for the Perkins Scholarships and $75 milhoti is propmed
for staff development activities, yet only very modest sums are suggested for the in-
stitutional programs that bind the other parts together. The foundation of the
teacher preparation system isn't the place to skimp on resources. We. recommend

at the Subcommittee look closely at this ce and.adjust authorization levels
'tor Part E and F accordingly.

Thank you, Mr. Simon and member% of the Committee.



American Association of College for Teacher Education.

HIGHER EDUCATION :ACT

'MIX V

Treservics and continuing teacher education is a cooperative effdrt 4
that must recognize the needs of students,..parents, teachers and

-prinOipala, and the capabilities of collegeS and
universities, school districts, and government to meet those needs.
The higher education community believes. that anew Title V of the
Higher. Education Act should focus both on preserviem:education and
professions/ develbpment activities with an emphasis on school, college
and university partnerships for progrie design and implementation.
Discussion of strategies for educational Warm within this fremeberk
follows.

l'aqU$SIONAL DZVtLOPMENT AND SCHOOL, COLLEGE 410. UrIMBSITI
n=10.1134;1? ACT

Pert A - Data C011eotion and Research.

:(1) The Secretary shall utilize the legislative authority under, the
General Education Provisions Act, Part Sec. 406' (b), to annually
assess current and future supply 4:4 demand for teachers with
particular attention to: long-term and short -term shortages of
personnel in'verious areas of specialization, shortages in particular
states or regions, and the number of minorities and women entering,
teaching. This analysis may include assessatait of other educational
needs identified by the Congress ouch as,,for example,'the need for
instructional eqUiprient and materials in elementary and secondary
schools and in postsecondary inatitutiOnis These data should then be
uSed'IO direct federal resources for program improiement activities
described in Part 13 of this Title and for scholarship and loan programs,
described in Part. E. In undertaking the data collection, the Secretary
shall take' action to reduce reporting burden through voluntary
responses and ,,sampling techniques. The Secretary may reimburse
respondents' for any extraordinary ;oats incurred in the provision or
information to assist the Secretary:in complying With the data

(2) The Secretarycf Education is authorized to award grants for
research Consiatent with programs authrized in this Title.
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-0) At least Wof the funds allocated for this Title shall be reserved

for activitiea described in thii Part. ..

_ ..

Part B - Inatitut;onal S9pport for Teanber,Education Programs

.. _ .

The Secretary of Education is to mike grants to, institutions

of higher education to encoUrage high standards of quality, a .

commitment to professional teacher edutatiOn, and rigorous adaitsion

for entry standerds'into teacher preparation Programs
-.$

Examples of .such programs include; for exafple:

designing and implementing programa with'rigorous admission

standards; and in attracting talented students into those
programs;,

ar designing teacher education programs involving consortia bf

institutions to, help members of the consortium diversify.' and

redirect teacher education programa aPd currinUla; .

lalupporting cooperative efforts involving facultAteg liberal arts
and faculties of education to revise apa strengthen general

studilis and professional edUcation programs including, for

examOTC: strategies to incorporate clinical experiences
throughout the preparation program, and **tension of teacher

preparation programs beyond the tr;aitiOnal four-Year period;

lAtrogr;444 current essearobi inoTud4ng practitioner identified

research, *more fully into teacher educationprogramsand aharing,
such research withelemontaryend aecandary 'education teachers and

adminiatiators;

developing alternative professional Preparation progriAv for

non;-traditienal teacher education students;

e preparing teachers for shortage areas identified in part:a;

designing and implementing staff development projects for faculty

Acembers ofoollegiate departments of education to,acguaint faculty

with sex research on teaching and learning and innovative teaching

prestices;

-4i-designing-and:implementing-teacher-edticationprograme-giered
Meet the needs cf. historibally under reprsentated populations and
institutions with large numbers, ofeuCh.populaties0 as idputified.



deYeroping programs to tr smizting or new school personnel in
new technologies, '

Part'e -6pMamer Institutes

The Federal goYernMent shall inaugurate a program of summer, institutes
for educators at the eleMentary, secondary, and postsecondary levels to
include advanced instruction in subljectmatter and teaching techniques,
including research on student learning, effective teaching, and

rsChool-site improvement. .;The aummer institutes are intended to,provide'
'staff development opportunities for education professionals as hell as
to proVidean Opportunity for non-educators who are seeking entry into
the profession to -earn the credits necessary for a position as an

.

elementary.cr a secondary school teacher. The institutes, which Will
include both subject matter and teaching skills components, are
intended to complement not re1lace an undergraduate or graduate program,
of studies, rust meet or exoeed the academic standards of the
inetitution:or institutions'#t which they are conducted,-and should
expand 'state and local efforts rather than duplicate or replace
existing programs. Institute grants shall be awarded'Ic institutions
Of higher education,'Consortia of, colleges, nd universities, or
COnstaeia that include institutions of higher education aed appropriate
state agencies and/or local professional/development units..

Tart D School, College and UniversitylPartnerships

. :
Federal 411nds, through asyieien of diScretionary'erants from the
Secretary of Education, shall be, awarded to:serve as a catalyst to
encourage; and facilitate school, college amd university partnerships to
focus owe number of critioallrimportant areas.

6..

These grants shall be used to support jointly developed and executed
projects involving schools, ocal school disteinta and institutions of.
higher education that demonstrate partnership in addressing teacher
preservice and staff development needs. It is the intent .of this Tart
that:these partnerships not-be limited 'to inatitutionenf higher
educatiori, schools, and and school districts, but may also include
teachers, administrators and appropriate state agencies. :Partnership
awards under.thieTart are established under three bmoed categories of
activities: 1HE focused grants; Wa focUaod grants; and other
partnership awards:

(1) IHE focused grants. Awards under this !section Shall be awarded to
institutions of higher education for programaleveloped and
administered in partnership- with local educatrbn agencies and other

-.eligible groups as describedabove Projects suppOrted'Undei this yart
might include, for example, joint arrangements between elementary or..copci a ry schogis of education -ter. -pr*rithr
programs of assistance for beginning teachers; joint arrangements
between elementary or secondary schools and Ins to provide exPanded
clinical experiences. for teacher education candidates at the aohool

37-618



site while using teachers. from. those echools to work with education,

students at the college or university; design and cox/duct of staff
development unitatia allOw teams of teachermand/or adaitistratorm an
opportunity to work together on schoOl-site projects;: and, projects
involving college/univerSity and elementary /secondary school faculty in

the practical application of educational research and evaiiiatiow

findings.

(2) LEA foeGsed'grants: '.Awarde under this section would beta local
education agencies for programs developed and administered in
partnership with institutions of higher education and,uther eligible
grOupa as described above. 'Grants could be' used to' create professional

deVelopment centers Tor teachers which would, encourage exploration and
sharing of new reeearch,ideas and materials to 'be applied in the

clasaroom. Such centers wculd.hring.together a variety of resources"
including teachers_frat various school sites and/or school districts
serving as nasouroes for their colleagues, collaborative activities
between K-12 teachers and faculty at institutions of higher education,
and 'a variety of institutional and community resources Which could be

applied to 'improving instruction.

13) Other Partnership Grants. Awards under this Section would be to
institutions of ,higheraducation, schools, or. local educational
agencies in parthership.with'other appropriate education agencies or
units to conduct edupatiOn policy. studies; Use timely research and

development data to design and implementour4Onlamimprovemants;.-
candUct collaborative research` involving university' faculty and.
classroom teachers and school: site adminietrators; and upgrade
instructional systems and technology in schodls and local school

'districta

Part E Teacher Recruitment

Scholarahlps

It is the purpose of this Part to make MeritbaSed grants available to
outstanding high. school graduates and college students_, whodemonstrate
an interest in teaching to 'enableand eneourag4 theee.indlyiduale.bm
pursue elementary or secondary teaching Careers.. Up to 10,00Ogrante
will be made available with awardees selected frcau.the top"10% of high
school 'graduates. Vundslorthese.awards.shaal. be allocated to'a .state
on the.basia of the 'ratio of .persona in that state to persons in all

states. Awards'to individuals will be made by the state. The amount of
such grants shall be based'on need and may.not exceed an amount ecival.
to tuition and fee expensesi:exClusive of other scholarships or awards,
or any neviplea TOrup to four academic years: and may' be paid ''only
Upon proof.of,satisfaotory,achievement 'the preceding, academic year.''
Students are aneouraged but not required'ta. attend. a college or'
university the state where the grant it awarded.

.Within five years after. Completing the postaecondary education for -
which the grant is made, recipients will be required-to. teach in an
elementary or Secondary School in any State for a period of, not'
than one year for each year of financiaassiatance Under this Title.
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Teacher Fellowships

To encourage outelanding teachers to remain in.Aschool system, a
program of talented leacher fellowships. Would be established. Two
fellowshipi would ,be Awarded to public school teachers teaching in each
'Congressional district of the.0nited States. Selection 'of awardees
would be made by a national panel.

Each outstanding teacher would be given one yearls,sabbatical and a
$5000 stipend. These stipends May be used for, study, research,.trivel,
consultation with other school districts, development of special
programs, development of modal teacher programs, or other activities
related to the 'individual 's professional assignment And ncedi of the
school system. School districts mould be reimbursed/ for the actual
cost of the teacher's salary daring the year that 4A0Or is absent
from his /her duties.

:Fellowship recipients will be reqUired:lo retnrn'to the same school
.district to teach for at least ton yeais following the one-year
fellowship '

,Part F Authorization of Appropriations for .Parts A,13,0,1) and Z,

There are authuriz
for the conduct of jrograaas authorized in Farts A,.131 1.

this Title.

A.A0TE,.

to be appropriated such 343.5 as May De necessary

3/15/84
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Mr. SimoN. Our final witness is Dean Pat Graham, Ilervard
University Graduate School of. Education.

STATEMENT OF PATRICIA ALWERG GRAHAM, DEAN, HARVARD
UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Ms. Gui1/4y1,,Thank you very much, M. Chairman. It is a pleas-
ure to be biTick here.

I thought what I would like to do today is to summarize very
briefly the observations that I gave in a little greater length in my
prepared testimony. I would like to talk first a little bit about
teaching, and then talk a little bit about how I think that the pro-
posals you have in title V are addressing those issues.

Overall, I am delighted to see title V. I think that it speaks in
very persuasive ways to a very important problem we face in
America today.

I would like to begin by saying that I think that teaching itself
in this country is, at this moment, more difficult, teaching is
harder, than it has ever been before in yonr histot.y. I think it is
harder for three reasons. First of all, it is harder because we now
expect elementary students and high school students to master a
greater body of material on a greater variety, of subjects than we
have expected in the past

Second, and most importantly, we ner expect just a few
children who are academiCally to master it, but it is vital
for the welfare of our society that all children master it, even those
who have in the past found mastery of academic material very dif-
ficult, and teachersparticularly high' school teachershave not
been at their best in the past in helping youngsters who have not
done well in. school begin to reverse tlmt pattern in high school.

Third, teaching today has lower prestige than it has ever had in
the past. One of the reasons that teaching has lower prestige is
that ittipo longer benefits from the discrimination that has existed
in this society that has kept teaching a haven for minorities and
women. Teaching got by in the past by benefiting from what the
society was depriving the rest of, of the talents of women and mi-
norities, and no longer does and, therefore, teaching itself is mucli'
maligned.

Those three factors together seem to me to make teaching, more
difficult today than it has been in the past.

I would like to make six generalipoints that I think areessential
for a comprehensive plan for improvement in the quality of this
country's teachers.

The first_that would.arguels that a_ hr., based liberal educa-
tion is the sine qua non in the academic trT .. mg of teachers'. Such
a liberal education provides .ht into the world and, at its best,
challenges our assumptions a ..ut it..It exposes teachers to a dis-,
ease, and I think it is a that I hope is both contagious and
enduring, and that disease is : .rely a rigorous curiosity.

A good case of rigorous curi. ; ityy about the world, its humanistic
endeavors, its scientific and = hnological activities, its artisitic
componentsrigorous curiosity about those matters can and should
result from a, liberal education, and such rigorous curiosity can en-
hance a teaCher's likelihood of being effective, especially if that rig-



orous curiosity remains contagious. For persons planning to
become specialists in subject matters, intensive training in thnsesubjects is essential as well.'

So our first argument is for contagious liberal education.
Second, I believe that beginning salaries are at rock bottom and

must be raised immediately in order for teaching to beeoze com-petitive with other fields. think that' is a point that iswell under-stood by many.
Third., I would argue that we need career ladders for teachers,and I think that they are career ladders for which there should bedifferential pay for differential kind, of work. This is an issuewhich, of course,- Itlr. Chairman, you considered

.
in: your task forceat some time.

Fourth, I would argue t t we need to encourage nontraditional
candidates to go into teachi , including both midcareer profession-als who are often eager for uch opportunities, as well as thoseyoung people who might exc 1 in the classroom for, say, 4 or 5years before they might go on some other field.

This year at Harvard, we ax beginning a program qf teacher
training, which we haven't do e in a while and are bfick doing
again, for znidcareer math/56e 6-teachers. We are finding that, inthis first year of a pilot pro: ', we had over 300 inquiries for
about 8 spaces in that program f people who are,experienced engi-neers and scientists who, at t e age of 50 or 55, are eligible for
early retirement from their co parry and believe that they wouldlike to pay back a debt to a, iety that gave them a good educe-,tion to allow them to be successful in their company.

We find, on the basis if this year's experience, that these people
have the capacity to be outstanding teachers. They rank very high
in academic preparation, and.. they have a commitment to try to
learR to be eff'ective in the classroom with children, which we find
very "appealing. And they also have a great deal more experience
with the wide world, which we think is an added virtue to bring to
the schools as well.

I arn also extremely enthusiastic about having gifted unclergrad-1
uates of the kind provided for by the Carl Perkins scholarships 'to
enter teaching.' We at Harvard are beginning to try to put together
a program for undergraduates at Harvard to be, able to do this aspart of their undergraduate education program. We believe that is
A-feasible alternative for a number of undergraduates, but probably
many of them will not intend to stay in teaching forever, but thatthey should get good preparation for it as part of their undergradu-
ate program.

Fifth, I think we need .to consider. requiring administrators tospend part of their day teaching. That I recognize is a controversial
observation.., make it simply because, if the working conditionsissue for teaehers is very important, there is no way that. I know o
and within most schools today to get leverage to improve work'
conditions like having, administrators to have to work there
That provides an opportunity for a unified front between teachers
and administrators that has not always existed in the public atten-# tion in the last decade or so.

Finally, given the choice, I think that we, need to focus greater
attention on the development tf high-quality, attractive and'perti-,



nent inservice teacher programs, rather than, concentrate all of our
resources at the preservice level. We have sometimes tended to be-
lieve that preservice teacher training had the quality of a vaccina-
tion, it which once you go this, you got it for life. I believe, rather,
it is like A flu shot; it may help you the first year, but you need get
something again the next year you are into-it. So I believe that it is
very important to concentrate attention on the inserve part of the
dimension.

You will recognize, of course, that these general points that I
have made about teaching are very well dealt with in your bill.

Part A, which talks about scholarships, seems to me to be an ex-
cellent idea, although I share the view that was expressed earlier
today that it might be wise to think about the top 10 percent
rather dthan the top 5 percent 'in terms of eligibillity for these fel-:
lowships.

One way of dealing with the in-State/out-of-State question, 'that
also deals with whether I year versus 2 years is the proper pay-
back period, is to say it is 1 year each year you teach in your State,
2 years for every year you teach out of your State.,I offer, that for
_the consideration of all of the bodies who must think about this

I am delighted to see part B on the Talented Teacher Program,
which certainly has my endorsement, and is similar to som-e of the
concerris..uf .the Twentieth Century Fund TaskForce on Elementa-
ry and Secondary Education policy, on which I serve.

I am delighted-to see also, parts C and D which will fund summer
institutes, workshops, and other avenues for teacher' development,
and highlight the importance of the in-service State development
approach which I just discussed, and with the provision to act joint-
ly with schooksystezns. I think the day is long gone when those of
us in the universities can think that we can provide answers for
the so-called beknighted practitioner. 'The practitioners and the
university people have a great deal to say to each other, and foster-, mg that kind of communicationwhich is not always easy to
achievefostering that kind of communication through Federal
funds, it seems to me, is A very, very worthy task.

I am glad to see part F, including data collection and evaluation
activities, soi,ani pleased to see this material. -

.. Let me just conclude by saying that I believe that the wit and
character of thk,American people are this Nation's most valuable
resource. While many institutions in this society have responsibil-
ity for nurturing such wit and charact4r, the preeminent responsi-
bility for fostering the development of wit and character of the
American people rests with the teachers of our schools, colleges,
and universities. No government can afford to ignore its most pre-
cious resource, particularly when there is ample evidence as there
is now that that resouce is not being adequately developed.

Therefore, to _protect and to promote this basic resource, the wit
and character of the American people, I believe that the Federal
Government must increase its efforts in education in general, and
in teacher programs in particular, and I believe that title V does
this.

Thank you very much.
[Prepared.statement of Patricia Albjerg Graham follows:
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PURAILIAD STATIC IWINT OF PAT/UCLA .44.11.1iLNO GSAFIAM, DkLAN, 11AICVAX.DGRADUAT1

. SCHOOL. Or EDUCATION

My name is Patricia Albjerg Graharn-I am the Charles Warren Professor of the
History of American Education and Dean of the Graduate School of. Education at
Harvard University. I would like to thank the Subcommittee for the opportunity to
testify phi, topic so important to, use all, to our country as a-whole.

I do not need to re nd anyone here today that over the past year We have wit-nessed anothet roun profound criticism: of our public school system. During thistime the public has told in a dozen well-publicized reports and a half dozenwidely reviewed (if n' ) books that the American high school, and its teachers,
.leave a great deal to be desired. Beginning with the. NationalCommission en Excel-
Ience fervent report, A Nation at Risk, and moving to the Twentieth Century Fund
assessment of federal elementary and .,secondary education policy, Making the
Grade, the documents acculumated and preliferated throughout the summer. TheCollege Board told us whet the essentials of the high school curriculum were. The
Education Commission of the States group included both state and business leaders
and expressed grave concerns about current educational practice in .the high
schools. By Labor Day the National Science Board Commission=mission revealed that extant
mathematics and science instruction was inadequate in merican schools.A

In fact, one of the several common threads running through these reports is thatteachers are both the root of the difficulty and the primary. means ot iolvieg theproblem of poor student achievement. Another commonality among thtt reports is
the view that principals, the heros of the effective school literature of the late 1970s,
must become instructional leaders, not just bureaucratic managers.. Their role in'
the current reports generally appears less central than that of teachers.

To a remarkable degreehowever, the focus of the reports is upon teachers. In
previoua years we have hesitated to square. our shoulders forcefull/ and say that in
teachers lay both the failure'and the solution. We have looked either to curriculum
or technology, either wparetely or together, to compensate for the "teacher prob-leni." In these reports we recognize that without the support of teachers, no funda-
mental improvement* will occur. It is noteworthy that, say; 75 years ago, teachers,
were criticized for being too formalistic, too rigid, too strict, and not com ionate
enough with their students; rarOly were they criticized for a lack 9f emic com-
petence. Now we are not, concerned with the moral fiber of teachers, as we were in .earlier decades, but rather with their working conditions, their. cognitive achieve-ments, their, pedagogical skill. ,

Another common element in the current reports which repreSents a sharp depar-
ture from prior analyses and efforts to_enhance our educational arras eats is the
emphasis placed upon improving the education of all children, not juste college
bound or technically talented. This time the academic deficiencies are seen as more
fundamental, affecting the entire population, embedded more deeply in the society,
than were the problems ofThe past. Previously, 1111 in the late. 1950s, remediation
could focus, on one, segment, namely the scientific and technical personnel, while
generally improving the college preparatory curriculuni. Now we worry at least'as
much, if not more, about the repairman who is a high school graduate but who is
unable to read his instructional manual. He, too, must receive a better high schoola .education,' as well as thew' high school valedictorians whose .SAT score* are lower
than those of their predecessors.

This additional and appropriate concern makes the solution or improvement of
schooling immensely more difficult. Before the attention concentrated upon young-
sters who in general were not disaffected from schol117-mho were accustoined to
doing reasonably well, if not well enough. Now we are undertaking efforts to reach
students for whom school in general and often high school,' in particular, has been
an unsatisfactory and disheartening experience. That is an al t.. :Ther different task;
to help them to learn effectively, and requirea_manymore k' I Than simply trons.
mission of academic material. The challenge to educators, and 'especially to teach-
ers, is immensely greater than simply deve ping,a curriculum for children who
have already been successful in learning.

--. The issue for the future, therefore, rests upon r nizin the centrality of teach-
' era, and not believing that They can be obviated t rough curriculum reform or

tricky technologies. Both improved 'Curriculum and technology can augment their
effectiveness, but both must be oriented to augment, not obviate.

'Further, we have nearly two and one-half million teachers in the United States,
and it 'is the. height of folly, to believe that only the "best and the brightest" can be
recruited to teaching. To expect to recruit and keep the best and the brightest in a
field that' is regularly maligned through critic nn, where average annual gaieties for



experienced persona with ter's degrees are less than $20,000 and where the work
is very hard strikes me a hi ly unlikely, We must be able to actively recruit able.
persons to the field of teaching, not. necessarily expecting all to remain, for their

.
entire professional lives. Most of all, we must provide working conditions, including
forms of career ladders, that will make teaching substantially more attractive for
the long, career than it now is. One simple but effective incentive for improving
working conditions of teachers would be to require that all administrators spend .a
portion of their day in classroom teaching. This is an unorthodox notion, txt be sure,
but one which I am equally sure would focus greater attention upon the problems of
teacher working conditidits, and lead to their more rapid resolution, than has oc-
curred in the past. .

There are, broadly, six points which I would advocate as essential to a comprehen-
sive plan for improving the quality for our nation's teachers: .\

(1) I believe that a broad-based liberal education if the sine qua non in the aca-
demic training of teachers. Such a liberal education provides insight into the world,
and, at its best, challenges our assumption about it. It exposes teachers to 4 disease
that we hope is both contagious and enduring,- namely rigorous curiosity. &good
case of rigorous curiosity about the world, its humanistic endeavors, Its scientific
and technological activities, its artistic componentsrigorous curiosity about those
matters can and should result from a liberal education and such rigorous curiosity
enhances a teacher's likelihood of being effective, especially if that rigorous curiosi-
ty remains contagious. For ,ersons planning to become specialists in a subject, in-
tensive trans 0rg in that- subject is essential. .

(2) BeginEing salaries are at rock bottom and must ?Se 'raised, immediately, in
order for, teaching to become competitive with other fields.

(3) We need to develop career ladders for teachers, with differentjarpay structures
for 'various activities. - -

(4) We need to encourage nontraditional candidates for teaching, including both
rnidcareer professionals who are often` (eager for such opportunities as weir as those
young people vho might excel] in the classroom for, say, three to five years, before
moving on to .other occupations. I will return to this point later in my testimony.

(5) We need to consider, as I have previously mentioned, requiring administratoru
to spend part of their day teaching.

(6) Given the choice, we might focus greater attention of the development of high
quality, attractive, and pertinent in-service programs, rather than concentrate all
our resources at the pmeervice level. I fully agree with my colleagues at the. Har-
vard Graduate School of. Education Harold Howe II, when he notes that, "We tradi-
tionally divide efforts to improve learning by helping teachers into pre-service and
in-service categories. Both areoimPortant, but for the next ten years in-service train-
ing is more important. A very, high proportion of the teachers in today's classroom
will be there ten years from nowprobably_elose to 70 percent."

Turning to the reorganization of Title V of the Higher Education Act of 1965
,11--twhich has recently been introduced as 11.R. 5240), J congratulate Representative

Simon and his co-sponsors for the thoughtful manner in which they have construct-
ed the proposed reauthorization, which, balances legitimate federal concerns with
the opportunity to address longstanding issues thwarting. real advances in our na-
tion's teacher training agenda.

Although ..Parts A and B, the Carl D. Perkins Scholarship Program and the Tal
ented Teacher Fellowship Proetrani,, respectively, will likely garner much of the pub -
licity, I believe most educators will recognize the value and import of the remaining
sections. Part E, for example, in addressing "Institutional Assistance fox Teacher
Veining and School Improvement," will allow schools of education, to Strengthen
their programs, establish innovative models of teacher traini
an

and improvement,
d 'allow 'for much needed opportunities -to develop _collaborations.

'Likewise, Parts C and D, which will fund Summer institutes, woe hops and other
avenues of teacher dievelopment, highlight the importance of the in- service staff de-
velophient approach 'i mentioned previously, with provisions, I am pleased to note,
to set, jointly with local school systems in applying research findings to Classroom
settings (see Part 1), Sec. 532(4X3)). Part F also emphaaizes ,valupble data collection
and evaluation activities.

I am especially-hearteoecl that, on the whole, the preposeCreauthorizetion of
Title V implicitly endorsee and encourages many of the newer initiatives we have
implemented at the Harvard Graduate School of Education. Over the past several
years, the Harvard Graduate School of Education ,has established: (a) a Principal's
Center, which seeks to overcome the often debilitating isolation of school personnel
by fostering communication among school administrators, allowing them self-struc-
tured means to exchaue ideas and engage in professional growth; (b) a tremendous-
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ly innovative Mid-Carter Science and Math Program, a certification program which
allows established professionals in technical fieldsthe nontraditional teaching can-didates to whom I referred earlierto bring their expeitise into the 'classroom in
key academic areas marked by nationwide shortagee. This program, I might add, is
coordinated in conjunction with other faculties at Harvard University; (e) a variety
of summer institutes for superintendents, principals, classroom teachers, and spe-
cialists, which allow them to renew their enthusiasm for education while learning
new skills and up-to-date content.

The Harvard. Gradu.ate School of Education is quite proud of these initiatives,
which we believe are consistent with both the spirit of the national reports, and
with an awareness that we in the universities do not have the only answers to the
needs of the practitioner. Hopefully, over the past twenty -five years or so we have
finally learned that the issues are more complicated than we originally thought,
and that 'simplistic solutions or even complicated ones devised in our libraries re-
quire substantial modification in the arena of practice. Collaboration between re-
searchers and practitioners in the understanding and resolution of dilemmas of edu-
cation piactice is never easy, but it is necessary. To the extent that the proposed
Title V furthers this essential conception' in strengthening teacher, and I believe
that it does, 1 appfaud its direction and emphases.

.

With regard to Parts A and B, both have the potential to reinvigorate substantial-
ly the teaching profession. The Twentieth Century Fund Task Force, of which I was
a member, propoeed a program qtaite similar in all essentials to the Talented Teach-* er Fellowship Program. As. presently .structured in the proposed legislation, thisPart has the added advantage of fostering valuable school-basted improvementprojects.

The scholisrship program in Part A is valuable model, though it might benefit
from some minor adjustments. Certainly it ie essential to attract acadenlically sound
candidates to the teaching profession., Yet, it is not to denigrate the judgment of
high school seniors or their advisors and counsellors to think that their interests,
and those, of the teaching profession itself, might be better ,served by delaying a'
final decision on entering the field of teaching until one's sophomore or junior year
in college. ,By that time a student has been exposed to the wide range of possibilities
present in their college or university curriculum; and therefore make a more in-
formedand 'firin--decision. I would also add that I. believe it would be wise to
broaden the .base of eligibility for this scholarship from the top five percent of a
graduating class to the class to the top ten percent of that, group. Granted both are
somewhat arbitrary measures of achievement, but I believe a more inclusive figure
runs less risk of a divisive stigmatizing of talent and ability.

To conclude, the wit and character of the American people are this nation's most
valuable reeource. Many institutions in the society have responsibility for'nurturing
themfamilies, communities, religious organizationsbut the 'preeminent responsi-
bilty for fostering the development of the wit and character of the American people .

rests with teachers in our whoa* colleges, and universities: No government canafford to ignore its most precious resource,. particularly when there is ample evi-
dence that 'the resource is not being adequately developed. Such is now the circum-
stance for the federal government-4i relation to its educational institutions. To pro-
tect and to promote this basic resource,. the wi character of the American
people, the federal goVernment must increase its', ilreducation in general and
in teacher programs in particular. That federal', trt; for American schooling
should supplement, not supplant; state and local- e orts makes its need no less
pressing. Only the federal government can assert and emphasize the national inter-
est in teachers of high quality and in assuring that all children have access to them.
The wit and character of all Americans need support, and the federal government

---has the responsibility to prcivirle assistance to Jiesschtrs' id' Meeting tbis preeitiiiient
national need.

Mr. SIMON. We thank all three of you.
Incidenti.illy, this is not the point of What we are doing here, but

I like your suggestion --it is the first time I have heard it men.;
tioned by anyone in your kind of positionof having administra-
tors teach.

I have been on two college boards,.and I pushed for having a col-
lege 'president teach I hour a week, simply to keep in touch With
what is going on.



May I ask the three of you, did any of you start off after getting
out of college as either elementary or secondary teachers?

[Show of hands.]
Mr. Salmi. All three of you. OK 0
When did youand I realize this is the quick Gallop Poll here

nowwhen did you decide to become g,, teacher, if I may ask each
of you?

. GRAHAM. I will begin.
I decided to become a teacher when I got engaged, when I was 18

years old, and realizsd I was going to get married as soon as T grad-
uated from college, and I thought I better have some means of sup-
porting my husband through graduate school.

Mr. SAUNDERS. I decided between the sophomore and junior year
when I had a 15-month stay in Japan in occupation duty, and I was
trying to put my transcript twether and sort out my interests. It
was then I decided I wanted to be a teacher..

Ms. ROBINSON. My decision was very, very pragmatically moti-
vated. I to the eldest of five. children. I entered college intending
to go into pharmacy, and then I realized the prospect of graduate
requirements and, knowing- that there were two others following
quickly, I thought to, find a training program that would afford
entry into a: job. That is the reason I decided to go into teaching.
, Mr. SIMON. The reason I ask you is you Made the suggestion, Dr.
Robinson, that we -open up this Perkins Fellowship ,also to fresh-

-men or sophomores in college. Two of the three Of you would have
not made the decision to become teacheis prior to graduation from..
high school.

Let's just assume we take that suggestionI guess I will toss this
to any of youright now, we have the top 5 percent and some of
you are suggesting it ought to be the top 10 percent, Wow do we
make sure we are really getting the superior freshman or sopho-
more in college? What kind of standard do we devise?

M5.GRAHAM. There are lots of possibilities.
Ms. RosixsoN: Grade point average. Looking back at requiring

some application process which requires documentation of a wide
range of criteria, such as demonstrated leadership potential, dem-
onstrated commitment and interest in working with young people,
Working in more or less public service enterprise. I think we would
have to generate a bit of creativity in order to develop some stand-
ards that would be flexible enough to be broadly applicable, but I
think it could be done.

Having to make that kind of long-term decision at 16, 17, or 18 is
a pretty formidable kind of prospect, and just to open it up a bit
would just give us access to more potential.

SAUNDEXS. -I would like to-suggest-that we need to .keep all
the doors open if we can. I think, that it is not going to be-highly
efficient immediately for us to attract high school seniors wiless we
can get the image of education to the higher level of respectability
and get it more money. That is not going to come very quickly.

We are making at our iistitution, for example, a conscious effort
now to attract people out of the arts'and sciences into a post-bacca-
laureate training model in teacher education, based on the premise
that, Ms. Graham mentioned here list a moment ago of the ex-
treme importance of a good sound liberal arts on which you Build a



good, strong pedagogical preparation program, not unlike what
medicine .and law have benefited from through the years. Thatgives you a hinger period of time to observe student progress, itgives you a better data base to use in selecting those who truly are
academically able, as opposed to snaking that decision when theyare 17 or 18.

As we, I guess, all know, in many institutions, ours included, theattrition rate is very high as they are coming in, both from the
standpoint of interest, sometimes financial problems, and some-
times academic limitations. So if we, can elevate the preparation
program, have a better data base to select people from, and benefit
more from a better baccalaureate base than we have in the past, I
think that 'we will be making some progress.

Scholarships, it seems to me, ought to be available for those
people who decide as a junior that they want to direct themselves
toward teacher educationor as a senior, even if they have been
out several years, to come in then and attract those people, with a
good solid academic base .as a prerequisite.

Ms. GiuutAm. I would agree with the notion that we ought to be
thinking imaginatively about how to recruit good people into teach-
ing at all different stages of the game.

But I think I would say that on the particular instance of the
Carl Perkins Fellowship, that one way to think about it might to
be 'to say that, if one is going to use grade point averages for high

-school graduation, one might use also grade point averages for col-
lege and, instead of 5 pr 10 percent of rank ii?cthe high school, onemight say in the top 20 percent of the college lass that one is then
eligible. ,

Mr. Simow. The two of youwitnesses to either side of yousug-
gest that we make it 1 year instead of 2 years on the repayment..
Do you have any reaction to that, Dean?

Mr. S NDERS. I think we need to find whatever way we, can tomake e scholarship a delayed one--at least for the next few
ye to., elevate- the compensation so that we will actually get

e out of preparation progAnns into the profession-and
them there.

I think that perhaps the higher the scholarship level and
more quickly they' can repay that will be viewed as an incentive
and, therefore, will be encouraging for those people to go. into it._

I hope I am answering your question on that.
Mr. SIMON. I think you are.
Mr. Coleman.

CovmAN. Could you respond to the phemmenori that teach
ers going into teacher education gravitate toward teaching careers
in physical education, music and art, areas whege,there seem to be
a large number of teachers, and not just general' preparation for
elementary or secondary' teaching? Why do you suppose that is?

Mr. SAUNDERS. I think there tend to be more specialized areas.
Physical education requires different kinds of interests, different
kinds of skills, difTesiint kinds of p'reparation. Many elementary
teachers really do not want to deal with ph sical education, and
they do not, according to my observations -- there is just generally
free-play in many cases.
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Communities have been reluctant to fund the specialist at the el-
en3entary level, and you see physical education in elementary
schools many times in a very subpar status.

It is more of an aptitude, it is more of a psychomotormusic the
same way.

I think that is the best I can do with it
Ms. ROBINSON. I recently net the Alaska Teacher of the Year,

who is an elementary PE coordinator. This teacher was explaining
his program, and
that he would
only PE coordina
large -ball, small -ball` a
'not, in. the same build-
activities.

listened to this teacher ex
, and I was enthralled by th
these large classes with div

e prospect in this -small community would be
e these children for -6 .years beiause he is the

the school district. The program ranges
"vities, to swimming in a community pool

g with the school, and just a wide variety of,

&ill the program and the activities,
ds of techniques used to nisnage

activities, and I was intrigued with

'\\ the precision with which he was addressing learning objectives and
the precision that he used in describing whathe was doing with
these students. I was saddened a bit because T was concerned that
not many people would understand what he was doing. I think that
there might be some intuitive appreciation for what he. was doing,
and probably a good deal of community support based on the kind
of equipinent thatjle had available and that sort of thing.
. But I wish that, more people could und6rstand that and experi-
ence that I wish there were More like him, more,people who were
willing and who had the kind of support to do that kind of job.

He had a set number of students, all the students in that commu-
knity, but he was able to describe what he was doing iin a way that
conveyed the enthusiasm, not just for the learning objectives, but
for the recognition and respect for those students and what they
could accomplish.. It was a very gratifying experience for me.

, But I don't think many people understand all that that entails
and, therefore, you kind of shrug your shoulders when you think of
it

Mr. CoLxussr. I am all for a strong body, but I think we ought to
have strong minds, too. And if we are hot somehow, attracting
people who are going to be teachers, who have made that commit-
ment because of the size of the 'salary, low prestige, and all of the

- other things that you mentioned, I .would like to attract. them into
areas that are a little bit more critical perhaps. It seems like we
have a number of people going into these, shall we say, nonhard

_scienee and_mathematic areas, languages, and so forth.
I just wonder, do you think we fought some of these schol--

arships toward more critical instead of funding, let's say
theare we could have 10, scholarships going to PE majors
and o .37 else..Should we break down? Shall we try to channel
this in different directions?

ORINSON. would just respectfully point out that what
going on in the development of very young learners physically is
an important foundation preparation for what' will follow in
terms of their academic preparation. While I appreciate the con-
cethand we are all concerned about the need for 'more academic
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rigor at some point in these students' careersit is very, very im-
portant to have those students, prepared

Mr. COLEMAN. These are also secondary teachers.-
I am just concerned that we not just attract bright people in cer-

tain segments.of education. Perhaps we canif you want to say
thismanipulate people's responses through public policy to at-
tract them into areas of need.

Ms. GR,A.11.4..m. I suspect that if the scholarship are given to stu-dents who are ranking with very high grade point averages, wheth-
er they are high school or whether they are in college, the people
who receive those scholarships, by determining.thern on that basis,
will be very different in their academic orientation than -is the case
with a_ number of the people who are currently in teacher training
programs. As you have been listening to all this testimony, you
know that the people who gb into elementary and secondary school
teaching right now are not people who, as a group, rank high tics-

' dem ical ly.
I suspect that one of the reasons that some of these people go

into the fields of physical education, music and art is that those
fields are therriselves less academic, which is not to denigrate them,

- but simply to recognize that they call for different sets of skills
than calculus or foreign language or science or liter ary analysis.

Mr. COLEMAN. Very good.
Ms. G . Therefore, I think that if the group is selected on

the basis of su ess in schooling, they are likely to be successful in
schooling in the academic subjects, not just in these others.

Mr. COLEMAN. Good point, and you were very diplomatic in your
response.

Mr. SAUNDERS. I want to add one observation. I think that when
you get outside the teacher education population and lobk at uni-
versity population in general, you will still those kinds of dispara-
ties that you were talking. about. You will find Some progTams pro-
ducing many more graduates in what you might call the soft areas
as opposed to the hard ones.

Mr. CoLENIAN. Right.
1VMr. SAUDERS. That is not unique to teacher education, I sus-

pect.
Mr. COLEMAN. Dr. Robinson, in your -testimony you mention

teacher professional development centers. I wonder how you would
envision these being set up and administered, such mundNne things
as would teachers be taken out of the classroom for it, would they
have a leave of absence, would it..be before or after class? Could
you elaborate on how you might perceive these things might be set

_ .up
_ _

s. RosiNsorl. I think a teacher's work day should include time
for instruction and time for planning and time for professional de-
velopment and time for community service. SO the day would in-
clude all of those functions, or the, contract or the job includes all
of those functions.

But as it is presently organized; the public views teachers as
being paid toc.conduct instruction within. the confines of the class-
room or the hoUrs the schools are in progress.

If we use the teacher centers as an example of the model or the
concept, the time that the programs are available woul be
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planned for times the teachers find convenient, after school, on
weekends, and so forth. That is not the desired way, that is prob-
ably the way it will happen first as the most practical way of pro-
viding access.

The teachers would, through some process, select those to repre..
sent them. They would conduct needs assessment. They would
work with the higher education community and administrators to
identify resources that might help address some of those needs.-
They would organize program opportunities and make those oppor-
tunities known to theitcolleagues.

Further, they ,couldiefferteachers would offer to support the
center by offering to devote their- talents and their expertise to
others, and they would share. They-could provide opportunities for
issued-seminars, which would be sessions for teachers to come and
discuss matters of instructional importance, they could share ideas
and learn from one another and learn in an informal way. It would
be a place that fosters professional growth in a wide variety of ac-
1tivities. Some of them could be very formal, some of theta could be
very informal. .

Mr. Sudox. If I may take the. Chair's prerogative, one Of ,the
points you made, Dr. Robinson, was that we do not define "educa-
tor." I have just been checking, and you are correct, we do not. It
could be school board member, it could 'be any variety of things.

I would be interested in your putting something together for us
to defme "educator," All right?

Ms. Rosissog.,Yes.
Mrs &stoic Mr. Penny.
Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am interested in learning more from each of ou about the ade-

quacy of current teacher education program& Why don't we just
start with that Then I want to ask as-a. follow-up how you feel the
credit load per teacher education program should compare to the
credit load in other areas:

MB. GRAHAM. Let me begin by saying I have iconoclastic view on
this subject which is not shared by a number of my colleagues who
are teacher educators. I should warn yon of that in advance.

Mr. PENNY. I found from the testimoni. in your presentation that ,
it seems to conflict with some 'testimony. in Dr. Saunders',presenta-
tiOn. Maybe it doesn't, but I ath \just going to give a chance to
explain where you think the mix ought to be

Ms. GRAHAM. My sense is that the most important thing for a
teacher, before that person 'xis teaching, is to have mastered an
academic body of knowledge that is taught at school. Therefore, I
believe. that is yative for a_ high school teacher who is ex-
pected to teach an academic subject, and I,would argueand this is
part of my idiosyncrasythat an elementary school teacher should
have masteredby mastered, I mean having majored inan aca-
demic subject that is taught at the elementary school level, wheth-
er that is geology or English or history or some mathematicsnot
psychology and not education.

The reasonreason that I would argue that as the first issue is that a
teacher needs to have had the experience himself or herself of
havi gg become truly competent in one academic area They need to
have- iad that experience of feeling they really got to know one
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thing well. That is why I push for that rather than coverage, whichis the justification for many programs. _Their argument is that the
elementary school teacher has to teach everything and, therefore,
they have to have a little of this and a little of that and a little ofthe other. I

I think that if they have learned howif they really become pro-ficient in one subject, they can learn other things as wellmaybe a
little something else, but I would argue for that kind of pro,ficiency.

Now, I do not subscribe to the notion that just a bright under-
graduate can go be a teacher and begin to learn on the job. I don'tbelieve that I think thatand I would agree with the testimony
that has been given earlier this afternoonover the last 20 yearso
we have learned an enormous amount from educational researchsmile of it funded by the Federal Government I am happy to say,the National Institute of Educationabout how children learn andhow teachers can teach more effectively. We have not yet codified
that information that we have gotten from research and incorpo-
rated it as thoroughly as we might in teacher education programs,but it is there to do.

I would commend a paper done by David Berliner of the Univer-
sity of Arizona to the Arizona State Legislature to you in talking
about how this can be done.

So I would argue that we should have preservice education cours-
es. But my own judgment is that they probably do not need to take
up as many credit hours as currently exist in some institutions.

Now I am a verytheavy believer in a teacher who has experience
teaching coming back and studying in a university setting, or some
other kinds of settings as well, because at that time, a teacher
knows what he or she doesn't know, and then is in a mood to learn,
that most undergraduates are not in a mood to learn. Certainly in
my experienceI-started teaching in 1955 and have been teaching
all but :2 or 3 years since them at one level or anothermy experi-
ence is that it is the person who has had contact in the classroom
day in and day out who, if that person is a good teacher, is desper-
ate to learn how to be more effective. That is the moment when
they are the most fun to teach, and not the bright undergraduate
who thinki that he or she knows it all You got to do a little some-
thing with them. But the person, when they are really in a position
to learn, is when they know what some of the problems arse they
are facing.

Mr. SAuxouRs. I don't see any substantial disagreement in our
presentation on that

A minor point is ..I. don't know-how -xiiany elementary teachers .

are going to feelcomfortable with a respectable major in, say, geol-
ogy, when they have to teach music, art and physical education
and arithmetic and those things, too. As a grandparent, I might be
real pleased with you in teaching to my grandchild, bUt not like
the way you are handling language art.

It is an interesting phenomenon, I think, in thiS country, in how
we view methodology in teacher educationor in any profession.
Every profession that I know of has methodology built into it. I
guess they are wiser than we, they don't call it thatr But it is in-
therent in every profession.



If methodology is not taught well in teacher education, it ought
to be, and we ought to come down very hard on that. I don't think,
frankly, that we have come down hard enough on it. But again,
with 1,300 approaches to it, various degrees of commitment, and so
forth, you have problems in that area.

It Makes a lot of difference, also, at where the student is in what
you are trying to do from a methodological standpoint. If we are
teaching at the sophomore level dealing with many marginal stu-
dents, again from the standpoint of commitment to academic
achievement up to that point, and you are trying to teach learning
theory, it is going to be extremely difficult to make that a highly
sophisticated course and to deal with highly sophisticated concepts.
Yet, they are there and they could be dealt with

If ydu are dealing with that at the graduate level, after the
person has been in the classroom for a while, or you are dealing
with it in a good sophisticated MAT program --which I like person-
ally-then you can deal with it differently. That methodology, I
would submit, would be every -bit as sophisticated as the methodol-
ogy. you find in .medicine, in law, in business, in engineering, in
journalism, in any of the professions.

But we are dealing with different populations many time on
that, and I think we tend to overlook that

M. ROBINSON- The NEA sidestepped your question, but we an-
swered another one t hat we thought was

We answered the question of, what is it that the beginning teach=
er must be able to do well? By aeswering that question, we went on
to describe some standards of a program that would- likely equip
the person with the knowledge and skill necessary to do these
things well. So we listed the Allis and the knowledge base that a
beginning teacher must have, then we developed progTam stand-
ards. And now we are saying to the institutions of teacher prepara-
tion, "You develop the program." Rather than tread on their turf
and tell them how many courses and credits you need in human
growth and development and that sort of thing, we have identified
the learning outcomes, based on what teachers say you need to be
able to do when you go .into the classroom. These are standards, for
beginning practice, safe beginning practice.

There are also standards that we believe provide a foundation for
continued professional growth. They provide the-'foundation that
will allow one to recognize areas of need and issues upon which
you might want to embark on some concerted effort to develop a
knowledge base or whatever.

So what we have tried tb do is not prescribe to ,the various insti-
tutions the precise program,--but we have attempted to develop the
program standards that we think are important, the standards that
would lead to the knowledge and skills which define the profession.

We also say that the program has to be supported with a compre-
hensive, continuous assessment procedure that will result in a kind
of profile on every student who is going through the program, the .
profile designed to tidentify those who are approaching precision
with the knowledge and the skill base, those who are not so that
they might be counseled. to pursue some other options.

So we didn't really wer your question, but we approached it a
different-way,
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Mr. PENNY. It seems to -ine that, in meeting those standards, wecould have a tremendous variance from one pus to another in
terms of the number of credit hours they require in order to accom-plish those proficiencies.

MS. ROBINSON. Well, the completion of the prograth is supposed
to enable one or make one eligible for a certificate. That certificate
is offered by the State. And we' are saying that the State should
take a much greater interest in tie integrity of that certificate by
making sure all the; -programs mee . a set of uniform standards, and
We should let students know th programs which fail to meet
those standards are programs whi will likely not allow them tobe eligible for certification. -

We are not pleased with the level f vigilance and commitment
and concern States have shown for th integrity of the license, and
we have offered a proposal to address t as well.

Mr. PENNY. Thank you for your answe
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you Mr. Chair
Thank you all for your testimony.
I just have one question that I think h n t been totally ad-

dressed in the discussions and questioning that followed. That isthat title V, as it is written in the bill, really Is for about five
different things. It calls for scholarships to students pursuing
teaching de!. ees, scholarships for current tea ers, institutes,
workshops, pr t> ional development resource ceni\ers, and institu-,taonl assistance teachers colleges.

I would :be interested in your ranking of those different elements
in terms priorities, Are there any of those, in your opinion, thatare more portant than the others?

It sure fun to be questioning rather than taking the exam.
Ms. GR.A . Speaking for my institution, we need the last Ones.

Speaking for the field of education, I think the Perkins scholar.
ships are the most important.

Mr. SAUNDERS. I think part E---I will be suspect, I am sure on
that onebut I think part E is terribly iMportant. The scholarship
program is very important. I would put those at the top. I dont
know that I could sort the others in I, 2, 3. I could eventii &ly, but I
don't think I want to on the spur of the moment.

MS. ROBINSON. You probably won't believe this, but it is not just;
because our members are practicing teachers, but I really do be-
lieve that we need to help those Who- are in the profession to d6 a
better job. That is a critical used as of this' very moment. I think
those procedures such as part D and the internships; woulcl help. IA_

see that as a "pridrity.-
I also see almost competing right there, nip and tuck, really, is

need to help the institutions, a need to provide incentives and sup-
port and recognition to teacher training so that it is enhanced, in
terms of its capacity, but also in terms of its stature among the
higher education entity.

Mr. SAUNDERS. Could I just come back just a moment on that?
Mr. GUNDERSO/f. Go ahead.
Mr. SAUNDERS. I would put ,professional development in there in

_a _very high order also.
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I think. we tend to overlook the importance of the fact that the
beginning- teacher is a beginning teacher. While you want that be-
ginning teacher to be absolutely competent, we know that, typical-
ly, that is expecting too much. No other profession holds the begin-
ning person as accountable for the hardest "part of the job from day -.
1 as education, which is, I think, one of our shortcomings.

If I might take just a moment to illustrate that Once when we
were having commencement and we were graduating about 85 law-
yers that dayand this was back when the young -people were
dressing in ways that bothered some of the older peoplethe engi-
neering dean leaned to me and said, "Bob, if you got- in serious
legal difficulty, would you hire one of these people to defend your
I thought about that for a bit and. I said, "No, not likely. I would
look for an experienced person who had learned on the job, irre-
spective of where their training had been, a person who had estab-
lished a. reputation, someone who had experienced success and fail-
ure and who had learned from it."

But what do we do with the, beginning teacher? We put that be-
ginning teacher typically in the toughest classroom where the most
skillful person would be required, and we hold that person ,every
bit as accountable as we do for the 20-year person who has,
through the seniority, been able to get a little choicer assignment'
perhaps or something like that.

So the professional development, the nurture that a person goes
tlutugh, the attention given to that itaportance, is seriously over-
looked, I think, in our business.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I agree with both of you in that regard.
I use the analogy of a medical facility not too far from my home.

where, on the one hand, there is a new 'young doctor just out of
medical school who knoWs all of e latest state of the art in medi-
tine. There also is a very experie ced doctor who has done little or
no continuation in terms of stn es and update. Of those two, I
would take title younger. I think professional development is abso-
lutely key to make experience a worthwhile asset.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .

Mr. SIMON. We thank you. And we thank the three of you for
your testimony.

This concludes "our bearing.
[Whereupon, at 3:05 'p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.)
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0USE, Or REPRESENTATIVES,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Suscomurrrrx ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

- Washington, DC..
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m. in room

2261, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Paul Simon (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives
,,

Simon. and Gunderson.
Staff present: William A. Blakey, staff director; Marsha Wice,

lative assistant; and John Dean, Republican assistant counsel.
r. SIMON. The subcommittee hearing will come to order.

I will enter my statement in the record.
. [Opening statement of Congressman Simon followsj

Ok4,21TING STATZMW,NT be HON. PAUL SIMON, A RZARRSINTATIVE,IN CoNGARS8 PROM
MR STATE OP ILL1NOIS AND CLIALRMAN, SUBOOMMITIT4 ON po6TBECONDARY .EDUCA-

_ TION
.This morning we are continuing our hearings on the reauthorization of the

Higher Education Act of/1965. The focus of today's hearing federal support for grad-
uate education: ''' , .

Title IX-of H.R. 5240 addressed, a number of the needs of graduate education Out-lined in the report of the...National Commission on Student Financial Assistance,:
"'Signs of Trouble and Erosion: A Report of Graduate Education in America." .

e report of the Subcommittee chaired by Dr. John Brademas warns that the
number of minority' and women graduate students' is shrinking, not growing. The
Graduate and Professional Opportunities Program is designed to recruit these tal-
ented students into fields in which they are underrepresented. The reauthorization ..
will raise the fellowship award from $4,500 to $9,000, with priority given to students
with greatest financial need.

.

In addition, the bill designates the National Graduate Fellowships as the Jacob
Javits Fellowships to honor the former Senator and champion of education. The fel-.
lowship will be raised to $9,000, and extended to students-in the arts, humanities,
social sciences and other Areas of National interest.

.

The CLEO and the Law School Clinical Programs of Title IX will be extended,
and the institution support for graduate programs will be raised.

While Title IX is specifically targeted for, graduate education, other titles of H.R. ,,

5240 extend aid to graduate Students:- These include the presumption of self-suffi-
ciency (independence) for graduate students, allowing graduate student eligibility ' -

__ ..fer.Pell Grants. antraising loan limits, ,for guaranteed student loans. -,-
raXlie bill also increases support for college and univorsi4 libraries, a program ofgreat interest to graduate students and faeulty..

.

Today's witnesses. are particularly able to eammeriV on my approach in this bill.
The first witness is Dr. John Brademas, President of York University and
Chair of the National Commission on Student Finenci istance Subdonamittee
that reported signs of trouble and erosion in graduate educa ion.

The panel that follows includes Dr. Craufurd Goodivin,,Vice Provost and Dean of
the Graduate School of Duke University; Dr, Jaime Rodriguez; Dean 0" the Graciu-



ate School of the University of California at. Irvine; and Dean Helen Cairns of the
Graduate School of Queens College of the City University of New York.

I welcome you today, and I look forward to your testimony. . _

Mr, &Bum. The report; "Signs of Trouble and Erosion, a iteport
on Graduate Education in America," really outlines where we're
headed and why we have to pay more attention to graduate educa-
tion in the United States, and what we're attempting to do in the
Higher Education Reauthorization Act, is to focus more 'attention
in very practical ways on higher education, on graduate education.

And we're pleased to have our witnesses here. I might say that
the first witness was scheduled to be John Brademas, the president
of New York University, and former member of this subcommittee.
But John isthe weather kept him from coming. He was at the
airport this morning, I talked to him on the phone this morning,
and he extends his regrets, .,and we will try to work in his testimo-
ny lattr.

We willour .panel consists of Dr. Craufurd Goodwin, the vice
provost-do you pronounce it provost?

Mr. GOODWIN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. OK. At the University of Chicago they pronounce it

prah-oust:
Mr. GooDWIN. We accept either. one,
Mr. Simoz,L Either one. OK. And dean of the graduate school of

Duke University, Dr. Jaime Rodriguez, the dean of the graduate.
school at the University of California at Irvine, where a frequent
witness to our hearings bere, JaCk Pelteson, who is going to
become the chancellor, will Dean Helen C41 limes of the graduate
school 'of Queens College of the City University of New York.

We're pleased to have all three pf you here and we'll have some'
wisdom froin North Carolina first here.

[Prepared statement of Craufurd' Goodwin follows..]

PREPARED STATEUENT OF CEAUYURD D. GOODWIN, DK 41411 of THE GRADUATE SCHOOL,
DUEY UNIVERSITY

I am delighted to have the oppcirtunity to testify concernin the reauthorization
of the Higher Education Act of 19(55. I will address principoy, but not entirely,
issues raised' in connection with Title IV and Title IX.

My discipline is economics and I cannot help seeing the questions you have before
you through MI economist's eyes. I perceive the function of graduate education to be
substantially, the contruction of human capital, the foundation on which our future,
economic and cultural growth must rest. Me graduates of our master's and doctoral
programs this year will become the college teachers of Imnorrow, the brains behind
our scientific and technical advances, the public servants who will make and admin
ister enlightened public policy, and the custodians of cultural traditions and values.
The question must be asked,' however, will not the market work satisfactorily with-
out Federal intervention to arr'ange for the training of, a sufficient number of these
persons in the right way? Will not the:universities supply the right amount of grad-..
uate education for those who want to purchase it? I think the answer is clearly
"no." Graduate education, if left alone, would not take place at a pace which is best
for oar society. This is a serious, case. of what economists call "market failure," dell-
ing for- public intervention through the kind of programs'rograms you have-supported under
the Higher Education Act. Let me suggest some masons why.

First, just as today we worry about the reindustrialization and recapitalization of
Anierica, and incentives are appropriately provided to encourage this process, so we
should worry about the revitalization of the intellectual base on which this growth
will occur. The market is slowtoo slow --to' generate the s4nals which will attract
the young ientists and engineers we will surely need. The contributions which
graduate ed ation and research make to our industrial growth and modernization
can hardly exaggerated. I see these eontributiona and work with Ahem every day
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in they vibrant Research Triangle of North Carolina There the state and private in-
dustry work closely 'with the graduate schools of the three research universities in
the region. But the Federal Government makes essential contributions,
- The second reason why the Federal Governinent should be present in Graduate -Education is to help the universities sustain areas of scholarly inquiry which forreasons of fashion da not attract private support yet are of unquestioned social
value. here I include at this point in our history the humanities and the arts, to-gether with parts of the social sciences andionie professional areas. If we allow the
advanced study of, say, history or philosophy to decline in our culture we will all beimpoverished as a resolt.

Finally, I believe there is an exceptionally string case to be made for Federal as-sistance to Graduate Schools for the education of women and minority students,groups our society which have not traditionally participated fully. Affirmativeaction is a commitment of mat graduate schools, as it is of my own, but programswith teeth cost money, and money is exceptionally hard to find, from internalsources today.
1. et me now review for you the major challenges that face us in the graduateschools on ,a daily basis, Two seem to dwarf all others. The first is how to maintain

the equipinent and other support systems which are absolutely essential for an up-todate graduate education. The first part ofthis problem involves scientific "instru-mentation: "- It makea'no sense to train a graduate student in science or -engineering
on incomplete or"obedleti yet in many fields the base price; rate of °boo-leseence, and cost'of Maintenance of this equipmentare simply impossible for us to
cover from our own resources. Some large research grants and generous private do-nations help to ease the instrumentation problems. But such sources by themselves
are unpredictable and can skew the teaching programs hr directions -which may beundesirable. A major federal. commitment to support instrumentation in graduate
school of research universities must have, in my yiew, a very high priority.

The sky-rocketing costs of libraries produce for the humanities and social sciencesthe equiValent of the instrumentation crisis in the sciences and engineering. Multi-
million volume research libraries, have Icing been the glory of the best American
graduate schools. Today they are also like an open vein. We find ourselves slippingsteadily backward.

Second, we have heartbreaking needs today for additional student aid. At Duke gob
we have approximately 1500 students enrolled in our Graduate School and practical;-ly none of them receives support equivalent to what we find to be genuine "need."Very nearly all of them are truly independent from their parents and in cone-
quence they live iii varying degrees of poverty or increasing indebtedness. This is
the season for greatest anguish and frustration for a graduate dean. During these
months of spring we roam around our institutions begging and cajoling our Wininis-
trative colleagues to cut lame just, a little more university hard money, to place a
few more advanced graduate students on the undergraduate teaching budget, to
allow us alittle more access to loan funds, and so on. On the one hand we see our
continuing graduate students forced either to withdraw or slow their course because'of the lack of funds.. On the other hand we see perfectly splendid potential 'new 'en-
trants discouraged from 'entering graduate school because of fear of firotraial
sures and the fax more attractive opportunities elsewhere.

We see the brilliant applicant to computer science, who with advanced training
might help to develop the'fifth geniration of computeni for American industry, driftoff into a routine A, business with a bachelor's degree, We see the spectacular
young biologist who might help to give this nation the edge in biotechnology takeemployment in banking or insurance. We see a young person who might help us to
Understand the nature of international conflict or thebreakdown of the world econ-
Orny become yet another of the burgeauing entrants to law school. Repeated first
hand exposure to what I think is such a national misuse of very scarce and precious
talent is perhape the most-discouraging feature ofmy job.

Federal programs of support are without 'doubt one of the fesv bright spots in the
bleak picture of support for graduate students. Both loan and college work-study
funds Play very important roles in our capacity to keep Our students going. Overall
about fifteen percent of our students at Duke are able to continue only because of
these funds., Three of our truly excellent programs at the master's level, in health
administration, physical therapy, and public policy studies, would severely jeop-ardized by disappearance of the loan programs, ../pwar4 of half the students in
these programs are dependent upon either NDSL or GSL loans or a combination ofthe two. In several of our Ph.D. programs a common pattern is for students to be
supported in their early'years on leans funds and in later years on research gr,tuita,
Many of our progran4 use college work study funds. to ffectulaglish a variety of crib'

2C '_
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cal teaching and research tasks while supporting their gradnate students -at the
same time. .

In. order to give you some first-hand feeling for just how important the federal
funds can be to individual students I picked out virtually at random the records of
two students who have made excellent use of these funds.,-The first is a female com-
pleting a Ph.D. in Forestry and Environmental Studies. She decided to come to our
high-cost private- university because of the unique program we have in this field.
She is now completing a doctoral dissertation on how pine 'trees can be made to

in wetland areas. She had already accumulated over six thousand dollars in
DSL and GSL loan obligations as an undergraduate. After paying tuition she re-

ceives $67 per month nit from the stipend the university is able to award her In
consequence loans are essential and she has accumulated over WOO additional
NDSL loan obligations during her graduate years. She will graduate and take her
first job in teaching, regarch, government, or the forest industry with a loan obliga-
tion-of more than $15;000.

The second student is a minority female in our truly outstanding graduate pro-
gram in religion. Like most scholars of religion she has lead a long road to travel
through undergracluate`college, seminary, 'and *he Ph.D. program. She will en prge
with a superb capacity to enable unto understand our religious heritage, but also a
combined debt of approximately $40,000.

I regard both these dedicated students as bound on a course which will yield bene-
fits to our society far in excess of the cost to society of their training. I am also
virtually certain that they could not have accomplished their goals without the loan
programs authorized under the Higher Education Act of 1966. Accordingly; I consid-
er the reauthorization of the Act to be absolutely essential to the national interest.

twould like finally to offer a feW comments about particular features of the pro-
posed reauthorization. I have. already implied my strong support for Title II and I
have reported how much we depend now on ,NDSL, GSL, and College Work-Study
authorized under Title IV. I would welcome an increase in the loan limits for gradu-
ate study and an, increase in'the availability of workstudY funds fOr graduate stu-
dehts. I support the proposed Statutory definition of independent student which
conies far closer to reality than does the present definition. I also favor the'provi-
sion for loan consolidation and flexible loan repayment. Although I was not asked
specifically to address myself to (Title VII have spent. much of my career concerned
With international education and I would have to endorse enthusiastically the far-
-sighted program contained therein. I have recently completed a study for the Insti-
tute of International Education on the value of study abroad and I am more per-
suaded than .evet of the immense value of exchange progiams at both student and
faculty levels. The fecleralseupwrt for foreign language and international students
is essential for the maintenance of our national competence ia'this area. Title VIII
strikes me us providing an excellent program of infrastructure support which would
help us to respond to some of the problems I have mentioned above, .

In Title.IX I would have to give top priority to Title C which is the best device I
can think of to, attract back to graduate schools the absolutely first-rate talent
which the nation. needs and deserves. Title B is a good program which I would like
to see continued. Title A is an imaginative scheme which should be given a period of
trial.

Finally let me offer my eathusiastie support forPIPSE, authorized. under Title X.
This fund has provided us atDuke with seed Money for probably the most innova. 1(S

tine program in our graduate school over the last decade, a broadly-based maders of
liberal arts degroz. aimed at the exceptional population of adult professionals in the
Research Triun area.

It is hard for me to think, of a piece of legislation whose-reauthorization is more
important for the national welfare than the Higher Education Act and I am most

. grateful for_ theiiii.portaaity to _offer comment& upon_iiL

STATEMENT OF CRAUFURD GOOD1% 4N, VICE PROVOST. AND DEAN
OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL, DUKE UNIVERSITY

Mr. CloonWiN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Simox. Yes, let me just add, yes, however you want to ap-

proach this. We will enter your full statements in the record: If you
want to summarize them or expand or however you wish to ap-
proach it.

Mr. Goopwiti. Thank you very h Mr. Chairman.
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First let me say. how pleased I ath to be here. It's a great privi-
lege to be able to testify in this important reauthorization.

I think it may be most useful for me simply to supplement my
prepared statements rather than to read segments of them/ or even
to summarize. In fact, I thought it might be most interesting for
you to hear_ some impressions from the trenches, so to speak, reac-
tions of a graduate ;dean at this particular season in our school
year, to give you some sense of what it's like out there and the
impact that the Federal legislation has upon it, and I've picked out
a number of impressions that have come to Me over the last sever-
al weeks.

The first is with respect to undergraduate. Mest of us who teach
graduate, students also, teach undergraduate, and that's certainly
the case with me. I'm' very struck at this season to be writing refer-
ences and to be discussing with our very best undergradUates their
entry to. 14w school, to business school, and to employment, directly
after their bachelor's degree.

.This is in very sharp contrast to the situation I can remember, 15 :years ago, when the top students in my own discipline, which is ec-
.onornics, would typically be talking about graduate -school. We,
sadly, seldom see that these days. And I think that's one important

. impression I bring away.
A second impression comes from serving on the fellowship corn- .tnittee at my university, where we looked at the very best appli-

Cants who come to us and apply for our top fellowships, which I
think will be the equivalent of the fellowships you envisage under
title IX in terms of prestige and importance.

We have about 15 of those to bestow each year, through the en-dowment we have for that purpose. We have 37 graduate programs
and we have, I would say, something like 150 absolutely first-class
applivants in those various fields, and it's truly a heartbreaking ex-
perience to have to go through those 150 applicants and try to iden-
tify 15 who should be picked out.

Now, I don't know what happern-M to the other 135, but I suspect
that a substantial proportion drift off into other occupations. And
again, it's a sad situation.

My third impression is .with respect to our continuing graduate
students, those who are working on their degrees and approaching
completion. This is the time of year when we're trying to piece out
their ,survival through another year, and we have to do this with
the greatest ciinnilkg and cleverness. We put them on undergradu-
ate teaching budgets. We find scraps of money here and there: We
allow them, frequently, to reduce their course load so that they can
take employment. In some cases we see them drop out.
---So, it sa's a sad -situatilm and a' tithe -orgreat-arigaisli for us, to try

to work with these students.
The ilext impression I bring away is of some, of our programs

Which haye i long history and a distinguished history, which are
now striving to maintain some sort of critical mass of graduate
study. I speak of departments like. our language department, clas-
sips, philosophy, which have such small groups of graduate stu-
dents that it's very difficult for them to keep alive a vigorous pro-
gram. And. I think .this. is another subject of real coneern4for ,us.

T



The next impression is with respect to the sciences mainly where
see almost daily a time of great struggle to-maintain instrumen-

tation. We see fruitration from our scientists, both in their teach-
ing and in their research in operating at the frontier of their disci-
pline. They come to me regularly, looking for university funds,
somehdw to buy that extra piece of equipment, to match funds that
,are_provided by industry, in some way to catch up. And the sense
that many of them have is that they are falling steadily behind.

,Finally , I would point out the last impression and that is, the dif-
ficulty we have in pursuing our affirmative action goals, and that
is to increase the number of women and minorities in our pro- a.

grams, with the funds that we have available. At Duke we have
five fellowships reserved articularly for minorities, and we try our
very best to find funds elsewhere for them.

But with the pressures for teaching assistants for particular par-
ticipation in research programs, we have very little loose money
that we can direct to this purpose, and the concern is very real and
we feel that we aren't making anything like the press we should in
that direction.

Now, the place of the Federal programs in this is what I'd like to
just very briefly mention. I think that some of the few bright spots
that we see on our horizon come from the Federal programs that
are available to us. First of all, the loans. About 15 percent of our
students are genuinely dependent on NDSL's and GSL's and I
think that if anything were to happen to those programs, at least
that proportion of our students would disappear.

Our college work-study is another extremely useful program for
us. It enables us to keep many of the students going at a higher
level of activity than would occur otherwise.

The few remaining training grants we have, mainly in the medi-
cally related biological sciences, permit us to attract absolutely
first-ralke students. But, unfortunately, they are small in-- number
and destining.

And finally, I would mention FIPSE, which has helped us in our
particular case with innovation in the graduate school, and at this
time, when we're so, short of funds for support of graduate stu-
dents, to have a little loose money for innovation is -remarkably
valuable. I think the most interesting innovative program we have
had in the last decade or so hag been assisted with a FIPSE ,grant
which 'we received 2 years ago, for a new degree program

So, maybe I* can just then summarize what I think we ne* in
the years ahead. First of all, I think we need the means to attract
the very best graduate students to graduate schools, in relatively
modest numbers, and I think the proposal in title IX ig absolutely

--first rate on that point. I *ink we need, second, the means to sup-
port the population of graduate students who are, perhaps, not of
that preeminent quality, and I think ..that the loan programs and
College work-study do that particularly well

Third, I think the instrumentation and library problem is really
'critical for us, and applaud Your attention..to that in the reau-
thorization. And then, finally, I want again to mention this oppor-
tunity that's presented through, innovation. Whether FIPSE is the
only mechanism, I wouldn't like to say.

266
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But I think that this is a time when we can be creative and .

imaginative in graduate education, and rthink that if any means
can be afforded to help us With that, that's very worthwhile. I refer
particularly to the opportunity for new degrees, which can appeal
to a changing population of older Americans, for example. That, in
iSarticular, is what FIPSE enabled us to do, to be very creative 'in
that direction.

Cooperative degrees with professional schools, we have attempted
that for the first time, over the last several years, to tap into the
student _body that's going into the professional scl000ls and kind of

rnwean,the away, indirectly. ..

And finally, coo0eratiVe activities with industry and other parts
of the private sector. I think that if We have the means tq experi-.
ment in that directiOn, there are opportunities that we can .pursue.

Thank you very much,
44' .Mr. Simoisr. Great. Than,ic you for your testimony.

Dr. Rodriguez.
''Prepared statement of Dr. 'Jaime Rodriguez. follows:]
PREFAUXID STATEMENT OF PROF. JAIME E. 13.0DitiGur2, DEAN OF GRAtILYATE STITaiss

ANA Resealice,,ITNIVICUSITY OF CALZromht, Nynex.

My name is Jaime E. Rodriguez, and' I am both e Dean of Graduate Studies and
Research and Professor of History at the UniversitY of California, Irvine. The Uni
versity of California is a nine-campus system which enrolls over 130,000 students
and is recognized internationally as the largest university in the world and a lead-
ing institution in the areas of graduate education and research. As you are aware,
federal' assistance is a vital and integral part of the' nation's graduate and profes-
sional educational systemaparticularly in the area of doctoral preparation, the area
upon which I, intend to focus zny.cenimenta.

The Irvine campua of the University of Calitqrnia is located 45 miles south of Los
Angeles in the city of Irvine. Total enrollment isapproximately 10,500 students,
which includes 8,500 undergraduates, 500 medical sttdenta, and approximately 1,500
graduate students: My responsibilities include the oversight and, administration of
over 36 graduate programs which span the range of traditional disciplines as weli as
innovative multidisciplinary programs, I am also responsible for pie administration
of the campus' research functions. UCI conducts appraiimately $26 million of re-
search each year and as of the 1980 Natiorial Science Foundation survey, ranked
67th among major research universities; Graduate education and 'research are cloot..-
ly linked and interdependent, and therefore have ',been combined in the Division of
Graduate Stadiea and Research. My responsibilities as-Dean of Graduate Studies

- and Research at Irvine provide me with the perspective necessary to evaluate poten-
tial impacts of studentaupport decisions at both the,state and federal levels.

The importance to the nation's health and welfare of graduate education in all
fields and specifically doctoral preparation cannot be overstated. Graduate research
education provides the training required for 'future generations of scholars, scien-
tists, and professionals, and is the prineipal, source of new scientific, technical, and
cultural knowledge. There. is a misperception on the part of some legislators and
agencies at both the state and federal level that the university is producing more
scholars and researchers than society. demands. The vast majority of graduate stu-: dents are in -fields of- high demand by employers. The Univers:0-0f California-Ilea-
shown considerable flexibility in meeting the changing needs of the state. and
nation: graduate enrollment figures for the last decade show that changing demands

. have been met, and continue to be met, by .responsive shifts in enrollment from
some disciplined to others, rather than new resource demands. The state and nation
have been well - served as. a result of their support of graduate education. Direct 'ben-
efits stemming from graduate education 'in the natural ticiences. agriculture, erig-i-
neering. social sciences, the arts, and the humanitiesare widely recognized.

It is important for the Commission to understand the nature of graduate educe-tion at the doctoral level and to distiniguish it fromMaster's programs and profea-
sional education. Doctoral research training required sustained effort 'over an ex-
tended period of time, and must be approached intensively if the student is to sue,
ceed, While Master's programs admit part-time students, doctoral study by nature is
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fullaiine study with an integral, research orientation. Research-oriented professional
programs. such as engineering and computer science, train pcaseas the

---eamegoal. and -orientation as other deetoral pregaains. - a
It is also important to comment at the outset on the current climate of support of

graduate education. While the statements which follow are specific to the Universi-
ty of California, they more than likely apply to research universities nationwide,
both private and public. The ,clithate of support for graduate education can be char-
aeterized by diminishing federal direct support, federal cutbacks in research whiCh
fund a good number of research assistantships and training grants, diminishing sup.,
port for graduate education by. the California state legislature, and intense competi-
tion for the best students resulting from a limited pool of applicants. Competition
for qualified students interested 'in pursuing 'graduate work is particularly acutea
with regard to minority 'applicants. To some degree, the shortage of potential stu-
dents is a result of the lack of emphasis an graduate education within our society:
Increasingly, however, individuals cite high coat and a difficultob market as major
reasons for not continuing their education. It is alarming that many of the very best
students do not Pursue a Phi). because of high costs or lack of sufficient support. To
the extent that this occurs, the individual Imes, and society, as well, becauae our
brightest citizens are not reaching their full potential.

The federal government, plays a. key role inalltinterlocking structure of..graduate
student support in that reaources can be applied in meaningful amounts to those
areas which need them most and for which substitutes are not readily available.
This applies to public as well as private institutions in that most public institutions
like the University of California are *ate assisted, not state supported. Less than.
half of the University of California's budget conies from state general funds. The
federal government, through support of research and various education programs,
plays a major role in non-state support. Without federal support, significant pro-
grAms would crumble. Since the Commission's topic is ,student financial assistance,
it should be emphasized that students at the University of California also contribute
a substantial amount to the casts of their education.

I um pleased to ,see that the federal government is concerned aboutthe implica-
tions of its actions in student financial support and that. it has created this Commis-
sionto carry out fact-finding activities. With the above points in mind, I would like
to address the range of questions posed by the Commission and the implications of

. any significant 'changes in graduate student sfipport by the federal government,
1. What is the vondition of graditate education in your system/institution? How

would you assess the health of the various disciplines?
Generally, at the -University of California, Irvine and throughoutahe System as a

whole, the quality of graduate programa has been maintained. This' is borne out by
the series of recent reports published by the Conference Board of Associated Re-
search Councils, which assessed research doctoral programs across the United-
States. UCI is particularly healthy in its areas of specialization. There is solid appli-
cant demand for UCI's graduate programs and for graduates of those programs. To
sustain quality requires continued support., however, and it has become clear that in
the University of California and in other research universities we are reaching the
crisis point. Further _cuts in support are certain to adversely affect the quality,
breadth; and depth of our university graduate education programs.

Has the quality of graduate education in your system/institution suffered in
recent years in terms of the type and number of students being, attracted and thepro-
graw$ being offered? so,'what have been the causes? Have certain fields been affect-
ed more than others, e.g., the social sciences and humanities?

The quality of graduate education within the Uhiversity of California has been
maintained to date but it is increasingly more difficult to attract outstanding .stu-

. dents. I believe this situation exists because fewer individualSare deciding to enter
graduate school and there is intense competition for those qaalified students who do
decide to avail themselves of the opportunitieslor graduate education. Although
the shortage of excellent graduate students is iaaeaera1,.problem, it is ,particularly

-acute in the case of minorities. The student s3 decision on where to' attend graduate
school is often dependant on the package of financial Assistance available. There is
evidence that some of the very best students are not entering graduate achools be
cause of the high cost. This is widely evident in all fields but is particularly acute in
the humanities and the social sciences. In response ,to the crisis in the humanities,
the Mellon Foundation has just established the National Fellowships in the Human-
ities, on whose 'selection cotninittee I serve. 'In some fields such as engineering.and
computer science an inverse set of problems exist in that' rewards are so-significant
and immediate that few students pursue graduate studies beyond the Bachelor's and
Master's degrees. As a result,' in order to maintain quality graduate programa and



research excellence, universiti have turned to higher enrollments of foreign stu-
dents-. It is important to uncle re the fact that this problem is not one of increas-
ing foreign enrollments but on of decreasing numbers of U.S. stadents who want to
attend graduate school. Then loss to. the United States in advances in science,

.technology, innovation, and schiolarship attributable to its own citizens is reason for
serious concern.

Finally, it is important to poAit out at this juncture that the current level of state
support and the quality of graduate ,programs in the University of California has
been sustained because other parts of the system have borne the cost of maintaining
graduate programs by various: cutbacks. For example, faculty and staff have fore-
gone coot of living increases in recent years. While this showiScommitment to gradu-
ate education on the part of the, institution, these are camelitions which clearly
cannot continue to exist.

3 Has the pattern. of support for graduate stWerits shifted, in recent years in your
systemlinstitutioq --What have n- the effectran the size and quality of your pro-
grams?

The pattern we have noticed within the University of. California is that students
are receiving less grunt, fellowship, and work study support and are relying more on
loans. This loan aid is becoming more expensive to the student as interest rates in-
crease and payback periods and forgiveness clauses decrease; The result is that
thaw students who persevere and attend graduate schools are accepting greater
amounts of indebtedness which they will find difficult to repay. The implication of
this situation for the future is that graduate education will continue to diminish in
attractiveness.. The damage to the size and quality of our programs has not yet been
too great, because the University has placed high priority on graduate programs and
sustained them through various aubsidies. We are approaching some very difficult .

'times, however, if incentives including creative federal. graduate student support
programs, are not restored,

I have two comments about specific federally-supported loan programs; One alter-
native proposed for graduate and professional student financial aid is the ALAS pro-
gram, requiring the repayment of interest on student loans by the student during
the in-school period. Graduate students have, as a group, even more limited re-
sources and greater financial need a than undergraduates. It. is -unreasonable to

aexpect a graduate student, who qualake for loan aid on the basis of fmancial need,
to make high interest payments while in echool. I do, however, support thenew Op-
tione program, another paoposal ,which is not only creative in its utilization of avail-
able loan resources; but arw practical. By supporting the consolidation ofa student's
outstanding loans, Options.offers appropriate means for the management of individ
ual student indebtedness, and enhances the availability of loan funds for other stu-
dents and programs, .

4. What do you consider to be the appropriate federal mule in financing gradUate.
education? Are alternative sources, e.g., state and corporate sourves able to take up
the slack of reduced federal funding?

The federal government. plays a key role in supporting all graduate programs,
. since the education of scientists, scholars, and professionals aud the new technical'
and cultural knowledge that graduate research provides are vital to the national in-
terest. The natnre and recognized benefits of graduate education are national in
scope, and require- broad-based national commitments which attend to the health
and well-being of the entire country, While California legislators are generally con-
cerned with the quality of graduate education, they have taken the view that bene-
lite specific to the state must be clear to win their full support.

All major research universities, whether public or private, are dependent on the
federal government. When considering federal support for public institutions such
as the University of California, it is important to reemphasize that these institu-
tions are state assisted and not state supported. At this time, the state of California
isearaious- considering reducing support for -giadiaate education and the private .

sector has not demonstrated a willingness to take up the slack in either state or
.federal .funding, even in areas such as engineering and computer science where
clear and direct benefits obtain.

5. Are certain types of federal support, e.g., fellowships, research assistantships.
loans, more appropriate for sonic fields and types of study than. others (e.g., arts and
sciences compared to professional schools, sciences compared to humanities, master's
'eon: red to Ph.D. students)?

ith respect to Ph.D. programs in all fields at research universities, federal sup-
port should be granted as research assistantships, fellowships!, and loans, in that
order. Research assistantships, whether in the humanities or the sciences, are the
mast desirable iiee.ause twearth ...a



--that is the substance of -graduate education. Such -federal agencies as the National
Inst.itu# s of Health and National Science Foundation have made considerable fund-
ing avElable for research assistants through their ongoing research 'support. pro -
grams. Similar structures and support mechanisms need to be created in such agen-
cies as the National Endowment for the Humanities and the 'National Endowment
for the Arts. These institutions should begin to focus their attention more on sup-

:port to graduate education rather than public performing arts and exhibitions
which are areas that have recently. enjoyed increased support from the private
sector..Again, I emphasize the necessary orientation of graduate education to full-
time study, and the difficulty. of self-support in unrelated work. It is important to
point out that research assistantships are not only integral to the educational proc-
es,s, but also may be considered self - support of the most positive kind. Research as-
sistantships provide essential overlap'of work and ;truly and'should be supported by
the federal gov-ernment in one way or another in all fields. Fellowships are also an
important and useful source of graduate student financial assistance, but therdo
not provide the. educational and self-help benefits of research assistantships. Since

'the financial rewards in many fields are not great, loans, particularly if utilized WI
significant component of student finandal aid, often function as a disincentive to
seeking graduate training,

a To what extent should students be responsible for financing their graduate via-
cation? What part should loans play in this financing? Has the growth in graduate
student, indebtedness caused your institution/system problems in terms of attracting
and keeping abk graduate students?

As noted above, doctoral study requires full-time attention. Unlike the majority of
undergraduate students, most graduate students are independent adults and respon-

. sible for'their own support. Graduate. students are already living at or below the
poverty level and many have loan indebtedness related to their undergraduate edu-

.

cation. loans should play, a minor role in their support and when given, they should
be low 'interest with long 'payback ,periods. For thoee fields 'which meet certain na-
tional interests, loan agreements Should have forgiveness clauses to encourage stu-
dents to enter research and scholarship fields )ehich are important to the nation's
breadth and depth of science, scholarship, and other intellectual pursuits. The
present loan situation is having deleterious effects on the accessibility. of graduate
education to many segments of eur society..Ta the extent *at minorities makeup a
larger proportion of the group moat dependent on financial aid, small' changes in
the conditions of financial -aid, access and cost will have disproportionately large
irrnmet on minority graduate students. Small changes at the margin, therefore,
shoilla* carefully evaluated given this differential impact.

7. Witht programs or efforts haVe your systentlinstitution. found most effective to
the recruitment and training of minority and female graduate students? What role
should the federal government play in this effort?

This is a difficult problem and one which the University of California has *Tea--
tied,with for a number of years. Much attention has been given to minority student
recruitment but less attention has been given to minority student retention and suc-
cess, particularly at the doctoral level: More money and more support programs will .-4

not solve the problem. Mechanisnis are needed which build the minority student
into the academic mainstream and ensure thorough and intimate involvement with
research. It is this g-rounding in research, writing, analysis,' and scientific inquiry

" that will give minority graduate students the opportunity not only to find a job,
upon graduation but to aspire along with their non-minority counterparts to
tent positions as scientists, scholars, and educators.

,

At the 1.1niversity of California, Irvine, we are conducting an experimental, three-
year pilot piigran designed to address' this central concern of minority retention
and, uccess at the graduate level. The project is called "A Faculty Mentor Pro' *ram
for Minority Graduate Sfudeats" and is being supported. by a grant from the Fund
for the-Improvement of PostsSecondaryEducation.-Durieg each year of' the pro-ject,
minority student mentees.in their. secondryear .of Ph.D. preparation are paired with .

faculty mentors based' on their, mutual research interests. The mentee s Research
Assistant salary is paid by the project for the first year and it is expected that the
student will develop essential writing and analysis skills as well as a better under-

. stan mding of the academic milien. 'A desired short-ter outcome of this'collaborative
relatienship is a high duality research paper potentially acceptable to a-scholarly
jeurnal.-In addition, it is hoped that the student will continue as a research "waist-
ant on the mentor's funded research projects and maintain close productive involve-
ment with research 'activities over his or. her entire educational career.

While fellowship support is an importune taf rain rifv graduate_atedent sup-
port programs-,-ifTriiiik -b-artiLiCal.withaugmen by research assistantship



,support: If this is not done, the fellowship support may become 'a disincentive to the
involvement of minority students- in-ithe research Which is essential to their long-term success. As 'noted above, the support of research assistantships is the, bestmechanism the, federal government can use in aiding all graduate students with thefinancing of their educations_ This is even more important with regard to minoritystudents because withoutencouragement and incentive, more minority students willnot avail themselves of the'esseritial experience of research involvement. Finally, tothe extent that such programs reduce the feeling of alienation on the part of minor-ity students, those students who are successfully recruited will have a greater likeli-hood of being retained and graduating. To facilitate the process of minority studentinvolvement in research, I suggest that the amount of federal support for researchassistants be increased in all fields and that the regulations pertaining at use of feb.lowship funds be revised to-allow the redirectiOn of a portion of these funds to Fac-ulty 'Mentor Research Assistantship programs whenever 'practical. Programs mod-eled after the UC Irvine pilot program, I believe, will meet the goals for which thefellowships were established and can raise both the quality of the education provid-
ed and the level of success achieved throughout the graduate's career.

Mr. Chairman, I would.like to thankyou for the opportunity to testify before theCommission. I would be pleased to respond to any questions.

STATEMENT OF.JAIME RODRIGUEZ, DEAN, THE GRADUATE
SCHOOL UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT IRVINE

Dr. RODRIGUEZ. Than you very much. 1
It's a pleasure for me to testify before this Subcommittee. I havebeen very much concerned about the problems of graduate educa-tion and research for some time and I woulcL like to echo some ofthe things that have been said before..

1,

Particularly, I would like to echo. the inipOrtance of innovative
programs such as 'IPSE. I, too, have obtained is grant to develop a
program for minority students, and this has helped us tremendous-ly at Irvine

Today I' like to talk about my experiences, both as a scholar ofLatin American hiStory, and my experiences as dean of graduate
studies and research at Irvine. I am interested in many areas, but I
would like to emphasize three. Title ILI institutional aid, title VI,
international education, and title IX, graduate programs. .

Before going into the details, let me emphasize that -I think, it's
extremely important 'tot support graduate education and research atall levels, particularly in the sciences. But today I would like toemphasize the diSparity that exists between support of graduate
education and of research between the, so- called hard sciences and
the social sciences and the humanities.

.So, I would like to speak, first, about title IX, and to applaud the
decision to propose a national 'graduate fellows program. If one
compares the support the sciences have for graduate education, .it'sstartling to see how well they are supported.

Now, I say this realizing that science too needs tremendous sup-port. But in contrast to the support that exists for the humanities
and the social sciences, science support is munificent. In the areaof- humanities and social sciences, -graduate' students really are be-
coming second-class students. Typically, in the area of sciences and
biological sciences and medical sciences and physical sciences and
engineering, a student can expect to receive fellowship support, re-
search assistanceship support, and oftentimes dissertation research
support. A student is part of the research enterprise of that area,so that typically the students thatat least the leading doctoral re-search universitiesmay expect more or less full support in the

_
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area of the sciences. This is very different than in the humanities
and in social sciences.

Typically, the humanities and social sciences have Only the sup-
port that is available from their own institution and also support
at the level of teaching a.ssistanceship. Now, this is extremely im-
portant because most of our gtaduate institutions rely on, graduate
students, both for research support, as research assistants, and aiso
for teaching support as teaching assistants. -

But teaching does not provide the same sort of critical support
for graduate education that research assistaneeship does. In the
areas where there are research assistanceships, those students are
directly related with the research enterprise. They're moving di-
rectly into their doctoral research.- They're, in fact, moving to
become professionals.

In the other areas, after a year or 3 yea.is of teaching assistance-
ships, those students have learned, more or less what they can
learn as teaching assistants. Thereafter, they're providing relative-
ly low-paid labor for our graduate programs. And this means that
their own graduate study suffers. It means that in the areas of hu-
manities and social sciences it is typical for. Students to spend 6 to
YO years in graduate study, as opposed to 4 to 5years that's typical
in the sciences, so that not only are students taking much 'longer;
they're incurring considerable debt, and really, in some ways,
they're receiving a second-class education; because they're having
to spend so much of their time simply supporting themselves.

In addition to that, the support that is available for actuate, stu
dents in the sciences, typically, is $2,000 to $3,000 hi , than the
support that is available for graduate students in the uoumities
and social sciences.

I refer, for example, to GPOP fellowship support for minority
students, comparing the training grants that are available from

such institutions at-the National Institutes of Health, and NSF and
other areas. N,

Again, in \the.area of humanities and social` sciences, one finds
that traminggrants, which are not uncommon in the sciences, are
nonexistent. So that when graduate deans or graduate programs
seek to find support both for research and for graduate training, in
the areas of the humanities and social sciences, we find that this is
hot to be found.

. And typically, the definition of what is supported varies widely.

For example, the Nb.tional Science Foundation, and I. spent yester-
day talking with the National Science Foundation, supports the
area of economics. But it supports only some aspects of economics.
It does not support other critical aspects such as economic history
or-the.study of certain_aspects_of economicpoliey..

I personally, in my own scholarly interests, am concerned with
the recent events in Mexico and am developing,a research program
in that area. But it's difficult to find support from the National Sci-
ence Foundation, which suppokts economics, or from the National-
Endowment of Humanities, whIch would support history, because
the support of the two are so different.

So that I think it's important not only to support graduate edu-
cation in the areas of humanities and social sciences, but also in
some meaningful way to provide the kind of support that is compa-
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rable to those in--the area of-sciences. because we have excellent
'Students, but students are beginning not to consider these areas,
simply because not only is it more costly, not only are they second-
class citizens, but they're being told that there is no room for them,
later, when they complete their degrees. - .-----.,

I am particularly concerned because I'm also a member of the`
Committee for the Mellon Foundation on Humanities. And I'm
struck by the high quality students who really do want -to study the
humanities, and are finding it very difficult to do so.

The second area that I'd like to talk about briefly is the area of
international education in title VI. International education and re-

. search typically comes izr-the form of grants to the national re--
source centers and to the foreign language area study fellowship

Uprograms.
Both of these programs should be expanded, if the

nited States is to maintain adequate knowledge of the world. And
as the Brademas report indicates, there is a tremendous la& of
knowledge in many areas of the world, not only in areas that are
little known, but even in the areas that are supposedly well known.

I speak, for example; of the fact that we have a shortage of spe-
cialists on the Soviet Union, a shortage of specialists 'in such areas
as Latin America, where I have expertise.

is iPart of the, problem s not simply that there is little support for
international programs, but also. that many of these international
progra s are linked with special restrictions. For example, right
now iority in area programs is given to those programs which
have inkages between language and area studies and professional
schools. This means that the area of study centers across the coun-
try, whether they be Latin American study centers, whether they ,.

be Asian study centers, are being encouraged not to train profes-
sionals in the different disciplines, but really to train people who
are going to become professionals in business and other, areas,
where there is already adequate support, or where support can be
found in the public sector. el

So that when a crisis occurs in some part of the morld, we find ,1

that we lack specialists in economics and history and sociology of -
these countries.

In addition to distorting the 'academie purposes of the area study
centers, these restrictions also have 'another effect, which is that
they emphasize little-known languages. hi my area, Latin America,
for example, the emphasis is on developing expertise in little-
known Latin American Indian languages, such as Nowat in Mexico
and Kechua in Spanish. Now, these languages are important. But
it's not important for large numbers of peOpie to specialize. Thy;
critical language in the area is Spanish, or the second critical
is Portuguese, and yet because of restrictions in these progTanis it
is very difficult to obtain support for them: ,

But most irtantly, these programs are really very inad-
equately funded!

nwo
For example, I stopped by, to visit Mr. Joe Bel-

monte, who's in charge of the area programs and he, unfortunate-
ly, had a difficult time talking to me, because he lacked a secre-
-t.ary. There is very little support of his office. He almost has diffi-
culty reading proposals. That's not to say that he's not extremely
upportive. Its just that there's al limit that a person canto the

-amount



In -my -opinion-the support' of international- programs is critical-
and I think. that for reasons that are totally unclear to me, we
seem to be abandoning international programs and we waiver
greatly in their support.

If international :programs are developed in institutions, institu-
tions have to expeCt some consistency in the supp9rt. It's unreason-
able to expect that an institution will invest resources in, the form
of faculty positions, in the form of space and equipment, and then .

suddenly the next year be told they will -not be funded: This, for
example, just recently happened because of cutbacks in interna
tional programs so that in the area of Latin American 'studies a
joint program between Yale University and the University of Con-
necticut ceased to be funded.

--4tr-the-Vnited States there are no-federally funded area studies
programs in New England, -for example. That seems-to be totally
unreasonable.

Related to this question is the title III, part A, the strengthening
of institutions program, which will provide grants to eligibile insti-
tutions. This aid has, in the past, been used, to support historically
black institutions. It's encouraging to me to see that the revised act
provides a $10 million set-aside for Hispanic institutions. A

I believe that support of historic black institutions must be con-
tinued. But it's also important to support institutions where His-
panics are to be found. It is sad, but nonetheless beneficial, that as
a result of the social conditions of the past, a series of black en-
dowed black colleges and universities developed. These institutions
have supported the black community, have provided trained profes-
sionals and scholars. No such institutions exist for the Hispanic
community;at least in the mainland of the United States.

The Hispanic community is very underrepresented in higher edu-
cation. Less than 3 percent of graduate enrollments are to be found
amongst Hispanics, and less than 1.5 percent of Ph.D.'s awarded go
to Hispanics. In fact, there are almost as many Ph.D.'s awarded to
foreign Hispanics as there are to American Hispanics. This, is im-
portant to emphasize. Support for American citizens of Hispanic
ancestry must be increased, and itis misleading to confuse Spanish
Americans, who have grown up in Spanish. America, who have
been educated in Spanish America, with our American Hispanic
community.

It is striking to see how little the American Hispanics are to be
found in higher education. There are only two Hispanic uaduate
deans in, the whole country, for example. I am one of theni And
wherever I go people know of me because I am one of the onlies.

But even more striking is how little we're doing now The Uni-
versity of California, on its nine campuses, which is one of the larg-
est doctrinal institution's in the world, gratinate,s thousands of mas-
ters and doctoral students. every year. In 1982, according to, the, fig-
ures that I have, 19 Hispanic graduate students received. Ph.D.'s in
all of the programs of the University of California. This is not a
great advance. .

So that this set-aside is extremely important,din my view.:
In addition to that, however, I'd like to exilless concern about

how this set4iside is being allocated. I'm concerned that only a lim-
ited number of institutions have been chosen, for this set- aside.
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mostly in Puerto Kico and a few Mainland institutions. What this
means ithat the largaalispanic population in the Southwest and
the West 'and itt other parts of the country may not have support of
these areas.

In my view, the clbsest Hispanic apalogs to the historical black
college system are the area studies programs, including Chicago

jtudies, Puerto Rican studies, Cuban studies, Mexican studies, a
4 Latin American studies. These are programs which have developed

in the last few decades and which provide the American Hispanic
community with strong support. It would seem to me that these
programs are appropriate beneficiaries of the set-aside and should
be considered in them.

.

In summary, I would like to emphasize that in all of student sup-
port' legislation unclere consideration* graduate study and research
should be supportedeas fully as possible. It is clear that graduate

,1/4 students are shouldering education costs entirely out of proportion
to the expected lifetime _earnings. In addition, the limited support
they ape receiving is not tailored to the different stages of doctrinal
study, Support for graduate students is not only support for a na-
tion's research capability but critical to the Nation's future, since
graduate students of today beconie the researchers aild scholars of
tomorrow.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman:-
Mr.- SIMON. We thank you very much.
And do you pronounce it Cairns or Cams?
Ms. CAIRNS. Cairns.
Mr. Simms/. 'jean Cairns.

,[Prepared state nt of Helen S. Cairns follows:]

PKNFARE.D STATEMENT OF HEIEN S. CAIRNS, DRAN OF GRADUATE STUDIES AND.
R148,EARCli, QUEENS COLLIEGE OF 11-1141 TY UNIVERSITY OF NICW Yoxx

I am Helen Cairns, Dan of Qraduate StudieS and Research at-QueensiCollege of
the City University of New York, and I am delighted, to be invited by Congressman
Simon,to speak to this subcommittee in, support of the incorporation of the following,
proposals into the legislation reauthorizing the Higher Education Act:

1. There is a need for increased financial aid for graduate students. The extension
of the Pell Graht Program to first-year graduate students would help meet this
need.

2. A set-aside of College Work Study funds for the use of graduafe students would
provide further assistance.

3. The Cooperative Education program is of great potential benefit to graduate
students, especially those in master's-level, programs, and I would support the exten-
sion of such lorograms to make them more widely available to graduate students.

I will speak, in favor of these three proposals from my particular expekience at
Queens College, but I feel confident that the positions which I articulate ansahared
by my colleagues Lit all CUNY collekes Offering graduate programs.

A brief description of Queens Colkge and its student& Queens College is one of the
"four. old_ senitir. allisgas"- of. the-City -University *stern; which includes-19 in-
stitutions. The college is the recipient of a Title III strengthening award for develop-
ing institutions, and about a third of flour undergraduate students receive Pell
awards. This Spring we have 15,934 Students, of which 2,762 areg,raduate students
enrolled in master's-level study, 2,023 of whom are matfietilated in 49 prop-At
leading to various master's degrees and "advanced certificates. Only about 10 percent

)(250) of our aduate students attend full-time, the remainder being part-time etu-
dents. Our -,Z% dents are far.fromliffluent. A recent survey indicated that 75 percent
work more than 20 hours per week (including 45 percent with full-time jobs). The
same survey revealed that low' tuition is one of the primary reasons for choosing
Queens for 40 percent of the respondents, and professional and fin cial advance-
ment is the primary reason for the ursuit of graduate study for 92 rceatc Tuition

37 .61r -18



and fees for New York State residents are4ust under $1,000 per semester (or $-f31 per
credit hour).

Queens has a number of ,high4ality, well-subscribeli professional prOgrams
which 'offer a "terminal" master's -"degree. By this we mean that a program is self-
contained dealing .with an autonomous set of skills or domain of knowledge which is
professionally -useful to thou students who do not 'Plan to seek a higher degree.
Among our strongest programs are our M.F.A. in painting and'sculpture,,eur offer-
ings in the Aaron Copland School of Music, programs to train speech-language pa-
tholegistsand audiologists,' and a host of excellent programs in our School of Educa-
tioit _and in *computer and information sciences (one of. our largest and faster -grow

progranni)..A new FIPSE-funded project to train teachers of literacy and ESL is
a..great success, and Queens has the only ,public Library School in the metropolitan
area. The CUNY Law School at Queens College is in its' first year and has as its
emphasis public service law. We ,participate in .doctriral. education through a coriSor-
tial arrangement .with the CUNY Graduate Center. About.a third of our faculty'are
active in doctoral programs, and many doctoral students' work at Queens as teach-
ing asaistants. and in research labs (the Graduate Center has no laboratory facili
ties). Doctoral programs are, however, ...administratively. housed at the Graduate
(Inter in Manhattan; and doctoral students iister and receive financial aid
throUgh the Grathiate Center. .

The image of Queens that I would like to leave you with is that of a major urban
commuter college providing high-quality, low cost professional education to upward-
ly-mobile people from lower middlMe working class backgrounds. Some will go on
to dOctoral programs. but a substantial majority will either move from their preSent
jobs to higher-level Positions or will'move up in their present organizations. A major
problem for this is that. in the absence of adequate financial aid pro..
grams-they must /Work to finance their graduate educations. This means that they
must be pare-timestuderiti and .-extend the time it takes to earn a degree. Obviously,
this significantly reduces their life-time earning level as well as the period of time
which both they and the society can benefit from the fruits of theireducation..

Financial aid programs, akflable to girduate students at Queens. We offer only
about one hundred scholarthips and assistantrships.aWarded through individual
partmenti. Our available financial 'aid' programs, in addition to the guaranteed stu-

dent loaa,prograM, are the following: ' .:
1. The Tuition Assistance Program. (TAP): This is a state program available only

to full-tin4 students, based on income from the previous year. The maximum award
is $600 per year.

2. The National Direct Studept Loan (NDSL) program
3. College Work-Study Program (CWSP)
4. Partial tuition waiver: This is a fund provided by the LUNY Central adminis

tration to provide need-based .partial tuition waivers. This year Queens received
$83,000 in tuition waiver funds for graduate students. The fund proyides a $50-$500
tuition waiver per semester.

When a student applies for financial aid, our financial aid office performs a needs
analysis based on estimated budget figures (different, ofcourse, for independent and.
dependent students, but both notoriously meager). tuition, and fees, and either stu-
dent or family income. The resulting need Ievel-will deterniine the students eligibil-
ity for the aid programs disbursed through the college (2, 3, and 4 aboveV as well as
the level of aid. The reality is that a student earnings much over $5,000 a year will
have a computed level of need too low to allow eligibility. The low-income student is
thus in a catch-22 stuation. He or she must work to be able to stay -in school, live:
and frequently support a family; yet even a modest amount- of work precludes the
leceiptofeyen a pittance of financial aid. Only a small percentage of our 2,00,0.ma-'
tricuIated graduate students receive of financial aid (including-a- guaran-
teed student loan). This is because it is only the full time students (around 2,51)3' and
the students who areworking less than 20 hours a ,week who have. any rear p7bspect
of being eligible. An estimate of the number of students served by the various pro-
grams in the 1983-84 academic year follows..

'Of the 258 Students who .filed for CUNY -awarded programs (2, 3, and 4 above) 22
were denied aid of amino. the remaining 236, 91 received NDSL awards, 64

received college woriostaly, and 210 were given partial tuition Nyaivers. Ninety-four
received TAP awards, and 71 took out guaranteed student loans.

A total of 226 TAP awards were made, for an average of $381.55 per year, a total
of $86,232. Remember that pnly full time students are eligible for TAI' awards, so
this*.seurce of funds ia not aVailiible to about 90ipercent of our students.
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Guaranteed student loans were secured by 392 (20%) of our graduate students, for
a total indebtedness for the year of $1,279,632.00. The 91 students who received -NDSL loans incurred an indebtedness of $156,200.

There is a major unmet need for financial aid among the graduate students at
Queens College. Of the 258 students for whom a needs analysis was computed by ear
financial aid office-, only 57% of the total need was met. Twenty-two studentscre-
ceived, nothing, and none received full aid. We must assume that the otker students
receiving TAP also have substantial unmet need, since the TAP award does noteven cover tuition and a student must present a very bleak financial picture to re-
ceive TAP. NDSL and GSL recipients are, of course, trading a temporary (and un-
doubtedly partial) reduction of need for future indebtedness.

The CUNY Graduate Center reports that of its approximately 2,000 doctoral stu-dents, 1700 applied for financial aid, but only 1,060 awards were made. We can,thus, conclude that unmet need is not unique to (LUNY master's students, but is asignificant problem for doctoral students s well.
How an increase in the Pell program could 14elp. Not reflected in'any of the fig-

ures given above is the number of students who never enroll in graduate programs .or who are forced 'to drop out for financial reasons. Increased support of graduate
students through the Pell program could, therefore, increase access to graduate pro-grams for the neediest of potential students. For the students who manage to comedespite financial hardship, increaeN financial aid could allow them to take -merecredits per semester, thus finishing their degreei.in a more timely fashion. It is notunusual for part-time students te take four or five years to complete a master's pro-
gram). For some, Pell assistanee would allow thein to attend as full-time students, so, 1,the award would have the double value of allowing them to be eligible for the stateTAP award. In ,many of our .,graduate prograins, the major portion of the work
toward a degree can be completed in one year of full-time work. Thus, an award of
just one year could encompass a major portion of the graduate education of a mas-ter's -level student, in the case of doctoral students, frequently the first year is cru-cial in terms of assistance, with program-based or grant-related funding becoming
available in subsequent years.

Thus, the extension of the Pell program to graduateottidents would serve yourstated goals of expanding access to graduate programs and improyingprogriun effi-
ciency. An increase in allowable Pell funding from 50 to 75 percent of educational
expenses would clearly be desirable for our students. With tuition level of $1,000
per semester, our students would be eligible for the maximum Pell award only if 75percent were allowed. It would indeed be ironic, to set a level such that the very
students who need assistance most, i.e., those at low-tuition public institutions, arenot allowed to receive the maximum award.

I would like to argue against the plan to limit graduate Pell awards to students
who have had fewer than five years of Fell support as undergraduates.Again, such
a constraint would harm the very population the legislation is designed to serve.
Low-income students typically require longer periods of time to coMplete an under-.graduate degree than do their more affluent 'peene Our Registrar's office estimates
that upwards of 70 percent of Queens undergraduates are in school for more than
four years. I suspect that this figure would beabout the same oeven higher for
other LUNY colleges. Since a substantial majority of our gra,duate students received
their undergraduate degrees from Queens or another CUNY college, the five year
limit would probably disqualify a, substantial number of our graduate students,
indeed, the neediest among them.

I would also urge that the "first year of graduate school" be defined in such a waythat it is a fall year equivalent (e.g. the first 12 credits), Otherwise, the workingW
part-time student would be eligible for Pell aid for a fe number of credits than
would the (possibly) more affluent full-time student.

How a 11) percent set-aside of College work-study funds id help graduate stu-
dents, Queens awards 16 percent of its College work -study money to graduate stu-

-dents.- In the current-academic year- 64 stucienti-received sin average award of
$1,432, The Graduate Center had 110 doctoral students receiving work-etudy (since
.they have only graduate students; this represents 100 percent graduate awards).
Thus, a set-aside would not provide a higher level of CWS funding than these two
populations currently enjoy. I do, however, understand that many colleges limit ell-
gibility. for CWS funds to undergraduates, Out -experience clearly indicates that
graduate students do need such assistance and will avail themselves of it if given an
opportunity. A setaside is probably not needed but ratherNiclear indication to grad-
uate schools that graduate students are eiigible and can make excellent use Of thisprogram.
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Graduate level thopentinv .alucatian, at Queens. For just over two #ears.Queens
College has had a cooperative education program for graduate students, funded
through Title VIII. Although the program has not been in operation long enough to

. evaluate its full potential, it is clearly a success. To date over 200 graduate students
have been served in some manner, as the program provides a wide range of services
such as career counseling and guidance in resume writing and interview skills, Ap-
proximately 50 students have been placed in academically relevant jobs for which
they earn both salary and course credit. Although numerous other students await
placement, we feel that only a fraction of the available population of students has
yet been served. A recent survey conducted by the Coop Ed staff revealed that 75
percent of the respondents would be interested in a coop placement; ,543 percent
would be willing to travel to accept such a position; and 30 percent even indicated a
willingness to relocate. ..

Cooperative Education hati typically been, thoy,ghtof as a program for undergrad-
uatesand frequently for more technically-oriented institutions. Such a. program
makes a lot of sense for graduate students such its those at Queens, however. A sub-
stantial majority must work anyway, So the opportunity to do so within an academi-
cally relevant, placement that will increase the student s employabilitter gradua-
tion is very attractive. It is essential that graduate-level coop be corptualizecl pri-
marily, as an academic program, as opposed to a source of financial, aid. In such a
program, however, 4 professionally oriented graduate student can simultaneously
earn needed dollars and acquire a competitive edge in a tight job market,. I would
urge your committee to adopt any proposals that would increaSe access to coop pro-
grains for graduate students.

A recent report by the Graduate Education Subcommittee of the National Com-
mission on Student Financial Assistance and a position paper by the Council of
Graduate Schools have emphasized the importance to the nation of improving access
to graduate education via increased federal support for graduate student& The im-
piementation of the-proposals discussed here would constitute an important step for-
'ward to provide support for just that segment of our graduate population which has
The most serious financial need.

Thank you for inviting me speak to your. subcommittee, Should you need any
further , data regarding. fi -I assistance or CopperajOieducatiOn for ,gradpate
student a at Queens College, ot hesitate to call on in

STATEMENT OF HELEN S. CAIRNS, DEAN, THE GRADUATE
SCHOOL, QUEENS COLLEGE,'CITY UNIVKRSITY OF NEW YORK

Ms. CAIRNS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I, too, am delighted to be
here. Thank you for inviting me. $

Let me first tell you a Little bit a6out Queens College, because I
think it's -rather different fromrthe institutions, the other institu-
tions, represented here. t

We are a large, urban, commuter institution. We have only mas-
ters level programs-at. Queens. While the City University of New

. York, has a graduate center, located in Manhattan, where the doc-
toral programs are institutionally housed, we have many of our
faculty, about a third of our faculty, are doctoralmembers of doe.
toral faculty, and we have doctoral students working on campus in
Our labs. But se have no doctoral programs. All of our programs
are masters pr ams and the students that we have to be worried
Itbout providing inancial aid for are masters studnIts.

Queens has a "tle III grant. We also have a recent, and very ex;
citing FIPSE-fun ed progrnn for training literacy teachers. We've
also got a lot of programs in teacher eclucati, Ipeech and hearing
ciences, computer sciences. ,We have the c3rul public library school

inNa very large geographical area We have teacher framing for
English as a second language, and we have very fine programs in
painting and sculpture and music. So, we have a wide variety of
masters level programs.

kO`
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Now, our students are not affluent. They are from; low- and
middle-income families. A third of our undergraduates .do receive
Pell grants, and our graduate students come to us not just because
our programs are good, but because we have a very low tuition,
just about a thousand dollars 'a semester for Nevi York State resi-
dents. .

want to talk to you particularly today about my concerns about
the lack of financial aid for our Students, and in particular,
wanted to address your ideas for a graduate level Pell program, for
the College Work-Study Program for graduate students, and also. to
expand the Cooperative Education Program to, include graduate
students whenever possible.

We've got about 2,700 graduate students at Queens out of 1,600
registers students. About 2,000 of those are matriculated students.

,We've got.49 masters programs in which they matriculate.
Now, a major problem for these' people is that they have to work

in order to pay for their education. About 70we had a recent
survey that ciemonstrated that about 75 percent of our students
work more than 20 hours a week and only a few over 10 percent
are able to attend full time.

So, this part-time status is a major problem beeause, obviously, it
extends the aim it takes them. It's not unusual for a student to
require 4 or 5 years to finish a 30- to 40,credit masters program.
We have no way of really measuring the number of students who
want to come, would be accepted into programs, but simply don't
give it a shot because they don't have the money, or people who
have to drop out for financial reasons:

We have fourinaja financial aid programs. There's the NDSL,
the College WorkStudy, and then we have two local programs.
There's the tuition assistance program, which is a State program,
but it's avatiable 'only to full-time students. So, most of our stu
dents aren't eligible.

Then we have a CUNY-funded partial tuition waiver program,
basoFl solely on need. Now, the reality is that when you do a needs
assessment for our students, since tuition is low and the budget
levels, allowed budget levels, are low, even a. modest income from
working prevents students from being eligible for any kind of fi-
nancial aid. Consequently, only about :25 to 30 percent of our stu-,
dents receive any kind.' of aid.

To give you an idea of the magnitude of the prolliem,. this year
258 students had, needS assessments computed for them by our fi-
nancial aid office. Only' 57 percent of the totdl computed need was
met for these students. None of them received full aid and several
of them received absolutely nothing.

FurtherinOfe.,-abont.20 percent of our students incurred debts
the Guaranteed Student Loan Program. of about $1.2 million, which
is a .'very high level of debt to be -incurred by students of this
income level, who .really don't expect very high sa1aries in the
future. .

Now, the expansion of the Pell Grant Program to first-year grad-
uate students would represent a major opportunity for students
such as ours, especially with an increase on the halkost provision.,
More students would have access to graduate. programs. The' pro-
grams would operate more efficiently in that students would be

R.
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able to finish in a more timely fashion. And for a few students the
award would have the double value of allowing them to be full-time
students and thus eligible for the State tuition assistance program
award.

I'd like to suggest that 'since our neediest students do take a long
time, frequently, to finish their undergraduate program, the 5th
year restriction would render ineligible some of our most needy
and worthy students. Also, I'd like to suggest that the first year
graduate school be'defined as the first full-time equivalent year, or

- 24 credits, -

We 'award about 16 percent of our college work-study money to
graduate students at Queens. That's our masters students. So, we
constitute proof that graduate students will avail themselves of
these funds, if given an opportunity to do so. I understand, and I
only jdst found out, thit recently, that a lot of colleges don't even
have graduate students eligible for college work-study funds. And
so I' would suggest that what you need is not so much a specific set-
aside, but a clear statement of graduate student eligibility for that
program.

Now, we also have at Queens a cooperative education program
for graduate 'students, funded under title VIII. I think ours, is the
first purely ,graduate program ever funded. Other graduate pro-
grams are sdrt of offshoots of undergraduate *grams. We haven't
yet been able to evaluate its full potential because it's new, but it's
very successful. We've served over 200 students and career counsel-
,ing and that sort of thing. Oven 50 have been placed in academical-
ly relevant jobs, for which they earn both salary and course credit..

Now, co-op ed has traditionally been thought of as the program
for technologically--oriented undergraduates, and it has had great
success for that population. But it also makes a lot of sense for
graduate students, like the ones we have at Queens, since a sub-
stantial majority' have to work anyway. The opportunity to do so
with an academically relevant placement that will increase the stu-
dent's employabilityAfter graduation is very attractive. So, I would
urge you to do anything that you 'qui do to increase the access of
co-op programs to graduate students.

We all know that recent reports by the Brademas committee and
by the Council of Graduate Schools -have emphasized the impor-
tance to the Nation of improving Federal support for graduate stu-
dents, and I'm delighted to see that this committee haws its goal
doing just that. Thank you very much. /

Mr. SIMON. We thank you very much. On the Pell grant, and you
--made a couple-of points that-I hope we can-modify-the proposal gel, -

and I think make a great deal pf sense, in general,,as you look at
the legislation, how de we help that part-time student more, if I

r

can ask you to be more specific?
Now, you have alrti.tdy suggested that we go to the FTE for that

fifth year and I think at would clearly be a help,.
Ms: CAllicS. Yes; because a part-time student, 1 year for a part-

time student, is. going to be less than 1 year for a full-time student.
Mr. SIMON. Right. Yes. But are there other ways that we can be

of assistance' to'that part-tilne student or themy colleague from
Wisconsin refers to it regularly as the "nontraditional student."
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Ms. CAIRNS. Well, the Pell grants are available to part-time stu-
dents.

Mr. SIMON. Right..
Ms. CAIRNS. Right? So, I'm' suggesting that that would provide fi-

nancial assistance far that population.
Mr. SIMON. Right.
Ms. CAIRNS. Whereas our State proftrain does not.
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Dr. Rodriguez, I appreciate your testimony also. This has nothing

'."to do with why you're here today, but just out of curiosity, here
you're a swcialist in Latin American history. Does anyone fromthe State Department ever consult, as Latin American policy is for-
mulated, with anyone with any knowledge of Latin American his-tory?

Dr. RODRIGUEZ. Sometimes. .I have not been consulted but I know
of colleagues that have.-

Mr. SIMON. All right. Well, there is a glimmer of hope there for
us.

Dr. RODRIGUEZ. I should p6int out that many agencies of the Fed-
eral Government hire people who have been trained in the area
Vtudies programs, and over the last few years what has hnppened is
,fhaSmany students, people with Ph.D.'s, whom I-have known per-
sonally, who have nbt been able to obtain positions in colleges and
universities, have entered Federal employment, are working for
private, institutions such as banks, private companies, as wide rang-

, ing' as Avon and. Ford and other -areas right now. I just learned
that Ford, which. is going to open up a plant in Mexico, is seeking
trained scholars on Mexico, to assist their specialists.

So that area studies are important. The problem, I think, is not
so much 'that there isn'tthat the Federal Government and other
institutions do not seek information. It's just that there aren't
enough people who are trained an typically, when something hap-
pens we discover that thatTs an areirthat we haven't emphasized.

Mr. Swam And that leads me to your comments on title VI, and
am one of these strong advocates of title VI. I join you -in that.

. This is an area where I hope COlgress willwe face this constant
uncertainty where an administration says we're going to zero this
out and then we go back and, fund it, but fund it woefully inad-
equately compared to the need, and you mentioned Soviet studies!

Just a few weeks ago I heard, and I have not checked outthe
validity -of this, but I have no' reason to believe it's not valid, that
there no place where Albania is now being studied. I have noreason* believe that, Albania is wing to emerge into the head-

----Alpe& But Albania- has an old-leaebr,--who isn't -going-to -live too-
much longer. Who knows what's going to happen? And we simply

,.are not developing the resources to ceps with what may emerge in
that very important part of the-iiorld.-

So, rapplaud your comtrtents there.
Hispanics in higher educdtiont we have had a series of hearings

on this whole question, the first in the history of Congress. But you
are correct that we have notand here all of you, anything that
can be done, whether at Queens or Duke or the University of 'Cali-
forma, that can be done to encourage greater, participation, is de-
sirable.



One of the things that we need, looking at it from provincial
perspective of the State of Illinois, is a faculty and administration
presence of Hispanics so that Hispanic students feel fame comfort
in being on a campus. I just had checked- at Southern Illinois Uni-
versity with about 40,000 students, we have orie Hispanic instruc-
tor, in a State with a very substantial Hispanic Population.

So, we clearly have along way to go there.
You mentioned, Dr. deodWin, your various problems. What is the

endowinent of Duke, if you happenlo know?
Mr. Goonwm. Well, you can't answer that easily. The university

has an endowment which I think is about $250 million now. Brt it
'also has, by right, access to portion of the Duke endowment,
which is a separate, private,. philanthropic foundation, set up by-

Duke himself. So, if you add the imputed value,,,,it probably
Comes to between $350 million and $400 in,i114n.

Mr. SIMON. SO that Duke would be among the top 10 - or 15
schools in the-Natioin-probably, in terms of total endoWment?

Mr. GOODWIN. Down toward the bottom of that list, yes.
Mr. SIMON. OK. But clearly, if Duke is having .problems, then

other schools are having even more severe problemS, in confronting
the very kind of problems that you're talking about?

Mr. GOODWIN. I have no doubt.-
Mr. SIMON. We had a witness yesterday who mentioned the prob-

lem, and he was speaking specifically in the field of engineering,
but the decline in the quality of faculty. Is thiswe are addressing
really primarily -'- -we've been addressing the: quantitative problem.
Is there a qualitative problein that we somehow ought to be ad-.

'...-dressing in this legislation, or is.thereI guess the most basic ques-.
tion, the more basic question, is there a qualitative problem, and if
there is, should we be addressing this in some way that we are not?

If I may address that to all three of Yout-
Ms. CAIRNS. I'm sure we all three of us want to konirnent.
Mr. Gc.xnwINL I think there is, undoubtedly, a problem, and I

really tried to imply that when I talked about how we see so few,
relatively, of our very best undergraduates selecting entry to grad-
uate school as opposed to entry to one -of the professional., areas
now. I think at the same time you are addressing it in title IX,
through the fellowship progiam that you're proposing, and I.think
that would go some distance toward attracting some of these abso-
lutely first-rate students back to graduate school arid then into the
teaching professions. .

More mould be done but I think that's a marvelous first step.
Dr, RODRIG-i3EZ; That's-a. very critical probiern Irvia has a sinalL

school of engineering. We are seeking, as in all our programs, to
obtain national standing. And it is very difficult for three reasons.
First, the question of instrumentation. spite the fact that we're a
new institution, having existed for only 20 years, our equipment is-
woefully obsolete. We laCk virtually everything. . ,

The laboratories Of \private .industry are so much more advanced
than-ours, as, parenthetically, are the laboratories in foreign coun-
tries. We have situations. where faculty from Irvine, and gr
Stlidents, for example, are going to Switzerland to do experiments
and so we have faculty who have to wait in line in major interna-
tional laboratories to do experiments.



That's a very serious problem and I think that if the question of
instrumentation ceuld be addressed, that faculty could be attractedto the university.

The very best engineering Ph.D.'s will want to go where they cando the best work. And if it's the case that private industry provides
them ,more opportunities, they will go to private industry. Of
course, there's the added incentive that private industry pays sotouch more
,The second, problem is the problem of graduate students. I justrecently had a discussion with a professor of engineering, who is

-developing a program to support engineering students at-Irvine. He
has been promised funds from local engineering firms, to provide
fellowships for engineering students, at the level of $15,000 to
$20,000 a year, because that's the only way that he feels that our
school of engineering can be competitive with private industry.

People with bachelor's degrees in engineering can earn more
money than associate professors at our institution. So, that's a very
serious problem and that means what we have to do is invite for-
eign professors. We have, out of a faculty of about 27 engineering
professors, we/have about 5 people who received their training
abroad, and who are not American citizens..

The same thing is true of students. In order to keep our pro:
grams functioning, and one of the realities of graduate educationand research; is that one cannot develop a graduate program and
suddenly cut it in half as far as student enrollthent is concerned,
because graduate students are integral to the graduate and re-
search process. If a school of engineering, or of any other area sud-
denly has a massive drop in the number of graduate students, that
school is going to crumble. And -the only way for. engineering
-people to support their programs is to allow an increase of foreign
students. So, our problem is nottoo many foreign students.

Mr. SIMON. If could move aside from engineering, you asked the
same question, if we have a problem with the quality of faculty and
is there some way we should be addressing it that we're not, forget.
'Ming engineering for a moment.'

Dr. RODRIGUEZ. I don't believe there is an overall,--at least from
the University of California and the other institutions that I per-
sonally know, I don't believe there is a specific problem of quality
right now, that is, in the areas of sciences. I think we still have
outstanding faculty in the humanities and in the.social -sciences wedo as well.

The problem is in the future. That is, right now, particularly in
the humanities and social sciences, but also, to some degree, in
other areas, we are about to lose an entire generation of seholars,
People who have -obtained their Ph. D., people:who- have done tiwir
first work, and I could give you a very personal example. My Wife
has a Ph.D. in economic history. She has just had her first book
accepted, which won a major prize. She has an appointment, a tem-
`porary appointment, which will come to an end at the end of this
year.' There are no faculty positions available for her and she has
to make a decision on whether she's going to continue as 'an aca-
demic ,or enter private businesS.

I fear that she will probe* have to enter private.business. And
that is true of a very large number of outstanding peopIN. Part of
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this has to do with the cutback,, in support. The' Federal Govern-
'merit is too intricately involved M. graduate education and research
and many areas have, for years, suPported F'h.D. scholars in the re-'
search areas. .

At Irvine, for example, particularly in the physics and the other
areas, we have a large: number of people who are scholars, but who
do not have faculty Positions. They have 'research appointments

''.and those research appoin,tments are sustained through grants.
There are pedple who are, world class scholars, equivalent to full
professors at our institution, but who do not have 'a faculty posi
tion. They have research appointinents and they are happy to do so
becauSe they are able to work in their research:

These kinds of suppOrts have been able to keep a large number
of scholars in the research and in the graduate enterprise' without
the institution having to'have faculty positions. That sort of sup-
port is being reducfed,,and that sort of support has never existed in
the Iminanities and the social sciences-. So that in a very real sense
we Gee -a eiisis,"1. would say, in the next 5 to 10 years.

,Ms. CAIRNS. About the problem of quality of engineering faculty.
Mr. Simox. Yes?
IM CAIRNS. We don't have an engineering school at Queens. The

school of engineering is located at City College, for the City Univer-
sity. But we do' have a computer science department, and computer
science in the doctoral program is part of engineering. However,
we are getting, now, .there has been authorized a new doctoral pro-

-gram in computer. sciences.
Mr. Siidoss. If I may interrupt, rm not so much interested just in

engineering, as such, as I am in the overall 'problem-.
Ms. CAIRNS. OK. Let me talk about that. The problem is not so

much qu'ality as it is quantity. -We can .never get enough computer
science faculty, The computer science, department is the one de-
partment that's always hiring. We had a review committee down
not too long ago. They were absolutely, horrified at the number of
students, and at the teaching load that our compliter science facul-
ty has to contend with. The students are absolutely overrunning
us. I don't know hew many undergraduate majors we now have,
but we now: have 200 nrasters students in computer science, and
every semester the applicants are just booming.

Now, this means that the faculty, even though they are perfectly
fine faculty, they cannot realize their potential-in termS,of quality
liecause they teachwe're talking about people who teach a three-
course-per-semester teaching load,' to large numbers of students,
lots of international students, lots oladvisement.
. So, the problem is that we can't really develop the quality of, the
potential of, the faculty, beC-ause-they:are overworked.

Now, what you could do about that, I don't know. We also have
an infrastructure problem. We don't have enough computers for all
these kids to study computer science,. ,

But in termsyou know, I .guess the most important thing you
could c16 is something about reducing the:teaching- load. 'But hOw
could yoU possibly reduce the teaching !oacl? The students are
there and they have to be taught. It's very: very difficUlt to recruit
adequate numbers of faculty. .

Mr: SIMON. Mr. Gunderson.
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Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I thank all, of
you for your testimony. I was listening to the questioning and re-viewing some of your prepared testimonies while you were talking.I'd like to ask just one question that deals with the issue of fellow-
ships, and it looks like there will probably be some new initiative
in the whole area of fellowships for postgraduate work. What ought
they be based on? Should they be based on merit? 'Should they be
based on financial need? Or should' they be based on field study?

Mr. Goonwri. Would you like roundrobin agaiu?
Mr. GUNDERSON. Sure. /

Mr. GoonwiN. This is simply a personal judgment. I think that
this program should be based entirely on merit. I'd let the students
select the field into which they'd like to go: I think that there is a
good deal of justification for the other criteria you mentioned in .
other prograuns. I'd like to see these kept strictly on the grounds of
merit.

Dr. Rornuoun. I agree about the importance of merit: I think, in
general; that the Fellowship Program ought to be based on merit
There should also be other sorts of support based on need. It's diffi-
cult to judge the quality of the graduate student. I am convinced,
after being graduate dean for 4 years, that graduate record eYPArris,
that grades are really not very good predictors of success.

So, when we're admitting stuclents, we are betting that they will ,
succeed. And merit is a guess, an educated guess, but it's a guess,
to be sure:

In addition to that, there is the problem that many students,
both majority and minority students, both men and women, do not
necessarily obtain the best undergraduate education, either be-cause they were not mature or prepared enough for it when they
were undergraduates or because they attended institutions which
were inferior or did not provide them the kind 'of support that they
should have had, so that later, when they discover their vocation,
they have an opportunity to changei and this is one of the great
advantages of the gnited States. Most other countries that I'm fa-miliar with do not provide their citizens with an opportunity to
recoup from earlier mistakes or from poor education, We have done
an excellent job in that area and I think we haVe to gave a pro-,
gram which supports needy people, who may n have had the best
of grades to compete in this merit area,

The reason that merit is critical is that sometime the most .trier

at

itc5rious people are the people with the, best potential, may either
not need a specific need base as "need base" is defined and what
we have to keep in mind is that need...base is defined in it very
strict way so that the best students may just miss qualifying for
that: -If ;fieod i.8 the tptii1CIPai 'dfifeiiii, -many of our stucleitts might:
not qualify.

I think that students are the best judges of the/ field and it's my
impression and also, I think, a fairly widespread feeling among aca-
demics that students are, in fact, making the best choices. We don't
have massive concentrations in areas that are not of interest both
to the public and to the students. .

Ms. CAIRNS. I think this is a real challenging question because,
clearly, we would all want these fellowships to be based on merit. I
mean, you don't want -'I mean, this. is a merit program. On the
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other hand, you don't want students accepting these programs who
could have been living off of clipping coupons, you know.

So I really think that the challenge to you is to figure out an in-
telligent combination of merit and need criteria because it's like
Jaime said, a real needs assessment 'where you set a needs base
very, very low and say this is a program only for meritorious,

N needy students is not the way you want to go, Neither do you want
to say that this is for very meritorious students ignoring their

It seems to me that you have to develop some rational balance so
that you really get the highest qualitY students you can find, but
you make sure that they really do have some reasonable level of
financial need. In other words, you want, to find good students who

, couldn't make it without the program or who could only make it by
zoing very, very deeply in debt or students who might otherwise
h ave gone to private industry and left academia, the lost genera-
tion that Dean Rodriguez was speaking of.

But I don't think that it should be based on discipline. I agree
that the idea is to find the students that we might lose in all disei-
plineshigh quality, high potential studentsand then try to help
them and let them choose their areas.

Mr. GuNDEssori. I find your responses interesting and challeng-
ing becauSe I am not sure I agree. It would seem to me that if we
are promoting learning for the sake of learning then what all of
you have said is absolutely correct. But I think if you must sit on
this side of the table and look on Government's role as establishing
programs and policies which, serve the greatest public good. Be-
cause, after all, what is the justification of our involvement? Is it
just learning for the sake of learning? Or do we have to have a con-
cern also about the greater public good? I don't know how we can
ignore field of study.

I agree with the chairman. fle.has challenged me over the last 3
years that we need to look at areas where it is in the interest of
our country and, hopefully, our world that we make sure that
those areas do not go by the wayside.

I must ask you all wain from a public policy perspective now,
not a dean of a graduate school; if you were a Member the Con-
gress, would you not take a little bit different -angle in your re-
sponse? .

Ms, CAIRN'S. But, Mr. Gunderson, just sittm,g here, what disci-
plines would you select as not socially useful? I mean, what disci-.
lines would you select as the disciplines that we can allow to die?
fneati,e have spoken just today about the sciences, we have

_talked about engineering and technical programs, we have talked
about the social sciences, we have talked about the enormoUs im--
portance of language studies and international studies of various
kinds. w

I don't think we have missed a single academic discipline just
this morning, except the arts and I .would like to put in a word for
the arts. [Laughter.]

Mr, GUNDERSON. OK.
Ms. CAIRNS. So what's going' to, go?
Mr. GuNnEitsox. Well, my concern is that some fields of study

have adequate participation because they are, quote, "fat." They



are the thing of the times. I mean,, look at the high, tech. I don'tthink that we need to encourage people to get into high tech right
now. Everybody wants to get into high tech. That's the neat thingto be in.

I think the chairman brought up Albania. I think you can look
at a lot of foreign languages, a lot of foreign countries. If America,
frankly, had had more interest in Iran in the 1960's and 1.970's we
probal3ly never ave had the Iran hostage crisis and:certain,-ly not one that America didn't understand and didn't know Show to
rtwond

There are many areas like that. The areas that are not popular
may be the tireas where there is a role for Government to provide
an incentive that equates to that choice among the students.

Mr. RODRIGUEZ. Could I ask for a clarification? When you are re-
ferring to fields, I assume you are talking about the National Grad-
uate Fellows, Prograins, which I 'understood is for study in the arts,
humanities and the,socied sciences. Now were you suggesting areas
within that or those areas?

Mr. GUNDERSON. Oh, within those areas. The question started
with what ought the criteria be? Ought it be merit? Ought it Ile
need? Ought it be field of study`? You all pretty Much ,came clown
in the area, first:of merit and, once in a while, a little" bit of need.
I guess I felt' a little bit uncomfortable with that going back to my
rural constituents in western Wisconsin and saying, "We are going,
to provide x amount of dollars for fellowships in areas that there is
all kinds of interest in today and we are going to give to people
who have no financial need, but a lot of interest and are pretty
smart." I think from a public. policy .perspective I could defend the
program and the tieed to do it, if we also included this area of field
of study. ,

Mn GOODWIN. Could I say a word or two on that?
Mr. GUNDERSON. SUN.
Mr. Gooewnsl. I understand your motivation and. I have a great

deal of sympathy for it. I think the principal difficulty is in iclenti-'
Eying what these fields will be at the time the students come out of
the pipeline and I think that the history of our attempfs to identify
these fields has suggested to us that it probably can't be done and
perhaps the best guide is the tastes of the students themselves.

These are students who, to begin with, Will be the brightest stu-
dents at the undergraduate level. They will have had an opportuni-
ty to understand the field to some degree and what they may well
be tesponding to is the excitement, the opportunity that lies in dif-
ferent areas. My expectation is that those students will probably be
better guides than a committee of deans or a committee pf Federal
employees of any other group that will attempt to say that applied
matiliematics is going to be what we need 10 years from now` as..op-
posed to econometrics.

I think that it's a fundamental problem of forecasting but I think
that this device of allowing the student to pick is probably as good .
as we have got.

Mr. RODRIGUEZ. If, I may clarify my answer. I was answering
from the assumption that there would be no change in the general
definition of the areas for the national graduatefellowships. I don't
feel that these fellowships ought to go to the sciences; for .example.



The sciences, relatively speaking, are, well supported in comparison
to the arts, humanities and the social sciences: So I would support
restricting these national fellowships to those areas. But within
those 'areas, I agree that we cannot really be the best judges.

The record of students, I think, is fairly strong. They have gone
into the -areas that appeared to be the areas of greatest need and
greatest demand.

Mr: GUNDERSON. I appreciate your insight. One very quick final
question. I think.you can all give me quick answers to this,

Can you give nit a breakdown, percentagewise, of the type of
graduate student at your school? How many would you say are
there as, quote, "academic professionals?" How many would be
there for professional training or retraining? How many are there
purely for personal enrichment'? Are we looking at one-third, one-
third, one-third'? Fifty, 25, 25? How would you break down those
three areas of your graduate students? .*

Mr. GOODWIN. Could you clarify the first two? Is the first catego-
ry scholar? ,

Mr. GuNDER$4, 'I would use the doctor's wife as.the example-
right now" think' he would allude to -her as an academic profes-
sional and I mean that -in the Most positive -sense. I would say,
however, that someone who is working at Control Data and goes
back for specializ,ed training in computer science, -mathematics,
that type of science as a part of their professional role in the pri-
vate' sector; a doctor who comes back for graduate study would be
one who is, there from a professional need rather than there for
studying academics for the purpose--

Mr. Goonwm. Well, in our case,. we are predominantly the first
category and I would say maybe 10 percent of each of the latter
two,

Mr. GUNDERSON. OK.
-Mr-RODRIGUF2. The same thing is true of the :University of Cali-.

fornia. The'State of California, as you may know, has the three-tier
system and the State university provides masters level programs.
The 'University of California principally emphasizes 'doctoral pro-
grams with only a few masters levels programs. '1` believe we have
about 29,000 graduate students and I would say that of those 80
percent are doctoral students who expect to be either academics in
the sense that they will go to -other institutions to teach or re-
search or who expect to be research professional in private or
public laboratories.

MS. CAIRNS. I happen to have data.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Aha. [Laughter.]
Ms. -CAIRNS.- Our- cooperative education program -. conducted a

survey of our graduate students and the respondents look demo-
graphically pretty much like our whole population. So here' you go.
For professional licensing, 27 percent. This is lots of- teachers,
which is, by the way, something we hain't talked about today,
that's awfully important, and that is graduate-level teacher train-
ing. So, these are people who need to get' their masters degree to
keep their teaching jobs..

Then, upgrade my. careen' potential ;financially, 26 percent.
Career change, 15 percent. Entry into career, 21 percent, Intellectu-
al challenge and enjoyment, 8 percent.



Mr. 'GUNDERSON,. That's astounding. If I calculated correctly,..
that's about 86 percent of your that would be in the area of profesz

{

sional training and retraining.,
Ms: CAIRNS. Right.
Mr., GuNokatsoN. OK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
Mr. SIMON. ,Thank you. If I could just make one comment on the

merit versus need thing. an fact, when you get to graduate school,
the status of the students is such beeause of age..and other 4:tors
that they are classified as "inde nn -students" and, even if ,
their parents may happen to be they, in fact, would qual--
,ify as needy students. So that eve bgram like thd-JaVits Pro--
; gram that is a merit-based prOgraffi will, in fact, primarily over-
whelmingly-be helping students who spuld be classifed as peedy.
students. So that when we get to grade llk ,programs the-clistinotion
between what is a needy student and whgat is a merit-based student
probably gets to be a pretty fuzzy kind of.a delineation.

Ms. CAIRNS- Coiried rspeak'to that point because that whole.issue
is also important for women? Women frequentlyso.you have a
wealthy husband and-that 'makes you lock not needy., Maybe you
would like to leave him, you know. YOU would at least like to have
the option. So, you know, it really is very difficult when you have
you cited an example of a statutorily needy student with a wealthy
family.' You can also look unneedy-when really you are judged by
your own merits. So it's real tricky.

Mr. SIMON. We thank the three of you very, very mach.. 4

And since we don't have any hearings this afternoon; the hear-
ing stands adjourned..

Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 10:51 AK., on Thutsday; .March" 29, 1984, the sub-

committee was adjotirneti.j
[Material submitted for inclusimin the record follows :]

A.wasucAN My,Dicra. ASSOCIATION,
Chitaxo, 4114 April 25, 194

lion. PAUL SIMON,
Chdirman. Subcommittee on Post-Secondary Education, &mil-nit-lee on Education and

Labor, U.S House cif Representatives, Washingto'n, DC.
EVAIL74514AIRMAN SIMON: The American Medical AssoCiation is pleased to submit

the enclosed statement for the record of the recent hearings 6oncerning financing
for post - secondary: education. .

appreciate the opportunity. to express our view and urge you to carefully i con-
sider our comments'

Sincerely,
JAMES H. SAMMONS, M.D-,

Executive Vice President.

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

The American Medical Association takes this opportunity fa submit its comments
for the record of the recent hearings concerning the financing of post-secondary edu-
Cation. The focus of our remarks on the importance of continued availability of
federal flnancial support for students seeking careers in Medicine to ensure, that
qualified individuals are not, deprived of a chance to pursua a medical career be.
cause of insufficient financial resources.

GENERAL COMMENTS t't

Medical education today is very expen 've. The costs that an individual can incur
can be overwhelming to all but Dealt y. Medical school tuition can cost as much
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as $75.000 over a.four-year period. That amount- does" not include ancillary costs and
living expenses and costs incurred in obtaining an undergraduate degree. Moreover,
it is likely that the cost of a medical education will continue to,rise_ in coneing gears
as medical schmils costs increase.

The-AIMA believes that 'aocess to a medical edu'cation must be available to quali-
fied persons from all sociaeconOmic backgrininds. The medical professionand
iricitizi all of society benefit from a c?iverSity of economic as well as cultural and
ethnic backgrounds. In order to ens.ire that medicine does.not become the rOvince
of the Wealthy, a 'broad array of financial assistance programs must be available for
'qualified medical students. We-do believe, howiwer, that in light of, the earning po-
tential of physicians federal student" assistance should as ;a general rule be in the ,
fora] of loans Mg d lean kuarantees'ra,therthan grants

, .
ti;LIARANTEED STUDENT LOAN PRUNGRA);

Ourreritly, a primar'y source of financial aid for medical students is the .Guaran-
teed Stikient Loan. (GSL) program. Dufing-the 1982-,.-813 academic year, nearly of
medical. studerts relied on G*L funds and, these funds provided-avproximately half
of all, financial aid tniedical students. .' " .

The AMA strongly,. supports adequate funding for the .GSL programand believes
that medical students should be allowed to continue to partic.!iaiite in the GSL pro- '
giam. The future of our health care systeritdepends largely von the ability of medi-
cal schools td attractthe most qualified students regardless of economic background.
Ifanedical students were excluded from the pat ;program, the opportunity to 'pursue,
a meacaltducation would' be put out of the ear]) of many students .vhe luck psi,
vate financial resources. . -c f r,

}LE. 5240 would'reauthorize'avid amend the Higher Education Act of 1965, and
t13/4; statement will comment upon a provision.of the bill whichrepresents a signifi-
cant change filen existiag law. .. . ,.

L,

4 LOAN L.INIITS'". .

currently qualified medical students can borratv, a maximum of $5,900 annually
and'an aggregate amount of $25,000 during their school career (including GSL funds
borrowed as-art.undergraduate. Ii,H. 5240 would raise the maximum annual limit ;

to $7,000 though it would keep the aggregateleanlithit constant.
The AMA supports raising,the curreat.annual loan limit from $5,000,to $7,000 per

year, The annual. limit has not been >increased in a number of, years. During/this
period medical school tuition has increase J..iy,between.5 to lfrojper year. Thus the

. AMA believes that,an increase in the annual limit needed to ensure that the .GSL
. program continues to be a primary source of financial aid for medical students. We
also believe that it9> order for the increased annual limit to be meaningful, the aggre-
gate limit should also be raised. Otherwise it is likely that many medical, students
will use all of their GSL elgibility before they are able to finish medical school.

4

(mut- FEDERAL FIVANCIAL, ASSISTANCE *PROGRAMS
. . ,

-*t The AMA also sappotts reauthorization of and ad uate funding for the Health
--.. Professimis -Student Loan- iirograrn- and the liaarth-- vcatiosi-Aiaiista nee :Loan pro-,.,-.

gram. These programs provide valuable financial ai for many meclicalstUdents.
-.Finall, the AMA supports the continuation of the National Health Service Corps

with adequate field strength to assure the aliilability of healthcare in shortage
'areaS. While we do not supyort funding of new NIISC scholarships, since other tech-
niques"(i.e. loan forgiveneU, volunteets;-etc.) could be niade available to better ad-
vantage, we support continued funding for persons currently in the pipeline. The

4f" AMA would also support a program,of loan forgiveness as a recruitment technique
- in order to meet future field strength requirements Of the Corps. .

.
CONCLUSION. . .

The AIM:A believes strongly that tifilified persons regardless of their economic
backgrouhd should be afforded the o portutity to pursue a career in medicine, We
urge you to continue federal financial support of medical eduelition through the
G SL and other federal financial ass'istanc'e programs as indicated above to ensure
that qualified students have such an opportunity,

...I



PRIPARXD STATi4I4ENT OF Da. JOHN BRAD/MU, PRIVSHAINT, Ni w. YOR.14 UNIVIDISITY

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subeornmittesa, I should like at the outset of
my testimony to extend a warm greeting to the distinguished Chairman of this Sub-.committee and my valued friend of many years, Cong-resaman Paul Simon of

and tall the, Members of the Subcommittee.
It is of.course, a particular pleaSure for me to be here today because, as you

know for the entire length of my own service in the House of Representatives
tWerity-two' yearsI was a Membes of this Subcommittee, and, ifayou will allow meto say so, hake contining pride in having worked with-sonie of youand all ofyourpredecessors during those yea, to shape the. policies ofgour national government insupport of higher education.

Now that have had the opportunity to serve for nearly three years. as President
of New York University,- one of the foremost urban ,universities in the nation and
one of the largest, private universities in the world,-,I must tell you that I am even its
more convinced of tit? wisdom of the judgments that you. and I and our predecessors
made over the last onarter of a century in adopting these policies.

You'will not be surprised to learn that I have not lost my concern about pub&
policy for higher educationa concern that goes beyond the nee& and interests of
my own 'university. During the imst two years, I served on the National.CA'nrunission
on Student Financial Assistancg, and chaired the Graduate Education Subcommit-tee of the Commission. As you know, the -Commiasion 'last Dtvembeik` issued itsreport on graduate education with, the unanimous 'siapporter its 12 members.

This morning I should like, first, to report to this SubcomMittee on the, findings
and recommendations of our Commission with respect to graduate education.

I should then like to put the ,report in the perspecrive of the current legislative'
proposals put forth by Chairman Simon as this Subcozmuittee considers the reau-
thorization of 'the Higher Education Act of 1965.

#ik
TM; coichaissioN

----Before summarizing the findings and recommendations of our Conunission, I wantbriefly to describe its structure.
The Commission was created by the Education Amendments of 1980. Ifs twelve

members, were appointtki, four each, by President Reagan, Speaker O'Neill, and thi.
President Pro Tempore of the Senate, 'Senator Thurmond: My colleagues on tie
Commission included Members of Congress, leaders in highZr education, business
and the professions, Republicans and Democrats. I was one of Speaker O'Neill's ap-
pointees. (A complete list of the C4' numission meroberaip is appended to this teati-minty).

.

The Commission was charged by Congress to examine some of the mast presising
.

issues that affect Federal student financial assistance and to recommend modifica-
tions in existing programs. The Subcommittee on. Graduate Education focused
mainly on Master's and doctoral programs in the arts and sciences because innova-
tions and new knowledge depend most heavily on them. We also treated the .ques-
tion of student financial assistance in the context of the graduate enteilitise as a
whole &valise researeh, training and teaching are inseparable activities.

During the course of a year, our SubcoMmittee gathered testimony from witnesses
from universities, industry, government and foundations. We commissioned research
papent and solicited Comments from a wide range of higher education group and
professional associations.

THU FINDINGS: SIGNS OF TROUSLg AND SAOSION

Our. inquiri& led- the Cominission to several Unanimous conchisions. 'First, we
were convinced that the scholarship,kills, trainee] intelligence and historioAl per
spective. that our universities yield are vital to our nationalinterests in three areas:
security and diplomacy, economic growth and the quality or American life. Let vie
touch briefly on each of these dimensions.

Projected defense spending over thonext five years of nearly $2 trillion will gen-
erate a gargantuan demand for advanced scientific knowledge and capabilities.; It is
doubtful that such a demand call be easily met. The Committee on Armed Services
of the House of Representatives, for example, warned in. April 1982 that ". . criti-cal shortages in a variety of skills continue to plague the military. Greater engineer-

shortfalls in th'b future will likely harm the U.S. defense postura'-'
rtherrnore, American military strategy and technology, as well as our intelli-

gence operations, depend on graduate-trained experts in a host of specialties;not
I

37-615 1291

4.
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0,

only in science and engioeeritig hut in the languages, cultures, geography, history,
literature and religions of other peoples of the world.

Graduate research and training are also major sources of the new ideas and
inventions that drive our economy. Wassily Leontief, Nobel Laureate in-economics
and professor at New York University, testified before the Commission on the needs
of the economy for men and women with advanced training. He told us that, be-
cause of the characteristics of modern technology, our requirements for highly
skilled scientists, engineers, managers, public administrators and teachers will, in
the future; grow even faster than the economy.

# With respect to the quality of American life, universities have contributed to our
health and nutrition, to the organization of our domestic and work lives, and to our
civic and aesthetic culture. The sob:it-ions to our Most preSsing problems in areas
such as poverty, public education, energy and mass transportation in large measure
will come from university graduates.

Even as tie Commission became convinced that the nation's well-being depends
on its institutions of advanced education, we heard testimony' that led to our fiedanci-

,, unanirnoa.s conclusion: America's graduate prognuns in the arts and sciences are in
trouble:

s The Commission detected signs of trouble and erosion tlireitighbut the gradUate
enterprise. For example:

Between 1969 and 1981, the total nurnber of stipends for graduate study awarded
by Federal agencies fell frorriNnearly. 80;000 to approximately 40,000: During the

`same periisi, tuition and fees,more than tripled.
Many highly talented students are not puning advanced degrees in the arts and

sciencesleading universities report that applications for graduate schools have de- ro
'dined sharply In both quality and quantity.

Women continue to be dramatically underrepreoented among dodOral recipients
in the sciences and engineering, as are minorities in all fields. For ekample, blacks,
who tornpoee 12 percent of the population, neeeived only 3 percentpf the dbdoral

ees awarded in 1981_
niversities are unable tb keep pace with the need td renovate and replace Mit-

facilities, leading knowledgeable observers to describe the condition of tmiver-
laboratories as "pathetic".

luring the 1970s, despite a "knowledge explosion," escalating costs compelled uni-
versity libraries to tut their acquisition rate by 20 percent.

Our capacity to train experts in foreign languages and cultures at the graduate
level is deteriorating at a'perilous pace.

There is an exodus, from the campus to corporation of some of our best students.
and teachers in fields such as engineering and computer scienee.

A depressed employment market in the humanities and social sciences portends
the lobs of a generation of acholarship in there fields.

axgosastiNnwrioxs: AN AG&NAA /07i iliti)ERAL ACTION

These and other signs of erosion and distress led to the tom-mission's third unani-
mous Conclusion: I.Trgent Federal action in support of graduate research and train-
ing ia;required to avert a crisis, that endangerour

Althopgh financing grachia education is not the sole responsib ity of any one,
sector Of our aociely, it is the $ ial 'obligation of the Federal "government to ensure:
stable and continuing sup reof graduate-research.

In the words of Simon Basra of TRW, Inc,, chairman of President Reagan's Tran-
)- -Task Force on-Science- and Technology,, '-'The government, 4nd -not -competitive

industry, Li the proper and natural soFee for funding university basic research. Be-
cause it benefits all citizens in the end, it is :tight for all citizens to share its costar'

The.CommiSsion formulqtec an agenda of ten goals for Federal action. on behalf of
f1, ,graduate education. Let me review first ,those that affect university training and re-
.:..search generally. Then I: shall turn to the recommendations au student financial as-

*itstanee.
The Commission:urged the Federal government actively to support; the research

functien of universities in three areasf
First,.grantS from the Federal government for basic and applied research at col-

,leges and universities should be increased at a rate sufficient to keep pace with in-
fltition Moreover: because uncertainty about anticipated Support can seriously
derniine the entire research effort, granting policies shoUld ensure stable, multi-
year funding. ; .

:Second, the Ci5ininissiOn recommended that the Federai government subetantially
increase funds in existing prNiams to improve university lliboratories, equipment,



and instrumentation. Private business and industry should also be encouraged,through tax incentives, to donate new and used equipment to universities.
Third, the Federal- government Ahould increase grants for operating support tocollege and university libraries. It should- also encourage contributions to librariesfrom business and industry, and should continue, to assist libraries in their efforts toitnprovetheit research services, preserve materials arei increase access to them.
In the area of faculty development, the Commission recommended that the Feder-al government provide support' to universities in the form of multi -year' salary sti-pends to attract and retain promising young scholars in all fields. The participation

of unFority and women faculty members should be especially encouraged.
Federal support should Also be directed toward ensuring that our universities areable to meet national requirements 'for' highly trained experts. In particular, fundsfor reaearcl,s instruction and graduate study in foreign languages and culture*should lie increased. - .1
In preparing its report; the Commissioniound that there was very little basic in-formatiOn available about graduate students, how they finance their advancedstudy, and their career patterns. To enable universities and governments to develop

sound poliCies, Commission membere recommended that the appropriate Federalagencies gather the data needed to mo nitor the overall condition of graduate educa-time "
In addition, the Commisaion urged' the'Fecleral government to establish 'a processfor regular evaluation of the effect of Federal decisions, especially budgetary ones,on the 'Ration's need for graduate trained men and women. "Edudational impact

statements" would enable universities, business and industry to meet ose de-mands more readily.,
Tj turn' now to the recommendations affecting student financial assis nce. Com-mission enernbers were convinced that the quality of our gradigite sch Is dependsmost directly on their being able to attract and sustain highly talen tudents.Therefore, we. were most concerned by.evidence that Federal support ibr advancedstudy in the arts anti science.* is eroding rapidly, and that women and minority stu-

dents are especially disadvantaged by this trend.
In- light of these',findings, the Commiks.ion made the following recommendations

for action by the Federal government:
Both the number and stripend level ofscienceand engineering fellowships in var-ious agencies should be increased..
1250 new fellowships and dissertation awards should 'be created to support stu-

dents in the arts, humanities and social sciences:
The-number of research' assistantships should be increased in all fields.
The College Work Study program should be substantially expanded,. with a sizableportion of additional funds directed to graduate study.
Graduate students should 'be given increased access,to Fedimil student loan pro-grams.
Fellowships and research assistantship programs for women.. and minorities

should be increased, especially in fields in which they are presentlyuriderrepresent-
edr At the very leapt, all existing programs in NSF, NEA, NE,H, 11tH and the De-
partment of Education that did minority and women students should be Maintained.

Support should be expanded in' those fields for undergraduate- programs that help
women and minority students prepare for advanced work.

The Federal government, universities, and colleges should work ,together to dis-
seminate infermation lobuth_womenand minorities about opportunities fur gradu--' ate support.

Let me make Clear here the CommissiOn did not 'regard these recommeridations
for Federal; action on student rid, or the more general ones I discussed earlier, as
measures that would create an ideal world of scholarship. Bather these steps aleminimal measures that must be taken promptly to protect and enhance the re-search and training functicins of our universities,

Let me turn now to examjne, in light of the recommendations offered by our Com-
iniesion,'the bill introduced by Chairman Simon.

At the outset, I should like to applaud the' efforts of Mr. Simoh in introducIng this
bill. As one who served on this Subcommittee for nearly a quarter of a-century. I
share' Paul Simoifs commitment to the goals' of 'assuring broadevopportuity for
higher education .while at the same time enhancing its quality.

In my comments, I will proceed through the legislation, title by, -title, noting those
sections relevant to the needs of graduate education.



..Title ITStrengthening.iibrary rxsources
Excellence in graduate training akd research is impossible without first-rate fa-

cilities-: Yet our university libraries are struggling to keep up with the explosion of
published knowledge and maintain access to their colleetips. For several reasons, ..
libraries also find it difhcilt to take advantage of new technologies for bibliographic
and indexing improvements and for cooperative arrangements to create networks of .

knowledge. .
Title II of the proPosed legislation addresses these problems in a number of key ..

respects
_

First, this legislation, by establishing a Library Unit within the Office of Posisec-
ondary Education upgrades the status of all higher education library prognams and
reverses a trend toward neglect; "-

Second, funding for'research libraries would increase; .....-

Third, the' bill places more emphasis oti'developing technologic% and strengthen-
minority programs, two direct concerns of our Commission; and

'ourth, a foreign language periodical system would be authorized to support ac-
quisition and lending, of these expensive materials. [This initiative will then be
transferred to Title VI, internationaLedueation.]

Although -1 am encouraged by -these proviSlon, I still want to underscore the
Urgent need for substantially more .funding for libreies. For example, the
"Strengthening Re Search Library Resources" program, on which. major 'research B.'.
brIlries throughout the nation rely to maintain and, expand their collections, was
funded in 1983 at the pitifully- inadequate level of $6 million foe-the entire,nation.'
The Federalgoveriiment should expand its effortain this area.

Title TVStudent financial assistance .

.

As I have aka, the Commission' was particularly concerned with the fall-off in
Federal assistance for graduate students. I must emphasize' that withdrawal of fi-
nancial au_pport represents more than an inconvenience to the student. Graduate
training, the Commission observed, if intinfately linked to research. It is not possi-
ble to reduce support for students 4ithout thereby threatening the basic research
endeavor. .

_ Aayon are no doubt aware, the College Boar d recently reported that. postsec.ond-
.. ary student aid from governmental sources, after increasing during the 1960s and',

1970s, has declined by over 10% in the last three years. This trend would be suffi-
cient cause for alarm, but the Covniiaion found the specific. figures.on Federal sup.
Port for graduate study still more diitrcvising, ,- .

The number of Federal stipends awarded for graduate' study rose during the
1960s, Jut since 1970 has decreased by nearly 50%. Moreover, thevhurnanities and
social iciences have been afflicted much' more by this downswing than the sciences.
The sciences benefit from Federal research assistantships, which have actually in-
creased in recent years, while the humanitiekSand Social sciences rely on fellowships
end traineeships, which have decreased by 66% in the last 15 years.
One area of graduate study recognized by the'Commission of special national in-

- terest was foreign languages. Yet, according to figures in Jaroslav Pelikan's, Carrie-
gie Foundation study on the state of American scholars ip, the proportion of foreign
language students in doctoral programs sUpported y the Federal government
dropped from 14.2% to 5.5% between 197.8 and 1981 declineof two-thirds in just
three yetrs. .

.

There is another differntial impact hidden by ,the overall figures. Women and
_ minority studepta are concentrated in the fields hit hardest by the decline in Feder-

al funding, so precitielY the ssudenti Who most need suct--assistance -are most ad- ______

veriely affected. . , . , i
.

The increased reliance of advanced degree students. on student loan programs is
directly related to the decline in Federal support for gradsWe study. Figures from
Pennsylvania indicatA that threrlinies as many graduate and professional students'
borrowed under the Guaranteed Student Loan prog-ram.in 1982 as in 1976, Their .

average total indebtedness rose in this period from $4,882 to 410,244, an effect not
only of the decline of Federal funding but of the ineressed cost of graduate `eduta-

tion. . -
Commission was concerned. about this trend both because it discourages the

inosi talented students from graduate study and because minorities and women are
most .disadvantaged,hy 'it .The shift from aid tbrough research grants, fellowships,
traineeships and assistantships to loans penalia.: all who chooie to-puraue Kraduate ,

study with, a burden of debt. It should not beSurprising that many of the Eiest stn-
dents are ,movin,g'directly into business and 'industry. Financ- graduate study

. thieugh loans rks hardship on women and minority s ents because, for
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a variety Of reasons, they generally take longer to complete advanced degree pro-
grams and hence accamulate a larger debt burden.

Let me here then summarize' the 'major causes of concern that our Commission
Members concluded affect student financial assistance for graduate study in the arts .,and sciences.

First, there has been an absolute decline in Federal stipend support at the rmetime that national needs for advanced research and expertise are rising.
Second, there has been a shift from student aid through research grants, fellow-

ships, traineeships and assistanotships to loans' a shift, that dissuade.* many of the
best students froni pursuing graduate degrees. ,*

Third, both these trends especially discourage minorities and women from gradu-ate work.
In light of these concerns, I offer these c. rments on Title IV f Mr. Simon's bill:. Pell grants. The bill.would permit any st dent up to five y of Pell Grant eli-gibility as an undergraduate and eligibility r the first year of graduate or nrofes-

corral school. This proposal' was not a subject of discussion before our Commiseionc
therefore, I can only give you my own view on the matter. Although one cannot be
sure of the impact of allowing graduate students to qualify for Pell Grants, such achange would be in keeping with the general thrust of 'measures. created by Cork
gress in the last fifteen years to provide mere assistance to able but needy students.Of course,' I need not remind member of this Committee, with respect to re-
eource§ for higher education, there must be tradeoffs. The resources committed to -Fell (Tranta must be weighed against the need for increased funds for fellowshipsand research support.

.College work studyThe proposal calls for a flexible 10 percent set aside of col-
lege work study' funds for use byograduate students. Currently graduate students
may participate in college work study, but the set-aside will establish a floor for al-lotment of program-funds. The Commission's report calls for 'increased funding of
college work study with a "sizable portion of additioaal funds directgd to graduatestudents." .

Guaranteed student loan programSeveral of the changes proposed in the GSL
program would aid graduate- students, 'First, the limits would . be raised on theannual amounts that students may borrowfrom $5,000 to $7,000. The Commission
expressed the concern that without some such modification of loan limits, students
will find themselves unable tolcontinue graduate work. The amounts students areallowed to borrow should keep1pace with costs.

Further, the legislation would allow graduate students to consolidate loans andstretch out repayment at more realistic interect rates.
Finally, Mr. Simon's bill is responsive to 11 concern of the Oommission. The bill'

changes the. definiticfn of "independent student" to allow graduate students to
borrow immediately upon entering graduate school even if they were dependent on
their parents In the previous year.

Campus-based block grunts.Under Mr. Simon's proposal, graduate students
would continue to be eligible for campus-based grant, work and loan assistance:
Title VIInternational education -

In its report the Commission highlighted certain areas where the shortage ofhightly traintid experts threatened our national interest. One such area was a seri-
ous and growing lack of expertise in foreign languages and cultures.

We heard' testimony from former CIA directors Williarb E. Colby and StansfieldTurner, who attributed shortcomings in our past intelligence on Vietnam and Iran
tcrouK defitiency of experta in both aresti. They Went Orssto caution tluit our ,igno-
ranee of Latin America is "almost boundless".

As the author of the International Education Act of 1966, I have long been con-
vinced that our natiom$ capacity to understand and communicate with other peo-
ples is seriously, undermined by bur ignorance of the languages and cultures of
other-nations. And of course, the vision and intelligence with which Paul 4monhas written and legislated ,in, this area luale marked him as a national leader on
this issue. 4P

In the face of these findings, i am pleased but not surprised to note that Mr.
Srnqn's bill maintains and expdirds support for Title VI, particularly for the re-,.
source centers that provide graduate andl'aculty research support at nukjqr universi-ty centers.

Chairman Sinion's bill also contains several new initiatives for 'international
cation that 'are in line with the Commission recommendations, including sabroad programs for faculty-and graduate students.

2 5
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The Simon bill also calls for a Center fer International Education to be estab-
lished within the Department of Education to provide strategic planning fokarea
and foreign language studies, ton sess the trends and needs tbr experts.in'fokign
languages and cultures, and to serve as a clearinghouse for information regarding
financial support for exchanges andoreign language study.

To the extent that such a Center raises the level of visibility for international
education programs both within the government and among the public atlarge and
stimulates increased financial support for such prevents, I favor it. I Mao agree
that such a Center as outlined in the Simon bill, could: monitor programa and
advise the Secretary of Education on trends that might portend shortcomings in
fiitilre pools of regional experts and language specialists; the iMpact of international
education programs on international business, foreign policy and educational needs;
and languages and areas of the world . . of special concern to...the national secu-
rity .

Having-said this I must reiterate my conviction that international educaition will
only come into its own, budgetarily saeaking, when the American people and their

representatives in Congress understand that nothing less than our nation's security
And economic progress depend on increasing .our. knowledge of other peoples and

.,.cultures. Organizational changes such as the proposed Center can be most helpful in
this process of enlightenment but in the final analysis is no substitute for adequate
funding of existing programs. In fact, we must be careful to' avoid,ibterpreting orga-
nizational changes as solutions to the problem. -
Title 1/11anistruetion, reconstruction, and renovation ofacademic facilities

The coats of maintaining adequate,"Up-to-date research facilities-, espectally in the
sciences, can be staggering. A recent, survey of fifteen institutions concluded that
their needs for scientific equipment over the next three years are almost twice what
they would have spent in the last four years.

As the Commission stated in its report: Our investment in such sophisticated, ex-
penSive and powerful equipment turd interests is 'inadequate. It is not ,simply
matter of not keeping pace--our penury has led to a situation in which many, in-
structional laboratories and much of the 'equipment and instrumentation currently
available are obsolete and insufficient tithe tasks at hand.-

Mr. Simon's bill proposes to authorize "such hums as necessary"lbr low-interest
loans to institutions of higher education for construction, rehabilitation Or renova-
tion of academic faeilities and $100 million a year over 5 years far matching grants
to- eligible institutions to purchase laboratory; research or other instructional equip..
ment.

While important, such proposals should not be construed as a final resolution of
this problem, The need is far greater. Over 13 years agg, a NationarScience Board
study concluded that $200 million was needed at that time for new instrumentation.
The accumulated cost today would probably be6 times that amount.

'It should also be noted, however, that various departments and agencies through-
put. the Federal government and not only the Deportment of Education have statu-.
tury authority to provide grants; loans, and subsidised privatelIeanefor construction
of facilities and purchase of equipment. In fact, the National Science, Foundation
and 'the Departments of Defense and Energy have recently begun to expand their
activities in this area. I would applaud the efforts of Chairman Simon as well as
these other agency initiatives and urge continued and increased sup.port to stem the
deterioration of tbe. infrastructurethe laboratories,- equipment an7l instrumenta-
..tion--that supports graduate research.
Title IXGraduate education

Enrollments of talented graduate students in, the arts and sciences are declining.
'The reasons are, several: The depressed.state of the academic job -market,. chow .-

graphicgraphic changes, rapidly escalating costs and reduced financial aid.
As a resultv many students who, thirty years ago, would -have pursued advanced

studies now aid graduate preparation because they see little future in it alongside
opportunities in law, mediCinee, business and industry,

he loss of talented students is especiallylkmarked among minorities and woman.
Both groups are still seriously underrepresented at the doctoral level.

Blacks, Hispanics and Native Americans constitute 19 percent of the population
but are currently awarded only S percent of the doctoral degrees. Minority graduate
students are heavily concentrated- in education, and modest gains in other fields
during the early 1970s are being rapidly eroded. Although women compose half the
Population, they received only 32-percent of the Ph.D.s awarded' in 1981; in the
physical sciences and engineering, they received only &7 percent and 1.2 percent, re-
Apectively, of the doctoral degrees conferred.

2



Title IX 'a the Higher Echleation Act is',,specifieally directed to graduate educa-tion.: The title provides for grants to :institutions of higher education to maintain,strengthen and improve graduate, profiass.ional and public service programs. Mr.Simon :e bill would authorize "such sums as May be neessai-jr" for this purpose, re-moving a prohibition on at4horiaationa that has been in force for fiscal 1982through 1984.
Jacob K Javits Fellowship Program.The Commission made a number of reeom-mendations designed to .increase fell,owshiPs and assure thnt sufficient numbers of

talented youngpeople enter graduate study in all disciplines. We 'believe such sup -port vital, and Mr. Sinion's bill responds to this needby establishing and authoriz-ing funda for a National Graduate Fellowship Program namedafter one of the na-tion's greatest legislators, and forther" colleague, the distinguished Senator fromNew York, Jacob K. Javits.
Four hundred and fifty "davits Fellowships" would beakaarded annually, for grad-

uate study in the;,a.rts,'humanities and social science36 and areas of national interest
as designed by Your proposed Graduate Fellowship Board. These felloWs4ips are tobe awarded on the basisiof merit.

Fellowship awards, Shell ,as' those propoeed in" Mr. Simon's bill, ,are, crucial toOffset the decline in Federal support that has been underway for over a decade. Par-ticularly important is the provision of fellowships in therts, humanities and socialsciences, where. declining enrollments threaten thelosa of entire fields of knowledge.,
GPO.?. - Chairman Simon's bill would also follow another recommendation-of ourCommission in substantiallY expanding the Graduate Professional Opportunities

Program kGPOP), which is targeted to minorities and women, and in raising the sizeof a GPOP fellowship from $4,500 -to $9,000, This increase brings the stipend to aMore realistic level, azaid one that is comparable to other Federal programs. Thesefellowships will be awarded on merit, with universities to direct awards to the need-iest students.
. Cominission also called for support el piograms that enhance minori-

ty etedent participation in professional studies: :Mr. Sirium's bill proposes increases
for Assistance for Training in the Legal Profession (CLEO), authorizing $5 million infiscal 1986 and adding $1 milliott each year thereafter for the 'next four-years.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommitteenallow me to summarize my -Les-,` timony.'
Chairman Simon's bill directly responds to key concerns of the Commission in the

following ways:
1. It reverses the trend of declining Federal support for graduate studentaby pro-viding for new Federal_ fellowships; -by targeting same college work -study funds forgraduate students and by altering Federal loan. Isrognun and eligibility rules tomake it easier for graduate students to borrow andlrepay.
Furthermore, Mr. Simon's bill attempts to sjiift support from loans to student aid

'which is important in 'order to a) attract the best students to pursue graduate 'de-
grees, and 10 lessen the burden on minorities and women-.

2. Mr. Simon's ISM expands the 'grant programs available to women and minori-ties who punsue graduate and professional degrees.
3. The Simon bill maintains and expands support for international education pre=

grams to meet the need for highly trained experts in foreign languages and cul-hires.
.4. The Simon bill recognizes. a Federal .commitment to ensure that graduate lab-

oratories and libraries are of high quality. Although the proposed- levels. of 'funding
are,--Still to my Mind,' inadequate, to maintain and- enhance university facilities, I
recognize that only part of the problem can be addressed in the programs under the
jurisdiction of this Subcommittee.

Mr. Chairman, in our report-on griatucpte education, the National Commission on
Student Financial Assistance notes the challenges facing our nation that call for a.
reinvigorated graduate enterprise and aski the question: "Are we ready?"

Chariman, today we .are not. But the passage of the legislation yeti propose
would give me hope that we can be,
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HEARINGS ON THE REAUTHORIZATION. OF THE
*HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 1984

HOusE o R,F2RESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE 'ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

SUI3COMMITTKE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

SC Louis, MO.
- The ,subcommittee met, pursuant to .call, at 1:10 p.m., in Lopata
Hall, St. Louis, MO, Hon. Paul Simon (chairman) presiding.

Members peesent: Representatives Simon and Coleman.
Staff present Marsha Nye Wice, legislative assistant; John Dean,

Republican assistant counsel; and Rose DiNapoli, Republican legisla-tive associate. ,

Mr: SIMON. The subcommittee hearing-will come to order.
I'll simply enter my opening remarks in the record. But let meadd it's a real pleasure to be here at Washington University onceagain for me. I don't know that our subcommittee has formally

ever held hearings here, but, Mr, Chancellor, we're pleased to behere. I'm particularly pleased to be with rtay'colleague who is the
ranking Republican on our subcommittee, Tom Coleman, who's
been a very constructive, solid member of our subcommittee, and of
the House of Representatives,

And we appreciate the contribution that he is making, and for
those of you maybe from his district that you're making through
him to educational-policy.

When we talk about higher education we're really talking about .
where we're going' as a country. And we are in that process now of
starting to move on .reauthorization of the Higher Equcation Ade.
The question is where do we go. Do we just tinker? Do we .do some "
dreaming? Do we do the kinds of things that need to be, one to
really move this country ahead? Or do we just kind of drift with
the status quo?
-That's kind Ofthose are the Und of basic questions we face. But

we also face very practical problems for those of you who've seen
our bill. I don't know how many pages longit is.

Ms. WICE. It's only 350. ,

Mr. SIMON. Three hundred and fifty pages long, You're talking
about a lot of details that are very important and so we're pleased
to be here to have your testimony.

[Opening statement of Congressman Paul Simon follows:}
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OPENING 'STATEMENT OP HON. 'PAUL SIMON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS PEON
THE STATE Or ILLINOIS AND CsAnimAIST, SWikcomsirrrauoN POSTSECONDARY EDUCA-
TION

I am pleased to be in St. Louis today to Chair this hearing on the Higher Educa-
tion Act Reauthoriiation. Today's hearing continues hearings that we began in
Washington this week, and my colleagueTorn Coleman has arranged a very well
balanced and comprehensive schedule of testimony. if

While Tom represents the *minority position on the Postsecondary Education, we
have always worked together very' closely in developing legislative initiatives. I have
the greatest respect for his intellect and political prowess. I am extremely pleased
too, that we represent two neat midwestern states, Illinois and MDasouri. I believe
that we truly represent the heart of America.

I am looking forward to hearing today's ,vitneeee4 and I am especially interested
in receiving recommendations,regarding the propbealls in H.R. 5240 that make modi-
fications, in federal student financial aid pr "sins, including making the Fell Grant),

. program an entitlement, merging SEOG, NDSL and SSIG into campus-based block
grant. -

I inn also very' much interested in an assessment of my. proposals for-faculty and
student study abroad and for supixn't of international education programs.

.,H.R. 5240 addresses a number of the needs of graduate education outlined in the
report of the National Commission on Student Financial Assistance. "Signs of 'Frau
ble and Erosion: A Report on Graduate Education in America" I am interested in
hearing the testinaonf on these propaials, as well as the additional institutional sup-
port Torn Coleman is suggesting for graduate education.

In addition,. I am interested in hearing suggestions of additional programa. that
should be. included in the reauthorization.

Again, I'm pleased to behere, to see many of my old fries& from the St. Louis
area and across Missouri, and especially those of you from Washington University.

Mr, Simoic. Let me just say to all the witnesses before I call on
my. colleague, that your formal statements will all be entered into
the record: If you wish to read them you may. If you wish to sum-
marize we can devote more time to questions. That frequently is
helpful.

Mr. Coleman, do you wish to add anything here

STATEMENT OF HON. TOM COLEMAN,4 REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS 7)1VI THE STATE OF MISSOURI

Mr.. COLEMAN. Well, r. Chairman, I thank you for those kind
words. I wrote them down to remiliti you when we get back to
Washington.

It's a special privilege to have our hearings today on the campus
of Washington Universit'. "is a graduate, of the law school here, I
spent 2, which seemed like 10 years at the time, shori4pars in law
school. met Marilyn; my wife, on campus here as an undergradu-
-ate student. ,

So, we have many fond memories of the school and of the people
involVed. It's also appropriate that I was able ..to attend this law
school as a result of student aid and assistance, svbia' II, as you knew
alsp, .1 have paid off in the meantime. But, I am a product of the
very work that we're here to hear from you about today.

. Paul mentioned Koine of the obvious concerns that yotu have and
that we have.' I think all of our remarks today and our questions,.
and indeed our very legislating, is being done in an atmosphere of
budget restraint. We simply do not have adequate funds to do all
the things that we _all know that are necessary in higher edUcation.
Therefore, our wish list, while it might not be very long, is going to
have to be somewhat restrained by circurpstances.

Especially today we are going to hear about graduate educa...
tion,--about foreign language training in specific.
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All are very important. to the chairman and me, and I want tosay 4hat, it has been very enjoyable for me to work with PaulSimon and the chairman of the subcommittee for'the last 4 years.-We've gotten much. accomplished' working on a bipartisan' level.,While Paul is going on to lesser things and leaving the louse, wecertainly want to continug that working relationship and .the op-pqrtunity to work together',
So, I thank him for having our hearings here today,'and be didask if we wanted tocome out to Missouri and I said "yes, I'd like tocome td St. Louis." ,So t?iat's why we're'here, and I thank you forthis opportunity to hear from people in this cor#mimity.,And I willalso submit my statement fop the record;
Mr. &mow. I mentioned at a luncheon meeting we were at Tomclaims to be the alumrius of every school we visit. I want you .toknow that.. -

fr., For introductory' remarks we're pleased to call on Dr. ShailaAery, the commissioner of higher education with the CoordinatingBoard for Higher. Education from. Missouri.'

STATEMENT OF DR. SIIAIL AERY, COMMISSIONER OF 111G111,111
EDUCATION, COORDINATING'BOARD FOR HIGHER EDUCATION,MISSOURI

Dr. Amiy. Thahk you, Congressman ,Simon, Congressman Cole.man.
My comments ,today, introductory coroments, will be limited tothe areas of special interest to theState Higher Education Execu-tive.Officers Group, referred to as SHEEO.
Now, obviously there are all kinds of concerns that are unique-only to certain States and no one position can address all theseareas of concern, but I will focus on some of the common concernsthat'we have and use Missouri as an exaMple where possible.-An important SHEEO goal in this- whole reauthorization is tofoster the restoration of the historical balance of the Federal andState relationship.. And this is not to 'say the Federal Government-does not have a: role in insuring access' to post-secondary education,

supporting the ma' tenance of quality and innovation: and promot-ing national priorit
'There is a concern, however, among SHEEO that the balance ofthe Federal and State relationship may have been eroded to thedetriment of thehStates:"It is the State.Higher Education ExecutiveOfficers', position that Federal higher_ education policy should seek-to achivve the folkiwing:
1) Consistent as well as equitable access to student fmancial as-sistance;'...
2) recognition of the responsibility of the States to plan and co-ordinate the provision of higher education ,within their boundaries,-including the establishment of priorities unique, to each State; and3) flexibility in the promulgation of iulesarid reguttion.s thatallow for the, differences among States' and the limitations they

face when attempting, to, respond to changing 'Federal require-ments.
4

The Missouri Board and 'other State high-er education agencieshave responsibilitiisthatm,ust be integrated with Federal higher



education legislation to instil* that F-ertil, programs are, in fact,
consistent with the concept of the F /State partnership; and
the primacy of the Sta proviclin!

'The role of the State .gher Educatio hey' should be.consid-
. -erttcl as each Federal program is evaluated. hile there are clearly

programs for which state involvement is unnecessA.ry, it is the
..SHEEO, position that certain of the' existing Hight Education Act

prograins reqitire Irrore direct involvement.
As the State officials responsible with the oversight and coordi-

nation of higher education, the member of. SHEEO do hot seek the
displacement of Federal Government. Rather, our proposals are in-
tended 'to bring the relatkonship between our agencies and the Fed-
eral Government into harmony that is required for the establish -
ment of agreed upon objectives. -

Statewide boards:have the unique responsibility for both state-
wide planning in the States, and as an instrument of public policy.
They serve an important role of informed lay spokesman for the
public interest with regard to higher education. Even in the most

cif times, it is a difficult task ttkrecommend public policies
Awhich address a State's needs for higher education, to accurately
forecast those needs, and to develop an adequate State master plan

'to meet those needs. This task-becomes 1,1articularly difficult in a
time of change and uncertainty.

'Shifting clemogra'Phics, changing .enrollment patterns, changing
programmatic demands, and discal constraints have to be accom-
modated in.the statewise plan 'g process. The fundamental shift
in the environment, I beliei7, fires that higher education is op-
erating in requires an equal yunental shift in higher educa-
tion policies and practices at t State and Federal level. And let
me use Missouri as an examalb here.

To affect a positive change in the trends that we're seeing in
Missouri and to-improve Missouri's economic future, Will require a
significant amount of work and effort on the part of the State's
citizens in general, and on the piirt of the higher education in par-
ticular. Affecting a coMpetitive future of Missouri will require both
of the following responses / .4"

An improvement in Missouri's capacity tp faience higher educa-
tion with targeted investments by the State to respond to the
State's needs for research and development, manpower, and tech-

.--------nology transfer, and to assist the institutions, or public institutions
with inflationary increases.

Second, planned reallocations-by-institutions to-concentrate re-
sources in priority' proem/is and to achieve a greater diverSity in
our. State's system of higher education.

The Missouri Board has identified the folloWing objective if the
State is to build a more positive future than is depicted by the cur-
rent trends.

Increasing the knowledge and skill level of a smaller eutering
work fbrce by improving the rates; at which all young people, and
particularly minority youth, complete high school and enter and
complete postSecondary.education;

Improve the ability to Missouri higher education institutions to'
recruit and, retain- the most capacity faculty;
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To increase, the.acceas of Missouri's agriculture, business, aid in-,dustry 'to both basic and applied research and state of the art tech-nology transfer opportunities;
To providq effective and efficient retraining for the older portionof the Work fbrce;
To maintain the structural and adequacy of our phYsical plants;
And to provide the library resources and nistructional equipment

necessary tdthe above. .

With these goaliin mind and with the inforniation provjded meby other SHEEO ExecutiVtr Offic,ers, I will address only five of thetitles today, and, again, because ()tithe importance to the State ofMissouri, and alSo because what we believe, and I certainly believe
in SHEEO, the outstanding need for simplification and clarificationof the national policy.. And some coordination 4,ith the State's rolein education. .

Title 1.1 the first one I would like to _address very briefly. Andit's the SHEEO ,position that the purpose of this title shouldremain intact and that attention and resources should be focusedon strengthening our investment in research libraries.
In Missouii we are developing libriry networks for the purposeof sharing :resources between our acaelemicsand public libraries,

and kind of Federal incentive funding to encourage such networkswould be an apPropriate use of expenditures.
With regard- to' title III, institutional aid, the .SHEEO position is

that it is time to simplify instituti6nal aid with fewer categories of
assistance and to provide the aid to the institutions which Congressintended to fund..

Missburi cuitently has give predominantly black or historically
black institutions which would directly benefit from the proposals
est4lif.3hed. In the fall of 1983,, 38 percent of all students enrolled
in these five institutions." ere minority students: Because of the
changing needs of the State, it is important that app icAnt, institu-tions be r to .demonstrate that ;heir proposed of,title IIIassistance conSistent with the existing State plans and authoriza-tions, or at an application for authorization is pending ^bare theState Hi her Education Agency.

In title IV, student financial assistanceand I know that thepanel later will addressqhiswe have a panel of experts to address
this, but the student financial aids .are an important part of financ-
ing higher education. And the Missouri Department of Higher Edu-

- cation; a coordinating board, has both the -Guarant. StudentCoan Program, and the Missouri Grant Program.
-We -have had -a- rapid increase in fees in our State in the last 3

years. Over 70 percent in the public 4-year institutions, and over 50percent in the public 2-year institutions. Our students have become
more and more reliant upon financial aids. ,

The total volume of loans in Missouri Student Loan Program,
"which was began in- October 1979, is approximately $423
The success of this loan program is crirectly Aggit,ed to fi55 Missouri
lenders who provide the capital for our student', although NV,....Cilow
that students are becoming heavily reliant on loans, and need-.to examine other alternatives to the loan program.

One existing alternative is the Missouri Student Grant Program.
We, have approximately 118,000, grants over the last 10 years. Of



the total, 58 percent have r gone to students in the public sector, and
41 percent have gone to'students attending Missouri's independent
colleges.

In terms of dollars awarded, *$13 million have gone to students
attending public institutions, and $40.9 million to those ',attending
independent institutions. ,

-

In the current year we were able to find only 20 percent of the
eligible students for the grant program because of limited re-

-. sources: In addition, I would say that if higher. education is to
remain a viable option for Missourians, the Pell Grant awards need
to,,, be increased so that the balance between loans and grants is
-reaffirmed..

With regard to loans, I want to congratulate Representative
Simon, and I extend my,support to the-elimination of the 5-percent
origination fee, gher loan limits, extended repayme* terms, and

'4, the consolidation kof all Federal loakpfograms.
The legislative improvements- prod for the collection of loans

is, also important and necessary in controlling the costs of the stu-
dent loan program. I-know that the student financial aid 1)=161 will

more specifically address the following itenzs, but I would encour,
age you not to reduce th6' special allowance provided lenders in The
interim status of guaranteed student loans` All of our loans in Mis-

souri are made from private commercial lenders. Nothing should
be legislated to diminish those taxpaying organizations from par-
ticipating in the loan prograw.

I would alSo encourage you to review and analyze NCHELP's
proposal for needs analysis. Students with family incomes over
$65,000 should not be atitiomatically eliminated from the student
loan program. In today's world of the necessary two income fami-
lies, both incomes may be high, but that does not necsarily mean
that $6,000 to $14,000, or more4per student, can be set aside to
meet the high cost of education. On the other hand, it also seems
unreasonable to -ask for an institution to have to Complete a need_ s

analysis for an income of less than $10,000 to determine eligibility.`-
Also- included in the bill is a proposal to eliminate SSIG funds

and create campus-based block grants. While the idea of block
grants is extremely .attractive, I must reaffirm that the elimination
of Federal funds would resuk in the elimination of,the Missouri -r

Student Grant Program. And without the Federal incentive, there
would be an attempt to. target the State dollars provided for the .1,
grant program for other purposes importance of the grant pro- k

am in. Missouri, and _to the Missouri board's goals; and to the
tate goals, is maintain diverSiti that iiie-haveln Missouri her

education, and through the independent institutions.
To go one step further, I wbuld like to suggest that Federal funds

be provided to States fct a State administered college work study
program. In Missouii such legislation has a very good chance of
passing this year,, but with few available dollars not enough stu-

--

regard to title IV, your effOrts to simplify the
rograms, and establish a master calendar,
'a confusion, and is to be ap lauded,

Title VII on academic facilities: The proposed changes for aca-
demic facilities will not meet, the iieett§ in Missouri. The State has

dents will be assis
And, finally, .wl

student financial
should reduce the p



not 'been .'able 'to. fund maintenance and 'repair needs in 'recentyears,' let alone have the ability to provide' matching funds as pro-vided in title VII.
.There currently exist in Missouri's public 4-year institutions wily

approximately $46 million in critical maintenance projects with no,.funding in sight for fiscal year 1984.
It would appear that the new emphasis in title VII would' have

institutions provide a 50 percent match from State or private fundsto reach the /oW,interest loan, and -few. of our institutions in Mis-souri could avail themselves of this ciotion,
Although there is a mention of the study conducted by the Asso-ciation of American Universities in the draft 'paper, the propofadoes not Sufficiently acl4ress the lack of available resources to inernize science and engtheering fiacilitiet. One hundred million dol-lars of Matching funds mply will not address or begin the task athand. $
With regard to title 1X and graduate 'education, the eTtengio pfgfaduate program- funding with an emphasis on targeting t

dollarS to group..5)traditionally not 'pursuing graduate degrees is im-portant. I support yout efforts and believe-tor. these grow s-- havingother resources of aid available, besides loans, will provide incen-tives tithave more omen and minorities again post-graduate dbfees.
In Missouril the minority population has leveled Aoff in the 1970'sand early 198Q's in graduate programs and' women's participation

o

I am also concerned, however, that all students have financial
aeligs,.-to graduate programs. Currently, the primary source of fi-nancial assistance for most graduate students in MiSsouri isthrough loan programs provided, in title IV, which could mean a.$40,000 debt, or higher if loan limits are increased. Monthly pay-ments for these large debts can be-as high as $500 per month, re-quiring an income exceeding $60,000 if one assumes that education-
al debt comprises 15 percent of the pretax income.

There cis also in this concern for students from middle-income
families meeting the high cost tkf graduate education. Loan sourcesdo not meet the total cost of edration, which creates the need for
parental financial support. If the studentt receive parental support;loan eligibility can be harnpqed. And this circular 'criteria for
Meeting eligibility results in sttclents deciding not to attend gradu-ate education, and can be particularly difficult, I think, if we do,not encourage this in the fields in Missouri.in_engineering,

lure research; health, and caibputer science. We think incentivesneed to be provided in these fields if we're to lose our best or newteachers and researchers.
In closing then, SHEE0 believ'es there is a need for clarification

of purpose arid priorities of the Fedetal/State relationship in edu-cation. As we have found in. Missouri, our student populations andtheir needs, and our State's investment needs in higher education,
have changed drastically over the past 5 years.

In Missouri we believe that higher,education is not only a worth-while public Value, bUt also that the investment in higher educa-tion is absolutely essential to future economic growth in our State.As our Nation and State undergo important structural changes in

4.1ias increased.
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the economy we will need more 'and 'better education to increase.
our Nation's productivity and competitive advantage. For institu-
tions, that niefinA they can no longer afford the luxury of °business
as usual." .

For the Federal and State governinents,' it-mfans we must con-
tinue. to invest in higher, edgcation, but with greater clarity of purr.
poses and priorities. L.

[Prepared statement of Dr. Shaila Aery follows:]

PUZFAIRLD STATZIODIT ar DR.SHAMA Arco, MISSOURI COMMISOIONRIC or lileNSIS
EDUC.4TION, Sr. ,LOUIS, MO

My commats will be limited to areas of special interest to the State Higher Edu-
cation Executive Officers (SHEEO). There are concerns that are unique to individual
states, and no one position can address all of the . .ut there are areas which are
COMI31041 to all States. I shall focus on these n concerns by using Missouri as
an example.

An important SHEEO goal is to foster the restoration of the historical balance of
the federal -state relationshiP. This is not-o say the federal government does not
have a role in ensuring access to poetsepondary education, supporting the main*
nance of quality and innovation,' and promoting national. priorities, There is a con-
tern, however, that the balance of the federal-state relationship may have eroded to
the detriment of the states. It is t.Ike SHEEO position that federal highereducation
policy should seek to achieve: (1)nonsistent 'as well as equitable aces; to student fi-
nancial assistance; (2) recognition of thg responsibility of the states to plan and co-
ordinate the provisign of_higher education within their boundaries, including the es
tablishment of priorities unique to each state; and (3) flexibility in the promulgation
of laws and and regulations that allow for the differences among the states and the
limitations they face-when attempting to respond to changing federal requirements.

The Missouri. Coordinating Board for Higher Education (CBHE) and other state
.

higher education agenciee (SHEA) have responsibilities that must be integrated with
federal higher education legislation to ensure that federal programs art)...iti fact con-
sistent with the concept of the federal-state partnership, and the ,primacy of the
states 'in providing education. The, role of the state higher-education agency should
be considered as each federal program is evaluatect. 'While there are clearly pro-
grams for which state involvernept is unnecetisexx, it is the SHEEO position that
certain of the existing Higher Education Act programs require more direct involve-
ment. As the state elicit% responsible with the oversight and coordination of
higher education, the members of SHEEO 'do. seek the displacement 9f federal..
government. Rather, our proposals are intended to bring the-relationship between

\our agencies and the .federal government into the harmony that is required for the
establishment of agreed upon objectives.-

. Statewide boards have the unique responsibility for, both statewide planning in
the States for higher education while and as an instrument of public policy.

.
They serve an important role of informed lay spokesman for the public interest with
regard to higher education. Even in the best,.and most stable of times, it is a 'diffi-
cult task to recommend public policies which'address a state's needs for higher edu-
cation, to accurately forecast those needsi and to develop an adequate state master
plan to meet those needs. This task -becomes particularly difficult in a time of
change -atia.--.tiridirtainly: ifting demographics; changing -inrollment 'patterns;
changing programmatic de. .ds, and fiscal constraints have to be accommodated
in the statewide-planning processa-.The fundamental Shift in the environment, I be-,
lieve, requires an equally. funciainental shift in higher education policies and prat:-
ticeaat the state and federal level. let me use the state of Missouri as an example.

To' affect positive change in the current trends and to improve Missouri's econoni-
je future will require sign cant effort on the part of the state's citizens in general,
and on the of the higher education institutions in particular. Affecting the.
competitive futupartre of Missouri will require both of the following responses:

,
An improvement in. Missouri's capacity to finance higher education with targeted.'

investments by the. state to respond to the state's needs.for research and develop-
merit, manpower, and technology transfer, and to assist the institution's with annual
inflation. -

Planned reallocations' by institutions to concentrate reiOurces in priority. pro-
grams and achieve greater diveralAy in the state's system of higher educt(ition.

1-1
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The .Missouri Board haryidentified the Alkwing objectives if the state is to build amore positive future than is depicted in the current trends and projections.
Increasing the knowledge and skill level of a smaller entering work force by im- -proving the rates at which all young people, and particularly minority youth,' corn-

plete high school and enter and complete postsecondary education;
Improve the ability of Missouri higher education institutions to recraif and retainthe most capable faculty;
Increase the access of Mis.s6uri's agriculture, business, and industry to both basic

and applied research and state of the a* technology tranafer.opportunities;
Fri:wide effective and efficient retraining-for the older portion of the Work force;Maintain the structural and functional adequacy of the physical plant;
Provide the library resources and instructional equipment necessary to the above.',I am addressing five titles of the Higher Education Act in my remarks because of

their importance to the state of Missouri, and because of the outstandirig need for .simplification and clarification of a national policy coordinated with the states' rolein education, -
)

11E,-TITLE 11--LIBEARila

The SHEEO position is that the purpose of this title should remain intact and
that attentn and resources should be focused on strengthening our investment inresearch libraries. In Missouri, we have developed library networks for the purposeof shared resources between our academic and public libraries. Federal ucentive ,funding to encourage networks is an appropriate ezpen4itures.

TITLE III-INEITTVTIONAL AID

The SHEEO position is that it is time to simplify institutional aid with fewer cate.
gories of assistance and to provide the aid to the institutions which Congress intend-ed to fund. Missouri has five predominantly or historically black institutions which
would directly benefit from the propoaals established in the bill. In the fall of 1983,
38 percent ofsall.students,enrolled at these five. institutions were minority students.
Because of the changing needs of states it is important that applicant institutions be
required to demonstrate that their proposed use of Title III assistance is consistent
with the existing state. plans and authorizations, or that an application for authori-
zation is pending' before the state higher education agency, if such would be re-quired to carryout the program.

lerrtic ivSTUDNISIT 7INAN4CIA.1. ABEISTANCX

Student financial 'aids are an important part of the, financing of 'higher education.
With the .rapid increase in.fees, Missoliri students have had to rely more and more
on financial aids. The total volume of loans in the Missouri 'Gnarasiteed Student
Loan Program is approxithately $423 million. The success of the loan program is
directly related to'.the 655 Missouri lenderk who participate in the program, Stu-
dents have had to rely so heavily on loans that we are beginning to see students
accumulating long-term debt. We must continue to examine alternatives to loan ,programs. One existing alternative is the Missouri Student Grant Program. Ap-
proximately 118,428 grant awards have been made in theten years of this program:
Of the total}, 58.4% have go to students itothe public sector, and 41.2% have goneto students attending Misso ts indepednent colleges. In 'terms of dollars awarded,
$13.2 million have gone to

'111' dents attending public institutions and $40.9: millionto those attending lade. institutions. In the current year, a proximately 20
percent of the eligibles udents were awarded grants because of limited state re-
sources, If higher education is to remain a viable option for Miaaourians,..the,,Eell
Gratirliwards-need -to 'be hiCreaSed that tbeUiltince 'between loans and grants isreaffirmed. Grants should especially be available to students attending the first two
years of postsecondary education.

,Representative Simon iato be congratulated and I extend my support to the elimi-nation, of. the 5 percent origination fee, higher loan limits, extended repayment
terms, andaiae consolidation of all federal loan programs,' The legislative improve-
ments ProPosed for the collection of loans is also important and 'necessary in eon-:trolling the costs of the student loan progreL. Although the student financial aid
panel Will more specifically address the following items, I encourage you not to
reduce the special allowance provided lenders in the interim Status of guaranteed
student loans. All loans made in Missouri are from priVate commercial lending in-
stitutions. Nothing should be legislated to diminish these tax-paying organizations
from participating in thesuaranteed student loan program.

31-615 0--$4---20
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I also encourage you to review and analyze NCI1).114P's proposal for a needs analy-
sis. Students with family incomes over $6o,000 should not automatically be eliminat-
ed from the student loan program. With Wday's reality ,,tif necessary two-income
families, both incomes may be high, but that does' not necessarily mean $6,000 to
$14,000 or more per student can be set aside to inset the high costs of education. On
'the other hand,, it ids° seems uotvaasonable for an institution to complete a needs
analysis for an income of leisetlian $10,000 lo determine GSL eligibility. NCHELP's
recormfiendations fairly-addresa these concerns while requirilig students. to demon-
strate need.

Also included in the bill is a propoial to eliminate SSIG funds and create Campus
.
Based Block Grants. While the idea of block grants is extremely attractive, I must
reaffirm that the elimination of the federal funds could result in the elimination of
the Missouri Student Grant Program. Without the federal incentive, there could be
an eittempt to target the state dollars provided for the grant program for other pur-
poses. This is especially true in a time of fiscal constraint.

To go one step further, I 0ould like to.suggeat that federal funds be provided to
states.for a state administered college workstitudy program. In Miseouri, such legis:
Iation has a very good. chance of passing this year, but with few, available dollars,
not enough students will be assisted: your effolia to simplify the student firuiacial
aid programs and establish a master calendar should reduce the public confusion,
and is to be apphilded.

4.

aTrax VII-ACADEMIC FACILITIES . --

The proposed changes for academic facilities will not meet this needs in MiSsouri.
The state has not been able to fund meintenance and repair needs in recent years,
let alone hays the al434.ity to provide matching funds as provided in the proposed

- Title VII. There currentlx.exist in Missouri's ppblic institutions approximately $46
million in maintenance projects with no fundingoin sighkfor FY 198a.

It appears the new emphasis in Title WI would be yr: have institutions provide a
50 percent' match from state or private funds te receive a low interest loan. Few:

Institutiqns in Missouri could: avail themselves of this option% AlthOugh there is
mention of the study condected by the ASsociation of American Universities in the
draft paper, the Proposal' does not sufficiently address the lack of available resources
to modernize science and engineering facilities, One hundred million dollars of
matching fup4; simply will.not begin tale task athand,

.1

TITLE. IX-GRADUATE EDUCATION

The extension 7,if 'graduate program funding with an esfpluesis, on targeting thew
dollars to groups traditionally not pursuing graduate degrees is,important. I support
your efforts'and believe for these groups having other sources of aid available, tze-
sidf2s loans, will provide incentives to have more women and minorities: attain post-'
graduate 'degrees,:- In Missouri, minority participating leveled off in the W70'si in
graduate programs whereas women's participating increased. . ,

However, I am else concerned that.ail students:have financial access twraclusite
progsurns. Currently, the, primary source of financial usaist.aace fora meet graduate s
students is through the loan programs provided in Title IV, which. could mean' a
$40,000 debt, or higher if loan limits are increased. Monthly payments for these
large debts can be as high as $500 per month requiring a starting income exceeding
$60,000 if one assumes that educational debt' comprises 15 percent of the pre-tax
income.
-.There. is also the concern for students from middle income families meeting the
high ,cost of graduate education. Leah isiiirCes-do not- meet -the-total cost of eduea---- ----

tion, which creates the need for parental financial support. If the students receive
parental support, loan eligibility way be hampered. This circular criteria for meet-
ing eligibility) results In students deciding not to attend. Graduate education Must
be particularly encouraged in the fields of engineering; agriculture research, health,
and computer science. Incentive*Dmust be provided if these fields are not depleted of
future teachers and risearchers.

There is a need for clarification ,of purpose and priorities of the federal-state rehe,
tionship in education. As we have found in Missouri, our student popidations and
their needs, and our state's investment needs in higher education have changed
drastically over the past five years. In Missouri, we believe that higher education is
not ly a worthwhile public value, but also that the investment in highei. educte

Lion absolutely essential to future economic growth in ourstate. As our nation
and to undergo structural changes in the economy, we will need more and better
educe ion to increase our nation's productivity-and competitive advantage. Ior insti-

3



. .
tutions, that r,beans they can no longer afford the luxury.of "business as usual." For
the federal and state Rvernments, it means we must continue to invest in higher
education but with greater clarity of purpose and priorities. / tMr. &vox. Thank you very much.

Dr. Aims. I apologize. I've had the flu and I didn't think I'd meit through. , .
Mr. &moil. Thank you for your testimony. Let, rile just comment

briefly on two of your suggestions. And we.will be weighing Bout
other suggestions.

Wye have not moved very heavily,into the acadeinic facilities, and
the science and engineering aspects of it Simply- because you're
talking about huge dollars and we arethe package we put togeth-
er ,already is being criticized as too heavy in the dollar area We
recognize particularly the severe problem in the science and enminw..
neerini area but our. hope is that NSF may pick up son* of tINIF,
burden there, and tharwe won't have to weigh down our bill withthat. . ..

"tf . The other point you make that is a veal y-valid point, and that is
increasing the ,knowledge and skill level of those who are frequent- ,
ly dropping out of school now, 'baking sure that they go on: ,Very
interesting as you look at the demographics is right now we're.pro.
jetting roughly a 20- percent (trap, 'probably a little less than that
over the next 10 years. ..

But,"if we had the same percentage of Hispanics, blaCk$c and
women who graduate from high school who would go on to pcollege
as we do, white males, there would be no drop in the Student _en
rollment-in " t next 10 years. What wv. clearly have to do is to give
more peon chance to make sure they can get to college. And if,
on top of t at, we could diminish the dropout rate, particularly in
the Hispanic population, which is very heavy.

Black population also has a ,not quite as bad as Hispanic popular
tion, but a fairly high dropout rate, too. If Ave could lift those levels, ,,,,
and here, we're obviously talking about elementaryland secondary
programs,(that also obviously would have a major impact on the
Nation.

.Tom.,

you
COLEMAN. Dr. Aery; thanktnk you for ;bur statement. What do

you think Missouri's legislature's feeling would be?
You said that under the facilities section that you're not able to

come up with matching funds in any form. What if the was a
Federal merit-bli.sed ttudent scholarship program witith_Woukl re- .. _____
quire a matching base of 25 percent from alocal government?

Do you think that Missouri would participate in such a program?
.Dr. Amy. Yes; I think the General Assembly would favor such a1

program, but, we're talking about the same kind of thing, of limited -,
resour '. I think it would be moved from some other part of the
higher ucation budget. And I don't know what tradeoff we Would
make t ere.

Mr: CoLEmAisr, But, you
Dr. AERY.Thlt, I think they would be

COLEMAN [continuing]. You think t4at they would be
Dr. Asay. Yes, I do.
Mr: Cot. AN [continuing]. Responsive to that sort of thing?

s'
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Could you give in'e one outstLinding example of how higher edtica-
lion in Missouri has reacted to this renewed intereil in evellence
ern education*? What would you point to, with pride, that has hap-
pened in this State within the last several years that encourages
excellence in our institutions? ,

Dr. AERY. 1. think there are several very good examples. The one
that comes 'first to my mind within bur public 4-year sector is at
Northeast Missouri State University in Kirksville, what we call a
Value Added Program, and, how they have demonstrated over the
last 4 years particularly how much they have' been able to add t9
the learning of, our students and the outcome measures. It is an
outcome measure.

We always focus on process in'elducation, and much less looking
at outcome measures. And we are looking more and more in that,
but there are also efforts with elementary, secoqdary, raising ad;
mission reqUirements. The University of Missourihas just fini.shed
reexamining their admission reqbirements which will have iRe'redi-
ble effect upon the public school system when the University of
Missouri changes their admission credits. .

Mr. Coum4N. Thank you.
Mr. SIMON.We thank you very, very much.
Now, we're going to hear frofn a panel of college and university

president.S.' First, our host, Dr. William Danfoyth, the chancellor of
Washington Pnivers4y, f .

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM H. DANFORTH, CHANCELLOR,

l't(
t

i
. :WASHINGTON- UNIVERSITY

r. DANFORTH. Chairman, Mr. Coleman, thank you very nuch.,
f It's a great pleasure 'to welcomq, thee two of you back to St. Louis

and Washington University. It is a particular delight to welcome
Torn Coleman. Andf there is any doubt about his graduation, the
legal counsel of Washington

Mr. SIMON. Serious doubt. ,.
Mr. DANFORTH. Well, if there's an challenge from any other in-

stitutions that would like to claim him, the legal counsel here is
going to come and testify before this..coramittee. And it's

And it's a pleasure also to welcome back Chatmali Simon who
has been on our campus before, and is well known as a great friend
of higher education, and a man of great insight into the needs of
educating our citizenry. And I just might underscore his dedicatiot
to foreign language study which has meant - lot-to us t Washing--

ton University.
I appear today as chancellor of an institution with 64 percent of

our undergraduate and )a. large number of our graduate and gradu-

1

te professional students ,on financial aid. 1 am very interested in
he work of this committee. I can think of nothing more important
o Washington U4.versity2 or the long run interests of tEe Natillirn.

My testimony 'is an overview. Later on you will be hearing from
i Mr. Ben Sandler, the director of student financial aid, and Dr.

Edward Wilson, dean of the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences,
both of Washington University, who are more expert tharf I. on var-
igus aspects of the bill. 4
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Let me comment ,btefly' on title IV, the centerpiece of the

Higher Education Act. The parts of title IV express Federal _policy
that supports access to higher -education, and also some degree of
choice among institutions for students who require financial aid.

The array of Federal programs designed tea secure these goals
were somegmes thought to be very confusing. But they've been
carefully and painfully hammered out- to take into account both
the needs of families and the differing types of institutions of
higher education.

In tjav public sector, a large portion of the cost of education is, of
course, paid ley the taxpayers of the State, .without regard for stn.:,
dent need.

In the independent sector of higher education, for the 'host part,
State tax funds are not available, and tuition charges have had to
climb rapidly to meet mounting costs.

As this has happened, the gap between the tuitions ,charged by
the public sector, i the independent sector, has wifdenecl over the
last decade or so.

We, of course, don't ever expect the gap to be filled by financial-
aid, but the programs have achieved a balance that helps not only
to insure access, but to meet these differing institutional require-
ments, and maintain some choice.

I. think the balance in the programs have really erved their 9
goals quite well, and urge cautionlin riding change in the existing
program structures. And am for improvement and not for the
status quo, I think we could do things better, but I do like the es=
sential framework.

The key to lkhe framework is, of course, the Pell grant, prinirily
desrgned for access by needy students. Also, we have the campus-

d programs that paralleNhe Pell grants:
these operate effectively on both public and private*camp

but their impact- on independent higher education is 'criti
SEN, NDSL, College Work Study' Programs, are instruments of
choice. They're allocated to institutions in such a way that each
can make the wisest use of the funds in completing realistic award
packages for needy students.

The importance of balance among all these programs I've been
trying to emphasiie. To complete the backdrop we're, of course, all

are of the Federal budget and the cloud that hangs over the Fed-.
al budget in the form of the deficit. If there weren't ally concerns

about the level of Federal funding we wouldn't have to pay so
-much attention to balance among programs.

The Pell Grant Program -could be financed at a level, high
enough to selve our problems, but given finite resources, it seems
to me a carefully constructedsmix is necessary to achiee our Iong-
range goals.

I ani in the view, in the light of budgetary constraints, Mr.
Chairman, somewhat concerned about the advisability of making
Pell grants 'an entilleinent, or of increasing the percentage orcost
that they are permitted to meet..I applaud the motivation for these
suggested changes. Pell grants are obviously --the draft bill i de-
signed to make Jell grants more meaningful for the neediest stu-
dents, and to ass re the adequate appropriation of funds.



The fear, hopefully unfoudded, if this goes through would be that
the'pressure then would be put on the othenstudent aid programs,
and they might receive a depressed level of funding as we discussed '
at lunch time. -

I have some concerns about making campus-based programs a
block grant. The. creation of block grants might make- an easier'
target for reduced appropriations, And the separate program..§ also
are easier to defend. They offer more possibilities for sensible ad-
justments among the programs by Congress froth year to year. And
each type °Nan-flats-based program gives a different instrument
which may be differently apportioned or differently used ,among in-
stitutions and among States from time to time to meet kipecial cir-
cumitances.

I do emphasize again the, in my view, the present balance works
quite well. Not perfectly, and that it's a good framework on whichtorn

Oii' the Guaranteed Studetit Loan Program I reluctantly urge
that the maximums on the loans be increased. They are just less
and less S.Me to provide fo`i. the needs of undergraduates and gradu-
ates as inflation in the past has crept up and the costs have contin-
ued to increase. To compensate in part- fifr the increased costs of
raising the ceilings I support an increase in the minimum monthly
payment, and the applfttion of a rigorous needs test for all pro-,
spectiVe borrowers, not juit those with incomes over $30,000.

At the same time I share Dr. Aery"s concern about putting an
arbitrary limit on GSL` support to students whose families have in-
comes under $65,000. Many- families with income ever $65,000 do
have demonstrable need for GSL support. I think a more flexible
approach might work better.

I suppot the concern that's been expressed about stucielit family
debt. One Indispensable mechanism for Managing student debt is a
loan ansolidation and repayment extension program like the one
recently managed by the Student Loari Marketing Association. I
applaud this provisipn in the draft legislation.

Mr. Chairman, would like to emphataze, as you and 'others
have, the importance of retaining and strengthening the proirams
of special assistance to dis. advantaged students, the Trio Programs

At the graduate level we at Washington University have been es-
pecially impressed with the Graduate and Professional Opportuni-
ties Program, the G-POP Program, as being a valuable way of en-

---cOuraging- women- and minorities -to -enter net., Yields -- of study._ _
We've been very proud. of our students and believe that the institu-
tional gupport has been well developed.

lido, of course, give great importance to the support of students
and resources for graduate and professional education.

Graduate student aid ought to be the area where' merit is recog-
nized along with. need. It's terribly important to get some of our
most able youhg people into graduate programs A variety of pro-
grams might be cousidered.

Competitive fellowship programs, programs like the 'old NDEA
fellowships with allocations to good graduate departments, seem to
me particularly important.
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Some programs would fit best within the Higher Education Act.
Others should be the purview of the National Science Foundation
or research 'supportive Federal agencies.

We generally support the recommendations of the Brademas 4.
Committee; certainly training in the House of Representatives It's
good training to be president of a university.

I note a very able person who's done a great job. Ile has under-
scored the need far no only graduate student support, but also the
coMplimentary needs for improving facilities, laboratories, and
equipment which are Critical to graduate education.

Other initiatives have been proposed, as;you know,_ for restoring
the resear4i capacity of American universities, and the budgets of
the reseech supporting Federal agencies "should reflect these
needs;

Continuation of academic facilities authority in title VII of the
Higher Education Act, and`the renewal of its funding,, could aid in
the adaptation of older laboratories to the demands of more sophis-
ticated contemporary research. ,-

There are other programs that. really .have to be mentioned. The
dministration's proposed 1985 budget has no new fundin'g for col-

lege libraries and research libraries. We believe that's a shortsight-
ed view, and hope the proposals for reauthorization contain a dif-

ifffent course.
Ainong.your proposals, Mr. Chairman, ,I am attracted' to the Carl

Perkins scholarship to encourage bright high school students to
enter teacher training programs.

Most particularly, all of Oigher education has for years appreciat-
ed your efforts to remedy deficiencies in the foreign- language
skills.

As I noted earlier in the proposed title VI on international edu-
cation, will, I am sure, be widely supported.

Thank you for this opportunity to speak to you today.
[Prepared statement of William H. Danforth follows:]

PREPAR.F.D STATFAIR7kii OF WILLIAM H. DANFORTH, CHANCRLLOR,
WASHINGTON UNIVRSSITY

Mr. Chairman, it gives me great deal of pleasure to weleOme this subcommittee to
St. Louis and to Washington University. It is a particular delight to welcome Chair-
man Simon and Representative Coleman. Representative Coleman is returning to
the `campus where he received his law degree. Chairman Simon has long been a
friend of Washington University and is known nationally as a great friend of higher
education..Both have displayed a high level of bipartisan cooperation in forwarding
the vital work of this committee. The issues in the, reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act are worthy of careful study. , a.

appear, .toda.y as Chancellor of an institution With 64 percent of the undergradu-
ate and many grathiate and gaduate professional students receiving financial aid. I
am deeply -interested, My presentation will be an overview. Later. Ben Sandler, the
director of student financial aid at this university, and Dr.

overview..
Wilson, Dean of

the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences at Washington University, will speak to
you on their areas Of expertise.

Title IV remains the centerpiece of 'the Higher Education Act. The programs in
Title IV are the expression of a federal policy that supports access to higher educa-
tion, and the opportunity for some degree of choiceamong institutions, tor-students
with financial need.

The array of federal programs desigised to seckkir those goals has been carefully
thought out to take into account both the needs a families and the differing types
of institutions of higher edUcation In the public sector, a very large portion of the



cost of educ,atiOn is paid by the taxpayers of the state, without regard to student
need. In the independent sector ar higher education, for the most part, state, tax
funds are not available, and tuition charges must play a much more important role
in meeting coats. .

As costs of all institutions have risen, tuitions in the independent sector-have had
to rise to meet those costs. As a result, the gap between tuitions charged in the inde-
pendent sector and tuitions or fees charged in the public sector has become larger
and larger. Although this gap will never be filled by federal student fmancial aid,
the existing programs of federaaaid to students have been delicately balanced to
help .maintain not only access to higher education for students in need, but also
some choice of institutions, public and independent. ,

This important balance has produced a system of student financial aid which has
served its purposes quite well. I therefore urge caution as making &ajar changes in
the existing program structures. Recognizing that there are areas where technical
and substantive changes could usefully be made, I urge that the essential frame-
work be maintained.

The foundation of this framework is the Pell Grant, primarily designed to seen
access to higher education by needy students. The Pell Grant Program is paralleled,
however, by programs that are often called "campus-based." . .. These campus-based programs operate effectively on both public and independent
campuses, but their impact on ilidependegit higher education is 'extremely critical.
These programs, the SEOG, NDSL, and College Work -Study Programs, are the in-
struments of choice. They arta allocated to institutions in such a a'ay that each insta
tution may make the wisest use of the funds in completing realistic award packages
for needy students. 1

e

The importance of balance among all these programs is a necessary backdrop for
the concerns I want to express about some of the contemplatad changes. To coin-
plete the backdrop, a word must be said here about the federal budget.

As you know, we are considering student financial aid programs in an era of ex-
traordinary budgetary difficulty for the united States. The shadow of the deficit
hangs over any, discussion of budget issues. If there were no concerns about the level
of funding, one would not have to pay as much attention to the problems of balance
among programs. The Pell Great Program could be financed.at a level high enough
to solve our problems in the -tuition gap between public and independent institu-
'tams. But, given finite resources, it seems to me a carefully coastructed mix of pro-
grams is necessary to continue eflb achieve access and choice.achieve

For example, Mr. Chairman, budge constraints make me concerned about the
advisability of making Pell Grants entitlement grants, or of increasing the percent-
age of cost that they are permitted to meet. I understand the motivations for the
suggested changes, to make Pell Grants more meaningful for the neediest students
and to assure the adequate appropriation of funds. But in the present budgetary en-
vironment, I fear that' these changes might well force other student aid progname to
a depressed level of funding, This outcome would severely disrupt the balance
among student aid programs whose importance I noted earlier. . -

My concern about making campus based programs a block grant program follows
too, Mr. Chairman, from what I said above. I believe the creation of block grants to
replace existing programs would offer an easier, single target for reduced appropria-
tiolas. Take separate programs are not only easier to defend but offer more possibili-
ties for sensible adjustments of programs by Congress. Each type of campus-based

I ProgramSupplemental Grants, Work-Study jobs and Direct Student Loansgives
--_ a. differentinstrument. which may be differently apportioned among institutions and

states faun time to time to meet special circumstances,
I hope, Mr. Chairman, that in the reauthorization process the Congress focus on

improving the essentials of the system which at in place and wdrking reasonably
well,

Another critically impprtant element in, Title. IV support fur federal student'aid is
the Guaranteed Student laain, Program.. As college coots rise, the present annual
and aggregate borrowing maximums, for both undergraduates and graduateasare
less and less able to provide the support they provided in the past. I urge the Con-
greas to increase these amain-Italia To compeasate in part for the increased cost to
the Treasury, I support an increase in the minimum monthly payment and the ap-
plication of a rigorous needs teat for alaprospective borrowers, not just these. with
incomes over $30,000. At the same time, Mr. Chairman, I must tell you that I would
hesitate to limit GSL support to students whose familial have incomes under
$65,000. Many families with balconies above thisievel have a demonstrable need for
GSL support, when their children attend higher -cost colleges.
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Some of these suggestions raise the issue -of student debt, and I support the con-
cern that has been expressed about this issue. One indispensable mechanism for
managing student debt is a loan consolidation and repayment-extension program .like the recently managed by the Student Loan Marketing Association. I ap-
plaud this provision in your draft legislation, Mr. Chairman. sigr. Chairman, I want to ennNhasize, as you and others have,, the importance of
retaining and strengthening the program of special assistance to disadvantaged
studentsthe so-called Trio, programs. At the graduate level, the Graduate and PTO-
fessional Opportunities Program (Q -POP) has been valuable in encouraging women
and minorities to 'enter new fields of study. .I am proud of the students attending
this university under..G-POP and believe our institution's programming for these
students has been very good. - .

Next to the overelming national priority for undergraduate student aid, I-would place support for students and resources for graduate and professional educe-
tion.

Graduate. student aid ought 'to be the area where; merit is. recognized Thong- with
need. A variety of prOgra= might be considered. Competitive fellowship programs
and programs like the old NI)EA fellowships with allocations to good graduate de-
partments should be employed. Some programs would fit best within-the Higher
Eclucation Ace," others should be in the piirview of the NSF or. research supportive
federal agencies:

I commend the report of the.Bradernas Committee of the National Commission on
Student Financial Assistance. Former Congressman Brademas, now President of
New York 1.7niveraity, with insightS drawn ffrom both experiences; has uedersCoredthe need for not only graduate student support but also the complimentary needs
for improving .facilities, laboratories and equipmenewhich are critical to graduate
education. Other initiatives have been proposed for restoring the research capacity
of American universities, and the bedgets of the, rseearcheupporting federal agen-
cies should reflect those needs. However, continuation of academic facilities author-ity in Title VII of thelligher Education Act (and a renewal of its funding) could aid
in the adaptation of Older laboratories to the demands of more sophisticateskontem--
porary research.

In this brief survey certain other programs must be mentioned. The administra-
tion's proposed FY 1985 budget has proposed no new funding for college libraries
and research libraries. Thiais a shortsighted view of a major national resource, and
I hope proposals for reauthorization contain a different course.

Among your proposals, Mr. Chairman, I am attracted to the Citrl Perkins Scholar;
ship to encourage h erighhigh school students to enter teacher trainingprograms.

Most particularly, all of higher education has for years appreciated,your efforts,
Mr. Chairman, to remedy deficiencies in the foreign language skills of our students.
Your proposed Title VI on International education will, I am sure, be widely sup-

Mr. Chairman, thank you for this opportunity to testify this afternoon. If you
would like additional comment on any of the issues affecting reauthorization, I
should be most happy to attempt to comply with your request:

Mr. ns§-76*. Thank you very much, chancellor.
Next, Father Robert. Weiss, the president :ofthat's, in your dis-

trict; isn't it?
Mr. COLEMAN. Well, no. But I did go there. fora year,:
Mr. SIMON. I think I-7'
-Mr. CoLEAdmi., It's not mydistriet,`butqlwould like to claim' it:-
Mr. SIMON. All right. Well, Father Weiss, the president, of 1 ock-

hurst College. It's very close to your district.
Mr. COLEMAN. It's in Kansas City.
Mr. SliION. OK.

r`
STATEMENT OF FATHER. ROBERT 'WEISS, PRESIDENT,

ROCKHURST COLLEGE
Father Wriss: Mr. Chairmsai Mrs Coleman, I appreciate very

much your opening remarks. TRIe is a very crucial time for' higher
education and it's a. gre4t opportunity for us to be able to present
this testimony for which I'm very grateful..

44,



Rockhurst College, of which I am resident, is'iine of the , 28
Jesuit colleges and universities in the United' States. It's' one. of \ .

largest independent liberal- arts colleges, in the State of. Missouri.
We have an enrollthent of approximately ;3,200:- .Which includes
1,550 in the day classes; almost all bf them are full time And about
850 evening students, and 800 in our graduate prOgrams.

For the most part, our students are from' Middle income families,
and we have a significant number who axe ruiancially disadvan-
taged. ,

' , ;, .
.

The two decades since the passage of the 'Higher Education Act
of 1965 Rockhurst has benefitted substantially from various Feder-
al aid programa. All, three of our residence halls; our library, and
our physical, education center, were built 'With Federal loan funds,
The quality of education ;,at, Rokhurst, has 'been. very much, en-
hanced by the wide Variety a supportive Federal Programs.

And on the other hand, I think that the help that we have
gotten from illeYederal progr s; has helped our raising of funds
from private soUrces. During the t :6 years, for example, Rock-
burst has railed over $13 million " private funds.' And I don't
think that would have been possible lhout the incentives and the
help we have gotten along the line tlutUgh the Federal programs.

Moreover, the Federal ,Financial Aid Program for students have
been an indispensible resource. Without these funds many of them,
especially the tninofity and disadvantaged students,- would never
have been able to attend Rockhurst,

The cutbacka in Federal funds have put a special strain on our
own resources. For eiampie, in 1980781 our students received
$544,000 in Pell. Grants. In the current year., 1983-84, the amount
Was $447,000. We have tried to compensate for that reduction, and
redUctions in other Federal programs, by increasing our institu-
tionally funded aid from $556,006 to ..$759,000

Incidentally, our day enrollment that time actually in- ,
creased from 1,406 to 1,557. But te percentage of minority stu-
dents decreased from 13.2 percent to 10.4, and percentage of blacks
from 10.2 to 6,4. Obviously, because of less, funds available for those
poorer students.

It is, therefore; with a great deal of gratitude that I read the
draft of the reauthorization legislation which renews the commit-
ment of the Federal Government to higher education. The state-
ment of purpose at the beginning of title IV, I think, expreases
very well the goals of the F'ederal Student Assistance Programs,
and I thoroughly subscribe to those goals.

Among the-recommendations for_which Federal support can best._
be \aod to strengthen our Postsecondary institutions, I'd like to
single out three areas. Any new legislation certainly must continue
to have as its highest priority the Student Financial Aid Programs.
These programs continue to aas- tire access to a college education for
all qualified students, and the possibility for a. ohoice of the itgAitu-
tiort which a student wishes to attend. .. .

I think it is impossible to overestimate the importance of,these
au programs in opening the doors of opportunity to a large

ber of our young citizens.
But, second, the Federal GovernMent, must not only be involved

in those programs to assist the economically disadvantaged stti-
Ilk

4;
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dents to attend college, but, ft has to support the institutions so
that they can provide the services. And that's why I think :Upward
Bound in the tutoring programs and TRIO Programs are so impor-

I think that the Government certainly"has to have a national in-
terest in providing.assistaxice for research, especially in science and
technology, and in -other whys of helping institutions to provide the
services. ' AThen,-third, in terms of the priorities, it does seem to me impor-
tant that the -Federal Goirernment play a role in promoting the
qualitythe high quality of education to, various forms. of assist-
ance to the institutions themselveS.

In your comments to Dr. Aery I realize perfectly well the prob-
lems of flinding renovation, and. upgrading of physical facilities,
support of equipment chases, library holdings, and so forth.
And yet, to completely Ctlfdraw from that, it just seeins to me it's

_going to very much weaken the underpinnings of the.4uality of our
education. It won't 'do much good to get students there if we're not
able to give them a good education. when they come. , .

My second area of comments on the'proposed modification in thb
, Federal Student Financial Aid Program. This legislation certainly

provides many advantages for students end for the colleges them-
selves:The increase in the maximum Pell Grant to $3,000, and the
allowance for nontuition expenses, would result in much larger
grants for many of our students.at Rockhurst. .0

Moreover, the merging of,the campus-based programs into a
single block. grant with the-institution -having the-authority to use
these funds for grant anthban purposes would allow much greater
flexibility. And, of course, thrrncrease in the GSL maximum would
provide more loan funds to students. I

However, my concern is with possible unanticipated consequenc-
es, particularly if these programs are not fully..funded, I tried to
ponder this, but F simply sin not completely clear ag to the affect of
the proposed change in 'the half cost pro-Vision to 75 percent-on the
allowance for nontuition expenses.

The low fee structure for public institutions in Missouri causg
difficulty for both the public institutions in that their income is
thereby kept low and highly dependent upon State funds, and for
the independent institutions is that the tuitio,--differential is se
great even for colleges like Rockhurst tha charge relatively
modest tuition that it just is a tremendous gap, and there's no in_-____---centive, I think; in this :type of prograni to get thoSe fees*Up.

Tuition fees, for example, at the University of Missouri-Kansas
City are $1,332 per year The same costs at Rockhurst are $4,160:' --''-

If the Pell. Grant Program were fully funded a khurst full
need dependent student living on campus would race e a $3,000
Pell Grant plus $2,000 in living expenses. The UMKC student
would receive a total of $3,000. The Rookhurst student would need
$2,160 in additional aid, not counting books, additional' living ex-
penses, and so forth. The UMKC student would need $330.

What would happen if the Pell Grants were not fully fUnded? As ,

Tar as I can/see, the draft legislation does not really address this
' question. Therefore, it is impossible to determine the extent of the

31 6
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disruption in this current public-private balance, if, as seems very
likely, the program were not fully funded.

A similar question arises in connection' with the three cam us-
based programs. Would the proposed institutional Block Grant Pro -
gram simply facilitate the elimination of these relatively small, but
extremely .important programs? Particularly, as Chancellor Dan-
forth has pointed -out, for independent institutions. ,

- The increase in the maximum GSL loan is certainly necessary. It
seems to me that the other provisions are currently satisfaCtory, al-
though I, again, support the objections to this $65,000 limit.

It would be helpful if there were some opportunity for stu-
dents, or their parents, who do not qualify for a 0 Dan to
borrow money at an unsubsidized rate of interest, but wi the pro-
vision that interest payment and and principle repayment need not
begin until after the studenTfrhas graduated. The problem with..the
parent loan now is that repayments have ,t,o begin immediately or
within 60 days, 6 months of the incurring of the loan, and I find
many families that are' simply not able to handle that. They would
be willing to pay the full interest rate so it seems to me there's
need for some kind of a loan program for those who do not qualify

- for GSL that does not put an undue burden on the family to repay
immediately.

Then I'd like to make some comments on the administration's
fiscal 1985 proposal. As you know, the analyses say that the real
cuts in financial aid appropriations, if you take inflation into ac-
count, have already amounted to a decrease of 26 percent.

Our estimate at Rockhurst on the effect of the administration's
fiscal 1985 budget as compared with the -preliminary allocations ,
which we've received for fiscal 1985 would result in Pell Grants
being in approximately the same amount.

Work study funds would increase by 50 percent according to the
proposal. In our- case$hat would be an increase from $197,000 to
$295,000. However, that $98,000 increase would be offset by the loss
of $184,000 in SEOG and Na.SL funds, not to mention the elimina-
tion of SSIG funds, and the possible consequences on the $685,000
received by Rockhurst students under theMissouri Student Grant
Program.

'16* Sijice most of the students currently receiving work funds at -
Rockhurst are already working the maximum allowed, I think the
real loss would be much greater. And if we,were to lose the Missou-
ri Student Grant PK)gram it would simply be of disastroug'propot-1
tions for Rockhurst, and for the other independent institutions in
Missouri. ,.. .

Our students at Rockhurst receive the third largest amount of
aid under the Missouri Student Grant Program of any of th of
all the colleges public and private in the State of Missouri, an
very close; actually, to the amount of Washington U, which is
second. L---,

SpecialOther types of education supportthe S §ervices Programs
for Disadvantaged Students are addressed in tile proposed reau-
thoriz.ation legislation. I think these programs are 'part r erael y im-

*portant, and I think the reduetiens in the funding for Upward
Bound really has resulted in a reduction in the number of cities

,
which these programs are Offered. . .

ar



We had an Upward Bou d Program at Reckhurst for 17 years
continuously since the beza" 4'. It was a successful program, but
was not funded this year 6 ause apparently a lack of funds.

The other Special Se ices Programs are also important if we are
going to keep students n college and enable them/to graduate from
college. .,

We've talked about the question of renovation and upgrading of
facilities: A lack of funding has really been, I think, very detrimen-
tal in an area; for example, the access'for handicapped students. In
spite of the requirements of the law there have been no funds allo-
cated to assist institutions to, remove barriers, to handicapped stu-
dents on campus, and that has' just been an extra burden put on
the institutions. ,

The same thing with regard to energy conservation. This has
been proinoted. Legislatipn has been passed, but there have not,
been reasonable funds allocated for that purpose. .

The renovation of facilities 'and the replacement of equipment,...,

especially scientific equipment, it seems to me is important if we're ._

not going to be borrowing against the future, and simply, weaken-
ing our institutions, and not being aware of it.

If the Federal Government wishes to maintain a positive role in

1
h* her education, and the benefits that will be produced not only

r the individual, but for the country as a whole, it must not only
h p to ensure that a student is financially sible to attend, bid it
m st continue programs that- allow the disadvantaged student to

-attend and complete college. And it must give the assistance to the
institutions so that thff' can have adequate facilities, equipmeilt,
and materials to teach hil an atmosphere conducive to learning.

I would suggest that grants requiring- institutional 'matching a,

. would provide a means both to make funds available to the institu-
tion, and to give 'an incentive to the States, and to the institutions
to improv6 their facilities and equipment

Federal support in tte past has been an importanf-Sktor in
strengthening libraries, and in` emphasizing areas, of particular
'need such as the .preparation of teachers of science and mathempt-
ics. Such an investment of Federal funds, in my opinion,- has aid

°N, substantial dividends in the gekevement of our scientists and Intel-
,,.. lectual leaders. Thp quality of eNucation certainly can and must be

enhanced by this kind of continued support.
.. In conclusion, I would like to urge that the total legislation-L- and

I have not seen the drqft of the other titles, other than three, four,
and five--I would' like to suggest that care'be given to be sure that

----these titles are geared to the needs of small-institutions, -ss.well as
large institutions, and to independent institutions, as well as pii4lic
institutions. 1

FOr example, I'm concerned about the tying of library support to
Pell Grants without regard to institutional needs. That kind of tie-
in, it seems to me, can really benefit very low cost institutions, and
not be aware of the needs of other institutions. ,

One of the ptaposals for internativnal programs, I'.think, would
tend to favor existing programs, in tite larger institutions without
much regard for the smaller liberal arts colleges. So, I hope' in the
final drafting of this legislatien that the small arid the independent

3 'institutions are not overlooked in the balance.



1 thank you very mush, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity.
[Prepared statement of Father Robert Weiss follows:)

FIRSPARRD Summit or Ray Romer F. Weiss, Sal., PISSUANT, Rocrostator
Couxax, KANSAS Cn'v, MO

This is a crucial time for higher education, and I appreciate very much the oppor-
tunity to present this testimony to the subcommittee; The college of whiCh I am
president is one of the,twenty-eight Jesuit colleges and universities in tlk United
States and one of the largest independent liberal arts colleges in the state of Missou-
ri. Our enrollment of 'approximately 3,200 includes 1,550 students enrolled in day
classes, almost all of whom are full-time, students. In addition, we have about 850
evening students and about 800 in our graduate business ,programs.

Our, students are, for the most part, from `middle - income families,' a signifi-
cant number are fmancially disadvantaged. The average of the compoeite ACT
scores of this year's entering freshman class was 22.6, compared to the national av-
erage of 18.3. According to the Chronicle of Higher Education, RoCkhurseaperdent-
age of Black students wee 102 percent compared to 3.7 percent at the university of
Missouri in Columbia. .

In the two decades since the passage of the Higher. Education Act of 1965 Rock-
burst has benefitted substantially from various federal programs. All three of our
residence halls, our library, and our physical education center were built with feder
al loan funds, The qtiality of our education has been 'enhanced by a wide variety of
supportive federal programs. On the other hand, these federal funds have attracted
much more substantial support, from the private sector. During the last six years,
for example, Rockhurst has raised over $13,000,900 in private funds.

The federal financial aid programs have been an indispensable resource for our
students. Without these Tunds, many of them, especially minority and disadvan-
taged students, would not have been able to attend Rockhurst. Even though Rock-

. burst was among the fifty aelleges singled out nationwide by Changing Times maga-
-, zine as alxive average in quality and below average in tuition andepther charges,

about 70 percent of our students require some form of financial assistance in order
lo attend Rochhurst, ,

The cut-backs, in federal funds have put a special strain on our resources. For
a'inPle,' in 1980-81, our students received $544,000 in Pell grants; in the current
year,. 1983-84, the amount was $447,000. We have tried to compensate for that re-
duction and others by increasing our institutirreally funded aid from $556,000 in 80-
81 to $759,000 in 83-84. Our day arirollmentilering that time has actually increased
from 1,406 to 1,557, But the percentage of minority students decreased from 13,9
percent to 10.4 percent and the percentage of Blacks from 10.2 percent to 6.4 per-
-cent.

. It is, therefore, with profound gratitude that I. read the draft of the reauthoriza-
tion legislation which renews the commitment of the federal-government to higher'
education. The "Statement of Purpose" at the begining of Title IV sapreeses very
well the goals of the federal student assistance progrsand and I thoroughly sub-
scribe to those goals .

RRCONIAL1PNIYATIONS FOX WHICH PICIIIIAL SUPPORT CAN SPIT TAX MU; TO STERNOTEIN
OUR POST SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS

1. It seems very evident to me that any new legislation must continue to. have as
higheet-_priority The student financial. aid...programs. _These'. _assure

access to a college for all .qualified students and the possib. 'tyefor
choice of the institution which a student wishes to attend. It is impossible; I think,- .
to overestimate the importance of these aid programs in opening the doors of oppor-,
tunity to a large number ,of our young citizens.

2. The' federal government must not only ,continue to be involved in programs
which assist economically clisatteantaged students to attend college it must also sup-
port programs such ins Upward -Bound and tutoring plans which help the learning
disadvantaged students to enter college and especially to complete a college degree.
Through its involvement in higher education, the federal government has the oppor-
tunity to promote the national interest' through the educational system. The govern-
ment must also continue-to provide assistance for research in many areas but espe-
cially in science and technology. Another iniportant wegment of higher education in
which the federal government can have a significant impact is in science education
and in teacher training.
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4
.3, The federal government has an imiertaet-rote to play in promoting a' high

quality of education throggh various forms of assis-U:rice to the institutions them-
selves. Support for the renovation and upgrading of physical facilities, matching
grants for the purchase of equipment, especially scientific equipment for instruction
and researcii, and for library holdings, to mention just a few.

Li. COMMOTS.OF THE PROPOSRD MODIFICATION IN THR YRDIFRAL STUDINT FINANCIAL AID
1110GRANIS

As I study the proposed leg-islatibn concefning student financial aid, 1 can see
many advantages for students at my institution and for the College itself. Obviously,
the increase in the maximum Pell grant to $3,000 and theAllowance for non-tuition
expenses would result in much larger grants for many of our students. Moreover,
the merging of the campuabasedprograms intos single Block Grant with theinsti-
tution having the authority to use these funds for grant and loan purposes similar
to the-preceding program would allow much greater, flexibility, And, of course, theincrease in the GSL maximum would provide more loan funds to students.

Howevel, my concern is with possible unanticipated consequences, .particularly if
. the programs are not fully funded. l' am not completely clear as to the effect of
' the proposed change in the half coat provision to 75 percent and the allowance for

non-tuition expenses.
The very low fee structure for public institutions in Missouri causes difficulty for

both public institutio in that theirencorne is thereby kept low and highly depend
upon state funds, a forsehe independent institution in that the tuition afer-

ential is so great even fa latively modest tuition institutions, like Rockhurst Tui-
tion and fees at the University of Missotiri-Kanskis City are $1,332 per year and the
same costs at Rockhuret are $4,160 per year.

If the program would be fully funded, theRfockhurst full-need dependent student
living on campus would receive a $3,000 Pell grant plus $2,000 in living expenses.
The UMKC student would receive $3,000. The Rockhtulat student would need $2,160
in additional aid- (not cannting books, etc.), the UNKC student would need $330.
'What wo ld happen if the Pell grants were not fully funded? The draft legislation
does not ddrese this questiOn'Therefore, it is impossible to determine the extent of
the disru Lion in this current public-private balance.

A similar r question arises in:connection. with the three campus-based programa
Would the proposed institutional block- grant program simply' facilitate the elimina-
tion of these relatively small, but-extremelyraportant-prograrns?

The increase in the maximum GSL loan is currently,necessary. It seems to me
that the other provisions are currently satisfactory-with regard to loan programs. It
would be helpful if there were some opportunity for those students (or their parents)
who do not qualify for a GSL load to borrow money at an unsubsidized rate of inter-
est, but with the provision that interest payment and principal repayment need not
begin until after the student has grailuisted.

zu. comatxwes ON TIM ADMISISTILATION'S FISCAL YEAR 19135 PROPOSALS

According to several analyses I have seen, the real cuts in financial aid .appropria-
tions, taking inflation into account, he already amounted to a decrease of 26%.
Our estimate of the effect on Rockhunk studentiebf the administration's proposed
FY 85 budget as compared with the preliminary allocations for FY 85 would, result

. in Pell grants of approximately the same amount (with, of c urse, no provision to
cover increased tuition and fees). Work-study funds would in 'by 50% accord-
ing to the proposal- _ In our_ case,- that would be -an ,inc from- $197;000 -to
$295,000. Howeve; that $98,000 increase would be offset by t of $184,000 in
SEOG and NDSL funds, not to mention the elimination of SSIG funds and the posed-
ble consequences on the $685,000 received by Rockhurst students under the.Missouri
Student Grant Program. Since most of the students currently receiving work-study
funds are working the maximum allowed, the real loss would be much greater, and
if the Missouri funds were also lost, would be of disastrous proportions lei Bock-
Vrst and our sister independent institutions in Missouri.

IV. C974140:14TS ON On= `INPRS OF MIGIIRR IILDUCATION SUPPORT

The Special Services Programs for tadvantageci Students are addressed in the
pr reautliciriz4on khunt was informed last spring, one week
before our. Upward Program woo to begin, that we would not, be Raided even
though our program had operated continuously and successfully for 17 years. The
reason given was insufficientsfunde. This left the Kansas City area with no Upward

3 4 0 ,
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Boimd progran at all. Reductions in the funding for Upward Bound Programs has
apparently led o a reduction in the number of cities in which those programs haire
been able to be offered. This in turn will eventually lea to a reduction in the
number of learning disadvantaged students who are able, in fact, to enter college.
Important also are the special service programs in terms of keeping students in col-
lege.

Some method of assisting institutions with the renovation and upgrade of facili-
ties is-also essential: A lack of funding has had its effect in the area of access for
handicapped students. In spite of the requirements of the law no funds have been
allocated to assist institutions to remove barriers to handicapped students no cam-
puses.

Energy conservation has also been promoted and legislation passed to assist insti-
tutions in finding ways to conserve

The
but these programs have not been

funded at any reasonably adequate leAiel. e same is true for the renovation of fa-
cilities and the replacement of equipment, espeCially scientific equipment. lithe fed-
eral government wishes to maintain a positive role in higher education and the ben-
efits produced not only for the individuals but for the country as a whole, it' must
not only help to ensure that a student is able financially to attend an institution,
but it must also continue the programs which have allowed the disadvantaged stu-
dent to attend and complete college. -We must also maintain the financial assistance
to the institutions that will enable colleges to have adequate facilities, equipment,

-and materials to teach the students 4n an atmosphere conducive to learning. Grants
requiring institutional matching would provide a means to raise funds' and to, im-

, preve.facilititS and equipment.
Federal support in the past has been an important factor in strengthening librar-

.les and in' emphasizing areas of particular need as the preparation of teachers of
science and mathematics. Such an investment of federal funds has paid 'substantial
dividends in the achievement of our scientists and intellectual leaders. The quality
of education can and must be enhanced by OW kind of continued suppoit.

Thank you for the opportunity to present this statement.

Mr. SiugN. We thank you, Father Weiss. Did Father Weiis break
the machine over there?

Dr. James Olson, who has' been a frequent witness before our
subconimittee and we're pleased to have him as president of the
UniVersity of Missouri, who's going to' be retiring at.9f July 1.

Welcome:

STNFEM?NT OF JAMES C. OLSON, PRESIDENT OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI

M. OLSON. Chairman; Mr. Coleman, thank you very much. I am
delighted to have this opportunity to appear before you once again
to discuss the very real and financial needs of higher educati n. I
think all of us here today would agree that it is absolutely
tial that the Federal Government continue to support, and sup rt
well, America's institutions of higher education and thpir stude ts.

Mr. &mow. Fine.
Mr. OLSON. You have it for the record. I am impressed with the

'importance of what we're doing though in terms Of_the:millennium,
of the ythtr 2000. You kriow, the people 4,ho will be in positions of
leadership at that point are in our institutions today. And we need
to -be concerned about the ability oi our institutions to provide op.-
portunities for them.

It seems to me that student financial aid really must continue to
be the cornerstone of. Federal support of hi her education. It's
ble and equitable and it helps to strengths the variet the diver-
sity of our institutions. And that, of course, one of t Nation's
great strengths.

I am concerned about the administration's proposals with respect
to 1,985 that would reduce aid. I have submitted a document, along



with my written testimony that will explain in some detail what ...the effect we id be on a large State university, the University of
Missouri.

_Mr.'Simolv. That staakent will be ent5re4 into the record.
Mr. OLSON. Thank you very mitgh, Mr. Chairman.
As has.been suggested, fees'and tuition at public and private in-

stitutions have been going up. At the University of Missouri, we've
had-no choice but to raise student fees' more than 50 percent in the
past 4 years in large part because pf a decline in State support..

f- This endangers the ability of the institutions to provide opportuni-
ty: , .40,.

Now, I personally favor, Mr. Chairman, your proposartiolnerge
the various aid programs into one block grant for each institution.
Each institution is different as is its student body, and it niakes
sense to address the student aid requirement of individuals at the
institutional level, within 'the expressed intent of the authorization
of Congress.\ The problem with that, of course, is, as has been suggested,there
is the fear and perhaps the danger that the merger of these pro-
grams will result in a reduction(in total support. And Dr. Aery has
mentioned-the' problem of the Missouri Student- Grant Program,
and I would hope that these kinds of problems could be taken into
account. I support we want both. We fally1/4141exibility, but we do
need &lie funds.

I do support the increasing the maximum amount for the Guar--
. anteed Student Loan Program from -.$5,000 to $7,000 per year This

is obviously necessary; at the sa 1 think we have a problem
in saddling students with .too grea a bu den of debt and this is a
problem of balance that we have to work 'th.

As you may be aware, 'I am scheduled to appear before you again
in the day to discuss graduate education so' I'll notI'll defer my
comments on graduate' edutation' until that time I would also like .

to suggest that specific support be given .to improving teaching at
the postsecondary level.

vi A relatively small investment could well pay ,signifieantudivi-
dends in the form of more effective, more efficient instruction. Aqd
we do need to give our best thought to ways in which, we improve
teaching. . - P

Further, r recognize that the matter 4 facilitiei, qnstrutnenta-
tion, are not necessarily before the ogrnmittee, and I recoghize, Mr.
Clairrnaii, the problems expressed intyour compenti.

But I_ do want to be on .the .record..as urging ,ghat-somehoW -the
Federal Government find a waYto return to the support of facili-
ties. Under the specific grants cola number of years ago, nder Fed-
eral revenue sharing, we had that mechsmisin, and I #6.uld like to
hope that somehow we can find another mechanism because.this is
one of the most critical areas as we seek to maintain quality and
preserve our institutions, because unfortunately today's ',higher
education is something we can't conduct in a sunplIt building, or
with a good teacher' on one end of the log and a s dent on the
other. .

IA

I would like to also call, attention to the fact that we soilietimes
overlook in our discussion of what is neededwe overlook what we
have. As we have a large core of dedicated teachers who are work.
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ing foritlatively low wages and who are working under conditions
.of considerable frustption and as we approach thy, problems of
supporting higher edubation, we need to keep that core of People-Ai
rnindv4nd4continue to think of ways in which we can help them to
fulfill their mission. _ 1

But I'm optimistic with the continued leadership of pg mons such
,as yourselves that we can continue to go forward, and, Mr. Chair-,
man, I would like to take this opportunity to express appreciatidn
for the services you have provided and you have given in your ca-
pacity in ihe House of',Representatives as you are leaving the
House. And I think all of us oFe you a great debt of gratitude.

Thank y,ou.
[Prepared statement of James C. Olson followal

PILFWAILV.D STATIOL&NT of *WALES C. OLSON, PRESIDINT, UNWN.R.SITy Or Miss PURI, ST.
Lem, MO

-Mi. Chairman, Mr. Coleman, I am gratified to have this opportunity to say a few
words about the vety, real- financial needs of higher education. I believe that all of
us here.agree it is essential that the Federal Gosfernment continue to support, and
support well America's higher education institutions and their students.

Higher education has lilways representated not an expense, but an investment
not just for the individual, but for society. Today, 'as we stand on the threshold of
the 21st century, the new millennium, that is truer than ever. Those whir will lead
this country in the next century are in college today.

America should lead the world toward a bright new future, a world where tech-
nology will make our lives richer and longer. Many of us take for granted things
like dealstop computers, laser-based supermarket check-out systetns, and devices
such as "cat" scanners found in major medical centers. The time-saving, labor
saving. life-saving new technologies all rest on a hidden foundation, higher educa-
tion. Consider this:

Higher education does much of the basic research o Which such advances are
based; higher edu tion does much to disseminate new wledge-to all who can use ,
it; and, most im rtant-,- bigher education trains tl3p en and, women who will

__ensure the process technological and social advancement continues in the future.
That-s-why Con must see to, it that higher "education gets the support it

needsnot to benefit a relatively small number of individuals or institutions, but to
benefit all Americans, of every race, creed and color, in every walk of life.

Student financial aid should be a cornerstone of that support. Such aid is one of
the most, flexible, equitable approaches, to maintaining andstrengthening the varies
ty of higher education establishrrients that characterize this Nation. That variety, I
feel, is one of education's great strengths. (But; as you know, the administration has
proposed changes for fiscal year 1985 that would reduce' aid. I have submitted a doof
,ument along with my written testimony that describes how such chats, s would
impact on our university and its students.)

Student aid has become more important than ever because, as you are aware, ui-
-tirm at public and private colleges and universities has risen dramatically, of late.
Nationally, median tuition at state Colleges and universities has jumped 24.6 per-

-.-- cent in the past-two years. At the-University of -Missouri,we've no,chnici * bUt to
raise student fees mire than 50 percent in -the pist four years, in laige part because
of a decline in state support.

But rising fees are putting higher education out of reach of many, even in public
institutions which historically have sought to provide educational opportueity to all
who seek it, and can benefit from it regardless of their financial situation. That's
why tie Federal Government must maintain a firm conup.tment to student fined:
cial aid, in all forms.

I personally favor Repreeentative Simon'a proposal to merge the SFAOGT NDSl
and SSIG aid programs into one block grant 'for each campus. Each institution, is
different, as is- the student body:It makes sense to me to address student aid 'res
quirements. of individuals at the canarus level, within the expressed intent of the
authorization of Congress, =

-

But we. favor this approach only so long as merger of these programs into a single
°block grant will not result in their being cut. We favor flexibility, yet, but we
need funds to support needy students.

323
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-"'-' In the same vein, I support increasing the maximum ;amount for the guaranteed
, student loan program from $5,000 to VA() per year. With tuition rising, moree--/- money iiineeded for such aid. I would like to see more money-made available tograduate and professional students who, as you have recognized,often must pay fortheir advanced training without help from their parents.

Let nee add that while I'm not opposed to. the "self help". approach to student aid,1 also believe we cannot continue to saddle students with huge debts. Particularly incertain graduate fields t do not offer, the prospect of exceptional financial remu-neration,neration, society' shoul assume the bulk of the financial burden of developing ex-pertise that will Warne y be to its benefit.
As you may be aware, If am scheduled to appear before you later in the day toAmass graduate education. With your permission, 1 shall defer further remarks onthat subject until that time

, i
I'd also like to suggest specific suppbrt be given to improve teaching at the post-secondary4%ducation level. A relative small investment here could well pay signifi.cant dividends in the foal ofmore effective, more efficient, instruction.
In our increasingly complex world, where each day there is more to' learn andmaster, we should put sr preraiu.m onfurther honing. the skills of our faculty anddeveloping new approaches to learning,After all, we owe it to our students and tothe taxpayers to offer the best education we possibly can at an affordable price. A--.program to fniprove teaching would certainly contribute to that.
Further, I recognize this thought may not-fall under'the purview of the legislationwe're, discussing today, but nonetheless, I'd also like to appeal for greater federalsupport for university research in general, as well as for specific atipport for the- purchase of state-of-the-art scientific instruments.

i Much of the nation's basic research is carried out in universities. Indeed, sande-'ilia provides,a unique environment that nurtures such research, the source of inno-Nations upon whichdnuch of America's economic vigor ultimately rests.We find ourselves in the situation today where many colleges and universityoratories not only are deficient in industrial-terms, but they are inferior togood high school facilities, We have let the physical underpinnings of higher educa-tion seriously deteriorate. I do not know how we will be able to reverse the trendwithout the; enewal of some form of federal facilities and equipment support.Science has already answered most of the easy queetions. we are to continue toadvance, faculty members and graduate students must have ':'M . : : to thatoole theyneed, tools that, in many cases, universities cannot hope to -Without out-side financial help. 1 t.Today's higher education demands more -than sibyls.. Classrooms where studentand professor can meet; it demands modern laboratories and other,special environ-ments, particularly for graduate level and professimul education, that- are oftencostly in the extreme.
I've said a lot, perhaps too much, in. these few minutes about what higher educa-tion lacks. .But in cloeinib,I'd like to, mention something higher education alreadyIpasin abundance;
Our most importaiit asset is the thousands of men and women who have dedicat-ed their lives to teaching and research in an academic environment. They couldearn considerably more in business and industry. Instead, they opt to help shapeand train the next generation:
Those in higher education know that this task, though always challenging, oftenfruitrating (as in these difficult economic times), is also constantly rewarding. It is

-.Wile its full -potential; but also because in doing so we've helped make the world a

rewarding not only in of the satiefaction that_cames from.helping- a- mind re-
place.

,With the continued leadership of persons such as youfseIves, higher education cancontinue to produce the skilled minds and trained hands America will need to meetthe challenges, and take advantage of the opportunities, the 21st century will offer.I thank you.

Usaveserry or Missotnn, 0147101/tir SoaeLaronges 'AND S'IlIDZWIII FINANCIAL A/D
SIIIIVICILS, COWMDIA, MO

.

The following commentsconcern the potential impact of the recently proposedReagan Administration FY 19S5 Budget on thellniversity of Missouri.
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t FELL dEANT PROGRAM

The administration proposes to dramatically modify the current Pell Grant pro-
gram into a self-help grant. This is the same ,proposal which the administration at-
tempted to pass last year. While the maximum grant for any individual student
would be increased from the current $1,90011to $,000 per year, the eligibility re-
quirements would be modified in such a %Say as to decrease the total number of
.awards. In addition the administration wt4d restrict the majority of all available
funds (80% of the total amount appropriated) to families with incomes under
$12,000. ,s

Ago Effect on the University of Missouri 4
During 1982-83 the four campuses of the University made available .$6.9 million

in Pell Giant awards to 7,450 students. The AVERAGE award last year was $923.
Based on the students who applied fell aid this year"(1983-84), only 27% of the stu-
dents had incomes' under $12,0). If this change in the program was adopted, over
70% of all UM students would probably be eliminated ,from the program even
though they still demonstrated need. The average incoalkALparehts of our depend-
ent students was $24,875, thus putting them above the maxl,tnuul in the achninistra-

. tion's proposal.

IL SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT PROdAA..14

ye-
The administration proposes . to, completely eliminate the SEOG Rieotram next
ar.

Effect on the University of Missou'ri
The University' of Missouri received slightly over $1.1 million in SEOG funds last

year About 3,0M students shared in theprogram with an AVERAGE grant of $395:
At the University we utilize these funds forthe very needy studentsthe ones who
would not otherwise have sufficient funds to enroll or stay in school. The loss of this
critical program would darnage our ability to assist these very high need ,students.
In addition, these students tend to be minority or disadvantaged students, therefore
the loss of this program would street the enrollment opportunities of these students,.

.

in. NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOANS- -ELIMINATION OF THE YRDERAL CAPITAL

CONTEDATTION

The federal government, since 1958, has provided seed money to make loans avail-
itble to needy- college and university students. The administration proposes to com-

pletely eliminate the asonual Federal Capital Contribution for all institutions this
coming year. Therefore, we. Would have only the revolving funds to reallocate .to.
needy students.
Effect on the University of Missouri'

This current year (1983-84) the four campuses received $2.2 million in Federal.
,Capital Contribution in the NDSL program. This amount, when added to repay-
ments and available cash is used to make new loans this year., If we 'do not receive
new federal funds, then younger campuses such as St. Louis, where the revolving
fund is quite small, will have few dollars to make available. At the older campuses
such as Columbia, while the revolving fund is larger, it could not sustain the cur-
rent level of borrowing by students under this program.

We need to, continue to have new funds in the NDSL program so that needy stu-
dents can borrow funds for education. The AVERAGE loan last year (1982-83) on all
campuses was-about pm...At the. time when ,the ,administration is suggesting the
elimination of most programs for needy students, we ;inlet Maintain -this program.'

IV. STATE STUDENT INCENTIVE GRANTS (SSIG)

The State *Udent Incentive Grant program provides money to states in the
nation who have established their own grant programs for needy students., In Mis-

sonri, the program provides" ess then $2 million dollars of the total amount of
money made available to students through the Missouri Student Grant Program.

Effect on the University of Missouri
While the elimination of this program would .not directly effect UM students, it

would indirectly reduce the aid -available. During 1 b3 LIM students received
$690,000 in grant funds from the Missouri S Grant am. It is our fear if the
SSIG funds were eliminated that the Genera Assembly may eliminate the entire
Grant program. While this State grant does tend to go to private institutions, the
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1,890 UM students who received funds from the program were some of the mostneedy students enrolled at the University.
The program should be retained even though it has achieved its desired affect-

that of encouraging states to begin their own grsht programs. In states such as Mis-souri, the elimination of this relatively small program (its only $76 million in total)
could reverse the participation of states. 7/

V. COLLEGY WORK STUDY PROGRAM (CWSP)

The College Work Study Program is the only program in which the administra-tion has requested an increase. The administration has requested an increase from
$550 million to $850 million for FY 1985. The administration has indicated that aninstitution COULD, if it wished, transfer up to 50% of its annual allocation in the
CWSP program into the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant program, orutilize up to $100,000 for cooperative education, adult literacy pregrains, or Job loca-tion and development centers.
Effect on the Univemity,of Missouri

At the University of-Missouri, we provided last year (1982-83) over $22.1 million
in work assistance to our students,. frsTLY $2.2 million of this money came from theCollege Work-Study Program, the remaining $19.9 million came from general oper-ating funds. Even with a 54% increase in appropriations in the program, the Uni-versity would not receive sufficient funds to either make up the difference in lostaid from cuts in programs such as the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant
and. National Direct ,tuderit Loan Program, nor would it seriously reduce the dol-
lars the University provides from General Operating funda.

We of course support the increase in the CWSP program funding, but not at theexpense of the other equally vital programs.

Vi. GUARANI.= STILInwr LOAN PR6611AUUNIVIMSITY Nampa pen
The siginiistration has proposed that the Guaranteed Student Loan Program

become eompletely need-based. That is before any student could receive any loanfrom the program, he or she would have to demonstrate need for the loan. By this
universal needs test, the administration hopes to reduce the cost of the program.The cost of the program is due mainly to the current interest rateif the iaterest
rate is low then the cost of the program to the government is reduced. It is estimat-ed that foreach 1% increase in the prime rate, the government roust pay an addi-tional $100 million in the special allowance paid to lenders who participate in the
Program- -

Effect on the University of Missouri
The effect on the University would be minimal becauee most of our students will

demonstrate need anyway. The effect at lower cost public schools could be more dra-
matic, since their costs are lower, their students could be eliminated entirely from
consideration under this program.

TRIO FUNDING

The TRIO programs are three programs passed during the 1960's and are
signed to encourage educationally disadvantaged students to attend postsecondary
education. These programs have attempted to prepare high-risk students for college.
The administration has proposed a 50% reduction in the program from $165 million
to $82 million.

Effeet on the liniveriity of Missouri,
Three campuses of Oil-University have TRIO funding (all except Rolla have a pro-gram) and often the programs are quite small, but have been reasonably effective

over tht years. With the reduction in campus budgets, especially for student sere-ices, the TRIO funding has become more important. The programs continue to servethe purpose for which they were intendedthat is to provide educationally disect.
vautanged students a chance for upward mobility.

Viii. RDUCATIONAL SAVINGS ACCOUNT
-

The administration has again proposed the establishment of educational savings
accounts, similar to IRA's. This proposal would allow families to contribute up to.$1,000 per child per year into a specific savings account with the interest and divi-dends being tax-free. The p eeds of the savings account could be used to ONLY



p ay for tuition aad room and board directly to a college. Only full-time undergradu-
ates between the ages of 18 and 26 could benefit from the program.

Effect on the Universityof Miszsauri
,

.The initial effect on the University would probably be small. The program first
would not allow parents to save a great deal of money and second would not benefit

fatni1,ies under $20,000 per year income who do not'now have the ability to save
$1,000 per year. The pdniinistratioxx sees this prograriras aiding the middle income
families, yet our experience shows that these families generally receive lower in-
comes during the early years of a, child's life, and by the time they can begin to
save, the child has already entered or *about to enter college,

I If the prograr were begun it could encourage some, parents to save, but the 8295
million price tag per year should not be .funded out of other more iinmediate and
needed federal student financial aid programs.

OFFICE OF SCHOLARSHIPS AND STUDENTTINANCIAL AID SERVICES, 1982:83 ANNUALREPORT,

TOTk AID AWARDED

Dollars

PP;Ilta rags

StAirits

',Columbia $4,394,671 6,279

Kansas 1,433,800 , 1,809

Roga 1,767,805 2,344

St Loas 1,435,070 1,964

Total 9,031,346 12,396
,

$700%.,..
793.

754

731 ,

729
hAd,- --,--

baits

SL;;gts Mery

C4amt..ia $20,418,694 .13,047 $1,570

Kansas City 10,575,378 5,282 2,002

Row 5,00,392 -2,839 1,762

.51 Louis , 2,679,533 2,350 1,140

Total

_
38,736,997 23,518 1,647

__
Pasco .

Columbia $13,894,302- 8,043 $1,728

-Kansas City 2,830,784 2,172 1,303

golla 3,674,518 2,279 1,612

St Louis 1;706,380 1,697 -1,006

'total 22,106,084 14,191 1,558

4--

Scticiatstipt aThl telearsimps

gigots Avoate

Columbia ,z,tfo,s4a 1,675 $1,296

Kansas City 629,345 979 643

&Al 1,10,743 1,253 914

St. La is 363,497 618 -589
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SAaiashas arrC idips .

Shiasots

Total
26 4,5 952

Cutside aid

' Sivkals Mar
Colombia

51,310,040 636 $2,060Kosas City.
1,282,000 541 2,370

Skiat
Ro

Louis
649,000

1,192,000
267

719
2,431

1,658
Tolai

4,433,000 2,163 2,049

Ta44
Ikahagica4.140.19

Ta61 Agra tool

Coitint44
$42,220,207 29,680 11,872Xat43.4-04y

16,118,307 10,78.3 4,313
,

Rolla ,
12,239,558 8,982 3,593S Lpuis w 7,376,980 7,348 2,939

Tot ..... ... . . .... ... 78,616,052 56,793 22,717



UNIVERSITY OF MISSQURI REPORT ON UNMET NEED,, 1919-80 THROUGH 198344, PARENTAL INCO1R-DEPENDENT STUDENTS

Pomo tow ittoosa
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83,000 to X99 .

86,000 to ...,, _...,.......... ,,,,, , . .,,.....,_,,, ......,....,_ ..... ,....:......,_
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14.v z
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. 384 .089 408 . .065 68$ .058 627 .052 547 ,049

450 .105 511 .082 839 .071 788 .066 763 '.069
470 .109 565 090 987 .084 941 .078 781 -070
532 .124 556 I..,! 955 .031 906 .076 845 .076
606 .141 684 .109 1,147 .097 957 .080 819 .074
525 .122 732 .117 1,148 .097 984 .082 907 .082
433 .101 668 .105 1,164 .099 1,044 .087 956 .086
291 .068. 534 .085 1,091 .092 990 ,083 . 914 ,082 to
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UNIVERM OF MISSOURI REPORT ON UNMET NEED, 1979-80 THROUGH 1983-84,
PARENTAL-INCOME-DEPENDENT STUDENTS
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Mr. SIMON. I thank you, aid 'I might add we owe a debt of grati-
tude to the 'retiring President of the University of Missouri, notonly for your leadership here- in Missouri' but for your willingness
to help out with your insights on the national scene.

And finally, Dr. Webb is a constituent of yours, is That correct?
Mr. CoLrosuor. He is.
Mr. Siidox. All right.
Mr. COLEMA.N. Some would like to say that.
Mr. SiMoiv. I'm going to defer to my colleague from Missouri to

introduce Dr. Webb here.
Mr. Commkw. Dr. Webb, I think this might be your rust time to

testify before our subcommittee, and we welcome you from Trenton
Junior College. _

Trenton Junior College probably has a different view, at least
one that needs to be expressed since we've had some of the titans
of the community here before us in numbers- and in wealth as fax
as endowments.

And I think that we would like to hear from the junior colleges
regarding reauthorization.

Dr. Webb.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT*M. WEBB, PRESIDENT, TRENTON JUNIOR
COLLEGE

Mr. WEBB. Thank you very much. Chairman Simon, Mr. Cole-
man.

Being last is npt really unique:to me with a name starting with a
`NY" 'and,. workiftg for a college that starts with a "T'.' is sort of

'tomes that way, you know.
Just to give you a little bit of background, and you do have some

prepared remarks in front of. yourbut I would like to tell you a
little bit about our particular campus and our particular school.

We are unique to the fact we are the only K-14 schobl" district in
the United States that's actively working today. We have what we
call, I -guess it's been referred to me, a few. timesis we take them
from birth to death. We start them at 3 years old in our early
childhood program and our oldest student in our college this year
is 94.

So, we feel like we do have a wide range of people involved in
our college.

We have about 2,300 students altogether in those varied pro-
grams, and we work about an $8 indlion budget so we have a vane-
ty of programs we're looking at.

Basically, I didn't understand quite frankly the total bill to read
it and comprehend it, so I've prepared some remarks relating prob-
ably to my particular institution and to some feedback that I
_wanted to give in the sense of how it. has affected us and some spe-
Cific comments relating to Trenton and a few af.the other<coramu-
nity colleges in, Missouri.

In doing so, I have prepared some 'comments relating to.
PREGO's report for strengthening the postsecondary schools: Modi-
fication of the student financial aid program, and a brief comment
on the self-help proposal by the administration's 'proposed budget
for 1985.

There's a number of support 'programs from the Federal Govern-
ment. One or two or three I would like comment on is title II
specifically, title H-A relating to libraries..

It just goes without saying to me, and I think to most ediicators
that the heart of your whole, institution whether it's small or large
is your library. And you've got to continue support in that area. I
just think it's essential that you to that.

Another area that is very important as that is vocational eduCa-
tion. In my capacity as administrator of a district that deals not
only with 'elementary and secondary but higher education, a well
as people thatadult programs coming back, we finkthat one of
the most essential parts of our program is that of vocarlonal educa-
tion. Starting with the Smith-Hughes At in 1917 has been very.es-
sential that educational programs at elementary and secondary, as
well as postsecondary and now vocational schools be funded in 'a
sense that it does lead them into direct job training forces as soon
as they are done.

We find in Missouri, according to the Missouri Department of El-
ementary-Secondary Education profiles, that Missburi public
schools tor-1982-83, 56.8 of the graduating seniors do, not continue
oh with their higher education when they get out of high school.
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Therefore, if we de-emphasize or do not emphasize enough voca-tional education if our Missouri statistics are equal to that of*liothe rest of the n we are not funding the educational new
that we need in the United States.

A problem in working with it everyday that I see wit vocational,
education is if we do not determine the needs before
we place students in that particular program we get to dealing
with out there, with what we call tenure laws and we get' to deal-
ing with people and teac rs. And we start in those programs plac-
ing students where the Alk achers are, not necessarily where the
needs are in the job market when we get done with those students
with our programs.

Another area I'd like to speak on Federal support is that of title
III. We currently in

whh
might back up. Trenton has been

around since 1925 wilh a junior college. Not until 1982 had Tren-
ton ever received a Federal dollar in support, besides that of the
elementary program that would come funneled through the State
on block grants and these type:4 of thipgs.

But in our postsecondary school it was the philosopher of our
board and other people in that communi
operate that college without Federal sup
do that until that particular period of ti
we had some opportunities to do some
growing at our college that we wanted to do, and
outside resources to do that

We currently, at that time, we applied for a title HI grant, ob-
tifined that title III grant in the amount of only $500,000, but to us
it was a major amount, Representative Coleman spent a lot of time

;all the way through to
rt. And we continued to
e and then we felt that
rengt ning and some

we needed some

helping us to get that approved. It has offered us the
we needed in that particular _area, even thotigh we'r
rural, we're out in the country, we have comptiter probl

Computer's a big thing that's coming today. That giv
portunity to expand into those particular technology pr
since then it also hel our communities by offering th
programs to the people in that area

Title III has offered us that, and I would hope that continued
support in title III programs would be there in the future.''

Discussing some areas of student aid programs, I would like to
speak a little bit about increasing the Pell Grant frora its current
ratio to $3,000. In doing so, as higher education cost increases those
needs for students also increases fordnereasedfundnig.

But at the same time. I would encou
7_rage ,a stronger needs-based . _

*Pr mograin granting those awards, finding out for sure the need is -

.there before that award is-granted.
Another area of changing the Pell Grant Program to an entitle-

ment program. I appreciate your, efforts in the 'entitlement pro-
gram and making funds available to everyone that particularl$,
wants them.

But I find it a little hard to support that program because, to me,
entitlement programs are cost programs that you get locked into
even thoagh this may be a small entitlement program along with
another small entitlement program locks us into what I feel is a.
major part of our national debt that we're dialing with today.

owth that
out in the

us the °p-
ains and
types of
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With that I would suggOst that we look at the Pell Grant from a
year-t6:-year basis/on appropriations and maybe keeping the same
and increasing, of course, if we can do that

But on a stronger needs-based program, as I mentioned earlier
at the same time in talking about lifting the support from a half-
cost provision to the 75- percent cost provision, I support that.

But at the same time I would suggest that we look at some kind
of sliding-scale, family-based income for that to be established as it
goes along withoaising from .50 to 75 percent.

In other words, the greater need the more money you can get,
and establish some kind of sliding scale to establish that to work
with the lower and middle ineaue families and students along that

'line.
In talki about increasing the maximum amount of the student

loan from 2,500 -to $3,000 and from $5,000 to $7,000 I would en-
courage in that program also and testify in favor of that because
the new of these students are increasing: Therefore, their aid
the services, if our education, in other wordS is increasing, there-
fore the aid needs to be increased also

But, at the same time I would suggest that you look at extending
the amount of time, a -pay period, believe7it's what? 10 or 12
years at the present time?

Increasing that from 5 to 7 more years to maybe 10- or 20-year
period, somewhere in that area. One of the problems that I see
with that isand it -affects directly with our people, and I'm> sure it
does throughout the Nation- is: Here's a student entering college.
They receive this loan. They get a loan, let's say for 3 or 4 years,
and they come up with a debt of $10,000 or $8,000 or $12,000, what-
ever that may be, when they get but of college, the first thing they
have is that debt looking at them when they get out. They aLso
want to look at maybe getting married. They're going, to look at
bug',ing a new car. They're going to look at et cetera, et ceterathe
daily living. Therefore, that's a problem in getting it paid back.
They don't have enough income, especially if they go into 'the
teaching field.

They don't have enough income to pay it back immediately.
Therefore, their priorities become nowto the family and to them-
self not to paying back the student loan. They want to do it, gener-
ally, I would say, in general terms.

Most of them want to pay 4t back, and most of them do. But at
the same time you have that problem of what's more important to
me right now. And so, by giving them a chance to extend that,

__making their payments leKs per month over the period_ of longer
time, would be maybe one solution

Merging -the campus-based progr
grams, I don't believe I could testify
tutions of myas m self and the o

p consider.
s to caMpus-based block pro-
n favor of that. Smaller insti-
e 'that I work in and maybe

othert! 'that may not have the matching resources to match this 15
or 20 percent to get, the work-study programs. To get' some other
programs, I don't believe that would be an aSzset for our community
colleges.

Metropolitan Community College in Kansas City, for example, in
talking with them in the last few days have expressed to me the
concern that I make note to you, Chairman Simon, that they would



probably lose, from their best estimates,,:tround $96,000 if this par-
ticular block grant is put into effect.

And we feel like that we would lose particular money also, but
not as great as they would and maybe some. of the other colleges.

In conclusion I would like to speak briefly to the fact that the
administration's fiscal year 1985 recommendatithi on the self-help
proposed have taken in first . going from the work-study, program
and then into the loan, program and into the Pell Grant Program.
And in very short and simple terms tq me that' is putting the
burden right back on the middle income, and lower incorae'peo
Forcing thefn into debt before they get out of college; forcing Mm.,-
in the long range of less payment to the student loan program, and
I just feel like it would be a negative effect on those students; and
they would not go on and advance their higher education program.I appreciate the opportunity and to come and talking with you,and hope I get to do it again,.Mr. Coleman, sometime.

Mr. CotsmAx. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Robert M. Webb follows:]

PasPARXD STAIIJUNT or ROAM M. WXUB, PRZSIIIMMT, TOXINITON J 10.911 COLLICGA,
TULNTON, -MO

Chairman Simon, ,members of subCoMmittee on. Postsecondary Education, l'appre,'
ciate the opportunity to give testimony relating to legislation reauthorizing the
Higher Education Act and the Administration fiscal year 1985 budget.

I'll make remarks relating to: Federal support in strengthening postsecondary
education; proposed Modifications in the f al student financial aid 'program; the
administration fiscal year 1985 budget ndatio.ns; and student aid "self-.,help" proposal,

mew- f4TPPORT Ii11 $1111.NOTIMNING POSTSZOONDARY IDUCATID,14

The federal jovernment has many support programs for education and there are
three programs I would like to speak briefly about and encourage continued sup
pert.
Title 11-A of Higher Eciucation Act of 1965

The library is often referred to as the heart of the school. It is the guiding re.
source, not only for the student, but for teaZliixag staff as well. Federal support
Title U-A of the Higher Education' Act emphatiiree a concern about quality incation.

Vocationnl educotion:According to the Missouri Department of Elementary and
Secondary Education "profiles of Missoitri Public:. Schools 1982-83" 56.8% of Mils
souri's1982 high school graduates do not immediately go to college after graduating
from high school, and this figure is consistent for the past five years. Since the pail-
sage. of the Smith-Hughes AFt in 1917, the -objective of vocational educational Pro-
grams is to prepare the high school graduates and graduates of vocational schools to
go immediately into the work force. Without having National statistics available, if

--the Missouri statistics-art Ctittlitiliable with the of thi*tion, any less emphasis
in vocational fun 'w. from the federal governMent woulddeem that the federal goy-
eminent is not funding programs that meet the educational needs..

A problem with vocational education programs is "needs assessment". of wherethe jobs are in the communities and where tr 'sluing is needed is not performed
before students start dieir education. Vocational programs place students where..
teachers and slots are available, not where the job need is..

Title 111 Institutional Aid Program of the Higher ,Eclucation Act of 1964
The purpose of the Title III programs is to offer opPortunities to college and uniw

versities to strengthen their educational programs. In doing so, college and universi-
ties develop education programs that not only strengthen the college, but-provide a
'needed service to the job market in producing better ilductited individuals.
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Trenton' Junior College has received and is currently receiving a grant from the
federal government, and I can testify first-hind that this program is benefiting our
,college,

Conti' ued support is necessary /mil is another way the federal government can
supportostswondury education. .

,

STUDRIWT AID PROGRAM
s .

Increasing Pell grant.--I would testify in favor of increasing the Pell Grant top
53,000. As the -cost of higher education increases, the students' need for additiosill
aid increasee. At the same time, I would be in favor of establishing ,stronger need
base programs in order for students to receive benefits of the Pell Grant.

Changing the Yell Arita program to an entitlemeht pragrum.-1 appreciate the ef-
forts in Representative Simon's Entitlement Program in trying to make funding
available to all the students that were eligible for a Pell. Grant,-and not how ,mang
Pell Grants can be Willed depending on how much Congress decides to appropriate .
for this program. However,I do not feel that I coald- support the Entitlement Pro-
gram because I do not believe that you would have fiscal control of how much
money would be appropriated to fund the Pell Grants. I also believe that, in its
small way, this Entitlement Program, along with other entitlement programs that
Congress passes legislation on, contributes to our national debt. It seems.zwith' an
entitlement "program, you get, locked in'and have to fund a program year after year.

It is suggested that an increase izirthe Pell Grant Entitlement year after. yet* be
considered on a need basis and fiscal control would be maintained.

.
I would testify in support .of lifting the half-cOst provision for Pell Grant recipi-

enta to a provision that does not exceed 75% of their total cost of attending an 'Mai-
mi)1tti , only on the provision that students are eligible and must show .a need for thei

ex ded benefit. A sliding.scale bailed on family income could be established with
be gLis from 50% to 75% to be determined at each level of income and this could ,.

proMe &water benefits to the loareand middleincome student, also, it would pro-
vide thew he opportunity to choose from a broadet, base of colleges and universi-
ties. *

. . 4

"increasing the maximum annual loan amount sin the guaranteed student loan pro-
gram from $.?,5110 to 49,000 for undergraduate students, and $5,C(X) to $7,000 for
graduate and professional students.I would testify in favor of increasing the in '-
mum loan amount , simply because the cost of the educational services that tieee
students are purchasing are increasing. Therefore, as, the services increase, the
amount of the loan needs to increase In order for these students to keep pace. At
the same time, I would encourage extending the repayment period on these loaas
from five to seven years, providing the student less of a burden after graduation .to
pay off the loan. . ,

/
Merging campus-based programs to campus,,based block grants, --I would testify -

against the idea of Merging campus-based programs-such as the Supplemental Edit.- . /
cations'Opportunity Grant the National Direct Student Loan Program, and the

State Student Incentive Grant program to a campus-based block grant, Under this /
provision, smaller colleges and universities do not have matching resources equal to
the 15 percent or 20 percent match in order to receive a grant and would be losing ./
student aid resourmi. Students from middle income families,would suffer the most
under this proposal because of the reduction of their availability of funds to advance' /
their education. Sourses from Metropolitan CommunitY Colleges in Kansas -City, /
Missouri, indicate that they estimate they would lose as much as $96,000 if the ,,,
block grant merger goes into effect, 2 /

-,,
-- 'MIX ADICINISTRATIOreS meat.-?WA 1986 flUDOIT AtROOMMRSDATION,: .,-- -----. , - -----,4-2...-...

Student aid self-help proposal.-4 would testify against 'the proposal that would
require students to turn first to the Federal, Work-study Program, and then to loan

. programs before receiving a Pell Grant,"Because I believe it.would have a negative
effect- on the middle income student. The Self-help.Proposid fora* students into a
loan program and puts the Students into debt before they graduate from college and
have a means to repay the loan. This, I believe, would have a negative effect on the
number of students that would be willing-to assume this 'debt and advance their
education:. ',. t . / -

r
Mr: SIMON. We 'thank you very much, Zr.ft Webb.. You .handled

yourself very well with all these Titans here. I want you. to know.Tit.a
that
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Mr. Wes. I was a little nervous.
Mi. SIMON. Yeah. Let me just coma-lent just on a couple of things

here, and then I heave a few questions to all of you
First of all,'the Word "entitlement," I think, isyou and I are in

agreement, 1)r. Webb, on your concludi statement that the Pell
grant ought to be the basis. The diffi ty right now, is that the
Guaranteed Student Low Program is ntitIement.

Mr. WEBB. Ri ht.
Mr. Sadox. at means that's in the law, and you can get it

And it's not subject to appropriations. I happen to believe that that
grant program for the kids who need it the most ought to be
reallyif I had a choice between a GSL being an 'entitlement or a
Pellarrant, I wcitild prefer the Pell grant..

.NOV, I don't want to make that choice. I'm not suggesting that.

we have shifted more and nadte into the loan areas Dr.
But what we have done because we have riot had Pell grant an

Olson was.Wking about.
And that is warping what students do. Whether they go to

school, where they serve when they get out, of school' and so that's
the idea of the entitlement is we want to get that base established
a little more giolidly and move in that direction.

I also think; and I recognize that this whole block grant thing is
controversial. We face a very..prActical prOblem, and that is we
hear from your school saying you want more flexibility., The stu-
dents are falling through the cracks. But as soon as we suggest
flexibility, you say, well,- don't give its to us. And I guess' thinkingI
don't know who did the calculation over in Kansas City, but I don't
think they calculated correctly and I'd be happy to have someone
from there talk to me about it.

But I don't know where we're going on this cause obviously if the
schoolsdZet want it. We're not going to give it to you. But, ideally,
it does seem to me the more flexibility we can give you at Rock- -
hurst and Trenton and every ther school, the better off you are
and your students are, so thaf we don't have these students who
fall between the cracks.

Dr. Olson, if I may specificallyI like your suggestion but I want
you to be more specific. If I may quote you?

"I'd also like to suggest specific support be ,given to improve
teaching at the postsecondary educatioh level. Relatively small, in-
vestment here could well pay significant dividends in the form of
more effective, more efficient instruction." How do we do that?

. Mr.. OLsox. It's a good question. I'M not sure that I can provide a
Satisfactory answer. But, it seems to me that there could be pro-
getims to encourage -institutions tcc provido, ;for example,- diiveldije:
mental leads beyond the regular research leads. which would help
teachers improve themselves as teachers.

At the University of Missouri, for example, we have a very small
program of that kind of lead. And we find that it's a good one.. If
there were the encouragement of federally funded programs along
these lines I think could -be helpful. That's one suggestion, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. SIMON. We take a small step in that direction by encourag-
ing _faculty teaching and studying abroad.

Mr. ON. Yes,

3 36
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SIMON. Which one
Mr. OLsoN.'That's correct.
Mr. SIMON [continuing]. One. I might add that one of the things

that is discouraging, as you look at American higher education is
that a decreasing percentage of our faculty are studying and teach-
ing abroad which obviously Lcannot be a healthy trend.

Any -as you Who look at this thing and, incidentally, I might
say that our bill is, this is not the law of the Merles and theTer-
sian.s. It is we are eager for your suggestions, and as you reflect on
this, I agree with what, yOu have to say, but I'm not sure I know
how to get there.

And I figure anyone who's ;wise enough to be able o retire as
president of the University of Missouri ought to have the answers
for that.

Mr. Oisox, try to find it for you, Mr. Chaiinlaii, &wouldn't
want to disillusion you.

Mr.' Stmoiv, Father Weiss I. concur completely on. the idea that
we want to encourage the small and independent schools.

In fact, one of the things we were talking about at lunch tbday.
What has happened in the last 3 years? We have moved toward
segregating American higher education by economics. And that
cannot be a good thing.

I'm going to ask Marsh to make sure you get a copy of the full
bill. I would like you to just to go through that and look at it from
the viewpoint of Rockhurst College. Where are places' we can
change the bill to more fully meet what you're talking about. I'm
not suggesting we're going to be able to accept all the changes
you've made but ..I would be very much interested in that.

Your increase in institutional aid, Father Weiss, went froth 556
to 759, That meant money that came from faculty salaries, librar-
ies, and other things, right?

. Father Mass. Well, partially money that we had raised specifi-
cally for that purpose through raising an endowment for student
aid.. But it is true we are putting-most of it came from actually
institutional funds and that's right, it's being taken from other pos-
sible, for faculty salaries or library material.

Mr. SIMON. And I don't want to be putting words in your mouth,
but when the Federal Government doesn't come along with ade-
quate assistance for student aid, what happens at Rockhurst Col-
lege or Washington University or. the University of 'Missouri or
Trenton College, is that you have to use those funds for student as-
sistance, and there is a qualitative impact on your campus. Is that
correct?

Father-Wass. Absolutely
\ When the financial aid officer comes to me and says that we

have this many students whose need is not being met, and we are
simply not going to be able to bring thein here unless we meet this
need, and we need $50,000 more in student aid, well, a say we
have to forego something else in the budget and shift t money
to student aid. -

I think that's-and I'm sure that the rest of, the instityl ions have
that same experience.

And it unfortunate we have not put in the kinds of increases in
our library, for example, anywlte. near the increases in student

3 37
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aid, even though the book budget should be increased. But we
sqfly have neglected...that and shifted the money to student aid.

Mr. SIMON. On yotir question, what would happen if Pell Grants
were not' fully funded? Under the entitlement program, thereois no
question.

Father Weiss. There wouldn't-be any. Yeah. ,Mr. SIMON. Yeah. There is no question on that.
Let me ask all of you one of the most controversial questions.

And that is .50 percent, 75 percent, where we ought to be--* and this
is really, I frankly, I have asked John Brademas the president of

% New York University, to pull together a small group of college
presidents, both public and private, to see if some practical compro-
mise can be worked out, because if we go to' the floor with the pri-
vate and public schools "fighting each other, we're not going to get
what needs to be done for this 'country.

If you were justand I'm just going to ask each of you to give
me a percentageif you were just to give a percentage, you
could write that figure into the wall, what would you make it?

Father Wxiss: Well, it's hard tO answer that question without
solving the question of the er4itlement.

.Mr. Stidox. You're right. Yeah. 1

Father Weiss: 1 tJnk if I were sure that you would have the en-
titlement, I would ,say 75 percent would be satisfactory. But my
concern is that we get the 75 percent in; and then when it gets to.
Congress and they see the price tag, what this* going to amount
to, they're going to say, well, it can't be an entitlement.

We're only going to fiappropate this much Money, and then
we've got. 75 percent in. Thai's going to' cut out a lot of students
that would get it if they were fully entitled. So, as far-as I can see
for our own students, .a 75 percent with the $2,000 would be very
helpful. . ,

Mr. SIMON.. As long as you had the entitlement?
Father Wes. As long as it were fully through the entit

tlernent program.
Mr. DANFORTH. I agree, in part, with President Weiss.
I think that what we have now is a carefully hammered-out com-

promise among the private and public universities,
As you know, that took an enormous amount of time and effort,

and it's a complicated kind of construction and you can't 'pull out
one thing very easily and say that's ideal unless you look at the
whole thing.

And the,--basically, the thing that some of us worry about is just
that If one unravels the pac little bit without a whole new

-.worked-out package,
t

that it ere are unforeseen changes that,
for example, there's a major shift o students with large numbers
going to -worry -about; from the-- higher tuition sector to ---..
the lower tuition sector -which, in the long run, doesn't save
anyone any money then there are new capital costs, and
you have to build up a whole new sector. 4

\..1I think it's hard to answer not only without knowing whether
there'd be an entitlement, but without knowing, too, what the
funding of the campus-based programs would be as well.

Mr. OLSON. I agree with Chancellor Danforth, Mr. Chairman. We
have worked qi,it o the years an arrangement, an accommoda-
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tion and I am concerned about upsetting it unduly if period of
fiscal restraining high deficits and other elements.

Mr. Simo 14.If I can just add by wayand you testified for the 75
as I recall?

Mr. WEBB. Only on the basis of a graduating scale of getting
there.

Mr. Simox. Right.
Mr. WEBB, If not,,,stay with the 50.
Mr. SIMON. Yeah. We go through this every time we reauthorize

and it is a veryit gets really to theand it's a very carefully con-
structedthe 75right now the lawand because, we kind of froze
ourselves in 1981. Though 70 percent of $2,600, that's why whop we
moved to $3,000 we moved to 75 'percent figuring that's in a line
with the tradition of the compromise. But we're going to obviously,
we're going to have to work this thing out very carefully and I
think working it out is, in the works, It, doeset mean that it's going
to happen but, I think it is obviously essential that it

Father WEiss; Mr. Chairman, could I a with regard to the
block grant is there anyway of putting some provision in that
would guarantee that this would have to be funded, you know, tie ,

it to the funding level of another program. I know that Congress
very much opposes any kind of, you know, trigger mechanisms that
would guarantee that this should be funded at a level at least equal
to the previous levels.

Mr. &max. Yeah. The only way we could do that would be to
make an entitlement. Now, what we do have is a grandfather
clause in there so that we make sure that we do not, because of a
change in formula, there isn't all of a sudden Rockhurst doesn't
loose out as you did in your Upward Bound Program.

Incidentally, you in that connection also mentioned another
factor that I think we have to look at and I would be pleased at
any suggestions of any of you mist have or anyone else here. And (-
that is, were trying to get the assistance a little more need based,
Because, frankly as we have studied the results, for example, col-
lege work study. The original design for needy students. That's not
what has happened with college work study. And so we've tied .in
the Pell Grant. But; we do not want to be discriminating against `
schools like yours or to shift things too radically in any, other direc-
tion. That's why we have a 90 percent guarantee in that portion.

Let me ask one final question then I will get to my. colleague
.here. The $65,000and i-kkaci another question or two for Chancel-,
for Danforth if I can find m,y. notes around here. But, I think you
were one of those who mentioned the $65,000 limitation. What we
have done there is frankly taken what is now the regulation and
simply put it into the statute, Is that KUM/ limitation a4goblem
for you now at Washiggton University?

r, DANFORTH. Yes.13ut I can't comment very authoritatively on
that. Ben Sandler will be on a panel later, Mr.- Chairdan, and can
give you more precise inforMation than I can.

Mr. Sii4oN. Any other comments from anyDr. Arry, the
$65,000 limitation, is that causing a problem now for many people?

Dr. AERY. I would have to rely on Dlr. Sandler again but, I would
say from the State's point it cztusesit has caused some proble
But I cannot give you exact figures. But niorgso, it's just havi



tohaving to have that cutoff. There's more need for flexibility in
that than-just $65,000, Chancellor Danforth, in your remark.

Father WEISS. We have a Parent that railed eme just- the other
day that has three students in college. One in law school and two
in college. He's got an income above $65,000 and he just simply

not have the cash available to pay this kind of tuitiori and
there's no source of assistance that's open to that person, except
for, you know, a high interest type of loan and it just seems very
unfair that that person should be 'arbitrarily eliminated from
access to the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.

Mr. PANvosirg. Could I just comment: on one earlier point, Mr.
Chairman?

, Mr. StmoN. Yes.
Mr. DANFORTH. And that is to express appreciation again for

your concecz about that and to underline something Father Weiss
said about Rockhurst. Washington University and the percentage
of our tuition and income and the fact that it's going backApt° fi-
nancial aid now haS risen 'in a 3-year period around 20 percent to
around 27 percent. And that totals the cost of about $2 million so
that the squeeze on the financial .aid budget is extremely severe.
And it takes away, as you know, the faculty salaries, library, and
from many other things from the upgrading of equipment and fa-
cilities that we should be doing. And, therefore, I know I speak for
all of us in, expressing appreciation fer your interest.

Mr. &max. Mr. Coleman.
Mr. CoLFmAx. Thank yOu, Paul. A lot of the material that I

wanted to review has been covered. I don't want to beat this horse
to death [sic], but I do think that I need to point out, that we recog-
nize the problem about the sensitive balance between publics and
privates and we've discussed it. I'm laying the groundwork as to
why I'm not sponsoring this bill at the present time with Paul

k, Simon. And that's one of the fundamental reasons is that I agree
with you, Dr, Danforth, that we have created, I think all of you
agree, publics and private a very sensitive balance between the
two systems and' to go forward into a reauthorization program
without an agreement and an understanding as to where we're
going to end up, I think is a very difficult proposition. And it's not

ry constructive when we end up having and I'm glad that yon-all
'd not engage in this today, of dividing the community among

itself, I hope that when you leave the room that it won't happen
either. I'm sure it won't. But, this is very difficult.

Mr. SimoN. If my colleague would yield for 1 ,minute. One of
theI don't mean to disagree but, we do-disagree once in a while:

Mr. COLEMAN. We do disagree on this one.
Mr. SIMON. But, I think inevitably this come downyou're not

you're never going to agree in advance on this We're going to have
to come down to that final deadline and then, and this is what's
HappenedI've only gone through this one time But this is- what
happened before. And I think it's what's going to happen again,
that we're not in advance, nobody wants to concede. it's a little bit
like Jabor-numagement. You've got to get down close to that dead-

' line before you reach an agreement and I think that's where we
are in the private-public. Excuse me.



Mr. CotimA14. The question is °about Funding and entitlements.
think it's very healthy to hear from those who would be helped and
assisted by making this an entitlement program. I'm hearing some
things I heard ',last night at my town meeting in my district in
which peoplevere concerned,about the 'deficit, the budget, and in-
terest rates. The entitlements is the area where we've almost lost
control by the Congress on

healthy
fiscal side of things in Washington.

So I'm encouraged by the healthy Signs that you show of recognii-
ing that it might bee good for your institutions, it might be very-
self-serving, but we hasie larger consequences and a larger agenda
in this Nation that we have to look at; and I congratulate all of you.

*Father Weiss, you mentioned it would be nice to receive this but
are we not raising false, hopes if we don't fully fund it? And I
would be very very shocked if not extreinely surprised if the Con-.
gresAvere to fully fund any entitlement programS that we would
pass. The appropriations process is much different than the process
we're going through here. We're simply writing the parameters
and. then the Congress has to pass the actual dollars, And I don't
suggest and don't think that they will pass the dollars to fulfill any
authorization- that we might make. So isn't it creating false hopes
on how we would instruct a student to even fill out the forms cor-
rectly knowing what that family might receive under various sce-
narios of what Congress might do on a year-to-year basis. Again,
and this is no reason, these are disagreements, but I think that I-
would hope they could be recognized and reconciled before the end
product comes into existence.

Dr. Danforth mentioned the desire for a competitive fellowship
program and we haVe yesterday introduced a bill which would,, do
that. And I think maybe Dr. Olson will address some-of those con-'
cerns in his remarks later. We've heard a lot about the acianinistra-
tion's proposal. The information that I have is thatAe current law
funded about $2.8 billion. And we're not talking about GSL'e, we're
talking about Pells and the campus based programs. The adminil-
tration's proposal would be betWeen $2.S and $3.7 billion. CBO Con-
gressional Budg t Office figures depending on participation. Con-
'gressman Simon' proposal was estimated at about $5.4 billion. Dr.
Olson has At dr this in his handout 'but, I'd like to ask him
some specifics. Wh would the effect of the President's proposal:
self-help proposal where a student would make a $500 or 40 per-
cent contribution up front and then bet quitila ant after?
Dr. Olson, you have indicated in your attac ments some informa-
tion. I would like to have you if you could supply me with a little
bit more speCificsjor example, yoffisdk about how Much available
you have now under Pell Grant. awards. $6.9 million. You say that
70 percent of the students would be negatively impacted but, you
don't give me a dollar figure on that change.

Mr.' OisoN. May I provide that to- you by letter?
Mr. COLEI1AN. Please.
Mr. OLSON. Yes, indeed.
Mr. CoLEmAN, And the same situation we 'note in the college

work study program, you indicate that it would go up. By how
much.

Mr. OtsoN. OK.



Mr. CoLxmAN [continuing]. I guess the bottom line I'm suggesting
is that maybe the total' awards would not be that much than what
they are currently but just would -17e from different sources. If you
could supply me that I would really be appreciativesof it

Mr. Otsox. I would be happy to do so.
Mr. COLEMA Would any of you other Presidenti care to address

the philosophy or the concept, of the administration's proposal,-
albeit, not goin too far. too fast on self-help? Any takers here?
, Mr. WEBB. Well, I did in my. comments. I. did address it briefly,
and to me it's a negative effect on the higher education process be-
catise I just feel like with the middle and lower income students
that they just will not take advantage of that They can't afford to
take' advantage of that, therefore, they just don't go. That's where
it is. . .-

Mr. CoLvbf(.N. Including an increase in work study goes with' it.
Mr. WEBB. That's right

i Mr, DANFORTH. I think I tend to agree with that. We--.`-clur direc-
tor of financial aid, Ben Sandler, will be testifying, and he is.closer
to this, and we can 'get.a more considered opinion to whether he
has studied it and respond today. Will do so..

Father Wrass. You know, I'm not sure that I have all the facts
accurately enough in mind to respond, but the problem I think
with the lowest, income student is that frequently they need what-
ever resources they can muster in terms of, you, know, work during
the sumper, and that kind of thing. to help their families, and to
just manage to live.

Now, when you talk about' taking from them a certain , amount,
you knoW, of self-help, I think it's justit's not the same as a stu-
dent, who is from a pretty solid middle-class fa oily that,can, you
know, can afford to cut out that amount of self-help and go on from
there. So I think that's a difficulty. It doesn't really meet the needs
of the really poorer students, and there` are a lot of them around.

And the problem with putting all the emphasis on work study
iand loans is that I think we've come: to thepretty much at our

place a maxiniurn that wp can handle on the work study.
'Now,, I am not against some increase in the work study program,

but a drastic increase is going to be very hard to accormnottate and
to really use beneficially. The students are working 'the maximum,*
and the jobs are taken up. Then I think we begin to get into, you
know, artificial ways of creating jobs, and I don't think that's very
helpful either.,

Mr. Col..EmAN. All of you mentioned support for increasing aid to
facilities. How would you envision that program, to operate on ,a,
-matching-basis? Could you just briefly address that? `,. T.

Father WEISS. I would envision a matching basis, which' .I think
would be a very healthy way to encourage -institutions to do things
that ,need to be done for the handicapped, for energy; for needed
types of renovations and updating of scientific and other instruc-
tional equipment arid facilities. And I think the matching would
give us an incentive to gii.out and raise money; and for the public ..institutions to go to the legislature.

Mr. COLEMAN. Everybody substantially agrees with that? .

Dr. Olson, recently the Missouri legislatnre had before its a bond
proposal and maybe still does. I'm not sure. I get my information a



little late in Washingtim. Were any of the facilities in the campus
part of thaebond construction proposal

Mr. Otsox, Oh, yes. A very substantial amount of the funds were
to be made available through the sale of bonds; would go to higher
education. All the public institutions in Missouri would benefit and
the University of Missouri very substantially.

Mr. CoLraiN.N.-.1s ..that proposal still alive in the legislature?
Mr. Otsax. It's still alive, but there doesn'tI'll defer to Dr.

Aery, but there does not seem to be a great dal of chance that it
will be moved forward in this session of the le&lature.

Dr. AUX. It is said in the law that of the renoVatioxl and major
construction, 36.3 percent of it must go to higher eductition.rIt is
..we have had 175 million or so- bonds issued. It does not look like
this session we'll have any bonds issued.

Mr. Otsox. If I may. That would provide specific incentive if
there were a Federal program. You know", the old program of pro-
viding specific funds for specific ptojects was a good one. The Fed-
eral Government did assist many institutions in building facilities.
The program, was in effect before revenue sharing attempted to
take that aver.

Dr. AE.Ry. I would hope though that, any policy like that we
would look at renovation and maintenance before we logk at new
building in this kind of facility. ,A

Mr. CouatAx. In the closing I will ask some questions of your
student aid officers. But I'm intrigued with your suggestion about
having some escape valve formople who do not qualify for any of
our lo,an pillOgrams; that they be made.at an unsubsidized rate to be
paid back after the attendance. fill glad you made that point. I'm
going to explore it further.

Father WEISS. It seems to me that that would be relatively inex-
pensive to the Federal Government:Now,obviously there is a guar-
antee and that sort of thing. But it really would help families like
the one. that I mentioned before that simply have a cash problem
and there's no way they can finance the kind of education that
they would like to give to their children. They're willing to pay for
it, but they have-to have some access to the funds.

Mr. COLE/di:N. Thax,ik you very much, all of.you.
Mr. -SimoN. If I can Just add one moreyou're getting a mini

debate of what will take place in the committee. Let me just. re-
spond very briefly to a couple of comments of my colleague, for
whom I have great respect. And I think there's still a very real pos-
sibility we're going to end up with a bipartisan bill that we can
agree on.

But as far as confusing anyone, this reauthorization bill applies",
-to fiscal year 1986. We're not. talking about anything that's going-_
to, ly in the immediate future. -

as raising false promises to people, if we don't dream a
little, and, reach a little in what we ask for, what we're going to get
is going to be miniscule. And-I'm not suggesting that I'm going to
'get everything we have in this bill that's introduced. But if we
don't start with some goals that are fairly substantial goals, we're
going to end up with almost nothing.

I would also point out that the shift in more toward-grants than
to loans ultimately saves money for the Federal Government be-



cause we do not end up with those long. periods of subsidiied loans.
And I think that that is important.

And then, finally, on the cost that has been estimated I would
simply. point out we have had the drop according to the college
board of approximately $2 billion in assistance assistance for
higher education, and the preliminary estimate from CBO, and
we're going to get a more refined estimate soon, is based on the
fact that if' the reauthorization bill that I've introduced were to
pass there would be 'an additional 500,000 young- people going to
college. An additional 500,000 pfeoPle going to college would be a
tremendous pips to this Nation, and I have calculated even EIS$U113-
ing you -,iforet ,inflation. They would repay just in tax Mere-..

ments about $20 for every dollar we invest, not counting what hap-
Tens to the economy; not countii4 what we do otherwise to lift this
Nation.

So I hope we don't become too sho-rtsighted in what we want,
.!r where we want to go anyWay.

That's the end of my speech. All right. And, I, again, thank the
five of you for your testimony, and I trnnk we'll include you, as one
of the Titans, too, now, Dr. Webb. All right.

Dr.' WE 13. Thank you.
Mr. SIMON. it's been suggested we take a 5- minute break and we

shall do so, and renew, the hearing again in 5 minutes.
tiRecess.}
Mr. SIMON. Welwill resume. Mr. Robert Brooker of Southern Illi-

nois` University is the witness at the end of the scheduled program.
We are switching around, because of schedule complications for Dr.
Olson and have the graduate education panel next. I regret to say. I
have to grab a plane. I'm i,t going to be able to hear all the wit-
nesses but I will be reading your testimony and getting your
-wisdom indirectly, but it's not the same thing asas hearing you
personally and I apologize for. that. I--and I'm going to turn the
chair over to my colleague, Tom. Coleman, who again has contribut-
ed a great deal and I'm, grateful to him. Tom,-it's all yours.

Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you, sir, for spending the time here today
with us. I appreciate your kind comments. Again, were on -title IX
so if anybody's following our program here we're on*raduate edu-
cation to try to help people with their scheduling problems also. So
I guess our first witness will be Dr. Barbara Hansen from Southern
Illinois.tNow I don't know how these people from Southern Illinois
gpt in liere but they're represented here today.

Ms. HAN-sEN-. We have pull.
Mr. ebLEMAN. Bean. of the graduate school-at 211i and 'welcome,

Dr. Hansen.
Ms. HANsErz. It's not on.
Mr. COLEMAN. It's not an amplified mike. It's -to tie in with the

rte carder:
Ms...IIANsEN. Oh.
Mr. COLEMAN. We're someWhat limited in time and all of your

formal statement will be made a matter of record. And if you want
to condense or abbreviate in some fashion, we'd be most happy; and
try to limit it to 5 to 10 minutes if you could. Thank you.
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STATEMENT OF BARBARA HAN SEN, DEAN, GRADUATE SCHOOL,
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

Ms. IIANsEw. I'll be happy to abbreviate. We did provide. you full -
written comments and I did hear the debate-and' discussion of the
last half hour or 45 minutes. So I'm gping to just highlight a few

tlthings that may not have been hit quite as firmly or you
might be of particular -use in formulating of your plans, e ex-
amples that you might be able to use. SIU has approximate y.. 100
graduate programs: Most individuals are not aware that such com-
prehensive universities exist outside of major cities. We have
almost 4,000 graduate students and as you know no two students
ever complete the exact same graduate Program no matter what

, they come in as And I think that's one of the key things -that
ought to be considered when looking at graduate education fund-
ing, that it's, intimately tied to the research and the scholarly
needsscholarly activities of the faculty themselves. And, of
course, that's one of the reasons that I personally am in favor of
seeing campus based fellowship prograins that Will permit the cam-
puses to determine where the strengths, the research priorities, the
academic priorities, the strength of their faculty and their offerings
area Wewe have 72 percent in-State students, 13 percent out-of-
State from within this country and another 15 percent from foreign
countries and we are one of the bigger international educators so
we do have quite a concern with the international ed bit, But I will
pass that on to a later, part of-the hearing. We are concerned about
the library, title ITCformer title IIC piece of funding. Research 11-
braries have proven a major resource for this country. Our univer-
sity happens to have the '49th largest university library%-but it is
the 9th in lending books and periodicals to other libraries. I'd
repeat that, 49th in the country, 9th in lending and I make that
strongly becauie it proves that we're such a regional resource, that..
we provide resources to all kin& of other libraries in the region.
And I think that'sthat's a key kind of service that a university
can't afford to pay for, We have to be looking to the Federal Gov-
ernment for support and assistance in keeping the research quality
of our library. I know that this title has not-been too much orient-
ed toward facilities. I've talked with Paul Simon about it He 'feels
that research facilities ought to come out of the mission agencies,
so to speak. I think there's a piece missing however and that's eta--- demic facilities. There really at this point is no place to go for
major renovations, for upgradings in the academic side, in the com -
puter laboratories fog instructional purposes. We have some special
entitlements to getithe major computer moneys from NSF but
that -Meeting theinStriictional need and I hope you will at
least consider that area. Wewe certainly are concerned about the
-lack of fellowship support in the humanities, the arts and hope
that you'll find some nice compromise.-For example, theincluding
areas of national interest inin that line that will allow some sig-
nificant increase in support in those areas. Wewe are also con-
cerned about the debt limit of graduatestudents. Oiir new faculty
are corning on at extremely modest salaries. I have au example for
you. We have 'a new assistant professor who is receiving a salary of
$2,005 per month. He did his Ph.D. in 7 years which happened to
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be what's required by his program in a major university in this
country and has a $16,000 debt at this point. And he's paying 10
percent of bis income per month, 10 percent per month, 10 percent
per month, and it'll take' him 10 years to pay off his debt. That's
the kind of debt that we are having a hard time dealing with. Lan-
guage study and fellowships in the area of 'languages and area
studies we believe are important and certainly an area that has
not received sufficient emphasis and I think it's not even sufficient-
ly emphasized as it currently stands in thisin this bill. Oiir stu=s

7dentz borrowed $2.6 million in 1 year, that's this past year. And
that emphasizes.that independent status of graduate students. We
realize the problems of medical schools and some of the pr ofessions
thatand the concerns that they have but, in fact, even the major-

. ity of medical students are, in fact, independent despite some of the
comments by a small group of medical schools, Finally I'd just like
to emphasize our concern with the availability of merit fellowships.
Entitlements are needed for undergrad and if we have unlimited
resources certainly we would welcome them at the graduate level,
But graduate education is not something to be spread evenly across
the masses.but to be using the means to attract the highest quality
and the most meritorious students. Thank you for the opportunity
of addressing this group,

[Prepared statement of Barbara Hansen follows.
PRZFARED STATICIMNT or BA,WJAAA HANSICN, MAN, thitAIWATY SCHOOL, SOUTIFINAN

ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

Mr. Chairman.and the Subcommittee on Post Secondary Education, the Graduate
School at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale appreciates this opportunity to
testify on the propsoed reauthorization of the Higher Education-Act of 1965 and the
Administration's fiscal year 1985 budget. .

I want "to discuss today the nature of,graduateeducation as it is carried out at
Southern Illinois University and the contribution that federal programs and federal
support make to the successful completion of the graduate and professional educa-
tion of 4,1,37 students at Southern Illiniois University. As you undoubtedly are
aware, graduate edtication has a variety of components to it and .no two p
and seemingly no two students and their program needs are precisely alikeNita;
of these needs and programs are deeloped and support in consultation with faculty
and graduate education and research are linked. So much of the charadter of gradu-
ate education is shaped by research progress in the fields and dis' ciPlaines which we
einbrace at the University.

Southern Illinois University offers 22 Ph.D. programs and 73 master's degree pm-
grams in addition to graduate programs leading-telregrees in law and medicine. To-
gether, these programs have an enrollment of approximately 4,137 of graduate stu-
dents and in a recent year May and August (1983) we awarded 176 Ph.D.'s and 723
inaster'e degrees tbkidividuals, Qf these degrees, the vast majority of them were for
citizens of the Statitof Illinois although we do have a subetential nurhber of foreign
students and out-of-state students so that our total enrollment picture is 72 percent
in-state and .13 percent out-of-state for citizens of the United States and 15 percent
foreign students. The foreign students, of course, are not eligible for any federal aid
programs but for the rest qf our student body the federal aid programs provide a
vital and necessary addition to theinix of support programs that are available at
Southern Illinois University. want to come back and speak at some length about
student- financial- Sid programs,--but" first In addition e-financial aid programs,
Southern Illinois University benefits from 4her federal support dollars that follow
through the Higher Education Act. We have a. substantial investment in our Li-
brary on campus and this investment has been supperted ai part over the years by
federal support in Title II for -library servic d construction. Unfortunately, this
money has been cut severely over the past years. No university can continue
to provide front-line research activities wit ut s tantial investment in library re-
source, materials and the new technolegi that su port more rapid access to iefox-
'Indian contained in various source materials. The continued prOposala to eliminate
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federal support of libraries and research libraries is a disservice that should be rem-
edied as quickly as possible. Ourlibra4\aerves not only as a resource for our gradu-
ate students and faculty but for this entire area of the country and our student body
and service area comprises a good portion of at least three states and what we
shotild be doing, in my opinion, is expanding access 'to the 'research material's that
are available and federal support would aid this effort. In terms of facilities, as you
well lehow, Southern Illinois, University has grown rapidly in the last twenty years.
Some of the-growth was assisted by the Federal government; currently, no new con-
struction 'is under way with federal support on our 'airopus.. The needs, however,
remain great and our funding from the State has not always been what we wish it
to be; on the other hand, the State of Illinois; too, has certainly helped us to expand
to meet the needs of our citizens. What is now needed, however, is a different kind
of facility support than that we have received in the past. In the main, we ..kave
most of the buildings we may need with the exception of modernized laboratory fa-
cilities, but what we need to do now is to, in many. cases, renokate and teelmologi-
cally upgrade our various academic and research facilities in order to .take advan-
tage of technological advances' that have taken place over, the last twodeeades in
order that we may provide our students and faculty with the. most up-to-date physi-
cal facilities teasupport.their intellectual efforts. Quite simply, we are falling further
behind ever}, sear. Some kind of facility support for both new facilities and renovat-
ed facilities and increased research 'laboratory ,facilities needs to continue to come
from the federal government. Now, it is quite appropriate that these grants and/or
loans be available on a competitive basis but we 'should see further initiatives and
further federal support in this area.

Let-ineShift now to a discussion of federal support of graduate programs and the
variety of prOblems that our graduate school and graduate students face at South-

. ern Illinois in 1984. Our enrollment levels have held reasonably'ateady over the past
number of years. We have had a certain amount of success in recruiting minority
students to our graduate programs and somewhat higher level of success in recruit-

-, ing women to participate in our graduate programs. financial aid and the questions
of financing graduate education once again now becoming a significant. barrier to.
further growth in the enrollment of minorities and 'women and are posing questions
for graduate enrollment in general. We are simply not able.. to provide support for
all of the graduate students who apply and indicate financial, need at Southern Illi-
nois University. What happens to these students has a -great deal to do with the
future of this country. I have yet to see projections of any kind in any area that
'suggest we will need less talent and less intelligence and less advanced-education to
deal with the problems that will confront our nation, our national economy, our na-
tional defenae, and our national interests overseas without the minds and talents of
a future generation to bring to be on all these potential problem-areas, and yet,
the current policies in federal financial aid at least in graduate education seem to
be going in exactly -the oeptiosite direction. The last four years has seen a continuous
Stream of proposals to end or reduce.financial aid programs in the area of graduate
studies. Most of these proposals have not become law, but their persistence has to be
of some note and has to have an overall cumulative effect in the plans undergradu-
ate students make concerning graduate education. I believe that is why we see such
a tremendous increase in enrollments in the professional programs where the guar-
anteed income or rather where the return on the investment of one's time and one's
money in advanced education is most clearly to be paid off. However, the country

individuals
1,

needs ndividuals of greatest talent and commitment scattered throughout the fields
and disciplines of graduate education. As you well know, not all of those fields pro-
vide more lucrative financial remuneration particularly if those fields involve teach-
ing and areas of research in the arts and humanities and social science. In facta
what I believe we are developing is a two-track kind of support for graduate educa-
tionthose students who are in professional areas or who are in the natural scienc-
tsi and most .fields.of.the health sciences are. able to _receive, generous levels of sup. ,Lr,
port from the variety of federal agencies and graduate education and research in
those areas continues to be largely unaffected by federal funding cutbbcks. On the
other hand, the almost complete absence of support for graduate study in the arts,
humanities and most areas of the social sciencekmeans that increasingly students
in "these areas have had to turn to the guaran aWd 'student loan program or other

' 'forms of loans and work as a way of financing their gracitaaetwaseucation and their
- opportunities for research and for advancement and for just solid thinking time are

therefore diminishing, This suggests that *prioritiee in the direction of federal sup-
port of graduate education need some amount of revision. We must reconsider our
priorities as they are expanding our support of 'graduate programs in graduate fel-
lowships in natural sciences and in the health sciences area and at the same time
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cutting them back or proposing to eliminate support in the arts, hi naxdties and
social sciences. The fellowship pros-nuns and the research support prograMs that
are in the mission agencies of.the federal governMent while they did absorb initially
Nome cuts in the early 1980's have since regenerated and begun to expand to Stake
up the nation's need for advanced education in all: of these areas. In arts, human
ities and social sciences and in those programs that have their federal path of.
port funneled through the Department of Education, on the other hand, programs
have been cut back. Proposals continue tO persist in the fiscal year 1985 budget tp .
eliminate support for graduate fellowships in the Title VI International program'
.area-, in the Title II library area and in the Title IX graduate fellowship area. We
must reverse this coullie, Otherwise, graduate debt levels will continue to rise and
the opportunities for graduate education in fields outside of the so called "hard sci-
ences' will continue to wither in the winds of ahe federal' support process. What is
needed is a combination of developments and Mr. Simon's reauthorization proposals
which begin-at least to speak to all of these UMW.' As I have indicated, previously,
we do need additional federal support for libraxies,, research librariee, and research.
facilities. This will go towards rebuilding our research capacity in all areas of the

grams for minorities and women such the opportunities for. adVanced graduate
University. We also need new fellowal0erograms and expanded fellowship pro-
grams

continue to groW for all segments of our complex multi-racial, multi-cul-
tural society. In addition, to increased support levels for existing programs, we also
need some new programs. 'There are two suggestions brought forward by the sub-
committee that have been made that I want to commend, and I urge that these op-
portunities be expanded. if at all possible. The lint of these is the continuatiob and
actual appropriations for the National Graduate Fellows Program. Adding a fecleoil-

4y financed fellowship program in areas of national need and particularly in the
.areas of the arts, humanitiewand social .sciences will give us a core of support for
the very best students in these fields and these fields need to be nurtured now .par-
ticularly when they are not in high favor in the economy: I an convinced, that
talent will be needed in these areas in the future and this, of course, includes the
areas of language study. and area studies. We must increase our hard knowledge of
the language and culture of 'areas throughout the. world. We are just not doing ..
eziough in this area.

The second program that the reauthorization "proposals discuss is the notion of
adding graduate students to the Pell Grant program for the first yeara0f graduate. ,.

studies. In my opinion, this addition of a need-based grant program*, the current
array of federal financial assistance programs' at.the graduate level will substantial-
ly increase graduate opPortunities for those individuals who are reluctant to assume
large debt burdens in order to pursue advanced levels of education and of course,
implicitly by supporting both of those programs I am indeed also supporting any
initiative that, the federal government might take to reduce graduate student debt,
levels. Graduate students at the Southern Illinois University at. Carbondale bor-
rowed some $2.6 million dollar in guaranteed studentloane. This is an enormous
sum of money and to think that these graduates go out into the world with new
degrees, new skills, and start- new careers with this burden is astonishing to me;
but, ,clearly, with no, other, kinds of financial assistance av ilalile, this,is w
students are doing. This argues abet their commitment to learning new ski Is or,
themselves and for the-needs of the nation are, in fact, extraordinary end we just
should be doing somt't ng more to support these individuals. We aleo, mention. the
question of independen student status for graduate students. Most graduate stua
dents that we have at uthern Illinois University are.fmancially independent from
their parents. 'I commen MrSimon for hisTecognition of this fact and for his pro-
posal to make graduate students independent by. definition.

thank you for this opportunity -to present my views and.' commend your efforts
to achieve increased levels of support for graduate edpcition in the next reauthor-
ization of the Higher 'Education Act. Graduate education was largely left out of pre-
vious reauthorization exercises and it is a great pleasure to participate in this hear- ,

ing policy developing process that you, have brought to St.,Louis today. 1,would. be
oleased to answer anylluestioui the Committee might have at this time.

Mr. COLEM.AN. Thank you and izll reserve my questions until the
entire psi:el presents their testimony. Dr. Edward Wilson, dean of
the graduate school here at Washington University.



STATEMENT OF EDWARD N. WILSON, DEAN OF THE GRADUATE .
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Mr. Wirsox. Thank- you, Representative Coleman andand to

Representative. Simon for the opportunity given me to speak here.
'1'11 try and follow your guidance to summarize for aa number of
things and to elaborate in more detail in written testimony. The
recent proposals for reauthorization contain 'a host of very welcome
changes and innovations in Federal assistance to graduate study
but I'm going to limit my remaiks_to four areas where I believe the
need is especially critical. The top priority is one touched on by Dr.
Hansen, that being fellowships for, graduate students. The second
one has been discussed at some length here today are funds for im-
provement of research libraries and research facilities. The third
which was alluded to in the last panel incentives for new programs
for teacher training and then the various title IV programs-as they
apply to graduate work. I think all of us are quite well aware of
the huge success of the NFS and MDA programs in building tip
graduate studies in the late sixties giqd early seventies and the
equally unfortunate -drop* in both numrs and, more painful, qual-
ity as well with the reduction in thaw programs. I haven't heard
any graduate dean argue that it's appropriate to build the enroll-
ments back to what they were in the sixties but we are very, very
concerned that we not see a continuing decline. The current ab-
sence of any federally funded fellowship program in the human-
ities is very, very unfortunate. It does send a .signal to our talented
undergraduates in the area that it's not one where the Nation sees
_high priorities and that' regrettable. For that reason T then was
very, very pleased. to see the proposal by the chairman to create
under part C of title' IX the National Graduate Fellowship Program
providing merit fellowships to students of the arts and hunianities,
social sciences, as well as areas of national need. I'm aware that
Representative Coleman has recently suggested a fellowship pro-

- gram which, instead of creating portable fellowships would create
institutional fellowships in a variety of areas. And I very strongly
support the notion of institutional fellowships as did Dr.- Hansen.
Perhaps one might really envision a double structure with a little
bit of both. My one concern is that the proposal put forward by
Representative Coleman is the limitation in areas, particularly
thethe absence of the humanities. It's quite true that by 'compari-
son with the humanities the physical and biological sciences is
being pretty well funded. I'm a mathematician kmdrsome numbers
that I've seen recently are very, very disturbing. I'll quote them
,briefly. From 1973 up till last year we saw a. drop of 41 percent in
the number of PhTo.'s in mathematics awarded to U.S. citizens.
The -allolirte number is -774 down to 455:That-gets hidden when
you look at enrollment figures. It doesn't show anything like a 40-
percent drop in mathematics enrollment. The reason is that in the
same period we had a corresponding increase from 22 percent to 39
percent in the number of mathematics Ph.D.'s awarded by institu-
tions in this country to foreign students. We are very, very fond of
our foreign students and they're delightful but that drop in domes-
tic Ph.D.'s is one that should be a matter of some national concern.
And it's for that reason that I certainly, do support initiatives in
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various directions for merit fellowships as well as research assist-
gtit- ships in sciences. The disproportionately small percentages in
ninorities and women in many areas of graduate study remains a
matter of national' shame and it's therefore extremely regrettable
tha\k9, OP is the only national fellowship program addressing
those shortages and its been threatened repeatedly with abolition
and confirmed only with) inadequate funding. G--JP programs
have suffered from some 'other drawbacks, +notably from adminis-
trative problems that I allude to in my testimony And the stipend
level is frown at 4,500 per year. That frozen stipend level has
served to create in the minds of some; the impression that the pro-'
grath is a second rate one and that's highly undesirable. And there-
fore II strongly approved of the suggestions of both the chairman
and Representative Coleman for increasingthe stipend level, 8,500
or 9,000-are the numbers frequently talked about. It would also be
hopeful within the future that the administrative procedures for
the program might be a -little closer to those employed by the NSF
Program. skip over my comments on research libraries and fa-.
cilities because that topic has been quite well covered. The last
panel did describe, or did touch on, mechanisms for Federal assist-
ance to teacher training. In my testimony I talked about a couple
of ideas that we've had here that are still under diScussion. I. think
they suggest a sort of wide-ranging initiatives that I think we're

of +o Tind in the next few years throughout the, country. I don't
ink we're ready yet to suggest any countrywide program, but it

would be entirely appropriate and its my hope that the authorized
bill will include strong support for initiatives wherever they arise.

My final comments concern the use of title IV _money forgradu-
ate purposes. There we have found the use of college work study,
money for graduate students to be enormously helpful and 'we ap-
p lot. ud the proposed, rewording of the reauthorized legislation
making :Illicit the appropriateness of these funds for undergradu-
ate and aduate activities. It has been suggested that there should
be a mandate in the legislation of a 10-percent set-aside of college
work study money. We do not see the need for the 10-percent set-
aside. At this institution we're current ly spending well in excess of
10 percent of the institutional CWF allocation for graduate activi-
ties. We have a slight fear that a mandate of. a set-aside might sug-
gest to some that it is inappropriate to use considerably more and
think that's something that should be an institutional, decision.. We
hope the 1-ongres.s will continue to view with approbation the .

entire college Work Study Program and continue to fund it in a
way commensurate with inflation. The use of, Pell Grants for first
year graduate students would certainly be a value to many deserv-
ing-students: However, I would not beabletto favor that approach-----
if the result were to be an inability to meet the other financial
needs 'that I've discussed above;; It would greatly = dd, of course, to
thethe cost of the entire Pell Grant Program estions of
the chairman tbr iM mproveents. in the GSL r ram by elimina-
tion of the origination fee and raising of the 1 an limit to 87,000
per year for graduate students are extremely we ome. In my writ-
ten testimony I've included some tables noting our current Unmet
need at graduate levels for more CWF funds. and the rapidly in-
creasing GSL loan amount thilve've seen iii recent years. And I

al
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agree .with'otherS who are suggesting that in the sho we be-
. lieve it would be kipPropriate to maintain GSL roug y in current

terms while sunultaneously uSing.alternative support means to de-
, crease the dependence on loana.by graduate students. Thank you

very much. . .

Mr. CoLEmAlst Thank you, doctor. ..

N.N.,......-1Prepared statement of Edward N. WilSon follows:] se
c, ,

PRZPARXD WTAfXMXN"r OF EDWARD N. WiLson, Dans or nix GbADUAT5 SCHOOL 0i,
:ARTS AND SCISNCSS, WASHINGTON UNIVUSITY

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity y e given -Me to discuss my
perceptions of current funding needs in graduate ed cation. The recent proposals by
the Chair for reauthorization of the Higher Educati ri Act of 1965 contain a of
extremely welcome changes and innovations in federal assistance to gradua study.
In the interests of brevity, I shall limit my remarks of the following areas w T
believe the need is especially critical. I., i

1. Merit-based Fellowships for Graduate Students:1'
2. Federal Aid for Improvement of h Libraries and Reaearch Facilities.
3. Incentives for New Programs in Teac Tr
4. Applicability to.,Graduate Work of the Co eill%fork Study and Other Title Iiir

&MS. , __,,

T e success 'during the late' pigs 'pm earl ?Os of the giSF and NDEA Fellowship
Programs in attracting large numbers of h quality students to, undertake gradu-
ate study has been well docuraen e reduction in these Fellowship -rams
over the past ten years has contributed to an -equally well documented na onal de.
cline in both graduate enrollment and quality of graduate , students. Few would
argue that it is appropriate to build enrollments 'hack to the levels of 15 years ago.
However, immediate steps must be taken to avoid continuing declines in enrollment
and quality,.,. Merit Fellowship programs underwritten by the federal government
can provide a much needed signal of national priority on the worthiness of graduate
education and an incentive for talented undergraduates ,to pursue heir academic
interests. The current absence of any federally funded Fellowship program in the
humanities is especially unfortunate. At Wsslungton University, we have been able

within the humanities; these ye proved to be-successful in attracting a number of
to establish a handful oft pr' funded Special Fellowships '. in certain areas

extremely well _qualified iculants no our prams Although we continue to
seek private funding 'for special fellowips in other areas, it is most unlikely that.

*ve will be able to meet all of our funding needs in such diverse, areas as foreign
tlanguages, Asian Studies, Comparative Literature, and creative writing. For these

Fellows Program providin merit fellowships to students of the arts, hu-
reasons, the proposal by the Chairm to create under Part C of Title IX a National

manities, social sciences, and other areas of national need is es ly welcome. I
believe an ideal structure might involve a combination of pc le fellowships and
institutional fellowships. ,It would therefore be doubly welcome if the-program 'pro-
posed by the Chairman were-inatched by another program of Merit fellowships alio-

, cated to institutions through a competitive process. By comparison with the human-
ities, the physical and biological sciences are currently, well funded, However, at
institution and elsewhere, the( impact of enrollment drops in these areas has beTin
Masked by a sharp increase in the number of foreign students. For examplEN in my
own, discipline of matlieniatks, the 41% drop from 774 Ph.D.s awarded to U.S. Citi-
tens in 1973 to 455 such Ph.Ds hist year has been compensated by a corresponding
increase from 22% to 39%' in the number of all mathematics Ph.D.8 awarded by
U.S. institutions to foreign students. Physics and engineering have seen a similar
phenomenon. For this reason, I strongly support the suggestions made by Senators ,.

Danforth and Fogleton in their blueprint bill on University Research Capacity Res-
toratiotr for -an -increase-in -the number of merit- fellowships and research'assastatit.- -
ships awarded in the sciences.

e disproportionately small percentages of minorities and women in many areas
of graduate study remain a matter of national shame. It is therefore extremely re-_
grettable that G-POP, the only national Fellowship Program uniformly addressing
the shortages, has been threatened with abolition repeatedly in recent years and
has ultimately been continued With. very inadequate funding. The G-POP program I'
'has suffered from additional drawbacks: . - It.

(1) Stipend level* frozen at $4500/year and serving thereby to foster the impres-
sion that the program has a second-rate aura; (ii) late, award schedules gfeatly in- '.



hibitirw the usefulness of the fellowships for recruiting purposes; WO. restriction to
at most six program areas supported by G -POP at any given institution; and

The proposal by Chairman Simon to increase the CT-POP stipend level to $9000 is
one I strongly support. In general, I believe the program would be greatly-strength-
ened by an effort to keep stipend levels and administrative procedures compatible
with those employed by the NSF Fellowship Program. In particular, administrative
cpanges serving to establish an early award schedule, eliminate program restric-
tions, eliminate a need test for recipients, and clarify award criteria would be hew-

, ficial. ,

Aside from securing qualified facultY'e the most difficult task for graduate institu-
tions is to provide the funds neceseary to maintain up-toate research libraries and
research equipment. There is currently a need nationwide for very large ex ndi-
tures in these areas. The ability of graduate institutions to provide well t ed
scholars for the future and to continue to supply the -basic research demand by
industry depends to A large extent on our meeting this need. I therefore strongly
support the proposals of the Chairman and Senators Danforth and EtegIetcin to pro-
vide federal funds for this purpose.

Our national attention has recently been focused on in4tructional and curricular
inadequacies in our secondary schools. Title V of the proposed reauthorized Higher:
Education. Act propooes several welcome nieehanisms for federal assistance in these
areas. By way of illustration, I will briefly mention two program ideas discussed at
some length this year at Washington University. The first idea was to initiate a
summer 'enrichment institute for local high school mathematics teachers stressing
concrete techniques appropriate for the integration of computers into the teaching
of upper-level high school mathematics courses. Preliminary contratta with local
schools suggested the existence of considerable interest in this proposal on thtepart
of teachers. However, efforts to secure needed funding from private sources for an
institute this coming summer failed, and we are therefore forced to delay implemen
tation''Of this idea for at least another year. Our second program idea is to create a
teaching- internship program for,graduate students willing to explore the career pos-
sibility of secondary school teaching. This would be a two-year Master's program in-
volving a combination of graduate course teaching assistantships in freshman-
level college courses, and two or three serneaterof part-time teaching in secondary
school. In order to attract very high quality students, the University would provide

-

full tuition scholarships for students and would seek to provide outside support for
student stipends compatible tithbee.effered Ph.D. students. Several local school di
trict superintendents have expreasecra willingness to provide part of these stipends
in return for teaching services rendered in their schools. Hence we have the ingredi-
ents for one of the much discussed school-college partnerships. However, to complete
funding of stipends and to provide additional support ter current teachers desiring

- to take a year's sabbatical leave for advanced study, a third partner is needed. It is
my hope that the reauthorized bill will provide strong support for a variety of initia-
tives such as these in teacher training. ,

My final comments concerti the current, and proposed use of Title IV support for
graduate purposes. We have found the, use of College Work-Study money for gradu-
ate students to be enormously helpful and applaud the propased rewording of the
reauthorized' legislation making explicit the appropriateness of these funds for both
utdereiaduate and graduate activities. Since we, along with many research institu-
titans, currently spend \well in excess of 10 percent of our institution's CWS alloca-
tion for graduate activities and fear that a mandate of a 10 percent set-aside in
CWS for graduate students might convey to some a suggestion that it was inappro-
priate to use a-considerably larger percentage for this purpose, we believe that opti-
mal institutional flexibility can be maintained without set-aside stipulati n. It is my_
hope that the Congress will continue to view with approbation the enti S pro-
gram and will in the future make increases in es budget commeesarate withinfla-
tion: While the use of Pell grants for fir year graduate students would Undeniably

4 be of value to many deserving studen , do not favor this 'approach if the result
were to be an 'inability to meet the other financial needs I have discussed above.-
The suggestion of the Chairman for improvements in the Guaranteed Student Loan
Program by elimination of the origination fee and raising of the IOW) limit to $70001
year for graduate students ',are very weicetne. In my written testimony I have in-
cluded tabled indicating' o r current use of Title IV monies for graduate purposes.
Parlicualrly noteworthy the unmet neecl for CWS funds and the rapidly increas-
ing average GSL loan. I the conclusions of others that it would be desirable to
maintain the GSL Program at roughly its current budgetary level in the short run,
while simultaneously using alternative support programs to deerease the depend-
ence on loans by graduate students,

.
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APPENDIX 1: FEDERA1,.FUNDS USED BY WASHINGTON ,UNIVERSITY GRADUATE STUDENTS

fAs "es* AY tto Forel* Aid Section of 14 Graduate Said of Arts ami,Sciencul

Grafkseti and aroleuionii.opportades

O Yor Intro (GFGF)

Awyet Sishior

GoafaatftlstArst ion (G51) Coidge sat; study (NS)

Stateets Amaze arced 44sot 1. SU.*

national 441414411 foes (WS)

Await *aid Wahl Siodsots Asap awed

1979-40 $138,125 12 $301,554 124 $2,481 $430,813 157 $2,744 $65,500 29 $2,258
1980-41 - 148,440 15 494,275 181 2,731 755,128 235 3,213 106,460.' 33 2,008
198142 203,324 23 693.170 191 3,629 409,83 124, 3,297 89,250 44 2,028
1982-83 178,500 22 e44 617,913 153 4,038 377,458 102 3,701 115,750 45 2,572

Tlu On is V* coium incfsee Ili coeck11104 (1401i shart-45 went * intitatioaai 4,4-35 parcwit).
flint oda. (11 the 'GU. hemp ?waft ash yeit is ittresoies, ht3 Ali if4031014$« (2} when the kW for OA CM fons1og al Oa not* of students have decreased, the magi mat has NICI14:4. Find *mai hastoe * ima to wet risec laudialai aels at V snot it nattik Avis Usk an .asiamitti ccoptitivo. Fat 151344, 4 calid haw used $138,318 ktirai Clf/S tins which wauffd 44 aserstig 32 pors *deli
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APPENDIX 2:1982 -83 USE OF FEDERAL CaAll PROGRAMS BY WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY GRADUATE

STUDENTS -

Anthropology ........... 2 $7,500 2 .$7,500

Ail and archeologY 1 2,500
Bisiogy and hiomedia

sue... 16 55,703

Chernistty . 1 . 2,600' 4 19,005

Classes 1 2,500

Comparative Ilterature,..-. '2 4,000 2 6,300

Earth and planetary
sciences ........... ... .; ...._...?,_ . . 3

Economics , 2 Z300- 12 .42,153

Educate+, 14 31,200 19 77,631

Erthst,--ieriter's
Frngt4n3 1 2.500 9 38,433

German 1 1,600 2. 9,700

--- .2, 4,650 _3., 12

Mathematics_ ,' ,, ' 2; 5,

6 15,400 '12; 42,0

OrgarizatiOnal.behaeur 2 6

Philosophy 1 4,500 10 .- 40,439

2 6,500 3

Political 'sciences 2 5,000 2 7,000

PsYde,bagy , .......... .......,. 3 , 7,500 ,, 31 . 138098

Roma= languages 1 5,000 .1 2,500

,Social soh.. - 6 26,000

St 2 3,600 , 5 21;784

Speech and hear .4.... ,... 1 2,500. 1

Tee:m*0 and flu" .
affairs ' 2 7,500

t h h a n a t i n i e t s t i s i i m ....... . . , ... ....., ...............,..,.............._ 1 3,500

Total 45 115,750 153 617,913

.........____:..,............___

..__..............__:_.

., ..,

....... .. . .... . . . .....

$4000

1: , 3,000

._..........: ........ .._.__,
.

..... . . .... .... : . .. . . ........... ......:.....

000

Mr. Cor..E.mAx. Doctor Olson, would you care to
Mr. OLsoisr. Mr.' Coleman, thank you very much. I teeply appreei-

, ate the opportimity to speak twice before your committee. And
again I've summarized my written statement. I do talk a little in
my statement about the importance of graduate education and re-
search as national resources and I am pleased to see the committee ,
recognizes that in the approach you're taking. One of the major
concerns it seems to me is that we need to provide continuing sup-
port in graduate education. And that's one reason why, for exam-
ple, I share my colleague's concern about the first4ear graduate
entitlement in the program. It's a goodit's a good idea but what
Is needed really more would- be 'continuing Support- for-theor
the for the graduategraduate student There's a number of stu-
dents who do pot attend graduate school because of high coststhe
number's great and it varies, of course, among departments. For
example,. the University of Missouri, Columbia,., agricultural engi-
neering identified 20 students who did not enter its program in the
fall of 1983 because of high costs. The departmentthe College of
Veterinary Medicine identified a loss of graduate apfilicationS pri-
marily because of the high level of salary currently pltid to veteri-
narians, so it varies. And it's true of engmeering too. It's difficult,



to get baccalaureate engineers into graduate programs because ofthe high salaries they canthey can get. But in every instance vir-
tually all who attend, graduate schools at University of Missouri
Columbia have need of some kind or another and about one -guar-
ter of all the graduate or professional students on the Columbia
campus of the University of Missouri rely on the GSL Program for
support. And reliance on loans to too great an extent can pose aserious" burden particularly for those people who are
who are interested in and motivated in the direction of teaching for
thefor the' opportunities that have been suggested for repayment,
are not great. And because ofof the financial constraints, we
arewe are finding that an incrosing portion of our graduate stu-
dent population is made up of libn-1.3.S. citizens. For example, at
the University of Missouri doctor's degrees awarded in engineering
have declined considerably and the increase' in the total number, of
graduate students who are not'U.S. citizens has been substantial.
More than half of our engineering gradtiate-stadents are not Amer-

, ican citizens. Well, all of theseall of the*. problems lead me to
look with particular -approbation upon your own initiative, Mr.
Coleman. I was delighted to learn that you have introduced legisla-
tion under title IX that would provide institutional support. As I
understand it the legislation would provide $9,000 in financial sup-
port each year for I believe it's a period of 3 years as I've under.:
stood the legislation to graduate students in certain categories and
also proyide institutional support forto tip 'departments or to the
universities. This.-this kind of support fp" underwrite the very
heavy cost of graduate work reminds me of the very successful

- NDEA program a number of years ago. One of the problems with
NDEA. programs was that it encouraged the establishment of new

,

programs there and diddid encourage us to havg some programs
that perhaps we wish we did not have now. But as I understand
your legislation, you are limiting 'it to established programs.
Youryour proposition I can tell you is a very goodita very good

/ idea. I, too, would like to hope that the areas to be covered could be
increased somewhat. I understand the--can .understand the prob-
lem but somehow or other we've got, to find the way to 'encourage
young people in the humanities and certain of the social sciencestoto go to graduate school. And IIbut ita combination of

the current merit fellowships and your program might do- that.
don't know but I would hope that as youas you work this

through that you can findfind a way to add to it I also would
like to urge the continuation and more adequate funding of the
POP program. It has been a good protram Wewe send too few
signals to women and to minorities` about opportunities`Tor gradu.-
ate work and this is one way in which we can effectivelyeffective--
ly do that We are strongly in favor of incretising the size of the
stipend and I'd like to suggest that the areas of eligibility bebe
broadened. Finally, I would like to say for the record in this session
as well as in the earlier session that some how or otherwe have
got to find a way to enable institutions to improve their libraries,
to bring their instrumentation up to date and to improve their
graduateand research facilities. It may be beyond the scope of this
particular conimittee, this particular area of concern, but it is a
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matter of great concern to all of us in .graduate institutions. Thank
you very much.

Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you Well I appreciate you reemphasizing
those comments and let our last Witness testify before getting.
into a discussion of some of the pjints that you all have raised. Ms.
Patricia Boone who is a G-POP fellowship recipient here at Wash-
ington'University is our neit witness and I'm delighted to have her
here hear firsthand from somebody who has gone through this
terribl ordeal.

STATEMENT OF PATRICIA BOONE, G -IkW FELLOW IN
CHEMISTRY, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Ms. Bocristn. Well, I want to thank you for the opporttinity to ad-
dress the committee. I'd like to speak briefly on my experiences in
graduate school and the need ,that G -POP fills for, me. I must
admit I felt odd becoming ,a G-POP fellow. Educated and capable,

-"" I've never been knowingly deprived 'or subjected to any type of dis
crimination. I knew there were not many minority chemists but I
thought the opportunities were there if you looked for them and
grasped them.' I soon realized, howeVer, that if I was td mold this
opportunity into a.career, rel-tave to learn more than just science.
I would have, to magically acquire that what call professional pa-
nache7 the confidence, independence, creativity, and forcefulness
that emanates from successful scientists as well as what seemed to
be a hundred ancillary skills.- I was drained just with coping. I
didn't seem to be heading anywhere. I know you can't make a hard
task easy was it really supposed to be this difficult. Why did it
seem harder for me than for the other chemigtry students?

Mr. CouatAx. I asked that same question when I was in law
school. .

Ms. BOONE. And I reallyI wondered. if I was supposed to be in
graduate school or nolijle doubts were destroying rfiy belief in
myself and my dre re dying. But gradually as I listened to
G,-POP speakers ed with other G-POP fellows, I realized it
was not me. The r clfemistry students may not have been expe-
riencing my difficulties but the other 0-POP people were. The edu-
cation. and upbringing which had taught us to dream, and to strive
had not': provided the tools we. needed to achieve our goals. For
myself', I was the first of my. family to enter college, much less
graduate school. While my friends were normal folks, having
friends and family. I had few role models and no one outside of 0-
POP really understood and could help me understand myself. G-
POP supported me as I struggled. G -POP funding 4ssened my

_!_,_ duties.. in _ the department._ giving me rriord.tim.e and energy
devote to my work. 1 am very proud to say I will graduate this
summer. I don't know if I would have graduated without G-PO,P's
support but I do know that G-POP helped me retrieve my dreams
and- i "lied in me a desire to work toward the time when G-POP
pro are obsolete. But I'm still amazed when I recall my na-
ive ye*v.s ago. I who had felt odd being a G-POP fellow had
need zt most, at all_How .nian,y_others don't know they_needa?
suspect as G-POP continues it will have to expand if it is to fill the
need that is unexpectedly revealed. I hope it does so.
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Mr. CMEMAN. Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement- of Patricia Boone follows:)

PRIPAILIO STATLIARNT OF PATRICIA Milo., G-POP Fici.Low I.N CHZAUSTRY,
WASHINGTON UNIVILIWITY

Mr. Chairman, my name is Patricia Boone. I was one of Washington University's
first G-POP fellows. I will speak briefly on my experiences in graduate school and
the need thift G-POP filled fur me:

I must ad/nit I felt odd becoming a G-POP fellow. Educated and capable, I'd never
been knowingly deprived or subjected to discrimination. I knew there were not
ninny minority ciierq,istii but I felt the opportunities were there for those whowanted them.

I soon realized, however, that if I was to mold this -opportunity into a career, I
would have to learn more than sicence. I would have to "magically" acquire "profes-
sional panachethe confidence, independence, creativity and forcefuln thatemanates from successful scientists, as well as what seemed to be a hundred ancil-
lary skills. My energy was drained just with coping. Progress was invisible to mytired eyes.

jinx cannot make a hard task easy, but was it really supposed to be this difficult?
Willy did it seem harder for me than the other chemistry students? Ma be Ishouldn't be in graduate school? The doubts were destroying my belief in myself; mydreams weredying

Gradually, as I listened to G-POP speakers and talked with other G-POP fellows,I realized it was not me; other chemistry students may not have experienced my
difficulties but my fellow. G-POP students were. The education and upbringing
which 'had taught us to dream and strive had not provided the tools we needed to
achieve our goals. For myself, I was the first of my family to enter college much less
graduate school. While myfriends were "normal" having ,jobs and families, I had
few role models, and no one ()Weide of G-POP who really understood and who could
help me understand myself.

G-POP supported me as I struggled. G-POP funding lessoned my duties in the
department giving me more time and eller*, to devote to my work. I am very proud
to be able to say I will graduate with my doctorate this summer. I don't know if Iwould have graduated without G-POP's support, but I do know G-POP helped me
,retrievemy dreams and instilled in me a desire, to work toward a time when the
need for G-POP programs will be obeolete.

I am still amazed when I recall my naivete of five years ago. I, who had felt odd
being a -POP fellow, lied needed it most of all. How many others don't know they
need it? I suspect as G-POP continues; it will have*? expand if it is.to fill the =ay.r
pected need thatis revealed. I hope it does so.

I have tried to provide some of theinformation yoiA are seeking; if not I will bepleased to try And answer your questions.

Mr. tOLEDIA/4. Most of you have made laudatory comments re-
garding our proposal. It has been suggested that we're trying to
channel our effort into certain areas of critical need. I wonder,
since we do have to establish priorities, if we are just presenting a
wish list again and that you really- do recognize the limitations
.placed on us in the funding side. Now, Dr. Wilson, you're a =the-
rnatician. Are you Suggesting that the dire need is not as great as
we perceive it is, or that there 'is enough money already out there,
in some of these critical. areas, or _would y;ou just like .to .open -it i g
to hUnianities more in general? Could you give me a little bit more
detail on that?

*Mr. Witsox. It's hard to talk about numbdrj. What's especially
regrettable now is that we simply have no Federal programs in the
humanities'. I'd like to see us get started with one. My comments
on numbers, drops, and so forth in mathematics suggests that we're
net in great shape in mathematics either andand that can be ex-.

tend0 as was noted by
S+5-we certainly need something there. The model
whether it's more fellowships or whether it's more
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antships. And some of the scientific disciplines we,certainly could
could do quite well with more NSF research assistantships. A few
more fellowships wouldn't,hurt. I hate to see. us go forward with
more money in the sciences and nothing at 'all in the humanities.
That'smy colleagues in the humanities are very, very severely
depressed about the -State of affairs and I'm afraid that'd. be a

Mr.of more bad thins' to. come.
Mr. COLEMAN. So you re being a good soldier today?
Mr. WILSON. Well, in my-current position I'm supposed to be re-

sponsible for the needs all over.
Ms. HANSEN. He's got witnesses.

. Mr. WILSON. II'd be quite' interested whether my colleagues
share what views.

Ms. HANSEN. I think I said so in my comments So certainly.
Mr. COLEMAN. Justjust speak up. Right. And I know Dr. Olson

echoed those same thoughts,
Mr. OLSON. I echoed the sante thing. I recognise at the same

time, Mr. Coleman, the dilemma you face and that-you have to get
started some - somewhere and II don't know where One make*,
that judgment. I'd hope you would not have to give up too early
onon some of these programs. And perhaps there could be a
degree of flexibility built in the legislation so that perhaps the Sec-
retary whoin I assume to be administering this program quid from
time, to time identify area ofof need that would be

Mr. COLEMAN. Right, it's More discretion.
Mr. OLsoN. More discretion and not so muchnot so much re-

strictive--restrictive language in the legislation. That might be
..helpful. You know, toto recall in the experience of the NDEA,
when the NDEA started out, it was quite restrictive in the legisla-
tion. Very fewI'm probably the only person,in this room who re-
members how they worked from personal experience but gradually
they were broadened to include the humanities. theand the
social sciences and therefore they were a stronger program. But
they did start Out on a fairly limited basis.

Mr. COLEMAN. Yes. I recall going through that process 15 years
ago. Can you tell me basically if the problems with attracting the
best and the brightest is that we want to attract them to all the
fields. Are we getting those people notwithstanding your remarks
about salaries some times siphoning off people in some of these
areas? Are the' best and brightest 'going to graduate school? If not,
could you give me one or two reasons why they're not? Is it e
load, is it the cost?

Ms, HANSEN. Well, certainly the best and brightest are do' g ag-
gressive. things but some of them are going into business me are
going to professional schools. Certainly if you :look at ication
rates, at least in my university application rates .are far igher for
professional schools than they are for say humaintie I think
you would find that in ggleral though notno individual cases
would pertain, the high the mentality the more they're going
into highly competitive field4 as opposed to fields where there's no
fellowship support.'

Mr. CO MAN. Yes
Mr. WILSON. The job market is not good and been good for

some years and we don't have clear expectations that it's going to
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turn.up untilwell, some time in the nineties. That's the problem,
there's just no getting around that and for that reason' what we .Saw in the sixties when the best and brightest were flocking tograduate students in great numbers, I just don't see that we're
going to get back to that. But I think we can get a little bit back
part; way. We can offer an option. When we--now, as we frequently
do, we tell an outstanding student in the social sciences or the hu-
inanities that your choices are to go to graduate school; add to your
debt; get your degree, satisfy your intellectual interests and then
we don't know. That's one option verses go get the MBA-or- go get
the law degree and then have much better chances. It's just not
terribly surprising which way they go.; All weall. we'can
hope for and I think 'what we're suggesting 'is that with the merit,
fellowship we: at least don't add, to that debt and that we at least
allow someone whi) has the interest to conic to graduate school for
`a few years, satisfy the academic interests, write the' dissertation
and then hope that a job will be available. At least they won't have
to start off with a huge debt that we'vewe've discussed.

Mr. COLMAN. 'Well, what percent of your 'graduates frcini gradu-
ate school who' receive degrees go into teaching in some forth? Do
you-know?

Mr. OisoN. It varies from discipline to. discipline. I wodld say
that in many of the humanities and social sciences most of the stu-
dents want to go into teaching. Their problemthe problem 'is
they're difficult to get through becaw of lack of financial aid and
then the opportunities' at the end. ItIrthat combination. And one of
the problems they face is that by the middlecollege population,
will probably. increase again: And you know for people to be fully
prepared and have just a little experience, they. have tO.begin grad-.
uate school now. And we may face aa rather critical problem
in--in providing for -adequate instructional numbers at that tipie.

Ms. IIANsx.N It varies by discipline. In physiology at least 80 per-
cent end up inin teachin ',though More and, more of our gradu-
ates are seeking opportunities in industry andand that's to be ap-
plauded too. Industry ,,is loOking more to docibrately prepared
people than it ever used .to 'and perhaps that's part; of the job
market evidenced.`But it isn't the poorer students that end up
going to industry, IA not the ones that 'education didn't snap, up.

Mr. COLEMANTS. Boone, in your testimony you indicated .that
G-POP freed you up giving you more time and energy .to devote to
your studies.'

Ms. Boom:. Yes.
Mr. COLEMAN. Were you doing campus and lab work.
Ms. libeNE. In the chemistry department yOu are required to

teach'. four semesters and was-only -required- to teach't W6 instead
of four. . ,

Mr. COLEMAN. Oh, I see: Well,- thank youthank you all. I prom-
ised Jim Olson 'I'd get him out of here by 3:45 and it's about to
'spare,

Mr. OLSOINT. Thank you-very much.
Mr. COLEMAN. Thank. you all'very much for being here,
[Recess.]

(0T,FmAN., Our first witue5.5 is. Mr. Richard Sharp, the vice
president, consumer loan operation, at ComMunity Federal Savings
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& Loan here in St. Louis County. Welcome and we- appreciate your
coming over this afternoon.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD SHARP, VICE PRESIDENT. CONSUMER
LOAN OPER4TION, COMMUNITY FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN

Mr. SklAll.P. Thank you_ very much, Mr. Coleman. I'm very
pleased to be here and happy to have an opportunity to express our
viewpoint. I must apologize for not having a written testimony to
present at `this time. We received the text of the actual bill this
morning alid thought it wise to spend some time and analyze it
before we shot from the hip. I do not have to take too much time,
however, to talk about the special allowance or one other major
concern that is having a cumulative effect on lenders I think all
over the country which is that thy loan product, itself, that we are
concerned with here is. not a Ltable product. We go through this re-
authorization process continually. Every time we go through it, the
last time I can remember scurrying around adding computer fields
to our records and changing procedures and trying to figure out
how we were going to deal with individual loans made to one bor-
rower whichlialf of his balance was under one special allowance
formula, you know, the second half under another special allow-
ance formula and how we handle students when defermenthalf
of those loan balance was subject to a postdeferrnent grace -period
and the other loan balance was not and how we explain to these
individuals as we go along why we're doing what we're doing and
why we're requiring what we're requiring of them. This effect on
the lender is that every time we go through this process there's
this outright fear that something is going to happen that will affect
what we've done in the, past hi teltms of the loans we've made and
how they're going to be iiroems0 wet our abi,lity to generate more
loans"for the slime borrowers. So I'd just like to stress that all con-
sideration that can possibly De given be given to the fact that what-
ever is done does not affAC in any way loans that are already on
the books and borrowers that are already on the books. Its of
utmost concern and I thin maybe it might be -appropriate to _ex-
plain a little bit about some of the lender's philosophy in student
lending anyway. There is ht now a terrific push for lenders to
get into student ending you may know. When we first entered
the market, we ere .ne in this area. Now we're fighting for
loans. The competit are out there, they",re soliciting if hat's the
right torn hig ool seniors, those kinds of things. You know,
give us your loan, give us your business. And the reason for this is
that these ratesthese loans are interest rate sensitive. As interest
rates go Alp in general, the- yield on student loans go up as the
bill goes up as we all know. The availability to lenders of other
products that-do that to this point has been very slow. Usury rates

41° in most-States have have wiped out variable rate loans in the con-
, sumer lending side and Federal regulations until thelast few years
have. evenfor example, the typical. 30-year mortgage loan with
fixed payment, fixed rates. The rates were locked in and as the
rates we pay for money to savers fluctuates, many lenders in ,the
entire savings and loan industry found' themselves. Withpaying
rates higher to saversmore to savers than they could get back
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from lcians. Sot erefore 'the student loan is an extremely attractive
alternative to th fixed rate loans that we've had in the past. Andlenders, even thou h we grumble among ourselves about the in-
creasing complexit of the Student Loan Program and continuing
every time we reauthorized to have to process th old 1;ins and
new loans andand are beset with feaz' of, what be coming
next, the alternatives haven't been good. However, situation is
changing. We now ha e federally aithorized loans through savings
and loan associations and banks that allow variable rates' on mort-
gagesk. In fact, the adjustable rate mortgage, loan has become very
very, very prominent in the marketplace, There is legislation pend-
ing now in the Missouri Housein fact, I believe it's passed the
Missouri House aliowing variable*rate consumer loans in many re-
.spects.

These loans as they come to market will compete head on with
student loans for dollars, OK. The yields from these loans are very
competitive and they're very attractive. For example, our associa-
tion right now can eliminate and adjustor eliminate essentially
originate an adjustable rate mortgage loan at 12 percent, OK, say a

."$50,000 loan. The borrower will pay up front all the origination
costs in.terrns of points or origination fees or whatever it costs us
to put that loan on the books. In order to get that much money out
in the student lending side I have to make 20 $2,500 student loans.
The yield right now would be about 13percent The. Simon propos-
al says essentially while those loans are in school I wouldyield
the same 12 percent I would get on one $50,000 mortgage. The
risk to me in that. one $50,000 mortgage is less than the known ex-
pense of servicing those 20 student loans No. 1. No. 2, I'm, used to
dealing as a lender with interest rate risks and with the possibility
of loss. I'm used to judging loss. I'm used to dealing with that. I'm
not used to dealing with the uncertainty and to tow the program
and the operational procedures and the thin re going to be
changed in 2, 3, or-4 years with this other thing. I don't know how
to judge that and how to rate for that so. I wouldI would almost
rather take on the possibility of loss on a mortgage loan, than deal
with the uncertainty that's inherent in the student loan process. So
I think the main point I'm trying to make here is the way I see it I
really, sincerely believe that maybe .3 years, maybe sooner, you'll
see lenders start pulling out of the Student Loan Private Program
as it is set up now. Not entirely, they're still going to service their
customers. They're still going to need that., But a significant por-
tion of the dollars will begin to start being diverted into other
kinds of interest-rate-sensitive loans that are better alternatives to
the lender because those alternatives are coming to the forefront.--
Therefore I think the real issue here is to.start thinking about the
total revamping of.the program with an eye to simplicity in the
loan mechanism itself, to simplicity No. 1, stability No 2. Certainly
we're going to have different budgetary problems from year to
year, there s no question about that. But those things need to be
dealt with in terms of rates and built-in adjustable features ofIthe
progra We can't run around changing mechanisms every 4 years
and says g OK, this one's in place for these guys. Now we're going
to add new mechanism this time and cumulatively overover
the year that just weighs down the lender and makes it lessless

3 62
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attractive for him to stay in the program. What you want to do is
just sell everything, get out of it and go put your money someplace
else because you get to the poiht where you've got so many people
and so many mechanisms and so many old rules that apply to so
many different parts of the portfolio that it's very difficult to keep
up with it. Suggestions, like I said I haven't. had a lot of time to,
think about this, but one attractive suggestion I've heard would be
to head more toward a line of credit concept. Perhaps when a stu-
dent goes to an institution the first loan is processed similar to the
way it is now, we establish a line of credit for the time between
now and when that student becomes a senior. Each additional ad-
vanceseach additional advance would then perhaps have a
streamlined procedure. Maybe I don't need to go through tlie guar-
antee agent for each advance. I merely go to the school and verify
that academic progress has been made, those kind of things, and
then I advance thv check directly to th* school and don't have all
this rigamarole every time I make an advance. One more*thing is
we think that there are a fair number of loopholes that cost the
Federal Government a significant mount of money that need to be
addressed. An example of one of those, for example, we have what
almost happens to us a fair--:a fairly large pefcentage of the time
I'd 'say, we have a freshman who gets a $2,500 loan. He goes to
school. The administrative office there hands him the $2,500 check,
The school takes only the fees,that- are due right now. The loan
period is for the full year, two semesters, but we take only the tui-
tion or whatever is due at this ,Oresent time,'ushally that's $500 or
less at a pOlic institution. The student is given back $2,000. We go
3 months and the student drops out, OK $2,000 dollars is gone, the
student doesn't have . to make his first payment until the grace
period expires 6 months later and at thgt time if he defaalts we
have $2,500 to recover. If the school had maintained all of tip
funds that were expected to be due to them during the course of
the school year and only disbursed the amount that is necessary
for living, expenses and those other things that the student deals
with, we would have less to recover, less to charge off, less for the
Government to have to, try to recover and, pay interest on during
that period. That seems to us to happen a lect. We, in fact, see
abuses that we know for sure afterwards that is simply a student
has discovered this process, goes through the student loan process,
enrolls, gets his money, selects the school tliat will select, take the
restthe lektst amount from him, drops out and kmps the money.
We see this N11 the time, I thank you for the .opportunity--

Mr.,Cou.siAN, Do you report. these
Mr. SHARP. Do we repo 4 those?'
Mr. COLEMAN. Those peolkle?
Mr. SHARP. Those obvious thinp like that we pass to the guaran-

tor, yes.
Mr. COLEMAN. Yes. Thank you very much.
Mr. SHARP. Certainly, Thank you.
Mr. COLEMAN. Rosemary Woolley, who's the dean of. services, St.

Dies Community College here.
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STATEMENT OF ROSEMARY WOOLLEY, PH.D., ST. LOUIS.
COMMUNITY. COLLEGE, DEAN OF SERVICES

Mr. WOOLLEY. Thank you very. much. As you know, my name is
Rosemary Woolley and I am Dean of Student Services at St. Louis
Community College at Florissant Valley. And I also am chair-
person of our district financial aid committee that recommends poli-
cies and interpretation on Department of Education and has inter-
preted your legislation to our chancellor. We appreciate the oppor-tunity to testify before you today. and I would, like to tell you alittle bit about St,Louis Community Qillege. We're a, multicampus
college serving approximately- 35,000 students training for careers,
beginning work for advanced degrees, sharpening academic skills
and discovering directions for ,their careers; Our student population
is as diverse as the 'St. Louis community itself and ranges from the
18-yearold freshman to the Mature retired adult Their averageage is 26 and nearly three-quarters are part-time students with
career and/or family responsibilities. To serve the students' diverse
needs, the college offers courses during the day and evening on
campus sand at other convenient locations in the comMunity. Our
academic programs are both as contemporary as high tech and as
traditionally collegiate as the classics. Based upon some of the com-
ments I have already heard this. afternoon, I would like diverge
a little bit from my prepared text and simply make the commentthat I am a realist and I understand that in talking abou title IV
w; of course, must represent our institutions, defend our titu-
tions if you will, whether they be 2-Year, 4-year public independent.
lioweVer, as Chairman Simon remarked, I like to dream dreamS
also. And, in those dreams I would hope that we could keep up r-. most in our the students that we need to assist rather than
the institutions that we need to assist when we talk about title IV.
St. Louis Community College needs and welcomes the partnership
of the Federal Government as it serves the diverse student popula-
tion that I have mentioned that is engaged in pursuing the Ameri-
can dream. For matey of these students it is truly the American
dream because they come from families that have, never entered a
college, from families in some cases that are truly illiterate. During
the 1983-84 academic year, over 6,000 of our students received over4 million in Pell Grants. As you know that year is not yet cam-.
plete. We recognize the difficulty in-writing legislation that meets
the diverse needs of our constituency. For this reason I do urge you
to provide some authority and flexibility to institutions in the de-
livery system of financial aid. let me speak now to some of these
proposed modifications. Pell Grant Programs. We applaud the lift-
ing of the half cost provision to 75 percent' with an allowance for

_nontuition expenses. As I know now there is currently an allow-
ance for nontuition expenses that has remained the same, I believe,
since the inception of the Pell Grant Program. And costs have gone
up considerably since then. While I recognize there is the, difficult
balance again between the public indepepdent 2-year, 4-year sec-
tors that we' offer, again let us keep in mind the students that we
serve when we talk about this provision. We do not concur with the
inclusion of graduate students in the Pell Grant Program unless
again the undergraduate students are fully funded with all the en-

vtt.



,titlements under the proposed legislation and I, too, find this 'might
be very difficult given the deficits. that. COngress needs to addresS.
We do not concur with the administration's proposal of a self-hei
concept.

To require our students, many of whom are academically as well
as financially disc vantaged, to provide even $500 or 40 percent oif

dents should not ave a loan burden initially and St. Louis Com-
expenses is not asible even with work study or loans. Such stii-

munity College doei not receive a college work study allocation to
meet such a requirement. I will speak to this a little bit later and
I'm sure that St. Louis Community College is not alone, especially
among similar type institutions throughout the country. We do not
concur with section 404the limitation.of 5 academic years of eligi-
bility. With academic standards now required at our colleges, this
provision is unnecessary. Moreover, a student at St. Louis Commu-
nity College pursuing an engineering science associate degree on a
full time-12 credit hourbasis as defined by the Federal Govern-
ment will need 6.08 semesters Or more than 3 years to earn the as-
sociate degree. This only leaves him or her less than 2 years to
achieve his B.S. degree in this building at Washington University I
might add. This is highly unrealistic. At this point let me digress
slightly to point out the average completion of a bachelor's degree,
even at a 4 year college, is usually more than 4 years: You should
remember that the traditional pool of college aged students, 18 to

.....,.. . 22 years old, is declining and aid directed only to that group falls
short of the need by nontraditional groups. Let me, point out that
Community Colleges'across the country served over 36 percent, this
was in 1980, of all students in this country. And all students in-
cludes graduate d professional as well. When considering only

eundergraduate l ulations, it could be that well over one-half are
enrolled at 2-year institutions. A great proportion of those students
in community colleges are not the traditional pool. We plead with
you to keep uppermost in your mind that for many of -us tradition-
al college is no longer the norm as when most of us went to college
in 4 years or 3 years or 5 years, The college work,,study -pragram.
We are very pleased with the college work study program and de-
spite what the Chancellor from Washington University stated in
denoting that the College work study program is a prpgram of
choice, we believe it is a program of access as well because without
the work study program at ourat our institution the student has
access through the Pell Grant Pmgram and is able to 'live because
of the work study program. So because of the work study program
they might ttey might not very well be able to attend even with a
full Pell Grafit in order to eat-and provide shelter for themselves.

,_..._ And this is where our.. comments speaking to the adequacy. of the
funds we receive. We currently receive $876,000 some odd in Feder-
al contributions for college work study. As you can glean front the
fact that, ewe disburs over $4 million in Pell Grants, 'a payroll
slightly in excess of $1. million Fiearly can not meet the needs of
our students. We applaud the sunplicity of allotments to institu-
tions in the 'committee print and believe it will provide a more eq-
uitable allotment than our current State formulas. I must admit
that.,I congratulate Chaiman Simon on even putting this in the
draft legislation since, as I mentioned earlier, I am a realist. and



recognize that within Congress both the House and the Senatethere are many parochial interests and the State formulas address
this interest very. definitely. Block grants. We concur with the pro-vision of institutional flexibility accompanied by reduction of regu-
latory burden and complex distribution formulas. However, we do
need to caution you that the 15-percent requirement from non -Fed-eral sources could very 'well be a burden that many institutions arenot able to bear. This requirement may eliminate institutions with
the most needy students from participation. Fortunately I do not
believe St. Lotus Community 'College would be among one of those
institutions.

that we receive now ein th OG program which, for us, is the
If, in fact, we were to curvtly receive the very same =bunts

only program we could really talk about as far as the programs
identified for the block grant prOgram, since the SSIG funds we re-ceive are not enough to fill your petty cash drawer based upon the
current program in Missouri. However, based upon the funds that
we currtntly received in SCOG, which`is close to $300,000, I'm surethat a roughly $50,000 amount that- -=that SC Louis Community
College would need to come up with could.possibly be available but
this might not be true to other institutions. Guaranteed student
loans: At this, point it is necessary to emphasize what I believe to
be, the appropriate balance between loans and grants. Philosophi-
cally, we believe the loan portion of a student's financial aid award
should increase as he or she progres,ses toward meeting an educa-
tional objective. It is important to develop less reliance on loans
and greater emphasis on grants and wok programs. These pro
grams. serve lower income students best by assuring access in theshort ru and 'by reducing defaults over the long term. It is no
secret th4t many major metropolitan commt4ty colleges no longer
participate in the NDSL program due to higliVefault.rates. Hind-
sight tells us we contributed in part by setting unrealistic criteria
for high need, high credit risk Participants. We have a potential for
developing the same problein with the Guaranteed Student Loah
Program. And, at this point r would like to address what Mr.. Sharp
stated. I think thein the senSe that current regulations allow for
the occurrence of what Mr. Shzirp was talking about. Students, in
fact, and very few I must admit, but a major problem I think,
do take advantage of that and do'borrow the full $2,500. And for
our institution they pay their tuition of $255 and then take off. It's
easy money. But regrettably for a very small apple, a rotten apple .in a barrel of a thousand, let' don't destroy the -pr.ogram because
of that. Let's tighten up the lbopholes instead. At this point .I will
turn my attention to specific improvements far dplivcry Al student
firianCial -aid-programs.' ACCording to the' 1984-85 payment process
developed by the. Department ofBducation, institutions such as St.
LouiS Community College will see students in its registration arena
trying to pay for classes, before we have received fun4s from the
Federal Government, Because of the checking accouBt payment
Procedures, some students with eligible student aid reports may
notibe able to register, St. Louis Community College does not nor
shoiild it have.a $1 million cash flow to disperse Pell Grants to stu-
dents in anticipation of receipt of Federal dollars some 4 to 6 to 8
weeks in the future. The Secretary, that is the Secretary of Educa-

.
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tion, is telling us that significant management improvements have
been realized with the institution. of a new processing systeni for
the 1984 -85 application cycle-I quote, -"In this instance, however,
students and institutions are receiving better quality services ,at be-
tween $9 and $12 Million less than under the previous contract.'.'
This is a quote from the Dear Colleagues letter we received in
March of 1984. What is not netted is the greater administrative
burden in costs on institutions created by those significant im-
provements. Much of this might be alleviated by sending the Pell
Grant authorizing eligibility information directly to the institution
rather than just to the student.

in closing we again appreciate your invitation to participate and
'urge you to 'keep uppermost in your thoughts that the traditional
college progression is no longer the norm. Remember our more typ-
ical student is aged 26, employed with family responsibilities and
taking an average of 7.4 credit hours per semester. Aid is critical to
these students and We hope prOcedures are developed that can ben-
efit all our Constituency: Thank you.

[Prepared staileinent of Rosemary Woolley follows:I

PREPA.RIX STATEMENT or ROSILM.A.ItY ,WOOLLX,Y, Pu.D., ST. Louis COMMUNITY CoLLX:Cle

My inane is Rosemary Woolley, Dean of Student Services at St. Louis Umiritun-
icty College at Florissant Valley and chairperson of our District Fiaancial Aid Com-
mittee. St. Louis Community College appreciates the opportunity to testify before
you today. St. Louis Community College is a multi-campus college serving approxi-
mately 35,000 stitdents training for Careers, beginning work for advanced degrees,
sharpening academic skills, and' discovering directions for their careers, They are as
diverse as the St. Louis community itsell'and range from the 18-year-old freshman
just out of -high school to. the mature, retired adult. Their average age is 26, and
nearly ,three-ouarters are part-time students with career and/or family responsibil-
ities.

To serve the students' diverse needs, the College offers courses during the day and
evening on campus and at other convenient locations in the community. The aca-
demic prograins are both as contemporary as high tech and as traditionally collegi-
ate as the classics.

St. Louis Communitx College needs and welcoMes the partnership of thegFederal
Government as it servZs this diverse student population engaged in pursuing, the
American dream. During the S3-84 academic year, 6,113 studenta , have received
over $4 million in Pell Grants. We recognize the difficulty in writing,legislution that
meets the diverse needs of our constituency. For this reason T Urge you to provide

some authority and flexibility t institutions in the delivery system of financinl aid.
othfications.Let me speak now to pro

I. Pell Grunt Programs
A. We applaud lifting of the "half cost" provision p 75 percent with an allowance

for non-tuition expenses.
B. We do not concur wit, the incltsion of graduate students in the Pell Grant

program unless undergradUlte students are fully funded with all entitlements
under proposed
_.C.We do not _concur with'the Administration's proposal of a self-help concept. To

require our studenta, many Of WhOni alto AUtderaiett11y-as well as financially disad-
vantaged, to provide $500 or 40 percent of expenses is not feasible even with work
study or loans. Such students should not have a loan burden initially and St. Louis
Community College does not receive a College Work Study allocation to meet such a

uirement.
..We do not concur with Section 404the limitation'of 5 academic years of eligi-

bility. With academic standards required at our colleges this provision is unneces-
sary. Moreover a student at St. Louis Community-College pUrsuing an Engineering
Science Associate Degree on a full time (12 credit hour) basis will need 6.08 seines-
ters or more than 3 years to earn an Associate Degree: This only leaves him or her
less than 2 years to achieve his B.S. degree, This is highly unrealistic. At this point,
let me digress slightly to point out that average completion, of a bachelor degree.H



even at a 4-year collegeis more than.four years. You should remember that thetraditional pool of college aged students {18 to 22 years old) is dOlining and aid di-
, reefed only to that group falls short of the need by non-traiitifmal groups. Let mepoint out that Community Colleges served over 36 percent {1980 statistical abstracts)of all students in this country. When considering only undergraduate populations, itcould be that well over one half are enrolled at two-year institutions. A great pro-portion of those stud in community colleges are not the traditional pool. Weplead with you to keT upmost in your mind that for many of us traditional collegeis no longer the norm.

2. College work study
We are pleased with the college work-study program and applaud recommendedincreases to the, program. However, the adequacy of the funds we receive is veryquestionable. We currently receive $876,876 in federal contributions for college workstudy. As you can glean from the fact that we disburse over $4 million in PellGrzu)ts, a payroll slightly in excess of $1.million clearly can not meet the needs of

our students. We applaud the simplicity of allotments to institutions in the Conimietee Print {showing draft language for a Higher Education 'Act) and believe it willprovide a more equitable allotment than our current state formulae.
3. Block grants

We concur With the provision of. institutional flexibility accompanied by reductionor regulatory burden d camplex distribution formulas. However, we need cautionyou', that the.15 percent uirement from non-federal sources could very well be aburden that many institu Ile are not able to bear.'Thie requirement may eliminate
institutions with the most eedy students from participation._
4. Guaranteed student loans

At this point, it is necessary to emphasize what I believe to be th-e appropriate
balance between loans anclgrants. Philosophically, we believe the loan portion of astudent's finaicial aid award should increase as be or she progresses toward meeting
an educational objective. It is important to develop less reliance on loans and great
er emphasis on grunts and work programs. These programs serve lower income stu-
dents best by assuring access, in the short run, and by reducing defaults over thelong term. It is no secret that many major metropolitan community colleges nolonger-participate in the NDSL program due to 'high default ratee. Hindsight tells
us we contributed in part by setting unrealistic criteria for high need, high credit
risk participants. We lame a potential forrdeveloping the Same. problem with the
Guaranteed Student Loan program.

At this point, I will turn my attention to specific improvements for delivery of
student financial aid programs. .

1. According to '1984-8.5 payment process developed by the Depa neat of Educte,.
tion institutions such as St. Louis Community College will' see students in its regis-
tration arena trying to pay for classes before we have received funds from the feder-
al government, Because of the checking account payment procedure system students
with eligible Student' Aid- Report may not be; able to register. St. Louis Comnuniity
College does not\ nor should it have a million dollar cash,flow to disperse Pell
Grants to students in anticipation of receipt of federal dolltu-s some 4. to 6 to 8 weeksin the future.

. 2. The Secretry is telling us that signilleti'lit management improvements have
been realized with the institution of a new processing systern for the 84 -85 applica-
tion-cycle. "In this instance, however, students and institutions are receiving better
quality .services at between 49 -and. $12. million leas than- under the 'previous cone.:tract. ' In the Dear Colleague letter of March 1984, quoted above, what is not notedis the greater administrative burden and costs on institutions .created by these sig-
nificant improvements. Much Of this might be alleviated by sending the Pell Grant
euthorizing eligibility information directly to the institution.

In closing, we again appreciate your invitation to participate and urge you to keep
uppermost in your thoughts that the traditiOnal college progression is no longer the
norm. Remember our more typical student is aged 26, employed with family respon-sibilities and taking an average 7.4 credit hours per semester. Aid is critical to thesestudents, and we hope procedures are developed that can benefit all our constitu-
ency.



STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN S. SANDLER, DIRECTOR OF
141N4rIAl. AID, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Mr. SANDLER. mancial aid officers, Representative Coleman, are
a contentious lot and it's tempting, I'm sure. And so /it's tempting
for me haVing the luxury of speaking third on I guess it's going to

wbe ,a four-person panel to comment on D , oolley's testimony. I'm
going to be ethical about it though an comment only on a couple
of points she mentioned with whichl ee and that I want to rein-
force. Tht way Pell Grants' are administered is a joke. It's a joke
because the Department of Education persists, for reasons that are
not in the legislation, in getting Pell Grant eligibility to the--infor-
mation to the college through the student, They persiit in produc-
ing student eligibility reports that are mailed to the student, the
student brings them to the college, sometimes after a considerable
delay. Sometimes they're lost. Sometimes they are dropped on the
sidewalk. And then a whole cycle of returns to the Pell Grant cen-
tral processor has to begin. If the document is erroneous in any one
of a number of respects, the college .can't communicate directly
with the Pell Grant processor. The college has to send the docu-
ment back to the student and the student has to communicate with
the Pell Grant processor. There is nothing legislatively to prevent
the Department Of Education from behaving more rationally which
would mean sending from approved Federal _processors, like the
American College Testing Program, College Scholarship Service,
under rigidly prescribed Federal guidelines, Pell Grant information
directly to the colleges and universities that the students indicate
they want the information sent to. Second point, comment on work
study. Very little has been said about the work study program
today. Yet everybody has nothing but good to say about it and I am
beginning to fear that it's getting taken for granted, 11 little like
Cordelia in King. Lear, you know, the good sister. The sister that
everybody assumes is going to be around and is going to be reliable
and who gets short shrift as a result.. Even the authorizedeven
the 4thorization numbers in congressman Simon's Proposed legis-
latioT,- the number for 1987 is only $600 million, only $5----only $50
million more than ,what we have now. No program that we've got
works as well as that program` does, administratively and in a way
that's consistent with what most of us agree is the American ethic.
All of. us could use more money` and use it very well and I hope
very much that as the deliberations continue whether it's in a re-
authorization context or in a less formal reauthorization,, context,
simply changing the law and fighting for additional funding, I hope-
that you will consider, as we're going to have to ask our own lobby -

--
r4. --isfsiin- Washington, to pay more attention -to thistoo, that _the work

4--- study program works, that we could use more money in that pro-
gram and that laic of comment on it is no indication that wewe
don't care about it. (

Mr. Cotam Thank you for that lack of comment
Mr. SANDIER. I'm not finished with my lack of comments because

II want to say something about thethesome of the issues that
were mentioned in the President's panel earlier. There is a misun-
derstandingthere is a $65,000 misunderstanding afoot and it
needs to be corrected and I think it can be corrected easily. Con-

.
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gres.sman Simon apparently believes that the $65,000 limitation
his draft legislation on. GS L eligibility is an innocuous sug
because it simply repeats what's in the law now What's t e law
now Is a $65,000 income cap on students who can qualify for* guar
anteed student loans thrthigh the look up tables through the con-

essionally mandated look up tables. Students with incomeswith
warily, ,incomes above $65,000 can and do qualify in large numbers

ify for guaranteed
the alternate

at a school like ours I can guarantee you, q
student loans utilizing the uniform methodolo,
need analysis system 'that thethat the current aw provides, for.
And so, II hope that misunderitanding is corrected. If the $63,000
cap that's in Congressman Simon's legislation were to find its way
into final law, the effect for institutions like Washington UnitierSi-
ty would be devastating. Youyou asked, Congressman Coleman,
earlier this afternoon about aa response to the administration's
proposal for ar-a self-help fequirelnent of some kind in the Pell
Grant, Program and7-and observed that any loss of Pell Grant
funding in that area could be compensated, for by the administra-
tion's admirable proposed increase in the work study' appropria-,

.,tion.
Mr. COLEMAN. Bifore you attribute some of that to me, I was

ly trying to present the administration's proposal.
r. SANDLER. I know.

Mr. COLEMAN. In as objective terms as I could so
Mr. SANDLER. Certainly.
Mr. COLEMAN. I have a disagreement some times with the admin.

istration. --- ,
Mr. SANDLER. Fair enough. Fair enough. Thethe notion of turn-

ing the 'Pell Grant Program into an entity that requires self-help '
from the ,poorest students who want to, attend the least expensive
schoolsehool makes a sham of the Pell Grant Program and., what
it means and what it ought to mean. Washington University has no
vested interest in making this point, but as private citizen and as
an educator I do. The Pell Grant Program ought to be an avenue
for access for the poorest kids who want some kind of education.
There -ought not to be any self-help strings attached. And II "'
think it's wrong' for thethe administration to try to legitimize
that point of view by instituting a self-help Pell requirement.

The notion that losses inin the Pell Grant area for individual
students can be compensated' for by the increase in the work study
appropriation isis a Trojan horse. The administration advocates.;

i an appropriation of $851 million/ I believe for the work study ino-
grkun. also advocates the elimination of theI hope I'm right
here

r
e existing work study program, the SEOG Program and the

SS Program.- So we take the three campus-basedthose three
programs as they exist now, work itudy,SEOG and SSIG and 601;
lapse them in effect into one super work study prograni. The
reason I -want to call it a different work study program or super
work study program is because there's lots of flexibility that the
administratIon wants to extend to us in the use of that money. We
could,' for example, take 50 percent of the institutional allocation
and use if for SEOG's. The hard reality though is that this year in
1984-85 from fisc,a1 year 1984 appropriationsI beg,your pardon, in
1983-84 from fiscal year 1983 appropriations, we have nationally
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about $990 millien appropriated and being used irrthe work study".
program, and in the SEQG Prog,ram and in the SSIG Program. The
numbers I've :got .here aren't exact. They're $550 million work
study; $370 million SEOG, "$70 million SSIG. I may be off a- little
bit, b ' not off by much. The bottom-line is that the adininis-
tratio ing us to-trade $990 million'for $851 million. That is a
15-pere op and no matter how you slice it kids are going to
get hurt,. inAstitutions will get 'hurt and students will :get hurt, So
unless he administration 'is willing to match its honeyed promises
of greater flexibility and simplification with cash on the barrel-
head, I don't think,it makes. any sense for us to provide cm ounee of
support for that proposal. I may have taken illy 10 minutes, Mr.
Chairman,. commenting on

Coianvw,i. No, go ahead. We do have tots or time but go
ahead and-make the high points'of everything you want,

Mr. SANDLP.R.-.Thereas the only 'ffnancial aid .officer on the
panel, mymy vision originally had been to not'talk about parti-
sail issues or issues thatthat I knew othei people would touch on,
but to talk instead about a, couple of .very important, relatively
technical matters:
little attention

. testimony and
the last- of the
appliCation proc

.... the desirability for getting. accurate information from the student
and the desirability of providing financial aid inforinlitie4 tp.ilfe
student in a timely manner. This tension is especially paNfUl In
the high school senior year.. As you know this is one of those .cru-
cial points at which financial aid has what it is designed to have, a
major imp' -t on college and career choice. if the aid isarinnunced
to the st ent -in. a timely way. For example, consider ,the +Ugh
school s ior next yitr who plans to enter college in the fall of
1985. She believes that is ate college can best serve her .academ-
ic and personal needs bakhe and *her. family cankot possibly afford
the costs. They have been led to believe in the proinise'of financial
`aid but aid is so-critical a part of their decision that_ they -want to
know what's available as early .as November or December .1984 so
they can begin planning. If they can't know until Mare,h *or April
1985, the possibility of attendance -at, a . private college grows faint-
erI'in on page 6 *of my testimonyand her attention.- begins to
turn; understandably, to the lower cost college that she and her
family .can more easily afford. Sadly the, current application proc-
ess. is designed bo produce 'exactly this unfortunate' outcome. The

.7-Federal" application form. repeatedly'raises-dire,--warnings about.the --
risks 'Of completing the application before the family's IRS return ..,
is cemnletql. Thu evenqf the col ge encourages an earlier appli-
cation, there's a owerful .press

lying forT'fina lal aid until after . er . family's 1984 IRS has
on the student . to : stpone ap: .po

-n filed. ThiS ,,wa't Se _sooner than February .19814nd it 'may hot
be until April 15: At least t ime more .month will pbefore the col-,
lege-evoit knows her need, let alone makes, an' award. She and.-her .
family, Meanwhile, and it increasingly difficult to sustain realistic ..
interest in.a college they know they *. can't afford withaUt a -finan-

fial aid commitment that consists of money in hand, not a bi'oL.

elivery system issues that too often get too
ions like these. They are outlined in my

if you'll allow it I'd like to talk only about
wilily that exists in the current Federal

of the conflict that's created between
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chure's vague rhetorical promises. There is a reasonable solution to
this dilemma. If would -allow a student tirapply for Federal student
aid as early as the fall of her senior year. The key understanding
would be that no Federal student aid award could be cbnsidered
final and binding until the information on which it is based has
been verified through reference to the schedule 1040. Althouih this
meansthat .the applicatiOn process -could not end until late spring,
or early summer preceding the start of the next school year, noth-
ing would prevent the process from beginning much earlier. bolleg
es could have students file tentativecations at any- time
during the high school senior year, issue tentative awards, arid con-
firm them later, after the schedule 1040 is available. In one sense
this arrangement complicates the process because it means that
every student would have to apply twice for "financial aid. In reali-
ty, though, the second application would be "only a schedule 1040,
nothing else,-and-the need foi a timely ibitial announcement would
have beewserved. I want Mr. Simon to know that II am grateful for
theand Representative Coleman, for the 'brigoing congressional.
concern of getting financial aid information into the hands of higille
School students and their 'families as early as possible. In Mr.-
Simon's draft.legislatiou, I note not `only the continued support for
preliminary financialAld estimates in section 483(c), but the estab-
lishment in section 491 of a National Centeg for Postsecondary
Educational Opportunity, whose sole purpose is the development of
bOtter financial aid awareness among younger students and their
parents. If this Center is founded and made a produetiVe reality,
what it Produces could have as great a long-mige impacton Col-
lege attendance as the programs and dollars in cur ent legislation.
My Message toda36however, is that 11 the ea mates in the
world won't help unless they are supported $y eral ifpplica-
tion procedure that delivers timely information in the senior year.
Thank ydu very much for the op unity- to testify and for pour
attention.

Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you very much. And your other suggestions
are equally as interesting. I'm going to take this and read it. Hope.
fully we can translate your frustrations into some changes 'or a re-
appraisal of seine of these, as yoti say, more `mundane aspects of
this that we don't see that much Oland you see plenty of. Thank
you very much.

Mr. SANDLER, I know. thank you.
[Prepared statement of Benjamin Sandlel follows:I
MEI/AXED STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN S. SANDLE'li, DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL AD*,

WASKING'rON UNWEIWITY

SUMMARY: swag ASPECTS Cor THE FEDERAL STUDENT AU) DELIVEEY SYSTEM

1. The famit, contributionformula for Pell Grants, and the corresponding formu-
la for All other need-based federal funds, should remain legislatively separate and
distinct-from one another. PP

2. The non-Pell Grant faxuily contribution formula should be prescribed in Title
_IV legislation only in general outline, not in specific.detail.

:3. Pell Grant eligibility information should be delivered to stiinentalid institu-
tions directly by federally - approved anpliCation processors.

4. The student application uocess should be redesigned to eliminate the present
conflict between a timely application and an application with accurate family infor-
mation.
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Good afterno6. My name is Benjamin Sandler. I have been Director Financial
Aids at Washrigton University for eleven years. My perspective on the ues were
discussing today is that of a line manager of the financial aid process at the institu-
tienal level: Line managers can certainly become narrowly myopic in their views,
preoccupied with bureaucratic detail at the expense of a broader policy perspective.
`fret bureaucrats often are the beet eye witnesses when well intentioned and elegant-
ly- designed policy founders on the shoals of in equate implementation mecha-
nisms. In the current financial aid idiom, many o retie mechanisms are loosely
gathered under something called the "delivery system.

Today 1 would like to discuss three of these mechanisi They are:
(1) The federal need analysis system that determines how much financial aid a

student can receive; (2) the way in which Fell Grants'gre delivered to students; and
(3) the application process for students.-

1..We take it for granted that the major federal student aid programs should be
need-based, but these programs can be strengthened or sabotaged by the way in
which need is determined, because it's the need calculation, more than anything
else, that determines whether students and families fell the impact of federal aid
programs as the Congress intends.

The most critical and hotly debatable part of any need analysis formilla is the
element that determines the family contribution. Today I want to argue two points
about family contributions. The first is the fundamental .necvssity for two formulaic:
ne for Pell Grants, and the other for other need-Wased programs. This isepaotion is

supported by Representative Sitnon's draft legislation, but I. still want to dcuss it
here because there are many in the financial aid community who continue to be
seduced by the specious simplicity of a single formula for all federal programs. The
second point is the importance of prescribing the non -Pell formula in the 'statute in
general terms only, without the imposition of constraining detail, This quality. is
present to some extent hi- Representativ_e Si211013'S draft legislation, but not as much
as .believe it should be.

reason for' creating separate Pell and non-Pell formulas is that the two for-
mulas are asked to perform very different tasks. The Pell Grant formula establishes
eligibility for Pell Grants only. Its results may raise or lower the Pell Grant
amount, but the totality of a student's aid won't be affected. The formula for the
other federal programs, however, has a much more daunting-challenge, for it must
try to measure what families actually are 'able to pay toward their children's educa-
tion. c'he non-Pell formula finds itself in this unenviable position because, if' a stu-
dent's aWard contains even a single dime of need-based ,federal student aid, the
entire award, no matter how non-federal its other components may be, must not
exceed the ceiling of financial need that the family contribution determines. If con-
tribut,ions rise too much, the need and total award ceilings will dropperhaps to
the- point of making college attendance impossible' for too many 'students at too
many eollegeS. If contributions fall;federal funds are spent inefficiently and the for-
mula's credibility could suffer irreversible damage.

For example,'a high school senior may hope to attend a college whose cost of' at-
tendance is $10,000. Her parents, whose income is around $30,000 and whotbesastiets
are modest, are willing to contibute something toward these coats, but they can't
afford to pay the whole If her non-Pell family contribution is calculated at
$3,000, her need is $7,000. $7,000 becomes the ceiling of aid she can receive, from all
sources. If she gets $7,000, she and her parents must then ask thenseelves the. last,
crucial question: can they come up with the remaining $3,000? If tIle formula were
harsher, and produced a higher contribution, she might be unable taattend her col-
lege choice because her family couldn't come up with the additional money. If her
contribution calculation were lower, the resulting higher need might produce an at-
traCtivea-Ward fer-her, but-Winild repIi seiit-a wasteful uine of federal student aid
and perhaps raise public questions about the formula's credibility.

Ideally, then, the non-Pell family contribution formula should strike.a balance be-
tween expecting reasonable, sacrifice from the parent mid st nt, without expecting.
sacrifice that will make. college attendance a financial i poss ility. It cannot be,music vulnerable to short-term political pressures or ideo ical 'until that want
to make a particular kind of federal aid 'more available o less avai t ble to certain
economic classes of families. It must always have its eye fixed firmly on its central
mission: to measure, with as much justice, fairness and impartiality as it can
muster, what families can truly contribute.

This goal is best achieved and maintained by prescribing the non-Pell formula
only in general outline hi Title IV legislation. It's correct to enumerate the broad
categories of a family's economic situation to which thefolsinila should attend. It's
unwise, though, in my opinion, to stipulate that equity in a home should be emitted

3
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entirely from the formula, or that business .zoisets should be handled in a certain' '
.way. not because these judgements are wrong but because they're judgements,.
values with no immutable claim to rightness. When they are written into the law,
they erode the flexibility that allows the formula to adjust to year -to-year changes
in .family circumstances and the discoveries of ongoing etonornic and financial aid
research. The Congreseean fully meet its responsibility by a close and systematic
moiiitoring of the Department of 'tklucatien's annual benchmarks.- Within. these.
benchmarks, the non-Pell formula needs all the.flexibilitY it can get in order to per-
fOrm' its responsibility--the calculation of what fathilies can truly afford to pay
towarci college costs.

2. A' second delivery System issue that warrants discussion is the means by which
Pelt Grant eligibility, once calculated, is'delivered to students. The current delivery
mechanism has a single.glaring and crippling deficiency. The Department df Educa-
tion insists upon producing Pell Grant eligibility notices itself, sending these notices
to the student (not the college), and relying on the student to bring the eligibility

.notice to the college financial aid office.
This procedure is an enormous waste of time and energy; and *I major source of

the,delay experienced by.niany,students in obtainnig their Pell Grants. The Depart-
ment of Education can maintain all the control it legitimately seeks by relying on
approved student aid processors like the American College Test* program and the
College Scholarship Service to produce Pell Grant eligibility calculations and for-ward this information directly to participating college ..Then, a studek could apply
for all types of financial aid, not only through a' single form, but through a single
process.

3. The final delivery system .issue I would like to. discuss concerns the tension in
the student application process between ,accuracy and timelinesa-7betWeen the ne-
cessity for verifying'the accuracy of faiiily information that is provided on a stu-
dent's application; yet still allowing the student and his family to complete the ap-
plication early enough to receive a timely award.. This tension is especially painful'
in the high school senior year.

As you knew, .this is one of those crucial points at which financial aid has what it
. is-designed to have: a major impact on college and career' choiceif the aid is an-
nounced to the student in a timely way. :

Yor example, consider a high school senior next. year Who plan011e,enter college in
the fall of 1985. She believes that a private college can best wile' her academic and
personal needs, but she aie her family cannot possibly afford the coat. They have
been led to believe in the promise. of financial aid, but aid is so critical .a part of
their decision that they want to know what's available as early as November or De-
cember-of 1984. If they can't know until March or April of 1985, the possibility of
attendance at a Private college grows fainter; and her attention begins to turn, un-
derstandably, to the lower-cost college that she and her family can more easilyafford.

The current, application process is.designed to produce exactly this unfortunate
outcome. The federal' application form raises dire warnings about the risks of cern-
pieting the application before the family's IRS return is completed. Thus, even if-the
college encourages 4.n earlier ipplicatien, there is a pdwertul pressure on the
dent to postpone applying for financial aid until after her faniily's 1984 IRS return
has been tiled, This Won't be sooner than February of 19A and it may not be until
April 15. At least one, more month will pass before the college even knows her need,
let alone makes,an award. She and her family, meanwhile, find it increaaingly diffi-
cult to sustain realistic interest in a college they know they can't afford without a
financial aid commitment that. cozisistsof money in hand, not a brochure's vague
rhetorical proMises,

There is a reasonable solution to this dilemma: It would allow a student to apply
flue federal student aid ,as .earlystis.ilefa.11.of her senior yaar. The key understanding-
would be that no federal student aid award could be considered final and binding
until the information on which it is based has been verified through reference to the
1040.

Although this means that the applicatitin process could not end until late spring
or early summer prskeding the start of the next school year, nothing would prevent
the -process from beginning .much earlier. Schixiliould have stud'exits file' tentative
applications at.nny time during the high School senior year:. issuc tentative awards
and confirm them later, "alter the 1040 is available. In one sense this arrangement
complicates the process, because it means that every student would have, to apply
twice for financialaid. In reality, thotigh, the second application. would be only a
1040, nothing else, and the need for a timely initial announcement would have been
served,
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Mr. Chairman, I know of, and I am grateful fOr, the ongoing Congressional con-
cern for getting financial aid information into the hands of high school students and
their families as early as possible. In your draft legislation, I note not only the con-
tinned support for preliminary-financial aid estimates in Section 48.3(e), but the es-
tablishment in Section 491 of a National Center for Postsecondary Educational Op-
portunity whose sole purpose is the development of better financial aid awareness
among younger students and their parents. My message today is that all the early'
estimates in the world won't help unless.theY lire supported by an application proce-
dure that delivers timely information theienib year.

Mr. Chairman; I hope these comments are helpful to you and your colleagues. I
realize I have not responded to several of the important questions with which your
staff has challenged this panel. I realize, too, that issues like those I, have discussed
today often seem comparatively trivial beside matters of more fundamental impor-
tancethe amount of Pell Grants and who gets them, the structure and funding of
campus-based programs, the amount and structure of Guaranteed Student Loans.
Delivery system issues are less glamorous and, less visible. Nevertheless, I believe
that delivery system redesign along the lines. I've suggested would do much to
insure that tederal policy-achieves its goals.

Mr. COLEMAN. Our last panelist in this group is Dr. Robert
Bruker from Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville. He's
representing the president of that institution.

STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT BRUKER, SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY f -

Mr. BRUKER. Thank you,, Representative Coleman. As you men -'
tioiied, I am from Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville and
in a relatively short time Southern Illinois University at Edwards-
ville has become the university of the people of southwestern Illi-
nois. Just over 10 percent of our 10,000-plus students live in univer-
sity house . The others live at home or in.bfkampus houfjng and
drive t& c mpus each day from as far away as 50 miles. We also
have a large number of part time students, individuals who have
full-time jobs or family responsibilities. The medianizegetfor our un-
tiergraduate student population is just over 22 'years. The median
figure for our graduate students is 31. The typica4 if you will, stu-
dents in these age categories are more likely to be alumni of colleg-
es and universities who have already embarked on their careers.
Because of the unique characteristics of, our institution and of our
students, we have a number of concerns related to part-time and
commuting students. I would like to briefly enumerate these con-
cerns. The current revision of H.R. 5240 contains language which
does not correct the inequity in the Pell Grant Program for com-
muter students. In the committee print of the bill, a $2,000 Cost:-of-
living allowance was provided for all students. As modified, the bill
now provides a $1,-200 cost allowance for students living with their
parents, $1,600 for students living off campus,. and $2,000 for tu-
dents Iiving on campus. The living-cost allowance of $1,100 for e
muters, which has been in the program since its inception in 1 72
and is now being rai§ed to $1,200, does not seem equitable. An in-
crease of only $100 between 1972 and 1985 hardly reflects Est in-
creases faced by parents and students for housing nor for the cost
of gaSoline and operating an automobile Which has increased in
recent years. At. out institution, 90 percent of "all Pell Grant recipi-
ents are Commuting students. The majority live with their parents
and would be adversely affected if the living cost allowance is lim-
ited to $1,200. And I cannot believe that this condition could be
much different at other universitie,a_with large numbers of cam-

.--
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muting students; and it must be even worse for the community col-
lege students. The Education Amendments of 1980 recognized this
inequity and permitted each institution to establish.reasonable off-
campus living cost .4 flir II own students. We support that concept
and urge that reauthorization address the problem. The proposed 5-
year limitation for receiving Pell Grant aid should also be modi-
fied. At present, the limit is dependent upon a timeframe estab--
fished 'by each institution's satisfactory academic progress policy..A
liinitation of 5 years does not sufficiently allow for development or
remedial course work or the impact of a change in majors. It would
impose. a severe handicap for part-time students. The Education
Department's example of normal time frames for satisfactory
progress is outlined in a December 21, 1983, Dear Colleague letter
suggests 6 years asythr-norm for most 4-year institutions. We sug-
gest That the 5 Air limit be dropped from the legislation or in:.
creased to 6 years. In summary, we would like to -urge that more
assistance should be provided to part-time students.- Restrictions in
current programs should be eliminated so that these students may
be eligible for all Federal student assistance programs. Currently
the. large number of students. who attend college on a leSS than
half-time basis are not eligible for most Federal or State stitiont
aid. Part-time students, even when eligible, hav their awards re-
'thiced. We think this inequity should be corrected. Thank you, Rep-
resentative CAeman, for permitting me to conune t on portions of.
H.R. 5240 which we feel m4y adversely affect a large number of
our .students.

Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you'Arer i uch.
[Prepared statement of Robert Bruker follows:

.

Piiii,ARED STATILIINNT OF ROBFIT-BRIIMIL RLFRXSICATING EARL LAZFALSON,
PRXSIDUNT, SOUTHIEN ILLINOIS UNIVIARITikr AT EDWARLOVILLE

My name is Robert 13ruker. I am here representing Earl Lazerson, President of
Southern Ili?nois University at Edwardsville, Pr. Lazeron is unable to'be here this
afternoon 'due, to a previous commitment, We appreciate the opportunity to have
our view heard by the representatives of the House Committee on Et' lusation acid
Labor.'

We wish to commend Representative Simon, as Chairman, and Repiesentative
Coleman, as one of the p cjpal minority party members, of-the StibcoMmittee on
Postsecondary Education f their efforts in behalf of higher education in America.
The legislation which you id the other members of the Subcommittee have pro-
posed represents a giant stop on the part of government toward expanding access,
nhancing quality, and improving program efficiency while fulfilling the Federal
le in higher eduCatioxi.
Southern Illinois University at FAiwar-dsvilIe is the university., for the people of

southwestern Illinois. Just over 10 percent of our 10,000-plus students Live in univer-
sity housing. The-others -Eve -at home or in off -campus housing arid drive to taiiiplia
each day from as fur away as 50 miles. We also have a large durnber of part-time
studentsindividuals who have full-time jobs or family' responsibilities. The median
age for pur undergraduate 'student population is just over 22 years. The median
figure for our gradimte students is 31. The "typicai" students in these age categories
are more ilkelv to be alumni of college6 and universities already embarked on their,
careers. - ..

Because of the unique characteristics of our institution and our students, "'resi-
dent Iazerson has expiessed a number of concerns related to part -time and coninaut-
ings students. I would like to briefly enumerate these mincerns. : ,

.1. The current revision of HR 5240 contains language which does not correct the,
inequity in the Pell Grant program for commuter stiiients. In the Committee Print

\ of the bill, a $2,000 cost of living allowance was provided for all students-As inog4-7-----,-
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fled, the bill now provides a $1,200 cost allowance for students living with parents;
$1.,600 for students living off-caMpus; $2,000 for students living on campus..

The living cost allowance of $1,100 for commuters, which has been in the program
since its ileption in 1972 does not seem equitable. An increase of only $100 be-
tween 197 and 1985 hardly reflects cost increases faced by parents and students for
housing. Further, substantial increases in the costs of gasoline and operating- an
automobile in recent years for commuters have not been recognized.

At SIUE -90 percent of all Pell Grant 'recipients are commuting students., The ma-
jority Parenti.and would be adversely affected if the living emit allowance
is limited to $1,200.1. cannot 'believe that this condition could be much different at
other universities with- large numbers of commuting students, and it must be even
worse for .community college students. The 'Education AinendMents of 1080 recog-
nized this inequity and provided for each institutiofi to establish reasonable 'off-
campus living costs for its own students. We support this concept and urge that Re-
authorization address this problem.

2. The proposed five year limitation for receiving, Pell Grant aid should be modi-
fled. At. present, the limit is dependent upon a time frame established by each insti-
tution's 'satisfactory academic progress" policy. A limitation of five years' does not
sufficiently allow for development or remedial coursework, or the impact of a .

change in majors. It would impOse a severe handicap for part time students.
The Education Department's example of normal time frames for satisfactory ,

Nrogress in a December 21, 1983 "Dear Colleague" letter suggests six years as the
norm for most four year institutions. We suggest that the five year limit be dropped
from the legislation, or increased to six gars.

In summary, wt, would like to stress that more assistance should be provided to
part-time students. Restrictions in current programs shoUld. be eliminated so that
these students may be eligible for all federal student akstance programs. Currently ...
the large number of students who attend college on a ,ss-than half-time basis are
not eligible for most federal or state student aid. Part-time students, even vherr eli-
gible, have their awards reduced unfairly. Wethink this inequity should be cor-
rected. 1.

Thank you office more for permitting me to comment on a portion .f HR 5244
which we feel may adversely affect a large number of our students.

Mr. COI:I:MAN. I was going to ask a question and maybe just kind
of lead out of your testimony. About the new nontraditional stu-
dent that several of you mentioned. Would you address some specif-
ics? I know we talked about a in generalities, but we .are going to
have some sort of restrictions, we know that. How ,will. we address
this .new student. We see now from the classic= more and more
"from the student aid side of things?

Ms. Woo ,LEY. ofie of the things where I did addresS that was in
the 5-year limit written in the draft of the committee print of as-
sistance and that, I think, is ais a Major probleth in that area.
The nontraditional student may end up, taking 15 years coining
and going and taking 6hours here and there. And that could be
very burdensome, riot .only limit the student assistance but also
burdensome to the institution too to try and keep track of that.

Mr. DEAN. May I make one clarification on the p-year limitation
in section 404. It is my reading of the provision that the language
reads: "shall be 5 academic years or the eqyivalent." 'So for part-
time students, -it arttrall-Yr would be--10 years. --'

Ms. Woui.LF,y. That's correct. I understand that, but in the exam-
ple that I gave with Our engineering science student, he needs 74
credit hours to complete .his degree. For the associate degree it
would take you 3.08 semesters. He has less than two to complete
his 'engink.-ering science degree 'at Washington UniVersity at the
baccalaureate lever even'on a full -time basis. So you,equate thit to
part time, it becomes even worse.

Ms. WIC;. You meant to say 3 years, not.three .semesters, right?
WOOLLE'Y Three semesters.
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Ms. WIDE. OK.
Ms: WOOLLEY. No, no, no. N , no, I'm sorry, 2 years; 3 yearS, 12

hours per semester; OK. Than you. The other thing on the non-
traditional student which agath ins to bewell, they are older,
they're part-time employed, n full-time employed in very low
level ow-income jobs. They ave small children. Many of them
a are single with family. Many of them, of course, are partici-
pating in other kinds of Government programs, such as family as-
sistance, food stamps, et cetera. And they have problems even
being transported to school, finding care for. their children. I don't
have apy answers tO be honest with you. I guess I'm simply asking

. for reCognition that most of our students any more are not the 18-
year -old that begins college at 18, completes her baccalaureate at
22. Also mind that we note oeenstantly at least the regulations are
written in the baccalaureatez:"for baccalaureate. No mention of
we used to have a major problem at our institution we 'thought
with the Pell Grant

major
in that they were limited to the bac-,

calaureate degree. However, they could stay at an associate degree
granting institution forever and we could not deny them the Pell
rant. AniI so that is the other side of the coin as a major problem.

I guess I'm encouraging you to recognize. where a great number
of the students are in the country today at community colleges. ,

Mr. COLEMAN. What do you think- about Mr. Simon's suggestion
on his allotment. on block grants tying in the GSL participation to
allotments made on that basis? How would that impact your insti-
tution in general? If we could just go down the line here, Mr. Sand-
ler? .

Mr. SAN4 FLER. I'm net sure how it would impact us because every- ,
thing's relative. What matters,is our Pell Grant and guaranteee
student loan activity compared with everyone else's apdand then
we would get some percentage of the Whole. So without knOwing
what the universe is, it's hard to say how the proposal would .,
impact us. I.,-I have a comment on its elegance. It'sRepresenta-
tive S.imon's draft legislation is admirable, I think, politically bold,

ustY old bear of the State allotment. formulas. Itit blithely ig-,
some' might say politically naive in-that'it takes on thethe great
nores them.. I sure hope it flies and I hope that you, Congressman
Coleman, will support their abolition: They'-re a powerful vested in-
terest if you benefit whose States benefit now from the State allot-
ment formulas. Unfortunately they're in powerful States. Never-
theless they distribute now fun& to some States far in excess of
the minimal funding needs in these- States and in other States,
Missouri being one, there is not even enough money coming into
the State of MiWuri`,either in the. Work Stud or in. the SEOG _ .

Programs to meet Our conditional guarantees. The thing I like
about the current fair-share formula, the formula that distributes
funds now within a State once the money gets there is that it

$ makes an honest attempt to recognize institutional need. It's crude.
Yon can poke a lot of -holes in it. but you've got to have some
systeM and someone's ox is going' to get gbred no matter what
system you use. The nice thing about the current system is Lthink
it's ait's a . compromise between relative simplicity not a ter-
ribly complicated .. pplication to fil out; and yet it's an holiest at-
tempt to try to m asure institution 1 needs in the aggregate. And
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that's why:, My-trechnician's. intuition is to prefer .that,..system to
Congressman_Sitrion'S-approach -which ` is one step further in .the di-
rection of a kind of arbitrary simplicity that has even le..4.4 to do
WithinstitutiOnal need than ihe current mechaxiism- does. 1 ' .

.--mr..COLEm4k1c. Briefly,. Ms. Woolley.
Mr.. SANIDLER. SOrry.
Ms. Woo LEY OK. Now again without some kind of simulation

it's difficult to respond. But in ...first readir4it was this wouldi.'be a 1

fantastiY benefit for. the ,community College because. we weren't in
the game years ago' when it was really a grantsmanship game of

the.funds. That's No. 1. NO. 2, you can see in the amount of
work study we currently get,- primarily based upon the .State !Or-
Jfiula and some of the other things, and the amount of Pell grants
We 'disperse, .fokir guaranteed loans is $2 million, something like
that, that we would, if the fundingWere there definitely it would'.
be a benefit to our students.
:'\Mr.' COLEMAN. You 'think you'd receive more funds?

Ms. WOOLLEY. .Yes: Currently we receive el-case to $300,000. under
what would bewell, that's what we currently receive in EQG.,

Mr. CioamA.N..Mr:.Bruker.
Mr. SM./1EL 'No, I. couldn't comment-on that..
Mr. COLEMAN. We do have a, very capable staff here. Any of you

that would want tO.ask a question'of these witnesses. .
Mr. DEAN. .could ask one question regarding the disburse-

ment of guaranteed student loans.. The administration has suggest-:
ed that lenders be 'permitted- to issue a. check to the educational ins
stitution as copayee.' How would your response be Written- into our
Education Act?

Mr. SHARP. I think we would welcome. that in that in some in- .
. ,

stances had great difficulty with students, 'especially in soma pro.
prietary schools where the situation hasn't been explained to' stu...
dents_ properly or .whatever. We've had Checks stolen off ,Of some --x
directors' desks when studenti, leave because we had it in their
name and those kind of things. I think most schoolsI think they
might welcome. it. . .

JVIr. DEAN.- Perhaps we might hear some comments from the
Schools: How about yours?

Ms. Wool v. We would.have a real problem with it, more in the
'administrative line than anything ease If we have a $2,500 gUaran-
teed loan cheek And tuition is only $300! and you have to send it
through your finance cycle then the burden is on us for redoing
that check to give to the student..We 'require, ht least at St. Louis
community college, those students who receive guaranteed loans,
we require -them to 'pay -their tuition: By law our Students must
have their fees paid before classes begin and then we will not dis-
'burse' the guaranteed lean cheokS until classes begin.ii

Mr. DEO.. flow would, you address the problem of the student
who gets thp.,$2,5.60 GSL and then disappears?

Ms. WOOLLEY. Again the 'way that I would suggest that would be
of benefit to us and 'might not 'be toobviously to:Washington U.
or higher priced institutions. It's a semester check, not a year. In-
stead of 2,500, it would be 1,200." .

Mr. DEAN. In Federal law as it is written there is no obstacle.to
multiple diSbursnents by the. lenders,
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Mi.WOoLLAY. That'S cOrreet.
Mr:. DEAN. I gather that your institution is giving out $2,500

checks all at once. Is there any reason yOu do that other than
Mr..SHARP. The difficulty with that is the administrative costs are

'very high. To a lender a $2,500 loan is a very, very small loan, es-
pecially the -administrative costs, If -you broke that . into two dis-
bursements, glue under the present. law we'd be paid special allow-
ance in intereston the remaining. 1,250 that we hold but it in no
way offsets the burtien involved in processing the Second disburse-
ment.

Mr: DE.4.x. If we mandated multiple disbursements for first-year .

students once they went in the second year, ,would this not compli
cate your Program.. Do you think it would diiVe lenders out of the

.

program? 41

Mr. SHARP.. Yes. First of all, there'sthere's a major software
consideration. Take a lender such as Community Federal that
might disburse $18 million a year,1 don't know how many loans
that is, OK, but that's a lot of loans. A lot of those are, ,let's say
conservatively a third, first-year students. So that Means iminedi-
ately we need, some kind of software system' to process and handle
those checks.and that basically isn't there beoauSe they're all going ...

to happen at the same time basically within the same time frame.
'Either. that or we hire every temporary person in the city to come
in and type checks. out within a certain time. There'Sgot to be a lot
of data processing and it's very, very costly to do that. And it isn't
applied only to those loans then we'd have to, you know, haVe two
.procedures side by side.

Mr. DEAN.. Right.
Mr. BRUKER, That would have. the same type of administrative .

problems as being mentioned.
Mr. SHARP. I'm sure that we would develop the redtape though

to, run the students through in order to administer it:
Mr. DEAN. Well, you have no choice.
Mr. CoulmAN.;Thank you all. We could ask lots more questions

but unfortunately we have these time limitations So thank you,
very much,.Our last panel today is far from least important. Paul
Simon and I think it's very important. It's on -foreign languages
and international education. Doctor Etzkorn happens to be first on
my list, he is the associate graduate dean at the University of Mis-
souri here at St. Louis. Welcome and if you could hold it to 5 to I
minutes we won't have .significant time problems.

STATEMENT OF K. PETER ETZKORN, *ASSOCIATE DEAN OF THE
GRADUATE SCHOOL AND CHAIRMAN, INTERNATIONAL IMPLE-
MENTATION COUNCIL UNIVERSITY OFIMISSOURI,',ST. LOUIS
Mr. ETZKOIiN. All right. I appreciate having the opportunity to

present information and testimony to the House committee. We are
dealin---hexe in an area vhere the broad purpose is really to be p-
plauded and the suggestions that I am 'bringing to the committee
are only in the form -.of recommendation. ..compliment theMr
Coleman and Mr. Simon for having squarely put before the Gov-
ernment into the one area in higher education where there an be.
relatively little debate abOut. that the 'Federal Government, indeed
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does have a role in this area and that is to see to it that the nation-
al security needs and the purposes of national security of the coun-
try are being met. So I'm delighted about the various titles and sec-
tions within theTitle VI in particular, of course; the provisions
for providing support for ..l&nguage -training and for sensitizing the
American public, to the fact that the boundaries of the United
States are not in Canada andpardon, me, in California and New
York but that they are somewhere out there in thine and on the
other side maybe in the Soviet Union, that east' to west and north
to south the U.S. interests are not bounded any more by what used
to be somehow the place where the customs officers are. We ap-
plaud the dimensions in the, bill that deal with exchange of per-
sons, of students, undergraduates and graduates, of teachers, of fac-
ulty researchers and while I'm not sure whether the legislation as
I'm reading it may have some conflict with existing legislation,
such as Fulbright Act or Fulbright deals, the intent of the bill is
fully applauded and I'm sure that the details on whether this
should -be under USIA auspices or under somebody else's auspices
is something that will be worked out in some form or other. I
simply wish to emphasize that all 'of these titles or aspects of the
bill have.the full support I think of the higher education communi-
ty. I wish to speak now about some of the thoughts that I have or
that we have where just possibly the committee might wish to con-
sider maybe amending the current bill, improving it, augmenting it
and these are essentially three areas. The national endowment of
international studies is certainly most intriguing and we all ap-
,plaud the fact that you will giVe greater profile to the significance
of international education by this particular suggestion. In the
tasks for the endowment, I would suggest that you might wish to
consisier to add 'something, and that is a concern which I have en-
countered amonk many professionals. It -is the fact that we in this
country find ourselves, almost in no position whatsoever to invite
international. scholarly associations to hold their meetings in this
country. The rather disturbing experience that many of us have is
if we are say invited to 'presentto be preeent or to present a
paper to be present in a undeveloped country where -they hold
scholarly associations, ,fie fin&---we find that the Government there
will roll out all kinds CT red carpet treatment, will make it possible
for- scholars from around the world to come there. Usually those
countries have some airline even and they provide you with tickets
and they can pretty much-stack even the tiers of who comes and
attends these kinds of meetings. When then some of these individ-
uals say well, why don't we meet next time in the U.S. members of
the U.S. *legation will have to- beg off because-:there's --no- way
where we can' turn around and say come to the United States. Ind
if we invite people to come to the United States, it means that the
professor or university dean or whoever else is there, by tendering
such an invitation is knowingly sayingcommitting ihemseIves to
1 or 2 Years of fund raising on the private level because we have no
wa f orpinizing this and froth the point of view of national inter-
est it ms to me that it is of great significance that, first, we
bring ople from other countries, community influentials, or
scholarly influentials to the Cnited States; second, that they come
under au pices which are optimum; third, that by doing so our own

3 ;



people Nbenefit from contact with these people again in our opti-
mum circumstances. It seems to me that just possibly that might
be a task that the national endowment for international studies
might be assigned to it. We currently to my knowledge have no
such facility. We have some dollars in the mission agencies, the
National Science Foundation, funds of certain very narrow target-
ed activities of ,a scientific nature but nothing of the nature I'm
talking about. A second area that I feel you might wish to, give
some thought to concerns the queltion of possibly targeting the lo-
cation of these newer centers of langitage training in international
studies. That may be possibly tied in with some of the provisions in
the title that deals with the urban grant universities.,It seems to
me that the resources that we have in the population centers of
this country as far as international activities go could be cost effec-
tively integrated so if we are having shortages of Federal dollars or
shortages if we ask where do we get the most done' for the buck,
my,recommendation would be to look at thetying it up with the
urban grant legislation andand finding ways to locating the
centers in our urban areas. My colleague, Dr. Fedder, I have
his testimony, is going to say something about how, we're Join_
things in St. Louis. I'm making some reference to an orga.nization
which I think is one of the most effective organizations, a nongov-
ernmental area, namely, the Sister Cities International and in the
State of Missouri, bOth at the University of Missouri-Kansas City
and at the University of Missouri-St. Louis we have dovetailed with
that organization and really been in a position tiy strengthen our
international out reach through that organization's linkages. In the
case of Kansas City, with &grille, Spain, and in the case of St.
Louis where we have five sister cities with Lyons, France, and
withcurrently with Stuttgart, West Germany. We've also been
dealing with Nanjing, China, the People's Republic, and with Suva
in Japan. So there aie ways by which the Federal tax dollar can
really be used to provideNincentive to the private sector. I. would
suggest that this might be-an area where the committee might
wish to explore further out reach.

The firstor the third area ism somewhat ticklish area because
it deals with questions of which I have no great competence and so
I'm not, too confident in su gesting it but I do feel obliged to do so,
and that is in the field of State universities, as we all know, there
is always a differential of in-state fe e s and out-s t , fees. Interna-
tional students typically are being charged the o -state fees. It
would seem. to me that it would be a proper role of the Federal °-
Government to address the question-of, out-state fees for interna-
tional studLts. If_we were to provide say sortte---block grants to in-
stitutions to pick up a certain portion of` the out-state fees for inter-
national students we could effectively enhance the recruitment of
international students to our institutions of higher education. I'm

° not making a special.partisan plea for the public.sector because the
same amount on a per capita basis could be allocated to the hide-
pendent schools. What it would do in my estimation is that it
Would similar to the arguments of our graduate deans provide the
schools with the whereWithal to select the competent student and
not to deal on an entitlement basis but rather to look for those Stu-
dents who are really Most likely to benefit from it and the criteria
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of what is the greatest benefit might be verymight vary a great
deal. Nevertheless, the initiative, in my view, would be given to the
institutions. These are three areas which you might wish to consid
er beyond what the draft proposal is in the bill. I am grateful that
I had the opportunity to support your very important work on
behalf of higher education in strengthening title VI and providing
these opikirtunities to our institution. Thank you for your atten-
tion.

Mr.. CoLumAx.-Let me take the time to ask you a quest bn before
we ko on to the next witness. It's a little bit different format. In
your suggestion- about international scholarly associations,, are
youbecause I'm not familiar with it, when you say you muSt raise
funds for 3 years if you did it privately, .do you provide plane tick-
ets, 'transportation costs or hotel, meals here? What is usually done
on that basis when you go to another country?

Mr. ETZmWRN. When we go abroad, we typically, get RS- iSttince
with transportation. We typically have no per diem costs at the lo-
cation and we typiFally have some kind of shoW aud tell- whidh is
organized on a very high level. The in costs, maybe
they will put you up in a first-class hotel, they will have some first-
class coaches with travel guides and will show you around and give
you some--

Mr. COLEMAN. And that is all paid out of public or private funds
in that host country?

Mr. Erz.KORN. In the host country it'sexathples-,----
Mr. Co AN. Are tl ey private unds?
Mr. ETZKORN. It's sually public funds.
Mn..CouatAx. P lie funds.
Mr. ETzicoRN. P blic funds, it's some kind of academy or some

kind of governmental arrangement., And it is, of course, extremely
persuasive and/it wouldn't be terribly expensive for us to do it ona--

Mr. COLEMAN. Also about the sister cities, I'm aware of one but I
do not know how they operate. Is it a private foundation type of
arrangement?

Mr. ErzxoRN. Sister cities is afirst of all, nongovernmental. It's
the private sector and it's based entirely on volunteers. We have
a7--typically you have I.. 'yen-community, say Kansas City, a.
group of citizens who fi $ville,' Spain, which is your, sister
city there, has certain co ientarities. As a result of that, the
people in Kansas Citycitizens, civic-minded individuals, organize
themselves, go to their city council and their city council estab-
lishes some kind of a formal recognition. In Seville, Spain, kind of
private 'citizen initiative,- sometimes its initiated -then --by- the
mayor but at any rate ,therv"s this comparable kind of a publicly
spirited group in existence: As far as the. university goes, Seville
does have a university and naturally Kansas City has .a number of
independent schools plus the University of Missouri in Kansas,
City. And so by baying these academic communities, then both
sides students can be exchanged and the students then are not liin-
ited to living in a dormitory because the citizens in these communi-
ties will take them in their home and there is some range of own.- -
tunities. °lithe national scale, all of ourwe have about 700 cities
in the United States, or communities, not all of them are big cities,
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of course, that do hay
1,140 affiliations in abo
a pesource in our cities
_It is being done. I mea
AZ, it's being done. in T'

ffiliatidins abroad wit'
SO, roughly, countri
at can be Called upo
we are not singu
lOr, TX. .

"Mr. Ccii.k.,14.AN. Well, thank'you very mate for your---
Mr. Krzxo4x,,Thank you, Congressman.

h amounts to over
and' there is'quite
y our universities.

examples. Phoenix,.

[Prepared statement of K. Peter Etzkorn follows:1 4

APARED STATEMENT OF K. Pima ETZKORN, ASSOUIATE DEAN Or THE GRADUATE
SCHOOL AND CHAIRMAN, INTERNATIONAL IMTISMOTATION COUNCIL, UNIVERSITY OF
MISSOURI, ST. LOUIS

7ongressinan Simon and Congressman Coleman and other members of the Com-
m ee, my name is K. Peter Etzkorn and I am Associate Dean, of the Graduate
Schoo a. the University of MissouriSt. leuis where I chair the University's Inter-.

natinal pleMentation Council. In a volunteeer capacity I serve as 'Director ofSister Citi International (Washington, D.(.), as Chair of the Council of .Sister
. Cities of . uis and am a Director of the Lyons and Stuttgart-St. Louis Sister

Cities Co mittees, Inc. I alsoserve 011 the governing boards of a number of interna-
tiona = olarly and professional societies such us The Society of );thnomusicology,

e International Institute of Sociology, MEDIACULT and The latetAmerican As-
sistiation of Higher Education.

UMSL's International Impleinentation Council, coordinates-the activities of ad-
In native officers with varying responsibilities affecting international dimensions

iversity life such as the Coordinator of Student Services, the. Director of the
Center of International Studies, Directors of Finance and of Admissions and Regis-
trar. The Chairmen of the Committee on International Studies Of the Faculty
Senate and of the Department of Modern Foreign Languages rePresent the faculty
on the Council. As Chairman I represent the Campus at the International Program
Council of the Mid-Arnefican State University_Association (MASUA), Universities
Field Staff International (UFSI) ankInternational .Programming in theUniversity
of Missouri system: ,

I am ,pleased. to be here and be given the opportunity to tell you about the excit-
ing opportunitiei in4ligher Education for sustaining the international dimension*
of St. Louis. St. Louis:' 'international heritage is cihviouS, whether in the names of its
streets and suburbs, tte founderi-Untleontributoni to its culturarinstitutions, or thepresent day markets which St. Louis manulaCturers .ship their geocia. Our stu-,.
dents sometimes need to be made aware of the very imbeddadness of St. Louis and
the United States in the web of nations through our heritage and contemporary in-
terdependencies. Vet the various ..programs proposed thel3ill to amend and
extend the Higher Education Act of 1965 strongly dovetail with our local efforts and
would, lend support in areas in which local resources for international programs 'are
difficult to, be found when the local and state tax base is barely adequate to begin
taking care of immediate regional needi

order to respond to the mandate of the State of Missouri and this nation for
rese ch that will improve the quality of life, the University of Missouri considers
that it an important part of its responsibilities to ,participate in carefully selected
international activities which: (1) contribute to the education 6f its students or the
education of foreign students, or (2) involve research activities which broaden the
University's research capability .or disseminate rpsults of University, research to

-other institatiOns.
In carrying out these broad purposes, th? University of Missouri undertakes inter-

national activities which: "b'
al Are directly related to and are supportive of existing academic programs of the

University; (b) can be undertaken with the same commitnient to quality that typi-
fies the University's programs and functions; and (c) have potential for/long-term
benefit, rather 'than beSagg isolated activities with little continuity and :promise of
development.

In my following remarks, I wish to direct 'the Committee's attention to opportuni- -
ties through. which CongresS could strengthen the international programs of Higher
Education, They. are:
"I, Consistent with the rationale of the urban grant Sections.,of the Bill, to set aside

funds for urban based Center of International Studies.
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2. For the purpose of singsing contract with foreign..scholars, to directNational
..

Endowment of International Studies to support holding conferences of major Inter-
na *anal Scholarly Associations in the United States

3. e purpose of encouraging private sector initiative, to:provide funds !,.o in-
stitutions to cover the non-resident portion of tuition for privately sponsored 4.0er-
nationtil students.

Title VI of the Bill would sig,nificantly undergird the basic commitments of the
University of Missouri regarding the roles of international activities in its adadeinic
programs. Con entiv, I offer my full support for the- provisions that deal with
strengthening ,paration of U.S. citizens in the area of International and For-
eign Languag , through undergraduate and graduate centers. I would re-
spefully invit omniittee, however; to consider whether it might be desirable
to amend the cutrei Bill so as, to assure that a fair share of programs and centers
slated for support fr m Federal funds- be located in principal cities? I offer the

efft '. ively on ricleln national resources in these communities: such as ethnic/her-*
reasons: hit t. tional Centers located in urban communities tan draw cost-

Sist Cities committees. In St. Louis and Kansas City, for example, Sister Cities
itag societies, headquarters of international corporations, cultural institutions, and

Committees have assisted our University with enriching academic exchange pro-
grams with partner, universities abroad. These private volunteer groups assist with
hosting foreign students and faculty, thereby multiplying the impact on the L7.8.
community at no additional mists; their. counterparts abroad assist our own studiffita
with gaining a more direct, learning experience of the foreign culture. Through
these committees our students become involved in the Ziff of foreign communities
through home stays,. inclusion in community arid business activities; rather than the
relative isolation of academic dormitory housing. At present few international

... center programs are supported in our urban public institutions, although they are
located where the majority of U.S. students reside: Amending the Bill in this, direc-
tion, in my Opinion, would consideraply strengthen its ixnpact. The Board of Sister
Cities 'International. whose CoMmittee on Higher Education I chair, would work
with the Department of Education to promote this kind of private sector, volunteer,
no ogovernmentalorganiz.ation initiative in programs supported inurban universi-

'e have in place a network of 1,153 community-to-community n.g.o: linkages
countries. I would be pleased to work with your staff should this idea be

-thy of further exploration.
The proposed National Endowment for International Education would enhance

the status and improve the administration of international education activities
within the Department of Education. I am also offering my full support for this sec-
tion of the Bill.

While my following concern may not be under the rubric of the Endowment as
currently conceived, l wish Co short it with the Committee. It woad appear to me to
be most.appropriate- for International Education if Congress could provide for this
Endowment or another suitable agency) to encourage and assist international schol-
arly associations with hooting international conferences within the United States,
One of my scholarly associations is working diligently at making arrangements for
such a meeting to be held in Seattle, WashingtolZe have not been able to locate
any financial assistance from Federal. or-Swat F met)ttrl- agencies toward assur-
ing that the ceinferencewill be able to, acquaint foreign influential scholars with
hands on experiences of what the United States has to offer. I have been an invited
participant in numerous conferences in underdeveloped countries, in socialist court
tries, d in the European Community. In every single instance the national gov-
ernments isted the inviting organization with considerable sums, allowing them
to sh w of their way- of life along with scholarly accomplishmepts to the foreign
visito will be working haul in Seattle to do our best towaAlt providing modtst
,hospitality to our visitors. But it would serve the national purpose and strengthen
ourur national security, if 'we would able to compete with other countries for the
hosting ol'University level conferences in the United States. If our scholarly associa-
tions could count on the assistance of Congress, it would be relatively easy to bring
internationally inTluential scholars to the United States to share their contributions
with us and to share with their cqtintryrnen, after their return, their. positivt first-
hand experiences 'with U.S. citiztrie. At Present, U.S. scholars typically are ernbar-.
assed in turning down opportunities for holding international conferences in the
United States.

We simply do not have the wherewithal to respond to such inquiries unless we
are willing to give up a yearor more of productive scholarly time for fundraising on

, the private sector. Typically, however, the private sector replies that international
activities are the obligation of the Federal government. For purposes of the Bill, it
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may be necessary to channel support for such international conferences in the En-
dowment through U,S. host universities, rather than seholarlyusaciations. Such a
mechanism would be most suitable. I am also in full agreement with the objectivesof the Bill to help internationalize otir campuses by supporting student and faculty
exchanges.

Beyond the Bill's proviSions, I would like to offer a suggestiop on how to enhance
the flow of international students to tiqh public and private institutions of higher
education. As you know, some State Lee. stators already are reluctant to have out -of-state students attend State institutions when being charged only a non-resident tui-,
tion differential. They tend to be assuaged by arguments that on balaMv the move-
ment of students among states somehow apliroximates zero additional costs. For
-international students, however, these 'gislators cannot be shown comparable sta-
a)stics. Could the 13111 perhaps, prEiv* e this non-resident tuition differential for
international students? The national urpase would certainly be served by such an

,allocation! the result might be S to Legislatures, rather than eonfrontini Uni- 7.*versitv administrators with accusat s ofckcluanderirrg State resources, might reeog-
seize the significance.of contriliutions of an irtternational student body to the welfare
of their State and the Nation both in the short and long runs? Private institutions
might also be providei wtth Imounts equal 'to the highest non-residtfit tuition dif-ferential of public institutions in their States so us to be able to reduce the tuition
they iieed to ,charge international students? would -seem to be that such an.insti-'
tution based support progrrri for international students would require minimal ad-
ministrative machinery but could produce considerable incentives for international'
,studedts itO study on ,U.S. campUses. This allocation might be restricted to those
international students who privately finance their studies. 1.'es for students under
governmeet auspices would not need to be supported through this progfarn. Need-
less to.'add;'en.ch a provision wStild assist out efforts a£ the University of Missouri
St. Louis and other MASUA (Mid-Ainerica'State University Assoc4ation) institutions
since we- watIld like to be able to attract more international students so that our
own students would have increirsed opportunities to interact and study side-by-side
with contemporaries from otI Cultures.

As you can see- I am app ative and applaud your eff9tts to provide incentives
fur the higher education community towards meeting its obligations in the area of
international'eduCation. My suggestion for poasible additions are made in resp.mse
to. the Committee's letter inviting ideas for further. exploration. Please call on i' if
I can be of further assistance.

Mr. COLEMAN. Dr. Fedder is the director, Center for Interrytioxi-4
al Studies here, at the U4tiversity of Missouri-St. Louis, .

STATEMENT OF EDWIN IL FEDbER, DIRECTOR CENTER FOR
INTERNATIONAL' IMPLEMENTATION COUNCIL, UNIVERSITY OF
MISSOURI, ST. LOUIS

Mr. FrimER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm going to abbreviate
my statement although I can end the entire document as brief asp it
is to your attention. Let me address two principal points. One'is a
'strategy more than a basic need, a strategy for attacking the whole
question of how to improve the teaching of --foreign- language and
international studies, not only at the university and -postsecondary
level but also K through 12 because I think this is a--an issue area
that is st5 important and an area which can be treated by a goer!
old-th.shioned American know how which is called rearranging and
some restructuring which we often engage in but usually in the
wrong thing. This is one area where I think we can do something.
'The St. Louis community has recently started a new concertion
which has promise I think where we're really coming to grips with
this process. It's a conception for international studies education
with basic funding from the Dentwood Foundation described seme-
what in my statement. It comprises all,of the major universities in,
the St, Louis area, the World Affairs Cduncil of the United Nations
Association, the Higher Education Center, the St. Louis community

3741.8 0-84-7.2.5 .
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colleges that includes superintendents, principals and teachers
from the St. L6uis area schools K through 12 and secondary, but
primarily secondary. It is a-eorieertion which will be getting under-'
way with an annual budget of somewhere onithe order of .$150,000 -

to :$170,000 which is not a lot of money to spend iii a-city tae size of 7

-St. Louis.. With another $100,000, I could virtually guarantee a very
fine delivery of service: And again I say that's very little.,All of the
money thht we'le talking aboht now 14' local foundation money
with a lot of volunteexitime by citizens in the commumity' and by
university people. You can't carry on a. professional activity over a
long period of time entirely, by volunteers, abut theie's no need to. I
think this:is an area of approach which deserveksome real atten-
tion nationally and should be participated in if lin at all right by
the Federal Government because it makes a direct contribution L
would argue in the area of national. defenSe. Why in the area of
national defense? We biperate often. in Congress and in the public
generally !in the selection of Presidential candidates in a vacuum
withota any real opportunity for citizens to understand the kind of
foreign events that occurthat happen. What we. are trying to do
with the concertion is not train people in how to think about spe-
cific things but give them a sense of history and geography, a
notion_ of where the United States fits within the total environ-
ment. One side reference, a couple of years ago during the heighth
of the' recession in automobiles, and you know St. Louis is the
second largest automobile manufacturing center in the 'Pilled
States, second only to the Detroit area. We brought hi a group of a
hundred inner city, primarily black high school students to the
campus for a day's symposium on automobile trade. The students
went home at the end of the day we did a little survey, do they
favor protection or not protection and we used that issue through- -
out the day with little bias in the presentations. The students came
out faVoring a lack -- Boring free, trade and. it was very interest-
ing. These were kids who had ,nevernever thought of it. They
then came to grips with the issue and they sir how important it
Was to them.

We can improve, I would argue, the entire delivery system of
knowledge in the international area, in the foreign policy arena, in
international trade, by a relatively simple, relatively inexpensive
device. And frankly-I think it should come from the national de-
fense allocapon'and not from traditionalbecause that is where I
think the critical need.is. Let me add one brief statement and then.
I'll keep quiet beCause it is over and it- I'm softy, the day is get-
ting long. I list on the thirdpage several items and they're in an
Order more or less of priority. I say by and large our teachers and
institutions perform extraordinarily well given the inadequacy of
available resources. I don:it create the environment within the doc-
ument itself-to show the ,inadequacy of the. resources but they are
inadequate. We need several things hinted at in title VI but not
sufficiently addressed. To cite- a few: (1) Expand and expend=
enrich and expand generic international studies programs in col-
leges and universities. (2). Enrich and expand area studies programs
in colleges and universities. Historically we either favor one or the
other, and I think that's a mItake. (3) Require community' out-
reach thrusts for both of those points, and I mean require. in
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otherin other words, the universities that expand these programs
must get into the question of enlightening and informing and edu-
cating the community, continuing education, an important thrust
of it. Establish and expand partneiship among universities individ-
ual schools and school districts. By this I mean to establish real
direct relationships -between universities,' uniVerSity faciilty and
particular teachers and particular classrooms in the schools. Make
this really a continuing process, not a truncated ,process. Proyide
for workshops, institutes, and inservice training fc/y teachers on a
continuing predictable basis. We lack the predictability now It
does continue but it is very, very mixed in its general forInat.
Begin foreign language training in priMary 'school and by that
don't mean every kid, should learn a fdreign language. But there
should be some foreign languages being taught. The whole process
of having some of yaw friends al- your kids' friends learn French
or German helps the educational climate in a school even if all the
students are not there. I ,said on the whole our universities and
communities have a reasonable 'understanding of what needs to. be
-done. We think we know where the beef is, our question is where's
the bread.

Mr. COLEMAN. I was- hoping we'd get through the whole day.
Very good suggestions and it's so exciting to hear you talk ,about
the subjects. Let me ask you one question since the hour-is getting
late. Are you suggesting a matching fund type of arrangement, irk
other words come up with an IEC concept? You come up with some
money from some source with a 'Federal match of some sort? Is
that what you're suggesting?

Mr. FEDDER. Well; what I'm suggesting is related to the matching
grant but I think it's even more modest. What I would suggest is
that there be a fund available, and if a community reaches a cer-.
tain level of saturation with programs, meets minimal conditions,
then they automatically are entitled to a portion of that fund so
long/as it meets those conditions and delivers that process, maybe
it's 20 percent of the total budget. In other words, if a community
raises $200,000, they can apply for $40,000. It wouldn't be automat-
lc, They'd have to meet the conditions but the conditions would be
the kind of average component, the kind of saturation, the kind of
relationship in the schools, the kinds of deliVerybsystems.

Mr. COLEMAN. Now you said during 1974 through 1976 you di-
rected a project and 50 forth. When was it formed here?

Mr. FEDDER. It's just being formed now.
Mr. COLEMAN. Oh, it's just being formed now?
Mr. FEnDER. Right.
Mr. COLEMAN. And you say it's-all volunteer?,
Mr. FEnDER. It's all volunteer. I'm sorry, we hadwe do Piave a

staff we are beginning to put on line now. .

My. COLEMAN. OK. A

Mr. FEDDER. A professional staff.
Mr. COLEMAN. Are you inventing the wheel here? Has this-been

done in other places? I.
Mr. FEDDER. There's a similar program in the bay area. It's not

quite the same thing. I---
Mr, COLEMAN. I assume you've utilized their experiel ce?
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Mr. .FEDDEFi. Of Course. Of' course, we've brought in consultor Its
from a variety of places. We'rewe're doing this byon the basis
of the experience that's been gleaned from a number of places. But
we're finally at the point where we can begin to see the strategy'
that will be fruitful.

Mr. COLEMAN. And how long do you think it takes from the be-
ginning to really say that you're established.

Mr. FEDDER. We'll start with our first group oNeachers ofhigh
schoolteachers this summer in a workshop. We` will continue with
them- through the year. We will expand that to include another
group. This will bethe initial group will be teachers from 8 or 10
schools and then 8 or 10 additional schools every 2 years over the
next 6 years.

Mr. MLEMAIL And-are those teachers--
Mr. FEMUR. Nciw .1 can't claim success for this program.
Mr. COLEMAN. Right.

'` Mr. FEDDER. We'rewerrjust putting it underway.
Mr. COLEMAN. Right. Well, I think it's an exciting concept and

let you stumble along and then we can come by and pick it up and
take it to Kansas City and--

Mr. FEDDER. Probably it could miss.
Mr. COLEMAN [continuing]. I 'think it's really. great. You've got

some good suggestions here that.yell certainly look at it for title'
VI.

[Prepared statement of Edwin 171. Fedder follows:}

PREPARED STATEMENT' OF EDWIN H. FEDDER., DIR.EeTOR, CEN"I'ER FO ;NIT.IIIVATIONAL
STUDIES, UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ST, Lows

Good afternoon Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, my non* is
Edwin Ii. Feddsr, Irani Director of the Center for International Studies and Profes-
sor of Political Science at the University of Missouri-St Louis. I am plea4ed to have
this opportunity to appear before you to comment on the importance of improving
our people's competency in foreign languages and international studies.,

During 1974-76, I directed a project funded by the Office of Education under Title
VI that has had a lasting impact on the University, our students, the community,
and on our approach to solving the problems of language and international studies
competency. We concluded that the problem of parochially-oriented undergraduate
students could not-be solved by the University alone. Curricular and program

-changes at the University were necessary but not sufficient. We had to get out of
the ivory tower's and encqurage secondary and primary school educators and local
groups to teach about international and interculturalcitudies.

I am presently co-chair of the St. Louis International FAducation Congo. (IEC)
which seeks to improve international and intercultural education s area
school districts.- The IEC comprises the Higher Education Center, '"*`'

Council, United Nations Association, the St. Louis Commimity Coll
Hairs
hing

ton, Webster, and St. Louis Universities and the University of Missou -St. Louis
and diverse school personnel. With basic funding by the Danforth Foundation and
supported by prodigious volunteer efforts, this program seems a likely model for co-
ordinating university, community, school district, cooperative approaches to improve
the quality of international education:for students.

The need for improving the teaching of foreign languages and international.stud-
les has been stressed to the point of triteness. But while the repetition may. be. trite,
the need for a lz;;tter educated citizenry is profoundly compelling. Americans tend to
be poorly educated in-languages, history and geography despite valiant efforts by
teachers, school districts and universities.

Americans lack the comprehension necessary to respond intelligently to policy
needs in Lebanon, El Salvador, or the Strait of Hormuz..Our students barely know
where the Chesapeake Bay is, much less the Gulf of Sidra. Our lapk of knowledge
drapes us with an Albatross of ignorance where understanding is essential. Few
among us are ever exposed to, much less experience multi -lingual or multi- cultural
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events, yet most of the pie inhabiting the Earth are neither VAite n# English-speaking. We must heighten sensitivity to the problems and opportunities confront-ing the United States in this increasingly interdependent world. Issues of criticalimportance such as nuclear- proliferation, environmental pollution, tariff and non-tariff trade barriers are largely unintelligible to most of our citizens. Both democrat-
ic theory and political reality require. minimal comprehension. As a nation we arefailing to do what must be done. We are far more successful at training soalkipera
viewers than informed citizens and public officials.

We must infuse education from K -12 and at postsecondary levels with enlight-ened international content and thus provide students with an opportunity to under-stand hovr, U.S. foreign policy and international events impact their lives. This canonly be accomplished if effort is sup rted by adequate resources made available bynational and state governments by philanthropic foundations and civic groups.By and large our teachers and inst utions perform extraordinarily well given theinadequacy of available resources. We eed several thingi hinted at in Title VI, butnot sufficiently addressed. To cite a few,
(1) EnriCh and expand generictinternational studies programs in colleges and uni-versities.

EnriCli and expand area studies programs in colleges and universities.
(3) Require community outreach thrusts for 1 and 2 above to the end that their

services 'extend to the community at large and not merely to the participants.
(4) Establish /expand partnership programs among universities, individual schoolsand school districts.
(5) Provide for workshOps, institutes and in-service training for hers on a con-tinuing, predictable basis.
(6) Begin foreign language training in primary school.
On the whole, our universities and communities have a reasonable u erstandingof what needs to be done. We think we know where the beef is, our question is,Where's the bread?

Mr. COLEMAN. And our last Witness is Mrs. Prifti, who is director
of the Vocational Foreign Exchange Program in the county, Higher
Education Center. I don't know where that is in the county or city?
STATEMENT OF WILMA PRIM', DIRECTOR OF THE VOCATIONAL

FOREIGN EXCHANGE PROGRAM
Ms. PRIFTL Right,' the Higher Education Center is the cyopera-tive form of five universities, six senior colleges, and three commu-nity colleges.
Mr. COLEMAN. Oh.
Ms. Plum. It's here, in the St. Louis area, the metropolitan St.

Louis area. I direct an undergraduate student exchange which is
sponsored by ATC and the Ministry of Education and Culture of
Baden-Wurttemberg, West Germany. We exchange business stu-
dents and German students from St. Louis area colleges and uni-
versities with business management students from the Berufsaka-
demies near our sister city, Stuttgart. The American students typi-
cally are Aophomores and juniors. The, German students are com-pleting their second of a 3-year program of alternating quarters in
the classroom and on a job in German industry. Their St. Louis ex-perience constitutes a quarter on the job. I would like, to condense
my testimony and report from my experience how student ex-
change is contributing honestly to our national capabilities in a
foreign language and international studies. The experience from
which I draw my conclusion is different from other student ex-changes. Like others, it focuses on developedon development of
foreign language skills and an intimate understanding of another
culture but it is not acadehlic. During most of the summer they are
immersed in the daily life of the foreign country working in an in-
dustry, residing with the host family and participating in the life of
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that country. The core of their experience is an 8-week, unpaid
ternship in the other country's industry while residing with a
family. The German students enter the exchange,well prepart, !be-
cause they have studied the King's English for, 8 or more y ars.
During their internship in St. Louis industry, tlffly serve in various
'departments, from export to accounting. Our employers have found
them ,fluent enough in English to assign them to a wide variety of
important tasks, even handling customer complaints. And one ,ex-
ample I'd like t4hare, some of these._German students are fluent
in additional lan.iages so that when one St. Louis \cOmpany fac
a sudden loss of its South Azneriilan representative in mid-sumnier,
our German student intern, who knew Spanish as well as Xmligh,
assisted at the South American desk for, several weeks until 'a re-
placement was found. The German students all have eValuated
their learning experience as incomparable mainly because their
foreign language education was. so extensive. The same results
have been .achieved by well-prepared St. Louis students in their
German internship and home stays. On the other hand, our stu-.
dents with more limited German background faced 'much greater
challenges. For them the language barrier is very real during ori-
entdtion and internship and with their host families. We, try to
help ..them overcome inadequate preparation through, a predepar-
tune orientation program, including practice of German customs
and some conversation and sharirig the experience of our exchange
alunini. But eten for these with a limited .

preparation, the ex-
change is so rewarding in every way, including language skill de-
velopment that they return to St. Louis with a new zest for life, a
new desire to develop their foreign language -skills and a new ap-
preciation of foreign culture and renewed appreciation of the
United States, They will, I think, help create a new American
milieu in which foreign language skills are morg highly prized and
sought. consequently, I believe that a national policy of support for
foreign. language and international studies through title VI is' more
iniportant than ever to the future of the United States and I wou
particularly support the addition of the program for unclergraclu.
exchange. I have made four specific recommendations that you
have befor you in writing and I thank you for the opportunity to
testify.

Mr. ConmAN. How long has the exchange been going on?
Ms. Plum It has been for 4 years. We will conduct ours, fifth this

year.
Mr. COLEMAN. Does any money change hands or do you host and

they host and therefore the balance sheets work out?
Ms.. Pawn. Well, the German Government --

. Mr. COLEMAN Except for transportation. ,
Pium. Right: they pay theiratnvn personal air fare. The

German Government provides stipends for our American students
bile theyare th0e. We are not able to pay the German students.

Mr. CbLEMAN. Yes.
Ms. PRIFTI. They ,.conic over on. tourist visa. There' is no pay to

them. They do not have any course work here-so they are here for
.. the unpaid internship.

Mr. COLEMAN. I see.

3 9
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Ms. ?Rim. The internship companies provide contributions to
the Higher Education center to help fund thd program and there
have been other community organizations such as the Strassenfest
Corp. which has helped to support it. *

Mr. COLEMAN. Well, I have not had a chance to look Over your
points,. but I will."

Mr. DEAN. Letlet me ask one question here.
Mr. COLEMAN. ;OK.
Ms. Plum. S
Mr. DEAN: Thlit is in terms of a Federal program to encourage

student st dy abroad or student experiences abroad--
Ms. PR . Right.
Mr. DE ['continuing]. How would you recommend that it be

funded?
Ms. Pl-i-rt [continuing]. I-- ,
Mr. DEAN. Should individual projects submit applications and

they be evaluated or hoW should work? . .

Ms. PRirri. 'Yes, I think it should be given to the student, I think
it should be used as an incentive, financial aid of some 'sort, that
would be Oren to the students who participate in exchanges like
this, possibly, to help them with their studies after they return and
particularly those who continue with a foreign language study. I'm
all for incentives rather than requirements.

Mr. COLEMAN. Well, thank you ver37 muck.
Mr. COLEMAN. The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 5:10 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Material &lb/flitted for inclusion in the recorils follows:]

PREPARYI) S'FATIMENT OFWILIMA PRIFTI, DIRECTOR OF THE VOCATIONAL FOREIGN
EXCHANGE PRocattas

My name is Wilma Prifti',' I direct OD undergraduate student exchange whhich.is
sixmspred by the Higher Education Center of St. Louis and the Ministry of Educa-
tion and Culture of linden Wurttemberg, West Germany. We exchange business and

'German students from St. Louis area colleges and universities with business man-
agement students from Berufsakadernies' near our sister city, Stuttgart. The Ameri-
can students typically are sophomores and juniors. The German students. are com-
pleting their second of three years in a program of alternating quarters in the class-
room and on a job in German industry. Their St. Louis experience constitutes a
quarter on the job..

I accepted an invitation to testify today in order to report from my experience the
importance of improVed foreign language and international studies, particularly in
preparing young Aniericans to increase our country's ability to participate in inter-
national markets. I would also like to joint out how student exchanges contribute tia.
our national capahitities'in foreign language and international studies.

The experience from which I oNraw my conclusions is differont from most student
exchanges. Like others, it focuses upon development of foreign language skills and
intimate understanding of another culture, but it is not academic. Only for an ini-
tial orientation week do the exchange students spend time on campus. During most
of the.suriv,nir they are immersed in the daily life of the foreign countryworking,
in the industry, living in the homes, and participating in the recreational and social
life of that country. The core of their experientk is an eight-week unpaid internship
in the other country's industry while residing with a host

'rh.! German students enter the exchange well-prepared. Because they have stud-
ied the "The King's English" for years, their initial language task is simply attun-
ing their cars and adjusting to the *peed of American speeek!. Their ability to learn
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1 .
quickly the-idioms- nd slang expressions that'are part of our daily conversation con- c
firms their excellent preparation in our language. -

',During orientation week key people in our area and local alumni of our exchanie]
introduce them to the ..geography, history, culture, business, industry, secreatiOn,
and 'Social l' e of our Metropolitan 'area. At the end, of the week their host families ...

frunilies fo lifetime.
meet them t brunch and take them into their homes for eight weeks and into their

.. .

The following Monde they begin their eight-week intermthana, in SlIk Louis Indus-
try. They serve in var us departments, from export to a'acounting. Our .employers
have found than Iluen enough in English to assign them to 13, wide variety of im-
portant tasks, even handling customer complaints! Some of the German students
also are fluent in additiOnal languages, When one St. Louis. company faced the,
sudden loss of its South American- representative in midsummer, our German stu-
dent intern, who knew Spanish as well as English, assisted at the South American
desk for several weeks until a replacement was found. -

Most participating companies haVe found:the experience so worthwhile to them
and their employees that they have provided substantial gifts to the. Higher Edam-
tion Center to support the exchange. The German students all haVe evaluated their -
learning experienceU "Incomparable." A major reason why they 'Learned so much
was that their foreign language education was enough--eightyeara,of regular expo.'
seretio that they could adjust quickly to issanersion in our culture'

, The same results have been !achieved by ,well-prepared St. Louis." students when\ .
they reach Germany; particularly those who have had the equivalent of tto three

\ years' university couniework in German.-They adapt readily to the home, work, and
'community situation in Germany. They absorb new, vocabulary, idioms, slang; and
'dialects They catch on to humor that consists of linguistic manipulation. Thy
easily n nage the diff rences in terminology used by German business.

On e other hand, our students with more- limited German background face
much greater chaIleng Fur them the language .barrier is very teal during oripnfa-' '
tion and internship and, ith their host families. Their- German listening, vocabu-
lary, and speaking skills a constantly stretched beyond the-limit, and assistance
frail an English-speaking n ve is not always available (it is a myth 'Wit English is
the second language of all Eu ans). --

We have tried to overcome tht ainadeeuate preparation of some students through ..,

a predeparture orientation prograthlaWe provided them several opportunities to sup-
pleinent their German coursework, including- practice of. German customsand con-

-. versation and sharing the experiences of our exchange alumni. Our students devei-
one, sense of community and camaraderie so that. those with better linguistic prepa-
mama reach out to help those With .poorer preparation. The latter acquire a sense of
security in the group .um, therefore, freedom to recognize their mistakes and reach
out for-help. . ,

It is evident that students with m language training contribute more *to the
internship and benefit more from th exchange experience. For those with limited
skill, the language may iv a strugg but the exchange is so rewarding in every
-way, including language skill develo inert, that they return in late August with a,
new zest for life, a new desire to deer op their-foreign language skills, 4 new aPPre-
elation of a foreign culture, and reieWed appreciation of the United States of Amer-
lea. They wit/, I think, help creates new American milieu in which foreign lan-
guage skills are more highly prized and sought.

Ais a consequence of contsetwith such students, I believa that foreign. language
'and international studies are morii important than ever to the future of the United
States. '''

I believe that Americans and the rest of the world's citizaris will beCome much
friendlier toward one another ff,we show respect for -their languages and cultures
through a national policy of support for foreign language and' internatienal studies.

I believe that our national policy should strongly support foreign language and
international studies at the higher education level, where so much of our national
leadership is trained, and in our elementary and secondary schools, where lan-
guages are easily learned, where side benefits accrue to the learning of English
grammar and vocabulary, and where most of tomorrow's citizens can be introduced
to the values of other cultures and their languages. ,.

To help achieve these ends, .I urge that our national policy provide-strong support
for international exchanges that immerse students in the &lib; life of other cul-
tures. Federal support of student exchanges; would be particularly valuable if it in-
cluded four provisions: .
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1. Extension of federal financial aid to students participating in international ex-changes after they complete two or three years of foreign language at the college
level or the equivalent.

2. Grants to students for their next undergraduate year as a reward for Partici-
pating in an exchange and as partial cempensatioh for the lass of summer income
they migkit have earned during the exchange. Grants, would be especially appropri-.
ate for students who continue their foreign language study during the year follow-ing the exchange.

3. Travel grants to exchatii;ve leadilys who work directly with exchange students sothat they can evalkiate and improve their programs through occasionol visits with
their overseas counterparts and exchange participants.

4. Stimulation of gifts from local industry, community agencies., and foundations
to exchange sponsors through a federal matching program:

PRUPARIcp STATFAIENT OF THE NATIONI. ARSte1ATIOgFOR DIeVELOPMENTAL
EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION

The National Association for Development Education is the nation's major proft-T,
Jamul organization for college and university iersonnel who. work in femedial, de-

, iielopinental, and learning assistance programs. Thu AsSociatibn has an active na-
tional membership of appnximately twelve-hundred (1,200) college and university
instructors, counselors, and administrators. The Association also has nineteen (19)
regional chapters representing twenty-five (25) stat.t.s and an estiin end additional
four-thousand (4,000) postseqondary education professionals. 'Me iation pro- 0"duces a 'quarterly newsletterlThe NADE NeWslettercireulafion approximately fif-
leen-hundred), a quarterly professional journal '(the tjaurnal of Developmental and
Remedial Educationcirculation approximately five-thousand), and a series of tech-nical reports and monographs (approximate circulation, one-thouSanci per issue);The Association also conducts an annual national conference, regional conferences,
and state and local conferences for members and other interested profesAiopais.
Through its publications, conferences, and other activities and services, the Associa-
tion reaches nearly ten-thousand (10,000) postsecondary education professionals.
This represents'approximately forty-percent (40%) of the college and university"per-
sonnel in the United Stated wlio are involved in remedial, developmental or learn-
ink assistance programs. It is estimated that the active members of the Association,in their roles as' instructors, counselors or administrators, have direct. a:intact with
approximately S50,00() community college, college and university students.

ENROLLMENT BY TYPE OF INSTITUTIONFALL 1982
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PliII.OSOPHY OF THR ASSOCIATION

The basic philosophy of NADE is that a dynamic and productive society. requires
an ever-incteasing number of highly literate, thoughful; articulate, knowledgeable,
and skilled members. NAPE supports the notion that American institutions of post-
secondary education should be the- primary vehicle through which advanced knowl-
edge, training, and skills are disseminated to members of apciety. The Association
also affirms the nation that all members .f society have an inherent right to- partici-
pate in postsecondary eduCation to the extent that their ability and motivation per-
mits. The Association defines ability and motivation, howeveT, not in terms of past
performance but in terms of individual potential for development. As such the Asso-.
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ciation is committed to equality of educational opportunity and the concept of the
"open door".

DISCUSSION

In spite of the current national debate on public education and subsequent efforts
to improVe its quality, it is highly unlikely that significant improvement in the
basic skills of entering college students will take place until the end of the 20th Cen-

Jury if, at all. Even if reforms currently,being considered are implemented on a
massive scale, it will be many years before the effects of these reforms; will be ob-
served in the quality of entering college students.

Furthermore, according to practically all projections on population demographim,
the number of college-dge students is declining and will continue to decline until the
1990's. While colleges and universities may, indeed, attempt to raise their admis-
sions standards, there simply will not be enough well-Prepared college-age students
able to meet these standards. Unless colleges and universities are willing to accept
arnallei numbers of students and a subsequent loss in, revenue, there will still be
many students' attending college well into the 1990's who are unprepated to do col-
legelevel work.

The same projections which suggest a decline in the college-age population also
suggest that minority groups are the most rapidly growing segment of American so-
ciety. Yet these groups are among those which tend.to haVt the poorest level of
preparation for college-level work.,Since they will coMprise an increasingly lamer
percentage of the pool. of available college students, minority groups are likely to
suffer the most negative impact of higher admissions standards coupled with inad-
equate preparation for college. If the present trend towards higher admissions
standards and reduction of services for underprepared students continues, the gains
made in equality of educational opportunity during the last two decadeS could easily

-be wiped put by the end of the Century.
A major challenge for educational Policy makers in the next decade, therefore,

will be to maintEn academic standards and educational opportunity in a period
when enrollments are declining .and the skills of entering-students are not improw-,

e professionals involved in Developmental Education have made access to qual-
ity education and the ability to achieve excellence a reality. Thig has been partially
accorolislied through programs provided' for under Title III and Financial Assist-
ance provided for by Title IV. Any cuts funding for either of these Titlea would
be devastating to poetseeondary educat n And consequently to our country. That is,
we can either provide access and oppo unity to all which will allow us to redirect
and salvage individuals or we can ume a custodial role far' members of
our socie 76s

College and universities must work the students avilable to them. To
assume that the problem May be solved by arbitrarily raising admissions standards
is wishful thinking. It is unrealistic and undemocratic to attempt to raise academic
standards by limiting access. It is more realistic atiti, in the long run, more cost-

, effective, to raise academic standards by improving the quality of learning that
takes.' place in American colleges and universities.

Ten years ago, very little research was availableon Deviltpmental Education pro.
grams. However, in the past three years more, although- not nearly enough, re-
search has been done and it suggests that Developmental Educators are getting the
job done and are successful in many areas. For exaMple, research suggests that De-.
veiopmental Education is effective in improving students' basic skills and student's
grade point.' As a result institutions experience improved retention and that means
improved. institutional revenue.

As a profession, one of the primary concerns of Developmental Educators is the
learning process. This is due to the varying levels of preparedness of individual stu-
dents involved in Developmental programs.

The National Association'for Developmental Education, therefore, wishes tee make
the following recommendations which the association believes will strengthen the
quality of the nation's institutions of postseconda* education.

I. Improving college teaching.Most efforts to improve academic standards in col-
leges and universities have` bcused on increased expectations and requirements for
students. Such efforts ignore the fact that poor academic performance results as
often from inadequate 'teaching as it does from inadequate student skill develop.
ment,Furthermore even if students are well prepared for college they should have
excellent teachers if they are'expected to meet standards of excellence in academic
performance.
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College teachers, however, are not well prepared by virtue of their acadentics
training to provide excellent instruction. Most academic training- at the doctoral
level is designed to produce research scholars, not teachers. Those who complete

4doctoral programs in American postgraduate institutions. are well pained in the re-
rch, literature, and inquiry their content areas. They

their content
receive any in-

ruction
moat

at cal however,e v e re

,riicilan csovlitcieges and
others hahveeirleconnt:dut fieultdste. aeWilliiat.

has been learndinformallt if at all. .

Ifthe nation expects trulfatncellent teaching in its colleges and universities, then
t must make an investment. in the development of f9ulty teaching skills. Such an

vestment should include the followingeo,
(a Establishment of a )tational fac ility development fund to be administered

ugh the U.S. Office of Education for the purpose of providing financial support '
t to acuity members who wish to improve their teaching skills.

) Encouragement of state and regional certification and accreditation agencies to
confider the professional development of fabulty members in -evaluating institutions. .,

(c; k.1ncouragement of colleges and universities to reward professional development
and improved teaching skills in the same manner that research efforts and publica-
tions-are currently rewarded.

The Association suggests that these recommendations be considered then deliber-
,

ating on Part A & B of Title V.
2. Expanded researrh on teaching and learning. -- improved teaching rests on the

'foundation of improved knowledge of the teaching/learning process. Research on
teaching mill learning has received fair less attention, funding, and federal support
than most other areas of niquiry'at the college level. Wilde substantial gains have
been made during the last two decades in our understanding of how students learn,
large gaps exist in our knowledge of this process. These Wipe must be closed through
research if we, are to improve'the quality of learning that takes place in-American
institutions of higher education. Efforts to expand research'on teaching and learn-
ing should include:

(a). Expansion of funding available to the National Institute for Education to.sup-
. port-reseafthron ..aching and learning.

(b) Provision of additional support to the Fend for the Irriprovement of Postsec-
ondary Education for theoerpose of supporting the efforts of professional education
associations, such as NADE, in expanding research on teaching and learning.

The Association suggests that these recommendations be considered when discues-
ing Title X.

Improved support for models of excellence. Throughout American postsecond-
ary educational institutions, there are outstanding examples of t fforts to strengthen

° the skills of underpre
P

college students. Unfonately, these efforts tend to be
isolated. They are frequently

rt
y unknown ,even to those on the same campus let alone

others throughout the country who share an interest in learning improvement.
This is partially due to the fact that working to improve student learning skills is

not viewed as a legitimate activity in academe. Faculty tend to expect that students
Will enter their classes with all the skills necessary to be successful. While their ex-
perience should have taught them otherwise, the myth rernaines that students in
college should all be fully prepared for college level work. The myth also exists that

,tewhing basic skills is not an appropriate activity for college faculty. These myths
remain in spite of the fact that most college faculty will acknowledge that may of
their students do lack basic skills. . -

It is-imprtant to acknowledge, therefore, that 'colleges and univereities do ifave at
responsibility for improving basic skills and, subsequently, . the quality of' lerning
that takes place in in postsecondary education. It is also important to strengthen,

, reward, and publicize successful efforts to improve learning. In order to do this, it is
recommended that:

(a) National, regional, and state efforts be made to identify 'Ioockets of excellence"
in learning improvement and to highlight and reward these efforts.

(b) Colleges and universities be encoitaged through accreditation agencies to de-'
velop and strengthen efforts design to improve learning.

(c) Policy statements at the feeleffli and state level acknowledge the importance to
improve learniteg as a necessary' and valid means of maintaining academic stand-
ards.
,l(d) Colleges and universities be encouraged to recognize and reward the efforts of
those involved in learning improvement.

4. Recognition of karning improvement as need for all students in postsecondary
education. Perhaps one negative consequence of efforts to improve learning for the
"New College Student" in the 19(iO'e was that such efforts began to be perceived as

4
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to students with poor academic backgrounds. Remedial: develop
stance, and special services programs were soon looked upon as
late for ni;nority or underprepared stndenti. Yet all college

jai support services designed to improve the quality of
ues used to improve the skills of underprepared students

are just as applicable to enhancing the skills of excellent students. It' would certain -
ly' seem. appropriate to the mission of American post-secondary education to prp-
mote the academia* develops eni of all studentsnot just those who are mediocre.

It is recommended, therefore, that the following "actions be taken to promote
learning improvemeht as a valid goal for all students enrolled in *iestitutions of .
postsecondary' education:

(a) Emphasis by national and state...whey-makers on the importance of efforts de-
, signed to improve learningtfor all students enrolled inoleges and universities.

(b) Increased funding from the U.S. Office of Education for dertiOnstration projects
designed to show how learning improvement techniques can be applied to well-pre --
pared in addition to underprepared college students.

(c) Federal sponsorship of open fl5rums on learning improvement fat the collie
and university level.

(d) Recognition that learning improvement for all is in the best interests 0)`the
nation as well as tpli posts ondary educational institutions.

CONCLUDING

-American postsecondary" education faces a critical Challenge in the decade of the
1980's; It is in a period of tranaltio; form one baby bOom to anotherlit faces signifi.
cant issues of access versus excelled; It must contend with a short-term decline, in
the shill levels-of entenlng college students versus a potential abundance 'of well 't
prepared college students in the future.

The NatiOnA' Association for Developmental Educ.ation Believes that the actions;
it...00rnmended here will help the nation's jnititutions of iketsecondary.Aucation re-

- spond successfully to thetie challenges. By emphasizing learning iiintirevement
thrbugh tier instruction, better research,' recognition of outstanding efforts to en-
halite g, and support of activities designed to enhance learning skills for all
etude erican postsecondary education can only be improved. And only
throug improvement can postsecondary education in this nation 'attain the
elusive goals of combining opportunity for all with excellence for all.

The National AssoCiation for Developmental &Ideation tvishas to thank the Sub-.
Committee for this opportunity to express the Views and concern.s.of itionembers.
Please feel free to contact the Association at the address below for any additional
information.

C
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.HEARINGS ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

MONDAY, APRIL 2, 1984

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
C4:21PAIWTTF.E ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

A 4
Flushing, NY.

The subcommittee met,' pursuant- to call, at 9:30 a.m., at Student
Union, City University of Ney York Queens College, Ffushing, NY.

Members present: Hon. Paul Simon (chairman of the subcommit-
tee) presiding. Representatives Simon Ackerman, and Owens.

Staff present: William*A. Blakey, council, Laurie Westley, assist-
ant council, and Jahn Dean, Republican assistant counsel.

Mr. SIMON. The subcommittee hearing will comp to order.
We are pleased to be here at Queens. College, Flushing, the. City

:University of New York. This is one of a series of hearings we are
holding on the whole question of where we go on the Higher Edu-
cation Act Reauthorization.

TheEe is perhaPs no ,one single, bill that is more important for
_ shaping the Nation's future than where we go in the higher educa-

tion field; an e are pleased' to be here at Queens College.
Today's hears contin`ries a dialog we began in Washington last.

Week. The entir series of hearings will address the spectrum of
issues related the appropriate* Federal role in higher education,
the proper 'focu of btir ogrammatic effort, and funding commit-
ments to loW- an e-income students and to postsecondary in-
stitutions. ....

The Higher Education Act Amendmnis of 1984, H.R. 5240, refo-
cuses student financial aid on the neediest student to ensure that
the student). who could not begin, or would not complete, an educa-
tion, because of high costs and limited famil3z4 resources, will have
the opportunity.

H.R. 5240 simplifies student aid programs with one" grant, One
work, and one loan program, along with an institutional block,

ant program. The student financial aid programs were created by
ngress over the last two decade4;. The purpOse was to make funds

available to students who had no other -way to finance their educa-
, tion. In today's economy with nationwide unemployment at 7.8 per-

tent,,youth unemployment at 19.3 percent and minority youth un-
employment at 43.5 percent, it is time to refocus these programs to
address the need they, were created to serve..
' I am looking forward to hearing from today's witndsses on the

4 specific and the broad policy questions raised in H.R. 5240.
.s.



I am interested in receiving recommendations regarding thi pro-
....posals in H.R. 5240 that make changes in Federal student financial

aid programs, including making the Pell Grant Progratil an entitle-
ment, merging SEOG, NDSL, and SSIG into institutional block
grant, the modification of the half-cost provision and the "inde-
pendent student" definition among other issues.

5240 addresses a number of needs of graduate education, in-
cluding the extension of aid to graduate students. The proposals in-

, elude a presumption of self-sufficiency (independence) for graduate
students, allowing limited graduate student?, eligibility, for Pell
Grants, and raising loan limits for guaranteed student loans.

College and universities nationwide are in need of funds to halt
the deterioration of AmeriCa's unidersity research facilities and
buildings generally. H.R. 5240 addresses that need for low-interest
renovation and construction loans and instrumentation' grants.
Today's witnesses are particularly able to comment on the bill's op=
proach to this concern.

It is a pleasure,th be in New York today and I look forward to a
varied and diverse set of testimony. I welcome each of you this
morning.

Our first witness will be M. r.. Steve Bilden of Citibank.
We are pleased to have you here, Mr. Biklen.

STATEMENT OF STEVE BIKLEN, VICE PRESIDENT IN CHARGE OF
STUDENT LOANS,' CITIBANK

Mr. BIKI4.:N. Mr. chairman, Members of the subcommittee: .I am
Steve Bikien, vice president in charge of student loons foCitibank.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify at this hear-
ing on the proposed draft language for a Higher Education Act Re-
acithorization Bill. The Higher Education Act of 1965 is extremely
complex and the corrwnittee is to be commended on its efforts to
simplify the bill. I hope that my comments will be useful in this
process.

Citibank is currently the largest private holder and originator of
guaranteed student loansin the country with over 350,000 borrow-
ers. Of this number, approximately 25 percent are in New York
State. As such, we have -learRed a great deal about the pregram
and while 'my comments will be limited to the Guaranteed Student
Loan Program, I will hopefully maintain a beneficial perspective
on the overall piogram. My testimony will be broken into three
main areas. First- I would like to address some major areas of con-
cern from the lender's standpoint. Second, I would like to comment
on several facets of the draft bill that we support, and, third, I
would like to offer some comments on a number of other technical
issues.

A major concern we have with respect to the draft legislation is
the proposal to reduce. the special allowance paid to lenders. The
draft propOses that the special allowance paid to lenders be re-
duced from 31/2 percent above the 91-day Treasury bill to 3 percent
above'the same Treasury bill rate or a reduction of 50 basis points.
We recognize: that this proposal is being made to reduce the overall
cost of the program to the Federal Government and to enable the
current originafon fee charged to the student to be eliminated, but
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we believe that if this reduction is imposed, many lenders will
either drastically reduce their loan originations or stop originations
entirely. As a result, the students and schoolS would be negatively
affected.'

While lenders are currently. able to make a profit on the guar
teed student .loan' program, such profit margins are small. This o
servation is based upon our own experience and conversations with
other lenders. Therefofe, ?any reduction in special allowance coul
make it untenable for Tenders to continue to offer the product.

Rather than reducing special allowance, we suggest, the following
alternativeS:

Retain a portion or all of the originatk fee.' The impact of this
on students could be partially offset if400 percent reinsurance of
default claims were instituted, eliminating the need for a guaran-
tee agency to, accumulate large reserves, and the insurance fee
charged by the guarantee agencies to- borrowees was reduced or
eliminated. If the insurance fee was eliminated or greatly reduced,
the student would receive a,sitbstantial benefit.

Raise the base interest rate 'charged to the student. The discus-
sion draft proposes that the applidable baie interest. rate for a -
fiscal year be calculated by subtracting 4 perCent from the previous
year's average of the 91-day -T-reasury bill. Instead this. might be
changed. to a reduction of 31 /z percent or 3 percent.

Eliminate certain deferments. -.
A second area of concern is the wording on. page 159 relative to

the powers of Sallie Mae. The draft legislation autholizes
Mae to undertake any other activity which the board of direct0s of
the association determines to be in furtherance of the programs of
insured and guaranteed student loans authorized or will otherwise
support the credit needs of students., We believe that any addition-
al programs undertaken by Sallie Mae shoula first be approved by
Congress. Sallie Mae has numerous competitive advantages over
private lenders such as the ability to borrow funds from the GoV-
ernrnent at a preferred rate. Given these advantages, it is appropri-
ate that any new activity Sallie Mae proposes to undertake be care-
fully analyzed so that private lenders are-not placed at a further
competitive disadvantage.
. As noted abQve, it would be possible to offset a portion of the
origination fee charged to the students if 100 percent reinsurance
were implemented. This would eliminate the need for guarantee
agencies to buildup large reserves and to fund thoie reserves with
an insurance fee charged to the student. In this connection, it
would, be possible to greatly simplify sections 442, 443, and 444 of
the bill which deal with the various insurance agreementsbetween
State agencies and the Department of Education. With. 100 percent
reinsurance- only one simple insurance agreement would be re-
quired. We would endorse this as a means of simplifying the ad-
ministration of the overall program and reducing the cost to the
Federal Government through the return of current State agency
default reserves to the Department;

Another area of concern is the proposed legislation regarding
lenders -of last resort. The draft language would require each Sate
to designate a lender of last resort for that State. Over the pasrfew
years numerous States have up le:nders of last .resort through
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State legislation or other mechanisms.-It is not clear that ther'is a
need for Federal legislation to address this issue. In our view, this
legislation would simply add an additional burdensome administra-
tive procedure.

There are 4 number of requirements that have been incorporated
in the draft pill which we strongly endorse. I would like to briefly
comment on some of the important ones. Page 89 requires that
loan checks ,be made copayable to the student and the school. We
support' this proposed procedure because it will help to reduce
fraud and abuse and defaults.-We also endorse the requirement on
page 94 thatall guarantee agencies report defaulted, loans to credit

bureaus. This should reduce the number of student defaults. Addi-
tionally, the eipansion: of the grace period from 6 months to 9
months should have a positive impact on the program.

I would like to comment on a number of other issues that, are
more technital in nature. However,, I believe that a number. of our
suggestions migh greatly contribute to a more efficieqt program.
In discussing each of tli9se items, I will reference the page numbers
as they appear in the draft bill..

Page 81' proposes lower loan limits on students in their first aca-.
demic year and who were net previously enrolled in a program.
Definition of and 'verification of the "not previously enrolled in a
program" requirement could be extremely difficult and may out-
weigh the advantages of such lower limits.

Page 79 -states-that a, student cannot qualify for a loan if family
income is in excess of $65,0007 In view of the fact that the amount
of any loan is determined by a "needs test" formula subject to max-
imum limits, we would recommend that all students be eligible for
a loan, subject to the needs test. The number of additional students
who would qualify would be small.

Page 82 raises the maximum annual borrowing limit; from
$2,500 to $3,000 and from $5,000 to $7,000 for undergraduates and
graduates, respectively. However, the bill maintains the current ag-
gregate limits at .$12,500 and $25,000, We. recommend that consid-
eration be given to raising the aggregate limits.

Page 86 requires -Wet the Secretary of Education fix the stu-
dent's,dent's interest rate for the ensuing year Lit the end of each Federal
fiscal year based upon a specified formula: Wt recommend that the
rate be fixed at the end of the fiscal year, but not be implemented ,

until January 1 of the ensuing calendar year. This would allow for
a smooth transition period. It is not clear that the draft bill pro-
vides for this 3 month transition period.'

Page 101 notes that holders of loans which were made or pur-
chased with funds obtained by the holder from the issuance of tax-
exempt obligations are eligible for only one-half the quarterly'rate
of special allowance. In order to clarify this prevision and to clear
up uncertainty among lenders who do not issue tax-exempt oblige-
tions, it would be helpful if the legislation specified that lenders
whose funds are taxable, are entitled to full special allowance in all
cases even if the loans they hold were purchased from a holder
who had issued tax - exempt obligations. .

It would be helpful if the language on page 102 would define
what constitutes the act of making a special allowance payment.
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The legislation should specify that the lender receive payMent
within 30 days of the Secretary receiving a payment request.

Page 104 requires that tax-exempt issuers submit a plan for
doing business with the Secretary of Education as a condition fat
_receiving

SPECIAL ALLOWANCE

The language should also -require that the plan be ,approved if
this is the intent of the legislation.

It might be useful to define reasonable loan transfer fee on:page
'105..

Page 105 also requires that issuers of tax-exempt obligations
ha,ve an annual audit of the bond authority by a certified public
accounting firm. We would recommend that this -concept also beapplied to guarantee agencies, Many agencies currently have
annual audits done by certified public accounting firms on their
own. We would recommend that 'all guarantee agencies be required,to obtain this type of audit 'to ensure that proper accounting prac-
tices are being employed and to ensure consistency across the pro-gram.

We endor.ye the draft bill's parent loan program. 'Th.e program as
structured in the bill will be superior, to the current parent loan
program. However, we would recommend the committee consider
increasing the' aggregate loan limit from $15,000 to a higher
amount. We would also recommend that tge language on page 133

-specifically require that lenders make parent loans based on the
same lending practices that are ,customary in making noninsuredloans.

Page 135 and' 136 states that as a condition for a lender making
consolidation loan the borrower can have no application pendi g

-with another lender. We believe this condition' will be extremely
difficult to administer and monitor and recommend that it be
dropped,

Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify at this hear-fhg. If there are any questions, I would be more than happy to
nswer them.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you for doing 'some of the best testimony we

ave heard, simply because it is very specific and right on the
points we are covering.

Perhaps the most controversial area you testified on is the 31/2
percent. You understand why we are moving where we are moving.
Someone has suggested as a compromise that we permit 31/2 per-
cent for the first year and then 3 percent after that, The theory
being that by covering the first year, you cover a lot of proprietary,
,a lot of the higher risk, because of the dropout rate and so forth, Is
that a workable thing from the viewpoint of the bank?

Mr. BIKLEN. From our viewpoint, it would probably not be work-
able; simply because when we measure our profitability in the pro-
gram, we look in he portfolio in total. There may be certain as-
pects of it which 15.re in certain phases more difficult to process
service for that payment, but we do look at it in total. And by look-
ing at it in total, we are able to virtually not have any restrictions
in' terms of loan size and so forth.
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If we start seg fienting the special allowance according to differ-
ent types of loans or according to the different statuses, and that
segmentation results in a drop in the overall profitability, it is
going to cause at least our service to take a look. at the impact of
that and then probably have to make some offsetting.

Mr. Simobt. In fact, you end up in saying this is going to cause 3.2
percent or something like that.

_ Mr. BIXLE.N. It would be for us to say that we would require a
minimum loan size, because it costs the same to service small loans
as it does a big one. And by reducing the special allowance just for
a. portion of the portfolio, the fact is that you have reduced the
overall ,profitability.

Mr. Sirvfox. If you do have a 3 percent, realistically, would Citi-
bank stay-in the program?

Mr. BIKLEN. I do not think so. We would have a big problem with
that.

Mr. SIMON. If you nixie it 31/4, would you stay in the program?
We are going to have an auction here.

Mr. Bixur. I cannot answer that. We would have a problem.
Whether or nqt we dropped out of the program entirely, that would
be, something else. But just so that,you can understand why the
special allowance is so important, I know we do and I think most
other lending institutions look at their returns in terms of the' net
spread that we are earning on the assets, and normally 4{ think any
institution is looking at a required return pretax gi; close to 2,per-
cent.

If you start, for the sake of 'argument, earnirg 3% percent over
the Treasury bill, I think it is fair to say that The best anyone can
fund their student at is somewhere, around 100 basis points or 125
basis \points over the T-bill. And that leaves you with 225 to 250
basis points. out of that, you have to take your operating cost and
on an average those are probably 2 percent or higher. So you are
talking about a term of 150 basis points pretaxed, and I think most
institutions would have a higher tazget than that to start with.

So that if we. are talking any kind of ,reduction in special allow-
ances, this is going to be difficult.

Mr. SIMON. If I can switch over to Sallie Mae, your feeling is that
is simply too sweeping, it ought to be more specific?

Mr. BIK LEN. Yes. My feeling is that it is too sweeping and they
basically can do anything that they want to do They do have a
number of competitive advantages over private institutions and if
they, are able to do anythingif that is not the case, then I think.
review by the congress is appropriate.

Mr. SiMoN."-Iave you had any experience with any lo i consoli-
dation?
ti Mr. BIlg,EN. Not loan consolidation. We have exile ence with
loan consolidation to the extent that when one of our borrowers
goes into repayment, we corAliclate all cif that into individual's
loans with us into one loan. We also have had some experience in
purchasing loans from other institiaions and consolidating some of
those with loans that we already had. But we would not have had
as much experience as Sallie Mbe had with the options program.

Mr. Smcnv. Do you have any other comments on the consolida-
tion question? Any specific things that you ;would suggest?
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Mr. BIKLEN. One thing I might suggest that I did not have in my
prepared testimony, is that I feel that a better Consolidation pro=
'gram would be one that would impose some sort of needs test so'
that a person an individual, would qualify for consolidation loan as
a result of a test that compared their ability to pay, then compared
the size of the monthly paymentito their gross income, as oppoped
to just tying it to a minimum loan size. I would try and get at more
of the people who really need it than if you have a minimum loan
size.

Mr. SIMON. Then you talk about the lender of last resort. What
we are clearly trying to do is make sure that everyone can get a
loan:,

Mr. BikLEN. Yes.
Mr.' SIMON. Do you think that is possible without having this

kind of language? ./

Mr. BIKLEN. I do.
Mr. SIMON. How can you be sure of that?
Mr. BIKLEN. I think it is virtually happening today.
I know that if anyone comes to us, from anywhere, we'will make

a loan' to them and I think that is true of anumber of ether lend-
ers also. I know that a lot of States that are concerned virith access,
they solve it on their own. I do not think it requires Federal
lation.

Mr. SIMON. What would you say to a student in North Dakota
who cannot get a loan? How does that student in. North 'Dakota get
tied into Citibank?

Mr. BIKLEN. Through word of mouth: I suppose that would be the
best way. But I think it is fairly well-known across the coun
that we will make loans to anyone. There are a number of other
institutions that will, too.

Mr. SIMON. And practically, a student in Bistharck, ND, how
does he, tie into Citiban

Mr. BIKLEN. He could eithe write us or call u's on a toll-free line.
and reiluest an application ani we would send him an application
and then we would go through he normal application process.

Mr. SIMON. You suggest raisi g the aggregate limits. What would
you suggest we raise them to?

Mr. I did not have number in mind: I guess you might
just pro rate it, whatever the crease, if the draft was 22, 5 to 7, it
might go up to 35. But I had t 'ven thought to a number; I just
think something should be side ed.

.Mr. SIMON. Are ther arant agencies that have no audit at
all now?

Mr. BIKLEN. Yes, there are a number of 4arantee agencies,that
are hot audited by certified public -accountants, and some of them
have audits to a lesser degree by special auditors and some of them
virtually have nothing.

Mr. SIMON. Before our PA man leaves us here, I think my mike
is dead. We will try this one.

Before I turn you over to the secoNd Member of Congress here,
Let me welcome,ftresentative Gary Ackerman, who is now a
sophomore Member of Congress, who is the only Member of Con-
gress who shows up every morning wearing a boutonniere. He is a
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man of distinction beyond that, and has been a Very valued
Member. We are pleased to have you here.

Mr. ACKERMAN. Let me just thank the chairman first, and thank
you very much for bringing this hearing here to my county. And I
want to welcome you and welcome your leadership in this area.

Let me express my thanks to you for scheduling this field hear-
ing on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act here at
Queens College. Ao a graduate (),.2 this institution I take a certain
amount of pride in returning here. The City University of New
York, of which Queens College is a part, represents what I. believe
to be the finest of ideals in higher education in this Nation. The
university has immigrants, non-traditional students and persons of
all ethnic backkrounds and economic status: Had there not been a
tuition-free City University of New York in the sixties, I doubt
very much that I would have been able to attend college at all.

I should point out, Mr. Chairman, that the great State of New
York is now celebrating the bicentennial of its own Board of Ile-:
gents, a board which supervises all educational activities in the
Empire State. The University of the State of New Yorkfas the Re-
gents are formally known, was founded in 1784 as a vehicle of
upward mobility of our young people. All of the educational institu-
tions in the Empire State belong to this university system. I wish
to take this opportunity to acknowledge its great contributions to
this State and Nation.

The testimony which this committee will hear today, I believer
will be a true reflection of the unique needs of this metropolitan
area and State. Over the past 200 year, New York has attempted
to meet the diverse heeds of its citizens by addrssing the very real
Problems of higher education.

One- it the chief striking points is the high costs of education,
and how to make higher education affordable to our students. Free
tuition at the City University of New York was one way; the Tui-
tion Assistance Program', which is supported by the Federal State
Student Incgntive Grant, is another. The continuing commitment
to education by our national lealiers is essential. But while the
city's and Statesdedication tasthisvission haS remained steadfMt,
the Federal Government's commitment to access, excellence and di-
vrsity in postsecondary education haS been declining since 1980.
The financial hatchetnien for the administration did their work on
our education budget. =

If we treated student loans the same way that Presidential staff
loans are treated, i stead of calling the loans Guaranteed Student .
Loans, we would .ca I them "Meese Loans," and the financial prob-.
lems of New York s udents would be over. But in the real world,
we must insist that our students repay their debts,

The reauthorization of the Higher Education Act 4s an appropri-
ate vehicle. to restore much needed funds to the' postsecondary
budget' Mimy critical programs that would restore access to univer-
sities are contained in title IV of the-act. For example, I believe it
ig imperative that we treat Pell Grants as entitlements. Pell
Grants are, and should be, related to the financial need of the stu-
dent. By constiptly chipping away at the program, we are doing no
more than discouraging truly needy students from attending col-
lege. In a city and State where thousands of students are unable to

R.
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afford even the low cost public universities, continued. and expand-
ed aid through the Pell Program would be of astronomical benefit.

In addition, we must continue to urge all of our colleagues in the
House to support programs that attract historically unclerrlre-
sented minorities to higher education opportunities. The reaut or-izatiolk resurrects a strong commitment to TRIO Programs, which
provide the,ncentive for economically disadvantaged students to
embark on postsecondary. education.

Mr. Chairman, it has been a long time since we each attended-
classes in institutions such as this one. Our dedication to preserv-
ing the traditions that are embodied in these halls of higher learn
ing have not waned. It is crucial as you well know, to continue our
efforts to grt the educational franchise to the countless Ameri-
cans who now, and in the future, will desire to learn. I firmly be-,lieve that the legislation which you have, introduced is the appro-priate and necessary means to achieVe educational quality for all.
Americans. Thank you, Mr. Chairman:

Mr..,Stmoisl. So we are in your district right now?
Mr. ACKERMAN. We are on the borderline of my district, actually.

We are in the great' institution that I had the honor of being grad-
uated from, where I first heard the name of Paul Simon, who was aclassmate of mine. oAnd I was very anxious to get to meet you and
see you again, only to find that you were somebody else.

Mr. SIMON. Th'ank you. We are pleased to be in Gary Ackerman's
alma mater. I did not realize what a fine place we are in.

Mr. Biklen,1 thank you very, very much for your testimony and
I thank you also for being here early so that we can get the hear;
ings launched properly.

Your testimony is frankly some of the most practical and helpful
that we have received. I cannot tell you that

are
are going to adoptevery one of your recommenceons, buiwe are certainly going to

consider it.
Mr. 13u,KEN. Thank you very much:-
Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
Now Scott Wexler is here and he will be back in just a moment.

Are there any other witnesses here now that are scheduled?
Scott Wexler, we are going to put you on here. We are pleased to

have you here as a witness.

STATEMENT OF scorr WEXLER, VICE PRESIDENT, IJNITED
STATES STUICENT ASSOCIATION

Mr. WEXLER. Thank you very much.
Members of the Subcommittee on Poilsecondary Education, my

name is Scott Wexler. am vice president of the U.S. Student Asso-
ciatiOn. I live in Albany, NY, and work with the Student Associa-
tion of the State University of New York.

I would like to speak with you today about your work in reau-
thorizing the Higher Education Act of 1965. I hope that you willtake my words into consideration as you debate and discuss the
many directions you may take this legislation.

I strongly support your commitment to make the grants-in-aid
program for students, Pell Grants, an entitlement program. This is
a very positive step in the direction of guaranteeing that all need-
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based aid programs be allocated as entitlements. While political re-
alities may not permit us to make such. broad guarantees today,
this proposal will help many who could be the target., of -f4ure
budget cuts.

Increased availability° of student loans-swill be helpful in increas-
ing access to postsecondary education. This will help fill the gap be-
tween available financial aid and other income sources. I urge you
to remember as you prioritizO resources that many students' at the
lower income levels cannot affordectIrrent loan programs. They are
left short of funds necessary to meet the costs of their education
and are therefore forced to leave school. The neediest students
must remain our priority.

The Campus-Based Block Grant proposal would significantly in-
crease the sensitivity of the Federal financial aid 'system to the in-
dividual campus and student. It is not clear, given the recent per-
sonnel cuts at the State University df New York, felt heaviest in
student services, and the increased burden of implementing the
Solomon amendment, that we can afford the luxury of ,administer -
ing this new program.

An area that has not received proper attention is the needs of
the nontraditional student. TOday nontracliitional can mean that
you are: over 25, working full time and attending clasies full time,
attending school part time, a veteran, a mother, or any other stu-
dent who does not fit into the "traditional" model. These students
are in need of Federal assistance in order to obtain an education.
All students should have access to all need-based aid programs.
Specific programs should be expanded to include greater 'number's
of these students.

Attempts should be made to increase commuter allocations to
more adequately reflect the cost to the students. Independent stu-
dent status guidelines should be amended recognizing that students
classified as dependent, but getting no parental support, have ex-
treme difficulty 'remaining students. The definition of independent
student must be flexible enough to acknowledge the economic reali-
ties of today's student.

A valuable lesson we can accept from our experience with Feder-
al assistance for postsecondary education is that of review Aind crit-
icism We must look at the failures* in the system and Make the
riecessry adjustments. For example, this semester, hundreds of
students at SUNY Buffalo were surprised to find that They would
be receiving smaller work-study allotments because the *college had
overbudgeted its Federal allocation during the previous semester.
This resulted in many losing up to 50 percent bf their anticipated
spring stipend. Last year very similar events took place at SUNY
Fredonia. A regular monitoring agency will help to assure proper
administration of these fine programs.

The Higher Education Act of 1985 will reflect a public policy of
recruitment and retention of the students most in need of an ex-
tended arm. Programs must be encouraged that expand access to a
postsecondary education to many who have never considered it an
option. Welknust also reinforce our commitment and potential to
assist thosewho only lack the financial resources to attain this
goal.

y
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I leave confident that,the best interests of all students will be
protected by those who are charged to d so. Chairperson Paul
Simon; Representative Major Owens, Repsentative Gary Acker-
man, their colleagues on this committee, and former student lead-
ers like Bob Levi, serving on congressional staffs, will continue tobe leaders in the effort 16 change the political realities of today
that bar us from attaining our idealogical goals.

Mr. SIMON. We thank you very much, Scott. Are you personally
familiar with people who are not, or potential students who are not
going-to school because a the resources that are not there?

Mr. WEXLER. Yes. Would you like an example?
Mr. SIMON..Yes.
Mr. WExt,hR. My mother. My mother is a 45-year-old woman. She

has three children: myself, trying to -finish my education as asenior at the State University; my brother, who is a sophomore
who is at SUNY College at Buffalo; and my sister,. who has grad-
.uated from high school who is going to the University in the fall.

She started attending Nassau Community College part time 21 years ago, attempting to aclnowledke that `she had goals that shehad not attained in her earlier years. She took two classes-the first
semester and really had quite an enjoyable time. And to be honest,
between the crunch of finances, a decrease in the amount of loan
that she was getting, she did not have the $600 to register for
classes the day that it was due and the college was not imany posi-
tion to allow her further payment, so my mother did not register
for college this fall as she wanted to,

Personally, I am certain that she will not go back, ever, until
many of us are able to help her out. My cousin, in fact, almost left
school. She was a Social Security child who just missed the boat.
Her mother passed away 4 years ago and her parents were di-
vorced 7 years ago. Her mother had been her sole support, and she
moved in with my family. Now she is a first year student at the
State University College of Brockport, barely hanging on because
of the personal tragedy she has had to deal with and not knowing
where the aid is going to come from.

These are two personal examples.
Mr. SIMON. I do not mean to be picking on you or your mother.
Mr. WEXLER. Please do.
Mr. SIMON. And I will not ask you who got better grades, you or

your mother. But she is a part-time student, right?
Mr. WEXLER, She was a part-time student.
Mr. SIMON. And what kind of assistance would she need in order

,to continue with her education?
Mr. WEXLER. She needs access to a need based grant aid. If She

was eligible, too. I am not from a poor family, my mother and
father work full time butI, do not know what kind of needbut
she would like access. to that because there are a lot of people who
are her age that are not working full-time who have a husband to
help support them. She wotild need access to loans; being a product
of the economic boom of the inflationary seventies, she would need
access to low interest loans to get the couple of hundred dollars,
even short-term loans where she could have borrowed the money to
have paid it off.
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: Mr. SIML1N. If I may, since the previous witness is still here:
Steve, how would you .respond to Scott's -mother and her specific
need? How should we 'respond?

Mr. Brxixic. It is a difficult question. I am not entirely sure with-
out.looking at this and understanding more abou,t the specifics of
the situation, bud there is a problem there, obviously. -'

Mr. WEXLER, That is the same answer the president of.the col-
lege gave my mother. I was wondering, I was handed before I left
to come here the testimony of a woman who could not be here. It is
about three handwritten pages, bid,' think it is important.

Mr. SIMON. We will insert it in the reco
Mr. WEXLER. Thank you.
Mr. Simms'. Mr. Ackerman.
Mr. ACKERMAN. Let me just say that , ne, can personally

relate to those circumstances, having grown up right across the
street from Queens College in a federally subsidized housing project
on the other side of Kissena Boulevard. I Would not have been able
to attend any college had not the City University, during the time
that I was here in the sixties, had a tuition-free college education
offered to ill students. I could not probably have afforded the tui-
tion that s being paid right,now at the city colleges,, as tow as
some people might think that that might be. I was interested in ;
your statement about changing the definition of independent stu-
dent status. What would be some of the suggestions, or suggestion
that you might make in redefining an independent student?

Mr. WEXLER. Well, in the controversy over the last 2 or 3 years
about the guidelines, I have noticed that students are trying to find
a way to become independent, as I was with my parents. Because I
thought upon ,my 21st and 22d birthday I should start heading in
that direction, but was still unaible to meet the need there was
no way. that I could stay in school and become an independent stu-
dent, even if. I wanted to wait a year for the aid. So the statement
in the original text of Representative. Simon's bill, that talked
about the need to assure that students do not go frtin being de-
pendent one year to. independent the next, I thought, while being
an important administrative line to have to draw, that there is a
need to recognize that not all of us have control on what our par-
ents put on their schedule 1040's. That even though occasionally a
parent mayyou know, the guidelines, they are not flexible, Rep-
resentative Ackerman. They do not recognize that every personal
situation usually is a separate case. That is the positiveing about
the campus-based block grant: you can put that decision into their
hands and maybe balance it.

Mr. ACKERMAN. Is what you are saying that we should have
some more human controls on a more local campus level because
in some households the parents may be having a combined income
of $50,000 or $60,000, but the two students of college age may not
be reaping the benefits of that type of an income?

Mr. WEXLER. Yes; and many of the students that go to school
here' at Queens College are representative of- that kind of family.
They usually do live at home, they are paying for economic reasons
and they are working quite a lot. We should be as sensitive as we
can be to the personal needs of the student, because that will only
help us attain our goals.

40D
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Mr. ACKERMAN. Thank'you.
Mr. Simbx. Thank you very, very much, Scott, for being h

. And we are going to try to follow through to try and see how
can hell) specifically, not only your mother, but your counterparts.
You tell her that she has become a part of this record today, all Iright? ,

Mr. WEXLER. Yes. Thank you very much.
Mr. Simow, Thank you.
We are pleased to have someone who ..has been a Witness for our

subcommittee on at least two other occasions, Dr. Dolores Cross,
the president of the New York State Higher Education. Services
Cc'
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STATEMENT OF 'DOLORES CROSS, PRESIDENT, NEW YORK STATE
, HIGHER EDUCATION SERVICES CORP. ;

Dr. CROSS. Good morning, my name is Dolores Cross and I am
president of the New, York State Higher Ediicatien/Services Corp.,
our State's centralized student financial aid agency. I am pleased
and honored to testify before this distinguished forum. .

By way of biackground, I would like to describe our agency's,
scope. We are the largest State student aid agency in the Nation.
We administer 15* programs of grants, scholarships, and loans
which last year provided $1.3 billion to :700,000 students. These'funds support a higher educatinterprise Which comprises 650
postsecondary institutions, enrolls over 1 million students, employ-
ees 200,000 faculty and staff, expends $7 billion annually, and
offers more than 115,000 registered academic programs. While en-
rolling 8 percent of the Nation's college students, New York pro-
vides 30 percent of all State-funded grants made nationally, and
our students utilize 40 percent of all ALAS loans, 18 percent of all
PLUS loans, 14 percent of all GSL loans, and 13 percent of all Pell
Grants awarded nationally. Clearly, New York State is dependent
on the title IV student aid programs and thus we are here to
ensure that policy is developed with sensitivity toward the needs of
our students and institutions.'

I am going to deviate somewhat from the mode pf testi-
mony by reading into the record a recen: let I sent to Glarence
Pendleton, Chairman of the U.S. CommissioR on Civil Rights. It
summarizes my concerns over issues which ;rust be kept in the
forefront of our thinking as reauthorization a4d budget options are
considered. I read now from the. letter:

DEAR CHAIRMAN PENDLETON: I write to urge you to reconsider the recent decision
of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights to cancel a study how reductions in Feder-
al student aid have affected large numbers of black and .1 panic students.

I found the decision to be unfortunate and not reflectiv of the needs of our times.
I also noted an inconsistency with the Commission's late decision to study whether
factors other than discrimination prevent racial and sexual equality. I submit that
one definitive factor which prevents equality is the lack of fair and even access w's,
postsecondary education. I further submit that access is directly contingent on the
adequacy of available Government sponsored student financial aid.

As you know, our Nation established a policy of encouraging.attendance beyond
the hig12_ school level with the passage of the National DefenSe Education Act, inX7 1957. ?MA, commitment was further reinforced by the 1965 Higher. Education Act
and subsequent amendments. In 1978, the Middle Income Student Assistance Act

States

once again reaffirmed the partnership of the Federal Government with
States and institutions, with the objective of equalizing opportunities for education.

r U



Since then, however, there has been a 7iereat from that Pasition: SOrna: hat*,
sought to shift funds away from social programs which help the. poor, especnallrmiu'
norities, without realizing the disproportionate daniage that such act.iorilsWasales" on
dur historically underserved populations. Consider the . ar

During the late 1970's, the growth in funding for Federal student aid programs
slowed markedly. And, since 1980, there has been a 21-percent decline in the real
value of the :funding level of these programs when adjusted for inflation, with an
absolute dollar loss of $2 billion annually,

Concurrent with shifts in Federal student aidAranding, there have been reductions
for black students both in student aid awards and in enrollment opportunities.

According to the co ionally appointed National Commission on Stadent Fi-
nancial Assistance, bisfeesosIlege students were more likely to receive a saialfer Fed-
eral financial aid award in 1981 than in 1974, when inflation is considered'. Yet,'
white students were more likely to receive a larger Federal award.

From 1974 to 1981, enrollment of the ,lowest income dependent ,students, those
,whose farailies earn leas than $7,500, fell more sharply than for any other income
group. Censns data show us that blacks and other minorities are disproportionately
represented at these low:er income levels.

According to the National Center _for Education Statistics INCE.% the significant
gams in college enro merit r acks made in the early 1970's leveled off by the
end of ire decade.

The-proportion of black high sclsool graduates aged 18 to 24 elled in college
same level as

whites.. By 1980, however, the proportion of blacks dropped to 28 percent, while the
rate for whites stayed at 32 percent.

Our statewide research has found blacks and women to be more financially vul-
nerable than their 'majority crninterparts. Indeed, when the 1981 Omnibus Reconcili-
ation Act cut Federal-aid and caused great confusion regarding eligibility. for re-
maining aid, enrollments of women, minority, part-time and independent students

:dropped disproportionately. Black reapondentale a recent statewide survey which
we conducted were more likely to report financial aid as a central consideration in
their inability to. attend 4.fellege and were more to downgrade their education
al aspirations if enough aid were nut available.

Why must blacks and .other underrepresented groups continue to downgrade their
hopes, aspirAtions, and dreams because of a waffling Fedeigai commitment? How
long will their rights to educational access be denied? Who will fight to protect their
civil right to an opportunity for education, if pot the Civil Rights Commission?

With all due respect to the fine lines of organizational charges and tiursiciictional
boundaries, I appeal to you and the Commission to reconsider your decision. As
John Kenneth Gailbraith said recently,. "The poor are still very poor.': And as the
Census Burean reported recently, the percentage of blacks living belon the poverty

'level was the same in 1981 as it was in 1970. Is that progress? I doubt it. Why do we
not find out why this program is lacking?

We need a clear voice of conscience on this issue. Without it, the voice of blacks,
Hispanics and women will continue to be unheard and generations of undereducat-
ed people will be our generation's legacy. Now is the time for the Commission to
act. e

That is the end of the letter.
In addition to maintaining our research 'efforts in the areas of,

access and choice for minority students; I suggest that.thissubcom-
inittee be attentive to the plight of the indePendent student. Demo-
graphics suggest that these students are growing in numbers, yet
our research shows that they fitsivoia high, unmet need, even after
financial aitpi and the family contribution are considered. I recom-
mend. that budget and reauthori4ation proposals be developed in.
ways that will increase benefits to independent students; a group
that is disproportionately. composed of minorities and women. The
remainder of my re-commendations are contained in my, agency's,
reauthorization poition paper, which is now availabke.

Thank you for your attention.
Mr. Simorg. We thank you; Dr. Cross. And I concur wholehearted-

ly in your letter to the Chair of thi U.S; Civil ItightS Commission.

increased from 26 percent in 1970 to 32 percent in 1975, about

4



An interesting statistic is that we are looking at dembgraphics,
and we anticipate, if you are to take a purely demographic look as
where we are, that we will have roughly a 20-percent drop 'in 'stu-
dent enrollment in the next decade, but if we were to get the same
percentage of blacks, Hispanic S, and women who graduate from
high school to enroll in college in the next decade, there would be
no drop in students.

To those who criticize what we have introduced here to say that
it is costing money, of course it is c sting money, but someone
handed, me this morning the Washin n Post which says that
James-lVlichener received $11,000 in ucational assistance from
the taxpayers and he has now paid as ut $65 million in taxes. Not
too bad, I would say..

Dr. CRoss. I referred ;to your comment about the enrollmerit of
blacks and Hispanics .in -the presentation I made just Saturday at
C. W. Post -

Mr. ACKERMAN. Just let me say it was a pleasure listening to you
and it was a pleasure listening to you when you testified before our
Higher Education Committee in the New York State Senate and it
is an additional pleasure to hear your testimony today. I fully
concur with your comments on observations.

Dr: We try to be consistent. Thank you.
Mr. ox. Thank you not only for your testimony here today,

but for your leadership. TheNation is richer because of youT lead-
ership. We thank you.

Dr. CROSS. Thank yoti:
Mr. SIMON. I am going to defer the introduction of our next wit-

ness to my colleague, who i:s known on the floor as a gentleman
from New York, but he is actually from Queens, so he has an spe-
cial privilege here today. .

Mr. ACKERMAN. -I want to thank the chairman, or should I say,
not too prematurely, the Senator from the great State of Illinois,
for. giving me the privilege and pleasute of introducing. the next
witness.

I would like to ask for the president of Queens Co !Ay to come
forward. Donald Manes is not only the borough president but the
county leader of what: is the fifth largest city in. America, and his
leadership and direction in the field of education and higher r-duca-
tion in particular is ".,611 known to all of who are interegted in
this field.

Without the necessity' of further introduction, I would like to ask
our borough president to address the committee.

STATEMENT OF HON. DONALD MANES, BOROUGH PRESIDENT,
QUEENS COUNTY

Mr. MANES. I was a professor here, so this particular school of
higher education is one that is extremely meaningful to both of us.

As president of a borough of 2 million people from divergent na-
tional, social and economic backgrounds, I have considerable 'con-,
cern for maintaining and extending access to postsecondary educa-
tion.

4 71 2
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Traditionally, the public colleges of New York City have the
stepping stones for upward mobility cif the poor, the immigrants
and the children of immigrants.

Queens County, in the past 10 years, has had a large influx of
people from countries throughout, the world. Over 35 languages Am
spoken in the various communities throughout our. borough. The
opportunity for a quality edumtion for them and their children
will have a major effect on the nature and health' of our future
city. .

Queens is, most f9rtunate in having six fine institutions of higher
education, our public senior colleges, Queens and York; our, public
community colleges, QUeensboiough avd LaGuardia; and our pri-
vate institutions, St.-John's University and the Academy of Aero-
miutics.

My purpose in coming here today is twofold:
To impress upon you the impOrtance of making as much Federal

financial aid possible to those _residents of our borotigh and city
who want to further their education and cannot do so without fi-
nancial assistance; and

To impress upon you the need of Federal assistance to meet the
institutional needs of our colleges. -

In order to, maintain a well-educated work force and citizenry,
the Federal. Government must continue and expand its role in re-
ducing the economic difficulties of lower and middle, income stu-
dents in pursuing a higher education. The continuing acceleration
of the cost of attending college has made it imfoossil)le for many to
do so.

The New York State Board of Regents, since 1980, has advocated
that:

Federal grants to students in combination with direct. payments by students and
families should equal half of the actual cost of postsecondary attendance. Other fed-
eral assistance programs, such as loans and work study, together with state and in-
stitutional student aid and family or student loan obligations, should provide the
remaining half of,pcstsecondary attendance costs.

I would like to suggest that steps be taken to fulfill this concept
of a State-Federal-institutional partnership. This would result in
ensuring access to a college education of choice to our students who
are most in need.

I- want to bring your attention to some areas of particular con-
cern:

S

PELL GRANTS

Funding levels for Pell Grants have provided smaller maximum
awards than the levels authorized. The maximum Pell award for
the current academic year is actually $500 less than authorized.
Award levels must be increased to offset the increased costs of a
college education and to reduce dependence on student loans,

GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM
5

Statistics compiled by the New York State Higher Education
SerVices Corp. indicate that many students find it necessary to
borrow the maximum amount of loans to Meet current costs. While
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there is a need to lower administrative costs and to curb fraud and
abuse, loan availability should not be restricted further.

TEACHER PREPARATION -----,

The dangerous shortae of well-trained teachers on all levels, ele-
mentary, secondary, and postsecondary In the areas of math, sci-
ence, early childhood, foreign languages and teaching of the handi-

make it imperative that more funds be made available to:
Schools of education to assess and revamp their programs intro-

ducing curriculum changes that.will include the latest technologies
and practiOe teaching experiences. All teachers, but most especially
early childhood teachers and teachers of the handicapped, should
be, trained. in guidance and human relations in order to better meet
the needs.of our student po ulation.

Attract bright students to ching. Scholarships and other in-
centives should be offered to h achieving high school graduates
to enter the teaching profession. < i

Retain outstanding teachers in our elementary, secondary and
postsecondary schools. Many highly qualified persons have leift the
teaching. profession for the private sector. This is particularly true
in the areas of math, science and engineering.

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION ,

4,0- LaGuardia Community College, located in Long Island City area
/P of Queens County, has an outstanding cooperative education pro-

grain that has received nationwide recognition.
As cooperative education serves the dual purpose- of enhancing

the educational program and providing opportunities for students
to` earn money to help pay the cost oftheir college education, these
programs should be expanded on both the senior and community
college level.

CONSTRUCTION, RECONSTRUCTICT, AND RENOVATION

Our two public senior colleges in Queens have plans underway to
construct much needed new facilities, science building, new library,
and school of music for. Queens College; and support facilities, audi-
torium, gym, athletic field, and student union, building for York
College.

The CUNY Law School at Queens College is temporarily housed
in an elementary school and will, when renovations are completed,
have a permanent home in a building that was formerly a junior
high school.

We are acquiring a former factory building to relieve the severe
overcrowding at LaGuardia Comniunity College. This building will
require major renovations.

Further, all of our college buildings,' not only in Queens but
throughout the _city, are in need of modernization and rehabilita-
tion. In many cases, maintenance has been deferred for tog long a
period making costs of rehabilitation extremely high. Compounding
this are the thigh costs of construction and provision of laboratory

A
and instructional equipment.
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All of the above compels me to strongly urge you to both change
the provision of, and raise the authorization levels of title VII of

-the Higher Education Act.
Provision should be made in part A and B of title VII to broaden

the grants for construction, reconstruction, and renovation of un-
dergraduate and graduate academic facilities to include rehibilita-
tion of existing facilities and expansion of facilities as well asveg*
struction and renovation to economize on use of energy resources,
conformity with requirements of the Architectural Barriers Act,
improvement of research facilities, and detection and removal of
asbestos hazards.

I am extremely proud of all of the colleges in Queens Connty.
They are closely' knit into the very fabric of our borough, playing
major roles in our economic development, providing culture as well
as education, and enhancing and broadening the curriculum of our
lower schools. Queens could not be the vibrant and vigorous home
and workplace for 2 million people without them.

Mr. SIMON. We thank you very, very much for your testimony.
What did you teach?

Mr. Mionzs. Public affairs.
Mr. SuktoN. You 'would be an even better teacher today if you

came back. Not that you were not a good teacher then.
Mr. MANES. When I say I taught, I taught after was assistant

district attorney and while I was borough president. So, I taught
here having that experience.

Mr. SimoN. It was not an academic pursuit before you got into
the business of being in government?

Mr. MANr.s. No. the only academic pursuit I ever had was becom-
in,g an attorney.

r. SiMON. The points you mention we cover, most of it we do.
The one area where, frankly, we have not done as much, and you
point this out, is title VII, the construction area, funding for lab

uipment and that sort of thing. It is _an area we stayed out of
ell, we touch on it lightly becauSe you get into such huge figures

so quickly. And I face a very practical problem, which you under-
stand, and that is that I don't want to make a bill so, heavy finan-
cially that it will not float. But, in fact, we could probably view
whatever we have in title VII as a job's creation bill in the field of
construction in 'addition to whatever we do in assisting higher edu-
cation.

I assume that. in Queens and New York City and the State of
New York, the construction field is down just as it is doWn ever-
where else in the .Nation in terms ofteniployment

Mr. MANES. There is no question abet that.
I have a suggestion which I think would highlight the very neces-

sary funds from the Federal Government which we feel is neces-
,sary for construction.

irst, of- all, from an employmentarea, that is one thing. The
other area is that there are certain schools in this county and
thrcrughout the city that were built with materials that are not
used today. There are ceilings that are made out of what, Arm-
strong?

Come over here. I have my major expert.
Mr. Spiox. Can we identify you, for the retard?

415
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MS. MORSE. I am Anne Morse and I am special assistant of edu-
cation to borough president Manes of Queens County:

Mr. MANES. Can I ask her a question?.
Mr. &moll. Go ahead.
Mr. MANES. Remember when we went down to the buildings and

the ones there that were falling, down?
Ms. MORSE. Those were elementary school buildings. Well, it is

' cinder concrete that they are made of, and it is literally falling
apart They have caused tremendous problems with all kinds of
leaks, and the breaking up of the material itself. So, 'we really have
to do major construction to remedy these problems.

, Mr. MANES. I would advise both Congressmen that there are
buildings in this county where schools were built while they were
using, they have not used it in 20 years, but schools which were
built in the 1960's and after, we have schools in the county where
we have literally sealed off the top floor because the cinder con-
crete roofs have completely disintegrated,. and the costs are .huge.
These ,are major, major construction, where we have, the city, be-
cause of the financiaj crisis we are in, have really opted to just
close floors. And some4of them are dangerous because those roofs
are in the process of coming down.

This is a problem that the city is aware of that we try to cope
with, but it is a very, very difficult time to put the, funds into this
construction.

Mr. Smori. Are there any higher education facilities that -face
this problem that you are aware of? 4

Ms. MORSE. No, not that I am aware of.
Mr. MANES. Our buildings are in disrepair. So that funds for con-

struction, for rehabilitation of our Schools for higher education, are
really quite need, and it is vital.

Mr. SmoN. Mr. Ackerman.,
Mr. ACKERMAN. I want to thank you for calling to our attention

the need to broaden both parts A and B under title VII. I wculd
suggest to the chairman that perhaps we can take a look ufider
this act and maybe some others for the greater use of some of our
resources in the field of energy conservation in some of our institu-
tions o higher learning.
' Mr. SimoN. We thank you very much. Let me just add, it, is re-
freshing to have a local government executive in your capacity
with your responsibilities to show a real- interest in education. I
commend you and I comment the.people of Quee

Mr. MANES. Thank you, and we would like to fkank you gentle-
men and ladies, for first of all, caring, and also coring to the com-
munity. I think that far too often you think of Congress being in
Washington.

Mr. &moll. We are here specifically at the request qf Congress-
man Ackerman, and I want you to know that Thank you, very,
very much.

Our next witness is Mrs. 011ie Bryant, director of financial aid at
New York University.

We are happy to have you here, Mrs. Bryant. We think your uni-
versity is in good hands with you and John Brademas.
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STATEMENT OF OLLIE BRYANT, DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL AID,
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY .

Mrs. BRYANT. Thank you `eery much. Dr. Bradernas was not able
to be here last Thursday and he was very sorry that he could not
be here today.

Good morning. I am 011ie S. Bryant, director of firiancial aid at.
New York University and ram pleased to give testimony this
'inorning. NYU, the country's largest private university, is located
in Greenwich Village .in New York City with an enrollment of
46,000, 33,000 of whom are degree-seekers. Educational expenses
for our full-time students range from $9,900 for community 'under-
graduates, to in excess .of $25:000 for students in our College of
Dentistry. Seventy-one percent of NYU students receive some form
of financial assistance.

I am especially pleased, as an aid administrator, by this oPportu.
nity because the drafters of the proposed bill have recognized that
under its provisions "students and institutions will benefit through
increased access and improved operations if Processing is moved
closer to the student and his/her institution." Much has been, said
in discussion of Mr. Simon's proposed bill regarding access and
choice. The aid administrator, for the record, is additionally con-
cerned about retention, increasingly so as we watch the gap be-

.. tween educational costs and student and institutional resources
grow over the course of a student's educafton.

New York, University is generally supportive of the proposed
modificationS in title IV programs. In particular we support the
concepts of a campus-based block grant program, increased Pell
Grants and the reinstatement of the Pell Grant Prtrigratn as an en-
titlement program. We do caution, however, that the practical ap-
plicatios of these concepts-may have some unintentional negative
consequences for higher cost independent institutions such as New
York University.

PriLL GRANTS

As proposed, increasing the maximum Pell Grant to $3,000 ad-
dresses only the gap that has grown between inadequately funded
Pell awards and the,cost of education. The proposed modification in
the program's "half-cost rule," however, does not remove the'disin-
centive to a Pell- recipient -of debt related to enrollment at a high
cost institution. In effect, net cost would remain a factor under the
proposed. bill. We recommend, therefore, that a Pell formula be de-
veloped that is more sensitive to the actual expenses at high cost
institutions and, thereby, enable program-eligible students to weigh
institutional choice on bases other than the size of debt to be in-
curred or avoided.

While NYU supports reinstatement of the Pell Grant Program-
as an entitlement, we are concerned about the practical effects.
Due to 'the large amounts of public subsidies. that Pell might
absorb, the result could limit appropriations for the Block Grant
Program.,



the nonpublic institutions, and putting a formula together that
says both is not easy, as I am sure you appreciate.

Mrs. BRYANT. Yes. ..
Mr. SIMON. On the $65,000 family income limitation, or ceiling,

,what we have, frankly, done there was to simply take what is now
the regulation of the Department of Education, and I have to say I
had never heard any. complaints abut that particular regulation.
All of a sudden, we put it into the law and now we are getting
quite a few witnesses who complain about that. -

- Have you had, in your experience, people who should receive aid
who have not received aid because of a present legislation?'

Mrs. BRYANT. The present regulation I believe now has a ceiling
of $75,000, so this looks as though it Was,being moved down to 65.
And there are families who 0 qualify, whose income is between 65,
that is proposed here, and 7 , which I believe is in the current reg-
ulations, and that is part o the concern that we have.

Mr. SIMON. You may be correct. I thought we had simply taken -
the current regulation, but you may be correct that the current
regulation is 75.
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GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM

my institution understands, and as an aid administrator,
salute the desire to strike a balance between loans and grants
nder th,e FederalsGoVernrpent's student aid programs. Neverthe-

less, I must streSs that the Guaranteed Student Loan {GSL] Pro-
gram- remains the single most important form of Federal assistance
for students at New York University and other, similar institu-
tions. We urge that the "entitlement" nature of the GSL Program
be preserved and that the program not be further limited. For this
reason; we must question the arbitrary $65,000 family income ceil-
ing on GSL eligibility, as pro twat New York University do
not believe- that two-earner house olds, living in the Northeast,
with children in high cost colleges' and universities and whose total
family incomes might exceed $65,000 are necessarily wealthy and
therefore without need of the GSL Program.

As proposed, families -whose incomes exceed the ceiling would no
longer be able to file a multiples data entry document, the College
Scholarship Service's Financial Aid Form for most of the country,
for a
allowing g more offsets to income than the simple needs test re-
quired by the GSL Program, also takes into consideration assets in
determining family financial strength..Such a document serves as a-
safeguard-, the truly wealthy are determined eligible when assets
enter the picture. Whether or not the ceir is lowered to $65,000,
a family who maintains that it has need hould still have the fi-
nancial aid form route as an option.

I thank you for the opportunity to speak to you this morning.
Mr. SIMON. We thank you for your testimony. Two points you

raised: No. 1, on the Pell formula, we would be pleased to look at .

any specific suggestion you make. I have had some discussions with
your president about where we are going in this whole field.

Mrs. BRYANT. Yes.
Mr. Simox. We are trying to be sensitive both to the public and

37-618 0-84-27
.41.8
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Mrs. BRYANT. Yes, Above $75,000 the family still has the option
of filing a financial aid form for determinineneed.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Ackerman.
Mt. ACKERMAN. As you mikht know, there are members of the

President's Cabinet who are in the $75,000 a year bracket, and they
seem to be able to get loans wthdut any real denionstration of
need.

Do you think if we gave out something like Meese loans to stu-
dents, that they would not necessarily have to repay? That is a rhe-
torical question.

Mrs. BRYANT. Of course. Our students and their families are will-
ing to repay whatever loans are granted.

These are two-earner households, and I think the intent is to ex-
elude the rich from the program and/or the wealthy from the pro-
gram. Arid I.think that we already have the means to do that. And
a family earning $65,000 in this part of the country, for NYU,
those tend to be two-earner households, and there is a difference
between assigning the parent earning the 65 and two parents earn-
ing the 65.

r. SIMON. We thank you very much for your very practical sug-
gestions. You give oul greetings to your president.

Mrs. BRYANT. I Wilt
Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much. Are there any other witnesses

now scheduled who are here?
[No response.1
Mr. SIMON. We will take a 5 minute recess.
I am sorry. We do have a witness here. We have Nitza Escalerg,

,the director of the East Harlem College Careers and Counseling
Center.

We are pleased to have you here. And if I recall correctly, you
used to work with to subcommittee.

Ms. ESCALERA. That is right.
Mr. SimoN. We are very pleased tA) have.you here.

STATEMENT OF NITZA ESCALERA, DIRECTOR, EAST HARLEM
COLLEGE CAREER AND COUNSELING CENTER

Ms. ESCALERA. Thank you very much. Good morning, Mr. Simon
Nand members of the subcommittee:

Mr. SIMON. You are going to have to pull that mike up very close
to you, please, so we can all hear you. )Vhat Queens College needs
is a course in electrical engineering here.

Ms. F.SCALERA. I will try to be brief. I am honored to be before
you today in order to testify about H.R. 524) and in particular on
the Sections of the bill that deal with TRIO Programs and with stu-
dent assistance:

As executive director of the East Harlem College and Career
Counseling Program, Inc./(EHCCCC), a conlmunity-based organiza-
tion that receives TRIO funds to operate a Talent Search Program,
we are particularly enthused with ate continued strong direction
this ,legislation places on TRIO Programs to . identify. students at
the earliest possible stage. Presently, legislation for students from
a disadvantaged background provides that talent search work with
students, as early as the sixth grade and for Upward Bound as

41i
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early as the eighth grade. Itis imperative that we service students
as early as possible so that we can provide them with the necessarytools he or she needs to get back on track to avail themselves of
educational opportunities.

At EHCCCC, through our talent search grant, through funding
received from Stanley Kaplan ,and through our volunteer tutorial
program sponsored by the Harvard Club of New 'York, we havebeen able to work with students as early as the second grade. Each
year we have increasingly serviced junior high school students
identified as potential dropouts by providing one-on-one tutorial as-'sistance and career workshops that focus on self-awareness, values
clarification, and instruction on utilization of career resources. This
is just, one step to addressing the dropout problem in New York
City which officially stands at 45 percent for the total high school
population and 60 percent for Hispanics as a group.

The other items of the legislation on which I would like to posi-
tively comment are the sections that deal with the Pell Grant, Spe-
cial Services, EOC's, and the short-term training institutes for
counselors and teache'1s. The section where the Secretary of Educa-
tion is instructed to give preference to special service programs at
institutions who have a large minority population and who have
also a high dropout rate is right on target. With 57 percent of His-
panic males and 54 percent of Hispanic females failing to graduate
from college, it would seem to us that this provision is a step in
providing a mechanism to insure that'a higher percentage of mi-
nority students entering college graduate.

The second area I would like to comment on has to do with the
section focusing on Pell "Grant. The section that states that a stu-
dent would be eligible for grants during the first year of graduat4
or professional school would do much to increase the enrollment of
minorities at the professional schools. Presently, the average en-
rollment rate for minorities hovers around 2.5 percent, while the
white population shows an 82-percent enrollment rate. One of the
factors that precludes students enrolling in professiona; school is
the need for financial aid. This financial aid assistance, coupled
with the new special services provision will, in my opinion, in-
crease the number of minority college graduates entering profes-
sional schools.

The last two items I would like to comment on are the sections
that focus on EOC's and on the training of counselors and teachers.
In the area of EOC's, I am in complete agreement with the -pro,,
posed reduction of from 25 percent to '10 pereent in matching
grants required of EOC's, As director of an agency that has been
involved in raising matching funds in order to be eligible for city
funds, I know about the difficult climate in the area of fundraising.
There has.; been substantial increase in the number of groups com-
peting for funds from foundations and corporations. And, even
though the present administration has encouraged the private-
.sector to increase its support to the nonprofit sector, the liter4ure
shows tat this has not happened.

The provision that sets up short -term training institutes for
counselors and teachers in junior and senior high schools so they
can-more effectively counsel students in the college admission proc-
ess is one step toward addressing the needs of educational staff de-



velopment. With recent interest in excellence in educatiaa, it is im-
perative that the individuals dispensing information to audents be
cognizant hi their subject area. One of the many strong points of
TRIO is that yearly, TRIO staff receive training on the up-to-date
data in the college admissions process. This provision is key, if you
want to insure that as many students as pqssible- avail themselves
of-educational opportunities.

I congratulate this committee on a well written ,piece of legisla-
tion.

Mr. Sirnox: We, thank you very much for your testimony. We will
not use this mike for the time being here.

Tell me, the East HarlemI hate to say it but I don't know as
much about New. York City as -I should. Is East Harlem primarily.
Hispanic?

Ms. Escmx.s.A. Yes, it' is. It is about 55 percent Hispanic, 45 per-
cent black, and then whites and Asians.

Mr, SIMON. The dropout rate problem is a major problem nation-
ally for Hispanics, and there is a second problem, and that is as
you look for Hispanics going to college, a disproportionately high
percentage. of Hispanics going to- the 2-year colleges; they are not
moving Into the other colleges probably as much as is desirable. Do
you think our bill helps in that?

Maybe I 'should frame it a little differently. Is there anything we
can do structurally where a higher education bill will help on that
problem?

Ms. &CALERA. I think some of the things that-tI sit on the advi-
sory board of Community College and a number of students I think
are attracted to the growth industries areas and the health areas.
And I did not mean it Completely, but I know you are doing a lot
more to expand the cooperative co-op programs at different univer-
sities. I do not know for sure whether they are much. involved at
the 4-year universities, but I think maybe something like that. And
I think maybe more intense counseling on the part of counselors at:
the postsecondary school level would also be helpful. But I think
we really need to start talking to students about 4-year colleges;
and strong links have to be developed between,2-year colleges and
4-year colleges.

I think maybe that is one piece that might be missing, that 4-
year universities need to have a definite mechanism to come into 2-
year universities and strongly recruit students. These colleges
really .need to work hand in hand and really be assertive about it.

Mr. Stmox. Is'another factor -that the more traditional 4-year col-
leges and universities have very few Hispanics in the faculty and
in the population, so that the Hispanic students might not feel as
comfortable as they might? Is that a major factor?

Ms. &CALERA. I do not think that is a major factor. I think that
applies to whether you are in a 2-year situation or a 4-year situa-
tion. But it ip always good to be able to relate with faculty.

But I think more can be done between the relationships between
2-year colleges and 4-ytijAr colleges.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Ackerman.
Mr. ACKERMAN. Is there a concern at a ? At least this is my per-

ception, that the 2-year and community alleges are basically mi-
nority institutions whereas the 4-year institutions are not?
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Ms. ESCALERA. My personal opinioN, I would say yes. And again,
that is why I say there has to be a strong effort and an assertive

. attempt to have a dialog between the 2-year and the 4-year colleg-
es. When I look at the graduate school problems, too, that is an-
other way to provide students with some education, but then there
are other barriers.

Mr. ACER.RMAN. Thank you.
- Mr. Sox. We thank you very, very much. We thank you not

only for your testimony here -today but for what g5a are doing in
your work.

Ms. EscAtEi Well, I enjoy it. Thank you.
Mr. S/MON. Keep it up.
We are lucky to have as our next witness Dr. Irwin Poliahook.

STATEMENT OF DR. IRWIN POLISHOOK, PRESIDENT, PROFES-
SIONAL STAFF CONGRESS, REI'RESENTATING AMERICAN FED-
ERATION OF TEACHERS

Dr. PousHooK. Mr. Chairman, I am Dr. Irwin Polishook, presi-
dent of the Professional Staff Congress. I am representing here,
today, the American Federation of Teachers. The AFT welcomes
the opportunity to testify on issqes confronting higher education
and, knore particularly, H.R. 5240, a bill to reauthorize the Higher
Education Act. The AFT recognizes the continuing efforts of the
subcommittee and its very able chairman to improve the Federal
Government's role in higher education.

H.R. 5240 addresses many areas of critical need in higher educa-
tion. The An embraces the bill's objeCtive to expand access for
needy students, to simplify student aid programs, to enhance the
quality of higher education, and to assist in institutional growth. I
believe the proposed legislation would go a long way to achieve
these goals. Of particular interest to the iut is title V; that part of
the bill dealing "with teacher preparation.

The AFT regretted the loss of previous Federal teacher training
programs, particularly the Teacher Center Program. Teacher cen-
ters, as encouraged by the Federal Government, were among the
most effective inservice programs for teachers yet devised. They al-
lowed the sharing of valuable teaching skills, on a teacher-th-teach--
er basis in a nonthreatening environment. Teacher centers helped
institutionalize the type-of sharing which often occurs informally
in the schools and is so important to effective teaching.. For this
reason, the AFT welcomes the development of "professional devel-
opment resource centers" with the active participation of teachers
and their representatives.

The Carl A. Perkins Scholarship Program, part A under title V,
not only recognizes an outstanding leader in education, it offers a
means td attracting high quality students to the ranks of teaching.
The National Commission on Excellence in Education has illumi-
nated the fact that teaching as a career is not attracting enough
academically able students. It is common knowledge that in recent
years the test scores of prospective teachers have been significantly
below those of former teacher education students.

The AFT believes that improved salaries, better working condi-
tions, increased professional responsibilities, and reasonable job se-
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curity, along with other improvements, will be. necessary to attract
and retain good teachers. However, there must also be efforts to
bring out most talented students into teaching. Other measures
taken to improve education such as improved curriculum, mean
little without better teachers. Albert Shanker, president of the
Arr, has spoken of the need for a program: similar to ROTC to
provide federally funded college scholarships for }right high. school
graduates who agree to teach for a number of y&iv.. The Carl D.
Perkins Scholarship Program would respond to this need.

Although it would not affect a significant number of teachers, at
two per congressional district, partB, the Talented Teacher Fellow-
Ships Prograhi would provide opportunities for professional growth
and innovative activities. However, I question whether participants
in the program, who must have their fellowship plans reviewed by
local school district authorities should in all cases be required to
return to the same school district for a full 2 years.

1 The AFT would welcome the establishment of summer institutes
and workshops under part C to upgrade educators in elementary
and secondary schools in subject areas, teaching skills, and in other
ways. Likewise, the AFT would welcome the professional 'develop-
ment program under part D of title V. This. program could provide

. much-needed improvements in teaching and school administration.
Of particular interest to the AFT is the establishment of resource
centers with the active participation'of elementary and secondary
teachers. However, as long as any appropriation part D must await
a fill appropriation for part C, it is doubtful the program will be
adequately funded.

Part E, assistance to schools, colleges or departments of educa-
tion, would provide valuable incentives for such institutions to up-
grade faculty and programs and to establish cooperative relation-/
ships with elementary and secondary schools. The AFT believes
that such cooperative relations will be valuable sources of research
and innovation,

Part F addresses a need for greater understanding of methods of
evaluating teacher performance. The AFT must emphasize that
programs of teacher evaluation must be associated with meaning-
ful opportunities for staff development and in-service programs.
The appropriate use of teacher evaluation is helping teachers im-
prove their effectiveness in the classrooin.

,Title IV for H.R. 5240 deals with student financial assistance.
The 'AFT strongly supports the concept of making Pell Grants an
entitlement program. The APT supports a significant increase . in
the maximum allowable Pell Grant award and support moving sub-
stantially above the "half-cost" provision. Such as literease is neces-
sary to better serve low- and middle-income students and to serve,
the purposes of the grant program. Low- and middle-income stu-
dents also will be better served by measures in the bill to simplify
the student assistance program. Minimizing redtape will improve
student' access to the program and therefore to higher education.

In general, the bill that we are addressing today deals in con-
crete terms with many of the issues in what I would call the tidal
wave of reports about what should be done for aid to education. We
believe this bill is what the Government should be doing to im-
prove education, if the Government was listening not only to its
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own commission but to all the other conimksions that have maderecent reports.
In conclusion, may I say that the AFT looks forward to working,

with the chairman and members of the subcommittke on reauthor-
ization-of theHigher Education Act, and I will be happy.to answeran questions from the committee. Thank your

r. SIMON. We thank you very much for yOur testimony. Nike
your phrase, "the tidal wave of reports that has innundated us."Clearly, just a general question, I guess a leading question: with
this tidal wave of reports you are talking about, that clearli, Sug-
gests action and leadership upon the part of the Federal Govern-
ment, One of the criticisms is being made of this .that is before ,us is, we are g(iing to be spending too much money inthis area. How do you respond to that criticism?

Dr. POLISHOOK. Well, if the reports all direct our attengon to in-
adequacies of education in the United States and bring our atten-
tion to a critical phase in the history' of the country tied' into the
failuregof education, it seems to me there has to 1,,e significant im
provement in funding the vrogram and significant leadership by
the ,Federal Government, if we are to address those Problems. I
point just to the President's own commission appointed by the
President of the United States, which made recommendations to
him that did not follow the major lines of his own problem initia-
tives and called In fact for an upgrading both of the fundaniethal
programs in education but also of a Federal initiative and greater \\t,Federal funding.

So the nature of these reports, as you read:them, is not only crit-
icism, it also has a counterpart of improvfnie'nt, and that improve-
ment calls for leadership. And I think we should applaud the com-
mittee's initiative, not only for calling for greater funding to meet
a critical need, but also fie initiative for creating new programs to
improve, the Higher Education Act.

Mr. SIMON. You mentioned the requirementwhat did you call
it againthe outstanding teacher program.

Dr. PousHoox., Talented teacher fellowship.
Mr. SIMON. Yes. The reason for putting the -year requirement

in is, it is so that you do not acknowledge an utstanding teacher
and have that teacher approved and move frO a school district in
Arkansas where they really need help to suburban Cook County,
which has an outstanding school system where they really do not
need the help like that rural school district in .Arkansas or an.
inner-city school district in New York City or Chicago,

What you suggest is the possibility of shortening the require-
ment. What do you think that requirement ought to be?

Dr. Pousmyox. Well, this is similar to an experience with a pro-%Tam we have in many institutions of higher learning in the
United States. There are fellowship and sabbatical programs where
profespors are permitted for a period of a year, and in some cases
more hnd in some cases less, to take time away from their normal
classroom activity to either engage in research or a variety of other
professional concerns. And the normal requirement is similar to
this proposal, to have them come back for a minimum of a year to
the institution that provided the fellowship or the sabbatical, or
Whatever the program might be. It is our position, based on that
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experience, that' there are instances in which there would be a con-
straint and a loss in terms bf what the Government is providing for
a individual teacher to require that or to compel that, particular-

,fiy for a'2-year period; in this case.
There may be reasons that.serve good public purposes for people

who have been successful teachers and having availed themselves
of the opportunity in this program to go, on to other professional
opportunities, whatever they might be. That is why we say the con-
straint here compelling the person; to come back for a 2-year

_...,,,p,eriod, while we understand it and it has its reasons, might be too
re-sir*tiVe.

Weiwould suggest either consideration of a- shorter period., possi-
.bly a 'year, or alternatively, and/or I should say, possibly consider-
' ation of some form of -waiver of the requirement, if a particular
public purpose might be served by a person not coming back to
their district. .

..

In Tact, someone who has availed themselves to this opportunity
might, under favorable circumstances, be picked up by a, congres-
sional committee to serve their own interests, which would be I

., think a much wider forum of public service than going back to the
classroom. In our experience with college professors, these are not
normally people who do not 'want to go back to teaching, back to
their institutions, but people whose particular skill, already recog-
nized, should have a wider area hi terms of contribution.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Ackerman.
Mr. ACKERMAN. I just want to add my personal thanks to Irwin

for his expert testimony; and on top:of that, for reSponding to us so
quickly to our call. We were running a little short on time and you

(4-"Fof here in such-a quick fashion and we do appreciate it.
Dr. POLISHOOK. Typical of New York, the biggest prpblem in ,get-

ting here is parking and traffic.
Mr. SIMON. We thank you not only for your testimony but for

what you ,ate doing in this field.
Dr. Popsnoox. Thank you.
Mr. SIMON. We will now take a recess for lunch and return at

12;30.
1Luncheon Recess.] -.
Mr. SIMON. The subcommittee -will resume its hearing. We are

pleased to have joining us our colleague from New York, Repre-
sentative Major Owens, and we will welcome you to the subcom-
mittee. ..

Our final witness before hearing the panel of presidents is
Melvin Lowe, the chairman of the University Student Center from
the City University of New York. We are pleased to have you with
us here: today.

STATEMENT OF MELVIN LOWE, IRMAN, UNIVERSITY
STUDENT CENTER, CITY UNI ERSITY OF NEW YORK

Mr. Lows. I thank you for this opportunity to comment on the
reauthorization of the-Tederal Higher Education Act. I am Melvin.
Lowe:chairman of the University Student Senate. In this capacity
I represent the 180,000 students of the City University of New
York. It is on their behalf that I make this statement. I will con-

/
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centrate on the student's point of view and leave the facts and fig-
dres for the many experts that will testify before you. -

First let me say that I am. living proof of the positive effects of °
Federal financial aid,to students. I am currently a junior at Hunter
College campus of the City University. I am ablt to attend college
because of a State and Federal financial aid package. Io and stu-
dents like myself, are grateful for these programs.

Yet CUNY students need more because we are different. Discard
the image of a 1 ear-ol from a family of four. The average
CUNY student is o ar 25 ears of age and can be classified as low-
to middle-income. fty-four percent of the population is minority
and sixty-one percent of the graduates are women. A significant
num)aer of students require extensive, support services. For many
CUNY students, they are the first from their families to attend col-
lege. For even more, attending CUNY is their only opportunity to
end the cycle of poverty. '

Tuition increa s and shifts in Federal ,and State aid policies
make it more
our students, ad'eqUa financial aid is crucial. Although CUNY is

enrollment. Forediffic t and cause alarming drops in

the largest recipient, nationally, of Pell Grants with a total of
80,000 ;wards, programs as they stand 'do not totally cover the ex-
penses Thost students face. As a result of this gap, many who are
interested no longer have the option of higher education and those
that do are taking on unmanageable debts. For us reauthorization
is vitally important. Today; as when it was established in 1965, the
Higher Education ACt is designed to ,promote opportunity and
access. The new proposals before us will help to update the original.
structure to the reality of the current ,high costs of higher educa-
tion.

Students are happy to see the recommendation that Pell.become
an entitlement program, We hope this results in practice that
every student that is eligible will receive awards. We are pleased
that the maximum award will be raised from $1,900 to $3,000 and
we hope that raising the ceiling for income eligibility to $40,000
will assist those from the middle class. However, students are still
leery of financial formulas that lower maximum awards such ap
the half-cost provision and the unreasonable living allowance cate-
gory. Most distressing is the possible imposition of a 5 year limit on
Pell Grant eligibility thattairectly affects CUNY students who nor-
mally finish their programs in a period of 5 to 7 years.

Students look with great anticipation to the rulings because our
futures depend upon it. Unless students have the opportunity for
adequate financial aid, they will not be in a position to prepare
themselves to make a contribution to the future of this country,

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be glad to answer any questions
at this time.

Mr. SIMON. We thank you very much and we appreciate your
being here. Let me just add that what the students have done, rep-
resented through you here, is to take a real interest in legislation.
And when we passed the bill, there was no question that students
played a very important lobbying role and a rule in what the final
outcome would be. You mentioned the limitation on Pell Grant eli-
gibility. This was set out in part so that we do not have people who

426



are just in a sense continuously students, but who are not making
satisfactory progress so that we have some kind of a limitation.

Do you have any suggestions as to how we get around that prob-
lem?

Mr. LowE. What happens in the city university, as I stated, stu-
dents are there longer because of working, they have to work, and
it is not a normal process whereas they go to college for just the
straight 4 years. It usually take's them Ithiger.

Right now I will not have a recommendation but we are really
concerned about it and we hope that you would look into it, be-
cause what happens is that after the Pell ewer& are finished, then..
students usually have to drop out because there is no more money.
So that is top priority on our list,

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Ackerman? Before I introduce.Mr. Ackerman, I
have to say that he took us to a deli in Queens here for a sand-
wichwhat was the name of. it?

Mr. ACKERMAN. Ben's Deli on Queens Boulevard.
Mr. SimoN. Ben's Deli on Queens Boulevard. Make sure we have

that in the record.
Mr, ACKERMAN. I just wanted to say that despite the commercial

plug, we did pay for the bill. ,
I also want to thank you for the fine work that you are doing as

a, student advocate here in the City of New° York, and your work is
*certainly well-known to me 'and the members of the subcommittee.
We want to congratulate you and thank yOu again for your partici-
pation.

Mr. &max. Mr. Owens. - ,
Mr. OwENs. I wondered if you had any facts or statistics on how

many students take several years?
Mr. LowE. I do not have any facts, but maybe the chancellor

does. I would not have those facts now.
Mr. OWENs. Thank you.
Mr. LOWE. We have registered close to 25,000 students with our

voter registration cards, so that is something that I would like to
put on the icord, that we are getting actively involved and we li,ke
to get involved in the political process and elect people like your-
selves- who are -looking out for educadon and malangeducation ai
priority, -

Mr. OwieNs. I did not ask you that question, but I thank you for
the information.

Mr. Sudox. Spread the word on'that last item to the State of Illi-
nois.

Now, we will have our panel composed of Chancellor Joseph
Murphy of the City Universit&of New York; Joseph &lathe, re-
senting St. John's University; *Dr. Saul Cohen, president of eons
College, Dr. Walter Hartung, president of the Academy of A ronau-
tics; James Whelan, president of Ithaca College, and Dr. Donald
Scherl, president of Downstate Medical College.

I do not know if you are all here or not, but if you will just get
yourselves around the table and we will pass the mike from one to
the other. We will have CI others add to the panel as they arrive.

.
Chancellor Murphy; we are happy to have you as a witness once

again.
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STATEMENT OF DR. JOSEPH MURPHY, CHANCELLOR, CITY
UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Dr. MURPHY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My distinguished col
"leagues, Melvin Lowe was Asked a question and I would like a
chance to respond .to that. As a consequence of a study that' we just
made.

Mr. &Mex. Your mike is not working. Please try to speak up
louder.

.

Dr. MURPHY. We discovered recently that only 11 percent of our
students complete a bachelor's degree in 4 years. We followed that
class through over an 8-year period and discovered that after 8
years, 62 percent of them completed their bachelor's degrees, which
was even higher than the national average, It indicated two things
to us, rather eloquent piece of data: One, the enormous amount of
courage and sacrifice our students demonstrate in -getting a bache-
lor's degree, because it does take tliiem so much longer; and, second, -and for vast numbers of them -other than the City University of
New York, there would be no opportunity for education.

-Mr. SIMON. Are these full time students or mostly part time?
Dr. MURPHY. I3oth. The comparison is ahnoet impossible to de-

scribe. That, by the way, is a number that has been -consistent in
the City University and prior to that City Collegftsince 1847.

. Mr, ACRWMAN. I just must add that it took me '5 years, but I
stuck to it.

Dr. 1Vluepiff. I have submitted testimony and will read only se-
lected paragraphs.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify on the reauthorization
of the Higher Education Act. This act provides. More than $160 mil-
lion to the City University, almost all of which is in the form of
student aid. About two-thirds of our students rely on Peden] aid to
meet the costs of attending college. 4

Those costs are considerable. CUNrs tuition is11,22 a year,
higher than most public colleges, and there are constant pressures
to increase it. Our students also face nontuition attendance costs
ranging from. $2,800 to $6,000 a year. This is an extremely heavy
load to impose on a student body that is anything but affluent;
more than half our students Come from families with incomes
below $12000; more than 40 percent have incomes below $9,040.

I am coAvinced'that, today's Federal student-aid structure is not
as healthy as it should be The original intention 'behind the stu-
dent aid programs has been undermined over the last 12 years. In
rewriting the law, Congress needs to-bring

over
reality of these pro-

.. grams into line 'with their basic purpose.
The bill you recently introduced is a serious and inventive at-_

tempt tcLaccomplish this aim.

ORIGINAL STUDENT AID PURPOSES UNDERMINED

Today's Federal student aid structure dates from 1972. Then,
Pell Grants were seen as a basic foundation of aid that, coupled
with an appropriate family contribution, would be enough to allow
even the needieit student to attend a local public college or com-
munity college, at the same time, Congress recognized that a finan-
cial gap would remain in many cases, especially at high-cost pri,
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vate colleges. Thus, the law included a second -tier system of grants,
loans and work study to guarantee access and provide some Meas-
ure of choiCe, allowing students to pick colleges best suited to their
aspirations.

Although the reality was never this simple, it was common -to
speak of student aid as follows: Pell Grants for access; the other
programs for choice. Pell Grants as a voucher, 4n entitlement; the
other programs as a second tier of support.

That baSic concept made sense then, and makes sense now. The
problem is that today's.re,ality is far out of li'ne with the original
program purpose. There are u number of reasons for this.

The most important reason, of course, is-funding. The situation is.
clear; college costs have gone up rapidly over the last 1'4 years,
while studqnt ati,d funding has risen much more slowly, and some-

s, times slipped backward.
I As a result, the purchasing power of student aid has declined
and the concept' of Pell Grants as an access program has gone by
the boards. In 1979, for example, the maximum Pell Grant covered
about 46 percent of average college costs; now, it only covers 31,
percent, a 15 percent decline.

Plainly, students of modest means cannot make up that big a de-
cline with their own resources. Increasingly, they have faced -the'
unwelcome dilemma of either dropping out of school or taking a
guaranteed bank loan. Most people chose the loans. and, as a con-
sequence, guaranteed loan volume has gone through the roof and
students everywhere are assuming unmanageable debts, with .ke-
dictable social costs and runaway default rates.

Clearly, this is not what Congress had in mind when the student
aid structure was conceived. At the same time, low student aid
budgets have kept in effect two legal provisions that undermine the
voucher like quality of Pell Grants. One is the so-called half-cost
rule and the other' is th'e Pell Grant commuter allowance. Both
these provisions would have been modified or eliminated with more
student aid funding.

Under the half-cost rule, a student entitled to a $1,900 Tell Grant
can get the full $1,900 if he or she goes to a high-cost school, but
can get no More than $1,600 if he or she wants to attend the City.
University of New York: This is because the Government says the
cost of attending CUNY cannot be 'more than $3,200, and the grant
cannon exceed half the cost.

Under the commuter proviaions, students who live in college dor-
Jnitories can use their actual room and board expenses in comput-
ing their Pell Grants, but students who live offcampus have to
accept a Go rnment approved expense allowance that is unreason-
ably low t year, this subcommittee took the lead in raising the
commuterNaIlowanc.e, for which we are grateful, but even with this
increase, the allowance is between $1,300 and,,,$4,000 less than
actual expenses at City University..

The effect of the ihalf -cost provision is to provide a larger Federal
subsidy to high-cciet colleges than low-cost colleges, and to encour-
age all colleges to raise their tuition. The effect of the commuter
allowance is to give preferential treatment to dormitory students
in computing student aid grants. It seems to me that these effects
are contrary to the basis purpose. of Pell Grants, which is to help
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students, not institutions, and therefore, to treat students in the
same financial circumstances equally.

What we need is a renewed commitment to the principles Con-
gress tried to enunciate in 19,72. We need to get back to the concept
of Fell Grants as a basic access program, with a second tier of pro
grains to cover any remaining gap. .

The Pell Grant formula embodied in your bill is clearly an at-
tempt,to move in this direction. It would make Pell Grants an enti-
tlement. It would provide $3,000,a year to stuclehts eligible for the
maximum grant. This would be a

year
step toward fulfilling the

program's basic mission, and you de*qe great credit for this
ative.

I must note, however, that there is one important way in which
the Fell Grant proposal fails to fulfill its potential, namely, the for-
mula for _computing grants, which, in several respects, would per-
petuate the unfair treatment of students at low-post colleges.

The computation formula has two parts. The first part lets the
student count three-quarters of his or n-her tuitio and books toward
the grant. The problem with this provision; like the half-cost provi-
sion I described earlier, is that it would provide a differential subsi-
dy to high-cost colleges.

The second part of the formula counts a living cost allowance
toward the Pell Grant. The problem here is that the proposed al-
lowance fails far short of actual living costs. For example, the for-
mula would only cover between one-quarter and one-half of the
costs faced by students at my university.

The low-living allowance would not prevent students at high-tui-
tion schools from getting the maximum Pell Grant; but students,*
institutions like mine would lose out. For example, the formula
would take between $200 and $600 off the top grant for students at
the City University. This disparity would get worse each year, as
the maximum grant rises 'with inflation but the living allowance
remains frozen.

Mr: Chairman, I urge you and the subcommittee to change the
computation formula to reflect your commitment to educational
access. Preferably, you should make ell Grants a true, tuition-
blind voucher, just as you would make the program an entitlement.
I understand that this approach was taken-in an earlier draft of
the reauthoriz ation proposal.

If, however you want to retain the basic formula in this bill, I
urge you to return to another idea put forward in earlier proposals,-
the idea of a $2,000 'across-the-board living allowance, adjustable
for inflation. Although students at the City University would re-. ceive somewhat less than the maximum grant under this proposal,
-it is much fairer and simpler than the fornuila put forward now.

I also recommend that you take another look at the idea of im-
posing a 5-year limit on Pell Grant eligibility. In dealing with the
underprepared or nontraditional student, a.year or two of remedial
work is often necessary to bring academic skills up to par; over k,
half the students at the City University fall into this category. This'
type of remedial work has always been accepted for Pell Grant sup-
port.

Imposing an eligibility time limit would cut off students who
have been through remedial programs just as they are about to
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complete their 'baccalUreates. In other words, the provision would,
'affect the students who have come furthest, the ones who are just
about to reach, their academic goals. This seems contrary to the
general thrust of your proposal, and should be reconsidered.

To sum up, I think 'a number of changes in your Pell Grant pack-
age are needed to enhance its effectiveness, but, at the same time,
the overall thrust of your proposal woulck, be a great improvement
over the current state of irs.

I am also interested in her element of your student aid pro-
posal, the idea of consolidat a number pf student aid programs
into a new block grant.

The City University ,would welcome the flexibility that block
grant offers. We believe that .moving from 4. State-based distribu-
tion formula to a need-based formula is the only fair thing to do in
a time of limited resources. Again, some details of the proposal
may need ironing out. For example, I am concerned allout requir-
ing an institutional Match for grants made under the block grant
program. The fact is that some schools are not in a position to meet
a new matching requirement, and theA schools least equipped to
meet the requirement may be ON very ones =whose students need
grants most. I hope you will reconsider t,iis provision, but, overall,
the block grant concept has promise.

I want to briefly note and commend'your bill for foviding new
visibility and funding for other programs which pr vide essential
services to our students: programs like TRIO and gr duate felbw-
ships. These programs play an important role 'in bel mg the My
University fulfill its special education mission, and it good tom
them enhanced.

Finally, as the programs covered by the" Higher -Acts.
are of great concern to us, I have agreed to chair a new National.
Pell Grant Coalition, which will be formalry announced shortly.

The coalition will involve ahout 20 national education groups, r

student groups, Tabor, civil rights, and ethnic groups. OUT goal is to
*push for a higher Fell Grant budget and remove some of the pro-
getun impediments I described earlier. We hope to bring. national
focus and publicity to the Pell Grant Program, and stimulate the
development of State coalitions that will promote ,Pell Grants with
their own Congressmen and Senators. I atri very excited about the
prospects for this effort, which, I believe, will supplement many of
your own activities.

For the people who need P;ll'Grants, Federal aid can be the dif-
ference betweeen college and - no college. wee- fourths of Pell
Grant recipiefits come from families with incomes below $15,000.
Over 40 percent are self-Supporting, about one-third are minorities.

In reauthorizi4 the Higher Education Act, I hope the iubcom
mittee will focus on providing an' adequate level of aid, a predict-
able level of aid, and a sensible structure of aid. There are a

' number of ways these goals could be achieved, but the bill you
havl put forward, Mr. Chairman, with some alterations, would go a
long way toward accomplishing these, aims.,

Thank you very much.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you for your excellent testimony.
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Our next panel member is Joseph Sciame, vice president for fi-
nancial aid at St. John's University. We are glad to have you here
today.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPIJ SCIAME, ON BEHALF OF STOOHN'S
UNIVERSITY

Mr. SetAmE. I am representing today, Congressman, our presi-
.dent 'Who, unfortunately, must be at our other campus. We <'. are
being visited by our new archbishop and the university is officially
greeting him on campus at this point.

Permit me to take this opportunity at welcoming each of you to
the very diversified and every-growing borough of Queens, NY. St.
John's University has been and icontinues to be a part of this com-
plex and urban county with a unique ability at offering a 'quality
private higheeeducation, at a reasonable cost to the student con-
sumer. .

Since 1870 when St. John's University was founded by the Con -
gregation of the Mission, better known as the Vincentiap Fathers,
our institution of higher education his continued to grow in num-
bers and welcome into its halls needy students. In fact at our
groundbreaking 'ceremony in 1868, Governor Lowe of Maryland,
hailed St. John's as "* * * a college, for the education of * *
youth * * * without distinction of religious belief, political opinion,
or social condition * * *." Today St. John's boasts of a dual-campus
operation, one in Queens and the other"on Staten Island. Our over-
all enrollment this academic year exceeds 19,250 and includes Btu-

' dents in seven undergraduate colleges with four graduate schools
and division and a school of law. The graduates of St. John's Uni-
versity haie entered every field of endeavor and have been recog-
nized for their contributions to our society by their dedication and
high moral standards learned while at the university during their
course of study which includes theology and philosophy course re-;
quirements.
\ The education of our graduates could not have been accom-
plished at such reasonable tuition rates were it not for the sacrific-
ing efforts of our religious, the priests who admini§:kT our universi-
ty. The edumition of our graduates could certainly ribt have been
accomplished without the dedication of faculty, administrators and
staff who earnestly believe in what we do,, the education* of the

-whole student in body, mind' and heart.
As a private institution of higher education. with long standing

Romara Catholic traditions, the university does not receive any
direct subsidy from Federal or State' supported funds. Theirefore, St.
John's University has been an early supporter and praponent of..
Federal funds under the title i%' programs which are available cur-
rently to eligible students in order to attend the college of their
choice. Since 1958, the university has participated in all campus-
based projrams of financial assistance, the least important pro-
gram_ which has not been the' National Direct Student Loan Pro-
gram. It has been gratifying over the years to have returning stu-
dents bear witness to the extent to which this one 'loan program
has assisted them in meeting their student budgetary expenses.
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While the dedication of religious, faculty, staff and the self-initia-
tive of students has been praiseworthy, it has been the al dol-
lars

bti
lars which have been recieved by students through Fede al aid pro-
grains that has made choice and 'access possible for udents. I
might take this opportunity to point out that we are most grateful
,in New York State for ,the presence of the tuition assi ce pro-
gram, TAP, a State gOnt program geared to students ith paren-
tal net taxable income of under $25,000. Last year 198 -83, some
7,000 university enrollees received TAP thereby attesting to the se-
rious family income needs of our students.

The university has, been able through its own diversified academ-
ic programs to challenge the minds of students, but it has been the
financial support received from Federal and State sources of assist-
ance that has made it all a reality. In a time of continuing spiral-
ing tuition costs, St. John's University has been able to maintain a
reasonable rate for students. ..., .

I also wish to point Out that in the same academic year, 1982-83,
the university provided $6, million of its own tuition funds to needy
and qualified students.

Again, this has been no easy.task and at the time the needs
of students in qualifying for available resources is e er present. In
1981-83, the financial aids received by St. John's students hit an
all time high of $36, million for some 13,000 students. However,
rest assured this could never be enough were it not for the sacriac- ..

es of parents and students who work diligently in meeting their-re-
spective expenses. Over 75 percent of our students are employed
after school hours in order to meet expenses for a totally commut-
er-based university at both campuses.

While we boast of our proximity to Manhattan for the purposes -
of job availability, we are also realist coin that there are never suf-
ficient positions for part-time studeift workers who are pu*ing
full-time study. The challenge of meeting one's student budget\et
St, John's University is exacerbated when one reviews the family-
size, diverse cultural baekgrounds, and complicated family situa-
tions of our students, The ongoing witness to the increased num-
bers of one parent families causes us great concern.

There are many days in the operation of an Office of Financial
Aid, such as St. John's, when one wonders how to possibly meet the
needs of 9,920 student applicants, as was the case I /ear. Permit
me to emphasize that there is no way to meet th needs. Our,
present day system of financial aid programs is pur a rationing
device and all one can hope for is that those who qu lify receive as
much as needed in order to accomplish their education goals.

As we review the contents of the fiscal year 1985 budget recom-
mendations and legislative proposals, and legislation reauthorizing
the Higher Education Aet, of 1965, we natures applaud the past
Federal efforts and look toward the future with mu hope.

And we wish to focus in on three areas: We are e melt' sup-
portive of the concept of substantially increasing the Grant
awards commencing with the maximum of $3,000 in the I.. T 5-86
academic year It has been near impossible at times since the ini-
tial year of Pell Grants, previously BEOG, to ascertain early
enough as what amount award we could commit ourselves. As the
overseer in an area of university administration, which has respon-
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sibility for recruitment of students and effective financial aid pack-
aging it is essential to plan ahead for students and their families. I
would point out, however, that while we appreciate the Pell Grant
Program, we have noted since 1981-82 when we reached an all-
time high orrecipients of 3,930, that Our Pell recipients have de-
clined to 3,479 in 1982-83 and we feel will decline further this year
to 3,200. The reason? The assessment rates do not afford needed
consideration for moderate- or middle-income families. We urge irn-
mediate attention in this area and an early resolution in order to
enhance the Pell Program as it was meant to be, an entitlement
program.

Second, we are extremely excited and supportive regarding the
possibility of providing a Fell Grant for the first year of graduate
or professional study since we are affected in, two very opposite di.;
rections today with enz,ollment trends. On the one hand, we hear .

constantly from prospective graduate students who are concerned
about taking more loans after graduation and who seek out grant
support for graduate study. On the other hand, our law school stu-
dents, while in abundance in terms of applications and acceptance,
have such costly tuitions s-that they are truly in a financial crunch,
and oftentimes dissuaded from attendance. The ability tb use the
Pell Grant for graduate or professional study even for the first
year would certainly alleviate some concern on the part of many
students.

We aref.ully in support of increased loan availability bilt wish to
speak in behalf of the current National Direct Student Loan Pro-
gram. We recognize that for some in the world of big business and
money it is difficult to iniagine a loan program at a 5-percent rate
of interest. However, this program has been one which involves the
triangle of Federal Government, institution, and the student. In
many instances, it has been a hidden grant program, sometimes be-
cause of its low interest rate, which has helped immeasurably in
the packaging of students.

We are in support of a Guaranteed Student Loan-Program which
provides more flexibility in terms Of eligibility. Many students are
currently precluded from the program due to income levels, which
appear high, but are not in a geographic location such as New
-York City and the surrounding suburban areas. Therefore, we feel
that the adjusted gross income level should be raised from the
present $30,000 to $65,000 with a needs test. The maximum loan
per year should be raised as soon as possible to at least $3,000 for
undergraduate study and at least $7,000 for graduate or profession-
al study.

While there were times in the past when I personally questioned
the goodness of recommending increased loan amounts for student
borrowers I have also seen what a conscientious dejlt management
program can do at an institution such as at St. Jcqin's. For us as
professionals to allow increased loan limits appears to me to be rea-
sonable; however, for us as a society not to incorporate or insist
upon viable means of debt management. counseling would certainly
be a violation of our professional integrity. It seems to me we each
have a responsibility to ascertain reasonable loan limits within the
framework of our work world to which our graduates will enter.
That responsibility if seriously. taken, will provide access and
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choice to our students through affordable and reasonable- loan pro-
grains.

While we at St. John's University recognize that there-may
new initiatives which can be instituted during the reauthorizatio
period, we wish to also acknowledge the success of the current Fed-
eral program configuration of grant, -.work study, and loan. At
time's there seems to be Lk feeling that these Federal programs have
been successful but have been difficult to assess in terms of their
real value to students and families. Allow me to state that one
`afternoon at 'graduation ceremonies at almost ariy campus in '\, our
great country will bear witness to the fact that students and fanii
lies are not only appreciative but most of them have made
,through the-educational processes only because of Federal student
aid programs.

My personal and professional wish is that we continue as a
democratic society with our financial commitment to the, educa
tional goals of our society, and that if anything, we do more to
dents. I feel confident it will be returned a hundredfold b
cated society that will make it a better world for all our tomor-
rows.

Mr. SIMON. We thank you very much, Mr. Sciame.
Our next panel member -is Dr. Saul Cohen, the president of

/ Queens College. We are very pleased to have you here.

STATEMENT OF DR. SAUL COHEN, PRESIDENT, QUEENS COLLEGE

Dr. COHEN-. Congressmen, we are very pleased to have you here. -
My bishop is with the this morning, the chancellor, so= I am not
going to repeat.

Mr. t IMON. He refers to himself as the pope.
Dr. COHEN. I am not going to repeat what most presentations fo-

cused on because I think most of us agree with most of the provi-
sions. I would rather talk about linkage, leverage, and piggyback-
ing.

Now, I am not asking you to rewrite your magnificent statement
completely, but I am asking you to think of some issues which have
really been chronic in most Federal legislation. Let me start with
something that is very close to my own heart, and that is title III
of the Black College and Universities Act, which I think very right-
fully are projecting as a very specific needdvhich has fo respond-
ed to within title III legislation. There is a piece there ut the
promotion of new academic programs for black colleges.

In various fields, engineering, language, premedicine, et cetera;
et cetera. I would like to see that particular piece of title III linked
to some other elements in the proposed legislation. When a student
graduates from one of the black colleges, from a particular depart-
ment, a particular department, a particular discipline, I think the
issue of trying to create portable scholarships will follow a gradu-
ate from a title IIIan outstanding graduate from a title III insti-
tution on, let's say, to a graduate national and language studies
program in Oc of-the other titlesI guess it is title VI, all of
which would tie in a title III program with the merit scholarship
program for talented teacheis of title V.
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So I think that as we zero in on these colleges, we have got touse some of the other programs that.:we have to identify their
better students while they are at those colleges and supporting
them directly, or as they move out of those Colleges into graduate
and professional fields, where we want them to make their

G-
mark.,TO ask you to rewrite Prop (ph.) and I was involved G-Propat its ,very onset,: there is one item in G-Prop which I think needs

your attention. I Selieve that G-Prop continues to omit support inthe field of education. I think it is assumed that other pieces of leg-islation will handle G-Prop. And I think the basis for it is that,well, that is and area where minorities and women are *headyheavily, at least they are more well represented in education than
in other areas, true.

But on the other hand, in a city like New York, certainly, ourproblem is to attract the most talented of minority students in the
teaching profession; the best in the ranks. And not simply into the
classrooms. That is, not simply into the meritorious teacher group-ing. It is also attracting them into leadership positions in research
and 'evaluation. Therefore, I would like to see you reconsider that
issue of making some of the G-Prop graduate fellowships available
to students who move through this particular, route from title III
colleges.

I feel rather keen about this. Years ago, back in 1965, I was exec-
utive vice president of my own professional association. We had
two blacks who had Ph.D.'s in our field. Our problem was to open
up our field to black Ph.D.'s. I began to work with black colleges,and this was a time when we could not identify scholarships direct-
ly to blacks. So we had to crouch in all types of terms. We came upwith a term that said we would provide 3-year fellowships for stu-
dents from small disadvantaged colleges in the South. Now believe

4 it or not, a few whites crept into that program. But on a 10-year
period, we got this through the UCOE, we brought 55 black Ph.D.'s
into our field. For a small field that made a difference.

I believe there has to be more of a tie-in of G-Prop to the particu-
lar disciplines and involving theassociations in bringing consortia
of universities which will try to focus on fellowships in those par-ticular fields with their students.

One more item: you have referenced the problem of blacks, you
have referenced the problem of Hispanics, and rightfully so. I think

. we, again in this city, and I, am sure it is true on the west coast,
have one more minority group which cuts across race and color,

d that is new immigrants. .

/I would like to see a piece in title HI, and I know there are no
institutions for new immigrants, but typically there are lots of in-
stitutions,- we are one of them, we have 4,300 students who have
come recently from foreign countries. We can use and we do use, as
a,matter of fact, title III support to-try to strengthen our outreach
to this particular class.

One final point about linkage and leverage: title V, the merit
scholarships. You haVe that program, 10,000 merit scholarships,
and you also talk about a talented teacher fellowship program. Ithink they are both extremely important. But I would 44 to see
the latter tied to the former. I think it makes more sense to.attract
bright youngsters into the field of education by giving them merit
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scholarships and then let them exit with portable fellowships,
which do not have to spare the $20,000 a year in one contract. A
student entering the teaching profession, if that student were given
as a fellowship, let's say, $5,000 a year for 4 years, to use that fel-
lowship to keep progressing professionally, you might get a better

- mileage out of that 10,000 merit scholarships that you are talking
about. Otherwise, I think we will go the same route as the NEA
feltowships-, which were very good for what they did, but never

-ended up doing what they were supposed to.
If you want to divide that $20,000 into four, you could create

roughly fellowships per congressional district, and that would
mean what, 3,600 students? So maybe one out of every three gradu-
ates of .cur merit scholarships program might be entitled to the
teacher fellowship program.

Well, I do not think I should say any more except to commend
you, especially in the arts and sciences. By all means, push very
hard for title VIIB, matching grants for lab research and other in-
structional equipment e It> is a crazy world where we pour money
into buildings, we are pouring money into fellowships. We do not
have -the equipment, which is another investment in human re-
sources to keep our students, and I any talking about undergradu-
'ate, as well as graduates, competitive with what is going on in the
rest of the world. Thank you.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you, Dr. Cohen.
Dr. Walter M. Hartung, president of the Academy cf Aeronau-

tics.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE BRUSH, PRESIDENT, ACADEMY OF AER-
ONAUTICS, LAGUARDIA AIRPORT, QUEENS COUNTY, NEW YORK

CITY
Mr. BRUSH. Dr. Hartung is not her. I am George Brush acid I

am speaking in his place.
Mr. StmoN. We are happy to have you here.
Mr. BRUSH. .I am George W. Brush, president of the Academy of

Aeronautics located at LaGuardia Airport in Queens County, New
York City.

The Academy of Aeronautics is a private college which devotes
its entire resources to aeronautical engineering technology educa-
tion: It is the only school of its kind in this region.

The availability of adequate financial aid -is imperative for sub-
stantial numbers of young men and women who seek access to pri-
vate education. Freedom of choice and equal access are critical
among the population served in our urban areas such as New York
City. Open access is an important element for many low income
and minority students who are seeking productive lives in our high
technology society. Any diminution in funding is certain to have an
adverse impact on open access and equality of opportunity.

Accordingly, the Academy of Aeronautics, supports changes in
the Higher Education Act which will serve to implement the objec-
tives of freedom of choice and equal access to higher education.

It is essential that the time from application to delivery of funds
be held to a realistic minimum. Any needless delays tend to
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become serious discouraging factors for the individual student and
a cash flow problem for the institutions.

Confusin resulting from funds processing, changes` in funding,
or administrative delays leads, to hardship which too often results
in discouragement. Therefore, the legislation should seek to elimi-
nate every potential area of confusion and delay.

With respect to the Guaranteed Student Loan Program; we advo-
cate the definition of independent student as used by the Higher
Edtcation ServiCes Corporation in New York State. Students over
the age of 22 who claim financial independence should provide doc-
umentation to the college financial office for its determination of
independence within the, Federal guidelines.

It is recommended that the income cap for dependent students be
increased to $50,000 with provisions for annual review and adjust-
ment. The cap for independent students appears to be adequate at
$30,000 for the 1985-86 year. Again, provisions for annual adjust-
ment would be highly desirable.

The origination fee which was instituted in the face of very high
interest rates should be reexamined, The loan limits for junior col-
lege students at $2,500 per year appear to be satisfactory, provided
the originhtion fee is removed.

The concept of a lender-of-last-resort is needed to assure those
students who have exhausted' other financial aid source* of an op-
portunity to obtain needed funding.

With respect to the Pell Grants, entitlement -status is desirable
since the number of potential awardees may. exceed the congres-
sional appropriation. A funding shortfall can affect significant
numbers of needy 'students.

The Pell Grant amounts appear adequate for 1986 at $2,900 per
year, for 1987 and 1988 at $3,000 per year, and for 1989 and 1990 at
$3,100 per year. However, projected college costs over this 5-year
period can be highly inaccurate since they are baSed upon consider-
able speculation. If daequate funding levels are to be achieved,
periodic adjustments to current college costs will be required. In
the unlikely event that costs are reduced, means can be available
for appropriate adjustments in the level of funding.

The importance of Pell Grants to the Academy of Aeronautics
student body can be seen in the fact that over 70 percent now bene-
fit from the Pell Program. They have access tO this unusual career
education largely because grant moneys are available. In the ab-
sence of adequate funding, some capable young men and women
will be forced into other career areas.

It is, important to provide a Pell Grant delivery system that will
reduce the period between the application and funding. The avail-
ability of a State-level .authorization would h ve significant bene-
fits. In New. York State, an authority is alrea y, in place through
the Higher Education Services Corp.

We recommend further that any reduction i i awards caused by
reduced fund levels be distributed through a formula which pro-
tects the needy students.

Responsibility of the institution for administrating the Pell Pro-
gram has grown to such an extent that an administrative allow-
ance of $20 per student now appears to be justified.
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The campus-based college work study program rightly is a signif-
icant element in the self-heIp concept. The legislation should

assure that the college work study funding is acceptable as the self-
help element in each student's financial aid package. Accordingly,
we urge that the college work study proposal be funded in full.

In summary, we strongly urge procedures which will streamline
the delivery system while retaining the integrity of .the eligibility
criteria. In significant numWers, students become impatient with
unexpected or unustil delays and may withdraw from their educa-

tional programs on the basis of this frustration. Clearly, this de.-
feats the purpose of every aspect of the financial aid program.

We appreciate this opportunity"to address the subcommittee at

this hearing on the Higher Education Act.
Mr. SIMON: Thank you for being here.
Our next witness is James L. Whalen, the president of Ithaca

College.

`STATEMENT OF JAMES WHALEN, PRESIDENT, ITHACA COLLEGE

Mr. WHALEN. Good morning. I am James J. Whalen, president of
Ithaca College, and am pleased to have this opportunity to testify
as chairman of the Federal Relations -Committee for the commis-
sion on.,independent colleges a 'hd universities in New York State.

The Cbmmissioxi represents 116 nonprofit New York State inde-
pendept postsecondary institutions which enroll over 405,000 stu-
dents.,,New York's independent sector is the largest sector in the
country.

I cannot i;iriphasize enough, the critical mature of Pederal student
aid in providing meaningful access and choice for students in our
State. Annual prices at independent institutions are as high as
$15,000 for undergraduates and $25,000 for medical students. Al-
though these pries sound extremely high, the cost of educating
students is almost identical in all sectors; the price to students dif-
fers substantially because of State tax subsidies at public institu-
tions.

The recommendation for the 1980 reauthorization of'the Federal
Higher Education Act promised a lot but gave much less than
promised. We are most concerned that an inadequate reauthoriza-
tion will result in limiting students' choice to low-priced communi-
ty colleges receiving high local and State-taxpayer subsidies.

The underlying constitutional purpose of Federal aid to students
is to provide equality of opportunity. That means students must
have available to them the resources for choice so that economic
status is not a segregating fact of life.

FELL GRANTS

Unfortunately, the, structure of many of our Federal programs
serves to limit student choice while ostensibly increasing the acces-
sibility to college. This is especially true of the major Federal pro-
gram which provides Pell Grants on the basis of need. Pell Grants
are:insensitive to price differences in the various sectors of higher

. education. /They fail to take into account the-major stream of Gov-
ernment support for higher education, which is direct appropria-
tions to governmentally operated pUblic institutions in the States.
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The Federal Pell Grant Program uses a synthetic level Of cost of
attendance which now totals $3,800, and has no relatio'nship tO
actual costs. This is especially true in the independent sector where
the national average cost of attendance 's currently-$8,440. In New 4,

York State the cost of attendance for s dents who reside at State
university campuses is also above the P 11 Grant $3,800 level.

The current Fell Grant distribution formula based on this unre-
alistic level of costs is effectively, defeating the purpose of equaliz-
ing higher education opportunity. Low- income students are not re-
ceiving equal opportunity. As shown on exhibit 1, a resident stu-
dent who qualifies for a maximum _Pell award presently. receives
$1,900 whether attending a college where the tuition price is $1,000
or one where the tuition price is $8,000. Similarly, under the reau-
thoriVion bill introduced by. Congressman Simon, the maximum
Pell award- would equal $2,975' for a resident student where the tui-
tion price is $1,000. For a resident student where the tuition price
is $8,000, the Fell award would be $3,000, only $25 more.

Nationally, the average tuition price in public 2-year institutions
averages $621. A commuter student living at borne attends a com-
munity college charging that tuition and whose family earns less
tiian $14,000 receives $1,075 from a Pell Grant. The seine commut-
Ji-student attending an independent institution where the national
tuition price averages $4,627 receives a Pell Grant of $1,900, Thus,
while actually .facing a price differential of over $4,000, the Pell
award differential is. only $825.

As shown in exhibit 2, these same commuter students attending
2-year public colleges in fiscal year 1985-86 would _receive 91 per-
cent of their total cost of attendance, after the family contribution,
from their Pell awards under the proposal by Congressman Simon.
If we look down the exhibit. to the line for "Guaranteed Student
Loans," we see that studen attending public institutions will have,
low-borrowing levels and unmet need, while students attending
independent sector institute ns will be borrowing the maximum
GSL and still have-a substantial unmet need requiring additional
indebtedness at higher interest rates.

We believe that Mr. Simon is right in suggesting that the maxi-
mum Pen Grant for 1985 -86 be raised to at letwit$3,000. But, in the
name of eCility, and the encouragement of voluntary integration
across our higher education system, we believe that every eligible
needy student should receive the same percentage amount of their
actual college costs from a Pell Grant: This percentage would be
determined by the amount, of funds allocated to the program by
Congress as a proportion of the gross remaining need of all stu-
dents eligible for Pell Grants. The cost of attendance should in-
clude actual tuition and- fee charges and an average allowance for
room and board that is reasonable, plus a set amount of approxi-
mately $600 for books and personal expenses.

Given the enormous disparity in State funding of public and in- .

dependent higher education, the Fell Program has unwittingly
become an instrument for limiting student choice. This is because
Pell's tuition price insensitivity leaves low- and moderate-income
students with the unreasonable choice of assuming huge debt bur-
dens if they wish, to enroll at an independent institution or no debt
if enrolled at a public institution where State and local tax moneys
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subsidize tuition price_regadless of students' econou circum-
stance. Given that choice, we are retreating to a de facto segrega-
tion in Amerieln higher education. And this is happening if, we
look at the statistics on minority and low-income enrollment in our
sector over recent years. Our recommendation for reauthorization
would restructure the formula t sure that, low-income students
not only have access to, but eh f the institution which they
feel best meets their higher educatz needs.

GUARANTF.im STUDENT. LOANS

The second most. important Federal program for students, espe-
cially those attending high priced institutions is Guaranteed Stu-
dent Loans. The average size GSL for students attending independ-
ent institutions was $2;264 in 1981-82. Many of our students are
now at maximum borrowing level of $2,375, which is the $2,500
nominal GSL maximum loan minus the 5 percent origination fee
and a 025-percent insurance fee. The necessity for our students to
borrow such large sums each year is troubling tip all of us, but it is
absolutely essential that students willing to borrow should not be
barred from that option if it is necessary to attend the college of
their choice.

We suggest that loan amounts for undergraduate students be
based upon the student's demonstrated need. The GSL maximum
should be increased to $4,000 a year with recommended levels set
for each class as follows: $3,000 for freshmen, $3,500 for sopho-
mores, $4,000 for juniors and seniors.

We recognize that higher borrowing levels increase the cost of
the GSL program. There are several cost-saving measures we rec-
ommend to assure that GSL funds are spent wisely and Federal
costs held to a minimum:

First, we believe that all Federal student loans should be basal',
on financial need as determined by uniform methodology;

Second, we feel there should be 100-percent validation for all
first-time GSL applicants at every institution;

Third, we believ that a tightening of the emancipated student
definition is warn nted;

Fourth, we ieve the Internal Revenue Service should have au-
thorization to ithhold tax refunds from students in default on
their GSL's. r defaulters not eligible for tax refunds, the amount
of their defaulted loan should be added to their Federal tax obliga-
tion with appropriate interest penalty.

We are extremely concerned about the maximum income ceiling
of $65,000 for GSL s that is contained, in Mr. Simon 'i3 reauthoriza-
tion bill.

For a student from a family of five, with an income of $75,000,
the current family contribution equals approximately $13,000. Pres-
ently, this fathily does not qualify for a GSL at institutions with
costs below $13,000 but may qualif y. for a GSL of some amount at s
institutions priced above $13,000. Several institutions have prices
over $13,000 now and by- 1985 -86, the number will be higher. There
is RO reason why this family that shows financial need at a college
costing more than $13,000 should be eliminated from borrowing a
need based Guaranteed Student Loan. Families at incomes above
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$65,000 may also have more than one child attending college at the
same time, resulting in greater financial need.

Setting such an income ceiling will hurt only independent insti-
tutions, making, it necessary for many upper middle income stu-
dents to attend the public sector where the cost of educating the
student is the same but the price is heavily discounted because of
huge State subsidies.

CAMPUS-BASED STUDENT A PROGRAMS

We recommend that the campus,based student aid programs
remain aswthey are with.the improvements in the allocation
las and increased funding levels.

The three major problems with the current allocation formulas
used for distributing the Federal campus-based aid funds are:

First, the State allocation formula.
Second, the flat $3,000 used for all students for living alowance.
Third, independent institutions are required to report 25 percent

of their unfunded institutional aid to determine need for these pro-
grams. However, public institutions are not required to report 25
percent of their State tax subsidies.

We recommend that tirirt.e inequities be addressed and that the
funds be distributed where the greatest need exists.

We are not in favor of the Institutional Block Grant Program as
proposed in, Congressman Simon's bill. We- have several concerns,
but our major concern is with the proposed allocation formulas.
The bill proposes that institutions be allocated fends for block
grants and college work study based on their total amount of Pell
Grant and Guaranteed Student Loan amounts disbursed to stu-
dents. The difference in price at independent institutions is virtual-
ly ignored by this formula, At many income levels, students receive
the same Pell award regardless' of the price they must pay. Stu-
dents may also receive the sgme Guaranteed Loan amounts.

Pell and GSL combined would meet full need at most public col-
leges. At independent colleges the allocation formula would ignore
all unmet need above the proposed combined maximum Pell and
GSL level of 4,5,,,500. At a $13,000 priced institution this would
amount to ignoring $7,500 qf financial need for tip lowest income
students, Since Pell Grants and. Guaranteed Student Loan borrow-
ing levels are not sensitive UN the real needs of students based on
real prices, allocating Federal funds by this formula will distribute
them where they are least needed.

To reiterate, we' recommend that the campus-baSed programs
remain as they are and that the current allocation formulas are
improved and funding levels increased.

4 GRADUATE STUDENTS

The current financial aid situation for graduate s dents is ex-
tremely discouraging. There is critical need to increa e funds for
fellowships and student loans. We applaud Congressman Simon's
proposal of extending Pell Grants to first-year graduate students,
providing they ,are awarded based on 'true need at differently
priced institutions. .New York State's independent sector enrolls
over 49,000 full-time students in graduate and professional pro-
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gram This equals over '70 percent of all full-time graduate and
prof onal students enrolled in our State. The one concern we
have ith the bill is the language which automatically declares
first-year graduate students emancipated. From the viewpoint of
stabilizing student aid, and insulating it from political exploitation,
I believe the Cominittee would be well advised to review this lan-
guage. Consider the repercussions of news stories identifying mil-
lionaires' children in graduate programs as emancipated students
-entitled to Pell Grants.

TITLES'S/1 AND'Vll

We are warmly supportive of titles VI and VII of the Simon bill
calling for a national endowment for international education and
reconstruction and renovation of academic facilities.

As the president of an institution which has a'high commitment
to international education, I am especially enthusiastic about title
VI. 4

Title VII is crucial. for the continued well-being of academic insti-
tutions. The problem of maintaining facilities is a particularly sore
subject for independent institutions. We are falling behind in that
field because of the extraordinary increases we have been forced to
provide for unfunded student aid. The increase in institutional
funds, to help low- and middle-income stuaepts meet our costs has
led every budget category at virtually every, campus in the inde-
pendent sector. Therefore, title VII funds combined with adequate
and fair funding of Federal student aid would do much to recover
the facilities deterioration that we have witnesses over recent
years.

We appreciate this opportunity to share with you our concerns.
If there are any questions which you lave, I will do my best to re-
spond to them.

A
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EXHIBIT 1

NATIONAL

CURRENT PELL. GRANTS 19134.05,

Ori *

PELL $

ICommuters: $1,275 1,525 1,775 1,900 1.000 1,900
At hello'

Commuters: p 1,575 1,775 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900Offer
44-'4

ReSident 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900 '1.900 10906

1..PELL RANTS AS 3iOPOSED IN CONGRESSMAN SIMON'S
UTHORIZATION BILL i H.R. 5240

Tuition = 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 4,-000 2.000

PELL

Commuters: $.2,175 2,55,0 2,925 3,000 3,000 3,00')
At home

Commuters: 2,575 2,250 3,000 3,00D 3,000 3,000
Off emus

Apt.

Resichint 2,975 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000,
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EX.SIBIT 2

NATIONAL AVERAGE
FINANCIAL. AID AWARD USING

CONGRESSMAP SIMOWS NEAOTPORIGATION PROPOSAL.

NATIONAL PROOECTCD AVERAGE.
PAWS - 1945,"

p.p.ndsnt Studa t
Family Income
$0 - $14,000

2 year pWal4c at
hommwithipenmits

2425,==b444f
.

4 you: pLiallica
indspenclwtt

(Private

Ave. price for
student $ 2,832 $4,346 $5,305 $9,485

wt. 1965-86
-..

Family
LiontribWdon 100 700 700 700

Pall Quirt
(five in
family)"

'1,947 2,3ee' 3,000 3,000

Psd.Ommals 7 2.80 425 600

Dared- (awe
froncumnint-
NW4figume)

-State

bNkt'l iamrl-i

Guaranteed
ttidintlomi

178

-

17$

441

f 178

1002
di

685

2,375(ma

Wert used -0- '0' 25

4

TOTAL AID $2,832 $4,346 $5,305 $7,360

Similar National figure is, not available.
Federal Campus Based average figures are based

ofi current allotatinn formulae.
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Mr. SiMON. Thank you very much, Dr. Whalen. We appreciate all
of your. testimony. Let me, Dr. Whalen,. touch on the block grant
recommendations you have made. The reason for the recommenda-tion is that we constantly are hearing about students who fall
through the cracks, that institutions need greater flexibility in
order to accommodate student aids. The second part of that, and
the reason for the formula, and I think, frankly, the ,formula clear-
ly doe§ need some changing, is that programs have been designed
to help needy students. In fact, when we study who we are helping,
we are not helping the needy. students, we are helping those in
middle- and upper middle income brackets. And that Clearly" is not .the intent.

I am desirous of having that flexibility. I am desirous of having
great help from the students whom we need to help the most. I
%Quid be interested in any further observations you might 'make on
how we could change the formula.

I recognize the problem that the independent institutions face.
Are there any Suggestions you might have to change the formula
so we really do help the needy students but also provide greater,,
yoU know, recognize -the' cost differential here, so that we are not
treating your schools unfairly? tf

r
Mr. WHALEN. I would say first Of all, I realize what that block

grant was intended to do, and I appreciate that. We would have
some recommendations, I do not know that I could give you a
couple off the top of my head, today, but I would be glad to give you

- a few both from the CICU point of view and from. the NAIL point
of view in Washington. I think we probably Id work out some
suggestions that you might want to con' .

.Mr. SIMQ1N. I would be very much inteseSted in that. And, Mr.
8ciamel you mentioned the same line of concern. I would be inter-
ested in anything you would propose. I am not saying that we are'.
going to accept it.

Mr._ WHALEN. I understand that.
Mr. SIMON. What is proposed, but we also want to move fairly

rapidly, We hope that by the end of the month we are going to be
in a position ito market the bill. Po if the two of"you could -get to-
gether with whoever else you at'e working with to come up with
some kind of a formula that can be of assistance, we would appreci-
ate that.

I do not know that I want to shift it away from what the original
purposes of helping the needy students is, but Ldo want to help the
needy students at your institutions as well.

Mr. WHALEN. I would be'glad to get back to you very quickly on
that.

.Mr. SIMON. That would' be appreciated.
Representing/the Academy of Aeronautics, you entioned some-

thing in here that I don't recall ,having heard bef e, and that is
the need for an admin ive allowance for adm nistering the
Pell Grant Program'. If c just ask all the witne s, how much
of a chore is this right n w? And, frankly, we are trying to keep
the bill for this down sorrlowhanancls we are already getting a lot of
criticism for having a bill that is costing too much.

Mr. BRUSH. I think most 'schools would respond" that if anything
has.to be cut out, this would be at the top of the priority. It is be-

,e4
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coming a chore to manage the financial aid aspect of the institu-
tion. With a guarantee, all of these other factors entering impact
into the .4nancial aid office, it is almost impossible to not increase
the staff.

That becoines a chore and problems as far as personnel is con-
cerned. Anything to alleviate -this would be helpful.

Mr. SIMON. Any other continents?
Dr. COHEN. From the public sector, we have twice as many

people engaged in ourwe have twice as' many people involved in
managing financial aid as we 'do in academic and psychological
counseling. Let me tell you something about the enormous and es-
calated burden of this issue.

Obviously if we have a choicei-an aid program or no aid prograrii,
we take the aid program first. But this Ls-a crucial problem I think
for all of us. It is not just an indemident college problem.

Mr. Simox. Let us just take your Queens College. 'You have how
many Pell Grant recipients, as a guess?

Dr. Comm, About 5,500; which is about a third. Our financial aid
office has, I believe, what, 13 or 14 in it and we have 6 academic
and psychological counselors.

Mr. SIMON. So your school with a $20 per capita would be
$165,000?

Dr. Consx. Right.
Mr. SIMON. I am afraid we are talking about pretty substanti

dollarS. But anyway, Chancs,Uor, several of you touched on what is
the most difficult problem that we face, and that is this 50- percent
problem. It is one where the public and nonpublic institutions come
up with ,i7ery different answers. We are frankly going to have a
real fight on our hands to pass a bill in these dollar dimensions
right now. But the chances move to almost nil if we end up report-

` ing on the floor with the private and public fighting each
other.

Ttie Pell Grant Program in theory now, we should be at $2,600,
and 70 percent. That was part of the original compromise. We have
moved now to $3,000 and 75 percent, feeling that that is in line

th the original compromise.
, There are ohtously a great many people- on the public side who

think we have compromised too far down, and people in the private
'side who think we have compromised too far up. Any thoughts that
you have on how we effect, or any of you have, bn how we effect
something that somehow bridges this gap that is here? And we go
through tfiis every time we have a reauthorization. It is a very dif-
ferent problem for us.

Dr. MURPHY. May I say two' things. First, as' practical matter
-Tyour compromising strikes us as reasonable. We would like 200 per-

cent, but I. am sure that most people in public higher education are
governed by the same prudence and reasonable expectations as to
what is possible.

General principle has to do with a question that is more basic,
that I cannot answer for anybody except obviously for myself, and
that is what the appropriate use of public dollars and public re-
sources.

To listen to a referenced made with regard to the plight of the
family earning $75,000 a year is discriptive only of the fact that
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one of the reasons that we have so much difficult talking,to eachother is because we are in two completely different universes. I do
not make light of the problems of people earning $75,000, but since
it exceeds both my income and my president's income and a lot of
other people's income in this room, the issue of plight of such per-
sons is clearlyit bears no relationship to the fact that vast num-bers of our students are atfending institutions such as ours in
usual settings largely throughout the country, in public institutions
at enormous personal cost to themselves in order to get an educa-
tion.

Anything yogi do to put the resoues in the hands of those
people who desperately need it the most and for whom no educa-
tion would be possible without it, to that degree you are mandat-
ing, it seems to me, a human principle that a commonwealth has
and obligation to provide for those who need it the most.

It is nothing in what I have said that ought not to be sensitive tothe fact that private institutions have as much of a right to exist as
the public ones, but that public ones are created by the public, they
are created by Our States and by our Federal Government itself.and supported by it. We are not independent institutions in the
sense that we can make policies that are different from those that
are democratically established public policies.

And since people are on record, although less so today than a
decade ago, we can recall tire first Higher Education Act, I think
Mr. James Flood was the Congressman at that time, from. -the Sub-
committee of Labor and Education, coming to Washington to give
testimony. He was also drinking out of a similarly colored and
sized qup, if I recall. That principle was established in the middle
1960's. It is closed somewhat. And my argument to you and to the
members of the committee and to the rest of our representatives is
that I pray and trust the political procesS.

Mr. WHALEN. I would like to make a comment there, if I might.
Joe, I am disappointed, bUt. not surprised on the $75,000 income. I
had to include that in my testimony, Congressman, because I think
it does make a point.

If the chancellor feels that he can decide what income level
should exist for people being allowed to make loans, then obviously
we have a disagreement on that. I think you overlooked, Joe, the
emphasis of my whole presentation, which was not just access but
choice.

I spoke of the very needy students who would not be able to go to
our institutions, anti -that was the reason why we were concerned
about the way, in which some of the formula was being developed.
It is, not simply a case, as you well know, of a State university or a
city university costing less. It is simply because of the taxpayers'
dollars, and I would like the taxpayers' subsidy to be included in it,
and that that be a part of any formula because we are trying to
serve, and I do believe we serve Very well, the poor, the minorities.

We have tried very hard. Our financial aid budget in this last 4
years, 41/2 years, has gone from $1.5 million of unfunded aid to $6
million next year. We have something on the order of a $11/2 mil-
lion of that in the educational opportunity programs. So I would
Simply like to balance it a little bit, if I may, and to say that the
majority of what I said today had to do with access and choice and
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needy students and not $75,000, but you have to take that into con-

sideration.
Mr. SIMON. If I can mediate this debate here for a moment, and

some of it I. agree with both of you in that I think chancellor, you

are absoluteNcorrect that we have moved away from that original

intent. And tluit is what we are trying to do with this legislation, is

move it back. There is a problem, however, that you touched upon,

and the Taoblem has become more severe in the last 3 years, and

that is the economic segregation of American higher. education.

Wellesley hit the front page of the Times by saying that it was

going to admit four children of poor parents to Wellesley. Bn't

many other schools' have not hit the front pages but in fact huge

been forced into this kind of situation. I think clearly Congress

wants to make sure that the choice is there, and it is not there.

Mr. WHALEN. I agree- 200 percent with that I would like to add

that the average family income in SUNY is higher than the aver-

age family income in the independent sector. I think that is very

interesting. Not in, the City University, hasten to add. I think

that is an interesting thing when you are talking about
Mr. &wort. Our colleague who was an alumnus in this school

wants to get involved in this dialog here.
Mr. AM:I:MAN. This discussion is intriguing to me.-I would like

to ask a qaestion. If we set aside the argument that the public in-

stitutions were, established for those who could not afford to go to

private institutions, and we accept, those of us in Congress, accept

your basic argument that we should be giving out the grants based

on an actual percentage of the costs, when we go to the floor philo-

sophically on other issues, like let us say we are talking about food

stamps, how do we adopt the same argument? Should we say that

we have to give those people who are poor more food stamps money

because they want a free choice of steak instead of hauthurger?

Should we be then giving those people who want to spend more

funds because there diets by choice is going to be different?

Mr. WHALEN. I do not sense I have a colleague on that side of the

table. But I would respond: That is a tough question, certainly. But

let me say something.
We all serve the public. We all serve the public. And I think the

independent institutions se it very well for a very small amount

of money. And I would also say that I do believe that under the

University of the State of New York, there is some kind of commit-

ment to a dual system. I think we can take a lot of examples about

hamburger and steak or $75,000, but I would rather, I guess, try to

Collie to grips with the problem. As you were suggesting a little bit

earlier, if we can get away from some of the rhetoric, perhaps, I

think my response was mostly to fix the record a bit, Joe, and I

could sit here and debate all day, but I am not sure that it is serv-

ing anybody's purpose.
Mr. OWENS. May I comment? As a graduate of an independent

college maybe I can help you. Would it be better to phrase what

you are saying in terms of at the State level, State subsidies should

be given to the students as individuals in the same manner as Pell

grants are given? Granted that State institutions already exist, but

the amount that it costs the State, the average student in a -State

university, the cost of State subsidy, if that were made available to
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the student instead of to the institution, the student would be free
to choose, add that to his Federal subsidy, and he can go where he
wants to go.

Mr. WHALEIV. Well, I have refrained from that. We have a
system, and it is an important system, and Joe's right about that,
and we cannot turn it upside down. '

Mr. OWENS. I am not sure it would turn it upside down, but
merely to create a choice.

Mr. WHAT. We do need choice as well as access. I think it is
tremendously important. And my testimony tries to simply get to
the point that if we can be sensitive to the fact that the independ-
ent sector and the public sectors cost the same, the pricing is differ-
ent, because of the tax support given in the State, and therefore
Federal programs can be very helpful to us and very helpful in this
area.

And-I was responding to the $75,000, I think, which I think ig-
nored 95 percent of my expression about trying to have needy stu-
dents in our institution.

Mr. OWENS, I would just ask a few other questions. One, about
the problem of administering the aid program. How does that com-
pare to the cost of fundraising? You spend _quite a considerable
amount of money raising funds. I do not suppose you spend as
much, I imagine the cost of administering your aid program is so
infinitessiimal.

Dr. COHEN. The administration 'of our aid program costs us about
$350,000 in direct salaries, the administration of our development-
program, which we pay for from money that *e raise, the total cost
of about $160,000.

We have a much smaller development office than we have a fi-
nancial aid office.

Mr. OWENS. Your development produces what percentage of your
overall budget versus your aid program?

Dr. COHEN. If you leave out research grants, our development
produces only about $1.5 million. Your aid program produces
about, what, 6 million is it, or more? I think it is more than that.
But you have touched on another issue, Congressman, and that is
in the endowment development piece, which is related to what we
are talking about, I think it is an excellent idea. I have one modest
suggestion. You made it very clear that institutions should receive
and award on a one-time only basis. It seems to me that you ought
to reward, do an incentive piece in this legislation, to reward an
institution which does a particularly good job using that seed
money, and you might tie it to an important public aspect. That,- as
you say, that these endowment moneys are, for universities' diArre-
tionary purposes.

But "if a university does very well using that seed maney, if, for
example, he uses that endowment for what are clearly publicly val-
uablepurposes such as scholarships, it seems, to me that you 'might
leave some proportion of the total amount of money that you have
for a second time around for secondary institutions.

Mr. OWENS. The new immigrants program, who are the new im-
migrants? Can you give me sore eiamples?

Dr. COHEN. New immigrants come from 70 different countries.
They come from Latin America, they come from Korea, Vietnam,
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China, the Soviet Union, Iran, they come from Greece, they come
from Italy, they come from Nigeria, and I could go on and on and .-.2!
on.

Queens has a half a million residents who have come to this
country, I would say in the last 10 or 15 years. These are separate
from our foreign students, as we have 1,000 card-carrying foreign
students. But we have 4,000-plus foreign born-students who gradu-
ate the high schools of New York City, come to th

'

college, are tal-
ented and motivated students, but do not have the of a grasp
of the language which they need to succeed, in the way that they
can in a college of this sort. And we do not have the ind of target-

, ed funds which could let us address that particular p bIem.
Dr. MURPHY. This gets magnified throughout the Ci University

of our 180,000 'students, 30 percent collie from homes iz which Eng-
lish is not or was not the original language. And that as not dif-
fered very much from the turn of the century, when the wo Vinci
pal languages, other, than English, were Yiddish and I lian, and
today, 80 years later, it is Spanish and some oriental guage.
And that percentage roughly has been the same for some 0 years.
So that we face certain kinds of structural problems, first ene
lion Americans, in a way no other institution ever faces
same magnitude. And we could use all kinds of help. .

This is the first I hear of Saul's notion. And any moneys that a
appropriated for that purpose, not just in terms of English an
terms: of a second language, but the fact that many of our peo I
come to the city and the boroughs who are seriously damaged
cause of the language handicap.

The family needs certain-types of help, the student needs certain
types of help. If the student is older, he often has to work and he
often has to work at minimum wage because that is the only job he
can find.

Mr. SIMON. It seems to me that what you are talking about there
really ties in with another problem that is more than a new immi-
grant problem, and that is the whole world of functional adult illit-
eracy. Wexhave tried in the college work-study portion of this to
move a little more in that direction. Could we use college work
study?

Dr. COHEN. You can use college work-stUdy and FIPSI (ph). For-
example, we have a FIPSI grant which tries to address the problem'
of illiteracy among younsters_who are in the high school who come
to this couiltry within the last year or so. They sit in high school
classes because they are placed there because of their age, so they
sit in the 9th grade, in the 7th grade, and .do not understand a
thing, drop out by the 11th grade. Now we have done two things:
We have used the FIPSI grant to support .our college students who
will act as tutors to high school students who are literate and con-
versant in the home language, who in turn then work with the il-
literate students; and we are trying to develop a' parenting, frame -
work as well, So we are trying eventually to refer parents who are
also illiterate to the high school programs for literacy. We could
plug the college work-study program into this very well, because
nearly everyone of our tutors clearly is eligible for work stud
since they are all immigrants themselves. So we find that our pro
lem now is a ceiling on our work-study funds. There was a time
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when work study, when used unimaginatively, you really could not
find enough jobs in the college for them, so three students would be
sitting at one table. That is no longer the issue, if we work cre.
atively in areas like this.

Mr. SIMON. It seems to me that we ought to be moving beyond
the immigrants.

Dr, CoHEN. Yes,
Mr. Simox. One of the things I do in my district, I have open

office hours where people come in and say they need a job.. I ask
the first question, "Can you read and write?" and it is just amazing
the number of people, that whenever there is that awkward
moment of silence, I know what the answer is going to be. And
somehow we ought to be doing something and we ought to` be utiliz-
ing, if possible, our institutions of higher education to be of assist-
ance on that problem. It seems to me that it ties in with this new
immigrant problem that you have testified about.

Mr. ACKERMAN. Out of curiosity, how many students are receiv-
ing, either numerically or percentagewise, the maximum PellGrant in either the private or public sector, if you have those num-
bers? It might be interesting to look at what percentage of the new
Americans there are.

Mr. WHALENA will get that information for you in a little bit...
Seventy-five percent of students in the independent sector are
qualifred for financial aid. I can give youthat number. So three out
of four of the students that are coming to us do qualify ,for finan-
cial aid.

I am sure we htive those numbers.
Dr. MURPHY. You asked two questions. You asked one question

but you are getting different answers. You did not ask what per-
centage you are getting from financial aid, I think your percentage
is correct, if that was the question. You asked full Pell.

Mr. WHALEN. Yes, I was just trying to say what, I knew about the
percentage.

Mr. ACKERMAN. Which per,gentage of the students?
Dr. MURPHY. We have about 55,000 on full Pell, but we have

110,000 on some form of 'financial aid. It is 50 percent of our full-
time students in the senior colleges, and it is higher in community
colleges. But we estimate that out of our 180,000 students, a sub-
stantial number of them are part-timers which means some of
them will qualify for Pen money but none of them will qualify for
tuition assistance program money. But out of 180,000, 110;000 get
some type of financial aid.

Mr. ACKERMAN. And about half of them get full Pell?
Dr. MURPHY. Yes.
Mr, ACKERMAN. Is there any breakdown available7
Dr. MURPHY. The university has gone from 2 to 12 percent in the

last 2 years in the category of oriental students. Saul 's percentages
here roliz be even more dramatic than that.

Dr. .CoHENT. My gilds is that it would be significantly higher.
What was initially very heavily black and Hispanic is now much
broader at this college; roughly a third of those who,,were coming
in are, we think, recently arrived oriental, Greeks, et cetera, and
are certainly of Hispanic population, and many of the blacks are
also new arrivals.
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Mr WHALEN. 1 cannot give you the specific number for CICU, be-
cause I do not have that. We do have it for the total independent
sector, $99 million with Fell. That does not help to answethhe spe-
cific question, however. I am going to say, on our campus where we
have 5,000 students, we have pretty much close to 40 percent re-
ceiving a full Pell Grant, maybe 50 percent. I am going to go on the
lower side because I do not want to find out that I am wrong, but I
am pretty sure it is close to that now.

Mr. BRUSH. We haVe about one-third of, 75 five percent.
Mr. ACKERMAN. Seventy five percent actually getting aid?
Mr. BRUSH. Actually getting Pell; of that amount one-third'wolikl

be getting a full Pell. We are not mentioning the number of the,
yOungsters who are getting full Pell who come from single-parent
homes where the father has died, whatever.

Mr. SCIAME. ThES number in terms of minority students and for-
eign students, laat year out of an enrollment of 18,900, there were
2,200 minority students, there were 1,000 permanent ,residents who
do not fall into those categories, and there were roughly 1,000 for-
eign students. So we have the same problems. Queens College may
be part of the City University and St. John's may be a private in-
stitution, but we compete harmoniously for similar students and
we have students with the same kind of financial needs.

The Problem is that our tuition now in September will be four
times the tuition here, or at leastllree times. And at the same
time, we have students who want to go to. both. We think they
make the selection that they would like; we try to come up with
packages that are attractive.

And I think the bottom line is, to provide this diversity. The fact
that the private sector, CICU,, the CoMmission on Independent Col-
leges and Universities niust come to the table with CUNY and
SUNY. We have to live harmonious in this State. We have over 200

. colleges and universities. And let me tell you, the financial aid pro-
ionals in this State have tried to maintain all of this. in a very

apolitical way.
When I served as State president, I believe the congressman was

a-State senator, and we attempted to do :whatever we could do to
insure that we call could live together. And now it seems to me
that the situation has really gotten very precarious and dangerous.
And I ant fearful of it.

I think- St. John's can live together with 'Queens, and I think
Ithaca can live with the State university, pPovided there are suffi-
cient funds. Although there never have been sufficient funds. But
what is in jeopardy right, now are the State allotment formulas, the
'assessment rates.'

So we have sonfe very serious concerns out there. We need help
and we need some objective, clear, concise thinking from the out
side.

We need people iri your position who can say that we wato
keep everybody living together. It is vpry confusing for the stu-
dents, the cost factor. We now have a full-time person administer-
ing the Pell Program. He is a .professional, assistant to the director,.
with two additional professionals working hart'. time solely on Pell,.
a full-time clerk-typist and three student workers; That is to moni-

.
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for very carefully 3,500 Pell recipient, It does not speak to the
point of the entire Federal process, which is very complicate&

When you are sitting with a recent immigrant parent who
speaks Spanish or Chinese and who does not understand when you
say, "Can you bring in your 1040," and cannot figure out the
number, I am beginning to worry about this problem of illiteracy.

We heard a quote that, in the year 2000, 40 percent of the people
will' not be able to, read that sign as they leave this room, in terms
of occupancy level. That is how bad it will become. Illiteracy is aproblem. Our concern is on a day - today basis. The problems that
are :encountered in the financial aid office by the student workers,
by the financial aid professionals, in trying to relate one to one, intrying to facilitate this process of filling out forms, instead of
having one application they have to fill 'out their Pell application,
their l'SS, and 'then proceed with the TAP application and backand forth to the bahk. The process is completely involved. It is
huge, it is onerous, it is confusing.-And that is one of the reasonsthat there is no money.

At St. John's last year, what did they give us, roughly $13,000,
$14,000. That could never pay for even one professional. So it is a
very involved situation in which I think meeting with people suchas you have met tod y and what you are doing across the 'country,
meeting with some rents, I think that is the best way to find out.
And also to hear about students who have made it through the
cycle. .

Last year we had five students who had made it through the
system, speak about how they went through the financial aid pro-
gram and how it helped them to get where they are today, and,thatis what we, have to hear about. Not so much the emphasis on stu-
dents who are defaulting on loans. What is the true default rate?*
it as high as we hear? Four years ago we asked for the cumulative
default rate on GSL's. We reduced our list down to 2 percent. .

The initial list had students who had died 4 years agog And what,
happens is that the public picks up that kind of information 4.Ind it
just beats down on students. The famous David Susskind queitition,
across the country we hear that students are deadbeats, they do
not want to work, they do not pay back their loans. Imagine that
being broadcast on national TV in every State. I was fortunate to
respond to that question, and it is absolutely erroneous. -

Mr. SIMON. If I may just use a COuple of phrases from you to:.
lobby. You mentioned what we want to do is to preserve, and we
do, there is no question about it. The second thing we' want to do is
to increase access, and the third is to in some modest way improve
quality in part having less dependent on your own resources for
student aid. You mentioned you went from $1 to $6 million in stu-
dent aid. We are improving the quality of the library program, as-
sistance for faculty titudy abroad. .

..One of the-most ominous things is just the general trend of a de-
clining percentage of faculty members studying abroad, it has .to be
a terrible thing for the kind of world we are living in.

We have put this program together through a varietA4* things,
but basically increasing the Pell Grant Programs is goi to help
every one of your schools; GSL is going to help every one of your

schools: the block grant should help every one of your schools;. if we
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can get it in the right kind of shape; the endowment should helpevery one of your schools.
But we also face a great many people who are resistant to anyprogram: "It is going to cost a few dollars more." CBO estimates,and we are going to be getting more precise estimates very shortly,but they make an assumption that if my bill passes, an additional500,000 yourke people are going to go to college. What a tremendousthing. Not a liability. to the Nation, but a great asset to the Nation,to, have 500,000 more people going to college. And I have to believethat would ultimately be the finest kind of an economic investmentwe can make; forgetting everything else.But to get this kind of a program across, we have to have peoplelike the five ofyou supporting the program. And, No. 2, if it is pos-sible, and I recognize from having been through this befOre, theseagreements usually do not get reached until the last minute. andwe are trying to put some pieces together in getting some peOpletogether quietly to see if we Can work out compromises, but it isalso essential that we not have too much intramural warfare thatprevents passage of something like this.

We really appreciate your testimony, what you are doing. If mycolleagues have any final comments?
Mr. ACKERMAN. It is just good to be home again.Mr. SIMON. We are pleased to be here at your alma mater. Nexttime I come to Queens College, I expect to see a plaque somewherehere that Gary Ackerman was once a student here.Mr. ACKERMAN. There is enough graffiti that says that.Mr. WHALEN. I would just like to add one thing. I am beadednow over to chair a meeting of the search committee of the A.sso-ciation of Colleges and Universities in the city of New York, whichis a group that has all the city universities and State universitiesindependent sector, and is the organization where we are supposedto meet and come together and discuss issues and try to workthings out. My comments today were simply, I guess, to say that Iam presently terribly concerned about the limitation of the privatesector, because I think it is very valuable, it is valuable for thepublic sector, and I think that we would like to have more of theminority students have more access and more choice.And I- am just concerned that what has been proposed couldmove us further in the direction of diminishing that 20 percent ofthe private sector which exists.

Mr. SIMON. Any specific suggestion you can come up with? Nowthe one big thing, the 50 percent thing, we are going to have .tofrail out: But I beyond that, any other specific suggestions you havewould be appreciated:
Mr. Owens, you want to add something?
Mr. OWENS. No comment.
Mr. SIMON. We appreciate your being here. Thank you verymuch.
[Whereupon at 2:45 p.m., the hearing in the above-entitledmatter was closed.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]
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STAMIXISIT Or SAUL B. coHlie.N. PILICSIDXNT OY QUEgNS COLLUGY,

I would like to put emphasis in this testimony, not on individual parts of the Sub-
committee's recommendations, but rather on an overall strategy of linkage and le-.
verage for these recommendations. Certainly if what has been proposed by Con-
gressman Simon and his committee members should be realized, it would.represent
a major new beginning for highereducation. 1, therefore, want to take this occasionto commend the document highly.

A major problem with most of the legislation in higher education that stemmed
from the Higher Education Act of 1965 was that many fine programs were unrelat-
ed to others, and that the effects of individual programs were therefore never maxi-
mized. Let me give you some examples of how linkage ,could take place in the pro-pceed l985 Act. Recommendations for Title 111The Black College and UniversityAct, call for new academic programs in a wide variety of fields inclUding English,
languages, premedical, etc. It is vitally important that means befoUnd to strengthen
Black colleges. They are in danger and they need help. But the" issue is not only the
vitality of the institution; it is also the long-term future of the-student whom the
insti tion es. We must be concerned with what happens to the Young Blackstu slit when /she graduates from a Black college. I believe there is an opportuni-
ty to use other proposed parts of the act ingeniously. We could provide portable
scholarships for graduates from the institutions supported by the B-ack College andUniversity Act froni the proposed Graduate International and Langsarge Studies
programs of Title VI. We could also set aside for some students from these Collegesa number of Merit Scholarships for.Talented Teachers froiuTitle

Moreover,. in kicking at Title III, it occurs to me that another group worthy of
categorical aid, in addition to Blacks and Hispanics, is the new immigrants, At QC
for example, we have approximately 4,5(10 foreign-born students, excellent students1 who have arrived in this country relatively recently. Their main problem is with
the English language, While most have graduated from New York City high schools,their command of the language is, nevertheless,, not in keeping with their command
of their...own native languages, and we lack the supplementary support needed tohelp them r lin, their fullest potential. lf, as a Title III institution, we could re-
ceive catego I support to provide Much more. intensive work in the English Lan-
guage Institutes, this important human element in the life 4* College and,indeed, New York City and the Country could be justly served.

Another example of linkage and leverage is to be found in ' V. The Merit/Scholarship Program for Undergraduates could be tied to the p talentedTeacher's Fellowship Program. Instead of assigning two Fellowships xperencedteachers from each district, one might take the $201400 that pro+ for eachteacher and provide $5,000 for entering tethers who have been uniergraduate
resit Scholars and provide them with supplementary funding to en 'less theirskills over a number of years. Another example in Title V has to do with the school-
college partnership. One.could link this partnership to the Merit Scholars and tal-
ented teachers by selecting those colleges that train the Merit Scholars to become
engaged in school partnerships that include providing the talented teachers with
College research opportunities. College generated mentoring trrogzuns could then be
fed into the schools at which the former Merit Scholars are now stationed as talent-ed teachers.

I can only underscore the value of what is sproposed in Titles VI, VII and VIII.Title VIII in particular, Cooperative Education,..supports progams which tie the ap-plication of studies to work experiences in a way which can permit liberal arts insti-
tutions to remain viable while giving students a sense of vocational and professional
direction. We can offer as an examfe our. experiencesit Queens College in the grad-
uate field of arts and sciences. This is one of the first programs of this type to have
been funded by Co-op Ed and we are very pleased with the results to date,'

Title IX, the Graduate Fellowship Prokrarnis one that cOntinueS ty warrant sup
port, and the proposed increase in stipends is certainly needed. However, the ern-

. phaais on minority fellowships is one which requires not simply the support of indi-
vidual universities, but also the support of disciplines, In the past there have been a
few isolated efforts to tat-get particular disciplines, As chairmast of CONPASS (Con-
sortium of Professional Associations ?, I was involved in progruhis that were able to
target certain fields such as geography and history.' This was ip the late 196Q's and
early '70's. We organized consortia of universities which agreed to take minority fel-
lowship recipients within a particular discipline, and to create a network among
those universities which helped the minority students to see themselves as part of a
broader piettne, and indeed to become a force within their disciplines. My own field
of geography is a good example. When I became interested in the problem we had
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only two-black Ph.D.'s. By the mid '70's that number had increased to over 50 as a
result of our efforts in targeting minority fellowships which we had succeeded in
obtaining Srom the NSF and the' .S. Office of Education.

Time does not permit me tecontinue along this vein, but I would strongly urge
that before the final legislation for the 1935 Higher Education Act Is completed that
a very thorough analysis of this leverage-linkage theme is pursued.

Ti . BICENTENNIAL OF TRW. BOARD OF RNGENTS AND
THN-UNWNASITY OF TIIN SPAT/. Or NNW YORK,

Albany, NY, May 1, 1984.

Hon. PAUL. SIMON,
Chairman, US Congress, Committee on Education and Labor, Subcommittee on

l'ostseonolary Education, 320 Cannon House Office Building, Washington, DC. ,

1)/sIAR CONGRESSMAN SIMON: ronald J. Nolan, our Deputy Commissioner for
Higher and Professional Education; was unable to testify at your hearing on April 2,
1984. 1 am submitting the attached. statement for the record o H.R. 5240, the
Higher Edu&ition Act Amendment of 1984. We find many of thel5ropoisals in the
bill to be commendable but I am concerned by the absence of a continuing state role'
in administering several. Federal programs and in planning and coordinating poet-
secOndary education.

The New York State Board of Regents and I will continue to review-the pro
for IlEA reautharization and assist you in your leadership to reauthorize this act.

Sincerely,
GORDON M. -AURACH.

Attachment.

STATEMNNT OF GORDON M. ANRACII, PRWIDNNT Or MN UNIVERSITY Or TM: SPATE OF

NNW YORK, ANI1 C U11lMIs8IoNYIi of EDUCATION

The New York State Education Department appreciates this opportunity to .

'iubtiiit a, statement on-the proposal by Congressman Simon for reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act, which contains many elements that we can support
strongly. It also contains certain proposals with which we disagree. We need addi-
tional time to study some proposals, particularly Titles HI and XI, before we com-
ment extensively.

In New York, all educational ittitutionS, publte and non-public, elementary, sec-
ondary? postsecondary, and cultural, are part of The University of the State of New
York. The Regents of The University of the State of New YOrk are New York's edu-
cational governing board-and set educational policy for the State. The State Educa-
tion Department is t4ir administrative arm. In February 1984, the Regents issued
a comprehensive review of "Federal Legislation and EdUcation in New York State." ,.
A copy of that document is appended to this statement. It includes (pages 103-125) u
review of the major issues that must be addressed in reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act. Our comments in this statement are based on that review.

The basic aims of Congressman Simon's proposal expanded access and enhanced
quality---are laudable. However, a serious flaw in the proposal is that it does not
adequately rt,ciignize the responsibility of the state. to coordinate postsecondary
education. Indeed, it would weaken. the ability of states to set higher education
policy. At the postsecondary level, there si st be a strong partnership among insti-
tutions of higher education, state higher education agencies, and the Federal gov-
ernment. We do not believe that this proposal fosters that partnership. The Regents
believe that Federal higher education programs, other than direct student aid and
competitive research grant programs, should aid state higher education agencies to
assist colleges and universities in meeting national objectives,

We urge that the Congress give careful consideration to the maintenance of a
strong institutional/state/Federal partnership in pos 'ondary education, and that
reauthorization include effective measures to strength ei that partnership.

TITLE 1. cosrriNUINIU'POSTSECONDASY NDIJGA'110 FROGKAM AND PLANNING_

The proposed revision to Title I would embrace fforts to provide education out-
roach to adults, veterans, the illiterate, and the in rcerated: These all are popula-
tions with special needs, To erent extents, the totes are attempting to address
those needs. It might be most affective, therefore,_ provide 'population-based for-
mula grants to state higher education agencies, which would. make awards to higher
education institutions for the purpose of strengthening and improving efforts to ad-
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dress needs. Consideration should be given to coordination of these efforts With re-
lated efforts under the Vocational Education Act and the Job Training Partnership
Act,

We strongly,
disagree with the proposal to delete the Education Information

Center (EIC) program. In, New York, the EIC program has been a clear success.
With Federal ;aid, aid from the Kellogg Foundation, and local resources, we created
a network of seven Education ,Information Centers located in libraries and commu-
nay-based organizations. Between 1980 and 1983, they served almost 17,0,000 clients,
at an avefue cost of only $6.51 per person. An evaluation in 1983 of New York's
EICs found that most users were adults, 25 or older. Over 20 percent were unem-
ployed and seeking employment or additional education or skill development to im-
prove their job prospects. Sixty percent had incomes beloW $16,000. Over 90 percent
said they found new information at an EIC.

Education Information Centers. can be important, and notably cost- efficient, con -
tributors to the maintenance of a well-educated citizenry. Rather than eliminate the
Program, we striiiigly urge that it be reauthorized, in a separate part of Title I, to
meet the education information needs of 110 million adult Americans.

TITLE II. STRENGTHENING LIBRARY itb:fiouutom

The proposal would revise programs of suppport for college and research libraries,
and for library training and research, in the following ways: (1) Introducing a
"needs test" for institutional participation in the 'Resource Development 'Grants pro-
gram (Part A). We have not analyzed the effect of the specific elements proposed
and wish to study them further. (2) Emphasizing library use of technology and mi-
nority education programs under Training, Research, and Development (Part B). We
suppport such emphases. We strongly support reauthorization of the Strengthening
Research Library Resources program (Part C). New York has 11 comprehensive re-
search libraries recognized for their contributions to scholarship and research.

TITLE IV. STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

A strong state /Federal /institutional partnership is essential to effective 'student
aid fundipg and delivery. We recognize that the Federal role in assuring access to'
postsecondary education is carried out principally through student financial aid pro-
grams. Currently, some $1(l billion in student aid is provided from Federal, state,
institutional, and private sources.

New York has the largest state student aid program in the Nation-In 1982-83, we
provided $213,1 million inIgrants, loans, and scholarships tci almost 371,000 stu-
dents, accounting for aboutsChe-third of all funds spent by all the states on thestu-
dent aid grants. At the same time, students in New York received $323 million in

:Steil Grants and took out 411,000 Guaranteed Student Loans.
We are concerned about the adequacy of, and interrelationships among, Federal,

State, and other sources of student aid. Evidence suggests that the balance among
grants, work, and loans in the student aid delivery system may have shifted too far
towards loans. This does not mean that we favor further restrictions on the Guaran-
teed Stadent Loan program. What it .does mean, is that possible unmanageable loan
burdens are being placed on even our lower income students, who are least able to
bear them. If our student aid systems are to work, the balance must be shifted back
towards grants and work, so that students need not rely so heavily on loans to meet
the.wats of attending college beyond the self-help currently expected of students
and their families,
Pell gran&

We applaud the proposal to restore "entitlement" status to the Pell Grant pro-
gram. This is essential if the Pell Grant is to continue to function as the Nation's'
basic student aid program. Restoration of its "entitlement" status is one of the most
signficant reforms needed in the Higher Education Act. We also support inclusion
in statute of a Master Schedule and specific provisions governing family contribu-
tion. These proposed revisions will help to assure that low and middle income fami-
lies can determine inadvance the aid they can count on, and that tine aid ,will be .

available in a timely manner. We also agre4 with the proposed statutory definition
of an "independent" student.

In addition, the value of the Pell Grant clearly needs attention as do other aspects
of the program. The maximum Pelt Grant clearly must be increased. Several sugges-
tions also have been made concerning revision of the current percentage of cost lim-
itation, including the proposal by Congressman Simon that it comer up to 75 percent is
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of tuition plus an allowance for ion-tuition coats. We are not yet ready to recom-
mend any of the suggestions- .made in this proposal.
College work study
it We believe that consideration should be given to the question ofwhether or not
proprietary institutions that are duly authorized to confer degrees by the states in
which they are located should be able to use College Work Study funds for .on-
camps jobs
Canipus based block grunt

Congressman Simon proposes to consolidate Supplemental EduCational Opportuni-
ty Grants (S
tive Gran (SSIG

We s ngly op
coinpus-based block

National Direct Student Loans (NDS4d, and State Student 1.4gen.
into a Campus Based Block Grant:

inclusion of the State Student Incentive Griint prbgram in a
ant. SSIG is not now a-campus-based program; it is a program

to encourage states provide student aid pante. SSIG has had a significant influ-
ence on the growth of state student aid programs; therefore, we urge that SSIG not
be incorporated into any campus bailed black grant, but rather that it be reauthor-
ized and enhanced. ,

Guaranteed studentoloan program
The Guaranteed Student Loan Program provides a significant amount of financial

assistance for students. In response to the changes made in the GSL,prpgram by the
Edueation Amendments of 1980, the number of borrowers in New York,grew by 20
percent between 1980-81 and 1981-82, and loan volunle grew by 30 percent. Follow.
ing the changes made to .GSL by the PostsecOadary Student Assistance. Amen*,
merits of 1981, however, the value of loans made in New York dropped by 15.3 per-
cent between 1981-82 and 1982-83, from $1.137 billion to an eatimated $9,02.8 mil-
lion (including PLUS and ALAS loans): \

We believe that eligibility for. Guaranteed Student. Loans should not be k.strieted
further. In particular, we oppose the establishment of a need:: test for all students
regardless of income to establish eligibility for a Guaranteed Student Loan. ,

We also believe that the income ceiling established in 1981 should be reviewed if
it is to be retained. Currently, the $30,000 income ceiling, set in 1.981 'equal:J. an
income of only $22,500 in 1980 dollars. .

To say that eligibility for-Guaranteed Student Loans should not: 1i restricted does
not mean that loans are appropriate forms of financing for all-ettidents.. Students
from low or Iower.middle income families should receive sufficient aid kin the form
of grants to assure that they are not overbUrdened by debt. We urge that" Federal
student grant programs provide sufficient aid for such students to reverse the cur-
rent over-reliance on loans.

several other pro .0"--.Ntsii;1We support 7113 of the proposed revision to the Goat' anteed
Student Loan program, including t e concept of a "lender of last resort" in each
state and, especially, elimination of the loan origination' fee.
Special services for disadvantaged students

The "TRIO" programs authorized in ntle Wllent Search, Upward Bound, Spe-
cial Services for the Disadvantaged, Educational Opportunity Centeri, and Staff De-
velopment) are intended to aid students from disadvantaged backgrounds to attend

....),stsecondary education by providing a variety of outreach and support programs.
he concept of a state /Feder /instituitonal partnership strongly suggests that we

need a better coordination o fete and Federal efforts to provide access to postsec-
ondary education' for the disc vantaged, in order to assure that state and Federal
resources are used with maximpm effectiveness. Provision of an appropriate role for
state higher education agencies.weuld. be an effective way to .assure such coordina-
tion.
---In reauthorization, Upward Bound should be strengthened and expanded. Once

cons Bred a prototype, Upward Bound has proved its effectiveness: There are 18
Upward Bound programs in New. York State. It is particularly important tp consid-
er the level of Federal support needed to permit, Upward Bound's objectives' to be
widely achieved, and to allow flexibility: to states with their own established criteria
to define educationally and economically disadvantaged populationS.

'MIX V. TRACHEA PR5PARAT1ON

In New York, the Regents have taken strong steps to assure the quality of ele-
mentary, and secondary education, including competency test standards for a high
school diploma that are the highest in the Nation. To assist schools to meet the
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standards expected of them. The State Education-Department has adopted an ap-
proach to providing services and assistance that concentrates on those schools most
m need of it. We are implementing this fall a requirement of entry-level examina-
tions for persons newly seeking certification to teach in New York's public schools.
Following a two-year review, the Regents have adopted an Action Plan that aims at
strengthening curricula and instruction in elementary and secondary schools.

Obviously, one of the major elements in the quality" of schools is an adequate
supply of well-qualified teachers. With the exception of 'mathematics and science
teachers, who currently are in short' supply, there is today an adequate pool of
qualified applicants from which districts can draw to fill vacancies. These conditions
will change in the late 801b, however. It is necessary that steps be taken now to
ensure that we will be able to meet the anticipated need for new teachers in the.
late 80's. In addition to that emerging need, there are immediate needs for mathe-
matics and science teachers. ,

A second, equally significant, need is for staff development to assure that the cur- ,
rent teaching force remains up-to-date in knowledge and skills. The limited influx of
new teachers over the past several years has meant that weals cannot rely on
newly prepared teachers for infusion of new ideas. It is clear that staff development
is the single most important factor for improvement in pupil performance.

The Regents position is that Federal funds for educational personnel development
should be provided through aid to the states and, in tueo, to local districte for both

Fpre-service
and insiervice training in educational instittitions an teacher centers.

urther, the Regents have urged that educational research and development funded
liy the Federal government be conducted cooperatively between Federal agencies
and state agencies with demonstrated capacity. Research and development program
efforts must link Federal, state, local school, and classroom personnel in a vertical
relationship to assure that these efforts will have a direct impact on instruction.

The proposed revisiqns to Title V` attempt to address both pre-service and in-serv-
ice education needs. We are disappointed, however, that they provide little if any
role for the states for whom education is a or responsibflity,

We believe that the aid programs proposed for Partin A, B, and C should be operat-
ed by the states. Further, it is essential that such programs take into account state-
identified areas of need and state priorities derived frorn pupil needs.

. , .

TITLE VI. INTILRNATIONA,L W.DUCATION

We support reauthorization of the International and Foreign Llingaiage Studies
send Business and International Education programs in Title VI. We also support
expansion of faculty study abroad and undergraduate student exchange programs.
The decline in, language proficiency in recent years comes at a time of increasing
interdependence among nations in both the public and private sectors. The de-
creased emphasis placed on knowledge of foreign languages and cultures in recent
years can have an adverse effect on the United States in our ability to remain cog-
nizant of international scientific and = technical developments, the effectiveness of
our foreign policy, the capability of the public to understand world events fully so
that official policies will reflect the interests and concerns of the American people,
and the improvement of mutual understanding among different ethnic group; and
cultures within American society.

The Regents have taken particular interest in H.R. 2708, the "Foreign Language
Assistance for National Security. Act." That bill would provide $50 million in grants
to state education agencies for model programs to be designed and operated.by local
education agencies and two-year colleges, pcotsecondary institutions with more than
five percent of their enrollment receiving foreign language instruction, and colleges
and universities to conduct intensive language summer institutes for eX0epti011it1
secondary school students and elementary and secondary school teachers and for
study abroad programs for advanced students who are training for professions with
a potential international dimension. The. Regents are _pleased that this bill has been
passed by the House of Representatives and urge the Senate to pass it.

.feria vu. CONSTRUCFION, RECONSTRUCTION, AND RENOVATION OF ACADEIC.FACILITIES

The adequacy of the academic facilities of colleges and universities directly con-
tributes to excellence in poetsecondary education. To achieve and maintain excel-
lence, colleges and universities need facilities that are conducive to it, well-main-
tained and able to accommodate modern equipment and the academic resources
needed for their programs of study and research.

At present, Title VII authorizes a program of grants for up to 50 patcent of the
eligible cost of construction, reconstruction, and renovation of undergraduate ace-,
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demic facilitiesaPart A), and of graduate facilities (Part B). Italia() authorizes a pro-
gram of long-term loans, at very low interest, for col truction and renovation of
academic facilities (Part C). These programs have been valuable to New York's col-
lwes and universities. .

- . r.,

The revisions proposed for Title VII would give emp is to 01 low-interest loans
for construction of academic and research facilities, an (2) matching grants for the

..." purchase of laboratory and instructional equipment. S higher education agencies
would play no role in those programs. ,

We believe that a program] of Federal. grants for facilities :replacement, recoil-
atruction, and rehabilitation probably is preferable to a loan program. Some colleges
maylave debts that are reaching unmanageable levels. While there will continue to
be a place for low-interest Federal loans for facilities, for institutions that have diffi-
culty arranging for financing from more Conventional sour ra"74eilities grant prey`'
gram continues to be needed. .. i -.

In the event that u loan program is authorized rather th a grant program, it is
essential that state higher education agency review and comment be required, in
order to assure that projects comply with state,rnaste plana. .

.

There is an unequestioned need to assure that colleges and universities have up,
to-date instructional and research equipment. We support a program to aid acquisi-
tion of instructional and research equipment. There is a need for review of propoe-'
als by state higher education agencies to assure that projects are consistent with , '

state master plans. - ,.

TITLE VIII. COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

We very strongly support expansion of the Cooperative Education program. Such
support has consistently been the position of the Regents over several years. 'During
1982-83, there were 13,665 undergraduates participating in cooperative education
programs at 5ti postsecondary institutions in New York. In 1982, 33 New York insti-
tutions received grants under Title VIII.

TITLE IX. GRADilATE PROGRAMS

Aniong.the most critical issues to be addressed in the area of graduate and profes-,
sional education is the assurance of access. Ability, rather than, personal means,
should be the key determinant of access to gradaate and professional education; it is
essential to avoid a system in which only the relatively wealtha, can obtain the ad-
vancetT academic or professional education needed to .teach or. to puraue other ca-
reers, It is especially important to enhance access for number of minority groups.

At the same time, a balance must be maintained between,granta and loans. Many
careers that ,require graduate education, such as teaching, do not promise the in-
comes necessary to permit repayment of substantial loans, especially if they are
added on top of loans for undergraduate study.,A 1,982 stud. by Educational Teatilig
Service discovered that almost half of the persOns earning Ph. D.'s in the arta and
sciences, and over 80 percent of graduates of law sithooli(andaneclical twill:a:Ai, had
"urimanageabrct" debts.

There is a critical need to restore an appropriate balance(betweeif grants and
loam; for graduate and professional study by providing special incentives to the.moat
promising students and to members of underrepresented *Minority groups to 'seek
graduate and advanced professional education. For this resit? n, we strongly support
the proposal:4 for reauthorization of the Fellowships for Graduate' and.Profesaional .
Students and'/the, National Graduate Fellowships. The continued health of American
society is dependent on the education of the,future generations of scholars who will
discover and 'transmit knowledge in the humanities, the- 'social and behavioral sci-

ences, the- initural sciences, and the learnedprofessiona. .

TITLE /iv VUND FOICITIE IMPROVEMENT Or PORTSECONDARY EDUCATION

Since its creation, we have supported the activities of the Fund, for the Improve-
ment of Postsecondary Education. We support the proposed reauthorization.

TITLE XII. ENDOWMENT DEVELOPMENT (PROPOSIO3)

A new Title XII is proposed to establish an Endowment Development pregram.,
authoriied at $600 million for each of three years, to provide grants pf not less than
$100,000 nor more than $500,000 to public and non - profit independent institutions
as a contribation toward institutional endowment. No institution would be eligible
to receive more than one award. The amount of an institution's award Wbuld be

46i
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based on its relative need. Up to 2,000 awards would be made in each of the first
three.years.
. We support the concept of the proposed Endowment Development program. There
is a sizable number of institutions in New York that could benefit from it. However,

-the proposal indicates that no restrictions would be placed on the institution's ipso of
the funds. It is intended that the institution could spend the principal. We believe
that some restriction on the ability of the institution to spend the principal should
be,considered: Otherwise, the proposed program would not achieve the objective of
developing institutions' financial resources and lessening their needs for Federal

M
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HEARINGS ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

TUESDAY, APRIL\ 1984 (MORNING)

HOUSE OF 'REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE aN Enucknox AND LABOR,

SUBCOMMITTEE bN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:45 a.M., in room
2261, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. TimothY J. Penny
(member of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Penny, Gunderson, and Pack,.ard.
Staff present: William A. Blakey, staff director; and John Dean,

Republican assistant counsel.

on Postsecondary Education today continues its hearin on the re-
Mr. PENNY. The meeting will come to order. The Sisbcdminittee

authorization of the Higher Education Act. We have this morning
a distinguished group of college and university presidents who willoffer their perspectives on the reauthorization and the 4pecific pro-
poials contained in H.R. 5240. .

, I welcome you here this morning on behalf of Chairman Simon. I
apologize for the absence of several members on this side: As you
know, there is an, election in New York today and oUrl, colleague,
Mr. Harrison, from Pennsylvania had to debate his prii*ary oppo-
nent last night and is unable to be present this morning. chairman
Simon regrets that he cannot join us, but he has indicated that he
has most of the testithony and will followup with some questions
for several of you at a later time.

I ask unanimous consent that both the chairman's statement and
Mr. Harrison's statement be entered in the record at this point.
Without objection, that will be done.

[Opening statement of Congressman Paul Simon follows:1

OPINING STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL SIMON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN -CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF ILLINOIS AND CHAIRMAN, SUSCOMMITTEE ON POST SW.CONDAILY EDUCA-
TION

Todays' hearing continues a dialogue we began in Washington last week and con-
tinued inSt. Louis and New York over the weekend. These Higher Education Reau-
th9rization hearings will address the spectrum of issues related to the appropriate
Ferderal role in higher education, the proper focus of our programmatic effort, and
funding commitments to low and middle-income students and to postsecondary insti-tutions.

The Higher Education Act Amendments of-1.984 (H.R: 324O) refocuses- stUd6nt fi:nancial aid on the neediest student to ensure that the student who could not begin,
or would not complete, an education, because of high costa end limited family re-sources. will have that opportunity.

(440)
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H.R. 5240 simplifies student aid programs with one grant, one work and one loan
program, along with an institutional block grant program. The student financial aid
programs were created by Congress over the last two decades. The purpoee was to
make funds ay.Cable to students who had no other way to finance their education,
In today's economy with nationwide unemployment at 7.8%, youth unemployment
at 19.3% and minority youth unemployment at 43.5%, it is time to refocus these
programs to address the need they were created to serve.

I am looking forward to hearing from today's witneeses on the specific and the
broad policy questions raised in H.R. 5240.

I am very interested in receiving witnesses comments regarding the proposals in
H.R: 5240 that make changes in Federal student financial aid programs, including.
making the Pell Grant program an entitlement, merging SEOG, NDSL and SSIG
into Institutional Block Grant, the modification of the "half-cost" provision and the
"independent student" definition, among other issues.

H.R. 5240 addresses a number of needs of graduate education, including the exten-
sion of aid to Fraduate students. The poposaIs include a presumption of self-euffi-
ciency (independence) for graduate, students, allowing limited graduate student eligi-
bility for Pell Grants, and raising loan limits for guaranteed student loans. e

College and universities nationwide are in need of funds to halt the deterioration
sof America's university research- facilities and buildings generally. H.R. 5240 ad-
dresses that need for low-income renovation and construction loans and instrumen-
tation grants: Today's witneseesi are particularly able to comment on the bills ap-
prauch to this concern.

[Opening statement of Congressman Timothy Penny followsl

OPENING STATEMENT a HON. TIMOVIY J. PENNY, A RE.PRESENTATIVI; IN CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Good Morning. The Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education today.continues its
hearings on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. We have appearing
this morning a distinguished group of ,college and university Presidents who will
offer their perspectives on the reauthorization and the specific proposals contained
in H.R. 5240, The Higher Education Act Amendments of 1984.

I welcome you here this morning on behalf of Chairman Simon and apologize for
the absence of several of the Members on this side. As you know, there is an elec-
tion in New York today and 'my colleague frem Pennsylvania, Mr. Harrison from
Pennsylvania, had to debate his primary opponents last night and is unable to be
present. Chairman Simon regrets that he cannot join us this morning but he has
indicated he has most of the witnesses' testimony and will follow-up with some ques

"-ions for several of you.
I ask unanimous consent that both the Chairman's statement and Mr. Harrison's

statement be entered in the re rd at this point.
Let's begin with Dr. Jordan from Peim State.

Mr. PENNY. We will begin with Dr. Jordan from PeiptState and
special greetings from Congressman Harrison to you.

[Prepared statement of Dr. Bryce Jordan follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. BRYCE JORDAN, PRESIDENT, TUE PENNSYLVANIA STATE
Llivivessrry

Chairman Simon and Members of the Subcommittee:
Thank you for this opportunity to testify on matters of critical importance to the

country's system of higher education. We at Penn State find your concern for the
Nations colleges and universities encouraging,

We are particularly pleased that you have taken the initiative to address The dis-
parity that has evolved in higher education in the ratio of student loans to grants.
We welcome your efforts to correct that disparity by placing more emphasis on
higher education grants to reduce existing pressiiree on students to take on fre-
quently alarming loan burdens.

Higher education caste are increasingly squeezing families who are attempting to
support their children's postsecondary education. A recent national study completed
by the College Board, for example, revealed that only one it- five families of the
1983 -84 freshman class can provide the $4,700 required for a year at an average
public university, down from one in four in 1976. According to the College Board
study. only one in ten families can provide the $8,400 necessary for a year at a typi-
cal private institution, down from one in eight. in 1976.
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We are witnessing the consequences of such trends at Penn State. Our Office of.
Student Aid. for example. has called to my attention a case of a young Black woman
majoring in engineering at our University Park Campus. She will start her senior
year next fall with a total loan indebtedness of $19,500.

This is just one example of a growing trend in higher education that poses poten-
tial problems for the future, For the 19V-84 academic year, for example, the total
documented financial need for our undergraduate students was $99.8 million. After
all existing aid sources had been taken into consideration, the unmet financial need

4s for these students totaled $22.8 million. The unmet need for our freshmen alone-to-
taled $(.8 million. Again, after all existing aid sources had been taken into -onsider-
ation. the unmet financial need for Penn State's black students totaled t .arlY $1
million. This has a pronounced negative effect on our efforts to recruit anddNltetain
black student.~.

Because of the Scarcity of grant dollars, our students' with documented finan al
need are turning to loans to finance their education. Over half of our students par-
ticipating in the National Direct Student Loans (NDSL) program also must borrow
from the Guaranteed Student Loans (GSL) program to stay at Penn State. The
mean amount borrowed by theseour neediest studentsis an alarmingly high
annual per capita total of $3,262, Approximately one-fifth of the University's Black
Achievement Students are included in the group which must tap both NDSL and
GSL for fundS. They are among the university's highest achievers. Their situation
reflects the inadequacy of available grant funds to support their academic work. In
addition, nearly 50 percent of those students accumulating the $3,262 annual indebt-
edness are also receiving Supplemental Grant (SEOG) funds. Thus, we support pro-
posals to increase the maximurn award levels for the Pell Grant program.

As the National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges (NA-
SULGC) has noted, the Pell Grant program is the most important program for stu-
dents in the public sector of higher education. Almost 85 percent of student aid re-
cipients in that sector received a Pell Grant in the 1981-82 academic year. NA-
SULGC studies indicate that the maximum Pell award between the FY '.79 and FY
'84 has increased by only 5.5 percent ($100), while average undergraduate student
charges in the public sector for the same period jumped by 49.7 percent ($1,633). The
Department of EdUcation is projecting that the number of Fell recipients in four-
,ear public institutions will decline from 1.013 million. in FY '79 to 938,000 in FY
84. In terms of dollars, the aggregate amount of Pell Grant funds to students in
four-year public schools has also declined from $1.01 billion in FY '79 to $934 mil-
lion in FY '82.

We join NASULG'C in supporting proposals calling for the eStahlislutent of Pell
Grants as an entitlement, . We recognize that relent economic history' has made end-
tlem'ent programs something of a political anathema. However, in the case of Pell
Grants. we believe it is justified. Entitlement status would preserve this critical pro-
gram froin annual budgetary threats. We would hope that an entitlement program
would not jeopardize other vital portions of the Title IV student aid package.

As you know, the proposed modification of the "half-cost" provision in the Pell
Grant program is a controversial topic in the higher education community. Main-
taining the "half-cost" ceiling at its current 50 percent of tuition costs does not, pro-
vide adequate funding for students. We are, therefore. very pleased with your initia-
tive to incorporate inflation adjustments into the Pell Grant formulas. We also wel-
come your'effort to increase the "half-cost" ceiling to 75 percent, but the proposed
program still does not recognize student costs adequately. The Pell program Histori-
cally has not recognized the true costs students must meet. Penn State, for example,
has conducted student cost surveys on a regular basis. These surveys have sampled
on-campus, off-campus. and commuting students'at our University Park campus and
our other campuses which serve undergraduates. Survey results consistently show
that these students' actual and legitimate costs for room and board are greater than
the Pen cost of attendance allowance (see Table 1).

These same cost disallowances unfortunately are continued in the proposed reau-
thorization. Our Office of Student Ad., for example, has projected that under the
proposed reauthorization, the percen e, of disallowed costs total 28 percent for our
on-campus students. 32 percent for our commuting students, and 44 percent for our ,
off-campus students. This situation needs to be corrected not only to benefit stu-
dents, but also because failure to do so will perpetuate a problem that exists in the
student aid funding structure. Specifically, in the proposed #eauthorization, a uni-
versity's allotment formula for other Title IV student aid funds is driven by the dol-
lars awarded to its Pell recipients. Thus, under the proposed reauthorization, stu-
Vnts at sortie academic institutions will be denied their fair 4nd reasonable share 'of
prnpn,4-ni inst itt4t inrua block grant fLirvi4Lard 3,4,tarjrAitudy forkcii;
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We believe a more equitable approach for the allotment of student aid funds
would first recognize the total cost (including tuition) students must pay for their
popt-secondary education. That cost should then become the base of which a prede-
termined percent applied equally to all institutions would be eligible for atudenkaid
funds. To avoid division within the higher education community, we strongly recom-
mend further study of this isriue,. It is our hope that such study will lead to the de-
velopment of a standardized and acceptable Pell formula that recognizes the true
cost of attendance experienced by on-campus, off -campus, and commuting studenti.

We believe the proposal to create an institutional Block Grant Program is worthy
of careful consideration, We would support the notion of flexibility with accountabil-
ity inherent in such a program. However, we recognize that block grant prOgrams
have been used in the very recent past as a mechanism to consolidate federal
budget cuts and return certain financial responsibilities to the states. The block
grant concept raises the specter of budget reductions rather than adequate funding
for student aid.

I would like to add that adequate student aid for graduate students is very impor-
tant to Penn State. As one of the nation's leading research universities, we are plac-
ing increasing emphasis on the breadth and quality of our graduate programs. Thus
we, like the other research universities in the nation, strongly support adequate stu-
dent aid for graduate students. Insufficient aid for graduate students will 'have seri-
ous consequences for the nation's basic research effort and the benefits that effort
produces for our society.

Signs of Trouble wad Erosion: A Report on Graduate Education in America.A
study completed recently' by the National Commission on Student Financial Assist-
ance, addressee this important issue. Noting that graduate education is designed to
-create, loth new scholarship and new scholars, the report reminds us that it is not
possible to condutt first-rate graduate education without original research. This
unity between graduate education and research is a key national asset, The authors
of the report note that America's graduate research and education enterprise was at
the heart of the nation's success after World War II and argue that it will be criti-
cal to our continued success through the end of this century. The study continues
that. and I quote,

"It is to our universities that we must once again turn if we are to improve our
commerce and industry, preserve and defend the nation, conquer disease and mal-
nutrition, and reclaim the environment as well as to restore the intellectual and
civic fabric of American society."

The nation's research universities will not be ready to riptind to that challenge
unless they are able to attract and maintain a pool of talented graduate students.
Unfortunately, that poll has been declining. For example, only one-third of Har-
vard's 196O summa cum laude graduates engaged in graduate study compared to
over three quarters of such students in the '1960's. Many. in the sciences, as you
know, are attracted away from graduate study by competitive salaries and the Op-
portunity to have access to outstanding laitlbratories and facilities in thesindustrial
sector. Part of the student trend away from traditional graduate study can be attrib-
uted to what the authors of Signs of Trouble and Erosion call the "unstable nature
of federal support of the graduate enterprise."

Robert Rosenzweig, President of the American Association of Universities, reiter-
ated this point in the March, 1984, issue of Change. He noted that instead of care-
fully constructing a national policy on the federal role in graduate education, we
have alloived this field to drift more or less aimlessly." This must change, a titan:
tam advocated by John Brademas, President of NeW York University and Chairman
of the Graduate Education Subcommittee of the National Continission on Student
Financial Assistance. Dr. Brademas argues that the federal government has an obli-
gation to ensure stable support of graduate research and training. In the March -2,
19S4, issue of Silence he noted that adequate 'Student aid --through loans, -fellow-
ships, research and teaching assistantships, and work-study ppgramsis an impor-
tant part of that support, especially to. minorities and women..P.

The Graduate Professional Study Program (G-POP), the only federal program
providing fellowship support for both Minorities. and women, provides an example
that demonstrates several of our college and program,"needs. G`POP funding for
twenty-two students was requested by Penn State for the 1984-85 academic year in
art-as including Agriculture; Business; Earth and Mineral Sciences; Health, Physical
Education and Recreation; Communication Disorders; and Psychology. Nine awards
were made. Although this is um increase over previoua years, it still means other
funding will have to be foun&for thirteen students if they are to attend Penn State.
Furthermore, supplemental funding for Penn State's nine GiPOP students will have
to be secured. (;'PUP currently provides a twelve-month,living stipend of $4,500.
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This compares to $8,100 that the National Science Foundation Fe llOwo receive, It
does not cost less money to-seprt a G'POP Fells than an NSF Fellow. We sup-
port your efforti to bring the stipend up to the level of other federal fellowships
programs, which would recognize the program for the service it provides. Continu-ing GPOP wis an insufficiently funded program (both in scope and in individual
awards) subtly 'perpetuates the myths that caused the need for such a program ini-
tially. Increasing felleivship support in this area would demonstrate federal commit-
Inuit to helping minorities and women achieve. equal access to graduate education.

As.Dr, 13radernaS noted, because "graduate training is inttat-0y connected to re-
search, assistance to students cannot be reduced without diminishing the entire re-search endeavor." Few would argue with that statement. Yet assistance to graduate
students is not what it should be. During the 1982-83 academic year at Penn - State,
for example, the University enrolled 6,104 graduate students. Only 37 percent of
them had assistantships. The number of fellowships available to Penn State gradu-
ate studenti hats declined by 184, or. 53 percent, between 1973 and 1983. For the
1982-83 year, fellowships supported only 173 graduate students or 3.0. percent of the
total graduate student enrollmene_Graduate students at Penn State, like our under-
graduate students; are increasingly turning to loans to finance their education. In
the last three yeats alone, the number of our graduate students using loans has in-creased 34 percent.

We are, obviously, concerned about the types of resources available to our gradu-
ate students. The average cost of education for a Penn State graduate student in the
1982-83 scalded-lie year was $7,083-fora Pepnsylvania resident and $9,339 for an out-
of-state resident. ,These costs Have increased 52 percent in the, last four years. The
financial resources available to cover such expenses for our 6,104 graduate students
for the 1982-83 academic year totaled $27.2 million. That compared to total costs of
$48,7 million. The $21.5 million difference had to be made up by often nonexistent
personal resources.

Given the rising costs of graduate education and decreases in resources available
to meet the costs, it is apparent that the annual maximum guaranteed student loan
amount of $5,000 established in 1976 is outdated, An annual maximum amount of
between $6,000 and $7,000 would be-closer to costs and*we support. efforts to adjust
the maximum amount of the GSL annulustri.11init to reflect real costs more ade-
quately. Of course, as the annual maximum 'SL amount is increased, both limits to
the aggregate amount borroived and the length of time required to repay the loan
must he reviewed. Extending the repayment period for these loans from ten to fif-
teen.years would aid our graduate students. I would like to add; this point that we
question the $65,000 annual family income-cap proposed for thMSL program. We
feel access to that program,- should be based -on documented need, regardless of
farnily income,

National priorities must be set to achieve the goals of quality graduate education
Ird research as well aa, equal access to the nation's colleges and universities.

chieving a more equitable balance between fellowship and loan` pregram; should
be a dominant factor when pursuing these priorities. Penn State welcomes proposals
to increase graduate student access to Title IV student aid prOgrams. However, such
programs must be adequately funded so that graduate student access does not mean
reductions in the amount of student aid available to undergraduate students.

I would like-to add that we recogdir2r and support the initiative this commlktee is
taking to maintain and improve access to higher education in America. Educational
access is the cornerstone of the Morrill Act which, in 1862, fostered the most ambi-
tious and pz'oductive system of higher education in the history of the werld enabling
land-grant universities like Penn State to develop, As Di-, Frank, Rhodes, my col-league from Cornel4 has argued so eloquently, "Investnent in a program of open
access to higher education is a necessary part ofindeed, the very foundation &
the nation's -future, prosperity and well beirig:,", Ilowever, we must also recognize
that academic merit is an important facet of graduate education and, must be
strong facto in allocation of support for graduate students.

We at 1-,e n State also welcome efforts to allow more institutional control in ..the
distribution f student aid' funds as well as proposals to increase the College Work-
Study (CWS program. Penn State has had a good experience with the work-study
effort, More than 3,700 of 'our staclenta.are participating current in this program,
'l'liese students are a substantisklisaet to the University; their work ranges from
peer counseling in student aid to assisting research professors. As-you-might expect,
'there are many more positions proposed for such students by the faculty than thereare funds to support them.

The Penn State experience suggeSts that those who advocate reduction in the,stu-
dent aid system based on the assumption that such aid c tinuds to be to6 generous
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are m sinfornied. Since the 1978-79 academic year, the g-ro"wth in employment hais
. been eater than the growth in grants at Penn State. During that came time

....as period, the growth in employment has also exceeded the growth in loans. The
growth in employment (up 305 percnt since 1978-79) and loans (up 90 percent since
1978-79) has outstripped the growth in grants (up 69 percent since 1978-79).

As you know better than I,- the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act Of
1965 is an enormously complex task that involves a diverse group of constituencies
throughout the United States. Recognizing that, we- would like at this time to focus

), our comments on the, reauthorization on three points in addition to those we have
already made on student aid. They deal with the proposed Black College and Uni-
versity -Act in Title 111; Title VII: Construction, Reconstruction, and Renovation of
Academic Facilities; and Title VI: International Education Prograins.

As part of an aggressive program designed to increase the proportiop of black stu-
dents at Penn State, the University is workirig to,establish links with Cheyney and
Lincoln Universities, both traditionally, black schools..Such schools unquestionably
need to upgrade their instructional and research equipment as well as to strengthen
their programs in 4isciplines where black students are underiepresented. Our expe-
rience suggests the this upgrading process should not occur in isolation, but in con-
cert with other supportive institutions. Cooperative efforts to improve the postsec-
ondary education of black studentel, particularly of those seeking entrance into grad-
uate or professional school, are very promising. When strengthening traditionally
black colleges and universities, we must not fall prereliethe implicit notion of "sepa-
rate but equal." Rather,-blacks and -whites must togetherwith other minority
groups reap the benefits of (nattily ,higher education, systems developed for and

Available to all our people. We support those who adVocate the need to involve the
---- federal government in the upgrading of black schools while facing the very real di=

lemma of being in competition with those school's for talented black students.
I would be remiss if I did not emphasize again the pressing need for increased

. federal funding for riaieatch equipment and facilities, a point I discussed in consid-
erable detail before this committee on .December 8, in Pittsburgh. As I said that, the
Pennsylvania State University is among the top twenty research universities in the
nation. Yet, we are dangerouslz behind in keiVang the University at the state-of-the-
art in engineering and seientitic equipment. Updating our equipment and facilities
is Penn State's sipgle most pressing need for substantial funding support. It .is be-
coming increasingly critical.

Hence, we applaud Title VI in its effort to provide support to improve reseattch
facilities at the nation's universities. You have summarized well the need for this,
Mr. Chairman, on pages 4S and 49 of the Januafy 19, 1984, document highlighting
your thoughts for reauthorization. we welcome your efforts to emphasize low inter-
est loans for the construction of academicand reseai-ch facilities and ,po provide
matching grants for the purchase of laboratory and instructional equipment. We
regret, however, that you saw the need to increase the local sharp for construction
projects from 20 percent to 54) percent. We also hope that your proposal to authorize
$100 million annually for five years to provide matching grants to universities to
purchase laboratory, research, and ether instructional equipment is enacted,

Before concioding, I would also like to applaud your interest and leadership in
international education as outlined in Title VI. The need for international education
is becoming increasingl critical in our pluralistic society. It is an area we are nur-

at Penn State. e idea of establishing a National Endowment for Interna-
tionaltional Education offers ht promise in this area. Your long-standing commitment
to and support of international education is appreciated.

We thank you for this opportunity to share our views with you on these impor-
tant issues and for your work on behalf of higher education.

TABLE -1.---COMPARISON OF ALLOWABLE PELL COSTS AND ACTUAL STUDENT COSTS FOR ROOM ARD

-. ,.. BOARD AT THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITYr:. t_____.
carsni wir 1483-64 HON ocis4lion its ol 1484 a6

Mavable saireviAi nu .a Nem* Fluiected eawma3cai
PM costs milts cots PO cats

,
=Ss

cosis

&mule. , . . $1,100 51,5/5 ($475) $1,200 $1,1/0 ($570)

Off-carn%s 1,100 2,562 (1,462) 1,600 2.879 (1,279)

On-Campus (residential) 2,464 2,464 2,0004 , 2,769 (769)

C/4t1131 C431$ pi415 414104,de:I 5 percent Awe' uveise
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STATEMENT OF Olt RIIVCE JORDAN, PRESIDENT,
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY

Dr. JORDAN. Thank you. Mr. Pe,nny and ,mpinbers of the commit-
tee, I do thank you for the chance to appear before you related to
these very important issues in higher education. I have submitted
extensive remarks for the record and what I would hope to do here
thing is simply sununarize those remarks.M.May, I should like to turn first to the matter of student aid
and begin by commending this subcommittee's initiative h ad-
dressing what we view as a very serious disparity developing in
higher education i'n the ratio of student loans to grants-We haVe
beg to note that student loan indebtedness is becoming quite
alarming. ,

Recently, our student financial aid officer pointed out to me an
example of a young, black woman majoring in engineering at the
University Park Caznpus at Penn. State. She is now finishing her `...,
junior year and as she finishes that year, she will have a total loan
indebtedness or$19,030. This is illustrative of a growing trend, we.
think, in higher'education. ..

At Penn Statr- the total documented financial need for under-
graduate students, for 1983-84 academic year was $99.8 million. We-
can document an unmetneed for these students that totals $22.8
million. Over half of oar students who participate-in the National
Direct Student Loan Program also must bor.row from the GSL, or
Guaranteed Student Loan Program, in order to stay in school at
Penn State.

Continuing to talk about this matter of loan obligation, the mean
annual amount borrowed by our neediest students is at an alarm-
ingly high per capita total of $3,262, mean annual amount. Penn
State has a particular interest in recruiting and retaining black
students from the State of PennsylVania as well as from elsewhere.
One-fifth of our black students that are among the university's
highest achievers are included in the group which. must borrow
from NDSL and from GSI,. 4

I mentioned earlier that the mean annual amount per capita
total Joan was $:3,262. Nearly half 43f the students accumulating
that total, that mean, also are receiving supplemental grant funds.
So in that environmentthe environment in which we are work-
ingthe fiscal environment for our students, we support proposals
which would increase maxinvVirn award levels of the Pell Grant,
Program and we support proposals c fling for the establishment ofI.
Pell Grants as entitlement. We suppo t proposals to incorporate in-
flation adjustments in the Pell Grant We certainly support propos-
als to increase the half-cost ceiling to 75 percent of tuition costs.

Still the prOposed program does. not recognize student costs ade7
quately. At Penn State, the costs of tuition over years have risen
170 percent. So we do suggest further study of this issue so that -a
standardized Pell formula which is acceptable to the entire higher
education community can b"ii developed. .

Such a formula, we belie.ve, should recognize the true costs of' at-
tendance experienced by three types of studentson campus, off
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campus°, and commuting students, All public universities are find-
ing increasing Qumbers of commuting students and the inequities
there are perhaps the *gest of all.

We do support also the proposal to increase the College Work-
Study Program. Let me point out that Penn 'State has had a par-
ticularly fine experience with the College. Work-Study Program.
More than 3,700 of our students are participating at this point in
work which ranges from pure counseling in the student aid pro-
gram to active research activity in the laboratoriv and research
programs of.our professors. There is much more iteed there than
we can presently fulfill.

We also want to comment on the Institutional Block Grant Pro-
gram. We think that is-very worthy of conside ation because of the

\ flexibility and the accountability involved, b we do have a cau-
tion. We recognize the block grant programs ave been used in the

I very recent past as a mechanism for consolidating Federal budget
cuts and for throwing additional financial responsibilities on the
States and we are cautious about that.

We have a very particular interett in improving the possibility
and the climate for student financiallaid for graduate students. We
think thisiis a critical national problem which has been increasing
as support for graduate students has declined over tlAyears.

Sufficient aid for graduate students is critical to the research
effort of our Nation's major universities. We think that insufficient
aid for graudate students has had severe consequences fe re-
search posture of our entire country and for our country s basic re-
search effort and we see increasing problems unless that trend of
financial aid for graduate students can be reversed. We support
very fully the conclusions of a study recently published by 'one of
our former distinguished colleagues, the now distinguished presi-
dent of NYU, John. Brademas, a report titled, "Signs of Trouble

d Erosion: A Report on Graduate Education in America." That
study argues and I quote, "It is to our universities that we must
once again turn if we are to improve our commerce and industry,
preserve and defend our Nation, conquer disease and malnutrition
and reclaim the environment as well as to restore the intellectual .
and civic fabric of American society."

The Nation's major research universities of which the Pennsylva-
nia State University is one will not be able to respond to that kind
of a ringing call unless they are able to attract and obtain a talent-
ed pool of graduate 'students. The key to that is adequate graduate
student aid.

. Assistance to graduate students is certainly not what it should
be. At Penn State during 1982-83, we enrolled 6,104 graduate stu-
dents. Qnly 37 percent of those students had assistantships. Only

or 3 percent, -had fellowships. The number of graduate fellow-
ships available to Penn State graduate students has declined by
184, or 5a percent, between 1973 and 1983.

The matter of an increasing amount of debt liability is just as
true for graduate students as it is for undergraduates. Increasingly,
graduate students are turning to loans to finance their education.
In the last 3 Years, the number of graduate students using loans
has increased 34 percent.

r
4
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We point out, by the way, th e average cost of education for
a Penn State graduate student as increased 52 percent in the last
4, years. For 1982-83 academic '3- ar, the total cost for a Pennsylva,
nia resident graduate student was $7,083. For an out-of-state stu-
dent., over $9,300.

In this environment, we support proposals to raise the annual'
maximum CZuaranteed Student Loan amount to $7,000. We support
increases in the limits to the aggregate amount borrowed and, par-
ticularly important, in view of the load which graduate students

-and undergraduate students are carrying,. an extension of the
length of time required to repay those loans.

I want to comment particularly on the Graduate Professional
Student Program or G*POP as it. is called. G*POP is a very impor-eoi taut program and something that Penn State is spending a greatdeal of attention and energy on these days: That is, the recruit-
ment and the retention of larger numbers of minority graduate
students. There is h sizable shortage of minority faculty on the..campuses of most major American universities. We see the G*POP

% as an important avenue for educating and recruiting top-flight
yOung minority Ph.D.'s onto the faculties of major .universities. We
particularly support the prograni which would increase the G*POP
stipend from its current -I2-month, $4,500 to a much larger figure.
G*POP stipends simply do not compare to NSF fellowships
CITOP stipends being at $4,500 and NSF fellowships at $8,100. It's
one of the great ways increasing minority participation in higher
education and in faculties of our major universities.

We also support:propesals to inqease graduate student access to
title TV student aid programs. However, we do want to stress that
academic merit i,is an mport-wt facet of graduate education and
must be a stronger factor in tl-lb allocation of support for graduate
students. Need is an important consideration, but merit is a very
important consideration, if our universities are to provide the kind
of highly educated graduate degree holders which our country
must have.

I would' like to discuss very briefly the matter of support 'for
black colleges and universities. We support proposals to involve the
Federal Government in the upgrading of these black institutions,
but I. would point out that we face a very real dilemma in being in
competition with those schools for talented black students. It cre-
ates a real dilerprndfor Penn State, for example.

presentlji. have close cooperative ties with Lincoln and
Cheyney Universities in Pennsylvania. These are traditionally
black schools and our efforts there suggest that the upgrading proe-
ess should not occur in isolation but in concert with supportive in-
stitutions, such as Penn State and our other major research univer-

;.sities in Pennsylvania. F
. ,Cooperative efforts to improve poAsecondary education of black
students', particularly of those seeking entrance into graduate or
professional school, we think are very, very promising, Blacks and
whites must together with other minority groups reap the benefits
of quality higher education assistance developed for and avai101e
for all people.

I do want to reemphasize, Mr. Chairman, the pressing need for
increased Federal funding for research equipment and facilities.
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That particular problem is a massive one for Penn State arid for
the other State-related research institutions in Pennsylvania. This
is a point which I discussed in considerable detail ,when I testified
before this committee on December's in Pittsburgh.

So we support title VII in its effort to emphasize low - ,interest
loans for construction of academic and research 'facilities and we
support most enthusiastically your proposal to authorize $100 mil-
lion annually for 5 years to provide matching grants to research
universities to purchase laboratory, research and other instruction-
al equipment.

Before concluding, Mr. Chairman, I- also want to applaud efforts
on behalf of international education as outlined in title VI. Penn.
State University has a large and active. international program in
atl parts of the world and the idea of establishing a national en-
dowment for international education offers, we think, great oppor-
tunity.

I thank you very much for the opportunity to appear here tac ay.
Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Dr. Jordan.
I think it would be best if we just proceeded, with the other an-

elists and at the conclusion of all of. he testimony we will then k
questions of each of you.

Next, I would like to.call on Dr. Frank Rhodes, president of Cdt-

nelt University.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Frank Rhodes follows:]

NEPA ED STATIMENT Oil DR. FRANK H.T. Rnonss, PRESIDENT, CoRNELI, UNiVERSiTY

tiro Rhodes,, President of Cornell Unive'rsity.
Mr. C rairman. Members of the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educati*. The

prospective reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965 raises more issues

than one witness can possibly cover in an appearance such as this. Therefore, with
your permission, I should like to focus my remarks on those aspects which are con-
cerned with the support of graudate education and its essential partner, research

and scholarship.
Before doing so, I would urge the Subcommittee to consider carefully two impor-

tant questions raised by the bill introduced by Chairman Simon in the major
changes it proposes for student aid.

First, what would be the effect of the- proposed entitlement for Pell Grants? If
needy students at lowerpriced institutions were to have most of their costs covered,

while those at higher-cost institutions remained dependent on the uncertainties of

the irppropriations proems, could this discourage attendance at independent institu-

. tions and thus alter the balance between the sectors? Access would still be main-
tained; choice between institutions would be reduced.

Second, how would the proposed, consolidation of campus-based aid programs
affect institutional allocations? To date, there has been no analyses of this impor-

tant question. 4nd I would urge the Subcommittee not to consider such a change
without detailed information as to its impact. If a block -grunt proposal were adopt-

ed, for example, it would be important to assure that the allocation of funds u icier
it is as a luitable as possible: .

Y 1 ve now heard testimony on issues affecting graduate education from John

Brads , President of New York University and Chairman of'the Graduate Educa-
tion Subcommittee of the National Commission on Student FinarNal Assistance,

That Subcommittee. has recently issued a Splendid report, of which you have c*ies,
whose conclusions and recommendations I enthusiasticalI/ endorse and comind to
you.

In particular, the BIademas report outlines the reasons for a carefully bounded

but major Federal role in maintaining a healthy graduate enterprise. The rationale

for a Federal role has been succinctly put. forth by President Robert Rozenzweig of

the Association of Arperican Universities, In barest essence, it is as follows:

1. Doctoral education in America is inseparable from research.
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2. There is a recognized Federal responsibility for the report of university-based
basic research, whose coots are local but whose benefits are broadly distributed and
enormously important.

3. Quoting now from Dr. Rosenzweig, "a national research enterprise that falls
short of reaching the very highest levels of creativity imagination, and intellectual
power is, in the end, far more costly than one that does [reach these levels], because
the return from it is so much lower."

4. The quality of the scholars and scientists who do the work, and the quality o
their students, are absolutely critical. r

At the graduate level, the Federal role should focui on programs designed to at-
tract? the most talented college graduates into graduate study. This should involve
-three major initiatives:

1. Competitive fellowships and traineeships for the most promising LAudents and
the highest quality departments, ranging across all academic disciplines, ut includ-
ing some programs specifically designed to fill shortages.

. Figures compiled by the American Society for 'Engineering Edu ion show that
8% or 1,450 of the budgeted engineering faculty positions nationwide are unfilled. If
we returned to the faculty/student ratios of the 1960's, however, that number would
rise to 6,000. Wig are now producing 3,000 engineering Ph.D.'s per year compared
with 4,800 in 1973. About 35% of 'these foreign nationals. The need could be met,
according to sonic estimates, if we could increase the 15,000 engineering students
enrolled in Ph.D, programs by 1,000 each year for the next five years.

2. Assistance in rebuilding and re-equipping laboratories' and libraries.
Unpublished- National Science Foundation statistics show that only 16% of uni-

versity 'instrumentation is state-of-the-art in the fields of physical sciences, engineer-
ing, and computer sciitce, About; one-quarter of the 1982 inventoried equipment is
listed as obsolete and. n longer in research use. -

Thirty-one percenris over ten years old, 49%ris one to five years Old, and 20% is
in the,range of six to ten years. A 1981 survey by the Asiociation of American Uni-

, versIties found that 15 of the major universitiesswould need to spend three quarters
of a billion dollars over the three years 1982-84 for research facilities and special
research equipment. The total national problem is, of course, far larger.

3. Incentives for the most promising minority college graduates to enter careers of
teaching and research. .,

Statistics in this area (1981) are discouraging. Twelve percent of the U.S. popula-
tion is black, but only 9.7% of undergraduate students are black and the percentage
dropeto 4.2% at the Ph.D. level. By field, blacks receiving Ph.D.'s in 1981 ranged
from less than 1% in physics and the earth sciences to 8.8%- in ediation. Blacks
received only 5% of professional degrees in 1981. r

It is important to recognize that the rationale for a Federal role in graduate- edu-
cation, and the appropriate policies to implement it, tire fundamentallyslislerent
from those underlying Federal support for undergraduate education,, which properly
emphasize access and choice through need-based student aid. -

the following observations an recommendations.
On the specifics of,what yqu propose, Mr. Chairman, I would now, like to make

National Graduate Fellows Profrum.This program authorized for the past five'
rityear but never funded, would provide up to 450 me:based,fellowships annually. I

commend ,the proposed legislation for recognizing the primacy of this program for.
support for the arts, humanities and social sciences and permitting expansion to
other areas 9f national interest. I also support the $9,000 minimum stipend. Your
proposal would be further' nhanced, Mr. Chairman, if a program of Nil-type insti-
tu ional traineeships could be alatjed.

raduate mud Profess igrial C4portuaitiel ilrograni.---T.hia program has been 41f liig,-
nifi ant-help at Cornellgand other institutions over the past, six yAars in attracting
and supporting minority graduate students. The proposed increase in stipend level
and the progressive increases in program authorization would be very valuable. I
understand that this program has experienced administrative difficulties, which I

' hopethi Department of Education will be able to resolve.
Early Identification. Important new language would. permit "the identification

and recruitment of minorities and women for graduate and professional programs."
I understand that the National Institutes of Health have established a very success-
ful program called MARCMinority Access 5o Research Careerswhich could us'e.
fully serve as a model for a similar program in the Department of Education. The
MARC program provides competitively awarded .5-Year institutional traineeships
which support promising minority undergraduates in special programs to prepare
them for graduate training. It effectively addresses serious problems in both the re-

..

)1 4,)
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cruitment and retention Of minority students in doctotal programs, and should be
expanded to. other Federal agencies that support graduate education.

Pell'Grants for First year Graduate Students.This is a' commendable
There is certainly well documented peed-among our graduate student population.

4, 'fact, at Cornell, approximate y 30% of our National Direct Student Loan (NDSL)
and College Work Study (CWS) allocations are utilized by needy grachi ate and first
professional students. I am concerned, however,. that the Pen grant program, which
has never, been funded at the levels authorized in 1980; could be further diluted by
this effort. I therefore enclorserthia, proposal contingent upon the full funding of the'
Pell grant program ati authorized in '19S0. These new Pell fundi would then certain -
ly shift some of the eniphasitein graduate student support from loans to grants,
while providing the support necetwarylogour truly needy undergraduates.
....Facilities arid Instrumentation.----One of the most heartening aspects of the legis-
lative proposals you have placed before. us is explicit recognition.of "the overwhelm-
ing need for facilities and instrumentation throughotit- higher eduCation." I want to
urlderscore the urgency of these propotried.programs fob (1) foie- interest loans for con-
struction

--

of academic and research facilities, and (2) matching grants for the pur.
' chase of laboratory and instructiunaLequipinent. The needs are very-A-resit, but this .

is a good beginning. We simply cannot' train young scientists, engineers, physicians
and others on obsolete equipment. Inadequate equipment will provide inadequate rem
search. As azustimi, we cannot afford that particular economy., : ,

RescarCh 'Libraries.-:-High quality graduate education and research 'sire fundae
mentally dependent upon access to large and very costly .research libraries. The rel-
atively few such libraries constitute a significannutional resource, and the argue

:ments for their support parallel those alFederal supuort of research and graduate
education. Their needs at the moment are especially acute aaweenter the 'highest-

. cost phase of the unprecedented revolution'in library technology. ;

.1 applaud initiative in the proposed legislation which would support, he devel
opMent of technalogy. At the same time, I would hope that additional funds could
be akithorizedfor expanded support grants to research libraries:,

Internatiirrial Educoiion.---The statements:, accompanying the proposed legislation
indicate your full awareness of our country's needs in international .education. A. .

nurhher of your new proposals would,be valuable: including. the priivision for a for-
eign language periodical system and for a center or office of international education
within the Department Of Educatieh. The. propoied faculty lied student exchange
programs are highly commendable in their intent; I hofe they will reinforce and not-
diSplace the saccessfel existipg Fulbrighollays programs.

I would also like to call your attention to a major.study of foreign langauge and
area studies now in progress under the auspices of the Asseciation A)f.Americati Uni-
versities, This study will be completed soon, and .1 hope its recommendations will be
carefully assessed as reauthorization proceeds. One important suggestion already
made is for support for both summer' institutes and year-long institutes for intensiv
training in critical or neglected languages, and I understand that your legislation' i
responsive, to this need.

Loan-Limits. -The higher education community is greatly concerned about the in-.
.creasing debt burden carried by many students upon graduation, especially by those
who go on to gaduate'or professional-school.- At the graduate level, as I have said,
wo would like to see the printery mechanism of support be fellowships and trainee-
ships based on merit. Yet I do not forests? a time in the near-term future when
either undergraduates or graduate students will be able to manage without in-
creased access to loan capital.

I 'am therefore very pleased by :the proposals to raise the .annual borrowing limit
under the (luarantissi Student Loan Program to $3.000 for undergraduate students. ..

.aril $1,000 fur graduate or professionalAndentS.- Tear that everctiiis may not too
enough. Limits of $4,000 for undergraduates and $111,000 fin: graduate students, td-
ready suggested to your Subcommittee, may be more appropriate. Moreover, the age
gregate limit for graduate and professional students remains at $25,000, which un-
fortunately does not meet the need fair many. I hope this can be reviewed.

On interesting possibility, which I understand has been raised before. your. sub-
committee, is a Federally guaranteed kian program which bears no Federal subsid
other than that implied by the guarantee. This concept would give individual inste
tut ions a promising' opportunity to seek priyate loan 'capital on their own.

While on the subject of loans, I commend you for the removal of the origination
fee. I would also like to express concern about the fixed family income limit of
$65,000, and recommend instead that you require a full needs analysis in each case.

.
-Surprising as it may seem to some, today's cost of college attendance can place a
severe burden on some fatnilieS ordinarily considered in a comfortable income
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bracket. The primary need, is for flexibility,' both in access to loans and in repay-
ment. In this connection, I am very.happy to note your recognition that some form
of loan consolidation and .flexible repayment plan must be provided for needy and
higikly indebted borrowers.

A l'scription. Our graduate schools provide the continuing supply of talented
individuals with the knowledge, technical skills'and perception on which depend our
food supplies, our health and well-being, our military strength, our cultural life, our
international leadership and our economic vit4ty.

As Dr. Robert Rosenzweig has said:
. A simple and clear prescription can serve ps a'guide to national policy with re-

aspect to graduate education. It is this: attend, to the education and training of the
nation's best young minds or fall behind those nations that do. Por it is upon this
thin stream of highly talented men and, women that our national creativity chiefly
restS. s,

Mr. Chairman, in this, your final year in the Manse of Representatives, I would
like to say how very greatly we in the higher education comrnity appreciate your
extraordinary and constructive interest over the years.ihthe elfare of higher edu-
cation. You have consistently Sought to enhance the opportunities of students, their
families and their institutions, and we are all the better for it. So is ouribnation. You
lezive us all greatly in your,debt.

Thank. you.

STATEMENT OF pm FRANK. RHODES, PRESIDENT, CORNELL
UNI./ VERSITY'

Dr.,UtiODES. Mr. Chairman, the proposed reauthorii.ation of the
1965 Higher Education Act raises more issues than any one person
can possibly, speak to in a session such .as this. With your permis-
sion, I want tip focus my remarks.cintirely on, the support of gradu-
ate education an4 on its essential part in research and scholarship.`
In doing that, of course,''ffiaVe no less interest in other aspects. of
the'proposed reauthorization.

But before J talk about specifics; perhaps I could urge the 'sub-
committee to'consider carefully y two 'very important' questions tWat
are raised by.lhe bill which Chairman Simon has proposed. Those
concern major changes in student financial aid.

The first question is this: What' would be the effect of the pro-
\ poSea entitlement for Pell Grants if needy students at, lower-priced

institutions were to have most of their costs cut, wile those at
- higher cost institutions -still remained uncertain about the appro-

. priations, process? -Might this not discourage attendance at inde-
pendent institutions and so alter the general balance between the
two sectors?

I say that not out of any protectionism: for the independent insti-
tutionsCornell happens to live in both worldsbut because I be-
lieve; that access continues to be enormously important to us, but
so doeS cbdice. 1 hope for' all students this element of choice be-
tweentween different kinds of institutions may, continue. to be regarded
as a Priority.

The second question: -1-loW would the proposed' consolidation of
i,aiviaps-based aid ,iprograms affect institutional allotationsr We
have,not yet toet,)ftr had any analysis of this very important .4ues-.
tion/I,hope,the',subcoinniittee won't go forward with ,such a change,
withouCi7ery'deiaili...ad information as to what the impact would be.
If a 4ilok grant proposal were adopted, fOr example, it would be
very important to .assure that the allocation of 'funds under that
Wasiis equitzble'as possible.
,You hav-e heard' reference this morning a d you have already

heard testimony from Dr. John. Br3demas on half of the National

4
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Commission on Student Financial Aid.-The report of that subcom-
mittee is one that is well known to you and I want simply to en-
dorse wholeheattedly the proposals that it has made.

My thesis fundamentally this morning is that the Nation must
not economize in graduate education because it is of vital impor-
tance not simply for the students, not simply for the universities,
but ifor the health and prosperity of the Nation. It is the single
most important investment that we have to make in \the future of
our Nation..

At the graduate level, it seems to me that the Federal role
should focus on pr anis to attract the most talented college grad-
uates into graduate Jstudy. My 'colleague, Dr. Jordan, has just em-
phasized the fact tli t it is not only need, but it is also merit that is
so critical in attracting the best young people into gradttate studies.

It seems to me three major initiatiyes that you are considering
are of particular importance to us. The first is competitive fellow'
ships and traineeships for the best students in the highest quality
departments that go right across the ranges of the academic disci-
plines, but including especially some in programs designed to fill
critical shortages.

Let me point out, for example, the crisis that we face iri graduate
education in some areas of engineering. It has been estimated re-
cently that about 8 percent, or 1,450, of the budgeted existing facul-
ty positions in engineering nationwide remain unfilled and they
have been unfilled for 3 or 4 years now with no prospect of filling
them.

If we went' back from mur present faculty-student ratios to those
Of the 1960's which are more realistic, that number would actually
rise to 6,000 unfilled vacancies in faculty engineering positions. We

,,are now producing about 3,000 engineering Ph.D.'s a year. Ten
years ago that number was 3,800. About 35 percent of those en-
rolled in doctoral programs in engineering are foreign nationals,
many of whom return to their home countries at the completion of
their studies.

Our need could be met if we could increase the present enroll-
ment of about 15,00() students in Ph:D. programs-in engineering by
,about 1,000 a year. But given the attraction of careers in industry,
that will not happen without a Federal interest and Federal sup-
port.

Second, we welcome the initiative you have proposed in helping
Us rebuild and re-equip the laboratories. and libraries in which in-
struction research takes place. About 16 percent of all instrumenta-
tion in universities is no longer state-of-the-art. About one - quartet,
in fact, is obsolete and no longer in use. If you review all of the
research equipment in our universities, 31 percent of it is over 10
years, old and over 20' percent of it is more than 6 years old. In gen-
eral, it has- been shown in a recent survey conducted by the Asso-
ciation of American Universities that just 15 of our major research
universities need to spend three - quarters, of a billion dollars to

Iring their equipment up-to-date, Of course, nationwide, that figure
is very Much greater.

And then the third 'need that you have identifiedand I cannot
ewhasize too strongly its priority7is that incentives have to be of-
fered at a reasonable level to attract the best minority college grad-
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uates into careers and teaching and research. The results are dis-
couraging and they are not improving. Twelve percent of the U.S
population is black, to take one example, but only 9.7 percent of
our undergraduates are black. At the Ph.D. level that falls to only
42:.percent black students enrolled. In sonic fields the problem has
reached crisis proportions. Only > I percent of those students en-

.rolled for Ph.D. s in physics are black.
Translated into actual numbers, we are now producing only 30 or

40 students a Year in certain vital fields such as engineering, bio-
logical sciences, and a number of others. The number of black and
other minority graduates'has to be improved at the Ph.D. level. We
are clamoring for their presence as faculty members in the 3,000
colleges and universities, in hundreds of corporations 'which. con-
duct research, and in scores of Federal agencies. as well as many
other leadership positions.

I do ask you, whatever the Other prioriiies, urgent as they all
are, to regard this as 'one that we have to give-the utmost urgency
and priority to. 9

Let me talk very brielly,abou.t one or two of the speqifics of the
programs that you have proposed.

The National Graduate Fellows Program has been authorized
now for 5 years, but never funded. That program would provide as-
sistance for 450 merit-based fellowships annually. 'That's a vitally
important program to us and I support with ehthusiasisa the $9,000
minimum stipend that you suggest.

I also suggest, Mr. Chairman, that you might be willing to look
at the possibility of NIH -type institutional traineeships as 'well as
the particular model that you have proposed.

Let me repeat what my colleague, Dr. Bryce Jordan, has already
said about the G'POP program, the Graduate and Professional Op-
portunities Program. This has been of great help already not only
at Cornell, but at many other sister institutions for over 6 years in
attracting and supporting minority graduate students. I under-
stand that there haw. been some difficulties in adthinistriition and
I hope -that they can rapidly be ironed out because that's a vital
program.

But it won't, by itself, solve our problem's. We have to identify
young men and young women from minority groups only who have
the talents for graduate and professional programs. I commend the
language you have put into your proposals for the early identifica-
tion and recruitment of these minority men and women.

I understand that the NTH has already established a very suc-
cessful program called MARC, Minority Access to Research Ca-
reers, which might well serve las a model for what you have in
mind here. This provides competitive awards to institutions which
are then given to trainees that supports undergraduates of minori-
ty groups in early exposUre to research training. I hope those op-
portunities for early identification can be expanded' as well as the
need for support once they enter graduate programs.

Pell Grants for first-year graduate students represent another
proposal that you have made and that's a commendable initiative
and certainly there is a very well-documented need for support for
graduate students. In fact, at Cornell, some 30 percent of our Na-

..
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tional Direct Student Loans and College-Work Study funds go to
first-year professional and needy graduate students.

I am concerned, however, that because the Pell Grant has never
beei funded at the 1980 levels that we don't embark upon this pro;
gram, if it's likely to dilute support that it provides for undergradu-
ates. I hope that both needs can be kept in mind as you review
this. N

Facilities and instrumentation are another part of your proposal
and one of the most heartening of the all of the gaud proposals that
you have made. I want to underscore the' urgency of the programs
you have proposed. First, for low-interest loans, for construction of
research facilities and second, for matching grants for the purchase
of equipment.

Industry is beginning to come around now enthusiastically to the
idea of sharing research equipment with the, universities, but we do
need your help in providing matching funds to meet the cost and
match the cost of purchases that we continue to have-to make.

The needs are very great and I can only tell you that inadequate
equipment will provide inadequate research and that is an econo-
my that the Nation cannot and must not make. Research libraries
continue to be the base of the research effort, not just of universi-
ties, but of the Nation. Your committee knows very well the acute
problems that we face not only in preserving materials. published
in the ,last 100 years which are printed on acid papers whicit are
now deteriorating rapidly, but also in the need to apply natio wide
new systems of technologyfor information storage and retrieval.

I hope you-can also recognize the relatively small number of re-
search libraries that serve as regional resources for other colleges,
for industry and for Federal agencies across the country.

I support the proposals you have made for international educa-
tion. They have already been described and already been supported
and this, in a changing world, becomes a greater priority as each
Year goes by. I applaud particularly the. provision of a foreign lan-
guage, periodical system that you have proposed and the center or a
new foundation for international education.

The faculty-student exchange programs are very important to us,
though I hope they won't displace the existing Fuibright -Hays Pro-
gram.

I also dish to point out, if I may, that there is in progress at
present under the auspices of the Association of American Univer-
sities,.a study that will very soon be Completed and I hope you and
your coinmittee will have the benefit of reviewing the proposals
which will come ottrof that study.

One suggestion which has already been made by that group is
the need for summer institutes and year-long institutes to provide
skills in neglected, critical languages which are vital to govern-
ment as well as to areas of scholarship.

I, won't talk at length about loan limits, but they remain a
matter of great concern to us. My written testimony describes.
those in some detail and I hope that will remain high on the
agenda that you have proposed.

Finally, let me say, our graduate schools represent the continu-
ing base of the pyramid of our national progress. It is from them
that that small, but important supply of talented individuals with
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the knowledge and the technical skill and the perception come
people who will give us in the future not only food supplies but
every aspect, of our national needs will depend upon their success
health, well-being, military preparedness, cultural life, internation-
al leadership, economic strength.

My colleague Dr. Robert Rosenzweig from the AAU has given a
prescription which I believe isoFlore-f enormous importance.
"Attend to the education and training of the Nation's best Young
minds or fall behind those nations that do, because it is upon that
thin stream of talented young men and women that our national
creativity and our national strength ultimately will rest."

I appreciate the opportunity to appear-before you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PENNY, Thank you, Dr.-Rhodes.
Next, Dr. Joseph Caputo, president of Milliesville University of

-'.Pennsylvania.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Joseph Caputo follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. JOSEPH A. CAPUTO. PIUNIDENT, MILLERSVILLE
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. Chairman and Members of the.Subcommittee: '

My name is Joseph Caputo. I am President of Millersville University of Pennsyl-
vania, one of the 14 component universities of the Pennsylvania State System of
Higher Education. My purpose in appearing before you today is to comment briefly
on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1.965, as amended. It is indeed
up honor to have been invited to sit with day distinguished colleagues on this panel
iand to, make this statement':

/ My comments will be brief, and will include a background statement describing
MillerSville 'University and a few comments on reauthorization and House Bill-5240

/ specifically. But first, I wish to commend Chairman Simon for his leadership on the
reauthorization and for his demonstrated concern for our students.

Millersville University is located in southeastern Pennsylvania about 90 Miles due
West of Philadelphia and 40 miles southeast of the State capitol: Harrisburg. Our
fall enrollment exceeded 6,7p0 students in approiimately 100 degree programs cov-
ering the broad fields'of the traditional arts-and science, as well as many profes-
sional programs including teacher education.

Over our more than 127 years history we have evolved from a state normal school
to a liberal arts oriented state college and in 1983 by Act of the Pennsylvania legis-
lature and Governor Thornburgh, we became a University.

As promised, my comments on reauthorization will be brief. I will use House'Bill
5240 as the vehicle to address four general areas on which I will comment.

1. TT11.E IV. bl'UDENT FINANCIAL AIWISTANCI:

-.president of a public univ6rsity where 50% of the students are from fami
lies nnual incomes of less than $25,000, and many ofoarhorn are the first mein,
hers of the family to have the opportunity to attend college, I am committed to and
applaud your goal of expanding access to higher education, particularly for needy
students, by strengthening the provisions of title IV in House Bill 5240.

Approximately 80% of the students attending Millersville Unive,rsity receive torne
form- of stUtfent financial. assistance This is perhaps a rather surprising percentage
when you consider that we are a relatively low. cost institution. Tuition, room,
board, and' fees average approximately $3,400 for an academic year for a full time
undergraduate student at Millersville.

I am ,pleased with your proposal to make the Pell Grant Program a true entitle,
ment program for needy students. I also support the 'modification of the so-called
"half-vast' rule by increasing the maximum grant to 75% of the students tuition
and fees not to exceed a $3,000 maximum award for the 1985 -.86 fiscal year. I would,
however, recommend that the standard cost allowance be ..fixed at a flat $2,000 per
academic year for students living on or off campus.

I do not see any benefit to establishing a three prongeii cost allowance system as
specified in House Bill 5240. At Millersville, for example, we simply do not have the
dormitory space available to meet the housing needs of our students, thus these stu-
dents have no. choice but to seek off campus, and in most cases, more expensive
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housing. It seems that the three pronged cost allowance system unfairly penalizes
these students.

As I become more knowledgeable in the area of student financial aid, I am struck
with two glaring needs that must be addressed. First, complexity of program regula-
tions must be reduced, And secondly, an institutional aid office must have flexibility
in structuring .a student's financial aid package to meet his or her particular needs.
The proposed campus-based block grant meets both of these objectives. It provides
for flexibility, less regUlations und the more effective use of limited campus based
student aid funds.

Although supportive of the campus-based block grant, I would, however, be remiss.'
if 1 did not express one cencern that I have with the proposal. That is, I am not at
all sure thatahe State Student Incentive Grant Prograni should be eliminated. The
SSIG Program has worked. It was created as an incentive for states to establish
need-based student aid programs. I am aware of the argument that many,statea
exceed the required state match. Pennsylvania is one such state. But nevertheless,
the state-federal partnership concept in student financial aid' is 'important and
should be maintained. 1 am also troubled with the possibility that should this sue'.
.cessful program be eliminated, some states would -lose the incentive to continue
their important state grant programs and thisahould not be allowed to happen.

2. TITLE V, TEACHER EDUCIATION AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Millersville University has a long apd. proud history of preparing students for ca-
reers in the teaching profession, and am fully sppportive of the changes in Title V
as they appear in 1-louse B111.5240. -

The new title, "Teacher Education and Professional Developrnent,',1 sugg ested to
me when I first saw it, an excellent opport ity to address an important problem
that 1see emerging on our college and uni ity campuses, That is, the need for
faculty development.

As our institutions of higher education cease to grow, and, indeed, begin to decline
in student enrollment, the .faculty stabilizes becomes le,ss mobile, and ages. Oppor-
tunities for this well-educated, intellectual resource and repository of expertise, the
faculty, to remain current in their academic disciplines and even to retrain, are ab-
solutely essential,

I believe that the growing problem of inadequate faculty developmen t opportuni-
ties is not well addressed` in I-IR 5240. Perhaps I can make a suggestion. Pennsylva-
nia, as but one of many. states, provides a sabbatical leave program for the faculty of
it:3 'public` institutioris. -Tfaditjonally, after (5 years of fulltime service, a faculty
member is eligiNeto take the seventh (sabbatic) year as leave for the purpose of
professional development (inhiding research, scholarship, advanced degrees. etc),
with the, ultimate expectation of improvement in classroom iris-traction, At Millers-
ville, Pennsylvania law allows a maximum of 5% of the faculty per year to partici-
pate.' Other states have similar laws. Thus, while roughly 15% of the faculty are
eligible for the professional development opportunity, only about one-third of this
number are authorized by law. Preaumably the 5% cap is cost motivated.

The sub-committee has at least two opportunities to enhance faculty development
opportunities through partnerships with existing state funded sabbatical leave pro-
grams. The first is to match state funding one-to-one, thus doubling, or two-to-one,
thus tripling, the percentage-of eligible faculty who may participate. A second op-
portunitr, alternately viewed as a leave option of the first, if so authorized, would
consist 'of a one-to-one federal-to-state funds match for the extension of traditional
one-Year leave at half-pay to a more realizable full-pay option..

I suggest that this is an issue the committee may wish to conSider,

3. TITLE VII, CONSTRUCTION, RECONSTRUCTION, AND.RENOVATION OF ACADEMIC
FACILITIES

I cannot eniphasize strongly enough to the members of -the aubconwittee the crit:
rnical needs that we have on oar campusesjor assistance in renovating and maintain-

ing our physical plants. A 'event survey of the building renovation and repair needs
irkhe fourteen public universities that make up the State System of Higher Educa-
tiolt in Pennsylvania identified an immediate need for approximately $80 Million to
correct safety hazards, repair leaking roofs, replace boilers, to name but, a few items
requiring attention. On the Millersville campus alone, we-need r million, but have
virtually no. means of obtiii .ng such a large amount of capital funds. Establishing a
revolving fund to provide I interest loans with a 50% required match from local
sources as proposed in part f Title VII, will not provide the full assistance we re-
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quire. The public cannot afford to see its' investment in our college and university
physical facilities be permitted to deteriorate.

The chairman is further to be commended for his interest in and recognition of
the need to- provide assistance to colleges and universities with the purchase of labo-
ratory research and other instructionul equipment as proposed in Part B of Title
VII. I am not at all sure, however, that the $100 million authorization level is suffi-
cient to meet the, critical need we have for acqujring and replacing. equipment,
which ai,s both because of use and technical obsolescence.

4 TITLE XII, p.NDOWMENT DEVELOPMENT

I wab, gued by the bold and innovative "Institutional Endowment 'Develop..
ment" Concept address &i in Title XII. A

ous &ay.. state support as a percentage of university operating revenues over
M,illersviirUniversity, a state-owned public-institution. has witnessed a continu-

ous
past decade. The state appropriations as a percent of operating revenues have

declined from 131 in 1`969 to 50% in 1983. Millersville University has no enylow-
meat upon which to rely or draw. Rut realizing the need ti.r begin to cultivate and

" develop independent sources of revenue. we have instituted an Annual Fund Giving
Progam'and we contemplate the launching of a Capital Campaign and the build*
of an endowment..Theseare now frequently observed initiatives in the public sector
that' only a decade ago were. virtually unheard of.

Believe me. building an endowment at an institution like Millersville is no easy AK
task when you are starting frOm' scratch. The proposed "Institutional Endowment
Developi;ient" Program will greatly assist us in obtaining a diversified revenue base
to meet, the income needs of the future and insure the University's' vitality. I ap-
plaud your proposal.

Thank you. It has been an honor to appear before you.

STATEMENT OF DR. JOSEPH CAPUTO, PRESIDENT,
MILLERSVILLE UNIVERSITY, OF PENgSYLVANIA

Dr..C.Aeurro. Good morning, Mr. Pefiny and members of the sub-
committee. My name is Joseph Caputo. I am president of Millers-.
ville University of Pennsylvania, one of the 14 component universi-.
ties of the Pennsylv,ania State system of higher education. My pur-
pose in appearing before you.today is to comment briefly on the re--
authorization of the Higher Education Act 61..1965, as amended.. It
is indeed an honor.to` have been invited to sit with my diStin-
guished -colleagues on this' panel to make this statement.

My comments will "be brief and Will include a background state-.
ment describing Millersville University and a few comments on re-.
authorization in H.R. 5240 specifically. But first, I do wish to com-
mend Chairman Simon for his leadership on the reauthorization
and for his demonstrated Concern for our students.

illersville University is located in southeastern Pennsylyaniii.,
tit '90 miles due west of Philadelphia and 40 miles southeast of

t fie State capital, Harrisonburg. Our fall enrollment exceeded 6,700
students in approximately 100 degree programs; covering the broad
fields . of the trad4ional arts. and §cieriZes as well as many profes-
sional Programs including teacher education.

Over our more than 127 year history, we have evolved from a
State normal, school-to a liberal arts-oriented State college.

In 1983 by act ()K.. the Pennsylvania legislature and Governor
ThornbUrgh, we became a university.

As promised, my comments on reauthorization will be brief. IN
will use H.R. 5240 as -the vehicle to addresS four general areas on .

which I- will comment.
.

First, title IV, Student Financial Assistance. As the president of
a ptiblic university where 50 percent of the student-Is are from fermi-
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lies with annual incomes of less than $25,000, many Of whom are
the first members of the family to Nye the opportunity to attend
college, -1-am committed tt and appilaud your goal of 'expanding
access to higher education, particularly for needy students by
strengthening the provisionk of title IV in H.R. 1240.

Approximately 80 percent4f the students attending Millersville
University receive some form of student financial assistance; This
is perhaps a rather surprising percentage when you consider that
we are 'a relatively low-cost institution. Tuition, room, board and
fees average approximately $3,400 for an academic year for a full
,time undergraduate student at Millersville.

I am pleased with your proposal to make the Pell Grant Program
a true entitlement program for needy students. I also Alcipport the
motiification of the'sq-called "half cost" rule by increasing the max-.
imum grant to 75 percent of the student tuition add fees, not to
exceed a. $3,000 maximum award for 1985-86 fiscal year.

.would, howevel., recommend that the standard cost allowance
be fixed at a flat $2,000 per academic year forstudents living on or
off Campus. I do not see any benefit to establiShing a three-pronged
cost illowance system as specified in H.R. 5240.

At Millersville, for 'example, we simply do not.have the dormito-
ry space available to meet the housing needs of our students. Tiis,
these' students have no choice but to seek off-campus, and in most
cases; more expensive housing.

It seems that the three-pronged cost allowance system unfairly
penalizes these students.

As I become more knowledgeable in the area of student financial
aid, I am struck with two glaring needs that must be addressed.
First, the complexity of program regulations must be reduced.
Second, an institutional-aid office must have flexilbility in structur-
,inea student's financial aid package to meet his or her particular
needs.

The proposed campus-based block grant meets both of these ob-
jectives and provides for flexibility, less regulations and more effec-
tive use of limited, campus-baSed student aid funds.

Although supportive of a campus-based block grant, I would,
however, be remiss if I did not express one concern that I have
with the proposal. That is, I am not at all sure that the State Stu-
dent IncentiveGrant Program should be eliminated. The SSIG Pro-
gram has worked. It was created as an incentive for States to es-

,. tablish need-based, student aid programs. I am aware of the argu-
ment,that many States exceed the required State match. Pennsyl-
vania is on© such State, but nevertheless the State and Federal
partnership concept in student financial aid --is-important and
should be maintained.

I am also troubled with the possibility that, should this success
ful program be eliminated, some States would lose the incentive to
continue their important State grant programs and this should not
be allowed to happen.

Second, title V, Teacher Education and -Professional Develop-
ment. Millersville University has a long and proud history of pre-
paring students for careers in the teaching profession. I am fully
supportive of the changes in title V as they appear in H.R. 5240.

-4
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The new title, "Teacher Education and Professional Develop-
ment," suggested to me when I first saw it as an excellent address
to an important problem that I see emerging on our college and.
university campusesthat is the need for faculty development.

As our institutions of higher education cease to grOw and indeed
begin to decline in strident enrollment, the -faculty stabilizes, be-
comes less mobile as it ages. Opportunities for this well-educated
intellectual resource and repository of expertise, the faculty, to

'remain current i,n their" .academic disciplines and even to retrain
are absolutely essential.

1 believe that the growing ?roblem of inadequate faculty develop-
ment opportunities ig not well addresegil in H.R. 5240. Perhaps I
can make a suggestiOn. Pennsylvania is but one of many States
that provides a sabbatical leave program for the faculty of its
public institutions. ,

,Traditionally, after 6 years of full-timoservice, a faculty member
is eligible to take the seventh sabbatic year as leave for the pur-,
pose, of professional 'development including research, scholarship,
advanced degrees, et cetera, with the ultimate expectation of im-
provement in classroom instruction.

At Millersville, Pennsylvania law allows a maximum of 5 percent
of the faculty per year to participate. Other states have similar
laws. Thus, while roughly 15 percent' of the facultrare eligible for
the professional, development opportunity, only about one-third of
this number afire autoriz,ecl by law.,Presumably, the 5-percent cap
is cost motivated. ./r. ,.

The subcommittee has at least two opportunities to enhance fac-
.

ulty development opportunities thro h partnerships' with existingg
State-funded sabbatical leave progr is. The first is to match State
funding on ooe-tne, thus doublin or two:to-one, thus tripling the
percentage of eligible faculty who may participate.

. ' The seconclOpportunityr ultimately viewed as a leave option of
the first, if so authorized, would consist of a one-to-one Federal-to-
State funds match for the extension of traditional one-year leave at,, half-pay to a more realizable full-pay option.

I suggelt that this is an issue that the committee may wish to
consider. i

Third, title VII, Contrition and
gf Academic Facilities. I cannot emp iz'e strongly enough for the

econstruction and Renovation

members of the subcommittee the critical needs that we have on
our campuses for assistance in renovating and maintaining our
physical plants. A recent survey' of the building renovation and
repair needs of the 14- State-owlied universities that make up the
State system of higher education in Pennsylvania identified an im-
mediate need for apjroximately $80 million to ^orrect safety haz-
ards, repair leak* roofs, replace boilers, to name.;,but a few items
requiring attention.

vi On the Millersville campus alone;, we need $7 million,..but have
__virtually no means of obtaining such a large amount of capital
funds. Establishing a revolting fund to provide low interest loans
with a 50 percent required match from local sources, as propoSed in`
part A of title VII, will not provide the full assistance we require.
The public cannot afford to see its investment in our college and
university physical facilities be permitted to deteriorate.

r
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The chairman is fu to be commended for his -interest and
recognition of the n to provide assistance to colleges and univer-
sities for the purpo of laboratory, research and other instruction-
al eqttipment, as pr posed in part B of title VII. I am not at all
sure, however) that the $100 million authorization level is .suffi-
cient to meet the cr cal need we have for acquiring and replacing
equipment, which ag both because of use and technical obsoles-
cence.

Fourth, title XII, Endowment Development. I was intrigued by
the bold and innovative institutional endowment development con-
cept addressed in title XII. Millersville University, a State-owned
public institution has witnessed the continuous decline in State
support as a percentage of university operating revenues over the
past decade. The State appropriations, as a percentage of operating
revenues have declined from 61 percent in 1969 to 50 percent in
1983. Millersville University has no endowment upon which to rely
or draw. .

Realizing the need to begin to cultivate and develop independent
sources of revenue, we have instituted an annual fund raising pro-
gram and we contemplate the launching of a capital campaign and
the building of an endowment. These are now frequently observed
initiatives in the public sector and only a decade ago were virtually
unheard of.

Believe me, building an endowment, at.an institution like Millers-
ville is no easy task when you are starting from scratch. The pro-
posed Institutional Endowment Development Program would great-
ly assist us in obtaining a diversified revenue base to meet the
income needs of the future and ensure the university's vitality. I
applaud your proposal.

_Thank you, Mr. Penny. It has been an honor to appear before
you.

Mr. PENNY. Thank you for your testimony.
Next,- I would calls Dr. Benjamin Payton from Tuskegee Instl-

tute. Dr. Payton. C

[Prepared statement of Dr. Benjamin Payton follows:)

PREPARED STAI Mg.NT OF BENJAMIN F. PAYTON, PRE,SIDENT, TUSREOEE INSTITUTE

I. INTRODUCTION

f am Behjamin F. Peyton, President of Tuskegoe Institute, Tiisktwee Institute,
Alabama. locatedin central Alabama, Tuskegee Institute is a complex university
with an enrollment of 3600 students. It offers 45 degree-granting undergraduate pro-
grams and 29 graduate programs. Its current programs are concentrated in seven
major schools: Agriculture and Home Economia4, Arts and Sciences, Business, Edu-,
cation. Engineering and Architecture,.Nursing and 'Allied Health, and Veteripary
Medicine.

I am very pleased to have been invited today to participate in this discussion on
the Higher Education Act of 1965 and on funding for higheratducation in the pro-
posed Fiscal Year 1985 Budget of the United States. I have spent most of the past
twenty years professionally engaged in the field of higher education, This included
five years' service as President of Benedict College in Columbia, South Carolina and
ten years as Program Officer for Education and Public Policy at the Ford Founda-
tion. I would like to share with you some observations on the need for continued
federal support for financial assistance to needy students and to historically black
colleges.
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II. STUDY.ISIT AID

I lerould like to _comment first on student aid. The President's Fiscal Year 1985
budget has placed emphasis on the concept of self-help. Under this concept, a stu-dent and his family would have to providealninimum of $500 ar 40 percent of thecost of college education before the student would be eligible for a Pell want. Feder-
al loans and work study funds could be used in satisfying this minimum, Adminis-trators of historically black colleges know that their students and their families
have always followed the concept of self-help.

This self-help pattern is well-known and well-documented. Let me share with youmy own personal experience. I stn a graduate °can historically black college. Myfather was a rural Baptist minister whom earnings were very limited. All nine ofthe children in my family were graduated from black colleges. In addition, four
earned Master's degrees and two earned the Ph.D. degree at major research univer-
sities. All of-us found that our undergraduate education at black colleges prepartel
us well for rigorous advanced training. In my own case, 1 graduated from a black
college and then darned three poetbaccalaureute degrees at Harvard, Columbia, andYule.. I see this pattern repeated again and again in studentsdat Tuskegee Institute,
many of wham have even fewer resourcts than did my family.

Statistical data illustrate the aggregate' pattern of black spending flu. highe edu-cation. These data show 'that black families have consistently made a far treatersacrifice for higher education than white families.' For example, in 1976, 38 percentof black families with incomes below $10,000 had at least one family member in col-lege; only eight percent of white families in this income category had a familymember in college. In 1981, applicants to United Negro College member schools had
a median income of $13,700. The median income of students applying to colleges na-tionally was $26,800.

The data also suggest that the typical family of a black college student simplydoes not have enough money to spend more than it is already spending for higher
education. The United Negro College Fund has estimated that black families are al-ready providing 37 percent of tbeir children's education costs through parental con-tributions and student' summ r employment, work study, and loans. Bureau of
Labor Statistics data show that in 1981, a family with a total budget of $15,323ended up with only $644 left over after allowances for ,the amount that would be
required for food, housing, teensportation,"clothing, and personal and medical care.Note also that in 1981, 55 pocent of black families - carried less than this $15,323.

The availability, of loans and work -study to assist students in raising the 40 per-cent does not appear to be a realistic solution for poor studeiets. At Tuskegee Insti-tute and many institutions, only a limited number of work-stab, jobs are available:
Further, the bipartisan National Commission on Student Financial Assistance ex-
press'ed concern over the increased levels of indebtedness among low income std-
dents, even under the current system. There must be an appropriate balance among
work-study, loans, and grants.

I believe Congressman Simon has worked hard to achieve that /Mance, 1 particy-
larly welcome Congressman Simon's effort to end the annual uncertainty that sur-rounds the award of Pell Grants by making the Pell Grant an entitlement. In en-dorsing this proposal, 1 am fully aware of the current national concern over ournear $200 billion budget deficit. This is a' cause of alarm for 'every citizen and it
means that we face hard choices as to where cuts shall be mall Even in this diffi-
cult economic climate, however, I believe we must find a make a greater
commitment to invest in the 'future of' our young peopie..1 w that the com-mittee would give very careful consideration to giving the P t a simpler andmore secure legislative base.

I cannot emphasize too strongly tile importance. of continued full support for theTR1Q program, Upward Bound, Talent Search, Special Services, and the relate
programs which comprise TRIO provided low-income, first generation college stitdents with the counseling, tutoring and basic information they need to enter and
complete college. The 50 percent cut in this program recommended in the FresiN
dent's FY 85 budget proposals would have a tremendously negative impact.

Let me illustrate to you just how important it is to reach these young people.
1981, a black male high school gradNate had a median income of $12,349. Three
years of college could increase his income to $14, 657, 'thmpletionecif four years ofcollege would take him up to $17,253. In that same year, however, a white' reale
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high school graduate could start out earning $17,548almatit $241* more annually
than the black male college gradnate.1

These figures clearly show the differential impact of the denial of an opportunitx-
for higher education to black youth. Since a black male has to co1nplete college in
order to earn as much as a white male high school.graduate, the denial of access to
higher education can extract a tremendous social cost. It is therefore vital that we
maintain vigorous outreach programs such as the TRIO programs to reach these
youth. To demonstrate the 'impact this program has had at Tuskegee Institute, the
'Institute's former legal counsel (a graduate of the Harvard Law School) was initially
"discovered" as a Tuskegee ligh school youth through the Intstitute's Talent Search
program. 10'

Finally, I welcome the support Congressman Simon has recommended for un em-
phasis on the neediest -Students in the Graduate and Professional Fellowship
Awards Program. The Graduate and Professional Opportunities Program has been
important to minority students. Because -of the large loan obligations incurred
during their undergraduate years, however, an alarming decline in the numberwof
blacks going on to graduate and professional school has occurred. This has serious
implications for staffing our colleges and universities now and in the future. I urge
a significant investment in this program.

III. INSTITUTIONAL AIL

f4'StrODgly endorse Congressman Simon's initiative to ine
Title III, the Black College and University Act. This Act
need for direct assistance to historically black institutio
struction, maintenance or rehabilitation of classroom, libra
ties.

I believe there is a particular need for assistance to academic and professional
programs where black Americans are underrepresented. As the only historically
black college with a School of Veternary Medicine, Tuskegee Institute is particular-
ly eager to bring to the attention of this Committee this especially difficult problem.

In 1980, of the 34,000 veterinarians in the United States; only .533 or 1.6 percent
were black. Along all of the health professions, veterinary medicine has the smallest
representation of blacks. Tuskegee Institute has trained over 90 percent of all black
veterinarians, including 99 percent of those located in the South.

Training students who may well be both financially and educationally disadvairf
taged places a particularly difficult financial burden on a school of veterinary medi-
cine. The cost of training one student exceeds $20,000. Tuskegee's tuition for 1983-

84 was $3,600. Tufts University, one of two other private veterinary schools in the
country, charges $18,000 a year. Tuskegee Institute's fees are approximately one
sixth the cast of training, as calculated by the Council of Deans, Association of

American Veterinary Medical Colleges (AAVMC).2 ,

In irdkiition to financial aid. Tuskegee Institute must also provide a comprehensive
academic reinforcement program. Many students must receive assistance through a
structured program of pre-entry academic enrichment and post-admission support-
ive services to insure their retention. These programs require .special laboratory fa-

cilities,. auto tutorial audio visual aids, low faculty-student nituis, faculty and stu-
dent tutors, and special counselors. The coot of these special programs places a con-
siderable strain on the school's budget, but the programs are necessary in view of

the unique mission of the School of Veterinary Medicine.
.1 would recommend that the Tuskegee Institute School of Veterinary Medicine be

included with the graduate and professional schools eligible for specialized program
grants under Section 326, While the School of Veterinary Medicine is located within
the administrative structure of Thskegee Institute, the- special financial burden
which I have described above makes it essential for the school to have additional
assistance tailored to its needs as a professional institution.

de ii his araPqsals for
ids to the continuing

--particularly for con-
and 1 boratory.fucili-

IV. CONCLUSION

Support ,for higher education is isle of the greatest investments that can It made
by 'individuals; by families, by business. es, and by government. In undertaking to
make a thorough review of the Higher Education Act of 1965, Congressman Simon

has performed an extremely constructive task. He has set very high level for dis-

' U.S. Department of Comfriertv, Bureau of the Census, Money Income of Households, Ftuni.

lies, and Persons in the United States, 1981, March, 198:3, Table 47. "Education and Total Mohey
Income in 1981-- Persons 25 Years Old and Over. by Age, Race, and Sex."

2 Association o ' American Veterinary Medical Colleges, Comparative Data Report, 1981-82.
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cussion of reauthorization. He has courageously proposed needed programs such as
the Black Colleges, and Universities Act. He has discussed and debated his proposals
throughout the higher education commutity. I believe we are off toi a timely and
positive start for the reauthorization process.

As we continue this discussion regarding the future of the nation's higher educa-
tion programS, let us remind ourselves that this country is frighteningly at risk be-
cause of the economic conditions of millions of black and brown families. Unemploy-
ment rates of over 20 percent among black adults threaten to destroy the ery basis
for hope and aspiration. Moreover, as the gap between the median inco e of black
and white families continues to widen, from 61 percent in '1970_ to 13 percent in
1982, -equ ity a goal begins to lose credibility, and is increasingly s pplanted by
cynicism nd despair. Yet blacks and browns are the most rapidly wing popula-
tions in o r society. Failure to address the causes 9f their despair increases the pose
sibility of loss of faith in Bask values which underpin our society. I earnestly believe
that the provision of education to these young people, particularly through the
strengthening' of historically black collt'gcs, can turn ,them into America's most pro-
ductive citizens.

Thank you very II eh for giving ale the opportunity to share these views with
you,

STATEMENT OF DR. BENJAMIN PAYTON, PRESIDENT, TUSKEGEE
'. INSTITUTE

Dr. PAYTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Benjamin Payton,
president of Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee, AL. Located in central
.Alabama, Tuskegee is a complex university with an enrollment of
some 3,600 students. It offers 46-degree grnting undergradtiate
programs and 29 graduate programs. Its current programs are con-
centrated in 'seven major schoolsagriculture and home economics,
arts and sciences, 'business, education, engineering and architec-'
ture, nursing and allied health, and veterinary medicine.

I am pleased to have been invited today to participate in this dis-
tcussion on higher education and on fpnding for higher education in
the proposed fiscal year 1985. I have spent most of the past 20
years professionally engaged in the field of higher education, in-
cluding 5 years .as president of BenedA College in Columbia, SC,.

0 and 10 years as program officer for education and public policy at
She Ford Foundation. What I want to do is share with you some
observations of mine based on these experiences.

I would like first to comment on student aid. The 'resident's
fiscal year 1985 budget has placed emphasis on the concept of self-
help. Under tills concept, a stitclagviand his family would have to
provide a minimum of $500 or 40 pdrcent of the cost of college edu-
cation before the student would be eligible for a Pell Grant. Feder-
al loans and work-study funds could be used in sk.ktisfying this mini-
m u in. ..

Administrators 'of historically black colleges know that their sp-

I
Bents and their families have always followed the concept of self-
ie'lp, This self-help pattern is well known andr well documented.
ut let me just. share with you a personal experience. i

I am a graduate of a historitally black college. My father was a
i rural Baptist minister whose earnings were very limited. All nine

of the children in my family were graduated from black colleges. In
addition, four earned master's dei.,rrees and two earned the Ph.D.
degree at major research universities. AU .of us found that our un-
dergraduate at black colleges prepared us well for rigor%is ad-
vanced training, In my .own case,4 graduated from-a black college
and then earned three post-baccalaureate degrees at Harvard,rCo

e



lumbia and Yale. I see'this patternthis is the point --I see this
pattern repeated again and again in study at Tuskegee Institute,
many of whom have even fewer resources t ufn -did my famillp

Statistical data illustrate the aggregate ppattern of spending for
black higher education. These data show 4hat black families have
consist reilly made .a far greater sacrifice for jther education than
white, faThllies. For example, in 197(3, 38 peRentwf flack families
with incomes below $10,000 had. at least one family member in col-
lege. Only 8 percent of white families in this income category had a
family Member in college. 4In 1981, applicants to United Negro Col-
lege Fund members Schools had a median income of only $13,700.
The median income of students applying to colleges nationally was'
$26,800. ,

,

These di to also suggest that the typical family of a black college
student s' ply does not have enough money to spend more than it
is alrea , spending-for higher education. The ljnited Negro College
Fund estimated that black families are.already providing 37

.perce of their children's education costs through parental contri-
bp,tto s and student stammer emplqment, work, study and 'loans.
Bu 'au of. Labor Statistics data show that in 1981, a family with, a.-

1 budget of $15,323 ended up with only $644 left over after gl-
ances for the' amount that would be required for food, housing,
nsportation, clothing and personal and medical care.

Note also that in 1981, 55 percent of black families earned less
t an this $15,323.

So the availability of loans and work study to assist students in ,

raising the '40 percent does not appear to be a realistic solution for
poor students. At Tuskegee Institkite and many institutions, only a
limited number of work study jobs are available. Further, the Bi
partisan, National, Commission on Student Financial Aid expressed
concern over the increased levels of indebtedness among low-
income students, even under the current system.

There -must be an appropriate balance among .)kork study, loans
and grants. I believe that Congressman Simon has worked hard to
achieve that balance. I particularlygevelcome the Congressman's ef-
forts to end the annual uncertaint, that surrounds the award of
Tell Grants by making the Pell Grant an entitlement.

In endorsing this proposal, am fully aware of the current na-
tional concern over our nearly $200-billion-budget deficit. This is A
cause of alarm for every citizen and it means that we fajo hard
choices as to where cuts shall be made. But even in this difficult
economic climate I believe we must find a way to make a greater
commitment to invest in the future of our young people. I would
hope that the committee would give very careful consideration to
giViing the Pell Grant a simpler and more secure legislative base.

I cannot emphasize too strongly the ,importance of continued full
support for the TRIO programs. Upward Bound, Talent Search,
Special Services, and the related prografns which. comprise TRIO
provide low-income, first generation college students with the coun-
seling, tutoring and basic information they need to enter and corn-
plete college. The 50-percent cut in this program recommended in
the President's 1985 budget- proposals would have a tremendously
negative impact.

4 d
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Just let me 'illustrate to you how important it is to reach these
young people. In 1'981 a 'black male high school graduate .had a
median income of $12;349. Three years of college could increase his
income to $14,657. Completion of college would take hith up to$17,253. In that same year, however, a white male high school
graduate could start out earning $17,548almost $300 snore annu-
ally than the black male college graduate.

the
what these figures clearly, show is the differential impact ofthe denial of an opportunity for higher education to black youth.

Since a black male has to -complete college in order to earn as
much as a white male high school' graduate, the denial of access to
higher education can exact a tremendous social cost. It is therefore
vital that we maintain vigorous outreach programs such as the
TRIO programs to reach these youth. I would illustrate this further
by a reference again to Tuskegee. The Tuskegee Institute's former
legal counsel, a graduate of the Harvard ,Law, School, was initially
discovered as 'a Tuskegee high school student through the Insti-
tute's Talent Search Program.

Finally, I welcome the support Congressman Simon has recom-.
mended for an emphasis on the neediest students in the Graduate
and .Professional Fellowship Awards Program, The Graduate and
Professional Opportunities Program has been important to Minori-
ty students. Because of the large loan obligations incurred duringtheir undergraduate years, however, an alarming decline in the
numbers of blacks going on to graduate and professional school has
occurred. This has serious implications for staffing our colleges and
universities now and in the future. I urge a significant investment
in this program. I might add that I hope the .committee would not
begin to see the development and expansion of need-based pro-
grams as a counterpoint to programs that ai.e merit based.

I would; also hope the committee would not begin to view expand-
ed assistance to black colleges as something that competes with
every white ,college. I certainly hope that my colleges in these insti-
tutions would not view it that way.

The fact of the matter is merit-based programs all too frequently
are 'simply correlates for upper. income families and support for
such families. We must' balance that with continued expansion of
genuine opportunity for talented, young people 1,vho..corne from low-
income families. That has been the specialty of the historically
black collegesAt's not a Matter of need versus merit. It's a matter
of making certain that the talent and the merit that exists across
the spectrum of social and racial groups in our society, that that
talent can rise.

On institutional aid, I strongly endorse Congressman Simon's ini-
tiative to include in his proposals title III, the, Black College and
University Act. This act responds to the continuing need for direct
assistance to historically black institutioths, particularly for con-
struction, maintenance, or rehabilitation of classroom, library, and
laboratory facilities. I believe there is a particular need for assist-
ance to academic and professional prbgrams where black Ameri-
cans are underrepresented,- As the only historically black college
with .a school of veterinary medicine, Tuskegee Institute is particu-
larly eager to'hring to the attention of this committee this especial -
ly difficult problem.
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In 1980, of the 34,008. veterinarians in the United States, only
533 or ,1.6 percent were black. Among all of the health professions,
veterinary medicie has the smallest representation of blackS. Tus-
kegee Institute' has trained over 90 percent of all, black veterinar-
ians, including 99 percent of those located in the South.

Training students who Ilay well be both financially and_ educa-
tionally disadvantaged, places a 'particularly difficult financial
burden on a school such as our school of veterinary medicine. The
cost of training one student exceeds $20,000. Tuskegee's tuition in
1983-84 was $3,600. To compare, Tufts University, one of the two
other private veterinary schools.in the country, charges $18,000 a
year. Tuske,gee Institute's fees are approximately one-sixth the cost
of traiangr as calculated by the Counsel of Deans, 'Association of
American Veterinary Medical Colleges.

In addition to financial aid, Tuskegee Institute must also provide
a comprelknsive academic reinforcement program. Many students
must receive assistance throe ti a structured pyogram of pre-entry
academic enrichment. and postadmissiori supportive services to
ensure their retention. Tll'ese programs require special laboratory
facilities, audio/tutbrial/audio visual aids, low faculty-student
ratios; facility and student tutors and special counselors. The cost
of these special programs places a considerable strain on the school
budget, but the programs are necessary in view of the unique mis-
sion ofThe school of veterinary medicine.

I would therefore recommend that the Artiskegee Institute's
School of Veterinary Medicine be included with the graduate and
professional schools eligible for specialized program grants .under'
section :326. Wskile the school of veterinary medicine is located
withjn the adrniistrative-structuie of Tuskegee Institute, the spe-
cial

'financial
burden which I described above makes it essential for

the school to have additional assistance tailored to its needs as a
professional institution.

My concluding remarks are these, Mr. Chairman. upport for
higher education is one of Vie greatest investments that can be
'made by individuals, by farnilies, bAi businesses, and by govern-
rnent..In undertaking to make 'a thorough review of the Higher'
Education Act of 1965, I believe that. Congressman Simon has per-
fbrmed an extremely con4ructive act. He has set a very high level
for discussion of reauthorization. He has courageously proposed
needed programs such as the Black Colleges and Universitities Act.
He has discussed and debated his proposals throughout the higher
education community. I believe we are off to a timely and positive
start for the reauthorization process.

But as we continued this discussion regarding the future of the
Nation's higher education programs, we must remind ourselves

'thaf this country is frighteningly at risk because of the economic
conditions of millions of black and brown families. Unemployment
rates of over 20 percent among black adults threaten to destroy the
very basis for hope and 'aspiration.

Moreover, as the gap between the median income of black and
white families' continued to widen, from 61 percent in 1970 to 55
percent in 1982, equality as a goal begins to lose credibility and is %,

increasingly supplanted by cynicism' and despair. Yet, blacks and
browns are the most rapidly gro\ving populations in our society.
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Failure to address the causes of their despair increases the possibil-
ity of loss of faith in basic values vt.i.ich underpin our society.

I earnestly believe that the provision of education of these young
people, particularly through the strengthehing of historiCally blackcolleges, can turn into America!s most productive citizens.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for giving me this opportunity to
share my views with you. .
- Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Dr. Payton. Last on our panel of presi-
dents is Dr. Eileen Farley, Presideift of the Bristol Community Col-
lege;Dr. Farley? c

[Prepared statement of Dr. Eileen Farley follows:3

PREPARED STA EME.NT OF EILEN T. FARLEY, PRESIDENT, BRISTOL COMMUNITY
COLLEGIC., FALL RIVER, MA

Mr. Chairman. zny name is Eileen Farley. I am President of Bristol Community
College, Fall RiVer, Massachusetts. I am a substitute for Dr. Dean Lillie, president
oColorado Mountain College, who could not be here today because of illness.

First, I want to thank you for the opportunity to testify from the perspective of acommunity college administrator before your Subcommittee on a 1341 that is most
important to our colleges, and, I would stibmit, to the future of this country. I amspeaking today for myself and as a member of the American Association of Commu-
nity and Junior Colleges/Assciciation of Community College Trustees Joint Commis"sion on Federal Relations.

Second, I want to thank yo rsonally for the outstanding leadership you are as-rting not only in preparing this new, exceptionally sensitive higher education bill
for the brilliant direction you have set for higher education in this countryove he past several years.

We ould not agree more with the three pillars upon which your pew legislation
rest: ex ending access to postsecondary education, improving program, efficiency,and enh cing quality. These objeCtives are precisely what community, technical,
and junior leges are about. Nye are exceptionally pleased to find our specific en-,
deavors and 'sensibilities reflected in your legislation. -

Third, I would like to react to several different parts of your draft legislation. Mr,
Chairman, for community,,colk-ges the centerpiece in the Higher Education Act is,
Title IV, Student Aid, and "the most significant part of this centerpiece is the Pell
Grant program. With yell, we believe that this pro,grram should be viewed as an enti-
tlementtlement for any American who wishes to parti aNte in higher education, that the* applicatiativrocedures shout implified so that they are more understandable tostudents (as well as to adniinistra rs), and Oast the timetable for sharing informa-
tion about the program ought to advanced so that college officials-can study thei details and prepare lucid explanatio s oT them for students.

I know that I do not have to defi for you, Mr. Chairman, the importance of this
Title for community colleges, but for the record, allow me to offer the following .de-
tails:

Of the 2.6 million students wig benefit under the Pell Grant progrprn, nearly two-
thirds for about 1.7 million persons) attend public two- and four-year colleges; and
nearly 6.3 percent of, this number come 'from Unifies with. annual incoraos below
$S,000. Looking exclusively at community, technical, and junior colleges, more than
80 percent of our students come from families with $8,000 in annual income.,9r less.
Only 6 percent of our students come from families with incomes over $16,000.

Our colleges .enroll 55.5 percent of all Hispanic students in higher education in
this country and 44.4 percent of all Black studentsminority groups that have been
insufficiently represented in higher education for ,many years. Our colleges open the
doors of opportunity for them. Another group of students to which community col-
leges cater are women; more than half of our credit student body this past year
the total number is very nearly 5 million students, Mr, Chairintinwere women.

And we provide learning opportunities to adults, a group, according to all the de-
mographic data, that will comprise the fastest growing portion of higher education
students for the years ahead., The average age of our student body is approximately

'28 years old. In fact, the general characteristics of our student body include the fol-
lowing details: it is female, enrolled in credit programs part-tithe. working full- orpart-time jobs, participating in occupational/technical

college,
progams, commuting to col-

lege, and, in effect; working their way throlu, i
'MO

4 ;
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They are, in fact, the very people the Pell Grant program was designed to involve
in our higher education institutions. Yet, they have suffered,

placed
you know, over the

past few years ill to be precise) under the fixed maximum placed on the program.
Since 1979, the portion of the all educational costs that the maximum allowed under
the .program fell by 15 Percentage points--from 46 percent of costs in 1879 to 34
percent of costs this past year, And this is during a period when average college
costs have increased by 10 percent per year in many institutions. Unless the cap is
increased, the portion of full coats that the grants cover will continue to fall with
the result that many of the individuals who are targeted for this program will be
denied -a phenomenon that sonic institutions-are already reportig as the result of
the deterioration of the grants' actual value.

We firmly support your effort to advance the maximum possible award to $3,000,
and to provide mechanisms by which the maximum will increase automatically on
an annual basis, to coincide with increases in the coats of education.

We also support your effort to eliminate the half-cost limitation of the Pell Grant
program, and yoUr move to increase the allowance for tuition and fees to 75 percent
of costs. The differential ypu propose, however, for calculating allowances for living
costs causes us some concern. There is evidence that the costs of living on campus
are about the same as those required to live off campus. Proposing differentials of
$400 (off campus) and $N00 (off campus with parents) is not consistent with cost fig-
tires that we have seen. We would be mach happier were the. Act to include pruvi-
sion of an allowance of at least 60 percent of total living costs for all students--on
campus or off campus in whatever living arrangement).

Mrt Chairman, community college students, as you know, have been penalized tra-
ditionally under this program in two Ways: attending lower cost institutions and
thereby qualifying for the maximum Pell award, even though the cost of this educa-,
tion was higher than the maximum award; and receiving less living allowance be-
cause they are commuting students when the costs of the two situations are fairly
similar. We holpe that your bill will eliminate these inequities.

We are pleased too, Mr. Chairman; that your bill includes a definition df"inde-
pendent- student that reflects the faCt that such students are adults and should be
sparecigtheSmi to prove their independence. Your definition will serve to speed up
tht eligibility procedures and to recognize the maturity of adult applicants.

Vinally,_Mr. Chairman, on Title IV, I have some concerns about lumping Work -
Study and Cooperative Education together and then permitting the use of work-
study students to tutor functionally illiterate adults. To avoid confusion between the
programs and to permit them each to retain their distinct character, I feel they
should not be folded into. one another. Further, I don't think it would be useful to
relegate portions of work-study monies for 'illiteracy proigramii. Once a provision is
made, the history of such efforts suggests, it serves as a precedent for the inclusion
of other special programs; then the next step is creating a set-aside for each discrete
program. I would prefer to keep the programs separate and to place special literacy
training pr rams where they are most appropriatethe Adult Basic Education and
Bilingudi Education programs or, aS you have done, in the Continuing and Commu-
nity INiStseramdary Education Title. Part B. Title I. Adult illiteracy is a significant

. national problem; it has social, economic, and quality-of-life implications. AAGIC
and ACCT firmly sdpport the implementation of special efforts to reduce the num--
hers of functionally illiterate adults in this country.

Briefly, Mr. Chairman, I would likt:ato remark about various other Titles- in your
bill.

I am particularly pleased with the effort you make in Title Ito pressure.state°and
local officials to,eoordiaate :programs under this Title with other retated federally-
supported efforts, Too often federal initiatives in response to national problems are
disparate, redundant, and frequently jealously guarded by one faction or another.
This characterization certainly applies to hUman resdurce development programs
sponsored by the federal government an issue that is of particular concern to corn
inanity, techniCal, and junior colleges and the Associations that represent them. We
are also plestaeti with the stress you place on employment training and information
resources in this Title. As I have noted earlier, population data suggest that adult,
education and training wil in increasingly greater demand in the near future,

My concern with Title I,
e

Mr, Chairman, is not with the specific and worthy pur-
poses that you enwiciate for it. but rather that it does not seem to stretch beyond
the familiar kinds of ptogram activities to the broader domain of institutionlil
change. Community, technical, and junior Collegesprobably better than any other
kind of postsecondary institution in this country --have produced an impressive
array of programs fcfr adults and we have adjusted our instrtietional behavior to
match the mature individuals that fill our classes. But we still need to improve our

4 x.
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pro s and our approaches, and we need financial incentives to Make these_im-
pro ts. More traditional postsecondary institutions need even more and it
is that they to become involved intimately with adult instructionto

4lity and endurance and to serve the nation's interest. Ono of the
importan esses in this Title, then, should be on stimulating institutional changes
and instructional mo tications.

As the only instil omit glant program, Mr. Qhairman, Title Ill is of special con-
xern to our colleges. he extraordinary minority percentages that i quoted you earli-
er that Ventify minority student. populations that our colleges serve also indicate
our interest in this Title. As it is presently cast, the Title does not fairly recognize
the contributions that codummity colleges have made in ,addressing the conditions
ttir)dingsi to which this Title points. Further, it does not propose solutions to the
consistent histOryof poor program management, to the problem.of institutional ac-
countability (the program graduation issue), nor- the redundancy problem (the ab-
sence of a national mechanism that could serve as a program memory, a'provider of
technical assistance, anq a rest urce&for speeding the develOpment process). We also
have some concerns about the eligibility formula involving.Pell Grant averages, for
it tends to favor higher-cOst institutions, evenwit rin categories col posed of similar
types of institutions.

We feel the focus in Title III should fall on i ti utions that serve low-income stu-
dents, on institutions that make unique contrib ions to the mix of higher education
in this country, because of their location and their student body, aricf on such institu-
tions that .are.inkdanger of dissolution because of certain Nveaknesses--ones that can
be redressed with the flow of federal assistance for a sp&ific period of time, and no
longeie.

Chairman,--we strongly endorse the details you offer irk Title VI, believing
with you lit 4f0 continue to ignore the 'importance of international education at
our own ris .

And finally, we vigorously support the renewal of the Coopergtion Education pro-
.. gram, Title VIII, which has proven so valuable in giving students the -benefits of

. work experienes that help them relate their course work. to specific career pursuits.
Thank you for the opportunity to share my thoughts with your Subcommittee. .

'ST ME DR. EILEEN T, FARLEY, PRESIDENT, BRISTOL
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

\,M's" FARLEY, Thank Ott, Mr. Penny and members of the commit-
te6. My name is Eileen Farley. I am presid6nt of Bristol Communi-
ty College in Fall River,- MA. I am substituting this morning for
Dr. Dean Lillie, president of Colorado Mountain College, who could
not be here today because of illness.

First, I ant to thank you for the opportunity to testify from the
perspective of .a community college administratr. before this sub-
coMmittee on a bill that. is most important'to our colleges and, .1
would submit, to the future of -this country. I speak today for
myself and as a ,member of the American Association of COMMUTTI-
ty and Junior .dolleges and the Association of Community College
Trustees Joint Commission on Federal Relations.

Second, I want to convey the community colleges' recognition
and great appreciation of the outstanding leadership of Chairman
Simon on asserting not only his 'leadership in preparing this hew,
exceptionally sensitive higher education bill, but also for thenbril-
liant direction he has set for higher education in this country over
the past several years.

,We could not agree more with the three pillars upon which your
new legislation rests: expanding access to postsecondary education,
improving program efficiency, and enhancing quality. These objec-
tives_are precisely what community, technical, and junior ,colleges
are about. We are exceptionally pleased to find our specific endeav-
ors and sensibilities reflected in your legislation.
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Third, I would like to react to several different parts of your
draft legis14tion. For community colleges, the . centerpiece in the
Higher Education Act is, of course, title IV, student aid; and the
most significant part of this centerpiece, as far as we are con-
cgrned, is the Pell Grant Program. With the committee, we believe
that this program should be viewed as an entitlement for an Amtr-
icon who wishes to participate ip higher education.

We believe that the application procedures should be simplktiecl
so that they are more understandable to students as well as to ad-
ministrators and that the timetable for sharing information about
the program ought tb be advanced so that college officials can
study the details and prepare proper explanations of them for stu-
dents.

I know that I don't have to.describe for this committee the im-
portance of this title .for community colleges but for the record,
allow me to offer some of the following details. Of the 2.6 million
students who benefit wider the Fell Grant Program, nearly two-
'thirds, or about 1.7 million persons attepd public 2- and 4-year col-
leges and nearly .63 percent of, this number come. from families
with annual icornes below $8,000. Looking exclusively at commu-
nity, technical and junior colleges, more than 80 percent of our stu-
dents come from families with $8,000 of income ctr less and Only 6
percent of our students co from families with incomes over
$16,000, . . . ,

Our colleges enroll 55.5 percent of all Hispanic students in
higher education in this country and 44.4 percent of all black Stu-
dentsninority groups that have been insufficiently represented
in highei education for many years. Our Colleges open the doors of
opportunity for them. Another group of students to which commu-
nity colleges cater are women. More than half of our credit student
body this past yearthe total is very nearly 5 million students.
were women. .

We provide learning opportunities to adults, a group, according
to all of the demographic data, that will comprise. the fastest grow-
ing portion 'of higher education students for the years ahead. The
average age of our student body is approximately 28 years old. In
fact, to give you the general characteristics of our student body it
is female, enrolled in credit programs part-time, working full- br
part-time jobs, participating in occupational/technical programs,
commuting to college and, in effect, working their way through col-

.,

lege. .. .

They are, in fact, the very people the Pell. Grant Program was
designed to involve in our higher education institutions. Yet, they
have suffered, as you know, over the past few years under the fixed
maximum placed on the prOgram. Since 11979, the portion of all
educational costs that the maximum allowed under the program

, fell by 15 percentage pointsfrom 46 percent of costs in 1979 to 31
percent of costs this past year. And this is du ing a period when
average college costs have increased by 10 rcent per year in
many institutions. Unless the cap is increa . the portion of full
costs that the grants cover will continue ty fa' 11 with the result that
many of the individuals who are targeteT for this program will be
denied access -a phenomenon that some institutions are already
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reporting as a 'result of the deterioration of the grant's actualvalue.
.

So tve firmly support their effort, to advance'the maximum possi-ble award to $3,0140 and to arovide mechanisms by which the maxi-mum will increase automatically on an annual basis to coincidwith increases in the cost of education.
We also support your effort to eliminate the half cost limitationof the Pell Grant Program and your move- to increase the allow-ance for tuition and fees to 75 percent of costs. The differential youpropose, however, for calculating allowances for living costs causes

-- us some concern. There is evidence that the costs of living oncampus are about the same as those required to live off-campus.
Proposing differentials of $400 and $800 for -off-campus and' off-campus living with paients, respectively, is not consistent with costfigures we have seen. Wd would be much happier were the to .include provision of an allowance for at least-60 percent of totalliving costs for all students on-campu,s or off-campus in whateverliying arrangement.

Community college students, as you l&iw, have been penalized
traditionally under this program in two waysattending lower costinstitutions and thereby not qualifying for the maximum. Pell- award, even though the cost of this education was higher than themaximum award, and then receiving much less living allowance ,because they were .commuting students when the cost, of the twosituations are really fairly Similar. 4

We would hope that this bill -would try to eliminate these inequi-ties. We are pleased, too, that II,It'. 5240 includes a definition of"independent student" that reflects the fact that such students areadults and shou4d be spared the need to prove their independence. :Your definition will serve to speed up the eligibility procedures andto recognize the maturity of adult applicants.
I would Ifte to comment briefly abodt several other titles in thebill. We are particularly pleased with the effort you make in title Ito pressure State and local officials to coordinate under this titlewith other related federally supported efforts. Too often, Federalinitiatives in response to national problems are redundant and un-coordinated and frequently jealously guarded by one faction or an-other. This charactelzation certainly applies to human resourcedevelopment programs sponsored by the Federal Governmentanissue of particular concern to community and junior colleges pndthe -associations that represent them..:
We are also pleased with the stress you place ()II employmentaining and information resources in this title. As I have noted

earlier, population data suggests that adult education and trainingwill be in increasingly greater demand in the near future.We are pleased, too, to see new initiatives to promote solution's tothe grave problem of adult illiteracy. In my own community, forexample, for a third of the population our college serves, English isnot he primary language of the household and only 35 percent ofthe pulation have graduated from high school, according to. the'98 census.
With respect to- title III as the only institutional grant program,we are particularly concerned with, this title. The extraordinaryminority percentages that I quoted to you earlier that identify mi-
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nori1r exit populations that our colleges serve also indicate our.
interest i portion of your bill.

As it is presently cast, the title does not fairly recognize the con-
tributions that community colleges haVe made in addressing these
conditions. Further it does not propose solutions to the consistent
history of.poor program management to the problem of institution-
al accountability nor the redundancy problemthe absence of a
national mechanism that could serve as a program memory, a pro-
vider of technical assistance and a resource for speeding the devel-
opment process.

We are also conc4ned about the eligibility formula for this pro-
gram involving Pell Grant it tends to favor higher cost
institutions, even within categories mposed of similar types of in-
stitutions.

We feel the focus in title HI should fall on institutions that serve
low-income students on institutions that make unique contribu-
tions to the mix o igher education in this country because of
their location and t eir student body and on such institutions that
are in danger of dissolution because of certain weaknesses-,--ones
that can be redressed with the flow of Federal assistance for a spe-
cific period of time, and no longer.

Finally, we strongly endorse the renewal of the Cooperative Edu-
cation Program, title VII which has proven so valuable in giving
students the benefit of work experiences that help, them relate
their course work to specific career pursuits:

I appreciate the opportunity to share my thoughts with the sub-
committee.

Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Ms. Farley.
Several comments this morning centered on the reduction in the

number of undergraduates who are immediately moving on to
graduate school. The testimony indicated that'the competition with
the private sector offering attractive salaries is the major culprit. I
would be interested in any additional Comments that those of you
involved in graduate programs might have to offer on how we can
stem that flow of our best graduates moving into the work sector
rather than continuing in school in attaining a higher degree. I
would also like to know if you have any statistics to demonstrate
how manys,of those students, once out of the school system, do come
back at a point in the future to obtain a degree.

Dr. JORDAN, Mr. Penny, I think there is a very real problem in
what you have just said.. The Nation's institutions of higher educa-
tion who carry on graduate activity and research face a veil real
shortage, as my colleague from Cornell pointed out, first of all; of
faculty members in the engineering and scientific disciplines as
well as in some areas of business administration, for example. The
truth of the matter is that many students who, 10, 15 years ago,
would have moved steadily into a Ph.D. 'program and thus into fac-
ulty positions in colleges of engineering, colleges of science and col-
leges of business, particularly, now go directly from the baccalaure-
ate into the corporate or industrial world for a couple of reasons
first of all, because of competitive salaries And second, because
and most important to these hearings this morningbefause of a

Ilk reduction in student aid available for, graduate students,tond third,
- in the scientific disciplines frequently the opportunity 'to
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participate in other yniversity-type activities has bikn increased in -
the 'corporate and in the private sector.

A subhead under the question You raise relates to the fact that,
as Dr. Rhodes pointed out, we have alerrible shortage of minority
faculty members in all disciplines on major university campuses.
This has a very curious effect in that there is a nbtablelack of mi-
nority role models for undergraduates who might indeed be attract-
ed into graduate sclpol were they to, be able to see minority role'
models on our faculties. It is a very real problem. I do not have
statistics as to those who eventually cone back to graduate school,
but I think you can be assured that it is not a large number.

D. PAYTON. I would just like to first agree with my:_colleague
from Pennsylvania' and stress, and underscore the importance of
the growing amounts of indebtedness through loans that students
are incurring during their undergradUate years. That is having a
very, very damaging effect. They are leaving college already with a
burden of debt loanparticularly these who are black and Hispan-
ic--,:who come out of their poor backgrotinds dnd whose families are
awaiting their.entry into the job market to help.

But second, I think it also illustrates the importance of such
schools as the historically black colleges where you do have critical
masses of role models, where we are able to find them in spite, of
their limited supply and where you will find that over the years 75
to 85 percent' of all of the

our`
out there who do serve as role

models are graduates of our schools. I think you have identified a
very important issue.

The issue of competition with industry is crucial. How we can get
college and university salaries, to some extent, competitive, I really
don't know. I suspect it's going to require some rearrangements in
terms of the relationship between business and industry. and
higher education. Some of those things I am beginning to see
happen, but that's a very real dilemma for our programs.

Mr. PENNY. Dr. Rhodes, do you want to respond to that?
Dr. RHODES. Mr. Chairman, I would agree with -everything that

Dr. Payton and Dr. Jordan have just said and maybe add just one
inure thing. I think this is-not only a critical problem for the uni-
versities and colleges in terms of maintaining their graduate pro-
grams and especially recruiting new faculty members. I think it's a
very serious problem for the Nation because recruiting somebody
at the' baccalaureate level into an engineering company or a manu-
facturing company doesn't give the kind of capacity for long-term
research development on which our productivity and competitive-
nesstepend.

I think there are two things you can do a,nd I don't think we
have any right to come to you and simply say, "We want more of -
everything.' A'he two most critical things you can do for us are,
first of all, to fund an adequate number of national graduate fel-
lowships based on merit and pay particular attention to the desper-
ate need we have to encourage minority applicants.

Point one, national gradtiate fellowships, merit-based. Point No.
2, the instrumentation and facilities. There are literally some kinds
of research that it's no longer possible to do adequately in unive si-
ties because we have fallen behind in equipment. We hope you
help us for that on some kind of,matching basis.
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That leads to the net question that' wanted to ask and it has to
do with a partnership.arrangement allow for the funding of the
acquisition of current practice equipment by lot th government and
private sector moneys. 'How would you envision the most effective
cost Mare program? If you were in a position to design that cost
Aare arrangement, what do you` think would be the most effective
.way to see to it that we moved quickly to fund those purchases?

Dr. lisionF.s. I hope what you will consider, Mr. Chairman is, firsi
of all, that I think that that has also to be merit-based. I think if
you simply spread your help geographically in what I would know
would be a "prudent political way to do it in some respects, you will
not really get the full benefit of the investment. Just as we are
looking for merit in our graduate institutions, we must recognize
merit in the in§titutibns. We 'must look at both the pony and the
stable, as one- of my colleagues said some time ago, because the
number of universities doing truly frontier work in research is not
great. If those fall behind, then all will fall behind. '

The second thing I would want to say is that'I think you have
several modelsan increasing number of modelswhere universi-
ties and industry are already now in partinership..Let me just give
you one example. Biotechnology is vital t40 the future prosperity of
this country. We have established in the last t months at Cornell
University. a partnership with three corporation's in biotechnology
where each of those corporations is contributing 82.5 million to a
program and where their scientists work at the bench with our sci-
entists.

. But overall, corporations contribute only about:3.5:percent of the
total research costs of universities and colleges. We might hope
that yyvvould increase over the coming years to something bet en 5
and l() percent, but they will never displace the Federal rn-
silent and r think the pattern that you have set of requiring tch-
-mg support from colleges and universities is a sound one.

I have just two suggestions to make in relation to it. The first is
that the 50-50 match in relation to some pieces of equipment is
simply not realistic because some of it is so unusual in its capacity
that even industry doesn' foresee all of' the possibilities. I hope

4 there might be some fie bility in the rather rigid 50-50 match
that we have at present.

Second, I would hope that you would recognize that the ceiling is
now a very low, one and is really inadequate for the kind of rebuild-
ing; of the research capacity that we now face. I don't have the
competence to suggest to you what that ceiling should be, but do
know that the present level of funding is not enough to help us.

Mr. PINNY. Thank you. Dr. Jordan, do you want to answer that
as well?

Dr. JORDAN. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
I do not disagree with anything Dr. Rhodes said. would point

. out that the new environment in this country for cooperative en-
deavors between the private sector and the universities is increas-
ing and we havy some exemplary models. Dr. Rhodes mentioned
one. I would also mention in the State of Pennsylvania the Ben
Franklin partnership which is a three-way partnership between
State government!, universities, and private induStry, which has the
virtue of creating new research and job training opportunities as
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well. It has funding from State government, from the. university
and from the private sector.-

I would cite as a very large and brilliant example the relation-
ship between Monsanto and the_ Washington University of Saint
LOUif,i, where very major R&D efforts are underway as joint enter-
prises.

This new activity represents a remarkable new resource for the
country in terms of research and development opportunities.

Mr. PENNY. Thank you for your responses. I have several ques:
tions on-how we respond to the financial needs of nontraditional
students, but I know that's an area that Congressman Gunderson
hag also been pursuing in these hearings. So I will defer to him the
privilege to ask those questions. But I do want to indicate that your
response, Dr. Rhodes, to the need for us to be selective ihjargeting
our assistance to a handful of universities that are intensively in-
volved%in research and, therefore, in need of modern day equip-

-1w ment pa'rallels tht response I got from land grant representatives
before the Agriculture Committee not too long ago when I asked,
"How best can we assist the land colleges in their agricultur-
al research? They'. said, "Realizing the limitations on resources,
you .ought, to merit -base that assistance and make some choices."
I3ut in both instances you are asking .us to do something that isn't
common around here and that's zeroing in and assisting dertain in
stitutions and focusing attention on those institutions and leaving
others out of the picture. The pressures here don't often make that
possible, but I do admire fhe recommendation and hope that we
perhaps can summon the courage and wisdom to make those
choices, because I think you are right. If we try to take the shotgun4
approach, we are not going to move anyone along far enough to do
what we need to do to keep all of our research efforts current.

Mr. PENNY. Dr. Caputo.
Dr. CAPUTO. I think I simply can't let that point goby. I absolute-

ly agree that the frontier research is being conducted at relatively
few of the major universities in the United States, but I wouldn't
want the committee or anylme else to overlook the value of re-
sear'ch and, therefore, of research quality equipment at a typical
undergraduate institution where research is an intrinsic and essen-
tial part of instruction.

if the graduates of those institutions are to be prepared to make
an important contribution to science and technology at that level,
if they are to be immediately employed upon graduation or if they
are to be prepared to participate in an advanced graduate progra
they, too, must have a share of that market. They must have those
facilities and those resources available in proportion to their need.

Mr. PENNY. Dr. Payton.
Dr) PAYTON. I would just like to add quickly my agreement on

the notion of selectivity and my disagreement on the notion that
the Congress has not been accustomed to being selective. There's'a
whole range of instit'utions that has been historically and still gets
left out and the notion of selectivity within that range of institu-,
tions hardly gets focuses upon. There is much diversity among the
historically black colleges. Some are research oriented and have re
search programs. But historically, the Congress as well as the exec-
utive 'branch has historically locked those institutions out.
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I would urge a prpcess of selectivity, has been suggested here,
but one that is genuinely based upon Atri assessment of where the
talent is and not simply on the basis of arbitrary allocations of
social esteem and prestige.

Mr. PENNY. M. Farley,
Ms. FARI.EV. I woujd alsarlike 40 respectfully suggest that re-

search and improved research wodld not be the only objective of
good legislation in the higher education area. I think that techni-
cian training, for example, that is done in community colleges de-
serves consideration for incentives to businesses to torm partner-

. ships to.provide equipment also. I think that the participation of
the average person in the work force will require training with
good eqUipment in various fields and so that incentives directed to
businesses to share responsibility for_this upgrading of the Work-
force ou0a to be considered at that level also.

Mr. PENNY. Well, thank you all for amplifying thq quandry We're
in in trying to decide how to focus our limited resources. I can't
dispute that the need exists at every level, but we also can't; dis-
fute that we don't have the ,financial wherewithal to do everything
or everybody. So, in my view, there is going to have to be some

selectivity, but how we respond to the need at each of the institu-
tional levels is going to continue to be a ajor controversy as we
move forward with those choices.

Congressman Gunderso,n. j
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you,

members of the panel, for your testimony today. I am going to dis-
appoint the Chairman, I am goisig to discuss the nontraditional stu-
dent area and seek out )7our input. I would like to ask a two-fold
question in that regard. What do you see as the future of the non-
traditional student on your campus or , in your university and,
second, would ou respond as to theability of the financial aid pro-
grams presently existing address the unique needs of that stu-
dent, and if they don't, that would you suggest as ,changes that
ought to be considered in reauthorization? ,*

We will conclude this questioning about 3 p.m. this afternoon
when you get done with swering all that.

Dr. JORDAN. Mr. Gun erson, let me point out that Penn State
University has a somewhat unique role as a major research univer-
sity in that it exists in 22 different locations in the State of Penn-
sylvania. Those 22 locations include 17 2-year liberal arts an tech-
nical colleges which arg, the first.2 years of Penn State University
in that two-thirds of our freshmen begin their college career in
those 2-year settings around the State and move on then to One of
our three, locations where baccalaureate and graduate degrees are
given.

Those students at the 2-year level could, in many cases, be de-
scribed as "noqraditionar in the sense that they are not in resi-
dence on the campus in many cases and the allowance for cost of
living as laid out. in the proposal of the administration disadvan-
thges those students in a very real way. Plus the fact' that the
larger public universities in this country increasingly are attract-
ing an undergraduateseither as a resident student or a nonresident
student who older than was the case 10 or 15 years ago. These
are not infr uently married with families, living at home, and
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need very careful attention as th their student financial aid needs
ag they attend a university. i

Ms. FARLEY. Well, first I would like to say that any program of
aid that Wnds to benefit community colleges on the whole will in-
evitably benefit adult learners, .so I would suggest that the provi-,
sions of the Higher Education Act that do benefit community col-
leges will have that result. .

.

For example, the increase in the commuting allowance for stu-
dents receiving Pelt grants is certainly of great benefit to adult
students. Increasing the half -cost' provision, to 75 percent is likely to
fall proportionately more to benefit adult students than others. But
I would also like to mention that there are certain arenas where
we have not really done the Federal job that could be done. One isin the area of day care. 'A Large .proportion 'of adults returning to

-higher education are women with childrenoften enough womenwho are receiving some form of aid to families with dependent chil-
-dren and, yet, provisions for aid to take care of, this problem are
not what they shoUld be. So I think, anything in that arena would
be a great-benefit to adults. ..

Second, I thinkand I don't have any great suggestion here
v. today--but I think that the issue of the retraining of adult workers

already in the work force is an issue that needs to be addressed
and one that can be probably readily addressed by. community col-leges if the proper financial incentives were in place. That's in-
creasingly a problem and certainly it's a problem in theltart of the
country from which I come. We have a declining textile and ai.par-
el industry. There is a need for people who have been S.vorkiag in
those industries to have incentives to return for training Of various
kinds. InLientives like that, I think, would go far. toward dealing
with some of the major problenis wiring the adult learners of the

10 next decade.
Mr. GuNoErisoN. Dr. Rhod s.
Dr. RnonEs. Mr. Guilders , NOt are a rural, residential universi-

ty and so it may seem, in someresiiects, that we are not intimately
involved in this, but let me make four brief comments (bout ways
where we would welcome your help and interest: s

The first is simply to say that many of our.Prograrns have been
revolutionied in the last 10. yearsthe on-campus programsbe-
cause the charikter of the student population has changed. It me
give you just one example. It was traditional until 5 or 6 years ago
for a young man or woman to leave college and go straight into an
MBA progn)m. The average age of our MBA students-is now-28 be-
cause. we i tsist on them having some experience in nig/I-world of
work befo ! they come.

. .The seco d one is more dramatic. Ten years ago the number of
women involved as students in our College of Veterinary Medicine
was 3 percent. Today it is 58 percent. I want simply to give those
two examples to show the Changes that are taking place in what
Were traditional students 10 years ago from those who are students
today. There are three particular programs where I hope we can
continue to have your interest and support. j

irhe first is one that I would call continuing professional educa-
tion in certain critical fields. If we are to solve the teaching prob-
lem in our schools, we have got to transform the skills of teachers,

51/
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both those who already teach and those who might be in industries
who would have the willingness to become teachers and have the,
background knowledge to do it, but not the training. I am thinking
of people in their fifties; for example, who might leave a career in
engineering or a similar field to teach science or math in schools
for 5 to10 years.

It does seem to me that there may be a possibility of a new kind
of partnership there between the Federal Government, industry,
and the universities.

A second category that's a very important one to us is the work
of the Cooperative Erxtensibb Program. Cornell is an independent
university, but it's also the'land grant institution -of the State and
we have cooperative extension agents in every county of the State
of New York dealing not only with agricultural problems and with
rural problems but also in the South Bronx,dealing with problems
of housing and nutrition.

The continuing Federal support of those prograrns,is of enormous
importance to the work that people do there.

The third kind of program that, I want to mention is one that is
widespread in the industrial parts of the State in which we are in-
volved and that is a program mounted by the School of Industrial
and Labor Relations that has training for both unions and manage-
ment in labor relations across the board. It's a program that is
sponsored partly by the unions, but the whole challenge to get
management and labor working /effectively together is one that
merits continuing Federal interest.

Those, if you like, are nontraditional programs, but I hope they
are ones that will have your interest and support.

Dr. PArroN. I, too, am very pleased to hive this question coming
to us, Mr. eGundei-son. The wholw concept of an education based
upon reaching out to those who( have not traditionally been in-
volved is a concept, as you well know, that lies behind the foanding
of a number of American institutions and, indeed, in one way,
makes American institutions of higher education quite distinctive
in the whole international sphere of higher education.

The whole concept of land grant institutions, .which some of my
colleagues share with Tuskegee Institute, grows out of that fission.
At Tuskegee Institute, for example, founded the place on the
notion of the need for a kind of educatjpn that was not in his
words, "alien to the nee& of the people," Iffid by the people, he did
not mean the privileged few: He meant some way to extend the
benefits of education to the masses and that's how our place got
started.

I would like to make two specific suggestions that are going to be
very important if we are going to reach sigificant numbers of what
we call nontraditional, and in the process, I want to at least put a
few boundaries around that term "nontraditional." Some use it to
Mean those who are minorities, those who are disabled, those who
are women and those who are adults, I would hope that in the
course of looking at,this that you would not confuse this with the
tremendous job that has already been done and has been being
done for some time now with respect to some of these populations.
Blacks or disadvantaged in some minds would be nontraditional,
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What they have done is they have acted in nontraditionit ways in
terms of securing the higher education and have done it very well.

But one area that I think needs great attention and help from
the Government and from the' private sector is the area of making
the new computer technology available as an. instrument for
spreading knowledge and the ,dissemination of new knowledge
more broadly. Here we ,have the instruments of a seal revolution
that has occurred in our society and I think it could; if properly
used, decrease the cost of extending education out fo those who are
not residents on the campus.

Second, I think there is a need to look very hard the fact that in
a real sense We are a global village, this world of ours, and /riot
often enough do we include international programs in our concept
of o trench. I think it's very important that American citizens, not,
just inerican students-7-pat the kind of education that we make
availa le to American Mtizens include those ingredients that broad-
en th it concept of the kind of world we are ,in' and that deepen
their notions of 'the kinds of people we are, and therefore, how we
have to live in this world. So international education and the ex--,
tebsion of programS in that field, I think, are very important.

Finally, I see the need for the intruduction of what I would call
field-based experiences in learning in"the traditional programs, be-:
cause so frequently the nontraditional prOgrams are based upon
what so-called ndrinal offerings are in colleges and universities. I
think our students need to have more of what some of you do as
Congressmen. For example, you take the intern program that you
have in your offices with %college students. I think we need. to find
ways ,to put-behind academic training of youngsters, a field experi-
ence, no Matter what the"field is so that they, in the process of get-
ting an education, also get a kind of encounter with nontraditional
forhis of !education that are very important for their maturation
and`development.

Thank .you.
Mr, GuVDERSON. Dr. Caputo. .

CAPt4TO. Mr. 'Gunderson, as I mentioned briefly in my testi-
mony; Millersville University is one of 14 State-owned universities
in the ,Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Those institutions are
spread across the Commdnwealth, sprinkled, I think, in ideal loca-
tions to serve the population base of the Commonwealth. We each
unique and different, but I think in many ways we are similar. We
are observing at' Millersville an increase in our enrollment
evening programs,. ii night courses and therefore; responding to
that demand by offering still' more sections and more courses and
more "degrees in the evenings and On weekends and in the summer
and such programs as the Elder Hostile. I think that there's no
question 'that we are seeing an increase in the nontraditional stu-
dent as a percentage of the student body and are responding ac-
cordingly.

Indeed, we are about to embark on a program much of the kind
that President Rhodes describedthat is, the offering of a certifi-
cate opportunity to those turren,tly in technical industries, in busi-:
ness, who wish to perhaps to retire early or. leave that field for
`some personal reason and embark on a teaching career in high
chool. That's an initiative now being taken by the Department of
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Education in Pennsylvania. Addressi the specific financial aids
of those students is a topic that I anTnot prepared to address, but
it's certainly an interesting question ,and one that I would like to
look at.

I am not ,familiar personally with the particular needs of that
group of students and the way in which we can respond to' that.

Mr, GUNDERSON- I would very much appreciate it if` all of you
would discuss with your financial -aid offices that second part of: the
question regarding the unique financial aid programs that'inay or
.may not be needed for the nontraditional student. If you could pro-
vide either me or the committee or both of us reactions to that, I
think it would be very helpful.

Ms. FARLEY. May I make just ore more suggestion?:I think :some-
times in the administration of the financial aid programs the rule-
making of the Department of Education can fall inadvertently with
more hardship on nontraditional learners than others. So, for ex- j,
ample, sonic of the interpretations of how student aid should be ad1
ministered reveal very traditional assumptions about who, is at-
tending college and why and what, Profit they are getting from
their programs. So I think some attention to rules about satisfac-
tory progress, part-time .status and what kind. of cpurses,--remecii-
alor developmental courses,' ,,should say, and language training
for people who arse not primary English speakers-ithese things
could be attended and if carefully overseen could pave the way for

tp making opportunities greater for nontraditional students,
W. GUNDERSON. I have far exceeded My time, but I do want to

ask' one quick question, if I can get a response from all of you in a
fairly' quick manner. I think it's something Dr. Rhodes said, which
I have to agree with, that it would be incorrect for all to come here
and just ask for more of evorythirig. We would all' like to do. that
but reality doesn't allow us. Could you quickly tell me ,what your
priority would be in terms of the student financial aid reauthoriza-
tion. What, to your campus, is the area most-in need of attention?
Just very quickly.

Ms. FARLEY. Student 'financial aid and the Pell Grant. Program,
principally, to expand the cap, increase commuter allowance costs

- and expand the half cost provision to .75 percept.
Dr, JORDAN. I think I would ,put first priority on increased stu-

dent financial aid for graduate students and follow that very (illicit-
ly with the Pell grant increase.

.Dr. CAPUTO. I would concur with President Farley, The student
aid is the centerpiece of the program. The the Pell Grant, the Col-
lege Work Study Program would be our first priority.

.Dr. RHODES. I would have three priorities. One is 'the funding and
the increase in merit national graduate student fellowships. The .

second, linked right up at the top with that is the various initia-
tives we have talked about for encouraging underrepresented mi-
nority students to participate in graduate and professional educa-
tion. If we don't do that, we won't havOnyone to teach the under-
graduates. It's that simple. Third, the increase in the Pell grant ap-
propriation:

Dr. PAYTON. I, too, would have three priorities. First, the
strengthening of the Pell Grant Program along lines similar to
what has been recommended by Congressman Simon with particu-
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lar interest on securing its legislative basis as an entitlemerit and
also with respect to removing the half cost limitincreasing thatto 75 percentplus additional amounts for, fees.

Second, I want a Pell Grant-that ensures access. Without thosekinds of funds, we will inadvertently perhaps, slip into a system,of
educating only the privileged few. Its on,e thing to have a state-
ment that's eloquent about equal opportunity, but without the re-
sources 'to make it possible we are kidding ourselves. Pell Grantsprovide access.

But more than access is required if students are going to be edu-cated. There must be some schools which see themselves as havinga special mission designed to ensur. cress, the actual gradua-
tion of these youngsters. Too ni nations' traditional stu-. dents including blacks and bra fitted to a variety of in-
stitutions but not sufficient is put o m help them through sothat the kinds of programs, such as title III, the TRIO Program
those things are enormously important if these students are,going
to not only be entered but also graduated.

Finally, the Graduate and Professional Opportunities Program. Ithink that the need our universities have- and our society' has for
highly trained,- well- educated people at advanced levels is extreme-
ly important if we are going to do justice to our students ,at...the
undergraduate leyel. It's a question of, where are the faculty mein-
hers for future generations going to come from unless we pay someattention to those issues in the present.

Mr. PENNY. Do you have any questions?
Mr. PACKARD. I sure would, Mr. Chairman. I am sorry that I wasunable to be here for your testimony. I would have liked to havebeen here, but we had another committee that it was important to

be inan education hearing also.
Just a passing question before I get into what I really want to

talk about. The Penn State system, Dr. Jordan, you mentioned has
22 campuses. Does the grants and aid program come to individual
campuses by application or does it come to the system and then
you have flexibility within the entirXState?

Dr. JORDAN. It comes to the system The student financial aid of-
ficer for the entire system resides in University Park. As a matter
of fact, those 22 campuses are administered in a highly centralized
way for most of the services.

Mr. PACKARD. What criteria do you use in determining how
that's going to be distribUted?

Dr. JORDAN. It's done on the basis of the individual student and
his or her qualification for aid and need. Needs analysis and finan-
cial need is the main criterion.

Mr. PACKARD. That leads then to a question that Congressman
Penny asked earlier. That is, you have criteria apparently then to
assist your statewide system in distributing on an equitable basis to
the 22 campuses?

Dr. JORDAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. PACKARD. And ultimately to the students themselves?
Dr. JORDAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. PACKARD. Do those criteria that you have at the State levet

parallel somewhat the Federal criteria in the system?
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Dr. JORDAN. My financial aid officer tells mehe describes it as
a nationally approved system of need analysis. It's a standard
system which has a great deal of commonality across the country,

Mr. PACKARD. I would assume then that yours is not a lot differ- .
ent than California's statewide system.

Dr. JORDAN. No, sir, it is not. That's correct, sir.
Mr. PIWKARD. As you have implemented this kind of distribution

at the State level to a variety of students and schools, do you see at
. the implementation level a need for changing the criteria at the

Federal level, which I have to assume is somewhat of a guideline to
your State system?

Dr. JORDAN. I would like to turn again, if I could, to my student
financial aid officer and get him to help me with that question.

Mr. PACKARD.. I guess the question is-t-and I might ail: it of
others, too or you certainly may respond if you chooseif you were
to choose a criteria for selecting students to receivelinancial'-aid, if
you were the body that was to determine the criteria upon which
the program worked at the Federal level, what would those criteria
be? -

Dr. JORDAN. Well, first of all, need. I think L did caution before
you carob in, Mr. Packard, at the graduate level, need. is not a suffi-
cient criterion, but very careful merit selection is particularly
called for there. There is, of course, merit selection for undergradu-
ates entering the universitx. I think there is more emphasis on
need at the undergraduate level than at the graduate level. 8ut
need certainly is the basic criterion, for the first 4 years--

Mr. PACKARD {continuingi. Which provides access,
Dr. JORDAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. PACKARD. And yet, I have been hearing also in your re-

sponses that access is not the only criteria. What other criteria do
you think ought to be considered in the legislation?

Dr. JORDAN. Well, certainly entrance standards 'which, first of
all, allow a student to enter the uniVers ,or not are automatically

entrance;

and are matters of institutional eferenceana institution-,
al decision.

Mr. PACKARD, Any response from any ff the others? D. Rhodes?
Dr. RHODES. Mr, Packard,. I want to make two wall, but to us,

significant points. I think access' remains a priority for. all of us,
but I do believe that choice, just as Dr. Jordan Pointed out, contin-
ues to be equally important. I am concerned that if we concentrate
only student access to the lower priced institutionsprice and not
cost because the cost is the same, roughly, in the independent and
the public. We shall deny people the opportunity to attend many
independent colleges that may be w7g11 suited for them and I think
of some of the religious institutionkl., for example, some of those
with rather specialized .curricula that are simply not available in
the public sector.

** I hope we design a program that recognizes that the cost at cer-
tain independent universities is now very great. We had an. exam-
ple this morning from my colleague Dr. Caputo which pointed out

toktliat the total cost of room and board' at his institution next year as
well a's tuition, I think, is $3,400, if I remember the figure. At the
institution that I serve it will be over $13,000, and that's not un-
usual in the comprehensive, independent universities.
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So I am concerned that families as well up in the middle income
groupfamilies in the $60,000 a year grthip who may have two or
three children in college paying $13,000 to $15,000 a y on eachof themmay find unusual difficulties. I therefore hoiNthat the
rigid ceiling on loans of $65,000 might be replaced by a family
needs test throughout the system which gives more flexibility and
also allows not only access but choice.

Dr: PAY TON. I would just like to quickly add that I, too, think
, that the matter of choice and diversity are very important and the9` maintenance of a pluralistic system of different kinds of institu-

tions --some independent, some public, some religiouslY supported,
some historically black, some predominantly Hispanic, women--that thiS is very important in order to maintain the richness of oursociety, the texture of the society. That has something to do, I
think, with the quality of education that people get.

I would want to make two suggestions with respect to the ques-tion, what should be the criteria? First 1 thir that it ought to be
possible to tie some of the student financial to the-ft.inds of in-stitutions that will ensure that Are maintain diversity. I would
think that some of the recommendations that have been made with
respect to the black college bill ought to be given, serious attention
here particularly with respect to ensuring that students do have areal choice to attend those that are private because the costs are
higher at the privates than they are at the public.

I would think also that the Congress needs to begin to look at the
whole issue of endowment, not merely as a way of supporting an
institution, but as a way' of reducing the difference between what
institutions charge students and what it costs that institution' to
educate them. So that at private instutions where you tend to have
endowments I think we really need to understand that at such in-
stitutions we are lowering the cost ofan education for the public in
general, precisely because of the hard work that goes into building
and underpinning of resources that makes it possible for the public
to get out cheaper, but for the student to get a better education.

Mr. PACKARD. One final question and it's an extension of Con-
gressman's Gunderson's question and your response his question
still centered around the financial needs as you perceive your prob-
lems and what you see as 'the most significant need. I would like
you to extend beyend that' briefly and ask:

What do you see as your greatest challenges as thsFprelsident or the administrator
of a college u university for the reinainde'r of the eighties and perhaps through thenineties? What do you perceive as your greatest challenge right now?

Dr. JORDAN. Mr. Packard, if I may start, 1 think the greatest
challenge to the Pennsylvania State University is td be sure that

_ its research equipment in the fields of science and engineering
keep pace with what is happening in the development of technolo-
gy and the development of highly sophisticated research, teaching
equipment in science and engineering. That problem is almbst an
insurmountable one at a major research university.

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you.
Dr. CAPUTO. Mr. Packard, I think our major challenge in the

next decade or so is to maintain the diversity of programmatic of-ferings which, 'I think, works hand-in-hand with the notion of



access. Access to what? If important and essential programs aro
not included in that access package, it is indeed an empty package.

I think we must maintain the diversity of programsan ex-
tremely difficult thing to do in the face of declining student enroll-
ments and declining State and Federal support. I think we must
maintain the quality of those programs as wellan equally, diffi-
cult challenge under those circumstances.

If I may, since I didn't comment earlier, to go back on the ques-
tion before, a moment ago. I am not sure that I am willing to allow
the notion that education in the private and the public sector costs
about the same and what we are dealing with here is A difference
only in price. At least I would persdnally challenge that and indi-
cate that at least in some institutions in the private sectoras but
one example, the student/faculty ratio is considerably lower than
in the public sector and that is considered to be one of the substan-
tial cosrfactors contributing to higher cost obviously. That is one of
the advantages that the private sector can offer to its clientele that
is not commonly a lable in the public sector. -7

Mr. PACKAR ank'you. Ms. Farley. ./`
M.S. FARLEY. I think the greatest challenge in myveibrAsp,keeping

our programs-Ta proper mix of programs, as was tten'ttorted be ore,
and keeping,,the programs up-to-date and of high quality. I t ink
we face a situation where faculties are increasingly stable an are/
getting older and are in need of retraining. We have inadequa re-
sources to keep equipment up-to-date in our technial pr an is
and so I think resources are going to have to be managed [very
carefully to make sure that they are being applied to the right pro-
grams and delivering the right quality.

Mr. PACKARD. Dr. Rhodes. ,

Dr. RHODES. Mr. Packard, we have three gods and each o e of
them is essential. The first is a superb faculty. Unless we get that
right, nothing else will fellow.

I freely acknowledge that in as university like mine costs are
..higher and faculty ratios tend to be higher for a very siMple
reason. If you have an appendectomy you don't want somebody per-
forming that surgery who has seen it only on videotape. It's al one-
on-one kind of trading and we mean to continue, that, if we are to
continue to play our role. So I think it's misleading to compare
apples and oranges in terms of costs. The research universities and

iz sup-'
great prof Tonal training schools are going to have tigher

costs than some others and we must recognize that and help
part it.

Second, we shall be able to recruit a superb faculty not only of
talented and dedicated people, but of diversified racial and ethnic
composition, if we have superb support. I had the privilege, of
speaiing, a little earlier to the question of our desperate need for
Federal help for facilities and equipment. That's. a major need for
useverything from computers to library to instrtimentation.

Third, we have got to retain a diversified studett body. We have
got to have the great universities of. the Nation, the best universi-
ties, the most appropriate colleges open to every group of our citi-
zens. Alfred North Whitehead' said, "The task of*he university is
the creation of the future," and I believe that is literally true.
Access and choice are the guarantee of that.
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Mr. 'PENNY. Dr. Payton.
Dr. PAYT9N. There are four, things of extraordinary importance

to us at our institution, Tuskegee.Institute. First, I would like ade-
quate resources for our studentsresources in the wakpf financialaid of the mix that ensures them real opportunity for higher educa-,
tion.
: Second, getting, maintaining highly qualified members of our fac-ulty. I can only underscore what Dr. Rhodes has just said becauseof a number of factors occurring in our society nowthe danger
that faces us with respect to gettifig in fresh talent, maintaining
them, competing with the priVate sector. Without a first-Tate
factor, everything else fails.

Third, improving facilities. Most of our institutions haVe gonethrough a period of what we &all deferred maintenance, and we usethat as a polite way of saying that, "Look "lie roof is ahnost fall;ing in." But it's a serious problemimproving facilities generally,and particularly in those high cost areas that require scientific in-strumentation of a kind that has to be kept upto4tate and also of akind that is most costly of all.
Finally; I would add maintaining and improving the quality of

public support not only for our institution but for higher education
and this does require some investment of tjrne, because I think inthe final analysis it is the citizens of this country who will deter-mine the extent to which our institutions will maintain themselves
and will improve themselves.

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you very much. I appreciated the opportu-
nity to hear your testimony and your answers to questions. Thank
you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. PENNY. Ms.. Farley, Dr. Jordan, Dr. Caputo, Di. Rhodes and
Dr. Payton, thank you for your instructive testimony. We have onemore witness for this morning's sessionEdward Fox, president oftbe Student Loan Marketing AssoCiation. Again, thank you to the
panelists and I would ask Mr. Fox to come forward.

When you are ready, proceed as you will with your testimony.
[Prepared statement of Edward Fox follows:]

PREPARED STVEMENT Or EDWARD A, Fox, PR.E.$IDENT AND CHIEF EDLECIPEIVE OFFICER,
STUDENT IAYAN MARKrrING ASSOttATION

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, I am pleased to appear before you.
0 discuss H.R. 5240, the reauthcifizution of the Higher "EduCation Act of 1965, andthe Student I.,oan Marketing Association (Sallie Mae).

The Student Lean Marketing Association is a federally-chartered, stockholder-
owned corporation which provides the nation's largest single source of financing for
postsecondary education credit. As a financial intermediary, the corporation offers avariety of financial products and services primarily to institutions which originateinsured student loans. beginning operations in 1973, Sallie Mae has providedover $11 billion of fun s and commitments to 1,800 financial and educational insti-tutions, state agencies d other organizations. In so doing, it has funded more thanfive million stu oars.

H.R. 5240 reenacts ' lie Mae's basic charter. Therefore, I haveprovided a reviewof our activities in my testimony. Sallie Mae has undergone significant changes
since the Education Amendments of 1980 and I am pleased to report to you that we
are a stronger, more viable corporation that is better able to provide, increased and,
innovative programs in support of student credit.
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I. ON1/2RVIEW

By Congressional intent, Sallie Mae is structured along traditional corporate
lines, with total responsibility in the hands of the board of directors and a manage-
ment team, The President of the United States appoint's one-third of the 21-member

Ward and tlesignatesttet chairman from among the full membership. By statute,
only financial and ed tional institutions are permitted to own shares of voting
stock of the corporation and each group eleeta one-third of the board of directors.

Sallie Mae provides a broad spectrum of private and public lenders--comm
a1ibanks, thrift institutions, credit unions, educational institutions, state agenc ee651:1 d

other lenderswith a source of liquidity. It offers such lenders the opportunity to
sell student loans at cash value or to borrow additional fads to support their stu-
dent lending activity by pledging existing loans as collateral, thus serving as a sec-
ondary market for student loans.

As of March 30, 1984, its direct investment of $5 billion in the GSLP in addition

to outstanding conimitinents was equal to approximately 30 percent of all insured

student loans outstanding.
Sallie Mae has worked with 1,800 lenders providing direct or indirect financial

assistance to millions of Students in 51 states and territories. It has assisted in fi-

nancing statewide programs in 20 states and the District of Columbia.
Sallie Mae obtains funds for its operations primarily from the sale of its debt obli-

gut4ons. In the past it financed its activities principally through the issuance to the
Federal Financing Bank (FFB) of debt obligations guaranteed by. the' Secretary of . ,
Education. As announced by Secretary Regan on May 7, 1981, Sallie Mae now bor-;,"
rows in the public markets with the guarantee of the federal government.

The corporation is expected to meet the same profit and loss Atandards, including

a return on stockh6ldens' equity, as a business without a government link. It pays
full federal income taxes and has received no federal appropriations during its
entire history. Sallie Mae has severed its ties wit]; the federal. government in con-

nection with its funding activities. Its objective is to achieve its primary social pur-
pose of-txpanding credit in support of ai,tess to postsecondary education by operat-

ing as a business organization subject to the diiciplines and opportuqi,ties of the
marketplace. As such, Sallie Mae considers itself to be a prototype for transforming

a quasi-government organization into a private sector corporation that functions ef-
ficiently and profitably while fulfilling its original public service purposes, and

taking on new ones,
1983 was marked by a number of particularly significant events for Sallie Mae.

The corporation successfully completed its first public offerings of nonvoting
common and preferred stock. It also significantly broadened its line of services. For

the first time, the corperatiorr provided funding for nonfederally-relate student

loans.

II. SALLIE MA PROGRAMMATIC SUPPORT MR STUDENT OSEDIT

Sallie Mae, as the national secondary market for student loans, has attempted to
provide support for all sectors either through traditional secondary narket pro-
'grams or, through specialized programs designed to address a partictilar need for
providing student credit. An examination of these programs reveals the extent of

the corporation's support of the GSLP and the national objectives set forth by the

Congres5.
Under its Loan Sale Program, Mae offers to purchase loans made under the

GSL and HEAL Programs. The Loan Sale Progiam provides funds so lenders and,

because the corporation utilizes a network of third-party servicing agents, relieves

those lenders of the administrative considerations relative to loan servicing.

Through its Warehousing Advance Program, Sallie Mae provides liquidity to lenders

against the collateral of their existing student loan portfolios of other U.S. Govern-

ment issues or guaranteed obligations. Institutions with advances collateralized by
insured' student loans must either reinvest all advance proceeds into additional
guaranteed' student loans or maintain a specified student loan portfolio level
throughout the term of the advance. Institutions offering other collateral must, fully

invest allativance proceeds in guaranteed student loans. Sallie Mae also provides
the assurance of future funds through the issuance of forward commitments. These
commitments, for both the Loan Sale and Warehousing; AdvancePrtograms, have en-

abled many state and private lenders to maintain lendingarrangements through

the assurance of continued student loan criNk
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Specialized prograMS

Community Lender Sale Program-
In 1981 Sallie Mae developed the Community Lender Sale Program specifically to

meet the student loan funding needs of the smaller institutions. Since the inception
of this program, Sallie Mae has negotiated over $80 million in loan sales with more
than 4(X) institutions, each with assets less than $100 million.

Money Market Advance Prognon
The Money Market Advance Program was created in 1982 to augment our tradi-

tional, variable rate advance program. Under this program Sallie Mae executes a
master .note with the borrower with the terms ranging from one to nine months.
Sallie Mae has lent $125 Million' through our Money Market. Advance Program.
This program enables Sallie Mae to transmit the cost savings realized through the
issuance of discount notes directly to the borrower,

HEAL Assured Access Program
During the past three years, Sallie Mae his provided a secondary market in sup-

porto of the Health Education Assistance Loan (HEAL) Program. Because of in-
creased demand for HEAL loans in 1982 and reduced participation by the banking
system, Salle Mae has proVidedbcapital in support of a program to assure that all
qualified prospective borrowers are able to obtain a loan. This program was put in
place following consultation and. with the support of the'Department of Health and
Human Services, bankers, and the appropriate educational institutions. Through
December, 1983, Sallie Mae had disbursed nearly $80 million under the Assured
Access Program to approximately 11,400 students attending institutions all over the
United States. This represented approximately one-third of all HEAL loans originat-
ed during this period. We are also pleased to report that in the last two years Sallie '-
Mae has executed commitment agreements to purchase HEAL loans from ten finan-
cial institutions. Offering these cotrinaitinents has induced many of the lenders into
the Program.

.(The House Energy and` -Commerce Committee is currently reviewing the "HEA L
Program and we have and will continue to work closely with that Committee on
development of mechanisms for student credit for health professions.

Assured access progranis for GLS and PLUS participants
Sallie Mae has provided support for assured access programs for various identified

groups of GSL and PLUS Program participants. The prototype for this Program was
the United Negri; College Fund Asaured Access Program.

In 1982 Sallie Mae joined with the 'United Negro College Fund (UNCF), Health
Education Assistance Foundation (HEAP), JAM Citibank to ensure themutilability of
funds for students attending the 42 UNCF member colleges. Sallie Mae is proud to
have played a role in providing this important program to insure access to student
credit. Sallie Mae has also advanced $300 million to a major GSL lender to finance
an assured access plan for vocational school' students.

Non-insured student loans
As we informed this Cominittee, we have instituted a small pilot program of non-

insured student loans. A number of universities provide individual non-insured loan
programs as a service to their students and parents. Sallie Mae. has provided and
Lug on a cothiteralized basis in support ofsuch programa to two such universities.

This pilot program represents Sallie Mae's flexibility in providing new and ex-
panded programs to both educational :Ind financial inftit.utions in its continued ef-
forts to support the credit needs of students and their parents_

Programs to support State financing of student loans
Te assure a future market should refinancing not be feasible when bonds mature

before the underlying loans pay off, Sallie Mae has traditionally offered forward
urchase commitments to state, agencies that originate or. purchase student loans.
allie Mae has $493 million outstanding in forward purchase uninaitments to such

agencies'. In 1983 Sallie Mae introduced a-letter of credit pr...rn which lends the
highest investment grade.to state bond issues they back. Sallie Mae expects to close
its initial $77 million in letters of credit to back student loan bond issues within two
weeks. Sallie Mae also in 1983 became for the first time a purchaser of student loan
revenue- bonds to assist in making a market in such issues. Sallie Mae currently
holds $168.17 million in student loan revenue bonds and notes. In adcfitTon, Sallie
Mae has recently introduced a Loans-to-States Program offering state agencies an

a5.i
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alternative to tax-exempt bond financing, by providing them with direct loans and
commitments on a taxable basis. All told, Sallie Mae has negotiated commitments
totaling $660 million over the next five years to support the states' financing of stu-
dent credit.

Loan Consolidation Program (OPTIONS)
Sallie Mae was given the responsibility in 1980 amendments to put in place a

Loan Consolidation Program for .certain qualifying students who had borrowed
under the National Direct Student Loan Program (NDSL) and the GSLP. Before ter-
mination of this Program Sallie Mae had consolidated $390 million of indebtedness
of 32,000 students. Sallie Mae continues to support a, mechanism to encourage sound
debt management' f student indebtedness.

111. FINANCING OF SALLIE MAN

As was envisioned by. the Congress in the Education Amendments of 1980, Sallie
Mae has successfully entered the public capital markets for its financing flt2edS, pru-
dently and gradually severing its ties to the federal government. In .1981, Sallie Mae
negotiated an.agreement with Administration officials that set the basic course of
Sallie Mae's funding activities for the future. In exchange for an additional $2 bil-
lion of long-term financing authority at the PFB (bringing the total of such borrow-
ing authority to $5 billion) the corporation agreed to accelerate the time schedule
for re-entry into the capital markets to fund its activities. Specifically the agree-
ment called for Riffle Mae to end its borrowing from the FFB by September 30,
1982, or at the time a total of $5 billion of such borroWings was outstanding. Sallie
Mae also agreed to enter the capital markets without the use of the full faith and
credit guarantee of the Department of Education which was originally available
until October 1, 1984. Working in concert with the Treasury Deeartment; this agree-
ment provided a sound base for Sallie Mae to begin financing its program acquisi-
tions without additional federal support.

In 1988 Sallie Mae continued its transition to the capital markets with the suc-
cessful completion of two equity offerings which significantly strengthened the cor-
poration's capacity for future growth by providing $353 million in the new capital.
This new equity, combined with $47 million in additional retained earnings, brought
the corporation's total.equity base to $503 million at year-end and lowered its debt-
toequity ratio to 17-to-1 from 71-to-I at the end of 1982. in March, 1983, Sallie Mae
sold 5 million shares of adjustable rate cumulative preferred stock which provided
$250' million in new capital. In September, 1983, Sallie Mae sold an initial public
offering of nonvoting common stock which raised $103 million for Sallie Mae and
$114 million for voting stockholders whO were given an opportunity to convert a'
portion of their voting common stock to nonvoting common stock on a share-for-.
share basis and to sell the converted stock in the public offering. k conjunction
with the offering, Sallie Mae split itsputstanding voting common stain 35-for-1,-ef-
fective as of the closing of the stockAle on September 29, 1983. At the end of 1983,
the corporation had outstanding 29 million voting shares and 12.1 million nonvoting
shares. Sallie Mae began paying dividends on its common stock in 1977. In 1983,
common stock dividends were increased to $.08 per share from $.06 per share in
1982 (both adjusted for the stock split). During 1983, Sallie Mae continued to meet
its debt needs through the sale of $2.1 billion of long-term debt obligations of which c,
$400;million was from floating rate notes and $1.7 billion was from fixed rate debt,
most of which was effectively converted to floating rate obligations through interest
rAte swaps.

Sallie Mae's financing in 1983 of $g.l billion of Ion term debt and the infusion of
$353 million in equity capital through public otTeri have marked the achieve-
ment of a significant corporate milestone and the c tion of a strong foundation for
future growth. We were gratified that our innovation and expertise in capital for-
mation enabled the corporation to meet its programmatic demands, albeit with the

arginally higher costs associated with fund raising in the private capital markets.
is was accomplished without raising`our prices to our customers: Our plans fore-

cast that in order to support the $7.3 billion plus annual GSL origination in the
foreseeable future, Sallie Mae must be able to raise nearly $2 billion in each of the
next 5 years. Given the increasing demands for capital throughout the world, a
strong balance sheet and strong earnings statements are Sallie Mae's assurances
that it will have access to capital M the quantity necessary and.priropriate to
support student financial aid programs during the 1980's. I am pleased that during
the past 18 months we have actually lowered the cost of doing business with Sallie
Mae as we have passed through the benefit of operating efficiencies.
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TV. H.R. $240 "THE HIGHER EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1984"

Mr. Chairman, as you have requested, I will now specifically focus my 'remarks on
the proposed changes in the GSL Program included in H.R. 5240. I hope that my
remarks will be taken as being offered on the basis of our considerable familiarity
with the financial instrument that is a guaranteed student loan, and the financial
markets that support them.
Special interest allowance

/

H.R. 5240 saist4 propose a reduction in the special interest allowance forGSL's to
3 percentaft*platts over the bond equivalent yield of the quarterly average of 9I-
day TreasisObille, a reduction of .5 percentage points or 50 basis points. It is un-
clear to us that this reduction applies only prospectively; we believe a clarification
is necessary. While Sallie Mae, the largest holder of student loans, is sufficiently
strung to bear such a reduction sand would price its services accordingly, 'I feel COITI-
pelleci to remind the Committee at other institutions may net agree. This recom-
mendation appears to conflict wi efforts to cure the problem of access to GSL's for
all students, and fails to recognize he steadily increasing servicing burden of GSL's
which I have raised before and which we believe to be the Achilles heel of the GSL
Program.

As the Committee is aware a GSI, is a very expensive loan to service. Its term, the
extraordinary number and complexity of statutory guaranteed suspensions and
tensions, and the heavily regulated nature of the instrument combine to require ex-
pensive individually designed servicing systems. A small balance loan costsas much
to service as a large balance loan. Many lenders currently do'not thasia to partici-
pate in making small loans. I believe your proposal would exacerbate this problem.

Numerous instances have been presented to this Goannaittee of groups of students
who do not, in the normal course of events, have, access to GSL's. At least in some
cases this occurs because of small, balances created by the student's borrowing eligi-
bility or cost of education. Some have suggested the need for a higher special allow-
ance for lenders on small balance loans.

at H.R. 5240 also recommends creation of state lender-of-lust-resort programs. It can
reasonably be expected that such a last resort lender would be .faced with a dispro-
portionately high ratio of small bahinte loans. I sincerely question the willingnesa of
lenders to provide this total access in the face of a recluc4yield.

Unless some effort is made to reduce the lender's iicanistrative expenses by a
reduction in servicing costs or reduced regulatory requirements, a reduction in yield
should be expected to create a disincentive on the part of commercial lenders to par-
ticipate in the program:

As I have said many times there are only three parties to this transaction; the
student, the .lender, and the government Unfortunately since the lender provides
the capital, which is the basis for this program, should lenders decide that the yield
is inadequate or other investments more attractive, they may decide not to partici-
pate.

Lender of last resort
,

H,R. 5240, Section 45a(a) of the Act provides for the creation of lender-of-lest-
resort programalaGuaranty agencies are asked to enter into agreements with eligible
lenders in the state to assure access to Gal.'s to anyone who meets statutory eligibil-
ity requirements. .

a
In addition, under Section 45akdr guaranty agencies, state direct lenders, and

state secondary markets are authoriaed to be direct lenders df last resort, but appar-
ently only with borrowings from Sallie Mae. These lender's of last resort are also
made eligible to receive loans from Sallie Mae but only in very limited amounts.
However, under existing law state agencies may already receive advances from
Sallie Mae for even broader purposes, and without limit. If, in addition to the ar-
rangements for lenders of last resort made in Section 453(a), it is appropriate for
these agencies to also act as lenders of last resort, we question why their financing
for that purpose should be limited, either as to amount or as to source.
Loan consoliziation .-

Section 452 of the Act Would authorize a loan consolidation Program. These provi-
sioos are substantially similar to those of H.R. 4350 which passed the Raise last
year but which has not been acted upon by the Senate.

As the only entity with actual experience with loan consolidation, I would like to
express again my sincere concern that the system proposed, as woulctthat proposed
in H.R. 4350, could potentially result in a plethora of dissimilar consolidation aye-
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terns, the permutations and combinations of which are infinite, which can birtfirpeCt
ed to confuse the student borrower, and prevent any reasonable ,possibility of a sec-
cindery market in such paper.

Wheki you allow numerous consolidators, we assume you u r;litcstand that in all
likelihood the systems designed will vary widely. We already e problems servic-
ing 'GSL paper with each state's variations. The creation of neweconsolidation paper
will further exacerbate the servicing problems.

ln addition, you would increase '`the student's interest rate to 9.5 percent in H.R.
5240, an increase of .5 percent over the rate which would have been provided by
H.R. 4350. We believe thestructure of loan consolidation plus the increased interest
rate for a minimal, if indeed any, extension_ of repayment enforces a penalty on
those students who are the ones in dire- need of consolidationthoee who cannot
meet their debt burdens. In our opinion, y consolidation will rQult in cost savings
to the federal government. While in the interest rate of the student
would theoretically increase that cost ings, if there is no real indUcement to the
student, there will be no cost savings to the government.

We believe that the percentage of all GSL recipients who qualify for loan consoli-
dation is 'modest. A further reduction of the number of students who are eligible or
who will choose to participate, coupled simultaneously .with the reduced productivi-
ty of'a splitting of the market and a reduction in yields to the lender, raises ques-
tions in our minds as to whether or not either lenders or students will consider this
a viable program, and whether the cost savings to the government and the reduc-
tion in defaults that loan consolidation can provide will ever be. realized.

Stuient Loan Marketing Association
5240provides for the reenactment of ,Sallie Mae's original law. New Section

463 is substantially identical, to existing law.
We appreciate your support to Sallie Mao in xna.liing permanent the provision de-

fining the federal government's position in the event of a bankruptcy of Sallie Mae.
We belieVe that since this provision has been enacted three separate times, a Perma-
nent resolution of the issue is appropriate.

You have provided in Subsection 463(h)(2) an extension until 1991 of Sallie Mae's
authority to ask for the full faith and credit guarantc. of the federal government to
support its financing, This authority expires on October 1, 1984, as provided by the
Education Ainendments of 1980. As you know Sallie Mae terminated borrowings
from the Federal Financing Bank in Jtinuary, 1952, and has not relied on the credit
of the government with respect to its borrowings since then. We, are proud of the
corporation's success in the public capital markets. We did not request this eaten-
s ion nor do we believe it to be necessary although we recognize that the mere poesi-
bility of such guaranty may be of some significance to those who finance us. ,

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to testify on H.R. 5240 And of course
my staff and I are available to provide whatever technical assiskluice you or other
members of the Subconunittee may desire.

STATEMENT OFEDWARD PDX, PRESIDENT, STUDENT LOAN MAR-
KETING ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY MICHAEL WYATT,
VICE PRESIDENT AND DEPUTY GENERAL COUNSEL
Mr. Fox. I want to thank the committe for permitting me to tes-

tify on this da,te_in recognition of my travel schedule in the next
couple of weeks. At the request of coups:el, we are submitting our
statement to the record and we wouli be pleased to answer any
questions that you may have relative to that statement.

Mr. ,1114,NNY. That'd it? I was going to suggest that' you summarize
your comments in order to allow those with noon commitments to
get along to those on time. I wasn't expecting it to be that brief.

Counsel, did you have question that you wanted to pursue right
at the start?

Mr. DEAN. Yes.
Mr. PENNY. let you do that and then I have some other ques-

tions. -

Mr. DEAN. OK. I just have a couple of questions. If the special
allowance were reduced, as proposed,in H.R. 5240, what possible ef-
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fects would you envision occurring at Sallie Mae in terms of your
general operations, by that, I mean the pricing policies and your
ability to serve the GSL Program in other regards?

Mr. Fox. 'Well, as you are aware, over the last couple of years, as
we have developed a much stronger balance sheet and augmented
our capital accounts, limitations wbich we had relative to our abili-
ty to purchase loans have pretty mush been reduced to the point
where we are capable of buying just about any portfolio at par.
That's come about because of the strengthening of the balance
sheet, operational efficiencies and the like.

To the extent that yields are changed or that operational stand.'
ards or servicing 'requirements are chtmged, all of these have an
impact on the yield to this corporation which is a privately owned
corporation and the bottom line for us is the ability to attract cdp-
ital and if we can't attract capital, either because our earnings are
not sufficient or because we are perceived as a weakened entity, we
can't survive and we can't continue to provide service.

The amount of reduction is substantial that is proposed in this
legislation. I could not assure this committee that could continue
to offer par purchases were the price of the yields associated with
student loan to be diniipished.

Mr. MAN, Based on your familiarity with lenders in the G
program, would you envision a large number of lenders dropping
out of the program if the special allowance was reduced in terms of
loan originations?

Mr. Fox. Lenders are in this program for many reasons, not all
of which are just yield. The banking system has provided many,
many billions of dollars in support of student aid going back to the
mid-1960's in this program. To automatically suggest that it is to-
tally yield/that has kept them in the program, I think, would be
incorrect.

A number of lenders wio have expanded their program are find-
ing that as their portfolios are going into repayment and they arb
reaching that time in the life cycle of a student loan portfolio,
where the costs are greatest, that they feel if they're inadequately
served 31/2 percent over T-bills yield, some bankers have begun\ to 1 for igher yields in the repayment period rather than re-
duced yields. A number of major nationwide lenders have already
gone on record as suggesting that they may not be able to continue
their programs unlEps they get a higher yield to recognize the costs
associated with the repayment period.

Mr. DEAN. At a hearing before this subcommittee in New York
City, a 'witness suggested that Sallie Mae be required to secure con-
gressional approval before embarking on any new activity. What
problems would you foresee with requiring such congressional ap-
proval?

Mr. Fox. I suggest that the people who make such comments are
those who are desirous of maintaining monopolistic positions for
themselves and a concern lest a quasi;government entity that has a
social purpose might do those things that might be in support of
student credit that might diminish their corporate game plans rela-
tive to credit cards, interstate ban g and .the like.

We find that there are very few z stitutions who have actually
felt that we are threat, but those w o do feel that we are threat
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think that it's not because we provide student credit, but that we
might deny them access to data bases for whatever other purposes
they may have relative. to interest data and commercial and other
types, of banking services that they are desirous of providing.

I think that this corporation must be able to react quickly in the
public interest, in support of student financial need. We have done
so with a record that has not hamed anybody in the past, that has
not been prejudicial to the interests of any other participants in
this program and that you need a strong Sallie Mae that will be,
there for the long pull at all times in support of student credit, not
that might be here for a year or two when we might have a corpo-
rate game plan that uses student credit, but that will be there
when you-need us. ,

Mr. DEAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman,
Mr. PENNY. I would like to find out if you have a strong feeling

about the loan aggiegaterlevei that should be reached before con-
solidation is alloWed:

Mr. Fox. That's certainly a cost issue to the Federal Government
more than anything else. The real thing is that with the number of
students who borrow increasing, but more importantly the number
of times that they borrow in order to get themselves through in-
creasing, you are seeing a larger number of high indebtedness stu-
dents coming through the system and I think that is-going to in-
crease over time, you will see ran of those heavily indebted stu-
dents coming through.

The major issue here is how to deal with the totality.,of the debt
that they have and the totality of debt management for these
people rather than looking at some small subset and saying, "This
is the way we might want to deal with this or not." We are alrJady
hearing from the people at HHS that they are having problems
with some of the high indebtedness medical students, for example.
Loan consolidation was one means by which we were trying to ad-
dress a certain set of issuesthe high indebtedriSss student who is
having difficulty in meeting their debt burden.

If you cut the minimum indebtedness level for loan consolida
tion, you are apt to be providing at a great deal of cost, not neces-
sarily a beneficial service to all of the patties as might intend.
I think you would want to look very carefully at where you cut
that line. We found that most of the people who, use our services
are in that $10,000 to $1c2,000 indebtedness area when it came to
loan consolidation. There were not that many at the $5,000 level.
Quite frankly, we didn't see that many in the $20,000 or above area
either. There seemed to be a bell curve that suggested that most of
the three or four times borrowers were the graduate students, were
people who were not people in the high cost professions and, quite
frankly, just couldn't hack the repayment.

I can't suggest to you that you drop it too low or that you auto-
`matically offer 15- or 20-year terms to everybody because I think
the costs are far too great. You are going to have to figure out
what subset really qualifies and figure out how much money you
have got available in order to provide that service and then make
it available.

You can't go down too deep.
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Mr. PENNY. There 'is some evidence that idents with a lower
debt load have a high percentage of default and it may be becausethey have left school and they are not in a financial situation
where it's easy to repay and I guess that is the premise of my ques-tion is that it seems to me, if we have got a big problem there, but
we are not meeting it becaup the Shreshold is too high, it certainlyis an issue that we need to look at.

Mr. Fox. We have about $4.75 billion of student loans that weown. We are beginning to develop data from this data base whichis certainly not a fully stratified data base, but probably one of thebetter ones that you are going to see.
As to defaults, default levels and The like, we find that the high-

est level of default on an absolute basis is the person who borrows
one time---for what purpose I can't tell you, but it's probably for
community, college, vocational school- or the dropout or whateverbut the person who has a single' loan generally will htive a higherlevel of default in our portfolio than, say, the person who has bor-
rowed two or three times and has between $4,000 and $7,000 worth
of aggregate indebtedness. That's the lowest level of default that
we see in our portfolio right now..

We see a surprisingly high love? of default in the higher debt
burdens. I wouldn't want to speculate as to why, but we are also
seeing that some of the traditional patterns of default are chang-
ing, It used to be you would get 85 percent of your defaults and youwould try to find somebody at the point' in time in which you putthem into repayment. Now we are finding that, at about 2 years out
of school there is a bubble of defaults where the people just cait'-t
manage the payments and perhaps of other indebtedness that theyhave accumulated over time.

How you deal with that lowest level issue, the person who per-haps goes to a community college or drops out of school or perhaps
goes to a 2-year schoolhow you deal with that isone that, you are
probably going to' have to do some research upon. There has been
speculation that perhaps you want to provide more grant moneys
to those people rather than loans, that maybe they are not a good
loan candidate. Maybe you can direct your fundsif you know that
you are going to have a high default level and you are paying out a
considerable amount of money already, maybe there is a bOter de-
livery mechanism. I don't know the answer.

Mr. PENNY. I appreciate your appearance this morning. ,

We have two other witnesses that we, want to move along to
before the noon hour. Again, thank you, Mr. Fox.

Mr. Conyers and Dr. Coffey, welcome to the committee.
[Prepared statement of Congressman John Conyers follows:]

PARED STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN CONYEES, Ja.A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONCUSS
FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am pleased to testify today on
the urgent need for intensified correctional education progrgips for the more than
600,000 inmates of Federal, State and local correctional institutions.

I appear before you as the chief sponsor in the House of the Federal Correctional
Education Assistance Act (H.R. 38134), iw c.h also has been introduced in the Senate
by Senator Claiborne Pell. As of today, e legislation has .52 sponsors in the House.

Therefore, I was delighted to learn 't the bill forms Part C of Title I of Chair-
man Simon's legislation to reauthorize the Higher Education Act (HA. 5240).
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For a number of years Congress has authorized in one form or another programs
to provide inmates with a variety of instructional and training resources, including
vocational training, postsecondary education, and adult education. Unfortunately,
the authority was never implemented and furids never have been set aside for the
specific purpose of inmate education and training.

The Subcommittee on Crime and Criminal Justice of the Judiciary Committee,
that I have chaired, held over the past several years a number of hearings on the
relationship between crime, on the one hand, and skills and employment, on the
other. The record of these hearings has forcefully demonstrated the recurring' link
between unemployment, the lack of job experience and the absence of employable
skills, on the one hand, ,and the persistence and increase of criminal behavior, on
the other, The failure; by and large, of Federal, State, and local governments and of
correctional institutions to make available to inmates adequate correctional educa-
tion figures prominently in this equation.

The nation has a great stake in the future of its inmate population since95% of
all inmates return to society after serving an average sentence of 2 to 3 years. Yet,
tragically. some 60%, of released offenders wind up back in the jails and prisons.

I am here to suggest that a relatively rnocle§t commitment of additional resgurces
to train and educate inmates so that they woind be employment ready upon release
would go a long way toward their-rehabilitation. In particular, the mandating of
vocational education funds for inmates, as part of the reauthorization of the Voca-
tional Education Act, also would reduce the tremendous fiscal and social costs that
accompany incarceration and recidivism. These costs not only include the billions of
dollars spent to maintain and expand correctional facilities, but also the costs of
public assistance to inmate families and the costs to society of the social disorder
that criminal behavior generates.

At the present time, the correctional system,. that embraces 561 State prisons, 49
Federal facilities, 3,500 local jails and 2,600 juvenile retention centers, is costing in
excess of $8 billion annually. The rate of growth in the inmate population and ih
correctional expenditures is truly astounding. Yet what are we getting for this
spending?.

Prison overcrowding is getting worse. Violence in our correctional institutions, in-
cluding an upsurge in rioting, is on the rise. This past year alone 110 homicides and
138 suicides have occurred in the prisons. The overcrowding, combined with the in-
activity and boredom prevailing in most facilities, constitutes an explosive condition.

The great majority of inmates are male, poor, undereducated, and lacking iri any
substantial job skills or work experience, Forty-seven percent are black. Sixty-three
percent never finsihed high school. Nearly half were unemployed at the time of
their arrest. A majority are learning disabled.

For the most part, correctional institutions offer few opportunities for education,
job training, or building marketable skills. Very few institutions offer transitional
services that prepare inmates to re-enter society. On the average, the States spend
less than 5% of their correctional budgets on inmate education. As a result, less
than one-third of the inmate population is engaged in educational programsmost
of which are meager at bestand only 12.5% are involved in vocational programs.

As long as society refuses to define the goals of incarceration in terms of rehabili-
tation, the existing Conditions can only get worse. It is commonly acknowledged by
correctional officials that prisons today serve as little more than open classrooms for
the propagation of criminal learning. What The Education Commission of the States
reported in 1976 holds true today: It is obvious that to the extent that offenders
cannot use knowledge and skill obtained from deviant cultures to cope in Whatever
way they can." .

The glaring gap between inmate needs and resources has not gone unnoticed by
the highest ranking law enforcement officials in the nation. Chief Justice Warren
Burger has Icing championedgeorrectional education as "a common sense application
of the concept of society's collective self-interest." Two yeannago, in response to the
findings of the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education, Justice Burger
warned: "Without any positive change, including learning marketable job skills, a
depressing number {of inmates) . will return to a life of crime after their release.
One small but practical positive step . . . is the introduction of mandatory educa-
tional and vocational programs for all inmates."

Numerous studies have demonstrated that correctional education, especially voca-
tionally-oriented, leads to tangible, positive results. A study of inmate education in
Texas, for example, found that the recidivism rate among offenders enrolled in an
educational program was half the rate among those who did not participate. A
study of Virginia's Correctional Center for Women found that the recidivism rate
diminished in relation to the ,extent of training and education that inmates re-
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ceived. Whereas the general inmate population in that institution had a repeater
rate of 34%, the inmates who had completed a business education program had a
rate of only 4%. An Ohio study indicated that the longer an inmate is involved in
education and training, the less likely he or she will become a repeater. These stud-
ies emphasize the importance of the quality and content of correctional education.
Programs that offer inmates practical, marketable skills have proved to be the most ,
successful. The National Center for Research in Vocational Education has identified
the Somers Correctional Institution in Connecticut as having one of the most suc-
cessful vocational education programs. Upon release '75% of its inmate participants
found employment. During their enrollment, motivation and achievement creainati-
cally improved.

The Federal'apreau of Prisons has developed a well -organized correctional educa-
tion progfam tinit.hasAihown high enrollment, positive inmate evaluation, anti suc-
cessful outcomes. Unfortunately, few States have had either the disposition or the
resources to develop programs on their own. A Iett& I recently received from Benja:
min Groomes, education director of the State of Florida's Corrections Department,
cogently summarizes the problem in correctional education that has been cited in
numerous other communications from State correctional officials. Groomes writes in
an October 5th. letter: "Florida Correctional System is, presently the third largest in
the country. Approximately 68% of those incarcerated do not poesess a high school
diploma with more than 60% not having a marketable skill. While there have been
strong efforts by the Department to provide educational services, we have been
unable to acquire the level of resources appropriate to the need:"

The most effective correctional education system appearse.o 'exist in only eight
.States that have created correctional school districts and that are algle directly to
utilize federal education assistance in their institutions, Even in then Z States, how-
ever, correctional facilities are forced to' compete with the schools for scarce re-
sources.

Outside of these States, the only substantial federal assistance derives from Chap-
ter 1 of the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act of 1981 and the Educa-
tion- for Handicapped Children Act of 1977. The former only provides supplemental
education funds for inmates under the age of 21. The latter basally provides only
diagnosticcr services for juvenile offenders.

In general, there are numerous obstacles in- the way of adequate inmate educa-
tional assistance. The Vocational Education Act authorizes, but does not mandate,
inmate education. There is no uniform definition or set of standards governing
inmate education. As a result, the National Advisory Council on Vocational Educa-
tion found that only 5 States provide comprehensive and thorough vocational pro-
grams for inmates. The widespread lack of cooperation between State education
agencies and correctional facilities hampers positive action. Correctional officials
also have difficulty dealing with the maze of rules and regulations in Federal assist-
ance programs.

The few- Federal programs that deal specifically with State and local correctional
facilities are badly understaffed. The National Institute of Corrections (NIC) has ree4
cently undertaken a joint demonstration program with the Department of Educa-
tion, but has assigned only a single staff aide to correctional education: NIC focuses
its assistance on prison maintenance rather than inmate education. 1-

In 1979,44 re Comptroller General reported to Congress that "most States could use
Federal assistance programs to help improve curriculum materials and inwlementae
tion of the education and training programs in their correctional institutions." GAO
recommended the targeting of Vocational Education Act assistance for the develop-
ment of screening and evaluation of inmates' educational needs, the creation of urn-7
form curricula in correctional education, and the primitiving 'Of vocational 'and on
the-job training,

In its March 1981 report, "Vocational Education in Correctional Institutions,"
The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education recommended that Con-
gress a) "include in the VEA reauthorization language and policy assuring currec-
tional programs access to funding and services under all provisions of the Act," b)
that "Federal funds, either through. the VEA crr additional legislation, should be
made available to upgrade and expand existing facilities and equipment used-in cor-
rectional vocational education," c) that "(such) funds be administered by the state
education agency rather than sent directly to correctional' agencies," and d) that
"the U.S, Department of Education should establish an Office of Correctional Educa-
tion."

The correctional education provisions of H.R. 5240 would or complish these pur-
poses. It authorizes $25 million annually for a three-year period for the implementa
tion of a number of correctional education programs, With an emphasis on vocation-



al education and training. Itatilso would include basic education, transitional serv-
ices such as counseling and job placement, and cooperative programs ,Ivith private
industry for on-the-job training. The program would be administered by the Secre-
tary of F,ddcation and funds would be distributed to State education agencies in all
States on the basis of their inmate populations. The bill would mandate that the
funds be spent solely on inmate erhication and this mandate would be, closely super-
vised by the Secretary. It is important now to pike the necessary steps to reverse
the existing situation in jails and prisons, and commit solid resources to State and
local correctional institutions for inmate education. Enough models and tested pro-
grams exist to guide the implementation of the program.

It is timely to acknowledge that the gaal of merely segregating offenders from the
larger society and ignoring their current and future needs upon release is neither
viable nor desirable. It is appropriate, therefore, for Congress to make a commit- ,
ment to inmate education and rehabilitation with the expectation that upon release
the great majority of inmates will have acquired the ski training and the knowl-
edge that will enable them to obtain employment Ad lead productive lives in socie-

ty. Chairman Simon's legislation to reauthorize Higher Education programs is a
promising step in this direction, and deserves our support.

[Prepared statement of Dr. Osa D. Coffey follows:] 446

*PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. OsA D. COYFX , INECOTIVE DIRIVTOR OP THE
CORRECTIQNAL EDUCATION AeiSSOC\ATION [CEA] .

Mr. Chairman: I am Osa Coffey, Executive Director of the Correctional Education
Association. I am here today testifying on behalf of thousands of dedicated teachers
and administrators who make up the Correctional Education Association and who
serve under the harshest conditions to bring education to the incarcerated. Based on
our experience,' no little, or inadequate monies filter down to correctional education
when left.up to the discretion of federal and state agencies. Therefore, we are grati-
fied to find that H.R. 5240 "To Amend and Extend the Higher Education Act of
1965" includes a special set-aside for correctional education, by the inclusion in its
entirety of H.R. 3684 "The Federal Correctional Education Assistance Act," intro-
duced earlier in the 98th Congress by Congressman John Conyers, Jr. a9 Part C of

Title I. We urge this committee to support the retention of such a set-aside in the
reauthorization of the Higher *Education Act and ensure that it does indeed become
law.

The need for educatiofiftand training programs among the Nation's incarcerated
(an average daily of 600,000 men, women and children) is enormous. Only 10% of

this population completed high school; 85% dropped out of school biifore their 16th
birthday. Typically, inmates function about three grade levels below the grade core-
pleted. Some studies have indicated that as many as 32% display serious learning
disabilities; 10% show incidence of mental retardation. It has been estimated that
approximately 40% can be classified as "handicapped" under P.L. 94-142.

Most state systems find that .20-30% of their inmates functionally illiterate.
(Conrad, 1981). The average unemployment rate for o nders prior to arrest is ap-
proximately 40% (as compared to the national aver of 18%). Of those who were
employed prior to' arrest, 80% made less than a pov y level salary. (Coffey, IWO.)

Since no agency maintains national data on either the educational status of pris-

oners nor on enrollment in education programs, the following information cannot be
considered conclusive. However, if these figures are anywhere near accurate, they
do suggest a tremendous gap between inmate need and available education pro-
grams. For example, Davidson (1977) studied juvenile correctional institutions in the
state of North Carolina and found that`90-% of the inmates in both adult. and juve-
nile populations desired vocational education, yet only 9% actually received institu-
tionally based instruction, 34% of the population could not enroll in vocational edu-

til
cation programs due to conflicts with, work schedules. The Bell study found that
11% of the inmate body nationwide is enrolled in ABE pro *rams; 12% in secondary

GED programs. Carlson found that 12.5% of the 4,0(X) xis in the U.S. have any
educational programs at all. On an average, state correctional agencies spend about
1.5% of their total correctional budgets on inmate education.

If we look at the gap between inmate educational needs and current educational
service delivery, one is tempted to agree with those who feel that education as a
rehabilitative agent has not really been tried yet.
. The cost of not meeting. the educational needs of the incarcerated is very high, not

only measured in wasted human lives, but in tax dollars. Lack of meaningful pro-

grams has proven to be a contributing factor in prison violence as well as riots, as
testify the experience in Attica, New Mexico, and most recently Oklahoma.
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95% of all inmates dr; return to society at some point. Without adequate acade
ic, job, and social skills, they are mere likely than not to return to crime. Recidivism

'and reincarceration are costly and foolish alternatives, considering the fait that it
takes on the average $15,000 to keep an adult incarcerated for a year, and about
$60,000, construction costs for every additional cell constructed in this country.Crime in ilea costs its citizens more than $100 billion, annually in direct and
indirect I and confining prisoners costs $12 million per day.

Chief du Warren Burger has recognized the dire need for more and bettereducation work programs for inmates and has spoken out to that effect upon
many oc ens. In 1981 he said "One small but practical, positive step -- indeed,
step that I have advocated for many yearsis the introduction of mandatory educe-

.; tional and vocational programs for all inmates_ No one should leave prison without
at twat being able to read, write, do basic arithmetic and be trained in a market-

. able job skill. Unless we accept the hard reality that the confinement of offenders
behind walls and barswithout trying to change themdefeats a principal objec-tive of the penal system, we will never make any progress in the battle against
crime . we need to take positive steps as a nation to improve the quality of edu-
cational and vocational programs within our prisons. This is not a visionary idea
buys common sense application of the concept of society's collective self-interest"

Despite some success stories and Justice Burger's recommendations, correctionaleducation in' many states has long suffered as a low priority on the hierarchy of
needs for the incarcerated. With, resources diminished at all levels and the prison
population at an all time high; by necessity the primary concern of correctional ad-
ministrators are security, custody and basic care, and most state and local funding
for corrections is used to secure the institution, leaving, little to support academic,
social and vocational education programs for offenders.

State and local agencies desperately trying to cope with overcrosding, old and de-
caying facilities, and piison violence urgently need federal support if they are to be
able to .provide also for effective inmate education programs. The lack of a federal
policy delegating responsibility for correctional education and delineating coopera-
tion and coordination among agencies at the federal, state, and local level was a'
severe handicap to the field until August, 1983, when Secretary T. H. Bell issued a
United States Department of Education Policy Statement., (Appendix A) We believe
the policy, when implemented, could have a powerful effect in overcoming, problems'
of confusion and frustration between the field and the federal/state/local levels. We
agree with the philosophical and comprehensive nature of the policy. But we do
have a grave cbnceni with the level of commitment as evidenced by the Education
Department, The educational needs of inmates will not come near being met until
Congress mandates additional funds earmarked for correctional education and until
the Department of Education allocates 'enough- staff and funding to carry out the
Secretary's correctional education policy thrciuglbetter coordination and consolida-
tion of resources within the Department.

Title I, Part C of H.R. 5240 could give a great impetus in this regard. Currently,
very few pieces of legislation actually mandates funding of education programs for
inmates, although they may permit such funding. However, our experience shows
that such permissive legislation, ia inadequate since correctional students generally
do not fare will by federal, state, or-local education agencies if they are a choice,
competing for dwindling monies with other disadvantaged groups such as the handi-
capped.

Currently, Chapter I of the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act.of .1981
is the only law,setting aside funds for adult correctional institutions under Part B,
Subpart 3, Programs for Neglected and Delinquent Children. These' funds serve only
to age 21 years. P.L. 94-142, The Education for All Handicapped Children Act of
1975, similarly mandates services for all handicapped childrenincluding the incar-
cerated. However, these funds, too, reach only those who are 21 or under.

Although correctional administrators may apply for funding under many other
programs arbninistered by ED Offices, they must piece together information on au-
thorizing legislation, program availability and eligibility, and the various rules and

'regulations which govern these programs, and somehow coordinate these efforts into
a coherent programatic package. Within the Department, six Assistant Secretary-
ships are administering programs which can provide funding, technical assistance,
research and development and information dissemination services for correctional
education. These include: Special Education and Rehabilitation Services, Bilingual
Education, Vocational and Adult Education, Educational Research and Improve-a
ment, Postsecondary Education, Elementary and Secondary Education.

Ed's current apporach to correctional education is irrational and fails to take into
account the unique nature of correctional education. Whereas in the "free" world,
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education is,organized by age specific and) functional institutions; correctional edu-
cation is provided by,a single institution nisponsibie for all aspects of education. The

' Department's programs are organized to fit the "free" world structures which do
not mesh with the organization of corrections.

With the sporadic and "soft" funding in the past, much knowledge was wasted, as
good programs fell vice xis to dried-up funding sources, and valuable data were
tossed out with the programs. Sustained, predictable funding is urgently needed. It
can best be obtained by a line item in a major bill of longer duration. The current
draft of ,H.R. 5242 presents a very sound alternative solution.

),Finally, I would like to add a few words about the significance of the Pell Grant
Program for incarcerated stu ents. In April of 1982 we conducted a Survey of the
use of Pell Grants in Correct' ns. At that time, we found that Pell Grants are the
primary source for college le el education for 37% of the 24,560 students included in
the report. Many State Directors of Correctional Education responded that postaec-
oucbuy- studies would become virtually impossible withmit the' Pell Grant Program.

.
Furthermore,' follow-up studies on inmate students who have participated in post-

secondary programs (most of which seem to be in vocational areas) indicate: drastic
decreases in recidivism rates, increases in employment ram, reduction in discipli-
nary incident* and growth in motivation and self-respect.

We therefore urge this committee to ensure that any new/revised Pell..Grant
rules and regulations will not only permit but facilitate the participation of incar-
cerated students, most of whom are indigent,

The community college has'increasingly becametone of the best partners of correc-
tional systems nationwide, providing services under contract ranging from a single
course to actnally. providing the whole spectrum of educational services (from adult
basic skills to B,A level courses) for, an entire correctional agency. These contra-

-- tual, interagency agreements have served community college systems as well as cor
rectional agencies very well. Part C of Title I of H.R. 5240 would seem to encourage
Ctirther this development. This is yet another reason we in CEA suPport this legisla-
tion. We who work with inmates know that prition education and training programs
can be,niade to work. And we believe, with Secretary Bell, that: "We must ensure
that those who wish to improve education and prepare for a life of honest work

- have the opportunity to do so. Education must not stop at tbe prison gates; for some,
that may even be where it can begin, We must build on' the assumption that not
even in .prison have we exhausted the resources that might work, that might make
a change. We- must make sure that incarceration is a sentence to temporary loss of
freedom; not a sentence to lifelong ignorant*, unemployment, Poverty and crime.
Correctional education can be the way out; we must give it to our support." (Speech
at the Forum on Prisoner Educata3n, U.S. Department of Education, 1981).

Wetrust that Congresa through appropriate legislation, will give us the tools to
do our job.

Rs.axanscio;
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UNITED STATICS DN.PAI/MIINT of &IUCATION COMUCCTIONAL EDUCATIONAL POLICY
STATILIIINT

The Department of Education, wider the direction of the Secretary of Education,is legislatively designated as the primary agency responsible for the administration
of Federal programs of financial assistance to education. The Secretary is author-ized, upon request, to provide technical assistance to State educational agencies, in-
stitutions of higher education, local schoal syStems, and other instrumentalities ofthe States.

The Department's programs and budgeters focused on two essential goals:
To guarantee that students of all ages enrolled in our schools, colleges, and voca-tional centers have equal access to the best possible education; and,
To improve the quality of education for every student by supporting research, de-

velopment, and dissemination of new teaching methods and materials. ,Education is a necessity for every American, including the more than 2.2 million
adults and juveniles, who are wider the jurisdiction of the criminal justice system.
However, few of the nations jails provide educational eervices. Most of the nations
prisons provide basic academic and vocational programs, but fewer than 12 percentof the total prison population have access to such programs.

The men and women who serve time in the' criminal justice system are amongthose the Department of Education has a responsibility to serve. It is, therefore, the
commitment of the Department to lend its efforts in upgrading and making more
effective the educational programs in correctional institutions of the States.

The Department's involvement in correctional education is further justified bythe extreme level of educational disadvsintagement found in the corrections popula-
tion. By advocating im rovement in the equality and quantity of education and
training opportunities for adult and juvenile offenders, the Department of uca-

,

tion will address this educational disadvantagement foiled in the corrections ula-tion.
Compared to other educationally disadvantaged grow the social and =sb onaiccoot of the corrections population is extremely high. The criminal justice s tem

places a heavy burden on the American taxpayer. Custody costs range from $13,000
to $40,000- per inmate each year. Also added to that are court costs, welfare pay-
ments, construction costs, and a host of other costs commonly associated with arrest.,
conviction, incarceration, release, arrest, and reincarceration.

At the current rate of recidivism, i is estimated that of the 150,000 inmates who
will be released this year, between 30 70 percent will be reconnititted to a correc-tional facility within one year. Lack of ic education, and marketable jo.b skills ag-gravate a released offender's difficult in securing empitiyinent, thus, influencing
the return to crime. However, with t tools for survival -basic education and a mar-ketable.job skill, coupled with the in self-esteem which is the inevitable result
of achievementa released inmate's cos for rehabilitation are considerably' in-
creased.

It is, therefore, the policy of the De nt of Education that through its leader-
ship and resources:

e Department will assist state end local jurisdictions to develop, expand, and
improve their delivery systems for academic, vocational, technical, social and other
educational programs for juvenile and adult offenders horder to enhance their op-
portunities to become law-abiding, economically self-eufficient, and productive mem-bers of society.

To carry out is policy:
The Office of Vmational and Adult Education will assume leadership fel' the De-

partment's Correctional Education effort.
The Department will establish an intra-departmental coordinating .committee on

Correctional Education to assist in bringing about greater cooperation and coordina-tion in the Department's ,surrections-related programs in the areas of policy, use of
existing resources, avoiding duplication of efforts and costs, and effecting a better
delivery system for needed services at the State and local levels.

The Department will play an active role in interagency corrections coordinationactivities.
Tie Department will support research, development, and disseminition-efforts to

develop knowledge of special curricula, organization, personnel, and support services
needed in correctional education.

All officers in the Department of Education and all State and local educational
agencies. receiving the Department's assistance are encouraged to act in accordancewith this policy.

T.H. Berle,
Secretary of Edisoatioris
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STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN CONYERS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS PROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN, ACCOMPANIED BY
DR. OSA D. COFFEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CORRECTIONAL.
EDUCATION, ASSOCIATION

Mr. Cowass. Thank you very much. I undemtand you are on a
tight schedule, but we wanted to first of all appreciate the ability
to testify on behalf of the measure that has been included in the
authorization thus far that would proVide 'financial assistance to
the States for the use of expanding educational programs in the
correctional institutions around the country.

I just want to get one or two lines in here before I let Dr. Coffey,
who brought this idea to my attention and which has been moving
along rather successfully and we hope that it will stay in the bill.

Let me just say a couple of things in its behalf. First of all, I am
chairman of the Criminal Justice Subcommittee and our concern in
judiciary with the escalating crime rates led me very naturally into
this measure because this is operating in our national best inter-
ests, societally speaking.

What we are,doing here is providing so many who are underedu--
cated, who are unemployed, who need the kind of additional en-
couragement that this Federal training in which we would take
this small amount of money$25 million a year for 3 years and
send it to the State educational institutions. We think that' it's
very, very important.

The second thing that I would say is that this is really only sup-
plemental money. It does not supplant any State fiinds. It does not
create opportunities that are not already existing. It's a comple-
mentary program. I think that it has been very thoroughly thought
out and Yam very pleased to see-it in your pending authorization
measure and pray that it stays in there. I hope you -will give it
your consideration as one of the thoughtful members of this Post-
secondary Education, Subcommittee. I thank you and yield now to
Dr. Coffey, the executive director of the Correctional Education As-
sociation who has worked in this area for many, many years.

Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Congressman,
Dr. Coffey.
Dr. Corm. Mr. Penny, I will be very, very short, realizing that

time is running short today. I would just like to enter my testimo-
ny into the record. I would just like to highlight a few points. One
is that we, as the Correctional Education Association, representing
the teachers and administrators who deliver programs to inmates
in the prisons in this country, we are very gratified to find that
Mr. Simon has included as a title in H.R. 5240 a slot for correction-
al education.

One of the very major problems over the years in terms of fund-
- ing education programs has been the fact that hardly any Federal

legislation actually mandates moneys to be spent on this most edu-
cationally disadVantaged of groups in the country. There are two
pieces of legislation--.chapter I of the Elementary Act and public
Law 94-142, the Handicapped Actthat aconlly mandates moneys
_and both of those go only to age 21 and it leaves really the total
adult inmate population without any moneys for their needs.
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So we do hope that you will indeed see fit to keep this law in the
legislation. I would also like to, add something, about the Pell
Grants and then I will be very brief. We did a study of the Pell
Grant's use in corrections a couple of years ago and we found, out
that for 37 percent of the 24,000 inmates who go to college level
courses depend-on the Pell Grant. Without that, many State direc-
tors of correctional education have told me,that it would virtually
be impossible for them to run a postsecondary program in correc-
tions.

Most of the postSecondary programs in corrections tend to be vo-
cational programs administered by.etmmunity and junior colleges.
They also show, in terms of sfolloqup Studies, a higher success, rate
in terms of reduced recividism. There have been in the past several
times legislation introduced trying to bar inmates from Pell
Grants. We hope and we pray that this committee will make very
sure that inmates will be included as eligible to participate in the
Pell Grant Program.

Finally, I feel that it's very encouraging that correctional educa,
tion has found a spot in tife higher education bill because in recent
years one of the greatest friends to correctional education has been
the community college system in the country. They are deliverers
on the contract to correctional. agencies of some of the best pro-
grams that we have at the current time. I believe that this inclu-
sion of title IV, correctional education, in the Higher Education
Act is likely to give even greater impetu& toward. what is a very
healthy development of a close linkage between the colleges and
the correctional systems.

I appreciate very much your time, especially so late in the day. I,
would like to leave the rest of my remarks in the record.

Mr. PENNY. Dr. Coffey, I might have missed it, but in your coni-
ment about recidivism, did you indicate, that there was or was not
research presently available to determine the effect of education on
the return rate of prisoners?

Dr. COFFEY. There is some research. I don't think that in quality
or quantity it is as much as we would like but, there are some stud-
ies. Today I just brought with me a, couple. example, in New
York State there is a 1983 study-ef`a college program that showed
an 8-percent reduction in recidivism. If you translate that into
mdneys you have paid for the program several times over. In
Texas--

Mr. PENNY. What was that percentage again?
Dr. COFFEY. A 7.9-percent reduction in recidivism for the groups

that attended a college program while incarcerated. I have a simi-
lar repoit from a community college study in Texas in 1983 that
also showed reduced recidivism.

In California, there has been a similar study out of a college pro-
gram at San Quentin. You had 94 percent employment after re-
lease, which is unheard of former inmates and zero recidivism.
This w.as a computer data processing program.

I cduld go on for quite a while, but these are isolated studies tuid,
on the whole, they do show that postsecondary programs have the
highest retention rate and probably the highest success rate.

Mr. PENNY. Could you enter all of those materials in the record
for our purposes?
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Dr. COFFEY. Yes, I will be happy to.
Mr. COXYERS. Mr. Chairman, could I point out that Dr. Donald

Weirphoneticfrom the Michigan prison system is here and he
was just telling Me that they had a similar experience of reduction
in recidivism irythe Michigan prison system at two leyelsone

e inma had gone on to get their 2-year degree and also evena t GE t level, there was a marked falloff in what is abOut a 60-
percen ecidivist rate, It's higher in sbme places, of course,

But the point of all of these fragmented studies is that it works
and that's very reassuring in these days and ages when some
things that we think f e going to help really .don't. It's a small,
modest beginning e are encouraged at the Senate and the
House enthusiasm as t

Mr. PENNY. We d appr6ciate your testimony. We will reconvene
at 1 this afternoon. Again, thank' you, Coixgressman, and thank
you, Dr. Coffey, for your presence here this morning.

The meeting stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12 noon, on Apiil 3, 1984, the subcommittee

adjourned until 1 p.m. the same, day.)

Th



HEARINGS ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF` THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

TUESDAY, APRIL .3, 1984 tAFIT,RNOON)

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES;
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Susco ON POSTSECONIXARY EDUCATION,
Washington, DC

The su mmittee met, pursuant to call, at 1 p.m., in room 2261
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Ray Kogovsek presiding.

Members present: Representatives Andrews, Kogovsek, Penny;
Gunderson, and Packard.

Staff present William Blakey, staff director and John Dean, Re;
publican assistant counsel.

Mr. KOGOVSEK, The Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education
will please come to order for the purpose of continuing our hear,
ings on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. The cam-
mittee at this time would like to call Father Edward 'Glynn', presi-
dent of Saint Peter's Coll e; Flora Mancuso Edwards, president of
Hostos Community College; Dr. Robert C. Corrigan, the chancellor
of the University of Massachusetts at Boston; Dr. Bernard Harlesi
ton, president of the, City College of New York; and Ms. Sandra
Ritter, the trustee of the Oakland Community College, to the wit-,
ness table, please.

[Prered statement of Father Edwarcui
STATIMINT 07 EDWAILD GLYNN, SAL, PRX0IDIENT, SAINT Pima's

ON 137./IA.LIF or Associsalow or URBAN UNIVIIMMITILS

Mr. Chairman, I am Edward Glynn, S.J., President of Saint. Peter's College,
Jersey City, New Jersey. I am ap today in my capacity as a Member of the
Board of Directors of the Associationof rban Universities, in response to your
vitation to testify on your bill to reauthorize the Higher Education Act. My coca=

as provided in your bill, and in H.R. 3384, another bill in -iduced your distin-
guished colleagues, Mr. Ford, of Michigan, and Mr. Coleman of Misso

menu' wili.be directed primarily toward the reauthorasof Title of that Act,

I am accompanied today by Dr. pert Corrigan, Chancellor of the University of-
Massachusetts at Boston, and Dr. Bernard Harleston, President of City College of
New York, both of whom offir testimony illustrative of What we all believe Title XI
can do if 'reauthorized and modestly funded. We also have with us Jim Harrison,
President of the Asiociation of Urban Universities, who will not offer testimony as
such, but who is prepared to respond to any question you or members of the Sub-
committee wish to direct toward the contents of the existing Title XI or the provi-
sions of the reauthorization legislation.

Title NIthe Urban Grant University Programwaa originally enacted on Octo-
ber 3, 1980, when the Higher Education Act was Inst. reauthorized. Urban Grant
was one of the few new initiatives of the 1980 amendments and became law at an
inauspicious moment for new education programs. The Association of Urban Uni-
versities and the higher education community have sought funding for. Title XI in
the three appropriation cycles that have followed its enactment, but we have been

(515)
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unsuccessful. Despite these temporary disappointments we come to you and ask era
thUsiastically for a reauthorization of Title XI and also for a second chance to put

,,its concept to the test and the abilities of the urban universities to work.
The concept of Urban Grant is a simple one. The present Title provides for

modest appropriations, from which the Secretary of Education can make to urban
universities small grants on the basis of competitive applications. These grants will
enable universities to provide appropriate applied researe and related services to
Ineet the needs that are perceived as high priority requi ents.by the metropoli-
tan areas where those institutions are located. That simple ntence, Mr. Chairman,
just about sums up title XI.

It may be helpful to the Subcommittee if I comment on what the title does not do.
Such comments may assist you in understanding both the reach of our hopes and
the limits of our expectations.

Most significantly, Mr. Chairman, Title XI and its backers have never believed
that we or it can solve the problems of our cities.

Our cities are faced with a myriad of problems. No two cities face the same list of
questions nor do they face a list in the same order of priority. The cities are gov-
erned, for the most part, by frecy elected, dedicated and hard-working mayors and
council members, who know their business and who are every bit as well-equipped
to run thoee cities and counties as we are to manage the urban universities for
which we speak. We do not come to you to suggest that we have a secret formula for
the governing of the city, or that, given an unlimited checkbook, unfettered access
to the levers of power, and total freedom from responsibility for our actions, we can
remake the cities overnight. c .

But, speaking as citizens of our cities and as heads of institutions which provide a
substantial portion of the human and intellectual resources of those cities, we be-
lieve firmly that:

(1) We can contribute to alleviating some of the- problems that our cities face, and
(2) We have an obligation to contribute to alleviating these problems.
We hold both beliefs subject to the understanding thatthe selection of priorities

among problems and that the final decisions as to how problems will be met must
remain the particular province of those chosen by their fellow citizens to make such
decisions. The urban universities stand ready.. to put their skills, their resources and
their talents at the service of their cities, through close cooperation with City Hall
and the County Court House, in tackling the problems that those institutions have
decided are of high priority and that we and our faculty believe we have competence
to address.

We have always visualized Urban Grant working in the way such town-grown
linkage is already working in many American cities on an informal basis. The re-
sponsible people in City Hall or the County Court House will set down with the re-
sponsible executives of an urban university and identify:

(1) what the local government needs in the way of applied research or related
services;

(2) what talents or resources e urban university already possesses that can
assist in meeting thole heeds, and,

(3) where there is an area of co cidence between those needs and those talents
and resources.

After discovering where the university may be able to help, both parties then pro-
ceed to develop a proposal by which the university's resources and talents can be
put to work on the city's problems. Under Title XI, the university can then apply to
the Secretary of Education for a modest grant to meet 90 percent of the coats of
such a proposal. _

Incidentally, Mr, Chairman, at this point we propose to violate all the proper
principles of lobbying. The present law fixes the Federal share of project costs at 90
percent, neither more nor less. We agree with you and with Mr. Ford and Mr. Cole-
man that this is a bit overgenerous. We believe that the Act should be amended to
make 90 percent a ceiling on the Federal share.

But back to Title XI in action. The Secretary of Education, in weighing the merits
of a proposal, is instructed to look at the degree of local government-participation in
the development of the proposal, to examine' the comments of the local government
involved and to give priority to aPpliCations in which more than one urban institu-
tion is involved. He is not instructed and he is not expected to set limits on the
Subject matters to which such applications can be addressed. There is nothing what-
ever in the Act that can be used to give preferende among applicants to either
public or independent universities.

If, for an example, the City of Chicago asks Columbia College and/or the UniverSi-
ty of Illinois at Chicago and/or Northeastern Illinois University and/or Chicago
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State to help it develop a long-range mass transit plan or to help it cope with par-
ticular urban problems of the elementary and secondary school system, there is
nothing in Title XI that gives the Secretary of Education the authority to decide
that muss transit or elementary and secondary education are or are not appropriate
issues for Chicago to put at the top of its agenda. On the other hand, the Secretary
may freely decide, through the peer review process, whether or not such an applica-
tion looks like a good bet for success, and whether or not it compares favorably with
other applications in the area of cost-effectiveness. He may certainly look at the re-
sources of the applicant university or consortium and make a judgment as to wheth-
er or not they will sustain the offering of research or services that they have ten- ,
dered to the city. These are wholly valid bases for the Secretary to use in choosing
among applicants. In order to leave him relatively' unfettered in making such
choices, the Title avoids distribution formulas. The heart of Title XI and the core of
its view of the best way to use the 'urban university as 'a tool for the city is the
assumption that the city is the best judge of its-own needs and that the university is
the best judge of its own capacity in a given area. .

The other members of our panel will speak, Mr. Chairman:on their own experi-
ences in the building of linkages. We can respond to questions any of you have on
the legislaton itself. But before finishing, I would address'myself to one question.

"Why should we reauthorize a program which has remained unfunded since its
enactment?"

We are aware, Mr. Chairman, that Title XI was born in difficult times. The Asso-
ciation of Urban Universitiee, like the remainder of the higher education communi-
ty, has freely and unhesitatingly testified, even while asking for Title XI funds, that
Title XI is not the highest priority of higher education. There are higher priorities
appropriately attached to student financial- assistance. Our own urban institutions
would put a higher priority on programs aimed at our particular clientelesthe,
first-generation college or university student, and the so-called "non-traditional stue
dent" who now constitutes the majority of.the consumers of higher education.

There are titles, such as Title VII, which have been. unfunded for many years bsit
which should nevertheless be reauthorized and carefully examined for 'funding,
Pause the needs have grown in the years since funding. There are also new initia-
tives in your own bill, Mr. Chairman, notably including the adult literacy program
which we support as being of vital importance to the nation's most basic concerns.

Nevertheless, we believe that there will be a time, amid that soon, when the nation
will rediscover the unchanging feep that the welfare of our cities is a matter of
prime national interest and that the possibility of letting the urban universities
play d role in the coming urban renaiSsanee similar to that the land-grant universi-
ties-played in America's agricultural miracle is one we cannot afford to neglect.-

We do not-ask, Mr. Chairinan, that Title XI be put at the head of your list of
priorities. We share the view' of the remainder of the higher education community
that student aid should continue to occupy that place. But we do urge that you
leave this useful authority on the statute books, made neater and tighter by the
amendments you and your colleagues have proposed, and ready for funding when
this or a later Congress or Administration suggest its use.

Mr. Chairman, .there is an old, honored and generally valid rule of legislative
thumb. Let me rephrase it slightly with regard Ui'Fitle XI:

"It ain't broke, so don't fix it. But, financially, it IS -broke, so do fund it."
Mr. Chairman, while my testimony has primarily been pointed at Title XI, there

are a few provisions in Title IV, dealing with student financial assistance, with
which the urban universities have a direct concern. One of these is the question of
how to determine the costof-IiVing under the Pell Grant Prograni, fer so-called com-
muter students, i.e., those .students who do not live on the campus or In campus-
laxinsored housing.

We believe that HR 5240 takes a step in the wrong direction on this issue.
Your bill prescribes that the coat-of-living element in the Pell Grant equation

shall vary according to whether students live on cannitise off - campus in housing of
their own, or at home. If students live at home, your bill assumes that it costs them
$1,200.00 to eat and clothe themselves; if they live in town, but away from home,
Your bill assumes it costs them $1,600.00, and if they live on campus or in campus-
subsidized housing, your bill would allocate $2,000.00 for this same purpose.

It is certainly possible, Mr. Chairman, to makes valid statistical analyses showing
that on a national aggregate basis, it costs ssmore to live away from home than at
home. And it is possible, though less obviously so, that it may cost the "average"
student less to live off campus in non-subsidized housing than off-eampus in subsi-
dized housing or on campus in a dormitory.
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But such statistic1 Mr. Chairman, beg the question: Sorely., the urban universi-
ties could unquestionably make a case that is costs the typica urban student, living
at or away from home, more to live than it costs in a non-urban setting. But, Mr.
Chairman, such statistics would no more justify a higher cost-of-living figure for
urban students than similar statistics justify one for a student who lives in a dormi-
tory,

Last year., after a decade of assuming that commuter students automatically had
lower living costs than dormitory reSideuts, the Congress, under your leadership
and that of your colleague from Michigan, Mr. Ford, increased the commuter allow-
ance to parity with other students. That was not an act which was justified by its
statistical impact on a particular kind of college. It was a simple act of justice,
ending a decade of discrimination against commuter students. I am afraid, Mr.
Chairman, that Sec. 402(eX2) of HR 5240 would reverse your victory of last year.
And it should not.

I understand, Mr. Chairman, that budget considerations may have persuaded you
to look for areas of economy, and that 'a differential based on the kind of housing a
student choosesa choice, Mr. Chairman, that is as least partly determined by what
kind of housing the institution chooses to offerprovides sonic such economies.

But, Mr. Chairman, even economies do not justify making arbitrary and unjust
distinctions. And to distinguish among students on this Wait, is both arbitrary and
unjust, We believe, Mr. Chairman, that a 8ost-of-living allowance, set at the same
rate across-the-board, would be fairer than a variable rate which selects living ar-
rangements as the basis for the variation. Mr. Chairman..we believe the p rat
$2,000.00 is a minimum and fair costof-living allowance. But if it must be
in the name of economy let us reduce it equitably and uniformly.

The Association of Urban Universities has not, Mr. Chairrnan, calculated what Is
members, individually or in the aggregate, would "gain or "lase" through the p-
plication of a commuter differential in estimating the cost-of-living factor in a II
Grant award. We believe it would be wrong even though some of our members do
have dormitories and would if fact benefit, at the expense' of other institutions, in
the aggregate total of their Pell Grant income. Gain or lose, we fail to see the legi
many of this particular ,4distinction, as a budgetary device, or its relevance to
contemporary educational scene.

STATEMENT OF FATHER EDWARD GLYNN, PRESIDENT, ST.
PETER'S COLLEGE

Father GLYNN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KoGovsEK. Yes, Fr. Glynn, I think we're going to go ahead

and let you start. Please proceed.
Father GLYNN. Mr. Chairman, I am Edward Glynn, president of

St. Peter's College in Jersey City, NJ- I 'am appearing today in my
capacity as a member of the board'of directors of the Association of
Urban Universities, in response to your invitation to testify on the
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.

My comments will be directed primarily toward the reauthoriza-
tion of title X1 of that act, as provided in this and in H.R. 3384,
introduced by your distinguished col agues, Mr. Fo of Michigan
and Mr. Coleman of Missouri.

I am accompanied today by Dr. Robert Corrigan, cellor of
the University of Massachusetts at Boston, and Dr. Bernard Hai-
leston, president of the City College of New York, both of whom
will offer testimony illustrative of what we all believe title XI can
do if reauthorized and modestly funded.

We also have with us Jim Harrison, president of the Association
of Urban Universities, who will not offer testimony, as such, but
who is prepared to respond to any question you or members of the
subcommittee wish to direct toward the contents of the existing
title XI or the provisions of the reauthorization legislation.

Title XI, the Urban Grant University Program, was originally
enacted on October 3, 3.980. Urban Grant was one of the few new
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initiatives of the 1980 amendments and became law, at an inauspi-
cious moment for new education programs. The Association of
Urban Universities and the higher education community have
sought funding for title XI in the three appropriation cycles that
have followed its enactment. But we have been unsuccess

Despite these teni.porary: disappointments, we come to 'ou and
ask enthusiastically for a reauthorization of title XI and also for a
second chance to put its concept to the text and the abilities' of the
urban universities to work.

The concept of Urban Grant is a simple one. The present title
,provides for modest appropriations from which the Secretary of
Education can make to urban universities small grants on the basis
of competitive applications: These grants will enable universities to
provide appropriate applied research and related services to 'meet
the needs that are perceived as high priority requirements by the
metropolitan areas where those institutions are located.

That simple paragraph Mr. Chairman, just about sums up title
XI.

It may be. helpful to the subcommittee if I comment on what the
title does not do. Such comments may assist you in understanding
both the reach of our hopes and the limits of our expectations;
Most significantly, title XI and itabackers have never believed that
we or it can solve the problems of our cities. Our cities are faced
with a myriad of problems. No two cities flice the same list of clues-

, tions, nor do they face a list in the same order of priority.
The cities are governed, for 'the most part, by freely elected, dedi-

cated, and hard-working mayors and council jmbers, who know
their business and who are every bit as whiquipped to run these
cities and, counties as we are to manage the urban universities for
which we speak.

We do not come to you to suggest that we have a secret formula
for the governing of the city, er that given an unlimited checkbook,
unfettered access to the levIts of power, and total freedom from re-
sponsibility for our actions, that we can remake the cities over-
night.

But speaking as citizens of our cities and as heads of institutions
which provide a substantial portion of the human and intellectual,
resources of those cities, we firmly believe that, first, we can con-
tribute to alleviating some of the problems that our cities face. And
second, that we have an obligation to contribute to Eilleviating
these problems.

We hold both beliefs subject to the understanding that the selec-
tion of priorities among problems and that the final decisions as to
how problems will be met must remain the particular province of
those chosen by their fellow citizens to make such decisions. The
Urban Universities stand ready to put their skills, their resources,
and their talents at the service of their cities through close coop-
eration with city hall and the county courthouse in tackling the
problems that those institutions have decided are of high priority,
and that we and our faculty believe we have competence to ad-
dress.

We have always visualized Urban Grant working in the way
such town-gown linkage is already working in many American
cities on an informal basis. The responsible people in city hall or
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unty courthouse will sit down with the responsible executives
of urban university and identify first what -the local government
n in the way of applied research or related services.

ond, identify what talents or resources the urban university
alr ady possesses that can assist in meeting those needs. And third
identify where there is an area of coincidence. between those need;

those talents and resources. t
After discovering where the university may be able to help, bothrs t

. Under title XI, the university could then apply to the Seere-ms

ies then proceed to develop a proposal by which the universi-
X ' resources and talents can be put work on the city's prola-

fary of Education for a modest grant to meet 9p percent of the cost
/of such a proposal. .

Incidentally, Mr.*Chainnan, at this point we propose ty violate
' all the proper principles of lobbying. The present law fixes the Fed-

/ era/ share of project costs at 90 percent, neither more nor less. We
/ agree with you and Mr. Ford and Mr. Coleman that this is a bit

/ overgenerous. We believe that the act should be amended to make
90 percent a ceiling on the Federal share.

But back to title XI in action. The Secretary of Education, in
weighing the merits of a proposal, is instructed to look at the
degree of local government participation in the development of the
proposal, to examine the comments of the local government in-
volved, and to give priority to applications in which more than one
urban institution is involved. He is not instructed and he is not ex-
pected to set limits- on the subject matters to which such applica-
tions can be addressed.

There is nothing whatever id the act that Zooid be used to give
preference among applicants to either public or independent uni-
versities.

If, for example, the city of Chicago asked Columbia College and/
or the University of Illinois at ChiCago and/or Northeastern Illi-
nois University and/or Chicago State to help it develop a longrange
mass transit plan or to help it cope with particular urban problems
of the elementary and secondary school system, there is nothing in
title XI that gives the Secretary of Education the authority to
decide that mass transit or elementary and secondary education
are or are not appropriate issues for Chicago to put at the top of its
agenda.

On the other hand, the Secretary may freely decide through the
peer review process whether or not such an application looks like a
good bet for success and whether or not it compares favorably with
other applications in the area of cost-effectiveness, You may, cer-
tainly look at the resources of the applicant university or consorti-
um and make a judgment as to whether or not they will sustain
the offering of research or services that they have tendered to the
cities. ,.

These. are wholly valid bases- for the Secretary to use in choosing
among applicants. In order to leave the Secretary relatively unfet-
tered in making such choices, the title avoids distribution formulas.
The heart of title XI and the core of its view of the best way to use
the urban university as a tool for the city is the assumption that
the city is the best judge of its own needs and that the university is
the best judge of its own capacity in a given area.
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Other witnesses, representing the Association of Urban Universi-
ties, will speak today on their own experiences in the building of
linkages. We can respond to questions any of you have on the legis-
lation itself. I wish, however, to anticipate at this time one ques-
tion. Why should we reauthorize a program which has remained
unfunded since its enactment? We are aware that title XI was born
in difficult times. The Association of Urban Universities, like the
remainder of the higher education community, has freely and un-
hesitatingly testified, even while asking for title XI funds, that title
XI is not the highest priority of higher education. There are higher
priorities appropriately attached to student financial assistance.
Our own urban institutions would put a higher priority on pro-
grams aimed at particular clientele, the first generation college or
university student and the so-called "non-traditional student" -who
now constitute the majority of the consumers of higher education.

There are titles such as title VII, which has been unfunded for
many years, but which should, nevertheless, be reauthorized and
carefully examined for funding because the needs have grown in
the years since funding. There are also new initiatives, notably in-
cluding the adult literacy program which we support as being of
vital importance to the Nation's most basic concerns.

Nevertheless, eve believe that there will be a time, and that soon,
when the Nation will rediscover the unchanging fact that the wel-
fare of our cities is a matter of prime national interest, and that
the possibility of letting urban universities' play a role in the
corning urban renaissance, similar to that the land grant universi-
ties played in America's agricultural miracle, is a possibility we
cannot afford to neglect.

We do not ask that title XI be put at the head of your list of pri-
orities. We share with the remainder of the higher education com-
munity the view that student aid should continue to occupy that
place. no

But we do urge that you leave this useful authority on the stat-
ute books, made neater and tighter by' the amendments you and
your colleagues have proposed and ready for funding when this or
a later Congress or administration suggests its use.

There is an old, honored, and generally valid rule of legislative
thumb. Let me rephrase it slightly with regard to title XI. "It ain't
broke, don't fix it. But financially it is broke, so do fund it." *

Mr. Chairman my testimony has primarily been pointed at title
XI but there are a few provisions in title IV dealing with student
financial assistance, with which the urban universities have a
direct concern. One of these is the qUestion of how to determine
the cost of living under the Pell Gra t Program for the so-called
"commuter students", that is, those st dents who do not live on the
campus or in campus-sponsored housin

We believe that H.R. 5240 takes a s p in the wrong direction on
this issue. The bill prescribes that the 4ost of living element in the
Pell Grant equation should vary according` to whether students live
on campus, off campus 'in housing of their own, or at home. If stu-
dents live at home, the bill assumes that it costs them $1,200 to eat
and clothe themselves. If they live in town but away from home,
the bill assumes it costs them $1,600. And if they live on campus or
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in campus authorized, subsidized housing, your bill would allocate'
$2,000 for this same purpose.

It is certainly possible to make valid statistical analyses showing
that on a national aggregate basis it costs more to live away from
home than at home. And it is possible, though less obviously so,
that it may cost the average student less to live off campus in non-
subsidized housing than off campus in .subsidized housing, or on
campus in a dormitory.

But such statistics beg the question. Surely the urban universi-
ties could unquestionably make a case that it costs the typical
urban student, living at or away from home, more to live than it
costs to live in a nonurban setting.

But such, statistics would no more justify a higher cost of living
figure for urban students than similar statistics justify for a stu-
dent who lives in a dormitory. 4

Last year, after a decade of assuming that commuter students
automatically had lower' costs than dormitory residentS, the Con-,.
gigss, under the leadership of Mr. Simon and that of his colleague
from Michigan, Mr. Ford, increased the commuter allowance
toward parity with, other students. That was not an act which was
justified by its statistical impact on a'particula.r kind of college. It
wak an act of simple Justice, after a' decade of discrimination
against commuter students.

I am afraid that section 402(c)2 of H.R. 5240 could reverse that
/victory of laSt year. And it should not.

I understand that budget considerations may have persuaded the
committee to look for areas of economy and that a differential

. based on the kind of housing a student choosesa choice, Mr.
Chairman, that is at least partly determined by what kind of insti-
tution chooses to offer .-----provides some such economy. -

But even eeonomies do not justify malting arbitrary and unjust
distinctions and to distinguish between -students on this basis is
both arbitrary and unjust.

We believe that a cost of living allowance set at the same rate
across the board would be fairer than a variable rate which selects
living arrangements as the basis for the variation. We believe that
the present $2,000 is a minimum and fair cost of living allowance;
But if it must be reduced in the name of economy, let us reduce it
equitably. and uniformly.

The Association of Urban Universities halmot calculated what
its members, individually or in the aggregate, would gain or lose
with the application of a- commuter differential in estimating the
cost of living factor in a Pell Grant award. We believe it would be

, wrong, even though sonic of our members do have dormitories and
would-, in fact,. benefit at the expenSe of other institutions in the
aggregate total of their Pell Grant income. Gain or lose, we fail to
see the legitimacy of this particular distinction as a budgetary
device, or its relevance to the contemporary educational scene.

. Thank you, Mr.:Chairman.
Mr. KOGOVSEK. Thank you very much, Father Glynn, for your

testimony. What I would like to do is hold all questions of anyone
until the whole panel has a chance to testify, if that' OK with the
panel and that's OK with the committee.

So, with that we will proceed to Flora Mancuso Edwards.
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Let me say to the people who are here testifying that it would be
helpful to the committee, and this is not a criticism of Father
Glynn, if you feel more comfortable summarizing your testimony,
that we will submit each and every word that you have in your
prepared text as part of the record, for the sake of saving some
time. But I will leave it up to each and every one of you to do as
you wish.

[The prepared statement of Flora Mancuso Edwards follows:]

PRIC.FAJMD STATIULKATT Or FLORA MA.NCUSO EDWAXIDO, PRESIDICNT, 11061106COMIALTNITY
Couxas, C xv Usuvintsrtv oar New Yoga

Congressman Simon, distinguished members of the Subcommittee on Postsecond-
ary Education, I wish to thank you for giving me this opportunity to testify before
you regarding the reauthorization ofthe Higher Education Act of 1965,

I am Flora Mancus9-Edwards, president of Hot3tos Community College, one of the
eighteen colleges which together comprise the City University of New York. Of the
4,500 students enrolled at Hostas, over 50 percent are enrolled in business and allied
health programs. Our student body, is essentially, a non-traditional one. Over 50
percent of our students are over the age of 25. Over 65 percent are female and sole
support-of households with two or more children, 90 percent are Hispanics 65 per-
cent come to us requiring intensive English second language instruction. Eighty per-
cent earn or come from families which earn Iess than $8,000 per year, 99 percent
receive Federal and State supported financial aid. The income level of our gradu-
ates, however, averages approximately $20,000 per year. Hasten, then, as do many of
our nations urban. community colleges, serve as a vehiclea vehicle to provide
access to educational opportunity; access to the labor force,'access to social mobility.

It is against this background that I offer my comments on the Higher Education
Act.

The emphasis on expanded access, simplification and. streamlining of student aid
programs, enhancement of quality and incentives for endowment development pro-
grams till hold great promise for higher. education in general and urban higher edu-
,cation in particular.

Specifically, the importance of converting the Pell *rants program to an 4ntitle-
&lent cannot be underestimated. If indeed, the original of the Pell grant as
a true guarantee of access to higher education still obtains, than the security of
these grants is central to the centinued success of any college whose mission is one
of access and opportunity. At Hostos alone, a relatively small institution for an
urban area, over 4,350 etudents received Pell grants of approximately $1,050 each,
this year, with payments totaling $4,592,717. 'Without this aida relatively small
short-term investment for a long-term gainfew if any of our students would be
able to underwrite the modest costs of even a part-time education. If we as a nation
are truly committed to concept of education as an enfranchising vehicle, then a true
floor of access in postesecondary opportunity must be assured.

Of equal importance to our urban community collegesand to .Hostes in particu-
Ier is the extent to which provision can be made to "mainstream" the adult learner
or limited English proficiency. Mention is made here of Title I which has within it
both educational outreach and literacy training. Indeed, for an adult, thrust into a
fast:moving, competitive, highly technological environmentthe prerequisite skills
in the English language become the one indispensable element in any equation lead-
ing to economic viability. The value of all other training is proportionately dimin-
ished by the lack of preparedness or fluency, in English. As a response to this press-
ing needa need almost above all othersperhaps the scope, of title I- -which at
present, appears somewhat difftisemight not be sharpened to focus on those specif-
ic functional barriers that hinder and discourage the adult learner and to encourage.
institutional responses to the fundamental questions of adult -illiteracy, and more
clearly identifying those skills without which access both to higher education and to
the labor market becomes unlikely.

Lastly, I would like to focus attention on title XI which authorizes an urban grant
university program for the purpose of aiding urban universities in what is currently
solely research in seeking solutions to urban problems. It is my understanding that
a simple extention ,'of, title XI will be recommended. Located as we are in Bronx
Countysubject of considerable research and an ever greater amount of publicityI
cannot help but wonder if a concentrated research effort alone can truly.shed light
on the complex problems facing our urban centers. In the area ---the South Bronx

.
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immediately served by the college of the 400,000 residents one-third of the families
report income of less thari-$6,000 per year, 41 percent of the households are receiv-
ing public assistanceisffier than social security, 63 percent,of the residents over the
age of 25 do not possess a high school diploma, and the average unemployment rate
is 20 percent. In response, our community colleges in cooperation with a number of
Bronx based organization and local development corpioratioris have initiated an
amazing variety of short- and Long -term training and literacy programs from high
school equivalency to welding to ord processing reaching over 5,000 Bronx resi-
dents a year. Simultaneously, in exquisite isolationresearch Studies, projec-
tions, case histories, policy an and no small number of doctoral dissertations
all attempt to grapple with the of urban deterioration, regeneration and re-
newal from an almost equally bewildering variety of perspectives. Yet Cher
remainat least for mea number of questions that have yet to be answered. Qu
tions such as the true relationship of manpower training to the stability of the "n-
Amami base,- the effect of training on the stability of a given residential
impact of short vs. long-term training programs on longevity and/or mobility wi in
the labor force These questions cannot, I believe be answered in isolation. Per es,
our national interest would be far better servedas would thelbsg-range vest-
ment of manpower and training dollarsif title XI funds made proviiion for, applied
research tied to pilot initiatives in economic development and manpower training.

Our urban community colleges dedicated to the development of a trained labor
force and deeply Involved in local development issues could serve as an integral part
of a collaborative effort with our great metropolitan research centers. A team ap-
proach wedding theory and practice might indeed find answers to some of these
questions and in the long run I believe would have far greater impact and will make

, a far greater contribution to the resolution of the problems facing our Nation's
cities.

In conclusion we have before us a great opportunity and challengethe opportu-
nity to extend to our citizenry the hope that all who come with determination and
ambition to this country's shores can still fuifull the dreams that generations before
them fulfilledand the challenge to provide the means by which these dreams 'can
become reality.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF FLORA MANCUSO EDWARDS, PRESIDENT,
IIOSTOS COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Ms. Enwitans. Thank you very much. I will make every effort to
be brief.

Distinguished members of the Subcommittee on Postseconda0
Education, I wish to take this opportunity to thank you for allow-
ing me to testify before you regarding the reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act. I am Flora Mancuso Edwards, president of
Hostos Community College, 1 of the IS colleges which together
comprise the City University, of New York. Of the 4,500 students
enrolled at Hostos, over 50 percent are enrolled in the business and
allied health programs. Our student body is essentially a nontradi-
tional one. Over 50 percent of our students are over the age of 25.
Over 65 percent are female and sole supports of their households
with two or more children. Ninety perceiAt are Hispanic. Sixty-five
percent come to us speaking little or not English. Eighty percent
earn or come from families which earn less than $8,000 r year.
Ninety-nine percent receive Federal and State-supported ancial
aid.

The income level, at the other end, of our graduates, averag ap-
proxiniately $20,000 a year. Hostas then,-as do many of our Na-
tion's urban community colleges, serves as a vehicle, a vehicle to
provide access to educational opportunity, access to the labor force,
access to social mobility. It is against this background that I offer
my comments on the Higher Education Act. The emphasis on ex-
panded access, simplification, and streamlining of student aid pro-
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grams, enhancement of quality, and incenta for endowment de-
velopment programs, all hold great promise higher education in
general and urban higher education in parts. lar.

Specifically, the importance of converting the Pell Grants Pro.
gram to an entitlement cannot be underestimated: If, indeed, the
original concept of the Pell Grant as a true guarantee of access to
higher education still obtains,, then the security of these grants is
essential to the continued succe0 of any college whose mission is
one of access and opportunity. /

At Hostess aloge, a relatively small institution for an. urban area,
close to 4,400 students received Pell Grants this year of, approxi-
mately $1,000 each, with total payments of approximately $41/2 mil-
lion. Without this aid, few if any of our students would be able to
underwrite the modest cost of even 4,part -time education. If we as
a nation are truly committed to the concept of education as an en-
franchising vehicle, then a true floor of access in postsecondary op-
portunity must be assured.

I,Of equal importance to our urban community colleges, and to
Hostas in particular, is the extent to which provision can be made
to mainstream thp- adult learner of limited English profielency.
Mention is madestere of title I, whichilas within it bob education-
al outreach an0 literacy training. Indeed, for an adult thrust into a
fast-moving, competitive, and highly technological environment,
the prerequisite skills in the English language become the one in-
dispensible element in any equation leading to economic viability.
The value of all other training is proportionately diminished by the
lack of prepareilness or fluency in English.

As a response to this pressing need, the scope of title I appears
somewhat diffuse. Perhaps it might be sharpened to focus on those
specific functional barriers that hinder and discourage the adult
learner, and to encourage comprehensive institutional responses to
the fundamental questions of adult literacy.

Last, I would like to focus attention on title XI, but from a slight-
ly different perspective. It is my understanding that a simple ex-,
tension of title XI will be recommended. Located as we are in
Bronx4unty, subject of considerable research and an ever greater
amount of- publicity7.I cannot help but wonder if it concentrated re-
search effort alone .can truly shed light ci'n the complex problems
facing our urban centers. In the area immediately served by the
college, of the close to half a million residents, one-third of the fam-
ilies report income of less than $6,000 a year. Forty-one percent of
the households are receiving public assistance other than Social Se-
curity. Sixty-three percent of the residents of the area are of the
age of 25 or older and do not possess a high school diploma. And
the average unemployment rate is 20 percent. t

In response, our community colleges, i cooperation with a
number of Brqnx-based organizations and loc 1

ns
development corpo-

ratio, have initiated what I can only chant rite as an amazing
variety of short- and long-term training and liter acy programs,
from high school equivalency to welding to word pracessin each-
ing 5,000 Bronx residents a year,. at the very least. )

Simultaneously, in an exquisite isolation, research studies, pro-
jections, case histories, policy analysis, and a small number of doc-
toral dissertations all attempt to grapple with the issue of urban
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deterioration, regeneration, and renewal, from an almost equally
bewildering variety of perspectives.

But there remains, at least for me, a number of questions that
have yet to be answered, questions such as the true relationship of
manpower training to the stability of the industrial base. Questions
such as the effect of training on the stability of a given residential
area, and I might add just anecdotally, one of the things we find is
that as we train people move. The neighbbrhood doesn't change;
their lives do. But the neighborhoods don't.. And there's a lot of
out-movement.

The impact of short-term versus long-term training programs on
longevity and/or mobility within the labor force. In other words, I
would ask how much,of all of this is working. 4

These questions cannot, I believe, be answered in isolation. Per-
haps our national interest would be far better served as would the
long-range investment of manpower and training dollars, if title XI
funds made some provision for applied research, tied to carefully
constructed pilot initiatives in economic development and manpow-
er training.

Our urban community college is dedicated to the development of
a trained labor force and deeply involved in the local development .
issues and it could serve as an integral part of the collaborative
effort with our great metropolitan research centers. A team ap-
proach, wedding theory and practice, would indeed find answers to
some of these questions and, in the long run, I believe, would have
a far greater impact and will make a far greater contribution to
the resolution of the problems facing our Nation's cities.

In conclusion,.we have before us a great opportunity and a chal-
lenge, the opportunity to extend to our citizenry the hope that all
who come with determination and ambition to this country's shores
can still fulfill the dreams of, generations befOre them, and the
challenge here to provide .the means by which these dreams can
become reality.

Thank you.
Mr. KOGOVSEK. Thank you very much for a very interesting

statement.
Dr. Robert Corrigan, chancellor of the University of Massachu-

setts at Boston? You may proceed, 'Doctor.
[Prepared stateihent of Dr. Robert A. Corrigan follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT A. CoRRIGAN, LHAN NIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS/BOSTON

Thank you Mr. Chairman. f.

I am Robert Corrigan, Chancellor of the University of Massachusetti; at Boston. I
am grateful for this opportunity to testify along with Presidents Harleston and
Glynn, in support of the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, and specifi-
cally in support of the provisions and intent a Title XI, the "liorban Grant" section
of the Act Father Glynn has spoken of the broad provisiohs of the Act and of Title
XI. I will discuss how institutions like UMass/Boston engage in activities to be sup-
ported by Title XI and how much more we would be able to do were Title XI to be
funded by the Congress.

The University of Massachusetts at Boston is only 20 years old. We are part, how-
ever, of a system that, for 120 years, has actively practiced the kinds of service em-
bodied in the land-grant tradition. We know and understand that tradition well. I,
myself, have been a teacher and administrator at land-grant institutions in Iowa,
Missduri and Maryland, I deeply appreciate the enormous impact that the Land
Grant Act has had on rural America during its 120 years. This Committee is to be
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congratulated for its. vision in seeing the impOrtance of trankating that .tradition
into the urban context.

You should know that Ulises/Boston is very much the prototype of.the nriodern
public urban university: .

.

The median family income of our students who ar financially 'dependent on
their pments is.$17,000. Approtimately 40% of these families Make less- than
$15,N0. For those students who have left the home, the'inedianincome is under
$4,000. ,

18 percent of our total student population is minority, as is 22 percent of this
year's entering class.

54 percent are women. . ..
Our median student age is 28 and 36 percent of newly enrolled students are

over 25. f

80 percent of our students work twenty or more hours per week.
97 'pereent are natives of Massachusetts and 72 percent are from the inner

city or the inner suburbs.
There is no question that higher education has a role to play in t.htt city. With the

resources currently available to the University, we have established many programs
within the urban communities and placed ever-increasing emphasis on basic and ap-
plied research which addresses the problems of an urban environment.

Some of the activities we are presently engaged in include: '
Operation of an Adult Literacy Reeou.rce Institute, in cooperation with Box-

bury Community College, which provides technical assistance and staff support
to 1$ eeighborhodd agencies that deliver basic edugation eervices to inner city
illiterate adults, . .

An. Occupational Literacy project hi the South Boston and Mission Hill
Neighborhoods, which combines basic education and job training for 75 unem-
'played and illiterate, adults.
...Jaiforinatien and orientation workshops for new Members of the City Council

and School" Committed. . ,
Technical assistance and teacher training in our neighboring McCormack

School where reading and writing scores have showed measurable improve-
meet.

Consultation to several public housing projects leading to creation or improve-
ment in recreation for adolescents, day care, services to elderly.

Staff assistance to several govenuneet agencies, such as the new mayor's
transition team, the State Departments of Social Services and Public Welfare.

Training for day eare teachers and day dare managers. ,,

Providing mediation services to help mediate disputes between public housing
tenants and housing managers.

A study of fish and shellfish in Boston Harbor to determine the degree of
hazard to public health and safety occaseioned by pollutants in the Harbor.

Let me describe in more detail two areas of public service in which the University
&as been very strongly committed.

It has been apparent for years. that Boston Harbor, although scenically spectacu-
lar, is seriously polluteda "toilet bowl" is the unglamorous image often invoked.'
UMass /Boston is located on a peninsula on the Harbor. Because we are' aware of
both the 'beauty and pollution of the Harbor and have a direct interest in its effec-

tive management, we have recently instituted a major PhD program in the Environ-
mental Sciences. This program's major research thrust is into the chemistry, biology
and even the politics of urban harbors and coastlines with Boston Harbor as the
primary case study. We have also developed a proposal to create a research institute
affiliated with the Environmental Sciences program, which would be the first
"oceanographic" institute to concentrate its research specifically on the urban
harbor and developed coastlines. In addition, UM.ass/Boaton helped institute and .

provides institutional support for a special State commission which is charged with
studying and recommending solutions to the problem of Boston Harbor's pollution.
Through all these efforts, the University is committed to serving the environmental
needs of t City and the Commonwealth.

the inid-1 's (and exacerbated by the unfortunate desegregation crisis of the
A sera , example is the area of primary and secondary public education. Since

l

1970's) the Boston Public Schools have suffereti a pereeptible decline in the quality
and volume of educational services. Like other urban systems, standard test, scores
have gone down, attrition rates have gone up, and the demand on scarce resources
by meritorious but expensive special-education and bilingual-education programs
has increased, Through our Institute for Learning and 'Teaching, established in
1970, highly-skilled professicnals have approached urbarepublic school teachers, par-
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tints,- pupils and administrators (in 'Boston and surrounding cities), worked with
them to help understand their problems and assess their needs, sought external
funding for and helped implement a broad range of in-service programs. Areas of
particular emphasis are writing skills and the teaching of writing, computer educa-
tion, and upgrading of the teachin=hernatics and science. We have also devel-
oped several direct intervention p designed to locate and assist student pop-
ulations who might otherwise go unheeded.

In each of these examples, and in many other areas, a funded and functioning
Urban Grant program would be of invaluable assistance. Not for aid in basic re-
search or for the training of academic professionalsthat funding properly comes
from other sourcesbut for assistance in coordination and efficient delivery of our
services to the public or to City and Stateitnithorities. Urban Grant funding can buy
time to reflect and to plan, through retreats and seminars; it can buy clear defini-
tions and reasoned statements of problems; it can buy well-written anct understand-
able reports and analyses; it can buy effective and efficient strategies for solutions
to these problems.

Thank you for your attention and concern. Let me close by again urging continu-
ation and funding of Title XI of the Higher Education Act.

STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT C. CORRIGAN, CHANCELLOR,
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT BOSTON

Dr. CORRIGAN. Thank you. ,

Mr.Chairman, I am Robert Corrigan, chancellor of the Universi-
ty of Massachusetts at Boston and I am grateful for this opportuni-
ty to testify .along with presidents Harleston and Glynn in support
of the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act and specifically
in support of the provisions and intent of title XI, the Urban Grant
section of

support.
act.

Dr. Glynn has spoken of the broad provisions of4ithe act and .of
title XI. I will discuss how institutions like the University of Mas-
sachusetts at Boston engage in activities to be suppotted by title
XI, and how much more we would be able to do were title XI to be
funded by the Congress.

The University of Massa 4 tts at Boston is 20 years old, We
are part, however, of a sys that is 120 years old and has active-
ly ly practiced the kinds of" ervice embodied in the land grant tradi-
tion. We know and we understand that tradition very well. I,
myself, have been a teach /or administrator at land grant in-
stitutions in Iowa, Missou aryland, and I deeply appreciate
the enormous impact that the d Grant Act had on rural Ameri-
cans during its 120 years.

This committee is to be congratulated for its vision in seeing the
ithportance of translating that tradition into the urban context.

You should know about my institutions, that the University of
Massachusetts at Boston, is very much the prototype of the
modern, public, urban university. Our median family income for
our students, living at home, is $15,000. For those who have left the
home it is $4,000 annually. Eighteen percent of our student popula-
tion is minority and 22 percent of this year's entering class were
minority.

Fifty-four percent of our students are women. Our Qian stu-
dent age at a university is 2'7. And 36 percent of the newly enrolled
students at University of Massachusetts at Boston are over 25.
Eight.), percent of our students work at leastt20 hours per week.

ety-seven percent, are natives of the Commonwealth of Massa -
setts and 72 percent are from the inner city or the inner sub-
s. .
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There is no question that higher education has a role to play in
the city and with the resources currently available to the universi-
ty we have already established many programs within the urban
communities and placed ever-increasing emphases on basic and ap-
plied research which addresses the problems of an urban environ-
ment.

I'd like very 'quickly to identify several of these that we have
done at the University of Massachusetts at Boston.

For example, in cooperation with Roxbury Community College,
the operation of Adult Literacy Resource Ilastitute, which provides
technical assistance and staff support to 18neighborhood agencies
which deliver basic education services to inner city illiterate adults,
and occupational literacy project in predominantly white south
Boston pind predominantly minority Mission Hill, which. combines
Basic education and job training for 75 unemployed and illiterate
adults.

Information and orientation workshops fer new members of the
city council and new members of the City School Committee. Tech-
nical assistance and teacher service training in our neighboring
McCormick School where reading and writing courses, sores, have
shown measurable improvement because of tHt courses.

Consultation to several public housing projects leading to the cre-
ation or improvement in recreation for adolescentt, day care serv-
ices to the elderly, and the like.

Staff assistance 'to several government agencies such as the new
Mayor's Transition Team, the State Depa.rtments of Social Services
and Public Welfare.

Training for day care teache and day, care managers. Providing
mediation services to help mediate disputes between public housing
tenants and housing managers.

A study of fish and shellfish in Boston Harbor to determine the
degree of hazard to public health and safety occasioned by pollut-
ants in the harbor.

Of these, let me describe in a little bit more detail two of the
public,services activities which we have-engaged in. I think that it
has been apparent for years that BOston Harbor, although scenical-
ly spectacular, is seriously polluted. _It's been called a toilet bowl by

bethe Boston Globe, a very unglamorous image.
And the University of Massachusetts at Boston is located on a

peninsula on the harbor itself. And because we are aware of both
the beauty and the pollution of the hafbor and have had a direct
interest in it management, we recently instituted a major
doctoral program in environmental sciences. This program's major
research thrust is into the chemistry, biology, and even, the politica
of urban haibors and coastlines, with Boston Harbor iras the pri-
mary case study.

We have also d oped a proposal to crea a research institute
affiliated with t is nvironmental sciences p °gram which' will be
the first oceanogr hic institute tq, concentrate its research specifi-
cally on the urba harbor and on developed coastline. In the addi-
tion University o Massachusetts at Boston helped institute and
provides institutional support for a special State commission which
is charged with studying and recommending solutid to the prob-
*him of Boston Harbor's pollution.
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Through all these efforts the university is committed to serving
the environmental needs of the city and the Commonwealth.

A second example is the area of primary and secondary public
education. Since the mid- 1960's and exacerbated by the desegrega-
tion crisis of the 1970's, the Boston public schools have suffered a
perceptible decline in the quality and the volume of its educational
services. Like other urban systems, standard test scores have gone
down. Attrition rates have gone up.

For example, only 53 rcent of those students who are in the
ninth grade now in the ton public schools w in fact, gradu -.
ate. Forty-seven percent of this year's ninth gra not gradu-
ate from high school in Becton.

The demand on scarce resources by meritorious but expensive
special education and bilingual education programs has increased
enormously. Through our Institute for Learning and Teaching, es-
tablished in 1970, highly skilled professionals have approached
urban public school teachers, parents, pupils,.and administrators in
Boston and surrounding communities, waked with them to help
understand their problems, and to assess their needs, sought exter-
nal funding for and helped implement a broad range of inservice
programs.

Areas of particular emphases are writing skillsjnd the teaching
of writing, computer education, and the upgrading of the teaching
of mathematics and 34ence. We have also developed several direct
intervention programs designed to locate and assi student popula-
tions who might otherwise go unheeded.

An each of these examples, MY. Chairman, a d in many other
areas, a funded and functioning Urban Grant Program would be of

,'Invaluable assistance, not for aid in basic research br for the train-
ing of academic professionals. That funding properly comes from

/- other sources. But for assistance and coordination and efficient de-
livery of our services to the public or to the city and State authori-
ties.

Urban grant funding can buy time to reflect. and to plan,
through retreats and seminars. It can buy clear definitions and rea-
soned statements of problems, and buy well written and under-
standable reports and analyses. It can buy effective and efficient
strategies for solutions to these and other problems.

Thank you for your concern and attention and let me close again
by urging both the continuation and the funding of title XI of I'Vie
Higher Education Act.

Mr. Kociovsms. Thank you very much,; Dr. Corrigan. The next
witness will be Dr. Bernard Harleston. Mn I saying that correctly,
DOctor?

Dr. HARLESTON. Mostly. [Laughter.]
Mr. KOGOVSEK. When you have a name like Kogovsek, you pay

attention to people's last names. Welcome, Doctor, and please pro-
ceed.

[Prepared statement of Dr. Bernard Harleston follows:]
PRILTAR141) STATEMENT OF DR. BERNARD W. HARLESTON, PRE.SIDENT, THE CITY COLLEGE

or NNW YORK

Mr. Chairman, I am Bernard Harleston, president of the City College of the City
University of New York. I appear today in my capacity as a member of the Board of
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Directors of the Association of Urban Universities, and in response to your invita-
Lion to testify on your bill to reauthorize the Higher Education Act. I will focus pri-
marily on the reauthorization of title XI of the act, as provided for in your bill, KR.
5240.

I am here today with my colleagues, Dr. Mike Alexandroff, President of Columbia
College, Chicago, Illinois, and Dr. Robert Corrigan, Chancellor of the University of
Massachusetts at Boston. Both of them will share with you examples of what we
believe title XI can make possible if reauthorized and funded. Jim Harrison, presi-
dent of the Association of Urban Universities, is also present and, while not offering
testimony, will respond to questions 'ou, or any member of the subcommittee
wishes to direct towards the contents of the existing title XI or the provisions of the
reauthorization legislation.

The Cite College of New York -has bilr n a pioneer in urban programs and activi-
ties to assist governmental agencies an civic groups and community organizations
and agencies cope with the problems of the urban environment: It was at City Col-
lege in 1968 that Dr. Clark Kerr, then president of thee University of California
system, and chairman of a Study on the Future of Higher Eduation, stated that
"The United States today needs 67 urban-grant universities to stand beside its 67
land-grant universititsi," Dr. Kerr thought that a federal policy was required in
order to provide the funds for universities to assist in the revitalization of the cities
just as land-grant colleges revitalized agriculture. In the ensuing years since that
speech, City College, located in the largest urban center in our country, has pursued
a policy of nnderstiuiding and developing programs of a professional nature for stu-
dents who desire to live and practice their profession in the urban, environment and,
at the same time, provide technical expertise to the institutions, agencies mid orga-
nizations that comprise the urban infrastructure.

Let me make it clear. The City College of New York does not see itself as a social
service agency and does not function like one in the provision of our expertise.. We
look upon the opportunity to werk with municipal and state agencies and communi-
ty agencies and organizations as an expression of responsibility in an urban context
and us an opportunity to reinforce, strengthen and broaden the learning environ-
ment, experiences and opportunities for faculty and students.

If I may, allow me to describe examples of the sharing of such expertise with gov-
ernmental and other institutions in New York City; and the nature of the two way
process that follows from the participation in such experiences.

Harlem Urban Development Corporation (HUDC) is a State agency with re-,
sponsibility for certain aspects of the physical redevelopment of Harlem. EIUDC re-
quested assistance from City College to determine the feasibility of a -free trade
zone, in Connection with the Intei-national Trade Center (planned for construction
on 125th Street), which is to promote trade with third world countries. Faculty was
assigned to the project, and a final report to HUDC recommended how the zone
might be established and the form of third world business linkage with American
businesses 'lhat might support such trade.

HUDC also was interested in the potential for developing technology activity in
the Harlein Valley, between Columbia University to the south.. and City College to
the north. This would increase employment opportunities in an area that is already
zoned for mixed industry, and make it possible for industry to take advantage of the
laboratories and professional expertise that reside in the two institutions. City Col-
lege has been working very closely with HUDC and has had consultations with Co-
lumbia University of such possibilities. The college has involved engineering, eco-,
nomic and science faculty in these explorations.

I might say that at the same time that HUDC requested this assistance, it worked
with City College in the establishment of a Harlem, Public Service Science Canter, a
non-profit civic organization designed to provide scientific and technical information
to the community in order for it to make informed decisions related to scientific and
technological development, and participated with a City College Planning Commit-
tee to determine the future of our "south campus," whose buildings were going ':off
line" in the context of a master plan for college facilities. What has occurred is the
opportunity to establish mutual ways in which institutions can link and assist each
other if the.resources are available..

Another example, in this case involving a municipal agency; exemplifies the possi-
bilities for urban higher education institutions if the bill is reauthorized and funded.

City College's School of Architecture and Environmental Studies established the
City College Architectural Center in order to assist the community in the solving of
same of its environmental problems. The center has two componentsprofessional
and academic. The professional component involves providing technical assistance
in architecture and planning to organized groups in low and moderate income
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neighborhoods throughout the city of New York. Projects range from large scale
community development plans to open space development on empty lots. Ten stu-
dents work on a part-time or full-time basis in projects requested by local organiza-
tions. Their work (which may earn them academic credit) is supervised by consult-
ants in the field that include architects, planners, and engineers. City College owes
a large measure of the success of this program to the housing preservation and de-
velopment department of the- city of New York (HPD). HPD recognized that City
College could be a major resource for its long range goals of assisting community
residents in-securing and owning their own homes along with strengthening the. in-
stitutional infrastructure of the community. With limited resources, IiPD contract-
ed with the City College Architectural Center to provide services to residents and
nonprofit corporations that were intent on saving and preserving their con unities
through rehabilitation. The City College Architectural Center is involved in more
than ten projects that attest to the potential of an urban institution's abilit to per-
form when commitment and policy are clear and some modest financial resources
are available.

This willingness to be responsive to the needs of government at all levels also gen-
erated a linkage return, HPD has been consistently supportive of City College's con-
cern about the needs of the immediate rnunity ,within which we are located, and.
has assisted us in the conduct of a su ey of student housing needs and participated
with HUDC on our South Campus PI ning Orstnmittee.

In the city of Naw York we hay community boards in all five counties. These
community boards are extensions o municipal government in the communities and
participate in municipal planning p ocesses and the recommending of the allocation
of capital funds. The people who on the, community boards are volunteers. The
district manager, the chief adtm rative officer, has limited staff and a score of
committees to manage, City Coll was approached by the chairman of Community
Board No. 9, Manhattan, to con t a manage ent study in order to ascertain how
he could make the most efficient, of his rce staff resources. City C011ege un-
dertook the request and provid report an set of recornmendatimus to the com-
munity board. In addition, we the,c munity board by making it possible
for some of our students to sery as staff support to appropriate committees.

City College also has outreach .programs nd activities with civic groups, conitnu-
nity agencies and organikations, and the iness community. It is this infrastruc-
turul fabric of our communities that requi the technical assistance, research sup-
port and access to the range of technical knowledge that resides within the faculty
of our institution. City College is not simply a four-year liberal arts college. It is a
mini-university with schools of ecication, nursing, biomedical education and engi-
neering, along with centers for legal education, urban policy, worker education, per-
forming arts, ands science division that has produced five nobel laureates.

Our intention, under the rubric of the urban educational model, is to provide
quality education to those who aspire to the American dream and its promise to
develop the individual's full human potential. This has been coupled with our clear
understanding that institutions of such quality as City College, located in the urban
centers of our country, canntitand idly by while their communities struggle to
make the urban environment more humane in which to reside.

To be sure, in our current interactions costs are frequently absorbed in full by the
college. These costs include in-kind expenses as well as commitments to labor for
project staff and adjunct replacements for assigned faculty. Reauthorization and the
funding of title XI will provide the financial resources for City College to assist the
city and the State through the use of applied research, consultation and technical
assistance. Finally, reauthorization. and funding will previdc, the opportunity for in-
stitutions of higher education to develop consortial arrangements resulting in the
increased ability to bring scarce expertise to bear on many of the intractable prob-
lems that beset the urban environment, ,

With your permission, I would like to leave 'copies of our pamphlet describing the
City College of New York community outreach and facilities access programs. This
publication lists, by units of the college, all of the diverse programs and activities
that link our institution to the infrastructure that I a-eviously mentioned. The doc-
ument also has a listing of the various agencies, organizations and governmental
entities by unit linkage, and a complete listing of groups that had access to the use
of our facilities over a recent, two year academic period. We could do more if the
resources were available,
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STATEMENT OF DR. BERIARD IIARLESTON, PRESIDENT, CITY
COLLEGE OF NEW YORK

Dr. HARLESTON. Thank yOu, Mr. Chairman.
I am Bernard HarlestO, president of the City College of New

York and I appear today in my capacity as a member of the board
of directors of the AsseCiation of Urban Universities and I'm
pleased, indeed, to join my, colleagues, President Glynn and Presi-
dent Corrigan to testify on the reauthorization of the Higher Edu-
cation Act, and in particular I would like, as they did, to focus onthe reauthorization of title XI of this act, as provided in your bill,H.R. 5240.

The City College of 14w York has been a pioneer in urban pro-graMs and activities td assist governmental agencies; civic groups,
community. organizatiOns, and agencies to cope with 'problems of
the urban environment. It was at City College, in 1968, that Dr.

iClark Kerr, then pr dent of the University of:California system,and himself chairpe oh. of a study on the future of higher educa-tion, stated that "The United States today needs 67 urban grant
universities to stand/beside its 67 land grant universities."

Dr. Kerr thought that a Federal policy was required in order to
provide the funds for universities to assist in the revitalization of
the cities, just as land grant colleges revitalized agriculture.In the 'ensuing rears since that speech, City College, located inthe largest urban/ center in our country, has pursued a policy of
trying to understand, and develop programs of a professional
nature for studelits who desire to live anal practice their professionin the urban env ronment, and at the same time, provide technical
expertise to the institutions, agencies, and organizations that com-prise the urban Infrastructure.

I'd like to make one thing clear. The City College, and I think noinstitution that gets involved this way, does not see itself as a
social service agency and does not function like one in the provi-
sion of its expertise.

Rather, we look upon the opportunity to work with municipal
and State agencies, and community agencies and organizations,
both ,as an

agencies,
of responsibility in an urban context and as

an Opporturiity to reinforce, strengthen, and broaden the learning
environment experiences and opportunities for faculty and stu-dents.

If I may I'd like to describe quite briefly two or three examples
of project that we've gotten involved, in that we think make the
point that I'm trying to make. First of all, the Harlem Urban De-
velopment Corp., HUDC, is a State -agency with responsibility for
certain aspects of the physical and redevelopment of Harlem.
HUDC requested assistance from City College to determine the fea-sibility iof a free trade zone in connection with the International
Trade Center planned for construction on 125th Street, which is' to
promote trade with Third World countries.,

Faci,ilty were assigned to the project and the final report to
HUDC recommended how the zone might be established and the
form //of Third World busipesa linkage with American businesses
that ,;'might support such trade. I might add that the proposal
awaits appropriate funding for its implementation.



HUDC was also interested in the potential for developing tech-
nology activity in the Harlem Valley, between Columbia Universi=
ty, to the south, and City College, to the north. This would increase
employment opportunities in an area that is 'already zoned for
mixed industry, and make it possible for industry to take advan-.
tage of the laboratories and professional expertise that reside in,
the two institutions.

City College has been working very closelY with HUDC and has
had consultations with Columbia University on these possibilities.
Right now the college has involved in it, his project, engineering,
economics, and science faculty in these ex 'orations and we're cur-
rently looking at locations for large and m erate-sized technology
in that valley.

I might say at the same time that HU requested this assist-
ance from us, it worked with the college in t e establishment of a
Harlem Public Service Science Center, a non rofikcivic organiza-
tion designed to provide scientific and technic information to the
community in order for it to make informed isions related to
scientific and technological development. And UDC' participated
with the College Planning Committee to determ ne t e future of
our south campus, whose buildings were going to g off me.

What has occurred, then, is the opportunity- to estab ish mutual
ways in which institutions can link and assist each oth r if the re-
sources are available.

Another example involving a municipal agency exemplifies the
possibilities for urban higher education institutions, if th4 bill is re-
authorized and funded.

Our School of Architecture and Environmental Studies estab-
lished what we call the City College Architectural Center in order
to assist the community in the solving of some of its environmental
problems. The center has two components: One professional, one
academic. The professional component involves providing technical
assistance in architecture and planning to organized groups in low-
and moderate-income neighborhoods throughout the city of New
Y.ork. Projects -range from large-scale community development
plans to open space development on empty lots.

Ten students work on a part-time or full-time basis in projects
requested by local organizations. Their work, which may earn them
academic credit, is supervised by consultants in the field that in-
clude architects, pia-liners, and engineers. City College owes a-large
measure of the success of this program to the Housing Prese ation
and Development Department of the city of New York, HPD.

This group recognized that City College could be a or re-
source for its own long-ran- ge goals of assisting con= nity resi-
dents in securing and owning their own homes, a ong with
strengthening the institutional infrastructure Of the c ihmunity.
With limited resources, HPD contracted with the College Architec-
tural Center to provide services to residents of nonprofit corpora-
tions that were intent on saving and preserving their communities
through rehabilitation. The City College Architectural Center is in-
volved in more than 10 projects that attest to the potential of an
urban institution's ability to perform when commitment and policy
are clear, and some modest fina al resources are available.
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This willingness to be responsive to the needs of government at
all levels also generated a linkage return. HPD, the Housing and
Preservation Department, has been consistently supportive of -City
College's concern about the needs of the immediate community
within which we are located, and has assisted us in the conduct of
a survey of student housing needs and participated with HUDC on
our South Campus Planning Committee.

Finally, in the city of New York we have community boards in
all five counties, as you doubtlessly know. These community boards
are extensions of municipal government in those communities and
participate in the fiscal planning processes and the recommending
of allocation of capital funds. The people who serve on these boards
are volunteers. The district manager, the chief administrative offi-
cer, has limited staff and a score of committees to manage:

City College was approached by the chairperson of the Communi-
ty Board, No. 9, Manhattan, to conduct a management study ill'
order to ascertain how he could make the most efficient use of his
scarce staff resources. We undertook the request and provided areport and set of recommendations to the community board. In ad-
dition, we assisted the community board in making it possible for
some of our students to serve as staff support to the appropriate
committees.

Our intention in all of this, under the rubric of the urban educa-
tional model, is to provide quality education to thole whO aspire to
the American dream and its promise to develop the individual's
full hurnaelpotential. This has been coupled with our clear under-
standing that institutions of such quality as City College, located in
the urban centers of our country, cannot stand idly by while their
communities struggle to make the urban environment a more
humAe place in which to reside.

To be sure, in our current interactions, costs are frequently ab-
sorbed. in full by the college. These costa include in-kind expenses
as well as conimittnelks to labor for project staff and adjunct re-
placements for assigned faculty. Reauthorization and the funding
of the title XI proposal will provide the financial resources for this
institution and many others to assist the city and the State
through the use of applied research, consultation, and technical as-
sistance. Finally, reauthorization and funding will provide the op-
portunity for institutions of higher education to develop a consor-
tial arrangement resulting in the increased ability to bring scarce) expertise to bear on many of the intractable problems that beset
the urban environment.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KOGOVSEIC Doctor, the buzzer you heard was not for you. I

think it is for a vote on the floor. But before we get to that, howev-
er, we would like to hear from Sandra Ritter, trustee, Oakland
Community College. Sandra?

[Prepared statement of Sandra Ritter follows:1
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PRKVARRD STATEMO4NT OF SANDRA L. BFITYK, VICK CHAIRMAN, BOARD _OF TRUSTERS,

OAKLAND (..k/MI41./NITY-COLLZOK,--ALOOMFIRLD HILLS, MI, TRUSTER DIRK,CPCIN, Mi

GAN COMMUNITY COLLRGE ASSOCIATION, MRIABICR, BOARD OF DIRRCTORS, ASSOCIA-

TION OF COMMUNITY COLIZGE TULTSTRES

Mr. Chairman, we appreciate this opportunity to work with you on the legislation
you have formulated to reauthorize .the Higher Education Act. YoUr determination
to get an early start on the reauthorization has pushed a lot of us into beneficial
homework about what our colleges are doing in and with HEA programs. We.lbe-
lieve that honiework is going to help you to strengthen sotne of the programs to the
benefit of our people and the Nation. I am testifying in behalf of the Joint Commis-
sion on Federal Relations of the ASsociation of Community College Trustees and the
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges.

As we conterflate reauthorization, we find our thoughts constantlytotiched by a
deep appreciation for the existing Higher Education Act. As federal policies go, we
think this has been a monumentally successful Act. Some key titles in the Act have
never achieved the success that was once envisioned for themlargely because, in
most cases, they are programs that could never be effectively funded. Significantly,
Some of the most critical needs facing colleges today relate directly to those anfund-
ad federal coinmittnients.

Facilities are a prime example. We are not talking about new .buildings; we are
talking about updating and retro-fitting older facilities to handle emerging technical
programs. As you have been told, cost estimates on this backlog are greater for
higher.education as a whole than the total of the eadowmentsof all U.S. colleges
lumped together. Years of tight budgets and funding neglect have forced delay for
needed upgrading and providing some semblance or stateof-the-art equiPinent.

Even so, the state of American higher education benefits enormously from HEA.
Because the deficits are making the competition among programs so acute, the at-
tempts to restructure and improve the higher education programs must be ap-
proached with great care. It is-mole than coincidence that the Pell Grant program
has become the dominant feature of the Act, at least it is-so in the eyes of communi-
ty colleges.

The vision and purpose that inspired the Basic Opportunity Grants, the belief
that every qualified student should have access to postsecondary learning, regard-
less of ability to payis the same vision and purpose upon which community colleg-
es have been built, 'Plie" highest priority of community colleges in the reauthoriza-
tion is to see the pen Grant program renewed and strengthened, simplified and
streamlined.

Clearly, Mr. Chairman, your proposals move in these directions. making the
grants an entitlement for.needy students, as you propose, would du more than any
other single step to both simplify and strengthen the program and provide students
with greater access to education.

Your determination to raise the maximum Pell Grant to $3,000 by next year, and
to increase it as college costs continue W rise, is consistent with the basic grant that
the President has proposed for the neediest students. We support this aim.

On .the other hand, the differential allowances that are proposed for commuter
students are not acceptable to community colleges. Our students have suffered far
too long under the fixed cap on posts of attendance that has been applied to the
commuter student for 11 years. The net effects of that cap seriously undercut the
program's core intent of access, and actually deny access to tens of thousands of
would-be applicants, most of them from4the lowest "income levels. Additionally,
untold other numbers of needy students undoubtedly have found their persistence
and progress in 'college impeded by the cap that we thought had been abolished in
the I melndments. Community colleges are commuter colleges which provide
business d industry wittran almost- immediate and unlimited souree of highly
skilled, pi. ionally motivated workforce, filling the emerging needs for personnel.

Since corn t unity colleges service a different clientele than four-year institutions,
there should no fear of community colleges competing for the traditional student
through a 13i er commuter allowance.

Data on fu time Pell Grant recipients Show that more than itercent of those
attending two-year colleges come from households with incomes of $8,000 a year or
less. Only -about six percent of the full-time Pell recipients in community colleges
come from annual income levels of $16,000 or higher_

If a good case can be made for lowering Pell Grants to students living with their
parents, then the rest of the Pell Grant recipients should be treated uniformly, re-
garciless or whether they house and feed themselves off' campus. or take board and
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room at the college. There is plenty of evidence to show the costs average roughly
the same in both cases.

The community Colleges are very thankfa of course, that you rarer trying to do
away with the. half -cost limitation. For the students whose leVel of eligibility and-
overall costs do not qualify them for a maximum Pell Grant, we Would prefer to see
their grunts determined by a uniform percentage of cost, such as 60 percent or 70
,percents, as was envisioned in the 1980 Amendments. We would not resist the 75 per-

\ cent which you are allowing for tuition and fees, Provided the cost allowance for
other expenses has a floor of at least 60 percent.

The redefinitions of the independent and dependent student status that you pro-
vide in H.R. 5'240 can be another vital step in simplifying the financial aid program.
This would be highly benefieial to community colleges, since the two-year colleges
serve such great numbers efolder students who should not have to prove that they
provide for themselves. As you propose, the students who are 24 or older should be
spared the red tape of documenting their independence.

.On College Work-Study, Mr. Chairman, the Administration's-proposals that Coop-
.erative Education be moved into work-study, and that work-study students be pro-
grammed to help functionally illiterate adults acquire basic skills, give us some con-

. cern. .
While the 'community college' associations are supporting ''in principle" the liter-

acy tutoring for adults, we feel the work-study program itself should be kept free of
precedents that eventually could divide it up into a host of special setasides., Com-
munity colleges are natural environments for providing work-study and cooperative
programs. Our existing curriculum is adjustable to co-op, but presently there isn't
enough funding to intergrate practical experience into the course work,

You have done an amazing job, Mr. Chairman, of rethinking almost every phase
of the Act. Permit us to comment briefly on 'several other titles, where we feel the
community and technical colleges can and should be utilized.

Our view of Title I is that it should be cast in a wholly new direction. While we
can appreciate the emphasis your, proposal places on underserved adults, we would
like to see this Title focused on institutional change. Stipport for institutional ad-
justments that will make college programs as responsive to working adults and
part-time students as they are to the traditional students is imperative. If the na-
tional economy and the workforce are to 'keep pace with accelerating technology
and global competition, all universities and colleges, including community colleges,
must do a better job of serving working adults through flexible programs and re-
sponsive, quality educational delivery systems.

The discretionary grants that you have proposed in Part B to support literacy'
training, proficiency in English, and special tutoring would'be highly,beneficial.
Your expanded definition of the veterans who could be served as anyone who has
received an honorable discharge is another positive step. Yet, those veterans who
have received lees than honorable discharge are probably more in need of greater
access to education and retraining. In addition, guidance and help iAscleveloping a
positive self-concept would bring about attention to those who need a readjustment
and retraining period, and who might otherwise be lost and become t greaterburden to society.

We would also like to see Title Il targeted in a new direction, to help colleges
adapt the total learning process to technological change, rather than-to remain fo-
cused chiefly on library resourcas, Our Nation has benefited from the use of tele-
communication and computer technology in btfsiness, industry and leisure time;
education could also benefit from their use to facilitate learning.

You already know, Mr. Chairman, that the community and technical colleges
want to see Title XI broadened to encourage urban research universities to work in
concert with community colleges to meet urban needs. Urban problems won't besolved by granter research- -what is called for is new emphasis on teamwork in
which urban institutions pool their talents to' solve problems of decaying cities and
withered resources. Today, we are no longer reactive institutions, but proactive and
ready to pool our resources to alleviate social inadequacies. Without a corrective ap-
proach to urban pioblerns,.we think Congress is. unlikely. to ever fund Title U-

tast, but hardly least, Mr. Chairman, we are extremely pleased that your bill pro-
vides a new Title XII to renew the endowment matching grants, for which you have
earmarked Part C of Title III by your amendments of last year. This incentive will
promote and foster an increased independence and self- sufficiency that will ulti-
mately create greater fiscal prudency and responsibility in education.

Community colleges worked hard to help you and your colleagues establish this
allocation of Part C, and you can count on our support, to help you authorize and
expand the funding for this program.
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It is with admiration and respect that I have addressed you today. Your sense of
urgency in dealing with higher education reauthorization reform is hearteningthe
trust you have put in education via your amendment is invaluahle.

Thank you again.

STATEMENT OF SANDRA RITTER, TRUSTEE, OAKLAND
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Ms. RITTER. Mr. Chairman, we appreciate this opportunity to
work with you on the legislation you have formulated to reauthor-
ization of the Higher Education Act. Your determination to get an
early start on reauthorization has pushed a lot of us into beneficial
homework about what our colleges are doing in and with HEA pro-,
grams. We believe that homework is going to help you to strength-
en some of the program's to benefit our people and our Nation.

I am testifying on behalf of a Joint Commission on Federal Rela-
tions of the Association of Community College Trustees and the
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges.

As we contemplate reauthorization, we find our thoughts can-
stantly touched by a deep admiration for the 'existing Higher Edu-
cation Act: As Federal programs go, we think this iii 'monumen-
tally successful act. Some key titles in the act have never achieved
the success that was once envisioned for them, largely because they
are programs that never could be efficiently funded. Significantly,
some of the most critical needs facing colleges today relate directly.
to those unfunded Federal commitments.

Facilities are a prime example. We're not talking about new
buildings or bricks and mortar. We are talking, about updating and
retrofitting older facilities to handle emerging technical programs.
As you have been told, cost estimates on this backlog are greater
for higher education as a whole than the total of the endowments
of all U.S. colleges, lumped together. Years of tight budgets and
funding neglect have forced delays for needed upgrading and pro-
viding of some semblance of state of the art equipment. Even so,
the state of American higher education today benefits enormously
from HEA.

Because the deficits are making the competition among programs
so acute, the attempts to restructure and improve the higher edu-
cation programs must be approached with great care. It- is more
than'comcidence that the Pull Grant Program has become the dom-
inant feature of the act, at least in the eyes of the community col-
leges.

The vision and purpose that inspired the basic opportunity
grants, the belief that every qualified student should have access to
postsecondary learning regardless of the ability to pay, is the same
vision and purpose upon which community colleges have been.
built.

The highest priority of community colleges in the reauthoriza-
tion is to see the Pell Grant Program renewed and strengthened,
simplified and streamlined. Clearly, Mr. Chairman, your proposals
move in these directions. Making the grants and entitlements for
needy students as you propose would do more than any other
single step to both simplify and strengthen the program and pro-
vide students with greater access to education. Your determination
to raise the maximum Pell Grant to $3,000 by next year and to
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continue increasing it as college costs Continue to rise, is consistentwith the basic grant the President has 'proposed for the _needy .stundents. We support this aim.
On the other hand, the differential allowances that are proposedfor commuter students "are not acceptable to community colleges.Our students have suffered far too long under4the fixed cap of costsof attendance that have been applied for commuter students4fortheir last 7 years. The net effect of that cap seriously undercuts theprogram's core intent of access and actually deny access, to tens ofthousands of would-be applicants, most of them from the lowesteconomic levels.
Additionally, untold other numbers of needy students undoubted-ly have found their persistence in the college inipedede,d by the capthat we thought had been abolished in the 1980 amendment.Community colleges. are commuter colleges. They provide analmost immediate Unlimited source of highly skilled; professionally

motivated work force that will alleviate the problens that we nowhave. These community colleges serve a different,,clientele" than 4year institutions, so there should be no fear of community colleges
competing for traditional students through a commuter allowance.

Data on full-time Pell Grant recipients show that more than 80percent of those attending 2 year colleges have family incomes of
$8,000.a year or less. Only 6 percent of the full-time Pell recipients
in community colleges come from annual income levels of $16,000or higher.

If a good case can be made for reducing the Pell Grants to stu-dents living with their pArents, then' the rest of the Pell Grant re-cipients should be treated uniformly, regardless of whether theyhouse and feed themselves off campus or take board and ,roorn atthe college. There is plenty of evidence to show the cost average isroughly the same in both cases. I, ,
The community colleges are very thankful, of course, that youare trying to do away with the halt-cost limitation for the studentswhose level of eligibility and overall costs do not qualify for maxi-, mum Pell Grants. We would prefer to see their grants determinedby a . uniform percentage of cost, such as 60 percent or 70 percent,as was envisioned in vie 1980 aiendments.
We-. would not resist the 75 peqent which you are allowing fortuition and fees, provided the cost allowance for other expenses hasa floor of at least 60 percent. The redefinitions of the independentstudent and dependent Attident status you provide in H.R. 5240could be another vital 4thp in simplifying the financial aid pro-gram. This would be highly beneficial to the community colleges,since the 2-year colleges serve such great numbers of 'older stu-dents, who should not have to prove that they provide for them-selves.
As you propose, the student who is 24 years or older should bespared the redtape of documenting their independence.
On College Work-Study, Mr. Chairman, the administration's pro-posals that cooperative education be moved into Work-Study andthat Work-Study students be programmed to help functionally illit-erate adults acquire basic skills, give us some concern. While thecommunity college are supporting in principle the literacy tutoringfor adults, we feel the 'Work-Study Progam 'itself should _be-kapt,
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free of preced6nts that would eventually e it into a host Of spe-
eial set-asides.

Community colleges are natural environme for providing
Work-Study and cooperative programs. Our existing, curriculum is
adjustable to co-op, but presently there isn't enough funding to in-
tegrate practical experience into the present work course.

You have done an amazing job, Mr. Chairman, of '-rethinking
almost every phase of the act. Permit us to comment briefly on sev-
eral other titles, where we feel the community and technical colleg-
es can and should be utilized.

Our view of title I is that it should be cast in a wholly new direc-
tion. While we can appreciate the emphasis your proposals place
on unserved adults, we would like to see this title focused on, insti-
tutional change. Support for institutional adjustments that will
make cellege programs as responsive to working adialts and part-
time students as they are to the traditional students is imperative.
If the national mono y and work force are, to keep pace with ac-
celerating technolo and global competition, all universities and
colleges, ineluding mmunity colleges, must do a better job of serv-
ing workieg adul through flexible programs and responsive,
quality edRational delivery systems.

Mr. KOGOVSEK. Ms. Ritter, excuse me 1 minute. It's fairly impor-
tant that I make this vote and I am .going to excuse myself. And
I'm going to let you finish your statement in my absence.

The committee will stand in recess after Ms. Ritter finishes her
statement, probably for 5 or 10 minutes. So, if you would excuse
me, but if you would please continue, we are getting this down on
the record, and it's important that you finish your statement. But I
ask your indulgence. So, please continue.

Ms. R UT ER. A'S like going to a party with no one else there.
The discretionary grants that you have proposed in part B to

support literacy training, proficiency in English, and special trig-
gering would be highly beneficial. Your expanded definition of the
veterans who could serve is anyone who has received an honorable
discharge, and it is another positive step.

Yet, those veterans who have received less than honorable dis-
charges are probably more in need of greater access to education
and retraining.

In addition, guidance and help in developing 4 positive self' con -
cept would bring about att*i* to those Who need a readjustment
and retraining period, and who might otherwise be lost and become
a greater burden to society. We would also like to see, in title II,
targeting in a new direction to help colleges adapt the total leartt
ing process to technological change, rather than to remain focused
chiefly on library resources. Our Nation has benefited from the use
of telecommunication and computer literacy in business, industry,
and leisure time. Education could also benefit from their use in fa-
cilitating learning.

You already know, Mr, Chairman; that the community and teeh-
nical colleges want to see title XI broadened to encourage urban re-
search universitlety to work in concert with community colleges to
meet urban needs..

Urban problems won't be solved by greater research. What is
called rer is -41C-W---4.111 .1.0anawark, in which urban institu.
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tions pool their talents to solve problems of decaying cities andwithered resources. Today we no longer are reactive institutions,but proactive and ready to pool our resources to alleviate social in-adequacies;.
Without a corrective approac urban problems, we think Con-gress is unlikely to ever fund title I.
Last brit hardly least, Mr. Chair n, we are extremely pleasedthat your bill provides a new title XII to renew the endowmentmaChing grants for which you have earmarked part C of title HI,by your amendments last year.- This incentive will promote andfoster an increased independence and self-sufficiency that will ulti-mately create greater fiscal prudency and responsibility in educa-tion.
Community colleges worked hard to help you and your col-leagues establish this application of part C and you can count onour support to help you reauthorize and expand the program.It is with admiration and respect that I have addressed youtoday. Your sense of urgency in dealing with higher education re-authorization reform is heartening. The trust you have put in edu-cation via your amendments is invaluable.
Thank you.

/ [Brief recess.]
Mr. PENNY. The committee will come to order. If we, could, I'dlike the panelists, who just completed their testimony, to return totheir chairs for one last question before we move on to the nextpanel.
It's been suggested that the community colleghs describe accessto the title-XI program and would like to see the title adopt a man-power and training focus. Should the subcommittee move in thatdirection? And if not, why not?
Mr. HARRISON. Mr. Chairman? May I respond?
Mr. PENNY. Yesk
Mr. HARRISON. 28- the president of the Association of Urban Uni-versities I have spent a lot of time thinking about this question andI appreciate the opportunity to respond on behalf of the associa-tion. I came here today with the understanding that there might besomething of a confrontation between the community colleges andthe urban universities over this question.
And I have to say, having listened and having read with greatdelight the'testimony from the community college members of thepanel, that I think the question seems to have largely answered.President Edwards, says that the national interest would be betterserved, if the title XI made provision for applied research tied to--initiatives such as economic development, and manpower training.Ms. Ritter, a trustee of Oakland Community College, says that"the community and technical colleges want to see title XI broad-ened to encourage urban research_universities to work in concert.with community colleges to meet urban needs." There is no one inthe Association of Urban Universities who could object to a word ofthat, sir.

XI, as it' now reads in thb law, provides for consortiate par-ticipation involving close cooperation between urban universitiesand other institutions of higher education, including the communi-ty colleges. The examples aim are
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doing now, that flou heard earlier today, were replete with in-
stances of cooperation between our members and their neighboring
community colleges. And we would like to see that:!part of title XI
not only renewed, but indeed, given a stronger priority in the See'.
retary's allocation of funds. We recommend, Mr. Chairman, that
consortiate applications be given a.very strong priority when it
comes to distributing funds.

If the community colleges, which do remarkable work in the non-
research area, and work in concert and work tied together with,.
and work. in consortium with the,,tirbanuniversities, can continue
to do so,,we think that would be the best possible use of higher
educaf n resources on the urban scene.

, I don't .want to seem disingenuous. There's a nuance here..
would not like to see the title changed in its nature. We think

h e is already manpower training legislation on the books, which
this mnittee has labored long and hard 'to put there, Under
which he community colleges can put their resources to, work in
the manpoWer training. area We would like to work in consortium
-with those community colleges in that area too.

Title,XI is essentially an applied research and services title. We
-would like to 14ave it remain such. But certainly we would look for-,
ward with eagerness to seeing title XI funded so that both the re-
sources-of the community colleges and the urban\.universities could
be used, each doing what it can do best. I was delighted to hear the
AACJC testimony this afternoon. I think it essentially solves the
problem.

30 Mr. PENNY. Does anyone else want to respond to that question?
If not we doa!thave any-further questions for these panelists.

Thank you for your testimony this afternoon.
We call forward the next panel, Dr. Edward Fort, chancellor,

North Crolina A&T University; Dr. Raymond' Burse, president,
Kentucky State University; Dr. George Ayers, president, Chicago
State University; Dr. Prezell Robinson, president, St. Augustine's.
College.

Oh, boy. If you don't mind, we're going to have to recess -and I'm
going to have to run my legs off. I've got 5 minutes to get to the
floor for a vote. We'll take a brief recess.

[Brief recess.]
Mr. ANDREWS. We'll ask the meeting to come to order, please,

and let me first of all, on behalf of everybody, just profusely apolo-
gize. These-days I just don't know what's going to happen about the
time pressures here. We'vejust had three consecutive votes, which

617\
was known to the membership. In other words, after the first one,
had I or some .other member 'tried to get here, we couldn't have

. gotten here before the bells would have rung to go back for the
next vote, so that accountsthat's the most immediate, 'imminent
problem.

In addition to that, I chair one ofd the Subcommittees of Educa-
tion and Labor, personally, and we haVe jurisdiction over the Older
Americans Act, the Head Start, the Follow Through, C,SA, Juvenile
Justice, and Delinquency Prevention, Missing Childrens Act, and
authority for all of those programs expire this year. The Speaker
has informed all of us that any bills other than appropriations that
are going to be considered on the House floor this year have to be
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)out of full committees and 'reported to the Rules Committee byMay 15. I have two primary opponents in North Carolina and I justdon't know what any of us can do for time. But I do apologize andlet me begin the meeting, then, with Dr. Edward B. Rid, chancel-lor, North Carolina A&T University in Greensboro.
I will have to go shortly to the subcommittee I chair and hopeful-ly one of the other members will arrive before that. I hope I canstay until they do arrive:
All right, sir. Yes, sir, we look forward to hearing from you.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Edward B. Fort follows:}
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Par/4%R= STATRMIENT Or PR. iRWARD13. FORT, CHANCICLLOR, NORTO CAROLINA A&T
li. _AIM IFASITY

IHj: ,ISSUE BEFORL TAE WC,

- IT IQUITE APPARENT THAT AS iE.FEDERAL GOVERNMENT BEGINS

THE COUNT DOWN TO DECISIONS ASSOCIATED WITH THE STATUS'OF THE

HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965 AS FAR A$ FY 1985 IS CONCERNED - SOME

CHANGES MUST BE MADE IN THE POSTURE CURRENTLY BEING DEFINE),

BY THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION. A FIRE STORM OF CONTROVERSY HAS

ERUPTED BECAUSE OF THE ADMINISTRATION'S INSISTANCE UPON A 'REARRANG-

INOE FINANCIAL AID PRIORITIES, FOR EXAMPLE, SUCH THAT THEY WILL

RESULT IN THE ELIMINATION OF HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF PARTICIPANTS

IN CURRENTLY EXISTING fINANCIAL AID PROGRAMS. SHOULD THAT OCCUR,

THEN A CLEARLY
IDENTIFIABLE DEVASTATING IMPACT WILL OCCUR AS

DIRECTLY RELATED TO HISTORICALLY:BLACK UNIVERSITIES. MAKE NO

MISTAKE ABOUT IT IF, IN FACT, WE ARE CURRENTLY IMMERSED IN

THE ETHOS OF HIGH TECHNOLOGY - THEN OUR CHALLENGE IS 'ONE
4

OF PREPARING THE YOUNG PEOPLE OF TODAY FOR SUCCESS IN THE ARENA

OF TOMORROW'S TECHNOLOGY, UNFORTUNATELY - AS INDICATED BY DAVID

SAXXON, RETIRED PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SYSTEM. , .

THE PROBLEM IS THAT EDUCATED, INTELLIGENT, INQUISITIVE

PEOPLE ARE UNABLE, CONSISTENTLY, TO BRING INFORMED

JUDGEMENT TO'BARE ON QUESTIONS CONNECTED IN ALMOST

ANY'WAY TO SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY QUESTIONS OFTEN

VITAL TO THE WELFARE OF-EACH OF US AND INDEED TO

THE FUTURE OF THE WORLD. INSTEAD THE VAST MAJORITY

OF BROADLY EDUCATED PEOPLE MUST RELY, AND ARE AT T

MERCY OF THE TESTIMONYND ASSERTIONS OF OTHERS, '.
e-
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FURTHERMORE, THE DEGREE OF RELIANCE [ON SUCH TESTIMONY]
REQUIRED DEMANDS FAITH THAT BORDERS ON THE CREDULOUS.
ONE'OF THE DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS OF A LIBERAL
EDUCATION 15 THAT IT SHOULD PROVIDE JUST THAT

CRITICAL SENSE WHICH MAKES ITS POSSIBLE-TO
.

WINNOW OUT THE MERITRICIOUS FROM THE MERITORIOUS.
YET, MANY LIBERALLY EDUCATED PEOPLE ARE UNABLE.
TO DO ANYTHING OF THE SORT WHEN IT COMES TO
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.

OUR SOCIETY IS BECOMING INCREASINGLY AND IRREVERSIBLY
TECHNOLOGICAL, SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION IS INCREASINGLY
AND IRREVERSIBLY CONCERNED WITH UNIMAGINABLE EXTREMES.
OF SPACE AND TIME, WHICH REMOVES IT EVER FROM THE
REALM OF OUR DAILY EXPERIENCE. UNLESS WE REQUIRE

UNDERSTANDING, WE WILL REMAIN WHERE WE ARE RIGHT NOW,
AT THE MERCY OF EXPERTS OR WORSE,- OR CHARLATANS
POSING AS EXPERTS."1

AS SUGGESTED BY DANIEL-BELL 1NAIS

itiamma_maix. . .

."THE RISE OF THE NfW ELITES IS BASED ON SILL DERIVED
FROM THE SIMPLE FACT THAT KNOWLEDGE AND CANNING

MILITARY PLANNING, ECONOMIC PLANNING, SOCIAL PLANNING-
HAVE BECOME THE BASIC REQUISITES FOR ALL ORGANIZED
ACTION IN MODERN SOCIETY. THE MEMBERS OF THIS NEW

TECHNOCRATIC'ELITE, WITH THEM NEW TECHNIQUES OF
DE611,0 MAKING (SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, LINEAR PROGRAMMING,
AND PROGRAM BUDGETING), HAVE NOW BECOME ESSENTIAL
TO THE FORMULATION AND ANALYSIS OF DECISIONS IN WHICH
POLITICAL JUDGEMENTS HAVE TO BE MADE, IF NOT TO THE
WELDING OF POWER, IT IS IN THIS BROAD SENSE THAT

SPREAD OF EDUCATION, RESEARCH, AND ADMINISTRATION

HAS CREATED A NEW CONSTITUENCY THE TECHNICAL AND
4 PROFESSIONAL INTELLIGENTSIA."2

'y a

DAVID SAXXON, REIJ RED PRESIDENT UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SYSTEM
2
DANIEL BELL' THE COMING 0E_ItiE PSAL:IIMERIAL_Spugzy, (NEW YORK:BASIC BooXS, 113/5) 'PrG I9 47,
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IF, IN FACT, THE RISE OF A NEW TECHNOCRATIC SOCIETY IS WITH US -

THEN WE MUST INSURE'THE REALITY THAT-STUDENT- INCLUDING THOSE EN-

ROLLED IN ,HISTORICALLY BLACK UNIVERSITIES GET APIECE OF THE ACTION,

TRAGEDY OF ENEULLEIN

ONE OF THE MAJOR CHALLENGES CONFRONTING HISTORICALLY BLACK

UNIVERSITIES TODAY IS THAT ASSOCIATED WITH THE PROJECTED CUTS IN

:FINANCIAL AID. ACCORDING TO RECENTLY RELEASED.INFORMATION FROM

THE AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION, MOST OF THE PROPOSED FINANCIAL

AID CUTS ENVISIONED FOR FY 85 BY THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION WOULD

COME UNDER THE AEGIS OF A PROPOSED PRUNING WHICH WOULD SLASH 913,000

AWARDS TO UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS, IN FACT, ACE CITES

THE REALITY THAT .

NI; RECENT COLLEGE BOARD STUDY REPORTED AN ALARMING 21%

DROP IN THE VALUE OF STUDENT AID FISCAL YEAR 1900 TO

FISCAL YEAR 1983. DESPITE A REVERSAL OF TREND BY THE

FISCAL YEAR 1984 APPROPRIATION (WHICH CUT THE LOSS TO

19%), THE REAGAN BUDGET WOULD ACCELERATE THE EROSION OF

NEED-BASED AID TO 28X SINCE FISCAL YEAR 1980,

THE ADMINISTRATION HAS SUGGESTED THAT WHILE ON ONE HAND

PELL GRANTS WOULD BE MAINTAINED AT THE FISCAL 1984 LEVEL dr $2,8

BILLION , WITH AN INCREASE IN THE MAXIMUM AWARD FROM $1900\io,$3000

RESTRICTING ELIGIBILITY OF MIDDLE-INCOME STUDENTS WOULD BECOME A.

REALITY WITH AID TARGETED MERELY TO'THE MOST NEEDY. ADDITIONALLY,

THE SO-CALLED "SELF-HELP" FORMULA WOULD MEAN THAT STUDENTS WOULD BE

EXPECTED TO CONTRIBUTE A MINIMUM OF $500 OR 40% OF THE TOTAL COLLEGE

COSTS THROUGH WORK OR LOANS BEFORE RECEIVING A GRANT UNDER THE PROPOSED

PROGRAM, BY THE ADMINISTRTATION'S OWN ESTIMATES, ACCORDING TO ACE,

290,000 FEWER AWARDS WOULD BE MADE THEN. CURRENTLY ARE AVAILABLE,

.J/CHARLES SAUNDERS, "MANY CUTS PROPOSED IN STUDENT AID," HiaidER. EDUCAIM

AND 14NAL,AFEAIRS (WASHINGTON, 1),C,: AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION)

Vot. NO, "2) PG, -.1, . .
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AND 80Z OF THE REQUESTING FUNDS WOULD GO TO STUDENTS WITH FAMILY,

INCOMEWER$12400 ONUALLY,

AS FAR AS SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY GRANTS ARE CONCERED

(E.G. SEOG) THESE WOULD BE ELIMINATED/ THIS MEANS THAT SOME $655,000

1N AWARDS, AS CURRENTLY FUNDED AT A COST $375 MILLION, WOULD BE LOST;'

OUR CAMPUS, AND OTHERS LIKE ITS NEED THIS PROGRAM BECAUSE IT IS

CRITICALLY IMPORTANT AS ASSOCIATED WITH YOUNG PEOPLE MHO DEPEND,

ALMOST TOTALLY UPXFINANCIAL AID. EIGHTY PERCENT OF THE STUDENTS AT .

NORTH CAROLINA A. & T. STATE UNIVERSITY DEPEND UPON SOME FORM OF

- FINANCIAL AID SUPPORT TO REMAIN "IN SCHOOL".

'THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION1S PLAN CALLS FOR NO FEDERAL WITAL

CONTRIBUTIONS AS FAR AS NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOANS'ARE CONCERNED.

THE TOTAL COST, CURRENTLY, IS $161 MILLION FOR APPROXIMATELY 149,100

AWARDS:

THE'REAGAN PACKAGE CALLS FOR THE ELIMINATION OF STATETUDENT

INCENTIVE GRANT-Si THUS JEOPARDIZING 304,000 AWARDS. AT A COST OF

$76 MILLION IN MATCHING STATE FUNDS. MY RESEARCH SUGGESTS THAT

ALTHOUGH MANY STATES OVERMATCH, AT LEAST 15 RELY ON FEDERAL SHARES

FOR 40-50%-OF TOTAL FUNDING IN THIS AREA: IT IS DIFFICULT TO DISCERN

WHY.THE ADMINISTRATION SUGGESTS THAT THE FINANCIAL-AID PROGRAM CAN

.BE STREAMLINED WITH THE ELIMINATION OF STATE STI1DENT INCENTIVE GRANTS.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN, OF COURSE, IS THAT THOUSANDS OF STUDENTS' MILL NO

LONGER BE ABLE TO REMAIN ON CAMPUS,

AS FAR AS GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS ARE CONCERNED, THIS SEGMENT

OF THE PACKAGE WOULD BEREVISED SO AS TO REQUIIIICHAT ALL FINANCIAL

AID RECEPIENTS WOULD HAVE TO UNDERGO A "NEEDS TEST" TO DETERMINE THE

AMOUNT OF THEIR LOAN. THE REAGAN'AMINISTRAT1ON HAS APPARENTLY ABANDOEL

ITS ATTEMPT OF LAST YEAR TO DOUBLE THE ORGINAL FEE TO 10% FOR GRADUATE

STUDENTS, HOWEVER, THE REEDS TEST, WOULD SIGNIFICANTLY RESTRICT

ACCESS TO LOANS BY GRADUATE STUDENTS AS WELL AS INDEPENDENT UNDER

ti
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GRADUATE STUDENTS IN PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS SUCH AS OUR OWN. SUB

STANTIAL SAVINGS WOULD, CONCURRENTLY, BE SOUGHT THROUGH. LEGISLATIVE

CHANGES TO INCREASE,STATE LOAN AGENCIES' SHARE OF DEFAULT AND ADMINIS-

TRATIVE COSTS,

AND THENA FINALLY/ THE ADMINISTRATION WOULD ELluipm TOTALLY,

GRADUATE SUppoT - BARELY .$E,V.EN WEEKS AFTER THE 13I-PARLIS4 NATIONAL

Off61KLQLJOLIATUMILatiaticIAL AISISTANC.E REPORTED SERIGU'N,

NRilLtAELDNAKMDL_YDECLARED
IS AB$OLULLY INDEPENSIDLE RELATIVE TO THE CONTINUATION OF EXCELLENCE

OR GRADUATE EDUCATION.

THIS MEANS THAT SOME 1700 "GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITY.

FELLOWSHIPS FOR MINORITIES AND WOMEN, PUBLIC SERVICE FELLOWSHIPS,

FELLOWSHIPS FOR MINORITIES ATTENDING LAW SCHOOL, AND LAW SCHOOL CLINICAL

EXPERIENCE GRANTS NOW TOTALLING NEARLY $16 MILLION WOULD BE ELIMINATED,

ON WHAT BASIS..DOES THE ADMINISTRATION JUSTIFY THE ELIMINATIONOT

THIS KIND OF FISCAL SUPPORT AS FAR AS GRADUATE STUDENTS ARE CONCERNED?

IF THESE PROPOSED CUTS PREVAIL - THE FINANCIAL AID ARENA WILL

BECOME A DISASTER AREA, IT COULD BECOME A NATIONAL DISGRACE; IT WILL

,MEAN THAT THOUSANDS OF STUDENTS WHO. NOW DEPEND .UPON FINANCIAL AID

AS THE BASIS UPON WHICH THEY GAIN ACCESS TO POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION -

WILL BE DENIED SAID ACCESS, AND, OBVIOUSLY, IT MEANS-THAT LARGE NUMBERS

i.
OF BLACK STUDENTS WHO, TRADITIONALOG.MATRICULATE ArNISTORICALLY BLACK

.UNIVERSITIES WILL, NO LONGER, BE ABLE TO ATTEND THESE CAMPUSES FOR

PURPOSES OF SECURING THEIR. DEGREES.

561-
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THE BIACK.LOLLEaaAND UNIVERSITY ACT

THANKS TO CONGRESSMAN PAUL SINN, ATTORNEY WILLIAM BLAKEY,

AND OTHERS, WE NOW SEE THE POSSIBILITY OF RACE SPECIFIC L6G1SLATION

ASSOCIATED WITH THE ENHANCING OF BLACK UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES

NATIONALLY. FOR IF, IN FACT, LESS THAN 5% OF THE FUNDING AWARDED

_UNDER TITLE III WENT TO flISTORICALLY.BLACK COLLEGES.= UNIVERSITIES

DURING FY 80 , THE TIME HAS' NOW COME WHEREIN SOMETHING BE DONE,

BY THE FEDERAL CONGRESS, IN CONCERT WITH THE PRESIDENTIAL EXECUTIVE

ORDEZZ NEARLY TWO YEARS AGO TO APPROPRIATE SIGNIFICANT' SUMS OF

DOLLARS TO BE USED FOR PURPOSES OF INSURING THE PERPETUATION OF

ACADEMIC QUALITY ON THE CAMPUSES OF-MORE THAN 100 HISTORICALLY BLACK

UNIVERSITIES NATIONALLY. THE .$150 MILLION FUNDING RECOMMENDATIONS

FOR FY 1985,86, AS DEFINED IN THE BLACKCOLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.

ACT -. WILL MEAN MUCH TO THOSE OF US WHO ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR INSURING

THEONGOING PERPETUATION °EQUALITY ON THESE CAMPUSES. IT IS QUITE
.

CLEAR TO ME, AND MY COLLEAGUES, THAT ONLY WITH THE USE OF THIS KIND

OF MONEY WILL WE BE IN A POSITION TO BENEFIT FRO/1 THE PURCHASING OF

NEEDED SCIENTIFIC AND LABORATORY EQUIPMENT, THE CONSTRUCTION AND /OR

MAINTENANCE OF LIBRARY FACILITIES, THE ESTABLISHMENT OF ADDITIONAL

NEW ACADEMIC PROGRAMS FOR BLACK 'STUDENTS IN THOSE' DISCIPLINES WHERE-

IN' THERE IS UNDER REPRESENTATION OR NO REPRESENTATION, E.G, ENGINEER-

ING,ARCHITECTURE, PRE-MEDICIN6 PRE-DENTAL, FOREIGN LANGUAGE,

:ECONOMICS, AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION:.THE PURCHASE OF LIBRARY BOOKS,

PERIODICALS, FILM MATERIAL mip THE DEFR4ING OF EXCESS COSTS AS

ASSOCIATED WITH TUTORIAL REMEDIATION ON OUR CAMPUSES,

CONGRESSWOMAN FnITH,GREEN WAS CORRECT, YEARS AGO, WHEN SHE

ASSERTED THAT TITLE III DOLLARS FOR 'DEVELOPING INSTITUTIONS " 51IGHT

YERY ELL BE A EUPHEMISM FOR BLACK INSTITUTIONS, THIS REALITY TO

,
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TO. THE CONTRARY NOTWITHSTANDING IT 14JUITEAPPARENT THAT TITLE III

IF THAT WAS ITS ORIGINALI-NTENI IS NO LONGER A BLACK UNIVERSITY

PROGRAM: HENCE, RACE SPECIFIC LEGISLATION IS NEEDED AND I AM URGING

IN THE STRONGEST TERM POSSTBLE, THAT'THE UNIQUE ROLE OF BLACK 'COLLEGES

AND UNIVERSITIES IN THIS CENTURY BPADDRESSED THE CONGRESS. AND,

PERHAPS ONE OF THE MOST EFFECTIVE WAYS WREREBY SAID GOAL CAN BE

ACCOMMODATED IS THROUGH PASSAGE OF.THIS LANDMARK LEGISLATION --E, G. .

THE BLACK-COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITY ACT,

a 4

LNHANCEMENT OF RESEARCH LIBRARY FACILITIES
x.

IR 1031 - PART C OF THE RESEARCH LIBRARY RESOURCES ACT PROVIDED

$10 MILLION FOR RESEARCH LIBRARIES,NATIONALLY,,ON COLLEGE AND.UNI

VERSITY CAMPUSES.- THE FIGURE FOR 1982, 1983 AND 1984 WAS $& MILLION.

CONGRESSMAN SIMON IS NOW PROPOSING $15 MILLION FOR 1985 AND THIS

MUST BE.THE YEAR WHEREIN BLACK UNIVERSITIES GET A PIECE OF THAT ACTION.

I SUPPORT THE SIMON PROPOSALS BUT CALL FOR ONE MAJOR CHANGE WITH

REGARD i0 HIS RECOMMENDATIONS,

THE HISTORICAL RECORDGLEARLY SHAHS THAT NO BLACK UNIVERSITYw

HAS EVER BEEN ABLE TO SECURE FOR RESEARCH LIBRARIES UNDER'PART

C OF TITLE II, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. I FIND UNACCEPT-

ABLE-THE EXPLANATION. FOR THIS 4.--AS BEING THE SUGGES)ION THAT HISTORICALLY

BLACK UNIVERSITIES DON'T QUALIFY FOR THIS ANNUAL POOL OF FEDERAL

)xLiduis BECAUSE OF THE FACT THAT THEY DO NOT HAVE:"MAJOR RESEARCH

LIBRARIESTM. THIS SMACKS THE SAME KIND OF UNACCEPTABLE CONCLUSION

ADVANCED TO MINORITY JOB APPLICANTS' BY EMPLOYERS, TELLING THEM THAT

THE REASON WHY THEY CAN'T GET A JOB IS BECAUSE "THEY HAVE NO

,EXPERIENCE ", PERHAPS THE REASON WHY NONE OF.THE1890 BLACK .4

INSTITUTIONS, FOR EXAMPLE, QUALIFY AS THOSE HAVING MAJOR RESEARCH

LIBRARIES THE FACT THAT THEY HAVE NOT H%) ACCESS,TO THOSE ANNUAL

r

4
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ONS WHICH THE PREDOMINANTLY 'WHITE INSTITUTIONS ARE.NOW CONTINUING

TAIN. YES, THE GUIDELINES CAN BE CHANGEYAND THEY MUST BE CHANGED

THE POLITICAL AND AGENCY COMMUNICATION PROCESS. WE MUST

.=.:RYTHING WE EAN TO ENCOURAGE/OU TO- CHANGEJHE RULES SO THAT IT

iE POSSIBLE, FOR THE FIRST TIME IN THIS NATION'S HISTORY, FOR

UNIVERSITIES. TO BECOME RECIPIENTS OF DOLLARS AVAILABLE UNDER

2 OF fITLE. II.

'AGAIN, THE ISSUE BEFORE THE HOUSE IS ONE OF DEFINING THE KIND

:ISIOA-MAKING PROCESS, THE KIND OF POLITICAL POWER, THE KIND OF

SUPPORT, AND THE KIND ORGANIZATIONAL STRATEGY WHICH WILL BE

;ARY TO INSURE THE PROMULGATION OFIKDEMIC QUALITY IN THOSE

iCOPDARY.EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS WHICH FORM THE BACKBONE OF

'ION AT THE COLLEGE. LEVEL FOR BLACK YOUTH. AFTER ALL -

:IMATELY 80ZOF OLLTHE DEGREES GRANTED TO'BLACK YOUTH STILL'

ROM THOSE GRANTED BY .HISTOICALLY BLACK UNIVERSITIES ANI2'

ES. ,
.

%

UR,RESPONSIBILITY AS LEADERS OF THESE INSTITUTIONS IS THAT

NED1ITH THE ALVANIZING OF ALL THE FORCES NECESSARY TO INSURE
.

ALITY OF MISSION ACCOMMODATION IN THAT VEIN, AND THIS IS WHERE .

D THE HELP AND ASSISTANCE OF TH FEDERAL CONGRESS. OUR CHALLENGE,

UR CHALLINGE, IS THAT OF SEIZING THE GAUNTLET OF OPPORTUNITY

VINGFORwARD ON A DELIBERATELY CONTRIVED PATHIESIGNED TO INSURE

ALITY THAT THE DISPARITY BETWEEN THE 'HAVES" AND THE "HAVE NOTS"

MZED, IF LNITED, THE POLITICAL SETTING 1N

JRSELVES INVOLVED REPRESENTS, FOR SOME, A PERCEIVED CRUCIBLE OF

IT REPRESENTS FOR MANY, A BATTLEFIELD OF ENDURANCE, IT

ENTS A TESTING GROUND FOR THE STRONG, IT REPRESENTS WHAT



BLACK INSTITUTIONS MUST BE ABOUT, WITH YOUR- ASSISTANCE.

IT IS TRUE WE HAVE MADE A LOT OF PROGRESS, BUT WE HAVE NOT

TRAVERSED DR, MARTIN LUTHER KING'S MOUNTAIN TOP YET, REMEMBER,

THERE ARE STILL MANY RIVERS TO CROSS, THE SWAMPLAND OF "THE

INVISIBLE MAN" TO TRAVERSE, THE INSIDIOUSNESS OF INDECISIVENESS TO

WITHSTAND, THE OUTRAGE OF FISCAL INSUFFICIENCY TO ENDURE.. ANDTHE

HOBGOBLIN .OF "IS ANYONE OUT THERE" TO TOLERATE AS WE SEEK TO BUILD

BETTER PROGRAMS DESIGNED TO ACCOMMODATE THE NEEDS OF.OUR STUDENTS

ON THESE CAMPUSES,

I WANT TO CONGRATULATE CONGRESSMAN SIMON AND HIS STAFF AND

MR. BLAKEY FOR THEIR DECISION TO JOIN WITH US FOR PURPOSES OF

INSURING THAT NOT ONLY SHALL WE BE ABLE TO FIND THE TUNNEL, BUT

THAT WE'SHALL BE ABLE TO, INEVITABLY, FIND AND SEE LIGHT AT.THE

END OF. SAME.

STATEMENT OF DR.. EDWARD B. FORT, CHANCELLOR, NORTH
CAROLINA AAT STATE UNIVERSITY

Dr. Foivr. Thanks very much, Mr. Andrews, Mr. Chairman.
Those of us from North Carolina are delighted to have you in this
seat this afternoon.

I am going to attempt to squeeze this down to 5 minutes by sum-
marizing two facets of the presentation and then reading you a
page and a half of the third facet.

Edward Fort, chancellor at North Carolina A&T State Universi-
ty, the largest historically black university in the State of North
Carolina, public or private. My remarks are based upon my experi-
ences as a chancellor here as well as in Wisconsin, two school su-'
perintendancies and faculty positions at the University of Michigan
and Michigan State University.

Lam going to concentrate on three things. One,title IV with
regard to financial aid. Second, the title III segment that relates to
Black Colleges and Universities Act, and.third, title IL part C, with
regard to 'research librwies. I will start with a quote from Daniel
Bell, "The Corning of tfie Post-Industrial Society" as it r¢lates to
high tech and its relationShip and importance to students that are
involved in matriculation at black universities.

Second, I will summarize hurriedly four or five salient observa-
tions related to the Reagan administration's proposed cuts in fimin-
cial aid. Third, I will then read the page and a half on title III re-
lated to the proposed Black Colleges and Universities Act, and then
Lwill finalize this statement with a summarization of my views on
part C of title' II as-it pertains to "research libraries." So,- going
`back to the top of the key, I will begin with the quote from Daniel
Bell.
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Our society is becoming increasingly and irreversibly technological. Scientific in-
vestigation is increasingly and irreversibly concerned with unimaginable streams of
space and time which -removes it ever froin the realm of our daily experience.
Unless we require or understanding; we shall remain right where we pre now', at
the mercy of experts, or worse, charlataris posing as experts.

Given the saliency of that observation, it is critically important
for those of us as administrators in the historically black universi-
ties to do what we can to ensure the reality that our young people
are shored up against the poSsibility of that advent.

In., that regard, then, the cuts that the administration is propos-
ing as far as financial aid is concerned

not
summarized thus and

they will have a massive impact upon not only my own institution,
with nearly 6,000 students, but multiples of instittitions,- black and
white, and Chicano, nationally.\ For example, the ACE, American Council of Education, research
suggests that the fiscal year 1983 recommendations would slash
about 913,000 awards from the resumes of undergraduate and grad-
uate students. -

Second, even though' the legislation called for a continuation of
about $2.8 billion, the. fact remains that because of the self-help
concept, we would be talking about 290,000 fewer' awards than
these that are currently available. Third, the gjimination of SEOG,
if file Reagan administration had its way,' wuld mean a loss, of
655,000 in awards, which currently approach $375 million national-
ly,- and that would be a tragedy. The 655,000, by t way, is not.
dollars, but students, translated into $375 million.

With the elimination, No. 4, of State student incentive grants we
would jeopardize 304,000 awards at a cost of $76 Million lost to our
students. And then as far as Guaranteed Student Loans are con-
cerned,- the needs test would probably vastly eliminate large num-
bers of students with respect to access to higher education, because
they just simply couldn't meet the test. s

ANsa,. And finally, the administration has proposed elimination of total
support for graduate students and that would mean the loss of
some 1,700 graduate and professional opportunity fellowships that
are .,mainly spread across a large range of minority and female pro-
-grams, at a cost of about $16 million.. That would be horrendous.

Second, with regard to the Black Colleges and. Universities Act,
as a part of title III, and I'm going to insert a correction here, it's a
loss of 15 percent. In other words, less than 15. percent of the fund-
ing awarded under title III, as of fiscal year 1980, went under the
aegis cif title ill to black universities and colleges nationally. The
time has come, the efore, where something has to be done by the
Federal Congress i concert with the Presidential Executive order

the

nearly 2 years a , to appropriate significant sums of dollars to
be used for purposes of ensuring the perpetuation of academic qual-
ify on the campuses of more than:100 historically black universi-
ties nationally. .

This bill, of course, calls for the appropriation of $150 million, for
fiscal year 1985 and .1986, as defined in that act, and that's going to
mean an awful lot to not only A&T, but black universities national-
ly, inclusive of such things as the purchase. of needed scientific and
laboratory equipMent, the construction or maintenance of library
facilities, the establishment of additional new academic programs

5'613
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for black students, in disciplines Where there is either under-repre-
sentation or no representation and, of course, it would enhance the
prospects for getting more black dentists, or potential dentists, ar-
chitects, physicians, engineers, and foreign language specialists, as
well as economists, into the pipeline.

One aspect of this is critically important in our own university.
We aMticipate now, on the .basis of a comprehensively defined, 2-
year study, undertaken by a task force of faculty, to begin the pro-
mulgation of activities associated with the construction of a new h-

. brary, at a cost of between $8 million and $10 million. We could,
therefore, use moneys that would come from this total of $150 mil-
lion package for purposes of enhancing the prospects for assuring
the adequacy of the libraries on our campus.

And then finally, in 1981 part C of the Research Library Re-,
sources 'Act provided $10 million for research libraries nationally.
Chairman Simon is proposing that for fiscal year 1985 and 1986
that amount be increased to $15 million. The problem is this, Mr.
Chairman: The record, unless I'm incorrect, shows that no "black
university has ever been able to secure funds for research libraries
under part C of title II, from the U.S. Department of Education. I
personally, as one chancellor of an historically, black university,
find unacceptable the explanation for this as being or suggesting
that historically black universities somehow can't qualify for this.
annual pool of millions because they, quote, "Don't have major re-
search libraries," whatever that means.

I'm suggesting strongly that the, committee do everything it can
to encouraf a change in the, rules so that it will not be possible for

.'the exclusion of these campuses and their libraries to continue into
fiscal year 1985 and 198and beyond.
. In conclusion then, in71 minute, I would say this, that the ,issue
before the House is one of defining the kind of decisionmaking
processes, the kind of political power, the kind of fiscal support,
and the kind of organizational strategy which will be necessary to
ensure the promulgation of academic quality in these postsecond-
ary education institutions, which form the backbone of college-level
education for black youth in this country.

After all, approximately 80 perqent of all the degrees granted to
black youth in this country still come from those that are granted
by historically black universities , and colleges, including North
Carolina Ma State University in North Carolina.

Our responsibility, therefore, as leaders of these institutions, is to
galvanize the forces necessary to ensure the reality of mission ac-
coMrnodation' in that Vein.,

What we're involved in, in conclusion, is this: A battlefield of en-
durance. This is a testing ground for the strofig..It represents some
.thing that black institutions must be about, with your assistance. I
would. surmise that we probAblY have not traversed Dr. King's
mountaintop yet. There are still rivers to cross; the swampland of
the invisible man to traverse; the insidiousness of indecisiveness to
withstand, the outrage of fiscal insufficiency to endure, and finally,
the hobgoblin of, "Is anyone out there?" to tolerate as we seek
build better programs designed to accommodate the needs of the
students that come to our campuses, such as those in North Caroli-
na.
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Thank You very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Well, thank you for a very good statement and for

briefing it quite well.
I'd like to just share with you what I `hear from some of the

members of the House who are aware of the fact that I 'am a
member of thiS subcommittee and, hence, I suppose perhaps to a
greater extent than otherwise, they share some of their thinking
with me in the consideration of the big deficits and debt. That, of
course, is what we hear when we go home, perhaps more than any 4
other one subject, I suppose. That varies. It depends somewhat on
what was on "Sixty Minutes" the Sunday night before, and soforth.

But as a general rule, the deficit matter, is what the press talk
about when they come in, "What are you going to do about the
debt?" And so that's obviously not only on the minds of the people
back home; it's obviously on all our minds. And in the area of Fed-
eral assistance of whatever kind, to higher education, I dpn't see
any threat of major cuts in any of the programs that fpda higher
education except in the area of student financial assistance. Many
members are reading things, hearing things, and so forth, .that

, cause them to think that, rather than having the several programs
through which that financial aid is provided to students,\many of
the members are of the opinion that various of them should be re-
duced in amounts of appropriated funds.

But not totally. They would direct those funds so as to make
them available to students on some sort of a family means test
basis. In other words, they hear a lotof stories about families with

`quite high incomes whose children somehow or other rkeive Feder-
al or partly Federal funds to assist the higher education of the chil-
dren of that family which has a combined income of $50,000 or
$70,000 or whatever. The members catch a hard time back home 7'
for that kind of thing when it's in the press and so forth, and
they're more inclined to programs that provide money to those that
are perceived to really have financial need for that money, in order
to obtain that degree of education-to which they aspire.

I just share that with you, as a political fact of life, that is a very
prevalent feeling here.

Dr. FORT. Between "75 and 80 percent, Mr. Chairman, of the stu-
dents on our campus are involved in some form of financial aid
funding. -

Mr. ANDREWS. Seventy-five to eighty?
Dr. FORT. Between 75 and 80. It fluctuates and has for the last

31/2 years.
Right now it's at about 78 percent.
Mr. ANDREWS. SeVenty-eight?
Dr. FORT. That's right.
Mr. ANDREws. About what proportion of your thtal-budget comes

from the financial assistance received by thal 78,percent of your
student body?

Dr. FORT. We operate a $28.1 million budget, State funds. Add to
that the millions that come from Federal sources and/or founda-
tion sources and the amount increases to $45 million. So, our total
budget is $45 million for nearly 6,000 students. And I would say
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that the overwhelming majority of that less approximately 21/2 mil-
lion, is tied up in Federal funding.

For example, and this has nothing to do with financial aid, but
we're involved with 13 other black institutions in a $5 millionI'm
sorry, a 5-year, $4 million grantfor research facilities construc-
tion from OSDA.

Mr, ANDREWS. Yes.
Dr, FORT. Our campus generates the third highest acumen of ex-

ternally procured dollars from the Federal coffers of any institu,
tion in the State, behind Chapel Hilt and the City University at
Raleigh.

So, we are heavily dependent upon the Federal Government, as
associated with the issue of non-State funds, the differential be-
tween the $28 million that I quoted,. and the $45 million total.

Mr. ANDREWS. Yes.
A&T has, of course, a long and distinguished reputation in the

field of agriculture.
Dr. FORT. That's correct.
Mr. Aivosiws, What percentage, of y6ur graduating class obtains

degrees-in., Of one kind or another, research or otherwise, in the
field of agrVulture, in the broad sense of that term?

Dr. FORT. Between 10 arid 15 percent.
Mr. ANDREWS. I see.
Dr. FORT. I might mention 4that I envision and view the high

technical mission of this institution as being inclusive of the School
of Agriculture, with particularized reference to agribusiness, agron-
oiny and, of course; animal science administration.

. Mr, ANDREWS. Yes.
1)r. FORT. As well as preparation of baccalaureate degrees and

environmental protection. If. you add to that the engineering sci-
ences, industrial technology; business administration, end comput-
er science, then you, in effect, have one of the most highly techni-
cal institutions in the entire State of North Carolina.

Mr. ANDREWS. All right. Next we have Dr. Raymond Burse,
preside , entucky State University. Dr' Burse, we are pleased to
have u with ust

[Pr ,pared statement of Dr. Itaymond Burse follows:]
Ps ruin STATFMFNT OF RAYMOND M.I.SUESE., kliX.SIDENT, KENTUCKY STATE

UNIVERSITY

Ohairrnan Simon aad members of the House of, Representatives Conimittee on
Education and Labor'ti. Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, I am apprecia-
tive .and thanliul of the invitation extended to me to appear before you to testify
-and share witi4I'you My comments, suggestions and'recomyiendiitions; regarding pro--.
posals for legislation reauthorizing the Higher F4ucution Act of 196g. There can be
little doubt in anyone's mind-that the Federal response to the educational needs'of
our citizenry has had a tremendous impact on the development of our country and
its people. Even though the programs which have been established and implemented
have had a tremendous impact, based on the current status of education in this
country, we stilt face a greater challenge and it is' to the overcoming and meeting of
this challenge that our attention should be directed.

1 am here today as President of a high quality institution of higher, education,
Kentucky State' University. as President of a public historically black institution
and as an American citizen deeply interested in the future development of our edu-
ditional sysern. Kentucky State University was founded in 1886, as an institution
for the education of blacks and in 1890 was designated as a land grant institution
under the 1890 Land Grunt Act (the Second Morl-ill Act). Today KSU is a.inulticul-
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tural, multiracial institution dedicated to providing to its students' the highest qual-
ity education it can deliver.

Kentucky State University, in spite of some of its problems of the past, has been
producing students well educated, trained and qualified to undertake work in their
chosen fields and to, be successful in graduate school, Kentucky State, like a great
many other public historically black institutions, for a number of years received the
crumbs of educational financing from the table of state public financing and as a
consequence did not always progress as it would have liked or needed to in order to
remain at the cutting edge of educational development. In spite of the absence of
the funding that was necessary to achieve these objectives, this institution, KSU,
Iike its sister public historically black institutions, continues to survive and to mike
and have a meaningful impact upon the lives of students and in particular,' black
students.

The disparity in funding received by historically black and traditionally white in-
stitutions has been documented in the records for a number of years and I do not
think it is necessary that I further commentieri that fact; however, I do think that
just one other further indication of this disparity in current times is highlighted by
the failure of Kentucky to come to the realization that Kentucky State, being a full
partner in the Kentucky public higher' education system and a land grand iastitu-
tion has been underfunded because under the Morrill Act for the 1862 institutions,
there is a mandatory state match of the Federal funds received. For the 1890:insti-
tutions founded under the Second Morrill Act rio such mandatory matching is re-
quired. As a consequence, 1862 and 1890 land grant institutions, in the same state
receive different levels of support from the state.

Recently, in trying to come to gripe with this problem in the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, the path of least resistance was to provide to Kentucky State an amount
similar to that provided to other 1890 institutions by their home state. As Exhibit 1'
illustrates, most states are not contributing anything for their 1890 land great pro-
grams and those states which are contributing are doing very little (there are seven-
teen 1890 Inatitiaions located in sixteen states). These 1890 land grant institutions
will remain underaerved,aindercapitalizod and underfunded because of this dispari-
ty. A great Many of the major research buildings at the 1862 land grant institutions
were built with federal dollars and now today when the 1890s need such facilities it
is unwise to expend such funds in these ways.

More specifically, the problems which an institution like Kentucky State faces are
both immediate and long-range. The most immediate problem is to continue to have
a sound financial picture in a time of scarce resources while attempting to enhance
academic programs. As a result of a state-wide Deaegregation Plan mandated by the
Office of Civil Rights of the U.S., Department of EclucationiCentacky State Univer-
sity is going through a tranformation from a limited comprehensive university to a
liberal studies oriented public institution with the lowest student-faculty 'ratio of
any public institution in the Commonwealth. The transformation has brought about
growing pains and has required and is requiring that the. University reassess what
it has been doing. To undertake this reassessment, to plan new programs and to im-
plement those programs require that resources be available immediately. In many
instances the resources necessary to undertake this kind- of activity are not avail-
able and have not been available from either the state or from the federal govern=
ment. These present day needs place great pressures on what an institution can re-
aliatically do knowing that its resources must be allocated in a way to ensure the
maintenance and operation qf a sound and well managed institution.

The long-range problem of an institution like KSU is the realization that to have
an\ institution that is self sufficient, there must be a base of financial support that is
stable, can be counteid on at all times and over which the University has control for
the allocation of resources. The answer to 4he long-range problem is obviously an
endowment for such institutions which is not subject to change with the political
winds and ,is not strapped with restrictions on what an institution can realistically
do to meet the changing needs and demands of its student body and the other clien-
tele.

Any reauthorization for the Higher Education Act of 1965 must be one that deals
directly with both the current and short-range. problems of all inatitutiens and par-
ticularly historically black institutions, and deals directly with the long-range prob-
lems of these institutions. If these kinds of questions are addressed and are ad-
dressed in a systematic fashion that allows institutions some discretion, then the
constant need for changes tO be made to make such programs more adept to current
situations is alleviated as the needed changes can be made at a level where the most
information is available, the solutions clearer, and the ability to make modifications
to ensure that the solution addresses the problem or objective is easier. But, in al-
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lowing such discretion, there must be a requirement for accountability of the re-
sources allocated.

Kentucky State, as a historically black institution, is now poised in a position to
provide woe wider population (a population that is beyond, that of just black stu-.
dents), educational opportunities that are unique in Kentucky and the Nation. Ken-
tucky State University for years accepted those students float no other institution in
the Commonwealth would accept and was very successful in educating them. And,
even today, Kentucky State University continues to be an institution doing a good
job of educating students and in particular black-students. Though KSU enrolls less
than 10 percent of all black studentssin public higher education in the Common-
wealth, it awards approximately 25 percent of all baccalaureate degrees awarded to
black students by public institutions in Kentucky. It does so, not as a. degree factory
or mill, but with programs designed to ensure that students aretruly educated, that
they learn to read, to write, to think critically, to be able to make sound judgments,
and to be able to distinguish between right and wrong and live in an often complex
and perplexing society. KSU awards degrees with an education, not just degrees.
This realization is gradually taking hold in the marketplace in which KSU operate*.
and will continue to take hold as the situation changes. -

What KSU is doing in this area is true of most, if not all, historically black insti-
tutions. And, in the present day 'environment when education and its, quality is
being called into question, when the literacy rate low as in my home State of
Kentucky, and when college going rates are dropping rather than rising, we need to
ensore-that access .to education is available and that those institutions which have
been doing the job will continue'to be able to do so in the future. We can ill afford
to have an institution (particularly in Kentu'cliy) that is ,serving a substantial stu-
dent population to no longer be able to 'provide educational services. We must
ensure '-that those institutions doing a good job continue to improve and change to
meet shifting demands and that the financial base for their operations becomes
sounder and more secure.

To address the long-range and short-term problems of Kentucky State, I would
like to say that the proposal put forth by Chairman Simon addressee hi a very posi-
Live manner that Which is needed to ensure that Kentucky State University contin-
ues to be a purveyor of knowledge, where students are allowed to drink from a well
of knowledge they did not dig and1o. feel the heat from a Ere of reason they did not
.start. After all, that is what education is about and to which we should be dedicated
and committed.

In regard to Title III of the Chairman's recommendations, I find Part B
Strengthening Historically and Traditionally Black Colleges and Universities, to be
the kind of short-range infusion of capital into my University thatis needed to help
it make the transition required under_ the Commonwealth's DesNreg,ation Plan. The
Plan is designed to ensure that Kentucky State University becomes a true and full
participating and cooperating member of the system of public higher education in
Kentucky. It. is to these kinds of goals and ideas regarcring public historically black
institutions that time reauthorization of the Higher Education Act should be direct-
ed. For this nation to commit as is recommended in Part B of Title Ill direct grants
and allotments to these institutions fora set period of time with some discretion as
to where' to expend the funds like the areas. listed in proposed Section 323, would
greatly benefit the transformation of these institutions from institutions constantly
having to take money from Peter to pay Paul. The availability of these funds would
ensure that long-range divisions ere made today as to the expendittre of current
funds so as to ensure the stability and continuation of these institutions. This, in my
opinion, becomes the best ,way 'that the Congress and this Nation can ensure that
these institutions continue to provide the kind of educational opportunities that ev-
eryone knows they have been the providers and purveyors of for years.

If these funds were available to KSU today, we would use them to-
1. Enhanice our academic programs around a true liberal arts or liberal studies

core curriculum;
2, Purchase the necessary equipment to keep the biological and natural sciences,

equipped to do the job necessary for survival;
3. Purchase additional computer equipment to meet a need that'has our institu-

tien grappling;
4. Keep the University's library updated and current for student and faculty use;
5. Renovate decay in institutional facilities;
ti Implement a proposed new krograni of writing across the curriculum, as KSU

realizes that effective communication, is both oral and written.
7, Assist faculty members to complete terminal degrees or be retrained in areas

needed at KSU; and
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8. Continue our student services and counseling program needed to ensure that
more students who enter KSU I e with a degree (increased retention).

These activities are not new or elopmental but are what makes an institution
of higher education. To, improve-Lan enhance the items I haSe listed will ensure a
sound, stable and self sufficient institution, one of the key objectives of Title III.

The only changes I would suggest in the proposed language of Chairman Simon
would be as follows:

1. That in defining the term sart B Institution," thereference to the composition
of the student body be made to refer to the number of full-time equivalent students
or that this definition be made specific in terms of the kinds of institution this-sec-
tion is designed to assist. This can be done by defining a "part B Institution" as
those institutions established before 1964 and whose principal mission was in the
education of black Americans. This later change will narrow the universe of eligible
institutions arid clearly define those institutions to which part B should be 'and is
directed.

2. The provision relating to use of funds should be structured to encourage greater
discretionary power at the institutiob, allowing institutions to identify areas of con-
cern unique to their special circumstances and in accordance with their strengths.
By allowing such discretion, it can be assured that the funds are properly spent in
the areas that are of greatest need to the institution and does not put institutions in
the position of chasing dollars for dollars' sake, even though the area in which they
are seeking the money is not their area of greatest need.

This would address the short-range, current problems andfor needs ofthe histori-
cally black colleges or universities.

Part C and I) of Title III as proposed would help to address the long-range prob-
lems which an institution like Kentucky State faces in that to the extent that KSU
is able to generate funds from the private sector to the Challenge Grant Program to
build an endowment, the Long -range fiscal problems of the University will begin to
be controlled. This is particularly important for public institutions in that until re-
cently, public institutions have not felt the desire or the need to build endoWinents
for purposes of assisting their operations. To proVide an endowment funding pro-
gram Would serve as an incentive for an institution like Kentucky State to. generate
the dollars required -for the matching funds to be placed in an endowment which
would hopefully help secure its long-range financial planning. Additionally, provid-
ing the discretion at the institutional level as to how the allowable funds can be
expended, also serves to reiterate and reinforce the need to put more discretion at
the institutional level.

The present statutory authority under Title III and also as proposed in the Draft
Bill by Chairman Simon allows the Secretary to waive thesrequired non-federal
matching in Title IV Programs is good legislation; however, the waiver has not been
available in the current environment. Rather than providing for waivers that insti-
tutions have been requesting for years and nut receiving, a change should be consid-
ered. I know that in the case of kentucky State University, which had a change in
its student enrollment patte?n with 'a concurrent reduction in its state appropria-
tion,. requested a waiver regarding its maintenance of effort level over one year ago
and to date has not been granted approval or denial of its request, Rather than stat-
ing that the waivers are available, it may be well that the Congress should do as it
suggested with the Pell Grant Family Contribution Schedule, enumerate or list the
conditions under which waivers should be granted and maybe even limit the
amount of the waiver that- should be given. This action would ensure that waivers
are granted rather than there being statutory provision allowing the Secretary to
promulgate regulations for such waivers and the regulations not come forth.

Changes recommended and suggested for Title IV-Student Assistance are changes
that would greatly benefit an institution like Kentucky State rniverSitY1 KSI.T, as a
public institution, has a low tuition relative to other institutions, and this low tui-
tion is designed to make access available to students, one of the objects of the

Assistance Program. Raising the Pell Grant level and the amount Of funding
available would unable an institution like KSU, which is presently unable to pro-
vide to students enough campus -based aid to cover their educational costs, to pro-
vide additional aid to its students. Having the Pell Grantsincrestaed in amount and
the percentage of educetionai costs to be covered would also serve to encourage
more graduates of Kentucky high schools to attend institutions of higher learning'
knowing that if theit' need exists, they will be able to attend an institution of higher
learning. Making this program an entitlement would help to ensure that student*
are provided the opportunity and the access to higher education.

Having the Pell Program as an entitlement would be a tremendous boost and'en-
couragement to students in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Kentucky has one of
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the lowest college going rates of any state in the nation and any and everything
that can be done to assist in improving and increasing the college going rate in Ken-
tucky is needed. I see the proposed change in the Pell Grant .Program as a welcome
benefit to Kentucky State and in saying so I know that, the changes will be a prob-
lem to a number of the more high-cost institutions.

Changing the current law on College. Work Study and in making the allocation
under the proposed formula, will serve to assist an institution like Kentucky State
University greatly. At Kentucky State University, approximately 76% of all, stu-
dents receive seine kind of financial aid. The average Pell Grant at KSU is approxi-
mately $1,650; and, in the recent past, the average Supplemental Educational Oppor-
tunity Grant to a KSU student has been approximately $400. Changing/the College
Work Study funding allocation mechanism would mean that KSU would be awarded
more work study funds to be used by its total student population. KSU would have
available more college work study for its students

-The creation of the Block Grant Program which would combine the current
SEOG, NDSL and SSIG into a campus base block grant program is very much wel-
comed. Having a program that does allocate funds based upon need to institutions
and then allowing the institutions the diacretion to utilize those funds as college
work study funds. grant .funds or loan funds, provides an institution the flexibility
to move funds around to ensure that the key objective of student access is accom-
plished. In addition, it allow the institution an opportunity to decide whether the
student needs a loan or grant. It is at the institutional level where this decision, can
best be made. Providing. this discretion to the institution should have required ac-
countability mechanisms as is set forth in the proposal made by Chairman Simon.

Eliminating the origination fee of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program will irO
crease the student's net amount received and therefottenhance the student's abili-
ty to meet the educational cost of the institution he/She attends. Changing the in- ,

terest rates and using state secondary loan markets will also make the Guaranteed
Student Loan more accessible to students.

I see all of the changes recommended by Chairman Simon as having a very posi-
tive impact upon the student enrollment picture at Kentucky State University.. I see
having the ability under the block grant program to make wise decisions in the best.
interest of students at KSU. For instance, in our current student body we have
found that in the last two yeara, given the past problems we have had with our Na-
tional Direct Student Loan Program, the inability to meet the needs of several stu-
dents, particularly, out-of-state students. Through the financial aid that i.4 available
we have been able to cover or provide through Pell Grants, SEOG, or Work-Study,
most of the student's educational expenses but leaves students short by as much as
Three to Seven Hundred Dollars per academic term. Having the ability to cover this
amount through either a grant or a loan would help Kentucky State ensure that it
meets the educational needs of its students. Meeting those educational needs should
ensure that more students remain in college for the full period and gain an educa-
tion.

In a state like Kentucky where the college going rate is very low, more is needed
to ensure that these students have an opportunity to attend an institution of higAr
learning or at least know of the availability of that opportunity. The Programs have
met that need in the past and there is no doubt regarding an obvious need for more
in the future.

KSU endorses all of Title.V, Teacher Training Programs as suggested and-recom-
mended in that these efforts should help to improve and address some of the con-
corns which are being heard on a national basis concerning the quality of education
in the United States.

In conclusion, thf proposals put fort by Chairman Simon would have a tremen-
dously positive impact in ensuring access to Kentucky State University by students
desiring to obtain an education from a small, liberal studies-oriented institution and
in making that envIropinent one conducive to learning. We at KSU applaud the
effort 'and do hope that the kinds of programs and approaches proposed will become
the basis for the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act and that the recom-
mendation for Part B, Title III becomes a reality.

EXHIBIT

AGRICULTURE CoOPESATIVE EXTENSION

Institution: Kentucky State' University:
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STATEMEN OF DR. YMONI) BURSE, PRESIDENT, KENT
ATE UNIVERSITY

Dr. BURSE. r. Andrew I'm appreciative of the invitation e
tended to me this afternoon present testimony on behalf of Ken-
tucky State University.

Mr. ANDREWS. Where is Kent .ky State University?
Dr. BURSE. Frankfort, KY..
Mr. ANDREWS. Frankfort.
Dr. BURSE. Yes.
Kentucky State, like a great many f the other historically black,.

both public and private, institutions, faces both immediate and
long-range problems. The immediate problems are making the nec-
essary changes in academic programs to meet the current needs.
Most of these institutions are involved in reassessments at the par-
ticular point in time, trying to plan new programs, to imilement
these new programs, and in many instances the resources neces-
sary to undertake this kind of activity are not available and have
not been available from either the State or from the Federal Gov-
ernment.

The long-range problems of an institution like Kentucky State is
the_realization that to have an institution that is self-sufficient
there'-intst base of financial support that is stable, can be
counted on at all times, and over which the university has control
for the allocation of resources.

Because we have both short-range and long-range problems, any
reauthorization for the Higher Education Act must be One that
deals directly with both current and short-range problems of all in-
stitutions, and in particular, historically black institutions, and,
deals directly with the long-range problems' of these institutions. If
these kinds of questions are addressed and are addressed in a eys-
tematic fashion, and they allow institutions some discretion, then
the constant need for changes to be made to make sure such pro-
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grams are more adapted to current situations are alleviated,
needed changes can be made at a level where the most information
is available, the solution is clear, and the ability to make modifica-
tion to ensure the solution addresses a problem or'the objective,, is
easier. But allowing such discretion there must always be account--
ability.

Kentucky State, as the ?titly4tisterically black institution in the
Commonwealth -of Kentucky, today enrolls less than 10 percent of
all black students' in the Commonwealth of Kentucky and yet it
awards approximately 5 percent of all baccalaureate degrees
awarded to black students by public institutions in Kentucky.
- And because it does this, and because Kentucky is a State where
the literacy.. rate is low, where the college-going rate is going down,
we need to do all that we can ensure Mat an institution like Ken-
tucky State continues to provide services , and support to the stu-
dents and population of this institution. I think to address the long-
range and short-range problems of an. institution like Kentucky
State the proposal that has been put forth addresses in a very posi-
tive manner that which- is needed to ensure that Kentucky State
continues to be a pu- i-veyo-eof knowledge, where students are al-
lowed to drink, from a well of knowledge that they-did not do and
to feel the heat from a fire of reason that they did not start. Those-,
are the reasons for which academic institutions 'exist.

In regard to title III, part B, I find that to be the kind of short-.
range infusion of capital Into my own university that is needed to
help make it make the transition required of it in the Common-
wealth of Kentucky to become a full and participating member in
the system of public higher education in Kentucky-. I think it is
these kinds of goals and ideas regarding _public historically black
institutions that the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act
should be directed.

For this Nation to commit, as is recommended in part B of title
III, direct grants and allotments to these institutions for a set
period of time with some discretion as to, where to expend, those
funds, would benefit greatly the transformation reqUired and get
these institutions'ont of the position of taking money from Peter to

a pay_ Paul. The availability of these funds would ensure that the
icing -range decisions that are being made today as to the expendi-
ture of current funds will be made to ensure stability and continu-%
ation of these institutions.

This, in my Opinion, becomes the best way that the Congress and
this Nation can help to-ensure that these institutionstcontinue to
provide the kind of educational opportunity everyone knows that
they have been the, providers and purveyors of for years.

The only granges I would suggest in the proposed language, in
pah -B, would be that in defining the term "part 13 institution" the
reference to the composition of the student body be made to refer
to the number of full-time equivalent students or that this defini-
tion be made more specific in the terms and kinds of institutions
this section is designed to assist. This can be done by defining part
13 institutions as those institutions established before 1984 and
whose principal-tiission was in the education of blacks. This latter
change will narrow the universe of the eligible institutions and
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clearly define those institutions to which part B should be, and is,
directed.

The,second change I would recommend is the provision relating
to the use of funds. Funds should be structured to encourage great-
er discretionary power at the institution, allowing institutions to
identify areas of concern unique to their special circumstances, and
in accordance with their strength. By allowing such discretion it
cap be assured that such funds are properly spent in the areas that
are of greatest need to the institution, and does not put institutions
in the position of chasing dollars for dollars' sake, even though the
area in which they are seeking the money is not their area of
greatest' need.

I find that part C and part D, as proposed, would help to address
the long-range problems which an institution like Kentucky State
faces in that public institutions in the past have not been particu- *
lurly interested in building endowments or to assist in their oper-
ation. To provide an endowment funding program would serve as
an incentive for an institution like Kentucky State to generate the
dollars required for thettnatching funds to be placed in an endow
ment which, hopefully, would help secure this long-range financial
planning,

Additionally, providing the discretion at the institutional level as
to how the allowable funds can be expended also serves to reiterate
and reinforce the need to put more discretion at the institutional
level.

The changes recommended and, suggested for title IV, the stu-
'dent assistance;-are chang6 that greatly benefit an institution like
Kentucky State and are things that we wholeheartedly endorse.
And rather eizn go into all of those, 'I think that Chancellor Fort's
points on those, on title IV student financial assistance were the
sarnev are the same comments, and feelings, that we at Kentucky
State University have and to which we endorse.

I see everytRing that's been put before me in terms of the reau-
thorization, proposed reauthorization, as the kinds of programs
which would be tremendouslyhave a tremendously positive
impact in ensuring access to Kentucky State University by stu-
dents desiring to obtain an education from a small, liberal studies-
oriented institution, and in making that environment one condu-
cive to learning. We at KSU applaud the effort and do hope that
the kinds_of .programs and approaches proposed will become the
basis for the' reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. ,Thank
you.

Mr. PENNY. Thank you for your testimony.
Next we'd like to hear- from Dr. Ayers.
[Prepared statement of Dr. George Ayers follows:]

PREPARED. STATEMENT Ole GEORGE: AYERS, PRESIDENT; .CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITY

Mr. Chairman, Honorable Congressmen, thank you for inviting rne to appear.
A.. before your subcommittee and for giving me the opportunity to offer my views on

IP legislative proposals and legislation reauthorizing the Higher Education Act of l965.
Mr. Chairman. I accepted your invitstion because, like most Americans, I strongly

belieye that the institution of Congress remains only the primary influence upon
public' policy in our governmental system, but also the main channel through which
demands for change are made if new directions are to be pursued in public policy.
Although legislation may not determine the final shape of public policy, it is cer-
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tainlY a central, con;ponent of the policy paoceas. Without congressional authoriza-
tion, administrativeadnittrative agency would have the authority to act. The major function
that legislation fulfills is to authorize administrative agencies to enter particular
polity areas, and the boundaries within which agencies.can formulate public policy
are set and defined by Congresi, although these boundaries can be very broad.

The task before this subcommittee is not an easy one. Any discussion of educa-
. tional policy in the United States immediately brings to light the continuing dis-

a agreement en the objectives of education as well as the issue of equality in ecluca-
tion. Fducation can serve as an equalizing or level' stitutiona or it can act as a
selection mechanism for the purpose of perpet existing stratification
system. As we are all aware, two traditions, have e years, generated crow
pnassures and conflicting goals in Arnericaia educat licy. One traditian' holds
that individuals are endowed with differing levels of alb ay, and asauch, fforts to
gtatintee an equal education are an exercise in futility. ccording to this ode of
thought, intelligence rather than equal- opportunity de ines the life chances
the individual. The other school of thoug t to which. I eon ate, emphasizes equali-
ty of opportunity. It requires that all ex rnal constraints be removed to allow corn-
illets development, of individual potent . Social and background characteristics
hould therefore, not determine individual opportunity.
,Mr. Chairman, regardless of one's point of view on. this matter, we all need to be

reminded that schools, colleges and universities in America have been assigned the
' Multiple tasks of providing students with the basic skills necessary for a productive
life, establishing a positive self-allege especially in students from minority"groups,
'establishing a system of values by which they may direct their own lives, establish-
ing the groundwork for an.integrated society, providing the nation with an adequate"
supply of highly trained citizen* for scientific and technical enterprise, and socializ-
ing studAnts into the American political culture by creating a sense of loyalty felts
values. Prom this stand-point, one sees the necessity for public officiaas to help
shape our education system as a machinery' for 41iminating inequality of opportuati-
ty and for achieving a degree of social justice for all in Americas's'

With this background statement, and while I support your recommendations in.
general, I shall proceed to specifically eminent on a number of provisions of the
proposed legislation.

The new Part B o Title III which tablish the Black College and University
'Act is worthy of support by all who see education as an instrument of economic and
social mobility in American society. Mr. Chairman, the need to make the principal
parts of Talk III more race-specific is adequately demonstrated in your Discussion
Paper. As you have rightly pointed out, although the Higher Education, Act of 1965
included the "developing institutions" title for (Brett institutional aid to historically
black colleges and universities, the vague language "has created diffie Ity in estab-
lishing eligibility criteria, taageting funding, and evaluating institute progress
over the years". As a result, funding under this program has away from
Black colleges to White institutions before passage of the Bducation A enaments of
1980, and again, as evidence in your Discussion Paper shows; "from 1966 through
1982, only 44 percent of the funds appropriated for Title III went to leak Colleges
and Universities".

It goes without saying, Mr. Chairman, t t :lack colleges and uni ersities play a
critical role in redressing existing an. -.Iinsza relative to 'underre resentation of
Blacks among university graduates, and . .duate school enroIln ent (6 percent),
professional school enrollment (4.5 percent , d doctorate degrees a ard,ed (3.5 per-
centr. We must also note at assisting these colleges- and univ ties greatly en- .

hances the capacity of the lderal goveriunentito fulfill its access mission in higher
education; a mission that remains largely unresolved.

As many of us are aware, formidable barriers still remain whic prevent blacks
from full and equal participation in higher education. Restrictive nission policies,-
the lack of i Wrest and aecruitraent and retention of Black students, economic bar-
ries which p event acadeihically able Black students from enrolling in. predominant-
ly White schools when and if they are accepted, and weak academic preparation of
students in high schools and community colleges which disqualifies such students
from acceptance into four-year colleges and universities represent aazt a few of the
factors.

Complicating the issue of- equal access for Blacks are rising college tuition costs,
diverse and shifting public attitude* regarding the value of higher education, suB-
stantial reductions in financial, support for public colleges and universities, fluctuat-
ing enrollment patterns, reductions in state and federal student fmancial aid pro-
grams, a changing profile of student needs and a changing employment market re-
sulting from an unstable economy. The degree to which consideration is being given
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to these factors by colleges. and universities obscures and, in some cases, has re-
placed appropriate attenyin ben* directed to equal access.

Some prominent educators have observed that the access principle pranises no
relief ror increasing the number of Blacks at historically White institutions. they
further suggest that there is even some doubt now, beaause of the Supreme. Court's
opinion irl reverse discrimination cases, about the manner and extent to which an
state may voluntarily seek to increase the diversity of its traditionally
schools by admitting lilacks whose credentialamay be deemed to be less competitive
than those of Whites. Access for students from Black families is being restricted to
the highly talented. Such students comprise a relatively small portion of those who
arikeligible for higher education. Unless access to colleges and universities is avail-
able to a mech larger segment of this society, we will be faced with large numbers
of inadequately trained, citizens. The economic and political impact of this will be
disastrous. This proposed legislation, if passed, will undoubtedly enable Black colleg-
es and universities to play a major role in resolving the equal access issue. With
regard to activities which the institutipns might undertake with the funds provided,
the list suggested in your Discussion Paper &eels adequate for a start.

Mr. Chairman, as I mentioned, earlier, tone of the main obstacles to equal access
has been the reductions in state and federal student financial aid eprograms. The
G.1. Bills, federal programs based on financial need, and student loans guaranteed
by the federal ,government have all brought higher education within the reach of
Blacks and other minorities. For many states, these federal programs have been
supplemented by state efforts to make certain that financial need would not become .
an insurrnotuitable obstacle to higher edcuation. Today, however, we see the federal
govenmenrretreating from its support of prograrnikto-aid studenta For instance,'in
President Reagan's fiscal year 1985 budget, $460 Million is being cut from higher
education' programs, about $330 million of which' would come from student aid. If
these cuts become a reality, the Reagan budget would succeed in. rtsiu 'en* need;
based aid to. 26 percent] since fiscal year 1980. This would have devastating etects
on calleges*and universities with prominantly Black enrollments.

Progressive changes proposed in Title Pi (Student Financial Assistance) of the
new legislation come as great relief 4 a time when critical federal programs,are
being sharply curtailed or eliminated. Without adequate financial aid, about 90% of
the Black students now in college would be forced out because many come from' low-
income families. In its Second Annual Status Report on Minorities in Higher Educa-
tion, the Mite of Minority Concerns of the American Cos it on Education found
that In 1982, 35.6 percent of Black families had incornei,belo* the poverty level. For
Whites, the figure wa19.1.percent. 3'7.7 percent of all Black families were heeded by' single women. ,70 to 80 percent of female-headed non-white families live in poverty.
The consequesav of these statistics, actording4to he ACE report is that "the high
proportion of minorities, particularly minority women, living under the poverty
level underscores the importance of financial aid for minorities and suggest thati
their relatively greater poverty is both a reflection of and a factor affecting their
low-revels of educational attainment". The ACE report further notes that in 1980;
23.7 percent Of the White' 25-29-kear olds were college graduates while only 11.7 per -
cent of Blacks had achieved that level of education; demonstrating again, that de-, spite the progress made in the education of minorities over the last few decades,
Blacks still lag far behind Whites in their access to higher education.

Despite income gains achieved by Black Americans over the east three decades,
most evidence shows that the income gap between Black and White families contin-
ues to widen. Also, if Blacks continue to experience adult unemployment that ap-
proaches three times that of Witte adultsand Black teenage unemployment re-
mains above 50 percent, the impact on college attendance among Blacks will be dev-
astating. This problem obviously cannot be elin4inatecr without significant expansion
of economic opportunity which facilitates greater equity in access to employment
and str- engthening of financial aid programs.

Private financial aid, and many state programs, as well are baSed on discriminatis
ry egoiteria that often favor Whites3, whereas federal programs have been based on
ned11.41. While colleges and universities have remained primarily a state, local or pri-
vate responsibility, it was their develtipment as instruments of social and economic
advancement what led to demands for federal iayolvement and support. This helps
to explain the need ami rationale for Congressiozfal action in this matter.

Earlier today, Mr. Chairman, you took testimony from a panel of Presidents of
urban universities. They testified to the promise inherent in Title XI, the Urban
Grant University Act. 1 would like to add my .own personal endorsement to the tes-
timony of my Chicago neighbor, Mike Alexandroff, and our colleagues on the Board
of the "Association of Urban Universities, Bob Corrigan and Bernard Harlestore
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While many of the urban universities are not considered historically Black institu-
tions I think it is fair to.iay that an urban university cannot, lay claim to that
proud title anjeas it is willing to. shoulder a significant degree of responsibility
toward making the urban communities in which so many Black and other minority
Americans live, better places in which to live. The urban universities are a self -se-

lected group, who have shown their readiness to be a part of the solution where

they. and other urban-located institutions have hitherto been part of the problem.
My institution, Chicago State Univensity, exemplifies the effectiveness of this role.
Starting out as a teacher-training institution until its present multi-purpose status,
Chicago State University has produced most of the teachers for the City of Chicago
Board of Education. I am proud to say that in a'reeent Chicago ,public School princi-
pals' examination, thirty percent-51 out of the 168 successfill candidates--were
alumni of my university. This, the -largest number of any college or university in
Illinois, reflects the 'continued positive impact the university has upon the broader
educational counnubity in the Chicago urban area. I share the hope that, this sub-
committee will see fit to reauthorize Title XI, and that the Cress will see fit to
fund it in the immediate future.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman and Honorable Members of this Subcommittee,

many of us in higher education are pleased and encouraged by your efforts to initi-

ate andpromote,policies that would 4,ise the educational system to broaden tha base
of social equality and expand the opportunities for social advancement in keeping
with American egalitarian goals. According to Thomas Jeffer3bP, the purpose of
educationoisas to develop citizens in our democratic society who would know what
their rights were and be capable of defending them against those Who would en-

croach upon them. If citizens were toyarticipate and maintain a democratic system,

they must, be educated to the task, and in the words of noted educator Horace
Mann, education is "the great equalizer of the conditions af.men."

Again, thank you for inviting zne, to appear before you. I. hope and trust that you'
will reauthorize the Higher Education Act of 1965 with all its main proviakins as

propose& by Subcommittee Chairman, the Honorable Paul
k

STATEMENT OF DR, GEORGE AYERS, PRESIDENT, CHICAGO
STATE UNIVERSITY

Dr. AYERS. Thankiyoti, Mr. Chairman.
I'm also pleased to have the opportunity to appear before you,

mid also present testimony this afternoon. As president of a pre-
dominantly black university -in Chicago IL, weep() are conFerned
about the legislation that is being proposed. I must say that I sup-
port your recommendations in general and el would like to com-
ment briefly on a number of the provisions of the proposed legisla-
tion:

The new part B of title III, which will establish the Black College
and University Act, is worthy of support by all who see education
as an instrument of economic and social mobility in 'American soci-
ety. Mr. Chairman, the need to make the principal part of-,title III

more race specific is adequately demonstrated in a discussion
paper. As you rightfully pointed out, although the Higher Educa-.
tion Act o 1965 included the, quote, "developing institutions," end
of quotvfitle for the direct institutional aid to historically black
colleges and universities, the vague language has created difficulty
in establishing eligibility criteria, targeting funding, and evaluat-
ing institutional, progress over the years. As a result, funding
under this program has shifted away from black colleges to white
institutions befofe the passage of the 'Educational Amendments of,,

1980. And again, as evidenced in your discussion pai3er,"frona 1966
througb 1982 only 44 percent of the funds appropriated for title III
went to black colleges and universities.

As many of you are aware, formidable barriers still remain °I
which prevent blacks from full and equal participition in higher
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education, Lack of interest in the recruitment and retention of
black students and the economic barTiefs which prevent academi-
cally able

well
students from enrolling in predoniinantly white

schools as well as black school§; when and if they are accepted, tep-,resent but a few factors.
Complicating the issue of equal access for blacks is the rising tui:

tion cost, as well as substantial reductions in fmancial support for
public colleges and univer,ities. Also I might indicate, reductionS
in State and Federal student financial aid, prolgramS.

The degree to which these considerations are being given to fac-
tors by colleges and universities occurs and, in some cases, I think,
has replaced appropriate attention being directed to equal access.

One of\the main obstacles to equal access has been the reduction
in the State and Federal student financial aid programs, the GI
bills, 'Federal programs based on financial need, and the student
loans, guaranteed by the. Federal Government, have all brought
higher educatibn withip the reach of blacks and other minorities.

In many States these Federal programs have been supplemented.
by State efforts to make certain that financial aid would not
become insurmountableobstacle to our higher education.

Tod , however,owever, we see the Federal Government retreating from
the s port of programs to aid students. For instancei President
Reagan's fiscal year 1985 budget, $460. million is' being .cut from
higher educatjon programs. About $330 million of that would come
from student-aid. If these cuts become a reality, the Reagan budget
would succeed in reducing need-based-aid to 26 percent since fiscal,
year 1980. This would, no doubt, have a dex;astating effect on col-
leges and universities with predominantly black enrollments.

ogressive changes proposed in title IV, student financial assist-
ance, of the new legislation come as a great relief at a time when
critical Federal programs are being sharply curtailed or eliminat-
ed. Without adequate finarkcial aid, about 90 percent of the black
students now in college would be forcad out because many come
from low-income families.

In its second' annual status report on minorities in higher educa-
tion, the Office of Minority Concerns ot the American Council on
Education, found that in 1982, 35.6 percent of black families had
incomes below the poverty level. For whites, theifigure was 9.1 per-
cent.

Earlier today, Mr. Chairman, you took the testimony from a
panel of presidents of urban universities. They testified to the
promise inherent in title XI, the Urban Grant UniVersity Act. I
would like to add my own support and personal endorsement to
that. testimony. I think it is fair to say that an urban university
=not make claim to that proud title unless it is willing to shoul-
der a significant degree of responsibility toward 'Making the urban
community, in which so many blacks and other minority Ameri-
cans live, better places in which to live.

I share the hope that this subcommittee will see fit to reauthor-
ize fitle XI and that Congress will see fit to furA it in the immedi-
ate future.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, many of us in higher education are
pleased and encouraged, by your efforts to initiate and promote
policies that would use the educational system to broaden the base
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of social equality and expand opportunity for social advancement,
in keeping with American egalitarian goals.

According to Thomas Jefferson, The purpose of education was to
dOelckp citizens in our democratic society who would know what
their rights were and be capable of defending them against those
who would encroach upon them. If citizens are to participate and
maintain a democratic society, they, must be educated for the task.

Again, thank you for inviting me to appear before you, I hope
and trust that you will reauthorize the Higher Education Act ©f
1965 with all the main provisions, as proposed by the subcommittee
chairman, the Honorable Paul Simon.

Thank you.
Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Or. Ayers.
Our last panelist is Dr. liObinson.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Prezell Robinson follows:I

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. PREZELL RORINSON; PRESIDENT. ST. AUGUSTINE's COL-

LEGE; AND CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

YOE EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION
4

Mr. ehairmare and Members of the Subcominitteie My name Prezell Robinson:
I am President of St. Augustine's College in -Raleigh, North Carolina and Chairman
of. the Board of Directors of the National Association for Equal Opportunity 1p
Higher Education (NAFEV with headquarters in Washington, D.C. I speak, todaT,
on-behalf of the Nation's 114 historically and predominantly black colleges and 4111-
vorsities, We represent the more than 250,000 students currently studying at'these
institutions and the millions- of Alumni, family members, friends, associates and
other benefaciors of the nation's historically black colleges.

Our Association is strongly in favor of the draft legislation introduced by Chair-
man Peel Simon in March, 1984 designed to Amend and Extend the Higher Educa-
t ion Act of 1965 and referred to as the Higher Education Amendments of 1984.

My colleagues, Dr. Raymond' Burse, President of Kentucky State University; Dr.
George Ayers, President of Chicago State University; and Dr. Norman Francis,
President of Xavier Universityalt presidents of member institutions of our Asso-
eiationhave already addressed quite effectively most of the aspects of the draft
legislation before you. As Chairman of the entire Association,.I have been asked to
speak especially in support of Part B of Title III of this draft legislation. Part B is
designed specifically_ and explicity to "Strengthen Historically and Traditionally
Black Colleges and Universities.". As we understand it, this title is designed express-
ly to aid "those institutions established for Blacks before 1964 the enactment of the
1964 Civil Rights Act amid whose priuciPal missions ,were and are the education of.-
Black Americans.

Because of the nature of my presentation, I am pleased to 'advise the Members of
this Committee of the presence of two outstanding legal authorities who have served
as co-counsel to our Associatiqn in considering this proposed legislation, and who
are co-authors wits their colleague of a position/brief paper on this subject which at
this time we d like to submit for the record and will serve as the basis for my
brief remar on behalf of the Association. I would like **introduce Professor ller-
bed 0. Rei who is Charles IiarpiItonHotiston Professor in the Howard University
Law Ciente d Counsel of record to the National Association for Equal Opportuni-
ty in Higher Education, and Professor Kenneth Tollett, Distinguished Proteeser cif
Higher Educatimi and Director of the Institute for the Study of Educational Policy
at Howard University, Botiref these gentlemen, w' be available to egoist me is re-
sponding to your questions after my pres, entati

Mr. Chairman, it is the view of the National Association for Equal Opportunity iii
Higher Education that the original and primary purpose of Title III of the Higher
Faiuclatimi Al of 1965 was to provide direct assistance to the nation's historically
black colleges and universities, which despite an historic* pattern of neglect and un-
derfunding have continued to bear a major share of the responsibility for the move-
ment of Black Americans into the American Mainstream through the medium of
higher education. We can say without 'fear of contradiction that there would be no
substantial Black middle class today were it not for thaw institutions. There would
be, no substantial integratidn in the higher echelons of the Federal government, the
military, the judiciary, the medical profession, or higher educaticin itself, were it not
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for the undergraduate and graduate programs of the nation'shistorically black col-
leges. As we look into the future, the need for strengthening these institutions in
steer to strengthen the nation itself is absolutely necessary.

In 196i5, however, it was believed that the social and political climate would hot
support the Congress in the adoption of race specific language in Title III legisla-
tion. Therefore, these historically black colleges were referred to euphemistically as
"developing institutions." Thit vague and imprecise language has been autjected to -
interpretations often at 'odds ith the original intent of the legislation. 'Me conse .
quence has been inadequate, imbalanced, and uneven fundieg of these institutions
compared with'others. Thus, while in 1966, 1971 and 1972 the nation's historically
black colleges and universities received fully 6{) percent of funds appropriated under
Title III, there have been other years when they received substantially 190. In 1980,
for example, they received only 14 percent of appropriated funds.

We come before you today to strongly urge that a most appropriate and effective
means of correcting the imbalance in appropriation of Title III funds is to make the
provisions of this Title race-specific. By this we mean specifying in the.lauguage of
the Act that funds are to be appropriated for the purpose of strengthening the na-
tion's historically black colleges and ueiversities and the furtherance of their par-
ticular mission as ageontribution to the" nation. Part B of the Title HI of the Higher
Education Amendments of 1984, drafted by Chairman Paul Sifnon and other Mem-
hers of this Committee with the assistance of experts jn education and law, is, in
our judgment, a most appropriate and-effective means of assuring the Continued via-
bility of these institutions.

Now, the question has been raised as to whether the social, political, legal and
intellectual climate of today is sufficiently different from 1965 as to enable the Con-

, gross to consider positively the race specific language of this propos ed
We believe that it ilk, Indeed, we believe that the Higher Education of Act of 1965
itself, with its support for the tremendous expansion of higher education in the
nationfeicas helped to produce today's climate which is much more enlightened on ,
the question of racial progress.

There are four basic reasons why we urge the Committee and the Congress to
adopt the provisions of Part B Title III.

First.,-we know that the nation's historically black colleges and universities still
suffer gross and egregious neglect in the support of higher education from all
sources as compared witlt the nation's predominantly white colleges! This is espe-
cially damaging when it, applies to Federal support for higher education. So the
need for remedy is critical.

Secondly, we believe that the primary purpose of the Reconstruction Amendments
to the U.S. Constitution was to provide constitutional protection to Black Americans
who had as a prople been humiliated by the imposition of the slave system, which
for a long period of time had the active sanction and support of'the Federal govern-
nien,t, Thus thes amendments, and especially the Equal Protection Clause, were not

'designed to be "color blind." Instead *ley were designed to be "color conscious." We
hold these amendment's were not designed or needed to protect white men from the
ravages of slavery, but Black People. It- was not White men. who were subjected to
widespread lynching and flogging butwillack People. It was not white men who.were
deniedr the right to contract to acquire property or to testify in Court, but Black.
People. Black men, women and children, the race of people previously enslaved,
were the intended beneficiaries of the 13th, 14th and 15th amendment to the U:S.
Constitution, This suggests to us that -these -measures. were "color conscious" and
not "color blind." They were designed and needed to protect Black People.

Thirdly, we believe that the Congress has ample power to embrace the race specif-
ic provisions of the draft legislation before you. Indeed we believe that the power of
Congress to enforce the Reconstruction Amendments is as broad as that under the
necessary and proper elm& of Article 1,"Sectiop b. In case after mac, the Supreme
Court has held that race specific remedies are approloriate when enactekto enforce
the 13th, 14th and 15th amendments, particularly when the remedies are consistent
with the meaning and spirit of the Constitution.

Finally. see urge you to support Part B, Title III bec,suse we believe that it offers a
legitimate, Nenstitutional and effective means of correcting the past and continuing
failures of the Federal, state and local,, governments to eliminate the badges of slav-
ery and unequal protection of the law to which Black citizens and their institutions
are subjected.

We thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, for your atten-
tion. Our.to-counsels andI I be pleased to respond to any of your questions.
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STATEMENT OF DR. PREZELL ROBINSON, PRESIDENT, ST.
AUGUSTINE'S C01,41V.GE

Dr. ROsucsox. Thank you.very much, Mr. Chairman. '
I am Prezell Robinson. I am president of St. Augustine's College.

in Raleigh, NG, and chairman of to board of directors of the Na-
tional Association-for Equal Oppoffunity in Higher Education, ac-
ronym NAFEO, with headquarters in Washington, DC.

I speak today on behalf of the Nation's 114 historically and pre-
dominantly ,black colleges and universities. tiVe represent more
,than 450 students current W studying at theseNnstitutions, and the
millions of alumni, familf members, friends, associates, and dither
benefactors of the Nation's historically black colleges and universi-
ties.

As I make this presentation here today I do so on &half of our
president, Dr. Samuel ,Myers, our vice president, who is with us. I'd
like to recognize her. Mrs. Wilma Rosco, who is in the audience.

Our association is strongly- in favor of the draft legislatien intro-
duced by Chairman Paul. Simon in March 1984, designed to amend
and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965, and referred to as
the Higher Education Amendments --of 1984; My colleagues4 Drs.
Raylnond Burse, president of Kentucky State University, George
Ayers, president,, Chicago State University, Edward Fort, chancel-
lor, the North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State Uttiversi-
ty, all presidents of member institutions, and of our association,
have already addressed quite effectively 'most, of the aspect of the
draft legislation before ,you.

As chairman of the association I have been asked to speak espe-
cially in support of part B of title III of this'draft legislation. Part
B, Mr. Chairman, is designed and I quote, "To strengthen. histori-
cally and traditionally black colleges and universities," end of
quote.

As we understand it, this'. title isedesigned .expressly to aid those
institutions for blacks before the enactment of the 1964' Civil
Rights Act, and whose principal missions were and are the educa-
tion of black Americans.

Because of the nature of my presentation, I am pleased to advise
the members of this committee of the presence of two truly out-'
standing legal authprities who have served as cocounselors to our
association in considering this propdsed legislation, and who 'are
coauthors, with their colleague, of a pOsition paper on this subject,
which at this time we would like to submit for the record. It will

"serve as the,basis for my' brief remarks on behalf of my presenta-
tion.

[The information referre follows:j

'NE LEGAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL JUSTITIOATION P014 RAC]t-SFECIFIC LANGUAGE IN
TITLE in 017,THE H1C3U EDUCATION Acr Or 1965

(By Herbert O. Reid, Kenneth Toilett, and Gabrielle Woods, April 3, 1984)

STATESIENT OF THZ PACTS

The Higher Education Act of 1965 will expire in .1985. Title III of this Act' was
originally designed to provide direct institutional aid to Historically. Black Colleges
and Universities, 'which were euphemistically called "developing institutions." It
was believed that Congress _would' not have enacted race-specific language at that
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P
t ne. However; .this vague langbage has created difficulty inestablishing eligibility

targeting funds, siad evaluating institutional progress. As a result, funding
for Black Colleges and Univei-cities has been erratic and inadr;quate..In 1966, 1971,
and 1972 Historically' Black CollegeS and. Universities' received as. much 60% of the
funds allocated' for Title III and in 1980 th8$ received only 14"Vin This figures rose to
31% in 1982. From 1966 through 1982 Only 41% of the total at/preprinted funds for
Titre III went to Black Collegeatind Univrsities.
r A method of correcting the deflection orTitle III from its original principal, pur-
pose is to make it rice specific. The following issues, conclusions, an,ditdikus.sions
analyze the legal and constitutional -jUstificAtions for race-specific language in Title
IIl of the Higher Education Mt of 1965.. ,

4

.0 l$SUES, CONCLUSIONS, AN DISCiTSSION9 .`.

I. Iasue: ,Arethe RecOnstruction ,Amendinnnts of the thtited Stat6 Constitution,
particularly' the Equal Protection. Clause of th Fbluteepth Atnendment, color-"

Conclusion: No, they were enacted for the purpose of protecting the rights of the
newly _freed slaves and to facilitate,their,equal treatment. ,and full citizenship par-
ticipation.

II.. Issue: What is the scope off the power of the Congress. to enforce the Recoil-
structimr Amendments?

Conclusioso The Power of Congress to enforce the Thirteenth', Fourteenth, and Fif-
-,,teentli Amendinents is ps broad as that under the Necesiary and Proper Clause of

Article 1, Sectign 8.
III. Issue-. Have the federal.government, state and local "governments, and society

failed'to el minute the badges, and incidents of slavery orlo rbmedy segregation, dis-
crimination, or the unequal piutection of the laws?

Conclusion: Yes, however, an amendment to Title III which provides fund for
Black Colleges and UniVersities would be, a limited,but legitimate, means for the
government to correct its failure to eliminate the badges and ineirlents of slavery
and remedy effects of societal discriMination and segregation.

DISCUSSION

The Reconstruction Amendments 'were opted to free the slaves and to
Deed Scott v. Sanford, 60 U.S. (19 How.) 3 (1857), by making Blacks citizens o
United States and the states in whit they resided; to secure to Blades the orivi-.
leges and immunities and equal-protection of the laws which whites enjoyed; and to
guarantee the rights of Freedmen to vote. They were not adopted primarily to pro-
tect women: the environment, consumers, homoeexusils, Indians, Chicanos, aliens, il-
legitimate off-sprivg, the poor, oc any other minority group, class; or things.

With the adoption of the Reconst7ction Amendments and Civil Rights Acts
Rights Act of 1866, 14 Stat. 27 odified at 42 U.S.C. §§ 1981, 1982 (1976);.En-

forcement Act of 1870, 16 Stat. 140 amencied,16 Stat. 433 (1871) (codified at 42 U.S.C.
§§1981 1985 (1976)); Anti-Ku Klui Klan Act' of 1871, 16 Stat. '437 (codified at 42
U.S.C. § 1985 (1976)); Public Accommodations Act of 1875, 18 Stat. :335 (codified at

142 1971 (1976))Congress initiated a counterattack against the constitutiona-
lization of racism. For the constitutionalization of racism, see, Article II, Section 2
(slaves counted as 344 of-persons for taxes and representation); Article I, Section 9
(migration and importation of slaves Ws persons) not to be prohibited prior to 1808
and limitation on taxation of slavery); Article IV, Section 2 (escape slave clause);
Article V (Prohibition of aMendtnents to constitutional provisions protecting slavery'
prior to 1808). The counterattack was enacted to Make the American Dream a reali-
ty for Blacks, The Reconstruction Amendments and Civil Rights Acts were proposed
and adopted or enacted in response to (1) widespreaci abuse of the Freedmen by
lynchings and floggings; (2) denial of-their right to corliract, acquire property, or tes-
tify in court where a white person was a party; and (3) withholding from Blacks'the
right to vote and the minimal respect civilized human beings afford others.

Speaking for the Court in the Slaughter-Houte Cases, 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 36, 71-72
(1878), Justice Miller stated:

ne

"We repeat, then, in the light of this recapsilation Qf events, alinost too recent to
be called history. but which are familiar to us alt; and on the most casual examina-
tion of the language of these amendments, no one can fail to be impressed with the
one pervading Parpose found in them ;all, lying at the foundation of each, and with-
out which none of them would have, been even suggested; we mean the freedom of
the slave race, the seimrity and firm establishment of that, freedom, and the protec-

t
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tion of the newly -made freedman and citizen from the oppressions 9f those who had
formerly exercised unlimited dominion over him. It is, true that only the fifteenth
amendment, in terms, mentions the negro [sic] by.speaking of his calor and his slav-
ery. But it la just as true that each of the other articles was addressed to the griev-
ances of that race, and designed to remedy them as the'fifteentle"

Continuing this line of thought he further stated:
"We doubt very much whether any action of a State, not directed by way of dis-

crimination against Negroes as a class, or an account of their race, will ever be held
to conic within e purview of this provision [Equal Protection Clause]. It is so clear-

-1y a provisio or that race. and that emergency, that a strong case would be neces-
sary plication'to any other." Slaughter-House- Cases, p. 81.

Therefo e, the central purpose of the Eatial Protection Clause and-the other provi-
sions of the Reconstruction Amendments was to protect Blacks from oppression and
discrimination imposed by the majority whites. Judge Strong stated in Strauder v.
Virginia, 100 U.S. 303, 310 (1880), that ". . . its The Fourteentk Amendment]
design was to protect an emancipated' race, and to strike down all possible legal dis-
crimination againstithose, who belong to it."

DISCUSSION

The enabling clauses of the Thirteenth, Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments
conferred on Congress the same power of enforcement as the Necessary and Proper
Clause ofArticle I, Section 8 of the original Constitution. Justice Marshall stated,
the reach of those powers in McCulloch v, Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.).316,. 42-1
(1819), saying:

"Let the end be legitimate, let it be within the scope of the ConStitation, and all
means which are appropriate; which are plainly adapted to that end, Which are not
prohibited, but consistent with the letter and spirit of the Conatitution are censtitik
tiOnal."

Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment was Held to haseithe seine broad scope in
"Ex Parte Virginia, 100 U.S. 339, 345-346 (1880), where it was stated:

"Whatever legislation' is appropriate, that. is adapted to tarry out the objects the
amendments have itaview, whatever tends to enforce submission to the prohibitions
they containkand selcure to all persons. the enjoyment of perfect equality of civil
rights and thee:equal protection, of the laws against State denial or invasion, if not
prohibited, is brought within the domain of congressional power."

Clearly, these tests show that race specific remedies are appropriate when enacted
..to enforce the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and/or Fifteenth Amendments, particularly
when the remedies are consistent with the meaning and spirit of the Constitution:

In the exercise of its broad power to enforce the Reconstruction Amendments,
Congress may determine the scope of the pioblems which the Amendments address
and devise appropriate means to - remedy them. Referring pp another constitutional
grant of legislative power, Chief Justice Marshall commated on this authority in
Gibbons v. Ogden, 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) 1 (1824):

"This power, like all others vested in Congress, is complete in itself, may be exer-
cised to its utmost extent, and acknowledges no limitations other than are pre-
scribed in the Constitution."

More recently, in Jones v. Alfred Macer. Co., 392 U.S. 409 (1968), Katzen&ach v.
Morgan, 384 U.S. 461 (1966); South Carolina v. Katzenbach, 383 U.S. 327 (1966), the
Gntirt discussed this authority as it related to the Thirteenth, Fourteenth and Fif-
teenth Amendments.

In Jones the Court held tht Congress' authority to enforce. the Thirteenth Amend-
ment by appropriate legislation included the power to eliminate all racial harriers-
to the acquisition of real and personal property. Quoting the Civil Rights Cases, 109
U.S. 3, 20 (1883), the Court stated that the Enabling Clause of the Thirteenth
Amendment enabled Congress to do much more than "abolish slavery and establish
universal freedom." The Court continped:

"[T]hat Clause clothed 'Congress with power to pass all laws necessary and proper
for abolishing all badges and incidents of slavery in the United States:" Jones at

.439.
The Court also averred that Congress is empowered to rationally determine what'

the badges and incidents of slavery are and to enact legislation based on that deter-
mination.

In Katzehbach v. Morgan, if 4 (el of the 1965 Voting Rights Act was challenged as
unconstitutional because it prohibited the enforcement in certain cases a New
York's vatutory requirement for English literacy as a condition of voting. Uphold-
ing ,§ 4 1%.) the Court held that under the powers granted in the Enabling Clause of
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the Fourteenth Amendment Congr Could invalidate state law even there the
state law bad not been adjudged to violate that amendment. The Legislative power
shopid not be corifiriEd to "particularizing the 'majestic ft neralitiee' of § 1 of the
ainepdmeht," ibid., p.4.649arather, "[cjorrectly viewed, § 5 is a positive grant of iegis-
lative power authorizing Congress to exercise its discretion in determining whether
and what legislation is needed to secure the guarantees of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment." Ibid., 651.

, The Couit in Soutklearolina v. Katzentxwh saw that "Ialfter enduring nearly
century of systehuiticistance td the Fifteenth Amendment, Congress might' well
decide to shift the advantage'ot ti)ie and inertia from the perpetrators of theAvil te
the victira,V and upheld provisions of the 1965 Voting Rights Act which were a
"complex scheme of stringent remedies" to correct voting discrimination. The reme-
dies included the suspension of literacy tests and similar voting qualifications, feder-
al review of all new voting regulations, und the assignment of federal examiners.
These provisions were challenged as encroachments on an area reserved to the
States by the Constitution. The Court rejected South Carolina's argument that Con-
gress' power extended only to the piohibition of violations of the Fifteenth Amend-
ment leaving the task of specific remedies to the Courte, and declared that Congress
have the chief responsibility for implementing the rights created in § 1. These cases,
Jones, Morgan and South Carolina, 'reflect unsuccessful attempts by private inter- *Sests and thestatea limit the ,power of Congress to enforce the spirit of the Recon-
struction Amendments.

Another apparent, but not real, hurdle for race specific leg islation is the "strict
scrutiny test" which is applicable to state legislation. This test, which is designed, to
flush out invidous discrimination by states, is knot th6 proper standard for the .
review of benign racial classific4ions or congressional ensictmente enforcing the Re-
construction Amendments, as is demonstrated by recent Supreme Court cases. Re-
gents of the University of California v. Bakke 438 U.S. 265 (1978); United Steel Work-
ers of America v. Weber 433 U.S. 193 (1979) and Fullilove v. Klutznick, 448 U.S. 448
(1980), are three cases where the Supreme Court modified the strict scrutiny test,

1\1.

upheld race-conscious affirmative action, Amendments. -
In Bakke, Justices Powell, Brennan, White, Marshall and Blackmun held that

Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act was coneisrit with the spirit of the Equal Pro-
tection Clause. They agreed that race could be considered in the 1niversity admis-
eion process without violating that clause. Justice Powell regarded tile use of race or
ethnic background in the admissions process as suspect and rejected three of the
four purposes the program purported to serve. The three rejected purposes were re-
ducing the historic underrepresentation of minorities in medical schools and the
professions, remedying the effects of societal discrimination, and increasing the
number of physicians who practice in underserved communities. The fourtk purpose
he accepted, namely, "obtaining the educational benefits that flow from an ethnical-

*ly diverse student body." See, David E. Feller, Robert M. O'Neil, Kenneth S. Tollett
and William Van Alatyne "More on the Bakke Decision." 65 ACADEME 49 (1972):
lie rejected the second purpose only because a competent legislative, administrative '
or judicial body had not made' findings' that the University of California minority
admissiens program would remedy effects of societal diecrirnination.

Although Justice Powell was unwilling to abandon the strict scrutiny test, the re-
maining four viewed "whites as a class" as lacking the "traditional indica of
suspectedness" to-invoke the strict standard. They measured the Davis program by

a a constitutional standard under which "racial classifications designed to further re-
medial purposes must serve important goVerninenta7 objectives and must be sub-
stantially related to the achievement of those objectives." Bakke p. 359. The remain-
ing Justices Stevens, Stewart, Burger, and 4eluiquiet, did 'not address the Equal
Protection issuea, basing their decision eqtirely upon their interpretationa of Title
VI.

The race conscious affirmative action plan in Weber provided that fifty percent of
all openings in a union job training program wouldxo to Black workers until the
percentage of Bia4 skilled craft workers at a Kaiser Aluminum plant approximat-
ed the percentage of Blacks in the local work force. The majority upheld the pro-
gram. While declining to define in "detail the line of demarcation between permissi-
ble and imrtrinissible affirmative action,' the Court found that the program "falls
within the area of discretion left by Title VII to the private sector voluntarily to
adopt affirmative action plans designed to eliminate conspicuous racial imbalance in
traditionally segregated job categories." Weber, p. 209.

Relying on Morgan v. Katzenbach, 334 U.S, 641 (1966), Chief Ltastice Burger in
v, Kiutznick, 448 U.S. 448 (1980), rejected the strict Scrutiny test and

upheld a minority business set aside provision of the Public Works Employment Act
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of 1977, based, inter alia, on Congress' broad powers under the enforcement clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment. This is the appropriate standard of review for
race-specific Title III.

Today, the law.is crystal clear that where appropriate adjudicative, legislative or
administrative findings of"racial discrimination have been made, race may be used
as a factor in shaping remedies. Regents sr University of California v. Bakke, 438
U.S. 265 (1978); United Steelwoders okAnierica v. Webber,443.U.S. 193 (1979);

dlope v. Klatznick, 448 (1980),See Reid, "Assault on Affirmative Action: The Delusion
of Color-Blind America," 23 Howard Law Journal 381 (1980); Smith, "Managing in a
Multi-Racial Workforce," 40 Federal Bar News and Journal 163 (1981) )

Congreeetlien, has the authoyity, indeed, the obligation, to determine whether the
condition of Blacks in Arneric4, particularly the disadvantaged and underdeveloped
state ofiBlack colleges and universities, is a badge and an incident of slavery and
the resrilt of societal discrimination and segregation. Having made that determina-
tion it is-clear thai the-enhancement of those institutions by way of making Title HI
race specific would be an appropriaitelteans of enforcing the intendments of those
Ameedments,

.1a. raseussani

Since the Seventeenth Century, Blacks, placed in a ft.-like system which per-
petuated servere Ippresssion, have sought to be free froth the reigns of disparate
treatment bused upon their race and the color of their skin. They have aspired
toward obtaining that due process and equa/ protection of the laws afforded to citi-
zens of the United States. Due to their persWently disadvantaged position in socie-
ty,, the struggle for equality has been an ardiious one. rn fact, a supposititionk equal
treatpient of the races would not be sufficient for Blacks, who' have not been afford-
ed the opportunities of other ethnic groups historically, to stand- on equal tooting
with such groups in our society. See Ronald Dworkin, Taking Rights .Seriously
(1977).

Congress has been vested with the aOtliority to enact legislation to eradicate the -

.,..continuing effects of past distnirninatithi towards Blacks through the Enablieg
Clause of the Fourteenth Ameridiuent to the Constittltion. That Amendment, in con-
junOion with the'Thirteenth and Fifteenth, was designed to afford Blacks an oppote
tunity to, fare equally in our societal structure. Thus race specific legislation, when
enacted by Congress, mast serve got,'ernmental objectives, toward the elimination of
disparity of treatment and the achievement of equality of the races.

Since the Civil War and the Thirteeeeth Amendment abolished the institution of
chattel slavery in the United Seates,BITcks have been the victims of the systematic
efforts of individuals and state ind local governments and the federal goyerntnents
to excude them front full participation in the AmOrican dream, fettering heir eco-
hornigand social advancement. This is reflected 4 every indicator of sticial well

ibeing in the Black community today. According to the "First Annual Economic Out-
look for Black America,".in Black Enterprise, January 1984, Black America is in -a
state of crisis.

The estimated Gross National Product for 1983 'Was $3314.3 billion and Americans
earned $2,198.1billion,in money income. lilacks' share of income was estimated at

+se $160.5 billion or 7.3 percent of the/total, although they constitute 12 percent of the
American population. This is 39 percent short of parity. 'The Median income for
Blacks was $13,598 or 55^ percent of the white median income of $2,4;893. The
median income for Black single women who were heads cf households wae.onlY
$7,458, and over 40 perceptpf.Blaik families fall 'into this cSstegory. Of, the Nations
Black families 36.5 percent earn incomes below the, proVerty line of $3$(52 for a
family of four. Only 12 pereent of whites are similarly situated. The Black unem-
ployment rate for 1983 was, 18.5 percent and an astounding 40 percent for Black
teenagers. The overall unemployment rate for 1983 was 8.1 percent,

blacks are badly underrepresented in the nations elective offices. Although they
have increased four- or fivefold since the Voting Rights Act of 1Q65, they makerep
less than 1 percent of the NKtion's elected officials.

The Historically Black Colleges and Universitiei which have been a weIlspripg of
hope far Bleat Americans to' provide a means by which they could improve their
situation are also in a disadvantaged stattl!Profestior.Herbert 0. Reid, Charles Ham-
ilton Houston DiStinguished Professor of Law at Howard University, has written:

"They have been menders, 'healers for wounded minds and restless souls. They
have produced sterling talent which benefitted this Republic beyond measure of cal,
culationnot only in material, contribution, but intellectual, cultural, moral, and
spiritual offerings. In a number of instances Black institutions have leen more pro-
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1

foundly representative of the American Ethic than the larger, more affluent, schools
of higher educationsin this country. Indeed, they have been and remain today a do-
mestic 'Marshall Plan' committed to a public offering of educational attainment."
National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education, Amicuk Curiae
Brief, at 17-1.8, Adams v. Richardson, 356 ?. Supp. 92 (D.D.C. 1973) 480 F. 2d 1159
(D.C. Civ. 1973), supplemental order -sub. ukm., Adams v. Weinberger, 391 F. Supp:
269 (D.D.C. 1975). . .

The continued legitimacy of these institutions was established in Adams v. Rich-
ardson, 356 F. Supp. 92 (D.D.C.) aff d 480 F 2d 1159. Dr. Kenneth S. Tollett, Distin-
guished Professor of High Education at Howard University, has written:

"The Adams Court (United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit), in affirming the District Count's order regarding the commencement of
compliance proceedings under, Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and in reponse
to Professor Reid's NAFE0 brief, decreed that, in the 'desegregation' or the integra-
tion process, the historically Black higher educational institutions should not bear...
the major 'burden an that"their 'special problems,' as well as those of minority stu-
dents, shoOld be taken into account. ". K. Tolett, 1314ek Colleges As Instruments of
Affirmative' Actionoat 60 (1982J. See also Presidential Exec. Order No. 12232 3 C.F.R.
274 (1980) Historically Black Colleges and Universities; and Exec. Order No. 12320 3
C.F.R. 176 (1981) Historically Black Colleges and Universities:.

Many of the Historically Black Colleges were established during Reconstruction,
Qver the years the charitable interest in Black Colleges has dwindled and ae aresult those institutions which have depended on such support have had to contlate
to operate with small budget and deteriorating flicilities. Descrizninatery fundingpatterns have led to the unequal status of historically Black state support institu-
tions. The Federal Government also shares responsibility for tle grossly inadequate
and discriminatory funding of the Black intitutions of higher education. These fund:
ing patterns are thoroughly documented in Small Change: A Report on Federal Sup-

rt for Black Colleges (102): See, also, W. Blakey, "Black colleges and universitites:
ation, Disintemtion of Equity?' 7 'SEP Monitor 11 (1988).

The survival and enchancement of these institutions are crucial to the survival
and the future of Black America Education is a critical t,pol Mr the improvement of
Black American's condition and the Historically Black Colleges and Universities
serve important and uniqueeduc.ational functions for Black Americans and highereducation as a whole. They provide creditable models for aspiring Black youth from
disadvantaged and oppressed backgrounds who need to see other Blacks manage
and operate important affairs. They provide cultural and psycho-social settings
which many Blacks fred more congenial than those at predominantly white institu-
tions. They contribute `to the diversity of the American education system and thus
expand educational Choices for all Americans. Black higher educational institutions
provide specail group oriented transitional enclaves in which their students can pre!
pare for an make the transition from underprivileged isolation to the mainstream.Lastly, they serve as a citadel of Black educational interest in the face of a declining
interest in the education of Blacks at predominantly white postsecondary institu-
tions. See Tollett, Black institutions of Higher Learning: Inadeertent Victims of; Nec-
essary Sacrifices? PP. 16-19 (1981). t

One maS conclude that it is within the scope of the power conferred on Congress
by the Reconstruction Amendments to pass legislation to raise the current social,
economic, and political status of Black Americans. The proposed race specific legis-
lation, which will further the progress of Black Americans by improving their edu-
cational opportunities, is-an appropriate means for addressing one aspect of thelarger problem.

Just as the condition of historically Black colleges and universities is only one of
the myriad of problems facing Black Americans, it is also just one facet, of the Fed-
eral Government's commitment to quality higher education for all Americans. Con-
gress may, however, take one step at a time toward the improvement of the condi-
tions of Blacks as a whole and the' creation of a system of higher education which
meets the needs of all Americans. In Williamson v. Lee - Optical, 348 U.S. 483, 489
(1955) the Court addressed this issue in the following manner-, .,. .

"The problem of legislative classification is 'a perenn. 1 one, admitting of no e-
o-trinaire definition. Evils in the same field may be of erent dimensions and prportions, requiring different remedies. Or so the leg ature may think. Tigner v.

Texas, 310.U.S, 141. Or the reform may take one step at a time, addressing itself to
the phase of the problem which seems moet acute lo the legislative mind. The legis-
lature may select one phase of one field and apply a remedy there ileglectizni the
others. AF of L v. Ame an Sash Co., 335 U.St 538. The,prohibition of the Equal.
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Protection Clauae goes no further than the inv diae.rinanation. We cannot say
that point has been reached here."

Nor can we gay that the point hag been reach for as the decision in Flail-
love firmly establishes, race-calcfoue CA) nts stay be consistent
with constitutional guarantees of equal Pro on: ,

Theo Minority Business Enterprise-provision of the Publr Works Employment Act
. of 1977, ,which was upheld in lisililove, is a legislatiae.equivalent of la race specific
* Title III of the Higher Edrication Act. In both instances, the objective of 'Congress is
to remedy the effect of past discriminatiowagainst minorities, particularly Hispan-
icis and Blacks, inCluaing'historically Black colleges and universities in the case of
Title III, of the Higher Education Act. The Minority Busineia Enterprise provition
required that all grants made by the Department of Commerce ,fdr ilublic works_
projects be conditioned on the local grantee's assurance thataat least 10% of the
amount of the grant would be spent, procuring the services of minority business en-
terprises. A proposed Title III which will make direct grants to Historically Black
Colleges ahould define such colleges as institutions establiihed for Blacka.,befote
1964the year of the enactmena of the 1964 Civil Rights Actand whose principal
missions we

concerning the prob-
and are the education of Black Americans.

ferns of min ity businesses and findings 'that the effects of past anequities stem-
The MBE rovision was based upon Congressional hearings

stem-
ming from racial prejudice have not =twined in the past." Chief. Justice Burger
further stated, "The Congress has recognized the reality that past discrimina
practices have, to some degree; adversely affected our present economic system.
1,111 'Iota, p.'465 (Quoting H.R. Rep. No. 94-468 at 1--2). History supports the sonclu-
sionlhat the burden of badges and incidents of' slavery as well as societal discrimi-
nation has led to the underdeveloped condition of Historically Black colleges anti
universities and the limited access to higher educatiaa for Black Americans.

Where Congress, acting under the za a. powers . conferred by the Enabling
Clauses of the Reconstruction Aniendmen , designs legislation intending to carry
out the mandate of,thooe Amendinents toeliininate the badges and correct the -Mei-
dents of slavery and remedy the effects of past discrimination, raceconscious reme-
dies are an appropriate means of achievin thaw objectives. Ilsililove v. lutzniek,
448 U.S. 448 (1 9S0). 'Therefore, race-to approp tons to Hasten ly Black
Colleges and Universities would be tin a ate me for Congress to undertake
the neglected task of bringing Blacks mainstream. Congress ah ld
reaffirm its moral and social commitm eq y of opportunity by enact a
change in the language of Titil tiirselli to co pod with its main original legi tive
intent This will assure that instituti ns, who. primary missions are to edu-
cate Blacks, will cantinue carrying out thei critically important work for America.
A -national investment in institutions that ve suffered from the debilitating of-

"' fects of prolonged discrimination based op race merits, greater attention given the
growing public demand for defensible performance standards,. as well as increased
competition for academically advanced students. These institutions tiridergird the
nation onomy and serve as partners in the economic deslopment of this nation
and the wo . y investing in ,these colleges anuniversitibs, the nation invests in
the human capital which will help build the America of the Twenty-First Coatury.

,.

.Dr. ROBINSON. Mr. Chairman, I would I" t roduce Professor
Herbert Reid on the right, who is the C , tries u tn 'professor
at the Howard University Law Center, and cou. - of record to the
National Association for 'Equal Opportunity in " igher &lunation, .
and on my left, Professor Kenneth Tollett, distinguished professor
of higher education and director of the Institute for the Study of
Educational Policy at Howard University, along with his research
assistant, Ms. Gabrielle Woods. , . ,,, -1

These individuals will be' available to- assist me. in responding to
your questions.after my presentation. Mr. Chairman, it is the, view
of the National AsSociation for Equal Opportunity in Higher 'Edu-
cation that the original and primary purpose of title III of the

., Higher Education Act of 1965 was to provide direct assistance to

. the Nation's historically black colleges and universities which, de-
spite an historic pattern of neglect and under-funding have Contin-
ued to bear a major share of the responsibility for the movement of
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black Americans into the mainstream, through the medium 'ofhigher education.
We can say without fear of contradiction that there would be nosubstantial black middle class today were it not for these institu-tions.. There would be nosubstantiaLintegration in the higher eche-lons of The Federal Government, the military, the judiciary, themedical profession, or higher education itself, were it not for theundergraduate and graduate programs of the Nation's l?istorically

black colleges and universities..
As we look into the future, the need for strengthening .these in-stitutions in order to strengthen the nation itself is absolutely. nec-essary. Mr. Chairman, in 1975 it was believed that the social and

political climate would not support the Congress in the adoption 'ofrace- specific language in title III legislation. Therefore,' these col-leges and Cniversities were referred to euphemistically as "'develop;ing institutions:" This vague and imprecise language hai been sub-jected to, interpretations, often at odds with the original intent ofthe legislation. The, coxisequence hag been inadequate, Unbalanced,and uneven funding of these-institutions compared with others.Thus, while in, 1966, 1971,. and .1972 the Nation's historkally
black colleges and universities received fully 60 percent of the
funds. aPproi_Ved ,under title III. There hAve been other years' whenthey receive substantially less. Iu 1980, for example, they reveivedonly 14 percent of appropriate4 funds.

M2'. Chairman, we come before you 'today to strongly urge that amost appropriate and effective means ot correcting the imbalance
in appropriation of title III funds is to make the provision of thistitle race-specific. By this, Mr. Chairman, We, me ifying inthe langUage of the act that funds ,are to be app riated for thepurpose. of strengthening the. Nation's historical y bl ck collegesand universities and to further their particular mission contrbution to the Nation.

Part B of the title III'of the Higher- Education Amendments of1984, drafted by Chairman Paul Simon and other members of thiscommittee, with the assistance of experts in education .and law is,in our judgment, a most appropriate and effective means of assur-ing the continued viability of these institutions.
Now, Mr. Chairman, the question has been raised as to whetherthe social, political, legal, and intellectual climate of the day is suf-ficiently different from 1965 as to enable the Congress to consider

positively the race specific language- of` this. proposed legislation:We believe that it is, indeed we believe that the Higher Education
Act of 1965 itself, with its support for the tremendous expansion ofhigher education in the Nation, has helped to produce today's cli-mate, which is much more enlightened on the question of racial

.progress.
Mr. Chairman, the are fotir basic reasons why we urge thecommittcc and the Congress to adopt the provisions of part B oftitle III, First, we know that the .Nation's historically black collegesand universities still offer .gross neglect in the support of higher

education from all sources, as compared with the Nation's predomi.
nantly white colleges and universities. This is especially damagingwhen it applies to Federal suppor for higher education. So, the
need for remedy is critical.

,9 0
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Second, Mr.- Chairman, we believe that the primary purpose of
the reconstruction amendments to the U.S. Constitution was to
provide constitutional protection to black Americans who had, as a
people, been humiliated by the impositibn of the,slave system, who
for a long period of time Itad the active sanction and support of the
Federal Government. Thus; these-amendments and especially the
equal protection clause were not designed to be cc lor blind. Instead,
they were designed to be color conscious.

We hold these amendments were not desigliated as needed to
protect white men from the ravages of slavery, bot black people. It
was not white men who were subjected to widespread lynching and
flogging, but black people. It was not white men who were denied
the right to contract or acquire property or to testify in court, but
black peop1e, black men, women, and children, the race of people
previously enslaved, were the intended beneficiaries of the 13th,
14th, and 15th amendments to the Constitution of the United
States.

This suggests for us that these measures were color ,conscious
and not color 'blind. They were designed sand needed to protect
black people.

Third, we believe that the Congress has. ample power to rem-
brace the, race-specific provision of the draft legislation before you.
Indeed, we believe that the power. of Congress to enforce the recon-
struction amendments is as broad as under the necessary an4
proper clause of article I, section B.

In woe after case the Supreme Court has held that race-specific
remediis are appropriate when enacted to. enforce the 13th, 14th,
and 15th amendments, particularly when the remedies are consist-
ent with the meaning and irit of t e Constitution.

And finally, we urge you tp--$ pert part B, title III, because we
believe that it offers a letitimate, constitutional, and effective
means of correcting the past and continuing tailored of the Federal,
State, and local governments to eliminate the barriers and unequal
protection of the laws to which black citizens and their institutions
are subjected. ,

We thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee
for your attention. Our counsels would be pleased to respond to any
of your questioni and r ask, sir that the presentation specifically
and .the accompanying legal document be made a part of the
record.

Mr. Chairman, I'm real pleased to see my Congressman from the
Fourtiv*District of-North Carolina here. Congressman Ike Andrews,-
I appreciate your presence, sir. We appreciate your serving the
people of the Fourth Congressional District of North Carolina.

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Dr. Robinson.
Dr. ROBINSON. Thank you, sir.
Mr. PENNY. We appreciate your testimony and the documents

you referred to will be made a part of the committee record.
Mr. PENNY. Mr. Andrews, do you have any questions of the wit-

nesses?
Mr. ANDREws. No, I believe not. Again, I apologize for missing

part of it. And have to miss another. I'm trying to carry on two
things at once. But I am pleased that; got here for at least the
latter part ofkt. I got your full statements, though.
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I might just ask this: I don't know, candidly; just what does
the proposal you recommend do? I'm sorr don't know.

Dr. ROBINSON. I'm glad you asked that q estion, Congressman,
because I have two very distinguished attorneys here, constitution-
al lawyers, who can speak specifically to your question.

We are concerned about race-specific language and we believe we
have built and can centinue to build a good case for race-specific
language as applies to part B of title III of the Higher- Education
Act of 1965, or what B will do. It provides for special needs,

Mr. ANDArwq. Oh, know that, but what changes in part B?
What changes are Sou specifically proposing? -

Dr. ROBINSON. All right. I'd like for one of my legal counselors to
respond to that.

Mr. Rein. A co 'Mike' never foregoes an opportunity to respond, if
you will permit it, sir. Part B of the Higher Education Act of 1985
would, set aside $150rmillion for historically black institutions, arid
it would go up $10 million a year so that in 1990 thete would be set
aside or earmarked for these great institutions $200 million.

Mr. ANDerws. Andthat's not additional money? You are just
speaking of set-asides oT existing appropriated funds, and that to-be
in the future. But that's not an addition?

Mr. REID, Well, I sappose it could be .additional as it would be
necessary to increase the appropriations to have sufficient funds to
hold habnless the. other institutions in titles A, C, and D. A is your
developing institutions, your institutional grant' section. And you
have a challenge grant section and the-Hispanic set-aside section.
So, a Alietal. appropriation wouldn't necessarily have to be l erthan what it is now in order to adequately cover the histor ica. Iy
black institutions.

'Mr. ANDREWS. You just said that it would, at least if present law
were followed Awl this would be made an addition to it, it, would be
new money.

Mr. REM Yes, that's what I was saying.
Mr.. ANDnEws. It's not a huge =aunt of money, *te eandidly.

Olcourse, that term is always relative. But neverth ess
Dr. ROBINSON. Inj my hometown of Wilson, NC, i would be con-

sidered a lot of money.
Mr. AbinnEws. Yes, yes, .yes, It would be ,,,.lot f money to me,

obviously. But in the totality of the higher ed = tion budget it's
not really a whole lot.

Dr. Ronnisor. Mr.i Chairman, the point th I. think we would .really like to make here is that theset :rficular universe of
institutions represent compelling i ter u, o the country and in alike manner, for e e, if we b e e research-orien ni-
versitiesp I have no pro .lem with. Harvard, Yale, and slum-bia. I think they serve a real pu And if the researdia .eys
were withdrawn from those r, those universities, which are
very fine universities, they wou . be in serious difficulty.

ow, in the same sense, this particular universe of institutions,
serves a similar purpose but in a different way because they are
reaching out to that underclass, that under-represented group of
people, that $150 million, and in our judgment it is a very modest,
it is the very minimal amount of money to spend on a universe of
people who for 300 years have been neglected for reasons ybu and I

. ,
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both .understand. So, when.you look at the Harvards and the Yales,
and I don't say this in any demeaning way, when you look at them,
what they do, which is great, and look at this particular universe
of institutions for what they do, I would say that what they do is
equal in the compelling interest of this country, really.

Mr. ANDREWS. Yes, I think you have a lot of merit.
Dr. FORT. Mr. Andrews, may I give one example of the,uoints

that Dr. Robinson, has just spoken to so eloquently?
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes.
Dr. FORT. Less than 2 months ago five men traversed the heay-

ens 21/0 miles up. One of those' astronauts was black. 'It just hap-
pens.that this young man, Dr. Ron McNair, graduated from' my in-
stitution,-North Carolina A &T State University, in 1971. He came
from Lead City, SC, which is a rural, isolated; area in the northern ,
part of that State. He came to that university and in 4 years grad-
uated with honors with a baccalaureate degree in physics. Five
years later-he had a Ph.D. from M.I.T. and competed with 11,000

leether young men, and 'women nationally and became pqne of 33 se-
cted. That's what black universities can do for this country.
Mr. ANDREWS. Yen, I read about ydur being back on the A&T

caxnpus recently and certainly your ,celebratory response to his ac-
complishment.; were entirely worthy.

Dr. Robinson, I don't knowobviously this is your field and not
mine. You do speak t;loquently on behalf of that And yet I would
assume, if such moneys are to serve the general purpose, -as you
well stated it, that yours and Dr. Fort's institutions would not par-
ticipatt in it anywhere nearly to the extent that some of the other,
predominantly black institutions would. An example is Shaw, right
.there, right near .you. Aren't your present financial capacities
well, maybe I shouldn't ask that. No, I guess Twill not.

Dr. FORT.
Mr. AND/ the exact f

are far less
,find I belie

o, please., I will be glad to ,sp6ak to it.
ws. Well, as I un-derstand it, and not knowing any of
res, there are predominantly black institutions that

ble, financially, to perform their mission than others:
that the two from North Carolina represented among

the group that is here would be among those that are financially
better off, considerably, than are many of the others. For instance,
I don't know about Kentucky but I would assume maybe it may not
be, as well off. A $48 million budget, with 6,000 students, divide
6,000, into 48 and per pupil expenditures there ate; relatively high,

Dr. FORT. Mr. Andrews, I think that the important thing for us
to emphasize at this juncture, and my colleague, Dr. Robinson, will
want to embellish this, is that it's not our role to attempt to insti-
tutibnalize a dichotomy between institution A and institution B, C, -

D, or E. The fact of the matter is there is a range interinstitution-
ally with regard to numbers of kids that are on financial aid, that
might run from 79 percent to 95 percent.

Bat the figure that most often appe2rs is that -a 'around 80 per-
cent, which is the one that I use as directly applicable to North
Carolina A&T. It' you took away the Federal resources that are as-
sociated with institution- specific funding at A&T, we would lose at
least a quarter of our enrollment. We know that.



As .a matter of fact, 25 percent of our kids come from out of
State...That's the highest percentage in the State of North Carolina.
The second institution is Chapel Hill, the flagship campus.

Mr. ANDREWS. Duke is highest, isn't it?
Dr. FORT. Pardon?
Mr. ANDREWS. Duke is highest, 1n't it?
Dr. RAT. I'm talking about public institutions. Public.
Mr. Aunauws. Yes.
Dr. FORT. The other thing, if we have a disproportionately large

number of students who come from out of State, and this is the
case for significant numbers, of black institutions nationally, thenthe areas from which they come, from whence they come geo-
gr4thically, represent the tired, the huddled masses from rural,isolated areas, as well as tho'ee Which are urban impacted, andhence we've got to haxe the dollars necessary to ensure the pro-fnulgation of access and;ultimately, graduation. -

We stand on 80 percent
Mr. Rom Congressman, I'd' like to elaborate on that, this matterof expenditure, I believe that calculation you were giving. Vas

something like $6,000 or $7,000 per pupirlt costs around $12,000 or$15,000 to keep someone,in jail or a penitentiary. And what's so ex-tremely important about this initiative is that the budget has been
put into a positipn so that it is unlikely, in the .near future, thatthere would be, an expansion of social and other programs thathave done so much in the sixties and part of the Seventies, to bring
some people from isolation to mainstream and to reduce the levelof poverty in this country from some. 30 percent, that is, the per-
centage of people in this; down to 12.

Right now we have, in the ghettoes, on the farms, in'areas across
this country, an unemployment rate among black youth of around46 or 47 percent.

Mr. ANDREWS. I'm aware of that.
Mr. REID. And if1you look at the penitentiazieg, 18 to 24,-from 40

to 45 percent of the inmates are black males. One would speculate
whether taiere might not be a correlation ,between that high per-
centage of unemployment in that age cohort and the percentage

.110W.
Mr. ANDREWS. I would accept that.
Mr. REID. The question is do we want to Spend $5,000 or $6,000 to

put a McNair in orbit, and who makes a major and most important
contribution to this society, or do we want to, spernd two or three

_times tat muchLto put 'a black youth jail yho costs the society
. really even more than just the $12,000 or $15,D00?

And what is so important about this is that if these institutions
get' an infusion of funds so that they can become more,attractive
and serve the students bettef, and become beacons of hope, so thatthe alienated, desocialized, and in some instances, dehumanized
black youth in this country, who now in many instances do not see
hope, we can turn them around and make them productive citizensand it will cost the Nation much less than this really modest, asPresident Frozen Robin has stated, investment in these institu-tions.

Indeed, you will get such.: a tremendous return on a small
anfount of money that it will have a tipple effect and implications
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for improving and moving blacks forward In society than almost
any other investment of this nature.

Mr. Congressman Andrews, these universities, with very inad-
equate resources, have done so well with so little,, and they need
much more assistance to do an4tven better job, and this legislation
being4ace-specific is doing solnething else also. It is relegitimizing
the, importance of black higher education in this country. It will
say to thevountry, it will say to the black.youth, the Federal Gov-
ernment cares about these institutibns,-and although it is making a'
modest investment, it is saying that we do want to help raise the
aspirations and hopes of the black Youth, and whites, because most -
of these institutions have white youth also, but they have a special
.mission of dealing with*black youth, that there is some hope that
you do not hav# to gb to crime, that they will have an opportunity
to see a President Robinson or President Fort as a role model
rat than a pimp or a dope pusher on the corner in the ghetto.

And l5r million is not much of an investment to deal with that
Mr. ANDREws. Well, I'm pleased that you said all of that, not

That you needed to convince me. I agree with you. You have just
told me some things so that I can better enunciate they thingit
which I too support. And I. will do anything that I can to support
this, and I think it' is, as you say, a modicum amount compared to
the needs that %le have.

I Mentioned earlier that we have, in the subcommittee that I
chair, several of these youth programs, the -Head Start Program,
the Runaway Youth, the Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention
Program, which deals with juvenile offenders, many of them status
defenders, as we (call them, and others, and we're t to, in a
sense, accomplish some of the same things ourselves-. We

rying
are trying

Ito keep those kids out of adult jails. That's one of the principal pur-
poses of that act. We provide some moneys to States if they will
agree to construct and maintain facilities for these kids other than
putting them in adult jails, keeping them out of the area':--there is
a correlation. There's no question about that. It's not only black, A
although it's more prevalent with the black!' get the figures of the
runaways and the dropouts and the delinquents and so forth, and
it too is higher for the black. It's also very high for the poor, of
whatever race. It relates' to -the poverty in the home, the runaways
do. There's no question abut it and study after study verbs that.,
Poverty and ignorance among parents breeds all kinds of difficulty
for the children who grow up in that environment. It _relates right
on up to the institutions of higher eduaktion as well, oftourse, and
life in its totality.

So, we are trying as,a society, as a Congress, its a country, to ap-
preach those problems with maly, many kinds of programs, of
which this would be, another major step in the direction we're all
trying to go. I'm very supportive of the Head. Start Program. It's
trying to reach some of the problems with preschool children, as
you know, to get them into the first grade with an opportunity to
not only compete academically, but to live socially and so forth
with their contemporaries from other parts a the cities )cr towns
and"counties they come from. And this would just be a step at an-
other level to give some particularly earmarked assistance to the
same group, basically the same group.
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Thank, you again, Mr. Chairman.
1Vir.,,,PENNY. Thank you, Congr man' Andrews, for those ques-

tions and for your insight on this ue. I want to tag onto that by
referring back to testimony we heard earlier today, that though
blacks constitute 12 percent of the population as a whole o our 4'
campuses they represent about 8 percent of the pgpulatidn. It
seems to me that what we're talking about here is one way we can
be more helpful in promoting education for blacks and othr mi-
norities.

.-

But part of our problenti does stem back into the elementary and
secondary level, and those are some of the things, that Congress-

-man Andrews has referred to.
And I know as leaders of these black institutions you probably

have some feelings about what more we can do; particularly at the
secondary level, to see to 4t that the students complete high school,

-, because if they don't complete high school, they're part of the con-%
stituencr that you would appeal for as a black institution, and
therefore draw them into higher education. If we have only, let's
say, 75 percent of blackis completing high school, yottNie got a
smaller' pool of graduates to draw from, and somehow 'we've got to
do a better job of seeing to it th'at-Those percentages are up there
where they ought to be, or wg'll_never find-that the percentage of
black students in our collegeI and. universities parallels the per-,
centage of blacks 41, our society as*a whole.

If they don't graduate from high school in comparable percent-
- ages they're not going to be represented on our college campuses in

the proper percentages., .

Any opinions in terms of what we do to get them through that
high school level and on a track for higher education? .,

Dr. AYERS. I think we all are sensitive to the fadt that the prob-
lems that we are confronted with in terms of. preparing .many of
our black yout not only resides in the environment but in the sec-
ondary School And I think you will find among many of our black
and historical) black institutions not only a commitment to look
at this issue but many of them are involved in all kinds of pro-
grams to work jointly with secondary schoolg to try to better pre-
pare these individuals so that they will dame into it.

I think, as Chancellor Vora and others have said this afternoon,
we've got to have role models ,and the way that we create those is
to have the resources that are needed at the universit level so
that we can better prepare the students we have, who an go out
there and make the kinds of contributions that need to be made.,

At the same time, we've got to 'work with the secondary schools4 -to better prepare these young people for doing it. One of the prob-
lems I know some of us are experiencing in a predominantly black
institution is there are many moves afoot to try to discourage us
expanding programs we have, outreach programs, for this partial-
lar reason.

To live you a concrete example, at our institution, Chicago State
University, we were told ,a year ago that we cannot offer any kind

\ of developmental or remedial education program to bring students
...., up to par so that they could- become competitive within the aca-

demic setting.
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Now ,that's ludicrous if yoU want to try to do what you're saying,
and that is to bring more into the fold. If you cannot. provide the (
kind or facilities, facilitative services,..to get a person Po the level
they should be to compete, how else are you going to doi it?

So, you have these kinds of barriers and obstacles which prevent,
. sometimes, universities from doing the kind of job they want to 4o.

I think basically in response to what you're saying, Mr. Chair -
man, I think we all are committed to even Work at the SecretaWs
level to help out in that regard. Because we don't want to,see many
of the black youth, as you've already heard our attorney, Mr. .U'ol-
lett, say, that the unemployment rate is up at 47 percent. Weltviit's
going to stay there unless we do something at the secondary level
to discourage dropouts and discourage students taking the wrong
path., And so we are concerned and we will try to help in this
regard, and I just wanted to make that response to your statement.

'Mr. PENNY. ,Thank you for that. I'm sure there are others who
want to speak to that.

Dr. FORT. Gongressinan Penny, just One comment, to augipent
and to support the comments of our colleague, Dr. Aye's from Chi-

, .cago State.University. Two points. One, there are States now, along
'the southeastern border of this country'',arid the Atlantic' - Ocean
area that are taking surveys designed to determine the number ofl-
*dollars that are used by the State universities for purposes of en-
suring the adequacy of mediation programs on those campuses, so
as to assist underachieving young people Who graduate from high
school and then are accepted to the university. .

My prediction is that within the next 2 years Igrge numbers of
dollars, perhaps even millions, will be eliminated 'from the State-
based allocations in those States. We 'red dollars from this $150
million pot proposed by the part B of title III to' augment and to
supplant those dollars that will be lost, because one very important
segment of that title III part B proposal is associated with the Usue
of underrepresentation, nonrepresentation, and academic support"
services acumen for young people who are twderachievers.

The second and last observation: You might want to get a copy of
Bernard Watson's "In Spite of the System," written about a decade
ago. Watson is pwsently the president of a foundation inthe Phila-
delphia area, formerly an associate superintendant offschools in
Philadelphia, PA. .. .

Watson theorizes, and I strongly believe this, based on my own
experience as a superintendant and a teacher, that notwithstand-

41ing the plethora of problems that exist at the seco ary level, par-
titularly giades 9 through .12, there are signifi nt numbers of
models, black arid white, who care about kids, and because of their
presence on that high school campus make a difference, and the
rest, therefore, becomes history as related to the whole question of
what we do to get these young people through the pipeline.

What I'm relating to, of course, is the possibility of seeing to it
that we increase the number of that kind of model on the high
school campus, whether you use the merit systems or a multiplicity
of options that can be funded by the States for purposes of enhanc-
ing that prospect. , . .

The flip side of the coin, of course, is the denegration defined in
"A Nation at Risk," and I would agree with their conclusions that

'5 9 7
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suggest that one of the major problems in the high schools is that
associated 'ith the smorgasbord 'approach to academic, quote,
"preparation," unquote, for kids. We've got to eliminate the smor-gasbord but at the same time we need models. And models require
money and they require rewarding those that are doing the kind. of
job necessary to get these kids thro

Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Doctor.
Dr. ROBINSON. Yes, I'd like to comment on that too, Congress-

man, and I commend both of my &,lleagues for what they have
said.

My comments will revolve around about three areas and I will be. very brief in stating them. I think, Mr. Chairman, our Natilm hag
,;not somehow assessed and taken advantage of the tremendous po-

_ tential we have in this country, with all outs young, but niore spe-cifically, with iti\minority youth, and. I give you a case in point.
Now, there has been, in the last 4 or 5 years, a diminution, an ero-
sion, of title I moneys to be used in our elementary and secondary
schools,- a tremendous reduction in those funds. And there have

;been
clear-cut evidence. There is clear-cut evidence. There have
studies, research studies, to show that more minorities bene-

fited, for example, from our Head Start Program than any of that
category of programs that we had, and yet there has been a sub-
stantial reaction in funding for the Head Start Programs.

when you look at -that in terms of what that program has
done, can do, it's almost Iiidicrous, in my judgment, to have fund)
ing, you know. If sompthi is succeeding; if I were making a goodinvestment, if I had some money, which I don't have,, and was get- -ting a good return on it, my goodness, I. would be thinking- in
terms, other things being equal, of trying to put more moneytin the
pot to get a greater return. But we'haven't done that. We hitve just/
reversed that.

The second thing, in my opinion, that would have backed away
from, first, is vocational education. I "think we ought to put more
money into vocational education. But there again there has beenan erosion.

Our Upward Bound Programs, our Talent Search Programs, both
programs the funding has been reduced for those programs.

I serve on the Sta4 board 'of education in the State of North
Carolina. And I happen to know that the moneys that have been
made available for nutritional programs, that those _moneys have-
been reduced and many of our youngsters are not able to purchase
a hot meal, and without the Federal dollars going into nutrition
programs many of our youngsters simply are not going to perform'
at the levels that they should pform.

Then -there is the matter of barriers. One of the barriers, Mr.
Chairman, that worries me a great deal, that is the matter of possi-
ble income tax credits to parents who send their children to paro-chial schools. I don't have any problem with parochial schools. But
fOr ptirents to receive tax credits for sending their youngsters I pa-rochial schools, I think, in my learned judgment, that this could
simply, in the end, amount tc sending the public school system tothe land of the d 6 bird. I think it would become a situation
where, in the hose persons who could send their children to
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the private schools would do so and this would be a further erosion
of the public school system, if one thinks in terms of barriers.

So yes, I think- there ought to be much more done at the elemen-
tary and secondary level,- because it would certainly help that
youngster when he or she.gets into the colleges, like several of the
institutions represented here at this, table. We 'have programs of
collaboration that do not cost the public schools any money. We
have programs, we work with the public schoolteachers and the
principals and what have you, we have youngsters from these
schools coming out of the colleges trying to work with the children.
But my point is that there is no substitute for having in law pro--
grams that provide funding so that these things can be done in a
systematic kind of way. s

Mr. PENNY. Do you want to proceed with an answer?
-Mr. REID. May 1?

PENNY. Certainly.
r. Rm. Well, /ou know, like a dog has fleas, a professoi had

theories, and being a professor of higher education, which I'm sup-
posed to *bow a lot about, and of course, not of elementary and
secondary education, I'd like to even talk more at length about ele-
mentary and secondary education.

A witness earlier today alluded to Clark Kerr and the future of
higher education, that the .Carnegie Qnnmission was concerned
with. You may be interested to know - that I served on that commis-
sion with Clark Kerr and we issued a report called the. Chance to
Learn in which( we set forth the four bathers to postsecondary. edu-
cation. And 'one of those barriers is the thing that you just brought
up. We said that one of the principal barriers to postsecondary edu-
cation is an inadequate secondary and elementary: education train-
ing. In fact, although our some 24-odd reports and SO volumes were
on various aspects of higher education, we actually conceded that
the most important problem in the. educational system that needed
to be addressed was elementary and secondary education.

Now, .1 totally agree with President Robinson and his references
to title I of the Elementary and Secondary EducatiOn Act of 1965.

I also would like to point out that the block grant aspect of that,
as you know better than I, sir, resulted in a diminution of funds
and the weakening of that program, and as you also know, sir,
better than I, more recent reports have indicated clearly that the
Head Start Program was effective. UnfortunatelY, in the early days
of the implementation of these programs there were a number of
reports that came out questioning the value and the adequacy of
those Kograms, and sir, I would like to indicate that those studies
remind me of a Tanner who, after he plants his seed, every months
or so he comes out and digs them up to look to see how they're
growing, and that's "what happened to the reform programs of the
sixties. The researchers, people associated in the universities, were
busy studying these programs before they really got a good chance,
and thus a number of reports were written that undermined the
Great Society and its programs.

But the studies now, after these programs have had an opportu-
nity to operate a reasonable time, indicate that they have been
overwhelmingly successful.

599
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Now to my theory about dealing more effectively with students
in our systems. First, the teachers you have in -the system are eitremely important, and this is the, part that would relate to thispanel most. Almost every black college that was established in this
country was initially established as a. normal institution, at least
many of them were, as you know. Many of the other universe of
.universities were established as normal schools. They were twining
teachers.

Practically all of these institutionsI can't think of one offhandthat does not have a teacher -preparation program and Nrveby
the way, our histitirN will be issuing a report on teacher prepara-tion shortly, that I think would interest you. But the point I'm
going to get to is the way teachers are trained will play a major
part, a major tole, in education. And it ties in with this very muchbecause a critical thing in the education and learning process is amodel but also someone that is sensitive to the needs andl)ira-
tions of students. And that gds me to the four requiretnents f ef-fective teaching and instruction in our elementary and secondary
schools.

The first requirement is; for an effective teacher, is thatt teach-
er.must have unconditional respect for the dignity and integrity of
tlwittudent. Second, a teachex, an administrator, and ,indeed, the
syStem, hopefully, 'should believe that students are educable.

Now( I mentibn those two things first and they are top in priori-ty. There's a greater probability that a black teacher or a person
socialized and developing the sensitivity and so on that comes from
our historically' black colleges, will respect the dignity and integri-
ty of the students. And who *ill believe that they're educable. As
you know, the PygmalioD..effect, the studies of Rosenthal, have es-tablished that the expeCtationi of a teacher is correlated with thesuccess of.the student. And studies have, shown that if the teacher
does not believe the student can learn, the studgnt, in fact, will not
learn, although the student ntay have an extraordinarily high IQ.
Th is the reason why it is so important that these black colleges

universities continue to produce a critical mass; a substantial
number, of black teagliers.

Mr. PENNY. Thank you all.
[Whereupon, at 4:27 p.m., April 3, 1984, the subcommittee was re-

cessed, subject to the call of the Chair.]
[Material submitted for inclusion, in the record folltitals1

- -
PRRPARRO STATVAERNT OF D. NORMAN C. FRANCIS, PRISLOINT, XAV11.11 UNIVR.RSITY,

Nzw ORIJONS, LA, AND ON BIIIIALY OF THE UNIT= NRORO COLLIOR FUND

Mr. Chairman, as president of '..avier University and on behalf of the United
Negro College Fund, I am pleased to. submit this statement on H.R. 5240, reauthoriz-
ing the Higher Ikucation Act and the FY 85. budget. emendations on the FY85 Budget are ene..losed :tinder separate covert.

Mr. Chairman, Xavier University. is a small urban university, located in the heart
of New Orleans. Xavier University is the only American. university operated underThe auspices of the Catholic Church which has a prilligminantly black student popu-lation. Alnaost half of the University's students, hoMver, are non-Catholic and 10
percent: are white. The United Negro College Fund is a consortium of 42 collegesand universities. All are private, historically and predominantly black, and are fullyaccredited. The colleges and universities educate nearly 45,000 students yearly. Twoof the member colleges offer graduate programs exclusively.



The 42 UNCF member college: and universities have a special significance be-
cause of their traditional and continuing role in educating. black and low-income
students for productive and creative participation in American life. For over one
hundred years the black colleges have provided" education otherwise, }unavailable to
black Americah. Much of the black leadership in Ainerica today is by the alumni of
the black institution. .

Mr. Chairman, Xavier University and the United Negro College Fund support
'H.R. 5240 and its particular emphasis on federal assistance for the historically black
collegel and universities. It is clear to us that the Congress does have the authority '
to enact specific legislation to aid these institutions. The intent of this emphasis
[Ms Black College and University ActPart B of Title III) is to remedy the con-
tinuing effects of past racial discrimination in the 'distribution of federal funds to
institutions of higher education.

Past ;racial discrimination in the allocation of governmental assistance. to black
colleges and universities have had a_profound negative impact on the institutions
and the students they serve. Becauseyese institutions have not receiver:ear:equita-
ble share of Federal and State resources; their academic development., their physical
.plants, and. their endowmenti arein the mainless than those -of their white
counterparts. This factin turn, has hindered their efforts to attract greater num-
bers of white students and -has reinforced their racial identifiability. At the same.
time, the limited developmt.;'gt of slack colleges and universities has perpetuated the
denial of educational opportunities to black students in areas such as international
studies, science, niedlcine, engineering foreign languages, and law. It has been
noted in the Condition of Education that black students lag behind in graduate en-
rollment OM), professional school enrollment, (4.5%1 and doctorate degrees (3.5%).r.

Prior to 1954, black postsecondary institutions were the only institutions prOvid-
ing educational opportunities to Black Americans. Although de jure segregation of
colleges has been banned, a majority of Black Americans continue to depend upon i

. - these institutions for higher educational opportunities. In the case of most black stu-
dents, this dependence is the result of racial discritninatimasornetimes historical,
often contemporary. . . ,

The effect of the proposed special federal aid to the black colleges would be to
enhance the scope and equality of their educational offerings. This effect would ad-
vance the national goal of equal opportunity in tvao respects. First, it would provide
opportunities for thotisands of black students, many of whom have been educational-
ly disadvantaged by the public schools [pie and post Brown]. Such an expansion of
educational opportunity is vital if blacks are to be equitably represented in all sec-
tors of American workforce and are to participate fully in the ec ornic, political.
and cultural life of the nation. Second, the legislation would promo racial integra-
tion in the higher education system by increasing academic attract cress of the in-
stitutions to white students.

The fact that black colleges and universities are open to all stud nts regardless of
race distinguishes the legislation from the programs reviewed byte U.S. Supreme
Court in Bakke and Fullilove. 4 . '

While the legislation relies on ah historical racial identification to fulfill the spe-
cific remedial objectives, the benefits of the legislation are not restricted to students
of any one race. This fact alone should be sufficient to dispel any suspicion regard-
ing the constkutionality of the legislation.

his-
torically black colleges ;. d universities, would simultaneously expand the educa-
tional opportunitieri available to countless black students. This would facilitate the
integration of racially identifiable institutions of higher education. In sum, the ef-
feets of my legislation to assist historically black colleges and universities are not
only constitetional; hi a broader sense they are constitutionally mandated.

Mx-. Chaillman, the financial relationship between the Federal government and
higher education has been enormous and historic. The Northwest Ordinance, the
Morrill and Land Grant Acts, and the Higher Education Act demonstrate that the
Federal government has been an important benefactor to colleges and universities.
.Federal diaeretionary funding in research and development `grants to colleges and
universities have enabled them to provide better and more active instruction. -

The National Science Foundation reports that from 1973 to 1980, Federal funds
for research and development accounted for one-half of all Federal funding to

, higher education institutions. Between 1973 and 1980, Federal support for the con-
duct of R&D activities was increasing relative to the total Federal funding at alI
institutions [48.7% in 1973 to 49.9% inf1980j. However, that relative share slightly
declined at black colleges and universities [8.7% in 1973 to'S.3% in 19301. Through-

ti
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out the period Federal support of B & D activities at black colleges comprised-only
one percent of the total to_ all of higher education institutions.

The National Science Foundation also reports that trend in Federal funding to
black colleges and universities differ significantly from trends at other higher edu-, rational institutions. While the Federal funding to the other higher educational in-
stitntions increased mainly in terms of academic science and R & 1) activities, black
colleges have continued to rely on Federal support in the form of student assistance.
Becaust of the heavy reliance on student assistance programs, Federal funding pat-
terns tit black colleges and universities reflect greater volatility than patterns at .higher educational institutions in general.

Unlike other institutions, black colleges do not have the enormous endowments tosupport their programs. The 1983 Annual Statistical Report of the, United Negro'
College Fund states that the faculty salaries it UNCF member institutions' trail the
national average by 25%4,, The total cost of attending a UNCF member institution
during 1982-83 rose 114% compared to an 8% rise at private colleges nationally. The
average expected family , contributions student attending a UNCF college is
$870.00 compared to the national $2,320, ,Nearly 90% of all students attending
UNCF member colleges ..eceived some' form of financial assistance during 1981 -1982:

Mr. Chairman, while UNCF supports Federal .funclitlig to black colleges, it is ourview that there should be a certain definitjon of a black colleges. NCF believeS thedefinition of a historically black college should be one thopvas founded primarily'
refor Black Americans. Although their charters *e in mos instancee not exclusive,these IIBCs are seen or ide.ntified with service for Black Americans for at' least twodecades. Most of the HBC's are fifty to o one hundred years old.

We also recommend that language be i uded to. permit black colleges az?ti unver-sites to engage rft-institutional developxne t activities. ale Black private colleges do
not receive state subsidies, as the public colleges do and their tuitions are slightly.40 higher than the public colleges. Because of this facto4 it is the private black colleg- --/;' es that need support to increase their abilities to raise fund's from the privatesector. qs

Xavier University and the United Negro College Fulnd strongly support an in-
.

creastscl and continued Federal commitment to access and choice tbr- higher educa-
tion participation by all students. The Rgher Editcation Act, with the various pros
grams authorized, has the mechanism by which 'many of the nation's goals in educa-
tion became harmonious with, the principle 'of self-improvement.

We encourage the Coagress and the Administration to retarget federal resourcesin Title III to its original pitripose, to expaneaccess for needy undergraduate and
graduate students, and to simplify student and institutional assistance programs.'
Special emphasis should be placed on the HBGLIs and other institutions serving apredoniinance of Black, minority, low-iiicome and 'disadvantaged students. In addi-tion, other critical needs of liBells are funds for improved research facilities, con-.struction and renovation grants, and new endowment building mechanisms. Finally,
in order to sharpen and more clearly, define the targeted population of recipients,
"rave" should be identified and set asides should-be -ed to implement the Feder-al corrimitine

ADUENDUS14,

FUNDING RECOMUUNINLATIONS YOU HIGHER KI/UCATiON PitOGRAW, FISCAL YNAR 1985
The two most viable federal programs currently in the Higher Education Act forthe UnCV institutions are Student Financial_Assistance.(Title and institutionalAid (Title 111).-ThelINCF recommends the following funding of these two programsand other programs of significance to the Black community for FY '8.5 funding: ,

Student Act (title IV):
Pell Grant (billion) 4600sE0G.

475CWS (million) 850NDSL (million) 286SIG (million) z 100GSL 2.86

Institutional Aidltitle III) (dollars in millica.
Part AThe Strengthening Program $75Part 8The Special Needs Program 75



Part CThe Challenge Grant Program. 50

TRIO (million) . -, 200

Graduate Program (Title IX) (dollars in millions):
Graduate Professional Opportunities Pregra.ro (GPOP) $12

Public Services 4.5

Law School Clinic 2

Legal Assistance (CLEO) 3

a
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University of Massachusetts at Boston

Position Regarding Reauthorization of

THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965

Subconinsittee on Postsecondary Education

(Conualttee one doCa and Labor U.S. House of RepretentativeS)

The University of chusetts at Boston strongly endorses and supports the
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965. The importance of the
support proposed for higher education cannot be overstated.

Chanogilor Robert A. Corrigan will testify-before the Subcommittee On
Postsecondary Education concerning the importance of the Urban Grant provisions
of Title XI. As the only public, four-year institution in metropolitan Boston and

. the only truly urban University campus in all New England, the University of
Massachusetts at Boston is particularly committed to provide public service and
basic and applied'researchori issues of specific concern to the urban environment.
This position paper provides in addition he University's stance-co the importance
of the other Titles of the Act,.

Title 1. Continuing Postsecondary tton Piogram and Planning

The four components of this proposed program art designed to reach.
significant non-:traditional student pools. Of particular interest and urgency to the
University of MaSsachusetts at Boston is the proposed effort in Literacy Training
(Part B).

Representative Simon has identified a serious illiteracy problem throughout
the country. Metropolitan Boston definitely shares in that probleni. It is
estimated, in fact, that there are approximately 100, OD adults in the Boston

. metropolitan area who cannot read or write-well enou even to apply for a job.
Last year, UMa rnss/Boston joined with Roxbury Comun College, received
support from Boston's Neighborhood Development Agepcy and created an Adult
Literacy Resource Institute. Through this. Institute, we are providing technical
assistance to neighborhood groups who wish to deliver adult basic education
services to their neighboring clients. We provide staff development for their
teachers and tutors and are creatThg new teaching materials. LINtass/Boston can

,give leadership to this critical effort. We have faculty who are eXperts in areas
related to basic education, the teaching of English as a Second Language and
curriculum development. With additional Support, we could releaie these people
from a portion of their regular responsibilities to apply their much-needed skills in
the community and to train_others in the urban communities to carry on these
important activities on is continuing basis.
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Title IL Strengthening' Lib' vary Resources.

A University can only be as good as its library and related learning resources.
The University of Massachusetts at Boston welcomes the support to be offered to
the development of first-rate libraries by Title II. The emphasis on technological
training for library personnel called for in Part Wis especially desirable. A parallel
emphasis within Part C, allowing for the acquisition of library automation
facilities would be a beneficial addition. Computer-based library automation, as
through the 0.C.L.C, system, offers increased ease of access and powerful
bibliographic capabilities, as well as enhancing.all procedural systems and the cost-
effectiveness of operations. These capabilities are increased when consortia of
libraries share the system. It would be of significant benefit to higher educatiori
for the Act to provide grants to establish systems of library automation,
particularly cooperative arrangements among multiple institutions. .

Title IL Institutional Aid

The University of Massachusetts at Boston, as the recipient of a Title III
strengthening Grant, speaks from experience of the value of these programs, The.
University's grant provided the means to achieve substantial,progress in the
teaching of basic skills, in improvement of career services, in developing programs
of technical instruction, in strengthening interdisciplinary core curriculum, in
promoting understanding of teaching styles and effctiveness, and in providing
computer literacy and software development opportunities for faculty. All of
these activities, which are having far reaching positive effects on the campus,
would have been impossible without Title Ill funding.

Representative Simon's proposals would bring improved administrative
efficiency to the Title III programs while restoring Many of the original intents of
this part of the Higher Education Act. The University of Massachusetts at Boston
Strongly supports the proposed reauthorization of Title III.

,1'



Titi;IV. Student Financial Assistance

NO part of the Higher Education Act has had a more profound effect on
ensuring equal access to quality higher education than Title IV. As the several
programs have developed,' however, overlap, inconsistency in and

,complexity have marred, their effectiveness. Representative Si n's proposed
reauthorization would eliminate the defects of Title IV.. His is one of the most
carefully thought out and far-sighted proposals put forward thus far. It
incorporates many ideas and ideals concerning funding for higher education while
maintaining the basic commitment to access and choice for students who otherwise
would be relegated to the lower rungs of American society. The University of
Massachusetts at Boston is particularly supportive of the following proposed
revisions.

Pell Grant Program

The current Pell Grant "calif-cost provision is a severe burden to.students
attending non:resident urban universities, such as the University of Massachusetts
at Boston. Since all of our students are commuters, room and board allowances are
kept statutorily low ($1100). This means that the maximum Pell Grant cost of
education budget for our students is $2,841, resulting in a maximum award of
$1,413. This is inadequate in the urban setting of Boston. Replacing the hail-cost
provision with a 75% cost feature and allowing institutions to establish a more
rialis is student budget will mean increased funding for needy students. Low
inc e and disadvantaged students will particularly benefit from these proposed

es.
,

The proposal to guarantee full twirling to eligible students ("entitlement"),
rather than funding dependent on federal authorizations, would facilitate the
completion of academic programs by Fell Grant retipients. Also, it would permit
better planning and ing alternatives at the campus level.

The proposed provision to allow students'who complete undergraduate
Programs with four years of Pell eligibility to use the fifth-Year of eligibility for
graduate work has dual benefit. First,'it will encourage student to make
continuous progress toward their degrees without unnecessary delays. Second, it .
offers the possibility of graduate level graining for talented individuals who might
otherwise Pe denied that opportigtity.

The proposal for ir defining independent and dependenf students is reasonable.
Students will no longer become arbitrarily independent and shift the family
responsibility to the tax payer. At the same time, safeguards are offered to
protect the truly independent.

College Work-Study Programs

The continuation of the Work Study Program is essential and in the best
American tradjtion. Representative SiTTIMIS proposaislor revising this cwogram.are_.....__.-../...
reasonable. Basing'the federal allocation formulae OD the number of students in'
attendance rather than the number in residence is more realistic. However, if this
provision is enacted, the 90% "hold-harmless" formula must also be retained to
guarantee no dramatic reduction in program funding for any institution.
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Block Grant Programs

Tine bi nat on of Supplemental Education Opportunity Grants (snoc),
Nati ect Student Loans (NDSL), and the State Student Incentive Grants
(SSIG) programs into the proposed Block Grant Program is commendably sensible.
It will allow more flex ility at the campus level, eliminate.nnich needless
bureaucracy, and mak the application process Simpler for both students and
institutions. A 90% old-harmless provision should allay any fears of dramatically
reduced funding.

Guaranteed Student Loans

Representative Simon's proposal for the GSL Program incorporates the
safegUards necessary to maintain the integrity o tthis program while guaranteeing
fund. availability for needy students. The 5% origiilation fee should be retained in
the legislation against the event that Treasury bill rates again approach 15-17%. If
this fee.were retained, there would be no need for special legislation if interest
rates rise suddenly. The reduction by one-hail of one Percent of the 'special

;allowance paid to lenders will, no doubt, receive opposition from the banking
community. However, GSL's will still be an attractive and profitable item for
lenders.. Thus, lender participation is unlikely to deCline significantly. .

The proposed increase in,rtximum loans and maximum loan limits is a
common-sense reflection of the act educational costs are rising. Therefore,
these proposed increases reflect the additional need of students. By the same
token, flexible loan repayment plan must,be instituted to guarantee fewer defaults
in the GSL Program. The Student Loan Marketing Association (Sallie Mae) should
be reauthorized, alOng with other similar agenciesas an aid to lowering the
defaidt rate and providing secondary markets for student loans.

f
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Title V. Teacher Preparation'

Representative Simon's proposals for reauthorization amount to a
reriabilitation of Title V. The proposals are very constructive and consistent with
current efforts to reform public education at the, elementary and secondary levels.
While allowing for assessment of teacher preparation programs in schools of
education as one method of improving the quality of teachers, it recognizes an ,even move important peed the; eed to attract the best and brightest students toteaching through merit-based scholarships. Furthermore, it is encouraging to seethe recognition of the importance of continued professional development ofcurrentteachers, particularly in mathematics, sciences, English and foreign languages.
Likewise, the proposal to establish Fellowships'for Talented Teachers deserves
praise as an approach to Ketraining excellent teachers in a way that is likely to be
more effective than locally generated merit pay raises.

The University of Massachusetts at Boston, as an urban university with a
commitment to serve the community in which it resides, is specially supportive to
Representative ,inion's proposals to strengthen school-college partnerships. The
critical state of public education, particularly, in urban environments, demands The

_concerted efforts of universities and the schools to work for improvement. The
University of Mas.sachusetts at Boston, primarily through its institute for Learning
and-Teaching, has undertaken many projects with the Boston Pu)lic Schools to
achieve this goal. One thing that these experiences teach is that the University
must serve as a cooperative partner, not a mentor or even competitor for bright
students. By emphasizing-cooperative arrangements, Representative Simon's
proposal recognizes the approach most likely to produce positive results.

Title VI. international Education

Representative Simon should be commended for recognizing the critical need
to foster better education in foreign languages and cultural studies. Beyond the
interests of the institutions of higher education and their students, he has correctly
identified these areas as strategically Important to the broadest interests of the
United States of America. While issues of nuclear disarmament and national
budget deficits gain wide attention in the press, neglect of this area is more likely
to have a profoundly negative and immediate effect on the well-being of the
county In ernational decisions made in ignorance are dangerous. Yet, as
Repr sentative Simon's draft points out in citing the recent Angolan crisis, this is
too often the way in which action is,being taken.

This is an odd state of a.fiairs for a nation composed of immigrants. The
vigor with which we have"applied the melting pot to our culturally diverse and
polyglot population has created a xenophobic provincialism that is scarcely

- matched among Western nations. It Is an abilird attitude for the residents of a
global community. Representative Simon's proposals, in particular the National
Endowment for International Education, could have .a significant impact in
reversing this tendency. It Is regrettable that the impact in reversing this
tendency. It is regrettable that the dominant political attitude, as reflected in
past and current funding for all of Title VI, encourages the status 66. A more far
sighted approach is needed. Representative Simon has praVi it.

3141$ 0$4-39
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Title VII. Constzuction, Reconstruction, and Renovation of Academic Fasi4iSies

Representative Simon's concern for the state of et.:1\tipment and facilitie; for
basic science and engineering research and teaching is well founded. Academic
laboratories play a vital role in the research and development sequence by- carrying
out fundamental (so-called "pure") research which provides the starting point for
technological development. Industrial laboratories, committed as they must be to
realizing marketablevroducts within a short development time, are rarely in a
position to engage in the kinds of rematch by which new principles are discovered.
In contrast, fundamental research yiroceeds from the known 'toward the
unforeseeable. This is a high risk enterprise with little promise of a quick
"payback." Yet, the next generation of products will be develoPed from principles.
not now known.

Some might suggest that cooperative ventures between industrial and
academic research,laboratories could mitigate the need for federal support.
Occasionally such arrangements can be profitable to both parties. However, the
very different research goals do not provide the basis for a consistently symbiotic
relationship. By contrast, fundamental researchis ultimately in the best interest
of the society at large, and it is an appropriate function of government to support
it.

Academic relearch does receive governmental support from a variety of
grant programs, such as those of NSF and 'However, the proposed revisions of
Title VII would go beyond providing equipment dedicated to individual research
project,' and might begin to attack the, national deCline in scientific 'manpower
preparation. The speed of tektincillrgical development has Made most equipment
found in academic laboratorieshopelessly antiquated when compared with industry
standards. This affects Ihe quality of student training and by extension the
national technical capability. While support of present research is essential,
developing well prepared scientific minds secures a far more important national
resource. The proposed revisions of Title VII would help proAde modern 'equipment
for training scientists and engineers who will soon enter the mainstreams of,
industrial and academic research and development.

Title VIII. Cooperative Education
e

The cooperative model of education provides an important option to students.
It is especially apposite perhaps, within an urban environment and for the non«
traditional students whom an urban University serves in ge numbers., The *

VitiVerilfy of Mastathusettaat"Boaton applauds the ied directions Proposed in
the reauthorLvtion act foe Title VIII, by whith small prog ams Would be
encodraged to build More substantial and compreheniive programs.

609



Title IX. Graduate Progrfams

The record of support for gra te education through funds provided for TitleIX does not faiter the ideal of a na committed to excellence. Part A has notbeen funded since 1981; Part B provi s inadequate stipends (4 ,500); Part C ha,inever been funded; and Parts I) and E currently receive severely reduced funding;In short,-good programs have not received the necessary monetary support to beeffective. The need to encourage the/best minds to seek the highest levels ofeducation should be obvious.' Evidently it is not. Representative Simon's proposalsfor Title IX are modest, seeking only to support the original purpose throughadequate funding. Clearly, these programs should be supported AS being in the bestInterests of the country. I
'The critical state of graduate education In America today and the case forpublic supportiof It are well presented in a recenteditoriai by John Bradernai,President of New York University, which appeared in the 2 March 1984 issues ofScience, the journal of the American Associatin for the Advancement cat Science.A copy of his statement is included in this testimony as Appendix I. While theemphasis of Dr. Bradeinas, editorial is The plight of post-baccalaureate training inthe sciences and engineering, it Is clear that all areas of gradOate-education are,experiencing erosion, as indicated in the report of the Joint National Commissionon Student Financial Assistance. The University of Massachusetts at Boston .concurs with these statements of concern and *aa toRepresentative Slinon's

proposed reauthorization/if Title IX as a necessary first step in thezevitalizationof graduate education.

:1
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Title X Fund for the ImPro
MinceitY kortitutions

The University d
proposed.

4

Int

t of Aistsecondary EducatIon (FIPSE) and the
Program

tts exior the provisions of thii title as

Title XL Urban Grant University Programs'

DoCuments supporting Chancellor Corrigan's testimony of April 3, 1984,
before theSubcomrnittee on Postsecondary Education are appended as Appendix 2

and Appendix 3. These documents describe, respectivelythe University's proposed
Institute for the Study of Urban Harbors and Coastlines and the manifold in-service
programs for priMary and secondarrteachers mounted by the Institute for Learning
and Teaching. These are examples of the typeof public service the University is
engaged in which could be. enhanced significantly by the Urban Grant program,.

Title Endowment Development

The new program proposed within this title, by which endOwments woult be
established at needy institutions which serve student populations heavily dependent
on need-based Financial assistance, is both creative and fiscally sound. Funds
allocated to such endowments would not only enrich the reirkrces available to
institutions, but would, as the proposal points out, lessen the future,need for
federal tunding by these institutions.

'it* XIII. Genefal Provisions

The University of Massachusetts at Boston endorses the provisions of this
title. "Pie special en down the lohnift: McCormack Institute of Public
Affairs, located at UMassiBoston is clearly of special import to this University;
this endowment would allow the McCormack institute to diversify and enrich its
current public service activities and its research mission and to achieve true
regional and national signnce.

a
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.14TEMDIX

A proposal tb found an institute for the study of urban harbors

A significant fraction of the population in developed countries lives in

and around urban ports and urban coastlines. These port and coastal areas are

used for a multitude of valid activities - transportation, retreatiar; comer-,

cial and recreational fishing; waste disposal, for aesthetic outwits, and-.

sometimes to recharge drinking water aquifers. All of these legitimate %IS

put considerable strata o port and coastline areas: Wi are not ware af

concerted effort to understand these important ecosystems with a view to

regulating andanipulating then for the maXimumbenefit'Of all users.

The University of Kassachuietts at Boston proposes to establish aelnsti..

tUte for the Studi of Urban Harbors. Thproposed Institute represents in

-outgrowth of the doctoral progrem in Environmental Sciences at uks, but Will

undertake applied, research, public service and training' in areas which time

Environmental Sciences doctoral program does not deal with

Contacts with scientists and Managers at Wass/Amherst, at other college;

and universities, at state and federal agencies, and in- business and industry

all confirm that the new Institute would provide an opportunity for the Univer-

sity to assume regional and,netional leadership. In the Spring of 1983

Governor Michael S. Dukakis es ablished the Boston Harbor Water. quality

Committee (the-Sargent Coanittie) to involve itself with the cleanup of Boston

harbOr. Wass/Boston Chancellor Robert A. Corrigan serves as Vice-Chairman

of that Committee, and facUlty in the Environmental ciences),Program serve as

informal staff to the Scientific and Technical Subcommittee.. ActiVities of

the Sargent Conwittee, articles in the Boston Globe, and activities of the

Mass Ha and the MCC have all drawn public attention to. Boston Harbor and
4.)

-to our need to-understand-urban harbors end- coastlines so thatee;May-use-1-

them mare .intelligently.

Thr proposed' Institute will Serve the Coaleanwkalth in five areas:

i) applied research on urban harbors and Coastlinet. eniniasiring problems Of

interest to Massachusetts and the region, 41) continuing education programs

for government-officials who are concerned with environmental issues,

I'll) serving msli rOirP comPUtsrited repositorYend reference for

material on urban harbors and coastlines, iv} as a place were visiting.

scholars' can study andrteuuCh about urban harbors, v) training cbcVaral and
a .

postdoctoral students.
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APPENDIX HI,

41.

TBEINSTITUTE'FOR LgARNIU: AND TZACIMX:
/

TheorInstitute for Learning and Teaching begin in 1570,
with the rinapcial-khd programmatic support of the Ford Foon
dation,beoause of a commitment by the. University, of 1,:aszachu-,
setts to determine how such a news public, urban university
might help to solve the serious problems faced by city schools.
The-UniVersity created the Institute, .a Sall:group of general
educators who were charged with deVeloping a nOdel of. in -serv-
ice education which would directly address the basic educa-
tional issues or concern to urban educators.

Over the last'eleven years thejnstitute had establisheA
a record of valuable services' both to the public and Private
schools or the. greater Boston-area and to the Dniversit:We
have worked Sikh groupi of school administrator's and teachers,
with Universitypaculty,a;ld 'staff,. Withstudentili and with.
comMunity members in a-broad range dC.efforts'to-improve the
quality of public education at the elementary, secondarY, and
post sec'ondary levels. ,

i

:A, Today public. education faces -.a teugh:set of problems:
7hcw to educate a culturally and IingUisticallY. diverse etude
opulation; how to operate educational programs: Under severe'

hseal Conatraints`; how to support and re-educate an almost
exclusiMOlY tenured faculty; how to ensure equal educational
op.portuniii&S:for every student.* The Institute has no quick
ans.:,;ers cr-unilateral solutions to offer. Instead, we respond
tOcvequests for assistance by joining with school University,
and community people in approaches to these cOmplex problems. .,-

The Institute is committed In principle to Collaboration.
1-. process which values everyone's 'contributions and ensures
representativetparticipation by all groups involved is essen-
tial to the development of creative solutiorii to severe and
Persistent probleMs. ,Odr eleven' years of experience have
convinced us that mast teachers, administrators, students,
and community leaders, want oppOrtuniti,es to work with each-
otPer a. they address the difficulties'they share. To pro-
vide suep opportunities, the Institute defines-itself. broad-.
lw. We must be prepared to work in all areas or- education,
to coordinate collaborations of many kinds, and to provide
many forms of assistance, including. curriculum development,
r,rogram planning, in-service education, and staff develep-
e _._ ... .-mnt'

The Institute brings to all of its collaborative endeav-
r.rs several .overiding convictions:' that Public.education
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can and rust be of high qualityforapstudents; that all
educational programS mast by deli q and in process be multi-

cultural, t.eflecting the differin needs and strengths of ail

cultural; linguistic, and racial amps; and that solving the

complex:' problems of urban public education reqUtrescollabo*-

rative efforts which cut acrossitradittonal boundaries.

In seeking to achieve these goals', the Institute is in-.

volved in a wide variety of activities. We are concerned

about faculty development and have developed 1service pro-
grams and seminars for teacheri, for administrators, and for

University facility: We work with University departments to

develop graduate programs, that will assist practitioners in
acquiring and applying to their proftssiOnal situations
levant- theory and research findings..: We help schools design

and implement strategies,for:achieVing such proAram goaisas

the integration of monolingual and bilingual students., :Ve

f assist school systems in-developing and implementing such ma-

jor polioleS asthe',Commonwealth's basic skill policy. We,

assist individual teachers, schools; ,end school- systemsin

'vexious aspects_of cUrrituluM-development..(We-have, for exam-

ple, helped BOstonteachera
develop materials on loCai govern-

ment and distribute them to teachors 'I'm other systems.) We

sponsor conferences which bring together edlicators, academics,

parents, students, and:interested citizens to address such

Critical issues in education as the effect of Proposition 2.1/2

on local zoyernment." We support an Alternative high schdol
program for 200:ccillege-=bound. Boaton Public SehoOl .students, *
and though the Flexible Campus Program, wwreaCh2out to nerve

arealligh school'students. We condutt speCial sutmer-institutesa',

which bring together eduCators from urban and suburban commu-
nities to Tocus'on such critical issues as thp teathing or

uniting and the redefinition of citizenship edubatiod.
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INNT7qUTt; 1:r:A?.:,71.71 ATM 72AVIiI2'.ISEIt77C2 UNIT

rn the 1902-.83 academic year;the-Ineervice Tnit of the Ina-titute for Learning and Teaching, :as Involved Stxteen major:3411°01 initiative prajects.. These projects we, supported bygrant Badget of S-i76,E;64.00 .and'a,State Bacgot of*$22,6,6.e,4..
The projots. were staffed by' 22 full-tine ate , 5 .oh statefunds-and 17 on grant.funded. In addition, ELis year 1 .cduca-
tion faculty nembeAllia on loan to the Inst .ute 2,.3 tine and
another education l'aculty memecr 1/3 time. :,:orc than 35
other faculty members from CAS and CPCS as swell 1i Ethl.e.:AtiOTS

. have been actively. Involved in.projects4with 1LX staff,
.

The sixteen major projects of the 443 asademio-yeav are.deScribed hershrieflx. 4-

URBAN HUKANITIES WRITINC nOJEOT

An effort with 3 school, systems to develop stafftrain-ng
programs and curriculum materials and strategies which will
talify theobjeetiveLyf teaching the hUmanities.and writing.
As a result of this collaborative effort7

students from dil.'eroii
cultural and ethnic backgrounds will-learn to understand and
:value each others cultural heritage 'while laproving basicthinking and !rriting'skills.

: '

-Major types of activities undertaken through this Project'
are: 13 -week, graduate course, pn-eight consultation Visits,
curriculum planning and review, publication, of teacher and
student writing-, regional dissemination conferences. The
Pr-oieot will end with a Fajen, Conference in November, 1983,

114S

BOSTON WRITIUG PROJECT

EV? is the Mass. site of the National Vriting Project 'and
has been working ih collaboration with the VeS si-nze 1979..jor,
The project's main activities are: the four-week ,sunmer
Lute, on-going intensive in-service training sessions (Work-
shops and/or courses), writing publiCatiqns. Recently4lUzeroua
requests had been made for the staff and teacher conzultants
to make presentations on various aspects of tha ;:eachirs of
writing In additional school systems in Mass. Also, the staff
has teen making presentations. At conferences and meetings through-
out New England and New York.

CITY - BIDS WRITING CONYERENCE

Planned in collaboration with the Boston Institute for Pro-
fessional Development as a joint Univeraity and cultural Col-
laborative effort, project Will sponsor two writing conferences
fo14 BPS teachers and provide appropriate follow-up activities.



ILT staff will be rezponaible for workshop nr&oentationo
activitica.inclu.ling.teaChar produced ..'ring puO11:-

cations.

DISTWICT V COIJ
.

. The District V Pairi,og
These are:

V ogram has several tonponznts.

a) 7:110 Reading Clinic.:-a staff training and direct tervic
tart for middle schoolStudents to -increase reading coupeL
tency. Major activities-Of this'cOmponent are: graduate
course and reading IskiIls;' 3-4 hour after school of4direct
and remedial instruction o middle school,st-ujents; record
keeping and011ow-u with students daily teachar,

b) The Parent Resource Dsvelooment: -a corOjunity outreach effort
to provide training and'involve parents in,assisting their
children with learning activities. Major activities ;ire:
parent workshopS,SchoOl-based parent conferences, parent
newsletter, and establishment of a district parent resource
center.

N

v? :The Jr.E.Burke Curriculum Program: an effort to assist staff.
of the ,urke :School to rzorganiie 9th grade nurriatqum and
also to develop a computer program for the 10th, llth, and
12th grades. Maj'or activities of this.,component are:
supervision and direction of the 9th grade clUster, assistance
and developing computer programming curricula::, ,torlp14ter!
tsracy training for all teachers publication of:currietlum
guides.

.

d) Corch?ster High Curriculum ~Protect: an effort to assist the
.

staff in increasing minuet competencies and in reorganizing
the 'curricultim to provide health careers specializatlon.
Major activitie' include: Serving on Curriculum coMmitees,
providing UM faculty assistance as needed, working closely
with school administrators for planning:

e) Teacher Center Support: working In collaboration, with the staff,
of the districts Teacher Center to provide in-service training,,,
wtirkshops and course, bilingual education, Writing and other
requested areas.

f) General Services and Technical Assistance to, the District
Community Superintendent and Staff.,

,2
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DISTRICT VI000LLABORATIVE

The District VI Pairing PrograMbas several componer.lts:

a) The Instructional Su000rt andDasio SkilisFrocram:- a staff
training and die-rect service effort directed to inzreasin
teachers ability to provide individualized instructiem,ind

ite



to provide pre - referral supoort to. .atudents needinF, vsaistan4a
with basic skills. Major ao;ivitles includo: graduate cour-
ses and curriculum Zevolopment; worf,stop series; onsi,znt super-
vision of tutors; dall;, "tutoring on:aign: conaultatior
teachers 'and principal; production or inat7k4t1onal
guide keyed to city -rids X-8 languaga arts surriculum.

b) Creative Arts providesspec/W.I.:2,d art and muic
assistance to middle schools to increase their multicultural
education oppontunities. Major activities include: Presen-
tations by the Xodaly Music Institute, the VJT Dance Corp
in the Children's Nuseum, 'insight follow-up and coor;iinati n
by TLT staff.

) The 71:Crnack Task Force Prolect: a school-based teacher train
ing and curriculum development effort to work on developing
instructional strategies to flash out city-wide curriculum
objectives. 'Major activities include: regular meetings of
subject matter teams, ongoing school-based inservice, production
of instruction strategy guides, quarterly school-uide student
teacher field activities.

d) The Mosaic Writing Project: provides staff for an in-school
and after-school oral history and writing project that focuses
on the high school and the neighborhoods from which its students
come. Asjor activities Include: staff aupervision of students
collecting oral history date, instruction in 4ritin,g'layout
publication skills, production of mosaic journal,

e) General Services and Technical Assistance to the District Com-
munity Superintendenp and Staff.

MULTIDISTRICT BILINGUAL I%TEGRATION PROJECT.

A staff training and curriculum effort directed to increase
Integrated activities between bilingual and monolingual students
by pairing teachers, and helping them develop plans. The prOJAPat
also works with teachers to plan parallel eurricul.um that can
facilitate mainstreaming or bilingual student*. The project
us,ass a teachers training teachers inservice model. Neje'," ac-
tivtitiez include: 13-week graduate course in curriculum develop-
ment, oneight coneultation, integrated activities, for students,
production and disseeinatipan Of curriculum aatteriale.

TITLE; TITC COOPERATIVE LEARNING

A demonstration project to instruct teachers in using coctie-f
rative learning strategies and materials. Major activities done
in colla6oration with the Johns Hopkins Unitereity staff include:
training workshop's, dissemination of prepared materials,*onaight
follow-up and appropriate adaptation of. matirl.aaa,

-



1.0WELI7 TECHNICAL ASS1§TXOE.

Asz_follow-up to previous ILT project work in .Lo:;o11, staff

continue to provide generalAierNaces and ted:uAical azziatanee

to the Lowell Superintendent .and staff. 1,Iajor activities indIaac

participation .in discussions and planning committee addreeuing

magnet school and trilingual integration iszuea.

NATIDISTH:CT TALENTED AND'GIPTZD F iOCRA ;i..

A project foeUsed on involving parents and teachwtand identi-

'fying an individualized philosophy and selection process.for scroll?

based TAG 'programs. The project seeks to expand defilittidmo of tz-

lentsand gifts to include leadership, creative thinking, artistic

and musical abilities as Nell as academic talents. be proje6t
provides staff training and direct service aialstance to each in-

divIdUal:achool plan.
.

BOSTON-SAN JUAU EXCHANGE PROGRAM DISSEIINATIOTI

This .project seeks to fallowup .the thrte year teacher ex-

change oftdrt .DY producing monographs and staff training materials
that can be widely disseminated and edntribute to increased un-
derstanding of an informed educational planning of dealing with
the problems of migrant and return migrant students..

FLEXIBLE CAMPUS PROGRAM

AllOws high school students to attend University .covrises at

no charge. This is an inereasingly important program for high

school students seeking for Idvanced course stork or specialized

courses no longer available in local high schools.

f

# BOSTON COM?AOT

In support of the plane 'outlined in the Boston Compact, ILT'

staff members are participating-in variouStak forceS andare. ini-

volved in identifying the specific needs of the 3 high schools

they are paired witt.NMajor activities at the preSent time include:

participating in the Development Task"Forde, the Colleee.

Awareness Tusk Force and the Community Literacy Task Force, msetinFs'

with high school administrators to identify needs, meeting with Cg.B

administrators And faculty to identify resources,:

BOSTON COit:PUTER ADVISORY COr;MITTEE

This group was establiahed'by the BPS to solicit'university
assistance for their computer education planning. The committee

advises B?S personnel on equipment purchase, .curriculam plannirf,

inservice training options. ILT staff an3 the director of the 73
_Computer Center were asked to serve on this committee. and are involed

in devtloping the liPS'CompUter-Littrady
- -
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UNIVERSITY PRESIDET''n EXECDTIVS,TAS'4FOROE

ccently re-establishcd. this growl) io'rocuzed on coordinatini4'
the,a sponses of all, the pairecicollegos and universities that ser-ve die BPS. The primary aisenda for this academic year'is.outiin.i.ng,
the University 'component of 4 Eo,stonCompact:.., The committee is
composed of presidents and university coardinstors'from BU,
eastern, Wheelock, Simmons, and Igiaas:

ANOT1-TR COURSE TO. COLLEGE

ACC is a unique alternative high school program for 2Q0 13?Sk
junior and seniors. Accepted from Boston's district and magnethigh.school, each ACC class includes a significant perceptage of
academically high risk students, CMS 'supports the program by havingfaculty teach.Courses at the school providing access to =5.faoi---
lities, open enrollment through Flexible Campus and staffing ror
A strong guidance program, As a recent ,follow-up study or ACC
graduate:vindicates, this program has been SUCCOS4rUl since 1975in increasing studentaCcess,to college. -,

-TITLE III LEARNINO EVALUATION PROJECT

The project focuses on increasing the estarens4s or University-
and secondary school faculty about effective instructional-stra-
tegies and learning styles at both levels. Raj°. prograM activities
includes regular meetings and discussions of raculty groups, da;a
gathering ,about instructional styles Using an ethnographic approach,
faculty seminars to broaden the discussion and diSs:ains-ion or
ihrormaticin.
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1L' External Durdin:Eumnary.

19b2-6

Other* Total .

Cart, act vurd4i-,

1. Urban Humanities Writing Project $ 50,765.

NEB - Year /I

2. Exchange Program Dissemination $ 17,000; $ 17.:000.

Ford Foundation

3. District- V Collaborative $125,460. $ 2,400. $1270560.

Chapter 636
(City,of Boston)'

4, District VI Collaborative .$117,596-.

Chapter 636
(City of Boston)

5; District VI Nati, -Caltairal 9,000. $ 9,000.

Olympics a.

Boston Committee
aloha youndstion .

6. VJUlti-DistrIat Bilingual
'IntegratiOn - Chapter 636
(City or 5ostou

Kulti -District TAO - Chapter 36 $ 284119S. $ 2,965.50 $

3 90,755.

4.5,537. $16+,133.'.

$ 34,256. $'65,,391. $103;549..

(City or Boston)

. Ace ..'Career Guidance -$ 24,355.

Chapter 436
(City of Boston)

9. SBRS Mosaic "After School" $ 11,000.. * 00.

Voundat ion
Oi llette
Globe Foundation

'1

TOTAL. $459,346.. $111,296.50 $575.4.50

*Other Fundlim represents monies that appear in Soston Fublic School site

of budgets but are part of total program funds for collaborative actii-

ties.
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PROJECTED INSZRVICE ACTWITIFS FOR 1913-1954

purring the 83-84 academic. ear, we will continue 9 of these
majorefforts the'.Districts V and VI Poiring, the Biling,ual In-
tegration Project, the Boston Writing Project,-the Learning EVa-
Illation project, ACC, Flexible Canpua Program, 5bston Compact
Activities, University - ?resident's Executive Teak FQroC. Ili

. addition respondingyto emerging school needs and university con
carps several null initiatives are planned: These Include:

I:'.4 School InittativesPtoject
.

k

!
. -

41;141.4cultyand:ataff fromILT, CAS, CPCS, and CM (apPruxima-

talt

telY 20) participated in 4 (Boston, Northeast, Southeas f
Greater Baton) of a series of 6 regional meetings Int atedby the President's office. Tnese meetings Were focuse on es-
tablithing a dialogue between University faculty and public
School personnel on Math/SCienods teaching, Language Arts_teach-

. Jog, and Admissions standards-, The attendance at the meetings
was good, although short notice put some constraints on UMB k
faculty participation, the.meetings are intended as only i
'first step toward oh-going collaboration. Note* were taken at
each session and the President invited selected UMB f4culty.and
ate( to ameeting (June 2, 1983) to sinthesix4 some key ideas
And generate ideas from an agenda for a follow-up.meeting with
representative school personnel. It is intended that this group
will discuss on-going plane for dialogue andoollaboration.

As a second piece of the School Initiative* Project, a proposal
has been made tO releaSe 4 University faculty and staf' (2 .U=4Bt
2 ymk) to work With BPS enapecifIc curriculum development and
relatedstaff development needs- Bob Schwartz, Special Assistant
to the president has been Worklng with the President, Dr. Safwat,
Dr, Mac Cormack, and Superintendent Spillaine to 4stablith a
workable plan.

I. .Pre - Collegiate Programs

A) Urban Scholars Progrm, 4h initiative of Student'Affairs, is,
. a program focused on providing support, assistance and special

Programs for Talented and Lifted urban 1tUdentu. With the
assistance- ofthree ILT staff and 2 staff, rrcra StUdent Affairs
the program's pilot phase has been begun. A total of sixteen
studentt fromySBAS, Dorchester Nigh School., and Burke High zchool
were selected and participated An.a 10.-week Summer Institute
that combined a 6-week academic prograM and A 4-Week career
pligpownt opportunity. :Working with current ILT school seal
,soAllan ongoing jointAdvisorY Board (UMB and BPS personnel),
is in piaCe that will help develop plans for on-going tall
program and the further expansion beyond the pilot phase,
It is anticipated that 30 students will participate in the
fall-spring program phase.

822
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B) Expansion of the Plexible Carious Program.
.-

. .

Plans are beingdevoloped to'expona thy number. ofntsdents,

who participatein,the .Flexible Campus ?rogran. ?rejected.

Plans include-more public school toucher involvement in Ad,-.

vising and .academic prozrams;possiblmfasulty.involveoont
in school-site UML teachingproErams; exploring mechanism
for high school students receiving UMB.credit.

C) Minority .Pre-Med Presran

This Year as .a Joint effort or:1LT staff, CAS, Admissions,.
and Career Services a 5-week health Career exploration for

. minority students was leld. Twenty -.six osophomores,,Suniors

and seniors fr= Boston, Lynn and Metro student, participated.
Plana are underway to repeat this experience in the fall..

1.n 'addition, from discussions with the Medical School ataff

at Worcester a. joint proposal to HMCO? has'evolved which will

be Oubmitted'forfunding in-early 1984..

A. Computer Profecte

;A) Computer Literacy Workshops (July 5-14, 1983).

1n'an *trort to meet the vowing need of secondary school
teachers to become computer literate, ILT in collaboration'

with the Meth Dept (Linda Ximo),.the Computer. Center and Title

III Offered this free sunnier workshop to 20 high school De-

partment Chairs from Boston, Malthan,.Cambridae, Marshfield,
Randolph, Rover*, Somerville. Participants have agreed to

Joint aeon -going group working withUMB to'discuse future
gaining and credit programa in this area

Bj7mputer Training Institutes (July 18 -Aug 12, 1983)

WT, as an outgrowth of its on -going Computer PrograM in Dis

trict, V, and in collaboration with CAS Fathfaculty and the
Computer Center, offered two programs for 42 Bostc,n teachers..

The first-one was from July 18-to 29 for'Districti V and VI

teachers who had Some coMputer training and will be their

on -site sch6o1 computer trainers. The second was from Aug.

1 to 12 for BPS high school business.tesohers in 'fiord Pro7

tossing and Visical. Both sessions, were meant to be ;roarer

that train trainers in Order to maximize the internal re-

sources of BPS S.n this area (epee attached program des-

cription). I

C) Computer Center Program

This spring, the CoMpher*Center stairs'. offered 2 three-day
workshop sessions to Boston teacher, An Logo,' Wordprocessing

and Visioal. These were planned as a direct and Vediate
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response to a BPS request icr service and astistance.

D) CoMputer:Courscs in Collaboration with,Boaton'Schoola

In the fall cif 1963, ILT inservice and education units, the
Math Dept and Computer Center; in collaboration with-Zoston,
Schools will offer graduate courses in use'or conputers in 4
education through its Elem/Secondary Education ;;,stem
program. Faculty members will supervice several Bt'S teadhers
who will serve As teacher assistants on school-based appli-
cations with computers. It is anticipated that 110 'students
will enriall.. at is hoped thatithis initial effort will be
a succosiful step in the develapment .of a possible CAGS Pro-
gram in Computers in Education.,

IV.

a, 7-

Nath/Science Xn'rovenent

A) Both CAS and CPCS have develoPed-pryposals for working With
schools that are direCted to assisting teachers with Math
skills and certification. The proposels,vary in approach
and are currently being reViewed. 'Discussiog with both groups
and slam* coordination will clearly be needed Wore an1.=
Pltmentation plam:can be drawn,up.

in addition, ILT staff are working closely with members of
the CAS,.. Math Dept and'the Computer Center to diveloP a pro
Poael to; National ScienC, Foundation tor imprOving Math.teech
ing Secandary Schools. A November/submission is planned.

8) Oceanographic Proposal''

Bob Spans* of CAS has submitted to Dean Freeland epropOsal
about the establishment of an Oceanographic project for
schools that Is modeled on a similar Connecticut program.
The proposal has been discuOsed with 1LT staff and faculty
and ldoks promising and further, discussions with school-
Pereonnelhaa been initiated. A 3 -6 month planning period
will be needed with actiVt ILT inservice staff participation.

Hummnities Program

A) The Batty Writing Project Buzzer Institute (July,-5-27,

For the last 4 years the SWP_as,the Boston site of the BEJ
Area Writing Model has held A,3-week writing institute for
teachers. The Institute focuses on the writing process both
far. teacher participants and their students. The Institute

'h*S.been tremeacnisly successful, involves CAS English faculty
with ILT staff end serves 20-30 teachers from various 'fawns.
It' is supported by external, funds tpd thiS:Year by funds from
the President's office.

B) Nackereller Foundation Proposal

We have received initial approval theBacker:11*r Founda-
.

N.
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tion for $40, 0 to fun a continuation or our successful
Urban Humaniti Project. The project which will
begin in January continue effort' to develop multi
cultural approach to the teaching of writing and 411 in-
valve Huston and several Rotoo town*."

C) N i Proposal

UMB incollaboration with BPS and Boaton University has been .
Working on the preparatIOn of a 1.6 million dollar HL.Lmanitics.
'Crant to NEB. The -focus of the grant is the Humanities in
the schools and how they can impact on teacher training and
curriculum development. proposal has been submitted for
a $20,000 planning grant with the ,hopes of submitting a full
Proposal January 15, /984: .This is a major effort of the
CCT Program, CAS faculty and ILT and is well underway.

r.
A) social Studies Institute (Junr.27-July 1983)

Irving Bartlett of American Civilization, ILT staff, and
Xennedy.Library, staff offered a-2-witek session on the 60,5
for teachers this summer. 'These sessions haVe been offered
yearly for 4 years on various Citizenship and law related
education topics. Graduate credit is offered and the oppor-.
tunity for curriculum development is provided. 36 participated
and will be involved in a December follow-up session.

.E) Proposal for Work -study Tutors in Itigh Schools

Edna Seaman of CAS submitted a proposal for funding 14 work.--

study students to assist 10 hours per 'reek with SAT pre-
paration in the BPS high schools. "A ieetingWas held re-
cently with Grace Musoarella, Doug Hartaagel, Bernice,Aus-
lender, Jean Mac Cormack to work. out 2d ixplementatlon plan
for fall as of thii 114NA S students bailie been plactd.in

the schools. "N

VI. School - Based Planning

Several meetings have taken place with CoMmunity Superintendents
(Districts V, VI, IX) and:several schpol staffto talk about
UMB.assistance and involvement at several-leveli.,:. These meetings)
have underscored the need for a.syatematic planning approach so
that in committing UMB resources we have clear priorities and

Impact goals. Ye Will follow-up by June 27 on the specific re-
quests that have been made.

VII.:NewsletteriPublicationa'

In thefall 1LT will begin to publish and disseminate within and

outside UTIS a monthly insorVice newsletter. This will import on

recent activities, include articloson key, issues,, and include,

a calendar of upcoming events It will havacontribators fren U'
faculty and staff and schCol personnel. In additiOn we plan to maki

every effort to encourage scholarly xork and public ation about im-
service activities and the collaborative process.



HEARINGS ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4, 1984 (MORNING)

HOURR OF REPRICSINTATIVE23,-
Comactrrxx ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

SUBCOMMFFIZIE ON POVISZCONDARY EDUCATION,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:35 a.m., in room
2257, Rayburn House Office Boilding, Hon, Paul Simon (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Member present: Repretentative Simon.
Staff present: Matthew Coosolotto, legislative associate; Rose M.

DiNapoli, Republican " legislative associate; and' John Dean,
Republican assistant counsel.

Mr. &mow. The Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education will
resume its hearings on H.R. 5240. Today we are focusing on title
VI. What this bill would do in title VI, the international education
area, among other things, would be to create a Center for Interna-
tional Education within the Department of Education, headed by a
iiirector appointed by the Secretary of Education. We are in the un-
bmfortable position of having international education kind of -a

stepchild that no one pays much attention to and it gets tossed
about with every reorganization. We think this would be helpful to
have a clearer focus of where we are going and what we are doing.
Among other things, this center then could serve- as a clearing-
house for information regarding fellowships and other support for
exchanges and foreign language study. Right now it is unclear to a
great many people how they can receive,lielp.

Other things that we are suggestfIg are support for intensive for-
eign language institutes, promotion of faculty and student study
-ahroad. One of the roare-disquieting-statisties is the simple reality
that a decreasing percentage of American faculty members are
teaching and studying abroad which cannot be good for American

her education.
he establislune,nt of a foreign language periodical center and

the creation of a cross-natiopal study for researeh.We did several
years ago create a National Advisory Board in Internationa1 Edu-
cation headed by the Preside& of the University of South Carolina,
Jim Holderman. The Board recently made 19 recommendations. I
want to insert their recommendations in the record at this point.

[The recommendations of the National. Advisory Board in Inter-
national Education follow:i
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RZCOMMINDATIONS roa Amore

1. Local school districts should provide every student with the opportunity to
begin the study of a foreign language in the earliest years of formal education and
to continue study of the same language until a functionally useful level of measured
proficiency has been achieved.

2. Local school districts should begin a talent search for students. of the highest
foreign language ability, and priority should be given for these students to pursue
advanced study, for example, at magnet or international high schooli,, and have the
opportunity to live and study abroad,

3. The various levels of the educational system should integrate their instruction-
al programs so that the language learning experience of the individual student can
be cumulative. Existing arrangements for cooperation between the secondary and
post-secondary levels need to be strengthened and expanded.

4. Colleges and universities should require demonstrated proficiency, not the mere
.
accumulation of credit hoina, in a foreign language for both edam r on and gradua-
tion. Such proficiency should be based on standards ntly being devel-
oped by the profession, and should measure at various levels ability of the stu-
dent to speak, understand, read, and write the language.

5. To meet the language training needs which will arise from enhanced prqgrams
at the elementary and secondary levels, colleges and universities should develop ad-
vanced curricula and materials in the oanunonly and unconnuoitly 'taught Ian-
guageo-

6. Certification of future foreign language teachers should require the demonstra-
tion of a high level of language proficiency and teaching ability, as well as a knowl-
edge of she people, history. and institutions of the country or region in which the
language is spoken.

7. Colleges and universities should recognize excellence in foreign language teach-
d related research in tenure and promotion decisions.

Hard-earned foreign language competence, if not used, deteriorates. Govern-.
ment, business and industry should use their employees' foreign language skills, and
offer employees who do not have them a chance to acquire a; maintain such skills.

9. Foreign language courses dnd departments should be more closely integrated
with international, area and multicultural study

10. An international perspective should be into basic social studies cours-
es, including history, geography, and political science. Curriculum requirements at
each level of education, including bulkiness and other professional schools, should be
reviewed to ensure that students are exposed to foreign languages and international
studies.

11. Textbooks should be reviewed or 'revised, or new textbooks introduced where
necessary, to include more international perspective.

12. The National Institute of Education should promote research in areas which
will lead to, excellence in foreign language and international studies teaching and
learning, including new methods of language study, such as reactive computer tech-
nology, audio-visual aids, and television.

13. Each State which has not already done .so should develop a comprehensive
plan for improving the quality of teaching and learning foreign languages and inter-
national studies. States should work closely with local officials to determine what
needs exist at the local level and within individual schools.

14. A National Fund for International Education should be created. This Fund
-should receive a portion of the- reflnw funds generated by the overseas. of U.S.
Government military and other properties, and by interest payments on overseas
technical assistance loans. In order to encourage contributions abroad from U.S.
firms unable to repatriate profits, U.S. tax deductions should be permitted on contri-
butions made to the Fund abroad by their foreign subsidiaries.

15.. The programs operated under. Title. VI of the Higher 'Education Act play a cru-
cial role in ensuring the availability of an a&quate capacity in this country for for-
eign language and international studies. The Board commends the aims, objectives
and accomplishments of thew programs, and strongly endorses their continuation.
The Board intends to make further recommendations supporting the future of these
programs during the impending process of reauthorization of the Higher Education
Art -..

19. A new federal education initiative should be established to increase the under-
standing and skills of teachers and other professionals in foteign languages and
international studies.

17. Fellowship should be specially designated and provided for upgrading the
skills of foreign language and international studies teachers.
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18. All teachers of foreign languages and of the history, geography and culture of
foreign countries should upgrade their skills by teaching and study abroad. Pro-
grams of exchange between foreign and United States teachers should be strength-
ened to help fill this need.

19. The partment of Education should,9;c4iuce national awards for excellence
in foreign Rnguage and international studies.

Mr. SIMON. We will be focusing this morning solely on title VI
and I am pleased to have as our first witness, former Ambassador
to the United Nations, Donald McHenry, who, in addition to that
distinction, has two other even greater distinctions. He is an alum-
nus of Southern Illinois University and Illinois State University,
which gives him an obviously special status here on Capitol Hill
and elsewhere around the country. We are. very pleased to have
Ambassador MeHenry here.

He is now a faculty member of Georgetown. and I think it should
be mentioned that we have read a little bit about Georgetown these
last few days.

STATEMENT OF HON. DONALD MeHENRY, FORMER AMBASSADOR
TO THE UNITED NATIONS AND CURRENT FACULTY MEMBER,
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY

Ambassador MCIUNEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I
am very pleased to be here to accept the invitation to speak on the
legislation which you have before you. I do so, I suspect, from three
perspectivesthe perspective of a, citizen who has had the opportu-
nity to travel around the world and to interact with other cultures
and peoples; from the perspective of an academic who has spent all
of his professional-career in the field, of international affairs, either
as a sometime teacher and scholar at various American institu-
tions; or the perspective of a sometime diplomat serving the Ameri-
can people and the U.S. Government in the area of international
affairs.

Frorn that background, I am led to say that the legislation which
you have before you is of particUlar significance. I say so without
attempting at all to address the administrative functions which
may be necessary to carry out the legislation. However, I would
remark that at one time when Secretary Richardsop was Secretary
of Health, Education; and Welfare, as it was then, called, I was
asked to come over and consider the position of the person respon-
sible for international programs" in the Department 'of Educationdi
the section of education as it was then under HEW..

I took one extended look and decided that it was, from my point
of view, chaos and an administrative horror and retreated to the
Brookings Institution and the Carnegie Endowment.

This country has been particularly blessed by, the fact that we
are a large country, relatively isolated from cultures. We are
also a nation of immigrants and, for bettr or worse, We have
sought to build a homogeneaus society, at leaSt insofar as language
is concerned. Both the fact that we are relatively isolated from
other countries anal the fact that we have built a society particular-
ly around one language, despite the fact that we are made up of
many backgrounds, has served us very well in the past. But those
thingz which, indeed, have served us extremely well in the, past do
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not necessarily serve us well today and we are not necessarily well-

positioned to face the problems which we face in the modern world.

We have not, as a result of our size and the fact that we do not

have to cross different boundaries as we go from State to State and

- come into contact with different cultures and languagewe have

not kept up with nor interacted as fully as We should have with

other cultures and languages. The fact that English has become so

important in the world of communication and diplomacy has, in a

sense, been a deterrent to the study of other languages and cul-

tures. The fact that this country is so large and, from a business

point of view, has provided a ready and accessible market for our

products and goods and the fact that our advanced technology has

provided a ready market for our goods abroad has meant also that

we have not done as much as other societies have-been forced to do

to try to understand other cultures and trying. to learn other lan-

guages.But I think most would agree with me that much of this' has

changed. Our market here at home, which has been so, large and

accessible to us, is now also lam and accessible to others. The

technology which has given us a distinct advantage in the business

world is technology which is now readily accessible to `other cul-

tures and other societies.
If we wish to compete in the world of business, it will be n&es-

sary for us to explore new markets and in doing so, to learn new

cultures- and new languages. Those who had; from one perspective,

the disadvantage earlier, now have a 'distinct advantage in that

they have earlier on been forced to learn other Cultures and

other :languages. We must increasingly do so now. We are no

longer isolated from the rest of the world. Communication and

travel have brought about instantaneous communication, and 'inter-

action with other cultures and societies and, as I said, our markets

are now accessible, technology is dispersed, and it, will be necessary

for us to compete in this very difficult Climate.

We have recognized this before. We did so with the National De-

fense Education,,Act at the time of Sputnik and we rushed very

hard to increa& the number of area studies programs and the

number of languages in our postsecondazy schools. But as we so

frequently do, we met the crisis, but there was nothing sustainable

in that effort. Funding for regional or area studies programs has

rapidly decreased in our institutions of higher education. Language

is always under pressure, particularly given a period of budgetary

demands and particularly given the-fact-that Americans can travel

in many countries of thetworld without the need for changing from

their own language.
But nevertheless, it seems to me that the need is sufficiently

great, both now and in the future, that there is a need for focus,

and attention to the pursuit of programs aimed at enabling Ameri-

can students and citizens and businessmen and, indeed, American

diplomats to participate fully in the discussions and commerce and

political; cultural, and other exchanges which take place in the

world today.
There is, I am pleased to say, particularly in the private sector in

the last year, a resumption of attention to some aspects of intercul-

tural relations. But again, this tends to be focused in a very narrow
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way. I suspect that if we follow o 'pal* the focus will disappear
very shortly.

II speak, of course, of the renewed attention which has been paid
the need to train Arnericans.in terms of Soviet relations. This is

recognized both in the generous grant which Governor. Harriman
has given Columbia University recently and in the current request
of the State Department for appropriation to assist institutions in
the development of studies in Russian language and culture. But
again, more needs to be done and it needs to be done not. simply
with regard to the Soviet Union, but increasingly it needs to be
done with regard to that large and growing number of people with
whom we must interact. I mean not simply our traditional contacts
in Europe, not simply the increased contacts which we' have had in
Latin America, but also the increased contacts which we have in
the so-called developing world.

There is a definite need for more attention to the culture and
languages of Africa and Asia and Latin America. These are.areas
which are coming into their own, not 'in the sense that they are
going to develop overnight, but "they are areas where there must be
increased attention and, from a business point of view, where wed
must look to find markets for American commerce. '1'

As you knoW, I am currently associated with Georgetown Univer-
sity, teaching there the School of Foreign SerVice. The universi-
ty has recognized the need for cross-cultural education. Its pro-
grams have for more than 50 years now tried to introduce Ameri-
can students to, a detailed knowledge of other cultures and other
societies. \

We have done this, in the first instance, in trying to train diplo-
mats, but increasingly, particularly given the fact that the number
of diplomats going into the Foreign Service has decreased dramati-
cally, we have trained students to serve the counto in multina-
tional corporations, in multinational, quasi-public institutions and,
in the large, multinational banks which operate frequently around
the world-.

The university has also done so in terms of trying to focus the
variety of its programs in intercultural education. Just over a year
ago, in pert with the assistance of the Congress, the School of k'or-
eign Service, the School of Language and Linguistics, and various"
positions of the history and philosophy and religious departments
all came together in what we call the Intercultural Center: It itg the
hope ,of the institution that we can in the training of our students
get them to see and understand not just American culture and soci-
ety, but the society in which they are living and increasingly will
live in the years ahead. If we can succeed' in drawing together
these various aspects in the education of our students, it seems to
me that we will have made a contribution toward the enlightened
participation of Americans in international political and business
affairs.

To the extent that the legislation .which you have before you ad-
dresses some of these questions, provideS focus, brings attention,
provides necessary budgetary support, it seems to me that it is in
the interest of the United States, not simply in the narrow interest
of a particular segment of educatiop. It is a recognition that in an
increasingly ffiterdependent world,sopge of the very factors which
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contributed to the strength of this country in years past are no
longer factors which we can depend upon.

We must get out into the business world. We must, if we are to
resolv,e the pressing political problems and differences which exist,
learn the priorities and cultures and languages and concerns of
other peoples and it seems to me that, while we can do it, depend-
ing upon our own culture and our own language, we can do it more
quickly, we can do it more efficiently and we can -do it more sensi-
tively if the philosophy behind your legislation is indeed enacted.

Thank you.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much, Mr. Ambassador. Let me ac-

luioWledge also the good work of the president of your university,
Father Tim .Healey; who has always been very supportive and in-
terested in this whole area.

You said one thing that I would like to put across the front of
the House of-Representatives. "Those things that have helped us in-
the past will not necessarily help us in the future." I think we
have to remind oui-selves much more frequently of that reality.

If I could go into your personal background, if you'll forgive me
for doing so, you were a student at Illinois State University and
Southern Illinois University. Do you feel your exposure iii the
international arena, was adequate, and as you looked at the inter-
national exposure of other students, vas that adequate?

Ambassador McHxxxv, No, I do not believe it was adequate. I do
not believe thakthe kinds of langte programs we had, end par- -
ticularly the way they were taught, were sufficient for either learn-
ing or encouraging people to learn languages. I do not believe that
it was possible for me as a student to experience the kind of travel
and exposure to other societies as I believe is necessary.

I remember -very vividly as an undergraduabe students that I
knew almost every foreign student on the campus of Illinois State
University and what an occasion it was when we got our first three
student's from Africa. Now many of these things have changed.
Today our students travel extensively. The jet airplane has made
the cost of travel much less expensive and they take off for points
beyond. Too frequently, they stay at the Hilton Hotel and Holiday
Inns and do not get the full experience of Scandinavian or Europe-
an students, but nevertheless, I think there is a value in that.

We have revolutionized the teaching of language. It isn't that the
technology wasn't there._ The technology was there. It was devel-
oped, among- other places; at Georgetown University as we tried to
help prepare for Nuremburg trials after the end of the second war.
But the technology has advanced. It is available to larger and
larger a bers of people. The leafning of language is not the oner-
ous dr' casion that it was with very little attention to the
spoken language and too much attention, proportionally speaking, #

.to vocabulary and grammar.
And, of course, I believe.that it is valuable that we now have an

even larger number of students from other societies. Our students
now come from all over the world. Washington, particularly, is a
mecca for foreign students from societies outside of the traditional
homes of the majority of the Ameritam population. Those things; I
think, are decided improvements and what we have to do at the
current time is to build on that. I think that there are a number of
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institutions in addition to.Georgetown which are doing that. Boston
is full of them. Stanford, Princeton, and others are doing an excel-
lent job in this regard.

Mr. SibiON. You have answered this- next question indirectly; but
let me be more specific. What we are suggesting in this bill, under
title VI, the international education area, is a significant increase
in expenditures, in this field. What the administration.at the same
time recommends with each budget is that we zero out interhation-
al education. Very specifically, which course should we follow?

Ambassador PtICIRY. Mr. Chttirman, the administration is
being quite inconsistent. I was just in a session with the Secretary
of State yesterdity he was underscoring the need for and
asking the help ofa group of former ambassadors with regard to
legislation which the State Department wants in another bill to
help in the area of trying to strengthen programs with regard to
the Soviet Union.

Now I do notI am not saying that those programs should not
be strengthened. I believe he is correct. But I also believe that we
should not get ourselves into believing that the SoViet Union is the
begin-all and end-all of this world. The same reasoning which is
present with regard to our attempt to understaud and prepare
people with regard to the Soviet Union, it seems to me, is present
with regard to other eultures and society.

From my experience, having worked at' the United Nations and
having come into contact daily with representatives of 150 states, Ifound it , extraordinarily useful to know about the people with
whom we deal. I think you can only do this if we both educate our
people and expose them.

Now the particular mechanism I am not prepared to suggest
except to say that a mechanism is important. I do net believe that
these things happen by osmosis. We strengthened our scientific and
our language program in the late fifties by deciding to do so and by
focusing attention and by appropriating the necessary funds. If we
don't do that, then these programs tend to fall between the `cracks,
where everyone gives them lip service, talks about the importance
of them, but, there 18 no consistent,tent, fqpised effort to see that they
are done.

Mr. Salm. Khat really gets to my final question. It is a question
that I am not sv we deal with adequately in the legislation, as I
have introduced it. I am concerned that we move forward with
Soviet studiesand I am not picking on Georgetown or Oberlin or
Boston University, all three of which are represented here today or
Dade Community College, which is represented here today also. I
am concerned that we, for example, using -the example that you
mentioned, that we move on Sovit studies because of its obvious im-
portance. And I have been involved in trying to get -us to improve
Soviet studies. My concern is that we have nowhere any academic
institution focusing on Albania or Botswana; that we will have an
African studies program, for instance, which is pawr-thin on a
great many countries, but which has no indepth kind of knowledge
and contact, I am just using Botswana; or Albania as examples. A
few weeks ago, I was told no American university is paying atten-
tion to Albania. I have no- reason- .to- believe-that -either Albsnla or
Botswana is going to erupt in the headlines, but we don ;t know.
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How do we somehow make sure that this country has a rvoir of
M iforMation and knowledge and expirts e that is avaaine in these
'areas?

Ambassador MCHENRY. Mr. Chairman, I recognize that it is nec-
essary to establish priorities. We cannot have a center for every
country in the world. We cannot afford it and not only can we of
afford it, it isn't necessary. But I was just in the Soviet Uzz 2
weeks ago for discussions there with people in their Institu
U.S. and Canada Studies and I was, to put it mildly, surprised at
the breadth of the personnel and the depth of their knowledge. -

We, of course, have some institi
equally well, but the Soviets

in this country which could
probably perform and do perfo
came about this knowledge by deciding that they had to do' it and
by deciding that they were going to focus their attention and spend
the necessary funds. Now, they can do that, to some extent, with
advantages over the United States. # Ois a centralized society. They
can decide they want to establish a single institution for U.S. and
Canada studies or a single institution for the study of Africa and
though they pretend these are independent 'institutions, we know,
of course, that they are, not we kno* that they are simply exten-
sions of the Soviet Government. I don't propose that we ought to be
doing that kind of thing. But there is no, reason why we cannot
take pages from our own history. Those pages go back as far as the
Land Grant College Act and continue on through to the present
time. When we have been faced with a particular problem in
American education, it has been very important that the Federal
Government play a role in trying to assist, in trying to coordinate,
in trying to fund, in trying to spur on the development of programs
while at the same time maintaining the distance which we have
maintained between Government and education.

I believe that that is important here.. I see no reason why we
cannot establish some priorities, encourage iitutions to develop
programs which will serve their students any. with

and to the problems which we face.
r. SimoN. We thank you very much for your testimony here

today and for your leadership. It's been a pleasure to have you.
Ambassador MCHENRY. Thank you very much.
Mr. Simozz. Our next witnesses will be. a panel composed of two

of America's academic leadersDr. John Silber, the president of
Boston' University and Dr. Frederick Starr the president of Ober-
lin College.

The two of you can take the witness c airs there. By way of
background, I might say that Dr. Silber, is one of . the creative
people who _conies up with ideas faster than we can create prob-
lems in the field of American higher education and has contnItited
immensely in that area. Fred Starr, among other things, was .re-,
sponsible for the creation of the President's Commission on Foreign,
Language and International Studies. It grew out of a breakfast
meeting that the two of us had. But in addition to everything else,
he is a jazz musician who took a group to the Soviet Union about
15 months ago and had a tremendous response. What is the name
of the group?

------- Dr. STARR. The Louisiana repertory jazz ensemble from New Or-
leans.
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Mr. Sassy. Dr. Silber, we will hear from you first.
[Prepared statement of Dr. John R. Silber follOwsl

Per.eazzo STAMM/NIT Os' Josue It Sleaze, Pitiaingsre Boerosi theivexarre
I

Postsecondary Education. The chairman's book, The n,gue-Tied American is a
to have the opiortunity to testify before rt ouse Subcommittee on

thorough sununary of the benefits of foreign language st y, and of our current crit-
ical shortcomings in this area. He has stated the facts as they are, and all reasona-
ble men are compelled to sareent. The need is clear; the situation. is perilious not
only for our cultural health, not only for our ability to conspete in foreign market-
place*, but for our national security. Our school systems are among the worst in the
world for the teaching of foreign languages. As Congressman Simon put it, among
76 nations surveyed, "none can compare with the United States in neglect of foreign

lailttea
es." There is nothing add to 'his statement of the case.
egielation

to add
under consideration today is worthy of our supportas far as it

goes. But the crisis we are facing cannot be addressed solely at the poste+econdary
level. To do so is to offer a minor amelioi*ion of a problem on which minor action
is required. Thus, before i comment on tlils specific items on which Congressman
Simon has asked for testimony, I would like to take a few minutes to address the
larger issues which are at stake here.

MAJOR PROGRAM PIRADID

We need to develop, as quickly as possible, widespread competenoecforeign lan-
guages. The first step is to identify what our national needs are. The next is to ap-
prepriate the funds to meet these needs. Minimally, we must have *idapread com-
potence_ in nine major foreign languages: Russian, Chinese, Japanese, Portuguese,
Arabic, French, German, Spanish, and Italian. Spanish is included .here because, al-
though we have a large number of Spanish- speaking citizens in the United 'Stites,
we still have the need for intensive training in the language and culture of Latin
America and of Spline Programs producing sufficient number's ofpersons competent
in these languages, rather than scattered programs in dozens of uguageii leek im-.
portant to United States intermit, shotild be developed first. When needs arise for
speakers and regional experts in more limited language areas, these can be met by
a .few specialists in the U.S. or by intermediaries. For example, if we need to con-
verse with someonedin Aegola, a person fluent in- Portuguese can convey the issues.`
to someone fluent both in-Portuguese and in the native Angolan language. Further;
with early language training in, for instance, Russian, students at the university
level could be encouraged to learn cognate languages: in this, case other Slavic lan-
guages, such as ,Polish or Czechoslovakian,

To educate a sufficiently large and capable, number of students in foreign lan-
guages, we must begin early, Foreign language training should be introduced into
the curriculum of public schools no later, then the tlead.er. fourth grade. Further-
more, the training must continue without interruption'through high *tool and into
college and the university. To develop a program which involves revision of pri-
mary, secondary and post-secondary curricula on a national scale seems formidable.
But it is perfectly feasibileif implemented on a regional bails,

DRVELOPALINT or exintiseet. LASIGUAGR PROGRAMP

Musachusetta and Rhode Island, for instance, states with a hate population of
Portuguese immigrants and native speakers of the I ecoUld begin a pilot pro...
grain in Portuguese. Brazil, the largest Por'tugueseeasp nation in the world,
will almost certainly -develop- into major Latin American. power,- and-may well
develop into a world power, within' the next generation. While we have at present a
large number of Spanish-speaking people in the we have few who can speak to
a Brazilian political leader, a Brazilian businessman, or a Brazilian writer, in his or
her own language. Tens of thousands will be needed. A 'regional. tirograni would pair
a university from the region with local grade schools and 14.h schools to.deyelop a
nine-year primary and secondary eche& course of study. Perhaps the senior year of
high school could .be spent abroad. Students who completed ten yetfis of study of
Portuguese should be rewarded by a university fellowship to further their education
in the language and in their chosen field:

Nine such programs could be quickly implemented, one for each of the major lan-
guages to be nurtured, and this would not require an extensive bureuacratic suns
ture. One pers6h with a staff of two or three would be sufficient to administer each
program, and an additional person witira small staff would be needed to coordinate
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the entire program nationally and to audit it for periodic reports to the Congress.
Thousands of teachers would, of course, be required.

To increase the incentive for sustained study of critical foreign languages, $100 a

year could be offered to parents of children who study one of the nine major lan-
guages for at...least six consecutive years of primary and secondary school, and $200

each year for students who continue the study beyond six. In a decade or less we

could begin to graduate thousands of students competent in a foreign language im-

portant to our nation, students fully prepared for study at the college level.

In this regard we can also make good use of our cultural diversity. Within our
immigrant groups there are qualified speakers of almost all the world's languages,

and they form an impatient resource for language programs. Boston University, for

example, plans to begin a program this summer which will use the professional tal-

ents of Russian immigrants in the Boston area to complement and supplement an
intensive liknirge studies program.

PM CAPITA GRAN= TO sruexzers AND FACULTY

With this context mind, -the specific points under consideration by the Commit-

tee today can be sbemin perspective.
Per capita grants for student and faculty study abroad are highly desirable. Such

grants should- be carefully administered. Perhaps rather than setting a flat per
capita fee for anyone ,studying abroad anywhere, it would be better to take into ac-

count the wale differences in living costs in different countries. There should also be
flexibility in the time allotted for faculty or student study abroad, especially for
those engaged in language study. One can acquire a reasonable speaking and read-
nig knowledge of French or Spanish in a year's time. This is also possible with
German, though with a little more difficulty. With Russian and other Slavic Ian-

**ages, and with Arabic, or Hebrew, a minimum of two years is necessary. For Chi-

nese and Japanese, additional years may be required.

camera FOR GRANTS 4

I have four suggestions for criteria for grants for foreign study, First, although
criteria for those seeking such a grant should be strict, they should not be overly

specialized. The academic community has a weakness for narrow areas of specializa-

tion, and for emphasis on the theoretical at the expense of the useful. Grants should

be given to faculty and students who have demonstrated a brOad interest in one or

more disciplines, rather than a narrow research interest. Criteria should also favor
students and. faculty whose demonstrated interests have some present,day utility,
though I would not want to see this too strictly applied.

Second, the criterion of commitment on the part of the faculty member receiving

the grant to return to his or her university for a stipulated period of time is essen-

tial. I would suggest a longer commitment,. however: A professor granted leave for a

year or more of language or regional study abroad should be required to spend at
st two years at his or her university for every Year abroad;

My third point was suggested by Professor Hermann Edits, the distinguished
former Ambassador to Egypt and current University Prate:rear-at Boston University.
It has been his experience that language aptitude significantly greater than the
ability needed to pass the exam required by the Foreign Service Institute, should be

required.
Finally as I mentioned before, faculty members given grants for study abroad

could be uired to study not one, but at least two cognate languages. A grant for

study in rabic might also require some exposure to Hebrew. Studies in Release
waked in ive studies In Polish, or Serbian. It might be argued that this makes an
already d' ult task more difficult, and certainly lewder proficiency would be-sc--
ceptable in the extra language. But reinforcement also takes place when cognate

languages are studied together. During my tenure as dean at the University of

Texas, we offered a very successful course in which students achieved a reading

knowledge in all the Romance languages in two intensive semesters."

NSTABIISIOAINT or DITINSIVZ LANGIJAGIC AND RIGIONAL CRNTIMS

The establishment of intensive foreign language institutes is an essential ingredi-

ent to a national program for critical language skills. It is on of the few alterna-
tives to a language program which extends through the primary and secondary

schools into the -universities.- The success of intensive-language programs has been
demonstrated at many different institutions. At the University of Texas, some years
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ago, we demonstrated theauccess of twelve -week intensive bummer programs iu an-
dent Latin and Greek.

It would be useful if the institutes, once s, student has obtained a certain language
Proficiency, would give some substantive- courseseconomics, politial science, etc.in that language, is essential if we are to avoid the conclusion that a foreign
language contains no sub'ect matter other than literature or directions on findieg
hotel accommodations and, ordering meals.

ESTARTiftwurNT OF A CENTEX roe INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

With the creation of regional language centers uniting programs in universities
with primary and secondary schools, and with the centers for international rela-
tions already in existence, I see no need to establish a Center for International Edu-
cation. Distinguished programs in international relations are already in place at
Tufte and at Georgetown University, to name only two, and there are dozens,
though perhaps less well-known, at other universities. ,Distinguished programs in-volving other aspects of international education are to be found in many universi
ties. The distinguished faculty associated with these various programs are generallyaware of the grants and opportunities available. I.oppose the imposition on these
programs of a bureaucratic clearinghouse. I fear that the creation of such an admin
istrative body would be an open invitation to redandant and stultifying bureaucra-
cy.

ONANT TO FONSION STUDENTS

The grant to help 500 third -world atudents to study in the U.S. are a commenda-
ble first step. However, I would remind this Committee that the National Bipartisan
Committee on Central America recommended 10,000 scholarships for that region
alone, and this was part of a total program which we believe should isivnlve at least
100,000 scholarships for foreign students.

SOVIET SCUOLANSIIIP PROGRAMS

As our Committee saw in Central Anaerica, and as Congress:man Simon has made
evident in his paper on Title VI, the Soviets understand much better than we do the
impact of third-world scholarship prraagg The Soviets, together with their-satel-
lites and proxies, are at present outdoiusoutdoing in our .oviat back yard: the ratio. for
Central America is 7,500 to 400: 19 Soviet scholarship* for each one dour*. It is not
hard to understand the benefits the Soviets derive from this.

First of all, they have captured the imagination of people in Nicaragua, and else-
where in Latin America and Central Amerka. These people see the Soviets and
Cubans as the champions the only effective championsof education. Or the poor.
The Soviets are the ones .who provide educational opportanity for the children of
the working classes, of the campesinos and of those` who are not from the oligarchi-
'cal elite. The children of the elite, of course, can afford to go to universities in the
United States on their own money onto o the universities in Central America.

Second, the Soviets train -the recruits that they bring to Patrice Lumumba Uni-
versity and other communist universiti iti..the organization of communist parties
in Central America and Latin. America.

Third, they aisle selectively pick among ere students those individuals who are
promising candidates to become Russian Soviet agents in Central America and
Latin America and Spanish speaking parts ef the world.

Fourth, they know that every tune they educate someone in a field for which
there are, relatively limited economic opportunities they perpetuate the creation of
an intellectual proletariat. that islhe seedbed-of revolutionary activity. A prevailing
myth in the United States today is the belief that the revolutionaries in Central and
Latin America are led by workers' and campesinoe. The leadership in Nicaragua,

-Cirba, and elsewhere, virtually without exception, comes from the universities and
from university educated people: from what one might describe as the intellectual
proletariat or, as other people less kind have described them, from, the "luirapan

"bourgeoise".
These are the advantages that the Soviets derive from the prograth. Something'

mtvat be done to Ohange that. The. United States has historically been a champion of
the poor and a defender of the concept of equal opportunity, the provider of equal
oPnertpnikSiiZeaupperter of the right of individuals to seek those levels of amen).
piishment onsAtentwith 'their native ability. For us to forfeit that tr 'tional posi-tion of the ted State* and simply leave Central America and the Thi World as
an open field for Soviet adveraturiarn is a great mistake.
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We should offer` inducements to 100,000 foreign .students to study in the U.S. Of
these, perhaps 40,000'should be from Latin America, a region with which our future
is closely linked; 10,000 from Central America, and the remaining 50,000 from ether>
first, second, and third world countries. These figures are not unrealistic. Due to de
niographic decline, hundreds of thoUsands of places are available in American insti-
tutions of higher learning from now to the end of the century. The projection is that
by 1992 there will' be a million surplus itions, 100,000 of them in institutions of
the highest excellence. The Kissinger 'on concluded that we could offer
scholarships to American universities divided equally between the state and private
sectors at a coat of no more than $10,000 per student per year The total cost for
100,000 scholarships would not exceed $1 billion a year, one-eight of one percent-of
our national budget. This expenditure could be more than adequately justified out
of the Department of Defense budget alone as a sound investment in our national
security.

If the number of grants is limited to 500, they should be carefully targeted: They
shoUld be offered in sufficient numbers to be effective in areas most essential to our
national security; and in other areas in which the effect will do the most good. In
the idea of national security I intend not only military but economic security. I
would not use any of the 500 scholarship; in countries where, for the time being,
Soviet or Cuban influence cannot be effectively countered.

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of this committee, I thank you for this op-
portunity to present my views. I sincerely hope that the proposals contained in Title
VI, and perhaps some of the additional measures I have mentioned this morning,
can with your support by passed into law.

STATEMENT OF %IL JOHN SILBER, PRESIDENT, BOSTON
UNIVERSITY

Dr. SUMER. Mr. Chairman let me first of all state my embarrass-
ment to be addressing you and this committee on this subject be-
cause I don't believe there is anyone iin the committee more knowl-
edgeable on the issue of foreign e education and its impor-
tance to the survival, the security and prosperity of the United
States than yourself. I think your book, "The Tongue-Tied Ameri-
can," has summed up the crisis that the Nation faces in this criti-
cal area better than any other single volume of which I am aware..
I think the case you present in that book is absolutely convincing.
The situationthis colossal neglect of foreign language education
in the United States has created a threat not only, to our cultural
understanding and our cultural health but to our ability to com-
pete effectively in international business and even to our national
security.

Our school systems, for a variety of reasons, are among the worst
Lin the world in the teaching of foreign languages. There is no

excuse for this, but it, nevertheless, is the situation. I believe you
are correct in saying that, among 76 nations surveyed, and I am
quoting from your book:,

None can compare with the United States in neglect of foreign languages. It is not
only that well-to-do countries can afford it. Countries much poorer than ourselves,
such as the Soviet Union would not dream of neglecting the provision of fbreign lan-
guage instruction in a variety of the major world languages. This would not be ne-
glected in England or France or Germany or Italynone of the countries which find
themselves economically much inferior to the United States.

The legislation under consideration . today is clearly worthy of
our spport, as far as it goes. But the crisis that faces our society
today is not, a crisis that can be cured by addressing it merely-at
the postsecondary level. This will offer some minor amelioration to
what is, in fact, a much more serious, problem that must be dealt
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with It a 'much more fundamental level. So fore I comment spe-
cifically on the issues on which you reques my commentary, I
would like to develop this major point as background.

We need to develop comprehensive competence in major foreign
languages as quickly as possible, if we are to meet our national
needs, sand in doing this, we minimally must have competence, I
would suggest in nine major foreign languages: Russian, Chinese,
Japanese, Portuguese, Arabic, French, German, Spanish, and Ital-
ian, The Spanish I include because, although we have many native
speakers of Spanish, it is essential that we also have at least a few
centers in this- Nation in which a thorough knowledge of Spanish
culture and Latin American cultures and of all,cultures in which
Spanish language is the dominant language be examined and dis-
cussed and be known about at the very highest levels. of profession-
al competence.

With regard to these other languages, we clearly are seriously in-
adeqUate and we must develop an adequacy in them.

The programs that produce competent people in this area cannot
be limited to higher education. Unless we startunless we begin,
now with programs in the primary and secondary schools, We are
never going to develop a sufficient number of thoroughly compe-
tent bilingual- persons or trilingual persons in the United States.
The Soviet Union, Germany, France, Englandnone. of these na-
tions would dream of trying to teach a foreign language by begin-
ning with the university. Indeed, they would regard the study of ,
foreign. language as. a study unworthy of university credit. By the ......------
time a student arrives at a university he is already expected to
have mastered more than one foreign language, to be able to carry
on resexch' and conversation in more than one foreign language
and we better raise our sights to some reasonable level of com-
petitive expectation.

.
What we should do, in my judgment, is to develop on these nine

central languages first and then worry about details later, because
this will give us competence in most of the languages spoken by
the vast majority of people on Earth and we can work. through

ipeople who speak these languages to reach all other languages onEarth.
In these centers, I would propose that legislation establish uni-

versities that would link up with primary and secondary schools in
their region whO offer a program of language instruction in one or
more of these languages from no later than the third or fo
grade through the university itself. Ifand I usseitilonly as
illustrative example--one were to develop a program bf -competence
in Portuguese which is very important since Brazil aks Porta-
guese and Brazil will be one of the world powers , the year
2,000if we are to have competence in this area, Rh. e ':land
Massachusetts would be a natural part of the coma which to
begin such a programbecause of the large number of tive speak-
ers of Portuguese in this part of the country.

If Boston University or some other university were to establish
programs using 10 or 12 local school districts that would -cooperatewith it and put language instructio into those school lets be-ginning at the third or the fourth gr e and if wetoffered ilicen-
tive to parents to have their ..children-c retinue in those fo sign lan-
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guage programs through graduation and high school by some
system of offering them $100 a year for the 6 years -of instruction
and $200 a year for every year of instruction in that foreign lan-
guage beyond 6 years through graduation from high school, we
could anticipate ink no more than a decade of being able to graduate
10,000 highly competent individuals in the Portuguese' language
who could come to the university in order to learn not how to
speak or read this language, but learn what they can about the cul-
tures in which this language is spoken by having easy access to
that language. They would then be able to participate in interna-
tional relations programs at a level of reasonable competent It
might take 1 year or 2 years of college work to finally polish off
their linguistic competence but it would be, easily doable whereas
there is no way it can be done under the present system.

Under our present system, all we can hope for is the support of
those intensive language programs which ate our only alternative
in the absence of the teaching of foreign language in,the elementa-
ry and secondary schools. Those can, indeed, be effective. I know
from experience, at the University of Texas, in 12-week intensive
prOgrams usually requiring 16 to 18 hours a day, 7 days a week we
achieved remarkable competence in languages such as ancient
Greek and ancient Latin in a matter of 12 weeks. That can be
.done. But that is not the ideal way of doing it and that way is not

- likely to produce the massive numbers that we require. "14 is an
emergency stopgap measure worthy of support, mind, youcertain-
ly worthy of supportbut the long-range solution is in the estab-
lishment, it seems to me, of this linkage between universities and
school systems to develop large cadres of persons competent in
those foreign, languages, as I have tried to outline in my written
statement under the development et regiOnal language programs. I
believe those could be done thrOughout the United States. One
might start with g pilot program tin which there were only 9, with
the idea that you would move as quickly as possible to the provi-
ion of at least 100 such programs..It would be at about that mag-

.,
nitude that would be necessary' before we could assure this Nation
of having access to the numbers of people, it needs in these various
language areas.

One would also bear in mind that if a person came to the univer-
sity thoroughly competent in Spanish or in Portuguese in one se-
mester one could achieve an enormous competenceat least a
reading knowledge in all, of the romance languages.. We demon-
strated that successfully in a program that I developed at the Uni-
versity of- Texas some years ago in which we taught all 'of the ro-

_ mance languages, including Romanian, successfully in a two semes-
ter course and the students in that class achieved a reading knowl-
edge in all of those languages simultaneously, having a background
at the junior level in at least one romancelanguage.

The idea of developing linkages is also the way to extend our
knowledge competence. If we have a program in Russian, once that
competence is established there, to tie on a cognate language such
as Polish or a Serbian language, would be relatively easily done,
and should be done.
/To move more specifically then to the questions about which you
asked my advice, the per capita grants to students and faculty,
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1 this, obviously, .is of great importance. There was never a program
more beneficial to the intellec cultural, economic life, and se-
curity of the Nation, in my o inion, than the Fulbright Program.
The Fulbright Program o e the first opportunity of persons in
my generation to have ove experience. Without the Fulbright,
I would not have been able to do as effectively as I was able to do
later the work that I have done in German philosophy and my un-
derstanding of Germany as a nation, of German history, of German
philosophy would have been seriously deficient without that over-
seas .ikexperience and apart from the Fulbright,' ± simply would have
been an opportunity beyond my economic resources.

It is too easy for us to forget that so many educational needs are
missed simply for the lack of financial support'necessary to the ac-
complishment and I believe nothing can serve better in the devel-
opment of language skills, of competence in foreign languages nec-
essary to be teachers of foreign language than 2 or 3 years abroad.

The only criticism I would make of the guidelines as you have
them. now are two. First of all, I think the amount of the grants
should be flexible in terms of the cost of living in the country to

.1

which a person is being .sent. Second, I believe that one should
allow for more than single-year grants. There are some languages,
such as German, for which a second year would be highly desira-
ble. There are other languages, such as Russian, in which a second
year is almost certainly necessary for all but the most gifted lin-
guist. There are still other languages, such as Chinese and Japa-
nese, in which a third year abroad is obably necessary if the
level of competence necessary for the sMs that we have in mind
are to be achieved and if the skills necess4y to be teachers in
these languages are to be achieved. '1

With regard to the criteria for giants, I have suggested that in
selecting scholars and in selecting students for such overseas expe-
rience, one should have strict criteria, but they should not be
overly specialized. There is no great advantage in sending someone
to Europe who wants to discuss the narrowest field of German phi-
losophy or in a particular generation. To send people abroad, it
would be more desirable, in my judgment, to select persons who
have a broad ,interest in one or More disciplines rather than a
narrow research interest. -We should also stress the selection, of
people who, in addition to some theoretical interest, have an inter-
est in present-day matters of utility, because those are the kinds' of
people who are more likely to go into Foreign Service, who are
more likely to go into business, who are more likely to be engaged
in the practical affairs for which language erhange is so critically
necessary. ,

Scholars in narrow areas of research will achieve their linguistic
competence in those narrow areas IVithout this extensive support.

I would also like to suggest that the requirement for returning to
the institution for which one is sent of such grants be extended
from 1 year to 2. These grants should be reasonably generous. They
+ought to be provided not only for 1 but perhaps for 2 or 3 years,
but then there should be the, requirement of returning for twice
the length of time, it seems to me, of the grant to. the institution
from which they are sent. \
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My third point with regard to the criteria was s ested by Pro-
fessor Eilts, the distinguished former Ambassador to t, who is
now a professor at Boston University in our international relations
program. It his opinion that language aptitude required for this
kind of program .needs to be substantially greater than that re-
quired to pass the Foreign Service Institute examinations. He bases
that on his thorough knowledge of the levels of linguistic aptitude
required by such exams and says that practically speaking, they
are simply insufficient for the purposes of foreign language usage.

If possible, I think the persons who receive such grants ought to
be encouraged to develop a cognate language along with the special
language in which they are studying.

Now, to urge the regional centers with the linkage with the
,public schools and to encourage the_sending of-students and faculty
abroad does not alleviate the need for the intensive language and
regional centers and, for that reason, I would also want to give
strong support to the establishment of these intensive foreign lan-
-guage institutes in the United Statestheir encouragement, their
financial support both in terms of scholarships and in terms of
operational fundsbeeause they will be absolutely essential always
in particular languages such as in dealing with Albania or with
BotsWana. But at the same time, they are also essential oven the
short term in achieving a sufficient number of teachers competent
in these major world languages to function in those programs I
_spoke about in wlech,4miiversities and school systems would com-
bine.

When I addressed the question of a center for international eau-
cation, I must express some ambivalence. The reason for my ambiv-
alence is the following. There are great centers of internationalof
the study of international relations and foreign affairs and of cul-
tural studies of various countries in the nation in various universi-
ties in the United States at the present time. Georgetown Universi-
ty, Tufts University provide two excellent' examples of distin-
guished programs in foreign relations and in foreign service. There
are also distinguished programs on various aspects of international
education scattered throughout the United States. I should hate to
see these programs imposed upon by any heavy bureaucratic idear-
inghouse. r

At the same time, I feel unenthusiastic about the proposed solu-
tion of having a director of International Education appointed by
the Secretary of Education. I want to express the reason for my
concern: If the Secretary of Education does not recognize the im-
portance of international education and does not establish a frame-
work in-terms of personnel or in terms- of structure that will allow
for its effective coordination, the requirement by Congress that he
appoint an individual to do so is not likely to be successful because
that individual will be appointed by the same Secretary and if he is
not interested in developing those programs he can just .as easily
frustrate the efforts of the director of such a program. This endless
piling on of individuals to do a job that somebody doesn't want to
do is not going to get it done. I think what we have to have is a
clear indication to the Secretary of Education that the coordination
of international studies is to be an exceedingly high priority of the
Office of Education and A think the Congress has ways at budget



time to ensure remarkably effective cooperation when its concern
is so clearly expressed.

The final point, the grants to foreign students. Here the bill, in a
very commendable way, prop es to grant 500 Third World stu-
dents scholarships to study in the United States. This is a highly
commendable first step. But Mr. Chairman, as we pointed out on
the Kissinger Commission report, 10,000 such'scholarships are nec-essary in Central America alone and in the opinion of most of uswho studied that issue on the Kissinger Commission report, many
of us guided by your own research, we came to the conclusion that
no fewer than 100,000 such scholarships are necessary in order to
meet the foreign policy needs and the foreign 'security needs of the
United States in becoiing better known to the peoples of other na-tions of the world.

It is important for us to recognize that if the Soviet Union canafford a certain form of education, the United States can afford it.It is unreasonable for us to say that an economy as poor as the
Soviet Union's can afford an intelligent policy of worldwide student
exchange, but somehow the United States cannot. The Soviets, to-
gether with their satellites and proxies, are presently outperform-
ing us in the area of Central America by a ratio of 19 to one, with
IT,500 scholarships in the Soviet Union, Cuba and other
/communist bloc nations against no more than 400 from the-United

/States and only 19 f those, I believe, were by government sponsor-ship.
Now it is not difficult to understand the kinds of benefits the So-

viets derive from this arrangement. First of all, they have captured
the imaginationthe popular imaginationof the people of Cen
tral America as being the only effective champions of equal educa-
tional opportunity for the people of the region, as the only oneswho will provide scholarships for those whose parents cannot
afford to give them a college education. They become the champi-
ons for the education of the poor. This is .a traditional ground on
which the United States takes pride. We have done this more effec-
tively for our own people than any other nation in the world and
yet, we do-not project that image abroad and we have allowed.the
Soviet Union to capture a monopoly on this particular socially
useful concern.

The second point. The Soviets use their scholarship programquite clearly for indoctrination purposes and for selecting and
training those leaders to organize the Communist Party in Central
America and other parts of Latin America in the process of their
education.

- Third, they use this group-of people-not only to find those who
could organize the Communist Party, but those who could serve as
effective Soviet agents in Spanish-speaking parts of the world. Fi-
nally, they educate a significant number of persons who have rela-
tively few economic opportimities. They perpetuate in this way the
creation of an intellectual proletariat that is the seedbed for revo-
lutianaryf activity.

It is a prevailing myth in tne United States today that revoln-
tionaries in Central America and Latin America are lead by work-
ers and campesinos. It is no more true in that area of the world
than it was in Russia when that noted intellectual and nonworker,
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Lenin, organized the October Revolution. Leadership in Nicaragua
and Cuba and elsewhere comes primarily from universities and
university-educated peoplefrom what one might describe the
intellectual proletariat or, as others have less kindly described as
the "lumpen bourgeoisie."

It is important for us to recognize that these are the advantages
the Soviets derive from this and that something must be done to
counter that advantage if we wish to have any influence 10 years
from now in the governments of those countries. If we don't, the
persons who return from the. Soviet bloc will end up working for
the most part in governmental agencies in that part of the world
and we will find ourselves facing persons who are more hostile to
us than would be necessary. In fact, we could be working with
people in the governments of those nations that had been educated
in the United States, if we were more alert to the opportunities
available to us in this area.

Tp meet this need, we concludedthose of us who studied it on
the Kissinger Commissionthat at least 100,000 scholarships were
needed worldwide---740,000 perhaps frOm Latin America; 10,000
from Central America and; 50,000 scattered over the other first,
second and third world countries so that 100,000 could be brought
to the United States each year. It's an ideal time to do this, Mr.
Chairman, because, as you know, the demographic decline has
opened up one million redundant places in American higher educa-
tion and at. least 100,000 of those are availably institutions of
very high quality.

There w Id be no difficulty from the print time through the
year 2000 for us to fill one-tenth of the vacancies in American
higher edu on with scholarship students from abroad. For that
reason, it woulo very easy to contract with a few universities
perhaps 100 universitiesto bring in those 100,000 students. That
could be arranged, I would" estimate, for about $1 billfon or roughly
$10,000 per student. I think that is a very realistic figure for pro-

: viding that kind of education and $1, billion, which would be the
cost of that prognam is only one-eighth of 1 percent of the annual
operating budget of the Federal Government and is an item that
could be carried in the Department of Defense budget without any
reduction in security/to the United States because that expenditure
of $1 billion would probably be as effectively spent for U.S. security
as any dollar that could be spent.

I don't know of a weapons system that costs on $1 billion per
annum that would have the monmumental impact, the far-reach-
ing impact, and the growing _and extending impact of the.education.
.of 100,000 foreign students each year in the United States. This
would build a reservoir of good will towards this nationof under-
standing, toward this nation and of understanding toward the op-
portunities associated with democracy and free enterprise, that
could not be achieved in any other way.

If the number of grants is-to be limited to the 500 suggested
under the bill, which are desperately needed, even if they are not
sufficient, they should be carefully, targeted, offered in sufficient
numbers to each language area so that they can be effective and
from those areas that are most essential to our national security.
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I state again my reluctance to pontificate on this subject in your
presence, but having been asked to do so, I had agreed.

Mr. Simox. We are pleased to have you pontificate here and, as
usual; you come up with some excellelizt ideas.

We are pleased next to have Dr. Frederick Starr, the president of
-Oberlin College. Let me publicly apologize to Fred Starr and Ober-
lin College. Back some months ago, Fred Starr was to be inaugurat-

and they were kind enough to ask me to speak there and a new
staff member in a moment of excess zeal saw an opportunity for
Paul Simon to speak at a major event in Illinois and thought Illi-
nois would be much More important than speaking in Ohio and I
was cancelled out of participating in your inauguration. I was 'em-
barrassed by it and regret it, but you managed to survive and are
still President of Oberlin College despite that.

We are pleased to have you here.
[Prepared statement of Dr. S. Frederick Starr follows:]

STATUOCNT or S. FAILIMMICX STARA, PR11:6113144T, Oamni COusoz
Mr. 'Chairman: I thank you for the invitation to present my views on the draft

legislation for Title VI of the Higher Education Act. I do so as President of Oberlin
College in Ohio, an institution that pioneered special foreign. language 'houses (ofwhich we now have five), that has maintained direct academic ties witirChinti for
over a century, that sponsors study programs abroad in three countries, and thathas trained many American diplomats, bussbusiness and religious leaders involved in
international affairs, journalists and scholars working abroad, and even foreign
heads of state. I do so also as a specialist in Soviet affairs and as a former SpecialConsultant to the President's commisaion on Foreign Languates and .International
Studies.

Mr. Chairman, to defend here the proposition that a knowledge of foreign Ian-
guages and of the world generally is essential to an educated citizen is to carry coals
to Newcastle: Both majority and minority members of this committee have long
since demonstrated their commitment to reducing American provincialism through
education. Permit me, then, to confine toy remarks to practical suggestions regard-,

some, areof the draft legislation:
t and

*faculty
and student exchanges with foreign countries (secs. 621,

MA third, the program that maintains graduate and undergraduate intensive lan-
guage training centers at various schools (sec. 663); and, fourth, the proposal to es-tablish a Center for International Education within the Department of Education.

FACULTY 1121CRANGZS

The emphasis on faculty ex es is warmly welcomed. However great the need
for study, abroad may be at the co ege and university level, it is Beater still in our
secondary schools. Although the overwhelming majority of America's language
teachers are in secondary schools rather than in colleges or universities, the oppor-tunities for them to study the language they teach in the country in which it is
spoken are pitifully few. It is not the businees of the Higher Education Act-ad re-
dress this shortcoming; but it would be weir for the Committee to attend to theissue.

Returning to the program before us, I would recozmnend that it give priosity to
foreign language .,teachers (sec, 621XeX1XB) and that all faculty exchange pVtici-
pants, whatever their fields, be required to demonstrate proficiency in the relevant
foreign language as measured by a nationally administered test (sec. 621XcX1X0.
The focus on language teachers 'could be reviewed after a few years. For the time
being it is essential in order to upgrade the skills of those on whom our children
and students depend in their own studies. Nor should we pass up the opportunity to
impose rigorous standards of proficiency on all faculty participants in foreign study

Fligrams. Surely, if -we are unwilling to do this, we have no right to ask college and
h school students to meet even minimal proficiency standards.

it is unfortunate, I believe, that the draft legislation would limit partiCipation insuch a program to faculty members at only a few selected schools. Talent in Ameri-
can higher education is widely decentralized today. Any faculty member fany col-
lege or university should be allowed to compete for the coveted opportunity to study
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abroad. For this to happen, the legislation ((sec. 621XhX1), etc.) would have tq be
changed so that the program is administered, directly by the Department of Educa-
tion, rather than indirectly through alist of participating institutions. It would still
be possible, of course, to expect the faculty member's institution to bear part of the
cost a such a fellowship. The main point is that we should support talent wherever
it is to be found.

u. STUDINT STUDY ABROAD

The sections of Title VI that address the need for student study abroad represent
a significant advance that will eventually affect American education at all levels.
Unlike faculty fellowships for study abroad, it is appropriate that student programs
be administered by specific colleges and universities around4he country, as spelled
out in section 622(b): My sole recommentlaelien here pertains tid the criteria by which

study-abroad programs are alected for support. To assure their success, it is impon-
tantio require that each institution proposing such a program demonstrate a record
of commitment to foreign language* and international studies (sec. 622(bXI). It is im-
portant, also, that all students receiving support under this program attain a stand -
al minimal level of proficiency in the foreign language in question, and that this
net be subject to local variance (sec. 622xbx2).

Finally, while it may be desirable that programs provide the opportunity le com-
bine language study with the study of other fields, this shuld not be a requirement.
In a country with only three people who are fully qualed to serve as interpreters
for Soviet-American negotiations on nuclear arms reduction, it is important that it
be poosible for those *students wishing to do so to concerixate their full energiee on
attaining true mastery of a foreign language.

In. GRAQUATS, AND UNDICRORADUATR INTIANSIVIC LANGUAGN TRAINING CRN'TKIIS

The foreign area study centers fostered under' Title VI have made an invaluable
contribution to American life, and I strongly support their perpetuation. However, I
am unable to support the draft before us until one important modification is intro-
duced, into it. To its credit, the legislation calls for "graduate and undergraduate
intensive language training centers. ' In the early days of the National Defense Edu-
cation Act, the Department of Education interpreted this stipulation to include cin-
tern at four-year undergraduate institutions, as well as at universitis6: But this is=no
longer the case, Oberlin College having been the last four-year institution to receive
support for a Title VI center. In effect, the universities took contiol of the program,
notwithstanding the fact that it is precisely the liberal arts college that- has pig -
neered

'exchange iirogra.
neered the establishment of injitiAlr summer yrograms, special language houses,

d so forth. Suffice it to say that the number of
graduates of liberal arts coil have distinguished themselves in the various
aspectA Of America's irate endeavors is out of all proportion to the number
of graduates of such in the college- and university-educated population
as a whole.

Thomas Jefferson cautiuned"against the dangers of "sacrificing the primary to the
iiltithate grade of instruction." Net this is precisely what has occurred in the admin-
istration of the Title VI centers for foreign language and-area studies. The draft
legislation should be modified so as tonable undergraduate programs, especially
those at four-year institutions, to compete fairly with graduate institutions under
this prOgram. Specifically, I would recommend ,that thought be given to setting
aside a certain number of Title VI centers for purely undergraduate programs

IV. A CENTRIL roe INITLIZNATIONAL IGDUCATION IN tE.PARTMENT OF IDUCATION
. s. .

In order to provide a permanent witness and organ' 'one' locus for internation-
al education within the Departinent of Education, the ft legislation proposes to
establish a Center for International Education. The idea a good one, and I am
confident that it will be well received by all those interes in developing Ameri-
ca's educational resources in this important area. The ii posed AcIVisqry, Board
could Noy' ful counsel to the directOe of such a c ter, particularly if the
Board wer i "anageable size.

If the d
,

egisl ion is to be imprOved in any way, l'would recommend that the
---'rrepoeed begi ight-fer-pregiams-in-t4eschoolsT as-well-as-at-colleg----

es and universities. It might be objected that such an expansion of the Center s A

function would dilute the attention accorded undergraduate and graduate educa-
tion. I see no reason why this should happen. but if it dick, I for one would welcome
it. L .
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Since the time of Sputnik, Congress has undertaken many measure to expand
foreign language teaching and international studiee. Yet after a full generation westill find ourselves contending with the same old probleMs. I would call your atten-tion once more-to Thou-ills Jefferson's warning. Our failurethe failure of collegesand universities, as well as of Congress--can be traced to the-wrong-headed notionthat an educational house can be built from the roof down. The study of foreign
languages must be firmly rooted in our primary and secondary, schools. Until -thin
happens, even the best conceived Title' VI programs will fail.

In order to reorient our thinking, I would propoSe, that a,newly constituted Center
for International Education be given responsibility for All the Department of Educa-tion's programs to develop foreign language and international etudies.The geologicfault separating school and college rust be bridged. The legitimate'needs of second-
ary education muit no longer be subordinated to those. of higher education: An au-thoritative Center for International Education that can serve as a clearing house
and coordinator for all programs in this field is a neceasary means to improvmg lan-guage training at all levels.

I thank yotsfor your attention.

STATEMENT OF DR. S. FREDERICK STARR, PRESIDENT, OBERLIN6 COLLEGE
Dr. STARR. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. You can count

on me being present at your inauguration. [Laughter.]
I thank you very much for the invitation to present my views onthe draft legislation for title VI.144 so as president of Oberlin Col-

lege in Ohio, an institution that pflIneered special, foreign language
houses of which we now have five; that has maintained direct aca-demic ties with China for over a century; that sponsors study pro-.
grams abroad in three countries and that has trained many Ameri-can diplomats, business and religious leaders involved in interna-
tional affairs; journalists and scholars working abroad and evenforeign heads of state, I do so also as a specialist in Soviet Affairs
and former Secretary of the Kennon [phonetic] Institute for Ad-
.vanced Russian Studies at the Wilson Center:

Mr, Chairman, to defend here the proposition that a knowledge
of foreign languages and of the world generally is essential to aneducated citizen is to carry coals to Newcastle. You 'and yoUr col-
leagues- have long since exercised leadership in the effort to reduce
American provincialism through education and we are all in yourdebt.

Permit me then to confine my 'r e m ails here to a few practical
and modest suggestions on some areas of the draft legislation, spe- .cifically programs of foreign study for faculty and Students; second,
the title VI centers and; third, the proposed ,Center for Internation-
al FAluation within the Department of Edudation.

I don't need to add further defense to the principle that faculty
and student study abroad is important. It is. However',. there._arethree. modifications that I would. like to suggest in the actual draft
which I think might help strengthen the realization of the princi-
pal involved. o'

First, regarding the status of language study as such; we live in a.ountry that has only three interpreters fully quplified to carry out
interpretation at.Soviet-American negotiations on nuclear arms re-duction. It seems to me that we should give preference in the selec-
4ion-- -of -peoplefaculty members-4o study abroad to language
teachers. If they don't get the oppounity to study the language
that they teach ip situ, they will

rt
ll not be very effective as teachers.
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Beyond that, it seems to .me wise to permit those students wish-
ing to do so to concentrate their energies fully on language study
abroad. As it stands, they would-be required and the programs that
take them abroad would be required study simultaneously some
'particular substantive field. A perfectly good idea. But it should
also be possible for one to concentrate fully on language study.
That is not permitted in the present draft.

Also with regard to the status of language study as such, it
seems to me that there is a curious asymmetry in requiring a lan-
guage proficiency test for student participants in foreign study pro-
grams and not for faculty participants. We can't expect students to
jump through a hoop that faculty members have not jumped
through before them.

The second area that. I would like to touch on with regard to fac-
ulty and student programs for study abroad has to do with the
method of selecting participants. As it stands, this would be done
through the channel of specific institutions of higher eclncation. I
would propose rather that the program be opened up to faculty
members at all institutions of higher education in the United
States on a competitive basis. If there are, indeed, centers of such

.expertise, if there are indeed institutions with larger numbers of
highly qualified people, they will emerge from such a competition.

As it stands though, many people who are doing first class work
in foreign' language and international education would be denied
the opportunity to compete. The opening of this faculty study
abroad program would simply acknowledge the reality of the great
decentralization of talent that exists in Ainerican education today.

The final point that I would like to make about the faculty and
student study abroad programs has to do with the question of sec-
ondary school teachers and I would like, in touching on this to
note that a similar principle is involved in two other areas of the
legislation, namely the Center for International Education withiii
the Department of Education and also the title VI centers. The
principle is, it seems to me, best expressed by Thomas Jefferson,
who cautioned "not to sacrifice the primary to the ultimate grades
int instruction." It seems to me that this principle, namely not to
emphasize the higher levels of education at the expense of the
lower levels has application three areas in the draft before us.

First, with regard to faculty study programs abroad. The heart of
our language teaching force in this country are high school teach-
ers at this point. They vastly outnumber college and university
teachers of foreign languages and by an even larger difference out-
number grade school teachers. I realize that the legislation under
consideration has to do with the Higher. Education Act. It seems to
me, however, that we deny study abroad opportunities to secondary
school teachers at our peril. I should just note parenthetically that
in the original legislation, the Fulbright Program was to have in-
cluded a large number of secondary school teachers and gradually,
as time went oil, the numbers of participants from the schools
dwindled 4b the point of insignificance today.

The second place where this principle of not sacrificing the lower
to the higher levels of education has application is the title VI cen-
ters. Again, the value of these centers around the country just, it
seems to me, is beyond question. For a generation they have pro-
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vided timely leadership and training qualified experts who have
surfaced virtually in every area of our public and national life:

However, as originally conceived and in the present draft as well,
they are to include, and I quote,, "graduate and undergraduate cen-ters. ". However, over the years, in the actual implementation of
this legislation, the title VI centers have been drawn back onlycto
universities. The last 4-year institution to have a title. VI center
was Oberlin College, its East Asian center being the recipient.

There is no title VI center for foreign languages and internation-
al studies at any 4-year institution at any liberal arts college in the
United. States today. It seems to me this is a great shame. I am notproposing that a number of these be set aside necessarily, but
rather that the competition really be open to these institutions for
the simple fact that the liberal arts colleges have pioneered in ex-changes abroad, they have pioneered the language houses, they
have pioneered the summer intensive courses, they have pioneeredthe super-intensive courses at the undergraduate level that have
produced such wonderful results in language instruction. It seemsto me, in other words, that what is called for here is to open the
competition and for the legislation to specify thisgenuinely open
the competition to 4-year institutions.

Those institutions, by the way, are fully capable and per
many ways, more capable than the universities of reaclung
high schools because they have traditionally*naintained very close
ties with secondary education. .

The third area where the principle of not subordinating lower tohigher grades of instruction applies is the proposed Center for
International Education within tie Department'of Education: Thisstrikes me as an imminently useful proposal. Many of us in this
room have observed the sad effects of the absence of such a locus
within the Office of Education anti. Within the Department of Edu-
cation.

But I would like to offer one suggestion with regard to this. Since
the time of Sputnik, Congress4 has undertaken many measures to
expand foreign language \teaching and international studies. Yet,after a full generation we still find ourselves contending with the
same old problems. Our failurethe failure of colleges and univer-sities as well as. of Congress can be traced to the wrong-headed
notion that an educationat house can be' built from the roof down.

The study of foreign languages must be firmly rooted in oureiri-
mary and secondary schools. And until this happens even thilbestconceived title VI program will fail. In order to reorient our think-
ing, I would therefore propose_ that a newly constituted Center for
tnternationa.A. Echication be given responsibility for all the Depart-
ment of Education's programs to develop foreign languages and
inteainational studies at the college and university level, but also in
the schools. The geologic fault separating school and college must
be bridged. The litimate needs of secondary education must no,
lmiger be subordiated to those of higher education.

.A4 authoritative Center for International Education that can
serve as a. clearinghouse and coordinator for all prOgrams in thisfield is a necessary means to improving language training at all
levels.

I thank you very much for your time and attention.
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Mr. SIMON. I thank both,of you for your testimony. First, just a
cornmer On one point you both agree and I agree with both of
you an that is the need for reaching into the primary and second-
ary schools. We face a Surisdictional problem, obviously, in writing
the Higher Education Act. It is a problem Aso, frankly, in our sug-
gestion for the Center for International Education. The_simplest
way of solving that problem is an Assistant Secretary for Interna-
tional Education. But that means that this has to .go to be rere-
ferred to the Committee on Government Reorganization and that
committee, for,understandable reasons is very reluctant to create
additional assistant secretaries in any department. This is a way of
bypassing-that jurisdictional problem. If I could just theoretically
do what I think, is ideal, I would like to have an Assistant Secre-
tary for International Education.

If I may, Dr. Silber, move to a couple of your suggestions. First of
all, the Kissinger Report, r could not agree with you more. I am
going to talk to our staff about how we move More dramatically. I
think the unfortunate part of the Kissinger Report is that the mili-
tary side got all of the attention in the media. But your commission
came up with some very substantial suggestions that. are not as
controversial as the military side and, probably long range could
contribute much. more for the security of our country and to the
aid of Central Ainerica than the military side of it.

Your suggestion for nine regional programs in which, but let's
say, for instance, Boston University works on Portuguese and works
with the primary and secondary schools. What, kind of dollars are
we talking about? Let's just Say we authorized Boston University to
have this Portuguese center where you work with secondary
schools and primary schools.

Dr. SILBER. The diWculty in estimating that without fairly care-
ful study would depend upon the availability of those native speak-
ers of the language. The teachers for the primarty and secondary
grades who, in the first few years ar© going to be critical to this,
are essential. Now the reason why the startup costs would not be
great is that the program really gets started at about the third
grade. Now it wou d be much more important to get this thing
started at the thir grade and in the fourth grade and in a period
of 10 years the pr ject would be complete instead of trying to start
at the 12th grade and then go down to the 11th and 9th, which
would mean it would almost never finally get fully established.

Time passes very swiftly. If the Supreme Court, for examplc, in
1954, inste3d of saying, "Integrate the schools with all delibefate
speeds," said, "Integrate the sc c , one year at a time," by 1966
we would have had full inter ation f the schools. Instead it took
us more than 10 years after that to et it because we hung by the
phrase "all deliberate speed:" I wou say the development of this
progiam on a year-by-year basis wool involve a gradual accelera-
tion of money.

.Ratber than just give you a number off the, top ofkiny head, I
would like to think about this and examine it and write you on the
subject in about a week. I think in a week I could, come up, with
some numbers that I would have some confidence in.--,

Mr. SintioN. If you could come up with those numberg in a week
I. am not saying we are going to include it in the billbut we are
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sure going to take .a -good, hard look at it. I think the idea of the
pilot program is one that merits a good, hard look.

Dr. SILBER. And it might be that there are some areas in which
several languages could be used. We started a program, for exam-

'ple, using Russian immigres as a part of a Russian language pro-
gram at Boston University because of,the availability of those
people in our community. I am sure that a. city like Chicago could
develop almost any language it wanted totwith the school system in
Chicago. It might be the case that in El Paso, TX, you could do
nothing except in Chicago. But there are other cities- in the United
States in which wide linguistic opportunities are available. By se-
lecting the right cities for the development of these centers, one
can also reduce the cost because of the availability of the teachers
to follow it up. But I really have to study it before I give you a
number.

Mr. SINION. OK. I would appreciate receiving that Both of you
have made some very, specific suggestions that I will go over with
the staff.

I had forgotten Ambassador Eilts is now on your faculty. Be sure
and extend my greetings to him.

Dr. Starr, on your suggestion for having national competition
rather than an institution-by-institution approach, let me tell you
my reason and get your response.

My reason for being concerned about this is that some of the
schools that desperately need an international infusion are small
schools in Kansas or even Illinois. Frankly, if the grants are com-
petitive, some of the faculty members are just not going to be able
to compete with Oberlin' and Boston U. faculty members. And yet,
that small school in Kansas or Illugois really can profit immensely
from having a faculty member go abroad and come back with more
of a broadening experience. Do you care to respond to that?

Dr. STARR, The notion upon which I would base the it of a na-
tional competition for these faculty positions for studf abroad is
very simple. That is, during the last 20 years, we have trained a
generation of young scholars in virtually every field. These people
were trained in great numbers at a fairly small number of major
graduate centers and then they fotind out, because of the institu-
tions in which- they were trained, there were rarely positions for
them and, as a result, there was a vast decentralization of talent in
the United States.

So what" has struck me repeatedly in the last years in traveling
around and visiting many institutions, as I kriow you have done,
Mr. Chairman, is that you are as likely to find a very promising
young specialist on heaven knows what at that institution in
Kansas or Illinois as you. are at a major university today. This is
simply a fact of the perhaps overtraining that occurred or, if you
will, of the blocking up of senior positions in many universities.

I am very confident that there are many, many fully competitive
young teachers and scholars at these schools who will survive a na-
tional competition.

Mr. Sunox. Let me give you another example that occurs to me,
where, again, I have serious concerns. Our community colleges
today enroll over 50 percent of the freshmen. There- is, by any
gaugeand I am not saying anything that we haven't talked to the
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Community Colleges .Association people about but by any gauge
there is, in general, with the exception of Dade Community College
represented hereTt, lack of an international emphasis at these com-
munity colleges. We have some fine community colleges in my dis-
tri in southern Illinois. I seriously 'question whether any faculty
me bens would'have a chance in a national competition.

Dr. &Aim Let me respond by suggesting that the pc;o1 of faculty
study abroad positions be divided for. universities, 4-year institu,
tions and for community colleges. But within each of them, have a
competition and open the doors wide because I t k what we want
to reward is the initiative and commitment of the individual facul-
ty members. Every time there is a progr at orks, every time
there is a school that is doing something fine his area, you can
usually trace it to one ,person who is really engaged. I think we
want to make sure any such program is rewarding that kind
of individual corami ent. 4

Mr. SUWON. Dr. Sil r.
Dr. SILBER. Mr. Chairman, this is the first issue on which ,1 have

found any disagreement between myself and my colleague here. I
think there should be very strict minimal standards set for these
grants to students and to faculty, but I don't. sees' any virtue in a
national competition, because what happens then is that you begin
to go back to the old boy network and to the establishment and the
people who may be genuinely outstanding in one of these colleges
a 4-yeak college or a community collegetruly outstanding is not
going to have a national reputatioi) and he won't have the letters
of recommendation written for him and he won't have the publica-
tions list. But he may have a superb knowledge of a country or of a
subject-or of a language, but simply not be publishing new material
in that language. - - _

The criteria for selection in a national competition are going to, I
think, come up far too often with the same, old names. I think this
idea of making it a grant that is administered by each institution
has a virtue4comparable to the greatest talent discovery program
that we have ever had in this Country, which was the GI bill. That
simply let every young person who had served his country in war
demonstrate his capacity to perform at the college level.

If we have entry level criteria associated with these grants, then
I wouldn't worry about there being a competition foi them at all.

Mr. SnuoN. In that connection, Dr. &mar mentions entry level
i criteria, including a requirement for some proficiency in the lan-

guage. Does that make sense to you?
Dr. SILBER. Yes, it does make sense to me because here again, if

you are starting with a person who is, let's. say, 25 years old, .which._
is about the youngest you -are going to find in a faculty position,
and he doesn't have any language proficiency, youare )ust throw-
ing good money after bad, You would be better off in educating 10
-youngsters 10 year of age by giving thern a couple of hundred dol-
lars a year than you would by' givi ,W full year grant to a person
25 to start from scratch. ;,

Mr. SIMoN. We thank both of you very, very much not only for
your Astimony, but both of you have been academic stars in the
finest sense of that word for what you have contributed' and we are
grateful to you.
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Dr. Sumac. Thank you.
Dr. SrAtaR. Thank you.
Mr. &mow-Our -next witness is Congressman Norm Dicks from

the State of Washington. We lite pleased to have you here.
[Prepared statement of Congressman Norman D. Dicks follows:1

PIIIIPARLD STATIC/COM or HON. NORMAN D. DICIER, A RIPX0.114ZNTATIVX IN CONGRUS
FROM MX STATE or Wriaxnssus

Mr, Chairman, I would like to thank the members of the subcommittee for provid-
fme with the opportunity to address the importance of maintaining a strong fed-al commitment to international education programs.

As the members of this committee know, for, the second consecutive year the ad-
ministration has requested no funding for international education programs, underTitle VI and the Fulbright-Hays-740.2(bX6). This action is taken as part of a planned
elimination of nine small categorical progranis, together totalling more than $143million in current, funding.

The effect of this action would be Us elaninate all federal support for foreign Ian-
...

guage and area studies at a time when the need for greater conVetence in this field
is recognized in all sectors of American society todayin buainess, national defense,
intelligenee, and the diplomatic communities. A good example is my own State of
Washingten where the need for training in international studies is becoming even
more critical because of the State's growing involvement in international trade.

The 'administration has attempted to justify the cut in funding by saying that it.
would eliminate only a very small .porticskpf university funding in these programs.
The impact an one of the- universities in my State, howeverthe University of
Was hingtento the contrary, would be disastrous. Approximately 30" percent of the
budget of OW Henry M. Jackson School of International Studies comes from Title
VI. The unitrsity has ranked among the top three leading universtities in the coun-
try which receive support under the title VI program. The Univeraity-of Washing-
ton receives support in East Asian studies, Russell= and East European studies,
Middle Eastern studies_ and undergraduate international studies. This support un-.
derwrites graduate fellowshipts -faculty appointments, library acquisition staff sup-
port, and regional outreach activities that enhance international *audios, in high
schools and colleges throughout Washington State. Hardest hit will ise,the ability to
early on Russian, Chinese, Japaneae, Musser, East European, and Middle Eastern
studies. Given the problems we face in international trade and national security of-
fal r s, there is universal agreement in those fields that present funding is inadequate
and should be substantially increased.

It is clear that Federal support for the University of. Washington's International
Education Centers., is very vital to the State of Washington. The univeraity.'s pro-
gram directly benefits the economy of the State of Washington, Particularly theexport sectors of the economy.

International education also serves a vital need for Northwest businesses..Federal
funds allow the university to develop partnerships with representatives from the"'private sector in conducting seminars and workshops on foreign countries like
Japan, China and the Middle East. Students and faculty .participating in interna-
tional fisheries programs have helped to strengthen cooperative agreements be-
tween the U.S. and the Soviet Union.

The United State's economic, cultural, and philosophical strength is due to thiscount commitment to quality education for all citizens through programs like. internal nal education..
Becky mons, from the American Council en Education recently pointed out

the impact, the administration's cuts would have on a national level. Ms. Timmons
states: "If this budget request were to be accepted, its impact would be devastating.
Its approval would effectively shut down international and foreign language pro-grams on U.S. campuses."

Ms. Timmons goes on to ear "Federal support is absolutely critical in leveraging
the extraordinary expense. of maintaining low enrollment but nationally ilglu:it
foreign language and area study courses.'

I agree with Ms. Tinunons, and in the interest of the Nation and the State of
Washington, I hope that Congress, and the members of this committee will soundly

ect the administration's recommendation and increase funding for title VT.
hank you. 4'

(
att.,
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STATEMENT OF HON. NORMAN D. DICKS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
1CONGKESS FROM THE STATE- OF WASHINGTON

Mr. Dims. Well, Mr. Chairman, it is always a great honor to be
before this committee. I want to compliment you for the, hearings
that you are holding on this very, important subject. I have a very
brief statement which would like to present.

Mr. Chairman, I wuld like to thank the members of the subcom-
mittee for providing fne with the opportunity to address the impor-
tant topic of international education. As the members of the com-
mittee know, this is the second consecutive year that the adminis-
tration has made no funding request for title VI in the Fulbright-
Hayes 102(bX6) program,

This, action is taken as part of a planned elimination of nine
small categorical programs together totaling just over $143 million
in current, funding. The effect of this action would be to eliminate
all Federal support for foreign language and area studies at a time
when the need for greater competence in this field is recognized by
the business defense, intelligence, and diplomatic communities.

For instance, in the State of Washington, the need for training in
international studies is essential becanse of the State's extensive
involVement in international trade. The administration has at-
tempted to justify the cut in funding by saying that it would elimi-
nate only a very small portion of university funding in this area.
However the effect on one of the universities in my State, the Uni-
versity of Washington, would be very substantial. Approximately
30 percent of the budget of the Henry M. Jackson SchoOl of Inter-
national Studies comes from title VI. The University of Washing-
ton is ranked among the top three leading universities in the coun-
try that receive suppipf, under the title VI program. The Universi-
ty of Washington recrives su.:. in East Asian studies, Russian
and East European studies, Mi die -Eastern stu ies, and undergrad-
uate international studies.- 4

This financial support underwrites graduateolrrerwships, faculty
appointments, library acquisition staff support, and regional out-
reach activities that enhance international studies in high scho4
and colleges throughOut Washington State.

Hardest hit will be the ability to carey on Russian, Chinese, Jap-
anese, Korean, "East European, and Middle Eastern studies. Given
the problems we face in international trail and national security
affairs, there -is universal agreement that p esent funding is inad-
equate and should be substantially increased. is clear that Feder-
al supped for the University of Washington's rnational Educa-
tion Centers is very vital to the State pf;Washington.

The university's program directly benefits the economy of the
State of Washington and particularly\ the export sectors of the
economy.

International education also serves as, vital need for Northwest
busivsses. Federal funds enable the university to develop partner-
ships with representatives in the private sector to conduct semi-
nars and workshops _on foreign countries like Japan, China, and
the Middle East. Students and faculty partiipating in internation-
al fisheries programs have helped to totrengthen cooperative agree-
ments between the. United States and the Soviet Union.
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The. U.S. economic, cultural, and philosophical strength is due to
this country's commitment to quality education for all citizens
through programs like internati al education. Becky Timmons
from the American Council on Ed cation recently pointed out the
impact the administration's cuts uld have on a national level.
Ms. Timmons states, quote, "If this budget request were to be ac-
cepted, its impact would be devasta Its- approval would effec-
tively shut down internaii,onal and reign language progams on
U.S. campuses." Ms. 'Timmons goes o to say, "Federal suppo
absolutely critical in leveraging the ex raordinary expense of
taming low enrollment, but nationally important, foreign language
and area study courses."

I agree with Ms. Timmons and in the interest of the Natioia and
the State of Washington, I hope that Congress and members of this
subcommittee will soundly reject the administration's reconamenda,
Lions and provide increased funding for title VI.

-.I might ju4 add parenthetically that if, history shows us any-
. thing, our involvement both in Vietnam and Iran, proved the im-

portance of training in the languages and historical and cultural
patterns of foreign countries. In my view, the more we can do in
this area, the better off we are going, to be as a country. I realize,
Mr. Chairman, that part of the responsibility here will fall on the
Appropriations 'Committee and though I do not serve on the Health
and Human _ Services Subcommittee on Appropriations, I try -to
work very closely with those members and we will do our part, in

/ trying to provide support. Brut you have been the leader in _this
area and' I think you have done an outstanding job for our country
in the entire field of education and, particularly in higher educa-
tion. I just wart you to know that your work is appreciated and
respected ande look forward to working with this committee as
you move in the authorization area.

Mr. SIbION. We thank you very, very much for your testimony.
Let me just add a word of appreciation. The mayor of Seattle has
.been very supportive.

Mr. Dicacs. Yes, and the mayor's vkife has been particularly sup-
portive.

Mr..SIMON. You are correct.
Mr. Diem. She is always lobbyingshe used to lobby me and I

can remember when she, used to lobby Seilator Jackson a great
deal about this subject as well. I am sure you heard from them.
Roseanne Royer has been terrific.

Mr. Simosr. And in *connection with that, since you primarily
focus on the defense issues with your Appropriations Committee, it
is of interest to me-that the Secretary of Defense wrote to the Sec-
retary of Education last year saying, that it was a mistake to zero
out these funds, that we desperately need this. In this connection; I
would just add something that we talked about briefly earlier
today. We have no college or university anywhere paying any at-
tention to Albania. Now Albania is just a very small country, but it
is a MarXist country today 'with a very old leader who-isn't going to
live foreVer. We don't know what is going to happen there. We,
ought to be right now building that inventory of people with
knowledge about what is going on there,
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Mr. DICKS. Well, you raised a very important point because one
of the things that our Committee on Defense Appropriations has
jurisdiction over is our intelligence, community. One of the things
that we keep hearing from the top people in the intelligence coin
munity is just the tremendous lack of language skills of young
people coming out of our colleges today. It is having a very major
impact on their ability to recruit people for various intelligence as-
signment's. So the gentleman, as usual, is correct on that point and
it is having an effect on our overall national security posture.

I think Secretary Weinberger who I have disagreements with on
some subjects like arms control, I think on this one is correct. I
think it does impact on our overall defense capability.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you very, very much, Mr. Dicks.
Mr. Diem. Thank you,, yr. Chairman, and good luck to you.
Mr. SIMON. Than you:,
Let me add that we will enter into the record statements from

Representative Leon'. Panetta of California and Representative Fofo
Sunia of American Samoa.

[Prepared statement of Congressman Leon E. Panetta follows:]

Rtur.p.A.ulD STATIAMNT OF HON. LION E. PANIZTIA, A REFIMENTATIVIL IN CONGIWS'
Facmi Tax STATIC, OF CALIFORNIA

I would like to preface my remarks by thanking the distinguished members of the
subcommittee for allowing me to testify on the reauthorization of title VI of the
Higher Education Act. As you know. I have been interested for some time in im-
proving the foreign language skills and international conpetence of our Nation, and
the programs authorized by title Vi have played an essential role in that effort.

Unfortunately, in spite of the obvious importance of Federal international educa-
tion programs to the future of our Nation, we are faced for the second year in a row
with a zero budget request for title VI and four essential Fulbright-Hays programs.
For this reason,.I would like to urge the subcommittee to give serious consideration
to a concurrent resolution I introduced along with the distinguished chairman,
House Majority 'Leader Wright, and Representative Boland, which expresses the
sense of the Congress that the fiscal year .1985 funding levels for Federal -foreign
language and international education and exchange programs should be maintained
or increased above fiscal year 1984 levels. The approval of this resolution by the
subcommittee would be an essential first step toward the reauthorization of title VI,
and would establish a track record of strong congressional support for these vital
programs.

Five years ago, I had the distinct honor and pleasure of serving with the chair-
man of the subcommittee, Mr. Simon, on the President's Commission on Foreign
Language and International Studies. The Commission was charged with investigat-
ing the state of foreign language and international education in this Nation, and
with making recommendations for reform. Unfortunately, as we stated in our report
to the President, we found that "Americana' incompentence in foreign langeagee is
nothing short of scandalous, and it is becozniiig worse." The Commission found seri-
ous deficiencies in the foreign language capabilities of our diplomatic, intelligence,
and international business comninnities, and linked this dire situation to increasing-
ly poor language training in our, Nation's schools and universities. The Commission
went on the make many substantive recommendations for reversing this alarming
trend in American education, several of which were included in the 1980 amend-
ments to the Higher Education Act, and are now embodied in title VI.

It is my firm belief that the programs authorized under title VI can serve as the
essential tools we need to improve the international competence of our Government,
and business communities. The young people we train through title VI today are
tomorrow's diplomats, intelligence experts, and international business people, and
we need to provide them with the best training possible in the languages, cultures,
and economic systems of other' nations. To this end, I applaud the subcommittee's
effort to expand and improve these international education programs, and I would
like to provide you with my viewsion several sections of H.R. 5240 which pertain to
title VI.
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CENTER MR INTEIOATWNAL EDUCATION

Fizst, would like to exprees. my strong support for the establishment in KR.
5240 Of a center for international Education within the Department of Education. I
think we are all aware that the current Office of International. Education has been
vulnerable to reductions: in staff and funding, primarily because it must compete
with other, more visible, programs which are also administered by the Office of
Postsecondary Education. The Director of the proposed center for International edu-
cation would report directly to the Secretary of the Department, and would have
the functional expertist necessary to administer title VI, independent of the require-
ments of other_ postsecondary programs,-

In conjunction with the National Advisory Board on International Education Pro-
grams, The Director of the center would also advise the Secretary on trends in for-
eign language student enrollineati and on the beet possible means of improving the
competenceof our Nation in those languages Vital to our national security And see-
non= prosperity. Perhaps most important, by serving as a clearinghouse on inter-
national, Education and exchange prow the center would be a visible and cen-
tralized soul-ce of information OD the scat 'reci programs administered by different
Federal agencies.

CROW-NATIONAL RTUDY FUND

I would also like to voice my strong support for the establishment in H.R. 5240 or
a $1 million per year cross-national study fund. The United States' has participated
in a number of multi-national study programs in the past, and they have given us

. an excellent indication of how our educational system rates in comparision with
other countries. Through the analysis of the curricular structures and teacher train-
ing practices of other nations, we have been able to evaluate our own programs and
Make suggestion for reform. While these studies have historically -dealt with ele-
mentary and secondary education policy, I would like to suggest serveral .areas
which I consider appropriate for an expausso.n of this type of mos-national re-
search.

I know we are all concerned about the growing problems our defense, intelligence,
and diplomatic establishments are having ix? recruiting qualified ling-Wats.' Because
of my concern in this area, I introduced legislation in the house to creates bureau
of language services in the Department of State, which would improve this transla
tion/interpretatiOn, services available to our diplomats and political leaders. The
idea for this legislation came from my examinatien of trans*or sevicea in other
nations, many of which have highly successful Government training. programs. In
this connection. I believe it wbi4d be appropriate for the cross-national study fund
to be used to inveitigate the redhiitment and training of government linguists in
other nations, in an effort to improve our own capabilities in this area. I hope the-
members of this subcommittee will ultimately consider this proposal for inclusion in
the report language to accompany H.R. 5240.

I am also convinced that the cross-national study fund could be used to help us
improve the foreign language skills and international competence of our interna-
tional business community. Other nations have properly trained and utilized, their
young people in the field of international business by making sure they know the
languages of international commerce. In contrast, the language competence of the
American Business community is deplorable, and this has bad a tremendously ad-
verse impact on our balance of trade. I think we should be looking at the methods
other nations use to train their young people for international business, and I be-
lieve the use of the cross-national study fund would be appropriate for this purpose.
Again, I hope the subcommittee will consider making reference to this proposal in
the report language to accompany H.R. 5240.

PART 5 Or TITLE vi--BUSINERS AND INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION' PROGNAUS

In its mark-up of Ilk 5240, 1 would also encourage the subcommittee to consider
expanding and improving part B of title VI, which is designed to promote linkages
between institutions of higher education and the American international business
community, I am' concerned that H.R. 5240' makes no reference to the program
status of part B, and I would like to suggest three specific proposals: which might
ultimately improve our ability to compete in the world economy.

First, I think it is essential that we make every effort to ensure adequate funding.
for those Part B programs which are already in place. Part B was initially author-
ized at $7.5 million for each of the fiscal years 1981 through 1985, but was actually
funded for the first tune in FY 1983, at 1983 at $1 million. We need to promote the
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expansion of this program, and I hope the subcommittee will consider increasing the
FY 1986 authorization for Part B to at least the $7.5 million level.

Second, I hope the subcommittee will 'attempt to authorize specific programs
under Part B in order to ensure that limited funds are spent where they are most
needed. I suggest that the subcommittee consider establishing a comprehensive
system of financial incentives for business graduate schools to develop or participate
in model foreign language programs, and a special fellowship program for business
graduate students who demonstrate proficiency in a foreign language. While seine
would consider this proposal already authorized under the existing provisions of
Part B, I think it is essential for Congress to mandate a specific program for which
scarce part B resources can be allocated. I 'Would be pleased to work with the sub:
committee in developing such a specific proposal.

Third, I believe it is essential for us to establish some' means of improving our
understanding of the connection between foreign language education and the
performance of American business in the international arena. According to the
Prmident's Commission on-Foreign Language and International Studies, "A major
deterrent to continuing cooperation between buSiness, theacademic community, and
Government in strengthening the international expertise of business is the lack of
established lines of communication between them."

There is simply no hard data on how foreign language competence enhances the
performance of Arneican business, and no way for business to communicate its
needs to the academic community. I think it would be appropriate for the depart-
ment of education to use part B funds to study the connection between language
skills and business performance, through an analysis of the business and education
policies of other nations. It would also be useful to compare the economic perform-
ance of American firms which employ qualified Briguists, with the sales figures of
businesses with no language competent employees. The subconimitte might consider
this study.to be appropriate for the use of cross national study funds as well.

In closing, I would like to again express My strong support for title VI, and for
your comprehensive effort to reauthorize the Higher Education Act. I believe that
through an expansion and improvement of Title VI, the, Federal Government can
help ensure that our Nation has future diplomats, intelligence experts, and corpo-
rate executives who are competent in foreign languages and knowledgeable about
world affairs. I applaud the subcommittee for its far- sighted leadership in this area
and I look forward to working with you on this critical legislation in the weeks and
months ahead. Thank you very much.

[Prepared statement of Delegate Fofq I.F. Sunia follows : },

PREPARED-STATIMENT OF HON. Fon) I.F. SUIYIA, A DELEGATE IN CONGRESS FROM THE
TERRITORY OF AMERICAN SAMOA

I am pleased have the opportunity to testify before this Subcommittee today.
The territory of qierican Samoa is greatful that you are providing this chance to
present some of ou most serious and long-standing concerns relating to the reau-
thoriaation of the Higher Education Act of 1965 as amended.

In the years that I have been serving as a representative in or for the territory of
American Samoa, I have not found such compelling and challenging problems as
those that we now face. It is for this reason thats1 support the reauthorization of
this act and hope to outline the benefits that this program has provided to our terri-
tory for you today. At the same time, I-hope you will accept my suggestions for im-
proving the administration of this act where American Samoa is concerned.

I ask that this written testimony be accepted for the record, expecting that,
orally, 1 might just summarize the key points. The education problems and needs of
the territories are extensive and complex. I have a long, long list of concerns which'
have been identified and tackled in recent years: Brit, knowing' that we could not
possibly cover all of these concerns at this opportunity, I have selected just a few of
the most important concerns and proposed actions to bring to your attention.

The first area that I would like to touch on are-the requirements for the Tillte III
discretionary grant programs -in the Higher Education Act, and the only one which
provides direct institutional. assistance to eligible colleges and universities.

The circumstances and needs of the Territory of American Samoa is very differ-
ent from those of the States. Yet, typically federal programs such as Title III are
designed to serve national needs. Priorities are extended more or less automatically
to American Samoa without much thought as to our difficulty in qualifying under
its major eligibility requirement. As.many of you khow Title III awards are made Do
the basis of the percentage of Pell Grant recipients we have. I must point out that
since the American Samoa Community College IS the only institution of higher edu-
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cation in our territory and since it is one of only a few geographically ,accessible to
our sister island Western Samoa, a large part of our full time student body consists
of Western Samoans. These Westein Samoans are included the Department ofEducation's figures when determining our Pell Grant eligibility for Title III pro-

and these students are not eligible for the benefits of the Pell Grant program.,
is criteria has made our efforts at qualifying for this program almost futile.Most of the proposed ,changes to improve institutional" access to available funds,

assure that the intent of Congressas expressed in the 1980 amendmentsis car-ried out and provides for productive relationships between developed and less well-developed institutions of higher but this item dwarves attention as amodification.
We have continued to press for reconsideration by the Departnient of Education

of proposals and applications for grants under Title HI because the Secretary had
proposed to waive inappropriate eligibility criteria for territorial institutions. I urge .
you to recognize the 1411.1q1210 needs of the territories for federal assistance in develop.
mg their. postsecondary educational institutions. I believe that an effective approach
would be to establish a set-aside of a specified amount of a percentage of the funds
authorized or appropriated for 'ride fo be used for assisting territorial institu-
tions in their development needs apti.p1Las. -

. In a matter of paramount importance to me, I must ask for the subcommittee's
, assistance with an endowment forour college totalling $3 million, American Samoa
Conimunity College is considered a land grant college which thus established the
community college's eligibility for various Federal land grant institutional support.

Under the First Morrill Act, in lieu of an actual land grant, an authorization for
$3 millOn was appropriated. At this point our college has not seen that funding.
That appropriation occurred in-1980, four years ago. .

I mustacid also,, that the college of the Virgin. Islands and the.Univers4 of Guam
have already received provisions enacted through the Education Amendment of1972. Neither our community college or the college of Micronesia have received
funding or an explanation:

Subeequent to the "endoWment" authoritation in the Education Amendments of1072, an .appropriation of $3 million each was provided for those two institutions
and disbursed by the then Office of Education in the Department of Health, Educe-
tion and.:Welfare. Also, these two territories began receiving $50,000 annual grants
permanently authorized under the Second Morrill Act, also disbursed by the thenOffice of Education. . . .

Our community college has anticipated this funding for somatime.te no avail. ',Before describing our student assistance programs; I feel that it is necessary for
me to recap the results of a study mandated by Section 1204(B) of the Higher Educa-tion Act of 1980 under the Department of Education.

This one research effort has provided an invaluable service to our education pro-
' gram and illustrates the plusses and minuses being experienced by our communitycollege.

According to that research; American Samoa Community College offers many ad-vantages for our students.
It offers post secondary educationon island,
Generaly it offers flexible programs to meet Real needs.
It offers extensive remediation
It offers some good preparation fOr transfer to mainland colleges.
However, they have their share of problems: /.
American Samoa Community College is financially unstable.
Many times our students are net as well prepared for college level work; so thecollege must either spend a let on remediation or else lower academic standards orboth.
It is` not- able-to-meet tale of American need's for postsec-

ondary educationvocatioata and technical education.
It draws its students from a small population and has difficulty competing' with

mainland colleges for territorial' students.
American Samoa is eligible for six major financial aid p includingithreedirect grant progranit, two loan programs, and a work/stu y program. The Basic

Education Opportunity Grant (BF.DG). program, which provides up to $1750 per year
ifor low-income students is by far the largest and most mportant for territorial stu-

dents. Recent figures show that American Samoa Community College Participated
in BEOG for $54,000 and in College work study (CWS) for $30,000.

The federal student aseistaute programs provide critical resources for territorial
poetseconclary education. It has made it possible for most American Samoan stu-dents to go to college. It has increased the trained manpower for the territories. The
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work /study -program has provided valuable work experience and it has given- Our
students the "freedom to choose where and what to study.

Whip this assistance has beers most helpful, a major changieis needed for the pro-
vision of federal funds for- fiancial aid to: territorial postsecondary education stu-
dents. The d program has created a few disadvantages for us. With the
availability of many of our student* are drawn away from the territo-
ries to attend co universities throughout the niainland.

Since student . aid is the greatest source of federal funds for pootsecond-
ary education, the Bosh share of federal funds for territorial postsecondary educa-
tion (probably ng less than $49 million annually) goes into institutions outside the
territories. Territorial institutions, due to low tuition and federal neglect, receive
barely $1 million annually in federal student financial aid. They els° lost most of
the better prepared students atid thus enroll a high proportion of the territories'
academically deficient and financially disadvantaged students. It is -estimated that ,
some 6,000 to 8,000 territorial students are attending colleges outside the territories
while roughly 7,000 students are enrolled at territorial institutions.

The flow of territorial students to college abroad has 14 to other disastrous re-
sults as well. Some nudzilandsolleges actively recruit tereliorial student* because of
the federal funindial aid they bring. These schools often provide infeier postsecend-
My education, and many students' drop out or receive worthless degrees. Add to that
the fact that the best and brightest students often do not return.

What I have said is not to negate the veldt, of the few who do succeed and return
productive and leadership, rol in the terrorities. But the results do not warrant

the huge amounts of federal invested in the effort, Much of the money that
is spent is wasted, while
to do a large part of the job

I *ant to urge you to
t °ries, for that natter, of
Higher Education Act and cousider nia,ior, alternative approach. One approach
would be to provide those funds to_territoi

es
ial governments, giving theia a-

management role to assure proper and productive use of the money. .

By having 'a direct involvement in the major financing of ptsoistecondary educa-
tion, American Samoa could assure that students are adequately prepared before
they go away to college, that they make satisfactory prop'," as long as they are
receiving financial assistance to attend college mite* American Samoa, and that
they return to the territories upon completing their studies. Currently, no one cant'
troll; these factors. Our institutionicguld also be assured adequate funds and quali-
fied students for programs they are better able-to provide.

Only an organization such as this au ,mittee could begin to niake this change,
since the U.S. Department of Educati.. maintained solid opposition to interfer-
ing with what it perceives as individual entitlements guaranteed by law which Con-
gives specifically intended to extend to individuals in the U.S. territories,

Under Title V, this act assists-us with bringing our people back home by estab-
ahing a Talented Teacher Fellowship for added study, research or travel to recog-
nize outstanding teachers and to retain them in elementary and secondary achool
systems. am pleased that the law would require that the recipient return to the

. smile school district to teach for at least two years following the one-year fellowship.
ThI would enable only one, but at least one of out instructors to seek training in
the-rich and extensive diversity of expertise and assistance resources that exist in
the *totes.

institution, which is inherently better able
out adequate federal assistance.

act on American Samoa, and all the terri-
fmancial aid provisions in Title- IV of the

In considering Title VII for Construction, Reconstruction and Renovation of aca-
demic facilities of the Higher -Biliiesition Act` amendmentS, there are seVetril key
points to be made. Territorial institutions need federal funds to support basic needs,'
while most federal programs designed to be nly supplemental. Unlike the
states, we are still trying to elop an edueati infrastructure. We need build-
ings, tans, management,. far y, and so on. But ou weak Weal economics limit the
1 *venues available f uch large and basic n American Samoa's institii:
too needs more development assistancejust as mainland colleges n help 10
to 20 years ago. One of our local officials said, "We're out of strip with U.S. edu-
cational system. It's already developed-r-and we're still scratching the surface."

r college' too often tries' to shape activities to fit federal 'programs, and that is
ly impossible. They need federal programs that fit their needs and I feel' that

reauthorization of the act could help change that inadequacy.
Finally, I urge you to consider American Samoa and all the territories of the Pa-

cific in the reauthorization of the Higher Education-Act of 1985. I extend my sincere
thanks to you for all the attention given to higher education in American Samoti.
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Mr. SustoN. The su mmittee hearing stands adjourned.
. [Whereupon, at 11:0 fent., or0,pril 4, 1984, the hearing was re-
cessed until 1 p:m. the same day.) ,

Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:3

r
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OPININO STATILIMtr OF HON. PAM. SIMON, A HMLICALNTAI:WX-IN CONCAXSI FROM
71.1Z STATE OP Ii IANOIS AND CILAUMAN, SUBCOMNIXITIA c N POTA*CONDARY EMMA-

THIS MORNING'S HEARING WILL FOCUS ON 1.1* INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

PROGRAMS TITLE VI Of THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT, H.R. 5240,

THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1984 PROPOSES SIGNIFICANT

IMPROVEMENTS IN A RANGE, FOREIGNNWNAGE AND INTERNATIONAL

STUDIES PROGRAMS WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT Of EolIcATIoR. H.R. 5240

*UM:

O CREATE A CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION WITHIN THE

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, HEADED BY A'D1RECTOR APeOINTED BY

THE SECRETARY OP EDUCATION. THE TENTER WOULD, AMONG OTHER

THINGS, SERVE'AS,A CLEARINGHOUSE FbR INFORMATION REGARDING

FELLOWSHIPS AND OTHER SUPPORT FOR FOREIGN LANGUAGE STUDY.

AND EXCHANGES;

* SUPPORT INTENSIVE FeOREIGN LANGUAGE INSTITUTES;

* PROMOTE 'FACULTY AND STUDENT STUDY ABROAD;

* EIBLISH A FOREIGN LANGUAGE PERIODICAL CENTER,T, AND

* CREATE A CROSS-NATIONAL STUDY FUND FOR RESEARCH.

A RECENT REPORT BY THE NATIONAL ADVISORY BOARD ON INTERNATIONAL

EDUCATION PROGRAMS HIGHLIGHTS SOME. CRITICAL NEEDS IN INTERNATIONAL

EDUCATION. I WOULD ASK THAT THE ADVISORY BOARD'S 19 "RECOMMEN-

DATIONS FOR ACTION" BE INCLUDED AT THIS POINT IN THE HEARING

RECORD.

r
THE SUBCOMMITTEE HAS RECEIVE SOME.TESTIMONY RELATING TO THE INTER-

NATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM OTHER HEARINGS, BUT TODAY WE WILL BE

ABLE TO DEVOTE MORE TIME AND ATTENTION TO THIS CRITICAL, AREA.

iIM VERY PLEASED AND HONORED THAT WE WILL HEAR TESTIMONY THIS

MORNING FROM A VERY DISTINGUISHED GROUP OF WITNESSES. OUR FIRO

WITNESS ISFORMER UNITED 'NATIONS AMBASSADOR, DONALD MCHENRY.

MR. AMBASSADOR, WE ARE DELIGHTED TO HAVE YOU HERE TODAY.
-

.FOLLOWING THE AMBASSADWE REMARKS, WE WILL HEAR FROM TWO

UNIVERSITY-PRESIDENTS, S. FREDERICK STARR_ OF OBERLIN.COLLEGE,

AND JOHN SILBER OF BOSTON UNIVERSITY. FOLLOWING THEIR REMARKS

WILL HEAR TESTIMONY FROM THREE DISTINGUISHED MEMBERS OF THE

USE OF REPRESENTATIVES. AMBASSADOR MCHENRY, IF YOU WOULD*LIKE

TO BEGIN YOUR TESTIMONY.
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'Coomitte. of E4w4tio" owl raper

H.R. 5240
FACT SHEET

HIGHER EDUCATION ACC AMENDMENTS OF 1984
(H.R. 5240

The Nigher Education Act of 1965, nsa amended, includes a wide variety of
programa of institutional assistance, student asaistanCe and services, and pro-
grams which contribute to the role colleges and univerrities play ea a conemmity,
national and international resorte. 'These programs were developed over the
past three decades in response to demonstrated needs and the emerging Federal
role in postsecondary education. I p recent years, however, the panoply of Vederal
higher education programs have become increasingly burdensome for ailln 11-

trato rs and too.aunplex fur parents, eligible studente and others to understand,
and difficult for Compost to oversee and fusel in a way which assures
e.3341 efficient achievement of legislative intent,

The reauthorization legislation (11.R. 5240) introduced by Representative
foul Simon and 25 Bombers of the House on March 22, 1564. funphasizes four
basic themes:

( 1) kacpanldei AM** for needy undergraduate and graduate students;

(2) Simplification of student aid and institution/1 asinatance pro-
grams, with special emphasis on ..inatitutions serving minority and low
ilICOOIC students;

(3) Enhanced quality through library support, stssiatauce for fecultY
study' and teaching alemod, merit scholarships for future teachers and
gritcluatte students in AIWA discipline', and Unproved reset r4 fec4ise.
and inStriunstitaition loans and grants; and

(4) New' esidowment devakipment programs to waist iu institutional
growth. ,

The restaithorization my' a are highlighted by the following rnator
changer in the existing law: (1) tion,of the student aid program* into
one work (College Work Study), one loan (Guiu-antied Student Loan), and one
grant tube used 14 the discretion of the institution; (2) estsbiishMAAT of an
expanded continuirii/community education program--- including a correctional
education progrant,the Veterans Costs of InstructioN, a litsracy initiative and
educational outreach; (3) rewriting the teacher education and teacher prepara-
tion title to provide itcholarshipe for students who intend to teach, fellowships
for talented teachers, discretionary grants for callegeachool partuershipe and
grants to Colleges and universities to improve curriculuin; field experience end
teaching methods for Student Witchery, (4) significantly expainling the Cooper-
ative Education program to provide more private sectoin career- relevant work
opportunities for sill sttidents; (5) creation ofA new endOwmeat grant &renitence
program Aiiid (6) isuCclursq,rement-of faculty study and Witching *brood..

liducstion Ast Anwiedneants of UM



TITLE I---CONTINUING AND COISIMUN1TY. INATSECONDARY
EDUCATION

Ip order to jniprove the delivery of continuing education programa through
Title I of the _Higher Education Art, the foaming recommendations are matte:

(1) Elinsinato Part AEstablishment of thSt:C41liaiSSiall on National
Development in Poetseionciary Ethication;
- (2) Revise Statewide planning and informaiion functions in Pert A;

(3) Elidainate the Natioind. Advisory Council oit.Continuing I:duca-
t-um; and

(4) Ilecleeign Title I as follows;
Part A: Educ.stion Outreach Pro -arse funded at $20 million for.

FY 1986, $30 million fur vy 11187, *40 million for FY 188, $b0 nippier
for FY 1969, and $41) million for 1Y 100d;

Part B: Literacy Training;
Part C: Educational Programs, fur Correctional Facilities; and
Part 1): Veterans Copt of Instruction Program,

TITLX 11,STRIINS'THENIND 141S01,11tCES

The revised Title Ii will include the major library. programs: Resource
1)evelopment-Grants and Training (Part A) and Research And Aevekopment
Grants (Part . The Unearth Library function will be retained in the proposed
rsVisions,of Title II of the Act, while the Perk...hod 'Centers for Foreign Lan-
guage Mater isle will be placed ill TitV VI of the Act.

In order to improve-the delivery of ,Library rssourcia throci,gh title II, the
following recommendations are made:

(1) Target resource development grants ou needy school. by establish-
ing criteria which must be met in PIACI' to receive agrsnt;

(2) Place more emphasis on technolOgies and stiengtheniug minority
education Program& (Training, Research and 1).tvelopinent ) ;

(3) Eliminate Part 1), except Air the foreign langua.ge periodical sys-
tem whiclywould be transferred to Title VI; and

(4) Vatabliell a unit in the ()Wee of Postsecondary Education re-
sponaibie ft" slp library programs.

111--INSTITUTIONA.L AID

There Title ludas four parts:
Part A: rengthening Institutions;
Part 13: The FilACk College and iluiMersity Act;
Part C: Clublkuoi Grants; and
Yart D: Hispanic Institutions.

Part A incorporates the current eligibility criteria (Pull Grant/Canipus-
basec1 awards, and low educational and general expenditures) and the program
activitiee in Part A and 11 of Title III, The 30 percent seta/Ude for junior and
community colleges is retainesi. In addition, the changes are:

(1) Clarify Part. .A eligibility to assure continuing eligibility for all
planning grants (one year) and i$ year grant recipients, while all 4-7
year grantees would be denied further access to the program, except for
Challenge Grant purposes, unitise granted a waiver (provided fur in law)
by the Secretary ;

(21 Require the Secretary to me the moet recent and relevant student
assistance data in making eligibility determinations, i.e., advancing the
baae-year one year forward following each annual grant cycle;

(3) Establish a mandatory waiver mechanises for institutional eligi-
bility and a discretionary waiver governing continuing program participa-
Um (beyond) the seven year graduation data) wigs certain statutory
criteria are met;

Higher I:dateline Act Antendasents of 1964
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(4) Marxist. that all adminiatretive provisions "affecting eligibility,
woes of funds, program activities, etc., be included in regulations which
corn by with the Administrative Procedores Act and the Higher Education

providing itapublic ormunent and legislative review ;

(3) Delete Pa' 11 of Title III entirely and require use of both Pell
and campus Title IV assistance to determine inetitiational aligi-

bility rider Part A ; .

(6) Extend the endowment grant provisions of the Challenge Grant
Act Ame4nents of 1941 (P.L. 98-23).
The following authorization levels would be established: (1) $175 million

in FY 1936 for Part A, increasing that amount by $ million for each fiscal
year thereafter through 1990. The Part C authorization in FY 1936 wonld be
130 million and would increase by $10 million each fiscal year through FY' 1990,

II.R- 3240 establishes a new Part II of Tithe III, The Black C,ollege and
University Act. The proposed new Part B in the higher I:aeration Act would
Authorise five years of a ten-year progrOn of capital infusion into each of the
historically/traditionally black collages to carry out the following activities:
. (1). Parcheesi ar lease of laboratory equipment far urns iq instruction

or research;
(2) Construction, maintenance ar rehabilitation of classroom library

or laboratory facilities;
(3) Program development in disciplines where Black.Ainericana ars-

ulaxsprasinted or underrepresented ; and
(4) Purchase of library materials including books, periodicals, micro-

,, film and facilities for sharing these and other materials.
The institution's award would be bowed on the number'cif full time equiva-

lent (FTE) Pell Grant recipients in attendance at the institution during the
school year immediately preceding enactment of the law. The legislation provide.
incentives to institutions which retain and graduate students within five (6)
years and additional incentives to those institutions whose graduates are ad-
mitted to graduate and professional schools in courses of study or academic
disciplines in which Black Americans are underrepmeented. The legislation re-
quires the existence of an institutional develoonwnt plan, and ilsmitoring And
accounting for Vederel grant funds. The isIstion also requires maintenance
of full accreditation And each F7 Pell G rit recipient is weighted according
to the added cast of educating a disildviui dent at that institution.

The authorization for FY 1986 would be $150 million, rising $10 million
each year to $200 million in FY 1990.

Part C continues the current Challenge Grant Program. with miRol.
toodi Metiers*.

The new Part 1) provides fora estaside of $10 million (or 15 percent of)
in Part A fund. for hispanic institutions. Ilispanic,huititutions must meet the
Part A eligibility Criteria and have a 40 percent hispanic student enrollment. Ad.
Part A 'Liability waivers will apply to Part D,

The 19apanic college setasicle and waiver provisions are especially impor-
tant to low-cost publiC institutions (in California, Texas and North Careline)
and some private Institut nu which keep costs lowIn order to provide screws
to lower income students" -- d are unable to reach the Secretary's minimal point
total for institutional eligibi ly. These institutions possess all the characteristics
of less well- developed institutions; however, their student,' do not have "high.
average Pell Grant and campus-based swards" because of low tuition at there
institutions. Community colleges and four-year institutions in California and
Texas, and two-year Vocational-Technical 14100111 113 North C217411.11. would
benefit from the mandatory waiver provision..

3 Higher ilducation Act Anseadinnete of 1904
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current Pell Grant program Would be maintained and its entitlement
status clarlfaxl. Xitximunt award. levels would be increased to .reffeet the in-
creases in the cost of higher education: The parameters of the Family Contribu-
tion Schedule, for the most part, are established in the statiste with the Secretary
allowed only to do annual updating. A master calendar for the student aid
delivery spawn is also mandated. The statutory definition -of "independent 1.4
;student" win preclude, with the exceptieu of graduate students, a poem; from
being &pendent iu one academic year and 4414 independent in the. next
academic year. The Simon trill also : t .

(1) Provides that the 'colt of attenclauce. be laded on a 3 tier formula
tied to the student's living sitnaticia,-and that 75 percent of tuition, fees and
required books would be covered by Pell Grants ;

(2) Establishes, new funding triggers tied to the Pell Grant maximum
($3,000 ils.FY 1986, inflated by the Cl'I minus 1 percent each year through
FY 1990) for College Work Study and the lustitntional flock Grant ;

(3) 'Permits any student'up to tive years of Pell (front eligibility as
undergraduate and eligibility for tie first year of graduate or profeseiunal
school; . .

(4) Establishes Pell Granters An entitlement in Order to assure funding
availability to eligible students end place it on the same footing as the
Guaranteed Student Loan program;

(5) Establishes a statutory definition for the "independent student"
which preen meg Aepensience for all students bekiW age 24 (arid independence .
for all overage 24, except graduate or. profeasienal rich \itudents and
veterans who would be presumed bulependeet upon eurelhu it), unless the
student eau establish that he or she: , sr,

(a) Has not and will not be claimed as a dependent on the tax
return, for either the year of gpplication or the immediately preceding
year, by anyyarent or guardian ;

(b) has not:lived and will not live with any parentof guardian
for more thine six months during those years;

(c) Has not received and will not receive more than $1,000 from
any such parent or guardian during either of those years; And

(d) Had an independent source of income sufficient to indicate
financial independence during such immediately Preceding year-

CoUrge Work Study .
Except for the allocation formula, and a flexible, discretionary 10 percent

"setusidj" for graduate students, the Culkve Work Study program-should be
,retained unchanged. ,

The new allocation formula would eliminate the State allotment portion of
the current.law. Under tile new formula, the amount of College (York Study
money fin institution receives would be determined by the sum of two factors in
the some ratio to the total of the stuns for n11 eligible institutions. ,

(1) The total amount of Pell Grsnts made to students at that institution
the previous yeAr;:altd .

(2) The total mutiunt of guaranteed student hums made to students
during the previous year
A 90 percent hold liarmluaa will prevent any Institution from experiencing

a precipitous decline in this C,WS allocation. Awthorimition for the program
should be increased to $t.04) millitii for 1986, $6Z0 million for 1087, $700 nii/Siun
for 1988, $750 million for 1989, and $8 million for 1990. t

. . . ... ... .. .. .. ,

Higher Education Act Amendments of 1"\,
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.1 natitational Biciek Gmat

The current system of student fInsuicisi assistance including the tie.; commie-
bainni progrants--SEOG and NDSLand SSIG, is burdentinne, plagued with
extensive rtniulatiool; and allows too tittle institutional discretion. While student*
do benefit by melving assistance from the programs,, the manner in which that
assistance is made available to institution, and ultimately to students, leaves
much to be desired.

The three program a are combined .and institutions 'Would be guaranteed
to receive an 'amount equal to what they received fur, the three programs in
,e''Y 1965 (A1'.198546). l'oetwonclary institutions .could use the amount of
funding 'for student financial assistance to Title 'IV Eligible Students, but they
would have thv discretion to 111.03 grants, to extend or to expand awards under
the College 1%-k -Study program, or to "capitalise" an inatitutional-tiased loan
program. The Uniform Methodology and other systems approved by the Sarre
Lary, would be- used to determine dent eligibility. Under the Uniform Method-
ology, a student's and family's i rnca is analysed along with any significant
expense* fur mediCal cart, employ nt, unusual financial situations, the number
of people in the family and the nun r attending poetsecondary institutions to
determine whether a student needs s dent financial assistance and if so, how
much. The following statuary criteria will be applied to all stailents applying
for institutional Block Grant funds:

(1) Enrolled Or accepted for enrollment at an eligible institution ut
higher education;

(2) Carrying or planning to carry at least one-half normal full-tinie
workload for the course of study the student is pursuing. es determine:111Y
the inatitution;

(3) Maintaining "satisfactory progress" toward a degree or certificate
the student is pursuing according to the standards and practicas of the inati-
tutien at which the Student is in Attendance; .

(4) Owe no refund on grants previously received at such institution
under IV or be in default on lady-Joan from a iititdesit lean fund at such,
institurron or a loam Made, insured-or guaranteed under Title IV;

(5) File with the institution of higher education which the student
intends to attend, or is attending, a statement that the money attributable
to such grant, loan or loan guarantee will be peed solely for expenses related
to attendance or continual attendance at such institution;

(6) Preference for grants to students who deitionetrate exceptiopicii
Seed, and

(7) Demonstrated financial need.
AlloCations to institutions would be based on the same allotment formula

as that prmxised for the College Work-Study piugiam. Each institution would
be held harmless for thsfirstricar at the 1.1" 1983 level (for SEOG, NPSL and
661G ) , after which a 90 percent hold - harmless would apply.,

For those institutions, who currently have reAAVii1g fund in the NDSL
program, the motile* currently available, loan paper not yet collected, and any
funds collected in the future could be used to operate.an institutional loan pro-
gram, nt tAe oPtioe of the institution. No more than one-half of the funds pro-' vided the institutional Week Grant conlii be used to "capitalize"' rates would
have further restrictions placed on their use of bloc/. grant funds for loan
purpooes. An agreement with the Secretary will,spell out operational terms and
conditionsbased on statutory eligibility and lepoynient provisions, iiiatiring
that institutional loan collectiens must meet certaiu standards if the institution
is to continue ',sing institutional block grant funds to capitalize its inatitutions.1
loan-program... .

LlIghir Education Act Amendment* a 1964



Gsivanteod Student Lam
The Guaranteed Student Loan program .hao worked well. The changes that

are proposed are for the most part administrative and geared to contain Federal
coots in this program while at the same tinsa\maint.ining access, to loans far
students:

(1) The Fedarld insured Student I.otw (Fin). Prograra will bY phased
down:

(2) The 5 percent origination fee would be eliminated;
(5) Each State will be encouraged to establish suagvncy to servo as

a lender of last reeurt ;
(4) A provision makes the intermit rates on GSLs and: lasidized

Wall/ sensitive to rising and falling T-1.411 rates ;
(5) The special allowance is reduced by one-half of one percent 'to

'three percent above the bond equivalent of the T-bill rate prior to beginning
of the repayment of student loans;

(6) Students would have the option of consolidating eligible student
loons; prior to entering repayment, with a lender holding any one of its
outstanding ;am or the Student Loan Marketing Association. The repay-
ment period may be extended up to 15 years ;

(7) All consolidation loess will bear a current interest rate of 9 percent,
unless student ALAS loans are included, then the intermit rate would be
10.5 percent;

(8) State guaranty agencies will be required to return the Federal
advances for the program within five years after receiving them;

(9) All students will hawk() undergo a "needs" feet to determine eligi-
bility fur the progikni;

(10) A provision will be included to enhance the Department of Edu,
cation's capacity to facilitate collection of GSLai iudadhia making oil loans

. 'payable to the student and the institution;
(11) Undergraduete students will be allowed to borrow up to 13,000

and graduate students will be allowed to borrow up to $7,000 annually under
.GSle, while parent boninvers'will be allowed to borrow their parental con-
tribution in an unsubsidized PLUS (Parent Leine for Undergraduate.
Students) loans;

(12) Any agency participating in the GSI, program will be required
to notify Congress of any new lending Programs in advent's of their Moldy-.

mentation ; and
(13) A maxismun adjusted give& family income of 665,000 will be

established by law, defining family income eligibility for the GSL program,

TITLE V-- TEACHER PREPARATION

This title essentially was eliminated by the Education Consolidation and
Impiovement Act of .1981: (P.L. 97-35). Therefore, the title has bean completely.
reWritten. This will accumplieh several objectives-

(1) Retain the general purpose of the title, Teacher Preparetion and Pro-
fessional Improvement, in the Higher Education Act.

(2) Reflect recouunendat ions of the Merit Pity Task Force.
(3) Respond to current demands for teacher improvement.
In order to attract the most talented students to teaching, the legislation

will establish 10,000 'merit-based scholarships (Carl D. Perkins' Seho)arshipe)
for high school graduates' who wish to enter the teaching peufession. The top
5 percent of students would be eligible for: the $5,000 scholarshipe: which would
be,repaici by graduates through teaching service (two years of service fur each
year of scholarship Assistance received). These scholarships would be ganteil
in addition to any Title IV student assistance, as long as the cost of attendance
at the Institution were not exceeded 'totalling the Title 1V,aid and the Perkins'_ . . . .

Higher Education Act Aniondinonto of 1984 .



Scholarship. Stets. must aubinit a Plea for outlininkthe selection criteria, pro-
cedures for making awards, and how the program purposes will be achieved.

The bill would establish a Talented Teacher Fallon:hip to recognise out -'
standing teacher's and to retain them in elerneutary andsecondary school systems.
The award would he a $.25,000 fellowship for two teachers in each oonmeeional
district .(and one each toe the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islaudi and each 4.f the territories). The fellowship could be used fer additional
study, research or travel. The law would require that the necipiesit return to the
same school district to teeth for at feast tab years following the orieyear
felkiwehip.

The bill will initiate, a national program of institute. and workshop* for
suPProsinotene 24)0,000 lkitIcAtors a year. 'Ds training would include &denies:3
instruction, in isulAiset matter, teaching technique' and 'evaluating teacher
performanCe.

The logisIstion would provide funding to develop R3VirraZGA to PnWidCPM"
f41141°1* development opportunities for teachers.

There will be a program of grants to colleges and universities to fund re-
search and fieutty improvements, to assess their progrems and introduce cur-
riculum changes, technologies and enhance practice teaching experiences in
teacher preparation programs.

Funding Will be AUthDriZed to eetabllah exemplary programs to encourage
schools of education to redesign and experiment with their teacher training
progrsnia.

N.R. 5240 directs the Socretery of Education to 3141101.1 the current and
future ropily of teechers'in the 'United States and the territories and mandate"' a study by the National Institute of Education of teacher evaluation methods
and further research and dive/op:tient of new evaluation methods.

The Merit Pay Teak Force recommended that partnerships be fostered
between colleges and elementary and'serondary echools. Funding for those pro-
grams will provide for direct uniVeraity involvement with schools in their corn -
muuity through sharing of technology, faculty, consultation on management
and administration. The funding will be a joint apylicatiou by school
or school district and the college or university.

Finally, This V pr6vides "such sums" euthoriseationa for the Fertile'
Scholershipe'and the Talented Teacher Fellowships for the five fiscal years be-
ginning in -Fs r 19Se. Summer institute's, workshops and -other professional
develepintnt activitier are authorised at million for each fiscal year, with
the first 350 million reserved for smuttier institutes, The rearaining.prog-rams
Are authorized at IS million sack

TITLE VI--IN'IliANATIONAL FaIlLIL'ATION

Center for hotel-national Education
Establishing a Center for Interusticeal Education within the DepartMent

of Education will help to elevate this critical function and insulate international
eiticatimi programs from the neglect and/or hostility of assistant.secreteriee
whose agendas do not include these program's. The Center,-.under, a Director
appointed by the SeCretary of Education; will provide strategic planning fir area
and foreign isinguagt studies.,

In consultation with the Director of the Center, the Advisory Board for
International Education will monitor' programs and 'advise the Secretary of
Education on such issues as trends in student enrollment that might. portend
shortcomings in future pools of. regional experts and language specialists; the
impect of internationel education programs on 'international business, foreign
policy. and educational needs ; and languages and srAito of tht world which should
be .considered of special concern to the naticastl=urity and therefore given
high priotite.furaturtiancislipport.....

Higher It:Micelles Act Ansendisents of .1964.



The Center will also serve as a clearinghouse for information regarding
fellowships and other financial sappert in the areas of foreign exchanges and
foreign language study. The Center 'will thus beC013311 x visible, central source of
reliable infortssation on those scattered programa. This function will help to
ensure Invader dissecninatioti of tech in'fortuation to the general public.

Faculty sad Stagiest Shady A bread .

Because of the alarming decline Mille number of faculty imenbens in higher
exiiicatien who are studying or teaching atuvad, the legislation will *would the
foreign study programs.

Faculty study:abroad will be- eticaulated via grant awards to institutions
of higher educatien (with preference given for travel toareas deemed of speMal

value to the natimal interest). Institutions with Au) Mirulirmot of 1,00(11tudents

or more will be eligible for grants totalling $15 trail the student serollment.
Institutions with enrolls:mute under 1,000 but' more than 500 will be eligible

for grants totalling $15,000. (Authorisations for Faculty Study Abroad: $160
million for FY 66 and eachrof the four susoceiai Mg Years.)

The Secretary of Education will also be authorised a award grants to in-
stitutions of higher education to enable students to develop foreign language
skills and increase their knowledge of foreign cultures and areas through study
abrZed. (Authorisation: $5 million for FY 86; 510 million for FY 87; $15
million for FY SS; 520 million for FY S9; and 525 ;Milieu for FY 00.)

Both faculty and student study abroad grants will be *warded according
to a Hat of priority latiguages send areas deemed by the Advisory' Board to be of

special importance to the national security, the international trade, and other
interests of the United States.

Otier Provisions
A Foreign Language Periodical Center will be eat.ablished (Authorisation;

$ million).
Funding for oversees language centers administrated by the Department of

Education will receire additional support (Authorisation: $3.5 million for FY S6

and each of the four succeeding years.) -

_Finally, a new Cross-National Study Fuud farr research will be established.

(Authorisation: $1 ruillion.)

TITLE YUCONSTRUCTION, R.RCONSTRUCTION AND RENOVATION OF

08 ACA10%38IC FACILITIES

Title VII will he revised to eliminate the existing State allotment formulas,
but to maintain the bailie purpoees?f the title. Emphasis, however, will be placed

on two areas; (1) low-interest loan* for construction of academic 41114. research

facilities; and (2) motchilig grantsor the purpObe of laboratory and instruc-

tional euuierneut
The proposed charism will be divided into two parts within Title Vier"

(I) Fart Awill authorize "such sums" for low-interest loans to
institutions of higher education for construction, rebabilitation of renova-
tion of ecademic facilities. The Secretary will make and insure such imans

from a revolving fund upon application by an eligible institution. At least
50 percent of the total ;cast of the proposed project must come from privets)

or State revenue sou reef,
(2) Fart 13will authorize $100 million annually over five year/ for

thatching grants to eligible institutions kr the purchase of laboratory,

research and other instructional equipment.

Higher Education Act Amami/rents of 1984



Tau: vwcborkitATIVE EDUCATION

4

Cooperative Education is an educational strategy. that integrates, in a struc-
tured way,- on-campus study with WI-campus, oceopationid-related work
experience.

Cooperative education students nationwide pay an average of $600 a year
in Federal income and employment taxes. With 200,000 students in cooperative
programs, this represent* revenue...to the 1lXTreasuri of the maguitu0 of
$120,000 per year. The current Federal iuvestiieglt. in cooperntiVe education
under Title VIII is $14,400,000. An 800 returii.on tlile-inyeetnient is impresaive.

Title Vill eulargea the support for cooperative education programs through
five-year grants to colleges and universities to kievelop vv reprehensive voePers-
tive education programs. The program would be authorized at $90 million, and
be awarded to institutions meeting criteria ineluding the ability to match at 25
percent the Federal contribution, end submission of a live-year plan for the
program.

mix IXGRADUATE. EDUCATION

Parts A, 13 and E will be intended in their present form with the foliowing
nuad.ifications:

Part. AAutluarliations for FY 1986 through 1990 will be "such ennui' ea
may be ruscisiaary".

The Graduate and Professimull Fellowship Award ceiling will be increased
from $4,500 to $9,000 and the authorization increased iniBion in FY 1986,
$70 million in FY 1987, $80 million in FY 1986; $90 million in FY 1989 and $100.
million in I.'Y 199Q, Institutions Will give priority to the neediest student* for .

awards,
The National Graduate Fellow Program will be renamed the "Jacob E.

Davits Fellowship Program", r hundred and fifty merit-based fellowships
will be 'awarded annually for gr to study, in the Arts, hiummities and social
sciences and areas of national intern esignited by the Board: The fellowship
award will be $9,000 and the program wi authorized at $60 mi1Iion.

The CLEO Program would-be modif in minor W110, Soul authorization,
levels for CLEO would incresie to $5 million in FY 1986 and would add 41 million
each year thereafter through FY 1990.

TITLE iFUND FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF SECONDARY EDL'CA-
TION AND THE musicuary. INSTITUTIONS SCIENCE DIIPROVEMENT
PROGRAM

Fink will be extended as a separate entity within the Department of
Education. The Minority Institutional Science Improvement Prcgram (MISIP1
will be established ss see parste entity under ThI X.

TITLE XIERBAN GRANT UNI'VERti

Title XI authorizes an Urban Grant Osiversify l're gra, (sec, 1161-1105)
for the purpose of aiding urban universities to help address urban problems
and to make their resources more,readily andeffectively available to the urban
communities in which they are located. The authorization for this program- is
$15 million for FY 1981, $25 million for FY 1982, $3.5 million for F' 1983, $45
million for FY 1984, and $55 million for FY 1985,

A simple extension of Title XI, as proposed- brilefireaentatives. Ford and
Coleman yam ILIt. 3384, is intorpecettn1 iYi 11-.1I. 6240. 7"14,67.-.:

9 Higher Education Act Ameadrsents of 1984
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TITLX 111ENDOWIIX.NT ANVELOPMENt

This new program 'would make ;600 ruilliuu available to the Secretary of
Education to award institution endowments. The maximum award an institution
could revive would be $4'00,00 and sn,iiietitution will be eligible for only one
award. Ilinimtun awards would be to W0,000 -The anumnt au institution
receives will be .14,sed upon its need as determined by its educational and general.
expenditures 118 COnliAilred to other similar institutions; the number of studenta
attending the institution who receive need-based student financial assistance
from all sources; the verge amount of student cuwistarilce received by students
as compared-to the average amount of 'assistance received by students at corn,
parable institutions; and the amount of enielowttient that the institutioas possess
ss cenipared to other 'similar institutions. .

TITLE PROVISIONS

The General l'rovisions section establishes new nuthori4ation levels for
Howard University, pallaudet College and the National Technictil Institute for
the Deaf for FY .1966 ion" "such sums" authorizations for the remaining four
fiscal years. A new authorization for the John W. MeCurimicle Institute at the
University of Massachusetts is also provided.

A new 21 member National Advisory Cimainissien on l'ostsecundary'
Education is also established to advise the Secretary and the Congress on matters
affecting higher education, including continuing education, student assistance
and services, college libraries and facilities, teacher preparation, and iustitu-.
thrust endowments.

A new proyision governing COI1Vtilaicmul review and adcptiOn of all regula-
tions proniulgated by the Department of Education governing higher education
progranut is also- included, No reguLition which is not adopted by a joint
tion of the Congress, and signed by the President, would become effective.

Higher Xelsscittien Act Amendments of 1984
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P1.1.ARRI) STATRAIRNT DY Da. J. ,DAviD EDwAlws, Dt.P=Toi, 'Sono' NATIONAL.
Cotharoa, FOR LANGLTAGIW AND, DisucaTo Ro COUNCIL FOR LANGUAGxs AND Oak=
INTRUNATIONWL STUD1114, WARBINGION, D.C.

The Joint National Committee for Languages supports

H.R. S240 reauthorizing Title Vi, International Education

and Foreign Language Studies, of the Higher Education Act.

JNCL is an organization composed of twenty-nine of the

nation's major language associations representingthe interests

of over 200.000 language professionals with expertise in all

areas of the .field including technology, the less commonly

taught languages, the classics, translation, EngliSh as a

Second Language, and bilinguaI-education. We also represent
..

a number of associations concerned with the relationship :o
.4 4

languaget to technology; such-.as the International Association

of Learning Laboratories and'the NatiOnal Association df.

self- Instructional Language Programs. JRCL coneiders this

`legislative initiative of vital importance to the profession,

our students, and the nation

Recent reports, such as ) Nation At Risk: The. Imperative

for Educational Reform-and the Report of the Task Force on

Federal Elementary andhSecondary Educatibh-Polgy of 'the

Twentieth pentury*Fund, have addressed the decline of

N-1 educational quality in theUnited States. These, along with

numerous other national studies,` including the Report of

the National Advisory Board on International Education Programs,

specifically mention a national need for increased and

improved foreign language and-crose7cultural skills. /Schools,

collegee.aAd.unIVereitiee-must ensure-that their graduates'
e

halve the knOwledge to understand world events affecting them..

672
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and the language skills required to funetilon,effectiVely

and abroad," reports the National AdvisCxy Board, on

International Education Programa. 84ation At Risk declares

that "Study of a foreign language introduce students to
a,

non - English eking cultures, heightens awareness and:
.... , '. -

comprehen one's native tongUe, an serves.the nation's

needs inceitmerce, diplomacy,.detense,4and education,"

Turthermere,
,
tliCask 'Force of the Twentieth Century Fund

reports that. '"From .a national perspective, young men and

women with proficiency in foreign languages are sorely
, .

need now that weare.increasing;.y in
e;..

Wlvedin,competitiveneed
.

,tra e and investment wdth the rest of the world," and the

'Carnegie Founttion for the Advancement of Teaching insists .

.,.

that the'tikia has come "to stress he centrality of language

an lint* the curriculum to a charigin natignaI and global
. . ,

' ,

Context." These studies, among others, leave little doUbt`
.

t foreign language study and international education
_

.

ave experienced declining enrollments, teacher shortages,

'program eliminations, anAsaiminished place in the curriculum.
, .

.

In tha regard, we are .preased to consider R,R240 fi

legislation that is vital.to achieving a renewed national

commitment to educational excellence in our nation's

a low Roint a few years ago, 4nly fifteen percent

of all ited States students,-from selnth grade through

graduate school, were epreek in. the study of 41- forei.4n

673
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-language. That figure itself was probably mi'sle'ad ng;y

1'optimistic, since only three percent of these stud ntu

pursued a foreign language beyond the second year, of

study. Only eight percenaiel the colleges of this.4eountry

'required a foreign language'Tor admission. Evep in those
, ,

spas where there was evidence of increased enralments. ,

thefigures were approximeAely'3,00Q. students in Arabic,
.

. .
10,000 in Chinese, and 11,0,00 in Japanese, out of a,college '

.

.

enrollment of almost 10 million. The Modern. Language
t

. -,

Association is currently in the prbcess of; compiling the -

data or the last few years,.and we anticipate that we,:

Will see anincreastid demand for Inguage,Study, although.

th6 numbers will still' be highly inadegU,Fite in terips of

Oernationl needs. eIt: is noteworthy, asWS11, ' Ithat the'

inereesecl, demand isa largely in these aptly:7named "Leaa'.

Commonly Taught or Critical Languages" such as Arabi

chinesiai and Japanese-
0

A's the ability to spe4 the languages of our customers

and clients beCeUles a ,necessity for survival in a coretitive

global economy,'our schools must be training individuals

with the language and cross-ce,ltura;- skills requisite to

success in international markets. Already, tine inability

to communicate in other languages and to understan4 other

cultures has cos, and unlessrectified wi1.1:continue,to

cost, a gKerat deal, of money in massed investment opportunities,'

per marketing strategies, inappropriate advertising, and

lb
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.
needless.tistakes ih ecopomic planning and forecasting. .

This is evidenced by the fact that'thp United States' share

of the world-export market has declined from ,fifteen to'

twelve, percent in ,recent yeari. It is thus apparent that

if America is to tompete.with other nations for world

markbte, among,the ?equireaants its bupiness leadersH'*ill

have to meet ki the ability to commonicatailith foreign

counterparts;

st.is equally. essentiaAl to ouZ rational security
. ,

that we understand the cultures and,actiOns:o; oux in

national allies and odmpetitors. The contributions

foreign language coMpetence to the nation's Military
.

capability -*in coMmand, intelligenCe operatioga.'iogisti'os,

sy

aurVival skills, and OoMMUnity relation* are vital to our

%

er-

nation's security. Without language,facility, intelligince
t

.

specialists are, severely litlted
.

in the short toym.aueare

incapab.le'.o 'developing. accurate lager-term analysis-

based on an uaderstanding of the:culture.whiCh the language

conveys. Only with language andeultural skill* can wit.

hope tbtoohduct gepctive foreign polityas4d ensdre the

integrity of our national defense.
a s

The Joint National 066mittee for Languages, on behalf

.

of the languag13 community, gmnsidors the Title VI ?ttoviitione.

of this legislation essential in rectifying our national
. -

deficiencies in foreign language and international edboation.;

S.
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The ..INCL str6ngly supports:

1) The creation of a foreign language library of

rqsource materials. The library should include printed

materials as well is audio-visual and computer'softwarp

Materials, and it should -serve as a central information
a 4and reference.faciliy on for language programs and

related activities, including the activities, of professional

associations.

2) Tile establishmelt of aNational Cenier for

International.Education. In light of 'the vitaVfneed'foc

coordination, exchange, of information, and promotion of

international. education, foreign language, and'imternational

exchange proglams, 3NCL feels that the idea of a National

Center should be expanded eventually to a'NatiO.nal Endowment

for'I similar to the existing
A

NatiAal Endowment for the Humanitie,s (pH) and National

Endo ment. for the Arts (NEA). We concur, with ,phe Modern,

Language ASSociatiOnthat an Endowmallt could Sew as a

"Central agency for monitoring and coordiaihting language

activities; developing and improving programs ofinstruction,

add gathering :and disseminating information related to

language-study." .3NCL believes that coordination of

activities in languages, area studies,-, global education.,

and exchanges is of major importance to national security,

diplomacy and trade. Since those are national.interests,

they should'be vilhin'the purview of a unified program

4evelaped and coordinated by a federal agency.
a

3) The funding and expanded use of regional

resource centers. Viva years ago, thd Vresident's_Commissii,on

oricioreign.Languages and International Studies recommended

"the creation of'15 to 20 regional centers tci reinvigorate

and upgrade languape competency and cultural awareness

among teachers," 'While we concur with:,the-intent of
I

I
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H.R. '5240that intensive abnmerl and year-long language
go 0

.centers are necessary; the establishment of a set of

regional language teaching resoerce centers'might include

father functions as well. 'Among such functions would be:

a) additional support for research in language
Ped4gogY-

bi preparation of language teaching materials.

promoticon and support of teacher-training
workshops..

d)dqveopment of coAtification standards.

et.development of self-inetructional'programs.

-f)'deveIopment of programa of.indiVidualized
91strUction,

g) development of Ianguage'tests.and establishment
of standards pf, proficiency.

h) colluction end dissemination of information
relatin§ to language learning, including
information on available grants.

it devoaopment of special pro rams in .translation

Viand interpretation..

4) The establishment of a fund for conducting

-cross-national stgAies. Such studies would' provide a

valuable mechanism for program evaluation and identification

of sucoessfulforcign languaqa and international,Cducation

programs worldwide. Several studies which would prove

useful have been iden4ifipd, includingt

a).evaluative rqsearch on existing nationally-supAorted
language programs.

b) research,on the effective use of institutes and A

other inservice programs for language teaehei'd.

c). follow-up sulveys toobtain'detailed information
about progxame in the les4 commonly taught
linguageS, including.reseafch on proficiency
levels, student population, contact hours,
methods, and materials used,,etc.

d) evaluation of study time, national proficiency's,
standards and exaMinations.

) research o'n-exiating-appliCations-of tachZol
in language teaching, the availability of
technology, and identification of model prog ams
on a global scale.
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i of segueriial language education.

g) A survey of study-abroad programs; research on .

existing models, and an international conference
of expeita to review evaluation c4teria and
factors affecting the quality orprograms.

h) A survey-ofpnguage7-for-buaihess programs and'
export prd4rams involving linkages between
foreign language capabilities and..N.ional
business need,. ".

. 1
.

i) An ikntification'of types .a support' and funding
provided formeangUkge and international studies
in othu nations.

An assessme*t Of the extent and. the type of language
pv rams deveaopedfor diplomatic andtielitary
us ge. ,

o
'..14'

5r?An increase in the number of grants awarded for

facultystudy abri4d. :Since foreign language edratiOn

requires constant praetice.gad upgrading olonefekills,

opportunities and incentives enab4ng'teachers t retain_.,
"and enhance their kills must be significantly rears.vd:

Mr. Richard BrOd, Director of Foreign ,Language Proefams

at the MLA, has
V

reported that "Even -for teachers who have

received training ofhigh glig/ity and have profited from

their- work'experieuce, revitalization of skills and
. ,

-....

knowledgeds a periodic necessity :" 'Mr. Brod:insists

that "The common phenomeno.nof.'teacher burnout' is
.

particularly critical for foreign:
,

langu4ge teachers,
A .singe they almost inevitably grow erasure in

v
thpai language

skills when they do n;it haVe regular;contact, vatll native

speakers bf the legue, evan'irthey are nab ve speakers

themselves." o.

.

.
''.e .

f) A'surve9' of articulation plaii OF other
.

pric§rams:

6) 'Thy pstabliihmentiof a grant )'111 for undin

less affluent students from developing nations. T ugh our

exchange prograMs have proven highly succpssful, th se

programs remain somewhat inaccessitle for all but th- most

fortunate citizens of,developing-countriag. At -thus 444AIS

S

-4'

C
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necessary t6 appeal to 4! Segment of thepopulous

which will, am ong other thinVs,,enable these Students

to return hire with a greater knowledge, of how to contribute

to the development of their own societies.' Equally
.

important is the oppgrtunitylor.American students to gain

greater awareness of cultu'res,and traditions unlAke our' \"

own through contact *ith individual; from, a different

societal'stratOM in'thedeVeloping countries.

7). The establishment of a grant-program for

'undergraduate eltChanges for American students' To quote .1,

Professor Eleanor Jordene PastPreAident Of the:Association

of Teachers of?apanese,'"If foreighlanguagestudentS

ao not become familia; with the society in Which the target

language is used, they have gained 4 ski'llof, dubious benefit."

,Undergraduate exchange "programs, among other things, a4ow

.students toAevelop ir maintain profiCiency in a, second

languagei enhance their understanding of anotheieulture,

and acquire an Awareness, to.quote Governor Terry Itranstad,

"Of the importance of their iple'as par4cWants in an
t

increasingly interdependent world.% /

In conclusion, the Joint National dammittee.fq

Languages and itp twenty -nits member organizations support

.the -intent of the ResOthorization of the Higher EduCation
. ,

Act and specifiaIly changes in Title VI. We are aware

tS

of the pressing national 'feeds this legislatiOn,identifies,

lirsd&42 commend the Subcommittee pm Postsecondary Education.

for its leadership and foresight in addressing,thess needs..



HEARINGS QN,THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
. HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4, 1984 (ArTERNOCON)

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COM3ArrTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECON'DAXY EDUCATION,
< Washington, DC"

The'subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 1:35 p.m., in room
2257, Rayburn Houie-Office Building, Hon. Steven Gunderson pre-
siding:

Member present:'Representative Gunderson.
Staff present: William A..Blakey, counsel, and John E. Dean, Re-

publican assistant counsel.
Mr. GUNDERSON. I have been asked by the chairman to begin the

hearing. He is being detained. As you know, there are a number of
markups going on in other Committees, and we are debating some-
thing Called the budget on the floor of the House.

[Opening statement of Congressman Paul Simon. follows:1

STATEMIINT OF How. PAIL SIMON, A agkilISKSTATIVIE IN CONGRISii FROM
Tna S'rxrx os luiwois AND CHAIRMAN. Suscosturrrxx ois Poor SacoNiusY ETII1CA
T1ON

This afternoon's hearing continueb a dialogue many of us have participated in for
over two decades, I am hopeful that *IS hearing will address the spectrum of issues
related to the appropriate federal role in federal -financial 'aid, the proper focus of
our programmatic efforts, and funding commitments to low and middle-income stu-
dents and to Poetsecondary. institutions.

The Higher Education Act Amendments of 1984 (H.R. 5240) refocuses student fi-
riandifd aid on the neediest student to ensure that the student who could not begin,
or would not complete, an education, because of high costs and limited family re- '
Sources, will have the opportunity. I

H.R. 5240 proposes significant' improvements in the federal financial aid pro -
grams. Two of the basic themes: (15 expanded access for needy undergradtaate and
graduate students; and (2) The simplification of the student aid programs upderlieall of the programmatic changes.

. ,

5240 simplifies student aid programs with on grant, one work and one loan
program, along with an institutional block grant program. The student financial aid
programs were created by Congress over the last two decades. The purpose was to
make funds available to students who had no other way to funince their education.
In today's economy with 4ationwide'unemployment at 7.8%; youth unemployment
at 19/3% and minority youth unemployment at 4s.6%, it is time to refocus these
programs to address the need they were created to serve.

I am looking forward to hearing from today's ivitnessies on the 'Teel& and the
broad policy questions raised in H.R. 5240. .

I am very interested in receiving recommendations regarding the proposals. in
H.R. 5240 that make changer in federal student ficial aid programs, mbluding
making the Pell Grant program an vntitlanent, merging MG, NDSL and SSIG
into Institutional Block Grant, the 1I3 'cation of the "half-cost" provision and the
"Independent student" definition, among other issues.
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In this mom this afternoon we have the majority of this country's brain Unit can
student finenci,s1 aid issues. I look forward to your testiravny and welcome each of
you this afternoon..

Mr GUNDERSON. With that. we will begin with our first Witness,
Dr. Hanford.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE HANFORD,.PRESIDENT, THE COLLEGE,
BOARD, ACCOMPANIED BY GERALD T. BIRD, ASSISTANT DEAN
FOR STUDENT FINANCIAL. AID, UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA

Mr. liANirosn. Thank you, Mr-Chairman. I am 'George Hanford,
president of the college board. I am accompanied by Gerald T. Bird,
assistant dean for student financial aid at the :University of Ala-

. barna in Airmingharnwho is a member of the college scholarship
service council of the college board.

Mr. Chairman, the. legislation you have intioduced, H.R. 5240,
strikes many responsive chords, 'fort we share with ,you a commit-
ment to broaden edticational opportunity by helping students over-
come both financial and academic barriers to higher learning.

We commend, for instance, those parts of H.R. 5240 which will
inforce efforts already underway dross the eountry ,,to upgrade

quality of education. Your invitation to this hearing, however,
revested me to address; the student aid and related aspects of title
IV of the Ilfgh'er. Education Act, and to' focus on three particular
issues under it. I will turn to these in a' momen but, first, I want
to applaii'd the objectives you have set for amending title IV, for
restoring the balance among the elements in the total student aid
package, for retargeting aid- on the neediest students, for recogniz-
ing im part C the neechifor special services for disadvantaged,stu-
dents, for improving information for all students, fOr increasing the
pr 'edictability of aid by establishing in law a master calendar that
would work, aid for increasing institutional flexibility by shifting
more of tie- decisionmaking process to the campus level

Now the three issues you have asked me to address:
One, institutional block grants: The college begird has not con-

slated its members in a way that would permit me to describe a
formal `position of the -association on the proposal to consolidate
SSIG and the campus-based programs. For the personal view of one
of our college board representatives on the pro* and cons of such
restructuring; I refer you to the written testimony submitted by
Mr. Bird.

Two, definition of the independent stUdent: The college board's
Washington office has conducted research and policy analysis on
the question of how independent students should be defined. The
majority in our financial aid constituency believe that there should
be a new definitionone that includes an age cutoff, considers
more prior years, and requires demonstration of self-support. At

, the same time, I must note that putting in place a self-sufficiency
criterion, as proposed in H.R. 5240, will raise difficult problenis for
there are several aspects of this implementation that could fake a'
fundamentally good idea very difficult for students and colleges to
handleaspects that are covered in lily written testimony submit-

.. ted earlier.
p
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Three, simplcation: I will focus here on two separate features ,
of the financial aid system. First, the application form; and second,

. the need analysis system by which aid is determined.
Concerning the form,, I am pleased that H.R. 5240 would contin-

ue tit allow use of-a single form to serve Federal, State, and institu:
,,tional needs. This processknowir as multiple data entryis the
'finest achievement of the joint efforts 'growing out of Mr. Keppel's
task force in 1975efforti aimed at the goal ofsimplifitation..

Differing data tequirements 'among different partners in the fi-
nancial aid system make it 'increasingly difficult to satisfy all the
partiesthe Federal Government/States, lending agencies, and in-
stitutions-,--satisfy, them through a Common form; yet we believe it

, is important to sustain. the progress we have made-Amade toward a
system, that meets their differing needs while requiring only one
application from tort. students. ' ® I''In the other arena of simplificationneed analysis--we applaud
the provistohs in H;R. 5240 that califor continuing use of one set of
criteria for determining aid eligibility for Pell grants and another
to be used in making awards under other prograins. We do, howev-

. er, have some concerns about how that secolid set of criteria would
be determinedlodging, as it .would, sole responsibility for deter-
mining the system to be used in the. new institutional 'block grant
program, and in Gat. and college work study, with the Secretary of
Educationrkther than continuing to'rely on the National Student
Aid Coalition...
. We would appreciate the opportunity to work with you, through
the coalition' l task force on reauthorization, to develop-a mecha-
nism through *ihich the existing system may be continued. '

Finally, I am concerned, based on-reports from our staff, that the
language specifying some of the elements of the need analysis
sys that the Secretary must promulgate could produce a few
gli . I do want to take this opportunity to Offer tou and your
,staff ur full support in working out revisions' that 1.vill' insure That
those glitches do not occur! ,

That concludes my prepared oral Statement.
c [Prepared statement of George It Hanford follows:]

PRXE:ARSD STAFRIWKFT of Gxosax H. HANFORD, PRZEMINT, TI:D; COLLZOI 130ARD,
Nsw YORX,, NY

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee,,I am George Hanford, presi-
dent of the College Board. I appreciate the opportunity to appear this afternoon'tb
discuss proposals under consideration for amending and reauthorizing the Higher
Education Act. I am accompanied by Gerald T. Bird, Assistant Dean for eildent Fi-
nancial Aid at the 'University of Alabama in Birminghapi, who is a member of the
College Scholarship Service Council of,the, College Board. .

I.pt me first say a word about the organization we repreeent.'The College Board
exists primarily to **der the transit$on of students from high echool to college
through, the provision of tests; financial aid service., and other eclitcational pro-
grams. We are unusual among educational associations in that our membership in-1,
eludes high schools and school systems as well as colleges, and both public and pri-
vate schools at each level. Representatives of the member institutions serve, on our
Board of Trustees and advisory coencila atid committees that consider the College
Board's programs and participidein the determination of its policies and activities.

Mr. the legislation you have intxoduced, H.R. 5240, strikes many re-
sponsive chords with ottr organization. The bill emphasizes expanded access to
higher education for needy students and. enhanced quality of education for all stu-
dents. These are the historic concerns of the, Col ;e Biiard, and they -are explicitly
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embodied in the College Board's current cam to improve academic preparation
for college through what we have, labelled the ucation EQuality projectca
E, capital Q to symbolize a twin emphasis on equity and quality' I believe we alsarf
with you aeconunitnient to broaden educational opportunity by helping student
overcome both academic and financial barriers to higher learning. I think we can
all agree that opening the door to higher education serves no one well if it is a re-
volving door. Studs need finahcing to assure access., they must also have the req-
uiaite academicrakille.to persist in college and receive their degrees.

Parts of H.R.'5240 will reinforce efforts already underway across thes,Ountry to
upgrade the quality of education and shore up particular areas of the curriculum. I
commend, for example, the emphasis on better prep.aration of teachers and
strengthened programs-of international education. Your invitation to this hearing,
however, requeeted testimony addresaing the student aid and related Ines-rams
under Title IV of the Higher Education Act. -

For the past 30 years the College c . has 'been instrumental in the progessive
development of student financial aid. s College Scholarship Service (06S) was
founded in 1954 .by members of the College Board who sought agreement on prise-

ftiass and standards. for awarding scholarships and other fortes of aid. to their stu-
dents. Today ,CSS is an association within the College Board comprised of nearly
1200 members, including,c.ampus (and state) financial aid administrators, college ad-
Missions officers, guidance counselors, and students. Its mission, as in the mid 950s,
is to foster equity and consistency in the administration of student aiaistance. In the
mid-1070s, 41M1 was a leader in the formation of the National Task Force on Student

-Aid Problems (chairedky Francis Keppel, who happenralso to be presenting teal-
moray today), and CSS was the Clot agency to implement the task force reconamen-

- dation of e common form thniugh which students could apply for all types of aid
and a "uniform methodology" for determining family ability to pay for college. s*

By way of further bockground, I might note that the Wnhinn Office of the
conducts policy studies on student aid, some of which have 'already

been reviewe4,in testimony befdre this Subcommittee.
'Mr. Chairman, you have asked us to focus on three particular is under Title

IV, and I will turn to these in d Moment. Past, I want to applaud the objectivesyon
have set for amending Title IV. I will indicate wheie'we anticipate some pr&bletus
of implementation, but the general lilies of change set out in H.R. 5240 are, I be-
l ieve, in the right direction. ..

,
_ RattraOgeiG BALANCX

By proposing that -Pell 'Grants tie established as an entitlement and by other
changes; the Dmposed leglalatioireeeks to bringjibout a more appropriate balance 9f.,
grant and loan support in the total package of fideral aid. T. recent report '
by our Washington Office titled' `Trends in Student Aid" hlighted the dramatic
shift in the overall proportions of aid awarded in the form of grants and loans- over
recent years. Since 1976 t aid has declined from 80 percent to less than 50 per-
cent,' of total -aid swamrlec while loans have increased during the same time period
from 17 perpent to ab6ut half of all And trend toward 'ken f" seems
to be accelerating. We are in full su r efforts to stem this tre under ...

Title N. / .. ,
, , ... -

arTARGirrniG Aa) ON Tilt Nranizar artMlIbrra .
Another objective of 14,11: 52444 is to ensure that Title IV aid is concentrated on

students and families with the greatest need for funds. We en4orse, for example, the
restoration of pre-1980 statutory language requiring that preference for campus-
based federal aid be given to students who demonstrate "exceptional financial
need." . , .

ili7Oaa4,110,11 VW! 111.7DISTS.

ThJBoard of Trustees of the College Board has just authorized aiiffi intment of a
Commission on Precollege Guidance and Counseling, in reccemition t uality of
opportunity depends a great deal on better information and advice react stu-
dents earlier in their school careers. I am pleased to see a similar Coneern\re acted

., in H.R. 5240. , *

ificizAalLo naDICTABU-rrY or AID. -
H.R. 5240 also attempts to assure that students have r advance notice of

their eligibility for federal funds. Given the vagaries.of federal bedgetary and

sl

,
r
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Lulea:risking promo, perhaps we will never achieve the kind of regularity that
would be desirable, but we endorse the 'attempt to establish in law a master calen-
dar that would help to fissure that forms, eligibility schedulee, anct ultimately funds
can be delivered on a timely basis to allowatudents to Make rational choices.

aldrATER INSTrrtrtioN/41. nein:smirk

Finally, Mr. Chairman, you have indicated an intent to "shift more of the desi-
sion- making process to the campus level." We heartily endorse this objective. It is
on campus that we believe need- analysis must ultimatei? be carried out and aid
Packaged from a variety of sources to *cognize the varied circumstances of individ-ual students and families.

Let me turn now to the three issues you hale specifically asked me to addrees: the
institutional block grant program, the independent student defmition, and sicoplifi-cation of the student aid process.

1341111TUTIO,NAL ULOCX GAUL=
.

The College Board as an association has not consulted its members in a way that
would permit the staff to describe a formal Board position on the proposal to consol-idate SSIG and the campus-based proverbs intoan institutional block grant. I refer
you to the written testimony submitted by Mr. Bird for the personal view of one of
our College' Board members on the pluses and minuses of suO.,h a restructuring.

INDZS'ENDXNT =DWI' DVIATMoN

The College Boltal has conducted policy research on the motion of how inciepertd
,, exit status should be defined. We think there is a compellin.g, case for revison of the

federal criteria. I refer you to testimony presented to this Subcommittee lase Octo-
ber 27, 1983 by Larry Gladieux, executive direotor of our Washington Office. That
testimony, growing out of a study by the Washington Office, suggested a shift to age
criteria to simplify the definition while increasing verifiability and reinfqrcing the
assumption di parental responsibility through at least the traditional ogee spanning

.undergraduate education.
A recent survey conducted jointly by the College Board and the National AseoCia-

tion of Student Financial Aid Administrators confirms the belief among financial
aid administrators that the prevailing \ definition. is inadequate. Ten percent of 41
respondents to the survey already usakriteria different from the lederal definition
for awarding institutional fonds, and 60 percent believe that the current federal def-
inition should be changed. The mejerity believethat a new" definition should include
an age cut-off; should ,consider more prior years; and should require the student to
demonstrate self support to qualify as independent.

These findings suggest widespread support for the -general,principleof tightening.
the definition of independent students by adding a self eufficiency criterion to the
current requirements, as-proposed in H.B. 5240. At the same time, I must note that
implementing such e criterion raises .difficult problems., We at the Board are con-
cerned about several aspects of this implementation that could make a fundamen-
tally good idea 'very difficult for students mid colleges to handle. A 'clear and unam-
bigroons criterion that immediately separates students' qualifging as independent
from those who are not int*t be developed, or it will be impossible to instruct stu-
dents on the application form as to whether they and/or their parents need to pro-
vide information on income and assets. We a're else 'clod-mixed abonti-ivhat- rules.
would 'be developed by the Department of Education to verify self-sufficiency and
about what new burdens these rules might impose on colleges and universities.

SAILPLICATION

Th4't hird point you live asked me to address is that of Su' uplification: Let ms do
so by focusing bi turn on two separate featuris of the financial aid system; firift, the
application form, and second, the need analysis system by .Which an individual stn.-

odent's eligibility for aid` is deteillhilied.
Concerning the application form, I am pleased to see that uR. 5240 will co ntinue

to allow states and institutions to add questions they need for distributing their own
fiaincial aid to the basic set of questions identified by the Department of Education

r awarding federal assistance. As a result, students can conxplete One financial aid
ipplicatiou and that single form serve federal, state, and institutional .eels.
This processknown in the trade as. Multiple Data Entry or MDE--As. the finest
ackevenent of all the joint efforts growing out of Mr. Keppel's Task Force in 1975



toward the mamas elusive goal of simplification. It's not perfect by any means,
but it is a f =tter system than that faced by students before MDE was Mstituted.

Our h this goal will continue to be tested as families of increasingly
varietS, tiro beconie eligible -for,. States distribute over $1 billion of
their own funds 1 dents, and instituti contribute another $2.5 billion. Many.
stiltes and institutions will continue to call for more detailed financial inforniation
from applicants in order to accuratsny assess their financial circumstancesDiffering
data requirements among different partners in the financial aid system make it in
cretauagly difficult to satisfy everyone through a common form, yet we believe it is
very important to sustain the progress we have made toward a' system that meets
these differing requirements while reqiitiring only one application- from most stu-
dents.

In the area of need analysis' we applaud the provisions in H.R. 5240 that call for
a continuation of our current practice of using 'one Set of criteria for determining
aid eligibility for Pell Grants and allowing a.second set of criteria to be used in
making awards under other programs

I do, however, have some concern/ about how that second set of Criteria would be
determined under H.R. we work with other members of the student
aid community each year develop a coalman method by which federalisamputs- '
based dollars, state awards d institutional, funds, will be awarded. This tields. the
so-called uniform methodology, which is annually approved through the National(
Student-,Aid Coalition, Because all the financial aid' partners are part of the proceae
of devel6P/og the methodology, they are able to ensure, that it meets all their needs;
the process thus discotiragee the proliferation of need analytis systems at the state
and institutional level. f4'

I am concerned that the bill.before us does not -continue this consensus-oriented
process,' but rather lodgee sole responsilaiiity for determining the need. anal
system to be used in the new institutional block grant program and in GSL and
lege Work-Study with the Secretary of Education. 'I do not believe that states and
inostitiitions have been pr will be able to rely. on such se regulatory process to have
their own requirementi met, and that multiple nenetement systems are an unfortu-

but likely outame.,
ould reciate the opportunity to work with you; through the Coalitions s

uthorilation, to develop a rnechanism through which the.(minting
continued.
rammed, based on rePorts from our staff, that the language in the

cu nt bil specifying soma of the elements of the need analysis system that the
Sec tart' must promulgate contains a few glitches. While I don't want. to belabor
this ussion with details, I do want to offer to you and yoqr staff our fall support
in " .rdinating revisions to make sure that the methodology described in the legis-
lation is complete. For example, the bill as currently written does notinclude offsets
against family""income for standard living costs, nor does it, make provision for
annual adjustments such offset(, though such offsets and annual adjustments 'cur-,

.'ffsmmtly exist in both_te Pell and uniform methodologies.
` Mr. Chairman, teat completee. my prepared statement. Mr. Bird also 'wishes to

submit a. written statement for the .record, and we shall be glad to answer questions
and be otany help we can to this Suhcomroittee.

Mr. HANFORD. Mr. Bird also wishes to submit a written state-
ment for the record and we are both glad to try, to answer ques-
tions that you might have.

Mr. Gubrnmsom. Do you have a statement, 'Mr. Bird?
Mr. BIRD. I am submitting my statement.
[Prepared statement of Gerald T. Bird followsl

PIMPANZA STA Or GSxALD T. Bien, ASSOMATIC, DUN AND DULICTOR or

SIT MD' UNrorearry or ALsaassa-Brassustuzaat

Mr. Chairman and Members of the-Subcommittee, I am Gerald T. Bird, Associate
Dean and Director of Student Aid at the University of Alabama at Birminghsun. I
am aloe a member of the College Scholarship Service (CAS)' Council, which deter-
mines the (services offered through the MS.

I am pleased to submit this written testimony regarding H.R. 5240, and to address
questions that you might have of me regarding the Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act. My purpose in preeenting this testimony is to round out the points'
Mr. Hanford has conveyed by adding un institutional perspective. As Mr. /*inked



stated, the CSS Council has not*hadioppozkunity to review H.R. 5260; therefore, in_
remarks represent my own views as one active participant in the governance of MS
and as a practicing.airltdministrator.

INSTITUTIONAL RLOCX GRANTS

I applaud the increased flexibility that would be provided to campuses iinder- the
Vistitutional block gr'ant approach. Campus aid administrators are uniquely able to
determine the individual student's financial* need and then assess the best or

eof financial aid to meet that need. Allowing them discretion in all ting
funds among grants, loans, and work .study will greatly enhance their capac-

,itY to respond to individual circumstances.
I do have two specific concerns aboutthe proposarfor inatitdtional block grants:

the deletion of the State udent Incentive Grants as a discrete program. Elimina-tion of this matching mon y would remove the incentive for states to continue to
participate with us in the ding of student aid.

. I believe that each state would attempt to keep their state's prognun in pace.
However, without the incentive to -match federal funds, -the uneven circumstances of
many states (for exkutple my ewn state, beleagured by a 11.6 meat unemploy-
ment) may result to the elimination of some states' programa second concern
lies in the distribution formula sacleacrilied in Section 421: the pact of the formu-la is unclear.

t

A

INDSPINIXTNT STUGS.1ST DRIMMON

The recent Survey of Undergraduate Need Analysis Fractiies,'"Policiaa, and ProCe-
dus reveals that zn the opinion of more than 60% of my coil mattes, the definition
of 'independent (or eelf-supporting) status needs to be tightened R Sile I agree with
that basic thought, I-have concerns about how we achieve that goal.

Fir' st, we must not lose sight of the important b.4 that no matter what definition
had been in plate during the past few years, more ferid dollars would have been
awarded to independent students simply because- there are more inde*adent
dents. The average age of our etudent population is now over 25, and at my' campus
now exceeds 26 years of age. That translates into more deinand for student aid
dollar 'to assist older,' truly independent stiidenta. We should not add to their data
rectdirements in our attempt to restrict aid to students who circumvent the current
rules to obtain student aid. This manipulation of the system alio circumvents the

, basic premise upon which student aid has long been based: that the obligation tq
pay for postsecondary education rests first upon the family and student, then upon
other sources of amateur*.

It is not difficult to ask questions of students to support khe tightened definition.
The "common form" contains questions about Veterans' status, student'eage, and
marital status: The difficulty lies in having the answers to these questions result in
'Immediate determination by the student as to 'whether he or she is 9elioupporting;
that information is necessary on-the-spot so that the liftud4nt knows who -should core-
plate the income and asset information: the student himself or herself, if self -sup -
porting or the parents, if the student is determined to be dependeatt.

Our efforts nearly two yearit ago to Constriict * form that would direct studesits
through the decision set proposed in H.R. 5240,. resulalsd in an additional page of
dataa 50% increassin the length of the federal .forro for student aid. Since that
outcome was undesirable, it was abandoned. .

AzieflierpbeilbilitY is csillection of :additional data by the campus financial aid of-
ficer. This would also be unsatisfactory 'because we would receive aid applications
that contain income data from the student when we need the paFentatliata, and
vice-versa. The additional time required to obtain the nee:mol, mina* 'data fromIstudents or their parents would result in tilastantial delays in the awarding, of fi-
nancial Lid. -

If we can agree on one additional criterion beyond the requirements qurently in
place, we could correctly collect-the data while tightening the definition'. I ...feel that
adding with age or one earlier year to the existing requirements (the so-ealled
form test) would yield a result that meets the need for a tighter test for independent
status while not disrupting the data collection system. I.urge you tawork with stu-
dent financial aid cos in 0.1104414 one of. thaw option.

SIMPUSICATION
, Atscan't resist a bit of pouthern philosophy in recalling that a friend 9f mine says

that there's a simple answer for eve and unusually wrong! We've attempt-
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ed to make the process sim pler--in terms of both form and inethcxlologyin several
recent years. Sometimee, "siimplification" ..;; led 'a different t of complexity,
and added confusion for students, counselo' gran aid',sdnainistra-
tors. For example, efforts on the part of the b apartment of Educjation several, years
ago to reduce the data collected for federal "aim resulted in supple-
mental forms. The effort to simplify the p = did not work because it disregarded
the requirements of law in some states, an of administrative procedure in
Many state echolarsbip and grant age cies ; .d most offices that de-
mended the continued collection of da d the federally reecribed elements.

Through continuation of the provision ; simultaneous co 'on of data," H.R.
5240 would go far toward helping to make e system more predictable (referring to
Mr. Ilanford's description of predictability), more sunploo the student, while at the
same time accommodating the multiple ublic policies that govern the current
array of student aid funds.

H.R. 5240 provides for continuation f separate methodologies for Fell and
campus-based funds., But missing is a m = han isen to permit the financial aid corn-
annuity, to have input into this crucial p I. Such input is currently facilitated,
through the National Student Aid Coali n. I encourage you to reinstate the exist-
ing process through which a methodol. 4 can be constructed to utilize common
data, appending that vhich is needed for tate and inatituitionid purposes, to support
our current system tliat of multiple elijibility standards, as needed for stote and
federal purposes, within the structure o one standard of ability to pay for postsec-
ondary education. We should Maintain ttie existing system of the Pell methodology.
Uniform Methodology and Guaranteed Student Loan metkodology. It seems to be
working. I hope we won't attempt to "flt it" and in the pips build a system that
won't work. ;

Thank you for this opportunity to p nt my thous ts on these important topics.
I welcome any questions that yonmigh have for me.

Mr, GUNDERSON. Would you your total, presentation made a
gait of the record? .

Mr. Ithwirolb. Please. I

Mr. Golltwasow. Would you elaborate in.cletail more of your con-' .
cerns? I will get backthe student definition, independent-student
definition. You seem to be a'- little bit concerned that the proposal
in front of us is a little ambiguvojik., should I say. Can you develop'
more exactly where yotr thinic ought Ito go on that definition, of
independent student.

Mr. HANFORD. I will turn to Mr. Bird.
Mr. BIRD. On the independent-student "definition there are sever-

al areas that we think would be important to look at. Ip studying
other testimonies I, see that there seems to be some question as to
an extension of previous year of income, but in addition, there
would also be a consideration of age. Now, in consirdering age, as a
criterion for determination of independence, there are also some
other factors that age will not necessarily include. For example, a
student is entirely- likely to be independent-if that student is a
saingig parent and may still be under the age of 24, so those are the
'kinds Of concerns that we do have.

Mr. GUNDNRSON. Questions that I have been asking at the hear -
ings' are in the area of priority. You indicated in your summ
statement that you supported the general thrust of this bill whic
retargeted 'aidV the neediest of students. I would be interested ex-
actly where you'perceive that most important retargeting?

IIANFORD. I see the retargeting that is needed primarily on
behalf of youngsters who come from disadvantiged backgrounds,

who tend by and largerstill, although not exclusively, 'to be minori-
ty youngsters. I think we need to get information to them earlier
about opportunities in higher education I think the quality thrust
in educatiotirtoday is going to prepare more youngster's more effec-
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tivelyfor college and it would be terrible to raise their hopes aca-
dewi,cally and then fmancially be unable to fulfill the promise that
we have implicitly made.

Mr. GUNDERSON. We have beexl toying with a number of different
options to deal with the nontraditional student. One of the sugges-
tions made in testimony, I believe it was yesterday, was that we
include day care costs in the needs analysis. Do you have any com-
ments on what problems this` would entail, trying to make such an
adjustTent7

Mr. AIANFORD. I think' the day care both for the student who is
working and needsthe parent who needs help while they are

judgment, without having 'canvassed constituency, I thilik this
working, money to go and while thetyltre going to school, in lily

would be a legitimate cost relat(ed to education! If you have to
watch the children you cannot go to school.

Mr. GUNDERSON. That is right. As we discussed earlier before the
hearing, you indicated your interest in prohding written suggeg-
Lions to us as to how to deal with the nontraditional student finan-
cial aid program. I would appreciate. it if you could elaborate on
the day care area as welleas on whit problems you 'might foresee
and how it could be done.

Mr. HwNrottn. Will do.
M,r, GUNDERSON. Thank you -wry much. ,

this time we will call the next three scheduled witnesses :' Dr.
rank Keppel, National Student'Aid Coalition; Dr. Gregory Anrig,

president, Educational Testing Sezvice; and Mark Heffron, vice-
pfesident, American aAlege Testing' Prokram.

STATEMENT OF FRANK KEPPEL, CHAIR, NATIONAL STUDENT AID
COALITION

Mr. KEPPEL. Mr. Chairman, thank. you very much for asking the
Student Aid Coalition to be on a panel of witnesses. It is a coalition
that represents educational groups. I think half of them are prob-
ably behind me to be sure that I filo not go off the reservation. To
save time, sir, I wonder if I could you have a dopy of, the testimo-
ny.

Mr. GUNDE1t -50111. We will make your statement and other 'state-
ments this afternoon a part of the record.

Mr. KEPPEL. I would like to bring your attention to tile central or
a central policy point which is that thettudent financial aid enter-
prise as a whole I think can fairly be said to need stability, so that
a very complicated Federal-State-institutional private system,
which is all intermeshed, can work out smoothly. One aspect of it
is a fairly firm master calendar, which is in the legislation, and we
applaud it qnd I hope it will be kept vigorous in that way. .I find
the date April rather entertaining as the date on which certain,
things are done, but never mind, it is a fine date.

The second thing I would like to mention would,be: I am in the
middle of page 3, Mr. Ch Orman, the bill includes a section 492 for
an adviiory committee on student financial assbstance. I 'am well
aware that advisory committeei are not the favorite of anApdy in
this town. We are in favorof doing something, but not quite n the
form which it is in the bill. The feeling is that if there is going to.:

37-ti,18 0 -84--44 (6
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be such a group, it should be-4t should not in our jigment be
Ort of the Department of Education. It should be an independent
agency which advises the Congress as well as the executive branch,
because it represents the interests of States as well as institutions
and groups concerned with financial aid. We Watt Id therefore sug-
gest an amendmeat along that line which would change the lan-
guage'. r ,

Turning rim, if I may( sir, toI will jump to pale 7. There is a
central paragraph there w ich states the coalitions position, and
its concerns to a degree the general thrust of the legislation
with regard to simplif 'ng an consolidating the existing. program'
I have a sentence the middle of the page that says, `!Howcevei.,.:1

, should report that many of the member associations are concerned
that they are unable to meateurethe potential effect of this proPos-
al on their institutions and on their students."

That means they are a little nervous and would like to' get some
more information and how it would workout differentially.

The final point to me at this stage, what with my colleagues'
. statements, would be the one I would like to emphasize if I matit

is on the bottom of page `7; the last full par_uraph. The sentencea-comes out as,not happy sentence to read. We remain troubled by
evidence that stron:gly suggests that the 'principal purriose of the
Higher Education Act: of 1965 and its subsequent amendments
that is to provide all students with an equal opportunity to attain a
postsecondary educationis not' bing achieved. '

Mr. Hanford hinted that. This is my principal-concern, and the
focus that I would suggest,' and there is detail on, page 8 dealing
part,i4arly with the ,Jninoritieb, to oversimplify, progress was
made until' the middle-seventies, and it is level or declining since.

One of the lky reasons that I would like to emphasize why these
participation differences' have taken place or why the differences
have not narrowed is that the intended beneficiaries of the student
aid. programs are fretaienSly not aware of their eligibility. Mr. Han-

/ ,ford mentioned that in his testimony. I personally would put it way
lip on the top.

A .particular subpart of that,' which I would hope the coraittee
might note, is on the top of page 10 of this testimony. As you look
at the situation, a major Hart of the. problem is that a fundamental
decision is made by these boys and girls, ifyou want to, young men
and women, at the eight grade. That is where you get on the' aca-
deriiic college track or you do not. We urge very.strongly that infor-
mation programs reach that age group, not being ,focused'on the
2th or llth grade.
Then 'the rest of this testimony in effect is specific suggestions,

, one of .ich I think as to do with how one might go about getting
this inffflination, =If the coalition 'made an analysisI will not say
it is afull national one, sir, but at least an effort in getting infor-
matioik about how groups are trying to accomplish this information
purpose to those students, partidularly the poor in the economic
sense, and I have here, and I hope somebody 'gave you a draft of
thisI take particular pleasure, Mr. Chairman, and ask you to
look at page 28 of that, because one of the very few programs that
is aimed in the way we are talking about, on the first full pare

...graph of' page 28, is from Wisconsin.

14,
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Mr. GUNDERSON, You do. .14row how to convince a politician, do
you nqt? ° 1

Mr. X.EPPEL. Well, it happens to be the wily one, Mr. Maix. °man
one of two. That is the end of my testimony. Thank you for your
patience, sir. I 1 '

---- [Prepared statexent of Francis Keppel fol1ows0

PUPAS= STATILILINT OT FAANCIA KILPPILL, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL STUDEN'T AID
CosursoNAran:4, 1984

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I thank you for the oPPorttifitYto appear before, you today to comment on Mr. Sinaon's bill to reauthorizefthe
Higher Education Act of 1965 and to offer additional views as they relate to con- '
cares surrounding reauthorization debates and disciasione.

I am accompanied by Dr. Dallas Martin, "Executive Director of the National Aseo-
lciation of Student Financial Aid Administrators and Chairsran of the National Stu-
dent Aid Coalition's Task Force on Reauthorization: , 4

I was invited to testify today in my capacity as Chairman of the National Student
'Aid Coalition. The Coalition consists of thirty - five, (35) national organizations and
associations with an interest in student financial aid programs and pdliciea, and five

..(5) public members. The Coali n is a voluntary organization that provides a mach-
anism for focusing the pars . :yes and concerns of a variety of interest groups in
order toidantify jostles and $ 1p coordinate the development of national student aid
policies among federal and state'agencies and institutions. We are concerned pi;
madly with such issues as: coordination of the systems by which financial aid is de-
livered to states, institutions, and individual students; the principles by whiff that
aid le administered in such areas as tinaing, forms, definitions, and public informa-
tion programs; and the development of standards by *Mel financial need will be
measured. I have included as an attachment a statement of the National Student
Aid Cotigtion's history, purpose, functions, and member organizational

Before proceeding Bother, I want to exprees our thanks to you, Mr. Chairman, for
your efforts, and the hard work of tfie Subcommittee staff, in hr. forward coin
prehensive legigation for the r Education Student Assistance that
attemptslo address the pnedo t concerns ofpur membership. Indeed, the
Lion was organized, in larg part, as an embodiment of the student aid "

. ship"the cooperative effort betw the federal government, states, ;11iVai o
IliZatiOUSI postsecondary `nsti a students and gement* in the provision d de-
livery of student f assistance. The effectiveituactioning of the partnership el
the coordinated delivery of multiple sources of student assistance Bee experienced a
good deal of strain over the past several years. Delays in federal decision making,
changes in program rules and regulat4ons, and varying, appropriation levels for the
federal programs have combinad to coMplieate the delivOry process for the providers
and administrators of student aid and result in confusion and misinterpretation for
the recipients. We ve that a system of delivery that integrates multiple sources
of assistance C412111 n in a pattern of fits and starts without seriously erod-
ing 4,0 effectiveness of the aid programs in achieving their stated goals. Student
finurcial aid, above all, needs stability; to work well.

We applaud particularly the inclusion in the legislation (itection 483 (dX1)) of a
master calendar implementing a schedule for thasompletion _of, major _tasks and -
functions that ture a part of the annual process of the delivery of student aid. We
commend you for your efforts in encouraging an orderly process of providing faxen-
cial aid to students and in your affnmation of the responsibility that must be taken
by, the agencies within the federal government that are'eharged with the adminis-
tration of the student financial aid programs for maintaining order and stability
within the programs and among the program participants. The concept of a congres-
sionally specified master calendar for the st 6 4 aid process alio clearly establishes
a link between the process of aid 616 on and delivery and the policy objec-
tives of the programs. Interruptions, dela last minute decisions affecting stu-. dent eligibility and the aid delivery process Clearly jeopardize the ability'of millions
of students and their families to obtain reliable and accurate information about stu-
dent aid- in time to affect decisions about college attendance and choice.

We agree as well with your reconunendatinn to mandate an annual deadline of
April 1 for the final establishment of any other regulatory changes affecting the ad-

_ ministration and awarding Title IV p funds. We 'believe that this will go a
long way towards promoting greater of the programs by parents and
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students aid. enable financial aid administrators to award aid early enough so that
students can choose the\ institution that best serves their needs.

While the master calendar represents a critical first step in helping tg bring
about a reliable order to thd student aid proms, we` believe that a moreformal
structure is also needed to assure the effective management, oversight and COOrdiria
tion of the national program of student aid.

We therefore applaud your decision, Mr. Chairman, to -mate as Sec. 492 of the
legislation an Advisory Committee on Student Fjnancial Assistance: While the Coa-
lition coficurs- with the concept of.and the need for a group of this nature, we be-
lieve tie feeds of such group should be semewhat different than that which has
been propoeed.

Specifically, the Coalition is concerned that under the proposal this Advisory
Committee could become subsumed within the Education Deplartment and be unable
to act with the indeitencle,noe that is necessary for such a group to be as effective as
possible.

Iita proposal for a similar' committee that was included in testimony presented to
the National Commission on Student Financial Assistance, the Coalitibp recom-
mended the creation of a group that was answerable jointly to the Congress and the
Executive aranch. We remain concern that policy makers in the legislative branch
have aecestrto the information and expertise needed to make crucial decisions in
both technical more broadly based policy issues. .

Th e concept of the advisory panel builds on the advisory andiconsultation require..
maul* placed on the Secretary of Eduqatiot by 'the Congress in the Education
Ametfdments of 1980 (Section 482 anc,483). A jointly responsible advisory authority
would further recognize and expands on the Congreste ,concern for the consideration

evidenced in the language of the Amendments (sec. 483 (a) and (c)).
of the interests of the non-federal partners in the national student aid programa as

.
The Coalition's suggestion that such a corcuiiittee ablep hire its own director

and research staff was znade`to ensure that such a panel would be able to retain its
independence despite changes in administrations. In 'addition in independent aitivi-
sory panel would help to enhance the continuation of a working partnership by pro-
viding a vehicle through which the concerns of those involved in the provision and
delivery -of student financial assistance can express their concerns and- have therti
forwarded to the nation's decisionmakers.

On another point, the Coalition supports in see. 482 of the legislation the mainte-
nance of a separhte system for determining a student's need for federal financial
assistance as opposed to the system for specifically determining student eligibility
for funds in the Pell Grant program' (see. 403).

For over ten years, members of the student financial aid community have worked
cooperatively with the Department of Education in developing annually a methodol-
-Ogy for determining the need of students and families for assistance to meete
Costs of college. The product of these cooperative deliberations--known as the Ui-
form Methdologyis accepted by the secretary under his approval authority or
needs analysis systems for the federal- campus based programs. Importantly, Mr.
Chairman, the methodology also is used -as a basis for awarding aid under a majori-
ty of state and institutional student assistance programs.

Thus, this method for determining need, although developed for federal purposes,
reached beyond the Title IV progruns into the states and the institutions. It tan-
gible evidence of the student aid partnership at work, and all players have a stake
in its development.

The Coalition has served as coordinator and facilitator for this process and stands
ready to continue its role in bringing together the federal -and-non-federal partners
in a common forum to design the Uniform Methodology.

With regard to your request to comment -on the independent student definition,
may I bring to your attention the Coalition's testimony before your Subcommittee
on October 27, 1983, a copy of which is attached. The Coalition's views are summa-
rized in the following exerpt from the testimony:

"In March of 1982, the Coalition adopted the recommendation of its Committee on
Needs Assessment and Delivery that one additional base year be added to the cur-
rent federal definition of a self-supporting student for undergraduates and that the
current federal definition be continued forsstudenta who are enrolled in educational
programs beyond the first baccalaureate d

The definition recommended by the ition grew out of a long-term discussion
and debate and out of the deetife to achieve a measure of consensus within the group
on a very important aspect of. student 'aid policy. It was felt that the recommenda-
tion represented an appropriate policy response and modified reasonably the exist-
ing definition, specifically taking into consideration: The need to establish a. reason-
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able and verifiable history of selftisufficiency beforse*n aid applicant cat: j = =ive
feeds 'based on eligibility as an independent student, emphasizing the est re-
sponsibility of the student and his or her family in meetiv,g college assts; the clear-
difference in perception in 'Anneal and public attitudes about graduate and profes-
sional study beyond the baccalaureate degree.; the concern that any alteration to the
definition not effect roportionately any ideutifiable eatego ef. of students norserve arbititrily to student accels. 7

I must emphasize that the *alition s recommendations should not be taken to
mean there is conseneue within the financial aid community on this issue."

I should acid that I have nee had the opportunity to consult the Coalition on the
specific .*Farms of the' new definition of _stu&nt independence iicludea in the Reau-
thorization legislation.

note as well that the Coalition is less qualified to Make recommendations for
graduate and professional student. aid than for undergraduate. May I usual* that
this matter has been addressed at your hearizet on the morning of March ;i).

With regard to shifting more of the decision: making process to the campusea, we
are in hearty agreement.

The National Commission on Student Financial Assistance firmly, endorsed the
campus-based student aid donee-pt. and the granting of flexibility.to student aid ad-
ministries:me. In two of its final reports, the obromission not only urged the continu-,ation of the campus-based programs, but recommended that the principle of nstitu-
tiinal discretion that rests at the corp of these programs be extended to the process-.
ing and . awarding of Pell Grants. .In several areas the Cemmission echoed a Iong-lebld belief that the 'e pus aid administrator is a unique position .to judge the
need for and award most appropriate combinations of aid to needy poetsecond-ay

With regard to reducing the number of programs, one of our own task force re-
Portststatee the following policy: r

"It is .- . our belief that the current structure of federal student aid makes sense
and basically ahould be retained. There have been a number of proposals_ over the
Years that advocate--in the name eT simplicitya sharp reduction in the number of
prograpa Often, these proposals are aims* atrailucing the current configuratien of
programs to one grant, one loan, and one work-study program. While the appeal for
simplicity and streamlining is attractive, -it ia also deetneing. 'Programs which have
different qbjectivei, or which solve different populations, may well not benefit Mom
consolidation."

The Coalition as a whole has not addiessed the specific proposal in the Simon bill
to consolidate three of the existing programs into an inst. utionally-based" block
grant. HoweVer, I should report that manyl of the me tions are Con-
cerned that they are unable to measure the potential effecl of this proposal on their
institutions and on their students. Full consideration ,cantiot be given itio the block-
grant concept without a thorough analysis of the revised formula that vioniciadistrib-
lite funds under thi.separt and, -to date, the details that would permit such analyses
have not been available. ,

May I now turn to a brief discussion of a doncern that Perhaps overrides all other -
considerations of program and policy at a time of Reauthorization, 'We remain trou-
bled -by evidence that strongly suggests that the principal purpase of the Higher
Education Act of 1965 and its subsequent amendments--to prosoil studrits with
an equal opportunity to attain a postsecondary educationis not being achieved.

The most recent datafrom a survey of 1980 high school graduate.-- indicates
that fitutneiulV disadvantaged sieu4auits are onacalf as likely to continue their edue-
cation as their wealthier counterparts.. This represents virtually no improvement
over the results reported for a similar survey conducted of 1972.high school gradu-ates.

When ability level is taken into account, students at each ability level are lees
-likely to attend postsecondary education. Students judged to have average ability
are roughtly 40 percent less likely to attend if they Comma from diesdventegseebeek-
grounds. The participatiOn of talented but poor students has improved to a consider-
able extent over time but theee stedents are still 20 to 25 percent less likely to
attend than students of equal ability from wealthier families. *

Among minority groups, the participation itepostaeccmdary education ap to,
improve through the mid-1970's but we seem to have loot gtound since The
participation of Blacks in powtsecceidary-edueation increased dramatically froin 1965.
to 1975 but has 'fallen since then. The numb& of Hispania enrolled has increased
but the percentageenrolled has declined in.the past decade. In short, the wend linos
with respect to the participation of minorities in posteecendary education appear to
be going in the wrong dieection.
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X. tack o /adequate funding for student aid programs is 'on reason for the lack of
progress toward the goal of equal opportunity. But more th funding for student

id is involved in explaining the continued undergarticipation of disadvantaged and
minority stedents ire .postsecondary education. A key reason why participation -die
ferencee havepot narrowed over time el that the intended beneficiaries of the Stu-
dent aid programseare frequently not aware of their eligibility.

We recognize; of course, that the bill addresses this need to increase students'
awareness of their 'potential eligibility for financial assistance with the establish-
ment of a National Center of P,*teecondary Opportunity (Section 491, p. 288). To

tamest you with your deliberatiorol on student aid information, we would like to ex-
prees our specific concerns with the current information eystem and make some, ad-
ditional suggestions for improvement. This discussion its .drawn from a draft ef

, report to the Coalition on Student Aid Information, attached to this testimony.
We have threel,riznary. concerns about how, information on, financial assistance

programs is currently provided to students and. their families, The first is that reli-
able information frequently does not reach the groups who need the aid the most,
principally poor and minority 'students. These students are often concentrated in
areas and schools where counselors are least able to pay individualized attention to
their students, and where reference guides on admissions and financial aid are most
often out-of-date. As a result, many disadvantaged students do not realize that they
are eligible for a wide variety of student aid programs to assist them in continuing
their education beyond high school.

To ,provide inforneation on fmancial aid programs to disadvintaged and nontradi-
tional students, we suggeselthe following:

Development of a Mass MediavAdvertising Strategy to raise the awareness of un-
derserved student populations about the availability of aid. (pp. 9, 10)

Expansion of .TWO information efforts to provide disadvantaged students with
early knowledge about their potential eligibility for aid. (p. 10) -

Greater reliance on Information Omters to serve as an information resume al-
ternative for disadvantaged and nontraditional students. (pp. 10,11) ` V

Creation of a Seed Money Fund to encourage the development and growth
etedel and irmovatfie information projects. (pp. 11, 12)

Secondly, we are concerned abut the need to reach students earlyas early le
the eighth and einth grades --with financial aid information. Stidee of the student
aid system all -point to theimportance of alerting students and thee: families to the

ability of aid early enough in the high scleool.years to allow.for a reasonable
college planning cycle. This need is especially critical for disadvantaged students
who, if they are not fully aware of their potential aid eligibility, will often not take
college preparatory courses.

Our third concern is that for, all students the information that is provided is often
inaccurate, cut-of -date, or hare to understand. The program rules and funding levels
foe theetudent aid programa tend to change frequently and the existing information
system is not prepared to deal with these revisions. Moreover, the precool' of provid-
ing information is not "personalized" enough. The counseling system is pverIciaded
and many students and their parents find themselves overwhelmed by the diversity
of financial cud prc and the complexity of eapplication process.

In addition ta the lishrnent of a master cal*dar (p. 13), we suggest the fol.
lowing measures to improve the general quality of financial aid information:

Publication of a Cor rehensive Source Document to help counselors and othersd
accurately ,portra the financial aid system to students and their families. (pg. 14,15)

Development o Easy to Understand. Guide to help, students and their families
grasp their pots tial eligibility for student aid especially in the early WI school
years when edu tional aspirations are being formed. (p. 15, 18)

Also, in the of information, we would like to report the results of a 1983 Coa:
titian survey of the state grant and loan agencies. The survey indicated that most
states do not send information directly to students, and those that do concentrate on
students who are juniors or smith, in high school. lees than half of the states ap-
parently attempt to reach nontraditienal student groups outside of the high school
sqtfing. Responses to the survey also indicated that state agencies tend to provide
more ancipbetter information on the programs that they are responsible for admire,-
tering than for, federal programs or those that educational institutions sponsor.
Comments and letters attached to the survey indicated that there are a wide range
of perceptions among state kyncies over the rolei that states should play in the
informatiori system.

The Coalition also examined a variety of model and innovative projects that state,
. Ideal. and regional orgunizations have organized to address the information needs of

students. These programs Wive often reaped benefits in increased participation and
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awareness. For example, projects organized ty the San Diego County Consortium of
the California Student Opportunity Access Program (SOAP) a regional group that
provides information and counseling to economically disadvantaged and minority
students, have resulted in marked increases in participation.

Percentage increases in enrollment at University of California and California
&Se University for the target group served by SOAP-San Diego ranged from 12
percent to 100 percent from Fall 1979 to Fall 1981. At community colleges the pat-
terns varied; Filipino enrollments at community colleges grew eight-fold, from eight
to 72 students, while Hispanic enrollments at these schools remained level.. Black
enrollments in community colleges decreased in large part reflecting their greater
participation in four year college programs. Experience with experimental programs
in other states and localities supportithe conclusion that innovative information ef-
forts can increase access to postsecondary institutions.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I want to take this opportunity to present to you and thl
other members of the Subcommittee a report from the Coalition's Task Force on Re-
authorization. The document offers specific recommendations for technical modifica-
tions and refinements to the current Title IV, statute which the Coalition felt would
clarify or improve the administration and delivery of the existing student aid pro-
grams. This report displays in a 3-column format (1) the current Title IV statute
governing student assistance programs; 12) suggested amendments or substitute Ian -'
guage where appropriate; and (3) the rationale for any proposed changes in the leg-
islation.

is Task b is' chaired by Dallas Martin of the National Association of Stu-
dent Financ Administrators and is representative of the membership of the
full Coalition. The ask Force continues to meet to discuss certain issues in the gen-
eral provision section of the law that remain unresolved, certain issues concerning
loan consolidation, as well as any additional issues that may be brottght to the Task
Force by a member of the Coalition. Dr. Martin would be happy to answer any ques-
tions you may have on the Task Force recommendations.

Thank you for the opportunity to eresent this testimony.

Tax NATIONAL STTJURNT-AID COALITION

HISTORY

Until the mid-1970's the process of "governing" student financial aid was charac-
terized by a largely informal give-iind-take of respqnsibilities and decision-making
authority. The inception of the Basic Educattnal Opportunity Grant Program and
the expansion of funding of other Federal an state aid programs which occurred in
1972 brought; Strains to the-delivery system mechanism and called into question that
form of governance. In response to those strains* the postsecondary educational com-
munity formed the National Task Force on Student Aid Problems to focus' attention
on issues concerning the delivery system, development of consensus solutions to
those issues, and advancement of those solutions for consideration and implementa-
tion by federal, state, and institution policy makers and administrators.

The Task Force, was intentionally and formally organized for a fixed time. When
that time expired, it recommended that its activities be continued by a "coalition"
sponsored by the American Council on Education and the Education Commission of
the States. From 1975' to 1980, the Coalition for the Coordination of Student Fi-

tnancral Aid represented the interests of students, states, and posteeeopdary in titu-
tiona in student aid delivery system issues. An informal and voluntary organization,
the Coalition implemented many of the Task Force's recommendations and provided
advice on other ,pokey and procedural issues as they arose.

Several developments in the late 1970's Suggested the need for a more formal, or'
gAnized body to cIrry on the work of the Coalition and to provide for a broad bused
mechanism to assert institutional, consumer, and state interests both in delivery
system and policy issues concerning student aid. The formation of 4 cabinet-level
Education Department and the consulting requirements placed on the Secretary by
the Education. Amendments of 1980 suggested that the absence of a recogn3ed, for-
mally constituted body *mild lessen the,effectiveness of the Coalition in student aid
related matters. A seriae of discussions led to the recrganization and establishment
in 1981 of an expanded National Student Aid Coalition, funded by grants from both
The Ford Foundation and the Carnegie Corporation of New York.
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PURPOSZ AND IDNCTIONS

The purpose of the National ,,Student Aid Coittition is to provide a forum for co-
ordinating the efforts of associations with an interest in student financial aid. While
the intended purpose of the Coalition is the development of consensus among the
postseCondary community, participation in .tha Coalition does not infringe on the
right of any organization or individual .to take a position independent of or in oppo-

. sition to that of the COklition.
The general functions of The National Student Aid CoalitiOn are:.
(1) To provide a mechnisin for focusing the perspectives and concerns of a varioty

of interested groups in identifying issues, and effectively .coordinating national stu-
dent aid policies among Federal and state agencies and institutions;

*(2) To develo s - d maintain the diiired plationships between the aid provided by ,
different f , , urces and the. aid provided through different delivery inecka-
insins;. . . ..

(3) To develop and maintain the standards by which fmancial need, but not lobe s-
saltily. program eligibility, vale measured; i

4,
(4) To formulate. mechanisms for coordination of Ke systeniisly which aid is deliv-

_ ered to state*, institutions, and individual students and the p ciples by which that
laid is administered in such areas as calendar, forms, definitions, public information
p ams, levels of staff, etc.; and, ...

( ) To identify or conduct %studies evalpeting the impacts ofstudent aid on stu-
. dopts, families, institutions, states, and society.

ORGANIZATION

The National Student Aid Coalition currently cog:tide of a reiiresentative of each
of themeutber organizations and five public members, Additional organizations may
be approved as members upon recommendation of the Executive Committee and
two-thirds vote of the Coalition. '

The Chair of the Coalition, currently Mr. Francis Keppel, is elected Irvin the
membership to serve a tVo year term.

column=
The Executive Committee reflects the broad and diverse triembenihip of the full

Coalition. The Cornmittee serves as the steering and administrative counsel for'the
Coalition, identifies issues for Consideration of the membershiP, receives reports
from standing Old ad hoc committee*, and formulatei the agend.a for the meetings
of the Coalition. The members of the Executive COnamittee are listed on the folloW-

iPg Page. e
A standing Cemmittee on Budget and; Finarice oversees o,pqratrng procedures, re-

views expenditures, and develops bedget priorities.. The. Tressurer of the Coalition,
Dorothy Quin ( Nrector, Apex Technical School), currently chairs this Colnimittee.

A standing Committee on Needs Assessment and Delivery rexiews annually and -
develops recommendations to update the Uniform Me*dplogythe "consensus
methodology" for measurintoefamily's ability to pay foe poeteeco.ndary education.
The Committee also serves as a forum or Ale discussion of issues and concerns re-
lated tosthe delivery of student aid. 'I s'.ff'mmittee is chaired,by John Brugel, Di-
rector of Financial Aid, Pennsylvania S University. .

A Task. Force on Reauthorization is charged with the responsibility of soliciting, -
reviewing, and compiling recommendations for change§ tit Title TV (student finan-
cial assistance) of the Higher FAucation Act of 1965, as auiended. The Work of the
Task Force is liniited to the consideration of technical modifications, clarifications
and refinements within the current structure of the statute. Dallas Martin, Exetu-
tive Director of the National Association af Student Financial. Aid Adminititrators,
is Chairman.

SWAB= ORGANIZATIONS

American Aseociation' of Collegiate Registiars and Admissions
American Association of Community and junior Colleges.
American Association of Counseling and Development.
American Association of State CO' lieges and Universities.
Ainerigan Association of Univeristy Profeesors.

College Testing Program.
Can Council on Cosmetology Education.

A erican Council on FAucation.
Association of Advanced &II:Apical and Xalmuclic ichoola
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Association of AmericatrUniversities.
Association of Independent Colleges and Schools.
College Scholarship Service Assembly of the College Board.
Council of Graduate Schools in the United States.
Education Commission of the States.
educational Testing Service.
Graduate and Professional Financial Aid Council.

' Higher Education Assistance Foundation,
National Association of College Admissions Counselors',
National Association of tollege and University Business Officers.
National Association of Health Career Schools.
National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities.
National Aviation of State Scholarship and Grant Progrems.
National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges.
National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators.
Natioiml Association of Stu4nt Personnel Administratotts.
National Association of Trade and Technical Schools.
National Coalition of Independent College and Univetsity Students.'
National Council of Educational Opportunity Associations.
National Council of Higher Education Loan Programs.
National Education Association.
National Organisation of Black University and College Students.
National Student Educational Fund.
State Higher Education Executive Officers Association. ,
United States Student Association.
United Student Aid Fund.

lIPUBLIO IRRILEMIS

Eve R. Grover (Pint Woman's Bank of Rockville Maryland).
Fricis M. Kelly (IBM Corporation).
F eis eppel
Rafael J. alien (Hispanic Higher Education Coalition).
Duaneg. Scribner. NJ

Robert Atwell? (ACE),
Dorothy Cann (NATTS)
Lola Finch (NASFAA)
Peter Gowns (NAICU)
Dan Hall (CSS)

EXECISTIVIC co is I1'rh

Francis Keppel (Public Member)
Dallas Martin (NASFAA) ,
Arnold Mitchem (NCEQA)
Katherine Ozer (USSA)
Douglas Seipelt (NCHELP)

t.

PRF.PARED STATEME NT OF FRANCIS KgPFRL, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL STLIIIKI4IT Are
COALITIONOcroarat 27, 1983

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I tank you for the opportunity
to appl5ar before you, today to speak about the participation of the independent, self-
supporting student in federal, student assistance programs

I was invited to testify tociay in my capacity as Chairman of the .Natioruil Student
Aid Coalition. The Coalition consists of thirty-five (as) national organizations and
associations with an interest in student financial aid programs and policies, and
four public members. The Coalition is a voluntary body that provides primarily a
mechanism for focusing the perspectives. and concerns of a variety of interest groups
in identifying issues and helping to coordinate the development of national student
aid policies among Federal and state agencies anti institutions. We are concerned
with such issues as definitions,*.nd student,aid public infortnatn programs.

I. One of the program "defitions" is the definition that dperatesiin the. federal
student aid programs to distinguish saS£- supppoorting students from those students de-pendent on parents for financial sup Thir3 aspect' of determining eligibility for
federal student aid been under d nags-anat times more heated than at
others--on and off, for the past decade.

A similar version-of the curVent threes definition, a "test" of a student's de-
pendency status, was fit instituted for the Pell Grant program in 1973 and was
designed to provide the student with the means to demonstrate a history of self-sup-
port. This definition incorporated three principles that had evolved separately, inthe'- different federal aid programs, since 1959: information on parental support
should be from the year in which aid is received and from the year prior (basi''sar)
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to the receipt of aid as reflected by federal income tvx returns; information should
be provided on residence" in the parent's home and on; significant parental support
in money or ill kind.

This definition remained unchanged for the 'Baltic Grant Program until 1d119 and
was adopted for the campus-based programs in 1976.

The basic criteria are essentially the same today as they were in 1973acbust-
-ments have been made to the maximum level of support that may be provided by
parents, to the limitation of time ef reaidence with parents, and to the application of
the definition to married students as stipulated in the Education Amendments of
198(): (see Appendix 1)

The Oomipittee is of course well aware of the basis of the present system, and its
reliance on 'the concept of family support and contribution, and aware of the various
concerns about its operation. I have attached to this testimony as Appendix H abrief account of recent developments as seen by t "Eon_ in the hope that it

ht be helpful in the Committee's deliberatio a4

e Committee requested information that N. !ht haveron Mdepend-
ent status for student financial aid applicants. y as bused on dale on

. national student aid programs And recipient data related studies ob-
tained in the last six montlia.

H. The Coalition was particularly interested in information on the rates of partici-
,: pation of independent students in the federal prOgraMS and whether or not these

nu1nbers had changed significantly over time in the 18 to 22 year old age group LE.
traditionar_stOents in coursework for support hasundergraduate whom parental
and continues to be generally expected where there is ability.to pay.

We posed the following questions: Does the definition of independent status accu-
rately reflect the guiding public policy: to provide assistance only to the extent to
which parental resources are unavailable? Does the existing definitidn ajlow or en-

* courage public funds tp supplant parental contribations for substantial numbers of
students?

Let me report what we found:
CNANORS IN COLLAGE PARTICIPATION RATRS AND STITDRNT iLNANcIAL AssISTANCX, 1969,'

1974, AND 1981
re^

An Applied Systems Institute, Inc-study analyzedthe changing characteristics
of the independent population over the peridd of the 1970's. The author caws
that a causal relationship between student financial assistance and participation
rates cannot be proven. His results, however, suggest certain relationships between
student aid and participation which may be useful in guiding further study or ex-
amination or related issues.

The 18 to 24 year old population determined to be independent was

Inclendent individuals as Cr percent of the total population 18 to-24
Percent

1969 43.5
1974 48.2
1981 42.5

The percentage of the independent students in college also peaked in 974,

Percent of enrolled population independent by year
Pomo

1969 11.7
1974 18.9
1981 15.8

The final analysis describes participation ratesLE. percentage of age groupof
the independent population 18-24.

Participation rates of independent students 18 to 24

cleraa
1969 8.4
1974 10.4
1981 10.4

John Lee of Applied Systems Institute, Inc, supplied the committee with data related to the
overall participation rates of independent students in poetsecondary eduoationz drawn from a
study prepared for the National Commission on Student Financial Assietan,ce.
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The census data indicates that the population over 25 'n college has increasedsince 1974. In 1974; older students made up 18 percent ofi the enrolled population
and in 1981 they made up 28 percent of the population. The students were definedas independent in the ASI study.,

In summary, the author concludethat there ap to be no significant increase
in either the incidence of independence or the icipaticei rates of uelopendent
students aged 18-24 since 1974, though there has n an increase in the naip&elof
older students enrolling in college.

ee
. -DATA FRAM TIM EDUCATIONAL 'MISTING SlitblVWE ON CALIPOILNIA APPLICANTS

In an effort to gain additional information on the effect of a more restrictive"test" of independence, the Committee asked the Educational Testing Service to-pro ids, data from the file of students se/raiding a Student Aid Applicatialbfor
fornia; the state of Califortiiti. requires to respond to questions regarding self-sup-

' forting status for the yea of application and for an additional three prior years.Of the 302,498 students who had filed an application as of February 11, 1983,.
149.,304, or 4a7e, were classified as independent under the current federal definition.if the definition required an additional prior year or self-support, 12% I8,594) are
.eliminated ,from the lendependektegroap. If three prior years of self-support az* re-quired, in additional 8% are eliminated from consideration as independent, bring-ing the total eliminated from the original independent group to 21% (29,967).,

IINDXPEN*ZNIT FirDILNTS IN T/ii IFICDUAL STUDSN'I' AID PROGRAMS PS LL GINS
In the Pell Grant Program, the participation of independent students has in-creased from 3'6.9% in 1976-77 to 48.3% in 19f ',-$3. This percentage growth is large-ly reflective of changes itt the program eligibility criteria, program growth and ex-ion, and increasing participation by older students. This anklysis is born out byfigures provided by the Department of Education (attached es- .1periclix III) whichshow that the percentage of the total of eligible independent Fell` applicants underthe age of 22 has actually declined during that earne seven year period, from 82.1%in 1976 to 31).0% in 1982. The table indicate; a slight drop in independent, eligibles

between the ages of 23 and 3.0''and a growth in the percentage of over 30 year old
eligible independent applicants from 201% to 25.0%.
Cu; np ua- based propet
, Data has been provided by the Department of Education showing the distribution
of dollars and recipients in the federal campus based program from 1974 through
1982. Asa pereentage to total recipients, participation by independent students
peaked at 27% in 19'79:80 and has declined since that time. In 1981-82 independent
students received 25% of the total dollars expended, compared to 21% in. 74-75.The full set of comparative data is -provided as Appendix IV.

ee,
ONADUATS AND PROFICSSIONAL STUDY/ITS

Data from a study conducted by the Educational Testing Service indicated thatthere, are strong tendencies on the part bf parents to reduce support Vstudents at-tending graduate and professional schools.2 While 70% of college seniors in the
study were dependent on parents, only about one-third of the enrolled graduate and
professional students were, Of those enrolled graduate and professional studentswho were considered dependent on their parents. unly.about one-third received anyhelp "from their parents to finance poet-baccalaureate costs.

CHAXACTRILISTICS OY INDEPENDENT STUDENTS

As Appendix V, we have included tables, on the characteristics of aid recipientsfor both dependent and independent students. These statistics are catergorieed bytype of institution attended, age and minority status of recipients, and family
income. Separate tables (Tables '8 and 4) indicate student expenses and sources of
support for both dependent and independent students. The data are drawn from sap-

,

2 Riga from ''Talented and Needy Graduate and Professional Students: A National Survey of
PeopTd")Who Applied for Need-Based Financial Aid To Attend Graduate or Profeesiorud School in1980-81," EIS, April 1982.
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Arate, surveys of student eid trip' as at independent, lic <and preprietary instit
tutioni; the sourCes of theie siirveyii: are listed at the Appe sci# V ')

. la Mr. ebilinian;.in4onr letter you asked %specie Whethe or not the data
available to ini;fituggoW tiatthere ar;,, "major ab t, oPendent
student definitipn". ti

First of all, of detirSe, the data We have presented, ao' .easy
...elusion.. Much ,pt, the dat#,Ipacti instead to additien4 Oueeta That can be
answered :effectively by the current information that./ av d :that lOoke .

programs, students, profilei and trends on a ni,itional`bains., S

I might add that inuch'.01,the kind of information one would n sub-
stantiate any claims of abuses of the current indepe t' de aaWhave to
be drawn from a longitudinal basetrapking ett4en recipients frOrn ear to year.
Unfortuitately; such a study has not been:cond4ted as farsi I know. HoweVer, the

, data trintilable to us do not suggest major :ahuses'f tkie":eutient dermition of nide-
:Pendenee by Students and their families. ",

-

. On balance, it does not appear, relatively, that thew students constitute a heavier
drain on the public purse than a decade ago. The pattern 'of independent student
participationespecially within the federal',programsappearto have held reason-.
ably steady.

You asked as well, based on our study.,of the issue, what definition of independent
student status we would recommend? ,

InAlarChof 19$2, the Coalition adopted the'recornmenchti f its Committee on
Needs Anent and Delivery the one additional base: yea added'te the cur-
rentlederel definition of a self-supporting student for undergraduates and that the
current federal definition be continued for students who are enrolled in educational
programs baecalauraate degree. As part of this action, the Coalition
also noted that;

(1) 1)ifferentia ri for eligibility ,fOr Guaranteed Student Loans should be recog-
nized within the pararneters of the needs test, and, further, the Department of Edu-
cation should promulgate regulations which call for the consideration of parental,
rather than family income in needs analysis for dependent students-for Guaranteed
Student Loans, and

(2) The recommendation is explicit with regard to the maintenance of the current
federal definition for graduate and professional students.

This recommendation received the approval of 21 member organizations present
at the meeting, with the exception of the representative of the United States. Stu-
dent Association who abstained.

The Committee reviewed the position taken by the Coalition again this spring in
light of regulatiens published by the Department of Education proposing major
modifications in the existing independent stiidentrdefinition. This is the point at
which the Committee undertook a review of acme of the data presented today and
decided to hold to the recommendation that had been advanced and approved the,
year before.

The definition recommended by the Coalition grew out of long term discussion
and debate and out of the desire to achieve a measure of consensus within the group
on a very important aspect of student aid policy. It was felt that the recommenda-
tion represented an ,:appropriate policy response and modified reasonably the exist-
ing definition, specifically tatting into consideration: the need to establish a reasona-
ble and verifiable history of selsufficiency before an aid applicant can receive
fan& based on eligibility_as an independent student, emphasizing the primary `re-,
sponsibility of the student and his or her family in meetuig college: casts; the clear

yJ difference in perception in parental and public attittdes about graduate and profes-
sionid study beyond the baccalaureate degree; the concern that any alteration to the
definition not effect disproportionately any identifiable category of student nor
serve arbitrarily to impede student access.

mean there is consensus within racial aid community on this issue.
I must eniphaside that the Coat lksita.":11 recommendations should Kt be taken to

In view of the additional studies and research conducted since the full Coalition
last considered the independent student definition, I would be glad to go back, if the
Subconuni4tesswouldjike, and-sal othe.Ccalition_xnarnbership for a review of' the sit- !Ma,.sit -

uation.
:#

Thank you for the opportunity to present this information.
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APARNOIR .1`..-7(XMAPARISON OF TI-Ur DZP1NITIO OF isibramsuissicx FOR THIC PILL GRANT
PROGRAM IN 1973-74 TO TH DXFINMON OF INORPRNOWNCX Fox TUN I= GRANT
PROGRAM (AND CAMPUS- PROGRANLO) IN 1552 -83

1973-74

'1973 -74 (Basic (Pell) Grant) "Independ-
ent Student" means a student who:

(1) Has not and will net be claimed
as an exemption for Federal
income. tat purposes by any
person except his or her spouse for
the calendar year-elhich aid
is received and calendar' .year
(belle year)" prior to -the academic
year for Which aid is requested.

(2) Has not received and will not
receive inancial assistance of
more than $600 from his or her
parent(sr in the calendar year in
which aid is received, and the cal-
endar year (basse year) prior to the
.aciidemie year for whth aid is re-
quested,. and

(3) Has not lived or will not" live in
the home of 4 parent for More
than two consecutive weeks
during the ralendat year "in yrhch
aid is received and the calendar
year (base year) prior tO, the aca-
demic year for which aid is re-
quested. (45 CFli 190.42)

.1982-83

1982-83 (Pell and Campus-Based) "Inde-
pendent Student" is a student who is

(a) A tingle student who for 1981
and 198

(1) Has not lived and will not
live. for more' than six weeks
in each year in the horoe. of
the parent(s) for whom income
must be reported according to

. the, regulations for the Pell
Grant anal campus-based pro-
grams;

(2) Has not beenm claimed and
will not be claimed as a de-
pendent for Federal income
tax purposes ,by the pazient(s)
for whom income must Ile re-
ported according ,to the. irtkfk.
Wiens for the Pell Grant and
campus -based programs; and

(3) Has not received and will not
receive financial assistance
for more 'than $750 in each
year from the parent(s) for ,
who'll income roust be report,
ed according to the regula-

, tioxis for the Pell grant and,
campus-based programs; or

(b) A married student for 1982
(1) Will not live for more than

six weeks in the home of the
nt(s) for whom income

ust be reported according to
regulations for the Pell

Grant and campus-based pro-
grams:

(2) Will not be claimed as a de~
pendent for Federal income
tax purposes by'..the. parent(s)
for whom income must be re-
ported according to the regu,
cations for the Pell Grant and
campus-based programs; and

. (3) Will not receive financial
eietauce fkir morethan $750
from the Pareig* for whom
income must be reported ac-
cording .to the rtions for
the Pell. Grant and .campus
based programs,

E

AFPILNDL% LL RZCXNT CONCIR110"4 BUMF FRRRPICTIVIC

Need-based student aid is provided Anselitixely.2rogneeliejsaili'nri,,e,fteFj,t, le dee
tliat fix-iv-its have contributed to the costs of pootsecondary education to

the extent of their ability. This principle hias remained consistent in policies adopted
by the Congress or pitgrams of the federal government and for the vast majority of
aid programs ads iinaaltered by states and institutional.
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Indeed, the independent student definition itself is an attempt to assure that an
individual student wishing.to be considered self-supporting does not have parental
financial resources available-which should be does not have parental finanCial re-
sources available-which should be accounted for in an assessment of ability to pay ;
and program eligibility.

As the Committee knows, there have been suggestions from student Atl-adminis-
trators and from the Department of Education that a more restrictive definition of
student independence would better direct limited student aid funds to those in
greatest need. These suggestions flow mainly from concerns over students-with
available Parental resource -who misrepresent their status or adopt independent
status for the purpise of qualifying for higher levels of student assistance. Those
who call for tighter controls feel that the current definition too easily allows par-
ents of means to transfer the responsibility for financing their children's education
to the taxpayer by means of eligibility for 'highly eubeidizecl 'student aisistance
funds.

Within the Coalition community, there has been expressed equal concern for the
problems for students and families if the national definition should be made mere
restrictive. A definition Which seeks to establish as longer history of student self suf-
ficiency or that employs a minimuun age criterion, they argued, would impede.or
eliminate from program eligibility large numbers of studen* both traditional and
nun traditional, who bavre reason to expect any degree of parental support.

APPENDIX II LL-BASIS (PELL GRANT PROGRAM-ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS; INDEPENDENT APPUCANTS)

1971 -77 1477-71 197$ -79 197940 193041 48142 332-83

,
Taxi *ties
Patrin1 dependent

2,258,043

63,1

36.9

(833,265)

2,390,329 4228,603

' 53.1 60.3

4x.9_ ,,. 39.7

(1,001,661) (885,139)

3,029,745 3.420,000

61.8 , 57.0

38.2 43.0

(1,157,447) (1,471,113)

3,420,000

54.9

45,0

(1,528,495)

3,340,776

51.7

48.3

(1,613,590),

AGE Cerit18iI1I0N--41DfilaDiffr ELIGIBLES

22 Stan Woods
(percent) 32.1 31.0 29.8 '31.4 30.4 30.7 30.0

23 ruts to 30
years(parreat) 47.8 47.9 47.6 45.6 45.6 ' 45.0 45.0

Der 31:1 yun

(940111) , 20.1 21.1 22.6 23,0 24.0 - 24.2 25.0

Som U.S. Cipartmet of Ebatice, Cita of Stoket Aiwa Agigia.



AF'PENDIX VLCAMPUS BASED STUDENT AID PROGRAM RECIPIENTS (UNDUPUCATED)

ttalitAw wt ric0.444 Mori swaild 1174-75 11 5-76 1976-77 1977-11, . 1971-71 .1979 -10 1 9141-11 198142

UNIdasszkake icadist 850,371 1,424,616

P25499,770
333,470

4 $311,956,179

$102:2731557223

4..4«

1,833,558

61,239,388,472

1,052,554

$738,939,602

'4373,946
5 $302,60.3,887

$115,17184:114

1,505.284

11,206,667,437

1,007,544

8841,377,258
4 306,974

S333,950,520

$153,22:3:142555

911,060
5832,559,078

330,432

3361,378,375

$158,112948196

1,369,121

$142,132,139

1,112,4 1,006,838

$974,842,M $1,086,141,877

s$4165,5419i,44g $43:17:1:113

$195,014,836 $197,191409148

550,1141

1,858,3111 1,493,275

$1,5115,355,415 $1,717,939,699

1,026,347

$1,011,144,870
s 376,320

$391,525,529

104,304

$156,586,269

530,934f4

1,507,619

$1,559,737,598

$554,274,549

5 256,353

$227,695,732
c, Cock* aladcraissimal stmlosiit.

Lao I* 1/2 tot "4
$76,06249:714

Taal mad tie4i011 1,171,632

$956,000,000
1,519,673

$1,329,1 1,243

21 pout 1 18 Fmk *24 pnot, *24 Awl 27 pot root
500 NS 04111014 ii WOO* Ma 41 SW* limay* **sax

23 put 21 potait
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APPENDIX V.--COMFARISON DATA FROM PUBLIC INDIAPENDSNT AND PROPRUCTARY
INRITTUTiONS

Table 1.Profile: AU Recipients of Need-Basied Aid.
Table 2.Profile: Characteristics. of Dependent and Independent Recipients of

Student Aid. 4k,
Table 3.Student Expenmes and Sources of Support: Dependent Recipients of

Need-based Aid, 1981-82.
Table 4.Student INpeases and Sounve of Support Independent RecVents of

Need-based Aid, 1981-82.
Ieforniation on the studies.

1.

TAPLE.1.PROFILE: ALL RECIPIEN4OF NEED-BASED AID 1981-82

lodeFaxiset
istsi4stnios Rthc ioRtatios 114tridaq

Average age
Petard who ati;

12 of tess
19 to 21
22 to 25..
2 &a more

Pevent xictx)ty

.......
._. .,

21

21
61
13

5

21

11

47
23
19

25

9

38

23

30

100 100

16 35 54

a . ilP I 1
*pay ip* (Pefcent),

UnrIer $6,040

.

18 41 56
$6000 to $12,400 . 13 19 20/
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Tables complied by Elaine El-Khawae, Vice Preaideni, Policy Analysis and Research, Amsri
can Council on Education for A Policy Setiliilar sponsored by The Association.al Council for
Policy Analysis alid Research and .the. National Commission on Student Financial-itssistance,
June 3, 1933.
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For farther inforpKttion on the Oodles'
,"Recent Tasnds in Financial Aid to Students Attending Indepehdent Colleges andUniversities," by Virginia Hodgkinson and Julianne Still Thrift. Available from:

Ilk
The National Institute of Independent C011eges and Universities, 1717 Massachu-setts Avenue, N.W., Suite 601, Washington, D.C. 20036, (202) 483-9434. $2.50 per

e°qtucient Aid and IDlic ,Highel Education: A Progress by Jacob A.Stampen. Available from: The American Association of State Gal and Univend--ties, One Support Circle, Suite 700, Washington, D.C. 20036. (` 2) 293-7070. $5.00per copy.'
"Proprietary Vocational Schools and freclend Student Aid: Opportunities. theDisadvantaged," bb Wellford W. Wilms, prepared for the National Commission onStudent Financial Assistancq. Copies of this report will be available through the

ERIC Document Reproduclio.d y SytemWr 1983:

Mr. GuNnriaisox, I unders d that Dr. :Anrig would like to golast.
Mr. Iieffron.

STATEMENT OF MARL( IIEFFRON, VICE PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
' COLLEGE TESTING PROGRAM

Mr. 1-1.EmoN. I am Mark iieffron, assistant vice-presideni for 6dal aid services for the American College Testing Program. I,
ap reciate the opportunity to appear before you today. I would like
to sununarize some of the poirits raised in my written testimony.
That testimony was based on the cotimittee print and not the final
bill and therefore may not recognize some clarifications that are in-cluded in the final bill.

First the independent-student Aefsaition. There is a broad percep-
tion in the financial aid community that *here is abuse',occuriing
under the current Federal, defmition of independent student. We
have no reason to ,believe that that perception is wrong. We think
that the criteria for defining independent should be, fairly strict,
Funds are too scarce to waste them on those who could but choose
not to either provide or accept parental support.

,We like the provision in the bill which grants automatic inde-
pendence to those students over the age of 24. Most students over
that age are Currently independent under the currint definition,
and we think it*implifies it quite a bit. -

The provision allowing an independent student 6 months of resi-
dence with their parents over a 2 -year period, however/ we think
would lead to abuse. If you look at the typical attendance pattern
of the traditional student going to school over the years, in a period
of 2 years that student could demonstrate independence if their pa-,
rental contribution were $-1,000 or less, at that, 'point ypu increase
your demand on financial aid when you did not need to do that.

Conceptually we like the idea of requiring an independent stu-
- dent prove sufficient means to have been self-supporting, -some-

thing. I used to do when I was a financial administrator on campus.
It requires an incredible amount of discretion in its exeircise. I
think there would be severe problems in including that type of lan-

e in the statute. If 't iin the statute it has that be on- thef orm. I do not know ho I would go about posing that question on
--- the-form, particularly `th-the- discretion-of enforcement. I do notknow , how you tell a student you have to have had $.4j00 or less if

is an unreasonable amount and how you get that question
asked. The Pell Grant Program does not allow discretion to be ex-
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exc=ised. The current system would not respond well to perliaps
three different schools contacting a central processor and saying'
:we would like to make an exception, for the student. I do not know
how you will exercise that discretion in the prOgrant It is a formu-
la ;dxiverz pvgram. I think primarily low-income students would be
Iii;rt by tha, since they are the ones 'who are goiligrto- be least
likely to be able to prove gufficient.meani to have been self-sup-
porting.

My .own experience dealing with a program in Colorado, in our
experience of that judgment,. if they were tered in the. Colora-
do Migrant Council that was good enough foregisr us. We knew they
sere well below the poverty level in . earnings already. I 'think the'
concept, is a goOd ant; however, am 'inclined to suggest that the
bill say that an institution may.at its discretion choose to use this
as a criterion but 'not require it to be part of the definition.

The student aid master calendar, I would like to detract only
slightly from the applause Dr: Keppel gave to that issue. It is un-
fortunate that such 'a provision is necessary, although I believe be-

. cause of the delays we have had in the past it probably. is, and we
suggest some slight modification. The dates that relite to making
decisions and approvals I believe should be left in the bill: These
would include approval of systems, forms aild so forth: The dates
that relate_ to mechanical actions, however, I would delete from the
bill, such things as forms to the printers by August 30, printing
done by October 1, forms distributed by November 1, although I
want to qualify my concern with the last one.

My reasons are these. We rely heavily on IRS e to write
instructions to the form. If they are a little late, it may prudent
to wait to submit, the forms to. printert. Under the law we
would be liable for not having delivered them to the printer, An
October 1 printing deadline, we' d° not print all our forms and then
distribute all our forms at ACT. We print an'd distribute on a roll-
iiig basis. It is more efficient, less,costly, and means we do not have
to pay storage on the forms. I would not,wont to be precluded from
doing that by law. There are things beYond our control that might
cause forms to arrive later than November 17--a trucker strike; lost
shipment, .a mistake. We intend that the studentschave the infor-
matioh at that time, Specifying a particular day could cause diffi-
culties that are unnecessary and so forth.

In summary, I think the calendar is probably necessary but I
think it should, allow for reasonable flexibility and discretion while
getting the sortie thing out of it.

Next, need analysis, section 482. I also would commend ygu on
separating the Pell grant formulas and the need analysis. They
serve- very different purposes-and are developed for very different
intents= However; we strongly Suggest that the specifics/of the need
analysis formula not be written into the law. Undee the uniform
methodology we have come veryslose to having a single consistent
nationwide standard of need for all funds; Federal, States, institu-
tional and private, that the higher education community wants and
that Congress hate-indicated that it waits. We really do not want to,
lose this. The need analysis formula currently specified has some
very,' very severe problems. I would be glad to go into the specifics
if you like, but in my opinion I think it is very unlikely thdt States,
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1/4.institutions, or private members would use that formula to distrib-
ute their own funds. If they do not, yve have lost the progrest that
we have made in that we will have multiple s of need. It
will complicate.the process for students and comp 'sate the adMin-
istrative process a great deal.

We also would not recommend writing uniform methodology into
the law. To do so with all its provisions and methods of update and
tables would probably take 100 pages of legislation. Even there
there is much room for error and misinterpretation. We suggest
that the 'section be modified to accommodate approval by the &ere:
Lary of uniform methodology as it is developed and, updated 2annu-..
ally by the National Aid Coalition. I believe tEis,...process has
Worked extremely well in the past and that it should be continued.

Our position regarding forms and, delivery I think is eipressed
1 enough in the testimony.

ain, thank you for tIte opportunity to testify, and. we will be
happy to answer any quecitions you might have.

Mr. GUNDERSON, Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Mark tleffron

PXXFAXID STAXILUINT OF MARX HzrnoN, ASSISTANT VICX Passznsvr, FINANCIAL AID .

STAVICW TUX AZ9CIUCAN COLLMOX Tx dins Nonuser

My name is Mark Heffron and I am Assistant Vice President for Financialcial Aid
Services for-the American College Testing Program. I appreciate the opportunity to
appear before you today.

I have been asked to comment on the Avisions of the proposed legislation re-
garding the independent student definition, the student aid master calendar, andthe Institutional Block Grant Program. In addition, I would like to comment on the
need analysis and forms provisions of the propoeed legislation

INDXANDZNT STUDXNT DAFINMON

The independent student definition acts as a switch which determines whether a .
pasental contribution will be expected in calculating a student's need for financial
assistance. For simplicity and consistency, most aid programs use the Federal Crite-
ria to determine dependency status, where there is deviation., it is in the 'direction of
making the definition ;Aare strict. There is, however, no unanimity of opinion as to
what the exact criteria should be.

One question that might be asked is, "At what point in time does a parent become
just another taxpayer with no more responsibility for fmancing his or her child's
education than any other taxpayer?" Some people will say never, others will say
this should occur whenever the parent or child want it to. ACT feels that it should
be relatively difficult to attain independent student status. Funds are too scarce to
waste them on those who could, b1it choose net to, provide or accept parental, sup-
port. And, if there is a perception yr abuse, many will take action to assure that the
benefits of independent status are minimal. In this proems, genuinely independent
students will-be hurt.,

We like the provision in the Bill which grants automatic independence to those
over the age of 24. By this age most people are, by nearly anyones perceptiop, genu-
inely independent; it adds face validity to the process to admit this up front:

Te provision that allows an independent student six months of residence with
parents over a two year period would, we believe,' allow abuse. The traditional de-pendent student who lives at home during the summer and is away at school during
the year could become independent in two years if the parental contribtition ics
under $1,000. Once this status is established, however, the parental contribution
be lost and the demand on aid funds will increatie.,It would seem more appropriate
to Wive the. living with parents criteria at Six weeks per year as it now is. This
should mote than cover the incidental visits to a parent by a student who is self-.
supporting.

As an institutional financial aid administrator, I required independent students to
prove that they-had bad sufficient resources to have been self-supporting. The policy
worked well because we could exercise diseretign in its enforcement. We do not be-



lieve that the criteria should be required in the statute, howdertifirst, it is a ques-
tion that is nearly impossible to ask on-a need analysis form. -- , if statutorily
required, some standard of "sufficient income" will have to be > - Whether
that standard be the BLS low budget, the poverty threshold, or some other figure, it.
will not be universally appropriate. The resources required for self-support by a mi-
grant worker and a person from an urbew environment, for example, may be quite
different. If diScretion were allowed, thil criteria might work; the Pell Grant Pm.
gram allow*.no such discretion and we fear that the criteria might do more harm
than

It uld be noted_that there is a conflict between the independent.etudent defini-
tion stated in Section 403(e) (3) (40 and the definition. far `nrupendent married stu-
dents in Section 483 (c) (I) (E). This should be reeolved.

erubiarr AID MAX= UAL/MAAS

I did not receive a draft4 the proposed Stialent Aid Master Calendar in time to
inelude oomroent in my written testimony, I will provide may written comments to
the Subcommittee on that topic at a later data

twerrrtrriozsai. awes GRANT

Since ACT is not involved in the administration of istu.dent aid on ,campuss, we are
not the best organization to comment on the specifics of the Institutional Block
Grant Program. From mly prior experience and from talking with institutional fina-
cial, aid asiminietratims, Wilmver, I do-know that any freedom that a school has to
determine the mix of loan, grant and work-study funds for its students is helpful in
providing those *wants with financial aid dpackages best suited to their circum-
stance*. ,

In the area ut simplification, the suggestion that we hear most often is to make
the Pell Grant Program more like a campus-based program It is now a formula,.
driven-program with no hiiman cushion between the forniula and the indent No
discretion can be exercised; everything is regulated. As .!uch, it can be a difficult
and freatzating program to administer.

ANALRE412---RICTIGN 482

We commend you for making a clear separation in the law between the Pell
Grant eligibility formula, and need analysis methodology. This separation recognizes
that the sole purpose of the Pell Grant formula is to determine eligibility; for Pell
Grant funds, A need analysis methodology, on the other hand, should be used to
deternaine a student's need for asiiistance from all sources, without regard to the
'availability of funds from any particular Source.

It is appropriate for the specifics of the Pell Grant eligibility formula to be wilt.
ten into the law. It is a formula with a unique, single-program putpose; 'it is a for-
mula which allows no individual discretion to be exercised. It's -codification will
assure the distribution of Pell Grant funds to the population of students intended by-

. Congress and assure year-to-year consistency and stability in the awards.
The original outline of the provisions suggested that the Uniform Methodol-

ogy need analysis be used to determine students' need for campus-based Federal
funds. The' draft. Bill, however, requires that a need analysis formula be developed
by the Secretary and specifies certain characteristics to be included in, that method-
010SY. .believe. .that the original eP.Presteht.t134t of using the Uniform Met411h 41?'
gy, is preferable' for a variety of reasons.

The very essence of ,a beed analyab methodology is that it be independent of any
particular aid program or set of aid program* need analysis result should say to
a family "This is what we feel you need. We hope you can find it," It .should not say
-mu is all we can (or want to) give you from this aert of programs. Therefore, this is
all you need."

We recognize the concern that the Congress has in Rearing that campus -based
Federal funds are distributed aplimpriately and that they serve the po
from whom they _are intended. We believe diet the Uniform Methodology KLat b4Pet:n8

an. effective vehicle for ,..meeting the concerns in the past As a itelfregula
effort of the higher education =um-Unity, it has bec&Le the 'standard upon- w
the vast majority of non-Pell Grant financial aid fundi from all Sources (Federal,
state, institutional, and priyate) have been distributed. has become the single na-
tional standard of need desired by the Congress and the her education cominuni-
ty. As such it has promoted cone-Wesley in aid awards and simplified the aid applies-
taco process for students -and institutions by allowing them to deal with a single

.
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result If a different analysis is prescribed in the law for use with campus-based Fed-
eral funds, this consisteacy will be lost. The process will become much more difficult
for families to mprehel 4.d and for institutions to administer.

Therefore, would suggest that the wording of Section 482 be modified to ac-
commodate approval by the Secretary of the Uniform Methodology as developed
and updated annually by the National Student Aid Coalition. This _process has
worked very well in the past, and should be continued.

70.1945--SXVION 483

Attached to this testimony is a paper regarding the "conmocilrin" issue that I
wrote for the National Student Aid Coalition in January .1983. it provides a detailed
discussion of some of the complexities of the issue.

The quest for simplicity in the student aid application process inust not be a blind
one; and it must recognize the unique nature of the student aid delivery prodees. We
are aware of no other assistance'process in which Federal, state, iruditutional, and
private funds may be applied for and awarded in a single coordinated flow.. Al-
hough the Federal government is the.liirgest4aingle source of funds, a significant
amount, about $3.6 billion, comes from 'date and institutional sources. If this coordi-
nated flow is to be maintained and improved upon, the needs of all of the parties
must be actiommodated. No one party should declare itself the senior partner and
expect the others to realist do.

ere is an inverse relationship between the simplicity of a form and the sensitiv -.
ity of the resultant analysis lo a family's individual ciscienstances. A balance must
be achieved. The developmedt of a simple or common form is not an end in itself. It
is merely one step toward the goal of attempting to get the right funds to the right
students at the right time. There are many other factors involved in achieving-tat
goal including the efficiency with which, the delivery process may be administered. ',

<,, The services which surround the,collection and delivery of data from students mays
compliment or confoundsthis adminiitiative process. It does the student little good
to have completed a dimple fa.= if the aid received is too little or too late. 4

plication process for students. Most is can now apply for a Fell Grant, for
Great strides, have been made in in simplifying the financial aid app

Federal funds, and for stn institutional, and private aid by complet-
ing a single form; previously, five oemols forms Might have been necessary. Most
students now have their geed for financial assistance figured in si uniform, consist-
ent manner regardless of the form they complete, the school they attend, or the
source of their assistance; this has not, always ben true. Many of these advances
have been made with the 'cooperation of the Federal government. The Secretary of
Edneation has approved the Uniform Methodology for useaith campus-based funds.
The Multiple Data Entry (MDE) process has been establishld; MDE-approved forms
are allowed to include the data ngeds of states and institations. -

The private need analysis services have provided the vehicle for implementing
many of thme,iriaprovements. Because we have operated in an open competitive en-
vironment, we have been required and able to respond to these needs. The financial
aid services Oat ACT provides are designed by the institutions and agencies w
use our form. We must respond to their needs and their students' needs; if we do

' .not, they have an alternative. ACT's service is as good as it is because we have corn-
' petition. That competition forces us to improve, to innovate, and to serve real needs.

We are concerned about the ,provisions of Section 483 as they relate to .the-
.conunon forth and fee issues. Our concern is not one of philosophy or intent butrather one of practical isafilementation.

All parties to the financial aid Rroceekhave benefited greatly from the competi-
tive environment that has existed in the provision of financial aid services. Institu-
tions and agencies have expressed a strong desire to us to have. this environment
continue. It has done much to serve the needs of the wide diversity of schools and
students in'this country. e , *

le
We will be happy to work with the Congress and the Department of Education to

develop a financial aid delivery system which improves upon the current process
and is neeeptitle to all. We ask, however, that this delivery process be defined
before the fine wording of Section 483 is set. Only then can it be assured that the
new process is indeed an improvement. k
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SINGLE FORM, COMNON FORM, COMMON FORMS, OR WHAT

RACROROtiND

The complexity of thsofmancial aid application process has been an issue for a
number of years. Some have argued that the complexity has confused some students
and discouraged some needy students from applying for financial aid.

At one time, most students had to complete two or more forms to apply for finan-
cial aid from all major sources. The Basic Grant Program had its unique form; a
need analysis service form was usually required by the institution. In addition, state
scholarship ageniies had their own' forms as did many institutions. At best, the
process was tedious for parents and students; at worst it was confusing and discouse
aging.

For the 1978-79 academic year, both the American College Testing Program
(ACT) and the College Scholarship Service (CM) restructured their need analysis
forms to allow, concurrent collection of state grant application &Ate on a state-by- -
state basis. As a result, most state agencies have since dropped their separate appli-
cations. In that same year, ACT-offered the metitutions to the opportuni
to design their own statewide institutional application d e it distribu
with the ACT form; the institutions in twenty one states . ye advantage of,:
this option.

The Multiple Data Entry (MDE) process was also established for 1978-79. MDE
allowed students to have information from their ACT, CSS7 or. Pennsylvania forms
sent to the Basic Grant Programe; a separate BEOG application was no longer re-
quired of the student. Modifications were made to the service agency forms- to
ensure that they collected the same information in the same manner as the BEOG
form. The Department of Education .expanded the amount of information collected
on the BEOG form so that a Uniform Methodology need analysis calculatian could
be performed from it.

As a result of these cooperative efforts, by 197.9-80 most students could apply for
financial aid from all sources by proyiding the informition requested, in a single fi-
ancial aid application packet The has often been referred to as the "common

process. More accurately, the procedure involves several forms which' share in
mon the data tlit are needed for the Pell-Grant and Uniform Methodology calcu;,,,,

one. In fact, to make it possible for each student to complete a single form to
ply for federal, slate, and institutional aid, twenty-seven editions of the ACT

Family Financial Statement and thirty-four editions of the CSS Financial Aid Form
are printed.

STATUTORY =EVICTIONS

it is with this background that the Education Amendments of 1980 were passed.
This statute states that "The Secretary (of Education), in cooperation with repre-
sentatives of agencies and organizations involved in student financial assistance,
shall prescribe a common. Federal financial aid application to. be used to determine
the need and eligibility of a student for financial assistance under (the Pell Grant
and eartmus-based federal student aid programs)." The statute further provides that
states, institutions, and private organizations may simultaneously collect additional
data "to determine the eligibility of a student" for non-federal aid.

It is not the purpose of this ,paper to attempt All interpretation of the statutory
provisions. A number of questions are raised brits language, however. Does the
statute require ft single federal -form which-is to be processed by several processors
or does it allow, as is now the case, several forms which share common federally-
prescribed data elements? Is the supplemental data which may be collected with
federal data restricted only to that related to eligibility for non-federal aid? Is an
institution allowed to require a student to provide more than the federally-pre-
ecribed data in determining a student's aeeCeligibility, and awards for campus,-
based 'federal aid? These questions must eventually be answered as these LIMOS
have a substantial impact on the way student aid is administered.

INFORMATION N=Dir

As with many things, in the controversy surrounding the financial aid application
process there is a tendency to prescribe solutions without a clear uriderstanding of
the problem. One must assure that that which looks simple is simple and not just
simplistic.

Typically there are two kinds of data which are collected by the financial aid
plication proceesdata which are used to drive for-Mules and data which are used to /

rf



explain circumstances and upon which discretionary decisions 'may be based. For-
mula data needs can usually be described in finite terms. The Pep Grant Student
Aidindex calculation, for example, uses a fixed amount of informaticin. Beyond the
data elements required for the computer calculation, no additional information isheeded or ;ean be used; the program does not allow disoetioil decisions to bemade!

The data needs for nonformula purposes are theoreticalbt4nf . Because of thewide range of human circumstances that may be encountere&-and may need to be
considered in determining need, eligibility, and actual awards, it is to put
en absolute limit on the type of info-natation that may be useful. The, type and
amount of non-formula data that is Collected is usually determined by relying on
experience of judge what information is likely to be useful for a significant numberof students.

Philosophies of non-formula data collection vary between titutions. Some insta-
t tutions collect a minimal amount of data, make awards, and -lay upon students to

bring any injustice to their attention; this procedure is most ical allarge institu-
tions with computer capability. Other institutions collect icantlIk More infor-
mation from students and try to tailor eligibility, need, and a to the isarticular
student before making an aweard _offer; this procedure is m tlypical at smaller
instituttims and private_schools.. The philosophy of data collection will also varywith the type of student' the instjtution serves. Some may reasonably expect their

.students to be assertive and to do thinge right or lose out on aid; others may feel it
necessary to ferret out student needs in spite of the student's efforts..

It must be appreciated that the information needs of every school, every studeAt.,`
and every region of the country are not the same. A common form which results in
a common degree of mediocrity benefits no one. It should also be understood that,
beyond formula data, the type of information required in rarely be identified with -
any particular source of fundinger student aid program. The language of the 1980
Education Amendments implies that there are 'finite definable data requirements
for determining eligiblility and need- for federal funds versus other funds. Beyond
the Pell Grant Program, this is simply not true+ Institutions use both formula data
and non-forninla data to determine a student's need; the source of fundii does not
become a consideration until 11 wz ds to meet this need are packaged.

WHATOLUT1ON

Ideally, each student should have to,provide only the abeolute minimum of infor
mation that will allow fair consideration for all of the assistance for which he or,she
is eligible. Ideally, a student should be able to provide this information all at *nee
and only once. While this ideal may not 'b 'practically attai e, it should be the
goal in structuring, the student aid application process.

It would be possible to design numerous version, of an d application form each
collecting only the information mixt likely to be- needed m students in s..particu-
lar circumstance (e.g. dependent/independent, gradua /undergraduate, wealthy/
poor, farm /business assets or not, married/divorced parents, etc.). Such a procedure
would require that students have certain information and make certain decisions in
order to select the proper form to complete. The process of choceing the proper form
could become more confusing than answering (or skipping) some extraneous ques-
tions. High school and colleges would have lo devote substantially more time to as-sisting Students with form selection; one can imagine that some might develop
"form selection" forms.

*

\ Although iris impractical to tailor forms to individual students, the current Tonna
are designed so that students may complete or skip entire sections of the form based

.9PA upon their circumstances. As previously mentioned, ACT And CAS also publish ;m-
inerals state-specific editions of their forms, each designed in conjunction with state
agency and institutional personnel to collect the information that is most relevant
to the students and aid programs in that state. This procedure results in the collee-
tion of less extraneous data and'in the creation of fewer separate institutional forms
than would a single national forfn. The private- services have found that a state is

- the sMellest logical 'entity for which a spefiial form may be designed. Few people are
aware that there are over seventy editionli of various forms printed since most stu-dents needs select from only one or two and complete only one. ,

The1 ideal of students being able to submit financial aid information all at onceand only once has been achieved for many students in areas where Pell Grant,
Sate, and institutional data are collected in a single packet. Corrections 'and amend
nents to information must still be sent sewately to the need analysis services and
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.9the Pell Grant processors since the Department of Education has not chosen to
accept corrections from the WE proceesnrs. i.SivIce the Pell Grant Program is the only ational formula-driven program, it
may be desirable to have a separate, aniplifi form for use by students applying
only for this grant. These would be students u will attend institutions which ad-
minister only the Pell Grant and students who begin the application process'after
all campus- controlled assistance has been exhausted. Prior to MDE, the Basic Grant
application form was designed to collect only the data required for the program.
With the advent of MDE, the additional data required to calculate the Uniform
Methodology family contribution were added. While the current federal form is
graphically simpler than the old Basic Grant application, it does ask more ques-
tions:

W110E:IX TONAL

In theory it might beneficial to have a single form available in state editions
to simplify the p Since the federal government is the only logical funding
source for such a fo , however, this is not a realistic solution. First, there is no
incentive for the federal government to meet any needs beyond its own. Because of
this, states and institutions have found the service to be unreliable; ED needs and
desires are alwaYs given priority. Secondly, the federal government is unlikely to
giye states and institutions the. free rein that they need in determining the amount
and type of additional data collected. Finally, the collection and delivery of addition-
al data has substantial cost ramificatians. The federal government has shown no in-
clinatioreeither recently or in the past to fluid such open-ended services.

Currently, the "core' of federally-prescribed' data and instructions that appear on
the federal form and all MDE-approved forms are _detertained during Months of ne-
gotiations between ED and` the MDE prOcessars. Following these uegOtiations; the
.final result must be cleared through the ED form approval process and the .Office of
Management and Budget. .

Nearly everyone involved in this process vfill agree that it is cost and time ineffi-
cient and involves numerous parties who ha$e no base of experience in fmanical aid
administration with which to evaluate data requirements. it is a. frustrating and
time consuming process which adds little, if aySthing, to the final design pf the
form.

While it may not be possible to reduce the bureaucracy required to develop the
core of federal data elements, this process certainly should not be extended to in-
clude other infomatien needs. This proems 4ould be left to the financial aid corn-

.)
... munity.

CONCLUSION'

implicationThe establishment of a single national financial aid "atplication form is not practi-
cal. Students can best be served when they Complete a form that is most relevant to
their state and institution. -

With the possible exception of a bare-essential Pell Grant application, the federal
government is not a logical publisher of forms. The government has no incentive to
meet needs beyond its own and has shown no willingness to commit funds to pro-
vide adequate service. Nor is a federal administrative department the proper locus);
for providing the specialized services required for state and campus-based adminis-
tration of student aid. . .

The motivation behind efforts to establish a single form or "common" forin seimi
to be a perception that the current forms are too complex and/or are not woring
adequately. There also seems to be the feeling that the forms and process could be
improved if they were federally prescribed and fanded. The main problems that
have occurred in, the current form delivery system have been caused by delay ands*,
inaction at the federal level, howeVer. It would take a quantum jump in faith to
believe that the situation would improve with even greater federal involvement.

The provision of financial aid application form and the Operation of the firiani-
cial aid delivery system are inextricably tied together. Both should allow the fair
distribution of student' assistance funds from all sources in as.smooth and simple a
flow/ as is possible. Most state and institutional financial aid administrators are sat-
isfied with the currently available forms; they feel that these forms meet both their
needs and their students' needs well. If asked to identify the single factor which
would 'most improve the current delivery system, a majority of institutions would
request that they be able to administer the Pell Grant Program based upon the
output docunient of their choice rather than being tied to the Student Aid Report.
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Few would view either a federally-prescribed form or a single form of z to bean improvement.
As far as znost students are concerned there now is a single form s ce one is typi-

cally all they must complete. While most students would vote for pier forms they
would not wish to "simply" be excluded from fair consiileration for assistance.

Mr.'GuivpxasON. That leaves you, Doctor.
Mr. Icatppx.L. Mr. Chairman, may. I ask= -Mr. Dallas,Martin, who

is my colleague and*chairman of the Committee on Relliathorization
of the national coalitioii, is here. As chairmin of that reauthoriza-
tion committee he is g'img through a detailed line-by-line job with
this committee and is available to answer questions. May I ask if
he could say a word about where we are? We are three-quarters of
the way along.

Mr. GUNDERSON. No problem, go ahead.

STATEMENT OF DALLAS MARTIN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT FINANCIAL, AID ADMINIS-
TRATORS

Mr. "MARTIN. Mr. Gtinderson, as we have provided to: you our
work what we have been in the process of doing through a joint
task force made up of representatives of a number of associations
for the coalition is to take the existing statutes and to review these
carefully to try and determine whachanges might be desirable in
terms of improving efficiency and a better delivery system than we
currently have. We have provided for the record ainuxuber athese
011:Inge's at this time. That task force is continuing.

Some of the issues that Dr. Keppel and Mr. geffrott mentioned
are issues that we are still wrestling with as it relateis to theieed
analysis and the forms, and I think we have made a lot of progress
in the last few years of doing it jointly so we can 'have under -
standable delivery system. We are continuing in that effort and
will be continuing to provide the subcommittee with our recom-
mendations as we go forward, but it is, fin effort that' we are excited
about and we hope there will be an opportunity for some of this to
be folded into the final bill when it comes forth.

Mr. GUNDERSON. We appreciate some reading material.
Mr. KEPPEL. I want you to be_sure when you ask questions, ask

Mr. Martin,,not me.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Drekiarig.

STATEMENT OF GREGORY ANRIG, PRESIDENT, EDUCATIONAL
TESTING SERVICE

Mr. ANRIG. I am Gregory Anrig, president of Educational Testing
Service. I like milk and consume large amounts of it, Mr. Chair-
man. .

Mr. GVNDERS014. This is getting very political this afternoon.
Mr.. ANRIG. No, I aim just a country educator. Mr. Chairman,

with your permission I would like to submit written testimony re-
garding title V of the bill. It deals with the experience of Educe-
tional Testing Service in administering scores .of student scholar-
ship programs, teacher fellowship programs, and our experience
working with professional programs for educators. We hope the tes-
timony will be helpful tp the staff regarding title V.
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The reason I asked' permission to be last, I know that is a rare
occurrence for the witnesses, was because I did not want to inter-
rupt the chain of flow on the very important issues of student, aid
which my colleagues are adkessing. On the other hand, I think it
is important -at the same tinle, you mentioned title Vthere are
not as many groups that show up talking for high school student
scholarships. I wanted to express my strong views on the impor-
tance of title V in the overall reauthorization act that you are con-
sidering. I offer that from my perspective in the Educational Test.
ing Service, but before coming there 21/2 years ago I*815 a commis-
sioner of education in Massachusetta and have strong feelings
about title V and the importance. .

Let me speak to that. We an exciting time in education.- I
know you a
is going on with regard school reform. In contrast to the past,

are experiencin t in your State. Change and ferment

however, if you look at where the faction has come from on the
issue of school reform in the past, it has primarily been at the Fed-
eral level. This time the action is happening at the local and State
level, and I think that is very healthy and needs to be encouraged.
The governance of education of. the United States rests at the local
level, an also the burden and authority to raise the funds to carry
out that change, so I think the fact that this is happening at the
State and local level is both appropriate and encouraging.

There is a healthy competition going on that is being 'edit"), Gov-
ernors and State legislators wanting to see which one Can come up
with the most dramatic educational, reform package as fast as
Bible. We have been working with the States of Tennessee and b lorr-
ida,,for instance, and there is almost a horse race on to see which
teacher incentive program will be passed first. I think that is help-
ful for education.

My concern, however, is that reform is tending to get defined in
terms of what can get legislated, so we are seeing legislation passed
at the State level that deals more with the quantitative aspect of
schpol operations, more hours, more days, more homework, more
courses, even more tests. While these changes have a role to play
in the reform of education, what underlies the current top period
of reform is the need to improve academic achievement. I think we
cannot lose sight of that because what is driving this reform are
economic concerns, and the educational aspect of those economic
concernis is the issue of academic achievement. L

The kind of change we need is not so much structural or quanti-
tative change. What is needed is qualitative and instructional
change, and that depends on the teacher in each classroom. The

feelreason feel title V is sq important is that it is the one piece of
major I lation which rhave seen which deals with the human
part of equation for school reform. Its purpose is to improve
teaching, it provides incentives, deals with the continuum of teach-
er improvement from the selection of f re teachers to the prepa-
ration of beginning teachers to the sup rt of teachers once they
are in the classroom.

I want to stress the importance of ti V. I believe it addresses a
critical gap in the present period of educational reform and sets an
example that States then would be well ac*ised to follow and
expand upon.
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I want to commend the chairman, both the presiding
and the _permanent chairman of this subcommittee, i membersand its staff for again demonstrating, as this commit d sub
comtee is noted for doing, for demonstrating its commitment,
understanding, and leadership for improvement of educational op-
portunities for` all the,children of this country.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Gregory Anrig follows:)

,

RUYAN= STAMM= 07 GRIICGORY R. Aralgi, PIMLOINT, EDUCATIONAL TOTING
SLRVICZ

writoDecTiosi

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, and members of the Subcommittee. I am Greg
Anrig, president of Educational Testing Service (E'TS). I am delighted to be heresiees today to,cominent on H.R. 5240, a bill to amend and extend the Higher Education
Act of 1965. My testimony today will pertain only to Title V--Teacher Training Pro-grains.

First, I want to commend you, Mr. &airman, and your co-sponsors for the renais,
sance of federal support forthe developMent and recognition of teachers in thiscountry tlfat is reflected in this legislation, This is, 1 believe, entirely appropriate.
The federal role in teacher deVelopment should be to provide not only catalytic lead-
ership for state and local initiatives, but also to support directly activities which
cannot be conducted locally or which require external help to get started.

Recent federal leadership, in fact, can take a good deal of credit for serving as
catalyst to the "bandwagon" effect now pervading our state legislatures and state
departnients of education to see which state will launch the 'most comprehensive,
innovative and expansive teacher reform program the quickest. My review of the
various state initiatives, however, reveals that _very few proposals include plans for
teacher training or faculty development at teacher education institutions.. While anumber of states have initiated email scholarship p sun* for students intendingto teach math or science, these are generally funde at minimal levels. To date
there teem to be few if any fellowship programs for outstanding in-service teachers.
Of the various state lirams for reforming certification and evaluation, -most that I amaware of are for pc loses of permitting a teacher to enter into, or advance within asystem. I argesahat it is a necessary and appropriate federal function to support
the recognition-and reward of outstanding teachers and potentiel teachers as some-thing of value unto itselfsomething that deserves national attention and notice,
apart from any state certification plan.

I have always liked the positive approach. You don't merely call people in once a
year and tell them what's fight or wrong with them. You offer every possible assist,
ance along the way to help them learn in areas where, they are needy so they do
even better next time. And you provide opportunities for those who excel to be in a
spotlight for all of us to applaud, admire and emulate.

And this is the spirit I find in this legislation, Mr. Chairman. Ise* a positir'le plan
to support and affirm the importance of teachers and teacher training in this coun-
try and Iheartily endorse it. I applaud this effort to bring new life and new ideas-to
bear on these important national responsibilities.

Let me now address specifically the various sections of yoUr new Title V. We at
Zhave had experience which is relevant to several of yow proposals, and *mild
S, share this with you and the Subcommittee, as you have requested.

cousturrs ON E.M. 5240
Part t1 --Carl R Perkins SW:dor:hip Program
I cannot think of a more appropriate way to honor earl Perkins, who has made a

lifetime commitment to improving education in this country, than to establish a
scholarship progrem, in his name for ou tending youthplanning to enter teaching.
I have several comments to make about is details of the proposal-based on ex,
perience gained at ETS. As ,you may , we currently o rate over 100 scholar-ship and fellowship p includi The Pre/Adential Scholars Prograni fohonor our nation's most 14h school seniors, national recognition pro.for outstanding pe speeifiefttegories (including a fellowshipprograrn
or teachers of the hurnanities and another for outstawling mathematics and
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. ,
teachers) as wens orporate echolarshi or employees' children (sponsored by the
College-Scholarship Service of the Coll Board),

'The, bill as it now reads require that Perkins scholars be selected "from students
who have graduated or who are graduating from high School and who rank in the
top 5 percent of their graduating-claw" and who "demonstrate an interest in teach-
ing." I know that at your hearing last week some questioned whether restricting
applicants to he top 5 percent of the class would yield a large enough pool for a

7 meaningful co tition, The witnesses, I understand, felt that extending the per-
centage to the to 0 percent would be. advisable, although 41!ita. were not available
es to how many that might include. Fwould agree with their, asseamient and can
share with you data obtained from SAT-takers in 1983 who indicated plans for
career in education and who also provided their (self-rePorted) rank in class. These
data are not available for those ranking in the top 5 percent of their class, but we

ktlete44. found about 5,000 who were in the top 10 percent of their class. This small
numberabout 13 percent of all thoeie planning education careersis symptomatic
of the problem we are trying to correct. However, I would recommend that you

% lower the rank in class requirement to no lees than the top 10 percent to allow a
larger applican 1 for the Perkins Scholarships,

I would also mrnend that a second criterion be used in conjunction with rank
in class to en the equity of the selection process. The point is often made that
a real-ideal' test score should r jt be used as the sole criterion for decision-
making. Well, the-samegoes for stilt in class or gracleeint average. If only rank
in claw is used, outstandinglitudents who happen to-lk aft.nding the most demand-
ing and pompetitive high schools may not be eligible because of a rank its class
which is seletively low within their, highly selective group. The opposite is true for
students frem less demanding schools: less than outstanding applicants might be

The present plan calls for states to °s n.tab their ow' criteria for selection of
deemed eligible if nothing but their class . s
Perkins Scholars. By omission of restrictive , the scholarship world apprw
ently be open to prospective teachers at both elementary and secondary school
levels in all disciplines, although "special consideration" would be given to those
who want to teach limited-English-speaking children, the handicapped, low-income-
children, or in subject areas in which there are shortages of qualified teachers..

I am concerned that the present proposal may be too open-ended and. I suggest
that the Perkins Scholfership progranie recast as one clearly defined program with
its own national 'identity in tribute to Carl Perkinsin which awardees would re-
ceive recognition throughout the nation. Competitions would be held at the state
level with a designated number of awards made to winners in each state, using cri-
teria established by a national panel. _

The model that is most appropriate to share with you from my EIS experience is
the Presidential Scholars Programs This program has been in existence for nearly
20 yearsauni is designed tp recognize outstanding high school seniors throughout the
country. It is operated by the Commission on Presidential Scholaht, for which RI'S'
provides technical services for the program's operation. One hundred forty-one stu-
dents are chosen inn on the basis of their academic success, artistic taleet,
leadership, and involvement in hoof and community. From the most outstanding
candidates, the Commissi on Presidential Scholars selects one young man and one
young woman from each sta et have included a fact sheet on this program with my
testimony. I think the Preside 'al Scholars Program is a good model for such a
well.- deserved tribute to . Carl Pe

Part BTaleated Teacher Pella hip Prognm
ETS operates National Recognition Programs 'designed to identify and recognize

talented peoplein specialty areas on a nationaLbasis. Of specific relevance to your
roposed Talented Teacher Fellowship Program are the Indepe.ndeht Study in the
=analog Program and the Growth lAriatives for Teachers (GIFf1 program A
w comments about these programs may be helpful4Some ,brief material about

each of these programs is also attached to my testimony.
Independent Study in the Humanities is a two-year pilot program that ale

$3,000 meritbased fellowships for summer study to outge,ng high school tkiers
of English, foreign language& history and the other humanities disciplines. The pro-

am is funded by the National Endowment for the Hun:utilities through a grant of
000 to the Council for Basic Education. ETS is a subcontractor to the Council

fdr inistrative services such as distributing program announcements; receiving
:iipp ions, convening review panels, compiling evaluation data, ranking the appli-
cants, annotineing the awarelees and distributing the litiVitrda.
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Criteria for Humanities Fellows are: Apalicanta mutt: have cLtpleted at leastfive years of full-time paid hieg in grades 9-12; 'have earned at least a matter'sd or the equivalent; be hing at least 3/5 of their schedule in a humanitiesfie d; be contracted to teach fu -time; have at least five years of rifice remainingbefore retirement; and bay emonstrated capacityi for iadeperiden udy.
Applicants must describe their intended summer study progr which must be .in the humanities and be relevant to their teaching field, Two inde ndent evalua-tions are required: one by the applican*r. :principal and the other by a colleague,

current or former supervisor, or former stunt: Final selection by the IndependentStudy in the Humanities Program is made on the basis of: the candidate's demon- .-strated capacity for independent study; completed curriculum' projects, or. other
types of professional. development.,,the candidate's classroom performance as certi- .fied, by a school official and by a colleague or former student the likelihood that the
fellowship will produce lasting benefits for the 'candidate's teaching; 'and the meritsand feasibility of the proposed ylan of study.

This program, although, limited to teachers `of the humanities,' it similar in manway & to the Talented Teacher Fellowship Program you have proposed, and althoughits till very young, it is working well and is considered very succeesful. In its first
year, which was 1983,about 100 teachers were selected from 1,000 applicants.

Growth Initiatives for Teachers, called the GIFT program, which is sponsored by
the GTE Foundation, is an exciting new fellowship program for secondary school
teachers of mathematics and 'science, Winners *receive a Personal Development
Grant of $2,500 for study, field work, or in-service training. In addition, their schools
receive a School Enrichment Grant of $2,500. This program is a prime example of a
true school/industry partnership, as the teachers' schools must agree to match their..
enrichment grants in order to participate in the program. YTS administers the
scribed.
GIFT program on behalf of ?TX, much as we do the Humanities program just de-

The fellows' program for pei'vonal development nds for fifteen months from
June through September of the following year, alto g two summers and an aca-
demic year for educational activities. Applicant* thus have completed at least five
years of full time paid teaching and must hold atleas a bachelor's degree sad ap-
propriate state certification. They must carry a full teaching load with at least 3/5 .of their schedule in math or science and be wider contract to teach full time the
following year. ° ,.. .-._ The Independent Study in the Humanities and GIFT programs are just two exiurelee of fellowship programs teachers, which are now in operation.

programs are focused an dary school' teachers in parti ar disciplines(the humanities and math and sc. nce).TheiTaldeted Teacher Fell e *p Prograniproposed by 4.4.._11. 5240 would, as I underst it, be open to teache in all died-plines at both elementary and secondary school levels. I support the federal role
in' recogpizing outstanding teachers_ Moreover, I believe it is also appropriate for
federal targeting at specific kinds of teacher* in. areas Of national shortage.Applications from each Congressional District will include those from teachers ofall subjects in elementary schools as well as from physics or mechanical drawing
teachers, for example, at the high school level. Their backgrounds, recommenda-tions, and plans for their award projects will cover as great a range as their teach-ing areas. Yet, only two awards can be made per Congresaional District. I suggest a
tighter focusing of the Talented Teacher Fellowship Program, perhaps to hiclude a
distinction between elementary and secondary levels or to target the fellowehipain
areas of national shortage as identified by the4Vational Selection Board.I note that H.R. 5240 does not indicate how long an applicant for a Talented
Toucher Fellowship must have-been in-service to be eligible for the program; Nordoes it mention the duration of the fellowship period.' I would recommend a uire-ment of five years of teaching experience, as is required in the two programs I have
described. By that period of time, we know the candidate is committed to education
and ample evidence of classroom performance should be available on the applicant,
observable by his or her peers and principal, to make a valid recommendation. Fur.
ther Int.& that the duration of tlie.fellowship be established as et least a semester.;ET'S a experience with the IBM computer donatioti project which I will discuss'
shortly also argues for a significant amount of time. .

Part CInstitutes and workshops and Part DProfessional development.
I heartily encourage federal support for teacher institutes, worksh.ops, seminars,

professional development resource centers, and the other proposals of Part C and Doriented to the development of practicing teachers. Cone of the most successful ex-periments of the 19704 was the "Teacher Center," and I see its passible resurrection
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in the proposed resource centers. I believe such centers have great potential for sup-
porting the continuing professional develdprnent of teachers by focusing on very
practical concerns of instruction on a day-today basis. 'T'eacher centers were truly
professional centers in that teachers had the key role in determining their direction. ..

I believe there is an important place for such centers in a continuum of teachers'
development that I will describe shortly'. .

At this time, however, I should like to describe a recent experience we have had
.., at EIS which I believe is relevant to your proposals for teacher training institutes
!-- ",*.ed professional development activities in Parts C and D.

The IBM/ETS Secondary School, Computer Education Pr egnam is the most com-
prehensive and ambitious computer education program. undertaken in American
schools to date. ETS assisted in the selection of 89 secondary schools in the states of

.,Florida, New York and California, which -received VIM personal' computers, soft -
Or Ware, and training in their use, all donated by IBM. On average, each school re-

ceived 15 computers, for a total of over 1,500 . donated. This was not simply a com-
puter 'donation program; it was indeed a computer education p . . ,t

Possibly the most critical element of the project .was its er-tiaining compo-
nent. II3M was determined that the donated equipment be utilized to the fulleet pee-
sible extent by the widest passible group. Twelve teacher training institutes, four in
each of the states, were designated to provide training, network support and .follows-
up to teachers and schools involved in the project These institutes, linked with an
average of seven secondary schools, also received ,15 computers each and a $10,000
grant to offset partially the costa incurred by expanding their training programs to
new audiences.

The model for training employed in this.project was three-tiered: first, the teacher
' trainer -at the institutes were tgained by ETS in the use of the technology and soft-

ware and in how to train others. Next, at least three teachers and one administra-
tor from each of the 89 participattlig high schools were trained.' And finally, those
teachers and principals trained at the institutes returned to their schools and con -
ducted workshops and training sessions for the other teachers. .ss,

In the months that followed, regular meetings at the institutes' were conducted,
and continuing support from IBM, ETS and the trainiiig institutes was provided the
teachers and schools throughout the project. A quarterly newsletter and an elec-
tronic mail network kept participating schools in contact with each other. ETS's
role in this project will be completed at the 'enel of.the present school year.

What did we learn that can.be helpful to the legislation at.hand? I have read
testimony presenjW to this subcommittee last week by, Dr. Robert Saunde
behalf of the American Association of ,Colleges for Teacher Education and want to
point out that the findings he described from experience with teacher training are
strikingly similar to what we learned from the IBM project;Because of this corrobo-
ration, our mutual experiences may be of greater use for policy purposes. Although
the -teacher training institutes for the IBM Computer Education Program, were

4 unique, because of the technology involved, there were certain findings relevant to
s any training situation. These general findings are as follows:

A critical mass of teachers is essential for training to effect change in a school.
The value of the team concept was reinforced.,

The involvement of a key school administrator became an integral part of the
change process and a sine qua non.to success;

Teachers receiving training during the school year should receive release tine or
compensation or both, and during the summer, compensation is essential;

Regular follow-up, sessions after the initial training were extremely valuable.
Those schodls that did not arrange for substitutes so-their teachers Could return to
the institutes for the follow-up sessions did not get fdli value from the program;

The learain,g environment of the institutes was very important; creature comforts
such as atr-CO a s itioning and uncluttered work areas could make a difference in the
learning that k place;

Teacher train g institutes should be physically lo4ated in claim proximity to
teachers' schools. greatly increases the value of the training, as teachers and
faculty Can be in frequent contact, exchange visits, and share information among
the Ives; -

S. ificant change does not occur in a one-shot, or even one-year, period. A long
and on-going commitment (and funding) is needed.

I could say much more about ETS' positiesiexperience with the IBM project, but I
selected those specific findings that r believe have -policy relevance for this Subcorii-
rnittee in drafting a. new Title V of the Higher Education Act. (An article from the
la 1'S Examiner attached to my written testimony gives further information.) I. think
the major contusion here is that effective training probably costs more than we
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think. A critical mass of trainees, release time and compensation,.continued follow-
up, an appropriate learning environment, access to nearby training centers, and
long-term commitment* all add dollars to the program. 5240 authorises $75million for Parts C spi I) and altheugh.a good start, would certainly ;not stretch
nationwide to serve all who want and need training.
Part Einstitutional assistance far teacher training and school improvement

Part E supports the .essential teacher development infrastructureour institu-tions of teacher -education, where beginning teachers reshaped and experienced
teachers refreshed. I enthusiastically support this patt but fund that the authoriza-
tion of only $1.5 reiltion is inordinately low; bothin-aasgInte terms as well as rela-
tive to the specified authorizations of the other parts,

Funds authorized under this part could be used for experiments to restructureteacher training. I suggest that one such experiment be a reorientation of pre-serv-
ice teacher edueation putting alb pritraftry focus on an extended apprenticeship with
high performance standards and verA practical on-the-job instruction in how to or

a -course, manage a classroom and, involve students in their own learning.
Supervising teachers should be selected for their mastery of teaching and paid sig-nificantly for this added service.

This rest of present; teacher preparationphilosophy, methods, herrgso develop-
ment, psycholcsry--should come as part of a master's degree program to be eomplet-
ed within five 'years of graduation and entry' into the teaching profession. A begin-
ning teacher is concerned with survival. Underguiduate teener preparation should
develop pedagogical skills basiS to this survival. Having gaisked classroom experi-
ence, the teacher has a real-life context in which to more realistically consider
methods of instruction, philosophical principles, and the effect of child development.`
on learning. tThis shift in what is taught before certification and aeon thereafter should lead to
a progtern of continuing professional education for cteschera, stpportecl by activities;

D.addressed by Parts C and
I am particularly supportive of Sec. 543 of Part E\oncerning School-College Part,nershipe, also commend t.2 you the university/school "pairings" in* Boston, where t

.s 24 colleges and universitiesIonuoittecl themselves to help that city' 'public schools
in the midst of their stormy experience with desegregation. Eight years later, those
institutions are still plugging away iu manner that is a credit to them and a great
help to Boston's public schools. I am v ry glad to see this provision in Te V, which
will encourage other communities to develop these beneficial relationshqw

This concludes my comments on Title V of H.R. 5240. 1 thank you for inviting mei"...today and will he happy to answer any questions. 1411.

a
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-
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tiuste tuwly oiisatuiirg young men and wounen. use Prestnlesst bonuses thur athiusentettls.
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PROSPECTUS
A FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM FOR SECONDARY
SCHOOL TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS ANC SCIENCE

1984
Sponsored by the GTE Foundation

GIFT k a pilot psogrti6 canductsiS in Flonda, Moasactukasts.
. North Carotin and Ow Rit4tict of Cliumbia.
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Growth Initiatives
for Teachers

PROSPECTUS
Growth cnitiativite for Teachers (GIFT) la'
fellowship Program that Provides 0990t-

tunisies 'Of professional drolopment to
..secondery school rnathomodics and .-
SCittneti leachers

GIFT ricognizagi the knotslant connote-
tiona betwien precollege kitkatiefl, higher'
education, and the world of work. The fop-
gram towards outstanding tescflowS 1;1We'
viding Mom with agrocirrortunity to owlet*

, their subkiat knowledge and to translate
their lesming experiences into effecktIve
teaching. GIFT is ottSiong teachers who aro
dedicated to expedience and who wilt
continue to enhance the 4voi of *lawns
and cogeagoss Initiated succotatuily last
year in North Carolina, GIFT will operate
in Florida. Massechuseda, North Caroline.
and the District of Columbia in 1964.

a
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General
Guidelines

GTE Corporation is a hictitechnology
leiecummunications and electronics covpilny.
it has Dow atiOns in 43 states and Puerto Saco,
and in 18 tursco countries.

The GTE Foundation. on Dohilliif GTE
Corporation and iis domestic suciaiditeis, pro-
video firiancia/ assistainostio scientific, ectvcs-
loon*, and charitable Sietstutions within lit*
Urided Stitssand its Pc4lerowni

The program is spOnsomi and funded by
NS GTE Foundation: Through enctitinigistowni
and stippon, GTE liopirs to nourish a hiptr
standard of locations.* in ter Mac-find of
niathematica and sc-isnos

rs

GIFT oilers GUIs:and:iv 11,9h *Chou' math.
malice and science toschers of grades 7.
throuvi12 alt the ioeolvicv

A Personal 1Jevsiopmw nt Grant of up to
$2.500 for .study, td work, or insaryice
training:

A School Enrichment 6(00 04 92.600 For
urt.in the Faiiow's schoOt. stitch must be
matched by an adO4idnsl-$2.500. and

An Opportunity to portyalS in a seminar
with GTE scientistsyintinosts, and human
reekovce exports le address rim) world
needs in atios and ICAPC
lidUCSAV,

Art inVOCia rti feature of GIFT is its cOnstAs
Ws -114M11" approach. Each Fiske* walks with

. a colisegue from the same school teaching in
the Other dist APolicants ars required to
apply ass Worn composed of Ono maths-
mills* teacher and one science !whiff: TN*
coliaborallon M creisiOtse to foster Shared
.441041$,1 tsiperienosti and IA illi9411W3 rola-
tionship between mathematics and splencs in
the school,

Up to 40 team awards (80 Fsilows) writ b
,mgds to individuals who are currsrilly leschirkt
nialhemilicAr ur science in grades 7 thro012h
12 and who hinis s potential for siccomplish-I
men'. Since GIFT is an estue(ltheotail affair. in
1984 aPpiocaticna and a wards. are available
only to in Florio. Massachusetts.
North Carolina- and the District of C.44-umbia..

. Terich,ets 0.1)00 put*lo and isocredited non, .

profit private sc.-hoofs .L5 e'ngin'e,
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The Program

Personae DevaltOpiresitit Gtent
GIFT Fellows.will receive a Pers Onal Devel-

opment Grant of 52.SX) to covdr Winn, lees,
and buokS la cOurseivork, fieldwork. or in-
service gaining programs Met will winch their
linowledge and contribute to more etlective
performance in /tee classroom The educa

,teenal experience is intended to update and
expend leachers' knowledge in the relevant
content areas. Applicants thould &feet wipe-.
rences that relate to Inatliematics arid
Sc ien.oe: INS may include the areas 01 corn
peter science and instructxtinal tix;hnology.

Each Fellow will design a plan v4 study with
the agreement and support-0 local school,cf-

addition..it is expected that team ,
members will be aware cg each otesers' plane..

The Faiiow's program i)f personal develop-.
merit should lake place tatty:eon June 1984'
and September 1985. This aliows two I

summers and an academic year for educe-
trona' aOtivities. Svernitalon or a beret rappri is
tecdfied ober) coil-IMO/on of the pro-Wan) :

Persomn,everupnximt Greats will t peed

directly 10 1he home school of the Fellows,
where an account should be maintained ter
1hair use

School Enrichment Grant
Tire School Enrichment Grant prOvidaa ttre

rnaana !Cr teachers to both translate their per-
sonal lierarnatti 40(pr/fiance into meaningful
classrobin activities and to Mere now knowl-
edge with colleaglJes and students. it Is
hoped, Mt not required. that the School En-

.
richrepot Grant will realty 10 the activities ot
the Personal pavroprnant plan. As part of the
application proceincleaChora will prepare a
Scheel Enrichment PropOsal, *Not) Will cia-
sctjtre The needs they wish to address in .1hair

The GTE &Nor Enrichrient Grim! of
SZbEkt) per Fellow must be Matched tram a
Source or vorriblnatron of soutcska Hr the Feu-
lows' echoer, school system, ur community. ,
Thus each Fellow wit, have a lots/ Enrichment
'Granlbodget of 15,000.

Each 10110.31 r:8n carry lot their own school
Pi'DieCtlk4+31 btockret Ss5,tX)Vj Pr learn members
may ;pill forces to undertake a Srrigar project
that benefits both mathematics and scasivdra..
(total Dodge: F10,000), In either case, the pro-

t(s) shield take place during the 19134,85
Moat year and hays the approval and sap-

port of the SCherOi principal.
Only the Schooi EnriChintall Grant Meat be

matched. Commitment of matching tunes
meat accompany the. team application Guide-
tines for vonii,airrtlig the School F.nrOrnent
Proposal are provided under the section en-

APialication Process,
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GTE Sonsktar for Foifeets
rsave the opporturety to at

fence seminar et s GTE Ia-bonatcxy Cr/04y to
. slhI rear worse assoeicatoon 10 personal Oevei

. ofx14n_ ASV riince. Presentation% !Asa be' . .

given by Now reaossee spec;arasa, reseascb

scientists snip see/clad otaskie speakers.
The mineral' is screcluied So take place Mr

the OV411411631" of 19,84. Ali expensesi, inoexang
t/ensponatleO to the titiofetury faciiiy.ttiil
paid by.444TE

7z8
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Program Restrictions
and Guidelines

The GIFT fellowship is Designed to beciatten
PICK kiOni end rafter new opponunitiers: creativity
s VOCOUI Wed. However. the foliowIng cep-

lions NOCI gukfeenIte ehOefO be noted

Peeeptsel Derviopment Grant
A portion of the vent may be used toe books
and feel Thee* Aetna shook: be kile.le,OWO
the pr opossi

if couesowork is latopoled, H Moat be taker
al on sop eciirect institution Courses 'Weenie) ti

connection with !he GIFT Program may be
Lapplied toward an advanced degree Obi*
Coed hoe wicket* theaia dissertation W004).

COuteee cFv hot Nye 10 be taken n the
Same subloct area Ind COWIN Ileietleel
Shofffd ba guicia0 by it ebboaint plan.

No inoietlish half of the educational expe-
rience should reIsFe W Wocationa0 enerthokis .
or oclocationial psyche:400y.

SChool. Enrichmen4 Giant
Generigiy..i1O mute percent of the
total School ErifiCheneol Grant (GTE *id
matching (oncie) may be spent Oft Capeilems;

for .exacnca s, *Q4,'pnt n ind ini1ixic-
bona) malarial.
Plop:male' related to Computers shouiel ;sr-
flocs an awsrenersi of the Mei and 4,0900A4
coats of training, software, lacireise, sae
hardware,

'GTE 1pncts may hot be vied tat prey .

teachers' saianes a regular operating ex'
perm's; Itxs includes the. use Of substitute
teachers and relives. lime. (Hoiwier,
inalcningi funds may be useO fax subliblutas
when it is citing telaied ID inapieinanlaboo
04 the GIFT 1.savarn)
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Conditions
of Eligibility

,
leaadte.a may apply if they

Have conviefed at least live yew', 04 hitt-
sine paid {eactang w, wades 7 Usough 12 in
Ult.'achoo.a: %,

Hokl al 4410 a lifiChaiOra depleatand ap
yam We state ..(tcattoict;

Catty's' felt teaching ioad as PM toad tty thee
Khoo; ah at ;east thme,141hat ()I than
sc thematic, and/of science
Ckming 1915:3- and authcipate such a
witeduile Owing 1964.85:

Are Of Wog OS, WOOF' COlittoot to lOtiCh141t.
lima in the same sthota foe the 1931 -8p
academie yaw;

Teelft within the Males of Honda, most
cittootts, North ead (Amos,. ix' the Disk;
Columbia;

HAWN* capac-dy for advanced study and
the ability le peueop a posiiive acton plan
lot tPornsaive* and their schivi pa asn.1.ou
by LOP liCO001 ptoci0.4. Nod

, Have received too toppoct al the sathodf,
school system, of oihec WOOS kl lha corn-
aliment of malcArg fwd. ($2,500).

73o
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Application
Process

Eirgibhi leachers who %IA. lo apply ter
GIFT Fellowship most submit iolnl applica-
tion wei* leacher Iron the same school.
each team most be composed of one science

,leacher gnd one neehernatics teacher. The
app./cation pectins* contains the neclaspalY
maireiats for preparing a joint application.

Application
Materials
1 1 he Yore:sel Gswelopf nude *action re-

quests biographical Ole an anticipated
tin eletrtB, estirnaled costa, and a statemt84
of 'ha expected beraMits. Two fermi are its
eluded; one for each Asacher on the team,
Applicants shouia teview thew per tional der
velooniant prairs.with the schopi pr rrC
before submission. Team members should
elso be aware of one noodles's plans .

2 1145,c:hoof Er.Trichmerit nipcsal should
deSCrlbe the anticipated project. It can
focus onsttsiontS, fellow teachers, or bath
but should address educational needs in
Ir)043445bioollT as 045P004k1 to administrate
concerns projects mos! be misted to Vie \-
teaching !wit or anticipated teaching as-
signments of the aOulicsnl(s). Appautris
are raged to be creative, broad-theihing,
and coet,eftective in ritearienin4 YVir project

i"

The proposal most descilbe the action plan.
Ms Impose and rationale, timetable, esti-
mated CO41, ancl expected bereptite It must
seo address the otiongthe and qutaXece
liana thal will enable the applicant to com-
plete the protect suc-cesafully.

. It each rnamber of an appaestion teem la
proposing a separate enrichment project,
two proposals Must be sularetted. II a
project is PropaeriKt; only fro pa:pos*11s
necessary.
Gerlikation that matching funds veil be
avaitabio by September 1,1964 is required
as poet (.4 the proposal itbaliaOon.
The school principal WV prepare an Ode-.
Pendent Lveloatibn tor starch team nairrnbar.
attesting 10 s,14lpert fix the Scheel brinch-
mew Project each applicant's performance
es classroom teacher, arid the potential Of
each individual to conpotto ponood

_ study. An eriaUeSion Rem is included

Application
Deadline

In ruder toile corns cored, completed i-

C-aliV1ti most be poelmarked on or before Feb;
irodry 29;1984. ApplinaSksne fro. bolt .MOM

PM0060111 Mile an** WARM enloPs
Falk*** 1601 be
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Selection
Process

mportant Dates

GIFT team applications volt be vals-sued on
the basis d.

Tr* Imam members' demonsIrsiee.capacity
ter secornoishing.the planned Helens)

.

Development Ptopreni art School Erwical-
moot Prolect, as shown by previous
accompliehmelnUi,

The-tea ni peg foundflee ae OM!-
room leaChers, as conked by a achlucl
otttial, ,

-# The loselihood that the 1sUlowshtp wit pro-
duce lasIk4 benefits lig lhe team Inerr**1'
tii0Chi419 and that school; and

.

The merils end familial:Sy of the School En-
rthnieni Ems.

Decanter 20, 1143

February Ze, 11424

Aped 3411964

JUrter 1984-
Soplembee 1 yes

Summer 1964

September 1%14
tune 15185

Septseter 310, ?ASS

Apple:at/one avesibist

Postmark OantUneror
tiurbmoning oppocifavnik

Nowa* of resuas
frNrided SQ aI1 applicants

Pernal Delretpment
PinQiirn landanveY

.GTE Sominsrtot Follows

&No inrchnient
PT qras undorivay

FOC,10 11.0140n
.reP0114

s 4,

,',

kt

rs

A.,

*92
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Inquiries
*tar

For further intiornalrop coriceNog Me 1O
slaps Lana irat taw:Oral process, wita 10,

GTE GIFT PROGRAM
Box 2913

Frincatoo. NJ 08541

Exampit* trUrn the NOttil GararBil pilot InClude:L .

Panama tistitsgpatent 4rards

Atiloodencettl Advarved Placranen1
SWYwnef lrutilutea wf CAPC6+144.13.6010iry,

' Trirdifocal mastar's program coursawurk in
*clime Jutigion

..riii.orusk tho Galapagos Isavaia dialog L.
the warrior.

StAssol Sariollawmit Coasts

Cooraructico 01 a wawa/0mo and toroatri-
mantaiico wilh painla and flowers law des-
tined for ptatiliog in community parks and
TOCAliaili09 *NW,

A prograin to Cpso cummucicatroo AMC! di-,
valop curticuitim bodging eittroanliary and
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Mr. GUNDZESON. You are all involved for the most part in deal-
, ing with the testing or other issues that lead to the, makeup of our
student bodies. As you look into the crystal ball, what` do you see asthe type of student we will have in our colleges and universities 5
and 10 years down the road? How is that student body going to be

. made up?
Mr. ANRIG. Since one of my youngsters is about to go to college, I

would say it is going to be an outstanding class. I can speak to onepiece of this and let my colleagues speak to others. In terms of the
youngsters now, if you talk to most high school principals you willfind that the youngsters now in high school are a very serious
group of youngsters, concerned about economic conditions, con-cerned about their place in the life ahead. I think the National
Commission on Excellence was right on one point and that is forthe first time we are facing a situation where young people maynot be able to aspire to better than their parents have had, andthat is a real issue that even young people are aware of at this
point. So they are more serious.

Second, their performance is improving.
And third, there is the desire to go' on to college in increasing

- percentages. The problem, however, and.1 note this and certainly
second what Commissioner Keppel said, if you begin to look at the
progress that we have made in the sixties and seventies in terms of.
opportunity for higher education, what is happening right now is avery distu4ing dropoff in the opportunities for minority young-
sters, blacklyoungsters, since 1980, Hispanic youngsters since 1976,to go on to higher education, so what I fear for the future is that
we will have a very good and able group of college youngsters, butwe will have lost a good part of the progress that this committee
and the. Congress has worked so hard to achieve over the last two
decades in terms of opportunity for higher education.

Mr. GUNDEWSON. Any other comments as to how you analyze the
makeup?

Mr. KEPPEL. Mr. Chairman, I agree with what Mr. Anrig said.
One trend line which would seem to me of extreme major impor-
tance in the postsecondary education would be the trendline of the
increase of "older students," that is nonordinary high school gradu-
ate age; which is a major change, I guess in the last 15 years. I am
sorry, I do not have the figures, but I think it is fairly recent, but
increasing. That may say something fairly fundamental About the
changing needs of the society.

There is a figure that I do not have with-me, a notable increase
in the number of people who take the so-called GED's and get a
diploma from ,high school after the usual high .school age. It is -asubstantial increase in the last 15 years. I do not have the data
about what the age spread is. I do not know how many of them go
into the military,e but there is.a notable increase there, and it sug-gests a source which may now be going into postsecondary along
with other nontraditional students that I hope the committee will
keep strongly in mind,

Mr. 'MARTIN. Let me mention that there is a report that was
done for the National Student Aid COmmission. I think that was a
paper done by Bud Hodkinson talking about the demographic ter-rain of what we will be looking at in terms of people making up
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postsecondary education in the future. He came up with startling
evidence. Clearly the students that will be in that pool in the
future will be older. Certainly we find 'that if you look currently in
terms of births and so on, we are going to find that more of them
will be minorities, black and brown, than what -we have seen
before, There will also be change in the fact that many of those
students will come from families with one parent because of the
high divorce rate. He points- out that we will have many children
in school because of the fact that many children, even if there are
two parents in a family, because of the requirements of them work-
ing, a lot of the children are' latchkey children because they have
to spend time at. home. He talked about the impact of divorce upon
those families and the effects it has on the behavior of those stu-
dents.

He does not paint a particularly bright picture, and I hope that
as this committee continues to look at educational policy, it is very
essential, it seems to me, that some of the ways that we have tradi-
tionally looked at the pool of 18- to 22-year-olds in the past is not
going to be there. We are going to have to look at the nontradition-
al student and see how that intrfaces with older adults and our
ways of assessing needs for those students, but it suggests that it is
going to take 'a lot more money to address some of these problems
than we have had in the past.

Mr. GUNDERSOIC I would like to follow up. Dr. Keppel indicated
earlier that probably the greatest need was for some stability in
programming."I am, not clears personally as to how we can provide
stability and still each year, recognizing the economic changes it
the Budget fluidity of that year, respond in,that fashion. It seems
to me if you want stability you err on the 'side of being conserva-
tive. If you want to err on the side of providing the maximum
amount for funding, then you are running the risk of not being
stable. I am not sure how we can resolve that difference. If you
have suggestions I would be interested.

Mr. KIPPEL. Your point is well taken. One way of achieving some
kind of stability for the people who need it most, which are the stu-
dents and their 'parents, is to know what is going to happen to
them with' some regularity. If there is going to be a change, the de-
cision takes place at x time or x plus 1 year, which I think is what
really happens, stability can come I think to a .degree of certainty,
which has notis 'not the impression they have had largely I
think, in fairness, from the press, that everything is going to be
withdrawn and then it is going to go back again. That kind of sta-
bility is what I mean. You have a case that if for economic reasons
the country has to withdraw very substantial sums, I frankly hope
if it Mould happen that it will be over time so that stability. is the
Predictive quality for these individUals' working out of Qum. lives._
That.is one aspect of stability, sir:

Mr. GuNnmsorl. The testimony yesterday at this hearing sug-
gested, I think it was yesterday, in the area of graduateAvork, that
we frankly had to:target some of that money to minorities if we
were to provide the access for them in the area of opPortunities, for
graduate work. Do I detect from your statements} that you feel
there is also a need for targeting minorities in the general title IV
program?
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Mr. MARTIN. Let me say I think that what we are all inter sted
in targeting is the dollars to those students, whether they are mil
norities or majorities, that have the greatest amount of finan ial
need, that the barriers are the greatest. The fact. remains that be-

'cause of our economic structure and because of past history, unfor-
tunately a majority of the people that are in that particular pool
that are low-inceme happen to be minorities, but not all of them'.
are. The concern is to make certain that it is' based upon financial
need and the system is fair and equitable, and I think that'as a
result of that we will ensure that we reach the individuals that
need the assistance the most to provide educational opportunity.

,,. Mr. ANsiu. The issue of stability comes in here too,and it is not a

riot change or get more complex so tat
stability of funding. It is the stability of thtel.und rules4and theydo n youngsters already
having wrestled with a very complex system, and admissions offi
cers and financial officers and' guidance counselors trying to ex-
plain a complex system find that it is getting nio're complex. That
aspect of stability is just as important. Mr.. Hanford aade the point
about getting the information to youngsters at the earlier, stage's..
To the extent that the system gets more complex, it becomes very
difficult to get that across to a junior high student or his or her
parents. So stability is the ground rules under which the system
operates as well. ..

Mr. GUNDERSON. Would you support the service payback provi-.
sions inciaed in the Carl Perkins scholarship'?

Mr. Maim. I certainly suPport the Carl Perkins scholarships. Ithink it is ewonderful program and a wonde I honor. Second,
f the idea of having a. service in return for the scho hi' 8 a very
sound idea, and there are good precedents for it. I believe that the
provision that you have in here is ii, little heavy, 2 years of service
for 1 year of scholarship. A young person at an early stage of thir
life is in effect mortgaging themselves on an assumption of what
their career is going to be in a fast-changing world, so I think the 2
for 1 is a little heavy, I think 1 for 1 would = adyisable. But the
idea of some co mitment I applaud.

Mr. GUNDERSO . Havi there been any conclusi r study
of 'title V that u feel would be pertinent to nontraditional stu-
dents in other areas, other than teachers? ,

Mr. ANRIG. The fellowship program by its very definition is for) talented teachers, so that-is geted. The youngster in high school
who woul ify for the erkins scholarship might go on to a
nontra tonal program to carry that out, but beyond that I do not
see'an rea there that fits into what I understand is your concern.

Mr. uNDERSON. nr. lieppel.
Mr. RPPEL. Mr. Chairman, my usir follow me and I have been

the d n of a school of education at Harvard. One of the programs
that going on now might come close to what you are Okang,
namel a program which aims at bringing people who have had a
career, in this case us math and science from industry, usually,

sometimessoetimus the !Maar), and then prepare them for secondary
school teaching of mathematics and science. I do not know whether
you will call that a nontraditional student or not, pulling somebody
from one line of their life. I think the average age is 50-55they
are -often retiffdwhaher if ttiaris pos'rbu re it might 'Ve worth
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sahools are going to need teachers more than are now to be found
thinking about. Clearly in mathematics and science, the secondary

1Ss'in the pipeline of institutions in the United States today at the
undergraduate d aduate level. I am not sure what you mean
by nontraditional, ut that is a possible source and if that could be
included I would be all for it .

Mr.:GUNDERSON. We' know if we ever come' up with money for
nontraditional we will have a great fight figuring out who it is.
With regard to the National. Advisory Council, I am wondering if
What you are suggesting is not a bit duplicative of even such orga-
nizations as your own? ;,

Mr. KEPPEL. I do not think ours wotild---have to exist. It could
probably serve icie minor way. That is not the end of the world. -.\,,
Some of the fun ons we serve I think could be done by taxis, ,but it
would also beit would have a somewhat lessI can use thj -word
"stable"it. would have, a. somewhat more stable existenc than
the one I am .with, which has to rattle a tin cutV every year, a task
with which I am getting a little bored. , ..

Mr. GUNDERSON. Counsel has a question.
Mr. pLAKEY. On the question of the advisory commission, Dr.

Keppel, your testimony indicates that you are concerned about the
joint reNrting responsibility. If you have some specific suggestions,
since there is only one reference in H.R. 5240 to a joint reporting
responsibility where the committee is required to submit an annual
report, please make them. There may be other specifics where that
joint executive- legislative branch notion could be furthered.

Mr. KEPPEL. I actually have served on a somewhat comparable
Commission on Libraries and Information Science which is put to-
gether in the sa;n.e way and if I may get myself back into that pic

-%

and see whether I can make suggestions, I am very grateful at
you put that in. It is the ability of this notion thae the States, he
institutions, and private donors are very much a part, an of f
course the services, those that do the work are very much a part' of
a complex national, not. Federal, program, and the point would be
to get that expressed in some way.

It works for the Congress. Obviously the F'' unding Fathers of
this country didn't have in mind anything lik hat, so we have got
to invent something. That is about what we suggesting.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank yog all very Much.
At this time, we will call the last panel for the day. First, Miss

Mary Haldane; Roger Campbell, rather than Dr. Marshall; Mr. Hal.. t
Payne, and Mr. Edwin Herr. ...

.;I understand that Chairman Simon is trying to get here as soon
as he. can from a statement he is making on the floor and I am
going to have to dxcAse myself for an executive session in another
committee, so we areVoint to at this point ask unanimous consent'
that the staff be' allowed to receive' the testimony until Mr. Simon
or someone else is here.

With that, we wilturn it over to you again.
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'STATEMENT OF MARY HALDANE, DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL AID,
DRAKE UNIVERSITY, AND PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSO-
CIATION OF STUDENT FINANCIAL AID ADMINISTRATORS, AC-
COMPANIED BY DALLAS. MARTIN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION OrSTUDENT FINANCIAL AID ADMINIS-
TRATORS

IVLs.HALDAiVE. I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you
today to express the views of the National 'Association of Student
Financial Aid Administrators regarding the provisions proposed in
H.R. 5240, the Higher Education Amendments of 1984.

I am Dr. Mary Haldane, preSident of the National Association of
Student Financial Aid Administrators for 1983-84 and director of
Financial Aid at Drake University, located in Des Moines, IA. I am
accompanied today by Dr. Dallas Martin, executive director of the
National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators.

InJoreparing for these reauthorization hearings, NASFAA has at-
tempted to assess the strengths and weaknesses of the existing pro-
grams, their current operations and the inwact that they have had
upon studentS and institutions. From that examinatilon, we can
conclusively state that the existing title IV student aid programs
have made a major contribution in assisting deserving and needy
citizens throughout this Nation in fulfilling their postsecondary
educational goals, and in accomplishing the legislative objectives
and goals that you, Members of Congress, have previously set forth.
That is not to say, however, that there are not some specific prob-
lems with the'existing operations that should be addressed.

The first of these problems is the need to reestablish a more ap-
propriate balance of loan, grant, and work assistance for eligible
students enrolled in all sectors of postsecondary education.
NASFAA is very coiverned, as I knew the members of this subcom-
mittee are, about the`erosion that has occurred in the student aid
grant programs during the past 4 years which in turn is forcing
many lower- and moderate-income families to finance far more of
their children's educational expenses with student loans.

As such, more and more students are leaving school with unrea-
sonably high levels of loan indebtedness, which in turn will pre-
vent them for many years from having the level of discretionary
income that will enable them to purchase homes, automobiles, and
other major consumer durable goods. Therefore, we are particular-
ly pleased that H.R. 5240 gives serious attention to restoring the
needed funding balance between the Federal grant., loan and work
programs, and that there .is a renewed emphasis upon expanding
student information systems and the TRIO programs.

The second problem that continually kept coming up during our
examination was the uncertainty and constantly changing require-
ments that impact upon the student aid delivery and operational
systems. Some of these changes occur from year to year because of
administrative or regulatory decisions that are imposed upon the
system by the Department,of Education. While the current statutes
clearly define the time lines and procedures that are to be followed
in establishing the family contribution schedules, more often than
not there are still delays in obtaining final agreements.
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Therefore, while H.R. 5240 proposes to establish a master calen-
dar and 'to legislatively define the elements of the family contribu-
tion schedules in law, we feel that far more attention must be
given to limiting the Department's regulatory and operational au-
thority in many- other areas if we expect to have a predictable and
realistic student aid operational system.

The third fundamental Problem that needs to be addressed is the
assurance that adequate funding, is available for the student "aid
programs. Since the enactment of the Middle Income, Student As-
sistance Act in 1978, and the Education Amendments of 1980, w
have experienced in teal dollar terms a decline in available Fed -

al student aid dollars to students. To make matters worse, the x-
isting title IV program dollars have also- had to replace the funding
that was previously provided under the Social Security Administra-
tion's Student Educational Benefit Program; the Department of
Health aond Human Services Manpower programs for nursing and
health profession students; and many of the other categorical stu-
dent assistance programs that used to be available for graduate
and .profeSsional students. As, suchs the title IV student aid pro-
gram dollars simply do not go as far or serve students as well as
they did a few short years ago.

Having now identified what we belieVe to be ,the three major
problems facing the student aid programs, allow one to make some
specific comments about H.R. 5240.

NASFAA is pleased that the bill, would make the Pell grant pro-
arn a true entitlement program, 'with a defined legislative struc-

ture that insures year -to -year stability and predictability for the
program. The concept of making the program a true entitlement
and having it predictable from year to year,so that students, par- .
ents, and institutions can, plan' with certainty, 'is an important
change that will benefit everyone.

We also note that this bill proposes to simplify the awards proc-
ess by reducing the number of programs and shifting more of the-
decisionmaking process to the campus. NASFAA has always be-
lieved that the financial aid administrator is in the best position to
understand the particular needs of an individual student and to co-
ordinate and adjust the student's aid package accordingly.

However, we are concerned that the propoSed allocation process
would shift major amounts of dollars among institutions, and that
by folding the SSIG program into the block grant, a number, of
States who, faced with their own budgetary constraints', will in all
likelihood no longer expand those State dollars for need-based
grants. Therefore, several milli dollars will be lost that up to
now have been serving needy students; .

NASFAA commends the chairman for several of the 'changes
that have been proposed for the Guaranteed,IStudent Loan Pro-
gram.

NASFAA, however, is concerned that this bill requires all GSL
applicants, to undergo a financial needs test in accordance with the
provisions outlined in section 482. If a needs test is to be imposed
upon all students who apply for a GSL, then that test should be
less restrictive than the test used to determine eligibility, for grant
assistance. .........-0 ,

1"wiaire"
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. 3.-.We should also point out that if you have all students undergo a
financial needs test, then there is ;3.o reason to automatically ex-
clude from eligibility a student whosi3 family adjusted gross income
is in excess of $65,040 who may have real need at many institu-
tions.

Thank you for providi me the opportunity to appear before
you today. I will be hap at this time to answer any questions
that you or the sulcommi tee 'members may have.

Mr. BLANEY. Think you;
[Prepared statement of Mary Haldane follows:j

PREPARKD STATSMZNT or DR. MARY 44.1.4)ANt, NS-SUM; NATIONAL ASsocueriON or
STUDNAT FINANCIAL Am ADMINISTXATONS AND DISZCI0111 or F1NAN IAL Ain MILANI
UNivxasrry

. . .

Mi. Chairman, members of the Subcomnite, I appricia'nlibe port toappear before you today to express the views the National Association of Student
Financial Aid Administrators regarding the provisions proposed in HR 5240, the
Higher Education Amendments'of 1984.

I am Dr. Mary Haldane, President of the National &ssociation of Student Finan-
cial Aid Administrators (NA.SFAA), for 1983-84 Mid 'Director of Fi.DAIICiAl Aid at
Drake University, located in Des Moines, Iowa. I am accompanied today by Dr.
Dallas Ma,rtin, Executive Director of the Naionai. Association of Student F Ia ic.ial
Aid Administrators.

.

NASFAA respresents over 3000 institutions across the United States and serves
MI types of institutions; public, private, vocational/technical, proprietary, and grad-
uate/professional. As such, the members of our National Council and committees
continually evaluate legislative and regulatory proposal's ij; a manner that attempts
to insure that their impact will be in the best interest faf students enrolledin all
sectors of postsecondary education:and that their implementation can be inwrporat-

. ed efficiently into the normal operational structures of the various types of schools.
In preparing for these reauthorization hearings, NASFAA has attempted to assess

the strengths and weaknesses of the existing programs, their current operations,
and the impact that they have had upon students and institutions. horn that exam-
ination" we can conclusively state that the existing Title IV -student aid programs
have made a major contribution in assisting "deserving and needy citizens through-
out this nation in fulfilling their' postsecondary educational goals, and in accom-
plishing the legislative objectives and goals that you, the members of Congress, have
previously set forth. That is not to say, however, that there are- not some specific
problems with the existing operations that should be addressed.

Generally, however, our examination has revealed three fundamental problems,
that if corrected would greatly improve the current system.

I. illixt,\TABLISH AN APPSOPRIATli BALANCE AMONG Tux VARIOUS AID FILOGRAM/3

The first of these problems is the need to reestablish a more appropriate balance
of loan, grant, and work assistance for eligible students enrolled in all. sectors of
postsecondary education. NASFAA is very concerned, as I know the members of this'
Subcommittee are; about the erosion that has occurred in the student aid grant pro-
grams during the past four years which in turn is forcing many lower and moderate
income families to finance far more of their children's educational expenses withstudent loans As such, more and more students are leaving school with unreason-
ably high }eves loan indebtedness,"which in turn Will-pre-Vent theM for many
years from having he level of discretionary income that will enable them to pur-
chase homes, automobiles, and other major consumer durable goods.

Further, many high need students who are faced with financing nearly all of
their postsecondary education with student loans are electing to change their educa-
tional plans by pursuing an alternate career path which they believe will yield
them a higher future income. They may also select an alternative institution that is
lower priced, or may simply decide not to pursue a higher education. Regrettably, if
allowed to continue, our nation will suffer and many qualified people who could
have become well-trained, productive citizens will be forced to forego a postsecond-
ary education because of their limited financial resources. Therefore, we are per-
ticularly.sleased that HR 5240 gives serious attention to restoring the needed fund-
ing balance between the federal grant, loan, and work programs, and that there is a
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renewed emphasis upon expanding student information systems and the TRIO pro-
grains. .

..

In reestablishing this balances, however, e also hope that serious attention will
be given to insuring thatthene equity auto students who enroll in different types
of institutions. America has a strong educe aal system primarily because it affords
individuals the opportunity to select from ong a wide vanity of educational serv-
ice providers. This diversity of choice has p ven to be eff e in enabling people

'front all segments of our society to chose th kind of educe program that will
best suit these individual needs. However, if we do not main a fair and balanced
set or adequately funded' student aid programs that enable citizens to select the in-
stitutions of their choice, then we will be denying equal educational opportunity to
thousands of our most qualified citizens.

-- ''''''
11. ESTABLISHMENT OF AOREALIST1C DZIAVICRY AND OPERATIONAL SISTERS THAT IS

VIIRDICTAIILE FROM YEAR TO YEAR

The second problem that continually kept coming up during our examination was
the uncertainty and constantly. changing requirements that ibipact upon the stu-
dent aid delivery and operational systems. Some of these changes occur from year to
year because of inydifications to legislation. However, most of the problems Occur,
becausie of administrative or regulatory decisions that are imposed upon the system
by the Department of F.ducation. While the-current statutes clearly define the time-
lines and procedures that are to be followed in establishing the family contribution
schedules, more often than not there are still delays in obtaining final agreements.
While we can credit the people within the Education Department for submitting the
necessary schedules on time for the past two years, they also have proposed alterna-
tives for which they do not have legislative authority. As such, it has been necessary
to await Congressional action to reaffirm what is already within the law. This proc-
ess has proven to be time consuming and frustrating for everyone involved. It also..
has resulted in misinformation that in turn leaks out to students and parents leav-
ing them with wrong impressions and uncertainty over what to expect. However,
delays with the family contribution schedules are only a small part of total

air problem. The more onerous aspects have been regulations and requirements defin-
-r lug the procedures to be followed by institutions in monitoring their standards of

satisfactory academic progress; in documenting what constitutes a "regular student"
and "ability to benefit frota postsecondary education;" and in perforMing validation.
Ale°, many schools are currently experiencing unreasonable delays in having their
Pell Grant Authorization levels increased, thereby forcing schools to delay payments
to eligible students for two months or longer. The Department also decided late this
fall to implement a totally new Pell Grant disbursement and payment system begin-
ning on July 1st for the 1984-85 sehool year: This new system will require schoOls to
significantly change their current operating procedures and to assume additional
workload_ responsibilities. 'While we have long recogniied that changes need to be
made to the Pell Grant disburseinent system and can endorse the goals that are
trying to .be achieved, NASFAA also advised the Department that they should first
field-Tea the new model and then phase it in over a tvyo-year cycle. Regrettably that
advice was ignored and as such we are now being fbrmid to embark upon what is
being ton in the Depart lent as "a new interim Pell Grant disbursement system.
to which fit tire enhancementa will be made." To make matters even worse, many of

. the institute nal system specifications are still being decided upon, even though .stu-
dents and sc Is are currently being mailed a new three-part Student Aid Report
from the Dep era's processor which in turn its the primary document that is
used to manage whole Pell Grant system.

Needles* to say, it is a little hard for schools to be enthusiastic about implement-
ing a new-disbursement system- for which answers and solutions to many operation-
al aspects are still undefined and which' they know is only an "interim system" to
be refined and changed again in the future. The point is that as we have examined
the current array of student aid programs, the problems with the current legislative
statute§ or structure per se, but rather with 'the unreasonable and insensitive
manner -in which which*they are being ads nistered by the Department of Educe-
titan. For example, when the iegialative Isu e that is adopted into law indicates
that to be eligible to receive Title IV fun a student ". . . must be maintaining

- satisfactory progress in the course of study the student is pursuing according to the
standards and practices of the institution in which the student is in attendance," we
logically assume that this means schools have the right set their own standards and
procedures. Unfortunately, the Depattrnent's reading is different and they in turn
impose their own requirements and interpretations upon schools under the guise of

, - -,
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"institutional self-regulation." While their intentimas may be honorable, the effects.
are often counter to what is trying to be achieved. Therefore, while HR 5240 pro--
pubes to establish a master calendar and to legislatively define the elements of the
family contribution schedules in law, with a stated goal of improving the student
aid delivery system, we feel that far more attention must be given to limiting the
Department's regulatory and operational authority in many other areas if v7e expect
to have a predictable and realistic student aid operational system,

in. eaovwx AIINQUATIA; 11.TNDING rox sruusaiT AID

l'hes-tlii-a.fundamental problem that needs to be addressed is the assurance that
adequate funding is available for the student aid program. Since the enactment of
the Middle.Inconie Student Assistance Act in 1978, and the Faludnon Amendments
of 1980,.we have experienced in real dollar terms a decline in available federal stu-
dent aid dollars to students.' To make matters worse, the existing Title IV program
cellars have also had to.replacethe funding that was previously provided under the
Social Security Administration's Student Educational Benefits Program; the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services manpower programs for nursing and health

airofeesion students; and many of the other categorical student assistance programs
that used to be available for graduate and professienal students.. As, such; the title
IV student aid program dollars simply do not go as fall, or serve students as well as
they did a few short years ago. The President's budget states that we must return to
the traditional role of having the student's family pay for more, of the costs of edu-
cation We would simply note that the existing need-hawed student assistance pro-
grams have always expectation which continues today, but the fact of the matter is
that many of the students we serve do not have families, or only have one parent to
rely upon; Further, many of the.Other support syStems that Previously helped low
income families have also been reduced or eliniinated, thus making it,harder for
them to provide financial assistance. The truth of the matter that families and
students are contributing substantially more of their own resources.' They also are
taking out more and more loans temeet educational eipensek a pattern which if
allowed to continue may prOve to be a very unwise economic policy for. this country.

Having now identified what, we believe to' be the three major problems facing the
student aid programs, allow me to make some specific comments about HR 5240..

NASFAA is pleased that the. bill would make the Pell Grant Program a true enti-tlement program, wit a defined legislative structure that insure*, year to year sta-
bility and predictability for the program. While we are mindful that such a change
may well be criticized being far more expensive than the current structure, we
would simply point out to the Subcommittee that obviously the coat of such an enti-
tlement can be controlled based upon the maximum grant level established and the
eligibility criteria adopted. However, the concept of making the program a true enti-
tlement and having it predictable from year to year, so that students, parents, and
institutions can- plan with certainty, is an important change that will benefit every-
one, During the past eleven years, Since the program's inception, al.he Pell Grant
Fainily Contribution Schedule has been modified more times than anyone can re-
member. While in the final analysis the extreme changes that were often proposed
did not comsat° pass, as we have previously noted the publicity regarding the pro-
gram's uncertainty only tended to confuse, students and parents and created unnec-
essary delay;; and costly administrative inconveniences for institutions and proces-,
sors, not to mention the imposition of time and 'effort required by the members of
Congress to resolve the matter. Therefore, we would strongly urge the Subcenunit-
tee members to give serious consideration to the entitlement structure. We also
would be, happy to provide any additional technical assistance to assist in' the con-
struction of the actual elements and offsets to be included in the Pell Grant-Family_
Contribution Analysis, if you 'elect to define it -iii statute. While the -pi-onceea de-
scription seems to be sufficient, it would probably be helpful to have the Depart-
ment and representativs from the financial aid community to actually model the
formula to insure that it produces the desired results that the Subcomniittee be-
lieves are appropriate.

We also. note that. Hit 5240 proposes to simplify the awards process by reducing
the. number of progrunt and shifting lore of the decision -making process to the
campus. NASFAA has always believed that the financial aid administrator is in the
beet position to understand the particular needs of an individual student and to co-'
ordinate and adjust the student's aid package accordingly. Therefore, the idea of
creating an, institutional block grant prograni, which provides each eligible institu-
tion with an annual allocation of funds that can be used to provide' additional em-
ployment or loans or grants to individual students,. based upon. their particelar
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needs, is a concept wo y of consideration. In fact, the current campus-based pro-
grams which consist of t e National Direct Student Loan, the Supplemental Educa-
tional Opportunity Gran and the College Work-Study Program are currently used
by most schools to address these same goals..

Unfortunately however, there are many institutions that have through the years
elected not to participate in one or more of the campus-based programs. Likewise,
there are those who only entered the programs recently and have tbund that static
funding levels and existing state allotment formulas have hampered their efforts to
secure the amount of monies in certain programs that would give them needed flexi-
bility.

The idea establishing a new institutional block program! that distributes monies
more equitably and which would provide schools with moke discretion in how the
funds could be used is appealing to many of our members. However, I should also
indicate that many of our members have a number of concerns about collapsing the
National Direct Student Loan, the Suppleme 1 Ethicational Opportunity Grant,
and State Student Incentive Grant progr one single block grant program.
Part of their concern is predicated upon wha has occurred with other grant initia-
tivesqn the past that have not always proven to be very successful and which have
often become targets for funding reductions. Another part of the Concern is that
each of the three existing tirograms that would be folded into the new block grant
currently serve uniqtie purpose and groups of students that might not be served
under the new structure. For example, the State Student Incentive Grant Program
currently insures at for each dollar of Federal support allocated, there is match-
ing dollar of state pport going into the program. As such, the total p000l of existing
state funds is at I t doubled. However, once that program is eliminated, there are
a number of states ho, faced with their own budgetary constraints will in all likeli-
hood no longer expend those state,dollars for need-based grants. Therefore, several
million dollars will be lost Abet up to now have been serving needy students; and
those student in may cases will simply not have as many grant dollaravailable.

Two other concerns that some institutions have expressed is their ability to come
up with the fifteen percent matching requirement for the block grant program, and
whether or not they will really have more discretion in administering this program
than they do with the current array of programs given the oversite Othority vested
with the Secretary o jun.

\*

NASFAA commei the Chairman for several of the changes that have been pro-
posed for the Guars Student. Loan Program. Like. our colleaguess with the Na-
tional Council of Hig r Education Loan Programs, we strongly favor the repeal of
The 5 percent origins n fee and establishment of a Lender of Last Resort Program
in each state. We a concerned, however, about the impact that the reduction in
the special allowance may have upoii commercial lenders. As you know, a study was
conducted in April of 1.983 by a subcommittee of the National Commission on Stu-
dent Finacial Assistance, to examine the consequences of changing the method for
determining the quarterly rate of the special'allowance. After holding hearings and
conducting research on the subject, the subcommittee unanimously recommended
that the special allowance formtila should be retained in its current form at this
time. Their recommendation was based upon evidence that any reduction in the spe-
cial allowance would result in disruptions in the supply of educational loan capital
and reductions in lender participation in the loan program. They also noted that
they was no conclusive evidence that the lender profits from the current special al-
lowance formula Were excessive, Therefore,- we would recommend that the current
formula of 90 day T -bill Jilin; 3.5 percent be retained.

lWe also note that HR 5240 increases the annual loan limits for undergraduate
students to $3,000 per year and up to $7000 per year for graduate or professional
students. While many of our members favor an increase in the annual I
this is an area in which there are_w,idespread .differences of opinion. As viously
noted, NASFAA is very concerned about increasing student indebtedifeas a d ability
of many of these students to satisfactorily handle their loan repayment o 'gations.
Additionally, we are concerned that if student loan volumes increase subst tinily,
program costs for the GSL Program will rise, thus Making more difficult to obtain
adequate appropriations for the grant programs. However, we also are concerted
that the current annual GSL loan maximums of $2,500 for undergraduate students
and $5,000 for graduate and/or professional students are insufficient for mapy stu-
dents who have elected to enroll in higher priced institutions or programs. As such,
these students, many of whom are not eligible for Pell Grants, certainly need access
to 'adequate loan capital. The, increases proposed in IIR 5240 would greatly help
many of these students, but even with these increases there will still be students
and families who will need additional sources of capital. This will continue to be
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true for many of our older, independent students, who often have dependents of
their own, and for some graduate and professional students who must rely almost
exclusively upon loan funds to meet their educational expenses. While we realizethat the bill provides authority for the Secretary to waive the loan limitations and
establish higher limits for students engaged in specialized training requiring excep-tionally high costs of education, we do not believe that such action will occur, unless
the law requires the Secretary of Education to imple pkovision. Our ownAssociation has previously asked the Departmttttabbsh such standards forprofessional students based upon the same authority contained in cstrent law. The
Department has ignored such requests believing that it ivould only ifid to the greys-

.: ing costs of the GSL Program. While there is no doubt that such-is She case, the fact
remains that many of these students desperately need higher loa n limits, if they aresgoing to be able to finance the educational costs associated with such programs. Webelieve that these problems will become even more prevalent irethe next few yearsif something is not done to address the issue. NASFAA realizes that there are majorpolicy and financial questions regarding whether or zit to increase student loan
limits, but many students and families simply will not be able to finance postsecand-
ary education in the coming years without a realistic, rAdily available, and soundcredit system that can provide the amount of capital that are needed to cover risingeducational coats.

NASFAA would therefore support modest increases to the existing GSL annualand aggregate loan limits. Further, the Subconunittee should givOtensideration toestablishing, in law, higher aggregate loan limits for professional ancient:Es
NASFAA also is concerned that HR 5240 requires alLGSL applicants to undergo afitieial needs test in accordance with the provision outlined in Section 482. While

appreciate that the inclusion of this requirement is to insure that studentsaco not need leans were receiving them, we are concerned that the provisions
contained in Section 482-will eliminate from eligibility many middle-income family
students who are aittiently eligible and who are insneed of such loans. Under the
current provisions. individuals whose family adjusted gross income is $30,000 orlisore wTio are applying only for a GSL, and not other forms 'of Title IV aid, mahave their eligibility determined based upon a needs test that excludes from consid
eration a family's assets. As such, many families whose children would not qualifyfor Pell Grants or cempus-based funds because of the standard contribution expect-ed from their assets as well as income, are able to receive a-G$L. This is true of
;many older independent students as well.

However, if family assets are included in the formula for determining their eligi-bility, many of these families and students will no longer cznalify and therefore will
not have the cash flow to enable them to meet the educational expensee. }

If a needs test is to be imposed upon all students who apply for a GSL, then that
test should be less restrictive than the test used to determine *ligibility for grant
assistance.

We should also point. out that if you have all students undergo OIHnaricial needs
test, then there is no reason, to automatically exclude from eligibility a studentwhose family adjusted gross income is in excess of $85,000. While obviously mostpeople will not qualify at this level, there are families in high cost areas, in which
two working parents could easily have an income-in excess of $65,000, but who also
have three children in college at the sametime. Such a family may need a GSL farmere than a family with (nib, one child in school, and have an income level of$60,000. Obviously the purpose of having a need test is to establish equity and to
insure that only people who need the funds receive them. This can be accomplished
without imposing other restrictions that will unfairly penalize those deserving fami-lies who have unique circumstances.

In addition to these general concerns about HR 5240, we also have a number of
more technical issues that should be raised. While it is not necessary to addrees ails _ _ _of these issues at this time, we would Ince to express onecencern about the proposedprovision included in the Pell Grant Program that limits an undergraduate stu-
dent's eligibility to five years. We can understand that the purpose of this. provisionis to insure that students are advancing toward their degree objective in a reasona-ble period of time, however the existing law already requires schools to establishstandards of satisfactory academic progress and to measure a student's sprOgsess
toward those standards. This is why-in the Baucation Amendments of 1980, the fouryear eligibility limitation was dropped. While our members Certainly support theprinciple that student aid recipients have a responsibility to use such funds only for
educational purposes and to apply themselves towarcIfl their academic endeavors, weare concerned that this limitation will once again administrative complexity tothe program that is unnecessary. The facts are tha sey.few students receive Pell
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Grant* for more than five years, and when they do it is usually because of unique
circumstances that a school has determined are appropriate for that student. To
*again impose a federally operated monitoring and tacking system, similar to what
existed prior to 1980, is ndt only unnecessary but counter to the goals of simplifica-
tion stated in the bill.

We also are concerned about the new definiton that is being prOposed in the Pell
Grant Program to defme "independent" Student. While NASFAA-has previously en-
dorsed the concept of extending the existing criteria to include one more calendar
year, we believe that the criteria being proposed will be very difficult to adMinister,
liecause.of the requirement to show proof of an independent source of income equal
to at least $4,700 during such iminPdiate preceding year. This requirement seems
reasonable frora a policy Standpoint, but it will be an adminiltrative nightmare to
admmaiter, when it comes to application forms and writing instructions.
We also are concerned that w veterans, graduate students, and people over 24
years of age are automatically ed to be "independent," no provision is provided
to extend the same exception to dividuals with dependent ithildren who are' under
24 years of age, or those, pe t whose natural

mean
are deceased or who are

wards of the state. Perhape the definition slid not'mean to exclude the individuals,
but it would appear to read that way.
' In conclusion, Mr, Chairman, let me say that NASFAA will be happy to work
with you, the other members of the Subcommittee and the staff to review the Com-
mittee print for other technical issues. In fact, one ,of our own Committees has al-
e.ady completed a thoroug review of the existing Title IV programs in an effort to

identify specific problems at should be addressed, Many of these proposals have
- been incorporated into the nical recommendations that were provided to the
Subcomm atioittee by the t u dent Aid Coalition: Others are attached as Ap-

pendix to' this statemen that these. recomraendations will be carefully
considered as you work tow At tnal reauthorization bill. Thank you for providing,
me the opportunity. to ap, r 4re you today, and please cote that NASFAA
Shares this SuWominittee's cam it at to developing and maintaining a viable
and efficient -set of student aid programs that will appropriately meet the needs of
our* nation's postsecondary education students. I will be happy :at this time to
answer any questions that yoU or the Subcommittee members may have.

ideaNnix

viceliNICAL AMICIsIDJILENTS PROPOS= TO THZ RUSTING TITLX IV STvDravr FINAlkICIAL
ASSISTANCR PROGRAMS

Program: Pell Gmatt
Statutory citation.See. 411(aX1XA),
Issue.Extension of Authorization and Establishment pf Entitlement.
Statement of problem.Authorization for the Pell Grant Program ends September

30, 1985. The entitlement concept has been inherent in the program sing' its incep-
tion, however, funding limitations over the past several yearshave prohibited eligi-
ble students from 'receiving 'the maximum amount authorized under the program.

Recoihmendeci change.Authorization for* the Pell Greet Program should be ex-
tended Ifrstil the next anticipated reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of
1965, as Amended. To ensure that deserving and needy students receive the full
amount for which they are eligible, the program should be designated as a "true"
entitlement,' thereby ensuring the availability of grant funds for financially needy
students.

Stair, tary ci ta tion,-.-Sec. 411 ta X2)(A). ..........._
Issue. Maximum Aniounta Authorized.

le, Statement of problernThe costs of obtaining a postsecondary education will con-
tinue, to increase annually. In ors jg to ensure a reasonable balance between grant,
loan, ,:and work programs needed-to assist financially:needy students, incremental
increaser maximum amount-authorized tinder the program must be enacted.
Reationabie increases in the maximum Pell Grant will help to reduce the number of
needy students currently participating in the program who would be made ineligible
from year to year because of slight increases in their family ineome.*

Recommended change.Inerease the 'maximum grant ihnounts incrementally and
conforin the academic years, which. are tied to those accounts, with the extended
authorization.

Statutorytitation.See. 411(hX3X8).
IsSue.----Rediwtion of Pell Grant Amount.
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Statement of problemThe statute currently authorizes the Secretary to establish
a schedule of reductions for a student whose family contribution is more than $200,
in any fiscal year that insufficient funds are appropriated to pay. maximuinaWards.

Recommended change.The.reduction schedule is unnecesilary if the prograna is
eotablisahed as an entitlement and should be repealed.

Statutory citation.-7-Sec. 411(bX5XA)--(EJ.
Issue. -- Threshold Levels.
Statement of prablem.--The statute currently ties the Pell Grant maximumaward

for each fiscal year to funding for the Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grant., the College Work-Study, and the National Direct Student Loan Pzograius,
These threshold levels are not' observed and therefore serve no purpose.

Recommended change.--Repeal the statutory requirement that ties Pell Grant .

maximum awards to campus-based funding levels..

Program: Suppleniental educational opportunity grant
Statutory citation.Sec. 413B(s42X13).
Issue.Miniraum Award and UnevenPaymenta.-
Statement of problem.institutions are currently prohibited from awarding a stu-

dent a Supplemental Grant that is leas than $200 for an academic' year. In addition
while not addressed in statute, Education Department regulations prohibit unevenpayments to students under this program.

Recommended change.The minimum amount atiihorized to be paid to an eligible
student under the ShOG Program should be. left to institutional discretion. While
'the statute currently allows proportional reduction of the grant amount for students
enrolled for less than a full academic year, some institutions have experienced audit
exceptione for this practice. Therefore, the minimum grant amount should beleft to
the discretion of the institution. La addition, students often incur uneven costs for
particular academic terms because of either personal or academically related 'rea-
sons. Institutions alma be given flexibility to meet these demands within the nec-
essary constraints of the student's annual cost of attendance and the maximumgrant amount .

Statutory citation -- --Sec. 41$C.
issee.Administrative Expense AlloWance.
Statement of problem Sections 4s9 and 4SS of current statute provide for the

payment to institutions of. an administrative expense allowance under the SEOG
Program and the transfer of funds between the SEOG and College Work-Study Pro-
grams. The sections governing the College Work-Study and National Direct Student
Loan Programs contain specific language, regarding the authority to pay administra-
tive expense allowances and the College Work-Study section contains language
which specifically allows for the transfer of funds to the SEOG Program.

Reconirneuded change.C,omparabIe language should be included in the SEOG.
section to allow for payment of an administrative expense allowance and transfer of
funds to the College Work-Study Progrion.

Program,: State student incentive grunt program
Statutory citation.Sec. 415A(bXl).
Issue. --Extension of Authorization.
Statement of problemThe authorization for the SSIG Program expires at theend of fiscal year l98'. While some would argue that the program has achieved its

intended purpose, there are still approximately 20 states that would not continue to
provide grant funding if the Federal matching grant was ehminated.

Recommended change.This program has provided valuable assistance to numer-
ous needy students. The matching requirenitnts should be retained and the authori-
zation levels increased.

Statutthy cilaticui.,Sec..4.113,13(a)(1XA). &
Issue.state allocations.
Statement of problemCurrently, the formula used to allocate SSIG monies, to

states allows the counting of all students in the state who are in attendance at insti-
tutions of higher education even though studentS enrolled at certain types of inatitu-
tions.are ineligible to receive SSIG funds.

Recommended chonge.7---The language in the statute should be changed to disal-low the inclusion of students enrolled in institutions of higher'educatien who are, at
the discretion of the state, ineligible for funds under the SSIG Program.
Guaranteed student loan program

Statuto_ry 42Z4aXl).-t2,4-42F4bX3XV-li-(Ek-42814kaXl-)-8c-{2*A)1.
and Aggregate Loan Liniits.
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Statement afproblem.Annul and aggregate .1Ztui limit& under the GSL Program
have not been increased for several years. NASFAA is very concerned about student
indebtedness and appropriate balance between grants, loans, and work programs..

Recommendesd change Annual limits under the. GSL Program should be in-
creased to $3,090 and $7,000 for undergraduate students .gradtiate students, re-
spectively. Aggregate loan limits should be increased to $15,000 and $35,000 for un-
d&graduate and graduate study, respectively. These modgt increases along with
reasonable increases in grant and work programs will contWe to help to defray the
cost of attending postsecondary education for needy students.

Statutory cif-WiwiSec. 427(aX2XL) 42S(h)(1X9); 4=d).
Issue. --- Payment of GSL Funds.
Statement of problem.--Currently, lender's; and/or agencies are encouraged to

notify institutions when a borrower has been approved for a GSL, but many do not
provide this notification. The absence of such knowledge poses problems in the pack-
aging Of student aid. i

RecornMended change.At the- option of the institution, checks ;Mould be made
co-payable to theotudent borrower and the institution and should be sent directly to
the institution.

Statutory citetion.Sec. 428(bX1XE).
IssueAccelerated Repostnent.
Statement of probkmThe statute in this section requires borrowers to request a

shorter repayment period -during the grace period. While a shorter term repayment
option is offered elsewhere in the statute, it seems unnecessary and inconsistent to
have different Tanguage 'in this section. . ...' - .

Recommended changeRepeal the language requiring borrowers to request .a
shorter repayment period during the grace period and allow such riequests to occur
at any time ddring the repayment.

.

Statutory citationSec. .42813(aX 1).
. Issue.Expansion of PLUS Eligibility.

Statement of problem.Dependent graduate' students have an squally difficult
time qbtaining funds to finance
willing to contribute to this cost but o experience cash flow problems and need a

Patents of such students may be -.C,,,
fl

mechanism to help alleviate this problem..
-.Recommended changeExpand PLUS eligibility to parents of dependent gradu-

ate and profeseional students.
Statutoct citation.Sec. 428B(c1).
Issue.Notification of GSL Approval pproval.

_,

Statement of problem. -= Although curren uired by statute, lenders andfor
ag ncies do not always notify institutionstwhen a iorrower has been approved for a

--4-` Recommended changeRequire the lender or the insurer to notify, the institution
,

that certified the loan application of either the, approval or dissipproval of the loan.
Notification of the approve) of a loan could be accomplished by transiniting a cheek
for the loan proceeds directly to the institution. Otherwise, a copy of the student's
letter of approval or disapproval could be .sent directly to the institution:

Statutory citation.Sec. 430(a).
Issue Contaet with Defaulted Barowers; 4

Statement of problems.Concern has been express about whether appropriate ef-
forts are being made in some cases to contact defaulted borrowers before they are
turned over to the Secretary for collection. While the statute currently requires in-
vestigation e due diligence in such cases, additional proof may be necessary.

Recommended Mange.Require. the :insurance beneficiary to, submit proof that
reasonable attempts were made t44 locate the' borrower in such cases whete the
whereabouts of the borrower are unknown and proof that contact was made with
the borrower in such cases where the location of the borrower is knoatn.

Statuto citation.--Sec. 430(bX2XA); (C)-(iv); and (Mil).
Issue change of Informsdion. - : .

into- c
Stateme t of protriern.The Secretary currently has authority to enter into coop-

erative agreements with credit bureau organizations- providing for the exchange of
information concerning ptudenleborrowers. In order to promote responsive repay-
ment of loans covered by Fed ieel loan insurance, the Secretary may in some cases
have to result to a similar exchange of information with other Federal agencies.

Recommended change.----Give the Secretary 'authority to enter into cooperative
agreements with the Internal Revenue Service and other Federal- .agencies for the
purpose of promoting respdhsible repayment- of loans by Federal loan insur-ance..

Statutory citation.Sec. 438(c).
4. .
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Issue.Loan Origination Fee.
Statement of prublern.The loan origination fee wati.iinplemented in the Omnibus.

Budget Reconciliation Act as an interim, measurelO reduce Federal rots during a
period of high interest ratesand inflation. This fee is no longer a necessary burden
on students.

Recommended change.Repeal the loan origination fee.
'Other recomnsendations.(1) Reinstate provisions for loan consolidation and

expand this authority to include othei. eligible entities; (2) Expand loan consolida-
tion to include all Federal student loan prograMs; (3) Require 'a lender-of-last-resert
prograni, the eligibility criteria. of which does not exceed Federal guidelines; (4)
Allow institutions to nualtiply disburse GSLi and retain any interest earned on an
escrow GSL account for administrative expenses; and (5) Allow all institutions, at
their option, to disburse GSL proceeds to a student borrower or apply all or a poi.;
tion of the GSL proceeds to the student borrower's account up to 30 days prior to
enrollment.

Program: College avrk-study
Statutory citation. --Sec. 441.
Issuc,Pregram Authorization.
Statenzetit of problem.The College Work-Study. Program is authorized through

the end ofruscal year 1965 at levels which have never been Appropriated,
Recommended change.--Extend the program's authorization until the next antici-

pated reauthorization and increase the levels authorized to be ,appropriated.to re-
fleet the increasing need for available dolla. rt employ financially needy students.

Statutory citation. Sec. 442(dXl).
issue.Reallotment of College Work-Study Funds,
Stettement of problem. College Work-Study funds allotted to a state' which have

not been granted to an eligible institution by. the end of the fiscal year for which
they were appropriated, may be realloted by the Secretary. The only restriction is
that the fu-st 50 ,percent of the funds must be allocated to institutions for use in
cooperative education programs. Funds reallotted under this section remain avail-
able for use in the next fiscal year Unfortunately, this reallocated Toney often
awarded to institutions too late in the academic year to be expended. "

Recommended change.,Additionalllanguage' should be added to eneourage the .

Secretary to reallocate such funds in li timely manner.. Further, cooperative educa-
tion is suit a iffed-based program and while it is certainly worthwhile,' it should.not
be co-iningied with ,College 'Work-Study nor should it be funded through Title IV.
This program Shaul* be redesignated and given its owii authority' for appropria-
tions.

Statutory citation.See. 443(bXl).
issue.Expansion of College WorkStud Employment.

education are ot allowed to employ students under the Colleg Work-Stud '
Statement of problemCurrentlx; profit- making institutions, of postsecondary

p e
gram on campus. Students attending such institutions who need nent to
help finance their education are forced to accept }jobs off-cainpu

Recommended change.Expand College-Work Study employment to profit-making
institutions of postsecondary education with the restriction that employment be for
the institution itself' and not- in related revenue producing activities in which the
institution may be involved.

Statutory citation.--Sec. 443(bX1).
Issue. Ex on of the Job Location and Development Program.
Statement of ipttobkm.Inslitutions are currently limited to expenditures of

$25,000 or 10 percent of their College Work-Study allocation fiuse in the Job 140e4t-
Um and Development Program.

Recommended change.--Ittereat+e the amount and-percentage allowable under-the
Job Location and Development Program to $50,000 or 20 percent of an institution's
College Work-Study Program. This program has proven to be extremely successful
and institutions should be allowed the opportunity to expand it further to moot the
needs of students.

Statutory citation. -Sec, 443(bX4).
Issue.--Termination of Employment Under the College Work-Study Program.
Statement of problem.The current statute indicates that an institution .may not

require a student employed under the College Work-Study Program to terminate
that employment during a seined* (or other regular enrollment) at the time
income derived from any employment exceeds the amount of the student's need, but
when the excess equals $200 or more, continued employment cannot be subsidized
with College Work-Study funds. This represents eign.ificant difficulty for those insti-

4
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tutions that have little or no institutionally-sponsored employment program with
which to subsidize the continued employment of such students. In addition, it cre-
ates an overaward situation which has resulted in overly prescriptive regulations
issued by the Education Department and inconsistent interpretations by the Depart-
ment and its Regional Office s.

Recommended change.This section should either be repealed or specify that in.
stitutions may continue such employment, at their option.

Program: National direct student kern;
lotto y citation.Sec. 461(hX144(2).

Issue.txtension of Authorization.
Statement of problein:The authorization for Federal Capital Contributions under

the NDSL Fri:grain expires at the end of fiscal year 1985. This .program has for
many years assisted financially needy students in their pursuit of a postsecondary
education. The NDSL Program serves a group of student who may liet have ready
acmes to the GSL program and who must borrow to finance their postsecondary
educations. NSDL Program funds are iiiiixninistered by institutions, the personnel of
which are in the beet positions to know and be sensitive to the unique needs of their
student populations.

Recommended chow The NDSL Program authorization fdr Federal Capital
Contributions should be extended until the next anticipated reauthorization to allow
for flexibility 'at3he institutional level in awarding the most beneficial initrof funds
to the students it serves.

Statutory citation.Sec. 463(a.X5).
Issue.NDSL Assigninenta,
Statement of problem, ,_-Defaulted NDSL notes are currently not eligible for as-

signment to the FelucatioftDepartnient until they have been in defaalt for at least 2
years.

Recommended changeAllow defaulted NDSL notes to be aseigned to the EdUcn-
tion Department after 1 year indefault. This change would move the defaulted note
into assignment in a moreimely wanner and provide for a more reasonable chance
of collection by the:Secretary.

Statutory citatioreSec. 463{aX5)84(6).
issueDepositary for NDSL Collections.
Statement of probkm.Currently the statute requires that funds collected on an

NDSL be deposited in the general fund of the Treasury. .

Recommended chow-117a%, fluids collected should remain available for distri-
bution to institutions as a part of the Federal Capital Contribution until the close of
the second fiscal year next succeeding the fiscal year in which the sums are collect-
ed, thus providing for the reallocation of such collected finials to institutions to
relend to needy ajnd deserving students.

Statutory citation.Sec. 483(c-1).
Issue.Exchange of Information.
Statement of problem.The statute currently gives the Secretary authority to

enter into cooperative agreements with credit bureau organizations to provide for
the excha nge of information concerning defaulted student borrower*.

Recommended change.The.Secretary's authority should be expanded to auth
ize the exchange of information on defaulted borrowers with other Federal agent
to assist in the collection of such

Statutory citation.Sec. 464(e C).
Issue.Minimum Repayment.
Statement of Problem.The F.,dlication Amendments of 1980 resulted in the estab-

lishment of-multiple-leans with, ifferent interest ratesi graceperiodsand deferment
provisions. To keep the total payment of these loans at $30, the law: (1) does not
allow the borrower the benefit of deferment provisions to^which he or she is enti-
tied, (2) makes meaningless, the disclosure information the borrower receives at the
exit interview (as the dollar amount of interest, number of payments, and repay-
ment schedule change during the repayment of each Wan), and,(3) increases institu-
tional costs as repayment schedules are recalculated by band or computers or repro-
griimineel repeatedly during the repayment period.

Recommended change.--Allow institutional flexibility with respect tn.the $30 min-
imum repayment when differing terms and conditions exist on different loans for
the same student. Statutory citation. --Sec. 468 and Sec. 469. =,

Issue.Alternative. Source of Funds & Recapture of Current Loan Fund Balance-
Statement of problem.- -Theme sectipne were enacted in the 1980 amendments and

have never been implemented.
I
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)
Recommended change. Repeal Sec. 468 and 469, they are unnecessary prowhich serve no purpose.

Progrum: General puvisions
Statutory eitakitin. 481(b) & (Cl.
Issue.- Ability tts Benefit.
Statenient of problemThe requirements imposed on institutions by the Educa-tion Department in siatier to comply with the ability to benefit provisions are overlyburdensome and innecessary. Satisfactory academic progress provisions provide sal-ficient control over a student's receipt of Title IV aid thus negating the necessity ofthe ability to benefit provisions.
&Commended change. Repeal the ability to benefit provisions.
Statutyry citation.See. 482.
Issae.Need Analysis. -

Statement of prublern.The current need analysis provisions have never been ef-fectively implemented due to funding constraints in the .programs. The analysisused in the Pell Grant` Pct is not a reasonable and realistic standard for aseealeing a family's contribution and should not be presented as such, but rather as a ra-tioning mechanism for inadequateFederal funds.
Recommended change. Designate the Uniform Methodology as the single nation-al need analysis system standard for measuring a family's ability to contribute

toward postseconduxy educational expenses. Specific program eligibility criteria for
individual programs such as the Pei' Grant or GSL Programs sheuld be built intothe system to accommodate.funding deViatione.

Statutory citation.---Sec. 482(cX1).
Issue. Dependency Status.
Statement of problem. The current statute allows for separate treatment

married students for the purpose of establishing independence.
Recommended change.Repeal t e provision and treat all students the same for

the purpose of establishing indepe deuce.
Statutory citation. sec. 482(cX
issue. -- Definition of Independ t Student.
Statement of prvblem.Mue debate has occurred over the definition of an inde-pendent student. The cu statute leaves this determination to the regulations of

41311"
the Secretary thus

Recommended
or changes from year to.year

definition of independent student ehotild be writteninto the statute as fo

ship with paren othe eas f residing at home with, being claimed as a Federal
The components cur y used to assess a student's independent status (relation-

ship
tax ex ptio receiving financial support) should be retained. Changesto the test fo independen should include: (I) the dollar amount which a studentreceives from the parent(s) hould be identical to that amount which is allowed an,fluidly by the. Internal Rove ue Service for claiming an exemption; (2) an additional

base year should be added the current criteria used to assess independence. Thedefinition of independence hould be used consistently for all "Title IV student. aidprograms.
Statutory citation.See 8.4(a)(3) & 485(aX14).

tisfactory A emic Progress.
Statement of problem. The current statute specifies that in order to receive TitleIV student aid funds, a student must be maintaining silisfactory academic progressin the course of study he or she is pursuing, according to the gender& of the insti-

tution. While the Wording of this section would appear 1o...allow the institution.establish its own standards, which in many cases for Title IV student aid are tilerrestrictive than for students not on aid, Education Department interpretations have-
, imposed unnecessary and unsubstantiated provisions which have resulted in institu-

tions lowering their standards for Title IV aid recipients. The Department's regula-
tions have extended far beyond the community's interpretation of legislative intentand have imposed burdens on institutions and students which are contrary to the
Principles of tit' itisfactory Academic Progrese accepted and inipleme.nted by the COM-!nullity. The,Department, fof example, requires institutions to consider student's.academic perfOrmance prior to the receipt of Title IV aid and during periods of non-receipt of such aid. In many cases, this-penalizes a student by enforcing provisions_related to receipt of Title IV aid upon him or her during times when %e\or, she isnot receiving such aid.

Recommended change.Revise the language to specify that the Title IV studentaid recipient only be required to maintain satisfactory academic Progress while re~ceiving such aid.
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Statutory citation.Sec. 484(a).
lasue.Citizenship as a Condition of Eligibility,
Statement of probkm--Citizeruthip is not currently a criteria used in determining

eligibility for Title IV aid even though regulations of the Education Department
mandate such consideration.

Recnpunendect change..----Add citizenship to the eligibility criteria for receipt of
Title iy aid and use the Education Department's regulatory language.

Statutory citation.Sec. 487(a).
Issue. --- Maintenance of Level of.Effort.
Statement of pn.,bleta. Reductions in funding by States and private.organizations

have made it difficult for institutions that preYiously have included such funds in
their maintenance of level of effort to make up this difference. While the Secretary
has the authority to waive these requirements, he has -not chosen todo so formally.

Recommended Ch0714,T: Repeal the requirements of this section.
Statutory citation,Sec. 487(bXIXA).
Issue. 1.onable Margin for Error.
Statement of prublem:.Administrative errors on the part of institutions where

abuse is not a question have resulted in small amounts of liability being assessed
institutions and complicated procedures being:implemented by the Department for.
the collection of such amounts. .

Recommended cimage.Allow for a reasonable margin for error and specify, that
institutions not be held fiscally liable up to a certain amount which might be ex-
reseed as a percentage of total Title IV dollars received or a sliding percentage

xi on the site of the institution's Title IV aid.
Statutory citation.Sec. 488.
Issue. Administrative Allowance. .

Statement of problem.Inatitutions ,are continually being asked to absorb addi-
tional administrative requirements brought abouprimarily by regulations and .
guidelines imposed by the Education Department. These requirements are in many
cases over and above those mandated by Congress, but nevertheless, they must be
adhered to and often implemented without suflicienit leadtime.

Recommended change,-,Increase the administrative allowance for the Title IV
student aid programs to reflect the increased, costs of administering the programs,

Mr. BLAKEY:1VIpbell. 1
STATEMENT OF ROGEI4CAMPBIWPRESIDENT, NATIONAL

ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE ADMISSIONS COtieNSELORS

Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you.
Ny name is Roger Campbell. I am currently serving as the presi-

dent of the National Association of College Admissions ,Counselors,
an organization"which includes some 3,000 practitioners who. are
engaged with students- in the transition that they make from
schools to colleges.

I did submit written testimony and I would hope that that may
be included in the official record of today's hearing.

Mr. BLAKEY. It will be included in the record.
Mr. CAMPBELL. I am here to focus on onei f theof bill,

which is looking to the thought of creatingla nati nal center for
postsecondary educational opportunity. My percepti of the intent..
of this provision is to encourage the development of c naborations
among professional young groups and to reduce the possibility that
'students will be denied access to postsecondary opportunities as a
result of inadequate or poorly timed information.

I think that has been 4 !tpular topic that has cut across Most of
the testimony that I hay eard today. To 'accomplish the idea of 7`
creating a future stude spulation that broadly- repreSents this
country both in terms of its racial composition,' its .socioeconomic
composition and the like, it is obviously imperative that adequate
financial aid funding exist; that early information about appropri-
ate academic preparation be provided to students at a very, early
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time, and that early information regarding the rules, the proce-
dures and t e wisdom of both be available as another imperative.

In my vi w, and 1 think I accurately describe the view of my
membersh* , access and choice can only exist. as a possibility if stu-
dents have information that.will help them prepare themselves for
college entrance in the best possible way and if appropriate fund-
ing is available to help those students achievethat ambition. Each
of the professional organizations that are represented here can
work together to develop an agenda to serve what I understand to-
be the intent of this provision.

,

I think that there are informal examples of that type of collabek-
ration taking place today, every year. What seems to be necessary
is a central focus, to me a convening mechanism which enables our
separate interests as professional organizations to be drawn togeth-
er. ,

If I may, I would like to use WO strong examples of activities
that are presently in place that serves what I believe is the beht,
intent of the Congress and then a personal example, which may or
may not.. But in any event, I would like' to identify from Mr.
Simon's home State of Illinois a person who I recognize as one of
the ri-gigt formidable movers of students from the-schools to colleges
that Aran think of. His name is Mr. Silas Burnell. He is qw4ntly
the director of one dimension of the community services working
out of an apartment building, if you will, in the vicinity of the Illie''
nois Institute of Technology.

From my own personal experience, I recognize that this man is
eaching some 4,000 to 5,000 clients annually. He is reaching

coreare a part of what is usually defined as th& hard core
inner-city seginent -of the city of Chicago. Thanks to his commit-
ments, there are many of those students who are finding excellent
opportunities in higher education today because he has brought to-
gether the process of applying for college and financial aid and en-
capsulated it in a short period of time.

Another friend and associate I could refer to is a gentleman froth
Los Angeles named Jack Wright, who works' with. Franklin High ,

School there, a school that 15 years ago was 90 percent Anglo and
today is 60 perc nt Iipanic. He was able to find the commitment
to stay there to he point now where Mr. Wright's commitment tohis student ex ds well into the evenings and weekends. He sits
down with the ilies, plans individually the college courses for
many students, the financial aid; indeed, there are many students
who are in college, today thanks to the commitments of him.

On a personal note, I would like to move to a commitment that I
feel sort of describes what I believe has been discussed here in the
way of disseminating early informatkm about college planning.

, When I moved to Denver this fall, I intended to reach members of
the Denver public schools to share with them a conviction I felt for
Winununicating not with seniors or juniors in 'high. schoo), but to
begin counseling families, parents of eight gradera to .help them
plan an appropriate academic experience "for their children's sec-
ondary education.

The first meeting that was held included, in addition to myself,
the director of financial aid at -the University of Denver, and -an-
other gentleMan representing an interest kroup that is designed. to
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help families plan financially. We met with an audience of some
200 people and I felt we not only had a captive audience, but we
communicated to them a sense that there are possibilities beyond
high school. Careful planning and meeting daily is entirely the key
to access and choice. I think we had an optimistic evening and we
had an enthusiastic and responsive audience. .

These are examples of what I think is possibletand necessary,
land I believe that a national center can arrange fOr these activities
to occur on a vastly larger scale, and I believe it strongly sh

Again, I think the key ingredient to defining what the poPula-
tion of college youngsters might' be like in 5 or 10 years is tied very
Much to the levels of funding that the Congress can support for fi-
nancial aid purposes, for needy .students; again with your encour-
agement and information to students, parents, and school' counsel-
ors, with workshops and meetings that. are organized in an effec
tive manner, and we must stress an adequate preparation; that is,

:the academic preparation of the students to increase postsecondary
opportunities.

I thank the committee for the opportunity to present this testi-
inony arid woiild be happy to answer any questions that yOu may
have. t ,

Mr...BLAKE.Y. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Eager Cmpbell Follows:]

,FREPAKED STATEMENT of ROGER c!AMVI3ELL, DEAN or ADMISSION AND FINANCIAL. Am,
IINwEESITV DV DEN'VE,34 AND PILMIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION oF COL.LEGi ADMis-

,s4ONs COVNULORs

Mr.' Chairman, members of the Subcommit , my name is Roger Canipbell and I
am Dean of Admission and Financial Aid at the University of Denver, Today I ups
speaking to you as President. of the National Association of College Admissions
Counselors (NACAC). That organization consists of more than 3,000 school guidance
officials and college admission officers. It is, as the name implies, national in scope
and our membership is concerned as well as involved in all aspects of the transition
students face as they move from schools to college*

'Speaking for the membership of the NACAC,' I wish to commend you in the
strongest pdasible way for including a provision in H.R. 5240 which calls for.the for-
mation of a National Center for Postsecondary fldueational Opportunity. It is to
that specific segment that I would like to address my testimony.

.. A National Center for Postsecondary Educational Opportunity brings important
credibility to the legislation `yOu have created. Specifically, it illuminates the need
for information students require and it gives visibility.to counseling and counselors.

'It hos been excruciatingly painful to those of us who guide students that no mention
of this activity has,.'been included in most ua(jor evaluations of the Ainerican high
school.condition in recent months.%

In my view the concepts of access and choice are substantially improved if funds
are available to i4sist needy students and if ,these same students receive timely in.
formation and insAningfat counsel.

It is of great concern to the National ACAC, and indeed *p what appears to be a
bipartisan interest of the Congress, that tbere is an urgent need to improve the
timeline and quality of information students receive' with respect to their dire to
participate in postsecondary education. An absence of concern for these two points
would lead its to an educational condition that includes students who are horribly
underinformed and painfully undvrprepaTed. Beyond that we may also certainly see
that large segments of the American public will continue to be under-represented in
the various arenas of postsecondary opportunity. Frankly speaking, I believe a Na-
tional Center for Postsecondary Educational Opportunity could reduce many of the
problems we now have That is it would, in my opinion, assist the Congress in its
desire to vastly improve the quality 'of planning information potential participants.
in postsecondary education receive, We believe your decision:is precisely the proac-
tive poet re that should be applauded.

Amon the intelligence this type of National Center might share, could be:
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How to prepare for postsecondary education" by making a proper selection ofcourses before students enter high schooL.That is, the Center could actively encour-age the formal developmeot of networks between middle and secondary schools.How to plan the most appropriate financial savings alternative in order to better .*upped a student who enters postsecondury education. This would be especiallysuitable for the parents of pre-high school students who will then have at least fonryears of time to plan as well as to save.
. .How to recognize both'the opportunities and demands that poatsiecOndary options

offer. That is, to support the .notion that any student who is well prepared and wellmatched for their post high school choice will have a vastly improved poleibility ofcompleting the,pregraMhe or she enters.
How to recognize and understand the variety of information which describes pro-rars opportunities, financial aid possibilities and the eligibility requirements of
'If there is an advocacy that such a.Center might support it would he that inclu-sive and linear counseling systems are vital. - Those of us who are colleagues in theNational ACAC recognize enormous gaps both in counseling services at schools andindeed, in the numbers of trained counselors available for students who requireguidance. It would be among my strongest hopes that a National Center for Postsec-ondary Educatienal'Opportunity would financially and intellectually support the de-velopment of the curriculum and faculties to train school counselors in all regicani ofthe country. Such twining activity has been a natural part of the ACAC's commit-.ment to-counselors and to student* alike. The type of trainin 1 refer to is work-shops, short courses and lectures that alight range from ew urs.to a few daysin length. Such activity would also be greatly enhanced i a National Center played

a supportive role, in developing the igoidanett materials used.As 1 have said before, access an choice Are pcesibilities for students certainly iffinancial aid is available for thoeewho require assistarav, but also if timely informa-tion and guidance are offered as well. If one or the Other of these is missing,, choiceis--to a large extentcompromised.
It is the context of MY professional experience-which proinpts me to say that poet;secondary planning frequently occurs too late in a student'S high school experience,

It is also my view that life will be far more complicated for my children than it haSbeen for me up to this time. Having made these two points 1 believe that a NationalCenter for Poetsecondary Educational Opportunity Will 'meet effectively serve the in-terests of American citizens-and indeed what I belieVe is the intent of the Cen-,gria3sby pressing for unproved information as well as earlier and Getter Vanningon the part of students and their families.
The National Center which you have introduced in H.R. 5246 opesalx supports theparticipation of trained professionals in the development-of the types of training ac-tivities I have mentioned in this testimony. It is clear that financial aid admieistrietors, college admission officers,. school counselOrilind profeesionals who serve theunder-represented, such as the TRIO organizations, are intended to participate, inthe activity such a Center would orchestrate. This is precisely what is required andthere are many examples of successful collaborations by profesSionals representingthese organizations each-year. However; the possibility which H.R. 5240 brings for,ward is the likelihood that all training activity for students; or counselors would beof uniformly high quality and available to those who need it badly. Therefore, a fac-ulty Can be created in any part. of the country and the .Congress can be assured thatthere would be consistent quality both among those who are teaching and the mate-rials they use. a.
In summary, a National Center for Postsecondary FeinNitiorial. Opportunity-wouldbe Very effectiVe in stimulating the development of counseling materials for stn -dents and by supporting the development of woileshope for counselors. It would alsoserve us an agency which encourages ,progranithing for students in a direct fashionas well,

Mr. BLAKNY: Dean Payne. X

STATEMENT OF HAL D. PAYNE, PAST PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
COUNCIL. OF EDUCATIONAL_ EXPPORITNITY ASSOCIATIONS AND
DEAN OF DEVEV.OPMENrSERVIC4ES, OBERLIN COLLEGE

I r
Mr'. PAyNE. Gentlemen, y mime is Iiiilt.1.?ayne. I aril dean of de-

'velopniental services at OberliniWleget in Oberlin, OH. I am also
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past 4resident of the National Council of Educational Opportunity
Associations and appear today on behalf of that organization.

ery much appreciate the opportunity to come before you today
to discuss H.R. 5240. I will address my remarks to subpart 1 of part
(c) of title IV governing the special programs for students from dis-
advantaged backgrounds, as well ,as to section 491 regarding the
national center for postsecondary opportunity.

Like .many of my colleagues on the panel, I hope that you will
note my written remarks submitted and will limit my comments.

Mr. BLAlua, We will enter those into the record in their entirety.
Mr. PAYNE. The Council fully supports-section 491 regarding the

center as drafted, and supports the TRIO subpart, with the excep-
tion of section 474(dX2), a new provision which gives priority in spe-
cial services funding to certain categories of institutions.

For a number of young people and adults, the only obstacles to
college attendance are obstacles of an economic sort,, that is these
students simply cannot pay the entire cost of 'postsecondary attend-
ance. The student financial aid programs are designed to address

issue of relative eConoMic disadvantage, and yet many stu-
ents, on the other hand, fade obstacles to college attendance and

graduation in addition to lack of financial resources. These obsta-
cles include lack of information about the postsecondary options
which are, available to them, both in terms of college choice and
financial aid; Jack of familial and peer support for oo)lege attend-
ance; lack of academic preparation; and lack of self-confidence.

Since I work so closely with students, it would be very difficult
for me to talk With you about these programs without describing
two former students with whom I have been acquainted for whom
TRIO programs have made the critical, difference with respect to
opportunity in this society.

_verett Glenn was a student. at Oberlin in the mid- seventies. lit;
enrolled there on the advice of a counselor in the Case WeStern
serve Upward Bound Program in which I was a participant. Mr.
Glenn grew up in one of the worst sections of Cleveland and at- -
tended a fairly typical inner city high school where he was a C stu-
dent.

His older sifter, who had graduated prior to him, had graduated
second in her high school class. However, she,did not have the in-
formation that is disseminated through an Upward Bound Program
or a Talent Search Program, and therefore, in spite of graduating
second in her class, she did not attend college.,

Everett received tutoring, counseling and extended instruction in
Writing from the special services project at Oberlin and after grad-
uating from Oberlin College, he enrolled in and later 'graduated
from the law school at Case Western Reserve. .

After affilgiating with two highly respected law firms, one in
Cleveland and one in San. Francisco, he has now gOne o4 on his
own to establish his own firm, Super Plus, which represents profes-
sional athletes and maintains offices in Oakland, California; Phila-
delphia, and Atlanta. . 4

In contrast with his sister, who is work* as an unskilled, nZuk
professional person, Mr. Glenn has beriefitted remarkably from ex-
posure to the kind of information an'd training that we provided in
TRIO programs.
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I have also recently become acquainted with Edward ;Mestas,
who is presently an intern in the Commeree Department. He grew
up in a small town in New Mexico. None of his brothers and sisters
had finished high school.

He was recruited into the. Upward Bound Program through an
unusual circumstance. While running down the hall to escape his
high school principal who was attempting to "pacidle" him for
being late to class, Mr. Mestas literally bumped into the Upward
Bound direCtor. Although a D student when entering the program,
he eventually graduated from high school with a 3.7 average and
from college with honors, and is now completing a MBA.

The House Committee on Education and Labor, in its neport ac-
companying H.R. 5192, referred to the TRIO programs as "an i
gral part of the student assistance programs aimed at achie mg
equal educational opportunity" in this country. Indeed, any ex ri-
ence with these programs tells roe that TRIO is in some w
wrapped in the American dream. These are programs that ha e
demonstrated their potential to move students from Aznerica's
ghettoes and barrios into its classrooms and eventually into its
board rooms, but there has been a decline in educational oppcIrtu.r.
nity in this country.

During the last several years, we have witnessed a substantial
decline in educatiknal opportunities at the postsecondary level.
While there are, orcourse, some structural and operational prob-
lems in the student assistance progrs which have exacerbated
this decline, the principal cause, in my view, has been the loss in
the real.value of student assistance.

Since 1980, according to figures published by the college board,
the value of student aid in this country has dropped by. 21 percent.
During that same-pe_riod, the value of the TRIO appropriation has
declined 28 percent. As a result, there are fewer low-income stu-
dents on campuses today than there were 10 years ago, despite in-
creases in the number of families in poverty. It is in this context of
deep concern for the future of equal educational opportunity at the
postsecondary level that H.R. 5240 must be examined.

The NCEOA strongly supports the 'authorization levels for TRIO
included in the bilLB.R. 5240's authorization. levels, while cau-
tious, do allow for growth in TRIO funding and such growth is
needed- if we are to extend these programs to serve a significant
part of our eligible population. And remember, TRIO projects in
this country right now are serving less than 10 percent of the eligi-
ble population.

Let me at this point-also commend the subcommittee for inclu-
sion in H.R. 5240 of specific language which will require the Secre-
tary to 'ive reeognitiOn to an institution's prior experience in con-
ducting a TRIO project in making future funding decisions. This
language, which clarifies and strengthens the current Iaw and
practice, will work to assure that those institutions which are pres-
ently providing effective services through TRIO,will not be arbi-
trarily discontinued. -

At the same time, even With recognition for prior experience, in-
effective projects are not *likely to be continued.

The NCEOA' supports the inclusion of the subpart on the Nation
al Center for Postsecondary Educational Opportunity as drafted.
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The lack of understandable, timely, appropriate information-about
college options and financing makes the role of even the most con-

e scientious parent, teacher, or counselor diffi4lt. The lack of ade-
, equate information about college admissions and financing is a prob-

lem to which there seems to be no immediate, simple solutions
available.

There are a wide range of pirtial solutions' which might be sug-
gested. What if a mass media campaign of the quality of the armed
services recruitment advertisements were conducted to promote
college attendance and postsecondary opportunity in this country'?
What if each school sent each parent a simple listing of the 'courses
children should take to prepare themselves for college? What if,
every student could sit down at a computer -in his home or school
and determine the cost of attendance for any postsecondary institu-
tion in his State, the financial aid he or she would most probably
be awarded at the institution and his or her probability of graduat-
ing from that' college?

Some of these approaches may be workable. The problem now is
that no single entity is responsible fore examining issues related to
access and promoting utilization of new methods for extending op-
portunity. For that reason,' the NCEOA supports strongly the cre-
ation of the national center.

I do not mean to suggest that the solution to the problem of
under-representation of low-income, first-generation, and minority
student's in _college will be readily solved merely by making more
information available. Certainly if there is insufficient financing of
student aid, no amount of information will assure access.

The. two former students I mentioned, -earlier would agree with
me, I am sure, that personal intervention is also a key variable in
effecting Change in the lives of the disadvantaged. What enabled
Mr. Glenn and Mr. Mesta:s to lead significantly different lives from
tl;eir brothers and sistisrs was the intervention of concerned and
knowledgeable adults, if* this case TRIO staff, in their lives.

Talent Search and educational opportunity centers allowA'or that
type of personal intervention. Over 80 percent of the Talent Search
in EOC funds that are allocated go to Yund staff, staff Who are most
often directly involVed in the college counkli'ng process.

H.R. 5240, by reducing tht matching requirement for educational
opportunity centers, brings additional consistency .tc that subpart.

In that the focus of this panel is on information regarding the
student aid programs, I will limit my remarks regarding other pro-
grams.

I would like to comment at thi?time on the council's strong^ op-
position to the addition of section 474(dX2) to the special services
authorization.

The NCEOA opposes this change in the special services authori-
zation because it would serve to further limit low-income minority,
first-generation, and financially handicapped students' choice re-
garding the institution which they will attend. It seems to reward
an institution's failure to meet student needs, and- it changes the
focus of one of our four TRIO progra from student assistance to
institutional assistance.
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Furtherthore, it proposes a radical change in our authorization
withoUt demonstrating evidence which seems to make that remedy
necessary.

Finally, I would like to conclude by noting' that the NCEOA has
not in this testimony addressed certain informationrelated topics
such as the student aid .awards process. Of course we endorse the
de opment of a master calendar and any steps which can be

exf-to simplify the student aids award process and to legislate a
tim table to make certain that students are itiforined of aid avail-
able in a timely manner.

The:NCEOA has participated in the deliberations of the National
Student Aid Coalition and works closely with the National Associa-
tion of Student Financial Aid Administrators on issues, affecting
low-income students. We support the recommendations being made
to the subcommittee by-the coalition-qnd NASFAA.

I thank you for this opportunity to `testify, and I would welco
any questions you have on my testimony at a later time.

Mr. BLAKEY. Thank you.
[The prepared statemer.t 6f Hal Payne followsl

PREPARED. STATEMENT OF HAL D. PAYNE, DEAN OF DEVY.16Fmrs:NTAL Szavicas, OBER-
LIN COLLEGE-, OBERLIN, OH, AND PAST PlIAISIDS.NT, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF EDUCA-
TIONAL OPPORTUNITY ASSOCIATIONS

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, my name is. Hal Payne and I ant
Dean of. Developmental Services, at Obkriin College in Oberlin, Ohio. I am also Past-President of the National Council of Educational Opportunity Associations andpair today on behalf of that organization, I very much appreciate the opportupity
to come before you to discuss HR 5240. I will address my remarks to Subpart 1 ofC of Title IV, the Special Programs 1-.Part or Students from Disadvantaged ,Rack-
grounds; as well as to Section 491, the Nati nal Center for Postsecondary Opportu-
nity. The Council fully supports Section 491, theNational Center, as it is drafted
and supports the TRIO Subpart, with the exception of Section 474(dX2), a new provi-
sion which gives priority in Special Services funding to certain categories of institu-tions.

THY FEDERAL ROLE IN ADVANCING EQUAL ovroveriairrx IN MOHAN ILDUCATION

The Federsupport for higher education, both in student' asaisianc'e and in. otherprogramsauth rized under the Higher Education Act and related acts, has been de-signed to accomplish a range of tasksfrom promoting excellence in elementary
and secondary education to assuring military preparedness. At least since the
Second World War; however, promoting equal educational opportunity in our na-tion's colleges and universities has been a central thrust of federal involvement in
higher education. If there was not a strong commitmentfrom both sides of the
aisleto the goal,pf equal educational appOrtunity-,, there would be no need to reau-
thorixejarge sections of the Higher Education Act of 1965.

For a aircrbec of_xenng people and adults, the only obstacles to colleie attendance
are eccmomic; these students simply .cannot pay the entire-cost ofpostasCondary at-tendance. The studelit financial aid programs are designed to address this issue of
relative economic disadvantage. Many students, on the other hand, face obstacles to
foliage attendance and graduation in addition to lack of financial resources. These
obstacles include lack of information about the postsecondary options which are
available to them, both in terms of college choice and financial aid; lack of familial
and peer support for college attendance; lack of academic preparation; and lack ofconfidence.

I would like to briefly describe two former students with whom I have been ac-quainted for whom TRIO programs have made the critical difference with respect W
opportunity in this society. Everett Glenn was a student in Oberlin's class of 1974.
He4ertrolled at Oberlin on the advice of a counselor, in the Case Western Reserve
Upward Bond program Mr. Glenn grew up in one of the worst sections of Cleve-
land, an& attended a fairly typical inner city high school where he was a C student.
His older sister, who had graduated second in her high school class, had not attend-
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ed college. Everett received tutoring, counseling and extended instruction in writing
from the Special Services, project at Oberlin. After graduation, he enrolled in and
later graduated from the (fie Western Reserve Law School. After affiliating with
two respected law firmsin Cleveland and in San Francisco he established his ,

own firm, Super Plus, which represents professioaal athletes. Super Plus has its
principal office in San Francisco and branch offices in Philadelphia and Atlanta.
Mr. Glenn is presently President of Super Phis. , . .

I have recently become acquainted w ittiiiraraiward Mestas who is presently an
intern in the Commerce Department. M . Mestas grew up in a small town in New
1 xico; none-of his brothers and sisters had finished high school. He was recruited
in 3 Upward Bound in rather unusual. circumstances. While running down the hall
to ape his high school principal who was attempting to "paddle" him foi being
late to class, Mr. Mestas literally ran. into the Upward director. Although a I) stu-
dent when he entered Upward Bound, Mr. Mestas graduated from high school with
a 3.7 average; graduated from college with honors; and is now completing his M.B.A.

I am sure TRIO staff, students and former students and their .families have pro-
vided each of you similar stories of many, young people in your districts--poorstu-
dents, physically-handicapped students, minority students', academically anderpre-
pared studentsin whose liveis the TRIO programs have intervened and 'made the

difference.
In authorizing the TRIO programs, Congress recognized the non-financial obsta-

cles to college attendance and graduation which many individuals ftice. It recognized
that providing student financial aid, in and of itself, is not enough to assure that a
large group of students will actually have a realistic oppertunity to succeed in col-
lege. For this reason, the House Committee on Education and Labor in its report
accompanying HR 5192, the Education.Amendments of 1980, referred to the TRIO
programs as "an integral part of the studegh assistance programs aimed at achiev- .

ing equal educational opportunity." 4
In 1980, Congress targeted non-financial student assistance on the disadvantaged,

Noting that many groups of young people and adults are disadvantaged due to a
whole range of factors ranging from rural isolation to residence in an area where
the`predpininant language is not.English, rather than attempting to list each possi-
ble index of disadvantage, the Subcommittee used two factors income skral parents'
educational attainmentto define the group targetted for TRIO servi.. It then
gave program administrators on individual campuses the discretion to choose those
most in need of servicesdrom among this target group,

S., There are five TRIO programs presently authorized. Two programs, Talent Searili
and Educational Opportunity Centers, tire designed 'to provide information about
college-admissions and student financial aid. Both of these programs are short-term
interventions with a per client cost below $100. Talent Search projects generally
focus on youth; 'while Educational Opportunity Centers focus on adults including
welfare recipients and displaced workers. ,

Two othe? TRIO programs work with students to assure that they are prepared
n graduate from college. UpWard Bound works with students while in high

-both in -summer sessions and in after school and -Saturday p : It

ege. UpWard Bound has demonstrated its ability- to Impact of stud nt lives.
:te provide youth enrolled the skills and motivation they need to be uccessfid

For example, a 1980 Research Triangle Study commissioned by the Department of.
Education followed a` randonysample of 3,710 Upward Bound twelfth graders, and
comparable students from high schools in which they were enrolled who did
receive servicee. Ninety-one Percent- (91%) of Upward Bound, graduates svient to
college. Moreover Upward mid graduates were fain; times as likely tit graduate'
from college as similar stud is who did not have benefit of Upward Bound.

Special Services pr .., on the other hand, serve Iow-income, first-generation
and physically handicapped students already enrolled in college. Last year, Special-
Services "projects provided counseling, remedial instruction, and tutoring to over
150,000 students including.11;000 ph,ysicallrhandica,ppeci students. The average cost
per Special Services student served was less Ilnin U50. A Department of' Education
study of Special Services conducted by Systems Development Corporation conniuded
that students receivitg the-full range of Special Servicesinstruttion, tutoring and
counselingwere 2.26 times as likely to complete their freshmen year in college as
were students who did not receive those services. --

The fifth TRIO program rovides training to persons working in EOC's. Special
Services, Talent Search and UPward'Bound: In 1984-85, this training, which ac-
counted for about one-half of 1% of the TRIO appropriation, was used to encourage
computer utilization in TRIO project*. orient new directors, enable Special Services -

d .
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project& ton better serve die clitabled, and strengthen instructional services in TRIO
T.* Cta"

TUX DIDCLINX IN /CDUCATIONAI. OPPOICTLIN1TY

During the lust several years we have witnessed a substantial decline in educa-
tional opportunity at the postsecondary level. While there are, ofcourse, some struc-
tural and operational problems in she student assistance programs which have exac-
erbated this decline, its principal cause, in my view, is the loss in real value of stu-
dent assistance. Since 1980, according to the College Board, the value of student fi
nancial aid dropped by 21%. During the same period., the value of the TRIO appro-
priation declin%d 28%.

Declining enrollments of low-income and minority students are troubling in the
aggregate, and they are equally troubling on the individual campus. According to a
study released this year by the National Center for Education Statistics, there are
fewer black males in college today than there were in 1975, despite the fact that the
number of blacks graduating' from high Belisle,' has increased by 20% since that
time. The ,findings of the National Commission on Student Assistance indicate that
there are fewer low-income students on campuses todaylhan there were ten years
ago despite increases in the number of families in poverty. Similarly, enrollments of
Hispanic students are declining Census data suggest that the percentage of 18. to 24
year old Hispanic youth attendi g college has declined from 20% in 1975 to less
than I'M today. Finally, there 50,000 fewer TRIO .students served today than
there were four years ago.

COMMENTS liNGAILDING CIINFAAL PROVISIONS IN TUX TRIO SULIPA.XT 0/r ILIL 5240

It is in this-Context of deep concern for the future of equal educational opportuni-
ty at the postsecondary level that H.R. 5240 must be examined. The NCEO strongly
supports the authorization levels for TRIO inchided in the bill. H.R. 5240's authOti-
:ration levels, while cautious, do allow for growth in funding for TRIO. And such
growth is needed. In fiscal year 1985,

., TRIO projects served less than 105::t f the ell-
.&le-population. -

I would, ifs may, bring this rather amorPhous figure down to the 'campus level.
At the University og Illinois where they are more than 3,300 students eligible for
TRIO services, the $89,000 Special Services grant provides only $21 for.each eligible

._ataident. Thus services Must be severely restricted. this type of funding is the rule
rather than the _exception. The average grant size in all of the TRIO programs is
below $250,000 and in thacase of the 123 Talent Search projects and the 640 Special
Services' projects, the average grant in .fiscal year 1983 was below $110,000. In that
the need for expanded TRIO services' is well documented, the National Council of
Educational Opportunity Associations strongly supports the TRIO authorization
levels included in H,R. 5240 which allow for such expansion.

Let aw, at this point also commend the Subcemniittee for the inclusion in HR 5240
of specric language which will require the Seeretary to give recognition to an insti-
tution's prior experience in conducting a TRIO project in making future funding de-
cisions. This language, which clarifies and strengthens current. law and practice,
will work to assure that those institutions which arepresently providing effective
TRIO services will not be arbitrarily discontinued. At the same time, even with reo-
ognition given to "prior experience," ineffective projects will most probably not be
continued. Under current practice; a weeding out of what appear to be lees etretive
projects tidies pluce-in -every-TRIO:Cinnpetition. ititions held for fiscal
'iscal 1983, and fiscal 1984 TRIO fund, approximately 10% of previously funded
projects were discontinued each year. ,Such rates of turnpver would moat probably
continue under the language included in HR 5240.

5240:.XXO0164IKINLIATIONS RIP0ARIIING TIIII N ATIONAL =TT= TIN POSTSZCONIIAILY
znucaraDsrAi. OPPONTUNrrY

The NCEOA supports the inclusion of the Subpart on the Natio Center for r.

Postsecondary Educational Opportunity as drafted. The lack of understandable,
timely, appropriate information about college options and financing makes the, role
of even the most conscientious- parent, teacher- or counselor difficult. This lack of
information and its negative consequences has been a principal foctis of the_work of
the National Student Aid Coalition. If adequacy of information about student assist-
ance is a problem for the Middle income parent, and teachers and counselors whose
students are primarily drawn from middle lucerne families., to the low-income
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parent or the counselor in the inner city high School, this lack of infprmation often-
times becomes insurmountable.

The lack of adequate information about college admission and financing is not a
problem to which there seem to be immediate, simple, solutions available. A range of
partial solutions; howevr, suggest itself. What if a mass media campaign or the

"mote
of the armed services recruitment advertisements were conducted, to pr

mote college attendance and posteecondary opportunity? What if every state d6
meet of public instruction sent each pa each eighth grade student a simple
listing of courses children should take for college? What if every student
could sit down, at a computer in bisfher d determine. the cost of attendance
for any pootsecoutiary institution in the the financial aid he or she would
most probably be awarded at each institution of choice, arid his or hir probability of

. graduating from that college?
Some of these approaches may be wora41 , me may not 13.e workable. At prbs-

enty, however, there is no way to know'._ o si le entity is responsible for examin-
ing issues relating to information and acaess, assuring the dissemination of informa-
tion neceasary to assure access, and promoting utilization of new methods for ex-
tending opportunity, For this reason, the NCE(?A-strongly supports the creation of
the National Center for Postsecondary Educational Opportunity.

H.R. 5240: PROVISIONS wrra TO LIHICATION04.1..OPPORTUNITy CENTIMIS AND Pt?
TALRNV SRARCH .)

I do not mean to suggest.that the solution the problem of undempresentation
of 10W-income, first generation and minori students in college will be readily
solved when more information is availabfe. rtainly, if there is insufficent financ-
ing of student aid, no amount of Wormation will assure access. The two former stu-
dents mentioned earlier in the testimony would, I am sure agree, that personal
intervention is also a key variable in affecting chenge in the lives of the disadvan-
taged. Information alone is not enough. Wbat enabled Mr. Glenn and Mr. Mestas to
lead significantly different lives than their brothers and sisters was tlakintervention
of concerned and 'le adultin this k case TRIO staffin their lives.
Talent Search. and Educat I Opportunity Centers allow that type of personal
intervention. Over SO% ef alent Swrch and EOC funds go to fund staff, who are
most often directly involved in the college counseling proeess:

HR 5240, in reducing the matching requirement for\FAucational Opportunity Cen-
ters, brings additional consistency to the subpart, No TRIO program except EOC'
now requires matching funds. Given the technological changes in the workplace
which increase the need for worker retraining, this step to incou.rage more institu-
tions to nperateE0Cs should result in providing increased information ;services for
adults.

. H.R. 5240: PROVISIONS wrrx ILESPECI. TO SPROIAL RXRPIORS AND UPWARD BOUND

In that the focus of this panel is information regardiag the student fmaticial aid
progituns, I will limit my remark regarding the two TRIO programs whoe4 focus is
academic preparation and college retentionUpward Bound and Special Services. I,
find it necessary; however, at this time to underscore the Council's-strong opposition
td the addition of Section 474(dVa iii, the Special Services authorization. The addi-
tion reads as follows:

"t2) in approving application from funds available for such projects in excess of
the amount available for such projects for fiscal year .1985, the Secret, g shall give
priority to iastitritions whose applications demonstrate a significant minority qnroll-
meat and a disproportiqnately high drop-out rate."

The National, Council of Educational Opportunity. Assecnations opposes this
change in the Special Services authorization because: (1) it Would serve to further
deny' low-income, minority, first-generation and physically handicapped students
choice regarding institution of attendance; (2) it rewards institutional failti '
meeting student need; (3) it changes the focus of ;le 'of the four TRIO progr
from student assistance to institutional assistan , and `(4) it proposes a radical
change in the Subpart without corresponding-evidence of the problem it seeks to
address. Let me briefly discuss each 'bf these concerns.

/, lkjual eh.Dice
It has been the consistent stance of the National Council of Ed Opportu-

nity Associattans and its predecessor group, the National Coordinating Council of
F.ducational Opportunity Associations, that an important national goal related to
advancing equal 'educational opportunity is encouraging k more adequate represent-
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ative of low-income, minority, first-generation and physically handicapped students
in all categories of institutions. On a number of occasions, in testimony before Vari-
ous committees of the Congress, 'we have specifically thentioned the underrepresen-
tation of low-income and minority students in traditonal four year colleges and uni-
Nersities and their relative overrepresentation in two-Year instittitions as indicative
of problems which preseptky exist with respect to educational opportunity. InclUsion

'of this languge would serve to further encourage low-income, minority, and other
first-generation, students needed supportive, services to attend categories of institu-
tions where the groups from which they are drawn are overrepresented, and dis-
courage them from attending colleges where persons from their backgrounds are un-derrepresented,

2. Rewarding failure
Perhaps the most obvious peal= with language is that it-provide funds for sup-,

portive services to institutions -which, by demonstrating their high dropout rates,
a prove they are not meeting4stuglent need. At the same time, the language denies

funds to institutions which, either through their own sesourcee, or while through
using a combination of their own amds federal funds, have been successful in reduc-
ing attrition. It is indeed troubling for fie to come here from Oberlinan institu-
tilm'which has

i
admitted and setNed iiinority student for 150 years, longer than

any other' poet-secondary' institution. n the United States; to be told that because
Oberlin has consistently enrolled an graduated the students it admits, majority
and minority alike, it should have priority for Special Services funds than an
iitatitutfon which consistently admit students and fails to allow theireto graduate.

.3. Change in focus i . .

The principal purpose of all of the Title IV programs is not to aid colleges and
universities; it is to aid students. The Itutering, counseling and remedial instruction
provided by Special ervices projects is necessary to students' success in college. Dis-a
advantaged students in majority and minority institutions need support; students in
four-year and two-year schools need support! There are appropriate places in this
legislation to, provide assistance to partipular categories of institutions, To use the..
TRIO subpart to provide institutional aid and at the same tithe deny services to
some students who have need of them because they chose to attend another catego-
ry of school subverts the purpose of the TAIO subpart.

i, ?4. Lackof eyidence of a problem
. The inclusion of this language is particularly troubling because at present there is
no evidence that the particular problem which it apparently seeks towaddress does
in fact exist, Black Colleges, for example, are not underrepresented among Special
Services grant recipients. Forty-four (44) of the 61 historically black undergraduate
colleges sponsor Special' Services projects. Junior and commtinity colleges are not
underrepresented among Special Service host institutions, Nearly 200 of the 640
presently funded Special Services projects are located in junior and community col-
leges, Further, there is no evidence that an institution seriously desirous of Special
Services funding, but not presently funded, cannot compete and receive a Special
Services grant. Of the approximately 160 institutions which applied for Special
Services funding in fiscal f9S4, and which did notreceive funding in fiscal 1982, 60
will be funded, Eveh in times of severe financial constraint, such as the_ present.
new Special Services prOPosals have almost a 40.'c chance of being funded.

Finally, let me conclude by noting the NCEOA has not, in this testimony, ad-
,dressed certain inforhiation-related topics such as the student aid awards process.
The NCEOA has participated in the deliberations of the National Student Aid Coali-
tion and works closely with the National Association of Student Financial Aid Ad-
ministratOrs on issues affecting low-income students. We support the ree.arnmenda-
tion being made to the Subcommittee by the Coalition and by NASFAA.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify on behalf of the counselors, teachers and
administrators represented by the National Council of Educational Oppoetuolty As.
ism iat ions. .0 .

Mr. BLAKEY. Dr. Herr.

STATEMENT OF EDWIN L. HERR, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
COUNCIL ON CAREER DEVELOPMENT

'' r 0 Mr. HERR. Thank you. ..
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My name is Edwin L. Herr. I am president of the American Asso-
ciation for Counseling and Development, formerly the American
Personnel, and Guidance Association, which represents 'more than
42,000 professional counselors, .counselor educators, college student
personnel, financial aid specialists and related human development
specialists. I am also head a the Division of COunseling and Educa-
tional Psychology at the PennsylVania State University.

I feel it is a privilege to be here tHis 4fternoon to share with you
the very perceptive insight of the panelists throughout the after -
noon.

AACD and the American College Personnel Association, our ila-
tional division concerned with student development, hat
long supported the development and delivery of coinpreihensive stu-
dent services designed to meet the needs °tithe young adults pre-,'
paring-ferm.and engaged in, postsecondary education..

The professional counseling and student development specialists
that I represent believe that.the Federal 'role in student assistance
in higher education is crucial to the maintenance of higher educa-
tipn opportunities for all qualified, current and potential postsec-
ondary students, and we therefore support the continuation of a
significant Federal investment in student assistance, an investment

hich we believe benefits both individual students and the entire
ation.
With respect to access to student aid, H.R. 5240, Chairman

Simon's proposal for reauthorizationof the Higher Education Act
of 1965, includes several legislative mechanisms designed to ap-
proach the second goal of providing easy and timely access to the
student aid funds which can- meet a student's demonstrated need.
These mechanisms are intended to prevent delays in the student
aid delivery process, to prevent the charging of excessive fees to
needy students ancrfo' simplify, the stalent aid Or9gram structure.

First, AACD applauds the effort to prevent delays in student aid
delivery,, through inclq.ding in the legislation both a master ealen-.
dar for student aid delivery and the Pell 'grant family contribution
schedule. We are concerned, however, about the inclusion of both
the elements of the needs analysis for the guaranteed student loan
and `campus -based programs, and the authority of the Secretary of
the Department of Education to set a family contribution:§FifeduIe
for these other programs; these two -inclusions could create new
and unnecessary' inflexibility, delays, arid restrictiveness in the
system- of need analysis f o r these p r o g r a m s .

) Second, we support the eliminatiop of student aid application
fees and the GSL origination fee, since both of these fees created
barriers between students and the financial aid dollars they
needed. We also appreciate the effort to restrict the collection of
excessive insurance premiums on federally reinsured GSL's, but. we
fear that this section falls short of taking the requisite steps
toward eliminating unnecessary insurance ptemiums, and we rec-
ommend the addition-of provisions similar to those *uggested in the
repout by the National Commission on Student Financial Assist-
ance to address this issue.

Third, we must express our reservations abtut the "simplifica-
tion" of the student aid program structure through the merging cit.
funds currently appropriated for supplemental 'educational oP'por-'
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tonity grants, State 'student incentive-grants, and national direct
ttudent loans into a single campus-based block grant. Although we
understand that beneficial results tare intended, we believe that:
First, each of these programt 'serves an important function which
may be lo,st.mihen they are combined into one progratn; -second, we
are concerned that reductions in funding may be more easily made
on one larger program than on three smaller programs; third, the
new block grant, along with-the reversion of the auxiliary GSL pro-
gram back to a parentoonly loan program would be .yet another
blow to the stability of the student aid program system, and stabili-
ty, though highly desirable, has been sadly lacking in the System
over the last 3 years; and fourth, the simplicity sought by many of
the partners in the student aid system is sunplicity in the student's
aid applicationand in the delivery of aid to.,the student, not in the
Federal, prograth structure itself.

With respect to access to student aid information, AACD std.
ports the provisions in the bill, similar to those in current law, for
information to students with regard to th4ir loans and their pro:
spectiv'e or current institution's aid packages. We believe that these
provisions are important in allowing students to become informed
consumers of the student aid _programs available to them.

Second, we endorse the concept of authorizing .pre - eligibility de-
terminations and training for financial aid administrators, peer
counselors, et cetera, as \is authorized in `current law. However,
these authorized activities have never been carried'out, and we be-
lieve it is not fruitful to reauthorize programs without any modifi
cation when those programs have never been funded. We would be
happy to work with you to modify these provisions.

H.R. 4250 does include some provisions for student access to in-
formation and counseling abbot opportunities in postsecondary
education and beyondinformation and toithseling on a broader
'range of- issues than just student aid programs. However, AACD
urges this subcommittee to consider expanding still further the
scope of information and counseling programs in H.R. 5240 to in-

- elude...programs of information and ,counseling for students at all
three transition points related to higher education: From a sec-
ondary school to a ppstsecondary institution; from one postsecofid-
ary institution or program to another; and from a postsecondary in-
stitution to employment. -

Within that context, we, at AACD, are pleased to comment favor-
ably upon the inclusion in the bill of a new national center for
postsecondary educational opportunity. This center, proposed joint-
ly by AACD the National Council of Educational Opportunity As-
sociations, and the National Association of College Admission
Counselors, would provide for- imprqved information dissemination
and counseling with regard to both postseeondary education oppor-
tunitieS and the financial assistance available. to make those oppor-
tunities, realistic alternatives for even the poorest students.

Second, _AACD wholeheartedly supports the expansion of funding
for TRIO progtarns as those information, counseling, and tutoring
programs of proven effectiveness have enabled many disadvantaged
students to gain access to and persist in postsecondary courses of
study.' ,
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Third, `AACD supports the concept of educational outreach pro-
grams for both traditional and nontraditional students, as afe in-
cluded in current law, but these programs have never been funded. ,

We therefore suggest that they be modified to include a new pro-
gram of small incentive grants to educational institutions and orga-
nizations, which provide for the assessment of students' needs for
information and counseling, model counseling programs and re-.,
search to meet those, information and counseling' needs, 'training of
counseling personnel, evaluation' Of the effectiveness of model pro-.
gams, research and personnel training, and dissemination of the re-
sults of those efforts. - .

In addition to what I said,,one, AACD supports the inclusion of a
new advisory committee on 'student financial assistance which
would, among other activities, recommend to the Secretary. of Edu-
cat.ion student information requirements which would improve
access and choice for students eligible for title IV assistance. We
suggest that a high school or college counselor could prdvide addi-
tiOnal insight into the information requirements of current and po-
tential postsecondary students.

Two, AACD' supports the title V provisions for enhailting excel-
lence in teaching through-several programs, including those in part
C-- institutes and workshops; part D--.-professional development;
and part Einstitutional assistance. We believe that educational
excellence would be fuither enhanced by allowing cohnselors and
other student services personnel to improve their skills through
participating in the.institutes and other programS. These persons
are also extremely impoitant parts of the information flow and stu-
dent options and we believe that the student assistance provisions

, will assist them.
Three, AAA) has a significant international membership, and

we therefore endorse, the programs in title VI for international
education. We share the chairman's view of the iAirx.)rtanCe of
intercultural understanding for today's students.

fin conclusion, we believe that the student assistance provisions
of H.R. 5240, with their greater funding potential, move in the de-
sirable direction of meeting students' needs with regard to' ever-in-
creasing college costs. However, there remaihs,a significant unmet
need for improved information and counseling services for students
to facilitate their decisionmaking processes, and to ensure that
their decisions broaden, rather than limit, the scope of tgeir oppor-
tunities.

The goal of improving those information and counseling services
is one which is clearly in accordance with the current quest for ex-
cellence in education. As Federal student assistance programs are
an investment in the human capital of this Nation, student infor-
mation and counseling services are an investment in the efficient
and effective utilization of student assistance resources..

I thank ,you for this opportunity to testify before you this after-
noon and I would be happy to answer any questions you might
have.

[Prepared Statement' of Edwin L. Herr follows:]

7 73.
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PRIEFARED STATEMENT air EDWIN L; Herne PiissinesT., AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
FOR COONTSELING AND DEVELOPMENT, ON BEHALF OF THE AMETICAN ASSOCIATION,
Woe CoueiSELINCgAND DEVELOPMENT

Mr., Chairman and distinguished members of the Subcommittee on Postsecondary
Education of the Committee on Education and Labor, I appreciate the 'opportunity
to testify before you this afternoon in support Of the Feelers; rule in higher educa-
tion, and wore specifically, in student assistance anikprograms of information and
counseling for the current and potential postsecondary students of this nation.

My name is Dr. Edwin L. Herr, and I am President of the American Association
for Counseling and Development (formerly the American Personnel and Guidance
Association), which represents 42,000 professional counselors, counselor educators,
college student personnel, financial aid specialists and reTated human development
specialists. I am also Head of the-4)ivision of Counseling and EducationaSPsycholo-
gy at The Pennsylvania State University. AACD -and the AmericaraC011ege Person-
nel Association (ACPA), our national cfivision concerned with college student devel
opment, have long supported the- development and delivery of comprehensive stn.
dent services designed to meet the needs of the young adults preparing for and en-
gaged in postsecondarrtScation. The counselors, administrators and other special-.
ists who cemprise the admissions, housing, student life, financial aid, career plan-
ning and placement, counseling center and othei-,stiident service programs on the
campuses of this nation's two- and four-year colleges and universities are directly
responsible for assisting students with educational," career, personal; social and eco-
nomic decisions that they must make.

Mr. Chairman, the professional counseling and student development specialists
that I represent believe that the Pedefial role in student assistance in higher educa-
tion is crucial to the maintenance of higher education opportunities for all qualified
current and potential postsecondary students, and we therefore support the continu-
ation of a significant EederaI investment in studeneassistance, an investment which
benefits both individual students and the entire nation. However, AACD believes
that the federal dollars expended on student aid could be utilized in a more effective
and efficient manner if the students assisted by thase dollars had a more realistic
grasp of which educational and career goals might be appropriate for tli4on given
their particular interests, abilities and aptitudes.

Therefore, AACDurges this Subcothmittee to review H.R. 5240 to strengthen the
degree to which the bill provides students with (1) ease, and timely access to accu-
rate and understandable information and counseling with regard to opportunities
available in higher education and beyond, which would,enable students to choose
the educational and career paths which best suit their ambitions and abilities, and
(2) easy and timely access to the nstudent fiancial assistance which would enable
students to pursue their chosen educational paths.

ACCESS TO STUDENT AID

II.R. 5240, Chairman Simon's proposal for reauthorization of the Higher Educa-
tion Act of 1905, includes several legislative mechanisms designed po approach the
second goal of providing easy and timely access to the student aid funds which can
meet a student's demonstrated need. These mechanisms are intended to prevent
delays ia the student aid delivery process, to prevent the charging of excessive fees
to needy students and to simplify the student aid program structure.

First, AACD applauds the effort to prevent delays in student aid delivery, through
including in the legislation both a master calendar for student aid deliimry [Sec.
483(d)]" and the Pell Grant family contribution schedule [Sec. 403]. We are con-
ceria.cl, however, about the inclusion of both the elements of the needs analysis for
the,.Guaranteed Student Loans and campus-based programs [Sec. 482(b)], and the au-
thority of trite Secretary of the Department of Education to set a family contributien
schedule for these other programs [Sec. 482(a)]; thee two inclusions could create new
and unnecessary inflexibility, delays and restrictiveness in the system of needs anal-
ysis for these programs.

Second, we support the elimination of student aid applicatiOn fees [Sec, 482(a)] and.,
the GSL origination fee, since both of these fees created barriers between students
and the financial aid dollars they needed. We also appreciate the effort to retrict
the collectjon of excessive insurance premiums on federally-reinsured GSL's [Sec.
442(a)(6)], but we fear that this section falls short of taking the requisite steps
toward eliminating unnecessary insurance premium*, and we recommend the atioli-

. tion of provisions similar to those suggested in the report by the National Cemads-
sion o Inancial Assistance to address this issue.
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Third, we must express our reservations about the "simplification" of the student
aid program. structure through the merging of funds currently appropriated for Sup-
plemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOG), State Student Incentive Grants ,.,
(SSIG) and National Direct Student -Loan (NDSL) into a single campus-based block
grant [Part A, Subpart 3]. Although we understand that beneficial results are in-
tended, we believe that: (1) Fah of these programs serves an impottant function
which may be lost when they are combined into one program; (2) we are concerned
about reductions in funding may be more easily made on One larger pi-6gram than
on three smaller programs; [the Chapter Two block grant in elementary and second-
ary education amply illustrates both (1) and (2)] (3) the new block grant, along with
the reversion of the auxilliary GSL prograill back to a parent-only loan program
[Sec. 4511 would be yet another blow to this stability of the student aid program
system, and stability, though highly desirable, has been sadly lacking in the system
over the last three years; and (4) the simplicity sougllt by many of the partners in
tlkstudent aid system is simplicity in the student's aid application and in,the deliv-
ery cif aid to the student, not-in thtederal program structure itself.

. ACCESS TO RTUPENT AID INFORMATION

H.R. 1240 includes legislative mechanisms designed to approach one aspect of the
first goal mentioned aboveproviding easy and timely access to accurate and Under-
standable student aid information. (The other aspect of the first goalthat of prix -'
viding access to other information and counseling about opportunities in poetsecond-

education and beyond --will be addressed in the next section of my testimony.)
, 'irst, AArD supports the provisions in the bill, similar to those in current law,

for information to students with regard to their loans [Sec. 435] and their prospec-
tive or current institution's aid packages [Sec. 455]. We believe that these provisions
are important in allowing students to, become informed cohtaimers of the student
aid programs available to them.

Second, wceendorse-The concept of authorizing pre-eligibility determinations [SEC.
483(c)] and trenning for financial si, . administrators, peer counselors, tate. [SEC. 486],
as authorized in current law. However, these tuthoriied activities have never
bee rried out, and we believe it is not fruitful to reauthorize programs without
any oditications when those programs have never been funded. We would be
happy to work with you to modify these provisions. ,- -- .

ACCESS TO OTHER INFORMATION AND COUNSELING

H,R. 5240 doee include some provisions for student access 'to information and
counseling about opportunit0 in postsecondary education and beyondinformation
and counseling on a broadei' range of issues than just student aid programs Howev-
er, AACD urges this SubcornitZzatso consider expanding still' further the scope of
information and counseling p in 1-I.R. 5240, to include programs of informa-
tion and counseling for students at all three, transition points related to higher edu-
cation: From a secondary school te a postsecondary institutiep; from one poetsecxmd-
ary institution or program to another; and from a postsecondary institution to em-
ployment. ..... I

First, we at AACD are pleased to comment favorably upon the inclusion in the
bill of new National Center for Postsecondary Educational Opportunity [SEC. 491].
This nter, roposed jointly by AACD, the National Council of Educational °ppm.-

' tunit Associ is (NCEOA), and the National Association of College Admission
thunselors (NA ',AC), ould provide for unproved information dissemination and
counseling with roger both postsecondary education opportunities and thetfinan-
cial assistahee availabi to make those opportunities realistic alternatives for even
the poorest students. i. .

Second, AACD wholehea\tedly supports the expansion of funding for TRIO pro-,
grams [Prat C, Subpart 1], as those information, counseling and tutoring programs
of proven effectiveness have enabled* many disadvantaged students to &an access to
and persist An postpecondary courses of study:

Third, AACD supports the concept of Educational Outreach Programs [Title I,
Part A] for both traditional and nontraditional students, as are included in current

law, but these programs have never been funded. We therefore suggest that they be
modified to include a new program of small incentive grants to educational institu-
tions and organizations, which provide for the assessment of students' needs for in-
'formation and counseling, model counseling programs and research to meet those
information and counseling nee4, training of counseling personnel, evaluation of
the effectiveness of model program, research and personnel training, and dissemi-
nation of the results of ,those efforts (see Appendix). ,
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It is interesting to note that AACD began an investigation into the higher educe-4
Lion- related counseling needs of students with a focus on student information and
counseling services, earlyin secondary.school, tc; promote wider accts to postsec-
ondary programs and financial assists ice, However, we soon recognized that the
need for a.Federal. program relating to counseling was a need for a program which
facilitated the improvement of counseling and student services with regard to all of
the interrelated aspects of students' educational and occupational development. We
realized that the Federal interest in stiadent biformatioreand counseling in prepara-
tion for the entrance into higher education was integrally connected with their suc-
cess in higher education; efforts to provide academic and financial access to pootsec-

,. ondare education ape wasted unless the postsecondary education received is in liar-
irony with a student's aspirations and abilities, and is productive in providing an
appropriate background for future employment directions, and assistance in obtains
ing that employment. If students' transition periods (school-to-school' and school-to-
work) are not well planned, Federal dollars spent on student financial assistance are
uselesS, as students finish no better off than they began.,

Sodie final cOmmentson H.R. 5240: (1) AACD supporti the inclusion of a new Ad-
visory Committee on Student Financial AsSistance [SEC. 492], Which would, among

. other activities, recommend to the Secretary of Education student information re-
.quirements which would improve access ands,choitle for students eligible for Title jV
assistance. We suggest that a high school or college counselor Could provide addi-
tional insight into the information requirements of current and potential postsec-
ondary students, (2) AACD supports the Title V provisions for enhancing excellence
in teaching through several prog-ranis, including those in Part C-Institutes and
Workshops, Part DPeofessioual Development, and Part Eo-Institutional Assist-
ance. We believe that educational excellence would be further enhanced by allowing
counselors and other student services personnel to improve their skills through par-
ticipating in the institutes and other programs. (3) AACD has a significant interna-
tional membership, and we therefore endorse the programs in Title VI for interne-.
tional education. We shiire the Chairman's view of the importance of intercultural
understanding fOr today's students.

In conelusibn, we belieye that the.student assistance provisions of H.R. 5240, with
their greater funding potential, move in the desirable direction of meeting students'
needs with regard to ever-increasing college costs. However, there remainsa signifi-
cant unmet need for improved information and counseling services for students, to

'4 facilitate their decision-making processaand to ensure that their decisions brnaden,
rather than limit, the scone of,thair opportunities. The goal of improving those in-
formation and counseling services is one\ which is clearly in accordance with the
current quest for excellence in education. As Federal student assistance programs
are ah, investment in the human capital of this nation, student information and
-counseling services are an investment in the efficient and effective utilization of stu-
dent assistance resources.

A I thank you for this opportunity to testify before you this afternoon, and I would '
be happy to answer any questions you might.have.

APPENDIX

HIGHER EDUCATION STUDENT INYORMATION ADD) COUNSELIN PROGRAM -

A, iflinclin,gs

The Congress finds that ..

"(1) There is a significant lack of adequate information resources which counselors
may utilize in assisting students to make decisions about their higher education and
einployment future; and

(2) Although many schools and institutions have created effective makiels for the
delivery ni information and services to students, there is a need to organize existing
models, develop new models, and then disseminate the models for counseling and,.
student services programs, so that a greater number of students may benefit from
them.

t.Statement of purpose
. .It is the purpose of this program to assist secondary schools and postsecondary

institutions in providing improved information and .counseling services to students '
(and graduates) in order to facilitate their higher education and employment deci-
sion-making process, especially during periods of transition, such as

(I) From a secondary school to a postsecondary institution;
(2) from one postsecondary institution or program to another; and

4 4'
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(a) from a postsecondary institution tomployment, and from one job' to another
(followup career maintenance assistance). '

C Authorization Irf apprzyikiation,s
. (1) FY 1986$15 million; FY 1987$20 million; FY 1988$25 million; FY% 1989-j-
$20 million; and FY 1990-115 million.

(2) For each Fiscal Year between October 1, 1985, and Septembr 30, 1990: Author-
ization in autti of $1 million to sunport a clearing -houseon student information and
counseling which -would, disc ;note research findings and counseling MOciels
tionwide.

Q. Application for funds
(1) Secondary schOols, postsecondary institutions, nonprofit education organiza-

tions, and any combinations thereof may apply to the Secretary through a competi-
tive grant pi'ocess.for a two-year, non - renewable grant$25,00(1 maximum per year).

(2) To ensure access to the program for Roorer schools (who need if most): (a) Pro- ,
vide a formula which directs grants (or'a portion of them) toward poorer school dis-
trios, institutions, and students, and (b) modify the competitive nature of the grant

- application, since those who need it least are.most likely to have the resources to
have a proft.\:isional grant writer to apply for it.

R. Marching regal/wrier:I 1

10% match by recipient of grant to ensure commitmlitEto the program. .

F. Uses of funds .

(I) Recipients of grants under this program shall use the funds for(a) Assess-
ment of student information and counseling resource improvement needs; (b) devel-
ppinent and implementation of exemplary an4 iminvative counseling models; (c) re-
search to gather and analyze new and needed data and information and to compile ,

existing datanand information into a useable form; (d) training of counseling person-
nel; (e) evaluation of the effectiveness of counseling models, research, and personnel
training programs; and/or ,(f) dissemination of successful counseling models, re-
search and personnel training programs.

(2) These counseling models, research and personnel.training programs should be
designed to improve the following aspects of the information and counseling services
available to students (and graduates) during periods of transition

(a) Front a secondary school to a postsecondary institution: (i) courses of study
which broaden opportunitiet,s, (ii) postsecondary ts, sources of and applications for
student financial Aid, and indebtedneis pOblems, (iii) postsecondary institution
charaaeristics, and (iv) long-term employment implications;

(b) From one postsecondary institution or program to another: (i) potential majors,
(ii) potential graduate and professional education programs, and (iii) employment
prospects; and

(c)- From a postsecOndary institution to employment and from job to job: (i) em-
ployment prospects (particularly important information, in this era of rapidly ad-
vancing technology), (ii) personal and financial implicatitms of employment decisions
and (iii) job - seeking skills.

G. Equity provision
To ensure that counseling works toward eliminating and not perpetuating bar-

riers created by discrimination on the basis of race, sex, handicap, etc.

H. Maintenance of effort probision
To ensure that federal funds supplement and do not, supplant existing state and

local funds for iku,idance and counseling.

` L Definition , -

The higher education and employment decision-making process includes
(1) Awareness of personal aspirations and abilities,
(2) exploration of alternative options,
(3) decision from among* options,

,(4) implementation of decision, b.
(5) orientation towards new endeavor, .

(i;)maintenance of chosen endeavor, and a
(7) planning for progression within chosen endeavor and/or exploration of new op-

tions.
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01. Coordination with mlivant
Vocational ii,ducation Act, Job Training Partnersh&Act, etc.

K. Secondary/postecfon.divy split
Not more than 10%. of apprcipriated funds shall go to secondary schools ,which

have appliet3 for grants under this program (The State Board of Ed cation shall be
designated as the secondary school entity eligible t apply for funds/ under this pro-
gram and to choose the local recipients.).

Mr. BLAKEY. Thahk you very much, Dr. Herr.
Perhaps some limited explanations for the presence of the two of

us in the absence of everyone else is in order. I will try to provide
that at this time.

(Unfortunately, Mr. Simon was asked by the Hous leadership in
Mr. Hawkins' absence to take on the floor debate, on the Hum-
phrey-Hawkins 'portion of the jobs budget resolu on today and
this is the reason he is not here. He is on the floor, d unfortunate-
ly we have three. Agriculture Committee members n the subcom-
mittee and they have a markup on the agriculture ill and that is
where Mr. Gunderson, Mr. Penny, and Mr. Coleriian had to be.
Farming is a major concern for, them in their 'distritcts, in
to student aid.

Let me say on Mr. Simon's behalf that these statements are ex-
tremely detailed and I think well thought out. We certainly appre-
ciate the fact that you all have worked together on certain aspects
of this and that many of your comments are well taken, and I will,

--to the extent that that is possible, communicate to him both your
strong opposition and your less strong oppoSition in some cases to

'certain parts of what is contained in H.R. 5240.
,Both John and I have some questions.

I would like to begin with you, Dr. Haldane.,Lithink it is soqpne-
thing I just want to clarify in the context of your testimony. You
may choose td elaborate or Dr. Martin may have something to add,
as well.
. The notion of the $65,000 income cap you regard as unnecessary
in light of the needs test, and you indicate 'that we would do well to
get rid of it. Let me then ask a, question. How do you balance tkat,
given the fact that the GSL program is an entitlenient, with Our
statement that you want to refocus the aid on lower income stu-
dents? Let me say parenthetically for Mr. Simon's purposes, he
thinks that that is more important politically than it is in reality.

If you recall for the last 3 years, the administration's budget has
gone on and on about this theoretical $100,000 a year family with
three kids in Harvard, Wellesley and. Smith who are eligible for
GSL. That for him represents'both a substantive problem if you are
from poor, rural southern Illinois as well as a political problem:
Ho* in the world can the Federal Government be giving money to
somebody with that kind of ibcome'?

Dr..HALDANE. We would say that if the needs test is imposed on
the GSL, that indeed insures that those funds are going to needy
students, and there are needy students at all income levels, depend-
ing upon the Various other components of 'the need. assessment and
.coming up with the effective family contributions. In the testimo-
ny, we give the example of a New York family, both working at
blue collar jobs that may earn $67,000, but they have three chil-

i
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dren and" a private inititutiori is expenSive,' and those are needy, .
students if indeed we agree with the conJept of access and choice to
the studenis and the farailieS.

Mr. 'BLAKEY. As I understand it, in the current regulation in
effect, there is a S75,000 ceiling. Do ycku think it ought to be gotten
rid of? -

Dr. HALDANE-That is only a ,ceiling as to whether or not you use
the tables. You may still use it on a need basis, we ,Would not be
concerned about -doing' away that arbitrary limit because it
would still be bltsed oii n- -* e are concerned with how you
define need for the program, address that in the testimony as
well as my cOnimente, that the need for credit is'different than the
need for grant assistance and limited dollars, and/so would support
a different need test, which is the tables which eliminate assets
from consideration.

Mr. BLAKEY:I would say certainly both tooyou and Dr. Martin, as
well as the other witnesses who have already testified, he is cer-
tainby interested and-willing in reviewing the issue of what land of
elements and- the method ,in which we go about that. I think his

: only. concern is that while he would like to see one forrmila being
used, that ,is not nearly at important as having those elements
-locked in so they_are not subject to annual manipulation, and, if
you will, the Secretary's' role- becomes more ministerial than policy--
making.

Mr. DEAN. Miss Haldane, based on your reading of the instilu
tional block grant provisions in H.R. 5240, do you believe that, en-
actrnent of these-provisions would simplify the packaging and de-
liverY date at cram us level?. . i

Dr. HALDANE. YdsOand would indeed give us the flexibility ito
meet individual student needs without going through a lot of pro-
gram 'eligibility requirements ...and that we woind have spne lati-
tude to shift funds arnong the programs, which would simplify it.

Mr. DEAN. Do you believe institutions should be given a greate/-.
flexibility in setting the interest rate of NDSL's or do you, support
the' inclusion of strict Federal guidelines in tatutory law? ,

Dr. HALDANE. We have not-addressed fhat,..so at thil point. I
don't have an opinion.

Mr. DEAN. Has -NASFAA taken a position on the elimination of
SSIG in terms of fears of resulting from a reduction in State aid
being mailable tt,students?

Dr. -HALDANE. Yes. That was in my written and verbal corn-4'
ments.

We are concerned. that eliminating the SSIG progi.am will elimi-
nate the important matching dollars from States and decrease the

`overall amount of money available.
Mr. DEAN. So you would support block grant provisions to delete

SSIG-:from the merger?
Dr. HALDANE. We.support,continuink the SSIG program as it is

today.
Mr. DEAN. Mr. Campbell, a question relating to the 'center on

postsecondary opportunity. In the provisions in H.R. 5240, one
center would be created. Some concerns have been raised to mem-
bers that it may be more appropriate to have two or three such
centers, tel have it spread out so as to better serve people in differ-
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ent re- gions of the country: Could yousarnment on that, whether
you think two or three would do better than one, or why do you
prefer one fiver two or three?

Mt, CAMPBELL. I think, if I understood yoUx question completely,
I prefer The latter. My comment is that ,I believe given the defini-
tion that I atcribe to this type- of a center' it would 'serve as the
focus, the convening body that .would organize the intelligence, the
information, perhaps also create the incentive for developing,, the
thinking that organizations and the people that are a part of orga--
nizatiorNt require in order to `carry the message of preparation, ad-
mission planning, financial, aid 'prdcedures, to studeRts at a early
age.

I clearly feel that again., based Akpon the,nature of your question,
that one .center would serve the interest* best; but that center
would have many arms that would reach -to .the various parts of
the United States and c,ommunicate with organizations such as
ours and those that are here at the table and help plant within
them the motivation and effectiveness, that fruition in this bath
would require.

Mr. DEAN. How would you, envision the Secretary choosing, such
'a center? It seems that you could have hundreds of applications for
the, center. In the legislative draft submitted by your -organization,
I was at a loss to see_how the Secretary would choose one mstitu-
(ion over another.

Mr. CAMPBELL. I would hope.that,the Secretary would be respon-
sive to professional associations bf the sort represented here today,
who might in their wisdom and experience be able to provide the
basis for creating an umbrella agency of this kind...I think that is
impeiative I am trying to live with the limits of this testimony
and realize that I have 26 'years of frustration and experience to ,

try to squeeze into 5 minutes of testimony, and I feel as though
those of us who ,have been engaged in this type of work and the
prbfessional organizations we speak for are 'Fully capable of offering
council to the Secretary in formation of this policy%

Mr. DEAN. Do you see it appended to or operated by an institu-,
tion of postsecondary education, or as a nonprofit organizition?

Mr. CAMPBELL. A nonprofit organization,' absotutely.
Mr. DEAN. gr. Payne, I won't ask you whether you sup)oort the

1. administration's plans for TRIO in the 1985 budget, but I would
like to ask a question related to TRIO. The administration,is argu-
ing for a reduction in funding on the grounds that talent search
and educatidnal opportunity centers are very similar programs,
and in many respects are duplicative, and they are suggesting that
They be merged in one.

How do you respond to that.? Do you disagree that talent search
and educational opportunity centers are similaE?

Mr. PAYNE. I think that issue was addressed in the 1980 'math
tholization and at this point any arguments abaft, duplication of
effort have been settled as far as we are concerned. The programs
focus 'On different populations. We feel .that, as has been stated
here today, the resources Of the Federal Ctovernment corn witted to

*. dissemination of information are inadequate, and 'wholly inad-
equate, and therefore, rather than reducing or eliminating these
programs, we need to be strengthening funding for both education-.
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al- opportunity centers; whic geared, at adults, which Mr.
Keppel earlier Rpipted out ar g part of the education, es-
pecially the higher education =e nd increasing funding for
talent search, which focuses dn-you h.

, . The program that was mentioned earlier in Chicago is an excel-
lent example ot a program. that/ focuses of youth in a large .city,'

'reaching' out toward those students in ways that have few pro-
grams in this country do, and moving the students invilved in that
program out of a difficult low-income ghetto sithation into some of
.the finest institutions in this country. .,

I think that rather than being concerned about duplication of
effort we need to be concerned that the number of black males
coming out of situations like Chicago, IL, going into higher educa-
ion, is lowering, reducing, and we need more ways to bring those
tidents out of poverty into higher education than we hai,e right

ow.
So I would definitely chsagree'with the administration's proposal.
Mr. DEAN. Let me ask you A second .question on TRIO programs.

A member on my side of the aisle was asking me about TRIO the
other day and he asked the question, 'Is TRIO a remedial program
and shouldn't Congress be looking at addressing the underlying
problemsi that result in a ,necessity for a large and growing TRIO
program ?" ,.

, .

Would you agree -with the Characterization that TRIO is a reme-
dial 'program in the sense> that it seeks to addrerts problems. that
are created by shortc s in high school counseling and out-
reach programs by 'pos dary education i.ritutions?

Mr. PAYNE. I think s Snore. ft is areMi brmation dissemina-
tion program. TRIO Dtb aips are developmental in the sense that
they work with students here they find them to try to take them
where: they want to be or here they ought to be, 'and I think TRIO
programs serve a definite role in helping students to understand
their options. And that is more than just disseminating informa-
tion. That is working with students to develop a sense of them-
selves as well as a sense of who they night be. And so I think they
are much more than merely remedial programs.

I think they serve a developmental role in our society, helping
people to understand their options, how they can extend those op-
tions and how they can become the best person possible.

Mr. DEAN. If I could ask one question of Dr. Herr. You men-
tioned'in your testithony that you proposed including counselors in
the institutes in the title V program. What would you envision the
counselor getting out of that institute? In other words, what would
be the substance of the instruction or information that the counsel
or would get in the institute? .

Mr. HERR. I am'not quite sure how to limit that response. I think
that the whole range of questions of education relate not in many
cases to the student learning, and I think that in many of the situ-
ations, particularly with disadvantaged students, but not exclusive-
ly, there is an interaction between intellect and emotions and fre-
quently we are concentrating' now on only intellect.

I think in these instances teachers and counselors can see them-
selves as teaming in relationship to educational excellence, each
bringing-about afferent contribution to the final achievement of
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the student, but I don't thin' k intellect occurs alorie. I think that
frequently teachers need to be buffers by the kind of contributions
ounselors can make and counselors need to be buffers by their un-
erstanding more fully the intellectual demands on students, and I

them operating in.a Collaborative way; not in a separate sense.
Mr. DEAN-. One final question, and anybody else on the panel

that would like to comment on this question is welcomed to do so.
How can we, through this reauthorization bill, encourage better

cooperation between poitsecondary institutions and high school
counselors both for purposeS of making available better informa-
tion on eligibility and application procedures for student financial
aid, and on the opportunity that postsecondary education offers to
the students? How cali,we encourage a better sense of comtnunica
tima 'between those' two sectors than nista now? It seems to me
that what exists now is lacking --i.

Mr. PAYNE. 'I think it is spotty, but r do 'think that the new
center for postsecondary, educational opportun4 would go a long
way in -that respect. I think the kind of incentive grant notion that
we propose to involve secondary schools as part of the process
'would-be very helpful. In the broadersperspective, my reaction is
that we have so frequently in counseling and education and nation-
al policy looked at problems, not problem'as a whole, but problems
in dimensional terms and I think as a result people have looked
frequently at .college- aslmission, college adjustment, retention of
students, in very narrow terms throughout our legislative history
and I think we need to help edticate through the kinds of 'centers
and provisions in this recommendation a,'broader rspective on
what student progress means in the secondary sc 1, that these
are not events, they are processes, transitions at hick students
have to make decisions and the only way they cane do that is to
have the mechanism in place, to help them understand the options
and help them grow in their ability t understand that they can
master the options.

We need a shift in terms of how we view the college experience
and preparation for and the set of elements that go into- that.

The national center, for example, would be very helpful in that
regard. v , .

r. CAMPBELL. I agree with' erything my 'colleague sliared with -.) ----'

you. I think the existence of three sectors' which are finally impor-
tant, and I' would /hope the legislation would recognize in a counsel-
ing way the existence of -these three sectors. Assuredly, the middle
school can play a key role in preparing the student psychologically
and academically for what choices lie in the secondary arena. That
being the ease, we hope that secondary counselors would find more
of an opportunity to direct students toward their future ambitions
without correcting ...sins of omission or whatever that students

- might' have brought with them because of unwis4 choices.
Mr. DEAN. I would like to apologize again for my members as

well as Buddy's. I know a lot of you came from out of town. We
will go backtand try to summarize for our Members as best we can
what you said here today.

h.Mr. BLAKEY. Dean Payne, let me ask your :a couple of questions.
On the, modest expansion in terms of additional authority for the

staff development activities in section 475 for the production and(
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dissemination of manuals, would you foresee that t ose Manuals
might alto be usable by counselors, ,and could they Cher be made
available through the national center if the national center exists
or directly assangther mechanism for reaching more students?

Mr. PAYNE. I Think your question just .points up one of the ways
the national center might help all of us who represent associations
who are very often concerned about the same students, who work

-together to pse resources that aTa provided by the one title in the
work goiitg 'ton in another authority, another part of the authority.
So, yes, I would think that through the national center the kind of
training that is going on 'Within one part of the authority might
benefit other parts of the authority. .

Mr. BLAKEY. One final question which all of your might respond
to.

There is an attempt here to both reach down and reach out to
more people. Several of you have mentioned earlier identification
or an earlier opportunity to communicate with students about both
financial aid information and about /college,- riod; that it is a real
opportunity, that you might be able to go. Th question is, *when db
you start that? I know there are two s ific references in the
TRIO statutes. ,think Upward ,Bound and talent search mention
the eighth grade: When do you start, if that is something the com-
mittee ought to focus on, ought not to focus on? Is early, identifica-
tion as nomenclature sufficient?

Mr. PAYNE. When we came to the conclusion about the eighth
grade, we spent a great deal of time conferring with persons who
are working with postsecondarY access programs across the coun-
try. We settled on that point as a logical point to begin, preparing
students for the transition into postsecondary education, since our
focus is Nostsecondary. Of course, the process of inforniing people
about their options and bringing them tg, awareness of what steps
they ought to be taking probably ought to begin even earlier than
that.

I think I was intimating that when I talked about the ways the
national center might begin to disseminate information in a
grander way, and on a more national scale than we now do. So I
think it is an important issue, and we don't mew to say that the
issue is settled in the current TRIO legislation.

Mr. CAMPBELL. I think that the provisions., that we have dis-
cussed, the thoughts that we have shared with you, which argue
for a stronger impact at the 'middle school level, were critical to
today's discussion. When we see that in place working effectively,
we will be glad to talk to you about what should be done.in the
elementary schools as well.

Mr. BLAKEY. Dr. Herr. . -
Mr. Mom I think my colleagues have articulated so eloquently,

there is not much to say except to deawith the implicit thing. 'Me
middle school is certainly a critical juncture in terms of transition
to the secondary arena and looking at the broader career options
one wants to pursue. It is clear that a number of people in elemen-
tary school are already turned off. They don't see themselves as
having options by which they they can master whatever achieve-
ment motives are on TV or whereiwer, and so they are turned off.
There is no question that in terms of the national center concept
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that if one looks at the problem whole the problem starts in family,
in early childhood, in the elementary school and while the middle
school, as. Dr. Campbell and Dean Payne suggested, are terribly
critical transition points anti this legislation would help in that
arena.

Obviously the problems we are facing earlier than that in terms
of attitudes about self, opportunities and. the ability to master
those opporttinities,' sooner or latet we have to address those
things. Whether this is the vehicle I am not sure, but we have to do
it in Society.

'Ms. 'HALDANE. T support the indications as to when to pare
future goals. It is also important that the avail bility

of financial' aid be known at that timeso that those students don't
limit their career choice or there aspirations at whatever age they
start thinking about their careers.

Mr. BLAKEY. Thank you all very-much for being here. Again our
apologies for the absence of or respective members but thank you
for your excellent tunony and taking the time to be `with us.

[Whereupon, at 3. F p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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HEARINGS ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

THURSDAY, APRIL 5, 1984

Houss or REpaystsTkrivFs,
COMMIT= ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Suscowarrus ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, 4-at 10 a.m., in room
2261: Rayburn House Office Building, .Ion: Paul Simon (chatuan
oot the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Simon", Penny, and Gunder-
son.

Staff present: William Blakey, counsel; and John Dean, Republi-
can assistant counsel.

Mr. SIMON. The subcommittee will -come to order. We will start
by asking our distinguished colleague from the Virgin Islands, Mr.
de Lugo, to be a witness and to introduce his witness.

[Prepared statement of Congressman Ron de Lugo follows:1

PRXPARXD StkrIDLIC.NT Or HON. RON-DI LUGO, A DRIXGATR IN CONCUSS FROM m*r TRARITORY or Tart Vutoni IstsNee

Mr. Chairman: Thank you for this opportunity to testify regarding H.R. 5240, the
Higher Educatitin Amendments of 1984. With me today is Dr. George Condon,
Acting President of the College of the Virgin Islands.

First let me say that I appreciate your continued interest in the problems faced
by territorial postsecondary institutions, as reflected in Section 15(b)of the Act: The
new language reads that,

"Within six months following the enactment of the Higher Education Amend-
ments of 1984, the Secretary shall promulgate regulations in accordance witch the
recommendations in the report entitled "Postsecondary Education in the U.S. Terriv
terries" published in ay, 1982, pursuant to subsection (b) of this sectionLin.order to
adapt such programs to the, needs of Guam, the Virgin Islands, American Samoa,
the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands and the Northern Mariana Islands. Such
program modificutions may include the consolidation of grants for any single pro-
gram on a regional or interterritorial basis. Such program modifications shall be es-
tablished in cooperation with -the governments of such territories and shall be gov-
erned by a memorandum of understanding between such governments and the De-
pa tment of Education."

My concern is that this language may net be forceful enough to accomplish the
access to higher education programs which the territories, have sought, and indeed,
which the previous Section 1.204 had anticipated.-

1 call your attention to Secretary Bell's letter to the Speaker dated July 14, 1982
submitted pursuant to Section 1204(b). Much of what thenew subsection 1304(a) re-
quires is promised therein. But little has come of it.

This is why my letter to you in November of last year, written in anticipation of
H.H. 5240, asked that you reenact the waiver, and, in, doing so, that you require the
Secretary of Education to 'waive program criteria which by their nature preclude
the territories from taking advantage of higher education programs. While a formu-
la for review of proposals submitted by territorial, ingtitutions will b necessary, I

(773)
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-believe the Secretary should net have any discretion regarding use of the waiver
once it can be shown that the territorial requeet is consistent with the intent to aid
expressed by the relevant law. ,

Furthermore, once the waiver is extended to a territorial institution, priority for
funding should attach. I. add this because the territories m qualify for programs
by way of the waiver, but find themselves so low on the list of eligible institutions
that they may still receive no benefits.

Finally, I ask that, in extending a waiver to territories through H.R. 5240, you
make this waiver applicable to alfprograms for postsecondiry institutions-adminis-
tereti by the Department of Education. This would mean, for example, that the re-
quirements of the College Housing Program would be subject to a waiver even

-though it is not authorized by the Higher Education Act.
The report submitted in response to Section 1204(b) of the Higher Education Act

Amendments of 1980 entitled "Poetsecondary Education in the U.S. Territories ",
documents well the role played by territorial institulions and their importance to
the development of the possessions. Clearly, the Virgin Islands relies heavily on its
sollege, not only to provide basic educational services, but to respond to the special-
ized demands of a deeeloping insular possession of the United States which must be
creative in its apprh 'to achieving economic stability. We need teachers, econo-
mists, acconntaints,,but we also need spechdized training in intensive farming, aqua-

'culture, touriam and so on. This the College of the Virgin laland,s provides. -
As a matter of fact, I contend that the College's focus on thl areas of importance

to deloping Caribbean islands has made us a leading institution in the region. It is
in this context that I have proposed housing an Eastern Caribbean Center at the
College of the Virgin Islands. The Center would draw on the College's programs in
assisting students from the islands of the Eastern Caribbean to meet the needs -of
their struggling countries. This I see as an important adjunct to the Caribbean
Basin Initiative which Congress passed last year, one which the College of the
Virgin Islands is uniquely equipped to provide. The trade benefits extended by the
Caribbean Basin Initiative legislation will mean little for communities; not equipped
to take advantage of its promise.

Mr. Chairman, Congress and the. Executive have, through the yeaisct, stated this
country's commitment to the economic growth and development of its possessions.
Roetsecondary institutions in the territories are.eatential to that goal. Only an insti-
tution such as the College of the Virgin Islands can respond to the specialized needs
of our region. Furthermore, the -College offers the benefit of an education to those
who cannot afford expensive travel outside -of the territory, and of subject matter
relevant to those seeking to respond to demsuirl expressed by the community. And, it
helps us to keep Virgin Islanders at home. 1

The territorial institutions have less resources to draw upon than many mainland
institutions. They face the higher costs which attend `operating offs.b.ore. They
cannot afford to be excluded from higher education programs simply because they
were not envisioned when the criteria for program qualification were devised.

Congress' intention to help the territories in this., matter, as expressed by the Sec-
tion 1204(a) waiver, has not been taken up. by .the Department of Education. Lese
latitude in responding to the needs of the higher education institutional in the terri-
tories is, unfortunately, required. I seek your cons ration in achieving this end
through this reauthorization of the Higher Education pct,

STATEMENT OF LION. RON .de LUGO, A DELEGATE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE TERRITORY OF THE VIRGIN ISLANDS

Mr. DE LUGO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a prepared state-
ment I'd like' to ask unanimous consent be put in the record.
just summarize it-here.

Mr. SIMON. We will enter your full statenient in the record and
let me say in the presence of your constituent here, how apprecia-

. tive we are of his good work in the Rouse of Representatives..He's
been a solid, reliable member of the House who has done great
work and we, appreciate it. I will just say .that to you and you can
spread the word.

Mr. DE LUGO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'd like tosay for the
record, Mr. Chairman, that you have been a great help to me while
I've been here in the House of Representatives and I've come to



you many times for guidance and foil advice, and it's alivays been
extremely helpful to me.

Mr. &mow. Thank you very much.
Mr. DE Lucc.. Thank you for this oppqrtunity, Mr. Chairman, to

testify regarding H.R. 5240, the Higher Education Amendments of
1984, With me today is Dr. George Condon, acting president of the
College of the Virgin Islands.

First let me say that I appreciate your continued interest in the
problems faced by territorial postsecondary institutions, as reflect-
ed in section 15(b) of this act. My concern is that the new language ,
may not be forceful enough to accomplish the access to higher edu-
cation' which the U,S. territories have sought and, indeed, which
the previous section 1204 had anticipated.

I call your attention to Secretary BelVs letter to the Speaker
dated July -14, 1982, submitted pursuant to section 1204 (by). MUch
of what the new subsection, 1304(a) requires, is promised thelein.
but little has come of it. This is why my letter to you in Noyember
of last year, written ill anticipation of H.R. 5240, asked that you re-
enact the waiver; and in doing so that you require the. Secretary of
Education to waive program criteria which, by their nature, pre-
clude U.S. territories from taking advantage of higher education
programs.

'While a review of prciposals submitted by territorial institutions
will be necessary, I believe the Secretary should not have any dis-
c,retion' regarding the use of the waiver. Furthermore, once the
waivenis extended to a territorial institution', priorities for funding
should attach. add this because the territories may qualify for
programs by way of the waiver but find themselves so low on the
Dist of eligible institutions that they still receive no benefits.

Finally, I ask that in extending a waiver to the territories to`
H.R. 5240, you make this waiver applicable ,to all programs for
postsecondary institutions administered by the Department of Edu-

- cation. This would mean, for example, that the requirements of the
College Housing Program would ir subject to a *aiver, even
though it is pot authorized *the Higher Education Act.

The report submitted in response to Section 1204(b) of the Higher
Education Act amendments of 1980 entitled "Postsecondary Educa?"
tion in the United States Territories" documents well the role'
played by territorial institutions and their importance to the devel-
opment of the possessions. Clearly, the U.S. Virgin Islands relies
heavily on its-.college, not only to provide basic educational serv-
ices, but to respond to the specialized demand of a developing insu-
lar possession of the United States, which must be creative to its
approach to achieving economic stability. We need teachers; econo-
mists, accountants. AStit we also need specialized training in inten-
sive farming, aquacdlture, tourism, and so on. This-, the College of
the Virgin Islands, can provide.

As a matter of fact, I contend -that the college's focus on the
areas of importance, of developing Caribbean Island nations, has
made us a leading institution in the eastern Caribbean, in that
regioh, so important to our Nation.

It is in this context that I have proposed housing and an eastern
Caribbean center at the College of the Virgin Islands. The center
would draw on the college's programs in assisting students in the
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islands of the eastern Caribbean to meet the needs of those strug-
gling countries. This I see as an important adjunct to the Caribbe-
an Basin Initiative which Congress passed last year, one which the
College of the Virgin Islands is uniquely equipped to provide, and
is providing, I Must say, at the present time, providing ifumy of the
leaders for these island nations.

The trade benefits extended by the Caribbean Basin Initiative
legislation will mean little for communities snot equipped to take
advantage of its promise. Congress' intention to help the territories
in this manner is expressed by the section I204(a) waive It has
not been taken up by the Department of Eclumtion, unfortunately.

Veas latitude in responding to the needs of higher education in-
stitutions in these U.S. territories is, unfortunately, required. I
seeks your consideration, Mr, Chairman, in achieving this end,
through this reAuthorization of the Higher Education Act. An at
this time I would like to yield to the acting president of the College
of the Virgin Islands.

Mr. &maw. Before you yield, lef me just suggest that we would
hippy to have your staff work with my staff to see what kind of

amendments you feel are desirable and see what we can work out
so that it can be of assistance. 0,

Let me ask Richard Otto, the president of Catherine Collegei and
Dr. Ahnodow, president of the University of Puerto Rico, to join
the table, and Jose Mendez, president, of the Association of Univer-
sity Presidents of Puerto Rico also join the table, and then we will
hear fromand then you can proceed to introduce Dr. Condon
here.

Mr. lag LUGO. Thank you very much, Chairman Simon.
'Prepared statement of Dr. George A. Condon follows-1

Plii:PMIZI3 STMT./ha:NT or Ds. Geouct A. Cowpox, Acrixo Pas:SIDINT, Couxos or
Tla VIRGIN ISLANDS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: It is an honor to be here today
on behalf of the College of the Virgin Islands and its President, Dr. Arthur A. Rich-
ards, who has asked me to represent him. This occasion allows me, as a political
scientist and student of Congress, to express my own strong faith in this institution .
and its central role in popular government. That role was never more clear than in
the 1960's when I was privileged to be here as ail Congreesional Fellow and
later as a legislative assistant. In that decade an aroused national conscience
brought about the landmark social legislation of the time, including the Higher
Education Act of 1965. That Act and others offered hope that the opportunities
theretofore-afforded to some Americans would in the future bePailable to all.

Regrettably, the promise of the Higher Education Act has yet to be realized in the
United States Virgin Islands, because of circumstances; that apply particularly to us
and, with some modifications, to the other territories as well. These conditions have
to do largely with our location distant from the U.S. mainland, and in an underde-
veloped region of the world. This region, the Caribbean Basin, includes many small
islands and countries which, while politically distinct from each other, have strong
historical, cultural, and family ties. Let me list a few of our characteristics:

First, within our, full-time student body some 25 per cent of our students are not
citizens of the United States. They come to us from throughout the English-speaking
Caribbean. After completing their studies, during which they become immersed in
our stable, democratic institutions, they return home to make contributions to the
development of their own countriesclearly in the interest of the United States and
the hemisphere.

Second, in the Virgin Islands our per capita income is approximately 60 per cent
of that on the mainland; thus, local support for higher education is in fact a short-
term sacrifice for the long-term good,of the territory.
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'Third, the cost of living for individuals, as well as for the goods and services the
College must purchase, is estimated at from one-third to one-half higher than on the

o U.S. mainland, and even higher costs are common for specific items.
Fourth, significant additional costs result from the fact that the local infrastruc-

ture to support higher education is limited, although developing over time, thanks
in no small measure to the impact of the College itself. We must compensate for
deficiencies in available local human and technical resources..

,Factors such as these come into play at the point that the College of the Virgin
Islands seeks io access federal higher education programs. As administered, these
programs tend either to exclude our participation or to allow it only in limited
ways, given selection criteria and the failure to recognize such circumstances as Ihave cited. Our objective, in the process of reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act of 1965, is to obtain enlargement in scope and impact of what is now Section
1204(a) of Public Law 96-374, in the Education Amendments of 1988, which azethbr-
i4es the Secretary of Education to allow mo4ifications for'the territories.

For reasons that are obscure the Department of Education has shown at reluc-
tance to exercise the latitude extended by Congress out of its stated concern for the
territories. Thus, with regard to Title III programs for Aid to Developing Institu-
tions, an adminiatratively..devised point system 'related in part to Pell Grant recipi-
ents is at odds with the fact that the foreign nationals among our students cannot
qualify for Pell Grants. In effect, the College is penalized; only after several months,
of intensive efforts were we granted a waiver in 1982.

Under the Housing for Educational Institutions program, authorized under. `IIV of the Housing Act of 1950 and administered by the Department of Education,
we are penalized- again: because the number of students we seek to house on.
campus, although substantial for us, falls below the minimum required housing defi-ciency; and because we do not have enough students with a one-hour commute to
campusan impoSsibility on an island whose greatest single dimension is' 1.3 miles.On appeal, the ivtary, agreed that geography precluded long distance commuting
for us, but he went on to state that it was "administratively prohibitive" to take
into account such differences among all

These and other experiences demonstrate that the present waiver authority
vested in the. Secretary of Education must be !mule mandatory for. theterritories.
Also, it must be extended to all programs administered by the l)epartment,of Edu-
cation. Lastly, the law must establish priority status for territorial programs, to pro-
vide an offset to point rating sysiltins which are inappropriate to our circumstances.

It is surely time for Congress to take further steps to implement the original corn-
initment of the Higher Education Act of 1965. The reauthorization process provides
the opportunity to state in unmistakable language: Access to federal higher educa-
tion programs is for every jurisdiction where the American flag fliesin 'the Carib-
bean, iii' the Pacific, and in between; ire jurisdiction that are small in size, as well as

of great expanse; in states ancrterriories which becauie. of their geography
have subtltantial numbers of non-citizens, as well as those which .do not; and on
American soil where the need may indeed by greatest because of unique social, eco-
nomic, and geographic circumstances.

Finally, I would not wish to leave an impression, of disinterest on our part in
many other aspects of the reauthorization legislation. In principle, the College en-
dorses a continued federal role in such areas as student financial aid, teacher train-
ing, library assistance, international education, academic facilities, the Minority In-stitutions Improvement Program .(MISIP).- nd in the proposed new program
for endowment development. The details ofour v ews in these and other areas have
been developed in concert with the American until on Education and other asso-
ciations with which the College of the Virgin Isl ds is affiliated. Information from
these sources has been and doubtless will continue to be shared with the Subcom-
mittee.

In these remarks, submitted on behalf of the College of the Virgin Islands, I have
offered proposals which, when enacted into law., will go a long way.toward assuring
full participation of the United States Virgin Islands and the other territories in the
national quest for broadened higher educational opportunities. It 'is worth noting

. that, while the impact of these improvernents will be significant for us, it will be
slight as a proportion of all federal activity affecting higher education. There is
every reason for Congress to embrace these recommendations, thereby making clear
beyond any doubt legislative intent with respect, to territorial access to higher edu-
cation programs. Failure to take this action 'would be tantamount to sanctioning
denial to the territories of the full benefits .of these programs on a par with the
country as a whole. That form of exclusion is as unacceptable in the -IOW's as it was
a score of years ago when. the Higher Education Act was first being debated.
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I wish to thank you, Mr. Chairman, your colleagues on the Subcommittee on Post/
secondary Education, and Cangressmau.R©n deLugo fqr the continuing interest and
support you have displayed toward the College of the Virgin IslAtlev..

STATEMENT OF DR. GEORGE CONDON, ACTING PRESIDENT,
COLLEGE OF THE VIRGIN ISLANDS

1.

Mr, DE Luce*. I understand Dr. Condon was a fellow here about
10 years ago.

Dr. CoNnoN. That's true, sir. I have to admit, it was a bit longer
than 10 wears. I regret that. I served here as a fellow in the House,
an APSA congressional fellow in both the House and the Senate.
Speaker McCormick and Senator Birch Bayh, incidentally..

Ititr. Di LUGO. We're glad to have you back with us today.
Dr. CONDON. Tluink you.

SimoN. We're pleased to have you here, Dr. Condon. And if
you may proceed.

Dr. CONDON. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Chairman, Congressman 'de L go, members of the, subcom-

mittee, first let me acknowledge your kind remarks about our Con-
gressmin, in which I fully concur. We very much appreciate his
continuing interest in the college and the territory.

It is an honor for me to be here today on behalf of the College of
the Virgin Islands and its president, Dr, Arthur A. Richard, who
has asked me to represent him. This occasion allows me, as a politi -.
cal scientist, and as a., student of Congress, as well as a teacher
about Congress, to express my own strong faith In this institution
and in its central role in popular government. That role was never
more clear than in the 1960's when I was privileged to be here as
an American Political Science Association cbngrestkonal feyow and
later as a legislative assistant.

In that decade an aroused national conscience brought about the
landmark social legislation of the time, including the, Higher Edu-
cation Act of 1965.

That act and others offered hope that the opportunities thereto-
fore afforded to some 'Americans would in the future be available
to all. Regrettably, the promise of the Higher Education Act has
"yet to be realized in the U.S. Virgin Islands. Because of circum-
stances that apply particularly to us, and with some modifications
to the other territories as well. These conditions have to dor largely
with our location, the distance from the U.S. mainland; and in an
underdeveloped region of the world.

This region, the Caribbean Basin, includes many small island:4
and countries which, While politically distinct from each other,
have strong historical, cultural, and family fief

Let me list just a few of our characteristics. First, within our,
full-time student body at the college,. some 25 percent of our stu-
dents are, not citizens of the United States. They come to us from
throughout the English speaking Caribbean. After completing their
studies, during which they become immersed in our stable and
democratic institutions, they return home to their islands and
countries in the region, to make contributions to the development
of their own countries, clearly in the interest of the United States
and the hemisphere as a-whole.
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The U.S. Virgin' Islands have a 'per capita income of approxi:
mately 60 percent of that on the mainland. Thus, local stpport

' from our legislature for higher education is, in fact, a short-term
sacrifre for the long-term good of the territory.

Third, the cost Of living for individuals, as well as for the goods
and services the colleges must, purchase, is estimated at one-third
to one-half higher than on the U.S. mainland, and even higher
costs are common for specific items.

Fourth, significant additional costs result from the fact that local
suppda'for higher education is limited, Although it is developing
over time, thanks in no small measure to the impact of the college
itself.

In the meantime, the college must compemate for deficiencies in
available local human and technical resources..

I could elaborate on additiona factors but I think these four cap-
ture the essence of our.situation.

Factors such as these come into play at the point that the Col-
lege-of the Virgin Islands seeks to access Federal higher education
programs. As administered, thepe pmgranis tend either to exclude
our participation or to allow it only in limited ways, given selection
criteria, and the failure to compensate and to recognize such ir-
cumstances as those I cited earlier.

Our objective in the process of reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act of 1965 is to obtain, enlargement in scope and in
impact of what is now section 1204(a) of Public Law 96-374 in the
Education Amendments of 1980, which authorize, that word is im-
derkored in my prepar statement, the Secretary of Education to
allow modifications for the territories.

For reasons that are obscure to us, the Department of Education
has shown great reluctance to exercise the ',latitude extended "by
Congress out' of its stated concern for the special circumstances of
the territories.-

Thus, with regard to title III programs for aid to developing insti-
tutions, an administratively devised 'point system related in part to
Pell grant recipients is at odds with the fact that the foreign na-
tionals among our students cannot qualify for Pell grants. So,- in
effect, the college is penalized and only after several months of in-
tensive efforts did we finally achieve a waiver, in 1982. ,

'We are currently seeking a waiver, incidentally, this year, under
our new application.

Under the Dousing for Educational Institutions Prop-am, an-
other program, and this one authorized under title IV of the Hous-.
ing Act of 1950, but also administered by the'Department of Educa-
tion, we are penalized again. This time because the.numlkr of stu-
dents seeking housing on campus, although, substantial to uswe
can only house 249falls below the minimum required housing de-
ficiency. And because we do not have enough students with a 1-
.hour commute to campus, a clear impossibility on an island whose
greatest 'single dimension is only 13 miles.

On appeal, the Secretary agreed with our contention that geogra-
phy precluded long distance commuting for our students. But he
went on to state in the letter to the college that it was, quote, "ad-
ministrative prohibitive," unquote, to take into account such differ-
ences among all applicants. Yet _I must say that it has been and is
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our impression that the intent of Congress,l-rorn the beginning, has
to take those very, kinds of circumstances into account in the appli-
cation of legislation affecting higher education.

So these and. other experiences demonstrate that the present
waiver authority vested in the Secretary of Education must be
made mandator for the territories. It must J e extended to all pro-
grams administered by the Department of Education.

And lastly, the law must establisll priority status for territorial
programs. As Congressman de Lugo ;pointed out in his opening re-
marks, to provide an offset to point winning systems which, even if
waivers ultimately are granted, often are inappropriate to our par-
ticular circumstances.

It is, Mr. Chairman, singly time for Congress to take further,
steps to implement the original commitment of the Higher Educa-
tion Ad of 1965. The reauthorization process proN4des the opportu-
nity to state in unmistakable language access to Federal higher
okication programs is for every jurisdiction where the American
flag flies, in the Caribbean, in the Pacific, and in between, in juris-
dictions that are small in size as well as those of great expanse, in
States and territories ,which because of their geography have sub-
stantial numbers of noncitizens, as well as those which do not.

And on American soil where the need may, indeed, be greatest .
because of unique socioeconomic and geographic circumstances..

Finally, I would not wish to leave this morniug an impression of
disinterest on our R,strt in many other aspects of the reauthoriza-
tion legislation. Cerlainly in principle the college endorses a con-
tinued Federal role, in such areas as student financial aid, teacher
training, library assistance, international education, academic fa-.
cilities, the Minority Institutions Science Improvement Program,
MISIP, and in the proposed program for endowment development.

The details of our views in these and other areas have been de-
veloped in concert with the American Council on Education and
other associations with which the College of the Virgin Islands is
affiliated. Information from these sources has been and doubtless
will continue to be, shared with the subcommittee anclitsistaff.

In -these remarks, submitted on behalf of the College of the
Virgin Islands, I have offered proposals which, when enacted into
law, will go a long way toward assuring full participation of the
U.S. Virgin Islands and the other territories in the national quept
for broadened higher educational opportunities.

It is worth noting that while the impact of these improvements
will be significant for us in the Virgin Islands, it will be slight as a
proportion of all, Federal activity affecting higher education. There
is every reason for Congress to embrace these recommendations,
thereby making clear beyond any doubt legislative intent with re-
spect`to territorial access to higher education programs.

Failure to, take this action would be tantamount to sanctioning
denial to the territories of the full benefits of these programs on a
par with the counlry as a whole. That form 'df exclusion is certain-
ly as unacceptable in the 1980's as it was a score of years ago when
the Higher Education Act was first being debated.

I wish to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and your colleagues on the
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, and Congressman Ron
de Lugo for this continuing interest and support that you have dis-
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played throughoUt the years toward the College of' the Virgin Is-
lands.

Mr. Simoiv. Thank you very much: We have a quorum call over
on the floor of the House right ndw and I hate to say it but we
_have' to have a 10 minute retests. and we will be back to heir the
rest of you.

..-

[Brief recess.]
Mr. Silcox. The subcommittee ,will resume its hearing. We have

just heard froni Dr. Condon and we will hear next from Dr. Isnsael
Almodovar. ,I'll get it yet. I should, 'after being' such a marvelous
host to us in Puertt Rico. I should have that name down pat.

[Prepared statement of Dr. Ismael Almodovar follovvs:
,,

Exxctrrivz Stanektv or The PRIPARLD STATzsgs.NT or 'swain, ALSIODOV
PRI:SWINT, URIVRESITY or PUIRTO RICO

torgiMr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, I a to -this opportunity to
appear, before you as President of the University o erto Rico, to testify on the
reauthorization of the, Higher Education Act. During 'these feW minutes I will speak
on the major areas of concern with respeCt to this topic, contained in a longer Writ-
ten stateinent which I am submitting for the official record of this hearing. s

One aspect of the existing and proposecirsrstem of federal higher education fund-
ing that must be discussed is Title III-Instatudonal Aid.- We urge you to exercise
great caution in exploring issues related to the reauthorization of programs aimed
at de eloping institutions, especially those related to the use of race specific Ian-

m said Title. We believe that facts and rationality should be determining fac-
tors in developing strategies for institutional improvements and equalizing opportu-
nities for minority-institutions.

A development program for Hispanic-impacted institutions of higher education
would provide a legislative response for post-secondary institutions that have his-
torically served, and are seeking to eliminate educatidanl barriers for a significant
number of Hispanic students. 'Consequently, we encourage a Hispanic setaside of at
least $10 million under Part A eif Title MI retaining the general purposes contained
in the present law, as well as expanding allowable activities to include construction,
maintenance, and improvements ie_classroom, library or laboratory facilities; reale-
diation activities;-special courses of instruction; and the purchase or lease of scien-
tific equipment and library materials for instructional and research purposes.
' Another, related provision for Title III should include'a precise statutory descrip-
tion of the allowable activities to prevent unclear or subjective judgments which
might be prescribed by Departmental memorandum, or be in direct conflict with the
intent of the authorizing legislation.

We support proposals that would raise the maximum Pell Grant award to $3,000,
rising annually to reflect Consumer Price Index increases, and modification of the
half cost limitation to cover up to 75 percent of cost of attendance, as well as provi-
sion of an increased allowance for expenses. We favor the extension of a fifth year
of Pell Grant eligibility for recipients entering graduate school. Legislative language
should include provisions for extending this limit to six years, in areas where five
years of study are required, as is the case with our undergraduate programs in engi-
neering and architecture.

We also support a block grant approach for the other existing campus -based pro-
grams. Since restrictions and stan placed on the use of block grant funds can
hove profound ramifications for some institutions, imposition of such restrictions
should consider the nature of realistic local problems and constraints that may (mist
dueto the adverse consequencee of economic or other conditions.

Let me also suggest another priority. ; believe that tuition costs must not contin-
ue to spirpi for students. Therefore we Support the idea of providing incentives to
public axle private institutions that have maintained the cost of tuition at the same
level for a period of three years. We further suggest a system of incentive awards to
colleges andkmiversities, based on 5 to 10 percent of the average institutional Pell
Grant award to 'an institution for the last 3 years, payable in an accrued sum at the,
end of a three year period. The maximum award should in no case exceed 50 per-
cent of additional revenue to be derived from a tuition increase in the three year
period.
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We laud the purpose of continuing the new Endowment Program. - However, for
institutions that have a small existing endowment, we would-lire that, at least ini-
tially, matching funds for an endowment grant be accepted as part of a special state
government appropriation, without penalizing college and universities that evi-

* denee little or no matching funds from private sector sources.
e In proposals.for reauthorization it is encouraging to note a greater commitment to

international education. It is to be hoped that the programs which finally emerge
from this legislation also address the need for expanded educational assistance and
cooperative interchange with Central American andTaribbean nations. This is par:
ticularly important given the thrust of both the Caribbean Basin Initiative and the
Human Develop ent Plan in the recent Kissinger Commission report, both of which
suggest the need to help build a stronger free economy and stable secial environ-
ment in these countries. --

We would also urge that new stutory language mandate that Puerto Rico be in-
cluded in any aial nation 'studies, programs, or data compilation efforts con-
ducted by the National Instit te of Education, the National Center for Education
S tistics, or other divisions of the U.S. Department of Education' Only through
$u h efforts will the true condition of total Hispanic participation in federal higher

ucation programs be ateesseci. ..

I want to thank you for this opportunity to comment about the future of federal
higher education policy. It is part of our mission to use our local resources effective-
ly, but we also recognize the necessity respond to thy growth and improvement
opportunities made possible through Co onal action.

a

PREPARED STATxstr.NT OF IftillAAEL ALMODOVAR, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY or PULIZTO
RICO

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcemmittee, I appreciate this opportality to
appear before you in behalf of the Univereity of Puerto Rico, to testify on the reau-
thorization of the Higher Education Act.

Iri May, 1983 I presented testimony to this Subcommittee during the Hispanic
Higher Education hearings in San Juan, Puerto Rico. During that time we submit-
ted considerable data to document our needs for federal assistance in specific areas
related to institutional development, student aid, sad academic programs. I believe
that the information presented emphasized the acute problems Puerto Rico's higher
education community is facing, and thus contributed in part to many of the pro-
grams suggested in H.R. 5240. Today therefore, I will limit my comments to various
components of this bill, and highlight some related concerns with respect to our
local experience in applying -for and managing federally-sponsored higher education

. programs.
Before consideration of the specifies involved in the proposed legislation let me

stress that the importance of federal resources to our State system of higher educe
tioneeneet not impede the fulfillment of our responsibilities in the preparation of
students for productive work and sound citizenship. Nor can federal financing for
diversified and innovative programs be allowed to alter the priorities and substance
of our local strategic and operational plans. let me assure you that we are commit-
ted to,achieving excellence within the context of sound planning and policies in the
areas of academic, student, community, and' administrative affairs. Thus, sustain'
the level of federal support is viewed within our Institution as a means to in
resources which will complement our planning efforts; maintain a policy of provid-
ing choice and access to qualified students, particularly the economically disadvan-
taged; and add to the quality of our academic offerings and research.

We have and excellent opportunity this year to stand back and examine the pro
grams and strategies which constitute the Higher Education Act, and to think
through the purposes which brought thefn into existence, to ensure that appropriate
legislative action, is taken in response to the expiration of the current authorization.

After care illy reviewing the existing law, H.R. 5240, and concept papers on some
proposed chaTiges, we would like to present comments to you about the future direr=
tion of specific major components in federal support for higher education.

One aspect of the existing and proposed system of federal higher education fund-
ing that must be discussed is h We III-Institutional Aid. We urge you to exercise
great caution in exploring issues fated to the reauthoeization of programs aimed
at developing institutions, especially those related to the use of race specific lan-
guage in said Title. We believe facts and rationality should be determining factors
in developing strategies for institutional improvements and equalizing opportunities
for minority institutions.
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The findit4 from a forum of ediiCafienal orgaifization leader's held, in-Washing-
ton, DC, during the summer of'1983 haVe been pliblished in iv-recent report released
in March ("DetnOgraphic ImperativeS.'Implicatians for Educational PolicyT,'S and are
in important indioatipe of possible future minority underrepreientation' uta high
technology workferca;;The date indicates the importance of developinget.,programis
like Title III to Ow, Uhiversity of Puerto Rico's institutional unit*, thatour campuses proyide an educational environment and course content -"ally isr.,
harmony' with the growth of the Hispanic Pepulatien.,In this respect, provisiOn must
be made for the edikation of our Hispanic itudenti;',Which. has asiirect relationship
to the future social and economic security of the'riation. In Puerto Rico we also roc,
ogni2e that higher education will enable migratihgl*rto Ricans to find productive
work on the mainland, and we must bear in mind the realities of the marketplace .both here and abroad. It is for thilreason that we 3 .ve launched a major initiative
during this academic year. totaplore areas where acadeniic improvement is war-rented through a systems approach to student' tracking. This will' furnialt consider-
able data on student outcomes to provide the basis for future policy-making, and
likewise enable us to further justify, and prioritize our need for federally-funded de-
velopmental astsistancie.

A development program for HispaniCsimpacted institutions of higher education
would prOvide4i legislative response for postsecondary institutions that have histori-
cally 'served, and 'ay.e seeking to eliminate educational barriers for a significant.
number of. Hispanic 'Students. We accept the reality and obligations of our high
youth unemployment iate,''and 'the underrepresentation of Puerto Rican residents,
and other mainland Hispanics, in major areas pf research and employment fields.
For this reason, Title III provides extra assistance which will-strengthen and not.
further dilute ourinstruCtional offerings, and enkle' us to initiate important devels
opmental efforts in institutional managementicurriculurn deVelopment, and elan-,ning functions... .

In striving tokuprove.the quality of higher education offerings, 'Congress and the'
Administration properly funded and supported initiatives for Historically Black Col-
leges. Few will argue that these steps provide important assistance to this segment
of our higher education community. Nevertheless, we must maintain coherence
among the varied minority initiatives, and thus,' we encourage a Hispanic setaside
of at 'least $10 million under Part A of Title III, retaining the general, purposes con-
tained in the preSent law, as well as expanding allowable activities to include con-
struction, maintenance and impro'vement in clatisroom, library or laboratory facili-
ties; remediation activities; special courses of instruction in areas where Hispanics
are underrepresented; and the purchase or lease *f scientific equipment and library ,

materials for instructional and research purposes. The need to use monies for these
aforementioned purposes ayes clearly documented during the Hispanic hearings in
San Juan, Puerto Rico, less than a year ago.

Another related provision for Part A of Title III, the Hispanic setaside, should in-
clude a precise statutory description of the allowable activities. This would prevent
unclear or subjective Judgements which might be prescribed by Departmental.
memorandum, and be in direct conflict with the intent of the authorizing legisla-
tion, as well as create burdensome paperwork or confusion at the local level. .

One final component of a new Title III A which most certainly would provide in
affirmative response to increasing the number of Hispanics entering health-related
professions, would entail revision of the term "eligible institution" to include
schools of medicine, dentistry --oe other allied-health professions. It should I* recog-
nized that our Medical Sciences Campus is not currently eligible to apply'for thew

urces, despite the fact that this institution impacts strongly on the health needs
our population, and subittantially brosideni available health ands medical educa-

tion opportunities in Puerto Rico.
In the area of federal financial aid th students, national policy must be built

around recognizing that without such assistance; many capable minority student*
could not get adequate funds to afford college tuition payments, and other support
to Sustain them while pursuing their academic degree. Such assistance should seek
to increase the coat of attendance allowance and reflect rising costs due to inflation-
ary pressures. In this sense, we support proposals that would raise the maximum
Pell Grant award to $3,000, rising annually to reflect Consumer Price Index. in-
creases, and modification of the half cost limitation to cover up to 75 percent of cost
of attendance;' as well as provision of an increased allowance for expenses. Our Cen-
tral Office of Student' Financial Assistance has estimated that this would providereasonable funding f tuition and related expensee for Undergraduate Pell Grant
recipients, since, as I demonstrated' it my testimony of May, 1983, the truly needy
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student would have a sound financial aid package for mitigating problems attributa-
ble to insufficient economic support.

A related area of importance is the extension of a fifth year of Pell Grant
ity for recipients entering graduate school. While this is important, legislative lan-
guage should include provisions for extending this limit to six years, in areas where
five years of study are required, as is the case with our undergraduate programs in

N---engineering and architecture.
Let me also suggest another priority. I believe that tuition costs must not contin-

ue to spiral for students. Therefore we support the idea of providing incentives to
public and private; institutions( that have maintained the cost of tuition at the same
level for a period Of three years, We further suggest a system of incentive awards to
colleges and universities based on 5 to 10 percent of the average institutional.Pell
Grant award to an institution for the last 3 years, payable in an accrued sum at the
end of a three year period. The maximum award should in no case exceed 50 per-
cent of additional revenue to be derived from a tuition increase the three year
neriod.

From our van e point, a proposal to provide institutional allotments for the Col-
lege-Work Study in-lieu of a state allotment formula would also be sound
in terms simplifying the awards process and assuring that the actual number of
needy students at an institution are served regardless of state population *has.

We also favor a.block grant approach for the other existing campus-based pro-
grams, including the provision that it is the university-based financial aid staff
which is in the best poaition to determine the potential recipient* and size of
awards. In addition, block grunts-would facilitate preparation of loan packages, uti-
lizing both federal and local resources, which would meaningfully and effectively
direct these funds to a maximum number of etudents. Since restrictions and Stand-
ards placed on the use of block grant funds can have profound ramifications for
some institutions, imposition of such restrictions should consider the nature of real-
istic problems and constraints that may exist regarding default rates, or the ability
to meet matching requirements for loans due to the adverse consequeneas of eco-
nomic conditions.

In furtherance of the goal to provide access; for students, we are in favor of in
creasing Guaranteed Student Loan limits, establishing consolidation mechanisms,
and flexible repayment periods. This is particularly important in Puerto Rico where
payback levels may impact on a student's later earnings. According to information
obtained from the 'Puerto Rico Planning Board, the preliminary 198.3 figures show a
per capita income of $3,900 and lower salaries in comparison with the mainland.

Another useful option for student loan artegrant mechanisms would include stat-
utory language requiring consistency in family contribution schedules for the Pell

/Grant, GSL, or other applicable aid programs.
A simplification of Ole current system into a grant, work, loan, and blot4t grant

program would provide greater flexibility and clarity for our institutional units and
students";

In our Search for appropriate methodology to address higher education legislation,
the impact of modern information technology on our university and college libraries'
must a.4eo be considered.

New data base services, technologically-assisted inter-library exchange systems,
and computer-assisted research tools are expensive,xid yet vital for maintains
educational excellence and attracting qualified studefits and faculty. Even large an
academically elite institutions are feeling economic strains in light of the in orma-
tiOn and technology explosion:

Sharing library resources and plans for collaborative programs are on-going con-
cerns within our State system. Nonetheless, sophisticated electronic inter-library ex-
change systems for data sharing, including updated library loan computer files,
should not be required as evidence or performance factors for determining the need
or s of a library resources grant award. Such criteria would be exclusive and in-
hibi.tizewards, particularly as relates to "our two-year community colleges, that are
very much- in developmental phases and do not have sufficient resources at the
present time to implement other than telephone and mail inter-library sharing pro-
grams. To make these factors evidence of satisfactory commitment for receiving an
award would be a step backward in assisting smaller, less developed. institutions.

It makes good sense for Congsess to create a needs-based System of awards for the
current library programs, but the aforementioned indicators of local initiative would
create a problem if used to rate pre Award institutional performance.

Modifications of the present law intended to revise the Special Programs for Dis-
advantaged Students (TRIO) should address the need to ensure sufficient funds to
carry -out the purposes of the current grants and contracts by raising authorization
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levels. The continuing efforts to decimate this program clearly do not show, a com-
mitment to equalize educational opportunities for minorities.

I would like to interject here that Congress should reexamine Section 417D.(d), re-
quiring institutional assurances that each student enrolled in a Special Service
Project "will receive sufficient financial assistance to meet the student's full finan-
cial need". It is extremely difficult for institutions to comply with such pledges, con-
sidering the uncertain nature of both federal and local appropriations.for student
assistance. Although we target logical support to students facing disadvantageous
circumstances, we cannot assume that total federal and local support will be avail-
able in future academic years for these individuals to finance a college education.

We laud the purpose of establishing a new Endowment Program in the reauthor-
ization law. Appropriately, this initiative will focus on, promoting self-sufficiency by
substantially expanding the financial'resourcee of an institution. However, for insti-
tutions t _have a small existing endowment, we would urge that, 1:4t least initially,
matching funds for an endowment grant be accepted as a special state gov-.
ernment appropriation; without' penalizing colleges and uni rsities that evidence
little or no matching funds from private sector sources. o factor is contained in
the current law, and will seriously affect the abir of rto Rican institutions to
'compete for these grants.

In proposals for reauthorization it is encouraging .to note a greater commitment to
international education. It is to be hoped that the programs, which finally emerge
from this legislation also address the need for expanded educational assistance and
cooperative interchange with Central American and Caribbean nations. At the Uni-
versity 'of Puerto Rico we are increasingly aware of the role we can play in address-
ing existing educational barriers Ming theee countries, particularly given our
social, cultural, and language compatability. Although most faculty exchange and
scholarship Opportunities currently available in the 'United States to students and
faculty from Central America and to-Caribbean are currently administered by the
U:S. Information Agency or the Agency for lateruational Development, we would
encourage greater inter-agency coordination and linkages at the federal level to
ensure comprehensive policy development in this area. We also suggest increased
information flow regarding available federal education resources to the academic.
community in Central America and the Caribbean:

Specifically we would recommend a national advisory body focusing on education-
al initiatives for the Caribbean and Central America, given the thrust of both the .
Caribbean Basin Initiative and the Kissinger Commission's Report for a human de-
velopment plan, both of which suggest the need to help build a stronger free econo-
my and stable social environment in these countries. The need for adequate infor-
mation exchange might beat be effected through a Coordinating Office, modelled on
the existing National Faculty 'Exchange Program developed through the Kellogg
Foundation.

I have another recommendation that refers to national aforta aimed at education-
al search and eaaluation. In. this respect, we would urge that new statutory Lan -
guage triandatet Puerto Rico be included in any special national studies, pro-

ms, evaluation, needs aseessment, and data compilation efforts conducted by the
ational Institute of Education, the National Center for Education Statistics, or

other divisions of the U.S. Department of Education. Only through such efforts will
the true condition of total Hispanic participatibn at the higher education level be
assessed in terms e'en adequate federal response to changes in population size, and
related social developments farad' citizens of this-minority group.

And, as a very important footnote I must mention the need for Congress to au-
thorize adequate funding levels for Title VII, Academic Facilities. Such assistance
should be directly targeted at geographic areas with highs minority populations and
institutions where there is a demonstrated need, as is the casein Puerto Rico. We
support a Revised Part B which would include matching grants for the purchase of
laboratory, research, and other equipment.

At this time I also wish to note and express my gratitude on behalf of the Univer-
sity for .the positive response we have received from Capitol Hill on several issues
we have raised through our Resident Commissioner dueeig the past year. We have
learned by our effort/3 in communicating with Member? of Congress that there is
concern for Puerto Rico's higher education needs., but at the same time we mustcontinue estcontnue to carry our message to you and the r of the higher education communi-
ty. And vie intend to do that. ,

As requested by the Subcommittee we have included pertinent enrollment" data
at id information on the number and types of degrees awarded at the University of
Puerto Rico during, academic year 1082-83. We will be pleased to submit any addi-
tional information you may require to assist you in these deliberations.
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I want to thank you for this opportunity to comment about the future of federal
higher education policy.. Xis part of our mission to use our local resources effective-
ly, but we also recognize the necessity to respond to the growth and improvement
opportUnitios made possible thr9ugh Crigraesuonal action.

gi.IPPLZUNNTA.I. DATA TUX Wrorrot MCCORD

'LstpftabkM
University of PuertosRico: Enrollment by institutional unit; 1981-82 through

, 1983-84
1

University of Puerto Rico: Admissions and actual enrollment by type of sec-
ondary school' (1983-84) 2

7 University of Puerto Rico: Total degrees awarded by institutional unit and
sex, academic year 1982-83 3

University of Pustto Rico Bachelers, masters, doctorates, first professional
degrees, diplomas, and certificates awarded, academic year 1982-83, by se-

' looted fields of degree 4

L

University of Puerto Rico: Preliminary budget projections for capital i
provement projects, fiscal years j.984-85 through 1988-89 .... ,

TABLE 1.-UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO ENROLLMENT BY INSTITUTIONAL UNIT: 1981-82 THROUGH

1983-84 1 a

testifulisai 194142 144243 144344

Total UPR 51,159 I1,294 53,437

Rio Piedras WINS 21,267 19,755 21.009

Mayaguez Universi 9,232 9,289 9,675

Medical sciences 2,625 3,203 3,184

Mininistratico of regional cello 11,567 12,594 12,822

hecito 2,821 3,256 3,582

Pcece 1,565 1,254 1,826

Bayamon
3,908 4,444 4226

Agoadi4a
1,160 ' 1,257 1,331

earciina 1,644 1,476 1,290

La Montana f 469 507 527

Cary Univinify Coilege 3,155 3,319 3,414

&maw University Caine 3,307 3,134 3,333

I Pint Nos* sotalloot fon (hostax1). Doss 1w4 itch* mimed la stow maim.

Scant UR C4401 konimistatice. xlmtisicas c(41:4.

TABLE 2.-UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO ADMISSIONS AND ACTUAL ENROLLMENT BY TYPE OF

SECONDARY SCHOOL -(1983-84)

Nak

Adtsittad Ewald

Total Piaic ToLd, lic Priv* Total Mk POWs

University at Puerto Rica ,7 13,077 4,711 13,099 9,373 3,726 Ilier 8449 2,912,

Rio Piet as ono 5,492 3,474 2,018 3,741 2,183 1,558 3,2 2,038 1,166

Mayaguez Unity cathptis ,,,,,,,, ,.., 3,376 7,046 1,330 2,687 1,608 1,p79 2,372 1,520 858

Modica! Sciences caw 353 306 ' 47 182 153 29 162 138 24

Ciyey University Coiege 1,247 1,066 181 928 835 153 857 740, 117

1-1/4gtaca0 University College ..., ..., ,, . ...

itarrnon TAtnalOgia Untoni4 Col-
lege A

1,262

1,529

1,166

1,078

96,

451

856

1,103

788

736

68

367

813

985

754

665

59,

320

Arecibo TectInCeOgiCai University Coitest 1,552 1,403 149 1,215 1,089 126 1,123 1,018 135

Ponce TectinciVcal University Caine._ ,,, 1,127 925 202 830 674 156 690 46 124

AguadRa Regional Coilege...,... 679 627 52 552 609 44 440 412 28

Catalina Regional Colette 858 686 172 .694 557 137 509 404 105
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TABLE 2.UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO ADMISSIONS AND ACTUAL ENROLLMENT BY TYPE OF

SECONDARY SCHOOL (1953 -84)-- .Continued

APPkooto AteiftoO EA-004 _
Tfiod PsibMt Ptivoli Teti jtivade Tsstai Ribic Mob

La Montana Regional Collett [Utile:tel._ 313 300 13 250 241 9 200 194
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TABLE .3,---UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO TOTAL DEDREtS.AWARDEDBY INSTITUTIONAL UNIT AND

SEX, ACADEMICYEAR1982-83

TaW Nam

University of Puerto Rico. 7,728 2,964 4,764

Rio Piedras campus A 2,613 . 924 .1,689
Mayaguez University campus ... 1,`225 712 513
Medicai Sciences cativo

,./
951 239 112

,Cagey University Gant 435 152 281
ii4i112C410 University. Wine 413 126 287
Bayamon Technological UnnenitY College 954 438 516
Mao Teciutoiogicai University CcAige 471 123 354
Pnrice itchnniofcal University College .F:: . 253 16 177
Aguadvita Piegianai College. at ..t, 145 . 57 88

.,

Cat0i41 Regional College._ . .....7 .................... ..... ........................ ..,............,..,... 215 94 121
La Mantua Regional College illtnado] 49 23 26
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TABLE 4,UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO BACHELORS, MASTERS, DOCTORATES, FIRST PROFESSIONAL

DEGREES, DIPLOMAS, AND CERTIFICATES AWARDED, ACADEMIC YEAR 1982-83 .

tatiblaa by moist tiol, sa< or, atict goo

fait c4 diens Mai NM Tot of dirge

Agricatwe 151 109 42 MS, BS.
Mild health proksskas 549 60 489 MS, BS, AD.
Architecture 20 5 15 M, Arch., B. Arch.
Biomedical sciences and pubic health 74 29 45 MPH. MPtit., MS, filiSA, MitS.
Business administration 1,926 656 1,210 MK' Bak
Cotnericalices, 1,16 37 19 MA, BA.
Education 801 162 639 M.O., BA, BS.
Engineering 445 . _ .399 .46 AS, BS.
General studies 59 20 39 BA.
Humanities .302 80 222 PhD, MA, BA.
Law 13 45 38 JD.
Atitine sciences IS 14 4 PhD, MA, BA.
Medical sciences 189 81 58 PhD, MD. MS.
tiaturai sciences . 886 366 520 PhD, MS, MA, BS.
Odontotogy ,..71 46 25 OW.

118 23 95 BS..Pharmacy

KMUling 6 2 4 IMP,
Social sciences

/
782 262 520 MPA, MA, IIISW, BA,
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TABU 5.-UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO PRELIMINARY BUDGET PROJECTIONS FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS FISCAL YEARS 1984-85 THROUGH 198$-89
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latitotia8
198445 245-86 15 87 )14748 19a 8-

Figovid -s-el1i

Total- 14449

Ridadadd atatf/mi HIPasad 090$1.6 finvsw *mai Reamall *fit"!

Rio Piedras campus 4,275 1.150 -4,575 1.350 2,625 1,200 2.200 1.250. 2.000 1.200. 15,575 6.150
Mayaguez campus 2.750 2,000 2.650 1.550 3.950 900 2.400 1.000 1.350 1.000 13.100 6.450
Medical Sciences C.Ititpu$ 1.677 1,150 475. 725 900 700 500 450 800 500 f 4.352 3.525
Cayey University Cane 2.175 950 2.200 900. 1.800 300 500 600 650 600 7.325 3.350
Humacao Univessity College .1,500 1.500 1.200 1.200 400 400 600 600 600 600 4.300 4.300
Regional coke system 11.342. . 4.690. 10.627. 9.357 3.715 2.765 i.500 2.*0 2.500 2,500 30.684 21.812

Administration cI regional ,,,, (338)
. (25) (670) (50) (50) (50) (50) (50) (50) (50) (1358) (225)
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1.070)
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14001'
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Noce Technotogical University .........
La Montana Regional Coliege

...... (165):
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(850}
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(850)
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(850)
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(850)
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(8.250)
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Total 24.929 12.600, 22. 5 15.600. 13.725 6.600 8.900 6,600 8.100 6.600 18.399 48.000
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STATEMENT OF ISMAEL ALMODOVAR, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY
OF PUERTO RICO

Dr. AizioDovAR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I appreciate this

opportunity to appear before you as president of the University of
Puerto Ricoi a land-grant institution, to testify on the reauthoriza-
tion of the Higher Education Act. During these few minutes I will
speak with respect to this topic and my full remarks are contained
in a longer written statement which I am requesting be admitted
for the record.

Mr. Sato:41. We will include it in the record, as willithe full state-
ment of everyone be.

Dr. ALMODOVAR. Thank you.
One aspect of the proposed system of higher education funding

that must be discussed is title III. We ask you to exercise great cau-
tion in exploring issues related to the authorization of programs-in
our developing institutions, especially those related to the use of
race- specific language. We believe that facts. and rationality should
be determining factor' in developing strategies for institutional im-
provements and equalizing opportunities for minority institutions.

A, development program for Hispanic-impacted institutions of.
higher education would provide a legislative response for postsec-
ondary institutions that have historically served, and are seeking
to eliminate educational barriers for a significant number of His-
panic students. Consequently, we encourageji Hispanic set-aside of-
at least $10 million under part A of title III, retaining the general
purposes contained in the present law, as well as expanding allow-
able activities to include construction, maintenance, and improve-
ments in classroom, library or laboratory facilities; remediation ac-
tivities; 'special courses of instruction; and the purchase of lease or
scientific equipment and library materials for instrUctional and re-
search purposes.

Another related provision for title III should include a precise
statutory description of the allowable activities to prevent unclear
or subjective judgments which might be prescribed by departmen-
tal memqrandum,-or be in direct conflict with the intent of the au-
thorizaan.

We support proposals that would raise the maximum Pell grant
award to $3,000, rising ann*ally to reflect consumer price index in-
creases, and niodification of the half cost limitation to cover up to
75 percent of cost of attendance, as well as provision of an in-
creased allowance for expenses. We favor the extension of a fifth
year of Pell grant eligibility for recipients entering graduate
school. Legislative language should include provisions for extend-
ing this limit to 6 years, in areas where 5 years of study are re-
quired, as is the case with etn. undergraduate programs in engi-
neering and architecture.

We also support a black grant approach to the other existing
campus-based programs. Since restrictions and standards placed on
the use of block grant funds can have profound ramifications for
some institutions, 'imposition of such restrictions should consider
the nature of realistic local problems and constraints, that may

8 11
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--exist due ito the adverse consequetices of economic or other condi-
tions.

Let me also su another priority. I believe that tuition costs
must not continue to piral for students*in higher education. That's
my feeling on cost containment, Mr. Chairman. Therefore,, we sup-

, port the idea of providing incentives to public and private institu-
tions that have maintained the cost of tuition at the same level for
a period of 3 years. We further suggest a system of incentive
awards to colleges and universities, that has done so, based on 5 to
10 percent of the average institutional Pell grant award to an insti-

* tution for that 3-year period. It would be payable irOin 'accrued
s m at the end' of the period. The maximum award sh6uld in no
case exceed 50 percent of additional revenue that would be derived
if a tuition increase had occurred in the 3-year period.

Mr. Chairman, we have made some preliminary calculations and
the average award would range from half a million to $4.5 million
for very large institutions, assuming a cost of attendance of $7,000,
provided that a $1,900 allowance is Cut, and in that case' it would
mean about $75 million to 0150 million additional funds required
for this iwortant program. This is very important, Mr. Chairman,
because if your were to increase the maximum allowance to $3,000
the private sector has- indicated they oppose that because some of
the students prefer to go to the public institutions or to the lower
tuition cost institutions.

On the other hand, it might mean a stimulus for 'those private
institutions to increase their tuition because there is more money,
available for the students..So, if you would use the incentive grant
approach 'I think it would be very good for all institutions as a
whole.

We laud the purpose pf.continuing the new endowment prograin.
However, for institutions that have a small existing endowment,
we would urge that, at least initially, matching funds for an en-
dowment. grant be accepted as part of a special State government
approPriation, without penalizing colleges and universities that evi-
dence little or nlo matching funds from the private sector.

In proposals for reauthorization, it is encouraging to note the
greater commitment to international education. It is to be hoped
that the programs which finally emerge from this legislation also
address the need for expanded educational assistance and coopera-
tive .interchange with Central America and the Caribbean region.
This is particularly important given the truiist of both 'the Caribbe-
an Basin Initiative and the human development component of the
recent Kissinger report, both of which suggest the need to help
build a stronger free economy and stable social environment in
these countries and this region.

We also urge that the new statutory language inundate that
Puerto Rico be included in any special programs,
or data compilation efforts conducted by the N tional Institute of
Education, the National Center for Education Statistics, or other
divisions of the U.S. Departmenti of Education. Only through such..
efforts will there be true conditions of total Hispanic.participation
in Federal higher' education programs for assessment of higher
education programs.

8,J 2
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to the past, consistently, Puerto Rico is excluded in nearly all
studie4 that r late to studies to State aid to higher education or
the donditi of higher education to States. Since we are not
State; we renot included, and if we are included it's on the basis
of avails e funding to pursue the study. If therp are up funds, we
will be' ft out. .

1 wan to thank you for this -opportunity' to comment about the
higher education policy.. It is part of'bur mission to use our local
resources effectively, but we also recognize the need to respond to
thd growth and improvement of opportunities made possible
through congressional, action. '

Mr. Chairman, the higher education community, which I repre-
sefit, feels that education is a way of life in America and not a
luxury any mote and should get as much support and-attention as
other activities like defense, the guns, and the bomb. For a strong
America we need to build a strong educational system.

In that respect, Mr. Chairman, our universities attest that Paul
Simon is' for all in education. Thank you very much.

Mr. &moil. I thank you very, very much.
Richard Otto, the president of Catherine College.
[Prepared statement of Richard Otto follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OE RICHARD O'ITO, PRESIDENT, CATHERINE COLLEGE, CHICAGO,
IL, RxeRKSICITING ASSOCIATION OE INDEPENDENT CoLLEGES AND SCHOOLS AND ILLI-
NOIS ASSOCIATION or ACCREDITED COLLEGESAND SCHOOLS

Mr. Chairman. Members of the Subcommittee. Thank you for the opportunity to
present our views on H.R. 5240, the Higher Education Act Amendments of 1984, and
related reauthorization issues.

I am Richard Otto, President of Catherine College in Chicago, Illinois, Today, I
represent: Catherine College and its 700 students in Chicago and 200 students at a
branch campus in Burbank, California; Illibis Association of Accredited Colleges
and Schools (IAACS) and its 25 member institutions; and Association of Independent
Colleges and Schools (AICS) and its 581 institutions -and 219 branch campuses
throughout the United States.

Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act (HEA) is very important to our
member institutions and their students. Federal student financial assistance provid-
ed under title IV of the HEA is the critical support necessary for many low income
and otherwise disadvantaged students to be trained at the postsecondary level and
enter productive jobs and careers. Mr. Chairman, we commend you for your

in
leader-

ship n this area and your willingness to solicit the recommendations and views of
educators and administrators throughout the country.

9

AICS

The Association of Independent Colleges and Schools was founded in 1912 "and
now has .a membership of 581 diverse business schools and colleges and another 210
branch csimpuses. Our institutions range from business or specialized schools offer-
ing training of up to one year in length, to junior and senior colleges offering recog-
nized associate and baccalureate degrees. Approximately 500,000 students are
enrolled in these institutions representing a broad range of income and racial back-
grounds. Approximately 90% of the AICS accredited institutions are taxpaying busi-
ness corporations; all of the institutions are non-public. In common with all non-
public institutions, they are either entirely or primarily tuition dependent for oper-
ating revenues.

IAACS

The Illinois Association of Accredited Colleges and School's, of which I have been
President for the past four years, has 25 member institutions. Not all,of these insti-
tutions are members of AIGS. Some belong to other postsecondary vocationall -ori-.
ented associations, such as the National Association of Trade and Technical Schools
(NATI'S). Enrollment in the IAACS institutions is over 25,000 students.
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ANALYSIS OF U.X. 5240

Last year you requested from AILS its recommendations r reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act. Its recommendations were presented in the form of a po-
sition paper on those major issues and concerns which affected' AILS institutions
and their students. Your bill, H.R. 5240, addresses many of these concerns and we
would like to publicly express Our appreciation for listening to us.

I will now focus on those provisions which interest us most and identify any
where we believe that amendments should be made to the bill. Some of the perspec-
tive* proirided are as a result of my experience as President of Catherine college, a
downtown Chicago institution enrolling over 700 students, three-quarters of whom
are minorities.
Pell grant

1. Entitlement and maximuni
We applaud your proposal, to make the Pell Grant program a true entitlement

program. For years legislator} and members of the public, even those active in the
field of education and specifically student financial assistance, have been under the
misimpression that the Pell Grant (previously BEOG) prngramiewas an entitleme
program. However, it is clear thatsbased on the appropriations levels of the past
several years, the program is subject to severe budgetary constraints and the needs
analysis formula used to determined eligibility for students is merely an allocation
formula for finite resources.

Your proposal to establish the maximum Pell award at $3000 for program YCar
1985-86 acknowledges the fact that.the maximum over the past ten years has not
even remotely stayed in touch with the increases in college costs, due to inflation,
which must be paid by the student.. For years now, as you so appropriately noted in
your remarks in introducing H.R. 5240, students have became more dependent on
loans because of the limited amount of grant and work aid available.

We note in passing that the maximum grant of $3000 is the same level topoeed
Departmentthe DePament of Education, albeit with a different need analysis an conse-

quently a different recipient group. We hope that the Reagan Administration and
the Republican members of this Committee and the Congress will support the $3000
grant level. It is critical for continued access to post.seconclagi education for those
coming from low income families.

.2. Award master schedule and family contribution schedule
'We support your decision to establish in law the master schedule for distribution

of the Pell Grants and the Family Contribution Schedule which would determine
the eligibility for a student's Pell Grant. Too often in the past the Family Contribu-
tion Schedule has been used as a peiitical football to promote the budgetary and
policy objectives of this and previous administrations.

3. Perrentuge of cost coverage
We support your objective of ensuring that any student an the-United States does

have the opportunity to pursue a postsecondary education. However, we are con-
cerned that increasing the percentage of cost covered by the Pell Grant from 50% to
75% would (1) upset the current competitive balance between public and private in-
stitutions; (2) Sreate incentives for states to reduce their grant aid and/or increase
tuition in order to "capture" federal funds; and (3) cost the U.S. Treasury too much.
The current "half cost rule" has served as an effective restraint on institutions in-
creasing tuition over the year and has also forced students to pay some' part of their
tuition, albeit in some cases a very small part, through their own resources pr as a
result of4work. To change the "half cost rule" would have profound negative effects
on the system as it now works,

4. Independent student definition
In H.R. 5240, you have tackled a very difficult issue which student aid policymak-

ers have had difficulty resolving over the yeaq. We concur generally with, your
effort to distinguish between independent and dependent student status based on
age and other factors. We also sinwrt your decision to give some guidance to insti-
tutions and financial aid officers in determining what constitutes an independent
source of income sufficient to indicate financial independence during such preceding

5. Period of eligibility
Reinstating a specific number of academic years, or the equivalent, for Pell Grant

eligibility has drawbacks. Many studenti who attend aur institutions have previous-
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ly attended postsecondary institutions and, therefore, it is very difficult for usto track the number of years remaining on that student's Pell grant eligibility.
In expanding the eligibility for a Pell grant to the first year of graduate or pro-fessioxial study, the arogra.m would still overlook a very important and needy sectorof our countrythe holult who needs retraining. Currently, the program require-

ments prevent a student who has a bachelor's degree from receiving another Pell,Grant in an undergraduate program. Many individuals with baccalaureate degrees-fmd that job opportunities are non-existent or less than what they expected -upongraduation. Therefore, many of these individuals will return to a postsecondary vo-cational institution where they will receive very specialized training in order toobtain a job. We urge this Committee to specifically allow these students, assumingthat they are otherwise eligible and have not exceeded the five academic years pro-viiied for in the bill, to receive a Pell Grant even though they have a baccalaureate
:degrve.

Gueminteed Student Loans IGSLi
1: Lender of last resort

The bill provides for a lender of last resort (UM in all states-participating in the .GSL program. We have previously before this Committee advocated such A positionand we appreciat e. your attention to the needs of students, many of whom are en- 4,rolled in short-term postsecondary vocational programs, who have been unable toobtain a GSL in the past through no fault of their own. The LLR' concept, in con-junction with the him-wised Pell Grant award prisposed in this bill, will go a -longway to make a postsecondary education truly available to all interested persons. We .urge that in the Committee Report language, and ultiireitely, the Conference Reportlanguage, it istlear that LLRs would not be allowed to add additional restrictions
on eligibility for these LLR loans.

V. Loan maximum
In reviewing HIR..5240, perhaps our greatest.disaplatent was the fact that themaximum loan for,u first year undergraduate student would remain at $2500\ araithat for, all other undergraduate students the maximum loan is only $3000. We .feesstrongly that, but for-the GSIs at a higher level, there fail' will be many parents

and students who will have great difficulty in meeting the cash flow demand of apostsecondary education.,,The GSL annual loan maximum of $2500 hat been ineffect for over a decade now and needs to be updated for inflation. Therefore, weurge that the maximum ke established for all undergraduate borrowers at $3500 pfryear.

Reduction in special allowance; elimination oforigination fee
We support the provision in the bill which would eliminate the origination feecharged to students. However, we are concerned that these changes, in conjunction

with the proposed reduction in the special allowance paid to lenders, may have anegative effect on lending, especiilly to vocational students in short term progratns.
These two changes, in conjunction with the proposed restrictions on arbitrage andstate-by-state bond issuance authority adopted or being con tiered by the RouseWays and Means Committee and the Senate Finance Commit, could have k disas-terous effect on the availability of GSL. We hope that hearings held on this bill willaccurately predict the response of lenders to your proposals..

4. Copoyees
We support the provision in II.R. 5240 which requires that the GSL disbursementbe t to the eligible institution the student attends or plans to attend and madePaYa le to the order of both the student and the institution. This requirement en-sue that borrowed funds are not used improperly and that the students are actual-ly atteilding the institution and prograsing satisfactorily in a program.

e
Interest rate

Provisions for a floating interest rate to be paid by the student will more accu-rately reflect the cost of money for lenders; however you should be concerned about
the administrative difficUlties this would create for the lenders. Although we do nothave the expertise to judge the impact on lending, we still want to voice our concern
that this change could have an adverse effect on lending to students attending short
term programs in postsecondary vocational institutions.

6. Needs test
Requiring that all students undergo a needs test, even if they come from families

with incomes of less than $30,000, will create an additional administrative burden

8j5
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for students. With few exceptions, the students who attend AICS institution* would
demonstrate remaining need and be eligible for the GSI, subsidy. Therefore, the ad-
ditional administrative burden would not be compensated for by any savings to the
Federal treasury because the need evidenced was less than $2500 (or $3000) per
year.

7. Loan repayment
We support the change which requires repayment to begin nine months after the

student ceases pursuit of the course of study; concomitantly, we support the, require-
ment that annual repayments by borrowers be not Lew than $900. Many students,
particularly during bad economic times, have ciifficulty in finding jobs quickly upon 1 .

graduation. However, a minimum repayment of $75 per month, in normal circurn-
stancee, seems appropriate.

8. Conioliciation loans r
We are pleased that you have proposed a 'Method to consoliclite student loans

which, otherwise, would be burdensome to a student. in repayment. Many students,
particularly in the first few years after graduation, have difficulty repaying multi-
ple loans and, therefore, default on those loans. Authority to consolidate and extend
repayment would, eliminate many potential defaults, Given the flexibility that is
provided to lenders and Sallie Mae in your consolidation loans section, it seems un-
necessary to establish d minimum loan principal in order for a student to consoli-
date his qv her loans. If the lender or Sallie Mae determines that for a particular
student it would be appropriate, for whatever reason, to consolidate the loans, it
would seem that it would be unnecessary by law to prevent such consolidation.
Many vocational school students do not have massive amounts of loan debt upon
graduation, however; their salary levels may not be sufficiently high enough to
easily amortize their loans.
College work-study ICWSI

1. Use of funds
. We are very appreciative that you have acknowledged in H.R,5240 the need to
eliminate the one remaining major distinction between students attending non-
profit institutions and those attending taxpaying institutions. Specifically, students
attending proprietary institutions will be now able to use their CWS funds for jobs
on campus. Students attending proprietary institutions would be able, therefore, to
use their funds for many beneficial activities, including activities in the student aid
office, the career counseling office, the student activities office, and for tutoring illit-
erate adults who need basic skills training. As we have noted to you previously,
most AICS students are commuter students attending class at least five hours

ieach day and, therefore, communing to and working in an off-campus job 'under
current law is impractical, Your proposed change also supports the "Final Report of
the Commission on the Higher Education of Minorities" which found that working
less than half time, particularly at an on-campus job, has a positive efect on aca-
demic persistence for ininerity students. Given the fact that proprietary institutions
serve the large* popOrticillgfminority students (54%) of all students receiving fi-
nancial aid, a change to proVide equitable treatment under CWS will undoubtedly
have positive effect on these students.

2. Allocation formula
We also strongly support your change in the

funds to be distributed to the institutions
Grant and GSL funds. These two programs are,
determining the true aggregate need of students
tions.
In.stitutioruil block grant

1. Programmatic flexibility
The flexibility given an institution in.your proposed institutional block grant is

excellent, therefore we support this change to make the program less complicated.

2. ,Allocation formula
As indicated before, we believe that the best proxy for the aggregate need at an

institution is the Pell Grant and GSL programs, particularly given the fact that a
needs analysis is required for both. We urge you to resist any efforts to include's
state or institutional hold harmless in your final bill. It is essential that allocations
be made not on historical grounds, but instead based on true need.

location formula to allow CWS
he proportionate receipt of ..s

ow opinion, the best proxies for
attending poatsacondary institu-
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3. Loan default substantial progress
We continue to have concerns that it is very difficult for an institution to be held

'totally responsible for the default rate of its students. Due to the socioeconomic
background of its, student population, eften an institution, no matter how great its
effort, is unable to reduce significantly its" institutional" default rate. However, wedo support your reinstatement of a provision, previously in regulation, which contin;
ues an institution in the program if it can show' that it is making "substantial
progress"- in reducing defaults.

4. State student incentive grant ISSIO)
Should H.R. 5240 be amended to separate out the current SSIG program from the

institutional block grant, we ask that in developing, the allocation formula for the-SSIG program, those proprietary school students around the country who are noteligible,_because of state constitution or state law, to receive state grant aid, not be
included in the formula. Cutrently, the states which prohibit receipt of state grant
aid by proprietary school students have little or no incentive to cliange4that policy
because they will continue to receive the same amount of SSIG fimds under the cur-rent law:

CONCLUSION

The proposals in H.R. 5240 are ambitious ones, but they are essential to the con-
tinued vitality of postsecondary education in the United States. Education must con-tinue to be a high priority at the federal, state and.loeal levels. Any diminution of
support from any of these levels will seriously undermine the future of the country.

Because the proposals in the bill are ambitious, we recognize tat there will be
some opposition to the overall costs of the program. However, we urge the members
of this SubcOnztrnittee and other Members of Congress to look upon these proposals
as investments in the future of today'Syouth and those adults who seek trainingorretraining in order to enter and progress in a viable career filed. We offer our en-, wuragement and -assistance to ensure that the progressive changes you propose. inKR 5240 are enacted into law.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD oTro, PRESIDENT, CATHERINE
COLLEGE

Mr, OPro. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-
committee. Thank you for the, opportunity to present otrr views on
H.R. 5240, the Higher Education Act Amendments of 1984 and re-
lated reauthorization issues.

Today I represent Catherine College and its branch campus in
Burbank, CA, and alsb the Illinois 'Association of Accredited Colleg-
es, and Schools, of which I have been the president for the past 4
years, and its 25 member institutions.

I also represent the Association of Independent Colleges and
SchoolsMIPSand its 581 business schools and 210 branch cam-puses throughout tote United States.h We train approximately
500,000 students per year. Approximately 90 percent of our schools
are taxpaying corporations which train students to become self-sus-
taining, taxpaying citizens.

Reauthorization of the. Higher Education Act is very important
to our member institutions and their students. Federal student fi-
nancial assistancd- provided under title IV of the Higher Education

et is the critical support necessary for many low-income and oth-
erwise disadvantaged students to be trained at the postsecondary
level and jonter productive jobs and careers. Mr., Chairman, we-
commend you for your leadership in this area and your willingness
to solicit the recommendetions and views of educators -and adminis-
trators throughout the country.
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I will now focus on the provisions which interest us the most,
and identify anywhere we believe that perhaps, amendments should
be made to the bill.

Some of the perspectives provided are as a result of my experi-
ence as the president of Catherine College, a secivt*.rial, school in
downtown clicago, enrolling approximately 700 sfiidents per year,
three-quarteM of whom are minorities

THE PELL GRANT PROGRAM, THE ENTITLEMENT AND MAXIMUM AWARD

We applaud your proposal to m e the Pell Grant Program a
true entitlement program. The progr is subject to severe budget..
ary constraints and the needs analys formula used to determine
eligibility for students is merely an location formula for limited
resources. Your proposal to establish the maximum Pell grant
award at $3,000 for the program year 1985-86 acknowledges the
fact that the maximum award 'over the past -10 years has not even
remotely stayed in touch with the increases in college costs due to
inflation.

We note in Passing that the maximum award of $3,000 is the
same level proposed by the Department of Education. We hope that
the administration and the Republican Members of Congress will
support the $3,000 grant level.

THE PERCENTAGE OF COST COVERAGE

We support the current law. The current half-cost rule has
served as an effective restraint on institutions increasing their tui-
tion over the years. The independent student definition in H.R.
5240 is that of a very difficult issue which student aid policymakers
have had difficulty resolving over the years.

We concur generally with your effort to distinguish between in-
dependent and dependent student status, based on age a,no. other
factors. We also support your decision to give some guidance":ta in-
stitutions ,'and financial aid officials in determining what consti-
tutes an independent source of income, sufficient to indicate finan-
cial independence during such precedent year.

I

A PERIOD OF ELIGIBILITY

In expanding the eligibility for a Pell grant to the, first Year of,
graduate or professional study, the program wculd still overlook a
very important and needy sector of our community, the adult who
needs retraining.

Currently, the proms= requirements preclude-a student who, has
a bachelor's degree fin receiving another Pell grant award in an
undergraduate program. Many individuals with baccalaureate de-
grees find that job opportunities are nonexistent or less than what
they expected upon graduation. Therefore, many of these indiVid-

. uals will return to a postsecondary vocational institution where
they will receive very specialized training in order to obtain a job.

LOAN REPAYMENT

We support the chavge which requires repayment to" begin 9
months- after the student ceases pursuit of the course of study; and
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support the requirement that annual repayments by a borrowernot less than $900, with a minimum. payment of $75 per month.
That seems very appropriate to us.

THE GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS AND THE LENDER OF LAST RESORT

We appreciate yaw attention to the needs of students, ,many ofwhom are enrolled in short-term postsecondary vocational pro-grams, who have been unable to obtain a GSL loan in the past,through no fault of their .own. We urge that in the committee
report language and ultimately, the conference report language,that it is clear that the lender of last resort loans would not be al-
lowed to add additional restrictions onreligibility for lender of lastresort loans.

THE LOAN MAXIMUM

The GSL annual loan maximum of $2,500 has been in effect for,over a decade now and needs to be updated for inflation. Therefore,we urge that they maximum, be established for all undergraduate'borrowers at' $3,500 per year.

REDUCTION IN THE SPECIAL ALLOWANCE FOR nix ORIGINATION FEE

We support provisions,_ in. the bill which would eliminate the
origination fee charged to students. However, we are concerned
that these charges change this in 'conjunction with the proposed re-duction in special allowance paid to lenders and may have a nega-tive effect on lending, especially to vocational students in short-term programs.

THE CONSOLIDATION OF /DANS

It seems unnecessary to establish a minimum loan- principle in
,order for a student to 'consolidate his or her loan. If the lender or
seller determines for a particular student it would be appropriate, I.for whatever reason, to consolidate the loans,.it would appear thatit would be unnecessary by law to prevent such consolidation. Edu-.cational school students do not have massive amounts of loan debts
upon graduation. HoWever their salary levels May not be suffi-
ciently high enough to easily amortize their loan.

THE COLLEGE WORK-STUDY PROGRAM

We are very appreciative that yon have acknowledged in H.R.5240 the need to eliminate the one remaining major distinction be-
tween students attending nonprofit institutions and those attend-
ing taxpaying institutions. Specifically, students attending proprie-tary institutions will be now able to use their college work-study
funds for jobs on campus. Students attending proprietary institu-
tions would be able, therefore, to use their funds for many benefi-cial activities, including activities in the student aid office, the
counseling office, the student activities office, and for tutoring illit-
erate students who need basic skills training.

Given the fact that proprietary institutions serve the largest pro-portion of Minority students, 54 percent of all students receiving fi-nancial aid, a chance to provide equitable treatment under college
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work-study will undoubtedly have a positive effect on these stn-
./denfi.

ME ALLOCATION FORMULA

We also strongly support your change in the allocation formula
to allow college work-study funds to be distributes to the institu-
tions based on the proportionate' receipt of Pell grant and GSL
funds.

These two programs are, in our opinion, best proxies for deter-
, `mining the true aggregate need of students attending postsecond-

ary institutions.
The institutional block grant an the flexibility given an institu-

tit:in in your present institutional block, grant is excellent. There-

% fore, we support this change to make the program less complicated.
We are somewhat concerned, however, by the-16-percent institu-

tional contribution to the grant program.

LEA DEFAULT

We continue to have concerns that it is very difficult for an insti-
tution to be held totally responsible for the default rate of its stu-
dents. Howevei, we do support your reinstatement of, a provision
previously in regulation which continues an institution in the pro-
gram if it can show that it is making substantial progress in reduc-
ing defaults.

THE ALLOCA ON FORMULA

As indicated before, we belie e that the best proxy for the aggre-
gate need at an institution is e Pell grant and the GSL programs,
particularly given the fact t t a needs analysis is required for
both.

STATE STUDENTS INCENTIVE GRANTS

'We ask that in developing the allocation formula for the SSIG
program those proprietary school students around the country who
are not eligible, because of State constitution or State law, to re-
ceive State grant aid, not be included in the forpula.

In summary, because the proposals in the bm are ambitious, we
recognize that there will be some opposition to the overall cost of
this program. However, we urge the Members of this subcommittee
and other Members of Congress to look upon these proposals as in-
vestments in the future of today's youth, and those adults who seek
training or retraining, in order to enter ar_id progress in a viable
career field. We offer our encour ment and assistance to assure
that the progressive changes you4opose in H.R. 5240 are enacted
into law.

Thank you very much.
Mr. &um. We thank you, very much. And finally;' President

Jose 'Mendez of the Association of University Presidents of Puerto
Rico. Good to see you again.

[Prepared statement of Jose Mendez follows:]
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i*EXPAREI) STATEMENT Qv Jost. F. MENDEZ., PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION oY UNIVEJESITY 41/6
PaZSWbNTS or Pinr4TO Rico

Mr. Chairman, 1 am JoSO F. Mendez, President of the Association of University
Presidents of Puerto Rico.

On behalf:of the Aseociatien, I wish first to thank the Chairman and the Subcom-mittee for your kind invitation to express our views on the administration's budget
proposals for fiscal year 1985 and the reauthorization of the Higher Educatidri Act,
which-are so critical to postsecondary education in Puerto Rico.

I would like to take this opportunity today, to present what we believe are the
overriding issues and concerns in higher education. in Puerto Rico and the impor-
tance of a continued Federal commitment to further assist in its development. I willfocus primarily on the questions of access of Puerto Ricans, as major Hispanic
group, to a college education and the impact of Federal student financial assistance
programs; the urgent need to improve the quality of higher education on .the Island
and on our recommendations to the Congress as to strategies for a more effective
participation of the Federal Government in advancing postsecondary education forPuerto Ricans.

Much of the 'Nation is beginning to emerge from a hard-felt recession. In Puerto
Rico, however, we are experiencing one of the worst economic crises since the 1950's
and this time it is difficult to believe it will be short lived. With unemployment atits highest levels in years and running unabated, and the draniatic trend towards
high technology affecting almost every economic sector, the long term investment
we make in higher education, more' than ever before, will be crucial to our future.
ti Postsecondary education has expanded 'enormously over the post several years. In

1974, just ten years ago, there 'were only 42,314 students enrolled in colleges anduniversities on the. Island. Today, there are over 150,000, with over two thirds ate
tending privateinatitutions. I cilia safitly say here, that we have 'succeeded in provid-
ing access, particularly to the thousands of economically disadvantaged PuertoRican youths, who less than a, decade ago, would have been denied a college educe-,
tion. And this has been as much your success as it has been ours. As is well known
to you, the opportunities we have been able to provide ate the direct restat of the
advent of Federal student financial aid programs under Title IV.

Student .financial assistance is the Most pressing concern in higher education in
Puerto Rico. You may be aware of the fact that over 75% of students in colleges and
universities on the Island receive Pell grants, and other Title IV. assistance. Last
year acme, the total provided to students under theme programs was Over one hun-
dred thirty million, dollars ($130,000,000). What ma not emerge clearly from the
statistics, is that the vast'majority of these students; especially those in private in-stitutions, are from %milieu with incomes well below the verty level, and can illafford, in these hard times, to make even a minimal centr ution to their.education
and future. 'They rely almost exclusively on their financial aid to stu Moreover,this aid is equally critical to the institutions themselves and particul r y to pilivate
colleges that virtually depend guluition to operate. Any changes t t would have
the effect of reducing assistance to, theae students, either through statutory adjust-
ments to formulas or lower appropriations, Would be devastating. Thousands of Au-dents already in our classrooms and many of the jeundrecis of. thereat:lids that will
follow, would be added to the list of our unemployed, stifling any hope.of economic
recovery or sustained growth. If our youth is denied access solely because they
cannot pay, we would surely be wasting our most valuable resource for the future
and placing at risk the very development ofour economy.

The unclempresentation of Hispanics in higher education is well documented.
Less_than 25%.of the small number that graduate. from -high-school enter college
and Only 7% complete a degree. In 1980, Hispanics made up only 4.3% (389,880) of
undergraduates enrolled in colleges and universities nationwide and received only2.8% (24,240) of all bachelor degrees awarde4 in the U.S. The key to increasing the.
participation of Hispanics, to maintain access; is through iftontinue4 commitment
to increase financial assistance, and to assure it goes to students who need it most.
In PuertoRico, howevet, the slight increases we have seen in total allocations- under
these programs over the past five years,.baS been due to increases in the number of
students attending college. Despite the escalating cost of education, the propo tiou
of Federal aid per student has remained virtually unaltered.

We are confident the Congress will study this very important issue careful inviewing appropriations and the reauthorization, and will make every eft' iucrease rather than reduce financial aid to our students.
Increased access, however, must have meaning. Y't must be access to a quality edu-

cation in facilities, programs, libraries, instructional equipment, research and facili-
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ties. We must be able to provide our students with an education that will equip
them for a higtech society. In Puerto Rico, we have been fostering access for years
and access moat continue to be our main concern. But we must now turn our efforts
to improving quality.

At most institutions on the Island it has been extremely difficult to keep up. We
have been opening our doors and have reached the. point where students at institt-
tions in Puerto Rico account for one fourth of all Hispanic students in college. How-
ever, expansion has strained our resources heavily and there has been little left to
invest in improvement.

We have lacked the resources, particularly at private institutions, to enure the
highest quality faculty, to develop programs to meet student needs and job norket
trends, to improve our libraries, to participate in research, to acquire nee-M ;in-
structional equipment and to provide adequate facilities. For this, we will be turn -
ir and increasingly to the Federal-Government.

rough Federal programs, particularly those under the Higher Education Act,
we have made significant progress. However, we have failed to secure an adecnate
share of Federal resources, due perhaps to a lack of a full understanding of our
problems and of the ways to address them.

The increased participation of Puerto Ricans in the sciences, technologies, the hu-
manities, the arts, and other fields, rests to a large extent, on the cauacity we ,can
develop to enhance our offerings.

litE.00/4/141:NDATIONS

Addressing the major problems of institutions in Puerto Rico requires-a conipre-
hensive approach. 'Much in the same way that Congress has provided Historically
Black Institutions with support to increase access and improve proghuns, I believe
that Cknagxess should consider a Hispanic Education Initiative. The proposal includ-
ed in the Reauthorization Bill for a ten million dollar or fifteen percent set-aside is
indeed commendable, and shows's" concern and an awarenestonO the condition of
higher education for Hispanics. However, it falls short of what will be needed to
increase educational opportunities and to upgrade the quality of the education we
provide our students.

We recognize that developing institutions such as those in Puerto Rico, will not
have the resources, even with such an,initiative, to meet their long term needS. To
secure the faculty we require,to develop existing ,faculty, and, to expand and up-
grade programs on our own, would take a huge investment. We will need fOrther
assistance. One viable way of securing it, is to draw on the resources of developed
institutions on the mainland. . 4

At the Ana G. Mendez Educational Foundation, which I pieside, we have engaged
in highly successful efforts in this direction. Through a consortium with Fordham
University, we are currently providing a significant part of ur faculty with the op-
portunity to complete doctoral degrees in Education in Pueito Rico at a fraction of
the cost and inconvenience of sending them abroad.

More recently, we have embarked on one of the most far-reaching arrangements
by a'private institution on the Island. We have just signed an agreement to estab-
lish a consortium with Jackson State University, a traditionally black institution,
and the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory in California to develop our Natural and
Computer Science programs. Through a comprehensive program of faculty and stu-
dent exchanges, formal and informal studies for faculty in various fields, curriculum
development, collaborative and undergraduate research, systematic capabilities as-
sessments and others, we expect to- be in -a position to compete favorably with un-
dergraduate institutions on the mainland in a few years. And other arrangema s of
this kind are in the making.
'The draft reauthorization bill. calls for promoting consortia under Title II . But

again, we believe a much broader approach is needed. Encouraging coneortiO under
host of development programs could significantly enhance our ability to better

serve our students and to-enter the Mainstream of higher education nationwide.
For years, there has been little Federal assistance in one of the Most critical areas

of higher education in Puerto Rico. We have expanded enrollments enormotisly prd-
viding the disadvantaged with the opportunity to attend college, but we have been
unable to provide them with the equipment and facilities they need. At most all in-
stitutions, we have been unable to meet the rising coats of scientific equipment, of
computers and many others that are essential to a college education today, We are
stuggling to provide the state of the art experiences students will need to succeed
when they graduate, but we will lose out if substantial external assistance is not
forthcoming.

a



On the othei hand, interest rates and the lack.of capital' has made it extremely
difficult for colleges and universities on the Island to build or remodel such basicfacilities as adequate classrooms and laboratories:Projections show that over200,000 students will attend college in Puerto Rico by the year 2000. This situationis alarming. -

We believe that funding must he reinstated for construction grants and low inter-est loans to' institutions that are serving large numbers of disadvantaged students
and which, as ours, can show need for these allocations.

The challenges we face in higher education in Puerto Rico are. many and complex.and can hardly be addressed completely here. I trust Congress will keep in mindthat Federal assistance in the areas we have mentioned and others, is fundarne 1to our efforts to expand educational opportunities for our youth and to enhancequality of their education.
Thank you.

STATEMENT OF JOSE NIENPEZ, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION a
UNIVERSITY PRESIDENTS OF PUERTO RICO.

Mr. 144DE.Z.' Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name' is Jose Mendez, president of the Association of Univer-

sity Presidents of Puerto Rico. On behIllf of the association I wishfirst to thank the chairman and the subcommittee for your. kindinvitation to expreSsour views` on the administration's budget-
posals for fiical year 1985 and the reauthorization of the Highei
Education., Act, which is so. critical to postsecondary education inPuerto Rico.

I would like to present what we believe are the overriding issues
and concerns in higher education in Puerto Rico. I will fOcus pri-
marily on the questions of access of Puerto Ricans to. a college edu-
cation, and the impact of Federal student financial assistance pro- ,grams the urgent need to improve the quality of higher educationton the island, and our recommendation to the Congress as to waysto get more effective participation Of the Federal Government in
advancing postsecondary education for Puerto Ricans.

Much of the Nation is beginning to emerge from a hard reces-sion. In Puerto Rico, however, we are,experiencing one of our worst;
economic crises ever, Unemployment is offitially estimated at 22
percent. Unofficially, probably it's higher than that_

To resolve our economic problems, we must develop a well edu-
cated, highly skilled labor force, capable of participating in thehigh technology economy of the future: Great strides have been
made in this direction. In 1974, there were only 42,000 students en-rolled in colleges and universities on the island. Today there are
over 150,000 students. This threefold increase is a direct result ofthe advent of Federal student financial aid programs under titleIv.

Last year alone the quota provided to students under this pro-gram was over $130 million. The vast majority of these' students
are from families with incomes well below the verty level, and-relying almost exclusively on Feder.al aid to. stud . Moreover, thisaid i$ equally critical to the insthutions them,sei es, pArticuiarir --6.private colleges, which depend on tuition to operat AA.ny changes- that would have the effect of reducing assistance to t ose students,
either through statutory adjustment formulas or lower appropria-
tions would be devastating.

If our youth are denied access to higher education solely because
they cannot afford it, we will surely be wasting our most valuable_.i3
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resource for the future, and placing at risk the very development of
our economy.

On the representation of Hispanics in higher education, that is
well documented. Less than 25 rcent of the small number that
graduate from high-school enter' college. And only 7 percent com-
plete a degree. In 1980 Hispanics made up only 4.3 percent,

, 389,000, of undergraduates enrolled in colleges IN universities na-
tionwide, and receive only 2.8 percent, or 24,240 of all bachelor de-
grees awarded in the United States.,

The key to increasing the participation of Hispanics to Maintain
access is for a continued commitment ti).increaseci financial assist-
4nce and to a*sure it goes to students who need it most

In Puerto Rico, however, the slight increases we have seen in the
total allocation under these programs over the past 5 years have
been due to increases in the number of students attending college.
And despite the escalating cost of education, the per capita. amount
of Federal aid for students has remained virtually unaltered:

Increased access to higher education must not- come at the ex-
pense of educatimial quality.. We' have lacked the resources, par-
ticularly at private institutiois, to., the highest quality facul-
ty, to 'develop programs to meet Student needs and judge market
trends, to improve our libraries, to participate in research; to ac-
quire needed instructional equipment, and to provide,adeqUate fa-
cilities. For this we will be turning, again, increasingly; to the Fed-
eral Government.

Through 'Federal programs, particularly those under the Higher
Education Act, we have made significant progress. However, we
have failed to secure an adequate share of Federal resources, due
perhaps to a lack of uriderstanclint, ef our problem and of the! way
to address it. .

Our recommendation: Addressing the major problems of the situ-
ation in Puerto Rico requires a comprehensive approach, much in
the same way that Congress has provided historically black institu-
tions with support to increase access and improve programs. I be-
lieve that Congress should+ consider an Hispanic education initia-
tive. The proposal included in the reauthorization bill for $10 mil-
lion, or 15 percent set-aside is, indeed, commendable. However, it
falls short of what will be needed to increase educational opportu-
nities and to upgrade the quality of the education we provide to
our students.

The draft reauthorization bill also calls for promoting consortia
under title III; encouraging consortia under a host of development

-programs could significantly enhance our ability to better serve our
students and to enter the mainstream of higher education nation-
wide. ,

At the. Ana G. Mendez Educational Foundation we have engaged
in highly suceessfuLefforts in this direOtion; Through a consortium
with Fordham University, we are currently providing a significant
part of our faculty with the opportunity to complete doctoral de-
greys in education in Puerto Rico at a fraction of the cost and in-
convenience of sending them abroad.

More recently, we have initiated one of the most far reaching ar-
rangements' by a private institution on the island. We signed an
agreement to establish a consortium with Jackson State%Universi-



ty, a traditionally black institution, and the Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory in California to develop our natural and computer sci-
ence programs. Through a comprehensive prograni of faculty and
student exchanges, formal and informal studies for faculty in vari-
ous fields, curriculum development, collaborative and undergradu- _
. ate research, and systematic capabilities assessment, we expect to
be in a position to compete favorably with undergradut institu-
tions on the mainland within-a few yeas.

Other arrangenients of this kind are in the making.
. For years there has been little Federal assistance in one of the
most critical areas of our education in Puerto Rico. We have ex-
panded enrollment enormously, providing the disadvantaged with
the opportunity to attend college. But we have been unable to pro-
vide them with the equipment and facilities they-need, At most all
institutions, we have been unable to meet the rising cost of scientif-
ic equipment, of compUters,, and many others that are essential to
a' college education today. We are struggling to provide a state of
the art experience to students, so we will see them to succeed when
they graduate. But we will lose out if substantial external assist-
ance is not forthcoming.

On the other hand, high interest rates and the lack of capital has
made it extremely difficult for colleges and universities on the
island to build or remodel such basic facilities as adequate class-

& rooms and laboratories. Projections show that over 200;000 students
"IF will attend college in Puerto Rico by the year 2000. We believe that

funding must be reinstated for construction grants and low interest
loans to institutions that are serving large numbers of disadvan-
taged students and which, as ours, can show need for this alloca-
tion.

The challenges we face in higher education in Puerto Rico are.
many and complex and can hardly be addressed completely here.

I trust Congress will keep in mind that Federal assistan'e in the
areas we have mentioned and others is fundamental to" our efforts
to expand educational opportunities Car our youth and to enhance
the quality of tlieir education.

Thank you v,,,much.
Mr. Simoii. Thank you very much. Let me ask the president of

the College of the Virgin Islands, Dr. Condon. You mentioned the
cost factor. Does that mean that it is more difficult for a student
attending the College of the Virgin Islands to get by on Pell grant
and GSL than it does a student, say, attending college in Illinois or
Minnesota or someplace else?

Dr. CoxpoN. Mr. Chairman, it Clearly does. Mthotigh the College
of the Virgin Islands attempts and does keep its tuition, both for
what we would normally call In-State and out-of-State Students
low as possible, nevertheless, the other living costs, transportatfon
costs, books, incidentally, having had the bulk of niy own profes-
sional experience in mainland- institutions, I am amazed at the fact
that textbooksI should interject my wife is a student at the col-
lege and I pay the bills. But a typical cost for 'a semester's supply
of textbooks is close to double what one would normally encounter
in the bookstore of the- typical mainland institution. ,

So, the whole collection of additional costa, even aside fro tui-
tion, room, and board, and the transportation involved for st ents
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who may be from the mainland or other islands, or even from St.
Croix 40 miles away, it costs $50 to fly back. and forth to St. Croix,
adds signifipantly to the costs our students must bear.

The point I Was attempting to make in my remarks, and I think,
another very much, related point, is that for the 2-year period
ending this year, the college has received a grant, after finally get-
ting a ,waiver from the Department of Education, under title III,
for $165,000. But that $165,000 in the Virgin Islands goes nowhere
near as far as it would in South Carolina, Illinois, Kentucky, Cali-
fornia, and so on.

Mr. &moil. If I may ask the two presidents from Puerto Rico, Dr.
Condon mentioned difficulty in getting title III grants. Is this a
problem, do you sense, for the Puerto Mean institutions top? Spe-
cifically; say, for the University of Puerto Rico, if yob have ap-
plied? Have you had difficulty in finding yourself eligible?

Dr. ALMODOVAR. Well, the record is clear with title III funds for
Hispanic institutions. The average since 1980, the amount of
money available to Hispanic institutions never exceeded $8 ,million
out of the total for the program. In 1980 it was $2 million. In 1981
it was $8 million. In 1982 it's about $5 :million and now, this year,
we have abut $4 million. So, definitely the restrictions .on, what's
developmental. Mid what's not developMental and what's 'Hispanic
and what's not Hispanic.has really been detrimental and not Only
to Hispanics. but to black institutions. We were getting very little
ainc,iunts of money. We have had many +instances in which Our pro-
posals qualify fully for the moneys but there are no moneys. And
then we are Accepted or we meet the standard for the grant and we
are left in the cold bectiuse there, is not enough money.

We have been hurt, really, in the distribution of funds in this
title, sir. That's my feeling.

Mr. SimoN. Dr. Mendez.
Dr. MENDEZ. In the private sector L would say, Mr. Chairman,

that most of the institutions in Puerto Rico have been able to get'
title III funds. Although the grants have been' in a lower amount.
But most of them have been able to.

But I agree with Dr. Almodovar. The moneys have been less. But
more institutions have been covered, with less money.

Mr. Simms'. Mr. Otto, yOu mentioned the desirability of the
lender of last resort. We had a witness from Citibank, I think it
was, who said there is no necessity for a lender of last resort. Citi-
bank or other banks will provide the lending capability. How do
you respond to that?

Mr. (fro. Well, having been in this field for 14 years, I must say
that there are no guarantees that Citiban or any other lender will
continue to provide accessibility to this p gram, and I think that
the Government taking the lead in this cou nly be a good thing,
and I agree that accessibility is very good at this point.

But many students do not have banking relationships with lend-
ers and some of them find it very difficult to obtain a loan. So, I
think this would only be a good thing.

Mr. SIMON. Do you have students at Catherine College who have
a difficult time getting a loan?

Mr. Orro. Recently we have not. But we have experienced it in
the past, certainly. Of late it has been quite good.
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Mr. SIMON. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you all

for your testimony. I would like to focus on an area which I have
focused on traditionally in our hearings, and that is the nontradi-
tional student. I would guess Mr. Otto oo'uld provide more for us in
that area.

What percent of the students, would you say, in the AICS system
are nontraditional students'?

Mr. Orro. Nontraditional in the sense of what?
Mr. GIvnxsbx. Older adult, student either coming back to col-

lege or attending for the first time. If I Were to give a rough defini-
tion of "nontraditional student' it would either be someone who
has been out of college for 5 years or is over 25 years of age when
they start.

'Mr. Orr°. I would say in our institutions that would probably
represent 10 or 15 percent of our students.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Ten or fifteen percent?
Mr. Orro. Right.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Do you see any particular finanCial problems.or

obstacles for that type of adult learner in achieving access to col-
lege educations?

Mr. Orro. Access in term of student loans? Is that what you are
suggesting?

Mr. GUNDERSON. Yes. But I'm talking about* in terms of access to
getting to school. I mean obviously if you have financial obligations
you ne*d assistance someplace.

Mr. Orro. Yes, they do.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Are any of the financial aid programs helpful,

not adequate? VP'
Mr. Gyro. I think there was a point made earlier about the Pell

grants where students, msaybe an Older student, has had a bacca-
laureate degree who has finished college and comes back and says,
"Well, I can't -really obtain a job," and that there are some restric-
tions on obtaining a Pell. That might be one problem.

But I think the older we get we don't-v-it's not so easy to contin-
ue our education. And we do find that it is a bit difficult for the
older student to return to the world of academia. So, I would say
there is a bit of a problem there.

Mr. GUNDERSON. You suggest that we ought to make the Pell
grant eligible for this type of adult learner who is coming back to
continue undergraduate-work.

Mr. Orro. Yes.
Mr. GUNDERSON. I ,think yon said in an effort to obtain employ-

ment.
Mr. Orro. Yes.
Mr. GUNDERSON.-How would you suggest the, quote, "bureaucra-

cy" write the regulations to determine which of those adult stu-
dents returning is there to study for employment and which ones
are there to study for personal enrichment?

Mr. Orro. Well, in our schools it's pretty well defined because we
are training specifically for a career, so I would say the overwhelm-
ing majority, 98 percent of our students, would certainly be coming
to obtain a career. We train them in the secretarial field. So, a stu-
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dent pretty well knows, at admissiotwhat their goals are, I would
sa

GUNDERSON. I must tell you, I think you're overly optimistic
about students? From personal experience, I think I changed ca-
reers at least three times while I was in college and I don't think

- all that unique.
One final question and that Apould be the nonSubsidi.zeit loan -pro-

grams that are being discussed. To what degree do you think that
would be used by AICS students?

Mr. Cerro. Very much. We would depend on that quite a bit, I
would say.

Mr. G-UNDERS43N. OK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. We thank all of you very, very much for being here

and for your testimony.' We look forward to working with you as
we proceed.

Next is a panel of Rafael Magallan and Albert Gonzales
Mr. Magallan is the executive.director of Hispanic Higher Educa-

tion Coalition. We are pleased to have you here.
[Prepared scat rent of Rafael J. Magallan follows:

Pwaraern STarsatest or Rama, J. IVIAGAJAAN, ums: DIRSCTOS, HISPANIC
HIM= EDUCATION COALITION, WAlikLINGTON DC, APAIL Et, 1984

My name is Rafael J. Magellan and I am Executive' Director of the Hispanic
Higher Education Coalition. The Hispanic Higher Education Coalition, composed of

--fourteen national, Hispanic organizations, is a membership organization concerned
with the postsecondary education needs of our diverse Hispanic communities. The
principal goal of the Coalition is to promote the increased participation of Hispanic
Americans in higher education. The Coalition 'recognizes that higher education is
key to addressing the issues of discrimination, unemployment, and other problemi
presently facing our .community. The Coalition also recognizes that unless the num-bers of Hispanics in postsecondary education is increased, we will not develqp the
future leaders and professionals to deal with the complex issues facing this, the fast-.
ing growing population in the country. Finally, the Coalition recognizes that, while
the numbers of Hispanica in higher education must be increased, we must enhance
the quality of education our students are receiving so they will be adequately pre-
pared for tomorrow challenges. In short, the human capital and intellectual re-
sources represented by this lanMibilingual and bicultural population will remain
largely untapped unless concerted policy attention is given to the improvement. of
educational opportunity for Hispanic students,

Given the abeive, we are grateful to the Subcommittee and its Chairman for con-
ducting the first-over Congressional investigation of the factors limiting Hispanics'
access to higher education. The Committee's inquiry was prompted by research find-
ings showing that Hispanics remain greatly underrepresented in all segments of
higher education and that serious barriers remain to full educational participation
for thisrapidly expanding papulation..The panel's fact- finding concluded that fewer
Hispanics enter or remain in college than their counterparts in other minority
groups, that they register loiver overall' education attainment as a group than either
Whites or Blacks, and that college coda are much more important for Hispanics in
selecting a college than for White or Black students. This recently concluded series .
of five hearings has been seen as most 'valuable in exploring the policy questions
involved and in seeking Appropriate legislative measures to correct the untierPartici-
Ration.

Previous testimony to this Subcommittee has presented voluminous statistical
data on the Hispanic community and its declining Higher education participation
rates. The Coalition was honored to testify at these Hispanic hearings. We ;Atte for
the record that the testimony presented at the Hispanic Access hearings is relevent
in tote to thepPresent legislation and we respectfully r6quest that this body take
notice of such previous testimony in regards. to. H.R. 5240. .

We also wish to specifically note the excellent testimony on H.R., 5240 submitted
by Congressman Robert Garcia on .behalf of the Congressional Hispanic Caucui as
well as that delivered by. Dr. Jaime Rodriguez, graduate dean at the University of
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California-Irvine. The Coalition agrees wholeheartedly with their resRective testimo-
ny and supports their conclusions and recommendations.

In addition we are pleased to submit a recently concluded "Status Report on His-
panics in Higher Education" prepared by the Coalition as an appendix to our testi-
mony of today.

In preparing our comments, the Coalition, has drawn upon the resources of its._
member organizations as well as from the extended Hispanic education community. .

The Coalition was pleased to hot a national policy symposium on Hispanic poetsec-
ondary education this past year at the Wingspread Conference Center, where the
principal focus was on the development of policy statements on: Hispanic higher
education issues. In addition the Coalition has been working extensively with the
existent Ilispar4 education leadership throughout the country in formulating ap-
propriate policy 1ecommendations for the reauthorization measure. A recent exam-
ple of this is"the integral involvement of over ninety key Hispanic college and uni- .

versity administrators on the drafting of specific recommendations to H.R. 5240. We
respectfully submit that our comments and recommendations reflect the consensus
of those involved in our process.

We would like to note that the theme of equity underscored all of our consider-
ations. The issue of attaining full equity for Hispanics in all educational endeavors
is the principal challenge, The question of equity has been both implicit aid explicit
in the various recent proposals for educational reform; with some individuals sug-
grating that equity is no longer an alipropriate agenda for- titiality education. We
reject this reactionary position and quote the National Commission on Excellence in
Education from its "Pt Nation At Risk" report that "The twin goals of equity and
high quality schooling have profound and practical meaning for our economy and
society, and we cannot permit one to yield to the other in principle or in practice".
We are pleased to see in H.R. 5240 that the Subcommittee has spoken out strongly
on this, important issue, asserting through the bill's Substantive provisions that Con-
gress intends to continue the nation's commitment to full edUcational opportunity
for all its citizens. We respectfully requeat that the Subcommittee through its legis
lative and fiscal authority give consideration as to how equity for Hispanic students

-can become aleeven more integral element in the design and iniplementatinn of fed-
eral education t fforts.

We welcome the Op.pOrtunity to testify before this Subconirriittee on the reauthor-
ization of the Higher Education Act of 1955 and its specific import to Hispanic
Americans. Our careful review of II.R. 5240 discloses much in it that is beneficial to
Hispanic students. We wish to Address those aspect,s of the bill which have particu-
lar impact on Hispanics and comment specifically oln Title I, Title III,- Title IV, Title
V, and Title IX.

rrrax
Under Title I, Fart A,"EducatiOn Outreach Programs, the coalition commends the

Subcommittee for continuing these important programs. We encourage the Subcom-
mittee tis expand the scope of theee programs to address the needs of the limited'
English proficient adult population.

The LEP population, comprising about 2 percent of the total population according
to the 1980 Census (although other, estimates are much higher), stands to gain much
by continuing education programs- targeted to their needs. We therefore urge the
Aubcornmittee to include in section 105faX3) "limited' English Proficiency" among
the various disadvantages which may be addressed under this section.

V TITLE I, PART

Under Title 1, Part B, the Coalition supports the proposal to fund programs which
promote literacy training and ether tutoring programs. We suggest, however, that
language be included in the legislation or in the legislative history which would
targe such funds to ,programs which promote- English proficiency. Specifically, we

. the following amendment.
In Section 122, on page 16, after line 19, add:
"The Secretary shall give special consideration to lite 7 training programs

which promote English language proficiency among lizni nab proficient popn-
lotions.

l'ITLX III, rAVrA

In Title III, "Institutional Aid", we strongly endorse and commend the Subcom-
mittee for the initiation of the reservation for Hispanic 4istitutions. The establish-
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merit of a $10 million se e (or 15%. of Title En -A funds) for institutions having
significant ,enrollments of panics is a positive statement supporting the particu-
lar needs of these institutions.

Inasmuch as there are only three institutions on the U.S. mainland which were
wit4 a specific mission to serve Hispanic learners, 99% of all mainland

Hispanic students are in colleges and universities that in many cases were not
geared to serve them. Establishment of a Hispanic reservation in Title III will great-
ly enhance the capacity of these institution* to secure resources witii--which to
better prepare themselves to serve their Hispanic students, most who are first gen-
erstion attendees who can benefit from more advisement and supportive services.
The institutional capacity of these Schools overall must be strengthened if these
schools are to adequately provide Hispanic students with programs of academic ex-
cellence.

An additional consideration for Congressional, support of a reservation in the tar-
geting of these funds to these institutions is the fact that these institutions have
generally been poorly supported because of many years of disparate funding borne
while more prestigious, predominantly white, institutions have prospered.

The need for a "set-aside" for HiSpanic institutions is well established. Testiniony
delivered before this Subcommittee in the five days of hearings on Hispanic access
to Higher Education is replete with evidence of underrepresentation of Hispanics in
postsecondary institutions. Even those institutions located in areas of high Hispanic
concentrations "underserve" that group relative to their potential 'enrollments. The
need for greater support for Puerto Rican institutions is particularly acute: Since
this fact is well documented by other witnesses who have come before this subcom-
mittee,.1 will not expand on this subject further.

Mr. Chairman, I reiterate these facts to (1) establish that Hispanics have been un-
derrepresented and, in sOtne cases, denied access to higher education and (2) to es-
tablish a rational basis for ,the use of a "set aside" to rectify this problem. Increas-
ingly "set-aside" have been\the 'subject of judicial scrutiny pursuant to the guide
lines set forth in the United States Supreme Court decision in Pultilove v. iquanick
and subsequent decisions. \

In order to establish the basis. for the Reservation for Hispanic Inaitutions and to.
meet the requirements of the decision, we urge the subcommittee to in-
chide specific Congressional findings on the need for the reservation. These findings
we suggest can be drawn from the historical pattern and worsening condition of the
uriderrepresentation of Hispanic in poetsecondary education. It is an unfortunate
but accurate observation that only until recently Hispanic institutions have not
fared well in securing Title III funds through the regular awards prods.

Trrix Ui, morucroos or }uses= INSTITUTIONS

For purposes of Title III, we recommend under Sec. 312, DefinitiOns, Part 2(c) that
an/Hispanic Institution be defined more expansively than propoeed. The current
language in H.R. 5240 defines an Hispanic institution as one having an enrollment
of which at least 40 percent are Hispanic. We applaud the move away from a reli-
ance on a simple Hispanic majority criteria. However we must point out that there
are only 24 institutions on the U.S. mainland which meet this 40 percent criteria.
These 24 schools collectively enroll 77,000 Hispanic students or only 16% of all U.S.
mainland college students. Taking into account the 34 institutions in Puerto Rico,
which together enroll 130,000 Hispanic students, all U.S. institutions encom
under the 40% criteria would only reflect a maximum enrolfment of 34% of a7113
panic students.

We urge the consideration of a broader definition which can encompass a larger
universe of Hispanic learners and not be as narrowly targeted. We suggest that for
purposes of this part: the term "institutions with significant enrollments of Hispan-
ic students" mean any institutions which have. Hispanic stuant enrollments of a
minimum of thirty per centum of the total institutional enrollment and/or fifteen
hundred or more Hispanic stiMents enrolled full-time. In addition to the above, such
institutions should reflect (Some proportion of) the following:

(1) Be physically located in areas which have significant populations of' Hispanics,
(2) I3e physically located in areas where the local elementary and secondary

school enrollment reflect significant Hispanic enrollments which exceeds the state
lavera,ge by more than double.

(3) Have cooperative agreements with local LEA's having significant Hispanic en-
rollments.

.(4) Have Title IV Trio programs enrolling 50% or more Hispanic students.
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(5) Show evidence of significant Hispanic staffing patterns, at the faculty and ad-
ministrative levels.

_(6) Have special academic or campus programs accused by Hispanics which pro-
vide training in academic and professional areas in which Hispanics are underrepre-
eented,

(7) Show evidence of serious commitment to the needs of Hispanic learners and
the Hispanic community. This can be reflected in the required five-year master plan
for ilistitutional development.

Such a definition will more accurately reflect the actual institutional enrollment
patterns of Hispanic across the nation. It is estimated that apPoximately seventy
colleges and univez-sitiesen the mainland would meet this criteria in addition to all
34 Puerto Rican institutions. We submit appendix B for the record.

TITLE III, WAIVER

The Coalition is highly supportive of the language proposed in Sec. 352-mandating
the Secretary to waive the requirements for Title III eligibility consideration in cer-
tain prescribed cases. The conditions by which such waivers are allowed are seen as
most appropriate. We note for the record thatover 90% of all Hispanic students are
enrolled in public or low coot institutions. Given the current formulas establishing
eligibility for Title III competition, said tables work against the interests of low-cost
publicly supported colleges.

By way of example taken from recent testimony we note the cases of Pan Ameri-
can University, which has over six thansand Hispanic students. and of California
State University at Los Angeles, which has over five thousand Hispanic students. At
Pan American University the average financial aid for 6,099 students is $1,898, or
about 36% of the educational costs for a commuter student there. More than 62% of
full-time undergraduates receive Pell Grants for an average of $716 per student.
Current formulas for determining eligibility. for Title III competition allow. only 4
points for the Pan American grant average, making it highly unlikely for Pan
American to attain the total 188 points needed to establish Title III eligibility. The
same situation holds for California State University, Los Angeles and will be in-
creasingly so for other public institutions with growing numbers of poor students.

The waiver mechanism as proposed will greatly alleviate the unfair situation cur.
;en* excluding from competition many _otherwise eminently eligible colleges and
universities.

TITLE iv, STUDENT ASSISTANCE

Pell Grants
We would like to note for the record that Hispic students continue to come

largely from lower-incorne families, and have a hid * reliance on federal financial
aid, particularly on Pell grants! Over sixty percent of Hispanic freshmen sampled in
a recent study received only a single source of aid and that one source was almost
exclusively Pell Grants. In cases where Hispanic students received funding from
multiple services, 90% of such packages included 'a Pell Grant. Additional student
financial assistAnce data on college freshmen identifying themselves as Hispanic in
1981 show that:

s (1) 51 percent of all Hispanic freshmen received some form of federal higher edu-
cation student financial assistance (compared to 60 percent of the Black freshmen
and 45 percent of the White freshmen);

(2) 63 percent of all Hispanic freshmen, who were from -families with annual in-
comes below $20,000, received some form of Federal, student aid (compared to 71 per-
cent of the Black freellinen and 60 percent of the 'White freshmen);

(3) 45 percent of the Hispanic freshmen from families with annual incomes above
$20,000 received some form of Federal student aid (compared to .51, percent of the

Alack freshmen ancl.42 percent of the White freshmen); and
(4) 66 percent of all Hispanic freshmen who receivecl.some form of Federal student' .

assistance in 1981 were from families with annual incomes below $20,000 (compared
to 77 percent Black freshmen and 37 percent White freshmen).

Of those Hispanic freshmen -receiving Federal student aid in 1981: 40 percent re-
ceived Pell Grant awards (compared to 51 percent of the Black freshmen and 22 per-
ceht of the White freshmen); 14 percent received Guraranteed Student Loand (com-
pared to 14 percent of the Black freshmen and 26 percent of the White freshmen); 8
percent received National direct Student Loans (compared to 9 percent of the Black
freshmen and 7 percent of the White freshmen); 15 percent participated in the Col-
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lege Work-Study program (compared.-to 19 percent of the Blsek freshmen and 10
percent pf the White freshmen)

Given' the critical ml f federal financial aid in maintaining what access is of
Hispanics to higher edudfftion we support the general intent of the bill to expand
access for needy undergraduate and graduate students 'and to Achieve simplification
of student aid in institutional assistance programs with special' emphasis on institu-
tions serving low income students. Specifically we .support the effort to make Pell
Grants an entitlement, with the maximum award, set' at $2,000 and rising annually
to reflect CPI increases. We also support modification of the half-cost limitation to
cover up to 75 percent of tuition costs, plus an allowance for expenses.

Our support for the reestablishment of Pell, as an entitlement program rests on
the belief that a long-term commitment of this nature would be most helpful in re-
inforcing efforts to reach students early enough to motivate and prepare them for
college tiireugh assurance that economic vagueries would not hinder access.

Incorporation of realistic cost of attendance provisions will end the discrimination
current against commuter 'students attending low cost institutions i.e. community
colleges.

Modification of the "half-cost" provision will assist those needy students who
attend low -cost publiC institutions and community colleges, where the overwhelming
majority of Hispanic students matriculate.

We wish to gratefully acknowledge the clarifying language entered in sec, 404 re-
garding the eligibility for Pell Grants. Insertion of the'atat.ement noting that Eng-
lish instruction for individuals with limited English proficiency is an eligible course
of study determined by the institution as necessary to help the student be prepared
for the pUrsuit of a first degreeWill be very helpful to many institutions who have
received varying interpretationS reg. eligibility of such cpurses by' the Department
of Education.

College work-study
In regards to the proposed work study modification, We support the elimination of

the current state allocation formula as it appears the ;new formula would be more
sensitive 'to the dimensions of csammuntiy colleges and low-tuition urban institu-
tions, such as those where Hispanic students tend to be concentrated.

We have some reservations regarding the Graduate Student Set-Aside, not being
fully convAiced that it is necessary.

Block grant program
We. support the Block Grant Program. The concept would in fact resolve a

number of existing Problems. The proposed changes:Would provide:
(1) Greater flexibility in meeting student needs. :

(2) Increased ability to provide better balance of gift/self-help aid.
(3) A streamlining/simplification of the coniplesities in the number of programs

and regulations for managing.
(4) Renewed attention to serving the lowest income students. Further, we support

whole- heaFtedly a definition of "exceptional need':,

Guaranteed itu nt. loans
In regards to GSL changes proposed we agree to the following:
(1) Phasing out,uf the FISL
(2) Elimination of loan origination fees
(3) Establishment of a needs tests. We suppOrt the concept of "needs tests" but

believe that a policy must be added to cover exceptional need, i.e. parental contribu-
tion derived primarily from home equity.

(4) Eatablishement of a $65,000 cap on grosi income for GSL eligibility.
We note that the most significant response of the federal government to underr

presentation is expansion of student aid opportunities. We applaud the efforts of thA
Subcommittee to do so in H.R. 5240 while avoiding the erection of barriers an
being sensitive to the magnitude and nature of actual needVarticularly noteworthy
is the intent to encourage institutions to target underrepresented gourps through
their own policies and practices.

rms. iv, PART c

' In regards to Title IV, Part C. Special Series we commend the Subcommittee for
seeking to expand the support of the Trio Programs. These programs, andin par- \
ticular the Talent Search program, have been critical in disseminating information 1

0,...4111111k
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regarding pokst.seconaary ixiucation opportanitiem and providing necessary outreach
service's to Hispanic youth.

Talent search
In Section 472, "Talent Search," we are strongly supportive of the language in the

bill requiring tutorial services for youth being encouraged to undertake or reenter
postsecondary education if such tutorial services are not otherwise available. It is
evident that by providing necessary tutorial assistance, students can best benefit
from such early intervention efforts. For example, tutoring 7th grade students in
math will assist them to complete the entire curriculum fruni algebra through cal- ,

culus.
It has been estimated that it costs approximaitly .$500 to tutor one student for

one year, incorporating the conventional one-on-one Method. We note with Talent
Search projects being required to provide tutoring as necessary, that the level of
annual funding per student.should increase form $100 to $500 per student.

This initiative is responsive to many of the recent recommendations for education-
al reform. With provision of adequate funding, important Talent Search ef-
forts can now focus on development as well as o inforination and motivation. "Sup-
porting and enhancing such programs is an , icient investment that will help ar-
ticulate quality with equality."
Special services

In Section 474, "Special Services for Disadvantaged Students", the Coalition is
strongly 6upportive of the continuation of these programs. The available evidence
indicates, that those 'programs are a significant factor in the overall performance,
and retention rates of Hispanic students enrolled in them.

While special services programs provide significant benefits4to Hispanic partici-
pants, unfortunately the numbers ciuil f Hispanic students attaining access to these pro-
grains are few. Testimony previoy delivered to this Subcommittee revealed that,
in the state of Illinois, only 2.17% of the total Latino enrollment in postsecondary
institutions was served by special services programs.

In previous drafts of 11.R, $40,. this Subcommittee considered language which
woulkhave given special consideration, to special services programs at institutions
with large Hispanic student populations. We were encouraged by this proposal but,
unfortunately, such language was not inciudesiwin the current bill.

We encourage this Subcommittee to reconsider such specific language giving spe-
cial consideration to institutions serying Hispanic populations.. We propose the fol-
lowing amendment to Section 474: on page 240 afte' r line 19 add "with special con-
sideration given to the need for Such programAt institutions with large Hispanio
student enrollments." -

'In Section 491 we dote the establishment of a National Center for Postsecondary
Educational Opportunity. While we acknowledge the noble intent of this initiative
we hay(74servations in this environment of scarce resources regarding the timeli-
ness and fiscal appropriateness of supporting such a new operation from Trio funds.
Given current fiscal contraintswe would recommend that wherever possible Trio
monies first and foremost be targeted on needy and underrepresented students. I

In Section 492, the Advisory Committee on Student Financial Assistance, in sub-
section (cinXeLin which the committee is empowered to collect and compile data on
borrowers who secure GSL's, we suggest that "ethnicity" be added to the "racial
and gender" information which may be collected. We believe such data would be
helpful in determining whether and to what extent Hispanics are participating in
the GSL program.

HEP/CAMP
We are .pleased to see. the espansion proposexi for these worthy programs. These.

programs have been highly effective in reaching out to youth in our society Who are
mong the most eduCationally disenfranchised, children of families engaged in mi-
ant formwork.

TrTI.N. V, TRACI-MN TRAINING PROGRAMS

In regard to the many worthy provisions in this ambitious title we wish to com-
ment on a few initiatives and raise the question of what the implications from these
reform measures might be for Hispanic gx hildren.

We are pleased to see in Sec. 503 pi: b(9) language providing assurances that
special consideration will be given to Perkin scholarship applicants who indicate a
desire to teach limited-English speaking children,
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We encourage Subcommittee consideration of incorporating language similar in
intent in Part E, Institutional Assistance for Teacher Training and School Improve-
ment, See. 541. In making grants to schools of eduCation, attention could be brought
to bear on the value of training teacher'students to work effectively with Hispanic
populations. Schools of education could also Seek funds for early identification, re-
cruitment and incentives to bring talented Hispanic students into the teaching pro-
fession in all subject matter areas:

One of the moot exciting initiatives in Title V is the School:College Partnership,
Sec 543. This initiative provides apokleal vehicle by which a federal response can be
targeted on alleviating the problems -that Stifle better education representation and
success for Hispanics. As noted by Manuel GoMez in his testimony on Hispanic
Access, there is an essential need to recognize the interrelationships of all levels of
education since efforts which improve aehievernent at the elementary and secondary
levels increase the likelihood of success at the postsecondary level. Mr..Goinez adds
that 'ecitietitibst3atss been segmented with very little articulation among the various.'
levels:The four*eiar college sector prepares and trains teachers for the K-12 sector
and the K-12 system prepares students fOr the four year colleges, though they
rarely speak. with each other. There is a growing perception that the curriculum
content of many of the college preparatory courses in-low-income, predominantly
minority secondary schools dots natodequately prepare the student to undertake
academic work successfully at a four-year institution. The effectiveness of purely in-
formational or motivational programs is doubtful unless learning skills and .college
preparatory courses are strengthened at the high school tti equip the student for col-
lege level work. All discussions with various professionals consistently undersCores
the need for attention to be gic*n to secondary school fliculty as well as to students.,

The opportunity provided by this School-College Partnerstripti section is well
salted to address the pressing needs of Hispanic students. We age that language be
added to Sec 543 part C which notes that the Secretary shall give. preference to
those proposals which will provide or improve services to Hispanic students, as well
as to the other three classes noted.

TITLE IX, GRADUATE EDUCATION PROGRAMS

We are in support-of the increase in GPOP fellowshipe from $4,500 to $9,000 per
year.

We also wish to note the continuing need to, prepare a larger number of individ-
uals"from minority groups, especially from among such groups which have been tra-
ditionally underreprmented in graduate fields. It is essential that the equity consid-
erations involved in this important program not be relegated to a secondaly posi-
tion.

We also wish to support the continuation and expansion o both the Assistance for
Training in the. Legal Profession (CLEO)- Program and the School Clinical Ex-

. perience program. The increased authorization initially noted are in order.
Finally, under Title XIII we respectfully request the Subcommittee require that

the Secretary shall have a two-year study conducted on the on-going educational
needs of Hispanics. Such a study sell have the benefit of an advisory body com-
posed of Hispanics and other interested parties, all with expertise in educatio

, The Secretary shall submit such plan to the Committee on Education and -1bOr
of The House and the Committee on Labor and Human Resources of the Sena for
their review and comments.

Upon approval by both. Houses, the Secretary shall implement the study told
report the results and recommendations to Congress in two years.

In closing we urge the Subcommittee to include in Title XIII a provision which
will require the National Center for EducatiOn Statistics to collect and report im-
proved data on the education attainment of iiispinics.- This data collection should
inclitaie elementary, secondary, and postsecondary degree attainment by Hispanic
subgroup; information on the grade level attainment by ethnic_ grouping and
income-level; degree attainment by sex and ethnic group; etc.

Mr. Chairman and Members, I would like to thank you fonthis opportunity to
testify before the Subcommittee.

STATEMENT OF RAFAEL MAGALLAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
HISPANIC HIGHER EDUCATION COALITIO11/

Mr. MAGALLAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Honorable members, we welcome the oppoitunity to testify on

the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965. Before I
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proceed on behalf of the coalition, thouele must express our
gratitude to the subcomMittee and its Cliwn for conducting the
first ever congressional investigation on the fact of limiting His-
panic representation in higher education. The committee's inquiry
was prompted by research fin s, showing that Hispanics remain
greatly underrepresented- in the exit of highe tication and
that serious barriers remain to full educational icipation in
this rapidly expanding population.

This recently concluded series of hearings has been seen as most
valuable in exploring the policy questions involved and in seeking

_appropriate legislative measures to correct the underparticipation.
Previous testimony to this subcommittee has-presented volumi-

nous financial data on the Hispanic community and its declining
higher education participation rate. The coalition, among many
others, was honored to testify at these Hispanic access hearings.
We-note for the record that all such testimony presented at the
Hispanic access hairing is relevant in total to the present legisla-
tion and we respectfully request that this body take notice of such
previous testimony in regard to H.R. 5240.

In preparing our comments, the coalition has drawn upon the re-
sources of its member organizations, as well as from the extended
Hispanic education community. We would like to note that the
theme of equity underscored all of our considerations relative to
H.R. 5240. The issue of obtaining full equity for ,Hispanics in all
educational endeNvors is the principal challenge to us all.

The question of equity has been both explicit and implicit in the
various reports, varus recent proposals for educational reform,
with some individuals suggesting that equity 'is no longer an appro-
priate agenda for quality education. We reject this reactionary po-
sition and quote the National Commission on Excellence in Educa-
tion from its "Nation at Risk" report, that the twin goals of equity
and high quality schooling have profound and practical meaning
for our economy and society, and we cannot permit one to yield to
the other in principle or in practice.

We are pleased to see in H.R. 5240 that the has
spoken out strongly on this important issue, asserting Through the
bill's substantial provisions that Congress intends to continue the
Nation's commitment to full educational opportunity for all its citi-
zens. We respectfully request that the subcommittee, through its
present leaders and f- 1 authority give consideration as to how,
equity for Hispanic stud is can become even more integral, even
more an integral element in the design and implementation of Fed-
eral education efforts.

Our careful review of H.R. 5240 discloses much in it that is beliu
ficial to Hispanic students. In our submitted statement we address
those aspects of the bill which have particular impact an Hispan-
ics. Briefly I will comment this morning about some of those as-
pects on title I, title III, title IV.title V, and title IX.

Under title I, part A, the coalition commends the subcornmittee
for continuing these important programs. We encourage the sub-

---Connittee to expand the scope of these programs to address the
needs of the limited English-proficiency adult population..The lim-
ited English-proficiency population, comprising about 2 percent of
the total population, according to the 1980 census, stands to gain
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much by continuing education programs targeted to their special
,needs. We therefore urge that the subcommittee include in section
105(aX3) limited English proficiency among the various disadvan-
tages which may be addressed under this section.

Under title I; part B, the coalition supports the proposal to fund
programs which promote literacy training and other related tutori-
al programs. We suggest, however, that language be included in
the 'legislation or in the legislative history which would also target
such funds to literacy programs which promote English profiCiency
for this population.

Specifically, we propose the following amendment: In section 122,
on page 16, after line 19, add: "The Secretor); shall give special con-
sideration to literacy training programs which promote English
language proficiency among limited English proficient popula-
tions.

In title HI, institutional aid, 'we most strongly endorse and com-
mend the subcommittee for the initiation of the restoration for His-
panic institutions. The establishment of a $10 million set-aside for
institutions having significant enrollments of Hispanics is a posi-
tive statement supporting the particular need 6f these institutions.

Inasrduch as there are only three institutions on the' U.S. main'
land which were established with a specific mission to serve His-
panic learners, tire overriding bulk of all mainland Hispanic stu-
dents are in colleges and universities that in many cases were not
geared to serve them.

Establishment of an Hispanic reservation in title III will greatly
r enhance the capacity of these institutions to secure resources from

which to better prepare themselves to serve their Hispanic stu-
dents, most students of which are first generation college attendees
that can dejinitely benefit from more supportive services.

The institutional capacity of these schools overall must be
strengthened if they are to adequately provide Hispanic students
with programs of academic excellence. An additional consideration
for congressional support of a reservation is the fact that these
types of institutions have generally been poorly supported .because
of many years of disparate funding -p

The need for a set-aside is well established. Testimony delivered
before this subcommittee in the 5 days of hearings on. Hispanic
access' to Higher education is replete with evidence of under-repre-
sentation of Hispanicsin postsecondary institutions. Even those in-
stitutions located in areas of high Hispanic concentrations oftn
underserve that group relative to the potential enrollment. The
need for_greater gupport for Puerto Rican institutions is particular-
ly acute. Since this fact is well documented by other witnesses who
have come before the subcommittee, we will not expand the subject
at this point.

Mr. Chairman, I reiterate these facts to, one, esth that His-
panics have been underrepresented and, in some cases, denied
access to higher education, and two, to establish a rational basis for
the use of set-asides to rectify this problem.

Increasingly, set-asides have been the subject of judicial' scrutiny,
pursuant to the guidelines set forth in U.S. v. Plitnik Fuller. In
subsequent decisions, in order to establish the basis for the restora-
tion for Hispanic institutions, and to meet the requiremen1 for that
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decision, we urge the subcommittee to include specific congression-
al findings on the need '\for such reservations. These findings, we
suggest, can best be drawn from the historical pattern as well as
the worsening condition of .the underrepresentation of Hispanics in
postsecondary' ed.

-For purposes of title III, we recommend under section 312, defini-
tions, part 2(c), that an Hispanic institution be defined more expan-
sively than proposed. The current language, in H.R. 5240, defines
an Hispanic institution as one having an enrollment of which at
least 40 percent are Hispanic. We applaud the move aiway from a
reliance on a simple Hispanic majority criteria. However, we must
point out that there are only 24 institutions in the U.S. mainland

1, which meet thiS 40 percent criteria.
These 24.schools, collectively,_ enroll 71,000 Hispanic students, or

16 percent of alt U.S. mainland Hispanic college students. Taking'
ifito, account the 34 institutions in Puert( Rico which enroll over
130,000 Hispanic students, all U.S. enrollments encompass, under
the 40 percent criteria would only reflect a maximum enrollment
of 34 percent of all Hispanic students.

We urge the definition of a larger institution which would en-
compass a larger universe of Hispanic learners and not be seen as
an early targeted. We suggest for purposes of this part the term
"Institutions, with significant-enrollments 'of Hispanic Students"
mean any institution which has Hispanic student enrollments' of a
minimum of 30 percent of the total institutional enrollments, and/
or 1,500 or more Hispanic students enrolled full time. .

Such institutions should reflect some "other flexible conditions
and we suggest and list out seven of them in our testimony. Such a
definition will more accurately reflect the actual institutional en-
rollment pattern of Hispanics across the Nation and it is estimated
that approximately 70 colleges and universities on the mainland
would meet this criteria, in addition to the 34 institutions on the
island. .

Continuing, the coalition is highly supportive of the language
proposed- in section 352, mandating the Secretary to waive the re-
quirements for title III eligibility consideration in certain pre-
scribed cases. The condition by which such waivers are allowed are
seen as most appropriate.

4We note for the record that ever -90 percent of all Hispanic stu-
dents are enrolled in public or w cost institutions, Given the cur-
rent formula establishing eligibility for title III completion, such
tables work against the intereft of low cost, publicly supported col-
leges.

.
The waiver mechanism, as proposed, will..- greatly alleviate the

terair situation currently excluding from competition many other-
wise eminently eligible colleges and universities.

In reference to our comments regarding student financial aid,
we'd like to note for the record that Hispanic students continue to
come largely from lower income families and have a high- reliance
on Federal financial aid, particulaily on Pell grants. And I think
that's been recently well documented.

Given the critical role of Federal financial aid in maintaining
what access there is of Hispanics to higher education, we. support
the gener4.1 intent of the bill to expand access for undergraduate
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and graduate students and to achieve simplification of student aid
and institutional assistance programs, with special emphasis on in-
stitutions serving low income students.

Specifically, we support the effort to make Pell grants.= entitle-
ment, with the maximum award set at $3,000 and rising annually
to reflect CPI increases.

We also support modification,of the half-cost limitation to cover
up to 75 percent of tuition costs plus an allowance for expenses.
And our arguments are, likewise, included. .We also support the
gist of most of the proposed changes for..-(41ege work-Oudy, for
block grant programs, and the GSL Program.

In summary, regarding student aid, we kabw that the most sig-
nificant response of the Federal Government to the need for stu-
dent aid is expansion of this opportunity. We applaud the efforts of
the subcommittee to do so in H.R. 5240, while avoiding the creation
of barriers and being sensitive to the magnitude and the nature of
actual need.

Particularly noteworthy is the intent to encourage institutions to
target underrepresented groups through their own policies and
practices.

In regard to title IV, part B, we, commend the subcommittee for
seeking to expand the support of the TRIO, Program. These pro-

^ grams, and in particular the Talent Search Program has been criti-
cal in disseminating information regarding postsecondary educe-.
tion opportunities and providing necessary outreach services to
Hispanic youth.

In section 472, the talent search, we are strongly supportive of
the language in the bill requiring tutorial services for youth being
encouraged to undertake or reenter postsecondary edUcation. It is
evident that by providing the necessary tutorial assistance students
can best benefit from such early interventions And it is estimated
that it costs approximately $500 to tutor one student for 1 year, in-
corporating the traditional one and one method.

Talent search Programs being required to provide tutoring is nec-
essary. We- urge that the level of annual funding for students
should increase froin $100 to $500 per student.

n regard to special services, in section 474, special services for
di dvantaged students, the coalition is strongly supportive of the
continuation of these programs. While special service programs
provide.significant benefit to Hispania participants, unfortunately
the number of Hispanic students obtaining access to these pro-
grams are few.

Testimony previously delivered to- the subcommittee revealed
that in the State of Illinois only 2.17 percent of the total Latino en-.
rollment,in colleges and universities was ,served by special service
progams. In previous drafts of H.R. 5240 this subcommittee consid-

`language which would have given special consideration to spe-
cial rvice -programs at institutions with large Hispanic enroll-
ments. We sere encouraged by this proposal but unfortunately
such language was not included in the current- bill,

We encourage this subcommittee to reconsider such specific lan-
guage giving special considerations to institutions serving Hispanic
populations. We propose the following amendment, to section 474,
on page 240, after line 19, dding, "with special onsideratign given
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to the needs for such programs at institutions with large Hispanic
*student enrollment!'

In section 492, the Advisor), Committee on Student Financial Ai-
sisfance, in subsection B, part 5, subpart E, in which the committee
is empowered to collect and compile data on borroWeng/who secure
GSLs, we suggest that ethnicity be added to the racial land gender
information which may be collected. We believe such data would be
helpful in determining whether and to what extent Hispanics are
participating in the GSL Program.

We are pleased to see the expansion proposed for *the most
worthy HEP and CAP -programs. These programs hAve been most
effective in reaching out to youth in our society who a among the
most educationally disenfranchised, and these are children of fami-
lies engaged in migrant farm work.

In regard to title V we are pleased to see in section 503, part B(9)
language providingassurances that special Consideration will be
given to,scholarshippplicants who will be assigned to teach limit-
ed English-speaking children. We encourage subcommittee consid-
eration of incorporating similar language in part E, institutional

-assistance fOrleacher training and school improvement in making
grants to schools of education.`Attention could be brought to bear
on the value of training teachers to work' effectively with Hispanic
populations:

Schools of education could also seek funds for early identifica-
tion, recruitments, and incentives to bring -talented Hispanic stu-
dents inta the teaching professions in all subject matter. And I
note for the recotd in 1979 only ^2.3 percent of all public elementary
teachers were Hispanic and only .1.8 percent of all public sector
school teachers were Hispanic, even though, over 8 percent of all
public elementary school children were Hispanic.

One of the most exciting initiatives in title V is the school-college
partnerships; section 543. This initiative provides an ideal vehicle
by which a federal response can be targeted on alleviating the
problems of better education success for Hispanics. There is an es-
sential need to recognize the interrelationships that are at all
levels of education since efforts which improve achievement at the
elementary and secondary school levels S2 increase the likelihood\
of success at the postsecondary level.

The opportunity provided by a school-college partnership seg-
ment is well suited to address.the pressing needs of Hispanic stu-
dents. We urge that language be added to section 543, part C,
which notes. that the Secretary shall give preference to a proposal
which will. provide, or improve services to Hispanic students, as
well as .to the other three cases noted.

I will skip our comments on gradude educatioa program_for the'
sake of time and simply note that we, under title. XIII, request the
subcommittee require that the Secretary shall have a 2-year study
conducted on the ongoing educational needs of Hispanicg. Such a
study will, hopefully, involve a widely disparate group of experts in
the field and the Secretary should, hopefully, report back to the
Congress on the recommendations in such a study after 2 years.

In closing, we urge the siibcommittee-to include in title XIII a
ptovision which will require the National Center for Education Sta-
tistics to collect and report improyed data on the educational at.-
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tainments of Hispanics. Without adequate data, our ability to actu-
ally 4daress the concerns raised in the postsecondary 'hearing are
largely limited.

Mr. Chairman, I'd like to thank you again for the opportunity to
testify before the subcommittee.

Mr, SINON. We thank you.
Let me, because I am, unfortunately, going to have to leave just

a little before noon, let me-ask just one question. That is the defini-
tional question. If we were to change the 'definition as you suggest,
,that it would mean any institution which has Hispanic student en-
rollment of a minimum of 30 percent of the total institlitional en-
rollment, and/or 1,500 or more Hispanic students enrolled full-
time, bow Much would that expand the'universe?

Mr. MAGALLAN. As I noted, we would probably have about 70 to
75 institutions on the Mainland and, of course, all our 34 institu-
tions on the island. So, it's still a relatively manageable size

'Mr. Simoiq. OK.
Let me mention'one other thing. We are going to, after these two

witnesses, we',re going to have to recess until about 1:30, I regret to
say to the other witnesses. I apologize for this. I will not be able to
be back here for that 1:30 but we will have someone else here pre-
siding.

Let me just say for these witnesses and everyone else, what we're
going to be doing, I'm going, to ask the staff to go through all the
testimony of every Witness in all the hearings we have had, a
just list every specific. recommendation, and we will discu ery
specific recommendation that anyone has made. I'm not suggesting
we are going to accept every specific recommendation. But we will
consider it so that even if I am ,not here after 1:30, your recoramen;
datives in the library field, for example, Dr. Jenkins, or in any
other field, will be considered, and your testimony, obbiously, will
be part of the record.

I am soTry.
Mr. Gonzales.
[Prepared statement of Alfonso Gonzalez follows.]

PgRPARSD STATIOARN' OF ALFONSO GONZALYZ, CHAIR, LIGIBLATIVS COMMITITX,
NATIONAL PLJOITO RICAN COALITION, INC., ALExANDIZIA, VA

Good morning: My name is Alfonso Gonzalez, and I am the chairperson of the
Legislative Committee of the National Puerto Rican Coalition, Inc.

The coalition is a membtrship organization composed of a large number of organi,.
zations and individuals interested in monitoring and promoting the political, eco-
nomic and social well-being of Puerto Ricans in the continental United States and

'Puerto Rico. Among the menlbers. of thacoalition are several organizations involved
in the delivery of gducational servicesthe Interamerican University, the ,Arta G,.
Mendez Educational and ASPIRA of America.

In support of this basic mission the coalition mondo d analyzes public policy
initiatives; provides technical assistance and trainin to mmunity groups; repro-
sents the Puerto Rican community's interest befo th public and private sector;
and serves as an information clearinghouse for Plierto can organizations. g

One of the areas of particUlar importance to the ition *higher education. My
testimony will focus primarily on the particular nonce of the Puerto Rican com-
munity, My colleagues on this panel have provide an Overview of the condition of
higher education for Hispanics in general: It should be hoted, howevr, that while
reach of the groups within the categoo Hispancis pted to American life
under different circumstances, and while their problems ari filar, their hiiktorical
educational experiences are by no ineans the smile,
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The available data suggest that the status of the Puerto' Rican community in
higher education, like other Hispanic communities, improve in the 1960's and 1970's'
and declined at all levels in the 1980's. For example, the statistical data, compiled
by the Office of Minority Concerns of the American Council of Education, indicates
that out of 100 Puerto Rican student* 55% will graduate from high school; 25% will
enterVonie institution of higher education; 7% will graduate from college; and 4%
will enter a professiOnal program 2% of which will graduate.. Amongst all Hispanic
gro4s, the major reason listed for failure to complete higher education studies was
financial as oppomed to academic. With this perspective in mind I would like to ad-
dress specific initiatives, found in the Higher Education Act reauthorization bill, of
concern to the Puerto Rican Community.

ITISANCIAL ASSISTINCX

In recognition that the major reason that most Puerto Ricans fail to complete col-
legiate studies is financial, I would like to address the issue of student financial as-
sistance first. The statistics offered by the admissions testing program of the college
board, illustrate the economically disadvantaged position in which Puerto Rican
families find themselves. For example, the median contribution of Puerto Rican par-
ents toward educational expenses is $0 as opposed to '$1,020 for Anglo-American
families. Puerto Ricans also apply in greater percentages for financial aid. In 1982,
90.9% of Puerto Rican students applied for financial aid in concrest to 72.9% for
Anglo-American students. Finally, the median income of Puerto Rican families in
1982 was $12,400. In that same year the median income for Anglo-American fami
lies was $26,300. This data clearly indicates that Puerto Ricans 'have a demonstrable
need for financial assistance. In this light, I believe that the proposed increase of '7*,
Fell ggrrannt assistance to 75% of tuition and fees, not in excess of $3,000, represents ai
significant step in confronting one of the major obstacles preventing maximum par-
ticipation of economically disadvantaged students in his education, particularly
Puerto Rican students.

H4Sr AMC DirrIATIVI

I would also like to take this opportunity this morning to express the NPRC's sup-
port, for the Hispanic initiativeha title III. This initiative provides for $10 million, or
15% of part a funds, for institutional development projects for Hispanic impacted
institutions. The investment of title III monies in these institutions will provide for
increased academic qu,alityinstitutiertal management, and fiscal stability through
programmatic initiatives infsuch areas as family development and improvement of
academic programs. In making this form of investment available to these institu-
tions, the education of the Hpanic students enrolled therein would be better
served.

The NPRC believes that this commitment on the part of Congress has been long
overdue. We applaud the vision of the involved parties in drafting this legislation.
The Puerto Rican educational community in the United States and in Puerto Rico
has been carefully monitoring this effort. We strongly believe in quality education
as a means of enhancing our community's productive capacity and our quality of
life. Lamentably, up until now we have been unable to incite concerted action on
the part of the public sector to implement mechanisms which erilu.uee our educe-
tional opportunities. Today, the Congress has an opportunity to do's°.

FILIVATIC UNIVxliarrms IN pUtlitTO R1C6

The higher education experience of the Puerto Rican community reflects some of
the ediaXitiohal Pattersili of the general Hispanic community. However, we.are faced
with some peculiar problems, unique to 'Puerto Ricans, as a result of historical cir-
cumstances. The educational problems that the Puerto Rican community faces in
Puerto Rico are very different than the educational problems that the Puerto Rican "
community face here in the mainland. These differences need to be understood in
order to develop a broad effort capable of dealing with these pecelixritie's in it More
effective manner.

Beginning in 1975 in Puerto Rico, we began 'to perceive a shift of enrollment froth
the public institutions to the private ones. This shift was due to thelact that public
universities were increasingly forced to limit the numbers of students accepted, due
to the increasing rate of applications and limited available enrollment capacity. The
public universities were attractive to the general student population because of the
breadth of courses of study and quality of physical resources. Unfortunately, be-
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cause of the convergence of many factors such as better prior education, 'mostly of
students were admitted, to the public institutions. The burden was there.fore .

. shifted to the private institutions to meet the growing needs of the disadvantaged
itudent body at' the island. They required first, .a greater number of pereonnelsand.
better educational resonrces. The burden laid on the privateituditutions was exacer-
bated by the general in Puerto Rico for qualified personnel to maven& to the
changing demands Puerto Rican economy.

The private inatitu have responded energetically to this challenge. But due to
the low tuition charged and, the limited economic resources of their student body, as
well as a lack of local philanthropic support their efforts. has not been enough.
They need outside external support.

In the past; it has not been possible for Federal monies to be charms into meet-
ing the needs Of thew developing institutions. This was due to the
of the legislation which failed to come to terms with the unique net
vide institutions in Puerto Rico. Coupled with the Hispanic impacted
the mainland, theaainstitutions, in need of development aesiatance, serve the
ity of Puerto Rican students. Because these developing institutions address. the ad
cational needs; of the majority of our Puerto Rica' in students, we support this raw'
mended legislation.

Along With the ProPoled funding, we recommend that special-itai
to assure that the Hispanic students, at the selected tions, receive-the full
benefit* of these funds, agree with the aseasamen
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'Higher Educational Coalition, which we
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posed more, the NITC also
y supports the authority given to the Secretary of Education to waive the ce-

ment set forth in section 812 (2), I, which dose not inset present criteria for
lotions subsidized by the State and charging low tuition; for institutions serving

low and middle income students; and, for institutions which contribute substantially
toward increasing higher educational opportunities for Hispanics, blacks, Indiana,
and other minorities. -

In addition to our support for the above initiatives, the coalition would like to go
on record as supporting the programmatic services to disadvantaged students pro-
vided by the Trio Programs. (upward bound, talent search, and special services)
These programs have been and continue to be an enduring resource for our commu-
nities. We support continued and expanded funding for thew progranis. We are con-
vinced that they provide a much needed educational service for disadvantaged stu-
dente.

In summary, the National Puerto Rican Coalition, Inc. believes that there is a
strong Federal role in, higher education supportive of Hispanic concerns. We believe
that the recommendation made here today strengthens the role of the Federal Gov -
ernment in-providing access to higher education for all dieadvantaged group.. We

iencourage your concerted effort in this regard. Thank you.

STATEMENT OP ALBERT GONZALEZ, CHAIR, LEGISLATIVE
COMMITTEE, NATIONAL PUERTO RICAN COALITION

Mr. GONZALEZ, Thank you. Mr. Chairman, I will try to be brief.
My name is Albert Gonzalez. lain a board member and The chair-
person of the I:e0s1fitive Committee of the National Puerto Rican
Coalition. Among, the members of VI 4oalition- are several -organi-,
zations involved in the delivery -of ucational servicei,, the Inter-
American University, the Ana G. Mendez Educational Fotmdation,
and of course, ASP MA of America.

There are two other reasons why I'm here. They are thaN we be-
lieve strongly that \ economic and social- problems in the Puerto
Rican ,community could beallevlated by expanded access to educa-
tional opporttmities,, and because we believe that the reauthoriza-
tion bill, authored by you, goes a long way toward meeting those
problems.
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My testimony will, of course, focus primarily on the particular
concerns in the Puerto Rican community. The available data sug-
gests that the status of the Puerto Rican community in 114he.r edu-
cation, like other Hispanic communities, unproved in the 1960's
and in the 1970's, and declined at all levels in the 1980's. For exam-
ple, statistics compiled by the Office of Minority Concerns of the
American Council of Education indicates that out of 100 Puerto
Rican students, 55 percent will graduate from high 'school, 25 per-
cent will enter some institution of higher education, 7 percent will
graduate from college, and 4 percent will enter professional pro-
grama, of which 2 percent will graduate. These are astounding sta-
tistics.

Among all Hispanic groups the major reason for failure to com-
plete higher education studies .was finiincial rather than academic.
In recognition that the major reason that most Puerto Ricans
failed to complete collegiate studies is fmancial, I would like to ad-
dress the issue of student financial assistance first. The statistics
offered by the admissions testing program of the college b6ard il-
lustrate the economically disadvantaged positions in which Puerto
Rican families find themselves. For example, the median contribu-
tion of Puerto Rican parents toward educational expenses is 0 per-
cent, as contrasted by a little over $1,000 for annual American fam-
ilies.

It ghould be no surprise that Puerto Ricans slab apply in greater
pei tages for financial aid. In 1982, 90.9 percent of Puerto Rican
students applied for financial aid, in contrast to ,,just a little under
73 percent for Anglo-American students.

Finally, the median income for Puerto Rican families in 1982
was $12,300 and, in 1the same year the median income for Anglo
American families was more than, double that figure. \This data
Overly indicates that Puerto Ricans have a demonstrableneed for
financial assistance. -

In this light; I believe that the proposed increase of Pell grant
assistance in the title IV to 75 percent of tuition and fees, not in
excess of $3,000 represents a significant step in, confronting one .of
the major obstacles-preventing maximum participation of these
students in higher education, in particular, Pulitto Rican students.

There are several other changes in the higheinducation authori-
zation bill, which we support. First, I would like to express the coa-
lition's su 'pport for the Hispanic initiative in title M. This initia -.
tive provides for $10 million or 15 percent of part A funds for His-
panic-impacted institutions. We believe that this investment will
provide for increased academic quality, better institutional man-
agement, and fiscal stability.

In this regard, I would like to reemphasize a point made by the
first panel, or several individuals on the first panel, from Puerto
Rico. We are faced with some peculiar problems unique to Puerto
Ricans as .a result of historical circumstances. -

The educational' problems that the Puerto Rican community
faces on the island of Puerto Rico are very different than the edu-
cational problems that the Puerto Rican community faces on the
mainland. And these differences need to be understood.

Beginning in 1975, in Puerto Rico, we began to perceive a shift in
enrollment from the public institutions to the private ones. This
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shift was due, to the fact that public universities were increasingly
forced to limit the numbers of stud,ents accepted? due to the in-
creasing rate of applications and limited, available enrollment ca-
pacity.

The public universities were attractive to the general student
population because- of the breadth of-coUrses of study and quality of
physical resources. Unfortunately, because of the convergence of
many factors such as prior education, most affluent students were
admitted to the public institutions. The burden was, therefore,
shifted to the private institutions to meet the growing needs of the
economically disadvantaged student body of the island, or by a

hly motivated group.
e private institutions have responded energetically to

challenge, but due to the, low tuition charge and the limited
nomic resources of the student body, as well as a lack of load p
anthropic effort, their efforts have not been enough. We need ou
side support. I the past, Federal moneys for Puerto 'Rico have
been limited to narrow legislative language. These institutions and
their counterpart on the mainland serve the majority of Puerto
Rican students and are in need of developmental ,assistance.

Along with the increased funding, we recommend that special
measuretrbe taken to assure that the Hispanic students at the tar-
geted inEkitutions receive the full benefits of these funds. Thus, we
support language proposed by the Hispanic Higher Edutation Coa-
lition, which we believe is designed to assure accountability so that
Hispanic learners in developing institutions benefit fully &pm. the
proposed initiative.

Furthermore, the coalition support the authority giten to the
Secretary of Education to waive the requireraent set forth in sec-
tion 312, now of course, in the reauthorized version, 352.

Finally, in addition to our support for the above initiative, the
coalition would like to go on record as supporting the programmat-
ic services to disadvantaged students provided by the TRIO Pro-
gram. These programs have been and continue to be an enduri3
resource for our communities. We support continued and expand
funding for these programs We are convinced they provided a
much needed educational service for the, disadvantaged students.

In summary, the National Puerto Rican Coalition supports, one,
proposed Increase of Pell grant assistance; which we believe will be
one of the most significant changes proposed, two, the waiver
mechanism, three, the special set-aside for Hispanic institutions,
and fourth, the expansion of the TRIO Program.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I wish to thank both you and the
'staff for the cooperation you've given the coalition in-' the -past
month.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much.
Can you tell inq just a little bitiabout the National Puerto: Rican

Coalition? -

Mr. GoNzeuzz. Yes. The National Puerto Rican Coalition was
started up approximately 4 years ago and it is a national, coalition
with its Membership, or major membership organizatipps' with the
Puerto Rican community, throughout the States, as well as individ-
ual membership, It concentrates on supporting community pro-
grams, helping State and lecal organizations wi Federal Gevern-
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went issues, as well as tried to find ways through research and re-
- ports and other studies, to bring to public attention and make rec-

ommendations on problems within the. Puerto Rican community.
Mr. SIMON, If I cane just -make one general observation,- because

this is a decision that obviously has to be made first by the people
of Puerto Rico, but clearly Puerto Rico gets shortchanged in a
great many programs, and that simply would not be the if
Puerto Rico had ^two Senators and six or seven Members of he
House, and again I don't want to interject athat's a decisi n
people on the island have to make. .

Butand Baltazar Corrada, who is your delegate here, does
magnificent job, and we're proud to have him on the committee.
But one nonvoting Member of the Congress, simply no matter how
respected he is, simply cannot exert the muscle for the island.that
ought to be there. Again, this is a decision the people of Puerto
Rico have to make. But---

Mr. GoNzAuzThat's why we need friends like you.
Mr. SIMON. WW1, I thank you
Mr. GoNitusz. In the House and in the Senate.
Mr. SIMON. I like that last comment. [Laughter.]
We thank you very, very much for your testimony, Again, my

apologies to the other witnesses. We just ended up scheduling more
witnesses than we should have this morning and we ran into a
problem with the full committee meeting also. But I will, I assure
the other witnesses I will be going over your testimony carefully.

Thank you very much
Mr. GONZALEZ. Thank you.
Mr. SimoN. The committee win be in recess.
[Whereupon, at 11:40 a.m., April 5, .1984the subcommittee re-

cessed, subject to the call of the Chair.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:j

i/EXPARED STATEMENT OF MYRON B. THOMFRON,TRUSTEE, THE IC.AmalAitEMA
Scsome/Buse? Enos, HONOLULU, HI

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for this opportunity to
submit written testimony real ding native Hawaiian post - secondary educational
concerns. I am a trustee of The Kaineharaeha Schools/Bishop Estate, an educational
institution in Honolulu, established in 1887 for the purpose of educating children of
native Hawaiian descent. Currently, about 40% of the annual educational expendi-4.4.0, tures of our private school is devoted to the improvement of public eduCation in
aWaii. This amounts to about $9 million per year and is expended on native Ha-
aiiaus from birth through adulthood,
Early last year was asked by Secretary of Education Terre' Bell to chair the

Executive Steering Committee for the Native Hawaiian Educa,tional Assessmentproject.Project. This project was the result of numerous collaborative: efforta aimed at as
slating native Hawaiians who have suffered disproportionately from educational and
social inequality,

In 1974, efforts to develop federal initiatives to redress these inequalities resulted
in Congresaional recognition of Hawaiians ae Native Americans. Ms was followed
by various attempts to obtain for Hawaiians academic programs comparable to
those being offered to other Native Americans.

Among these initiatives was a -Senate amendment to the Higher Education Act of1980 that would have established a comprehensive range of programs to meet H4-
waiian educational needs. The outcome of the conference committee's consideration
of this amendment was an Advisory Council on Hawaiian Education, a compromise
which was offered by you, Chairman Simon, and endorsed by the conferees-. May I
take this time to thank you for your support of the Advisory Council. This Council
was to conduct an extensive study of the educational needs of native Hawaiians. Its
funding, however, was eliminated under the Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981, Sub-.
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sequently, The KanieliaMelia Sett* le/Bernice Pauahi Bishop Estate offered to un-
derwrite the coats of :conducting the study. In effect, we served as a contreetor at no
public expense. .

The Final Report of this study, the native Hawaiian Education. Asessament
Project, was submitted to Secretary Terrel Bell in March 1983 and has been the sub-
Jed of testimony at several Senate hearings. A complete copy of the report is includ-
ed in my submission to this committee.

Specifically, Mr. Chairman, the Native Hawaiian Educational Assessment Project
was established because persons of native Hawaiian ancestry do not perform as well
as their non-Hawaiian counterparts. They as native Araeriesins, and one of the four
largest population groups in Hawaii, are at the bottom of most eocial indicators,
particularly those that measure or contribute to educational achievement

The object of the project was to quantify the severity and scope of the problem
and to determine what could be done to improve the situation of the Hawaiians.
..The study focUsed primarily on educational needs, having been deeigned on the
premise that education, is the best and most important means for changing; and im-
proving an individual's economic and social selfeufficiency.

-Through this comprehensive survey of testimony, data, and social science analy-
sis, we found that native Hawaiians are a group at risk, virtually from birth.
Almost every facet of the child's development is hampered by poor conditions. These
conditions all contribute to forming a group of children who have low educational
achievement a state which affects their entire life.

SINMAJIY 07 ma 71NDINGO

Three categories of seed are identified in, the Native Hawaiianpucational
seasment Project (NILEAP). They are:

(1) Basic Skills Achievement Needs;
(2) Special Educatienal Needs; and
(3) Culturally-related Academic Needs,

My testimony will highlight the findiugsfin each of the three categories and rec-
ommend programs that will meet these navels, giving specific attention to post44c-
oodary programs.
L liauxiiian students score below parity with national nom: on slandandized tests in

reading and ;net& -
In the area of student achievement, the needs of 42.000 school-age -Hawaiians

were assessed. This representi the combined enrollment of Hawaiians in Hawaii's
public and private schools. An analysis of performance on standardised achievement
teets yields the following points with respect to the performance of Hawaiian stu-
dents in relation to others:



RawailanHstudents in our publiv. stbOol system (DOE) ,

score belosparity *itb national norms.

Figure I
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Hawaiian stu Rota conaistentl
subtista then others.

figure 3
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these findings demonstrate that, while some progress has been made, the
majority of Hawaiian Students continuesto score below national norms and well
below other major groups in Hawaii on testa of achievement,
I.F. Hawaiian students hate a disproportionate number of special eeducatjonai needs

that pose barriers to educational achievement
A second Major area 'of need outlined in the NHEAP report is that Ilawmaiszi

dents 'face a plethora of special educational needs which are not measurable by but
do influence performance on standardized testa. The needs in this category can be
organized into six general areas: 4,

- (1) Socloecononlic Otatua; the final report contain*
numorooe iodicatore that the eouioeconomie &tutus og Hawaiian* as .a group is lower than 'one would expect. The report 4460 Weseritssubstantial evtdence that low soctoecouomic status correlateswith low educational achlievemept.

o Figure 6
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2) physical Health: Hawaiian' are plagued with a suscep-
tibility to a wide array of physical health divorders which are.
barriefe to educational achievement or can be addrassed through

educational programs. The range of these health eoncerns'is
indicated by A 761Atively low life expectauci and.a high inci-
dence of affliction by apectfic diseasiei that the
victia'a death or leave 'the afflicted with a lifelong phYsice,l

handicap. ,-

7igra 7
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3) Mental. Health: Testimony, data, and reeearcb analysis
suggest that a variety of strevsful forces or conditions exist is

the lives of many Hitykiiiut. These conditions have generated
depression or resulted to problems in area* such as childrearing,'

iutoraction with other*, and schoolapehavior.
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4) 43ienation; For a variety of reasons, many Iiewaiixue.
arS alienated from thc,major institutions in our society. Tbis
feeling of alienation leads to and is signaled by suck indicators
as: crime, substance Abuse, ar4 bigb absepteeisw;

Yigure 9
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3) School _System Barrier : The problems experienced by a
school system tend to have the r most dramatic impact upon those
etude:Its who have special need . ConsequentlY, say problems
experienced by the State Department of lducaiion in maintaining a
modern curriculum) adequate fUading, or' programs for-students wbo
Are baddicapped or bac* otbMr special learning needs tend to have
a sore pronounced effect on Hawaiians than students who are
thriving within the school system.

I
Figure 10
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61 Tnvironm,ntal 3srricrer .For conomic'Alid cultural
reaaons, isproportionate numbers of Hawaiians live in rural
neighbor, eland communities (Hawaii, Maui, sod ICAual) which have
educational environments that, *bile rich in certain historical,
cultural', and natural respects, tend to be tfaliciont in many
crucial axes.* (e.g., quality of faci Wes),

'Agars 11

'..HAWAIIAN STUDENTS BY DOE DISTRICTS,
1976-77 TO 1980-51
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111.-Czatural behavior and background affect academic achievement
The last need area described in the report revolve* around culture. For many Ha-

. waiians, culture is the basis of their self- concept and identity. This can be a positive
and negative factor.

On the one hand, the report contains many pages of testimony and writings izadi-
catnip that Hawaiians are affected adversely by the loss of their culture. It is widely
acknowledged that the events of history have conspired to suppress Hawaiian
values, lifestyle, language and beliefs.

There are numerous indicators of problems at the points where the Hawaiian cul-
ture meets and interacts with the dominant cultu.re. The elasarocun is one such
point. .

Many Hawaiians alio acknowledge that they have erected culturally-related bar-
riers of their own making, through negative self-attributions or internal dissension.

Likewise, barriers have been created by those representing the dominant culture
through stereotyping and the widespread use of _a culture-bound school curriculum.

Ftgure 12
Stereotypes of Hawaiians
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In additi.on, the preservation of Hawaiian culture has been uneven. There is much
,about themselves and the.waya_uf their ancestors that- wsinans do not know. This
makes the need-for,continueci support for Hawaiian and multi-cultural studies par-
ticularly strong.

The, recurring theme of these various conditions of cultural need emphasizes self-
disparagement, feelings of inadequacy, fear of failure as well as fear of success,
alienation, hopelessness and helpless:4-as, and depression.. These symptoms charac-
terize the culture loss/stress syndrome.

This syndrome relates to the rapid and severe culture loos experienced by Haw-al.
inns, since the advent of "western culture, beginning with the discovery voyages of
Captain James Cook in 1778; The syndrome includes lowered school performance
among Hawaiian children and, thus, indirectly as well as directly contributes back
to negative social outcomes for Hawaiians. Figure 13 graphically depicts this causal
chain. Implicit within this notion is a feedback loop which makes the cycle self-per-

a
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petnating. That is, withouCintervention, one would expect further cultural dis
ty, further culture loes,, more depression, and increased social failure over time.

Figur* 13
THE CULTURE LOSLISTSESS HYPOTHESIS
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On the positive side, it is clear that many Hawaiians derive considerable strength
and 'pride from their culture. The community's. renewed interest in and emphasis
upon things Hawaiian have been a source of revitalization and encouragement for
Hawaiians. .

. Programs that expand our knowledge of Hawaiian culture will also play a signifi-
cant role in preparing Hawaiians for the future. The students of today must develop
a clear undenttuiding-of themselves and their values if they are to successfully deal
with multiple options they will encounter in the near future. *

....--4
0..1itECOM. OM

Now that we have defined the lems and needs of Hawaiian children, we are
anxious to move ahead with eoliitione. I wiuit to emphasize that although we have
been able to define these separate areas of need, each of the three categories is only
part of the whole picture. For example, poor achievement on a standardized toot is
often a manifestation of self- disparagement which results from tlepression, which is
caused by poor health. Thus, the problems are inter-related, and the solutions roust
be likewise, comprehensive and coordinated.

Our 1-eport includes Many recommendations which we feel address the problems
we defined. Because the problems are so wide - ranging, the solutions must be inclu-
sive. Therefore, we have put. a goat -deal of effort into searching' for existing prO-
grams at the federal, state, and local level:: that will address these needs.

The set of programs we are recommending inset .the aquirement of being inclu-
sive, and each has been federally supported and has established a record of effec-
tiveness. Thus, we are not recommending new legialation, and we are not recom-

)mending a "shotgun" approach to-a somplex issue. Rather, we are recommending
that existing legislation be tapped in sit-systematic, coherent manner, .

The set of programs which we have identified as the most needed by Hawaiian
students are aimed primarily at educational skills. They represent three necessary
approaches: Preventive, Remedial, and Prospective. (Refer to figure 14.)--

Two crucial steps need to be for federal legislative support,. First, existing
legislation needs to be areende&to enable native Hawaiiani to participate or to be
assured set -aside funding as a special group. Second, sufficient' fending for time pm-

,

grains must be appropriated.
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I would like to isolate two of our reco.mmandations for the immediate attention Cif
this committee.

PROSPIIICTIVZ PRCGRAIAS: 1. SCMOLA.RSHIPS
N

Clearly, one of the main impediments to participation in higher education by citi-
zens nationwide is funding. This barrier looms even larger for many Hawaiian fanu-
lies whose lower per capita income, large family size and higher health costs make
it virtually impossible for them to afford the costs of tuition, books, and other
higher educatielial expenaes.

What is recommended here is the expansion of federal financial aid programs,
under the Higher Education and Indian Education Acts, to assist more Hawaiians
whiewisb to pursue higher education opportunities. The target funding level of this
additioeel scholarship assistance is 454,000. This would match the level of service
already, provided by The Karaehanieha Schooli/Bishop Estate.

The impact of these additional funds would be to significantly increase the
number of students who pursue higher education on the nil ieland and overseas, as
well as that* who ..undertake' post-graduate and professional studies (especially in
the, fields of la'w; medicine, business administration, education, public health, infor-
mation and'comniunication sciences, natural resources and related fields.)

A portion of these resources should also be devoted to counseling and tracking of
recipients and, potential recipients. An analysis of statistical information and indi-
vidual experiences of native. Hawaiians in post-secondary programs shows that they
are significantly underrepreeented in postloecondary programs and that their rate of
program completion 1 low in comparison with other groups: (See Exhibit A)

P PECTIVX PROGRAMS: 2. JOS SICULS TRAINING

In addition to the ds 04 unemployment and underemployment problems Ha-
waiians have faced in thieeest, recent trends point to the development of new occu-
pations and new fields of ethployment in which the Hawaiian community must com-
pete with others. This bag been called "high tech." It refers to the burgeoning fields
of information and communications technology. Unwilling to rely solely on the
future of the tourism. industry as the economic base for the future, the State of
Hawaii is developing plans for ,encouraging the growth of high tech industries in
Hawaii. Even if an accelerated growth in fields like computer technology does not
happen immediately, there is a growing demand among existing businesses kr more
electronic office equipment, for better and faster communications, for newer and
better office machinery and the requisite skills to work in the "office pf the future."

A proposal recently advanced by the State Commission of Manpower and Full
Employment in Hawaii and the State Advisory Council on Vocational Education
calls for the development of "Area Vocational Centers" (AVC) to solve some of the
problems associated with the updated demands on Hawaii's vocational training re-
sources.

Our proposal is to develop Area Vocational Centers at the particular high
schools which serve large numbers of Hawaiian students and which could reason- A

ably be expected to produce graduates who would seek employment in high tech re-
lated fields.

.CONCLUSIONS

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my discussion of the educational needs of native
Hawaiisne and of some of our recommendations for programs that will

-these needs. In summery, the problems of native Hawaiians are many and they
complex. Attempts to resolve these problems will require a broad base of suppo
from federal, state, and local sources. .

I want to point out that The Hamehameha Schools /Bishop Estate is committed to
the education and advancement of children of native Hawaiian ancestry. We fully
expect to participate in the development; funding, .and implementation of programs
to help our children, and thereby assume a pro .r -ere of reeponsiblity for deal-
ing with these conoerne. We believe the estab "en of such federal, state, and
private partnership is id keeping with our nation's lailpsophy of private sector par-
ticipation in the provision of human services.

Again, thank you' for allowing the subinisaion of this testimony. Please do not
leszitate to-call an urfor -clarification nrfurther -information.
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INFORMATION ON: POSTINICONIXARY EDUCATION NUL* or NATIVIC HAWAIIANS

TAMS or cosivesrrs

Chart Native Americans in the total civilian 'population, 1970-1980.
Chart II: Percentage of Native Hawaiians under 18/19 years pt age between 1970.

and 1980.
Chart III: Rate of completion of bachelor degree studies of Native Hawaiians and'

others, 1975.
- Chart IV: Rate of college-bound attendance Of Native Hawaiians and others at

awes 20 and 21, 1975.
Chart V: Unemployment levels by educational level of those &Wean years and

over among Native Hawaiian* and others. . .
Table 1: Change in median. familY income among Native Hawaiians end others

between 1973 and 1977.
Table Importance of ad cat:04W concerns among leaders. and -gem;ra t. popula-

tion of Native wauan . 1981.
Materials and background ta prepared by Kiyoshi lk.ecla, Co-Convener of Uni- -

versity of Hawaii Task Force UMISITIS resentation of Native Hawaiian Students
and the Hawaiian Studies; " at the University of Hawaii at -Mance, and
KSRE/Extension Fidueslion Division Na Ho'okams a Pau'ahi Scholarship and Coun-
soling Program. Detailed technical materials available upon refines*.

ILIGIOIGHTS OF FININISCRI IN osairr

(1) The Native Hawaiian population is bode& growing number and growing pro-
portion of the eivilian population in the State of waii.

The comparison of the numbers, both in total and-inage-level breakdowns suggest
increase through births.

4' The result is that an increasing 'number and proportion of the young people in
Hawaii is of Native Hawaiian background.

moan or FINDINGS IN CHART U

(2) About bne half of the Native Hawaiian population is made up of youths and
children eighteen years of age and younger.

HIGHLITS Or FINDING8 EN maw ILI

(3) Of the NativeHawaiiarts who went to college (those 25 years and above),
(a) Fewer attead cdllege in comparison, with other* (Caucasian, Chinese, Japanese)
(b) Fewer complete college studies (completing the bachalsir's degree).

moinaairrs or FINDINGS IN CNA= IV \

(4) Of those college-bound age group (ages twenty and twentY=O6e),
(a) Native Hawaiians attend college studies at lass than one-half the rate of others

(Caucasian, Chinese, Japanese).
(b) The is a drop in college studies from alp twenty to twenty-one among Native

Hawaiians, compared to an increase in retention among others (Caucasian, Chinese,
Japanese).

(c) From Chart III and IV, retention and completion of bachelor degree studies
remains a basic challenge in academic development and support among Native Ha-
svaiians.

IUGULIG=S 07 ITNIIINGS IN MART V

(5) Attending college significantly reduces chances_ of being unemployed in the
labor fiance.

(a) Chances for becoming unemployed among those who complete leas than college
education is greater among Native Hassaliens than among those in the general pop-
ulation.

CIO Unemployment levels even but as postreecondary studies is pursued and/or
completed.

Hunuionva IN FINDINGS PROM TA= 1

(6) Native Hawaiians are at much- higher risk in being unable to keep pace with
tio rises in the coat of living due to their lowered educational attainment
related unemployment and Job insecurity. (Charts UL IV, and V provide detail
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on lowered educational attainment and unreported data are available which de-
scribe the lowerpayment jobs into which Native Hawaiians are locked in dispropor-
tionate numbers.)

HIGRUGHTS FROM TABLE 2

(7) Native Hawaiians, of every age group and social status are united in pressing
forward on improving the educational attainment of themselves and their children.
Whether it is matters of financial aidter academic support services, they know that
to save their children and themselves, such programs are essential for their future'
well-being.

.111PlaCATION8 161011 THE *IATIQUALS i'BESENTED

(1) The disproportionate absence of college-bound and -.6, :1 dart' bound chil-
dren and adults within the Native Hawaiian community m t be remedied, if de-
pendency and insecurity is to be lowered significantly.

(2) By providing those means and tools for academic a exit and success, into
post-secondary education and college -studies, the Native Haivaiian, population has
every chance of succeeding in breaking out of the present traps.

(3) Federal support in financial aid and academic support services at the pOst-sec-
ondary and college levels is essential in aiding the families and tl* community to
attain its cherished goals,

(4) Given the fact that a latrge majority of Native Hawaiian families are impover-
ished and burdened, their wish 'and drive for the best in post-secondary education
can only be made poesible by structured and effective financial aid and academic,
support services. As it now, even at a relatively lower tuition institution such as the
University of Hawaii at Ma'am, there is high selectivity in drawing from the more
affluent families of Native Hawaiian background to the absence or eielusion of
talent from less advantaged households. With the planned tuition rises, that ab-
sence or excluilon will be all the more likely.

Tip kinds of financial aid approaches and academic support progranis provided
under Federal legislation is critical.;in meeting the' challenge of: increasing the
number of Hawaiians in post-secondary education; and successful completion of the
post high educational goals and objective.
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GNART I

PERCENTAGE ANP NUMER Q1 NATIVE HAWAIIANS IN THE
''STATE OF HAWAII CIVILIAN POPOLATICV 1970

AND 1900:HEALTH SURVEILLANCE SAMPLES

1970. Population

17 Years pf Haelove 17Total..
Age andAbove Years of Age

Total

1980 POpulatiOn

16 Years" of Below 16
Age and Above Years of Ago

\
/Percentage derived by \dividing number of H410,11 ians by
Total Number in Civilian Population at bottom of bar chart.,')

7.2%

13.7

22.0%

29.4%

, 14.4%

(130.91E/ 62.826/ (88,090/ (I74,220', (93,157., (80,613/
731,1431 458,857) 302.55b) (221199) 646.9241 274.6731



'PERCENTAGE OF'THE TOTAL PLATI0 HAwAlim POPULATION Ift THE STATE

OE HAWAII WHO ARE'18/19 YEARS OF AGE AND BELOW (1973778Average .

".and 1980 Health-Surveillance Sample Estimates)

1973-1978 AverageIBelow 19) 1980 Sample(Delow 18). 4.

Below 19 Years
of Age

Belew 7e.

'Years of A
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'GNAT III

RATE OF COMPLETION OF BACHELOR DEGREE STUDIES OF THOSE

WHO WENT TO COLLEGE AMONG NATIVE HAWAIIANS AND

',:OTHERS (Caucasian, Chinese, Japanese) PERSONS
TWENTY-FIVE YEAS OF AGE AND ABOVE (1975 OW -

SPECIAL SAMPLE)

Native Hawaiian

. 35%

Obtained
Bachelor's
Degree

Caucasian
Others Chinese.

Japanese

60%

Obtained
Bachelor's
Degree

8.75_% A completed

25.00% t4nt to College

27% BA completed

45% Went p College
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CHART IV

04E0E-BOUND RATES. OF PERSONS.,TWENTY AND TWENTY-ONE YEARS OF

ACE AMONG NATIVE HAWAIIANS. AND,OTHERS (CAUCASIAN, CHINESE,* e

JAPANESE) IN 1975 (1975 STATE-OF HAWAII 0E0 SPECIAL SAMPLE)

Caucasian

Others Chinese
Japanese

Native Hawaiian

At Ag& 20 At Age 21 At Age 20 At Age Zi

63%
in Coil ge

56%

in Coll

19%
in Col) 1m



CHART

EMPLOYMENT LEVELS BY- EDUCATIONAL LEVEL AMONG MEN AN(} WOMEN - NATIVE HAWAIIAN AND GENERAL POPULATION. 4
DIFFERENCES (1975 STATE, OF.HAWAII OtO SPECIAL SAKPLE)(PersOis 16 'teak of Arm and Over)

Native Hawaiian General Population

High School
and Below

Men Women

SomeCollege.,
and Above

Men4 Women

1

High School
and Below

9%

000

Some
and

; 6%

llege
ove



TAWLEJ CHANGE INFM1DIAN CIVIOAN FAMILY INCIME BY
ErRNIC GROUP IN THE STATE OF HAWAII'

/973-1977 - Health Surveillance *ample*

Ethnicity
1973

Year*
1977

Prrcent

Change

Unomploymont
Level-19754*

Hawaiian

Pure MawAiiin

Fart Hawaiian

Nem-Hawaiian

Filipino

Japanese

-Caucasian

Chinese

$9412

$10,840

$9,634

$14,344 ,

$14,097

$15,218

89 .278

$13,615

'$19,1,43]

$19,005

$21,183 '

1.42

25.62'

+ 31.62

+ 35.5%

i 34.82

+ 39.22

11..72

4.12

9.52

',From. POPULATION REPORT NUMB61 5(1976) ond NUM,DER 11(1979) '
of the State of HaWaii Department Of Health.

-
** From Hobert D. Hemet-taro, 'nigraeiun and Unemploymentin Hawaii,"

Papers of the East-West Population Institute', Na, 79, January, 1982.
.0.* Table 1, p. 4.

444 Unemployment rater for the civilian labor force between 1970 and:1980
is Hawaii ranged from 4.9X in 1970; 6.92 in 1971: 7.72 in 1972; 7422
io'1973; 7.92 in 1974; 8.32 in 1975; 9:82 in 1976; 7.44 iak1977; 7.82
in 1978; 5.32 in 1979; and 5.02 in 1980. From Table 243, p.-254, HAWAII
DATA BOOK, 1981,
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TABLE '2

EDUCATIONAL (POST-SECONDARY SCHOOLING) CONCERNS OF LEADE

AND G NERAL POPULATION OF NATIVE HAWAIIAN BACKGROUND

\(1981Kamthameha Schools Needs Survey),

Item of Concern Community Leaders Potential Client

(Agree to Illvortance) Groups *

High Importance
of Increating
Educational
Achievement 97% 952

2. Interest in
Financial Aid

for College/
Vocational 79% 89%

Training

3. Interest in
Counseling
for ,College/
Vocational
Training

4. High Importance
of Preventing
School---Problems

for Children

78%

94%

* Poteptial Client Groups are Made up of

1. Households without Children (Childless, Young)

2. Jhouseho s with Pre-School Children

3. Househol with School -Age Children under 12 of Age

4. Older Hou eholds (35 years and ;Dove without
Children Below 19 Years of Age
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PIL1CPARSO STATPLINT OF Rrv. WILLIAM L. GIT.OROF. S.J., SFICIAL ASSISTANT TO THX
Paesinintrr or Gsoacnerowil UNIVKSSITY

- 1Vfi. Chairman and Members of the Cominittee, I ani Rev. William L George, S.J.,
Special Assistant to the ent f Georgetown University:

I would like to discuss the LI e Housing Loan Program and .the Higher Educa-
tion Facilities Loan Program.

The College Housing Loin Program was established in 1950 to provide low-inter-
est long-term loans to colleges and universities for the construction, renovation, and
acquisition of student and faculty housing and related facilities and was later
amended to provide low:intet loans for energy' conservation projects. The pro-
gram, now almost 35 years old, has been of enormous benefit in making more than
$3 billion in loans to ensure the availability of adequate affordable housing to stu-
dents at more than 2000 colleges and universities across the country. S' 1967, the
program has been funded through a $2.2 billion revolving account which- unded
by the sale of 5, 10, 15 and 20 year participation certificates through the k ern-
went National Mortgage Association (GNMA). These certificates will be re
with $43 million due in 1987 and the remaining $447 million due in 1988.

Because the College Housing Loan Program was established as a revolvi ac-
count with no expiration date on its authority, the repayment of interest and p
pal on, long term loans will continue to produce a steady stream of income which
can be used tq provide for any seyere unmet need for college housing and energy,
conservation loans without requiring the appropriations of any additional funds.

.

The Office of Management and Budget has consistently sought to close the program
through the Appropriations Committees. The deltermanation of whether or not the
program should be continued is a matter of educition policy and ought to be decided
by the Committee on Education and Labor, not the ammittee on Banking, Finances
and Urban Affairs. Therefore, I would like to propose that the authority.for the Col-
lege Housing Loan Program be transferred to the 'Vorninittee on Education and
Labor because it has a well-developed relationship with the Department of &Inca-.
tion which administers the College Housing Loan Program, ready acceeito-informa-

, tion from colleges and universities concerning the special needs of higher education,
and the expertise needed to make judgments about higher education policy. This is
consistent with the precedents established when Congress created the Department.
of Education. At that time, Congress transferred responsibility for the administra-
thin and operation of the program from the Department of Housing and Urban De-
velopment to the Department'of Education. At the same tithe, jurisdiction over the
appropriations for the program, was transferred tq the Subcommittee on Labor/
Health and Human Services /and Education.

In 1965, Congress established the Higher Education Facilities Loan Program .its
Title VII of the Higher Education Act for the construction, reconstruction and ren-
ovation of undergraduate and graduate academic facilities. Since FY '82, there has
been an authority for lo*-interest long-term loans but no authority for grants under
this program. Little more than a trickle of funds has been appropriated since 1968
to meet the growing need for academic and research facilities at colleges and uni-
versities. In a very real- sense, the current law has only barely been implemented
because of the enormous dimension of the need for research and academic facilities
and instrumentations A collaborative effort between institutions of., higher education
and federal, state, and local governments is needed to restore and improve academic
and research facilities at colleges and universities throughout the country.
.,We support the proposal to authorize such sums as necessary for low-interest

loans to instit ons of highe 'education for construction, rehabilitation and renova-
tion of academic facilities.to made and insured -by the Secretary from a revolving
fund with a requirement that it least 20 percent of the total project cost come from
non-federal revenue sources. e also support the proposal to authorize $100 million
annually for the purchase of laboratory, research and other instructional It-
ment. The proposed $20 million ;Authorization for the strengthening of
braiyAesources should be increased to $100 million asotell.

Onlothalf of our President, Rev, Timothy S. Healy S.J.. I would like to thank the
Committee for this opportunity to testify.

ApDMONAL SMEAR=

In addition to my remarks the College Housing Loan Program and the Higher
Education Facilities Loan , I wquld like to submit some additional remarks
for the record on the need for an authority for loan consolidation, on the need for a
serious appriisal of the role of tax-exempt bonds its providing a source of revenue
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for GSL /PLUS loans, and on wine of the proposed changes in the Guaranteed gtu-
dent Loan Program.

The ability to consolidate various student loans taken to pay tor the costs of
higher education is an essential element in constructing a financial aid package for
qualified students because it enables students to negOtiate graduated schedules of
repayment over an extended period of time. As the costs of 'higher education in-
crease, students need to be able to negotiate a graduated repayment schedule which
allows them to make smaller payments in the first years after graduation when
their income is apt to be lowest and when they face, for the first time, the coots of
-establishing themselves as contributing members of the work forcee.g financing
home or apartment, transportation to and from work, health insurance, etc.and to
nuake larger payments in later years when their income is higher and they are.
better able to bear the burden of repaying their loan* for higher 'education. A
number of recent studies on manageable debt loads including one done by the Con-
sartium on Financing IIikher Education, show that a student can better afford to
borrow large sums of.money, when the period of repayme4t is extended from 10 to
15 years. This is especially important to students who elect to do graduate or profes-
sional studies where additional borrowing beyond that borrowed at the undergradu-

. ate level is necessary to meet the costs of education.
Si' illie Mae's (Student Loan Marketing Association) authority to operate a loan

consolidation program. expired on November 1, 1983. Some authority for loan con-
aolidation needs to be restored as soon as possible. The authority for loan consolida-
tion is very important from the federal perspective because the default rate on con-
solidated loans is very low, less than 1%. The ability to negotiate graduated and
extended repayment schedulee is critical to three classes of itudentsthose who opt
for an education in the liberal arts and humanities whose incomes immediately
after graduation are generally lowest; those who opt for graduete and professional
education who add to the principal of their; and to poor and. minority students who
might be deterred from going to private schools where tuiti tend to be more ex-
pensive .end from going on to graduate and professional. training because of their
fear of not being able to meet their loan repayments in theearly Years after gradua-
tion.

We support the principle that all students should undergo a needs test to qualify
for a Guaranteed Student LoeuteThis is the best interest of the government, the in-
stitutions, and the student. Aa I mentioned earlier, there is a growing concern in
the education community about the equity of recommending- ever increasing levels
of student borrowing to finance the costs of higher education and a growing desire
to determine manageable and responsible debt loads for students given various
career options. We strongly oppose, however, the $65,000 maximum family income
cap for eligibility for GSL loans as arbitrary and unfair. In many circumstances, an
income ceiling for eligibility ie a good way to reduce the potential for abuse of a
program, but in the case of student loans, a needs test with clearly defined criteria
Tor eligibility is a more equitable way of ensuring that GSL loans are directed only
to students with genuine demonstrable need. The proposed $65,000 income ceiling
takes no uccount of families who may have two or more children attending a college
or university at the same time, of students enrolled at private institutions where
tuitions are generally higher, nor any account of students enrolled in more expen-
sive graduate or professional programs who may have already exhausted their fami-
ly's savings. The Guaranteed Student Loan program is designed to help students to
assume responsibility for bearing the costs of their education. Eligibility should be
based on demonstrated unmet need rather than an arbitrary income ceiling.

The proposal to, encourage all states to establish agencies to serve as lenders of
host resort so thaf'alr students may have access to (Uaranteed Student Loan is ex-
cellent, but may be meaningless if states do not have the ability to issue tax-exempt
Student Loan Bonds (SLBs) to provide sufficient loan.capital to make these loans.
The Federal government provides interest subsidies for GSL /PLUS leans but does
not provide the capital to make these loans available.. Ordinarily, this capital COMM
from. commercial lendets. If students are unable to find a bank which is willing to

A make. GSL/PLUS leans, then'state student loan agencies are needed to act as lend-
-ers Of Loa resort. The primary source of capital for these authorities has been the
use of student loan bonds.

The House Committee on Ways and Means is proposing an annual, state-by-state
volume cap of $150 per capita on private purpose MN and Student Ltan Ponds. If
states have to choose between issuing a limited volume of IDB8 and StudEnt Loan
Bonds, this could result in dramatically limited sources of student loan capital in
many states. As you know, the Department of Education now has the power to with-
hold special allowance payments on GSL loans funded with tax-exempt student loan
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bonds if, the Secretary has not first certified that an unmet need for loan capital
exists in a particular locality. Because student loan bonds are not fmakcially viable
in mast cases without the special allowance payments, the Department's ability to
determine existing unmet needs is an adequate safeguard to control the unneces-
sary growth of SLB volume. I Would therefore urge the Committee on Education
and Labor to contact the Committee on Ways and Means in order to explain that
student loan bonds ought not to be treated in the same way as private purpose
IDBs; that adequate controls exist to ensure that.SLBs will be issued Only where
they are genuinely needed, and that student loan bonds are needed in *one jurisdic-
tions to ensure that student loans are available to help students finance the costs of
higher education.

LIST OF COLLEGE HOUSING APPLICATIONSFISCAL YEAR 1983

St* NAKI ilo. Type Lox amok

Alabama:

'Algoma State University
Lame institute

Di-AL-74
CH-A1 702

Housing $1,894;256

178,000
Huntington College , CH-4.-703 Housing . 225,300
'Stillman College CH-4-704 Housing....,,. ,, ,,,,,, ,. 1,277,100
Alabarna Aviation and Technical Wigs. CH-AL-705 Homing- 1,147,512
University of Montevallo CH-4-706 Housing' 3,394,398
Unnorsity of Montevallo...., CH-AL-707 Energy 216,140
Auburn Univeasity -Montganery campus Di-4-708 fluting 2,383,122
Auburn Uneirersity-Main Campus al-AL-109 Energy 2,003,500
.Trey State Unitetsity ,... CH-4-711 , Energy . ............. i....... 833,762
Livingston University _.,.... ...... . ........ CH -4-712 ......... ,.,.. Housing ..... ...... ..... ..... 1,$48,500

.Wallace StateCommunity College CH-4-713 .. Housing 966,568
Arizona:

Nudism Arizona University
.

,

CH-AZ-701 Housing. 1,470,326
Navajo Community College Di-AZ-702 Housing 2,101,294

Arkansas:

University of Arkansas at tattle Roik CH-AR-70 Housing 1,314,500
'Meander Smith College CH-4-702 ' Housing 600,000 .i

California:

Mt. St Mary's College CH-a-701 Energy 225,365
Pottery* College CH-CA-702 Housing 2,796,205
California Institute of Technology 01-0A-703 Energy 3,500,000
California State University Fullerton CH-CA- 704 , Using 3,500,000
Ca*fcniia State University Hayward CH-CA-705 Rasing 3,500,000
California State University-Los Amiss Di-CA-706 Housing 3,500,000
California State University-tong Bela CH-A- 707 Housing 3,500,000
California Polytechnic University---Pirona CH-CA-708 Hosing 3,500,000
California State Univetsity-San Diego CH-CA-709 Housing 3,500,000
California State University---Sonoma
California State University-Stall***
Yosemite Community College

CH-CA- 710 ........
CH-CA-711

CH-C4-712

,.,
Housing

,

2,736,000
3,345,000
2,655,173

Mt, St. Mary's College -Oaten =pus CH-CA-711 Housing 1,097,638
University c4 Scutimen California

Colorado:
CH-CA-714 Energy 785,000

fort is College CH-co-70i ... Housing 3,000,000
Connecticut:

Wesleyan University CH-CT-701.. Housing 1,299,700
Yale University Di-CT-702 Emma 106,414
Yak University CH -CT -703 Housing 2,122,458

,Delaware:

University of Delaware CH-DE-701 Energy.... 700
District 04 COlumeia:

'Howard University ....... .......... CH-DC-701 Housing 3,500,000
American University CH-DC-102 Energy 128,000
Catholic University CH-CC--703 Housing 3,500,000
LeOrgetcten University.. CH-DC-704 Housing 3,500,4
Rana/tent intanational University CH-DC-705 Energy 100,000

Florida:

Mare COMP CH-61-701 Housing. 2,513,000
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LIST OF COLLEGE HOUSING APPLICATIONS-4ISCAL YEAR 1983;--Oxnued

Su* Nod Ncl Type Lam await

University 0 4ritral Ronda CH-FL-102 Housing 1,999,950

"BettuntCookinan Wiest CH4t-703 Housing 899,000
Florida State Uniwysity

'Florida Memorial College

_,..,.... ... . ._..,4. CH-FL-754 ..-......_ . Housing ........

CH-FL-.705., Housing

3,500,000

2,998,093
Florida institute oi Technology 0441.-706 Housing '3,500,000
Florida International University CH-FL-707 Housing.. 3,500,000

GlOrgii: \
*MCId1eu,Se Wiege CH-GA-701 -, Housing.: 2,630,500
"Morefteluse School of Mociieine CH-GA-102. Housing........ ... 3,017,810
'Morris 131mn CoMettlf 2,104,400
'Paine Colege CH-GA-704 Housing ........ ..... 1)81,830
"Clatk exilege CH-GA-105............. HOUSiOg ...... . .. . .. 1,840,938

Hawaii: ..

Uniimesity of liniiii-4b ,....... .... ...... _., 01-141--70I ..;......, ... .. Housing 3,500,000
Mello:

Iticith kisho College

Wools:
CHAD-101 Housing 345,500

DePaor University CH-11.-701 Housing. ............ $3,500,000
Southern University

lacuna:

CH-11.-702 Energy ; 330,000

St. Joseph's College C11-1N-701 ...... HOt .......... 1,395,400
St Mary's Wage

IOW:

01-1N-702 - Housing,. 3,500,000

Mt Mercy College .... CH-14-101........ ..... Housing....... ..... ....... 600,000
Western low a Dom 0444-102 Housing 3,465,890
Briar Cliff College , CH-14-703 Energy 159,550
Palmer Coiege of Chiropractic CH4A-704 -3,500,000
Boma Vista College_ ..... ....,...... ....... .... .. :: ........ CHAA-705............. Energy 230,000
coot Coliege ,, , It CH-LA-706 Housing. 647,300
Maharishi Iniernational University 014-707 Housing 1,080,000
Ca Cdlege ,

.

04-4/4-708 - Housing 2,215,500
Cairke College CH-IA709 berg. 470,000

Xansas.

St Join's College 01-4-701 Housing 864,825
Kentucky:

*14enti4y State University -KY -701 Housing 3,500,000
Louisiana:

*Xavier 1niveits4 of Louisiana CH-W701 168,000
Maine

St. Joseph's College CH-ME-701 Housing 1,883,610
,Maryland:

University of martLINI--ediege Park campus CH-MD-701 Flowing 3,500,000
University of Maryland--'-College Park campus CH-MD,-702 Energy 1,980,000

Massachusetts:

Boston College CFI -MA -701 ....... Howing .......... .. 2,500,000
Merrimack College CH-MA--702 Housing... ........... .... 3,120,000

;Tufts University CH-MA- 703 Housing 3,431,080
Uneensity of Lowell Housing 3,500,000
New England College of Optometry CH-MA-705 Housing 612,850
tiooturf Jr. College 1 CH - MA -706 ........ . Housing.. ...... ..... 1100,000

Michigan:

Valley State College CH-MI-701 Housing 3,500,000
Kiiimzoo College CH-Ml-702 Housing 1,140,492

take Superior State College CH-Mt-703 Housing 2,359,000
Minnesota:

College and Seminary

itississipcif
CH-MN-701 Housing 3,493,500

University of Southern Mississippi CH-MS--701 Housing. 2,476,500
Cella State University CH-MS-702. Housing 2,320,000
Copish-Lincoln'ir. Celle e 04-MS-703 3,150,000
Miss. Gulf Coast k, CoIje CH-MS-104. 3,325,555
"Toualoo College CH-MS-705. Housing........ 3,500,000
northwest Miss -k- Ccelege CH-MS-706 Housing 3,354,810
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Sat, ?Mkt 1011 Two

OrAi Mig 110111066 CAINV

NeSONI:

St. Louis WO lissify
New Harepshist

St Annie; College.
New *is*

Stadion Sala Cake
Rutgers UnMesityNewerk
Trenton Stater Cal"
Glassboro Slate Coke..

. .................
DnisiersityCan.
UoiversityNew 8funsath...

City State Comae.. .. .....

Calm of New Nosy.....

PrieS College
Scrim
Western New klesto University
New Nuke Isetiluts and Technology:_

Nov York:

Willairf Institute of America
tang Wind University
Cdontia Uri** of New Yak, ..3

MY ellw Calla;;13:
Tom C. Clarkson Memorial College
Rabat* CANge
Wrist Wiest
Cokes* UoreersrtyTeachers Cf4100
kw College
lass CdWge

New Yank **ca Cabo
NN Yak University
lxaa Uriver0-84acliff

tor

Of-111-10I House 811,000

CH-40-

041-44H-701. Hazing

..... N1- 104.::....:..

01-11.1-709

CH-704-701

CH-NY-701

CH-Ny-703

Or-NY-705
C11-)ff -706____
CH-NY-107
CH-NY-768,

....... CH-NY-709 .........._.

D1-NY-7ID
CH-NY-711

CH-11Y-112

Of-NY-713 ,

Syracuse 1.1nresnly

Bad Wigs ........ _ .......

Nityrnorint Manhattan Caine
RVISSOIOIN Pdytethnic Color

!Gressel,* f'dytechnic ColSege

CH-44Yz.7.16

..... C.9-14Y-718

CH-KY-120 __
C41-NY-m.

North Carolina.

Cangtel unkisity
CaLwebs Caiege

Nth Point College

*S Augustine's Cciitge
'North Carolina ALT Stale University
Pfeiffer College

Wake Forest llenersity

University of N.C.Greensboro
Diversity of .....

Noah Dakota;

tieivwsity4 Natt ....
Nod* Dew state .........
moot SI* Calege ....... ..... ......

Oktr1/4

CH-NY-722 . ...

Energy

Housing_ ... .

ROAN
Hawing

Naming_"... ...... ..

...
Hauling...._,

Honing

Haning ... .

Haning

Energy

Housing

Energy.

Cli-NC-701 .. 1..._... Housing___ ..... .......
OW40-702 /Wing

,.... CH-MC-703 /Wing
,. It ,Cli-NC-704 ..... :,...:.:.'Haning....:..-_.:.;

O1-NC-705. Housing

CH-NC-706 Energy e

C11440=707

01-40C-708 Hazing
..... CH-N0-709 Hadiat

.......

CH-ND-703

Diki SUM Unitiwsity ..... ....................._......... ..... CH-OH-701 Housing-

001,500
562;5.51

796,000

300,C00

,3,500,000
3,500,000

1,967,500

3,500,000

3,500,000

3,541,000
3,500,000
1,100,000

1,3W1,071

2,781,393

3,464,100

3,500,000

3,500,000

2,000,000
2,233,375

2,000,000

3,500,000

1,500,000

336,890
600,000

156,390

1,283,000

3,51)0,000

3,500,000

3,600,000
4,211,300

995,500

696,000

907,133

100,000
3,500,000

229,000

3,000,000

200
7,000

1,9

1,30 ,000
1,450,000

122,500

3,700,000

2,003,040

1,000,000

1,001,778

3,000,000

700,000

3,500,000
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$146
Pi o Fla NO TAN Loan amount

Oiklahornaii \ . ,
.. '

The University at Tulsa_ .......... .:. CH-OX-701 Housing 3,500,000

C41110041 State College, ,. , C11-0X-702 !busing 1,836,915

Rogers Slate College. ...1 CH-D4-703 Energy 198,000

Ditti0(1:

SCUM* UnivtOitY "-- CH-DR-701 Housing 923,665

Portland Student Services CH-DR-702 Housatg 3,413,272

University of Portland CH -0R-703 Energy 107,870

Patsylvani
Uni city of Scanlon CH -PA -101 Housing 3,500,000

: B & University CH-PA-7,02 Housing 3,100,000

Car Mellon University Di-PA-703 Energy 350,000

Lineoin niversity CH -PA -704 Housing 3,187,450

l'oinsytvania State University CH-PA-705 Housing ., 475,0t)

Gannon University CH-PA-706 Energy 112,260

University of Pennsylvania . CH-PA707 Energy, 250,000

Villa Maria College 04.111708 Energy ......... -...... 195,000

Wilson College CH-PA-709 Energy ............. ........ 397,980

California State UNVei$1 T. CH-PA-710 Housing 3,094,800

Ptviadelohia College ..,...., CH-PA-7 . ........ .... Housing._ ................, 4,468,500

Coilege,. CH-PA-712. . Energy 297,993

Danz Jefferson UtliVni CH-Pk-713 Foef a . 150,000

College Miser icordia CH.-PA-71 Energy 100,000

Puerto Rico-.

University of Plieft0 Rico -Cagey Univessi College CH-PR-701 Housing 3,061,000

University of the Sacred Heart CH-PR-702 Housing 3,497,888

Inter American_ University of Puerto Rico-Ponce Rie;g'onal CH-PR-703 Housing 2,445,700

College.

Rhode island:

Salve Regina College. CH-RI- 701 "Housing 2,930,00

&oval University CH Al 707 Housing 3,500,000

Blown University CH-R1--703 Energy ...... 513,193.

South Carotin:

Anderson College CH-SC-701 Housing 3,500,000

'South Carolina State Doilege CH-SC-702.. Housing . 4,268,200

°mon University Cff-SC-703 Housing_ 2,983,100

Newberry College CH- SC-704 Housing__ ..... ..... 1,000,000 ,

TeiltlaSet.

University of Tennessee--Chatianooga CH -TN -701 Housing 2:537,000

*Tennessee State University CH-TN-702 Housing 3,500,000

Hiwassee College CH-TN-703 Housing 249,100

FreedHardernan &liege CH-TN-704 Housing 1,402,000

Texas:

'Paul Quinn College ... CH -TX701 Housing 3,037,345

Cisco Jr. College CH--X-702 Housing 1,666,028

University of Texas--kijington, CH , Housing P. 1,954,000

Henderson County Jr. College CH-TX-704 ......... 140054 1,815,094

11niversity Texas-Austin .. ... ........ C14-7U.Z.5 1. Horsing 3,500,000

University of Texas--Tyler 706 HoOsing 1,898,500

University of Texas --San Antoci) H__TX 70a Housing 3,500,000

Austin College
.1

CH-TX708
Bee County College CH-TX-709 Housing

1,641,818

2,048,300

Laredo Junior Codege CH-TX-710 Housing_ 1,408,612

Abilene Christian UniVersity CH-TX-;11,. Housing 3,254;792

University of Houston- University Park CH- TX -7)2 Housing 3,500,000

Navarro College CH-TX-713 Housing 2,474,700

Stephen J. Austin State University CH-1X-714., Housing 3250,000

Texas Southwest College CH-,TX 715 Energy ............. 150,000

Southwest Texas University CH-TX-716 Housing ........ ..... 3,500,550

Abilene Christian University ....... ............ ........... CH-TX-717 Energy 429,235

'Jarvis Christian College CH-TX-718c Housing 3,500,000

'Texas College CH .-TX-719
a

3,500,000

Utah: .

Utah State University 3,500,000
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Vaunt:
Vermont Technical ..................... ............ . CH -Vi 701..- .......... Rousing 1,729,000
Norwich University CH-VT-702 Raisin 2,516,025
Southern Vermont College CH VT 703 Energy 104,235

Virginia!

Roanoke Caiege 1,875,000
Radford Univa1Y N-VA 102 Housing 1,693,600
'Virginia State Urrefsity CH-VA-703.. Housing 3,273,367
University of Virginia CH-VA ,.704 Hazing 2,070,008

Virgin Islands:

Cdiege of the Virgin Islands CH -VI -701 Housing 3,495.415
Washington;

University of Washington CH-WA -701 Energy 376,651
West "Virginia:

Shepherd CdieFe., CH-WV-701 Housing 2,000,000
Wisconsin

Mariquettee University CH-WI-101 Housing 2,895,500
Marquettere Llniversitz CH-41-702 Enerki 34,5,000
Befat College. CH -W1-703. ,, Housing 854,927
Cardinal Stritch Cc:41e CH -W I -704 Rasing, 4,500,000
University of Wisconsin--Stout CH-WI-705 f Energy ... . .. ...... 650,000
Uinversity of WisconsinStout CN W{ -706 Housing 1;450,000

mikes

PRUPA.RED STATRAIRNIVOI PATRICIA A. MULLEN, ASSISTANT. DIRECTOR, UNIVERSITY OF
MINNISOTA, MniNKAPoila, MN

Mr. Chairman al d Members of the Subcommittee: My name is Patricia4Uullen
and I will be addressing the proposed amendments to the Higher Education Act of

,I965, as amended, which affect the fellowship program usually called the Graduate
and Professions Program (G'POP). I am the G'POP Director for the
University of Minnesota, and a regional resource coordinator for the G'POP Schools
in thi states ,Of Iowa, Minnesota,. North and South Dakota and Wisconsin. I
am the assistant director in the Office of Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action
of the University of Minnesota as well. Consequently Lhave a keen interest inIthe
results of this program as a person who is interested in promoting both the gradu-
ate education and the employment of women and minorities.

I am delighted with your interest in this subject and your willingness to under-
take detail planning early enough so that the changes you make will coins in.
title to do the most good.

The chairman asked. n = comment specifically on several questions about the
Graduate and Professi qunities Fellowship Program referred to as G'POP.
The first two questions a,,,(tb whether a proposed student stipend of $6,500
would be competitive enl draw talented minority and women students, and
how the financial need criter = should be applied.

4P.-.-tk)th of these questions received the attention of G'POP program directors at a
workshop held on November 29 in conjunction with the meeting of the Council of
Graduate Schools. There was unanimous feeling among the directors that their in-
stitntions Operating at a current stipend-level of $4,500 last increased in.1981)-wore
not able. to make offers that Were comparable even to awards offered to"other stu-
dents by their lisonfrinstitutions. Fer instance, at. the University of Minnesota, grad-

uate students whoare awarded University fellolhhips for 1984.-85 Will 'receive a.sti-
pend of $6,500 for nine months fora guaranteed 3 year period. NSF fellows, a pro-
gram similar in 'Many respects to.GPOP, will receive an award or$8,100 fortwelve
months in 1984-85. Neither of' these programs has financial need as an eligibility
component. The effect of offering a student substantially less than other students in
the same institution, and often in the same department, is not a positive message
that the student is valued equally with others; it is a confusing and negative mes-
sage that although they will be expected to perform to an equal standard, their. re-
sources will be lessAt is also confusing that while the G'POP student must certify
to being in financial need, he or she is guaranteed to receive less than othe fellow-
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ship holders. A stipend of $8,500, with some provision for an automatic increase to
.offset inflation would be an excellent first step toward improving the current situa-
tion.

Of course, there is also the competition of the job market to take into account
when trying to determine whether $8,500 will be sufficient to attract good candi-
dates. While our recruiters would like to see a figure closer to an industry salary
(especially in difficult recruiting areas such as engineering and the sciences), we feel
that meeting at'le the norms for other graduate and professional programs will
go a long way to h p us. Our experience with students who are genuinely interest-.

4 ed in intellectual d profeesional ackancement tells us that they are aware, that
aZ^cepting a high en ry level salary is a poor trade off against underpreparixiness
and future career stagnation. We lose student, to industry when our offers to them
(monetary and otherwise) are so out of line that they doubt either the value of what

, we offer or our sincerity.
As you are aware, the original eligibility criteria for G"POP did not contain a fi-

nancial need component. The philosophy was that we were to, attract the very best
ini ority and women students arid to prepare them for careers that would benefit
t werem and our country. We we to justify in our annual proPosals that the fielsis we

oposed for study had national significance and that the groups we sought to serve
were underrepresented within them. This very unusual feature of narrowing the
fields we could offer at any one institution was meant to guarantee that our gradu-
ates would be productive and needed members of the workf9ree upon graduation.

Without changing those goals the financial needs test was added to the program
in 1981. Most program directors feel that by far the tnidority of he students admit-
ted in the first years of the program 'would have had no trouble meeting this test.
So the objection to the criteria is not because of its practical effects but because it
changes the philosophy and practice of the program. It makes G*POP.the'one feder-
al fellowship program on the graduate level with a needs test. G'POP is also unique
in being the one graduate- level fellowship program for minorities and women; the
eottjunction of those two factons is very unfortunate. At the Nov. 29 session referred
to earlier, directors were at one in stating that the eligibility criteria of financial
need had a negativse impact on the overall goals of G'POP. There were various
methods proposed to overcome this, but there was a consensus that)aking financial
need into account as a factor in making selections for G'POP awards was a far
better method than using it as an arbitary and absolute criteria.

The third question put to me by Chairman Simou's letter was whether the pro-
gram would stand to benefit from a three year grunt period. This would certainly be
beneficial if boil, ,the authorization and appropriation period were for three years
instead of one as is now the case. It would relieve uncertainty for current students
as to whether their second and third year of fundingmvaa available and it would
allow directors and faculty the lead time we need to secure the best new students.
There is a critical' difference in the years when our awards are announced in the
late,spring and:when we receive information in January or February. Those are the
months when the best students receive offers. At my own institution, two of the
fields which lost students last year because aWards came in May have more stu-
dents then we can fund as a result of the announcements,being made in early Feb -
ruary. So, regardless of whether the grant period is lengtened, an early appropria-
tion and competition is critical for maximum program effectiveness.

The final question asks me to comment on my experience as G'POP director with
evaltiating the program's effectiveness. Let me first comment from my own experi-
ence with the University.ef Minnesota's program and using my definition of "effec-
tive". That definition's primary element is that students who receive G'POP fellow-
ships graduate successfully from their programs--The negative _measure of that is. to
ask how many student; discontinue their studies without attaining .a degree. Cur:
rently for. the University of. Minnesota nine of 55 students who were awarded
G'POP fellowships since 1978 have discontinued their work. This 17% is lower than
the estimate of 25% which applies to all graduate students. (That 25% figure is
based on the ratio of new students enrolled to numbers of students who graduated
over a period of .10 years.)

The other critical element for the success of the program m is the 'career experience
of its graduates. It is, somewhat early to report on this on a broad scale, but perhaps
a few illustrations would be of help. These are drawn only from the University of
Minnesota because I know it first hand, but when directors from schools across the
country meet, these stories are repeated from every school. Many of the University
of Minnesota graduates have moved into the national workforce, including General
Mills, the legal corps of the U.S. Army,.and the private practice of law and dentist-
ry.

.,

Others are providing much needed services to ethnic communities. Three com-
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munities (lirnoAg, Chicano,nd Black) are being served by GPOP deriL gradua
who have located their practices among themalI three are women of color. I
Duluth, Minnesota a,GPOP laiwyera woman and a Chippewaworks in a legal
aid office which serves many Native Americans. A black horticulturalist has joined

ti the faculty of one of the historically black colleges bringing with him his new PhD
and his collegial relationships with faculty at a major research institutionseed for
future collaboration. . 4.

Dr. Anne Pruitt, newly appointed as Associate Provost for Academic Affairs at
Ohl() State, testified Iv subcommittee in November in part, 'about graduation
and placement statis I not repeat her testimony', but simply atid,data avail-
able since that time. le at the end of this report shows a total of 147 PhD
degrees awarded during nod 1981-82 to 1'983-84 ('83-'84 are estimates.) They
are distributed as followit

Life Sciences, 56 (3S'
Engineering/Compu iences, 22(15%).
Physical Science, 45 "(3
Social Sciences, 14 (9.5%).
Professions, 10 (6.5 %).

The total of masters degrees attained in this same period is 410, and 151-students
have ved J.D. degrees. Counting graduates from earlier years, close to'1,000 fel-
lows wit; ave graduated by the end of this academic year. We feel that this is a
substantial achievement for a progan only six yearn old which aims not only -at
gm* w ch have been his rically outside of the mainstream in graduate and. pro-
fession education, but wh la attempts to redefine the fields of study they are par-
suin well.

C rman Simon iras.good enough to give me leeway to add my own remarks. 1
will make only two. One is a plea to provide in the, financial realignment, of the
program for an increase in the amount made available by the grant to cover the
cost of student tuition ad/or fees. Currently we receive $3,900 for this purpose; a
figure which has not inc*.ased since 1978. Although the situation varies frail-xi one
institution to another, and from one program to another, there is no 6010411 which
has not fel e pressure of inflation. A survey conducted in 1982 by the Council of
graduate. Is in the United States (CGS) and.quored in the Brademas report re-
veals tha of the schools surveyed had, increased' expenditures for minority

tgraduate students. We are trying to use what resources we grave to meet the needs;
however, those resources are drwindling. Programs that hove to supplement the
$3,900 to meet the cost of instruction ma be forced out of the CPPOP or will have
so4little flexibility in .meeting other student needs that their effectiveness will be
greatly hampered. An increase for the coat of instructon in the range. of $5,500-

, $6,500 would be a substantial help. -

I,Sincerely hope that my last remarks will fall on, the. ears of the con4erted, butso
that there can be no doubt at all let me stress the importance of the continued
growth of G*POP. I stress both growth and continuation because AS' Dr. John Brade-
mas and his commission observed the graduate education enterprise is generally
threatened: "Let me here Shen summarize the major causes of concern that our
Commission Members concluded affect student' financial assistance for graduate
study in the arts and sciences, First: There has been an absolute decline in federal
stipend support at the same time that national needs for aidvanced/research and ex-
pertise are rising. Second: There hay; been a shift from student aid to loans,, a shift
that dissuades many of the best students from pursuing graduate degrees. Third:
I3oth of these trends especially discourage mitorities and women from graduate
work." In the efforts of the education community to assess which programs are most
successful in assisting with the education of, persons -who are underrepresented 'at
least one factor is clear. No program succeeds that lacks continuity. Programs that
sail through the air like cometsno ms ttertow spectacular in the short runhave
little value if their duration is short. Certainly we get better ideas as we go alongt and modification is necessary, but the destrUction of a program like GPO' at this
stage would cost the following: the loss of national visibility for this program; the
frustration of faculty who have worked inttre program and estibblished good-recruit-
ing 'systems; the feeling among studenti that there is a national consensus that
their work is important, that they have something to contribute; and loss of poten-
tial from students as young as high school' freshmen whohave heard of, this oppor-
tunity and look to it as a goal for which to strive.

This is a program that works; it allows students to do what they need mostget
an education, It allows the education community to do what we are mandated to

.\' doeducate. That may not sound fancy, but it is as noble and as low risk an enter-
,

b.
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prise as we have available. We appreciate your continued support and interest on
behalf of GPOP. -

TM; GRADI.TALg AND PROP'SSSIONAL OPPORTUNrriliki PROAA.11 (GsPOP), Yy 1945-53

Exc hotting the FY 1984 awards for which we have not information as yet on the
.

students who will be filling the fellowships,.the fiat six years of awards show that
a total of 252'1 new fellowships have been awarded to students. Of the toter allocated
forithe six years, the following underrepresented groups have benefitted.

Plerrint
total

Blacks 52
Hispanics .0... 19
Native American 4'
Asian American 4
Majority women 21

100
4

OVerall 56% of the fellowships have been held by women.
For the six years, these 'students have studied in the following acasemic and, pro-

fessional auras:

Engineering
Physital science
'Life science
Social science
Psychology
Arts and humanities
Professions:

,Law ,

Business .4.
Other

;
3

4
,

.

,,,.. fe

s

..

,

A

,

Antra
of Joial

13.3
19.0
19.0
12.0
6.0
2.0

162..05

5.2

100)
Enough time has eta since 1978 that sizeable numbers of students are grad-

- uating with advanced . Phr academic years 1981-82, and 1983-84 (est/ a total
of 147 students will have graduated with doctoral degrees, another 410 with masters
aegrees and 151 with 'law degrees, Counting graduates from earlier years, 'cloee to
1000 fellows will have graduated bylhe end of this acadeMic year.

Attached tables give further details.

t*POP Ph.D.'s

198142 . 138243 1983.44 1t4sit

#

Fxsiessiagicoraccts scsope.. ,

+. r
9 5 8

._-!'

, 13 9 1 .' 23 45 a

Chemistry , . .5 7,, 13 25:
sicc

MPtlyath/stat t , ,.- r 3

3

0
.1

4
6

7

10

CPSOiOgY

tste soeocts

-r, I :2_......, 1 0 3

20 16 20 58

Marmot; .. ... 6 3 5 14

841:400 A 5 -.- 3 . 10

Mk.robiokt# 2 0 2 4

Medical science
..

".. 4. 4 2 10

F4aChinitstfy 1 1 0 2

Aircooray 1 ' 1 4 ' 6

&dairy
.

0 4 1 1

Fiortkiiiture 0 1 0 1

Vets-1434 science 1 4 3 8

._.
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G*POP

1481-41' 14243 1483444 Touts

Social sciences 5 I- 8 14f

' PsYctiolY 3 0 2 .. 5r
Economics 1 0 '2 3
Sociology ; 4 0 1 1 2
Pviititg science -0 0 , 1 1

Kaman sown
l'itic Mal. ,7

1

P
0

0
0
2

Protessiss . 8 1' 1 10

Nigher ed act*. .8 , 1 0
Horny Ecuomics 0 1

Totlis 55 32 60 147

44141d
4. .

8. I

G*POP MASTERS DEGREES AM) JD'S

148147 1981 4 1543 44 Totats

a.

Masters ,

. Zs
Totals

PtiDs

Totals

4

,

.
t

174

E4

115
- 25

121
72

193

60

410
0161

571,
. 147

7)8

238.
55_____.....

293

140
4 32,.

112 253 .

pito stsveleo M 1; Deportment of Educasics, Otfict of Pousscoodxy Education, Mora Mk

N.IPAILLD* STATEMENT or li.e.NNiern G. RYDZE, PRESintarrj NORTRICASTICILN 1.124W/RSITY

Mr. Chairman and Members o the Subcommittee: For many years I have urged
the expansion of the cooperativelillucation sectionoLhe Higher Education Act. It is

igratifying that the Subcommittee has recognized in its reauthorization bill the suc-
cess of the cooperative model of education .at many colleges and universities across
the country, as well as the critical role of the federal government, by substantially
increasing the level of authorizations for Title VIII.

Even more important than the increased opportunity for funding, however, is the
Subcommittee's detertnination that the most appropriate federal rule for the future
is to encourage the movement toward comprehensive programs of cooperative edu-
cation. Large-ecale cooperative programs are better equipped and staffed to develop
sophisticated and effective job placement and job, counselling procedures, to 'Main-
tain a large and varied netwolli of buldnesses where students can be placed in jobs,
and to nurture faculty support and ex in the cooperative form of education.

The subcommittee has wisely decided that there is also.a federal role in assisting
well-established, large-scale eooperative institutions like Northeastern University,
Drexel University, the University of Cincinnati, and the Rochester Institute of Tech
nology to create innovative patterns for cooperative education, such as in interne-
tional co-op, graduate school co-op, and industrial and professionalretraining appli-
cations of co-op. Providing an inaittive for these successful, comprehensive coopera-
th'e universities to c9otinue theif development and experimentation is essential.

, Expansion of cooperative education as an educational form and as an efficient
means of student financial assistance sat help to lessen the effects of some of the
periodic crises in higher education while providing the nation with workers who can
contribute productively to economic growth in oar society. Continued federal sup-
port will encourage this promising revolution in American education and make co-
operative education available to a larger segment of the college and waiversity.popu-
lation. All of us who are part of the cooperatiye education movement in this-country
applaud the subcommittee for its progressive approach to Title VIII of the Higher
Education Act.

62
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PRPARIW 8TATRAIRNT OF NORMAN MANASA, Diescroe, Tisx WASHINGTON EDUCATION
Pecancer,

This is a great honor for me,, and I should like to begin by thanking Chairman
Simon and all the members of the subcommittee for the opportunity to explain this
project.

The 'Washington Education Project is an academic program which is designed to
inject experience into the education of college students by putting them to work

'teaching reading, writing, acid mathematics to the illiterate poor., This is an attempt
to provide undergraduates with courses in the humanities and social sciences that
bring together the reality and theory a disciplines such as sociology, education, eco-
nomics, and so forth.

Undergraduates would enter this project by registering in 3 credit, pass /fail cours-
me and would tutor 6 hours per week in selected community agencies, such as public
schools and jails. In addition, the undergraduates would meet each.week in a semi-
nar with their monitoring professor where the theory of the discipline in *Inch they

iare registered (for example, sociology) is explained in light of their, experience in the
community. Since these are elective cosines, all undergraduates may participate, re-
gardless of their major field of Study.

The undergraduates benefit in four ways:
- First: They,obfain real-world experience Which gives them a better understanding

of the humanities and the social sciences.
Second: They obtain an experientiid hackgtound which will help them to make a

sensible choice of a major and a career.
Third: They obtain work experience which will help them to get a job upon grad-

uation. .
Fourth: They learn compassion Iv. being compassionate.
But this project also provides the kii-of help which the poor-desperately need.

One must be skilled in reading, writing, and mathematics in order to create wealth
in a technological, scseiety. Without these skills, the pooi will always remain poor,
regardless of whatever other services they may receive, and they will not obtain
these skills without long-term, reliable tutoring.

The undergraduates would provide this tutoring by working in established coin-
malady agencies as a supplement to educatiou, p that already are in oper-
ation in tlieso agencies. Each undergraduate wo d tutor on a regular schedule
throughout the semester (for example: Monday, Wednesday, and Friday from 9:00 to
11:00 A.M.), and would sign in and sign out for each tutoring session.

Although these are elective courses. for the college students, making this a volun-
tary program, once they are enrolled, Ale aspect of volunteerism ends and they
must do the 6 hours of tutoring each week. Academic credit, therefore, guantees
the attendance of the ondergraduatee, and permits this project to provide the Miter-

, ate of the community with tutors who are reliable, competent, and absolutely free.
The Washington Education Project has eight major characteristics:
First,. the project described here actually works. It is based upon an experimental

modW that ran at the University of Miami from 1969 to 1973, one that sent over
1,000 undergraduates to tutor in 14 community agencies.

Second, college courses that mix experience and theory at the same time (that is
to say, the kind of courses this project describes) often offer undergraduates a better

111 education than can be gotten through traditional classroom Lectures. This, of course,
is nothing new. A mix of experience and theay has been considered to be the high-
est form-eflearning in Western culture since the time of .

Third, these courses are not "internships" for a few select undergraduates Sad
elective courses, making all ten million uncle mates in the country eligible to
participate. As a result, the. Nation's uncle slates may represent the only man-
ageable resource that can match the co illiteracy problem on its own scale.

Fourth, it must be said that the traadititro ra1 classroom structure of I teacher and
25 students is not working for hirge numbers of children, and adults. These pbople
need to be taught by an even older method of insquction, that is tutoring, and it is
tutors that this project provides.

Fifth, working as tutors, undergraduates would create vast amountd of new
wealth, would bring practical help to the illiterate poor, and would help to heal the
wounds of the Nation. And this is a burden that, even,as undergraduates, they have
an obligation to bear.

Sixth, this project is not designed to provide the poor with one more subsidy. This
project is designed to transfer to the illiterate poor the power to create wealth, both
for themselves and for the Nation, in the coining technological, age- In a word, liter-

,

acy.
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Seventh, since college* are structurally alike, this projec could be readily devel-
oped at institutions of postsecondary education all across th country.

And eighth, this project has two economies: One that might be called the micro-
economy and one that might be called the macroeconomy. The " microeconomy" is
that economy of operation which is at the heart of this project in that there are no
capital expenditures to erect new buildings or to rent storefronts; these is no outlay
for special books or instructional materials; the tutors are not paidindeed, they
pay tuition to take the courses that pernjit them to do the tutoring.

The -Washington Education Project is designed to use the buildings that already
exist (such' as schools, jails, and head start centers), and the books and teaching ma-
terials that have already been purchased, In thiii project, the classroom teacher
would tell the undergraduate which of the students is to be tutored, and in what
subject and with what book, and the tittming takes plase in the back of the class-
room with the learning environment in force and. the classroom teacher right there
to provide any help that may be necessary.

Using this approach, the tutors do not require "training" and' are profoundly ef-
fective from virtually the first week of the semester. And there is nothing mysteri-
ous about this tutoring process. It is done.at the level of helping the kids from the
neighborhood with their homework 'and is an honorable method of instruction as old
as, learning itself. Even Alexander the Great had a tutor.

The "macroeconomy" of this project is directly tied to a historical change in the
nature of work itself. Since the beginning of this country, milliens of American
could find honorable work, even if they were barely literate, since they were neededY

, to lift and move, plant and reap the. things the Nation produced. Now, with this
work being done by machines and robots, we have large numbers of illiterate Amer-
icans who are not so much unemployed, as 'they are unemployable. There is no
longer any choice but to train these people in the likeracy that is required for the
creation of wealth in the modern age. .

To do this, tutoring, we have ten million Anderg-raduates who constitute a vast,
untapped resource, who consume great amounts of public subsidy, and who create
Virtually no wealth while they are in college. Through a project of the sort described
here, undergraduates would create massive new wealth by transferring literacy. to
the illiterate poor all across America, and world empOwer these people to cngate
wealth over the course of a working lifetime. And the undergraduates would"tat
themselves a better education in the bargain.

As a last word, it should be pointed out that much that has gone wrong in Ameri-
can education is not, in my opinion, the fault of the classroom teacher. Many
people, adults as well as children, are simply unable to learn in a class with 25 or 30
other students. They require the sort of individual attention that tutors can provide,
but that the classroom teacher simply cannot. .

If this project provides a 'classroom teacher with 2 undergraduates working as
tutors, the undergraduates will produce 120 hours of tutoring over the length of a
semester. The tutors would be completely reliable, and accountable, lend absolutely
free.

And thelutors are profoundly effective. As the principal of a school for emotional-
ly disturbed adolescents in the Miami program has written:

'The service that the tutors perform is irreplaceable. They bring a vital freshness
and objectivity' to our students' situation,which is often lost with 'volunteer organi-
zations. Their help makes possible the individual attention and instruction that our

/students sc. need. I3ecause of these facIbrs, our remedial. reading students have" had
reading level gains of one to two years within a three to five month peri
tutorage. " (FIniphasis supplied.)

have mentioned that 2. undergraduates would produce 120 hours of7ta
semester. A thousand undergraduates, however, would produce 60,000 hou
toring a semester for any school system that needed the help. And 100,000 under-
graduates would produce .6,000,000 hours of tutoring a semesterall across the
Nation, with every single hour accounted for.

And this is something which is able to be done, Mr. Chairman, since 100,000 un-
dergraduates is only one percent of the ten million college students in the Nation-
who must take elective courses to get a "degree.

If I rimy, Mr. Chairman, I'd like to submit th'e remainder of nay remarks far the
record. Thank you.

The main justification fan this project, however, is not that it creates wealth, but
that it teaches undergraduates things they need to know which cannot be learned in
the classroom alone. It is contended here that experience is the "sine qua non" of
much of education, and that this project permits undergraduates to participate in
the "reality'' of the humanities and the social sciences as they exist. beyond the
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campus walls. It is this experience, together with the reflection and aqalysis provid-
ed in weekly seminars with the monitoring professors, that is essential' to aa. under-
standing of what these disciplines-have to tea/b.

Although the undergraduates in this project dotiitoring in community agencies,.it
is their steady participation ifl jails and ghettoschools over a prolonged period of
time that lays the groundwork for an understanding of the discipliee in which the)
undergraduate has registered. Undergraduates in this project dd not "survey" coin-

*munity ,residents or conduct "studies" about them. Instead, the undergraduates
enter into the lives of,the illiterate poor throgh the medium of fra?tions and sPell-
ing. It is the tutorial process, rather than arms-length reserch, th$ creates geiuine
achievement and a common bond of understanding between the poor and the rich,
the infirm and the well, the imprisoned and theiree.

In addition;this project reverses the traditional roles in the training of under-
graduates since it places the undergraduates in an "active" role as learners, rather
than having them fulfill the "passive" role of sitting in dia,ssroorns listening to lec-
tures. Undergraduates in this project obtain knowledge through what they "do" in
the conmunity, together with what they "hear" in the weekly seminars with their
professbrs. As.Aedirect consequence, the traditional role of the college faculty is also
changed. They do not take on the "active" role of lecturing to classes, but, instead,
take the position of one who "guides" the undergraduates through the learning ex-
perience these courses.provid.e.

A word might be said here about the education that is obtained by the people
the community agencies who are tutored through thii project

First: This project provides community residents with regular and compete
training in the use of letters and numbers, skills that they must have if they are
be employable in a technological society,

. Second: People who are tutored in this project learn the most basic lesson of all,
which that they are: capable of learning. Most of us take this for granted. To the
-illiterate poor, however, who often have had a difficult timelin school, this is the
lesson that inust be learned before anything else can be Mastered,

Third; The tutors transfer other kinds of lessons to those they tutor, such as the
values of punctuality, neatness, and hard work. To be employable, these lesions are
as important as any other,

Fourth: The community residents learn something of their own importance as
people, which is demonstrated by the day-after-day attendance of the tutors from
the university. After all, if the community people were not important,. the tutors
simply wouldn't-bother to show up.

When this project is in operation at a college, it would have five main parts:
First: The project directorsince this is an acadenAlc program, the project director

would be a member of the university faculty and would have responsibility for the
over-all operation of the project. Among other things, the project director would
match university departments with community agencies which have some relation
to the department's field of stu y. These matchings, of course, would- require the-
approval of the departments th are offering the courses. (The anal courses used
at the University of Miami, by t > way, were 400 and 500 level :courses, called "in-
dependent study", "directed readings ", and "special topics". These courses were al-
ready in the university bulletin and were taken for 3 credits and on a "pass /fail"
basis.)

Second: The faculty representatives these are college faculty members who mon-
itor the undergraduates and meet with them each week in seminars where they pro.'
vide the theoretical background for the students' experience. in the community, as
well as supervision, review, advice and evaluation. The faculty representatives also
make site visits and award academic credit. It should be pointed out that, as a prac-
4cal matter, students who do the required course work are awarded academic
&edit. However, the decision to award credit remains with the college kiculty.

Third: The student coordinatorsthese undergraduates already have had one se-
mester's experience in the project as a regular student. They are then asked by the
project director to assume the responsibility for the operation of an individual com-
munity agency. such as the Dade County Stockade. They schedule work hours for
the undergraduates at that agency, arrange transportation, keep attendance
records, and help establish effective tutoring situations. In the operation of an
agency, the student coordinator does most of the legwork, The time required of a
college faculty member or agency representative, therefore, is about 4-6 hours per
week. The student coordinators also meet each week with the project director to

w matters at their agency, particularly the attendance of the undergraduates.
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, Fourth: The agency representatives These are staff members appointed by the
head of the community agency who have primary responsibility for 'the effective
placement of each college student within the agency.

Fifth: The participating college studentsthose who enroll in the course and
choose, from a list of community agencies provided at registration, where they will
tutor for the sweeter,

There are several 'other operational aspectos.of this project that should be men-
tioned:

First, no one would be required to participate, Individual departments within a
university would vote to offs these courses, which the undergraduates would take
as "electives", rather amp 'required" courses.

.In the community agency particularly the public schools, classroo teachers
would not have tutors assigned

m
d to them automatically, but would have to request

them from then, school principal. In Miami, the .principal would announce at a fac-
ulty meeting that tutors were available, and those teachers who wanted tutors in
their classroom simply raisedtheir hands.

Second, this project is deigned to do tutor*ag in the community, which is to say
that there are many things it does not do. fur as the community is concerned,
the undergraduates are not there: (1) to help people get food' stamps or legal serv-
ices, (2) to negotiate laildloni-tenant disputes, (34 to engage in ivlitical or labor orga-
nization, 14) to "reform" the community institutions in which the undergraduates
-work. .

As far as the community institutions themselves, particularly the schools, are con-
cerned, the undergraduates in this project are not: (1) teacher assistants or interns,
(2) they are not there to correct papers, or to be cafeteria monitors, or to do office
work for the principal.

The un ergradaates are in these agencies to transfer to the illiterate `.or the
power to create wealth in the technological age, that is, reading, writing, and math-,
emetics ith the exception of the occasional close field trip, the undergraduates do
tutoring and only tutoring. .

Third, it must be pointed' out that this is' a simple project, and it works precisely
because it is simple. Its basic ingredients are reliable tutors .working in established
community agencies under the direct supervision of the classroom teacher.

Beware of those who love to complicate things. After I had explained the project
to a group in Washington recently, . , . here the Winebago/computer story.

Fourth, the project is designed not to waste unyone's time, particularly that Of the
university faculty or the agency representative. The key ingredient here is the stu-

IdenS coordinator who manages an individual community agency, seeing to it that
the undergraduates at that agency know whereto go, and who-to see, and what tb-
do. The' coordinators handle scheduling, transportation, and communications. They
keep attendant records and set up the weekly seminars with the professors. All
this is to say that thez, perform the essential day-to-day leg work which neither the
professors nor the agency staffs have time for

To su'rnmarize, it is the premise of this project that working as a tutor in a ghetto
sch&l, or in a jail, or in a migrant camp provides the undergraduate with an under-
standing of economics, sociology, edu6ation, management, philosophy and so forth
which is at the heart of these disciplines and which can only be gotten through this
sort of experience. Combined with weekly seminars with university faculty, these
courses provide the undergraduates with a "guided experience', rather than
'random experience without reflection, or endless, classroom theory, without the
touchstohe of reality. As an economics professor from the Miami program has writ,
tent f . ,

"This practical explerience gave the undergraduates insights into social realities
which would have been nearly impossible to impart in &pure classroom etiviron-
ment, and tills also made them think much more critically about many concepts
which they had encountered on a_ purely intellectual level. Coming, from a quit; ab-
stract discipline like economics, I found this partidularlystratifying,

'It should also be pointed out that, sine this project transfers literacy to the illi.t.N
crate poor, it ie a direct application of the axiom of the "greater good"; that is to
say, that it is better to teach ssoineoue how to fish than it is to simply give 'them a
fish.

About 10-15% of the undergraduates who- enrolled each semester dropped out
within the first 3 wt...\elts. Those who remained generally completed the course. 6

I should also lik k t9 mention that this project is preparing for development on a
natior* scale. TY "red packet" has twkoperational outlinetwhich have, been dis-
tributtki to 43 news rs across the counlry with a vies' to starting this project in
the citietewhere these ewspapers are published.
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(a) Letter from the head of a Miami agency,
(b) The course requirementa, .
(c) Departments in. the Miami program, a
(d) Conununity agancies where the undergraduates tutored.

SUMMON PROGRAM

The SUMMON Program has been functioning at J.R.E. Lee Center for more than
five semesters. The tutors have been under the supervision of a University Profes-
sor, Student Coordinator, and Our schoore Reading Director.

The tutors work in one-to-ene situations with our emotionally disturbed, junior
high students. They are reme.diating those students who' are reading on primer to

, third' grade levels. Their two-fold objectives are to establish rapport with strong
interpersonal relationships and to remediate the deficit reading skills.

Since all of the tutors are freshmen through juniors and had had no prier teach-
ing experience', our program is so structured as to allow: them freedom for. innova:
tive techniques within a framework of accepted educational practicee. They are in-
stnicted in the use of our reading methods .and materials by the Remedial Reading
teacher .and the University advisor. In addition, the tutors meet in bimonthly
evening sessions to discuss interpendonal and instructional dynaMice with our teach-
er and the actiitior.'

The tutomwork with their students for one forty Mu' lute period each schoo4 day.
They have continued-to be extremely C011tieielltiOUS. about meeting their schedules.
The service that the tutors perform', is irreplaceable. They bring a vital freshness
and objectivity to our students' situation, which is often lost with. "volunteer" orga-
ntzations.',Their help makes possible the individual attention and instruction that
our students so need.. `.,*,

Because of these factors, our remedial reading students have had !eading -level
gains of one to two years within a three to five month period of tutorage. Since \we
have a real used for the SUMMON people. in providing a more, comprehensive and
effective program for our students, Center tries to be the first in line when the
tutors are assigned at the beginning of a gamester. .

WitAT A STUDENT 1N TUE WASHINGTON .ItitUCATION,1404/ICT IS =QUI= TO DO

, Undergraduates who.participate in this project do so by enrolling in a 3 credit,
pass/fail, elective course in one of several university departments. In order to re-
ctive academic credit; students in the Miami project (1969-1973) were required to:

(1) Tutor 6-hours each week ftir the semester,
(2) Attend One seminar with their. supervising professor each 'Week,
(3) Submit 'a one-page report each three weeks,
(4) Maintain a private journal o$ their experienced.,
(5) Submit a final paper at the end of the semester.

I/LIGUMLITY

All university Students, with the exceptiOn of first. semester flea-men, were eligi-
ble to take these courses several times during their undergraduate career. It did not
matter what their major field of study was.

tnsivicasrry DILPAHTMILNTS THAT MIGHT iATICIPATIC IN THIS PHOJICCT ,

University departments that participate in this project would register undergrad-
uates in 3 credit courses, taken as electives and on, a pass/fail basis. Participating
departments mtght includc .(1) Sociology, '(2) Economics, *(3) Speech, '(4) Elemen-
tary Education, '(5) Educational Psychology, "(6) Education: Administration and
Curriculum; (7) Psychology, *(8) American Studies, (9) Philosophy, *(10) -Manage-
ment, *(11)'Geography.

RZF/IEHINTATIVE COMMUNITY. AGJANCIZS

College students in this project do tutoring and they can do it effectivery in almost
any community setting. Below is a representative list of agencies from the Miami
project:

' Departments that participated, in the Miami prctieet (19 9-7P).
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(1) The After School Houle--a community school for young cliB ten in the impro- - 0

verisheci area of South Miami. 't f
(2) Boystowna home for dependent boys maintained by the Ca lie Archdioceseof Miami. ,

, ,(3) Career Junior High Schooldi integratetL county('Schoo for sevetth andeighth graders.
(4) The Dade county Jailliteracy training in the metes divisio ,

' (5)'The Dade County Jailliteracy training in the women's div. fon.
(6) The Dade County 'Stockade sentenced prisoners were prepared to take the

State High School Equivalency Examination.
(7) Haven`School for ,the Handicapped --a private facility for moderately handi-

capped children and adolescents.
ES) J.R.E. Lee Community School---a county school for eraotionally disturbed ado-

lescents. :

(9) Montanari Residential Treatment Center and Clinical Schola private facili-ty for emotionally disturbed adolescents.
. (10) Saint Alban's Day Nurserya day care center in the Blacit community of Co-

conut Grove. .
,

(11) South Miami junior High Schoola newly integrated county school.

to hard di-up.
(12) Spectrum Housea private, residfkatial treatment for people addicted

1
I

I r
(13) Tucker Elementary,,a new', integrated couaty sch for grades K-4.
(14) Dade County Ytuth Hall --a 'detention center for juvenilefe

PusiA.ILED STATEXES.NT Or ROY L. WOOLIDEIDOX, VICE PRESIDENT; FOR COOP TAN.
EDUCATION, NORTH-XASTESIN UNIVERSITY, ROS7ON,!MA

iMr, Chairman and distinguished members of the subcommittee: My name is ,Roy
L. Wooldridge. I am Vice .Pretrident for Cooperative Education at Northeastern Uni-
versity, the nation's largest private university and also the largest cooperative edu-cation institution of higher learning. I am alio former president and current vice
chairman of the Board of Trustees of the National Commission fOrcooperative Edu-
cation, a nonprofit organization founded in 1.9621to advance the c..ause of cooperative
education.

I come before you, today tb speak to the issue of reauthorization of Title VIII of
the Amended Higher Education Act of 1965 on behalf. of President Kenneth G.
Ryder of Northeastern University. He regrets that he cguld not appear here 'today
in person but asktaa me to submit the accompanying statement on his behalf.Freni point'of view, Mri Chairman, you are to be highly commende for your
wisdom an vision in, recommending reauthorization with a vieW toward expanding
access, enhancing quality, and improving program efficiency while fulfilling the ap-
propriate Federal role in higher eatication. Title VIII should be reauthorized as a
separate Hee item within the Higher Education Act for a full five-year period. Coop-
erative education is much too important in meetingIthe needs of, our nation's youth --
in higher education to alloW its funding for growth to be jedpardized.by elimination
of its line item status.

For those members of the Siiixommittee who may be Unfamiliar with postSecond-
ary cooperative educations, it is an educational, strategy which formally combines
ucademic study with productive work. It was initiated in 1906 by Herman Schnei-
der, a University of Cincinnati engineering professor, as a way; of supplementing
theory with actual work,. experience. Since many students worked part-time anyway,
this novel approach Allowed students to earn money in a job that would enhance
their educational experience.

Today, over 900 colleg ee. have adopted' the cooperative education plan to meet the
needs of their students. As a result of `Over 15 years of experience, educators; em-

' ployers, and students have concluded that there are many benefits that result from
participation in cooperatIve education not only for cooperative education students,
but also for colleges, employers; and ultimately, society.

STUDENT exargerrs
4Oil!' tlik major resaots students participate in cooperative education is to en-

bailee their i.areer develorment. They want to be awartfrof what is involved in their
chosen careeF -and they may want to try various co-op jobs if they are not sure what
career they wish to pursue. They also wish to acquire skills and experience related
to their career objectives.

.) 4 .
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Students also choose co-op programs so they can have a better chance to find
meaningful, employment after graduation. A number of national studies, which com-
pared the experiences of coop and nonco-op alumni found that significantly more of

, the co-op alumni °felt, well-informed about postgraduation job opportunities and
highly prepared for their fir* job. Graduates of co-op programs are more likely to
have a better understanding of the workplace, greater certainty about their career
choice, and more experience in the skills involved in searching for a job. They also
have the opportunity to determine, in a non-threatening situation, whether they
want to work for a company after graduation. On the average, 40 percent of co-op
students continue to work for their former co-op employer, after graduation.

Another major 'benefit realized by coop students is financial. The salary earned-,
by co-op students helps to defray the costs of going to college. Cooperative education
income varies according to a number of factors including academiemajor, number
of terms with the same coop employer, geographic region and type of employing
ozganizatipn. A 1982 study found that coop students in four-year liberal arts pro-
grams earned an average of $875/month and engineering co-ops earned approxi-
mate $1100/month. Other majors earned salaries that ranged between tbeee two

and coop studetts in two -year colleges tended to earn a little less
month. This income can obviously have a significant impact by ranking it le,
for many people to attend college who otherwise might not be able to afford te4 do
so.

Cooperative education is unique in its approach to integrating theory and prat
tier. As students progress through a cooperative program, they are likely to perceive
the relevance of their studies- and become more motivated to continCe their educe-
tion. Some individuals, who are uncertain of their ability to succeed in college, per-
form well on their cop: jobs and gain the extra confidence needed to perform well
in their studies. Data from two studies of engingering students found that co-op stu-
dents, when compared to an academically similar group of nonco-op students, per-
form better academically; i.e., have higher cumulative grade index, fail frer oours-

,,es, and attain higher scores on their Graduate Record Examinations.
Cooperative education helps students to mature. The addition of cooperative work

experience to the traditional college, curriculum broadens the opportunity to develop
interpersonal skills. By meeting supervitiot; and fellow workers of different back-.,
grounds, the student learns a-great del about getting along with jeople. Further,
the work experience provides new opporlun' for_ independent action and to make
decisions- and o e the consequences. helps a student develop a stronger
sense of self-confidence responsibility.

Although each student and each cooperaiive education experience is unique, t-11-g,

following quote from a dent at the University of Detroit einlvdies what the expo -:
rience can mean to a s dent: ". . . co-op forced me into a sort of self-search, and I
began to consider seri usly questions that I had never resii thought about before.
Through co-op I began to realize the values of my liberal educa4in and 'the real
lessons it teaches.'

INSITTUTIONAL szNurrs . .

Many collegee prodrote their cooperative education programs as a means of re-
cruiting students to the college. Institutions actively sell,their coop programs as an
integral part of their Admissions effort, e.g., in slide' shows anci,brochures for pro-
spective students., For some PrOgraini, data iliow that Students attend a particular
College primarily so they can participate in cooperative educatiqn.

Once students are attending a college and participating in a coop program, there
is evidence which indicates they are more likely to remain at the college and gradu-

'ate. Since retention of students, is a concern for moat institutions of higher educa-
tion, enhanced retention: rate is a major benefit.

Another advantage experienced by colleges with no-op progranis is that curricu-
lum can be kept relevant and current by having ongoing dialogue with employers.
Students-coming back from co-op jobs may raise questions in class about new tech-
niques, theorft.e, or equipment. Employers let college staff know whether students
are adequately prepared for the workplace, from teChnical knowledge to_work skills
to basic skills in feading and waiting.

A few of the large and well-established cooperative education programs have real-
ized a financial benefit by their participation in cooperative education. Since ap-

- proximately half of the student body is off-campus on co-op at any given time, tie
institution is ableto accommodate more students with the same resources.
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IMPLONIUt BKNIFITS . .
#

' Cooperative education students ere excellent employees. The overwhelming =War--
ity of employers believe that Co-op students perform as well as Zr even better than
regular employees performing comparable. duties and that productivity increases
from one co-op term to the next. Thus employer benefits increase for'the Many stu-
dents who stay with the lsame company for more than one term... ,

In addition to competently* accomplishing a job, co-op students help employers by
freeing higher level and higher paid full-time workers to perform more complex
tasks. Work that is routine for full-time 'employeeimay be interesting and impor-
tant for e,ntry-levelworkers such as co-op students. lic fact, 70 percent of a sample of
employers in the 'New York City area agreed that "participation in cooperative edu-,

. cation pe videe us with greater flexibility in manpower allocation of regular person-, nel. , Iii ing co-op students to work on special prejects, or during peak work load
periods another example of how participation in co-op can generate released time
for flat e staff. Using co-op students enables employers to make optimal use of,
their full -tithe staff while ,assuring that the work gets done in a timely and effective

. 4 .
manner. -

Some researchers have found that co-op student* have a positive effect on the mo-
tivation and enthusiasm of their regular employees. A quote from a self-study of the
Georgia-Lockheed co-op prugraxti explains: "The infusion of bright, young people
from an educational environment can provide many ideas and viewpoints *which can
$ refreshing and stimulating."

One of the most compelling reasons for employer participation in cooperativetalu-*r
cation is the potential to effectively screen, select, and recruit students for perma-
neat ,employment after graduation. Research, confirms that many employers, par-
ticularly large organizations, participate in co-op because they believe this is an ef-
fective way to recruit highly qualified employees. Cooperative education provides
employers with an excellent means of evaluating prospective candidates in a non- '
threatening manlier_ 0:411p serves as a period of trial employment without either
party,having to make a long-term commitment' and with both parties having the
opportunity to 'look each other over so as to make a,suitable match.

A number of studies provide evidence that co-op is indeed a, valuable recruitment .
tool. One study found that: -

(1) The median number of job offers/number of candidates interviewed for the
jobs nitre tuxes higher for co-op candidates than for other reavnt college gradu-
ates. $0-4*. students have already been prescreened prior to an employment inter-
view and 'so valuble time is not wasted interviewing candidates who are unlikely to
be qualified for the job.. :1*

(2)-The higher ratio of job acceptancnumber of offers made for coop candidates
(94%) as comnareci to. other candidates OS%) suggests that the prwectwe employee
who was a co-op student has also used thew-op experience to determine iuterest. in
the cOmpany.

(3) the 'recruiting yield"the number of adceptances/number of candidates inter-,
viewedwas thixtemtimes as high for co-op candidates (40%) as for other recent
collegegradLates (3%).

beEmployers who used cooperatiVe education as a recruitment tool will tyPical
i able to hire about 40 percent of their ceeop students as full-time employees. is-

l$1

figure can be even higher, depending upeii thee of co-op plan. Indeed, some corn- ,
genies and/or some departments within large organizations will only hire employ-
ees that they have had the opportunity .io pre-screen through the cooperative educa-
tion program. Other companies use the co.op program as an effectiverwrry to facili-
tate their affirmative action recruitment program.

.

Employers continue to receive further 'benefits once the co-op employee becomes a
full-time worker. Over half the employers in e employer study agreed that they
expect their cooperative education graduates move up to the career ladder more
rapidly than heir nonco-op coanterpartsnie collected in other studies show that
co-op graduates -received merit raises and job- promotions More frequently than
nonco-op college graduates and received promotions sooner 'Ulan their nonco-op
peers. Since merit raises and promotions are the usual way organizations recognize
good job performance, these findings substantiate the longer term value-of co-op in
producing competent workers that are Well-matched to the ern toying organization.

Another way employers benefit from participation in co-op is by improtring corn-
munication between schools and industry. In fact, the Georgia- Lockheed .Company
found that the co-op relationship paved the way, for other joint plrojects of mutual
interest. Further, co-op can serve to enhance an organization's public relations
effort, as this quote from American Telephone and Telegraph shows: "Co-op 'Eftti;
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dents become good public relations ambassadors on their campuses, and this can
contribute positively to our recruiting efforts and the Company's image." . l

The costs of participating in Cooperative education ars minimal while the benefits
are great, concluded one major study of co-op employers across the country. Almost:
all (97%) of the employers in this study stated that they plan to continue their par-
ticipations in co-op; 41 pereent expressed their intentlen to expand their programs.;
Employers clearly believe in the benefits of participation in cooperative education.

ARNRFITS TO SWIM ,/4 r
tSociety is the Ultimate benefactor of the adVantages'experienced by students, in-

stitutions and employers who participate in cooperative education. in addition to
the benefits already described, there are specific values=of cooperative education
that have implications for society as a whole and which ;merit-special attention.

One of the major benefits that society realizes as a result of the growth of cooper-
ative' education is that it opens up opportunities for young people who otherstise
might not have a college education or be given a chance for a professional career.
By working their way through college in posjtions that are related te their academic
studies, students who might not otherwise b able to afford college can attend.

Another important result of cooperative education that has a very positive impact
on society is the value of co-op earnings. A typical co-op student earns almost
$7,000 per year. Given the cur r nt estimate of the number of co-op student's in the
country-175,000this is an an ual earnings of close to one and one quarter billion
gollara Aside from leavening dependence on federal giants and loans, these wages
add a significant amount to federal and state tax income. Hence the economic value
of cooperative education is experienced on a much broader level than the individual
student.

Cooperative education has created strong ties between higher education and in-
dustry. In an increasingly high ,technology society, industry more and more will be
looking to educational help in meeting theirimman rvourcelind
training needs and Tor deVelopmen research. Colleges hope business will validate
their courses of study by employing eir graduates. Colleges and employers who
are already working together sp eoSperatiVe education have established the basis for
their mutual planning and collaborative action.

I am grateful for the kind request to present this information for vow. consider-
ation. Cooperative education is an excellent program in making higher education
available to a multitude of deserving young people in our nation, and thus increas-
ing our precious human resources.

PLWARRD STAMEN= OF ROY HOFFMAN, COORDINATOR OF Vain. NS CONCRRNS,
Housrois COMMUNITY' COLUiGIC SYSTRW

My name is Roy .Hoffman and I appreciate this opportunity of appearing before
you today. For the past 12 years it has been my privilege to serve as Dlirecter, Veter-
ans' Cost, -of- Instruction program WICIP) for the Houston Community. College
System. This VCIP. program is one of 51 such programs in the State of Texas and
currently receives the largest award in the State. I also have served as president
and vice-president of the South Texas Vietnam Veterans Civic Council; treasurer,
Texas Association of Collegiate Veterans Program Officials; and for two terms on.
the Board of Directors for the Natonal Association of Veterans Program Adminis-
trators. .

Your Subcommittee Chairman has asked that I focuk my presentation on two'
areas of change:

(1) The proposal to transfer the Veterans' Cost-of-Instruction Program to Title I,
including modification of the definition of eligible veteran.

(2) The proposed modification of the institutional allocation with a minimum
award and minimum numiSer of veterans to be served.

First, allow roe to give you a brief* hisotry of VCIP. The VCIP program became a
part of the Higher Education Act of 1965 when Senator Alan R. Cranston (D-Calif.)
introduced the "Cranston Amendment ".." This additip provided funding for special
services to veterans, particularly the disadvantaged, in the area of outreach and re-
cruitment, conselincand guidance, special education and tutorial assistance, as well
as coordination of other Federal services to veterans.

The Program was to le administered by the then Office of Education, rather than
by the Veterans' Administration, which many in the Congress felt had become in-
sensitive to the educational needs and problems of veterans, particularly those re-
turning from Service in South Vietnam.

7 s
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Despite the fSct presidential impinnidment of apppropriations delayed VCIP's
- implmentation uniti pril, 1973, successful litigation by others enabled USOE

to fund 1,071 instit higher education in all 50 states, as well as in- Puerto
Riga and Guam. , . -

Veterans' act riding, titituions now had a true veterans' adv-ocate, the
iVICP Coordinator; in helping them achieve their education goals; no ;anger was ie.

stituional service to Veterans limited to a part-time VA certification,. clerk in 'the
schools Registrar's.Offics. So. successfel were these VCIP programethat they are be-

', . lieved largely responsible for over one-half of all Vietnam-Era veterans having used
their educational benefits thru program outreach efforts and the fact that Aver 60%
of veterans received 'education and training in institutions with VrIP programs.

As the years passed, appropriations of VCIP have been etly reduced under
several both lingjor political parties under the guise
of fiscal restraint. As of F*til Year 1983-84, VCIP operations have been reduced to
an annual apprOpriation of .3.0 million dollars; only 853 institutions participate
under this restricted level.

Such funding curtailment has been influenced at least-in part by the testimony of
offitials of the Veterans Administration to the Congress, Stating that fewer and.
fewer veterans retain educational, eligibility because of rating date factqrs restrict-
ing such eligibility. Such VA,estirwi.= all to frequently ha n far too conserva-
tive, resulting in initially duninished-educ,ational appropriations followed by later
VA priority rbquests for supplemental appropriations needed to pay. greatly 'under-
estimated educational benefit claims.

In the case ofJny inatituiun, we have had continuous body of veterans, ranging
from 2,000 to 4,(k0 per ecademic term. Such is also the experience of (tater large
schools with VCIP 'Programs.
;/ One point must be emphasized to this subcommittee, end,. for that matter anyone
else interested in the cost-effectiveness of federal operations. The VCIP Program is
perhaps, the most cost,-effective program within the Department of Education. We at
the Houston Community. College System, as well as sign..ificant numbers of other
schools with VCIP funding, havepturned at least $3 of services to veterans for each
$1 received from .VCIP entitlements.

'PROPOSAL 1

Based .Oivrt expe ce, it advisable to *place VCIP und e I,
with its ge er r emphasis munity educational outreach. Outreach yes a
priority-thrust inforfn p of people with specific needs of: (1) The scope and
variety. of ser'i'es availably,: (2) The. delivery vehicle for auch.services and sources of
available refe ; (3) The awareness of the concerned group necessary tbr -their im-
plementation' of rogram services.

) Thus, veterans initial ead continuing positive outreach provides a necessary faun=
dation for: (1) The broad range of traditional VCIP educational services (counseling,
special developmental, education, and tutorial); (2) Information concerning VA de-
limiting date extensions availakie,for education and training.

Large numbers of World Wax II and Korean-era veterans especially are in need of
- such outreach, particularly those Who find theftelves unemployed within a few

short years of retirement age. These veterans have perhaps the greatest need of all
for ..re-tooling" and restoration of job salability.

I sum, therefore, strongly in favor of changing the definition of veteran under Title
I to "-anyone who shall have received an honorable discharge." VCIP programs are
currently_serving such veterans even.though their fun is based.only upan veter-
ans' currentlyy receivi4 VA educational assistance. Modifying this definition- would
remove age discrimination from VCIP in future delivery at services.

PROPOSAL 2

I sincerely believe the proposed change in institutional allocationwith colleges
and universities being required to match the Federal appropriations receivedto be
a worthwhile modification.

The Houston Community cishlege System is at this time paying into the VCIP Pro-
gram about $4 for every $1 ivied thru VCIP awards. Smaller itaititutions, howev-
er, cannot afford td fund %du; of any service program, even for veterans. Equal
matehingplus requiring a minimum of 100 veterans to be servedshould consti-
tute a more equitable arrangement, helping insure that institutional involvement is
genuine and sincere.

Restorul of the funding level to $25 million per year is an absolute necessity if the
VCIP ograin is to remain strong and viable, particularly/ for the-smaller colleges
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and univ'ersitiest, Such restored, funding is mandatory to pipvide a minimum grant
program for these institutions with smaller veteran populations.

PROPOSAL 3

I strongly recommend combination of Part C, relating td aid to juvenile and adult
correctional education, and Part I), the VCIP reauthorization, without reducing ap-
propriations for ,either,pat. Since l helped establish the first incarcerated veteran
program ever to receive VA educational benefits in the nation, I wish to testify to
the merit of such programs in curbing recidivism (meaning the perpetual return of
ex- offenders to prison for commission of new crimes). I and many other VCIP coor-
dinators, who have become expert in working with educational programs for incat
cerated veterans, have seen the great value of giving the, ex-offendesran alternative

* to returning to his, past criminal behavior.
Our own County program for incarcerated veterans has shown a recidi-

vism rate of from 4.5 to 7.5%, considerably lower than the rate of 67 to S3% attrib-
uted to released ex-offenders who have not completed such training. Thus, it would
appear 'only logical to allow the Veterans' Cost-of-Instruction Program to become
the vehicle thru -which educational programs for the incarcerated are administered.

CIP programs have an established groi4p of experienced coordinators to furnish an
implaca. administrative delivery system for the combination of Parts C and D of
Title 1. The tax savings coincident with rehabilitating eyed one ex-offender and re-
storing him -to a contributing member of society are tremendous, particularly from
the cosksavings of to x.contributions of the working ex-offender.

. Thank you for inviting me to appear and present my experience and suggestion. I
welcome-any questions or remarks you might have concerning these remarks.-

.. a
ST*TUS EXPORT: HisPANICS IN 40:RICAN HIGIki. EDUCATION

(Prepared by the Hispanic Hither Education Coalition)

I. INTRODUCTION

As. the nation's second largest anAastest growing minority group, Hispanics rep-
resent an important segment of the United States population. Yet, Hispanics, Chica-
nes, Puerto.Ricans, Cubans and Other Persdns "of Spanish Origin," have traditional-
ly,been underrepresented in institutions of higher education, received substantially
less income than whites. held less presitigious jobs and been subjeCted to de jure or
de facto discriminatory practices such as segregation, covenant laws, denial of access
to public facilities, gerrymandering and exclusion from grand juries.1

Njarly thirty years after Brown vs. Board of Education, Hispanics are the most
segregated racial or ethnic group in the country. They suffer a 45% high school
dropout rate, represent only 4.2% of'college students and receive 2.3% of Bachelor's
degrees, Moreover, Hispanics have recently achieved the dubious distinction of
being the* racial or ethnic group with the loweit educational attainment levels in
the country.

This report focuses on the status of Hispanic education in order to document the
current representation of Latinos in higher education and to ,assess the progress of
this groups since the initiation of affirmative action programs in the 1960's. It con-
centrates on Hispanics because of their history of educational, economic and politi-
cal disadvantage, their size and growing importance, and their history or forced in-
corporation into U.S. society.

Throughout this analysis an attemptiwill be 'node to distinguish between Cliiask.s
nos EIVIexican-Arnericans), Puerto Ricaia Cubans and other Hispanics. Unfortunate-
ly, 4 times those distinctions will be virtually impossible to make because of the
way the data is collected and reported. Many of the goVernment's statistics includ-
ing the- Higher Education General Information Survey Reports and the Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Commission reports, collect data on 'Hispanics" and not on
the various Hispaniettimic group. While there are many ties which bind the His-

, panic groups, each also has a distinct history, culture and language which the term

' Please see Kexes v, School District No. ono, Denver, 413 U.S. 189 (173), Cisneros v. Corpus
Christi Independent School District, 467 F. 2d 142, Crawford v. Board of Education of the City of
hos Angeles, 17 Cal. :id 280 (1976), Mendez v. Westminster School District, 161 P. 2d. 744 (9th Cir.
1947), Hernandez v. 71,xas, 347 U,.S. 475 (1954), Lopez v. City of San Bernardino, 1944, Citation
unavailable, and generally, U.S. Goininissio on Civil Rights "Mexican-Americans and the
Administration. of Justice.in the Southwest" (1
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"hispanic" tends L homogenize. Furthermore, each group differs in its educational
attainment, socio-economic status, political attitudes and degrees of political Partici-
pation. Data must be collected which distinguishes among the different groups in
order to best and meet the needs of each distinct population.'

Whilt. prima naerned with higher education, this paper also analyzes tile de-
megraphic and io-economic factors affecting access to education, and the condi,
tionapf public eznentary and secondary education. Higher education, while an nu-

.porffint ni for personal growth and social and economic advancement, is by no
means a panaceafor the problems of disadvantages minoritjjs in the United States.
Alexander Astin in "Minorities in American Higher Education" write:

"It seems likely that the vestiges of racial prejudice will persist in the minds of
A, many. Americans for years to come, no matter how many minority students corn-
' plete higher education programs. Perhaps more significant is the fact that many of

the educational problems conf ;enting these groups occur prior to higher education,
at the elementary and secondary eduoatioh levels. Indeed, the results of this study
dramatize the need for a much more intensive national effort to upgraai the quality
of elementary and secondary education for minorities in the United States." F

Thus, while improVing higher education for Hispanics requires. critical attention,
elementary and seeondary,education and other social and economic factors must beimproved if H. is acceis to anti success-in higher educational institutions is to

Particularly in Imes of shifting political attitudes toward the priority orimprov-
improve dramati ly$ , .

ing the education of minoritie, documentation it needed regarding the access of mi-
norities to higher education and,their success in graduating fronikthose institutions,
It is hoped that this information will prove useful to policy makers, educators, mi-
nority organizations.and other concerned individuals or groups in the analysis of
issues and design of strategies to improve thecenrollraent, retention. Hiring and pro-
motion of Chicanos, Puerto Ricans and other Hispanics in institutions ofhigher edu-
cation."

DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIO-MXINOMIC PACiORS AFFECTING '}'f EDUCATION OF HISPANICS
.*

The growth of the Hispanic population and their Concentration in certain key
states and metropolitan areas has drawn much attention to Hispanics in recent
years. Hispanics are 'currently America's second largest minority group constituting
14.6 million people (not including thes3 million residents of Puerto Rico), and repre-
senting 6.4% 16 the population.* Bliicka represent 11.7 of the U.S. population,
Asians 1.5% and Native Americans 0.6%. But those proportions are expected to
change significantly in 0* coming decades, for Hispanics are the youngest and fast-
eat growing racial or ethnic group in the country, growing approximately six times
faster than the minority of the population. Hispanics, with the exception of Cubans,
tend to be younger than non-Hispanics, and Puerto Ricans are the youngest of the
Hispanic subgroups. Their relative youthfulness, higher birthrates and immigration
account for the tremendous' growth of the Hispanic population. Between 1970 and
1980, the total U.S. population increased 11 percent, whereas the Hispanic papule-

, tion increased 61 percent. (liven that rate of growth and assuming continued imgra-titin of Hispanics into the United States, Hispanics are expected to become the na-
tion's largest minority group by the year 2020yepesenting 14.7% of the population,
while Blacks will constitute approximately 14..07705 (See Figure 1 and Table 1.)

At present, Hispanics are highly concentrated in nine' states: California, Texas,
New York, Illinois, Florida, New Mexico; New Jersey, Arizona and Colorado. Cali-
fornia is home to 4.5 million persons of Spanish origin, Texas is home to 3.0 million
and 1.7 million reside in New York. Together those three states account- for nearly
two-thirds of-the entire Hispanic population on the U.S. mainland. Hispanics are
also highly concentrated by slabgroupe. 83% of the country's 8.7 million Hispanics of

Astin, Alexander, "Minorities in American Higher Edotication," Josmoey-tass Publishers, San
Francisco, CA 1982, p. 22.

Kisses Sandoval, Cathy, Status Report "Minorities in American Higher Education," The
American Council on Education; Offistk of Minority Concerns, Washington, D.C., October 1983.

Congressional' Research Service (CR81 for the Subcommittee on Census and Population of the
Committee on Poet Office and Civil Service; U.S, House of RepreeentatiVes, "The Hispanic Popu-
lation of the United States: An Overview," U.S.G, Printing Office, Washingtob, D:C., 1983, p, 7.

Davis, C,ary: Haub, Carl slid Willette. JoAnne, "U.S.Ilispanics: Changing the Face of er-
ica,"' Population Reference Bureau, Inc., vol 38, No. a, Washington 1),C,, June 1983, p. 38. le
estimate quoted is based on the assumption that net immigration will equal I million. Lower
estimates would reduce the size of the Hispanic population in 2020 froth 14.7% of the total pro-jected population to 11.1%
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Mexican origin lived in the five southwestern states in 1980. 49% of the 2.0 'alien
'Puerto Rican on the mainland lived in New York, and 59% of the 803,000 Cubans
counted in tife 1980 census lived in Florida, principally .in Miami.* Hispanics are a
highly urban population as well; 88% of all Hispanic:* live in metropolitan areas, as
compared to 81% of Blacks and 75% of the total population."' c,

That concentration bus had its advantages and disadvantages. The presence of a
large number of Chicanos, Puert6 Ricans and other Hispanics in California, Texas
and New York, the Most popuIoUs states in the union and the holders of a majority .
of the votes in the electoral college, has made' Hispanics avignificant political force
in the nation, and often the swing vote in close elections. Yvt, gerrymandering, the
luck of ,single member districts in many areas,* low voter participation rates, de-

. piessed sopoecOnoinic conditions and the lowest educational attainment rates of any
racial or ethnic group in the country, have prevented Hispanics from realizing their,
political power. Additionally, the concentration of Hispanics in me politan,areas
has encouraged segregation of Hispanic children, and put th in school sys-
tems which are often the leaat well funded or responsive to the n of Hispanics.

Other socio-economic indicators attest to the obstacles affecting Hispanic educa-
tion and political participation. The median income of Hispanics still lags far behind
that of whiff and appears to be a factor affecting, an a reflection of, their law
educational attainment, In 1979 he median income of Puerto Ricans was $9;855, the
lowest amount Hispanic families and well below the Black family median of $11,644.
The median for Chicanos and Central and South Americana was $15,171 and $15,470

.., respectively. Cubans had the highest income of the Hispanic groupsowith a median
of $17,598 in 1979 or 86 percent of the white median income of $20,502.* (See Table
2J, . . .

Consequently, 29.9% of Hispanic families had incomes below the poverty level in
1982, in compatison iith 35.6% of Black families and 12% of white families. (See
Table 3.) Families headed by a female hnuseholder with no husband present had the .

highest p.overtY'rates-36.3%----and for female-headed non-white fsunilles with sever-
al children, thiepoverty ratios mounted to 70 and 80 Percent') Puerto Rican and
Black womennIre the women most likely Ur be in that position; 35.2% of all Puerto
Rican families and 37.7% of all Black families aee headed by women with no hus-
band Present. The incidence of female headed hoasehoicis was 16.3% for Chicanos,
14.9% for Cubans and 11.2% for whites.'° The high number of Puerto-Rican house-
holds headed by women and the concentration of Puerto Ricans in INT ork City
explains much of the poverty evidenced by the $9,855 inedianoincom ure. Fur-
thermore, work related factors such as education, occupati nal status,
hours worked week, number of wage earners in 'rthe family and age are statisti-
cally controlled, Hispanics still lag behind white in income earned, although the

:t
numbers are closer to parity." .4.

Labor force participation rates, while an important determinant uneconomic well-
being, do not appear to be a major factor in the incidence ,cif Hispanic poverty.
Puerto Ricans do have a slightly lower labor force participation rates, 50.0% and a
higher unemployment rates, 13.6%, than other Hispanic groups orithe population as
a whole. Chicanos and Cubans, in contrast, participate in the labor 'force at a great-
er rate than the total population' although they also.suffer higher unemployment
rates.12 Their coficentration in job l at the lower end Of the occupational scale helps
to explain why despite their high labor force participittion rates, Hispanic median
income is so far below that of whites: Cheryl Russel in "The News AboutHispanics"

-writes:. .. . . . . .

"Over half the employed population Of the U.S.-52 percentheld 'a -white dolhir
job ir% 1980, compared to only 35% Hispanics. Sixteen percent of all employed per-

' Op. Cit. C.R.S. p. 9. The refugees from the Marie! boatlife arrived ,just after the 1980 Census
was taken and thus are not reflected in data on Cubans or Hispanics. However, preliminary
studies of that group indicate that they have lower educational and income levels than previous
groups, of Cuban migrants. This difference should be kept in mind when interpieting data on
Cubans, and it willke interestingto compare the progress of the Marielitoe with that of previ-
ous groups of Cuban immigrants who tended to be members of the middle or professional chim-
es. . ,

7 Russell, Cheryl. '''rhe News About Hispania," American Demographics March 1983, p. 15,
' Op. Cit. Davis, Cary, p.37 . as,
9 The Washington Pont, Aug. 8, 1983. . ,,

'" Bureau of the Census, "Current Population Characteristics, U,5. Slinirris_ry," Gov-eminent
Printing Office, Washington D.C. 198,1.

11 Moore, Joan, Daedalus, Vol, 110. No, 2, Spring 1980. pg. 280 and Jaffe0,.A.d, and Cullen,
Boswell. "The'Changing Demography of Spanish Americans.

Op, Cit., Rtiesell, p. 24.
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sons were technical workers, but only 6.5% of all Mexicans, 9.7% of Puerto Ricans
and 11.6% of Cubans. Instead, Hispanics are clustered in blue-collar jabs: In 1980, 26
percein operated machinery, and 7 percent were in service occapat4ons such as food
service Workers and janitors.

"Cubans and 'Other Spanish' are more likely to be white collar workers and Mexi-
cans and Puerto Ricans blue-collar workers. Spanish USA reports that 15 percent of

,Cuban householders are professionals or managers, compared to only 5 percent of
PuertoRican householdera and 9 percent of Mexican householders."13 --

But despite the fact that Cubans have the highest proportions of Hispanic profes-
sionals, an interesting and important phenomena is their downward occupational
iziobility. An io Jorge and Raul Moncarz in "Cubans in South Florida: A Social
Science Approach," note that significant numbers of Cubans are in occupations-
ilelow their capabilities and previous status. A 1977 study by the state of Florida
showed, t1 only 9.1%' of former proprietors or profesaionals in Cuba were in the

ti same occupational category, while 7P.1% of those persons were working as opera-
tives. The authors attribute this trent to language difficulties, professional examine- .

tians and differing educational requirements, and discrimination."
'Cubans, like other Spanish-origin familiea/also have slightly larger families than

than that of Mexican or Puerto Rican women ue to the Cuban's greater average
the non-Hispailic population: although the fe.r-ty rate of Cuban women is lower

age and level of education. _ ,
families are on the whole about 25% larger than non-Sganish fam-

ilia and one in five Chicano families consists of 6 or more persots.13 Chicano fami-
lia average 4.07 persons per family, Puertd Rican families are the second largest
with an average of 3.67; Cuban families average 3.58 persons; other Spanish-origin
families average 3.37.,persons; while non-Spanish origin families average only 3 per-
sons. Hispanics thus have a larger propodaon of families with dependent children,
so in addition to their relatively greater pZverty, their income supports more people
than does thaf-cif whites.

The extent to which U.S. Hispanics retain their native language also distinguishes
them from other ethnic minorities and gives a different dimension to their educe-.
tional needs. Although almost all Hispanics .steak Spanish (with varying' degrees of
fluency), the 1980 Census shows that most Spanish-speaking families in the United
States also speak English. In 1976, SI% of all Hispanic college students reported
that they dime from families with a non- English language background or where an-
other language besides English was used.' Thus, Hispanics differ from other lan-
guage minority groups in that, although they Acquire English at about the same
rate -as other groups, a very high percentage also retain native la nguag e

The importance of those figures for the educational attainment of panics is
demonstrated by the 1980 National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) High
School and Beyond Study. NCES found that the likelihood of being enrolled below
grade level (and eventually dropping out of high school) increased if children come
.from large families, or families with low incomes. Bela* born outside the United
States, speaking a non-English language, or having parents with low educational at-
tainment§ also contributes to the likelihood of being behind in school."

Considering the low educational attainment levels of thv Hispanic population,
those findings do not bode well for the future of Hispanicediiiation. In 1979, almost
one-quarter of the Chicano Population had completed less than 'five years of school,
'and thus was classified as functionally illiterate. h 5 -of the Puerto Rican popula-
tion, 9.6% of Blacks, 9.3% of Cubans and 5.9% of other Hispanics in the U.S. were
also classified as functionally illiterate by that measure,. in contrast with only 2.7%-
of whites. Hispanics also experience an extraordinary high school dropout rate of
approximately 45%. Only 58% of Hispanics 25-29 years old have completed high

ss Jorge, Antonio and Moncar2, Raul, "Cubans in South Florida: A Social Science Approach,"
in Metes. Aspire of America, New York, New York, 1981,

'4 Garcia, P. Chris, Flores Macias, Reynaldo and Maldonado, Lionel, "Chicanos in the U.S.: A
History of INploitation and Reeistance,' in Daedalius, vol. 110, No. 2, Arnerican Indiana, Blacks,
Chcanos and Puerto Ricans, p. 125.

14 Hill, Susan and Froomkih, Joseph, "Characteristics of Hispani Postaeconds,ry Studante,"
National Center for Education Statistics, Washington D.C., 1978, p. 8. r

14 Vincent, Andrea, "The Hispanic Population of the United. States: A Statistical Overview,"
National Council of La Reza, Washington D.C., August 1983.

17 'bid, p. 15.
'4 Orfield, Gary, quoted in Uribe, Oscar and Al&ndrarFriinco, "Societal Forces Limiting His-

panic Student Access to Higher Education; The Economic and Social Cost of Being Brown in a
White Educational System,' a paper presented at the Hispanic Higher Education Coalition
policy symposium at Racine, Wisconsin, June 21-23,1983, p. 6.
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school, in Comparison with 76.9% of Blacks and 87.0% of whites in that cohort. The
low numbers of Hispanics graduating from high school affects their future employ-
ment and earnings and devastates the pool pf Hispanics eligible for college. In 1980,
28.7% of the white 25-29 year olds had graduated from college, while only 7.8% of
Hispanics and 11.7% of Blacks had achieved that level of education. (See Tables 4
and 5.) As with most other indicators of socio-economic status, 'Cubans are the best
educated Hispaniceand Chicanos and Puerto. Rican are the least educated. These
figures show that despite tlie progress made in the, education of minorities in the
last 50 years, Hispanics, particularly Chicanos and Puerto Ricans, still lag far
behind whites in their access to education, and thus to many other institutions in
American society.

lia.XIMNTAILY AND SICO0NDA.111( IDUCATION

In 1980 approximately 8% of the students enrolled in the nation's public elemen-
tary and secondary schools were Hispanic. Hispanics are overwhelmingly concen-
trated in the public school, system with 90% of the Hispanic children attending
school enrolled in public schools. Hispanics also tend to be enrolled in segregated
big-city schools and are currently the most segregated group in the country as 68%
of Hispanic students attend predominantly minority schools.19 At present, in
twenty-three of the twenty-five largest city school systems, minorities comprise 50%
er more of enrollments, or eight out of ten studeBe nts. Given current trends, by 1990,
nine out of ten students in those schools will minorities, thereby increasing the
segregation of Hisplinics a4nai Blacks.2° (See Table 6.)

Hispanic youth also dropout of high school earlier and with much greater fre-
quency than either white or Black youth. The 1980 census reported that by ages 14-
15, 8% of all Hispanics have dropped out of school. In 1981, only, 83% of Hispanic 16
and-17 year olds were enrolled in school, compared with soma 9,1% of Blacks" and
whites that age. And at ages 1S-19, only 38% of Hispanics, in contrast to roughly
one-half of Blacks and Whites, were enrolled in scapol. The dropout figures for 18-
19 year old Hispanics were almost twice that for Blacks and whites, all leading to
the approximately 45% high school dropout rate mentioned previously." (See 'Table
7.)

The dropout rates are even higher for certain groups such as Hispanic women'and
non-metropolitan Hispanics. By age 47, 20,9% of Hispanic females have left high
school without a degree. Of Hispanic females 16-24, 34.2% are high school dropout&
44.5% of non-metropolitan Hispanics 14-34 have dropped out of high school, com-
pared with 15.2% of white non-metropolitan persons. Chicanos and Puerto Ricans
also have higher high school dropout rates than Cubans or other persons of Spaniah
origin:4 2

Hispanics are also more likely than members of other racial and ethnic groups to
be enrolled below expected grade leval, and high school dropout rates are highest
among those who are behind in-school. In 1980, 9% of Chicano and 8% of Puerto
Rican 8-10 year olds were enrolled 2 or more years below grade level. Those trends
accelerate in secondary schools where 25% pf Chicanos and 24% of Puerto Ricans
are enrolled below grade leve1.23

Educational tracking is another major problem affecting Hispanic education and
ability to succeed in college. Asians and whites are much more likely than Hispan-
ics to be enrolled in gifted programs. Moreover, by senior year in high school, 73.8%
of Hispanics youth have enrolled in curricular programs that make a college educa-
tion improbable, 41.6% Ilispanichigh school seniors are enrolled in ageneral. Aigh
school curricula. Another 31.5% are in occupational programs, with the majority
taking courses in business or office occupations. Only 26.9% of Hispanic high school
seniors are in college preparatory tracks, as compared with 39.8% of whites. 33.0%
of Blacks and 52.4% of Asians." (See 9.) Those patterns do not necessarily reflect
the choices of students either. Counseling or i'miscounseling" by teachers and high
school guidance personnel is probably the most important factor in the steering of
Hispanics into a non-college preparatory curriculum.

9 Hodgkinson, Harold, PreNantation at tihe/Conference on Educational Leadership. Washing-
ton, D.C., June 1983.

2° Op, Cit. Cary, Davis, p.
2' Op, Cit. Vincent, Andrea.
sa Ibid,
Q' Ibid. .

24 Duran, Richard P. ills$nitli" College Preparation and College ,OutComes: Some Research
Issues Bearing on Policy, Zducational Testing Service, May 1983, pg,

a32
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Not itiprisingly, this educatictel tracking is reflected in the reading and math
scores of Hispanics and in their Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores. In 1980, the
mean -.pore for Chicano and Puerto Ricans on the SAT was '137 points and 168
points lower.respectively than the mean for whites." The Educational Testing Serv-
ice's (E'S) reports also show a direct correlation between income and the students
score. And although the SAT is commonly used as a measure of a student's college
aptitude, recent research by Richard Duran of the ETS has shown that theSAT and
high school grades are approximately a 10% less effective predictor of college grades
for Hispanics than for whites, Duran stresses that scores should not be used as cut
offs for evaluating a student's application, and that attention should be paid to the
background characteristics which affect a student's education such as the socio-eco-
nomic indicators mentioned previously.

Table 11 shows background data reported by Hispanic and white non-His nic
SAT test takers in 1980 -Si. The data show that while the average white SA test
taker reported that bgth of their parents had completed at least some college, the
average Chicano and Puerto Rican test taker's parents had either barely finished or
not completed high school. The median income was also lower for Hispanic students,
the' percent indicating English was not their best language was

an hi er, the percentplanning to request financial was higher and the number of dependents in the
family was greater. Duran emphasizes that, those characteristi should moderate
the interpretation of a student's college aptitude as represented by test scores and
,grades, and are factors which should be taken into consideration during the admis-

ssions process.20
Concerns over differences in socio-econorniebackgivaind and educational prepara-

tion and how those factors led to underrepreSentatioxt of minorities in higher educe-
tion,.are the kinds of considerations :which led to the establishment of affirmative
action programs in universities throughout the country. The concept of "diversity"
affirmed in Bakke v. The Regent of the University of California confirmed the right
of admissions offices to take those factors into consideration and,to make decisiona
on the basis of factors other than "objective" criterion such as grades and `scores.
(This is a' practice which schools had long been using anyway in the admission of
alumni children and athletes.) But in the long run, merely taking those factors into

^ account in the admissions process will not significantly improve Hispanics' success
in education. Students must also be provided with appropriate support and counsel-
ing services and be given the tools necessary to succeed in college. This must begin
with improvement of high school education for minorities and for all children
throughout the country. As the Commission on Educational Excellence pointed out
in "A Nation at Risk," the teaching of the basics in school must be improved, expec-
tations must be raised and resources devoted to elementary and secondary educa-
tion must be increased if, this country is to adequately_prepare its young people to
enter into society. The case of Hispanics dramatically illustrates the failure of the
public school systemalmost half of all Hispanics never graduate, most are in non-
college prepatory tracks, and many students lack the exposure to the kinds of read-
ing, writing, math and-scince skills which are necessary for success in college and
the professions. Many Hispanics suffer from adequate preparation due to the poor
quality of their high, schools and inequitable opportunities to learn what is meas-
ured.on tests. Although affirmative action programs will continue to be necessary in
the future to remedy the growing underrepresentation of Hispanics in higher educa-
tion, the previous analysis demonstrates that their presence in those institutions
will not be dramatically increased until the barriers to access stemming from inad-
e9upte high school preparation and other social factors are removed.

, .

HIGHER EDUCATION ENROLLMENT

In 1980 out of 9.3 million undergraduate students enrolled in institutions of
higher education in the 50 states and D.C., approximately 1.6 million were minori-
ties, of whom 389,903 were Hispanic. Hispanics represent 4.2% of total undergradu-
ates, while Blacks are 10.1%, Asians 2.6% and Native Americans :7%. (See Table
12.) 1980 saw a first for Hispanic women as more Latinas were enrolled in college
than Latinos. The increased participation of Latinas -follows the trends in the par-
ticipation of women in college generally, For all groups except Asians, women out-
number men at the undergraduate level.17 f

;5 ft,icf, p.
;1 Analysis of information from the U.S. Department of Education, Office of Civil Rights,

Higher Education General Information Surveys (OCR HEGIS RePorts), Racial, Ethnic and Sex
Enrollment Data from institution.; of Higher Education. Fall Enrollment Data, 1979, 1978, 1980.77 Vincent, Andrea.
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But despite the fact that the number of Latinos enrolled in, college is increasing,

and despite an ostensible commitment to affirmative action progrems, the overall
representation of Hispanics in higher_ education has been decreamne since 1975. Be-
tween 1975 to 1980 the number of Hispanics attending college as a percent of high
school graduates declines 5.5% from 35.4% to 29.9%. (See Table 13".) Educational
gains have not kept pace with the growing number If college gge Hispanics either.
Between 1975 -to 1980, the 18-24 year old. Hispanic populatiTh increased 35.6%,
while college enrollments rose by only 6.7%.

As mentioned previously, low high school completion rates prohibit the majority
of Hispanics from entering institutions of higher education: But even with, a high
school diploma, only about 50% of Hispanic graduates will attend college. s And
due to bad counseling, poor preparation related to the (Agility of their high schools,
a desire to be close to home, apd economic reaisora, thelEajority of Latinos going to
college will enter community colleges,, and most never complete a college degree.
While 34.4% of %hite students and 41.9% of Black college students go to community
colleges, over 55% of the Hispanics enrolled in college attended junior colleges. (See
Table 14.) Whites are relatively highly concentrated in the public and private uni-
versities at the top of the institutional hierarchy, while Hispanics cluster at the
bottom and attend primarily public colleges or universities."

The quality of educational resources and the differential degree,attainment rates,
associted with two year and four year colleges make those patterns significant. Al-
exander Astin in "Minorities in Higher Eclucatio< shows that four year, colleges,
universities and especially private institutions, have more resources for almost all of
the important areas of educational expenditures than do two-year and public colleg;
es in which HispAunics tend to be concentrated. Attie also found that for all stu-
dents, the proportns who complete their Bachelor's degree within nine years are
much higher --two or three times higherin universities and four-year colleges
than in two-year colleges

i
° This suggests that efforts to increase the number of mi-eonorities in higher education must focus- on the type and caliber of institution His-

panics go to, as well as the numbers who go.
S

.MYTENTION AND GRADUATION

As mentioned above, persisternv in baccalaurate completion is an important con-
sideration in the assessment of the progress of minorities in educationoutcomes
must be improved, as well as access. A review by the National Council of La Raze of
data on Hispanic students shows that only 31.8% of Chicanos and 28% df Puerto
Ricans entering college complete their studies, vs. 61% of whites and 24.2% of
Blacks. The withdrawal rate for alf students was higher at two-year colleges, and
the re ons for withdrawal were mostly non-academic. (See Table 15,) Hispanics
mist often listed financial difficulties as the reason for withdrawal, while whites
said they wanted to get practical experience." Students of all racial and ethnic
groups on financial assistance left college at a lower rate than those who received
ao aid, And persisitence 'rates were also directly related to socio - economic status."

One indication of the success of undergraduate study is the number of degrees
conferred. In 1980 colleges and universities in the United States and D.C. 'awarded
931,853 baccalaurate degrees. Whites earned 86.3% of them, Blacks earned .0.4%,
Hispanic 2.3 %, Native Americans .3% and non-resident aliens 2.4%. For the first
time, more Hispanic women earned B.A.'s than Hispanic men, although the differ-
ent.ses were not commensurate with the differences in enrollment. (See Table 16.)

GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL Iasi/CATION

Hispanics have slightly increased their enrollment in graduate school since 1976,
inching up from 1,9% of graduate school enrollment to 2.2%. (See Table 17.) Their
numbers are still small, however, as evidenced by that fact that in 1980 Hispanics
received only 2,1% of Master's degrees and 1.4% of Doctorates. Hispanic, white and

Astin. Alexander, "Minorities in American Higher Educlition," Joesey -Bass Publishers, San
Francisco, CA, 1982, p. 182.

2 9 rbid p. 35.
Geocge H.; Rosen, Na\n L.; Hill, Susan T.; and, Olivas, Michael, "The Condition of

Education for Hispanic Americans, National center for Education Statistics, 1980, p, 184,
" Fetters, William R. "withdrawals from Institutions of Higher Education. An Appraisal

with Longitudinal Data Involving Diverse Institutions." National Center for Education Statis-
tics, Washington D.C.. 1977. p. 32.

2 Analysis of OCR lir,GIS Fall Enrollment Data, 1976, 1978, 1980.
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Asian men continued to outnumber women form those groups, but their numerical
dominance has been decressikg over the past five years."

In graduate school, Hifipethiedi are concentrated in education and underinvolVed in
science and technology. (See Table' 18.) This should not be interpreted, hoWever, to
mean that Hispanics are overrepresented in education. In 1979 only 2.3% of all
public elementary and 1.8% of all public secondary school teachers were Hispanic,
even though 8% of all public school studenti were Hispania." Clearly, more His-
panic teachers are needed, as well as more engineers, biologiCal scientists, physical
scientists, etc. , '

Hispanics are also often steered away. from graduate school and into professiOnal
'school. The prevailing myth that there are no jobs available in graduate fields en-
courages that pattern, despite the fact that between now and, the year 2000, it
estimated that there will be approximately 300,000 faculty openings due to reti
ment and some expansion in the universities. One other factor keeping Hispanics
out of graduate school is a heavy reliance on Graduate Record Examination (GRE)
scores in admitting students. As with the SAT, controversy, abounds about the
GRE's ability to predict the succees of Hispanic students in graduAte school, and a
recent Ford Foundation atudy found a slight negative correlation between high GRE
scores and doctoral completion rates." .

Additionally, significantly fewer Hispanics than whites
ni

lee Blacks reported that
they.i,,e had developed a entoring relationship with a faculty member during gradu-

or professional school. This is also evidenced by the fact that while 80% sif all
white graduate students work as teacher's assistants, only 45% of all Hispanic grad-
uate students dd.55

Although they still represent only 2,4% of professional school students, Hispanics
have made relatively more gains in access to professional school than graduate
Khoo]. (Sbe Table 20.) Attrition rates are also lower in professional school than
graduate school and in 1980-81 Hispanics received 2.7% of all first professional de- 7

grees. (See Table 21.) Yet, Hispanic males still by far outnumbered Hispanic females
in graduate and professional school enrollments and degree attainments. Thus,
white,some progress has been made in increasing the number of-Latinao in college,
more attention must be given to raising the number of Latin graduate .and profes-
sional school students, and thereby the number off' Latina professuonals.s7

HISPANIC PROVILIONALS IN HIGH= IDUCATION ss

1979 data from 4,he Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EE0C),,showthat 91.0% all faculty were white, while only 1.5% were Hispanic, 4.4% were
Black, 2.9% ian and 2% Native American. At the executive/administrative/man-
agerial Iev , 90% were white, 1.4%4Hispanic, 7.4% Black, .9% Asian, and ,3%
Native Am iican. Men by far outnumbered women in both the faculty and adminis-
trative 'ranks. For .Hispanics, women were 28.3% of Latino faculty and 28.0% of
Latino administrators. (See Table 22.)

ThoSe figures, however, mask one important aspect of Hispanic representation;
the numbers of U.S. Hispanics employed in those positions as opposed to the
number of foreign scholars or non-resident aliens. Since the MCC does not distin-
guish between U.S. citizens and non-citizens in its reports, the numbers of U.S. His-
panics_in leadership positions in higher education is even lower than appears at
first. many the Hispanics counted in the faculty might be, for example, visiting
scholars from Argentina or Spain. While those people may certain make valuable
contributions to their campuses and fields of study, they are not Chicanos, Puerto
Ricans or oilier U.S. m4rliorities as e categories might suggest.

Looking,,at occupati al distrib -on, white and Asian workers employed by insti-
tutions of higher education are co centrated in faculty. positions: Native Americans
are mo4 highly represented among secretaries and clerical workers and Hispanics
and BlaCks are concentrated as service maintenance workers. Not surprisingly,

3 3 Arco, Carlos, presen,tation at the Hispanic Higher Education Coalition Policy Symposium',
Racine Wisconsin, June 21-23, 1985.

" Ibid.
" Analysis of OCR HEWS Fall Enrollment Data and Earned Deg,rees Conferred by Institu-

tions of Higher Education, by Race, Ethnicity and Sex, 19'76-77, 1918-79, 1980 -81.
" This section is taken from Kissee Sandoval, Cathy, "Status Report: Minorities in AMirican

Higher Education," The American Council on Education, Office of Minority Concerns, Washing-
ton D.C., October 1983. .

"Opp. Cit., Russel, Cheryl, p. 24.
"Olivia', Michael and Marcus, Ed., "Selected Statistics on the Education of Hispanics," Na-

tional Center for Education Statistics, 1982, p.
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those patterns mirror the trends in the U.S. economy as a.whole mentioned previ-
ously where over 50% of whites are employed in white-collar jobs, whilte Blacks,
Hispanics and Native Americans are clustered in blue - collar jobs as machine opera-
tors and laborers, and in service jobs such as food service and janitorial work."

Other measures of occupational distribution such as the type of position minority
faculty members hold are difileuIt to measure because of limitations in the data.
EEOC .provides no current information on the percentages of minorities who are
professors, associates, assistants or lectures, making estimates of their concentra-
tions in various levels of the faculty nationally, nearly impossible. Additionally,
EEOC has not issued a report on faculty by racial and ethnic group since 1979, and
has no plans to issue another one. But although the information available on minor-
ity .f&ulty and administrators is limited, the existing data show that Hispanic rep-
reseRation at that level is exceedingry low.

coNcLesiox

This summary and the tables which follow, give an overview-of the status of His-
panic education in the United States and suggests certain areas requiring greater
attention. Moreover, it also shows that although Hispanic education has improved
since the early. 1970's, the gains in access and achievement have not been as large
as is usually assumed and have diminished in the past seven or eight years.

Michael Olivas, Director of the University of Houston's Institute for Higher Edu-
cation Law and G6vernenace, summed it up as follows:

"Today, the barriers at federal, state and institutional levels have become more
Subtle, though no less Unpenetable. Nearly 15 years of civil rights legislation have
not substantially improved the condition of. Hisptinic education, while, ironically,
the prevailing illusion of substantially increased access has forestalled necessary
changes in existing systems, Thus,. Hispanics find themselves underserved by pro-
grams designed to redress inequities, and illnervecl by the popular notion that in=
equities no longer exist,""

With a burgeoning number of 18-year-olds, the Hispanic community represents a
largely untapped "source of students. But at present, Hispanic participation.on poai-
secondary education is poor and in need of critical attention by policy makers, edu-
cational institutions and community organizations.' It is hoped that this informa-
tion and4lie tables which follow, may provide a basis for the evaluation and forma-
tion of programs and policies designed to redress tliie in tile education
Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, Cubans and other Hispanics.

. 'TABLE 1,---MEDIAN AGE

Gtrup fieckg age

All races 30.0
31.3

,134ck . 24.9

American Indian 23.0

Asian, Pacific Islander.... 28.6

Other 292.3

Spanish origin , 22,1

Memcan origin 21.4

Puerto Rican origin 20.7

obaii
41.

33.5

Central or Swill American -origin A 25.1

Other SilatliSt1 origin 22.1
_

Suigce US Bigui, of Mc' Census, Curient PopuLition Surveys,

4° Magallan, Rafael, "Hispanics in Higher Education," Case Currents April 1985, vol. IX, No.
4, p. 9.
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TABLE 2.-MEAN INCOME OF HISPANIC, BLACK, AND WHITE FAMILIES, 1972-81

asesteet 141 doilam)

Year

Sao family Soot*
f..."H/1/P)*"...

as 3 percent
,A4 Mies

imam.

Black' family
income as a

oinc414hispanic . Stack

.1972
1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1919

194
1981 .(:-

817.790
17,836

11,594

16;i40
16 ,390

17,141

17,518

18,255

16,242

16,4111

$141,922

14,877

14,765
14,835

14,766

14,352

15,166
14,550

13,969

13,266.

$25,107

25,777

24,728
,a, 24,110
' 24,823

25,124
25,6061,

25,689

- 24,176
.23,511

71

69
71

67
66

68
.68
71

67
70

59.9
57.7

59.7

61.5
59.4

57,1

59.2

56.7
57.8.
6.4

Sake: Sorts of tt i t eins71 "Aka! income * ft.16' Status of Families and Pews is the United Sleet 1981" (Vance data tos titi
$a 1982 ilinat Plow= Soo), ftLirent NU** Wads, Series P40. teo. 134. * 142. TAW 3.

TABLE 3.-POVERTY RATE OF HISPANIC, BLACK, AND WHITE FAMILIES, 973 -82

Percent of tamp* blew Piteerfir 4441 Ratan of ,
Wpm es

-11411a4"

401441
40 40,14

petertY ralehawk Start farir

. ,
r . .

1973 , . 19.8 28.1 6.6 3.0 4.2
1974. . 21.2 26.9 6.8 3.1 3,9
1975 25.1 27.1 7.7 3.3 3,5
1976 23.1 , 27.9 7,1" 3.3 3.9
1977 c , 21.4 28.2 7.0 3.1 -4.0
1978 f 20.4 27.5 6,9 3.0 3.9
1979 :" 20.3 27.8 6.9 2.9 4.0
1980 , 23.2 28.9 8 0 2,9 3.6
1981 24,0 30.8 8.8 2.7 3.5.
1982. 29.9 35.6 12.0 2.4 2.9

Woe Bureau of the Census, "Money inmate and ikeettl,SIstos: 19817 TAM 15.

TABLE 4.-YEARS OF sctieoL COMPLETED BY POPULATION 25 YEARS OLD AND OVER BSACIAL/

ETHNIC GROUP: MARCH 1979

bliyers of sand ccoVinkcq

Itactadiethoc pop

Loss than 5 .4 err we

twasitaiy secondary 4014s4 41$04444
wind sotooi

White ,.

81
Mexican origin

Puerto A ian origin

Cuban Origin
4 4..

2.7
9.6

23.9

14.4

6.9

'19.7
49.4

..34.9
38.6
50.4

17.2

1.9

3.9
4.1.

12.0

12,5

11.9

9.9

10,2

12.1

Scam U S Department of amerce Current Population Riots, -Ed/Katmai Attainment in the UMW States, March 1979 and 1978," Wes
P-70, No 356, 1980 "Persons a Si;orti.0 air ti 1t4 U.S: Nardi 1979," CPR Rcpuilta Characisriga, Serifs F720, P.A. 354, *Mal
tatuatton totonsd by the hispanic Nigh" Education toaiition.

4
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TABLE 5.-EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF RACIALIETRNIC GROUPS, BY AGE MARCH 1980

I

-
Pliant NO

40*
'Woks

Permit

lo=s

Whitt
25 Allis old and over..,
25 to 29 years aid
30 to 34 years aid

.1.,

'

112,84
15,914

14,644

70.5

87.0

86.7 I

17.8

23.7

21.1

35 to 39 years oid ... ....... ....... 12s$2 .r. 81.8 l 23.4
40 to 44 ran at ,_. ...... , ......................................,..,. 10,076 77,9 20.3.
45 to 49 years old 9,639 13.7 17.3.
50 to 54 years old 10,280 69.0 15.4

55 to 59 years old ....... ,. . .. ....,_ .............. ...... ............... ..........._......... ..._ .. 10,122 67.2 13.3

60 to 64 years oid , 8,695 59.6 11.0
65 to 69 years oid L_'" 7,651 '48.9 9.6
70 to 94 pars oid - 5,922 44.3 9.6
75 yeas oil and war Al. 7,873 35.8 8.0

Slack -, ,.,

25 yule o4 and ow .. * 12,613

2,079

-

51.2

76.9

.
7.9

11.7

30 to 34 years old . 1,753 74.4 13.7

35 to 39, oafs yid 1,444 61.1 10.1
40 to 44.years oid 1,229 58.9 5,9
45 to 49 years old

years old50 to 54 ye
, 1,147

1,122 38.1

462 7,6

6.9
55 to 59 Ian old * 993 34.0 4.6

60 to 64 years old.._ 828 26.1 2.6
65 to 69 years old 823 22.0 4,1
70 to 74 yeas oid 538 20.4 3.6

75 years oi4.3nd over , 658 10.0 . 1.6

Hispanic:

25 years oid art vele' 5,896 45.3 7.9

25 to 29 years Did .._., ................ ...... . ..... .... ..... .__________ 1,185 58,5 7.8

30Sa 3:4 years old 1,001 55.3 10.6
5 to 39 mks old 150 50.3 9.6

40 to 44 yeas aid.. 721 48.3 8.5
45 to 49 rats oid 547 422 8.8

499 35.7 6.2

5 to-59 years oid 372 27.5 4.3

to 64 sass old 259 31.7 5.7
6 to 69 years 240 26.0 7.6

10 to 74 yeas oid 143 - 14.0

75 years oid and over 180 10.6 5

ifkopitisd 4 lairs s fie school cc am
Compidol 4 its of colop or more.

source: US. DEfiktnent d Coorme. Sonau of ttv Cosa. Mini 1910

TABLE 6.-MINORITY STUDENT 'ENROLLMENT OF 25 LARGEST CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS:' 1978

CifY

A
171 shalom
eiroloot Picot .

r

Now York; City A .a. 998;947 71.3
Los Mk* 556,236 70$
Mop 494,888 78.5
PtiiadeiOnia 244,723 .69.0
Dade County (Miami) , 229,254 62.2
Detroit., , 220,557 85,3
13411in$ore........ ............................, ..... ............... 149,467 77.5
Houston '142,553 10.5

Daii,as 133,289 66.2
San Diego 115,007 38.2
Memphis 113,108 74.0

Washington. DC 108,903 96.0
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TABLE 6.MIMORITY STLIDENT ENROLLMENT Of 25 LARGEST CiTY SCHOOL SYSTEMS: 19 2

Continual

1971 student
ainapast lama amity

O ctrotan
Alintteukee,

New Orleans.

Altruguerque

Atlanta

14anapolis

St lbois

Deaver

Ft *at
%wad
Sin Antonio

Totals

.

rnerCN

,,
.

.....

_ ,,,

.. ..... .. ...... ... ........... ........_____

.

.. . ...........

. .

........04 .....

103 527.. ,

95,502

88,714

82,591

81,913

76.625

4

,
63,214

'67.5

A 49.4

85.8

1 362
46.7

90.5

1 48.2

74.8

60.4

55.5

51
90.7

87.1

4,519,334 * 71.3

BY 1510 taw ziovl syWass (NaMae. Mmanya,1*alialai5) was tka Sepaiant *WO
)140104ed mat Monty teed loth aissrily April ct 3,224,34 * 1913'md 2,337,019 in 313.

Sowrit "The SQ is Sc Dishis it tie WI* 1971 Smy." blessed Dam* 1411. See Ma Map C. CraIM Ilauticapt
Sada May." (WW1 Pam:x.1197P, p. 127.



TABLE 7. ERcENTAGE OF HIGH SCHOOL DROPOUTS,FBY AGE AND RACIAL OR ETHNIC GROUP
4

5-yoir nrrfgt 1974-71)

Dap
rt

Nt4 444 20-25 cvntingi

15 16 17 11 19 20 21 22 23 . .24 25 (N)
Wien

pciatiltn

0144es

Blacks

(;hicancs

Nadi) Ricans

...,.

1

2

2

2

2

6

4

6

6

16

12

10

12

23

19

1'3

20

31

36

16

27
.41

42

18

27

'43
52

17,

30

45

49

18 ,
31

50

54

-IS
- 32

51

62

18

-. 29
55

41

, 18

28

53

56

(58,873)
' (6,560)

(2,508)
(548)

17.8

i8.4
" 49.7

5Z5

Holt x 6riv5u1 was Wined as nay *son woo, at Ow Um' at the song, was 110i i Wqli sated gratillatt and was sat ersoliA in navy D41,1 on Mortars kings afi trot Raiikd by tIN Ddnal PONLWC* SOMA

Sao Francisco, 1982.
Sant Current Ftquittim Sunny *at Tapes (Mot* Sannws, 1974-191S. nitiningi five tit Sortinst ft Cows, Ctlifortnnwrt et Comm Pulaiisned in Intik kaundly:iintoptia in WA= H Education," kany as*
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TABLE 8.---CURRICULAR ',OF 1 ,HIGI4 SCHOOL SENIORS', BYt$EX, RACIAL/ETHNIC

... ,..

GROUP' WilitiTY) ,ANDSOCIDECONOMIC STATI,S (KS), SPRING 19S0
, ' 44,wilisetio,tirstritutiIro ', .', ', . ',

, ,,.*.
',. ''\ ,

r ,

Total. , ,i,. ',. 38.73 36.9 245 9.8

' , Male . .. .... ..,...., ..... ..... .. .... ..4. 39 0 38 0 '23.0........, . , , 3.3
''.,. Femaie1 .... . . ...:.,..., .. .............. ., ..... __.,_ ........ ..., 4.4 ' 35.9 25.8 15,7 1,1

= &lull/ethnic group. .' .

' ' White.. .... ,. ,...'. .. . .'.. . , ,.s.',.;:, .,... ..... .... .. ,. ' , 39.8 37,1. 23.1 5.3
. glack 33.0 35.2 31.8 11,

29 41.6 31.5 10.5

Caxadenst kid.** croar 'Mee Trade
Avon*** industrial

5.4

9.5

/4,

Hispanic

Mn Indian ... .., ...... ...... .. . 24.4, 45.5 30.1 9.2
Asian or PACjiC iSialder 29,0 18.5 8.2

,
47.1 47.1 13.1 9.7'

20.0 20.0 3.2

:43.5, 40.9 40,9 -11.5

.\ - 4
,

"21.1 43.4 35.4 N. 13$ 751,*
36.3 38.4 25.2 10,2 5.8
620 27.4 10.5 4.2 2.3

.1.

% i Ciartutat , am, ciii be pan* Mined as iptioicii acadianic:--tatust "suing stiraints !Ci , vxatiosal Owe piping sbilhits fa.
jrikining iagis scbosi vatikkistaial-1100 pricann gitillatS 10 b. in gnaw *gamic ta

, vrotionei inT1212."
, ,.. ; ,'. .. .

* Thamnarat . acaniunic moony illalK INS fiefiN;:r NO 'ic,g be lig 000k" ors. tvcadeary, r,d4 leder rap, er.o metwoades.
. Tee SS in** its* based co a mut* son iekeieog NI ceepood; fa* s not* s ici K wen, fal**4

caupatica, and a ninitincid itanst indat .
., .

Sant US. *adapt Ci Education, .14104 Cedar fix Edwalics Slabs**. iiiii **A and *old S. wçd IS Viiinst
1332).

TABLt,9.:-STANDARDIZED SCORES ON ASSESSMENT AREAS AND SOCIOEOONOMIC STATUS OF

SECIADARY SCHOOL SOPHOMORES AND SENIORS, BY RACIAL/ETHNIC GROUP; SPRING 1980

t'Slandardusd scials11

hispanic Othileity
.

Mild-N.Lek4S and 11)aiect Mons Iliad cos

Nige*
41 . 2 Mar kiln Wan

,. Scoomores: .
Yocabuary 52.0 42.4 445 44.2 44.0 481' 48.1 51.6 45,0
Reading 51.7 44.2 45.1 44.6 44.5 48.6 45.8 51.6 46.2
Math part 1.. 51.8 43.1 44.9 44.5 43.9 48.0 45.7 55.7 44.6

. -litath part 2 51.3 44.9 46,2 45.7 45,5 49.3 46.9 55.5 46.2
Science 52.1 44.6 44.5 44.0 42.9 46.3 45.7 51.5 46.1
writing 51.8 43.3 44.9 44.8 43.3 46.8 45.5 53.7 46.0

51.3' 45.7 45.9 45.7 46.0 -45.6 46.5 '51.0 45.5
SS composite 2 513 46.1 46.0 45.0 44.2 413 43.8 51.7 412

Seniors: ' .

Vocabulary part 1 N. 5T4 43,6 44.8 44.5 4443 48.5 44.8 50.2 45.8
Vocabulary pall 2 51.3 43.9 45.2 44.8 45.4 48,3 45.2 50.5 46.6
Reading__ ............ .... ........ .., nik 43.4 43.7 43.6 = 433 46.4 ' 43.4 50.3 46.6
Math pat 1 51.5 42.8. 44.1 43.8 43.4 48.2 44,1 54.2 452
Math part 2 51.5 45.4' 46.1 43.2 46.0 48.4 45,5 55.4 46.0
Mosaic comparison part 1 51.0 44.4 43,0 ) 47.9 50 49.7, 47.5 52.4, 49.3
Mosaic comparison part 2 51.0 43.9 47.5 47.9 48.9 48.8 46.0- 54.6 48.2
'Three dimension fisoadization..._ 51.0 433 .46.9 47:2 492 45.8 55.2 "50,0
SS composite 512 45.1 15.7 44.9 13 47,6 431 513 47.8

, Swiss ate standaidiaid to a incan *nits and a datiation at 10 pcints.
* Scomainalic status (SFS) =posits cconpulad trail latitiv's not* fatbm's 'Mica* wanes Alai* ligio wok and, a

traneticid thin index.

siditsiit

Sant U.S. Dopielesed EAr.4140, tiabenal Unto kr auks Slaiist4 hntin Scncsi sle ili!Vatti Mt utotaind latostislic*

tin41,-74aciaktstnic
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TABLE 10.--COLLEGE BOARD BACKGROUND DATA ON 1980-81 HISPANIC AND WHITE NON-HISPANIC

SAT TEST TAKERS

hadacm While non-
itivonoc3

Median years 4, father's educaticn

NEW years of motheti education , 4
Median parenpi income

, ^

12.0

11.8

$17,100

11.9

11.8

$12,300

14,2

. 13.4

826,300.

Median motet of parent Ciecerxients ,. 4.9 4.4,. 4.4

Percent parttinte working in high school 56.7 , 56.5 65.0

Mean number otpattlene work hours outside of ichool........ ......,.................... 9.5 . 9:5 10,0

Percent piing to request tinanciai.akf to cl*lege 89.1 90.9 . 72.9

petcent indicating English Is not u* best language ......... ., .. .,......,........ :. ...... ...,.. 6.8 . 9.2 1,7

Noe .Ricarie in Ow 50 Stain aid Nord of Cohomala oak

Spas: "FYoffiss, Coltoso-Sokod San, 1911, Mtw Yodo Col* Wm* Emaicattos Bard, 1512.

TABLE' 11.-ENROLLMENT IN INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION BY RACIAL AND ETHNIC GROUP

AND CONTROL AND TYPE OF INSTITUTION, FALL 1918

Typo and cratal of imbibition Udall *Mos
Asian of-
FAA
Woo&

All*C84
14114/
Nakao

Al institutions:
Unbar
P e r c e n t

Public universities:

11,231,112

, 100.0

i194,031
100.0

1,44,41,17,271 .
1 s * , ! . ' a

235,064

100.0

77,873

100,0

2,062,293 1,807,325 102,162 7 2,663. 9,738

Percent ,
universities. 4

18.4 19.7 9.7 8.6 l&I 12.5

Number 718,434 600,237 44,825 17,091 17,871 2,266

Percent . 6.4 6.5 4,3 4.1 7.6 2.9

Public ohs 4-yr;
&der 2,833,759 2,217,718 322,718. 10441 56,468 17,447

?scent 25.2 24.6.. 30.6 25.0 24.0 22.4

Private other4-yr: . Jor

Number . 1,48,220 1,341,883 142,050 33,014 20,869 5,541

Percent 14.1 14.6 13.5 7.9 8.9 71

Public 2-ys:

%inter 3,873,630 3,050,957 414,640 222,28-4 96,300
`,"

41,263

Percent ..... ......:._ ......... , ......

..
....... .......... , .. !. ... ..... 34.5 33.2 53.3 41.0 53,0

Private 211.:

.39,3

Nilinber 154;776 15,533 27,976 4,63e 923 1,618

rx' Percent ,0" 1,4 ' 1.3 21 1.1 0.4 , 2.1

Percentage all 2 yr:
_ .

35,8 34,4 41.9.... , . so
.

41.3
. . ..

55.0
. . .

, *malts 14 WI Mad omit for at raco csluotoots in the 50 Stales at the DOgrict of Cavota, ;Mama of 31,184 from ti* total
goad moot al all students tocauso too Instandons woo imutio to ideatly the raga of stool& load .

I Picailsabit)

Note --Colails ow not add to totals toKata of roaxiog..
, . .

Sawa. Nancy 6, DU WA and Valoaa WWI Ptioi.o, Italic a% Coo* tot, Elution Statistic; Thu Coochtioo ci Eikulioo, 1910 Editica
Otashiagteo, 1,C1, p. 110. .-
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TABLE 12.-TOTAL WITHDRAWALS (IN PERCENT) Of THOSE ENTERING COUJGE BY THE ft11 OF

1973: BY SEX AND RACE

*pelvic NI*

Fel*

. Blict tiespivic

Cyr mom 27.03 27.90 22.66 27.40 21.20 ' 23.93
Academic withdrawai 5,88 4,45 6.18 6,16 4.81 3.99
Nonacademic witbdraiial 21.15 23.45 16.47 20.64 16.39 19.94
N 294 2,169 . 453 75 2,476
2yt college - 53.60 47.11 1 38.72 43.77 43,36, V.81
Academic vettideavai 6,28 ' 12.67 6.33 6.85 5.06 4.53
*aka:teak intbdratal. - 47.32. 34.44 1 32.39 , 3§.92 38.30 33.28 4
N 145 110 1.405 214 100 1t238

'Tie pui*ito tit Ulu *as *iliac** pell, tam tail to *On 12 2,33, p, .01).
Saxes tr.S. Coportmat of Nut*, Edo** and *ilia, Mimi Grew tar Edugcar Salt*s, Ni OS tali %I* (NM

leteetami fraa.f ttpoas d h1 tr IMcanoi. A AftiNiallita L$00402; Pait014114 WOW irttk".1971.

HISPANIC MAJORITY IMPS ON MAINLAND

1. scocua C44egt (NV, 4r) , ., 95.1
.,

826
2. C0NY ltstos Commoity College (t ctet, 2yr) 82.3 2,199
3. St. Augustin* Caine ( private, 2)7) '' , : , 100.00 700
4, Southwest Texas iunia. Wise (public, 2yr) , 53.8 1,099
S. Texas Southmost CotiKe (Potic, 2r )

'' --'-',!--.'"'"' '-',.'
62.5 1,933

6. Texas State Tech, Rio Grande (Pa*. 2) ''''' 82,6 1,175. ,

7. 11nPerial ValiY Caell (Pak, 2r) .., 54.1 1,992
8. `Highland University (pubic, 40)) 16.8 1,226'
9. El Paso County 0404)4041y Galileo (Able, 2yr) . .61.5 6,586

10. Laredia'Ainior;Ccelett (pubic, 2r) 87.9 2.047'
11. Northern New Alnico Catimunity College (pubic, 2yr) 68.5 929
12. Pan American University (p,iiiic, 4r)) 78.4 6,397
13. Biscayne Cokte (private, 4yr) 71.0 1,983
14. East Los Angeles Wiest (pubic, 2r) 71.8 9,780
15. Our Lady 'of the take (private, 4r) 53,8 728
16. Wreck, State University (Pubic, 4)1)- 85.7

384225'1,7. Texas A81 University (public, 4r). 50.5 2,

42,209

Is* DISTRIBUTION BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE

20 4.);

Pubic 9
Mate,. .. 0... '''''''''''' ... .* .......... ,... . ,. . . a 1

Total 10

State distribution: Texas., 9; Nev l York, 24California, 2; New Mexico, 2; Illinois, 1;
Florida, 1,
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SUMMARY DATA ON U.S. INSTITUTIONS WITH SIGNIFICANT HISPANIC ENROLLMENTS

Number of NE's on Mainiarxl

Alzk4itIve
P000004S4
ulrooai

17 / 42,209 , ...... . _ ..

'7.7,1

7 9

7 40 to 50... ...... .... 34,922 .. 12 16

14 30 to 40 ..... ..... ._ 18,741 95,872 16 Po

17.. -,, 20 to 30 37,624 133,496 '22 24
liel's at Puerto -Rico: 34. 90 to 100. 130.352 22

S ATE DISTRIBUTION

50 *rot 40

Texas 9 5 5 19

New Yotk 2 4, 6

Calrfornia 2 1 1 4

New Mexico 2 2 4
1

Baia 2

.New Jersey

Arizona 1.. 1

17 7 14 38

INSTITUTIONS WITH HISPANIC ENROL:MENTS>F40 PERCENT OR HIGHER

..01 ..1
NrDlli *mew of frissarksWeeks

1. Don Bosco Tech, CA 43 135

2. Miami Dade Community, FL 41 14,761

3. Our Lady of the Lake, . 48 856

4. San lentoNo Cakge, TX 41 8,424

5. 11.T./E1 Paso, TV 42 6,630

6. Bee Courtly, TX, 41 817

7. Del Mar Coliege, TX ..... 43 3,5159

Totai. 34,922

IHE's WITH HISPANIC ENROLLMENTS OF 30 PERCENT OR HIGHER,

fiteviir of
tispooics

1. Cony Bronx, NY-

2:Cony La Guardia, NY

3. Cony teshinan, NY

36

4r3332

, 2,500

2,100
3,000

4. St. Marys University, San Antonio, 11 35 1,100

5. St. Phillips, TX 39 2,683

6. Sul Ross, TX 33 700

7. iircarnate Word'11 .......... .......... , , ...... ....... ....................... ....... ........... 33 518

8. South Mountain Community, Al 33 241

9. Nei* Voc. &enmity, NM '35 262

10. Riklondo, CA 33 3,795

11. Oblate College of SAM TX 35 29



IHE's WITH HISPANIC ENROLLiEMS,OF 30 PERCENT OR HIGHERContinued

Pinsk ci
Niuoics

Wate ofr
Hispasics

12. Wotan N.W.U., NM 35 517
13. godson C,conly Commoi , Xi 32 774
14. Taylor &aims lastiuleviINY ........... ..................... ........ 36 522

18,741

PRBPAILBD STATICSIRkr or BARISARAXILLIAICS JRNBINS, PII.D., LIBRARY DIRRCTOR AND ,

Paorassoi, Sea= GANG/UNA ST AU CO 14, ORANCIRBURCI, SC

My name is Barbara Williams Jenkins. I am irector of the Miller F. Whittaker'
Library at South Carolina State College in Ora abuts' I am testifying on behalf of
the American Library Association, a nonprofit educational organization of almost
40,000 librarians, library trustees, educators tind friends of libraries. From 1981-83 I
served on ALA's Legiilation Committee. Currently I serve on an Ad Hoc College Li-
brary Standards Subcommittee of the Association of College and Research Libraries,
a. division of ALA.

The American, Library Association has loug been on record in support of the
Higher Education Act and its titlell college and research library and library train-
ing, research and demonstration programs. It is a great privilege and honor to have
the opportunity to testify before Rep, Paul 'Simon, Chairman of the-Post-secondary
Education Subcommittee and one of the strongest supporters libraries have ever
known. Mr: Chairmaneyour firm belief in the importance and power of literacy is
widely known and admired. ,

ACADEMIC LIBILAAIRS AND IFRDSRAL TUNDti

Academic libraries have important and responsible functions in the educational
process of future citizens of this country. These functions encompass protiding a bal-
anced program of collection organization, developm interpretation and utilizsi-
°on to effectively meet the information needs of the "tal academic coMmunity. Asb 'nesses have products for a consumer market, equipment, cosmetics, etc., li-braries, have information as a "product for the college and university environment.

Providing informatian for the acaderdic library user becoroas the primary focal
point of the librarian/information specialist These information needs are found in
the learning environment of classrooms, laborateriea, in thwhilig, researchsFrofes-
sional-and self development activities.
Title 11-A

There are all types of academic libraries in the United States, serving college, uni-
versity, community, and technical institutions. What ,is the present status of ace-.
demic libraries in the United States? The Asiociatiod of College and Research Li-
braries; has developed standards.and guidelines, to assist libraries in meeting infor-
mation needs. Most of these are qualitative; however, the ACRL four-year college
library standards include quantitative measures. According to a study by Ray L.
Carpenter (College & Research Libraries, January 19811:. .. .... . ... ._ . . .

, "A quantitative analysis of 1977 HMIS data bearing,on college libraries in terms
of the ACRL Standards for College Libraries concludes that mast of the libraries do
not meet the Standards criteria for collection size and development' staff and.budget" C

ese findings may be alarming to many persons in the publit sector and a sub-committee on h 1 serve is currently rethinking these standards. However, thefindingsndings indicate 1 crucial role federal support plays. Since Tp66, the Higher Edu-cation. Act, Title II- College Library Resource* program has allocated' almost $200
million to academic libraries across the country. This may seem like a lot of money,
but the allocations in recent "years have been marginal, and now are zero. However,
we, as academic librarians, can state that the_program has been a success in many
ways. For example, "Title II-A: A Bargain At the Price,"- (Journal of Academic Li-
brarianship, SepteMber 1079) quotes the following from academie librarians:

"Although the Title lI -A grant is not large, its existence allows a smaller acadepa-
ie library to review its collection seriously for weaknesses and attempt to remedythem.

137-Gis Q-84- 67 4-6,9
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'indeed it is the Title U-A program which has enabled this relatively young col-
lege to strengthen its scholarly apparatus through retrospective purchases and ac-
quisition of catalogs, raisonne without feeling guilty about depriving undergraduates
of their bread and butter needs.

"Title II-A funds were used entirely to purchase materials for students and facul-
ty use. All processing costs were absort5ed by the college budget. We continue to
need Title II-A funds because the infldtionary price of books has cut into our budget
to such an extent that every penny of assistance we receive is greatly appreciated
and conservatively used.

"In a state as small as Vermont each college must develop its own special collec-
tions and share them with its neighbor*. In that way, students can live on small
campuses, in close contact with their teachers, and still have a wealth of research
material available," 4.

Just from this sample of Comments, Title 1.1-A funds have been vital to small col-
lege libraries allowing them to strengthen their collections to meet curricula and
research needs that otherwise regular budgets could not provide.

Locally, at our college library, with Title 11-A funds, we have been able to enrich
our special collection, acquire iles of periodicals on microforms and strengthen
our regular collection to meet curricula needs. We now have a collection meeting
the ACRL four-year college library standards, thanks to Title II-A.
Title 11-B

A Profession that cannot grow without new impetus is a lost profession. Title U-B
has provided assistance in library arid information career training by providing fel-
lowships on doctoral and.inaster levels of training. In addition, these funds have sae
sisted in the retooling and upgrading of competencies of library. and information
professionals to meet the ctuinging information needs of academic library user*. The
financial assistance has helped students for op campus training and has provided
trainirrgg of in-service Ubrarians via technology with courses at various sites over a
particular state., This is done in my state through the Graduate' School of Library
and Information Science at the University of South Carolina.

Of. special note is the investments in recruitment of minorities and handicapped
into the profession and the advancement of women into ment positions.

To keep the profession moving with the ever changing in ormatioe needs of its
users, funds from Title U-B have been successfully utilized for research and demon-
stration projects: Theme projects pave the way for improvement in libraries, at all
levels.
Title II-C

Strengthening Research Library Resources has been a focus since 1976 under the
Education Amendments of that same year. Promoting quality research and educa-
tion was directed towards major university and research libraries where resources
could be acquired which are unique in 'nature to .proinote quality and scholarly re-
search. Many libraries banded together to identify and make similar type resources
available to researchers. For example, collections of 'xiaajor university libraries were
added to the Online Computer Library Center (OCLC) data base in subject catego-
ries of science, Sostheast Asia, mathematici,. and Central America. In my own state
of South Carolina) the University acquired the Movie Tone NEWS film and Title 11-
.0 funds are utilized by aMing it to the OCLC data base. Without the sasiftance of
funds froni Title 11-C, these kinds of collections could not have been acquired and
disseminated to scholars for research.

WHAT 4/18 AKCAD POI mit emu= AND *CAM= LIZZARIOF

An electroeic library is the library of the future and manly academic I caries are
moving in that direction now. Approximately 6,000 libraries contribute be OCLC
data base of millions of records available anywhere in the United States and abroad.
Regional networks, such as the Southeastern Tabrary Network (to which. our library
belongs) give .us access through Membership to 1M.C. Through display terminals,
we can locate resources needed by researchers, faculty and students for information
needs. This access by no means takes the place of the basic collection that a library
should provide for its basic constituency or users. Accessto DIALOG, a large com-
mercial information-retrieval system, or a similar cores of data banks, . makes avail-
able to local users references pertaining to their individual iriforination needs. As
another move to the electronic library, the computer search is now moving from bib-
liographical citations to full -text data.

Publishing costs are spiraling at an astronomical pace, but college and university
library bucipte are esporisacing terrible cutbacks boomer parent

9,6
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institutional budgets. Therefore, buying books at an average cost of $30.84, and
keeping up with periodical subscription rates at an average cost of 00.23 are becoinee,

out of reach for many academic libraries. Yet, thereore libraries that cannot
afford to belong to regional networks, nor the services of information re
trieval systems, such as DIALOG or Bibliographical Retrieval Services designed es-
pecially for academic libraries.

However, for academic libraries, the move towards the 21st century and the ad-
vantages and advances of the computer technology age, fmancial assistance from
the government is a much needed item. Our profession is like others, we must be on-
line, we must be networking,and we must be cooperative to gain quality input and
output for maximum benefit to meet the information needs of our users.

Academic libraries need federal funds for the following: (1) current and retrospec-
tive resources for its diverse users; (2) computer hardware and software for quality
and quantity dissemination, utilization and evaluation of information services;. (3)
staff training to provide information service to oust users; (4) costs associated with
computer operations, e.g., online charges, and (5) researr-li and demonstration
projects.

SPLCITIC8 or PZNDING 14:01814TION

I will turn now to the specific library provisions in the measures pending before
the subcommittee, and I should note that in .thia section My testimony has been de-
veloped in coordination with the American Library Association and the Association
of Research Libraries.

Y

Both associations recognize and appreciate the concern and interest in Higher
Education Act library programs expressed by Chairman Simon, a statuich and long-
time supporter of library servicas, and by so many members of the subcommittee.
Some subconimittee members, 'questioning whether the HEA reauthorization proc-
ess would be completed this year and Concerned about the continued funding of the
HEA 11-A college library resource grants and the ability of academic libraries to
keep up with changing information technology, developed a separate.bill on title II,
H.R. 5210

ALA's Legislatiot Committee established an ALA/ACRL ad hoc task force on
HEA -11 to react to the original outline of HEA legialation developed by. Chairman
Simon last December. That task force also reacted to the measure (H.R. 52l devel-
oped by Reps. Ford and Coleman, and to 11.R. 5240 as introduced. This syn-
thesizes the viewpoints of the ALA task force and of ARL as hastily obtained in the
short period of time since H.R. 5240, became available. We will refer both to H.R.

,5240 and H.R. 5210iin expressing our concerns 'and making recommendations.
We are pleased with the strong support evidenced toward library programs in

H.R. 5240. There is great merit in many of its provisions. We would like to make
some suggestions to fine-tune the title H provisions by incorporating the need crite-
ria and technological assistance provisions from H.R. 5210. Specifically
Authorization levels

We feel libraries could make good use of the levels suggested in H.R. 5240, We
would prefer levels somewhat higher than those in H.R. 5210. However, we recog-
nize that the Administration and Congress, share a concern for making reasonable
economies in federal programs. We also recognize that authorization levels ought to
bar sortie reasonable approximation to what might be appropriated. Given the
recent funding history of 11-A and B, it is uncertain whether the library community
would semi the levels in H.R. 5240as reachable.
Library unit

H.R. 524 would establish a library unit within the Office of Postsecondary Educe-
tion to inister and coordinate all Education Department library. programs. We
have long supported an ED library unit at. the highest possible level, and agree that
it should administer all El) library programs. However, the Center for Libiaries and
Education Improvemetit, which was established last fall in the Office of Educational
Research and Improvement, is a more appropriate .location than the Office of Post-
secondary Education. The library p administered encompass a wide range of
libraries and library programs--- mic, school, public, and state as well as li-
brary education programs.
Need criteria

Although we feel a case can be made for federal assistance to all academic librar-
ies to iniprove and share their resources, we support the development of criteria to
target the II -A college library resource grants to the neediest institutions. ALA has
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2 considered various .approaches to need criteria over the last several years. It is a
.1 difficult task because the determination of quality library service or of need for as-

sistivace t.odiehieve it is not easily quantifiable.
The assuillices and criteria in section 2 of H.R. 5210 (pp. 4-5) would"we believe,

direct the grants to those institution with the greatest need. They provide a practi-
cal approach and appear workable; reaction from our member* has been generally
favorable. Where compluieons are heeded, they would be made to other institutions
of comparable size and program. We recommend that..thi subcoMmittee incorporate
these provisions in title 11-.K. -

We have some concerns about tying grant eligibility to the ACRL standards as
proposed in KR. 5240. The ACRL university library standards are purely qualita-
tive; they do not include quantitative measures. The ACRL four-year college library

include quantitative collection .measures, batjtheee are currently being
rethought. There is an ACRL supplementary ntitative standards
far two-year learning resource programs, but the lack of standard definitions for
nonprint materials and the variety in program and mission' among two-year instate
'tions make these standards inappropriate as grant -eligibility criteria.

At one time the former Office of Education did use simplified quantitative MOM-
tires for collections in different types of institutions as part of the eligibility criteria
for the former U-A supplemental grants. However, the provision of library and in-
formation? services revs grown more complex since that time. The college library
standards subcommittee on which I serve has been iliectuaing performance and
output measures rather than simply counting the items acqnired by the library.

In additiOn, the use. of "the extent to which the institution is in the lowest quer
/tile of aPplicant institutions" with reepect tp the ACRL standards could unduly re-
strict the number of eligible apnlictuits. if only those who were truly needy or only
those who had 'previoualy been successful applicants a lied ie the first place.
. Another criteria in H.R. 5240 would connect .dity to the institution's own
effort in support of its library. We agree that non ort should rat be rewarded, but
specifying at least 3 percent of the institution's operating budget for the library.may
excl e some truly needy academic libraries whose institutions are making a good
faith effort at. library support. The Carpenter study cited earlier feurid satin 1917,
'12 percent of the libraries were below 3 percent and 33 percent were ow 4 per-
cent. The percentage below 3 percent might be higher in these days of budget strin-
gency.

Tying eligibility to one fain of student aid (Pall Grant") did not seem to our mem-
bers to have a direct relationship to the need of the library for assistance. If a tie-in '
to student aid is considered n , the comparable percentage of institutional
budget use for student aid, as in KR, 210, is preferable.

The fourth criteria in HR. 5240 relates to institutional eligibility under HRA title
III.. As proposed for revision in H.R. 5240, title 111 institutions would have broad in-
stitutional needs which might include needs for library assistance, in which case
funds-Nor library materials, renovation,' etc., would be an eligible purpose under title
III. Therefore, it is not necessary to include title III eligibility as a criteria for title
II library assistance;' doing so could put some very needy institutions at a disadvan-
tage. Air

With a slight revision,' we support the fifth criteria in H.R. 5240 which would
allow the Secretary of Education to consider .(up to 10 percent) other relevant and
usetul factors. We, recommend that the institution be allowed to provide such other
evidence of need fas it considers relevant and useful and that the Secretary be re-
quired to consider any such reasonable-evidence,

We support provisions in both H.R. 5240 and H.R. 5210 that II-A eligibility crite-,.
rig' be evaluated promptly. It is impossible to predict precisely how any set of need
criteria will, work in practice. Adjustments may be necessary bawd on the first year
or two of experience. Either the National Institute of Education (assuggested in

.
H.R.5240) of the National Commission. on Libraries and Infdrmatlon Science (as

suggested in H.R. 521)) could perform an effective evaluation. Since NCLIS was es-
tablished specifically to advise the Congress and the-President on library and infor-
mation policlj issues, it would be appropriate require the Commission to perform
the evaluation.
Library techrwiagy

We enthusiastically support the new part I), College Library Technology and Co-
operation Grants, as ..proposed in H.R. 5210. For many academic libraries, crossing
the huidle to the electronic online environment is difficult. It requires one-time
start-up costs that can be insurmountable-It increasingly requires a major continu-
ing, coMmitinent in taring of online chargei and telecommunications coats. Divesti-
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ture-related tariffs and accea charges may cause increases of around 73 percent intel unnunications coots for library data communications over private phone lines.
ut once that hurdle is crtesed, the world is opened to rapid, efficient retrieval of

formation for journal citations, scientific data, cataloging data, interlibrary loan,
and acquisitions and circulation control. It is mostappropriate that the federal gov-
ernment provide an incentive and neodeit fmancial assistance to academic libraries
to provide students and faculty access to electronic information' and to enable librar-
iee to share information and resources. The grants for academiclibrary technologa
cal equipment, for joint-use library piojects, and for demonstration prejects utilising
new technology proposed in the new part D would fill a p need. -The new part D proposal is based on a recommendation of the American Council
on Education's task force on HEA II. ALA and ARL participation in the ACE task
force drliberations. The basis, of the ACE task force recommendation for technologi-cal assistance was the unfunded Special Purpose Grants provision of the current
HEA II-B. Thus the new part D is not really. new at all, but in this rejuvenated
form it would fill what may be the most pressing need of academic libraries today.

If the proposed liart D were incorporated to replace the current but unfunded Na-
tionar Periodical System, it would not be necessary to add an information technolo.sae priority to the HEA research and demonstration program as pro in
H.R. 5240. Maximum. flexibility to respond to the most preesing needs
would be preferable. We would prefer that the Education Department utilize a naixof grants and contracts instead of contrasts only wheu funding is limited. We sup-
port continuation of library training, research and demonstration, and of II-C
grants to strengthen research library resources. ,
Foreign language periodicals

We are supportive of assistance for foreign language perioditals in title V1' inter-
national education. However, rather than create one foreign language periodicalI center, we would advocate flexibility and suggest grants to institutions that already
have strong foreign laxisiage programs 'so materials can be made available beyond
those instititions. There is a definite need for foreign language periddicals, especial-ly those from less developed countries. They are expensive and difficult to locate,acquire and maintain. .

Other provisions
We support several other provisions of H.R. 5240: (1) assistance for training liter-

acy tutors and assistance for correctional education including library deirelopment
and services under title I, coAinuing and community postsecondary education; (2)
eligibility of library expenditures under assistance for developing and other institu-
tions under title DU and (8) eligibility of academic library facilities for aye/stance
under title VII construction, reconstruction and renovation.

I hope these remarks will be of assistance to the subcommittee. Thank you for theopportunity to testify.

PRZt'ARXD STATIOAINT or LINDA FLORES, EXICUTIVI Dais:crow, or EIGIAL7 Or TIM
Cousicit oat LBGA.L EDUCATION OPPORTUNrTY

Good morning. I am Linda Flores. I appear before you today in my capacity as
both the Executive Director of the Council on Legal Education Opportimity (CLEO)
and, perhaps more significantly, as a former CLEO student, to discuss the 1,-lative
reauthoritation of the program as well as the Administration's FT 1985 budget rec-
ornmendatioo. Although this Subcommittee is familiar with the program's purposes
and objectives, it is nonetheless important for this Subcommittee to have a complete
understanding of CLEO's vital role in providing continued access to the legal profes-
sion for the economically disadvantaged and why, in this era of reduced federal
spending, Congress should nervertheless continue its support of CLEO as sound edu-cational and financial policy.

CIO BACKGROUND

The Council on Legal Education Opportunity, joint program of three national bar
associations and two organizations representing legal education and accreditation,
was formed with both federal government and private fmaneial suport in 1968 to
redress the dramatic underrepresentation of minority and economically disadvan-taged groups within the legal profession. The concerns of 1968 were concrete lessthan 1% of the la era of this country were Black and in some states there weremore than 30,000 B residents for each Black lawyer; and the comparative fig-

,
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ures for other minority and disadvantaged grous were even more discouraging.
Many people realized then that the unrest of the' 60s and other troubles would not
be resolved until all segments of American society had ready access to the means
for peaceful dispute resolution through the legal system, and representation in the
decision-making arenas of society.

The CLEO program seeks to reduce the underrepresentation of disadvantaged
groups within the ligal profession by providing an alternate mechanism for assess-
ing, within the law school environment itself, the potential of each program partici-
pant for the study of law. Thus, the program is designed to serve those persons who
aspire and are qualified to enter the legal profession but who, because of substantial
economic deficiency and marginal admission credentials, may be unable to gain ad-
mission to law school under traditional admission criteria. The program achieves its
goal of identifying qualified law school candidates providing the opportunity for law
school matriculation via academic summer institutes for prospective law students
and the provision of annual fellowships.

The CLEO Regional Summer Institutes were originally designed to operate large-
ly as a screening process for minority students who would not otherwise be admitted
to law school, focusing on the identification of minority and other disadvantaged
students who had the potential for successful entry tits the legal profession despite
their lack of traditional admissions criteria. This focus has changed slightly and is
changing further as we learn more about the educational process generally, and
legal education, in particular. A bit of history is the most efficient means of explain-
ing how this change has occurred.

for to the pest-World War II education boom, the traditional approach to' law
school admissions was to enroll nearly all students who could pay the tuition (except
at those schools that were admittedly discriminatory) and weed out the non-lawyers
on the basis of law school performance,, particalarly at the end of the first year of
law study. In that era, admission to the profession was determined almost solely by
performance in law school, subject- to limited further evaluation by bar esamina-
tions. The vastly increased number of law school applicants in tlai post-war era gave
rise to the Law School Admission Test (LSAT), which was first administered in 1948,
was in widespread use in the mid-50s and in almost universal use by 1960. In the
1960s it became a dominant factor in the admission process for mcit law schools. As
law schools sought to increase their minority enrollments, it became apparent that
the LSAT was standing as an obstacle to this-endeavor and the legal education com-
munity sought an alternative admissions device. The academic summer institutes of
CLEO were conceived to perform this service.

It seemed feasible for CLEO to revitalize the concept of performance as a means
of determining legal aptitude, at least with regard to minority sand economically dis-
advantaged applicants. The institutes are based upon the premise that significant
numbers of economically and educationally disadvantaged students who would' be
excluded from legal education through the use of traditional measures of aptitude
can, with financial and academic support., successfully negotiate the law school cur-
riculum. These institutes mirror the law school experience by providing a six-week
intensive study program in legal analysis and law. development -and emphasize ab-
stract thinking, legal research and legal writing techniques. The academic insti-
tutes, whitth are sponsored jointly by CLEO and regional consortia of ABA-accredit-
ed law schools, are staffed by regular law faculty whose primary responsibility
during the institute is to evaluate each student's potential for successfully master-
ing the law school curriculum. Students who successfully demonstrate this potential
are provided law school placement assistance and an annual stipend.

The financial corn nent of the program, is provided by way of fellowships cur-
rently 'limited to $1, a year for each suckessful CLEO student. The provision of
the stipend is contingent upon the satisfaction of several conditions: full-time enroll-
ment at an ABA-accredited law school in the fall term immediately following the
institute and the maintenance of "goad standing" status throughout the duration of
the grant. Presently, over $550,000 annually is provided by CLEO to its Fellows en-
rolled in law school.

In addition to summer institutes and fellowships administered by CLEO, the
National Office prepares course materials, has operated an Application - Sharing
Project by which promising but unsuccessful candidates are referred ta other law
schools, serves as a catalyst for innovative projects in admissions, cooperates and
shares information with special, admission programs operated by individual law
schools and generally serves as a repository of data and information about legal
education apd the disadvantaged.

The CLEO Program has also published, in conjunction with Oceania Publications,
Inc., two major hard-bound works of particular interest to legal educators and schol-
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ars. The first publication, Defunis v. Ode rd and the University of Washington, isa three - volume set containing the complete records and briefs of the case; the
second, Bakke v. Bcgents of the University of California, is a six-volume set similar
to the Dennis work. In addition, CLEO, has published, in cooperation with theHoward University Law Journal, a special edition law *review containing selected
papers from a two-day symposium which commemorated CLEO's Tenth Anniversa-ry. CLEO also has compiled statistical information to document the Program's
achievements, the results of which are contained in the publication, "Toward A Di-
versified Legal Profeesian" (Appendix. ).

CLIO WAUTIIORIZATION PROPOSAL

The proposal for CLEO reauthorization under Title IX of the Higher Education
Act of 1965, as amended is premised upon the continuing need for an increase in the
number of attorneys from minority and economically. disadvantaged backgrounds, aswell as an increase in the amount of the stipend award through the CLEO fellow-ship.

The need for, minority representation within the legal profession
While there is evidence that minority group access to legal education has in-

creased dramatically since 1968 in contrast to previous levels, it still appears thatmeaningful access to graduate and profeesional opportunities by disadvantaged.
Americans continues to be an elusive goal. The 1983 Annual Survey on CurrentPopulation Statistics of the Bureau of the Census reportathat of the 612,000 lawyersin the United States, only 2.6% are Black and .9% are Hispanic. These figures rep-resent a dramatic increase over previous levels and is attributable to the affirmative
admissions effprts of more than a decade. However, when one considers the fact that
the number of all minority students enrolled in law richools has stabilized at 8%
over the last five years, there is little doubt that the disparity which served as acatalyst firr these special efforts has yet to be sufficiently ameliorated to warrant
dismantling of these programs. In fact, the Law School Admission Cliouncil (LSAC)has recently launched a major, initiative designed to increase the number of rainpri-
ty students enrolled in law school annually to address the minority community'sneeds.

The effort toward meaningful economic and political participation of minorities
has been diligently pursued in higher education for very cogent reasons: higher edu-
cation has proven to be a more effeCtive vehicle than most for obtaining a more
equitable distribution of political influence, simply because thoee persqns most in-volved in the decision- making process of this country, are, themselves, products of
the higher education system. This phenomenon is particidarly relevant to the legal
Profession given its role within the country's decisionnoekieg process generally andits historic lack of accessibility to minorities and the disadvantaged. The profession's
impact on the formation of national policy is widely conceded because of the rela-
tionship of lawyers to all three branches of government, comprising almost exclu-
sively the judicial, and significant percentages of both the legislative and executiire,
in fact, 50% of the current Congress is legally-trained. It is this unique role played
by the legal profession that raises compelling reasons for a continued emphasis on
increasing the number of attorneys from minority and disadvantaged backgrounds.

Although the media has, portrayed law graduates recently as having great difficul-ties in securing suitable employment, it appears that law school enrollments arze re-
flecting a relatively rapid adjustment to the forces of supply and demand. The most
recent sttistics show that law school enrollment has leveled-off after more than a
decade of dramatic increase. The prevailing approach of legal education has been toattempt to make legal education available to all who are qualified and desire to
,enter the profession, leaving market forces to operate freely: This, approach is de-signed explicitly to avoid closing' or restricting access to the profession, but in a time
of economic pretraction, it runs the danger of reducing access possibilities not onthe basis of reasonable prohability of academic success but on financial grounds.
The need for increased CLEO stipend assistance

Unquestionably, the-value of the $1,000 CLEO student fellowship has been affeca
ed negatively (between 1968-1983) by the inflationary economic cycle affecting the
country at large. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statstics has provided the following in-
formatiOn regarding economic trends and their impact on the Ialue of the dollar:
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Table I

'Consumer Price Index

1967 - 100.0%
1968 - 104.2%
1969 - 109.8%
1970 - 116.3%
1971 - 121.3%
197? - 125.3%.

riwa - 133.1%.

1974 - 147.7%
1975 - 161.2%
1976 - 170.5%
1977 7 18L5%
1978 - 195.4%
1979 - 217.4%
1980 - 246:8%
1981.- 272.4%
1962 - 289.1%
1983 - 298.4%

Table I reflects the annual average U.S. Consumer Price Index for the periods.

covered. Assuming that we begin with a $100 base, the value of the consumer put*
chasing power must increase correspondingly to, the figura shown for succeeding
years in order to provide the same degree of purchasing power established in 1967.-

Table 1T -reflects the annual everege general purchasing power of the dollar between

1967 and 1983. Assuming that we begin with one dollar ($1.00) as a base, the actual
purchasing power of the dollar has decreased correspondingly by the figures shown

through the succeedingyeare. .

The figures reveal a general decline in both consumer purchase power and the
relative value of a dollar by at leak 67% over the period of 1967 to 1983. Hence, the
CLEO annual fellowship award has decreased substantially in value to the economi-

cally disadvantaged students served by the Program.
It should also be noted that there has been a general, across-the-board decline in

financial aid available to students pursuing law degrees. Furthermore, while oppor-

tunities for, minorities and the economically disadvantaged have expanded, the cost
of educationespecially in graduate and profeesional schools ---has continued to rise

in the last decade, thereby increasing the law student's financial burden and
making legal study more prohibitive for the disadvsultaged student for the 1983-84

academic year, tuition at approximately half of the nation's law schools fell Within
the $5,000 to $10,000 range. For the last several years, CLEO has experienced a 20%

rejection .rate clue entirely to students' need to earn funds over and above that pro-
vided by the $1,000 CLEO stipend. In the final anaylysis, therefore, there is an acute
need for increased CLEO stipend assistance merely to maintain the original thrust
of the Program-

Since its inception, CLEO has complied with this three-pronged test set forth by

the Administration for continued.federaLsupport of worthwhile protein= (1) dem-

onstrated success; (2) fiscal integrity; and (3) sebstantial eleinsiets of Vollisiteriere in

pthe
CLEO is

rogramone
of the few' federally-funded programs of its type which'has compiled

Subetantial documentation of the program's overwhelming success. Since 1968,

CLEO has provided an opportimity for law study to some 3,417 students. Available
data clearly demonstrates that C1.4.W Fellows have attained an impressive record of

achievement by any measure, including Performance within the academic arena of
law school, bar performance, and =wet Ilnportantly, the employment activities of
the program's graduates The program has produced approximately 2,000 law school
graduates involved in a broad spectrum of legal and law-related activities, including
judges; a law school dean; a state representative; law professors; executive adminie-

tratort in various fields; Oengreeelonal staff; and lawyers (public intense((, private,
corporate), etc. (see Appendix). The net result" of the program has been increased
access to the legal system and to the decision-making machinery of the country by

Table IX
Purchasing Power of the Dollar

$1,000
.960

.911

.860

.824

.798

.752

.678

.621

.587

.5,51

-512

.460

.405 /

.367

.346

.335
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those who have been historically disenfranchised for reason of race and/or economic
status. Thus, the CLEO model of academic and financial support is one that works!

The Program is cosaeffective,While many programs have suffered substantial cost
increases over the years, CLEO has been a rare exception. In the last ten (10) years,
the program has continued to service its disadvantaged student population with vir-
tually no increase in cost to the federal government. Judicious cost-saving measures
have been implemented over the past several years with an eye toward fiscal auster-
ity, including executive staff salary freezes and significant reduction in program
staff; once staffed by eleven *nployees, the program now operates with the dedicat-
ed staff of six. A careful review of the progrtuu's.budget already reveals a "bare-bones" operation.

In addition, the ABA has for years been a principal contributor in its dual capac-
ity as one of CLEO's sponsoring organizations and administrative conduit for its"' funding from the federal government. The ABA contributes annually over $100,000
to the program's operation to address unanticipated financial obligations unmet by
any other funding source. Additional contributions are provided by the other upon- e
coring organizations as the net federal funding has substantially decreased.

The annual stipend of $1,000 for each successful institutO participant, as noted, is
woefully inadequate by today's standards. Other federally-funded graduate and pro-
fessional programs, GFOP and Public Service Fellotships, have provided sti-pend assistance of minimally $;200 per year and some have had institutional sup-
port components as well. This dispality in funding levels for students funded
*trough similar federal programs under the same legislation has substantially ham-..
pered CLEO's efforts to provide even minimally acceptable financial assistance. It
was to correct this disparity in assistance, coupled with the program's impressive
record of achievement, which encouraged Coreress in 1980 to amend CLEO's legisla-
tion to provide new appropriation ceilings under the reauthorized Higher Education
Act of 1965.

The final element of the Administration's teat has also been met. Since CLEO's
inception, the federal support has served as seed money for generating the revenues
necessary for conduction of the academic institutes from the law school community.
Initially, the non-federal share represented between 20-30% of the total institute
costs. However, over the last several years, the ever-spiralling *costs of legal educe-, tion coupled with the effects of inflation, have thrust an even greater share of the
institutes' operating costs upon the law school; given the fixed level of federal sup
port, the law school community now absorbs approximately 60% of institute costs as
a demonstration of their commitment to the program. The law schools, without fed-
eral assistance, cannot maintain the academic institutes while themselves facing re-
duced education budgets.

In addition, the law schools provide tuition scholarships, as well as other forms of
financial support in recognition of the CLEO Fellow's marginal economic stability.
At a time when legal education is, itself,- in a difficult fiscal situation, it is extreme-
ly important to realize that the $1,000,000 of annual federal support for this pro-
gram generates as much as $3,000,000 in cash and services ,annually from the law
schools. And, it ia unlikely that these funds will continue to be forthcoming without
the catalyst provided by CLEO, The absence of CLEO from the legal education
arena and the national scene generally would serve notice to the country that the
involvement of disadvantaged communities in the body-politic is no longer a social
priority. When coupled with the present shift in national priorities to economic con-
cerns, the continued viability of the CLEO assumes symbolic proportions.

The elimination of all federal support to C2 -FY 1985 will have an adverse
effect on the program's continued viability. Because the program receives its Con-
gressional appropriation on an tanrival basis, the proposed cuts would have the
greatest immediate impact on the CLEO Fellows presently enrolled in law school,
Their background of economic diaadvantage, coupled with their receipt of the maxi-
mum in available loan resources, makes it unlikely that the modest amoukt repre-
sented by the CLEO fellowship can be recouped through alternative sources of fi-
nancial support. For most CLEO students, the $1,000 stipend plus corollary tuition
scholarships and loans mean the difference between attending or not attending law
school. Thus, it can be anticipated that many will be required to- interrupt, if not
totally discontinue their law studies at a point clot* to completion.

The federal government has niede a major commitment in the last decade to in-
creasing educational opportenities for the poor and disadvantaged groups within so-
ciety. This is an important commitment not only in terms of fairness, but also in
terms of wise allocation Of resources. Compared to many federal support programs,
CLEO is impressive because the payoff is concrete, clear and quick. the modest fed-
eral support is matched several times by the substantial voluntary contributions of
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the law school community and is repaid to the government many times over in
higher taxes from these individuals and in services to their respective communities.

Although the federal allocation for CLEO represents an extremely modest amount
in the overall scheme toward fiscal austerity, its elimination will have a dispropor-
tionately negative effect on the disadvantaged communities the program services,
particularly given other cuts in social programs. The legal profession isome of the
most direct means by whiehlhese groups can be fully incorporated into the frame-
work of this society and participate fully in its advantages and benefits. Recognizing
that there are current demands 'on ,the federal purse that call for fiscal integrity,
the very small amount of money required for CLEO can bestow huge dividends for
the future.

Thank you for your time and attention.

SO1
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Implications for Affirmative
Admissions after Bakke
Pr9flifininary Analysis of Academic and Bar Performance
of Council on Legal Education Opportunity Program
Fellows,1968-1978

Wade. J. Henderson, EXCetiliVe Director, CLEO
Linda Flores, Associate. Director, CLEO

I. INTRODUCTION

6

ri tray well he an understatement to call Regents of the
University of California v*. Bakke.' themost significant United

'States Supreme Court decision affecting the interests of this
country's minority groups since Brown. v. Board of
Education.2 No case in recent years has generated such wide-
spread public concern and excitement as xkke, a record
sixty -two arnicus curiae briefs representing various political
interests were presented to the Court for consideration..Poiti,
cal demonstrations, both pro and con, over Bakke and Its
suspected impact in the. area of minority group access to
higher education versus the rights of the "individual" dcimin-
ated media coverage. Justice Thurgood Marshall, after provi-
ding-the court in-Bakke with-an impasSioned historical
sis of the evolving political status of America's minor-1444,
went on to state:

I fear that we have come. full circle. After the Civil War our
government started -several " affirmative action" programs. This
Court in the Civil Rights Cases and Pie.ay v. Ferguson destroyed the
movement toward cOmpiete equality. For almost a centOry no action
was taken, and thiS.non-actiorusves with the tacit approval of the
courts. Then we had Brown v. Board of Education and the Civil-
Rights ActOof Civicgress followed by numerous affirmative action
programs. Now, we have this Coun again steppihg in, this time to
stop affirmative action programs of the type Useky the University of
California.]
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14 TOWARDS A DIVERSIFIED LEGAL PROFESSION

Justice Marshall's implication is clear and umnistaliable.
Just as the Court effective coded America's first "Recon-
struetiOn", it was feared that it may have signaled with Bakke
an end the "second", as well.

There is Much irony associated with. Justice Marshall's dire
prediction regarding the possible end of the "second recon-
struction." For some, there is an inherent assumption that
minority group economic, politic-al and social gains during the
approximately twelve-year period of affirmative, action.
higher education and employment have been immense; so
immense in fact that some would proffer that there has been a
declining significance of racial prejudice as a major determi-
nant in the social advancement of minority group individuals.*
And while there is evidence that through affirmative action
admissions minority group access to higher education
increased dramatically in contrast to previous levels of enroll-
ment, there is also data which justifies less enthusiastic con-
clusions as well.'

It appears that meaningful access to graduale and profes-
sional opportunity by minoritygroup Americans continues to
be an elusive goal in the quest for greater economic and politi-
cal particiption in the mainsiteam of society. Although signi-
ficant numerical increases have been achieved vis a vis
minority access ti all levels of participation in higher educa-*
tion (when compared with : pre affirmative action period
enrollment figures), the goal of parity in the percentage of
Minority individuals in particular academic disciplines in
comparison with their representation in the population at-
large is still a distant dream.'

Although affirmative ,action admission programs have been
initiated in one form or another at graduate and professional
levels within most academic disciplines, shifting social
priorities, public misperception of actual minority
achievement and a shifting economy have served to'undercut
substantially the reserve of "good will" which provided such a
compelling catalyst to initiate many of these programs in 19,8.
There are numerous reasons (which will not be discussed
herein) for this shift in,attitude and support regarding aspira-;
tions of Blacks and other minorities for greater access to
higher education opportunity. However, a review of enroll-
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ment patterns in law, medicine, engineering and business
during the period 1968 to 1978 reveals, at best, a mar,ginal
"stabilization" of fairly minimal representation by Minorities
in these disciplines; or, at worst, they seem to project a decline
in overall access'to future opportunity in several select areas:' #

Based on these figures alone, the projection of significant
social gains by minority groups through access to higher
eduction opportunity, az least in the, 1980's, does not appear
overly promising.'

II. LEGAL. EDUCATION
An examination of the enrollment patterns of Blacks and

other minority groups in legal education is typical of.the data
in the other disci ,lines noted. Between 1969, the advent year
of race-conscious affirmative admissions in law schools, and
1979, enrollments in American Bar. Association-approved
schools swelled from 68,386 to 122,860 or 79.6%.1 The rea-
sons for this somewhat phenomenal growth arc many, how-
ever, they can be distilled into essentially one factor: Over
several decades, primarily because of social pressures and by
government action, the relationships., rights and obligations
of many persons and groups have been cast in legal terms. This
has resulted in thrusting more of the problem-solving efforts
of society onto the legal system, and made access-to the legal
profession critical in the vindication itnd determination of
nights.*

During the early period of affirmative admissions, women
and minorities were co-tKuals on the bottom 'rung of the
admissions ladder. In 1969 women constituted 4,715 of the A"
total or 6.89%; total minority enrollment reached
(4.29%). with more than one-half of that number derived
from first-year admittance; Specifcally,' Black enrollment
2,128 (3M%), and for other grouprat this time, figures were
even less substantial: Mexican-American enrollment totalled
412 (.6%); Puerto Rican representation numbered 61 (.08%);
Pacific Islanders numbered 480 (.7%); and other Hispanics
and American Indians equalled' 75 (.111©) and 72 (.11%),,
respect ively.1°

In 1974 when the first significant judie I challenge to race-
conscious admissions, Dejunis v. Odeg d," was heard by
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the SupreMe Court of the United States, total law school
enrollment had reached 110,713, or 42,327 more students
than in 1969 (68,386), an increase of 61.9%. Black
had grown by 134.7% in that Same time to 4,995 studentS, an
increase of 2,867 students; but Blacks still represented only
4.51% of the total law school enrollment. Similar numerical
increases were achieved by other minority groups, yet marked
underrepresentation overall continued to characterize the

,rc-omparisons:

TABLE I

(k.

1974
Entailment

ig, % of Total
Increase Enrollment

Mexican-Americans 1,357 229.4% 1.23
Puerto Ricans 263 331.2%-,,, .24
AsianfPacific Islanders 1,063 121.5% .96
Other Hispanics 387 416.0%''

: Amer. Indians/ #
Alaskan Native 265 268.1% .2,4

Interestingly, 21,788 women had come to represent 19.7% of
the total enrollment figure by that time, a numerical increase
of 17,073 students and a percentage increase of 362.1%."

By 1978 when the court had rendered its opinion in Bcikke,
total laW school enrollment had expanded to 121,606 stu-
dents, an increase over the '74 figures of 10,893 or-9.8%.
Women, on the other hank had far out-stripped this growth
for the same period, from 21,788 to 36,808, an increase of
15,020 students qr. 684.9%."

*black and Mexican-American enrollment "lor the
1974-78 period remained relatively constant: the forer 'rose
from 4,995 to 5,350, a net increase; of 355 students (7.1%) and
the latter increased from 1,357 to 1,462, representing an
overall increase of 105 students (7.7%). Of all groups
examined only total male enrollment for the intervening years
between DeFanis and Bakke actually, decreased in number
from 88,925 in 1974 to 84,798, a drop of 4.6%. z4lt is important
to note that the decline in male enrollment occurred at a time
when total law school enrollment expanded considerably:

9
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Although covering only one discipline, the foregoing stati-
stics seem at substantial variance with the 'genefal public
perception regarding the `actual numerical impact of race-
conscious affirmative adMissions programs on total law school
enrollments. Beginning osteniibly. with DeFunis, the sensa-
tionalist response of the media and political actibn'groups'
notions of "reverse discrimination" have helped create an
impression among the public that race-conscious admissions'
of Blacks and other Minorities served to -bar "legitimate,"
merit-based enrollment of White males. Often it was implied
and widely believed that but for the existence of an affirmative,
;action program, 'a denial of admission to a seemingly qualified
White male would never'have occurred:"

In reality, minority enrollment programs in law schools
were never a' significant factor in the continued declining
einrollment of the seemingly threatened White male.-From
1974-79 thaBlack student enrollment average "stabilized" at

ly 4.5% over the five -year period; it has yet to exceed
the igh percentage achievement of 1976 when Blacks consti-
tuted 4.69% of total enrollments and. Chicano enrollment
rose to L27% of the total. And although the other minority
groups experienced some increases, the overall enrollment
for all but one of these groups has remained under orclose to
.5% of the total law school enrollment.' As noted- earlier,
,legal education unclerweneconsiderable expansion of avail::
able seats to accommodate increased interest. However,
such an expansion could not keep pace in maintaining the
status quo (in terms of the 1974 ratio of men to women) with
the new applicant pool of highly qualified women.'

Note further, that although -opportunities broadened
through the establishment of more law school seats, not one
new school accredited by the ABA between 1968 and 1979
was, affiliated with a predominantly 13Iack institution. Of tile-
169.schools presently approved by the ABA only fourc(.4) are
affiliated with historically or predominantly schols'';-
(Howard UniVersity, Texas Southern University. North
Carolina Central University, and Southern UniversityVi.

Ripe final analysis, it appears that race-conscious affirm?-
. tive admission in law schools has "taken the fall",in misper-

ceived conflict for public support pitting the rights of the indi-
_
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vidual against the interests of minority groups. The apparent
tightening of the enrollment of White males occasioned pri-
marily by the expansion of women's enrollment has received
little public attention. The irony, of course, is that increased
affirmative recruitment of women for law study was based in
part upon the successful political inroads and arguments esta-
blished by Blacks and-other racial/ethnic mineritiese

The vulnerability of race-conscious admissions, in federal
constitutional terms and politically, in contrast to the relative
acceptance of the increased admission of women, is in large
measure responsible for the proliferation of legal attacks on
special admission programs. Although minority groups and
wornea have been victims of active discrimination in admis-
sion to law schools. the rationale underlying this discrim-
ination and the remedy for each is completely different:
Because *many women have presented general admission
qualifications equal or superioi. to the prevailing standard in
law schools," the remedy to the problem of their discrimina-
tion in admission and their underrepqesentation in the profes-
sion* had a somewhat simplistic solution, which required little
alteration to the existing""meritocratie selection process.
Active recruitment and an end to diserithination based on sex
alone have been sufficient to increase dramatically the num-
ber and percentage of women in law schools.

. Race-conscious admission as a remedy Jo the pervasive
effects of past discrimination against minorities has required,-

. in addition to special sensitivity in recruitment, dual admis-
sion criteria (separate from the prevailing standard) because
of the disparate academic credentials (particularly standard.:.
ized tests scores) of many minority applicants. And although
necessary to the early success of programs to increase minority
enrollments, it is the existence of dual criteria in admission
without a sound juridicial and/or theoretical foundation
Which continues to pose a dilemma for greater access by
Blacks and other minorities to a legal education. This may
well have been the central message underlying the Court's
views in Bakke.

On the question of race-conscious admissions, it has been
difficult to decipher Bakkes true meaning for the country as a
whole and for minority groups in particulars From a legal
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,standpoint, Bakke said very little. With seemingly fragmented
opinions and little solid philosophical consensus, the Bakke
decision may not be an accurate prediction of the Court's
future direction; Bakke may or may not speak authoriatively
to similar litigation in the same area. Only subsequent litiga-
tion and judicial refinement will shed any real legal insight
beyond what we already know. However, and lest we forget,
Bakke affirmed the positiVe use of race within the admission
process to higher education," and in so doing, sanctioned the
legitimate consideration of past discrimination against racial
groups as a basis for voluntary rernediation.

In several aspects, Bakke was more than just a court
decision; it was .a national phenomenon. As Justice Marshall
implied, Bakke may have been symbolic of a public policy
shift portending cataclysmic impact on a range of questkins
involving minority group aspirations beyond 1980. Bakke is
unquestionably reflective of a peculiar state of mind precipi-
tated by America's current economic condition. But on its
underside, Bakke is also an attack on the concept or-group
remedy" for the legatees of group injustice. Hence, Bakke
pits notions of individual rights against the riglits 'of historic-
ally disenfranchised groups.

In many ways, Bakke begged far more questions than it
ans4sered. This is attributable not only to the scanty
evidentiary record at trial, but also to the inherent limitations
placer op any judicial review of a major social policy issue.
The record number amid briefs posed questions ranging from
social policy concerns, through testing, to the question of the
decision's general economic impact and beyond. To some
extent, the posing of a narrow question within the judicial
forum may be diSpositive of the final. legal outcome.
However, the judicial forum, as evidenced by th-C-\Court's
seeming indecisionlii Bakke, may be too narrow a perspective
from which to, examine fully the., range of questions the
country posed,

Among other things, Bakke has highlighted the need for
greaterunderstanding of what educational measurement can
and cannot accurately determine. The Court's decision could
lead to inappropriate . changes in admissibn policies in
professional schools if it is seen as negating some sound
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/practices of selectiori Which employ both test and non-quan-
tifiable data in decision 'making." Consequently, the
macy of the testing industry and its practices must be severe-
ly scrutinized.

The twelve -year experience of the Council on Legal Educa-
tion Opportunity (CLEO) has 'helped to shape much in the
way of affirmative admission program development in legal
education and mayshed some light on its future after Bakke.
Experiment, refinement, and instituioual.kation have ear-
marked muck done in theiname of minority group access to
legal education opportunity Over the last twelve years. CLEO
itself can 'take some credit for this expansion otaccess to
educational opportunity. Begun in 1968 through the support

,of .two national bar associations and organizations involved in
legal 'educaticin and accreditation, CLEO was one of the
earliest progenies of the straggle to expand educational
opportunities for minority groups."

Because CLEO sponsorship brought together diverse etc
me within ;the higher education community, including
foOdatioh interests and the federal government as well, the
program soon became symbolic of the overall effort to
broaden higher education admission beyond the hvw schools.
The FLEO model of academic and financial support esta-
bushed early the validity of the program:szleceptively simple,
yet effective operating premise; that is,. that minority and
economically disadvantaged ons. could be rapidly and
successfully infthed into legation with no diminution in
academic standards, notwithstanding measurement predic-
tions to the contrary. Since CLEO's inception in '1968, some
2,600 persons have met the program's challenge and in the
process have 'compiled- impressive records-of academic and
professional achievement.22

However, the twelve years of CLEO have also Witnessed
another major educational accomplishment. With the gradual
proliferation of affirmative action admissions' programs has
also come the increased availability of '.performance related"
data concerning the minority group student within affirmative
action admissions.lhus, many implicit yet prevailing assump- k
lions on minority`! group performance within the academic
arena may now be examined in ways not previously available

912
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to us. This is no small development since many of these
programs were based, initially, on untested theories regarding
the academic potential of minority group students: ivioreover,
the opportunity. to examine long -term implications and
societal effects of these programs vis-a-vis th6 current career .

placement of program graduates can now be explored with
more than merely theoretical projection. This information,
unobtairiable ten years ago, is, a significant underlying con-
sideration although totally ignored in the 'Supreme Court's
analysis in Bakki.21 ,

111. CLEO BACKGROUND
The Council on LegalEducation Opportunity was formed.'

in 1968 as a joint project of the American Bar Assocition, the
National Bar AsSociatiqn, the Association of American Law.
Schools, and the Law School Admission Council; in 1972, La
Raza National Lawyers Association became a sponsoring
organization as well." CLEO's programs have been designed

gpecifically to serve those educationally and economically
disadvantaged persons who, but fora prog such as CLEO,
would have little chance to attend an accredited law school

_because of economic and 'admission credential limitations."
The. concerns of 1968 were concrete: less than 1% of the
lawyers in this country were Black and in some states there
were more than 30,000 Black residents for each Black
lawyer."'

The present CLEO program has two'central components of
direct service to students in addition to its services to the law
schools. The two primary student components are summer
institutes for prospective law students and annual fellowships
of $1:000 each to the successful graduates of the summer
institutes who attend law school. The law schools individually
absorb more than half the costs of the summer institutes and.
provide tuition scholarships, as well as financial aid to CLEO
students. It is important to note that the present $1,000410
annual federal support for -CLEO generates as much as
$3,000,000 of. cash and services annually from law schools.
Over 140 ABA-approved law schools currently enroll the
approximately 550 CLEO fellows now attending law.school:
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The 'CLEO Regional .Summer Institutes were originally
designed to operate largely as a screening and evaluation
process for..minority students who would not otherwise be
admitted to law school, focusing on the identification of
minority and other disadvantaged- students who had the
potential for successful entry into the legal profession despite
their lack of traditional admissions criteria. This focus has
changed slightly as CLEO learned more about the educational
process generally and legal education in particular. A brief
review of the recent history of law school admission is. the
most efficient means of explaining how this change has
occurred..

rtripr to the post-World War U education boom, the
traditional approach to law school admissions had been to
enroll nearly all students who could pay the tuition (excel'st at
those schools that were admittedly discriminatory) and weed
out the non-lawyers on, the basis of law'school performance,
partiCularly at the end of the first year of law study. In that
era, admiSsion to the profession was determined almost
solely by perfornuince in law school, subject 'to limited
further evaluation by bar examinations. The vastly increased
number of law school applicants in the post-War era gave rise
to the. Law School Admission Test (LSAT), which,was first
-administered in 1948, was in widespread use in the mid-50's
and in almost universal use by 1960. In the 1960s it became a
dominant factor in the admissions process for most law
schools." As the schools sought to increase their minority
enrollments, it became apparent that the LSAT was standing
as an obstacle to this endeavor and the legal education
community sought an alternative admissions device. The
summer institutes of Ci.:E0 were conceived to perform this
service.

It seemed feasible for CLEO to revitalize the concept of
performance as a means of determining legal aptitude, ;ft
least with ,regard to minority and economically
disadvantaged applicants. The summer institutes offered
mini-courses in substantive law along with legal,research and

-*writing. initially, they were largely experimental and varied
in program format:. some here primarily remedial, some
attempted only to identify students who showed promise Of
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succeeding in law school, and others aimed at 'Orienting
students to the study of law. While the institutes still-reflect a
cOmbirration of these elemehti, their format and primary aim
has Solidified. In general, greater emphasis is placed on

'orientation of the students to law.school methOdology and
on evalu4kion of the law aptitude and potential of the student,
whites edial aspects are minimized."

The second component of the current CLEO Program is
the provision of fellowships to the students who go on from

. the summer institutes to law school. These fellowships arc
provided under Title IX of the Higher Education,Act of
1965, as amended" and are currently set at $1,000 per year.
Mei& felloWships are to be used exclusively for living
expenses. Each law, school admitting a CLEO student makes
a commitment to provide tuition, sometimes in the foitn of a
tuition rebate, sometimes -through the. use of otherwise
available scholarship funds, and more frequently through the
use of loan fuhds.

in addition to the summer institutes and felloWships
administered by CLEO, the National Office prepares Course
materials, has operated an Application-Sharing Project by
which promising but unsuccessful applicants to CLEO are
referred to selected law schools, serves as a catalyst Oar
innovative projects in admissions, cooperates and shares wit
special admission programs operated by individual law
schools and generally serves as a repository of data and
information About legal education and the disadvantaged. AC--

The Program has also published, in conjunction
with Occana Publications, Inc., two major hard-bound
works of particular interest to legal educators and scholars. 4
.The' firt publication:- DeFunis v. -Odegaard. and the
University of Washington," is a three-volume set containing
the complete records. 'and briefs of the case; the' second,
Bakke v. Regents of the University of California," is a six-
volume set similar to the DeFunis work'. In addition, CLEO
has published, in cooperation with the Howard University
Law .Journal, selected paper's from a two-day symposium'
which commemorated the program's Tenth AnniVersary in
19'78.32

CLEO has come to accept the principle that the concept of
economic nand educational -disadvaruage in the face of 'a

4
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baccalaureate degree, is not married to the concept of race.
"Traditional" admissions criteria- have had the effect of
excluding' many disadvantaged' persons from law school
regardless of race. Frequently, the CLEO participant is one
who, by reason of-cyclical poverty and attendanteducational
deficiency, may have experienced initial difficulty in
adjusting academically to the college environment. His or
her cumulative grade point average, however, may reflect an
upward trend characterized by marked improvement during
the third and fourth years. A large number of CLEO
students have also, because of their disadvantaged
background, attended undergraduate colleges that are lesi
demanding academically than the more prestigious
institutions that furnish candidates, for law school. When
these factors are produced by membership in an isolated
group, Whether minority or White in ethnic terms, the
student fits the concept of,disaclvantaged.33

In response to its own thought processes and the needs of
society, CLEO broadened its concerns several years ago to
encompass disadvantaged White students. One readily
identifiable target population, of disadvantaged White
students from' which CLEO draws can he found. in
AppalaChia. Yet, it comes as no surprise that the ratio of
minority students in. the CLEO Program remains
overwhelmingly high.

The argument is often heard that no person with a
baccalaureate degree can be considered disadvantaged, since
he or she has an advantage over a large portion of the
population. What should be remembered, however, is that
this same person can be disadvantaged with respect to other
college graduates attempting to enter the legal profession.
The pattierns that have in the past kept these groupsseriously
underretnesented in the socially and economically powerful
institutions of society and prevented their ready access to the
mechaniSms for peaceful dispute resolution through the legal
sysiem will continue as Oct of the cyclical poverty to which

this Program is addrened. This is the concept of
disadvantaged with which CLEO is now working, a concept
that recognizes the potential of disadvantaged for both Whites
and minority groups."
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IV. OBJECTIVES: PROGRAM FOCUS
CLEM purpose is to increase The number of attorneys

from economically and educatibnally disadvantaged
backgrounds. As presently structured, the program includes
a six-week, in-residence summer program which is premised
upon the following hypothesis: that significant numbers of
disadvantaged students who would be excluded from legal
education through the use of traditional measures of
aptitude can, with finantial and academic support,
successfully negotiate the law school curriculum. The net
result: increased access to the legal system and to the
decision-making processes of the country by-those whO-have

'been historically disenfranchised for reason of race and/or
economic circumstance.

Admission to CLEO is contingent upon two primary
factors: economicbackground eligibility and the prospect
for successful matriculation in law school as indicated by the
applicant's complete academic profile, notwithstanding
marginal performance on the Law School Admission Test."

Although CLEO conducts a more comprehensive
approach to selection' in its emphasis on non-quantifiable
data. the academic screening for the program must still take
into account prevailing admissions standards of law schools.
CLEO reviews an applicant's entire file_ to determine what
the prospects arc for placeMent in law school once the
summer institute experience has been completed. Persons
whose records show little real prospect for admission to
accredited schools (usually because of extremely low LSAT
scores) arc not generally accepted. But, neither does CLEO
attempt to select merely the best credentialcd applicants.

Many persons who have performed exceptionally *eIl in
undergraduate, school and on the LSAT would benefit less
substantially front the summer institute experience because
their admission to law school is leSs likely to be contingent
upon this additional measure of performance potential. Most
such applicants who may be otherwise disadvantaged are
ably recruited by law schools and can successfully compete
for institutional and university financial assistance;
therefore, to increase the overall number of minority and
economically disadvantaged members of the legal
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professiols.the program focuses upon, a "middle" group. In
quantifiable terms, this "middle" group has been established
within a range of 350 to 525 on LSAT perfonuance, and an
average undergraduate grade point average of 2.82.)*
liowever, because present funding restrictions liMit financial
assistance to successful institute participants, CLEO looks to
persons who manifest an ability to negotiate law school and
in whOm law,schools, in cooperation with CLEO, arc willing
to devote substantial attention and resources.

Emphasis in mite institutes is placed on the orientations of
the student to thNaw school experience and the evaluation,
in a classroom situation, of: the law aptitude and potential of
the student, AS noted previously, compensatory and
remedial academia aspects are now Minimized.

The curriculum of the 'summer institutes focuses on two
central aspects: .the methodology of legal analysis and law
development (using specifically structured substantive law"

e' courses as vehicles) and the eValuation of students' ability to
master it. At a minimum, a summer prOgram's
\which is approved by CLEO's &overning boardincludes
-specially-tailored courses which are derived from the first-
year law school curriculum and whic4,emphasize abstract
thinking methods of legal analis and synthesis, as well as,
legal research methods an techniques. The summer
institutes arc structured to include such courses as tarts,
contracts, property, criminal law, etc. Efforts are made to
select manageable legal cases which are not generally
repeated in the first year of law school; in this way prOgram
participants arc not lulled by the false belief that, they have
received a substantive "head-start" on their formal legal
training. Each institute also offers .a detailed legal, writing
course which focuses on outlining, organizing thOughts,
developing argumentative essays, researching and geDeray
cofrimitting to writing legal analyses and respon es to
problems given in the substantive courses. From 35 % of
the summer institute curriculum is devoted to this par se."

The intensive course of study covers a six -week nod,
wherein one-half week is reserved for student evalUatOns,
including "one-on-one" faculty-student performance
reviews of institute participants' work. The summer
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institutes begin in mid-June and end by July 31st of each
year; this schedule is designed to permit maximum program
impact on the law school admission process on behalf of
successful CLEO participants. Exclusive of tutorial sessions;
program participants receive 14 to 16 class contact hours per
week. Through constant feedback between the
prtifessoriteachingassistant and student, an individual can
identify not only academic problems, but also areas of
strengththe central, focus of the institute program. In tTais

'manner, a participant gains confidence in him/herself, as
well as in his/her abilities.

Each institute al attempts to establish a close rapport
between professOrs, aching assistants, and students in an
informal atmos . Teaching assistants are each assigned a
specific number of students, live in the same dormitory
facilities as the students, and attend ciasseS- with them. A
student thuS can obtain academic assistance as needed.

Y. DATA Itt.:TRIEVAL PROCESS
In view of the upcoming legislative reauthorization. of

CLEO, the CLEO National Office initiated a
comprehensive survey in the summer of 1978 to compile
relevant data on the perfonnanceof the Over 1,400 Progrm
participants during their matriculation in law school. While
data on the three -year law school performance of CLEO
FelloWs is readily available from the law schools- via
academic ,reporting requirements associated with each
Fellow's continuing fellowship eligibility, additional data on
post-law school performance (i.e., bar data and career
patterns) has been difficult to obtain. Although the
National Office attempts to solicit this information annually
from graduating CLEO Fellows, the data on hand remains
incomplete. This has resulted primarily, from, a. failure of
CLEO, Felldws to _remain in contact with the National
Office, particularly after graduation, and is further,
compounded_ by the typically transient 'nature Of the law
graduate visa vis his/her place of residence.

As a device to initiate the survey. it was determined that
CLEO's Tenth Anniversary Commemorative Symposium,
held at Howard University School of Law in the Fan of 1978,
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could provide a unique opportunity for re-establishing
contact with the more than 1;400 CLEO Fellows. The
SyMposium, therefore, served as the launching point for
generating the interest and cooperation of CLEO Fellows in

ti supplying the 'relevant performance data.
The National Office conducted a review of its* internal

program files to begin the process of locating Program
`NFAklilows. Recognizing that the information contained in the

'CLEO file would, in many instances, be outdated, it was
determined that a process for address verification was
necessary. Initially, the process focused upon data obtained
by way of the law schools from which the Fellows graduated.
Acordingly; a solicitation to all of the then 164 ABA-
approved law schools was sent requesting the addresses for
all CLEO students having attended their law school since the
inception of the Program in 1968, accompanied by a list
which denominated each CLEO student by year of law
school entry.

The law schools- proved ccioperative in supplying the
addreSses which they had-on hand. However, in man"'
instances, the information provided proved inaccurate;
apparently, many of the schools encountered CLEO's
similar difficulty in keeping track of the location of their
alumni. Also, a few schools refused to disclose the data,
maintaining that student privacy right' precluded the
dissemination of the information requested, although at least
one law school in this latter category forwarded CLEO's
inquiry directly to the Fellows themselveS.

Upon receipt of addresses from the laW schools,- a package
of information regarding the upcoming Symposium was
mailed to each CLEO Fellow: In many instances, these
Symposium packages were returned to CLEO; obviously,

"*4 he initial success of the venture was entirety contingent
upon the 'accuracy of eaeli taw sehoOl's addresS data for. its
graduates. However, most were not returned to the National
Office, nor did we receive the return postcard provided from
them.

After the Symposium, a second rnailittg to those CLEO
Fellows who had provided their current address via the
return postcard was conducted. This package was directed

920
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principally at stimulating 'support for CLEO's reauthoriza-
tion effort in Congress and included a general letter explain-
ing the reauthorization campaign and the ed for their assis-
tance and cooperation, the questiWire regarding
employment and bar performance data, and a request for
address information on fellow CLEO participants. It should--'
be 'noted that the questionnaire and the law school reporting
files have been, and continue to be, the central components
for obtaining the data for the CLEO Fellows Performance
Survey.

Because current address information on CLEO Fellows
remained difficult to obtain, the data retrieval process
developed more slowly than was initially anticipated. The first
stage of the proceSs was completed by mid-Mee-Miler, 1978
with more than 1.2(X) mailings to CLEO Felldws, based on
information obtained froth both the law schools and CLEO's
program files. However, although response questionnaires
from the initial mailing were encouraging, :1), June 1979 the
National Office had received only 300 responses. The infor-
mation was viewed as an insufficient basis for the more
thorough study initially envisioned, Therefore, a secondary
effort relating. to identification of current address informa-
tion was devised to obtain additional data.

The revised strategy to obtain accurate address informa-
tion -centered on secondary sources which included the
enlistment of past Summer Institute Directors' suppOsrt for
the project. This approaCh was precipitated by offers of
assistance from the Directors themselves who had been
apprised of CLEO's reauthorization -objectives. Because
several of the Program's Directors indicated that they had-
maintained regular contact with Fellows who had partici-
pated in their respective Institutes, the National Office, after
SyniheSizing the results of its two previous efforts,-compiled
a list of CLEO Fellows for whom current address informa-
tion remained dutstanding. The various lists, developed
according to the Summtr Institute attended, were forwarded
to the respective Institute Directors to obtain any address
data available to them. Sample questionnaires were provided
as well so that th.ey might be fully informed as to the kind of
information being sought from the CLEO Fellows.

r
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In total, the Survey produced, har performance data on
aPproximately 690 CLEO Fellows and employment infor-
mation for approximately 305. The following tables provide
the information on CLEO Fellows' performance in various.
categories.

4
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1968 1969 1979 1971 1971 1973 1974 1975 1976 . 1977 1976 1979 'Total

Nsimbe; of students participating
since its inception

Number of students successfully
a.

161 441 212 221 217 213 223
1

231 220 221 217 724 UV

completing summer institute 131 444 197 210 123 229 225 244 216 206 211 222 2.722
S

Number of summer iissinute
graduates Merin law school 131 400 191 207 210 213 219 234 201 197 203 214 2.&9

Number of student, who hoe
graduated from law scho4 ID 72 10 136 42 56 e« 149 NA NA NA L4I0 rn"

Z
Nwnbtr of student' istrolkel in law

school receiving CLEO stipends 6 tp 159 2176 523
Number of students enrolled in law;

school not receiving CLEO slim& 10 2 7 7 . 26 ,F
Taw number of Minims ettl'ulicd

law school 16 154 166 213 549

;Number of Ian school graduates who
isisi isissed the bar eilimilition 69' 176 SS -0 54; 53 ..-..s 47 I NA NA kA 605

Number of law school graduates for
*hum CLEO has rat harass** i 4 IS 4.311 71 111 97 96 96 .145 NA NA NA 721

Number of law school graduates who
faded the bar examination .30 .10 3 S S 6 12 NA NA NA NA 111

* take 1' 2* +3

Number of students who audited the
summer, institute programs 0 1 6 3 I .16 23, 5* 9 II 19 6 91

*0 Rat 01041M3INVI h itfirt.4 vaiftraittit Ma CLEO NA iitaai Office hat hove owitkocting an eltrIltet MOINIVITArr the peg war we CtE0 fait' teitorti
IA/m.4w* to 4.1v maw molt act arAt m 44141o, TN. )141%,tatottot "MitOttitil Ow 4% *WA aila tea nah. aaxtiamt4 t.ah attata. it a it,

rt % fiNts t,t ttot kat Ogg) attilthclant. aw fa& Watt al he at rsamoapv iht wrivr. 1. Ivo i.)mapittot. It'll !optima} OA kit moot tat*attitry
401414.14 tV411,4
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TABLE II (con't)

!cumber of students who have deferred entrance, withdrawn or failed in law school

196i 1969 1970 1971 1977 1973 1974

Defenwil soltance
Least of stneme -
Academic dismissal 21 3: 43 49 - 31 30 31
Withclresrood wadies 1 7 10 10 7 1 4Withdrew-Win; 3 13 7 5 1 3. 3
Wilhames-cniliter) 3 6 - . - 1
Withdrew-illnessjdesch 1 .1 1 3 2
Wiihdiess-hosncial 2 1 2
Withdrew-isokeerso 12 13 4 23 23 13

106 61 70 69 40 59
ft16.1k

1976 '1971 1973

3

1 1 7
1

11 la 11 9 1

32 36. 47 13...... . ..
OA WWI Aftdctrtk &OW Some law schools became. rehsctioc is 1973.1979 o ale easkiscic data co CILEO 'tideless. The
academic statue of the takraisti wtiodent4 N perstecty teapots.

4

1775 1976 1977 1973 1979 Tool,

25 6 3 4 0 :40
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umber of CLEO students presently eniplled in law school
y ethnic breakdown

A nu rica n. Inch=
Appalachian
Asian American
Black

Ptipainanian
Black WN: Indian
Caucasian

. Chicano
Cub*an American
Dominican American
Filipino American

.411awaiian
American

Puerto Rican
Spanish Surname
Other Groups :

1976

Total 16
By sexual breakdown

4
Fernalc 2

1977 1978 1979 Total

3 3
1 2

5\ 4 3 14
80 1112 1.11 301

1 , - , 1

1 I
2 2 6 RI

44 34 55 139
3 2v 5 10. . 1 - 1

1 1'
1 1

- 1 - I
17 16 18 . 52
2 2 2 6

5 5
fooffeta

154 166 213 549

. up 273
69 104 250

Anticipated law school enrollment of CLEO
participants in 1979-80:

Number of law schools which have panicipated
by accepting CLEG students; 344

The difficulties encoun. ed in retrieving useful data
through the CLEO Fellow Survey has highlighted a com-
mon problem in research a ut affirmative action idmission
programs in legal education. With few exceptions, most law
sc )ols have inc9mpletc da a, at best. on the actual aca.dc is performance,of stude is admitted via these programs.
As for bar performance and employment experiences, these
categories are even more incomplete.

The dearth of concrete data in this area is reflective of
several considerations: First, many schools appeared reluc-
tant to organize data based on race for fear that the inforrria-
Zion obtained could be misused and/or misunderstood as to
its intended purpose.- Secondly, to the extent that 'some of

925
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the early returns in reference to the academic performance
of some "specially admitted" students were lower than
perhaps expected, it was thought that too great an emphasis
on this aspect of the affirmative action admissions questions,
particularly through studies focusing only on those students
specially admitted, would be premature and contrary to the
best interests of These programs. Although marginal per -
formance by some students in these prcigranis should have
been anticipated for numerous, valid reasons, such fears of
misuse of the data and misundirstanding as to its Collection
precluded the gathering of information which would
ultimately be useful. '

VI. DATA ANALYSIS: CLEO FELLOWS' ACADEMIC.
AND BA?. PERFORMANCE DATA
A. Scope of the Survey.

The survey of CLEO gradgates' academic and bar per
formanee data involved 690 Program Fellows primarily from
the, entering classes of 19(8 through 1975, that i5..th-C. Taw

graduates of the classei 1971 through 1978: Mtsurvey rep-
resented a 48.9% response from the total ,available pool of
1,410 CLEO law school graduates during the time period
covered. It should be noted that no significant data on bar
performance and employMent pursuits is yet available from
the CLEO entering classes of 1976 through 1979: the 1976
entering class (i.e.,' 1979 law graduates) has not Yet been
fully surveyed; the entering Classes of 1977 through 1979 are
currently enrolled in law school.

Table III presents figures reflecting both the number of
responses received per class, as well as the total number of
students per class who were eligible to respond to the survey.
As can be' seen, the highest level of respOnse by percentage,
of those eligible, to- respond were obtained fromthe earlier
classes of the Program, i.e., 1968 to 1971. While it has en
difficult to ascertain the fattors ind the high frequency f
response from students in c 1s years of the program,
-may well be anributable to a particularly strong. sense of
identification with the progran ancra sense of collegiality
which seems to have been shated among the students in
these early CLEO classes, !To extent that "word-of-

926`
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mouth" 'contact amoreil Fellows may have influenced the
number of responses received, the highest numbers from
earlier yearsiNyalso reflect an incrsase d level of continuing

.044 personal interaction.

TABLE 111
Class Absolute Freq.

Response
75 (83)

207 (292)
91 (130)
66 (138)
61(142)
61 (158)
65 (161)
57 (157)

3 (149)

1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
No
Data 4

699 (1410)

Adjusted
Freq. 4

10.9
2
3

9.6
8.9
8.9
9.5

-8.3
\0.4

100.0%

% of Responses.
for Total Class

90.4
70.9
69.2
47.8
43.0
38.6
40,4
'36.3

2.9

48:9 1

EmployMent status may well be another factor which may
help to explain the higher frequency of response from
graduates of the earlier years. Graduates of the entering
classes of 1968 through 1971 have been in the profession fora

. minimpm of six years; their e;mployment data tends to reflect
a career pattern of work experiences which are consistent
with the early professional experiences of most lawyers. It
appears that the first few years of a lawyer's work experience
after graduation are used to sharpen practical skills arid to
secure..varied professional experiences: After the first\five
years or so a pattern of longer-term work experiences seem
to emerge, with lawyers shifting emphasis from a variety of
experiences to 'the development of areas of specialization.
Data from Fellows of the earlier= years tend to reflect the
higher salaries and the greater measure of professional
vstability". with longer-term professional relationships than
is evidenced by more recent graduates.

92'71%
37--01.13 0- --59
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B. LSAT and UGPA Data

Tables IV through Table VI provide an interesting,
though limited, basis for comparison of the typical law
school admissions. profile between CCE9 and non -CLEO
law school matriculants using quantifiable variables ,such as
undergraduate grade point average (1.10 ) d perform-
ance scores from the Law School Admission (LSAT).
In addition, data on the variables of race/ethnicity are also
supplied, and may help to establish a more accura view of
the typical survey respondent.

Of t 664 Fellows for sy anwe had admission test score
data, the\ can score rformance on the LSAT was 422
(score rang 200-809), mean UGPA was 2.76 on the scale of.

W iris/difficult to make many meaningful com-
parisons in the aw school admissions profile using the under-
graduate grade and pre-law test performance of CLEO and
similarly-credentialed non-CLEO law school matriculants, it
can be said generally that the overall admissions posture of
these two groups was consistent. No law school can make
predicatively valid 'admissions decisions utilizing only data
from isolated variables without other indicia of student per-
formance capability. In the case of both mean UGPA and
LSAT of the CLEO Fellows surveyed, it would be improper
to project these factors alone as indicative of the potential
law school performance projected for this group at large.
This approach would be particularly improper given the
weight accorded to non4piantifiable data by most of the law
`schools which admitted these CLEO. students.

However, mean UGPA and aAT data presents a useful
basis for review between CLEO and non-CLEO law school
students, particularly when variables of race/ethnicity and
subsequent law s:hoof perforpance (Tabk: VIII) are factored
into the analysis. For now, suffice it to say that the mean
LSAT performance at 422 is currently well below the national
norm average of 5519." It should be noted here as well that
althouh the mean CLEO LSAT data reflects an average
composite score drawn over several years of individual scores,
there has been no loss in the general reliability of the measur-
ing instruient; the LSAT has not been subject to the same

928P
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Inflation factors which hive affected otheracademic measure-
ments such as undergraduate grades.

1

t
TABLE IV

STUDENTS' LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION
Mean TEST SCORES 422.33
Median
StandlIrcl Deyiation
Minimum
Maximum

Valid cases= 664
Missing cases=26

,10

4

426.64
69.1;5

200.00
663.00

. TA BLEN
STUDENTS' UNDERGRADUATE

Mean GRADE POINT AVERAGE
2.76

Median .
', 2.75'

Standard Deviation 0.44
Minimilm 1.33
Maximum , 4.12
Valid cases=649 4
Missing cases =41

r

TABLE VI
STUDENTS' RACE/ETHNICITY

No. %
Asian American 3.0
131ack altE 67.0
Chicano' 159 23.0
Puerto Rican 22 3.2
Italian American 1 0.1
Cuban I 0.1
Appalachian 1 0.1
Unknown 23 3.3

Total

Valid cases=667
Missing cases=23

690. 100
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C. Academic Performance

Tables VII and VIII reflect the law schools attended by
those Fellows reporting to our survey, as well as the general aca-

demic performance of these individuals, by,year of enroll-
ment. It should be noted that the students covered by the
survey attended a total of 107 different ABA-approved law

'schools. ABA approval for the law schools attended by
CLEO Fellows is significant in that the approval establishes a
professionally and federally sanctioned level of minimum
academic qualifieatron to insure some uniformity in

academic program provided.
Of the ,107 schools attended by the Fellows surveyed,

twenty-seven (27) particular schools are highlighted because
of their association with a majorityof students reporting; 415
of the 682 students (60.8%) for whom data ou this factor is
available attended one of the 27 highlighted schools. It
Should be noted as well that the highlighted schools present a
varied cross-section of institutions currently 'serving the
interests of legal education, including many schools noted
nationally for their solid academic program and rigorously
applied academic standards:, This factor was considered sig-
nificant because the data on Fellows' academic standing

_reflects a surprisingly successful record of performance for
the period of law school enrollment.

Table VIII presents the acadethic standing (and hence, the
overall academie performance) of the Fellows surveyed over
the three, years of law school enrollment. Because it would
be virtually impossible to convert individual law school
grades to a consistent and uniform standard, given the- inher-

ent differences in the grading processes of the individual
schools, this paper utilizes general "academic standing" at
the conclusion of a given year as the measure of student
performance. The variable for academic standing was esta,
Wished as the minimum requirement for the maintenance of
"good standing" status as determined by the law school in
question. Any variation to the law school's numerical mini-
mum was characterized as less than "good standing"
regardless of how this variance was termed by the law school

itself.
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In the first year of law Schpel, 87% of those Fellows
surveyed were reported to be in good standing at the conclu-
'sion of that -period. At, the conclusion of the second year of
law study the number of students in good standin rose to
94.1%;.and in the third year the number rose to a smingly
phenomenal 99.6% in good academic standing.

A number of cautionary caveats may be in order hen
interpreting the data on CLEO Fellows' academic pe or-
mance. First and most apparent, all CLEO Fellows cove td
in the survey, which includes an analysis of law school
bar perforMance, are (by their inclusion in the survey) la
school graduates. Secondly, had all Fellows who have grad
uated from law school during the 'period covered been
included in the analysis, these overall figures may have been
affected. Thirdly, -the successful performance of CLEO
Fellows in law school (particularly beyond the first year) may
not be attributable entirely to the LEO institute exper-
ience; obviously factors relating to the particular academic
environment and !Mancini eirumstance in which these
Fellows found themselves impacted significantly on overall
academic performance.

Yet, notwithstanding these limitations, the data on Fellows'
academic performance is impressive, although little national
data can- be found which presents a clear picture of the
minority law students' rate of retention in law schools for the
time period examined. Moreover, when one considers the
"predictive index" used in determining student performance
in the first year of law study, the success of the CLEO Fellows
looms even greater.
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TABLE VII
Law School Attended; 10 or more graduates

School Absolute Freq. Adjusted Freq. Vo
1. U. Denver 32 4.7
2. U. New Mexico 28 A4.1
3. UCLA 25 5.7
4. U. Virginia - .- 23 3:4
5. U. Calif -DaVis 21 3.1,
6. Wayne State U. 21 3.1
7. U. Texas 18 2.6
8. Howard U. 17 2.5
9. U. Illinois 16 2.3
-10. Texas Southern U. . 15 2.2
11. Georgttown U. 44 2.1
12. George Washington U. 14 2,1
13. U. Arizona 13 A 1.9
14r U. Southern Calif. 13 1.9
15. Temple U. 13

.
1.9

16. Arizona State U. 12 .1.8
17. U. Calif.-Berkeley 12 1.8
18. Columbia 12 1.8
19. Harvard 12 1.8
20. U. Florida-Gainesville 11 1.6
21: U. Miami 11 1.6
22. Rutgers U. - Newark 11 1.6
23. U. Santa Clara 11 1.6
24. U. Calif-Hastings 10 1.5
25. U. Houston 10 1.5
26. U. Iowa ,4 I0 1.5
27. Notre Dame 10 1.5

Total 415

Total Schools: 166
Missing Cases=8; Valid Cases 682
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TABLE VIII

ACADEMIC STANDING FIRST
YEAR

SECOND THIRD
YEAR YEAR

No. r4. No. rk No.

41

In Good Standing 594 86.1 -143 93.2 677 98.1
In Less than Good Standing 89 12.9 40 5.8 3 0.4
Missing Cases 7 1.0 7 1.0 11) 1,4

Total 690 100.0 gale 100.0 690 100.0

NOTE: Percentages may not always sum to 100,0% due to rounding error.

D. Bar Examination Results
The performbnce of the minority group law graduates,

particularly those who were admitted to law school by way of
affirmative admissions programs, has been a continuing

- source of concern in legal education since 1969. From time to
.time, charges have been issued stating that minority group
applicants to the bar do not fare as well as their White
colleagues. While little concrete data of actual overall minor-
ity group bar performance has been compiled,. particularly
on a national level, court records from litigation filed in
disputes over minority group. bar,. admission offer some
insight into this problem." From a review of the statistical
data on Minority group bar-passage rates which has been
compiled for several "class action" suits alleging discrimina-
to aetices of one kind or another, it seems fair to con- .

at minority group bar performance and its relation-
.7 to affirmative admission, programs represent a substan-

Oa! policy question which has affected, at least subliminally,
ihe debate surrounding the viability of affirmative action
efforts.

The question of the. social utility of affirmative admission
as an additional basis for continuation of these programs has
been called into question by bar performance of minority
grodp applicants which is substantially at. Variance (at the
low-end of the 'scale) with the prevailing norm. Litigation,
particularly in "class, action" suits where minority, group
applicants comprise the class, Challenging discriminatory
practices and policies in the administration of bar exam-
inations in various states, reflects the other significant side,of
theissue. For understandable reasons, the boards of bar
examiners of most jurisdictions contend that they do not

933
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collect statisticalinformation based on the race of applicants.
Under Ow conditions it is virtually impossible to check the
accuracy of charges that' minority group applicants are
having trouble with the bar examinations in various states-or
to detekmine why this is so if the statement is accurate.

An analysis of the aggregate bar performance.of CLEO
Fellows may shed some light on this issue, although
obviously this data can in no way address the legitimacy of
claims of discrimination in the examination process itself, nor
can it reflect any but the most general insights into the
linkage, if any, betWeerf affirmative admissiong and subse-
quent bar performance. The CLEO. Fellows bar perfor-
mance data does, however, demonstrate rather conclusively
that a negative correlation between bar performance and the
existence of arixiffirmative admissions process does not exist;
and further, given the fairly, national scope of the data based
on graduates from many different institutions and across
many different jurisdictions, that no blanket repudiation of
the "social utility" argument based on bar performance
alone can be 'established.

. Tables IX and X present aggregate data on CLEO Fellows
bar performance. Table 1X specifically reflects the
year of law school. graduation and the frequency percentage
of response for the Fellows who participated in the survey. A
fairly broad distribution involving the years of graduation
can he Seen. althotigh the frequency percentage of responses
provides a fairly even basis for analysis.

TABLE IX
YEAR GRADUATED
FROM LAW SCHOOL
YR. NO.

1970 5 o.7
1971 45 7.0
1972 195 243
1973 118 '16,8'
1974 69 10:0
1975 61 :4,8
1976 62 9,0
1977 63 9.1
19r8 63 9.1
1979 3 0.4

_____14111flowt1

TWA 690 100.0

TABLE X
RESULTS OF BAR SITTING

Pass-1st Try
Pass-2nd Try,
Pass-3rd Try or More
Fail/No Puss Reported
Missing Cases

No.

374
123
81
96
12

54.8
17.8
11.7
13.9
1.7

TOTAL 690 100,0
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Table 'X 'reflects actual bar performance results for the
Fellows who responded to the survey. It is important to note
that the bar passage rates were restricted. to the first juris-
diction in which a graduate sat for the bar examination..
Moreover., in thoie few cases where no, specific pass date
for an examination was available to discern between a bar
pass on the first or 'second try (e.g., a June 1973 graduate
Whose only recorded sitting and pass on a bar examination
occurred in February 1974), it was assumed for the purpose
of this study that the individual first, sat for the bar in the
same year as his graduation. Hence, the February 1974 sit;
Ling constituted the second attempt. Obviously, where no
specific date of bar passage is listed, yet where bar admit-
Wive was reported, it is assumed that this admission occurred
on a third or subsequent sitting.

The results of the survey of CLEO Fellows' bar perfomi-
ance has'established that 55.8% or 378 of the 678 graduates

4 responding passed their respective bar examination on the.
first sitting, erittrii-i additional 18.1% or 123 Fellows
passed on the second attempt. A tcital of 73.9% or 501 of the
678 Fellows who responded had passed their respective bar
examination at least by their sccond attempt.

Comparative analysis utilizing national data ,would
obviously strengthen conclusions ,which can be drawn from
the CLEO survey data of bar examination performance."
But even in the absence of such data, the CLEO Fellows' kir
performance can be viewed as significant in its own right,
part ieularlywhen one examines the quantifiable data used in
predicting the admission of these students to law school in
the first instance. Althoh the predictive index analysis of
quantifiable data such as LSAT and UGPA has little or no
utility i.q predicting subsequent bar performance, the use of
suds data ;done as,a -floor" iii determining which individuals
should be admitted to law schools based on their probability
of success in the first year must be viewed in light of additional
factors such as whether a positive correlation between the
quantifiable data and subsequent bar performance can be
established. To the extent that such a minimum floor cannot
be establisheciTits- absence. -mar -raise-ailditionauestions
regarding the, slavish adherence to a strictly. numerical quanti-

935.
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fication of test performance and undergraduate grade point
ave e.

VII. CROSS. TABULATIONS USING VARIABLES OF
RACE/ETHNICITY, UGPA, (AT, AND FIRST YEARLS
ACADEMIC STANDING IN 4W SCHOOL -

Given the purpose and history of CLEO, it should not be
surprising that most CLEO FelloWs, though chosen because
of their disadvantaged background, constitute members of
racial add ethnic minority groups. For CLEO's purpose
"disadvantaged backgrotinds" which serve as a basis for
student selection are those that hinder individuals. particu-
larly minority group members, fromsaining admission to law
school and from completing successfully a course of study. It
was not until 1972 that CLEO broadened its selection
proceSs to include nod-minority applicants hi its program
efforts; hence most of the 690 program Fellows covered in
the survey are from deaignated minority groups.

In an effort to furaer quantify the available data on
CLEO FellowS an attempt was made to*ascertain whether
any statistieplly significant correlations exist petween the
race/ethnicity of a particular CLEO Fellow and subsequent
acadeMic performance. Cross-tabulations were,,, performed
on data matching the race variable with those of under-
graduate grade point average, LSAT scores, first-year
ac.ademic,standing in law school,. and the rate of bar exam-

,: ination passage.
Several points of interest should be noted when reviewing

the next several Tables. First, approximately seventy percent.
(70%) of the survey pool was comprised of Black CLEO
Fellows, twenty-four percent (24%) re Vets Chicano parti-
cipants, with approximately three Percent (0%) each
provided by Puerto Rican and Asian American Program
Fellows. Secondly, the actual frequency of returns by the
Fellows per CLEO summer institute attended is particularly
well distributed. .

The fallowing three Tables of cr -tabulations reveal
several interesting phenomena on c success of CLEO
Fellows as they encounter the riga of law school and the
bar examination. However; to fti y appreciate the signifi-

9 3 6
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-came of this data, it may be necessary to locus on the
performance of an isolated racial/ethnic group.

Becayse Blacks constitute approximately seventy percent
(70%) of the sample used. for 'this study, they provide a
useful poliulation for analysis. Mean achievethent by Black
students on the LSAT of 413.98 and on undergraduate per-
formance of 2.76 on the 4.0 scale is well below the pational
norm in both of these categories. Yet, eighty -five percent
(85 %) or 392 of the 461 students in the survey Were in "good
standing" at the end of their first academic year in law'
school. More significant still; approximately seventy-seven .

percent (76.9%) or 349 of the 454 students Who reported
have: passed the bar examiOtion on the first or second
attempt. The figures for other minority groups surveyed
offered similar returns.

937
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TABLE XI
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR UNDERGRADUATE
CiPA AND LSAT 11Y STUDENTS' RACE-ETILNICTIN

/
Race-Ettnici ty

Asian Ancrican
Black
Chicano
Puerto Rican
Italian American
Cuban
Appalachia)
Unknown

No.
, .....

20.
431
156
22

I
1

1

17

Mean
UGPA

3.00
2.76
2.72
2.93
2.85
2.78
2.$2
2.80

Mean
LSAT
40.14
413.98
437.53
416.62
456.00
436.00
529.00
444.89

TABLE XII
FIRST-YEAR ACADEMIC STANDING

BY RACE-ETHNICITY

IN 'GOOD
STANDING

IN LESS
THAN (RX/D

STANDING
RACE 'No. & % of No. Si. 4.7r of Total and %
ETIINICITY Cultural Group Cultural Group of Total Survey
Asian Anierican . I 21

95.2% 4.5% 3,2%
Black 392 69 461

69.3P4-

(114:ano 142 158
84).4/Pk 10.1% 23.8%

Puerto Rican 20 2 22
90.9% 9.1% 3.3%

Italian American 1

0.2%
Cuban I 1

100.0% 0.2%
Appalachian 1 0

!WV:, 0.2'4,

Totals 577 88 665
86.8% 13,2% 100,U%

Number of missing obcfervations25
NOTE: Percentages may not always su to 100% due to rounding error.
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RACE

S.
ETHNICITY

Asian American

Black

Chicane

Puerto RiCan

Italian American

Appalachian

otals

Number of missing observations -32
NOTE: Percentages 1%y not al%ays sum to'100.0% due to rounding error.

Ili

TABLE ?III
BAR PERFORMANCE BY RACE-ETHNICITY

FAIL/NO PASS' Total and
PASS 1st TRY PASS 2nd TRY PASS 3rd TRY REPORTED CI- of

No. & % of No. & % of No. & % of No, & il- of Total
Cultural Group Cultural Group Cultural Group Cultural Group. Sunesi

10 4 1 6 21
47.6%. 19.0% 4,S 28.6C .2%

262 87 55, 'S 50 454.
54.5% 19.2% . 12.1'4 11.0% 69.0%.

85 23 22 28 158
53.8% 14.6% 13.9% 17.7'f 24.0%.`

8 4 2 - 8 22
36.4% 18.2% 9.1%. 36.4% 3,3%.

0 0 .0 '1 1ii I 100.0% 0.2%
_ 1... . -,0 -0- 0 1

100,0% 0.2%
1. 0 0 0 1

Hiatt% t

T 67
55.8%

0.2%

93 658118 80
17.9% 12.29 14.141. 100.11%
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A. First Year Academic Standing/Summer Institute Attended

Between 1958 and 1975, a total of sixty-two (62) regional
summer institutes were held under CLEO's auspices.-
Although similar in both concept and teaching methodology,
the CLEO Summer Institutes have avoided the use of stan-
dardized curricular materials- with the singular exception of
the program's,legal writing component, which has relied on
materials separately prepared for CLEO by law professors
'Norman Brand sand Ann Fagan Ginger.

Minimally, the curriculum of CLEO's summer institutes
includes courses which arc derived from first-year law4chool
curricula and which emphasize legal methods and tech-
niques, labor abstract thinking and deal descriptively with
methods of legal analysis'and synthesis. The planned course
of study fofeach institute spans a period of five and one -half
weeks with the remaining half week reserved for evaluations
and one-on-one reviews of the institute participants' vrk.
Exclusive of tutorial sessions, students receive from fourteen
to sixteen class contact hours per week. Care is taken to
avoid merely reducing regular law school courses to a six-
week format; cab selected course is cautiously circum-
scribed. 8miihasis is placed on skills development rather
than subject matter coverage.

TO the extent that the CLEO Summer Institutes adhere to
uniform teaching methodology, regardless of course content,
the performance of the individual Fellows across the insti-
tutes should be relatively consistent. Moreover, to the extent
that CLEO's Summer Intitutes perform an evaluative func-
tion for the law schools as to the performance potential of
recommended graduates, one would expect a measure of
uniformity in the success of candidates regardless of the law
school in which a candidate might subsequentlyienroll.

To determine whether significant correlations could be
found between the Summer Institute attended and subse-
quent law school performance in the .first academic year, a
cross-tabulation of these two variablei was attempted. The
percentage of graduates per institute in "good standing" at
the end of the first year appears amazingly consistent over
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the sixty-two programs; mor ver, the fre uency of returns
per institute is particularly istributed. 111 the final
analysis the reliability of the institutes' ovOuation process as
a measure of performance prediction, particularly for can-

, clidates from .cliiadvantaged backgrounds, seems well-
established; eighty-seven percent (87%) or 594 of the 683
CLEO Fellows surveyed were in "good standing" .at the end
.4f their first year of law study.

it is important, to note as well when reviewing this data
that information on the academic standing.of CLEO Fellows
was obtained directly from the law schools and was not
'obtained as a part'of the questionnaire survey. The accuracy
of the data, therefore, is not subject' to the vagaries of
imprecise, personal reporting.

TABLE XIV
ACADEMIC STANDING-1st YEAR
BY CLEO INSTITUTE ATTENDED

IN GOOD
STANDING

IN ITS%
THAN 60,013

STANDING,
INSTITilTE No. 1. - of No. 4, of Total and e;-
SO 1001 Institute Institule Of Total Survey

-1968 UCLA 19 2 21
90.5% 9.5% 3. 1%

15x58 U. Denver IR 3 21_

I96S Emory U.
85.7/,

Is
14.34";

3

3.1%
.20

75.11% 25.11% 2.9%
1968 Harvar3 U. 13

100.0% Pal. 1.9%

1969 LI. Cincinnati 15 1

93.8% 6.3% 2.3%
1969 U. Denver 1$ 19

94.7% 5.3% 2.$"
`1969 ti. Iowa, 2I 25

16.0% 3.7%
1969 Loyola 6.-LA 16 1 17

94.1% 5.9% 2.5%
1969 New York U. 23 5

82.1% 17.9% 4.1%
--ThIX$9 Duke I), 17. 3 t3

1411.11`.4
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TABLE, XIV (cont'd)

iNsTi
SO Rms..

1969 1.1. San
Francisco

19614 Sout1 Ill U.

1969 U. Tole

1969 U. Virginia .,

Charlotte

1969 Wayne St. U.

IN GOOD
STANDING
No. A. `:: cif

19711 Arizona
State U.

1970 U. liousto4

1970 Howard U.

1970 U. Miami

1970 Temple Li,

1970 U. Washington

I970Waylie State U.

1971 U. California-
Davis

1971 U, Denver

197 1 14 1, ioriaa-
Lia

1971 HO surd U.'

197 1 St, Louis U.

.t71 Tex4 Tech U.

' 1971 Tulane U.

IN LE5S
THAN GOOD
STANDING
No. ''r of

butitute
Total ant '7;

of Total

15 I 16
93.8% 6.3% 2.3%

15 2 17
88.2% 11.8% 2.5%

5 3 10
50M% 50.0% 13%'

15
83.3r

.3_
16.7%

1$,
2.6%

14 11 25
56.01/4 44.0 3.7%,

14 17
82.4% 17.4% 2.5%

13 1 14
92,9%

15
1110.0%

9
90.9%

8
88.9% -'

5

7.1%

0

1

10.0%

11.1%
0

2.0%
15

2.2%

1.5%

9
1.3%

S

100.0%, 11.7%

19 3 22
86.4% 13.6% 3.2%

5 6
83.3% 16.7%

7
77.$%

2 16
87.5% 12.5";;. 2.3%

9 1 10
90.0% 10.0% 13%

10 1 11
90.9%11 1.6%

6 3 9
66.7% 33.3% 1.3%

4 0 4
100.0% 0.6%

4.
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TABLE XIV (coned)

- 1N LESS.,
IN GOOD THAN GOOD

STANDING STANDING
INSFITIITE No. &''i of No. ,iN. '; of Total and '':
$(1f001._ Institute Ica4itute . of Total Ssirvcy
1972 U. A r izonz S

88.9%
1972 U. California- 10

Davis - 83.3%
1972 Howard U.

1 9
T1.1% 1.3%

2 .12
16.7% 1.8%

. 13 1 14
92.9% , 7.1% 2.0%

1972 U. kcntuOty 10 - 1 11
90:9% 9.1% - .1.6%

1972 U. Oregon 4 . 0 4
1tx1.0% ithrk

. ,
7 4 it

63.6% 36.4%- . 1.6i,70

1972 U. South
Carolina

1973 Arizona St. U. '112 1 33
913% 7.7% 3.9%

1973 1 ('alitornia- 7 0. 7
11m.tiiiis . . UX.1.0% 1.0%

1973 Florida St. U. 12 I 13 s.

1973 U. 1-1c usiiin

1973 Howard U.

1973 1i-it/lama U.

1973 U. Washington

92.3% 4.4% 1.9%
5 0 5

Itl0.0% 1.2%
8 U 8

8, 1 ' 9
88,91'; 11.1% 1,3.'4.

5 I 'ta
83.3% 16.7% 0.9%

1974 11. Florida- 6 O' 6
Gain esv ilk itIV.11% 0.9%

1974 U. Nei,4 .
7 . 0 7

'hicliiro f
1974 Notre

100.0%.
11 2

1.0%'

. 13' Mille U. 54.6r,: IS 4 %'
, ,. 1.9%(

1974' LI: $-iinta Clint' 9 2 11
8.18% 18.2% 1.6%

' 1974, Scion Hall U. 8 1 9
88.9% 11.1% 1.3%

1974 U, Washington 5 1 5
K,1. 3% 16.7% 0.9,1.

1974 12 t1 -12
William & Mary 100.0".'4. 1.5%

51
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TAKE XIV (coned)
IN LESS

IN GOOD THAN GOOD
STANDING - STANDING

INSIY11111:: No. & ti of No, A '; of Total and '; .,
SCHOOL ,1 Institute Institute -of Total Survey .

1975 Bosion Colleic' - 7 0 7

100.0%
. 1.0%7_

; 1975 LI. Houston fs 1 7
55.7% 44.3% 1.1Y4

1975 U. Richmond 11 1 12

91.7% '8.3% 1.8%

1975 U. Santa 1ara .

1975 kton Ha U.

3
IMO%

6
1(5.7%

0
.../

1

14.3%

3
0.4%

7
I.0%

1975 U. Utah '8 0 S

1975 U. Wisconsin 11 , , I 12
91.7% 5.3% LS%

i! ----

197(' Temple U. 3 0 3
100.0% 0.4;

TOTALS 594
87.0%

.,-.--
- 89
13.0%.

683 t
100.0%

1 Number of Missing Observationsw7
, NOTE: I'ercentagos may not always sum to 100.0r:- due to rounding error,

e .

11.3ar Passage/Law. School Attended
As noted earlier, bar exaMiriation performance is viewed

by many as an essential factor in t itermining the viability Of
affirmative admission programs, the policy rationale for the
creation of many of these programS having been the grost
underrepresentation of minority group presence in the bar.
Likan eaort to ascertain whether the overall success of
CLEO Fellows on the bar examination would remain con-
sistent when analyzed in the context of a particular law
school's graduates, an additional cross-tabulation of data
was conducted pitting the individual law school attended by
CLEO Fellows against the variable of bar performance.

The law schools listed in Table VII as representing. those
schools with at leAst ten graduates responding to t survey
were again chosen. For the purpose of this analsysis, bar
passage was quantified not by the number of individual
sittings, but rather by a more general category of bar passage,
"at any time. ". In creating the more general categoiy, it was

944

M.
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assumed that the ultimate passage of the bar is the more
important consideration when compared with whether an
applicant passed on the first, second or third attempt;
although it should be noted that the substantial majority of
CLEO Fellows passed the bar examination on the first or
second effort.

A total of twenty-six (26) law schools were involved in this
analysis. representing 59.6%_ of CLEO Fellows surveyed or
401 of 673 valid cases. Of the twenty-six schools represented,
fifteen (15) achieVed a ninety percent (90%) or better rate of
their graduates having successfully negotiated the bar; an
additional seven (7) schools' graduates achieved a bar passage
rate of eighty percent (80%) or better. The average total rate
of bar passage for all CLEO Fellows surveyed was eighty-
seven and one-half percent (87.5%) or 589 of the 673 valid
cases. .

Again, several points of interest should be noted when
reviewing the following Table: First, the frequency ofreturns
is ,particularly well distributed. thereby. helping to reduce. !
concern regarding a potentially disparate or -aberrational
sample. Secondly, the law schools involed, and presumably
the bar examination as well, reflect a broad geographic
range. This factor alone helps to insure the truly national
character of the data. Third, in spite of the random'nature of
the rate of bar passage, given the number ofclasses involved
and the differing jurisdictions in which candidates sat for the
examination, the percentage of those individual candidates
who passed a bar examination remained remarkably con
sistent across the individual schools.

TABLE X1.1.
BAR PERFORMANCE. OF CLEO rEt.LOWS

BY LAW SCII0( )1_ ArrN1)11)

PASSED FAIL/NQ PASS _

A B. R EXAM REPORTED
NO. & c 4 of No. & % of

I .AW f.01.4iiirti sr. schoors Total and r;-
tit 1A A A . CL-12.0 Fellows ill it) l'clkovs of Total
U. CaliforriiuBerkIty III 2 17

83.1% 16.7% Ur
C 'tilolaillia t I. 10 I I I

90.4r; 9.1'; 1.61';',

U. ElopcIa-Gainosvilli: II II,

100.04"4, -.1.K;-,
;1
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TABLE XV (coot's!)
. -

LAW
SCHOOL
Harvard. U.

-V Miami

Rutgers U.- Newark

Lf. CaliforniaIlastings

U. Houston

PASSED FAIL/NO PASS
"A BAR EXAM REPORTED

No. of No. "r' .of
school's school** 1.04:4 ano4.

. CLEO Fellows CLEO Fellows of Total
111 1 11,

410.9'1! . 7
9.1% 1.6';

11 0 11'
1UU.U% 1.6

_

II 0 11

lotto4 1.6%
9 1 In

iltf,t1"";. 10 11r; 1.S%

10,

.

II in
mirk 1.5F4

Q. Illinois 14 '2 16

Texas Soulhern U. 14
93.3%

1

6.7'46.7

Georgetown U. _14 0 14
1110,0'.'4, 2.1%

If. Arriona 12 ' I' .JA

is 92.3q 7.7% 1:9'r
George Washington U. , 12 1 13

92.3% 7.7 1.9%

U. S4 nt I he rn California I I 2 13-
ii,43,.,f4, 15.4%,

,

1.

92.3% 7.7

17

1-f-. 1.9%
Temple U. . 12 1

A rimii:i Stale 11. 44 .3 12
'75.0l'i 25 .0' i I. 8';

U. Denver 23 9 32f '71.9% 28.1% 4.8%
U. New Mexico - 25 28

W31; 107% 4.2%

U. California-Cos Angeles

It, Virginia

U. California-Davis

Wayne Stale 'U.

17
68.0%

8
32.0%3

2S
3.7%,

211 3 23,
87,0'4. 13.0"4 3,4%.

15 6 21
71.4% 28.6% 3.14.

20 7 i 1 21
95.2% 4.8% 3.1

U. Texas. 18 0 18
100.0'; 2.7%

lloward 11, ' 'IS 2 17

88.2% 11.8'4 2.5%
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TABLE. XV (eern'd)

PASSED , FAlL/NO PASS
A BAR EXAM REPORTED

No. A. f4 of No, of
LAW school's tchool's Total and r4.
SCHOOL CLEO Fellows CLEO Fellows of Total
NOto: Dante If. 11) , 11Y

It)
81).tr;- 21):tri. , 4 1.31.;

SI;nta Clara

TOTALS.

,..,....
WO 84 673

/47.5'; 123'4 100,0f;
- Niunix:r of inn.sing ohservationv. 17
NCYIE: Pcrevntioges may not alwa')* btin) to 10(1.11'"; clue to roue lint; vrroc.

VIII. CAREER PATTERNS
egal education was perhaps the first professioaal disci-,

to respond.to the demand for broader opportunities' for
t itically and economically disenfranchised groups: The

eirly organized efforts of the law -iels tWaddress the need
for structured affirmative action reflect.the intense interest
of Members of minority groups m the law as a tool for "social
engineering" and societal decision4T4ing, as Much as4hey
reflect the social conscience of the profeision.
11"Sib th9 extent that the ultimate raisohLd'etre.of any affirm-

*. a 1 iVIIiini issinii program law schocils is to increase access to
the decision-making process of bath the private and govern-

,mental sectors by members of disadvantaged groups, the
career patterns of successful graduates of these programs may
tic the nt9st significant measure of the success of affirmative
admissions. . . .

The assumption that minority group lawyers would return
to assist indirectly alinority Communities has long been. one
of the unValidated consideratiohs Which served to undergird
principles of ffirmative admissions in legal education. In
both'the De n4is and Bakke challenges to affirmative ad-
missions, the factor of additional, community service to

rt underserved minority comtnu ies Was proffered as a prin-
cipal justification for the continued need for such-programs:

. However, because this assumption has remained, for the most
part, unvalidated through lack p fconerete docupentatfoti,

...
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the Supreme Court has been reluctant to accept this ration-
ale at first glance.

The CLEO survey sought to shed some light on this queS-
tion. Qucstionnare returns provided career patterps data on

¶305 CLEO Fellows or. 21.6 percent of those candidates eli-
gible tp .respond.. Although by no means complete, tile
_career patterns of CLEO Fellows is partiailarly interesting
when viewed in the context that, but for CLEO, many of
these attornqs would have been denied access to a legal
education.

It is interesting to note as well that the career activities of
CLEO Fellows extend well beyond the exclusive interests (as
traditionally defined) df minority communities, Ytliccting
job dispersal and diversity of interest of considerable
breadth; in reality, minority interests have never been mono-
lithic or one-dimensional. ,

The .following Table provides data on CLEO Fellows'
emploSment and career activities as of 1978-1979,

TABLE XVI
Jukes

Administrative Law 3

Municipal 1

State District 2

County District Court
.U.S. Bankruptcy Court 1

Legal Education
Professors (Non - tenured , . . 4
Professors (Tenured) l
Associate Deans 1

. Associate Director- CLEO 1

na Elected Officials.
Stifte Representative

Full-Time Graduate WWI
Candidates for UM
Candidates for SJD

24
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Part-time Graduate School
Candidates for LLM

f

57

:Undergraduate Education
Professors 5
Deans I
Special Assistant to the Chancellor
Direetor of Fundraising for Private University I
General. Counsel for University Students

Attorneys in Public Sector
Assistant Prosecutors 3
City Attorneys 7 II
State District Attorneys 10
Federal Agencies XAdministrationj I

Federal Agencies (Litigation) 25
Judge Advocates General Corps (Military) 3
Judicial Law Clerks . 3
*Executive Directors, Legal Services 4
Managing Attorneys,Legal Services 7
Staff Attorneys, 'Legal Service 32
Municipal Government- (Administration) I.

Municipal Government (Litigation) 3
Municipal Government (Executive Director) .4.
Public Defenders (State & Federal) 11
Public Interest Organizations (Administration) 5
Public Interest Organizations (Litigation) I
Office of State Attorneys General , 15
State Government (Mministr ton) . 2
State Government (Litigation j II
Office of.U.S. Attorney 11

Private Sector
Congressional Aides (House of Reps.)
Congressional Aides (Senate) 2
Corporate Practice (Litigation) 22
Corporations, Banks, Insurance Companies
Accounting firms, et.al. (Administration) ....... 5
Entrepreneur (Owner of a Real Estate firm). 1

Law Clerk 2.

- e 0

9 4 x.
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',Partner in a Law Firm (3 or more partners in firm) 17

Private Practice (Sole. Practitioner or partnership) 17
Staff Alicarney in a w Firm
(3 or More partners firm) 7
Staff Attorney in a S all Law Firm . 1

Total.. 305

Note: Part-time candidates are reflected only once in
the total.

116.
IX. CONCLUSION

It has been over two years since the _United States
Supreme Court rebdered its opinion in Bakk During the
ensuing period, educators, test specialists, le islato,rs and
representat es of interests groups which were rganized ;0
response o Bakke have sought to influen in various
forums, egal education's collective response to the mandates .

of Bakke; as a legal question, Bakke was resolved by the .4001.

Court, and the central issues remaining were shifted to the
pqktical ena.

Many assumed that the Court's decisiob would bring
about substantial alteration to affirmative admissions; and
notwithstanding the Court's affirmation that race could be
used as .a possible criterion in the admissions process
(within defined parameters), there was fairly widespread
concern, at least among some members of minority groups,
that perceptible decreases in enrollment of these groups
would occur. In this respect, Bakke appears to have had little
direct impact on the enrollment patterns of minority group
students in legal education. , ,.

In an article which assesses the status of affirmative admis-
sionsion programs in w schools one year after the Bakke deci
sion, Judge Henry Ramsey, Jr., President of CLEO and
Chairman of .the ABA Committee on Law school Accredi-
tation, has established' through 'an analysis of law school
enrollment data arid,a survey questionnaire to ABA-accredi-
ted schools that little has changed, (numerically) in the actual
admission of minority group students to law school. \

Yet, Bakke left an indelible imprint on the admission
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policies of law schools, while simultaneously focusing
America's attention on the importance of higher eduction as
a gatekeeper,of meaningful-political and economic decision-
inlaking, the Public's awareness of the political side of meri-
tocratic admissit3bs selection has been heightened.

Several policy questions which were posed by Bakke, but
which received scant attention by the Court, are now being
explored more hilly. The use, impact and validity of stan-
dardized testing in all areas has been raised to a matter, of
national concern., Already, several states have enacted
legislation affecting changes in the reporting requirements
associated with several, standardized tests.

Perhaps of greater significance have been attempts by
sevral law schools to concretize affirmative adrnAions poli-
cies in response to Bakke in ways designed to insulate these
programs from legal and political attack. The Law School
Admission Study, prepared by Susan Brown and Edward
Marenco of the Mexican-American Legal. Defense and
Education Fund (MALDEF), analyzes a variety of workable
admissions models which are structured to adhieve this pur-
pose. The recent, adoption of an affirmative action accre-ditation s ward (Standard 212) bylaw American 13ar Asso-
ciation pursuant to a recommendation of the ABA Section
on Legal Education and Admission to the Bar can be viewed
:is a further extension of the "shield" concept as it applies to
voluntary affirmative action efforts.

An additional and important element which appeared
woven in the fabric of Bakke was the need for an alternate
measure of the performance potential of disadvantaged
applicants to law schools which, itself, could 'be supported
through actual performance-related data. Of course, this
alternate- evaluation of performance would _be used to
moderateithe over-reliance on LSAT and UGPA data alone.
From the foregoing analysis of the performance data
Lathered on CLEO Fellows, it appears that the CLEO
experien when used on conjunction with quantifiable
variables, may well be the most solidly-based evaluation
measure vailahle.

The success of CLEO Fellows in law school and on the bar
examination cannot be divorced entirely from a comparison
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I

of similarly-credentialed, non-CLEO students. White little
comparative data similar in scope and kind is available, all
reasonable conclusiftns lead to substantially improved per-
forrn\ance by CLEO-trained students. ",

A restatement of the statistics of achievement by Program
Fellows would be superfluous; however, suffice it to say that
by any measure they are impressive. When one takes into
consideration the national scope of the data and the magni-
tude of the sample involved, it becomes increasingly difficult
to attribute this performance to isolated' variables having .

little common impact on the entire class.
Because CLEO also enjoys unique institutional sponsor-

ships and federal support, the program may well represent
one of the most acceptable policy responses to the dilemma
posed by Bakke; already several law schools have endorsed
CLEO participation as a positive consideration in the
admission process.

In the final analysig, the performance of CLEO Fellows
speaks for i
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2. , 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
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Univ. of Cal., S.F. 24145 (Feb. 11, 1981); Akvy v. Downstate Medical Center,
0 384 N.Y.S. 2d (1976). The ABA reviewed a-restitution addressing the issue of

"reverse discrimination" designed to eliminate race as a factor in the admission
process. The resolution was referred to the Section of Legal Education and
Admissions to the Bar Dy the general assembly and the Howe of Delegates at
the 1976 annual meeting and yead as follpivs:

Whereas, minority admissions programs hive been ripen:mewed with by
some law schools; and

Whereas, applicants with high academic qualifications now claim that they
are being excluded by reason of such experimentation, and

Whireas, the Association's Standards for the' Approval of Law Schools,
specificially require that:

the'b4 schools shall maintain quality of opportunity in
legal edtication without discrimination or segregation on
the ground of race, color. religion, national origin; or
sex.
lie It Resolved. that the Secti On of Legal-Education and Adilli14/011$40 the

Bar is requested to investigate this matter and report its findings and recom-
mendations to the House of Delegates at the 1977 annual meeting.

16. See Legal Education, supra note 6.
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17. Legal Education, supra note 6, at 5-53. (Please note no approval dates appeared
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University of Bridgeport 11.979)
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18. See: Franklin R. Evans. Applications and Admit.siorks roA SA-Accredited Law
Schools; An Analysis of National Data for ;tit Class Entering in the Fall of 1976
(May 1977) [hereinafter cited as 1976 Law School Admission Research Report].
Summarizing various data tables, the Report observes that:

a) women and men score about equally on I.SAT. it) women tend to present
higher undergraduate grades than men, and c) wonitin are offered admission
at a slightly higher rate than men.

The last observation, that women are more often offered admission is
probably 4 function of their superior undergraduate records. The acceptance
rates. are higher for women at or above`. arious LSAT score levels than for
men. However,- when the cnmhinalkm of UGPA and LSAT arc considered.
the acceptance rates for men and women are equal. Thus. the dataa.tifili:ates.
that men and women with similar LSAT and UGPA data are *fit equally
treated in the law school admissions process. The equality of the sexes in terms

of I Sts sores has been demonstrated elsewhere (Cowell and Swine ford.

pnz). Also, the that ilrese tit sinitergradnate reeiniis that
ure on the average substantially higher than men is not surprising. since tins
phenomenon has been observed in a number of contexts, (See, for example.
Baird. 1969) at 26-27.

19. Bakke, supra note 1, at 320.

71). Equality and Preferential Treatment (M. Cohen. T. Noel and T. Seankm. eds.

1977) at 65; Caress. The Myth of Reverse Discrimination: Declining. Minority
Enrollment in New York City's Medical Schools (14177) at ft. N.
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21. ifite4stincilcin Legal Education Opportunity was established in 1967 to eriline
the ran4of lawyers earning from minority groups or low-income backgrounds;
the responsibility was assumed jointly by the American Bar Association (ABA),
the Association of American Law Schools (AALS). the National Bar Associa-
tion (NBA). and .the Law Schobl Admission Council .(LSAC). See Minutes of
December 5, 15457 Cogfirersce at 0E0 on 4Agal Editcation for Disadvantaged
Groups.

22. CLEO Participant Data Report (1979). infra, at Table

23. CLEO filed an anubss brief i3 the. Bakke litigation setting forth the acadcmk
achievements a well as preliminary bar perforMance of CLEO Fellows: the'
vast majatity'of whom were admitted under. special admission programs not-
withstanding significantly lower LSAT scores than those attained by regular
admittees, See Brief for Petitiiiners. The Court firiksl lir address Ow iniplica-
tions raised by the data.

24. Minutes of December 5, 1967 Conference, supra mite 20; See Minutes of October
22, 1972 CLEO Council Aiectini.at,which La.gaza National Lawycrt ssocia-
tarn "s. applieution for participation on the Coinseti a s ss roastitticnt or n lion
Was litCepicsi urianimonily.

25. .4/1Abotit CLEO brochure (1980-81 ed.) at 2 -8.

26. Sweatt v. Fainter. 339 U.S. (,29(1950); See W,ashingtort.--tfistoryand the Role of
Mack Lasii SehoolS," '18 How. Li. ,,85 (1974). The Onderreprescntation of
minority group lawyers and laiv students was well accepted in 1%8. but it took
the 1970 census to graphically portray the scarcity of minority lawyers. In 1970. it
was estimated that total har membership reached 272.401 lawyers of which 3.685
were Mack nr rnemhets of SpiiniS11.speaking ethnic groups. United States
Department of Commerce, 1970 Census of Population (1972);'1%7 Proceedings
of the Association of American Law Schools, Report of the Advisory Committee
for Minority Groups Study 1, (1967); see alSo 1976 Law 'School Admission
Research, supra note 18, ;0'7. .

27, 1976 Law School Admission Research, supra note 18, at 1-S.

28. All About CLEO brochure, supra note 24. see CLEO Reports (19158. 1979)

214 Iligher Education Act of 1965, as amended, 201.3SC ..See. 1134 0980).

30. CLEO. Defunis v. Odegaardiind.the University of Washington: The University
. Admissions Case, (A.. Ginger ed. 1974),

31. CLEO, Allan Bakke v. Regents of the University of California (A. Slocum ed.
1978).

32. AdVaricing Legal Education The First Decade of CLEO, 1968-1978: A
Symposium to Commemorate. the Tenth Anniversary of the Council on Legal
'Ea:Aura:ion Opportunity.." 221How, L.d. (1979).

31. 1976 lltaringsl.supra note 9, at 471.

34. Id., at 467.

3.5. All About CLEO brochure, supra note 24. at 3; See Detailed Comparison of the
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TOWARDS A DIVERSIFIED LEGAL PROFESSION

1900 CLEO Regional Suhuner institute Participants (December 19144)) at 'fable
VIII; 197940 Program Recrieirmeru and Adittiokens (May 1980) at Table VIII.

36. Id.

37. Memorandum to Law School Deans and Other Interested Persons from Wade
fienderson, Executive Director, Sponsorship' of CLEO Regional Summer

-Institutes in the Summer, 1981 (Septemer 30. 1980) at 6; CLEO Reports (1968 -
I979).

38. Each year. the CLEO National Office compiles relevant statistical data on the
Provam's participants. The available data is then synthesized by CLEO's
Admissions Analyst and the cumulative data is provided in the "CLEO Partici-
pant Data Report.

39. Memoranduni from Franklin R. Evans. LSAT Score Distribution, (Decernher 5i
1980). This figure constitutes the mean LSAT score for the Masher I980LsAr
administration. The mean score for previous 1980 administrations is as follows:
February 1980-520.0; April 1980-514.2;'and June 1980-552.9.

Stv Parrish v. Board of Coroners of the Alabama Mate Bat, 533 V 2d 942 (Sill
Cir. 1976) (summary judgment reversed .and refnanded to permit plaintiffs to
complete disc very); Murry v. The Supreme Court, State of Arizona, No..72-
2101 (9th Cie",--Aug,, 1973) (dismissal.,of claim that bar exam was racially
discriminatory): Petit v. Gingerich. No. 72.964-B (D. Md.. Feb. 22. 1977)
(defendant's. mot iori fur summary judgment granted); Wirosfrard v. Virginia
Board of Bar Examiners, Nu; 75. 0437-R (P; Va., Sept. 9. 1976) (summary
judgment indieating that Title VII of the Civil Rights At of 1964 does not
apply to the Virginia bar examination system); Pacheco v. Pringle, No. C-5219
(I). Colo.: May 20. 1976) (action challenging eimstitutionality of bar exam-.
thation system dismissed with prejudice:T.1.4-144s lartivek No. 73-16 (SM..'
Ohio, Mar. 9, 1976) (summary judgment granted defendants) appeal docketed.
No. 76-1884 (6th Cir. July 2, 1976); Carlock y. EEOC, No. 74-365 (D. Ariz..
Sept. 30, 1974 (motion for declaratory judgment that EEOC has no jurisdiction
'dismissed without prejurlice): Metropolitan Comm. for the Investigation of the.

(imimitter net AilmitAions. No. 74.177 (1),1).C., Jan, 30. Prut,
(dismissed without prejudice); North Carolina Assn of Block Lawyers v. Board
orLaw Examiners, No. 4488-1973 (D.N.C.: filed Nov. I, 1973); In re Illinois
Bar Examination; No. 1.576 (III. Sup. Ct., Mar, 21. 1975) (denial.of petition
requesting court to appoint a commission to develop bar exarasithich does not
have disproportionate racial effect).

41. Truly comparative bar performance data which would permit a direct analrsis
between CLEO and non-CLEO graduates has been difficult to obtain. First. the
state Boards of Bar Examiners do not Thaintaindata (Mbar performance byrace,
Seetmilly. the ("1.14 ) data extends over several classes and through several years
presenting only a limited basis fur direct comparison wit11 national figures (ruin
year to year. HOwever, were one to analyze national bar data between 1971 and
1976 as a total pool, a national passing rate of 74% would be derived.
The-74% figure compares favorably to the CLEO bar passage rate of 73.9%.

w"Like the CLEO data. the national figure includes those candidates who are
repeaters in the total figures analyzed:

95$
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ADMISSION TO BAR BY EXAMINATIONS; 1 70:1976

Year
Total.

Taking
ti

p2T
o1

Total
ABA

Passing Total Passing
Approved . by Law

.Office Study

.

UnileCredited
Schools

3971 27.904 20.004 72% 15.767 5 367
3972 32,916 24.447 74% 17.736 9 136
1973 39.508 241.903 76`..;, 24.722 7 642
1974, 43,798 33,358 76% 27,329 4 1912
1975 46.414 34.144 74% 4 27a89 13 1,482
1976 49.099, 34.951 70% 27,232 19 1,514.
Totals 239.639 176,807 74% 140,075 57 5,623

National C'emfroraier elf liar 1...raminers (102-1977). 11)Onlateria
conipileiarorn volumes 41.96, NOS. 5-6 at the following pages;

pre:wino:4;41°w: is
Vol. 41. at 12629
Vol. 42. at 126-29
Vol. 43, at 110-13
Vol. 44. at 114-17
Vol. 45. at 94-97
Vol. 46, at 155-55

MN%
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C;$0 VASTICIPAMT DATA ni.0087
March. 1984

1, Member of student participants in =0 mince its inoaptioa;

1960 1969 1970 1971 1972 1971 1974 1975 1976 1971 1978 1979 1900. 1981 1982 1583. TOTAL
161 44$ 316 8431 214 233 669, 151 225 323 517 42i 307 319 317 230

2. Nuabarof etu4sa successfully cementing the P.= nuomer institute program,

1460 1969 1970 1971 191219/3 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 19$1_ 1942 1983 110TAL
151 944 197 210 413 279 225 245 316 207 213 222 203 211 307 223

3. Nfiabox of moaner institute gralluaren enuring law school;

I2c8 1449 1970 1971 1472 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1p78 1979 1980 3.982 1982 1983 TOTAL.
333 400 214 331 203 197 .203 73.4 117 198 116 314 3417

4. Solbes of students who Timm 44-44v4t444 frime law sobool,

1960 1969 1970. 1971 1972 1913 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 2900 1981 1982 1983 711yn2.
. 54 131 136 "-'144 311 363 153 154 177 121 367 "1-36 sa 8A mc 1951

S. Mueber of law nonool onigoates .8o have passed a for am4,44otloo.

196$ 1969 1970497149g2 1973'1974 1975 1976 ;977 14'18'1979 1980 1481 1942 1943 TOTAL
41 391: -cri $3 49 93 34 719!

4. Mother of law scF.00l gradvataa who have faint/ the bar ogalaminatioft$

A968 it Aft 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1475 1976 1977 1978 1219, 1980 pox 9RY 1983 T0SN1,7 29 31 4 5 10 i 12 I 9 0 0 'lc* Ni 8A 84

7. NUabor of law ichOol graduates who newt eat for a 1246x OgooLO4t4Oni

1961 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1976 1975 1976 1977 3.929 3.979 1980.1941 1902 1943 7C11,1.0 i 0 0 9 43 41 43 10

4. Noxibakr of law school gringo/Ana for whom 0L8.0 Ala no bar data,

4968 1969 1970 1972 1923 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1974 1,79 1140 1981 1982 1.943
6 71 31 64 86 96 T2 42 90 83 110 164 120 MA ma NA

*Mt far data'informatioa le ctoesly 'understated. InfornatioZ is net ganernlly 'known by the
few choo can only be ascertained with accuracy if it is noon in wb4ch of the
fifty intoas an indliviaos1 sat for the Wm dixim4matioa.

TOTAL

95
t
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9 *amber of male student* in law school receiving ClaWstipender

.

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1876 1977.1978 1979 1990 1961 2.983 1983 TOTAL
-. 7- - - --... :- 7 - 3 2 9 iii: . li 134 279

1
10. Number of female students in law school receiving Ci.80,*.0841414,6-7-,

1968 1969 1970 1971 3272 1071 w4 1978 1978 1977 1978 ,974 1980.1982.1982 1983Ck T0TAL
257

11. Total students enzulled'in a law school presently receiving 0180 stipends,

1968 1969 1970.1971 1972 1973 1974 1915 1976 1911.1978 1939 1980 1981 2987 1983

22. Ethnic breakdown of students preeent4 iolcriyip9 C407 stipends
.

. ,

-1918 1919 1900 1981 1982 1963

AmariCan Indian
. American Indian/elect

Appelachinn
Asiap Americas
elec6
Slack/Hispanic
Caucasian
Chicano
Cuban
Yi1ipino
task ;ndiao
Hawaiian
Ispanir
ispeoric/Indian
Rwrto Rican
VilanAlAdO0

/ Unknown
TOTAL

/

TOTAL

TOTAL

woolen of etud,nts enrolled in a law acbool not presently receiving

1968 1969 1970 1921 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

14 Tote/ number of students enrolled in a Lint achoolt

1968 1949 1970 1971 1972 1913 1974 2.975 1976 1977
_ - -

CL60 etipendi

1978 1979 1990 1981 1982 1983

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1981
1 3 19 157 364

25. Number of students auditing thaieLzo sonmer institute program;
,

a
1968 196 971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1974 1977 1978'1919 1980 2981 1982 1983 TOTAL

i ..." '1 26 23 S 9 11 10 8 20 ---i ---i 3S, lii

TOTAL
23

TOTAL
557

37-618 0-134.-- I,

.95

.
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14. Number of Students who serer enrolled in, deferred entrance to, withdrew 0r wise dismissed -Una, a law school.*

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 TOTAL

Institute Withdrawal/Dismissal - MI - . . - - - - - - - 2 4 ' 1 7
?ailed Institute 10 4 14 11 4 _ 3 . 4 12 4 1. 4 6 1 7 85
Deferred Entranca 4 2 3 3 4- 3 2 22
Dismissed . 20 56 39 48 36" 30 33 28 17 24 36 17 28 33 30 - 485
Withdrew:

,

Good Standing 2 8 1 2 1 1 - - - - - 17
Failing 5.. 8 2 . 3 2 1 1 2 2 5' - - - - 40
Military Duty -4 5 - - - 1 -

...
- - - 10

Medical Reasons - 1- 1 1 3 2 2 1 1, 1- . . 14
Financial Reasons - 4 1 - - - , .I .... . IN 5
No ROAMO4 Provided 10 23 10 1Z 11 22 13 18 8 8 12 4 15 6 , P S 178

Xcadmeic Status Unknown 4 1 1 5 13 '3 6 25 18 37 30 18 2 - .- 163
Leave of Abashes

..., - 3 4 ' 1 2 1 1 2 1. - 15
Naves =rolled in School .22 _Am 7 . --3 -13 8. . .4 6 6. -.6 6 12 -10'-' 14. 5 115,6
Death - 2 7 1 - 1 1 -. . - - - 5

=TAX. 77 152 41. 84 75 77 68 81 67 97 93 55 69 62 57 . 16 1211
t)

__

15. anticipated, 01ZO sumo's' institute Rerticipanta -June 1984 130

16. anticipated law school onr0114414. Tall, 1904 225



3Odgeships
Elected Officials

, 'Legal Education

Graduate Education
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CLEO 1'L140141$' CyLEER PATTERNS

undergraduate Education',.-,--
White Mouse Fellow 7 . -------------------- -7 --- ----- -- -------

Assistant Prosecutors --- -
City Attorneys

'State DistriceAttorneyS Z

Federal A9ncres, (Litigation)ion) "i
FederaliAg:noies. (Aolsini trati -.

si

Federal Agencies, .1Staff Atterney4
Judge Advocates General Corps (Military)
Judicial Law Clerk&
ExocutNe Directors, Legal Services .-

Maleging AttOrneys, Legal Services -- - - _A

Staff Attorney*, Legal Services '14-- --
Nonicipat Government (Adminietra ion) .._

tok
r..

Municipal Govern.Tent. (E.Neciativ hector) 1
Municipal Government (Lecial lio (ions) - , 11
Municipal Government (Litigation) ...

, 23
Publi4 Defenders (State 4 ridaral) --- 25,

Public 'Intereet. Organisations (Adminietration) 4
Public interest Diganizitions (Litigation) -, -. - --^ 6

. Office of State Attorneys GO-newel ,23
State Govaiilment (Administration) 9
State Governmenttifigation) 'A 16 ,
Office of U.S. Attorney -A 11

UBLIC SECTOR

- -------

14
6
12
6
6
1

.7

19
9

31

16
11

4
7

14
57

PRIVATE S -MDR

Congressional Aides (House of Representati
Congressional:Aides (Senate) -

- ...

Congressional Aides (state, Gov't) - ---- - .., -- .......
Corporate yractice (Lit.igation) ----- - ----- --- -7- ----- --
Corporate Staff Attorney

1
1
1

16
3

Corporations, Rank*, Insurance Companiei, Accounting firms, et. al. (Admini-
etrdtion) -

Entrepreneur (Owner of Businesses, i.e Real Estate firm, etc.)
24

U......4 Law Clerk x--,- -----.:----------- , - 6
Partner in a Law Firm (3 or more partners in firm)' - 49
Private Practice (Sole practitioner or parLmorship) 153
Staff Attorney iretaw Firm (3 or more partners An first) 3- 39-'
Staff Attorney in Small Law Firm

. --- 8
Other LAW -kolated Activities -------- ------ 7 - --- _-__.-------..- 24

Total 68S

A
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PX.V.YARCID STATKIWNT OF LARRY RiNCONSS, PXXSIDENT, NATIONAlt HEP/CAMP
ASSOCIATION

i
Mr. Chairman, committee members, m* name ici Larry Rincones. I am the Direc-

tor of the High School Equivalency Program at Pan Iltnerican University at Edin-
bUrg, Texas. The program is located in South Texas, the area with the highesecon-
centration of migrant and seasonal farmworkers. in the country. Presently, Pain also
President of the HEP/CAMP Association composed of the twenty High School
Equivalency Programs and the live College Assistance Migrant Programs funded for
FY 83, .

In 1967 the High School EquivalenCy Program was created to address the educa-
tional and occupational of the migrant student dropout. In 1972, the first Col-
lege Assistance Migrant Program was funded to address the educational needs. of
migrant and seasonal farmworker students wanting to pursue a post- secondary edu-
cation. These programs were first administered by the migrant division of the
United States Office- of Economic Opportunity (OEM In 1973, the programs were
transferred to the Division of Farmworker Programs within the Department of
Labor. Since 1980, HE? and CAMP have been administered by the Division of Mi-
grant Education within the DepArtment of Education.

A nation study, funded by the Departmeat of Educatiora'af Migrant education was
conducted by EXOTECK Inc. in 1974."Thevstudy revealed that 90% of the migrant
students who begin public school never graduated. In additieu, less. than 17,D were -
enrolling in postseconditryeducation. In 1979, the Research Triangle Institute, in a
study of migrant studslat 'achievement, revealed that migrant students are two
grade levels behind Uwe -ftvenege student and t, ley are more academically disadvan-
taged than any other grOup that, qualifies for compensatory education..Our own
survey reveals that student* entering the REP program drop out on the average at
the ninth grade level.. ,

The tliree main seasons why students drop-out are: 1,) financial, 2.) I didn't feel a
part of the school and 3.) I felt older than, the other students. .

In addition, they employMent for this group of Americans is extremely affected, ''
not only by the economic cpliditians of the cohntry, but by the weather. Juit this
past winter, the weather destioyed the employment opportunities for thousands of
migrant families who reside in the south and southwest, It is in, these areas of the
country where the migrant streams tr1ditionally originate. In Texas, we are already
seeing migrant families hayttig to migratearlier than usual.

The fun ing fol. these programs has remained at the same level since their incep-
tion.

For Y'83, the fiEPInograms funded are serving 2,775 students and the fivetion. Appr priations have varied anywhere between 6.9 -million and 7.5 million doI-

CAMP programs funded are serving 455 students.
While appropriations have basically remained the same, the need has been contin-

ually growing. According to the Migrant Record Transfer System; the system which
attempts to identify migrants atjending public schools thoughout the country, there
are approximately 140,000 migrant and seasonal farmworker, students in Jr. High
and High Schools throughout the country. In some areas of the country, particularly
in the southwestern and western states where most migrant families reside,, the
dropout rate is from between 50% to 70%. For example, the area of the Rio Grande
Valley, a four county area which any program serves, there ure 'appro'ximately
14,000 migrant students in the twenty-eight high schools. Accor;ding to the migrant
coimaelors, approximately 7,500 etudnts- drop out each year.; Our Washington State
University REP program reports similar drop-out 'rates in the Yakima Valley. in
Washington; the IiEP at.the Californip State University at Fresno reports find simi-
lar drop-out rates in the San Joaquin Valley, the Imperial Valley and the Salinas
Valley. Our Puerto Rico HEP program finds the same drop-out situation on the
island. The REP and CAMP programs provide the only avenue whereby the mi-
grant and seasonal farrnworker student can return for the education necessary to
break the migrant stream. In the REP program the student is considered successful
only when he receives his G.E.D. and is placed in university setting, in a vocational
or technical school, in job training, or a job. The track record of these programs
since their beginning has been exemplary: 85% of those participating in the REP
program receive 'their G.E.D. (We estimate approximately 25,000 students have re-
ceived their G.E.D. through REP; 90%. am successfully placed in a college or univer-
sity, technical or vocational school, training or a job.

k

For the CAMP programs the results are also quite impressive: 88% of the stu-
dents complete their freshman Yeer; theaverage G.P.A. for a CAMP student is a 2.3
(based on a 4.0 scale).. .
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The academic success is remarkable when one considers that CAMP- students
score 220 points below the national average on, the SAT.

If the migrant and seasonal farmworker youths are to .become integrated into:the
mainstream of our society,. they must be 'given the opportunity, tKrough tamer
training and supportive services, to obtain a secondary and postsecondary education.
Federal educational support for farmworker families has concentrated on preschool
and elementary gtade levels. The HEPs and the CAMPS represent virtually the only
direct federal response to a demonstrable need at the secondary and postsecondary
levels.

Last week, Diana Sifuestes, an ex- EP student testified before this subcommittee.
It is because of MEP and CAMP t t there are Many 'thousands IX stories just as
Diana's

The National HEP/CAMP Association wishes to.express its coil ern regard' the
FY '85 budget and the serioes and grave consequences of depriving grant and sea-
sonal farmworker youths access to secondary and postsecoudary edttation. Thank
you.

.

OPENING*STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL SIMON', A REPRICSENTATIVE IN CONGRESS 4014
THE STATE OF ILLINOIS AND CRAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY IDUCA-
TION

Today the Subcrimmitteen Postsecondary Education holds its eighth in a, wive
of reauthorization hearings on H.R. 5240, The Higher Education Act Amendments
of 1984. These hearings have focused on both the budgetary rarnificatioris and edu-
catkins' policy implications of the proposed amendments to proems the
Higher Education Act of 1965.

'We turn our attention today to: (1) broader, policy issuesSuch as the access of His.
panic Americans to postsecondary education; (2) the relationship of federal educa-
tion programs to higher education institutions in the trust territories (which look to
us for. help); and ta) the adequacy of federal support for smaller programs in the
Higher Education Act, e.g. Cooperative Education Veterans Cost of InstruCtion
(VIP), HEP-CAMP,. etc.

We will also hear this morning about a new iniative which will marry higher edu-.
cation institutions, using the College Work Study program, and local literacy efforts
to help reduce our Nation's hidden problem of adult illiteracy. More than 23 million
Americans can not read or write. That fact alone, contributes to high unemployment
and retards economic growth.

The Reagan. Administration's FY 85 Budget, and legislati4 propo sals continue a
ttern of neglect and indifference 17ward many of the progratas we will hear about

Accepting `the Administration's recommendation's would result in drastic re-
duc3l sIS in access to higher education for the particular population they serve, and
reduce the likelihood of success of these students once they are enrolled. The Presi-."
dent's proposals. represent a step'backward when we ought to be moving forward.

The Higher Education Act' Amendments of 1984, which. P introduced two weeks
ago with 25 of my House colleagues, would not only continue and maintain these
programs and services for veterans; minority disadvantaged students, but would in-
crease the funding for these programs. These are the students that need the enconr-
agement and the chance to pursue their higher education aspirations. Our witnesses
will add a very significant perspective and a new dimendion to this.

Our witness list is qdite long today and many of you have come great distances to
testify. All written testimony will be entered in the record and I would ask that you
try and summarize a few salient points in your prepared statements. This will help
us move along quickly and everyone the opportunity to be heard,

PREPARED STATEMENT Or HARVEY Al. Sreostarki, Dias Or CONTINUING EDUCATION,
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY AND Pairstneavr, NATIONAL UNIVERSITY CONTINUING EDU-
CATION ASSOCIATION

On behalf of the National UnverSity Continuing Education Association, I would
like to commend the Chairman of the Postsecondary Education Subcommittee for
his leadership in introducing H.R. $240. My comments for the record will focus on
-the concerns of the National University Continuing Education Association, namely,
needs of Students 'Who are not 18-24 years old wed who do not`attend postsecondary
educ,atiod degree programs on the campus on a full-time basis, These students en-.
compass older (and sometimes younger) students who continue their education in
nontraditional ways. These students are the majority of studentirvisht now, and

)83
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their numbers will increase in the foreseeable future. 'It is our opinion that the
114 lur Education Act should rvc.-ognize that the higher education student body has
changed, and that it should accommodate the needs of the majority of students as
Well as the needs-of the 18-24-year-old, full-time, on-campus students. It is this phi-
lasopily upon which our brief comments are based. Our priorities for the Higher
Education Act Amendments therefore focus specifically on two titlesTitle I and,
Title IV.

We believe that the education of People throughout their adult lives is critical for
the survival of thiscounty and that institutions of higher education have a reaponsi-

to make a substantial contribution to this educational process. Down the line,
we envisign the Higher Education Act as a vehicle for educatiniLpeopIe of all ages
throughout life. However, we recognize that higher education, it high has always
adapted to meet the needs of the American society, is in a txansitional period. It is

,therefore not surprising that although we are outgrowing the legislation that was
created to accommodate the needs of society in 1976, we do not clearly see how soci-
ety will 1:n transformed ten years frem now. Since our society is in transition, our
legislation necessarily must also be in transition. We do, however, have glimpses of
what our needs will be in the next ten years, and those needs dearly will involve
increased education and training of adults. Therefore, the educational system for
reaching Owe students must be revised.

Our assumptions regarding Title 1, the only Title Of the Higher Education Act. * which at this time specifiCally addressei society's needs for the future, are u fal-
loWs:

Colleges and' universities are the primary keepers and perpetuators of ,a higher
percentage of the knowledge of this society.

This knowledge should be shared with learners throughout their lives, in appro-
priate, effective ways.

Colleges.and universities should be assisted in accomplishing the two goals stated
above in this time of transition:

To that end, NUCEA recommends that Title I be completely rewritten from how
it appeared in the Amendments of 1980 and only slightly revised and added to in
KR, 5240. Title I. has suffered from. a "Christmas tree" approach, 'with too many
different goals attached to one title under the heading of "outreach." Even though
there is consensus that learning throughout life is necessary for the economic aad',
spiritual success of this country, Title I has net been funded sinc4 its reauthoriue
tion in 1980. We suggest that the reasoif is that it tried to do too many thing for too
many people sind endfd up without a constituency. We strongly recommend against
an extension of legislation that has not been and is not likely to be funded. And.we
strongly recommend against adding additional parts to existing legislation that de-
tract from the original continuing education focus of the title. These additions in-

.

clude the literacy, correctional education assistance, and veterans cost of instruction
programs.

We so recommend that Titlt I legislation be written to do one thing and one thing
only', that is, to financially assist institutions of higher education to develop and
strengthen educational delivery systems 'to meet the needs of learners unable to
attend class in the irraditional sense and at the, traditional times. These learners
encompass many of the constituencies you are attempting to serve through addition-
al sions of the proposed ,Title 1. They include*the-ihcarcerated illiterate adults,
and veterans. Our proposal would encourage and assist colleges rind universities to
make their resources available to learners at home, at the workplace, in isloated
areas through the new technologies. Our members tell us that 'they have'a commit-

, ment to serving learners of the campus. Often they have the hardware to do it.
What they do not have is the software, the experience, the faculty expertise, or the
educational understanding to put the new media and, technology approaches In
effect for their learners during this difficult time of talcasitioo. We therefore, recem-
mend the following legislation:
Innovative delivery systems to serve the distant learner

Purpose: It is the purpose of this part to help serve the educational needs of stu-
dents off the campus by providing funds to colleges, and universities to upgrade or
develop educational delivery systems and to train faculty in their, use.

c

.

The Secretary is au iorized to male grants to and enter into contracts with insti-
tutions of higher education to develop programs to serve-the needs of distant learn-

_

Diqnonstration perfleet

9 6 4
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ers, methods of delivery of such programs, and training of instructors in such pro
grams to meet the needs of any individual for whom such institution may direct its
activities and .education programs. In making such grants and entering into such
contracts, the Secretary shall consider any one or more of the following goals:

'(1) The use of technologically oriented or innovative delivery' systems utilizing
interactive computers, radio, television, teleconferencing, video-disc, print, any com-
bination thereof or such other means as may provide direct use and access by indi-
viduals to such programs and instructors.

(2) Targeting of educational programs utilizing innovative delivery systems to
learners at the workplace, in the home, and at learning sites far from campus.

(3) The development of off-campua programs to meet the needs of learners for
whom continual training and retraining is necessary,, including professional con-
tinuing education, skill updating, and other kinds of non-credit activities that are
necessary to the retraining of the workplace.

(4) Training of faculty and staff to develop educational programs that use innova-
tive delivery systems and to use such programs and systems to enhance the teach-

carpabilities of faculty and the learning opportunities of students off the campus.
(5) The use of such other programs, delivery systems or training for instructors as

any institution of higher education may certify as appropriate for achieving any of
the preceding goals.

The Secretary of Education shall evaluate such demonstration. projeCts and shall
report annually to the Congress and to the President on such evaluation, commenc-
ing June I, 1986.

There are authorized VS be appropriated' $30 million fir FY 1985, $35 million for
FY 1986, $40 million for FY 1987, $45 million for FY 1988, and $50 naillion.for FY
1989 for such demonstration projects.

The Federal share shall be 100% for the first year of any demonstration project,
80% for the second such year, and GO% for each such year thereafter.

TITLE iv

Many changes were made in the 1980 amendments which resulted in an enlight-
ened federal policy for matriculated students working towerd a degree and attend-
ing college it least half-time. One of the changes allowed institutions to award up to'
10 percent of Supplemental Education Opportunity Grants and College) Work Study
funds to less than half -time students. We are pleased to see tAat-ttmeprovision re-
mains in H.R. 5240 under the block grant option. The problem isthat an enlig14-
ened federal policy has not resulted in delivery of funds to part-tinte students on.
number of campuses, breadkown occurs at the institutional level, where prior-
ities for funding are established. Pell Grants and Guaranteed Student Loans are
"real" (Thins; campus-based funds elude many needy part-time students. Fell
Grants and GSL must be given to qualified students who register for a minimum of
half tune while SEOG and CWS are awarded to less-than-full-time students at the
discretibn of the institutions. When institutions are hard-pressed to fund full-time
students with limited dollars, other students lose out. This occurs at a time when
the part-time 'student population is growing dramatically. A disturbing concomitant
trend is for states to shirk their responsibilities for assisting part-time students
cause it is believed that the federal goveitment has answered the call. In effect,
part -time student is caught in a squeeze, and the net effect is little or no aid..

We therefore recommend th© following:
(1) We support the removal of restrictions in current programs to allow part-t

students (including less-than-half-time) to become eligible for all student assistance
programs.

(2) We believe the limits on the cost-of-attendance provisions should be abolished
so that students who live off-campus will not have their non-tuition expense limited
by an arbitrary figure. -

(33) Given less than the recommendation in number one above, we recommend that
each institution be required to reserve a percentage of funds fel part-time, on-
campus students, based on their full-time equivalent numlaers'on campus.

(4) Another group of student; is totally outside the financial intinstrearnstu-
dents who need to enroll in noncredit courses or conferences to obtain employment
or become more than marginally employed. This number is increasing as we at-
tempt to retrain the workforce, and their financial needs should be considered.

The NUCEA membership thanks you for the many good ideas presented in H.R.
5240. We want to work with you as you seek to create new legislation and encour-
age you to use our organization as deource of information and counsel.

9 6 5



.HEARINGS ON THE REAUTHORIZATION 'OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

FRIDAY, APRIL 6, 1984

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

SUBOOMMITME ON PosTSECONDARY EDUOATION,-,..
Winona, MN

The subcommittee met pursuant to call at 11 a.m., in the North'.
Lounge, Lourdes Hall, College. of St. Teresa, Winona, MN. Hou-.`
Timothy Penny presiding.

Members present: Representatives Penny and Gunderson.
Staff present: William A. Blakey, counsel and Rose DiNapoli,

Republican legislative associate.
Mr. PENNY. Before we Dr. Thomas .J. Hamilton, president

of the College of St. Teresa, has a few words.
Dr. HAMILTON. I would like 03 take this opportunity to welcome

Congressman Penny and Congressman Gunderson to the College of
St. Tercsa.

All cif us here in this room, regardless of whether we are from
the public or the private sector, are vitally interested in the subject
of financial aid. We know that the current program of financial

. aid, as sponsored by the Federal Government, guarantees equality,
of access and equality of opportunity for students throughout the
country.

The current program of Federal financial aid to students has ,

worked well `over two decades. A number of years o it was sub-
ject to a proposed revision. The revision did not take lace. Howev-
er, the precipitous manner in which the revision was ussed was
harmful to colleges and students. None of us here in room are
opposed to revisions. However, we'd like to insist that any revisions
that are undertaken should be done carefully and prudently and
without any scare publicity:

Once again, let me state that you are all weldorne here at the
College of Saint Teresa. Let me laud you for your interest and let
me request once again that, as you examine Federal contributions
of financial aid to students, you proceed slowly and cautiously.

Thank you.
Mr. PENNY. Thank you Dr. Hamilton for your kind words of wel-

come. On behalf of Congressman Gunderson and myself may I say
that 'we are pleased to be here today. I'm particularly pleased that
we were able to am:al& this hearing in W&ona, home of my alma
materWinona State University. Winona is a particularly suitable,
location for this hearing as it is the home of four institutions of
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higher education, St. Mary's College, the College of St. Teresa,
Winona State University and the Winona Area VocationarTechni-
cal Institute.

I look forward to hearing testimony today from the slate of
knowledgeable witnesses which we. have lined up. Your testimony
will be extrently helpful to Congressman. Gunderson and myself.
Through testimony such as yours,. we are better able to evaluate
the strengths of H.R. $240, and identify the areas where improve-
ment is called for.

Furthermore, southeastgrn Minnesota is the ideal place to .give
this bill a hearing. Within the confines of the First Congressional
District, there is a thorough mix of of types of higher education fa-
cilities, private and public 4 year colleges and universities, commu-
nity colleges, area vocati4nal technical *nstitutes, and the graduate
and medical programs offered by the yo Clinic.' If-we could de-
velop a consensus package that respond to the needs of the institu-
tions within my district, I feel certain t at the package would also
adequately respond_to the needs of higher education throughout
the Nation.

Again, I thank Dr. lianilton for w,elcoming us to his campus
today, Congressman Gunderson for attending, the witnesses
present, and all of you here 'today who share my concern, for ,he
future of ttigher education.

Congre,isman Gunderson, do you have any opening remarks?
Mr. GUNDERSON. My opening statement is in two parts today. No.

I, that as.a friend of Representative' Penny, I happen to not only
serve with Tim but I serve with him on both the Education and
Labor and the Agriculture Committee's, and our districts not, only
border but are very similar, as all of you know. I can assure you
that you have not. only an able and hardworking, but I think most
important, a very sincere Member of Congfess who is willing to
look for the right answers, above and.beyonti the political answers.

No. 2, I think I'm here because it's very important 'as Represent-
ative Penny indicated and as President Hamilton indicated earlier
that education,land particularly higher education, has always en-,
joyed in this country a bipartisan tradition and I think it's impor-
tant.-that we do maintain that: The committee historically has done
so and we certainly share that commitment today. I think this is
true not only of myself but of my colleagues on the subcommittee
and the full committee.

Reauthorizations serve a very useful purpose. Reauthorizations
are useful because they both allow us in -the essence of times and".
durIng very bnsy schedules force' us to update present law to
present needs. We're witnessing a' challenge as we begin this proc-
ess of reauthorization of the Iltgher Education Act because we
have, I think, two challenges. One is to provide the most efficient
program to our students and to the needs of ous-etudents, colleges
and universities. Certainly with the budget challenges we face we
all want'to make sure that the dollars we do have, limitedkhough
they may be at times, go to the right people and in the righeway.

Second, we need to adapt to changing needs. I happen to.believe
that we are witnessing out there a changing population.

If I recall the statistics correctly, in 1980 we witnessed 25 percent
of the students attending our comes and universities in this mull-



try were called nontraditional or ;adult learner. .By 1-9914' were
going to look at 47 percent of our student body being a nontradi-
tional or adult learner.'

I would hope, and one of my speciar interests, as we go through
the reauthorization process, is that we to check as to exactly how
our student financial aid programs,.not just title VI but the entire
act, meet' the unique needs of all students, the nontraditional stu-
dents and the others, in the decades .of the 1980's and beyond.

With that, we're here to hear yotir testimony, not to give speech-
es. I'm, happy to be here and look forivard to, your statements.

Mr. PENNY. I call forward then the first panel, President Peter
Clifford of St. Mary's College, Dr. Charles Harwood, directgr of the
Rochester Area Vocational Technical Institute band Dr. Thomas
Stark, president, Winona State. University.

Perhaps you've discussed this among yourselves already as to the
order in which you'll make your presentations. If you haven't,
decide quickly and we'll move forward. If you do have others that
you intend to bring forward with you to supplement your testimo-
ny, you're welcome to ask them to join fou at the table.

STATEMENT OF BROTHER PETER CLIFFORD, PRESIDENT,ST:.
MARY'S COLLEGE

Brother CLIFFORD. Good morning. I'm Brother- Peter Clifford, the
president of St. Mary's College in Winona, and I've asked to come
up with me Brother. Paul Grass, who is on my left, who is the vice
president for administration and is in charge of the policy decisions
for both financial aid and coordinator of our title M program.

I join in -the sentiments of Dr. Hamilton in welcoming this sub-
committee and I speak .for the independent college group that in-
eludes not only St. Mary's and St. Teresa's in the First Congres-
sional District of Minnesota, but also Carlton College and St. Olaf
in orthfield.,

e do welcome Congressmen GundersOn and. welcome back Con-
gressman Penny.

As I prepared this testimony, and that was 2 days ago, I realized
that there was a severe handicap we were working under. Al-
though the latest version of the reauthorization bill was introdu ed
on March 23, I had not yet seen any text and therefore in pre
ing my testimony I hacl to rely on earlier versions.

I warLit to express that if my experience is similar to that of other
commentators in the field, it reinforces my conviction that the
schedule for reauthorization may be on a faster track than it need

and I urge that the final consideration of this reauthorization
bi be delaybd. 4k

enough time is being allowed to gather the necessary data
and,I, .r one, have only an incomplete understanding of the proba-
ble m effects of this reauthori2ation.

Student aid is a complex important issue and is at the root of the
ability of poor and middle-class students to obtain an independent

. college education. It is absolutely vital to the sniall privy college's
ability to offtr its educational services to the people th t it wants
to serve and the people that have the needs that the college can
provide.

A.,

.
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My remarks focus in sequence on selective titles of the Higher
Education Act in order to highlight certain issues. Title, III, institu-
tional aid, has certainly benefited St. Mary's College through three
multiyear grants-since 1975. Without question or doubt those funds
have been in large part the basis for the academic and financial
,ad6nces the college has achieved during the past 9 years.

With title III assistance, St.-Mary's has put in place a simple yet
effective planning process, introduced programs that enroll hun-
dreds of additional Students, and provided faculty members with
training programs and study leaves for upgrading their profession-
al competencies.

'C The continuing effects of title III assure the stability and future
of St. Mary's College. For this college, title III produced life in
what was a life and death struggle.

Despite some reports of alleged ineffectiveneas on the part of a
few colleges and their use of title III funds, l'am certain that many
institutions, like St. Mary's, survive and are better today because
they used title III well.

Thus, small liberal arts, church-related Collegesand I want to
suggest that that may be one of the new endangered specieshave
the sane needs at critical points in their evolution and the same
mission of service as our sister colleges historically committed to
black and other minority communities.

I wish to support the new focus on endowment development re':
cently added t6 title HI and written into the proposed title XII.

This endowment development provision typifies the long-range
partnership that must be fostered by matching Federal, private
and institutional resources.

I might refer in a ,similar vein to college housing loans, energy
conservation, matching grants and tax-exempt bond financing
through higher educatiOn,lacilities authorities, the mutual benefits
of this government-privaty .partnership.

I now turn to title IV, student aid. In today's economy and in the
midst of a struggle by Congress and the administration to bring an
horrendous Federal budget deficit into line, I urge this subcommit-
tee to continue supporting the goal of the higher education commu-
nity and the citizenry at large to assure. financial accessibility for
all Americans to all of the Nation's wide diverpity of higher educa-
tio opportunities,

my mind, accessibility to 'higher education is an elelnent .of
American, life that makes our Nation unique throughout the Earth.

From the viewpoint, of the small independent college, whatever
adjustments are made in student aid must focus on programs that
are tuition sensitive. Tuition pricing patterns in independent col-
leges are necessarily higher than- those in institutions whose oper-
ations, are directly subsidized by government.

Balanced appropriations should maintain the statutory goalthe
Higher Education Amendments of 1980that 75 percent of the stu-

'dent's college -expenses be paid by a reasonablethat is, a need-
basecombination of parent contribution, independent student
contribution, if need be, Pell grant, SEOG and VIG.

The remaining 25 percent of the student's expenses should be
paid by student self-help thl.ough a combination of college work -
study, ND.SL, GSL and parent loan.
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Consistency of Federal student aid programs from year to yeiir is
most important in preserving accessibility to private colleges. 4

Parents and students in 1984, for example, are much more as-
sured and optimistic in planning for college than they were in
1982, to which Dr. Hamilton also referred, when extensive publicity
about impending but never fully tarried out drastic cuts in student
aid discouraged families from even applying to independent colleg-
eS.

I urge the subcomatttee to establish,a master calendar' for the
delivery of student as recommended 1,3, the National Commis-
sion on Student Financial Assistance.

1 support legislation that would concentrate' Fedeial grants on
tuition expenses in order to correct the erosion in Federal grant
support suffered over the past 3 years by needy students in inde.-

. pendent colleges.
Thus, I support the proposal to base Pell grants awards on ui-

tion expenses plus a uniform allowance, for living expenses up to a
maximum limit in 1986-87 of $3,000 per award. ,

Furthermore, campus administration of Pell grants could realize
substantial savings in processing time and cost.

College work-study should continue to be separate from coopera-
tive education. Each of those programs serves different students
with different needs. Neither should college work-study funds be
authorized for use in for-profit businesses and agencies. Scarce
work-study funds should be focused on the nonprofit sector

Campus jobs, in particular, give students a role in to institution,
strengthen retention and provide learning experience).- Work-study
could be expanded, in fact, if Congress were to extend the State in-
centive programs to allow States to establish or sustain a supple-
mental work-study program.

I support legislation to limit coyerage provided by the guaran-
teed student loan program to the amount of a student's' remaining
need after all other institutional and governmental grant, work
and loan benefits, together with all expected parent lid student
contributions are taken into account. There should be no origins-
tion fee in the GSL program.

I also oppose any legislation that consolidates the GSL with the
NDSL. Each has a different population of students to serve, with
different rates and terms reflecting the financial circumstances of
the two groups of students.

As a college that has worked hard to reduce its NDSL default
rate to its present 4.3 percent level, St. Mary's encourages legisla-
tion to expand the incentive for students,and institutions to assure
timely repayment of federally subsidized student loans.

In summary, I underline three essential characteristicspartner-
ship, accountability and consistency.

Partnership will be strengthened
to

mandating matching pay-
ments from States and institutions to Federal aid programs.
in point, St. Mary's College itself funded $942;000 in scholarships
and grants, 95 percent need-based, in 1982-83. In that same year,'
Federal Pell grants and SEOG's totaled $405,000 and State -scholar-
ships and grants totaled $250,000. That's partnership.

The accountability will be assured by Making Pell grants
campus -based and auditable, as well as by requiring all family



income data submitted on all Federal student aid applications'W be
verified by campus financial aid administrators using Federal
income tax returns.

Consistency will be attained by ,adopting a Master calendar and
by legislating annual costs-of-living adjustments:

We also have remarks on title s and title Vrand title VII. They
are in the written testimony tluit is here and I would extend these
remarks.

1 would close with these comments with a short quotation from
Elmer Andersen, the former Governor of Minneiota and currently
chairmah of the Goveinor's Commission on the Future cif Post Sec-
ondary Education, who says:-
- The hardest reality that we all face is torecognize that top quality; does not come
at bargain prices. A willingness to invest in quality education at this time is the
surest way to provide the best economic and social future for our state and Sts
peple,o - .
rs

I believe that that is equally appropriate for our Nation and for
all our people. Thank you for this opportunity.

Mr. JENNY. Thank you, Brother Clifford.
r want to note at this/time that all written testimony and other

material will be included in the committee record, so if others want
to do as Reverend Clifford did and summarize remarks or add
other statements to the record you can do that in addition to those
remarks that you have made before the committee. .

[Prepared statement of Rev. Peter Clifford follows :]

PIMP/4174:D STATFAMN+r OF PVTUR CLIFFORD, F.S.C., Pamor4sr, SAINT MMN'S COLIAAa.
WiNoisA, MN ,

Saint Miiry'S College, like its sister college in Winpria, the College/of Saint Teresa,
is a small liberal arts college located in this beautiful Mississippi river town. I speak
for our independent college community, which also includes Carleton College and
St. Olaf College, both in Northfield and also in the First Congressional District, us
well as for the Winona community at large, in welcoming the members and staff of
the House Postsecondary Education Subcommittee.

As I prepared this testimony (April 3, 1984), I realized a severe handicap. Al-
though the latest version of a reauthorization bill was introduced on. March 23,
1984. I have nob yet seen any text and must rely on earlier versions to'offer these
remarks. If my experience is similar to that of other commentators in the field, it
reinforces my conviction that the schedule for reauthorization is on a faster track
than it need be. I urge that final consideration of this reauthorization bill bede-
jayed until next year.

Not enough time is being allowed to gather the necessary data. I, for one, have
only an incomplete understanding of the probable long-term effects of this reauthor-
ization. Student aid, for example, ism complei, important issue at the -root of the
ability of poor and middle-class students to obtain a college education. Student aid is
absolutely vital to the small private college's ability to offer the educational services
that people need and want.,

My remarks focus, in sequencer, on selected title of the Higher Education Act, in
order to highlight certain issues. Title III, Instit tic) al Aid, has benefited Saint
Mary's College through three multi-year grants sin 197. Without question or
doubt, these funds have been in large part the basis for the academic and financial
advances the college has achieved dung the past nine years. With Title 1.14 assist,
ance, Saint Mary's put in place a simple,yet effective, planning process, introduced
programs that enrolled hundreds of additional students, and provided faculty mem-
bers with training programs and study 4eaves for upgrading their professional com-
petencies.

The continuing effects of Title III assure the stalAlity-40444attnle-of Saint 'Mary's
College. For this college, Title III produced life in what was surely a- life and death
strtiggle. Despite reports of alleged ineffectivenessn the part of Wine cane do in
their use of. Title III funds, 1 in certain that many institutions, like Saint
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survive. and are better today because they used (Title 1II well. Thus, small liberal
arts, Church - related colleges (an endangered species) have the same needs at critical
points in their evolution and the same inisaion of service as our caster colleges his;

-torisally committed to black and other minority communities.
I particularly wish to support the new focus en endowment development, recently

added to Title III and written into thepropeeed Title X11. This endowment develop,
meat provision typifies the long-range partnership that must be fostered by match-
ing federal, private, and institnutional resources. (In a similar vein, College Housiiig
Leans, Energy Conservatidn `matching grants, and tax-exempt bond financing
through the State Higher Education Facilities Authority exemplify the mutual ben-
efits of this government /private partnership.)

I new turn to Title IV, Student Aid. In today's economy and in the midst of a
struggle by the Congress and the Administration -to bring the horrendous, federal.
budget deficit into line, I urge this Subcommittee to continue supporting the goal of
the higher education _community and the citizenry at large to -assure financial ac,cei-
sibility for all ganericane to all of the nation's wide diversity of higher education
opportunities: Accessibility to higher eduOtinn is an element of American life
makes our nation unique throughout this earth.

From the viewponiOef the small, independent College, whateveradjustments are
made in student aid must focus on programs that are tuition-sensitive. Tuition pric-ing patterns in independent colleges are necessarily higher than the in institu-
tions whose operations are directly subsidized by government. Balanced federal ap-
propriations should maintain the statutory goal (Higher Education Amendnients of'
1980) that 75% of a student's college expenses be paid by kreasonable (i.e., need-
baseell combination of parent contribution (and independent student contribution, ifthat be the case), Pell Grant, Supplementary Educational Opportunity Grant
(SLOG), and State Student Incentive Grant (SSIG). The remaining 2,5% of the stu-
dent's expenses should be, paid by Student self-help programs, through a com4nit
Lion of College Work-Study, National Direct Student Loan, Guaranteed Student
Loan, and parent loan (PLUS/ALAS).

Consistency-of federal student aid programs from year"to year is most important
in preserving accessibility teprivate colleges. Parents and students in 1984, for ex-
ample, are much more assured and optimistic in planning for college than they
were in 1982, when extensive publicity about impending (but never fully carried out)drastic cuts student aid discouraged families ft= even applying to independent
coil urge the Subcommittee to establish a Master Calendar for the delivery of
student aid, as reco'Aimended by the National Commission on StUdent,Financial As-
sistance.

I support legislation that would concentrate federal granOseen tuition expenses, in
order to correct the erosion in federal grant support suffered over the past three
years by needy studtints in independent colleges. Thus, I support the proposal to
base Pell Grant awards on tuition expenses, plus a uniform allowance for living ex-
penses, up to -a maximum limit in 1986-87 of $3,000 per award. Furthermore,
campus administration of Pell Grants could realize substantial savings in processing
time and cost.

College Work-Study should continue to be separate from Cooperative Education.
Each' program serves different students with different needs. Nor should College
Work-Study funds be authorized for use in for-profit businesses and agencies. Scarce
CWS funds should be focused on the non-profit sector. Campus jobs, in particular,
give students a role in the institution, strengthen their retention, and provide learp-
ing- experiences. Work-Study could be expanded, in, fad, if Congretis were to extend
the state incentive program (SSIG) to allow states to establish or sustain a supple-
mental work-study program alongside the existing federal-state grant prograhe

I support legislation to limit coverage provided by the Guaranteed Student Loan
program to the amount of a student's remaining need, after all other institutional
and governmental grant, work, and loan benefits, together with all expected parent/ 4
student contributions, are taken into account. There should be no,origination fee in
the GSI, program, I also oppose any legislation that consolidates the GuaranteedStudent L an with the National-Direct Student-Lein. Each has a different popula-
tion of students to serve, with different rates and terms reflecting the financial cir-
cumstances of the two groups of students. As a college that has worked hard to
reduce its NDSI, default rate to its present 4,3% leval, Saint Mary's encourages leg-
islation to expand theincentive for students and institutions to assure timely repay-
meat of federally subsidized student loans.

In summary, I underline three essential characteristics: partnership, accountabil-
ity, and consistency. Partnership will be strengthened by mandating matching pay-
Mentz from states and institutions to federal aid payments. (As a case in point,

9.72
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Saint Mary's Gbllege itse ded $942000 in scholarships and grants-95%. need-
basedin 1982-83. Fede Grants and stoak totaled $405,000. Sfate scholar-
ships said-grants totaled Accountability will be assured by making Pell
Grants campus -based -and as,well as by requiring all family income, data
submittekon alLfederal student applications to be verified by campus financial
aid adnumstratons using federal income tax returns. Consistency will be attained by
adopting a Master Calendar )ind by legisilitting annual cost-of living adjustments.

The length and complexity of -the Higher Education Act are, in keeping with the
importance of postsecondary iptitutions to the future of our country.Let me sorn-
ment briefly on several other titles in the propcsed reauthorization.

Title V, Teacher Preparation, promises to give new life to the beleaguered teach-
ing profession. Saint Mary's success in past National Sciera.. roundation teacher
training institutes and the currents rekindling of student interest on campus in
teaching careers augur well for the success of a renewed federal effort to stimulate
excellent teaching and to meet the future need for excellent teachers to fill thb gap
created by the "teaching depression" of the past decade,

Title-VI, International Education an be especially helpful to small, independent
colleges, if institutional grants are provided for undergraduate faculty and students
for study abroad. Every traveler's experience shows that motivation to study foreign
languages and cultures cone after the opportunity* to live for a time in a foreign
country. The cultural isolation of the United States can only be cured by more fre-
quent contact with ether nations.

Title VII, Academic Facilities, 'offers a crucial opportunity for federia partnership
with independent colleges. Again, `l accept the challenge for the college to match
any federal 'contribution, Whether in grants or loans. Colleges must be expeLtad to
budget for adequate maintenance and renovation of equipment and facilities, but

. the denten& of energy Conservation, information technology, and scientific equip-
merit are too much for any institution to fund in tke short term. Let those institu-
tions that can raise matching funds from their own constituents be rewarded for
their initiative and consumer support.

I close these comments with a filbert quotation from the Honorable Elmer Ander-
son, former Gave or-of Minnesota and current'', Chairman of the Governor's Corn -

mission on the of Post Secondary Education:
-.1441,i4 we an face. to that top quality does not come at

bargain prices -,
mess

to invest it education at this time is the surest
way to provide e best ecenbmic and social future for our state and its people."

I believe that equally appropriate for our nation and its people. Thank you for
this opportunity present my remarks and recommendations to this Subcommit-
tee.

f.

Mr. PENNY. I would like to move through all the panelists first
and then ask question of the panelists as a group and proceed on
that basis through each of the panels today.

Dr. Stark.

STATEMENT OFT% THOMAS F.STARK, PRESIDENT, WINONA
STATE UNIVERSITY

Dr. STARK. Thank you very much, Congressman Penny and Con-
gressman Gunderson and committee staff members. We are very
'pleased that you have 'seleeted Winona as the place to have this
hearing. We feel that this setting is a setting where education is
held in very high priority.

We give thanks to you and to previous Congressmen for the
great commitment that has been given to education and the bene-
fits that we have from. it today.

We do believe that the stability of the financial aid package is
terribly important. Both Brother Clifford and President Hamilton
alluded to the problems that faced us in 1982 whe&e there was a .
lack of stability and students anticipating coming to liege didn't
really know what to expect.

W are grateful for the suppori that you people and others have
given to postsecondary education. In fact, §ince the passage of the
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Higher Education Act, student anancial aid has grown consider-
ably and fewer students are dknied access to postsecondary educa-
tion because of lack of financial resources than in previous times.

From 1959 to 1983, Winona State University students received
over. $40 million in Federal, State, and institutional financial
During those years, our tiational defense student loan, now the na-
tional direct loan, has grown from $42,000 to over $500,000. We
have not received any Federal capital contribution for this pro-
gram over the past several years, but our collections and the 6-per-
cent delinquency rate have allowed is to keep this program going
on on A revolving basis.

Qther programs of considerable importance to our students are
the college work-study, the supplemental educational opportunity
grant, the Pell grant, the guaranteed student loan, the nursing
loan, and the scholarship programs Add to these the Minnesota
State grant and scholarship progia.m, institutional scholaiships,
work and loan .programs, and you can, see that we have a partner-
ship with a si*kible investment in ouristudents, an investment that
is returned to the State and the country many times over.

Where do we go. from here?,,Because 'of rising college costs, finan-
cial -aid has not kept pace. In the 1979-80 academic year 58 per-
-cent of Winona State UniVersity's total tuition fees were paid by
the national direct student loan,he Pell grant, supplemental edu-
cational opportunity grant and.i;ollege work-study programs.

In 1980-81, 47 percent of theNtuition fees were covered by those
programs, and in 1981-82, -43 percent was covered by those pro-,
grams, so you see a drop from 58 percent to 47 percent to 43 per-
cent.

° This-drop is a 25-percent drop over the 4-year period and this gap
will continue to widen unleis cost stabilization or student aid is in-
creased.

At our university, we're not able to, meet 100 percent of the stu-
dents' need in the national 'direct loan and supplemental education-
al opportunity grant program.

This means that more and more of our students will be forced to
borrow large amounts through the private lenders and put them-
selves in a debt position from which it will be very difficult for
them to recover.

Provisions must be made to allow students to consolidate loan
payments and ,gift assistance should be provided to students so that
an, equitable financial aid package can n-a6 developed and loan debt
= be kept at a reasonable level.

While there are many ideas of how 'best to serve students, it is
clear that the Federal, 'State, and institutional partnership must
continue to work together to get the job done.,

It is our feeling at Winona State University that the Federal pro-
grams that are now in place are working and radical changes
should not be made. What needs to be done is to fine -tune these
programs to provide more flexibility on the part of the institutions
for transferring dollars between programs and to. fund ptograms at
adequate levels.

These are not unreasonable requesti, but realistic expectations if
we hope to give students access to post secondary educati



In terms of title II, the Library Assistance Program, the program
has provided money to supplement the library materials budget.at
our university. During the period 1978782, the title IIA supple-
mentftotaled $31,5-47. ,

.
-* ,

It would be 'extremely., helpful if the college library resources pro-
gram of.the Higher Education Act would be adequately funded to
address the very significant increase in- the. cost of books and' peri-
odicals. #

Thank you.
%

.-
Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Dr. Stark,'for your testimony.
LPreliared statement of Dr. Thomas F. Stark follovssl

PILX.RAILKO STAT11:1111.NT Or THOMAS F. SrAU, PRICSIDINT, WINONA STATE UNIVERSITY

Since the passage of the Higher Education Act, student financial aid has grown
^.considerably and fewer students are denied access to poet-secondary education be-

cause °flack of financial resources. From 1959 to 1983 Winona State University stu-
dents have received over 40 million dollars la Federal, State and institutional -Fi-
nancial Aid. During those years our National. Defense Student Loan, noWsthe Na-
tional Direct Loan, has grown from $42,000 to over $500,000. We have not received
any federal capital contribution for this program for the past few years, but our col-
lections and six percent delinquency rate have allowed us to keep this program
going on a revolving basis.

Other programs of considerable importance to -our students are College Work-
Study, Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant, Pell Grant, Guaranteed Stu-'
dent Loan, and Nursing Loan and Scholarship Programs. 'Add to these flee Minneso-
ta State Grant and Scholarship Program, Institutional Scholarships, Work and Loan
Programs and you can see we have a partnershifitwith a sizeable investment in our
students; an investment that is returned to the state and country Many times over.

Where do we go from here? 13ecause of rising college costs, rmaritial aid has not
kept pace. In the 1979-480 academic year, 58% of Winona State -University's total
tuition and fees were paid by the National Direct Student.Lean, Pell Grant, Supple-
mental Educational Opportunity Grant and College Work-Study Programs: In 1980-
81, '47% of tuition and fees were covqaed by those programs. In 1981-82, 43% was
covered by those programs, and in 1982-83 those programs paid 31% of total tuition
and fees. This is a drop of 25% over a four year period, and this gap will continue to
widen unless casts stabilize or student aid is increased. At our University we are not
able to meet 100% of the.students need in the National Direct Loan and the Supple-
mental Educational Opportunity Grant Program. This means that more and more of
our students will be forced to borrow large amounts through private lenders and put
themselves into a debt position from which they will never recover. Provisions must
be in dto allow studente to consolidate loan repayments, and gitaiasistance should
be pr vided to students's° that an equitable financial aid package can be developed
and I debt can be kept at a reasonable level.

Whi there are many ideas of how to best serve students, it is clear that the Fed,
eral, S to and-Institutional Partnership -intuit continue to work together to get the
job done. It is -our feeling at Winona State University that the Federal programs
that are in place now are working and radical changes should not be made. What
needs...U.) be done is to fine tune these programs, to provide' more flexibility on the
part of the institutions for transferring dollars between programs, and to fund the
programs at adequate levels.41'heee are not unreasonable, requests, but-realistic ex-
pectations if we hope to give students access to post-secondary education.

In terms of Title H, the LibrarPNAssistance Program, the program- has provided
money to supplement the library materials budget of- our university. During the
period 1978-1982, Title HA supplements totaled $31,547.

4. It would be extremely helpful-if the college library resources program- of the
Higher Education Act would be adequately funded to address the drastic increase in
the caste of books and periodicals.

Mr. PENNY.' Next is
1.0

Harwood.



STATEMENT OF CHARLES HARWOOD, DIRECTOR, ROCHESTER
AREA VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

,

Dr. HARWOOD: Good morning. My name. is Charles Harwood and
I'm director of the Rochester Area Vocational Technical Insfitiit9.

Both Minnesota aid Wisconsin have very strong postsecondary
vocational technical system and they're not dissimilar, and while
I'm certainly not authorized to speak for the folks in WisCoritsin,
nor actually for the other AVTI's ,in the State of Minnesota, I
think that the kind of remarks that I will make, although rather/
general, generic in "'nature, would be representative of concerns
that they have. 1

We have 33 AVTI's in this State and about :,32,04frtuden'ts cr-
rently attending postaecondary vocational technical schools, .so it's
a substantial percentage of-our educational population that is con- --.
cerned about grants needs that they need to attend postsecondary
systems.

Since 1980, fiscal 1980, the iiercentage of tuition and feet sfrred
by Federal funds has steadily decreased. If we use Roches r as an
example to illustrate this point, 66 percent of the tuition fees col-
lected were covered by Federal awards to students. In fiscal 1983,
the percentage covered has dropped to. 44 percent, and that's a net
decrease that is fairly substantial.

In fiscal 1985, the maximum combination of Federal and State
grants that a student will be able to receive at an ATVI is about
$1,874, and this is a 5-percent increase over. fiscal 1984. 1"

However, the tuition alone in this State. will increase by 2a per-
cent. Obviously it isn't goipg to cover.

In fiscal 1983, again using statistical data from Rochester, 69 per-
cent of the students who applied for fmancial aid reported a family
income of less than $12,000, and it's a concern to us that these stu-
dents are not able to get increased Federal grant money, they will
be faced with heavy loan obligations or possibly become discour-
aged and not complete their education.

We therefore agree that the Pell grants need to be increased to
keep up with rising-costs

income
education and there should be less em-

phasisphasis on loans for lower ncome students.
We are also concernedseabout the guaranteed student loan pro-

gtam and its effect upon the independent student. While we under-
stand the desire to enhance the integrity of the student loan pro-
gram by requiring all *students to undergo a new test to deter --
mine eligibility, we are concerned about the impact that this could
have upon the independent student. ,

Under the present method by which financial -need is deter-
mined, independent students are expected to contribute almost all
of their incomes toward the cost of their education and this means
that the independent students do not have the same access to fi-
nancial aids .hat dependent students have.
,, Oftentimes the guaranteed student loan is the only type of 'aid
these students' are able to receive, and in many cases it has Meant
the difference whether or not the independent student is able to
pursue his education. ,

Using fiscal 1983 data again from Rochester, 87 percent of the
. indepefldent students had an expected family income for the year
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of less than $12;000 and most of those students did not qualify for

If we are to use the same needs base concept that is presently
being used on other types of financial aids, the independent stu-
dent would be unable to receive any type of aid.

For example, independent students with incomes of lass than
$12,000 under the need-based concept would be expected to contrib-
ute approximately $9,000 toward their education, which in most
cases is not possible for them to do. This means they would not be
eligible for a loan, and without a loan they,simply don't see how
they can attend the institutes.

We are concerned about the complexity of the regulatory and
awarding process. In order to serve the best interests of students,
we feel that it is essential that the regulatory -and awarding proc-
ess be simplified to relieve the burden placed on financial aids ad-
ministrators' and by so doing it will enable administrators to get
awards out lo the students in a more timely fashion.

Finally, we are in favor of f-a block, grant program which would
give the financial aids administrator greater flexibility and control
in meeting the students' individual and unique needs. Decisiona
Could then be made at the campus level, thereby, savir4g students
weeks of valuable time which would otherwise be spent in awaiting
award decisions.

We ask you to study these comments as you formulate recom-
mendations for legislative action.

I want to thank you and I want also to say that as director of the
school I do not deal specifically with students, but being of sound
mind I did bring someone alongMr. Dale Hogan, will you raise
your handand he will deal with specific questions during the day
as they come up.

Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Di. Harwood.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Charles Harwood follows:)

Putman Su'reaturr or De. egamis E. HARWOOD, ihssproe, Rocuserrot Aar.*
Vocanowstr'rxmoncal. boom=

. I am here today on behalf of the students attending Minnesota Area Vocational-
Technical Institutes, to express our concern that student fizancial aids have not
kept pace with the rising costs of vocational-technical education.

Since FY80 the percentage of tuition and fees covered by federal funding has
steadily decreased. In FY80 the total amount of tuition and fees collected from stu-
dents' attending AVTI's war:$.1;146,073; or 108%..of the Peels of tuition .and fees.
Three years later, in FY83 the tuition and fees collected from students totaled
$2,910,793; while the total federal funds received by students was $1,781,064, or, 61%
of the cost of tuition and fees.

I would like to use my own AVTI at Rochester to further illustrate this point. In
FY80 tuition and fees collected was $339,000: of- which 66% was covered by federal
awards to students. In FY83 the percentage covered by federal funds dropped to
44%. As you will note,, there has been a net decrease in the amount of federal aid
received by our students. .

In FYS5 maximum combination of Pell and state grants that a student will be
able to receive at an AVTI will be $1,874. This is a 5% increase over FY84. 1-loweV-
er, tuition alone for these students will increase by 26% (from $4.40 per day to $5.60
per day).

In FY 83, again using statistical data from eta own institute, 59% of all students
who applied for financial aid reported a family income of less than $12,000. It is of
deep comae w to us that if these students are not able to get increased federal grant
monies thaT they will be faced with a heavy loan debt upon graduation, or worse
yet, will become discouraged and not complete their education.

grants.,
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We therefore strongly agree with Representative Simon that Pell grants need to
be increased to keep up with the rising coats of education, and that there should be
less emphasis placed on loans for the lower income student.

We are also concerned wbout the guaranteed student loan program and its effect
on the independent student. While we understand Representative Si non's desire to
enhance the integrity of the student loan program, by requiring air tudents to un-
dergo's a needs test to determine eligibility, we are concerned about the impact this
could have on the independent student.

Under Uniform Methodologymethod by which financial need is determinedin-
dependent students are expected to contribute almost all of their incemeitowarcis
the cost of their education. This means that independent-studenta do not have the
same access to financial aids that dependent students have. Often tunes, .a guaran-
teed student loan is the only type of aid these students are able to reive, and in
many cases, has bieant the difference between an independent student dieing able to
pursue an education or not. Using FY83 data from my own institution, 87% of the
independent students had an, expected family income for thke year of less than
$12,000. Most of those students did not qualify for grants.

If we were to use the same need-based concept that we are presently using on
other types of financial aids, the independent student would be 'unable to receive a
arty type of aid. For example, independent students with an income of less than
$12,000, under the Uniform Methodology Concept, would be expected to`antribute
approximately $9,000 toward theireducation, which, in most cases, is just notposei-
ble for them to do. This ihearm that they would not be eligible for a loan. Without
that loan, we do not see how they could meet their educational costs. r

We are concerned about the 5% origination fee for student loam. We feel tliat,,,the
fee makes less money available to the student and therefore are in favor of the pro-
poeial to eliminate it. . % 1114

am concerned abOut the complexity of the regulatory and awarding process.
In Order to. serve the best interests of students, we feel that it is essential that the
regulatory and awarding process be simplified to relieve the burden placed on finan-
cial aid administrators. By so doing, it will enable administrators to get awards out
to students in a timely fashibie

Lastly, we are in favor of a block grant program which would give the financia1
aid administrators greater flexibility and control in meeting students' individual
and unique needs. Decisions could then be made at the campus level thereby saving
students weeks of valuable tithe which would otherwise be spent awaiting award dta
canons.

In 'suramary, we would ask your consideration of the following as you study and
formulate recommendations for legislative action. .

(I) Federal grants have not kept'pace with rising edueational.costs and urge that
Pell grant monies be increased to close the gap.

(2) Loan consolidation and a flexible repayment plan are sound concepts and
should be adopted. .

(3) The use of a needs test for independent studentsahould be carefully studied so
as to make sure that truly needy students are not denied access to the' guaranteed
student loan program.

(4) The regulatory and awarding process should be simplified to insure that
awards are made to students in a timely fashion.

The block grant program as proposed --by Repreeentative Simon should be
adopted.

On behalf of the Minnesota AVTI's, we thank you for allowing us the opportunity
to provide you with this testimony.

.Mr. PENNY, One of the concerns that was expressed both by.
Brother Clifford and now by you, Dr. Harwood, has to do with the
process muter which we make the awards and' both of you ex-
pressed concern about the need to make it more systematic ,and.
eliminate some of the complexity and the regulatory burden.

Do either of you want.to share with me some suggestions as to-7-
anore specific suggestions as to how, we can deal with that, or if you
want to _refer to your financial aids directors to answer that ques-
tion, that's fine as well.

cor,



STATEMENT OF BRO. PAUL GRASS, VICE PRESIDENT FOR ADMIN-
ISTRATION, ST. MARY'S COLLEGE, ACCOMPANIED BY CHRIS.
HEWING, DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL AID, ST. MARY'S COLLEGE
Brother Gums. I'm Br o. Paul Grass, vice president for adininis-

tration, St. Mary's College, and Chris Hefting is director of finan-
cial aid at St. Mary's College. . -

The comment out improvement of the system, one suggestion
in Brother Peter's_ testimony was to make the Pell Grant Program,
campus based, as are the present NDSL, SEOG, and work-study,
a0 to streamline ,they timing of the awards and the packaging of
tliZ awards, of coat*, if Pell and SEOG continue to be separate
grant programs.

A second point was the question of the maker calendar which is
already in the authorizatisAR bill and holding to itpublishing it is
one thing but holding to it is.another.

A third is the question of adcountabMty. If there is a mandatory
validation process that is in the hands of the cam us :adminiStra-
torsthat is, the Clout is there for the campus adm istrators to
validate the family financial information presumably through the
use of the prior :year's Federal income tax report, which is a
common practice,' in a number of programs, if that validation is
consolidated in the campus administrator's office and extends to all
the programs, that includes the consistency and the reliability of
the program and it, also gives the campus director of financial aid a
very sure. ground for dealing with all of the qUestions that arise
about eligibility and complaints and the fairness issue and all of
that.

There might be a couple of other points that
Ms: HEWING. Was your question concerning the way the pro-

grams are fiiiided,, the formulas that are currently In place to de-
termine the amount of awards the schools receive? That would be a
very complicated issue,

I agree with Brother Paul's comments. If theaoffice of financial
aid people : taking responsibility for doing the validation would
allow us to use the Pell Giant Program as a campus-based pro-
gram, I believe that could reduce the 'cost of the program so that
we in turn would be able to spend more money in the program, so I
strongly agree with that-particular point.

I think consistency needs to be applied to all prograins to all
types of. institutions. That may help assure. that as *el- That
would be one other point I would like to make.

Mr. PENNY. Dr.
other

vood, do you want to have your financial aid
,director speak?

STATEMENT )F DALE "HOGAN, COORDINATOR FOR STUDENT
PERSONNEL SERVICES, ROCHESTER AREA VOCATIONAL TECH.
NICAL INSTITUTE 4r%

Mr. HOGAN. Yes; I'm ale Hogan, the coordinator for student
personnel services and I think much of what we ttrould have to say
'has already been said

I would like to point out, however, that thetimeliness of getting k
money to the institutions-has indeed been a problem and the fact

41" that it seems like were constantly faced with this, that were won-
,
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dering are we going to have enough money at this particular time
to make the Pell grants that are supposed to be out on a specific
date and also as far as students are concerned I think it has some
definite bearing on them. I 'think those kinds of pressures do not
need to be brought on the students.

The other thing, at the hearing, this afternoon we will have
people that represent specifically the offices of financial aids and
those people deal with students on a daily basis and I feel that they
would have much more to say about this than I would.

Mr. PENNY. Brother Paul.
Brother GRASS. One comment about the block grant approach

which seems to be an idea for streamlining administration. If it's
used for that purpose and gives the campus administrators the
ability to shift funds in some appropriate percentage or- proportion
among loan work and grant, that's fine.

If it becomes an avenue by which either in the legislative author-
ization or in the appropriations process the amounts now designat-
ed for individual programs are shrunk 'kW one block grant pro-.
gram, then that-has the opposite effect, because what, you have as
the advantage of separate fkinding of certain programs might be
lost if-the block grant results in a sluinking.of the total appropria-
tion.

Mr. PENNY. Your argumentis more campui control over the dis-
ribution of the funds anenot elimination of the individual fman-

cial aid programs.
Brother Giss. Right.
Mr. PENNY. In that respect, your suggestionand I think Broth-

er Clifford referred to that in his testimony as wellis that pro-
grams were designed with specific purposes in mind and that you
have a need to meet and the block grant approach doesn't allow us
to respond to those needs as well as keeping4the mission of the in-
dividual programs intact.

I also want to find out a bit about your experience with what we
have called for lack of a better term nontraditional students.

There's a big change going on on our campuses the last several
years. We're finding more adults coming back to pick up additional
courses or a higher degree. Rather than moving through. on a 4-
year track and then directly on into graduate work, if that's their
plan, many people are first of all taking more than 4 years to com-
plete their education and then waiting a period of time before they
do come back. Others, either because they raise a family or have
other job obligations, decide not to even 'begin pursuing academic
training or vocational training until they're in their late twenties
or thirties and it's changing the makeup of our student population
at every institution.

Some of the comments that you've already made dealt with the
uniqueness 'of trying to meet the financial aid needs of those non-
traditional students.

Here again I'm asking for more specificity, if you would, as to
how you believe we might be able to respond, which particular fi-
nancial aid programs are best designed to meet those needs or
what new approach should be taken.

Mr. HOGAN. Congressman Penny, I would say as far as AVTI stu-
dents are concerned that we are definitely seeing more students
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that are of an o1er age. Each year the average age of students alt.
tending AVTI's in Minnesota has been constantly going up, and
many of those people I think that we see are coming back into the
labor force_ after having been out for so Me time. They are people
who have been displaced as a result of either economy shutdowns
or because of industries that have moved, or they have skills which .
do not help them to be well employed for today's market, and(
they're the ones that and coming back to us. ra

Just yesterday I talked .Afith a man who is 43 years of age that is
now coming back for new skills...These people are very difficult to
fund.

We look at large debts as far as loans are concerned. I think you
can realize that a person That age is just not going to be able to get

. into a'Federal loan program and be able to pay it off in the years
ahead.

I think that the grant area is the biggest aredeor that particular
type. of person. '

I think the other thing that we see are many women coming
back into the labor force. I think it is well known that divo'ree
rates in'this country are up, and as a result many females have to
try to support a family, try to learn some new skills, updateiihe
skills that they may have, and try to get offif I may useilthe
term AFDC. There are many people that I've talked to that do
not want to bq on that and yet they are forced to, and if we cannot
in some way find funds with which to meet their needs, these
people are goilig to continue to be on AFDC and .welfare and that
to me is a total waste of humanity. It's degradation to human
beings.

Dr.
beings.

Congressman Penny, you asked the question of the
nontraditional student. It has certainly been our experience at
Winona State University that ever-increasing numbers of our popu-

* lation, both on campus and in our regional outreach are older
people. They are people for the reasons that you, Congressman
Penny, articulated and the other testimony provided.. They are
older people who for one reason or another did not choose or could
not go on to post secondary education and now feel that in this in-
formation age that we're living in where the coin of the realm or
the key to opportunity is to know something and to have some kind
of specialized training is to go back to school, and more and more ,

of those people are doing that. -

We had a 75-percent increase in our off-campus course produc-
tion and most of those people are -people like the, people we were
describing.

In terms of what kind of support program is best for them, I'd
like to dazzle you with my understanding of that but I can't. I'd
like Mr. Bob Leitzaii, who is our director of financial aids, to make
some comments regarding funding of the older population.

STATEMENT OF BOB LEITZAU, DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL AIDS,
WINONA STATE UNIVERSITY

Mr. LEITZAU. Thank You. I would agree with many of the com-
ments that Dale has made. As you know, now the Pell grant,
SEOG, and DSO programs' and work-study do allow for funding
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half-time students. What that means is that student has to at our
institution take six credits or more.

There are no programs to date, however, that will help fund the
student who takes less than six credits or less than -a half-time
course load. -

I think these are really the students that we're looking. at. I'm'
not so sure that perhaps we're not talking a different program or
different programs, if we're going to get at the business of funding
these many cases"- of older students, students who take one or two
classes per quarter. Many times they are evening students. Many
times-they are Saturday-type students.

The State of Minnesota dogs have a apart-time grant program
which some of these students can be funded, but right now, as I -
mentioned, thelFederal programs limit funding only to "half-time or .

better.
I think it has to be addressed because we ,are seeing more and

more of this, not only fit our institution but at, the vocational tech-
nical institutes and at your private colleges as well.

Thank you. . As,

Brother CLIFFORD. Bro. Peter Clifford from St Mary's College.
Our definition of the nontraditional student might be somewhat

different from Congressman Penny's. We are a residential college
by definition and most of our students live on campus. However,
we do run a graduate program off. campus. It currently tonrolls
almost 400-students and- under any definition, it would be nontradi-
tional.

It is a service to people who in this day and age find themselves
with a need for credentialing that they were not able to get as un-
dergraduate students, such as nurse anesthetists, some of the coun-
seling$ people, or people who found thvmselves bypassed by the
technical age to which we have come and who find that they that
have a new kind of education if they are to move ahead.

We have programs like our human services and health manage-
ment which is a completely computerized one.

The problem for those students is somewhat similar to the non- ...

traditional student described for the undergraduate level in the
sense that these are people who are out in the working .world,
many of them with families; and they are putting on themselves an
added burden in an institution like St. Mary's- of close to or be-
tween $5,000 and $7,000 for this upgrading'of their education.

The word that we keep getting bade- from them is that this is
something that they have to do but the burden is getting insupport-
able.

Perhaps Brother Paul would have more to add to that
Mr. GUNDERSON. First of all, I was intrigued by the suggestion

that Pell grants ought to be campus-based. Do you suggest each
campus would have the right to make. their own eligibility require-
ments, or are .you simply saying that under a uniform set of stand-
ards they would simply be administered at each campus?

Brother GRASS. Congressman, my remarks were based on the as-
sumption that it would be a need base component using the uni-
form methodology.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Second, one of the things I appreciated from
Brother Clifford's remarks was the, discussion of scholarships.
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One of the great difficulties we have in determining fin ial
need is it's almost impossible for us to get any idea of What is a ail-
able in terms of endowments and scholarships tliat are handed out

-to meet part of that need. Yet looking at your testimony I was
unable to determine exactly what percent scholarships are 'of the
total package of student financial assistance at your college, includ-
ing guaranteed student loans, and everything else.

ICan you give) us an idea- and do you think they are typical or
atypical?

Brother .pAr.,. I'll give some of the technical informa on. When
we say scholarships and grantS,'we are really,talking a ut a need-
based program. Of the amount of scholarships and gr is funded
directly by St. Mary'sand most of this, incidentally; hot from en-
dowment but from curre operationsof approxima ly a million
dollarS in St. Mary's fu ds, less than '40,000 woul be nonneed
based so, first d'f all, these a:re needrbased Rinds th are adminis-
tered as a package using the same uniform method ogy in packag-
ing the institutional scholarships and grants Ilion with Pell and
SEOG and the State Omits. ,

.41r

It's typical for a college to have a policy on the ackagi. ng of stu-
dent aid. It might be that 50 or 60 percent of e student's need
would be met in the form of gift aid; that is, a ant or a scholar-
ship, `and that would be governmental and instit tional funds.

The 'other 40 percent or' 30 percent would be lf-help, which is a
combination' of the loan, again most of that F eral or State guar-
anteed, and work studies.

Every institution has a packaging policy at's based on some
combination of those components. In our , it might be that an
institution will give a higher proportion of Oft aid; that is, grants
or scholarships, to students who have a higher academic record
coming in from high school or th prior y4ar in school, so that in
the case of St. Mary's, for eainPle, a stud nt Might receive 70 per-
cent of the need in the formof scholarshi and grants and 30.per-
cent in the form of a loan and work. -

The question of need base versus Merit base scholars p is
coning to the fore again among many colleges and universities be-
cause of itr some cases the cornpetitio
and in other cases ,as a substitute for d pool of funding for
our own scholarship and grant progra

Mr. GUNDERSON. The discussions on nontraditional students' in
testimony we've had earlier in Washington indicated that one of
the problems we have with the nontraditional students is that
present Pell grant eligibility is only tO the completion of the bacca-
laureate degree. If you are conanuing either graduate or under-
graduate work after )iou've. receivedfa baccalaureate degree you're
ineligible for a Pell grant.

At a time of limited funds, sho,.ld that or should that not be
changed?

Mr. LEITZAU. We don't really have a large graduate program at
Winona State -University, but illy own feeling would be that in a
time of limited resources as yo 've mentioned that I think the
target shoiild be,first-degree stud nts or students who have not,yet
received their bachelors degrees.

for high quality students
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This, however, I think could change down the future is we see
students receiving degrees in certain areas and having to go back
to school to retrain for a diff nt job, so to speak.

We have some -of those tyfrs now. I think you are going to see
more_in the future. However, at the present time my thinking
would be that the funds shdild brtargeted to the first degree stu-
dents.

Brother PAUL. Congressman Gunderson, I think there have been
some ideas brought forth whereby the older, students, and you're
talking about someone who has a bachelors degree which-prestun-
ably gives a person a greater earning power or lifetime earning
power, investing in the person in some way, Perhaps -through
grants because that's the immediate need, immediate cash, invest-
ing in the person who will then have an even higher economic po-
tential as well as therefore taxpaying potential and tying that in
somehow in relation to taxlaw or, similarly, a person might invest
in a 'business the Gevernment -in effect invests in a 'citizen and
there are certain ways of projecting out a return on that invest-
ment in terms of additional tax revenue-or even a method of repay-
ment, lifetime. repayment, of an initial grant through some use of
the earnings, the taxable earnings that might be very complicated ,

to administer, but that's really what the country is doinginvest-
ing in lifelong potential and productivity of people at a time when
the education is needed but their own economic ability to- pay for it
is very lirtiited.

Mr.-GUNDERSON. I have one last question and, if you don't have
the answer at hand, just drop us a note unless it's a lot of time to
plit..this together, but I'm hoping that you might have this already
calculated. 4

-Do you have an average debt load for graduates? Do you have a
statistic of the average debt load foer graduates from each of your
institutions?

If you do, I would like it, if you've got it,' but if not here,, send it.
If you don't have it at all, and it takes a lot of work don't worry
about it. I just wanted a feel for the three different types of institu-
tions represented on this panel as to what the debt ,load is when
those students leave college.

Ms. HErrixo. For our graduate students in a normal 2-year pro-
,- gram, my best estimate is that 75 percent of them borrow the max-,

imum possible through the guaranteed student loan, which will be
$5,000 per year.

Our undergraduate students, using a corakanation of the guaran-
teed student loan and national direct student loan programs are
Currently running at around $6,500 average loan debt in a 4-year
period.

. Mr. LarZAU. At Winona State, I don't have that information
with me, Congressman, but I can certainly get it and will be happy
to send it to you, both through our national direct loan program
and through our guarantee& loan program.

We are a relatively low-cost institution compared to some of your
independent schools, so our loan debt wouldn't be quite as high but
I'll be happy to send that to you.

Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Bob.



Dr. Mumma:). The same with our situation. We'll send,you that
data

Mr. Prom-v. Thank you, and we will see to it that that 'informa-
tion is incorporated into the conunittee record.

I want to thank all of you for your pgesentations this doming. It
has been very helpful to us.

As I mentioned at the outset, we have a variety of institutions in
this part of Minnesota and I have often said that if somehow the
committee cetn develop a higher education reauthorization bill
based on the testimony from the various schools in this district and
the bill satisfies the various schools in this district t ould
probably be right for the entire Nation.

What we have tried to do is put together a good 134
throughout the, program today so that each of those ns
was well represented and we wanted to start,it off with spokesper- -
sons for the private colleges andpublic colleges and another for the
Awl sysjerns, and though we don't have someone from each, and
every institution in the district represented on the panel through-
out today's program, it is simply because there wasn't enough time''
to fit them all on and we tried in the instances where We couldn't
get someone from each institution. to at least have someone who
could speak for that type of institution. With that testimony, I-
think we're going to have some very broad-based advice to take
back with us.

You are 'sight, Dr. Clifford, that things are on a fast track, at
least in the House, on this higher education authorization bill, but
I think, at least my expectation is, that this is a situation of hurry
up and wait, and for that reason we wanted to make sure that we
got the testimony from as many institutions as possible so we could
;take that into account as we revise the bill that's before us now.

We may move on a faster track in the House in terms of passing
it in our subcommittee and in the full committee but I don't think
we will see final action on the bill until probably next y.ear so
there will be other opportunities for us to get additional advice and
to make refinements in the bill as months go by.

Thank you again for participating in this morninis program.
The next witness will be Dr. Riehard Hawk, chairman of the

Higher Education Assistance Foundation, and I also want to call
forward Archie Chelseth, the chairman of the board of directors of
the Minneso_fa-. Higher Education Coordinating Board.

Thank yo bothboth for being With us lute morning. Dr.' Hawk, if you
can start things off and then, Archie, if you'll follow him immedi-
ately with your testimony. ,

Again, as I mentioned to the previous panelists, all of your testi-
mony, all of your written testimony and the other documents that
you want to submit for the record . will be made a part of the
record, so you can proceed as -you wish with your oral statement.

/-

STATEMENT OF DR. RICHARD C. HAWN, HIGHER EDUCATION
ASSISTANCE FOUNDATreN

Dr. HAws. Thank you very much.
During the 11 years in which I had some responsibility for post

secondary education policy in Minnesota, I had the opportunity of
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working with p. .great many student leaders, and I must say that
the work with Tim Penny as a student leader was one of the most
enjoyable and constructive of all of those experiences and it has
been a great source of gratification to me to see Congressman
Penny emerge as a very able U.S. Congressman, and I'm sure there
has, to be a great many people in this district who feel the, same
kind of pride that I do in seeing Congressman Penny's contfibu-

. tions and we are appreciative, of your being here to 'conduct this
hearing today;

I should also say that we are appreciative of CoAgressman Gun-
derson's continuing and persistent interest in post secondary edu-
cation as is exhibited by his willingness to come W....Minnesota
today for this hearing.

The SubconOittee on Post Secondary Education is very capably
staffed and it's, nice to have the opportunity to see that members of
this good staff look lusts as good outside of Washington as thex-do
in Wasliington, and it is a pleasure for us to have them here as
well.

Mr. Simon obviously ii, tp be commended for his leadership in de-
veloping H.R. 5240. I'm sure that before reauthorization legislation
is passed there- will be considerable refmement of that piete of leg-
islation but his important leadership in placing something before
the Oligress and something . before the Education Committee
which will provide the germ for reauthorization for these very
portant programs is indeed to be commended and we are pleased
that the Eciucational?ubcommittee is addsessing attention to this
early enough so that 't can receive constructive and deliberate at-
tention.

My testimony is presented on behalf of the HEMAR group of or-
ganizations. I have not studied H.R. 5240 as thoroughly as I nor-
mally like to study legislation before presenting testimony but I've
reviewed it carefully enough to feel that it makes important contri-
butions and I wish to Offer some additional suggestions,,some of
which may be entirely consistent and some of which may not. be
quite consistent with the bill.

As Mr. Gunderson suggested in his opening remarks, the envi-
ronment and the'context for passage of reauthorization legislation
has changed considerably. We live in a different environment now
than we lived even 5 or 10 years ago, and as a result of that chang-
ing context my testimony does begin by addressing some of the fac-
tors in that context which we think are important to. take into ac-
count.

I'm not going to read that testimony to you, but I will sort of
comment on that testimony as I look through it.

One of the things which we think is terribly important in terms
of the context is appropriate recognition of all of the objectives
which ought to be served by a program like the Guaranteed Stu-
dent Loan Program.

So often as we think about student financial aid we tend tp focus
attention, quit&appropriately but sometimes unduly at the expense
of other objec ifl'es, on the objective of simply, prbviding funds for
those people who without those numbers of dollars would not have
sufficient funds to pay the cost of post secondary-education, when
in reality we ought to also be thinking about the liquidity problem
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which ftimilies experience. EVen Ugh flioey, theoretically actord-
ing to a needs-,tanarYsis may,.1*ve sufficient funding, they may have
liquidity problems which tikusee them to -iieed, the opportunity to
par-costs over an '4died period of time. _.,' ;',,

We also ought to weiy sensitive td,-tilp 0,bjective of providing
opportunity- foepost'jtOiduy education **dents, many of whom,
-after all, are edults,,16 assume independentil*Ponatility for their
own expenses (3.-016t continue to be ,e,Fir#iiticii-the family's re-
sources. ' ,, ,

LaSti but not least 'and,' perhaps most iiportan think the
committee needs to. 'terribly.sensitive ta the ob., veof 'utilizing
this kind of assistance, to facilitate the,clevelOprii;tiit :of the human'
resources which this Watien so desperately needs-if weSare going to
continue to experience the kind of Social, and economic ,progress
Which this Nation :is accustorned to and which * citizens of this
Nation deserve. '.-,, , , ) , /'/,'

That developtneiitro humitv resources, the nee4Ifor.developme
of "human resourcerj--the .nature of those, humarl,.`resources
changed diamaticalWin recent 'years as we have; moved from a
goods producing kind:* society to an information; advanced tech-

, nological society,, and'Weliope that the committee and the Congress
'Would'aepropriately\isie.es ono:of the objectives not just =kir* it
possible,;fol people to pursue poet secoridatv education but actually
:stinatiliting post seCondary,,education in order to achieve a public
.policy,pue of developing human resources which are so badly
needed for continuing social end economic progress of this Nation.

In view of the demands of this context, I am offering some five
suggestions and in the discussion of the context I also point out the
need for simplification in view of the complexity which has grown
into the Guaranteed Student' Loan Program. All of that complexity
is a result of very well intentioned changes but nonetheless that
Complexity exists and must be dealt with, and, whenever possible,
we urge that the committee think in terms of simplification at
best, and at least riot to add to the complexity, if possible.

I also remind you, and I point out I need not remind you, of the
budgetary pressures facing the Congress and suggest that all of us
have to think very seriously about ways in-which we can expand
opportunity to these kinds of programs without adding signifi cant
additional demands on the congressional budget.

It is in the terms of this kind of-context that we offer some five
ons for improvements. The-first of these concerns the estab-

lis ent and vailability of what we refer to as supplemental non-
subsidize4-loans. . ,

I've spoken with this committee before ilY the past about the
need for making loans available on an unsubsidized basis in order
to meet the full range of objectives which the Guaranteed Student
Loan 'Program should serve, and I'm' reiterating that because of a
persistent belief that that is indeed necessary.

If the Congress were to provide eligibility fox loans on which the
Federal Government did not pay the interest hile the student' is
in school, we then Would have a subsidized loana nonsubsidized
loan program alongside of the existing subsidized loan program and
Congress,could provide for a little higher interest rate on nonsubsi-
dized I. ,..s and we get into the situation of expanding this kind of

A



a system for poSt secondary education students with almost no cost
or very little cost to the Federal Government.

Almost 'incidentally , or coincidentally with this kin' d of sugges-
tion, we would also like- to suggest for your consideration that the
situation would be improved if the Congress could bring itself to ex-
perience a slight change in the conception of the way in which one
deals with need in terms of a loan program.

Our basic position should be that every student ought to have
the opportunity to borrow funds up to the cost of attending the in.
stitution.minus any student financial aid. If there is to be a needs
analysis or a form of expected family contributions calculation in
oitier to determine eligibility, ,that ought to be to determine eligi-
bility for subsidized loans rather than nonsubsidiZed Iciams; and in
looking%at the amount of eligibility one ought to take into account
the amount 'of the Federal subsidy which is being provided rather
than the amount which"the student is eligible.to borrow.

&loan, after all, is not a grant, and the benefit to the student is
not in the funds which the student will have to repay and for
Which the student stands the cost, so the subsidy benefit to the stu-
dent is in the form of the additional contribution which the Feder-
al Government makes in order to reduce the cost for the student.

- By way of example, if 'a student demonstrates need for $300, we
would submit that the eligibility ought to be not to borrow+U but ,
to borrow up to the amount which would carry a $300 in..$ sub-
sidy on an annual basis from the Federal Government. i',

1 I'm not 'mire I said this right because I'm attempting to hiirry,
but the amount of demonstrated need ought to relate to the subsi-
dy which is eligible to the individual' rather than. to the amount
that the individual can borrow. , .

Our second suggestion concerns loan consolidation and repay-
. ment extension. Mr. Sianon and his colleagues have dealt with that

concept in H.R. 5240.
In view of the budgetary constraints on the (315ngress we have

some concern and we ought to look at meeting this pressing need,
and we think it is a pressing need, through some kind of an ar-
rangeMent which permits the borrower who benefits from the ex-
tension of payments to share in some of that cost. :

Ltkink this can be done in such a manner which is not burden-
some to the borrower and achieve the objectives and create the
kind of politicalAibility wKch is necessary for this program 'to
be passed. The House -has been concerned with--loan consolidation
in a very constructive way now for soine time and it continues to
be frustrating and it seems to me we have to get to something
which has the kind of political feasibility which is necessary.

that we would suggest is Something like the kind of arrange-
ment which has been suggested by the National 'Council. of Higher

,Education Loan Programs, and that is simply an arrangement
under which those students who seek to have their period of loan
repayment extended are given the responsibility . of bearing the
Costs of an increased interest rate sonde years out in the repayment
prOgrani.

As. a result of that, the Federal Government would not be faced
With the same kind of costs for the special allowance, payment
during the extended repayment of the' loan, the student would have
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the benefit of lower payments in the early years when the student
is having' difficulty meeting those payments,. the student would
have a longer period of time in which to repay the loan and it
would be without any real cost to the Federal Government and
when the interest rate on .the loan was increased in later years the
student in most cases at that point in time would have the addi-
tional capacity to meet the higher payments, so you accomplish
with something like a graduated repayment situation which e
the amount of repayment in earlier years, provides for higher re-
payment in the later years, reduces the burden on. the Federal Gov-
ernment with respect to the administration.

A third suggestion relates to the subsidization of guaranty agen-
cies. I obviously represent a guaranty agency. Nonetheless, I am, as
I have been in the past, willing to- suggest once again to this com-
mittee that the subsidy for guaranty agencies need not be quite as
extensive and on the same basis as it presently is.

The bill before you as presently drafted eliminates the 5 percent
origination fee. I think 'this is a commendable objective. I think the
provision suffers a little bit from political feasibiliy in view of the
budget constraints and the cost associated with eliminating the
origination fee.

I would suggest that as an alternative you ought to give serious
consideration to changing the arrangemnent. The Federal Govern-
ment presently collects 5 percent from a student through the
lender as an origination fee. 'Then it turns around and pays 1.per-
cent of that to the guaranty agency as administrative cost allow-
ance. Then it turns around and uses' up most of what otherwise is
collected in terms of payments for defaults through the more favor-
able than necessary, in my judgment, reinsurance provision.

I would suggest that in lieu of that you look for an arrangement
under which you cause the guaranty agency to collect that 5 'per-
cent or perhaps a lesser amount: The Federal Government could
then eliminate the administrative cost allowance payments to the
guaranty agency. The Federal Goventhient also could cause a sig-
nificant portion of the cost of defaults to be shifted from the Feder-
al Government to the guaranty agency.

You could do this in one of two ways. You could either reverse
the trigger mechanism so that it is the guaranty agency rather
than tIze Federal Government which always pays the first 5 per-
cent of defaults and bears the major costs, or you can accomplish it
by reverting to some kind of a system where the guaranty agency
always is required to bear some portion of every default, such as 10
percent or 20 percent or whatever percent is selected.

Now by adopting this kind of proposal, you would eliminate the
kind of economic inefficiency which occurs when the Federal Gov-
ernment on one hand collects funds, goes through the expense of
processing those funds, and then on the other hand makes pay-
ments to other people in the form of Ubsidies.

So the suggestion is that the origination fee be converted to an
increased guaranty fee or insurance premium, that in return for
that the Federal Government eliminates the administrative cost al-
lowance payments to guaranty agencies and also place upon those
guaranty agencies greater financial responsibility for the cost of de-
faults through either of those two procedures which I've suggested
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and I think you could do both of those things and still reduce the 5
percent to perhaps 4 percent.

Our next suggestion deals with the last resort lending secondary
market programs, ariii I think the authors of the bill are to be com-
mended for devoting attentionju this particular problem.

I have a little difficulty in deciding if the way in which they have
devoted attention to it is the most constructive in terms of the real
needs as they have emerged recently.

From my perspective, there are two things which ought to be
done with respect to last resort lending secondary market pro-
grams.

The first is we ought to make very sure that the Congress does,
not take an action which would authorize States to preclude lend-
eri who wish to serve in 'a secondary market role from operating in
States and" hence denying access to loans for rm,.*7rits of thLeState.

After all, the guaranteed student loan progra is a naidlial
effort and most of the funding for the program comes from the Fed-
eral Government and I think the 'Congress has ea genuine responsi-
bility to see to it that there is opportunity for equal access to loans 4
throughout the country, so I think Congress ought to be very care-
ful about taking any kind of action which would authorize States to
prohibit lenders whohave funds available and want to award thoge
funds to students in the form of loans to be very careful about au-
thorizing States to proltAbit lenders from, 'doing that in order to
meet the needs of the students.

The second thing, which is tremendously importaht, is that we
do something about the overregulation by the Department of Edu-
cation which is based on a very simplaiamendment, offered I think
by Congressman Ford, as I recall, luring the last session and we
supported that amendment. That was an Vmendment which re-
quires every revenue, bond issuing organization for student loans to
include in its plan for doing business a provision to assure that
there is some kind of method for determining how much funds are
needed and not issuing more tax-exempt revenue bonds than are
necessary to meet that need. -

We agree with the Migress. We applaud the efforts to cause
there not tor, be more tax-exempt revenue bonds isskted than are
necessary. w

We do not, however, agree with the interpretation of, the. Depart-
ment of Education which suggests that the implementation of this
very simple amendment should be, througb &very costly,.complex,
and burdensome procedure through which the Department of Edu-
cation proposes to make a judgment on each individual revenue
bond issue and, furthermore, under which the Department of Edu-
cation has proposed to effectively stop the issuance qgetax-exempt
revenue bonds to finance student loans, causing instead student
loan issuing organization to 'do taxable, financing.

We' don't really havetany objection to taxable financing, but
we're not very happy about a situation in, which taxable financing
comes about is as the Department has suggested that you issue tax-
exempt bonds then fail to comply with the Tre-asury policy. on tax-
extmpt bonds and the penalty for failure ti) -comply is that your
bonds becOme taxable and therefore you have accpipplished taxable
financing through a tax-exempt
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et

We would must prefer if the Congress wants to see taxable
naming for the Congress to authorize taxable financing by the
statewide student loan organizations for this purpose.

Now the real questibn, of course, is the extent to which and con-
ditions under which tax-exempt finanting ought to be made avail-
s le to secure the funds necessary to meet the needs of student

It seems to me there ought to be no question about the public
purpose of student loans and from that stand-point tax-exempt
bon& are. an appropriate mechanism for financing.

On the other hand we do believe that tax-exempt financing ought
to be used to any greater extent than is absolutely necessary to
meet need, 'so we would suggest that you might want to consider
some kind of joint kind funding or compromise position which
probably. wouldn't fully satisfy anyone but certainly would be more
effective than the present situation.

That kind of an-arrangement would be one in which you author-
ize the issuance of tax-exempt bonds for some portion of the need
based on an appropriate kind of formula and then authorize those
issuing agencies to borrow additional funds on a taxable basis if
they need additional funds in order to meet the total needs of the
State, - '

This wipuld provide an appropriate level of Federal subsidy
through the tax-exempt bond route and would iiermit additional
funding as necessary through the use of taxable financing.

So those are the two pressing needs which we see with respect. to
that.

Our final suggestion relates simply to the issue of loan defaults
\, and the incentives which surround that. This is a very simple con-

cept which I think yoti-have heardsbefore.
Under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program policies as pres-

ently constructed, the interest` rate te a student is the same after
the student defaults as before the student defaults on a loan, and
in some cases the effect of this really is to provide an incentive for
the student to default on this loan and take advantage of a subsi-
dized interest rate for a longer period of time.

The solution to the problem, of course, is simply to authorize a
substantially higher rate of, interest on a guarantied student loan
which goes into default after that default occurs and the incentive-
then, of cqurse, would be.for the student to-repay the loaf' rather
than letting thoserepay the loan in a timely 'manner rather than
letting it go into default and then repaying it after the loan is in
default.

These_ are some rather basic Suggestions which we offer for your
consideration,. We may later wish to submit some more detailed
kind of things to the committee staff and we look forward to work-
ing with Mr. Blakey on that. If we can' do anything. else to assist
you, we certainly want to do so.

Thank you. -

Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Mr. Hawk, for your testimony.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Richard C. Hawk follows:1
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PUPAE= STATILIIDN'T 01 RICHARD C. HAWN, CRAIXALAN of TFIN BOARD, HIGHER
EDUCATION ASIalISTANCS FOUNDATION

The authors of H.R. 5240 are to be commended for having. presented constructive
legislation toassliTe continuing availability of student loans and to improve the ben-
efits to students. This is indeed an important contribution.

Similarly, the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education is to be' commended for
early attention to reauthorization of the Guaranteed Stujent Loan Program as well
as the other important programs which are. authorized i the Higher Education Act
of 196'5, as amended. Efforts of the Committee to obtain reactions to the Bill and
suggestions for reauthorization through hearings such as this one are an important
inent, in the total precess of enacting sound and constructive legislation.

.,-Nnizing that any proposed Reauthorization Bill is likely to be refined during
the legislative process, the purpose of this testimony shall not be to address the va-
riety of techricial changes which will be desirable as part of the refinernent process,
but to focus on some of the larger issuescand needs which we submit for additional
consideration both by the authors of 5240 and by the Subcommittee.

PUBLIC POLICY osaiscrives

By way of context, let me suggest the Guaranteed Student Loau Pzwram serves
at least four critical objectives:

(1) '?0 provide access to postsecondary education by providing funds which other-
wise would not be available to the prospective student even with financial assist.
since from the student's family to !peat postsecondary education costs.

(2) To make' financial access to postsecondary education realistic by solving the
cash flow or liquidity problems which students and their families experience in
meeting postsecondary education costs even when the students or their families
have the capacity to meet cmts, przwided that payments can be made in install-
ments over a reasonable period of time.

(3) To permit the student, or prospective student, to assume independent responsi-
bility for his or her own postsecondary education expenses without having to be a
financial drain. on resources of the student's fainily, and without having to be re-
lieved of the cost through grant assistance from public or other funds.

(4) To facilitate development of the nation's human resources by stimulating
qualified individuals to pursue additional training and education which will prepare
them to be more productive citizens and to make greater contributions to the con-
tinuing economic and social progress of the nation.

Unfortunately, the mindset from which all of us most often approach formulation
of policy for student loans tends not to give adequate emphasis to the importance of
objectives two through four. Too often we remember only objective number one,
which probably, at one time, was by itself an adequate basis for policy on student
loans.

As the nature of our iociety has changed; objectives two, three, and four relate to
increasingly critical needs. The contribution to development of human resources by
stimulating additional training and education has grown in importance so rapidly
that this either already is the most important of the objectives, or will be :very soon.
The reason for the dramatic change in the relative importance of the four objectives
relates in large part to the transformation of our socioeconomic environment from
primarily an industrial based, goods-pfoducing environment to an advanced techno-
logical and knowledge based, information producing envkronment.

The implications of this change for future' hunnin resource -needs' tOachleve con-
tinuing economic and social progress are profound: As a result,' pub 'hey objec-
tives for student loans can no longer appropriately relate solely to poe ndary at-
tendance by individuals who, without D. loan, would not have adequate' 'ode for ad-
ditional education. Our present economic and Societal needs will be effectively
only to the extent that student loans are available broadly enough, and on sufficient.
.ly favokabie terms that they serve as a positive influence fur students to pursue
postsecondary education even though they might have been able to pursue addition-
al education without the loan. This means that those students whose families could
meet poetsecondary costs for the student, but who feel than hey should no longer be
dependent on family resources, must be able to borrow in adequate amounts for
them to elect ;additional education in lieu' of some other activity. This also means
that repayment terms and other conditions of the loan must be such that the pro-
spective student views availability of the loan to be of such benefit that postsecond-
ary education becomes an' attractive and, hopefully, the most attractive course of
action for the individual._
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costruzxrry AND SIMPLIFICATION

The basil concept of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program is well suited to all
four critical objectives. It also is remarkably simple.--That basic concept is that the
federal government will stimulate availability of reasonably priced student loans by
facilitating and assisting the private sector and the states to meet students' needs
for loans effectively. In the first instance, the stimulation involves reinsurance for
state and private loan guarantors, which reinsurance should eliminate the potential.
risk of an unmanageable default situation during 'a period of economic crisis. The
federal reinsuranie also serves to reduce the cost to the student of loan insurance,
without which most students would have neither adequatecollateral or credit histo-
ry to justify the making of loans in adequate amounts to meet their needs. In the
second instance,--the federal government provides aid interest subsidy to the lender
in order to make loans affordable to students.

To those not intimately faniiliar with either the legislattive history of the Guaran-
teed Student Loan Program Or the natural tendency for programs baSed on simple
concepts to become complex,'the volume of legislative prescription and regulations
governing the Guaranteed Student Loan Program is a source of near. bewilderment.
The complexity which has grown into both law and regulation is the result of multi
ple changes, all of which have been well-intentioned and have Seen motivated by

. the combination of efforta to expand the benefits of the program, to reduce expendi-
tures for the program, to assure that students are not provided with more benefits
than desirable, and to provide sufficient control of those involved in the delivery of
the benefit to students. In spite of the good intentions and pressures which have
stimulated additions to legislative and regulatory provieimii, the reality is that the
GSLP has grown in complexity to such an extent that any reauthorizatiep effort
should, at the very least, attempt to avoid imposing additional complexity and at
best, should achieve some simplicity.

sunairr Attan POLITICAL FWASUULITY

You hardly need be reminded of a third factor which should be recognized in any
responsible reauthorization effort. That factor, of course, is the federal budget situa-
tion and the political realities which are the result of increasing scrutiny by, the
Congress of the cost implications of policy changes. Political feasibility in the
of the current budget situation cannot be ignored.

axstrraolizzanosi cosrrincr

In summary, the context in which reauthorization of the GSLP must take place
demands attention to functions and objectives sometimes previously ignored, to de-
sirability of simplification, and to the need for innovations aimed at enhancing ben-
efits political feasibility. In order to be truly effective, conipressibnal actions reau-
thorizing the GSLP must make a positive contribution not only to funding for stu-
dents whose families lack financial capability, but also to facilitating availability of
loan funds to solve liquidity problems, to permit students to assume individual re-
sponsibility for their own costs, and generally to stimulate postsecondary' education
attendance in order to meet future human resource developmental needs. To be
truly effective, congressional action reauthorizing the GSLP also must avoid unnec-
essary program complexity. Finally, in order to be feasible, the reauthorization .

package must not add significantly to the total federal cost for the program.
. .

SUGGNSTIONS FOR 111FROVIAIXNT

The five s tons which follow are intended to be responsive to the demands of
the current c itext for reauthorization. These suggestions are concerned with sup-
plemental nonsubsidized loans, loan consolidation and repayment extensions, feder-
al subsiciation of guaranty agencies, availability and financing of last resort lend-.
ing---secondary market programs, and loan defaults.

Supplemental nonsubsidized loans
As previously conceived by the Congress the GSLP was designed to meet the

needs of all students with a differential federal subsidy according to the financial
capacity of the student's family. At one time, the federal government paid interest
only on loans to students who demonstrated "need" based on an-analysis of family
resources. Students who were not from families with demonstrated 'need" were
granted the'opportunity to borrow up to the cost of attending the institution but
without benefit of the federal interest subsidy.

993 1
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1
More recently, the expected family contribution, requirement has been used to de-

termine borrowing eligibility. Although utilization of "Expected Family Contribu-
1 tion" permitted all loans to be fully subsidized, this procedure eliminated opportuni-

ty for students 'from families who did not demonstrate "need" to borrow on a leasheaVily s dized basis.
In order meet the nation's futwe needs with respect to development of humiin

resources by stimulating posteecondazy attendance, the Congress should provide for
establishment of a-supplemental program of nonsubsidiz'ed loans. In order to mini-
mize cost of such a supplemental program the Congress may wish to provide for a
higher rate'of interest in addition to expecting the student to bear the cost of in-
school interest on these loans.

In establishing nonsubsidized loans, 'the Congress should provide borrowing eligi-
bility for any student up to the cost of attending the institution minus any aid
awarded to the student. Those students whose familnicould pay for the student's
expenses, according to some imposed criteria, would no hi:wit-benefit of the federal
interest subsidy and would pay a higher interest rate than those who dem-
onstrate "need." Loans to "non-need" students would involve little or no cost to thefederal government.

In determining eligibility for a subsidized loan, only the amount of the subsidy,
not the amount of the loan, should be considered. In other words, a student with
demonstrated need of $300 should be eligible for a loan amount which carries a fed-- eral interest subsidy of $300 per year. The current policy of using a need calculation
to determine the amount of loan eligibility rather thin the amount of subsidy eligi-
bility dam not provide sufficient borrowing capacity to satisfy, all of the legitimate
objectives of the federal effort to facilitate loan availability.

Establishment of rlonsubsidized loans and conceptualizing need to mean need for'the subsidy amount, rather than the loan amount, would represent a major im-
provement. These actions Will bring guaranteed student loans much closer to meet-
ing the full range of public policy functions and objectives *hick the GSLP ahouldserve.

We have advanced the concept of nonsubaidized loans in previous testimony
before this Committee. Our persistence on this matter reflects continuing awareness
of the need to achieve the full range of program objectives. r
Loan consolidation and repayment extensions

--., The issue of loan consolidation has been before the Congress in some fern or an-a other for sonic time now, and the Houle of Representatives previously passed leg*
lation to -provide for continuation of opportunity for borrowers to consolidate loans.'
The need for a loan consolidation capability combined with opportunity for students
with high levels of indebtedness to have an extended repayment period continues to
be very real. ,

Although some technical refinements may be appropriate, the 'consolidation provi-
sions in HR 5240 represent a step in the right direction. The greatest deficiency in
theseeprovisions as proposed is that they aid to the cost of the GSLP and could fail
to pass the feasibility test or could draw funds away from other presaing needs such
as increasing the limit on loan size or funding grant programs.

As an alternative, consideration should be given to an arrangement under which
borrowers have the opportunity to elect longer repayment periods with at least a
significant portion of the (Abel-wile increasing cost to the federal government being
home by the student. Such an arrangement, which causes the interest rate to the
student to increase over time with a corresponding reduction in special allowance
payment. cost to the federal government, has been suggested by the National Coon -'nil of Higher Education Loan Programs. That concept with some possible refineMent
could provide the means for consolidating loans and extemling the repayment
period for borrowers with high indebtedness for up to 20 years with much of the
cost of the extension being borne by the borrower rather than by the federal govern-ment.

.

.

\.11
l'ederat subsidization of guaranty agencies

A prime example of program complexity and of economic inefficency resulting
'rom unnecessary complexity is to be found in the current arrangement for federal .-
subsidization of student loan guaranty agencies. Under the current system, the fed-
eral government collects a five percent origination' fee from the student through the
lender. The federal government then pays up to one percent to the guarapty agency
as an administrative coat allowance in recognition that the insurance preinuiurn orguarantee fee collected by the agency may not be sufficient to provide for effective
operation of the program. Under the existing reinsurance arrangement, the fecieral



government also bears most of the cost of student loan defaults through reinsurance
payments the guaranty agency.

It si . er arrar.gement, and one which wouldNavoid the economic inefficiencies
assn with- federal collection and subsequent payment of fonds, would be to

-have J originsition fee, perhaps in a lesser amount than the current fee, be collect-
ed the guaranty agency as part of an increased guarantee fee. Under this skr-
r en:lent the federal government no longer would,be ,required to pay a One per-
ce ikdrniiiistrative cost' allowance to sublkitlize guaranty agencies. Moreover, suffi-
cient dollars- for default costs would become available to guaranty agencies to
permit transfer of most of the cost of defaults from the federargovernment to the
guaranty agency. This transfer of cost could be accomplished by reversing the exist-
ing trigger formula in order to cause the guaranty agency, rather than the federal
government, to bear the first five percent of defaults or it. could be accomplished by
reverting to a system under which the guarruity- agency stands the cost of a pre-
scribed portion (10-20%) of the cost of every default. `'

The cost to the guaranty agency of losing the administrative Cost allowance and
bearing most of the cost of defaults would he such that, in converting the origina-
tion fee to an increase in theiguarantee fee, the five percent could be reduced to.
four. As an alternative, the guarantee agency could be expected to pay a one per-
cent premium to the federal government for reinsurance.

H,R 5240, as has been drafted, simply eliminates' the origination fee: This is a
coMmendable objectiVe but would cause a significant increase in cost of the GSLP
without any offsetting savings.. The increase in the total program cost probably is
better used for raising loan limits and assuring adequate funding for. grants.

In addition to increasing the economic efficiency of the program, the change
winch we would propoee would enhance the incentive for guarantee agencies to pre-
vent defaults. It also would reduce the temptation to seek a larger federal subsidy
(administrative cost allowance) to meet operating expenses.

This is a controversial proposal, because the majority of guarantee Agencies are
not supportive. They prefer to retain the federal administrative cast allowance as
Well as the more favorable federal reinsurance arrangement. Nonetheless, we be-
lieve it' to be worthy of your consideration..

Last resort lendingSecondary market progiams
Although H.R. 5240 has, a provision which is obviously intended to improve with

the availability of loans through last ort, lending programs, the proposed require-
ment that all states authorize a twang program with partial financing in the form
of an advance from SLIM dries not appear WI* the most constructive action which
could be devoted to improving loan availability throtigh, last resort lenders and also
through secondary markets.

A more pressing need in this area is for the Congress simply to avoid any action
which would authorize states to inhibit loan availability by prohibiting lenders who
seek to meet last resort lending needs from operating in the state. In addition to the
Student. Loan Marketing Ateociation and-existing statewide iast resort lending and
secondary market programs, several major banks and savings and loan institutions,
and several insurance companies .are available to provide last resort lending and
secondary marketing programs. Some states which have not as yet established 'a last
resort lending or secondary market program, funded either with tax exempt reve-
nue bon& or taxable financing, may wish to establish such programs and should not
be discouraged from doing so. However, 'there'll; no need to force all Ages to estab-

lish such a program.in order to assure eqUal access thietiglinut the Iiittioti; the-Con=
gross should not act to prohibit, entities available to meet last- resort lending and
secondary market needs from serving stUdents wherever they mayreeide or attend

.school.
A second pressing need relates to financing of last resort lending and secondary

Market programs in the states. As you knowthe Department of -Education interpre.
tation of the recent congreesional amendment designed to cause issuers- of tax
exempt student . loan revenue bonds to determine the DROecli and to issue no more
bonds than necessary has been used to preclude issuance ofirevenus bonds wheiever
possible. The efforts of the Department of Education to over-regulates based on the
well-intentioned congressional amendment must be curtailed.

As part of the over-regulation, the Department of Eclueation is proposing that stir-
dent loan revenue bond issuing organizations utilize taxable, rather than tax
exempt, financing. The Department Proposes that this be accomplished by intention-
al failure on the part of student loan agencies to comply with, all requirements ap-
plicable to tax exempt bonds. Because the penalty for failure to comply is that the



bonds become taxable, financing with taxable..sources of funds would be =erre
pUshed.

If financing for statewide last resort lending and secondary market programs is to
be.frorn taxable sourcee, legislative authorization for taxable financing should be en-
acted. Absence of such legislative authorization causes serious questions and unnec-
essary complications to be associated with the issuance of debt to obtain funds for
student loans..

The larger question, of course, is whether or notand the extent to whichtex.
exempt financing should be utilized by these agencies in obtaining funds to meet
student loan needs. We fully agree with both. the Congress and the Department of
Education that over-issuance of tax exempt student loan revenue bonds is not desir-
able. We awe with the Congress that provisions in the Plan for Doing Business to
discourage over - issuance also is desirable. On the other band, we do not agree with
the Department of Education that financing should be shifted from tax exempt to
taxable without legislative authorization or that implementation of the Plea for
Doing Business provision by the Department should be done in such a manner as to
be overly burdensome (as it presentlY is), costly,.or executed through individual ap-
provals on each specific bond issue, rather than in an appropriate provision in the
Plan for Doing Business.

With respect to tax exempt versus taxable financing, some combination may be
appropriate. For example, the Congress may wish to impose, through an appropriate
formula, some limitation on the volume of loans financed with tax exempt revenue
bonds, but with authority for the issuing agency to issue additional taxable debt to
the extent nemesary and desirable to assure the meeting of the-full need for loans.
While such an arrangement fhight not be satisfactory to all parties, it probably
would facilitate greater program effectiveness than can be achieved with the uncer-
tainty and other difficulties associated with the current over-regulation by the De-
partment of Echicatoin.

Loan default ineentiUes
As has been suggested by the National Council of Higher Education Loan Pro-

' grams, the 'efficiency of the GSLP is diminished by the lack of appropriate financial
incentives for the borrower to avoid default. A borrower who repays a loan follow-
ing default suffers no financial penalty because the interest rate on the loan re-.mains the same as before the default. -

Given the fact that the interest rate on a student loan often. is lower than interest
rates avatabIe to the borrower for any other purpose, the financial incentive for
students, under certain conditions, is to default on the student Jowl and make subse-
quent restitution over time. Correcting this deficiency in this program can be ac-complished simply by providing for a substantially higher rate of interest on loans
which are in the status of defaults. The result of such a policy change would be to
eliminate the economic incentive to not repay a student loim on a timely basis..

CONCLUSION.

The Guaranteed Student Loan Program continues to operate effectively in facili-
tating financial access to postsecondary education. Effectiveness of the program can
be enhanced further by modest changes to assure that the program is comprehen-
sive enough to meet the full range of public policy objectives which the program
should serve, To the extent feasible, the Congress should seek to achieve the bene-
fits of simplification in enacting reauthorization

The suggestions presented in this testimony are intended to assist in achieving
these reauthorization, goals in the context of -continuing pressure from a less-than-
fully advantageous federal budgetary situation. The needs of the nation and the
members of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program in meeting those needs-are too
.great to be ignored because of budgetary difficulties.

The 'authors of HE 5240 and the members of the Subcommittee are to be com-
mended for early. and constructive attention to the need for reauthorizing the Guar.
anteed Student Loan Program. We hope that you will call on us for any asaistanoe
which you may desire"

Mr. PENNY. Mr. Cheiseth.
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semsmENT OF AR HIE D. CHELSETH, PRESIDENT MINNESOTT
HIGHER DI:CATION COORDINATING BOARD

Mr. Cimsx.r}i. a k you very much, Congressman Penny and
Congressman Gund rson.

I'm Archie Che th, president of Minnesota Higher Education
Coordinating , and obviously very much appreciate the oppor-
tunity to meet wi you today.

The CoordMati Board of Minnesota is an 11-member lay board
which, represent' the public at large, iS eharged with coordinat-
ing postsecon education in our State. In fact, it's a privilege to
sit here today th Dr. Hawk, your previous witness, who was
indeed our fi t executive director back in the 1960's. It was
through his vision and leadership really that the coordinating
board was e *need as a very valuable mechanism for working in
the field of .. =t secondary education in Minnesota.

The. board 'as broad planning and research responsibilities as
well as a' Liu .ber of statutorially mandate& administrative duties.
We are res wale for managing a number of State funded finan-
cial aid pr. AIMS as well as the State second-resort direct lender
program der the Federal Guaranteed Student Loan Program. Its
from this rspective that I appear before you today.

Given t e board's responsibilities both in educational planning
and in pr am operations, we are keenly aware of the relationship
between ederal postsecondary activities and those of the State.

The igher Education Act of 1965 irkour judgment has served
the Nation well for the past 2a. years. Perhaps its most notable ac-
complishments have occurred in the area of enhanced edticational
opportimities.

Grttly expanded opportunities have been provided both through
the v jious financial programs for students and through thrgeted
assistance to institutions that are struggling to help disadvantaged
students.

Minnesota has benefited substantially from these Federal efforts.
Currently the Pell grant grogram alone provides approximately
$815 million annually to students in Minnesota. The State student

centive grant program provides an additional $1.5 million annu-
ly, which, although a modest amount, has helped our State pro-

/gram evolve from a $125,000 grant program in 1968 to a $55 mil-
, lion grant program in 1984.

Furthermore, targeted assistance in areas of particular. national/ interest, such as library funding through title II of the Higher Edu-
/ cation Act, and Foreign,Language and International Study Devel-

/ opment through title VI of the act, have also been particularly ben-
eficial to Minne4ota and, as you are aware, the role of Statewide
coordination activities in post 'secondary education was significant-
ly strengthened through section: 1202 of the old title XII of the
Higher Education Act.

After two decades of activity, however, it is perhaps time to step
back and assess whether the Federal dovernment is still on the
right track. Tinkering may not be sufficient during this reauthor-

- ization cycle. Indeed, autlimization, whether it occurs this year or,
as Congressman Penny suggested, perhaps in 1985, should seriously

a
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reexamine the Federal role in higher education and how that role
once determined can best be achieved.

As you proceed with the reauthorization process, we on the board
would like to offer four broad suggestionis.

Our first suggestion is that you examine closely what education-
ally-related activities are truly a Federal responsibility, -what ac-
tivities are in the national interest and what activities pre simply a
concern of the Federal Government but not its priratkry. responsibil-
ity. Let me pursue each of these thoughts very briefly.

In the judgment of our board, the Federal Government has clear
responsibility to support a quality of educational opportunity. This
hip to be considered your primary reason for developing post sec%
ondary policy and for that reason it should be the highest priority
as the Congress reexamines Federal policies and programs.

After having attended to those activities that are clearly the Fed-
eral responsibility, it is then appropriate for the Federal Govern-
ment to look at those areas that can be characterized as being
uniquely in the national interest.

For example, it may be desirable to encourage citizens to contin-
ue their education, particulaily in specific fields of study or en-
deavor. For the nation's self-interest, the benefits may be sufficient
to justify such Federal involvement.

Furthermore, there are specific types of behavior, such as educe
tional research and development, that are best achieved through a
coordinated national effort. To the extent that resources are avail-
able, these activities that are of the national interest are clearly
within the appropriate domain of -Federal attention but they
should not take precedent over the first category of programs, that
is, programs, for which the Federal Government has prinlary re-
sponsibility.

Finally, there are those areas that are a Federal concern_ but
indeed not a Federal respOnsibility. Such activities might include
concepls about the quality of education and costs of tuition, or 'the
strength and breadth of curriculum in postsecondary institutions.

While it may be' appropriate to provide modest inducements to
encourage certain activities with regard to these, the Federal Gov-
ernment should not attempt to usurp the appropriate roles of
others who have primary responsibility for addressing these con-,'cerns. _ .

Our second suggestion is that once the Congress. has established
which purposes' are highest in' priority over the next 10, 20, 30
years, then you must examine and redesign the program to best
meet those Federal purposes.

Without doubt, the programs that' exist today have accomplished
a great deal, but in many cases they have changed substantially
over time and may no longer reflect well the purposes for which
they were originally designed.

The combination of expansions theough previous amendments to,
the Higher Education Act and the Middle Income Student Assist-
ance Act, counterbalanced by contractions through various budget
reductions, have left the 'purposes of many programs less clearly
defined.

998
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Again we believe we- need to develop greater clarity on what
goals your programs are intended to achieve and how best to
achieve those goals.' ,,

Our third suggestion is that you as an authorizing committee
first recognize the limits of resources available and develop pro-
grams to fit within reasonable limits.

As the president of a State agency that fightsand I should say
fights harcifor sufficient funding for postskondary education pro-
grams at the State level, I can appreciate very much your interest
in developing a reauthorization proposal that asks for the optimal
level of policy and funding for postsecondary education in the
Nation.

Unfortunately, the Nation. today may not be able to afford opti-.
mat funding or policy. Given 'our current national deficit and the
prospects for the future, we simply canitot presume that unlimited
funds will be made available to accomplish good purposes.

Therefore, as we all recognize, the Congress will have to make
some very difficult choices. It is important that 'the programs you
authorize through the Higher Education Act for the future are
within the realm of reason so that allocation decisions in the
future can be made without abandoning by necessity the intent of
the authorizing legislation. Unfortunately, that has not, been the
case in recent years,

Too often we have seen the principal purposes of the authorizing
legiilation sacrificed because the levels of funds subsequently avail-
able were not sufficient to achieve the original objectives.

As a result, those of you who understand and appreciate postsec-
ondary educational needs have lost control of the policy and that
control has essentially drifted away to the Budget and Appropria-
tion Committees as they have had to make the tough choices inher-
ent in resource allocation.

Our fourth suggestion is that the Congress recognize that the
Federal Government is in a partnership with the States, the stu-
dents across our land, the families of those students, and the insti-
tutions of postsecondary education.

If you, ignore these other actors in the educational arena, they
will simply pursue their own best individual interests. Yet, if you
attempt to design your programs to accommodate the collective
needs as well as thoSe of the Congress, you will, strengthen your
chances for accomplishing the overall objectives.

We urge you to keep in mind that the Federal. programs: are an
irriportmt foundation upon which others build but it will be a
sound foundation only if it supports the remaining infrastructure.

The committee faces a tough task and, in fact, now may not be
the most appropriate, time to pursue that task given the constraints
at the Federal level in 1984.

Whenever you do pursue it, however, we hope you will heed the
suggestions that we've shared in a broad, philosophical sensefirst,
that you assess what the Federal job is and what it is not; second,
that you design Federal. programs that truly will accomplish those
objectives; third, that you develop those Federal programs with the
recognition that me do live, in an era of limits; and, fmally, that
you work with and recognize the other significant actors in postsec-
ondary education.
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I truly., believe that is what you are tryiiig to do and certainly
this hearing this morning is reflective of that effort.

The board has not had an opportunity to look at the details con-
tained in Congressman Simon's bill. We will be doing so in the
weeks and months ahead and we'll be happy to respond more spe-
cifically to the elements contained therein in the future. ,

I do want to thank you for the opportunitY to appear and also to
mention that Dr. Longanecker, our acting executive director, will
be appearing before you this afternoon and he will be discussing
some specific ways 'in which existing programs and policies will
have an impact on the four points we have just made and, how they
might be altered to better achieve a clear set of Federal purposes
in the complex but vitally important area of postsecondary educa-
tion.

Mr. Pirmry. Thank you, Mr. Chelseth.
[Prepared statement of Archie Chelseth follows:]

PUPAE= STATEMENT OF ARCHIE D. CliETSETH, PROLDIENT, MINNESOTA HIVES
EDUCATION COOADINATINO 130AED

Mr.,Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am Archie Chelseth, President of
the Minnesota Higher Falucation Coordinating Board. I appreciate very much the
opportunity ,to meet with you today.

The Coorain'ating Board in Minnesota is an 11-member lay Board which, retire-
venting the public at large. is charged with coordinating postsecondary education in
our state. The Board has broad planning and research responsibilities as well ad a
number of statutorily mandated administrative duties. We are responsible for man,
aging a number of state funded financial aid programs, as well as the state's second-
resort direct lender program under the federal guaranteed student loan program.

It is from this perspective that I appear before you today, Given the Board's re-
sponsibilities, both in educational planning and in program operations, we are
keenly aware of the interrelationship between federal postsecondary activities and
those of the state.

The Higher Education Act of 1965 has served the nation well for the past 20
years. Perhaps its most notable accomplishments have-occurred in the area of en,
hanced educational opportunity. Greatly expanded opportunities have been provided
both through the various financial aid programs for students and through targeted
assistance to institutions that are struggling to help disadvantaged students e-
sota has benefited substantially from these federal efforts. Currently the 11 grant
program alone provides approximately $85 million annually to students Minneso-
ta. The state student incentive grant program provides an additional .5 million
annually whichalthough only a modest amount --has helped our sta program
evolve from a $125,000 grant program in 1968 to a $55 million program in 1984. Fur-
thermore, targeted assistance in areas of particular national interest, such as li-
brary funding through Title 11 of the Higher Education Act and Foreign Language
and International Study Development through Title VI of the act have also bee
particularly beneficial to Minnesota. And, as you are aware, the rift of statewide
coordination activities in postrsecondsuy educatioa Was significantly strengthened
through Section 1202 of the Old Title XII of the Higher Education Act.,

After two decades of activity, however, it is time to step back and assess wh er
the federal

authorization
rnmeneis still on the right track. Tinkering may not be so' icient

during this cycle. Indeed reauthorization, whether it occurs this
year, next' year, or the year after, should seriously re-examine the federal role in
higher education and how that roleonce determined can best, be achieved. As you
proceed with the reauthorization process we offer four broad suggestions.

Our first 'suuestion is that you examine closely what educationally-related activi-
ties 'are a fedllral responsibility, what activities are truly in the national interest,
and what activities are simplya concern of the federal government, but not primary
responsibility. Let the pursue each of these very briefly.

The federal government has a clear responsibility to support equality of educa-
tional opportunity. This has to be considered your primary reason for developing
postaecondary policy and for that reason it should be the- highest priority as the
Congress re-examines federal policies and programs. After having attended to those

it
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activities that are clearly the federal responsibility, it is then appropriate for the
federal government to look at those areas that can be characterized as being unique-
ly 'In the national interest." For example, it may-be desirable to encourage citizens
to continue their edocation, particularly in specific fields of endeavor. For the nu:
tion's self interest, the benefits anay be sufficient to justify such federal involve-
ment. Futtlierroore, there are specific types of behavior, such as educational re-
search and development, ;hat are beet achieved through 'a coordinated national
effort. To the extent: that resources are available, these activities that are in the
national interest are clearly within the appropriate domain of federal attention. But

_they should not, take precedence over the first category of programq--thatis. pro-
grams for which the federal government laza primary responsibility. And finally,
there are thoee areas that are a federal concern, but not a federal responsibility.
Such Activities might include concerns about the quality of education, the costs of
tuition, or the strength and breadth orcurriculurn in post-secondary 'institutions.
While it may be appropriate to provide modest inducements to encourage Certain
activities with regard to these concerns, the federal government should not attempt
to usurp the appropriate roles of others -who have primary responsibility for ad-'
dresaing these concerns.

Our second suggestion is that once the Congress has established which purposes
are highest in priority, then you must re-examine and redesign your programs to
best meet those federal purpobes. Without doubt, the programs that exist today have
accomplished a great deal. But in many case,s....they have been changed substantially
over time and no longer reflect well the purposes for which they were originally
designed. The combination of. expansions through previous amendments to. the
higher education act and the middle income student assistance act--counterbal-
anced by contractions threiigh various budget redactions have left the purposes of
many programs less clearly defined.. Again we believe, you need to develop greater
clarity on what goals your programs are intended to achieve, and how best to
achieve those goals.

Our third suggestion is that you, as an authorizing cpuunittee, first recognize the
limits of the resources available, and then develop your programs to fit within rea-
Sonable"limits. As the president of a state agency that fightsand I should say
fights hardfor sufficient funding for 'post-secondary 'education programs at the
state level, I can appreciate very much your interest in developing a reauthorization
propoSal that asks for the optimal level of policy and ftinding.for post-secondary
education.

Unfortunately, the nation today may not be able to afford optimal funding or
policy. Given our current national deficits and the prospecti for the future we
simply cannot presume that unlimited funds will be available to accomplish good
purpoees. Therefore, the Congress will have to make some very, tough choices. It is
important that the programs you authorize through,the Higher Alucation Act are
within the realm of reason, so that allocation decisions in the future can be made
withodt abandoning by necessity the intent of the authorizing legislation. Unfortu-

s nately, that has not been the cane in recent years. Too often we have seen the, prin-
cipal purposes of the authorizing legislation -sacrificed because the levels Of funds
subsequently available were not sufficient to achieve the original objectives. As a
result, those of you who understand and appreciate Poetsecondary educational
needs have lost control of the policy, and that control has essentially drifted away to
the budget and appropriations committees as they had to make the difficult choices
inherent in resource allocation.

Our fourth suggestion is that the Congress recognize that the federal government
is, in a partnership with the states, students, the families of those students -and the
institutions of post-secondary education. If you ignore, these other actors in the edu-
cation arena, they will simply take advantage of you. Net, if you design your pro-
grams to accornodate their collective needs as well as yours, you will strengthen
your chances for accomplishing your overall objectives. We urge you to keep in
mind that federal programs are the foundation upon which others build, but it will
be a sound foundation only if it supports the remaining infrastructure.

Your cOmmittee faces a tough task. And in fact, now may not be the most appro-
priate time to pursue that task, givers the constraints at the federal level; Whenever
you do pursue however, we hope yeti will heed the suggestions that we have
shared with you today: First, that you assess what the federal job is and what it is
not; second, that you dNien federal programs to accomplish your objectives; third,
that you develop federal programs with the recognition that we live in an era of
limits; and finally, that you work with and recognize the other significant actors in
post-secondary education.



-Again, thank you for the, opportunity to appear before you today. Let me mention
that Dr. David Longsmecker, the Acting Executive Director of the CoordinatingBoard will be appearing before you this afternoon. He will be discussing some specif-N 4 is ways, poin which existing programs and policies have an impact on the fop points
we have just made and how they might be alerted to better achieve a clef& set of
federal purposes in the complex, but vitally important area of, post-secondary educe-tjon.

PENNY. Archie, this past year the Minnesota Legislature, a
the kuggestion and encouragement of the higher education coordir'
nating board, my.de significant changes in our financial aid pro-grams and in ouf eligibility guidelines.

Assuming that that was done following the kind of criteria
you're suggesting we follow in our reauthorization process, can youdescribe a bit about the new structure that's in place now in Min-
nesota and why it's anwhy in your opinion it's an improvement
over the past policies?

Mr, elti.Lsrrii, Let me try to touch upon that briefly and then
perhaps Dr. Longanecker this afternoon could address further someof the specifics.

Prior to the 1983 legislature, our bo ard spent a good 18 monthsor better taking a look at the program in Minnesota and their
State grant and scholarship 'program and how it was impacting
uppn the student population, and we came to the conclusion that it
was not doing the job that we as a board wanted it to do because it
was not. specifically. targeting sufficient moneys for minorities and
the disadvantaged and the lower income group.

So we came forward to the legislature with a program which wetailed the design for shared responsibility and with great support
from our legislature and Governor Herbisch were able to get that
enacted into a law which 'essentially changed the formula and we'd
be happy to provide you, Congressmen, and the committee with the
details and,the data on that

We have just found in reviewing the first year of operation that
that has indeed accomplished its purpose and we are right on
target with our projections in terms of how the' moneys are being
allocated and in fact we think that it has almost worked too well
because we are presently going back to the Minnesota Legislature
with a $5 million supplemental budget request because our demand
on the program has increased and our chances for getting addition-
al plan appear to be excellent, ti

In summary, we are very pleased with how that's turning out.
I should say _that in a year of in the 1983 year some very- diffi-

cult times fiscally for the State of Minnesota, we were successful in
getting a 55-percent increase in our State scholarship grant pro-
gram which says something about the commitment that we as aState have to education.

Mr. PENNY. How db you find the changes that were made by the
State legislaturehow do you find -those changes jibing with the
Federal financial aid structure? Are we out of sync with what
you've done?

Mr. Cnzurri-i. Congressman, I really hesitate to tackle that ques-
tion because, as you know, my full-time job is in the, pulp and
paper industry and I'm not spending 40 to 50 hours a week study-
ing these kinds of issues,
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4.o know that Dr. Longenecker has a'good handle on that and I
wonder if you wouldn't be better off--

Mr, PENNY. We can do that. I appreciate and respect your inten-
tion to defer that question.

Steve, do you have anything?
Mr. Gusanssosr. Just one question, to Mr. Hawk.
On page 6 of your testimony you say in order to minimize the

cost of a supplemental program Congress may wish to provide for a
high rate of interest in addition to expecting the students to bear
the cost of in-school interests on these loans.

Are you suggesting in-school interest on just these new supple-
mental loans you propose here? Do you think that's policy that
ought to be adhered to in sonie kind of a special program for non-
traditional students or even in the regular GSL program, looking
at some kind of in-school interest payment by the student?

Dr. liswx. Congressman Gunderson, for those people who dem-
onstrate according to some kind of appropriate criteria a need for
additional funds, it seems to ,me it is not feasible to achieve the
necessary public policy objective and require those students to pay
interest on the loan while they are in school.

It does seem to me tie other category of students who don't have
the same kind of pressing Naeed according to the traditional mem-
bers but who have liquidity problems, who need to be stimulated to
pursue postsecondary education and things have to happen to meet
some of the other objectives, it seem!! to me for those people it's
appropriate for them to be expected to bear the cost of interest
while they are in school. -

This doesn't mean they have to pay while they're in school. They
may have it deferred and capitalized and pay it as part of the pay-
ment, and it seems to me that if necessary-in order to reduce the
cost to the Federal.Government one also could increase the interest
rate for those students in order to make .that program available.

Obviously in view of my bias both to provide individual opportu-
nity and also to ,,have the Nation develop its human resources as
effectively as possible, I would like to see that interest rate as low
as feasible and if there were sufficient funding not to deny these
students of the subsidy, I would be happy to seethat occur as well,
but I don't think it's politically economically feasible. .-

The point is to extend he benefits of the program to a larger
population by doing it on a basis.which is not costly to the Federal L.

. _ _Government,
Mr. PENNY. Mr. Hawk, you suggested in your testimony the pos-

sibility of a graduated interest rate. It has also been suggested to,
this subcommittee in other hearings dud we've held that we con--
Eider a needs basedan income based repayment schedule.

The assumption you made for graduated interest rates is the
same assumption we made for graduated mortage rate for homes,
that we're going to be better able to pay those higher costs as the
years go by.

The difference between that and the approach of an income-
based repayment schedule is that it could then fluctuate based on
an income level.

Has your organization given that approach much thought?
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Mr. HAvx. Congressman, our judgment simply is that an
- income-based, repayment arrangement, while very attractive in

theory, probably just isn't very Practical. The costs associated with
all the factors which are-involved in the development and adminis-
tration of that kind of program cause us to believe tliat it's just not
very realistic in spite of the fact that theoretically that's very at,
tractive to us.

I should be careful to point out to you that in my testimony I
was really suggesting an increasing interest rate only for those stu-
dents who elect to have the 'longer than normal period of time to
repay their loan in order to defer that cost to the Federal Govern-
ment.

I'm pot 'really suggesting that we take away' any of the subsidy
which presently exists by causing a higher interest rate in later
years for people who do repay their loans within the prescribed 10-
year period:

My response to your Specific question is while a variable repay-
ment schedule which income contingent has great attractiveness
and, as a Matter of fact, you may recall or may not recall, either,
that at one time I proposed such a program to the Minnesota State
Legislature and actually got the Minnesota State Legislature to
enact some legislation which authorized'an income contingent kind
of program and it was never imPlemented simply because of the
costs and the great difficulties associated with deWing with it for
relatively small balance loans.

Mr. PENNY. Well, I want to thank you both for your testimony
and an additional word of appreciation to each of you for your com-
mitment to higher education needs here in our State.

Archie, in your position now,Iyou've been involved in perhaps
the most significant change in our higher education financial aid
policy in many years and Mr. Hawk, while the director, executive
director of. the higher education coordinating board, helped usher
in the program for guaranteed student loans here in our State.

Again, thank you for your testimony this morning and for your
long commitment to the needs of students here in our State.

Before' we call the next panel, let's just recess for about 5
utes. Any of you who haven't been sneaking back to grab c
can do that now.'

[A brief recess was taken.)
Mr. PENNY. I see we have our_panelists all ready to go. I want to

welcome some students from St. Mary's Grade School. They came'
to sit in on this hearing and learn a little bit about how the wheels
of government work so we welcome them here.

I welcome as well the next panelists, Chuck Cantale of Mankato
State University, .who -works with the TRIO program there. We
also have Bruce Schelske, University of Minnesota, and John
Weitby from the Minneapolis Community College.

You can proceed in that order or another order if you have made
arrangements among yourselves as to who should go first.

104
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STATEMENT OF BRUCE SCHELSKE, PROJECT DIRECTOR,

UNIVERSITY, OF MINNESOTA UPWARD BOUND

SCHRLSKE. begin. My name is Bruce Scheiske and I'm the

director of the University. of Minnesota Upward Bound. Program,

one of the TRIO programs that helped a countless number of stu-

dents over the past decade.
On behalf of the Minnesota TRIO Program I would like to thank

Congressman Penny and Congressman Gunderson for including

testimony from the TRIO staff in the reauthorization process.

I would like to thank Floyd Stoner and Pam Wheelock M Con-

gressman Penny's office for the invitations to testify at this field

hearing, and it's nice to see Mr. Blakey's familiar face here in Min-

nesota.
Understanding that the Congressmen are able to call upon

'expert resource people to discuss TRIO programs nationally, my

colleagues and I have chosen to speak briefly about the Minnesota

TRIO programs we represent.
During fiscal year 1984, Minnesota is receiving $2.4 million in

TRIO funding, supporting 21 TRIO programs at 15 colleges and a

total of 4,500 students. Summaries of each type of program' by con-

gressional district are appended to this testimony.

Minnesotans are proud of the secondary education system in our

thte, but th` **rtunity to obtain a competitive secondary mine&

lion is not u 11 ly distributed to all citizens. Our Upward Bound

Program focuses its efforts on two of Minneapolis seven high

schools, north and south. Students from these schools score 25 per-

centile points lower than other Minneapolis high school students

cm reading tests.
In 1982 students from north and south admitted to the Universi-

ty of Minnesota College of Liberal Arts scored 50' percentile point's

lower on college entrance exams than students from other Minne-

apolis high schools located in more affluent areas.

That's an index of the competitive handicap that college poten-

tial students from educationally disadvantaged backgrounds face

when competing for postsecondary education with their intellectual

peers with educationally' more advantaged histories.

Furthermore, the end of the year grades for those students were

lower than the average grades of the other 3,000-plus students ad-

mitted to the College of Liberal Arts, even though the high school

grade point average of the students in the Upward Bound target

schools were higher than the grades of the average College of Lib-

eral Arts freshmen.
These were good high school citizens who believed they had been

prepared to pursue a college education but they were significantly

underprepared and perhaps had been deceived by the grade infla-

tion at their schools.
When considering each TRIO program, it's cletir

- dot' there is

continuing need for' all TRIO services in Minnesota.

With respect to talent search, 2 weeks ago an Upward Bound stu-

dent brought his friend to a tutorial session. His friend was a black

senior from an AFDC family attending a predominantly white high

school: A potential first generation college student, Jeff had taken

4 years of high school math and ,three of science. He had nn Ameri-
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can college testing math score of 27, which puts }inn in the 89th .
percentile for college-bound seniors nationally.

This was truly a high potential student. However, he was certain
he could not be admitted to the engineering college at the Univer- .sity of Minnesota. That's untrue:

He had knowledge of only, two of Minnesota's many fine private .

liberal arts colleges, most of which he is adtrtissiible to.. He had
little idea about how to apply.

He had never visited a college campus. He'Currently had all his
postsecondary eggs in the *basket of an out-of-State private college
in Indiana that his cousin had attended. I .

His high school counselor has a counseling load of over 400 stu-
dents. If this student needs counseling services, think of the needs
of less able and accomplished but still college-potential students. "

The needs of students for Upward Bound services are clear from
the achievement information presented earlier. Our estimate is
that we serve about 11 percent of the eligible population in ourtarget schools.

The need for special services for college students is easily extrap-
olated from the high school achievement background of these stu-
dents when they do matriculate to college.

I strongly endorse the TRIO subpart of the Higher Education
Amendments of 1984 and I believe that virtually all of it should be
adopted as written.

I would like -to note, however, that the language pertaining to
new special services applications on page 240, lines 15 to 19, direct-
ing the Secretary to give priority to institutions with significant
minority populations and disproportionately higher -dropout rates
would place my institution, and all Minnesota colleges at a disvad-
vantage with respect to Obtaining a new special services grant.

Setting up- a category of institutions for preferential evaluation
of their application disregards the information that 70 percent of
all black students attend predominantly white colleges. ,

Also, such a category does not recognize nor give any priority to
the services provided to physically handic7apped students through
special services programs.

As of July there will be no TRIO program in St. Paul,. the second
largest city in Minnesota. If the above language is approved, all the
colleges in St. Paul and the colleges in the proximity of St. Paul
would be disadvantaged in applying for a special services program
to assist handl:capped first- generation students who matriculate __to
their colleges.

Congressman Penny's legislative director, Floyd ,Ston-er, has
asked that we bring along some videotaped excerpts of a special
education program in visual communications that our Upward
Bound Program offered. I would like to hold tiff on that until
Chuck and. John finish their testimony and see if you think we
have sufficient time to continue with this.

[Prepared statement of Bruce Schelske follows:]
Fa wrF STA:nattisrr or Bitucs S x, Piton= Dutteros, UNivratsrry or

MINNIC.FrA 1./PWAILD BOUNik,

.My name is Bruce Scheiske and I am the Director of the University of Minnesota
Upward Bound Program one of the TRIO programs thatvthe Higher Education Act
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authorizes.. I would like to thank Congressman Penny and Congressman Simon for
including testimony from TRIO staff in the reauthorization process and I would like
to thank Floyd Stoner and Pam Wheelock of Congressman Penny's office for the
invitation to testify at this field hearing. Understanding that Congresaman Simon
and/Congressman Penny are able to cell' upon numerous and expert resource people
to discuss TRIO programs in general and the needs of TRIO students and programs
nationally, my colleagues and I have chosen to speak briefly about TRIO programs
in Minnesota and particularly about our personal experience, with the TRIO pro-
grams that we work for.

I would like to introduce two additional TRIO program directors who are here to
enter testimony about the continuing need to include TRIO programs in the Higher
Education Act. Jon Westby is the TRIO coordinator at Minneapolis Community Col-
lege. As TRIO coordinator Jon is responsible for four TRIO programs that serve, pre-
dominantly urban populations, The four programs at Minneapolis Community Col-
lege are: Veteran's Upward Bound, high school Upward Bound, Special Services and
Talent Search/ Charles Cantale is the Upward Bound director at Mankato State-
University a program that serves predominantly rural and small town populations
of educationally disadvantaged high school students in- the First Congressional Dis-
trict.

During 1983-1984 (FY 84) Minneeota is receiving $2,410,408 in TRIO funding.
Those funds support 21 TRIO programs at fifteen institutions and serve a total of
.4,522 students. I have included summaries of each type of program by congressional
district, institution and type of program. It might be uoticed that the first congree-
sional district has a number of very small Special services programs. These small
programs resulted from a Department of Education mandated breakup of programs
that originally were funded as consortiums: one TRIO program serving several coop-
crating colleges. That is the situation here in Winona at St.. Teresa's which was
originally a part of one TRIO program funded by a consortium of St. Teresa,
Winona State and St. Mary's.

While Minnesotans are proud of the secondary education system in our state it
should be noted that the opportunity to obtain a competitive secondary education is
not uniformly distributed to all citizens. Within the Minneapolis secondary schools
that the University of Minnesota Upward Bound program serves, educational oppor-
tunity is not evenly distributed. For example, the General College Upward Bound
program focuses its efforts on two Minneapolis high schools; Noilth and South. Min-
neapolis Public School information indicates that the median reading level of 10th
graders at North High School is only at the 25th percentile when compared to all
other Minneapolis high school students. Students from two highsschools located in a
relatively affluent area exceed the National mean in both math and verbal portions
of the Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude test by an average of four points while stu-
dents at North High were more than nine points below the mean.

The last test result is important since primarily college bound students take the
PSAT. Thilt, it is an index of the competitive handicap that college potential stu-
dents from edtcationally disadvantaged backgrounds face when competing in post
secondary education with their intellectual peers who have, educationally, more ad-
vantaged backgrounds.

Minneapolis Public School follow-up studies sustain this premise. Minneapolis
high school students matriculating to the University of Minnesota College of Liberal
Arts (CLA) were followed for their first year of college. Only two Minneapolis high
schools"graduat 'es matched the average profile of the 3,000 plus students admitted
to CLA. The students from North and South had American College Testing (ACT)
college entrance scores seven points 'lower than the. average of eithar CLA as a
whole or of the two more affluent Minneapolis high schools. This is apIorroxitnatelY
50 percentile points lower. Only six students from North High School were admitted
to CLA compared with' 35 from a smaller but more educationally rigorous school.

Additionally, as might be expected, the end of, the year college GPA was signifi-
cantly lower for students from North and South when compared to other students.
It should be noted that the students from the Upward Bound target high schools
actually had higher high school GPA's than the average of other students matricu-
lating to CLA. These were good high school citing -who believed that they had been
well-prepared to pursue a college education but were significantly underprepared.

The University of Minnesota Upward Bound program serves a predominantly mi-
nority student population where, in Minneapolis, the need for compensatory educa-
tional services is the greatest. The Minneapolis Public Schools' most recent longitu-
dinal study indicated that over 50% of the Indian students and 29% of Black stu-
dents who begin the tenth grade dropped out prior to graduation. This is compared
to the school system average of 16%. Only 12% of Indian and 34% of Black students



graduated on time, compared to the 85% school system average High pert&ntagesof families living in poverty and high mobility contribute to these underNehieve-ment patterns. Forty percent of ,Indian and 29% of Black students changed schoolswithin the Minneapolis school system during the 1981-1982 school year.When considering each TRIO program in order of its historical development, it isclear that there is continuing need for TRIO services in Minnesota. Talent Search:Two weeks ago an Upward Bound student brought his friend to a tutorial session.His friend was. a Black senior from an AFDC family at a predominantly white highschool. A potential first generation college student, he was a good student and athree-sport athjete of modest accomplishment. Jeff had taken four years of highschool math and three of science. He had an ACT math score of 27, which puts himin the 89th percentile for college -bound seniors nationally. This was truly a highpotential student. However, he was certain he could not be admitted to the Instituteof Technology of the University of Minnesota, which is untrue. He had knowledge ofonly two of Minnesota's many fine private liberal arts colleges (most of which he isadmissible to) and had little idea about how to apply. Hit had never visited a collegecampus. He currently had all his post secondary eggs in the basket of an out -of -stateprivate college in Indiana that hij cousin had attended. His high school counselorhad a counseling load of over 400 students. Ifathis student needs talent search serv-ices, think of the needs of leas able and accomplished but still college-potentialstudents.
The needs of students for Upward Bound services are clear from the achievementinformation presented earlier. Our estimate is that we serve about 11% of theeligible population at our'target schools.

s.The need for special services for college students is easily extrapolated from thehigh school achievement background of these studenta when they do matsiculate tocollege.
I strongly endcnve the TRIO subpart of the Higher Education Amendments of1984 and I believe virtually all of it should be adopted,as Written: I would like tonote, however, that the language pertaining to new special services applications onpage 240, lines 15-19, directing the Secretary to give priority to institutions withsignificant minority, populations and disproportionately high dropout rates wouldplace my institution and all Minnesota colleges at a disadvantage with respect to'obtaining a new special services grant. I believe that the opportunity to apply toprovide special services for low-income, first generation and handicapped studentsshould be available to all institutions. Setting up a category of institutions for pref-erential evaluation of its application disregards the information that 70% of allBlack students attend predominantly, white colleges. Also, such a category does notrecognize or give. any priority to the services provided to physically handicapped stu-dents through special services programs, For example, as of July 1, 1984, there will,be no TRIO program in St. Paul, the second-largest city in Minnesota. If the abovelanguage is approved, all of the half dozen colleges in St. Paul and the colleges inproximity to St. Paul serving St. Paul graduates would be disadvantaged in applyingfor a special services program to assist handicapped and first generation studentswho. matriculate to their colleges.

Upon the request of Congressman Penny's legislative director, Floyd Stoner, 'I.would like to narrate video tape excerpts of an education program in visual commu-nications using Super 8 filmmaking for Upward Bound students.
Upward Bound's primary education goal is to develop our students' basic andhigher level _reading, mathematics_ and composition siring
m In addition to skill-devel-opent, irfW) ard. Bound also provides educational 'opportunities not usually avail-able to disadvantaged yotith. The film class, in addition to providing an opportunityfor creative expression, has provided exposure to film, video and TV careers, intern-ships for students at the largest advertising and visual communications agency inMinnesota and community and family recognition of our students' positive achieve-

ments. Additional funds and support for the film class have been provided by theNational Endowment for the Arts, the Minneiota State Arts Board, Film-in-the-Cities (a community arts organization), the Joeten's and Minneapolis Foundations,the Minneapolis Public Schools and the University of Minnesota General College.These exciting visual statements were produced by ninth and tenth grade stu-dents placed in a properly structured and motivating educational environment andgiven the opportunity to express their talents. The films you are seeing were concep-tualized, storyboarded, scripted, acted, directed,"filmed and edited by students whohad less than three weeks of film class prior to beginning these final summer filmclass projects.
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EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS IN MINNESOTA'
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PROGRAM Plurriciew.24Te

The University of Minnesota Upward Bound Program works with 70 low-income
high school students from Minneapolis area high schools. Sixty-ohe percent of the

students are from families that receive public.sufaistance-Anaciditional 12% depend

upon social security payments. The remaining 27% of the students are from low
income families. During an average year, SO% of the Upward Bound students come,
from racial minority groups where, in Minneapolis, the need for compensatory edu-
cation is the greatest. For example, the percentage of "Minneapolis high school stu-
dents who drop out exclusive of Black and Indian students is 1,6. The drop out
rate among Indian senior high students is 51%; enaong Black students, 29%. Only

12% of Indian students and 34% of Black students graduate on time compared to

65% of other students in-the secondary system. In 1983 the University of Minnesota
Upward Bound program was contacted by 160 students for the 30 program openings.

PROOXAM tUltliMICIS .

k4

To counter these historically low rates of high school graduation and even lower ,.

rates of matriculation into post-seCondary education, Upward Bound provides a
summer residential program of intensive classwork in English, reading, math and
study skills. These required classes are designed as individual learning laboratories
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with educational prOgranni tailored to remediate student's diagnosed educationalshortcomings. Elective courses are designed to provide educational opportunities notusually available to low income youth and may include art, Super 8 filmmaking,health, advanced composition, calculus and computer science depending upon thestudents' interests and Upward Bound staffs determination'of the students' educa-tional needs and abilities. Other program services include personal, educational andcareer counseling; assistance with college selection, admission and financial aid ap-plications; tutoring in school year classes;and assistance with high school course se-lection; summer and school year field trips and motivational experiences to stir-nu-late students- to achieve personally, educational and socially,' and a "bridge' pro-gram providing college Classes and tutoring support for Upward Bound studentswho have just completed high school and will be entering college in the fall.

Pi OGILICSS TO DATIC

The University 'of Minnesota Upward Bound has been in operation,since 1965. Onthe average 75% of Upward Bound students have graduated from high school andgone on to college or vocational school. This year we expect over 85% to graduateand over SO% to go on to post-secondary education. Over SQ% of Upward Boundsummer students make at least one year's rowth iii reading and math skills-duringa six week summer program. Upward Bound students nationally, and at the Univer-,sity of Minnesota have demonstrated much more persistence in post-secondary edti-cation than students without Upward Bound experience &rim similar economic andeducujionel backgrounds.

1 0 i 0
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Program Title: Special Programa for Students from Disadvantaged
Rackgrouods (T110); higher Iduchtioa Act of 1965,'Title1V (Student

Assistance) Part A, Subpart 4. P.L. 92-314 as assadad by 96 -374.

Purfases of the' ?route: To identity qualified iadividualefrom
income familia, we are is the first generation in their families
to attend collage, to prepare theme students for postsecondary *du-

cation, to provide spacial supper-tire nerviest, for lhw-incoam, first-

generatirm end physically handicapped *Wheats while they puree
Pregrasomf postsecondary educatios, and to train persons servIng
or preparing fps musics, is programs sad project so designed:

Who Receives Pondinv The 1,264 TRIO projects opera% ia.414 higher

aducetional institution* and 69 community agencies. In 7% 1943 TitIO

Projects nerved a,total of 478,026 stuAssite. Two -thirds' of these
student* mere from Isoillai where (1) the total taxable Ii case WAS:
lips than 1502 of the poverty level, sod (2) amither.parent had

graduated fro* college. Amens TgIO students, 412 are black, 352

are whits, 172 are hispanic, 42 armAnerican Indian sad 32 are

Asian. Ilslea thousand T1.10 studants are physically handicapped...

Kinds of Activities Supported: TRIO 'refire to five Programa funded

under the Spacial Progreso subpart: Zducatiosai Oppostualty Cestere,-

Special Services for Dissdleataged Students, Talent Sasrch, Upwerd_

&mad, and a trainiag program for Tit10 stalls. The TRIO programa

'provide tow-locoem, first - generation, and physiCally handicapped

student, the supportive services they need counseling, basic skills

AutrlAction. tutoring. Aaforamtion about college admission* and

financial aid--tp enroll to and graduate from college. These

programa provide Icy-income studeots a realistic opportunity to

escape cycle* of poverty and depeirdeoce and to achialm the upward

motoility afforded by higher education.

I

Funding history: TRIO programs were first autborisetrin 1965 and
seesawed a modest $2 million appropriation LA 1964, Pundii9g lam

since increased steadily, principally becaule tholes programs have

been proven to 'serest-the national education interest iii a toat

effective manner.

FY 1985 Appropriation Required --- $200.0 million

FY 1944 Appropri*Fion--$114.7 million
FY 1983 Appropriation.-$154.7 million
77 1980 Appropriation$147.$ million

letween FT 1980 aid FY 1984, TRIO lost 232 of its funding in rail

dollars (adjusted to reflect increases in the consumer price Index).

In 1980 dollars, the FY 1984 TRIO appropriation le equivalent to

$115.6 million. In order to serve the semi slumber of students that qw

received TRIO'pervicas in 1980, la PT 1985 an appiopristloa of $190

%014lioa woke be required:" The additioaal-SIO %Milian soughtenvold-..
used to provide additional iaformmtloa and co4noollns pry-Irma as

recommended by the national Commissioa on Studs= finance Assistance.

1



Spciel Services

Participant. 172,070
. 150,100

Coot Per Participant $349 $446
Masher of Projects 595 641
Oast Far Project $100,840 $1.10,608

Upward Synod

32,210 32,600
.Participants

Cost'Per Participant $1,639 $2,175
*mbar of Projects 437 423
Cast Per Project 4143,020 5167,617

Talen0Sestch

Participants 202.033 190,1125
Cost Per Participant ,$75 493
Ifimber of.Projects 158 167
COS; For Projatt $96,836,. .4106,586'

Rducstional Omoortunitv Coulters

PartiCipanta' 117,100 104,300
Cost'. Per Participeat 05 $71
Number of Projects '33
Cost Yes Project '$240,6; 4145,454

406,112.

$463
641

466,365

18,788
$2,262

423

4100,947

lapact of the President** ludgets In PY 1985 the Administration proposed to.
seduce TRIo fuetliag by 501. In.ordsr tq do too, it'vould elladnate sll Talcum
Search projects and Iducetional Opportiaity Canters. Thee. projects pressetly
provide inforeatioa and access eervices to over 204,000 youth sod adults.
Under the proposal, each Spacial Services mad Upward 'toed great would also
be cut 402 sad 104,000 disadventaged'atodeute would

no looser receive cowl-
soling, tutorial and instruction to potable thee to prepare for and Tommie is
Collage. The Adnialitratioa is also preparing to Jettpout* authorising
change. which would require iaatitutioos to psy. 251 of the cost of Special
Services projects in 7x.1986, 501 in PP 1087, and 751 is 1911, 44 Well as 103.
of the cost of Upward ieued projects in each

year. baginelat 4w IT 2014,

tedence of Effectiveness: A series of outside studies provide svideacs that
, .

the TRIO programa have iimoo effective in eiveeciag equal apPostueitI. for
example, Talent Search and IdocAtioael Opportunity Center, PrUwide wwwintwooe
to more than 201 of Ilsik Mai hispanic treehomm who enter college each year.
Upward UMW has beau effictive'in vootivetiag disadvantaged high school
student. to attend and graduate from college. Jour years atter high ocluribI
graduation, Upverd booed participants are four times as like ly to care a
heccalareata es comparable noaparticipants. Special Service* has hese
effective in keeping low-incoms snidest* is college. Studmots who realm.
the full range of Special Service. --coUtosaling,,,tutorlOg and
instruction- -are 2.26 riles 44 likely to coeplete their first year of college
As studeet* who do coot receive those services.
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National Council of Educational
Opportunity Assotiations
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c
VALUATIONS Ot.TUS SPIC11 LPROCIWIS
MAWS TAON DISADVANTAGED BACKGEPUNDS
NAN; SNOW VS PACTS TO IS, munvz

Spacial Services for Disadvantaged Studauti

A 19E4 study cosvalssionad by the;Departmsat of Iducatioti and.
oondnetod by.the Systems Devolopiant Corporation trmakad tha
performance of apProalmatali 5800 frashasu students unrolled
at 58 rsOraseutatiwo Special Services 'praises io 1979-80a it

compared their performance to that of a,control group of.zel,stal

sass dram froa'tbe same ivatitsitio4s. it fonad:

Project iirvi°*0 4V* lirs*alwit their latitudes(
population;. economically mod isibicationally dis-

advantaged studaats;

Studauts'Who roadie thus tau rags of Special
. Sarwlaa--couneatlirig, tutoring and basic akilla
instructing* -were 2.26 tiros as likaly to ComPlato
their !trot year Of collage 4* inudosA, mho do not
ramie* tboga aarvicais; mod

SSDS students attsaptsdind coavlatad aura course

units thaw did *tailor itudasta who did not Portia-

Upward Sound

The Most recent major study of Upward bound 1144 COgidUCtild by

Rasaarch Triangls Inatituts for the Department of Education.
It followed 3,710 Upward bound twelfth graders fro. 54 randomly
'selected Upward bound projacts sad a comparison group of similar
opts-participants for'four year*. It coocludad:'

1
John Coulson with Clarance Iradford and Judith Ksys, 'Evaluation -

of the Special Saralee* for Disadvantaged Students (SSDS) Program:
197980 Academic Vest,' (Palo Alto, CA: Systems Development

Corporation, 1981),
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The Upward Hound program appears to have a henaficial iaPact-Oi
studonts' educational aspiration/wpoatasoatublry iiPST0011 swat
pond/tenor;

Olilof Upward )oaa4 grathlataa antarad pootasonadry inatitutioaa;

Upward Participants were seri than twit* *a Iiiely to enroll
in a four year collage or univareitV than ware stud44Z4 la th4
control group;:

ppeard /Wand participants took granter advantage of financial
aid sail support services ettils in oatage than oosparahlo non-
participants;

Youidloars attar high 'school graduation, Upward Sound participants
wars four times s likaly to hive sassed a baccalarsate as'omparable
stun - participants. '

Talent Search and Educational. Opportunity Center

No national evaluation of that** Prograteo hai haws. coplatad. Howavar, in
1981410

i. -- Iducati1nal Opportunity Cantor' sarved-127,194cliesta: 3,621
Indians, 4,843 Asians, 50,750 *lacks, 19,734 Hispanics and, 48,418

t Whites. 34,145.(27%);cliants wars placid in pootasopoircp
institutions.

Talent %much Projactvairvod. 200,512 students:. 5,449 Indians, 5,641
Asian;, 52,914 11atice, 39,541111*page*, and 63,066 bits Stodents.-.
74,790 student. (37%) era plaost,is peateacondary institutions.

Mora than 20Z of Slack and Hispanic frashmen who entered tales*.
,,in 1981 received assistance fray a Tads= Smirch prOjeat.or
Iducational Opportunity Cantor,'

Crithaslorkhaiser, John .4 ilecoboat anti Joseph N. Wimenbaker, %valuation
Study of the Upward Sound Program: A Second Tallorwp, (Reaaarch Triangle hark,
NC: Hosaarch Triangle Institute, 1979),

3

vsE Corporation, "Final Ferforsanos Isparta for Talent Search and idninatinnal
Corporation, 1981).
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Mr. PENNY. Chuck.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES W. CANTALE, DIRECTOR,UPWARD
BOUND, MANKATO STATE UNIVERSITY

Mr. CANTALE. Congressman Gunderson, Congressman Penny,
members of the subcommittee, I appreciate the opportunity to
appear before you today to discuss the aceomplishments of the
Upward Bound Program:

My name is Chuck Cantale aid I am assistant professor of educa-
tion and director of the Upward Bound Program at Mankato State
University in Mankato, MN.

Before I begin to tell you about the successes of the Upward
Bound Program, would like to tell you a little bit about myself.

Coming from a low-inCome family from Cleveland, OH, and being
the youngest of six children, I eked my way through high school
With mediocre grades. In fact, I didn't learn to read until I was
halfway through high school and a teacher noticed that I was not
able to read. Fortunately for me, Sister Mary Cordell, a Notre
Dame nun, was able to find extra time to teach the skills of read-
ing which I have used andwill use for the rest of my life.

As I approached my senior year, my fellow ciassiiates talked
about college. I, tocl, wanted to attend college, but advice from a
high school counselor was to get a good vocational job that I could
be happy with.

Having no, pie model for post secondary education, I did just
Alk that. I was trained as a chef and was succesSfhl. Unfortunately, it

did not meet the goals that I had for myself. These goals were to
'teach in the inner city and to provide guidance to students who
were in similar situations in_which I foutid myself is those forma-
tive years.

Upward Bound takes students from loNv-income and academically
disadvantaged backgrounds or students whose parents do not have
a college education and provides the needed educational, social,
and cultural activities needed to. achieve poSt secondary education.

All too many students today find themselves bound by a repeti-
tive failure -syndrome in their school effort. They thus view them-
selves as persons of little worth and lose the limited motivation
they once had. As a direct result, achievement levels drop to a
point at which the school experience lacks meaning. The students
become resigned to a school failure and eventually even become re-
signed to the lack of important human relationships.

These young people today give up .and begin to congregate in
groups whose common denominator is failure. The.word failure be-
comes their own definition of themselves. Thus in ix society, where
they are aware that many people are succeeding, they are aware,
very aware, that they themselves are hot.

Quite possibly the best solution of an era .of failure, a successful
education could do much to overcome the problem of 'failure, no
matter what the social basis.

Although the adverse effects' of poverty and poor social condi-
tions cannot ioe Overlodlted, faulty educational processes may be' the
main cause or many young peoples' failure in school and unless we
begin to provide learnijig_situations, in which young people through

1 0.1
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reasonable applications of their capability succeed, it is logical toinfer that we will do little to solve the major problems Qf our coun-try.
The report, "Equality of Educational' Opportunity," commonlytermed the Coleman report, states that it is for the most disadvan-

taged children that improvements in school quality will make the
most difference in achievement.

Where children come from homes in which failure is a part ofthe daily life, deficient education leads to no motivation. Without
motivation_ or with just enough to fight an irrelevant education,
these young people fall into a lock-step failure for life.

rson will not succeed in general until he or she can in some'first experience success in one important aspect of his or herlife.
. The Upward Bound Program seeks to become just that first step,an intervention program- to provide young people who possess aca-demic potential with an opportunity for meaningful experiences.

Jeff Door is just one example of a student who has benefited
from the Upward Bound Program. Jeff is a sophomore at Mankato
State University, pursuing a degree. Jeff has a 3.26 grade point av-
erage and he is also.doing quite well in other aspects of college life.

When I first met with Jeff and talked with him, he had no inten-tions of attending post secondary education. His male role model'was a truck driver and that was his aspiration.
In a recent article in the Mankato Free Press, he was quoted assaying, without Upward Bound I would be in the army or (irking atruck now. Before- Upward Bound came along; I just didn't dare

about education. Further, he stated, I still don't enjoy educationthat much but I know .that I will get a better job some day becauseof it.
Jeff is also currently _working in the bindery at the university.

The position was obtained through a career exploration programdesigned by the Upward Bound Program during his senior year.Jeff is now able to help finance his education with this job inwhich he makes above average student wages.
Ann Roman,. alsp a sophomore at Mankato State University,

came from a small rural town. When I first met Ann, I asked her
what she wanted to do and she replied that maybe she would liketo work in a health spa as a clerk, possibly handing out towels and
doing marginal or menial service.

Today Ann is a psychology major wither grade point average of3.29.
Looking back at Ann and Jeff, I can honestly say that theYwould not be in school today without the service's Of The Upward

Bound Program. Not that they didn't have the ability, but because
'they did not have the guidance and the motivation which is provid-
ed by the staff of the Upward Bound Program.

Another reason they would not have made it in post secondary
education without the help of the Upward Bound Program is be-
cause they lacked the self confidence and the self esteem needed -for success in post secondary education. Jeff and Ann gained these
skills through educational, recreational, and cultural experienceS
which were built into the Upward Bound curriculum.

1016
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Ann and Jeff are not isoldted cases. Students such as these can
be found throughout the United-1,426s and these are The students.
that Upward Bound serves.

Trio programs serve students from rural isolated areas in Minne-
sota, Kentucky, South Dakota, and. I can go on to other States that
have rural isolated areas. It serves studen from innercity slums
and ghettos in Cleveland, Detroit, Los A les, and here again I
can go on wherever there is a ghetto or sl ea.

Educational programs such as Upward Bound are not liabilities
to our country's budget, but they are investments for the future.
Right now a common question that is asked quite often is where is
the payoff for programs such as this or, in the more common ver-
nacular, where's the beef.

Gentlemen, the beef is in the trained mind of the youth who is
productive and who is a potential taxpayer of tomorrow, the youth
who will make the decisions of our future in the future.

Our choice is to pay now and educate these young people so that
, they make wise and knowledgeable choices'in the future, or we can

procrastinate, leaving our future in the hands of others and contin-
ue to increase the welfare rolls with those young people who lack
the determination and the motivation to succeed.

I have attached to my prepared statement feur photographs of
two statues created by the upward bound students in an art class
this summer. It is important to realize that not only does the
UpwareBound Program stimulate the creative abilities of these
students, but also the intellectual abilities as well. ..

These statues are a culmination of a curriculum designed to
foste'r student interaction and group participation, and teach stu-
dents the skills of planning, setting goals and seeing a project
through to completion.

Gentlemen, it has been once said upon the sands of procrastina-
tion lie the bones of countless thousands who upon the brink of vic-
tory stopped and rested, and in resting, died.

Therefore, gentlemen, I am askingno, I'm- begging you. not to
procrastinate when it comes to determining the future of. our
youth. It is up to you to continue to provide.educational programs
such as TRIO so that the disadvantaged youth of America have a
chance to be truly upward bound.

Thank you. .

Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Chuck. We appreciate your testimony.
[Prepared statement of Charles Cantale follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES W. CANTALX, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, COLLEGE OF
EDUCATION, DIEk:OTOK, UPWARD BOUND, MANKATO STATE UNWERSITY, MANKATO, MI

Congressman Clundeison, Congressman Penny, members of the subcommittee, I
appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss the accomplish-
ments of the Upward Bound Programs. My name is Chuck Cantale and I am an
Assistant Professor of location and the Director of the Upward Bound Program at
Mankato State University in-Mankato, Minnesota. Before I begin to tell you about
the successes of the Upward Bound Programs, I feel cdevelled to tell you a little bit
about myself.

Coming from a low-income family, from Cleveland, Ohio,. and being the youngest
of six children, I eked my way through high school with mediocre grades. In fact, I
didn't learn to read until I was halfway through high school and a teacher noticed
that I was not able to read. Fortunately, for me, Sister Mary Cordell, a Notre Dame
nun, was able to find-extra time to teach me the skills of reading which I have used
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and will use for the rest of my life. As I approached my senior year, my fellow class-
mates talked about college. I, too, wanted to attend college. But advice from my
high school counselor was to get a good vocation and find a job in which ',could be
happy. Having no role models, for poet secondary education, I did just that. I trained
to be a chef and was successful. Unfortunately, it did not meet the goals I had set
for myself. these goals were to teach in the inner city and to provide guidance to
students.who were in similar situations in which I found myself in those formativeyears.

Upward Bound takes students from low-income and academically disadvantaged
backgrounds or students whose parents do not have a college education and provide
the needed educational, social, and cultural activities needed to achieve post second-
ary education. All too many students today find themselves bound to a repetitive
failure syndrome in their school efforts; they thus view themselves as persons of
little worth and lose the limited motivation they once had. As a direct result,
achievement levels drop to a point at which school experiences lack meaning. The
students become resigned to school failure and eventually even become resigned to
the lack of important human relationships. These young people give up and begin to
congregate in groups; whose common denominator is failure. The word kfailure" be-
comes their own definition of themselves. Thus, in a society where they are aware
that many people are succeeding, they are very aware that they themselves are not.
Quite possibly the beet solution to this aura of failure, a successful education, could
do much to overcome the problem of failure no matter what its social bases. Al-
though the adverse affects of poverty and poor social conditions cannot be over-
looked, faulty educational processed may be the main cause of many young penion's
failure in school. Unless we begin to prmiCe learning situations ia which young
people, through reasonable applications of their capabilities, suceeedrit is logical to
infer that we will do little to solve the major problems of our country.

The report, Equality of Educational Opportunity, commonly termed The Coleman
Report, states that, "It is for the most disadvantaged children that improvements in
school quality will make the most difference in achievement." Where children comefrom homes in which failure is a part of daily life, deficient education leads to no
motivation. Without motivation or with just enough to fight an irrelevant educa-
tion, these young people. fall into lock-step failure for life. A person will not succeed
in general until he/she can, in some way, first experience success in one important
aspect. of his/her life. The Upward Bound Program seeks to become just'such a first
step, an intervention program to provide young people who possess academic poten-
tial with an opportunity for a meaningful experience.

Jeff Door is just one ezainple of a student who has benefited from the Upward
Bound Program, Jeff is a sophomore at Mankato State University pursuing a
degree. Jeff has a 3.26 grade point average, and is also doing quite well in other
aspects of college life. When I first met Jeff and talked with him he had no inten-
tions of attending post secondary education. His male role model was a truck driver
and that was his aspiration. In a recent article in the Mankato Free Press, he was
quoted saying, "Without, Ups Bound, I'd be in the Army or driving a truck
now", "Before Upward Bound: canoe along I just didn't care that much about educa-
tion," and "I still don't enjoy edilcation that much, but I know that I'll get a better
paying job soineddy because of it," Jeff is also currently working in the bindery at
4tie university. This position was obtained through a career exploration program de-
signed by the Upward Bound Program during his senior year. Jeff is now able to
help finance his education with this job on which he makes above sthe average stu-
dent wage.

Ann Borman, also a sophomore at Mankato State University, came from a small
rural town. When I first met Ann, I asked her what she wanted to do and her reply
was that maybe she would like to work in a health spa as a clerk possibly handing
out towels and providing marginal services to patrons. Today Ann is a psychology
major with a grade point average of 3.29. Looking back at Ann and Jeff, I can hon-
estly say that they would not be in school without the services Upward Bound pro-
vides. Not that they didn't have the abi4ity, but because they did not have the guid-
ance and the motivation which is provided by the staff of the Upward Bound Pro-
gram. Another reason why they would not have made it in poet secondary education
without the help of the Upward Bound Program is because they lacked the self-con-
fidence and self-esteem needed for success in post secondary education. Jeff and
Ann gained these skills through educational, recreational, and cultural experiences
that were built into the Upward Bound curriculum. Ann and Jeff are not isolated
cases, and students, such as these two, can be found throughout the United States
and these are the students that Upward Bound serves. TRIO Programs serve stu-
dents from rural isolated areas in Minhesota; Kentucky, and South Dakota. Stu-
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dents from inner-city alums and ghettos in Cleveland, Detroit, and Los Angeles are
also served,

Educational programs, such as Upward Bound, are not a liability to our country's
budget, but an investment to the future. Right now, a common question that is
asked quite often is "Where's the payoff for programs such as this?" Or in a more
common vernacular, "Where's the beet'?" Gentlemen, the beef is in the trained
mind, the youth who is productiVe and who is the potential taxpayer of tomorrow.
The-youth who will make decisions on our future, in the future. Our choice is to pay
now and educate these young people so that they make wise and knoWitidgeable
choices in the future or we can procrastinate, leaving our .futures in the hands of
others, and continuing to increase our welfare roles with those young people who
lack the determination and the motivation to succeed. .

I have attached, to my prepared statement, four photographs of two statutes cre-
ated by students in an art class in a summer Upward Bound Program. It is irnpor-
twit to realize that not only does Upward Bound' stimulate the creative abilities of
the student, but also the intelleCtual abilities as well These atatutes are the culmi-..

,nation of a curriculum designed to faker student interaction and group ,participa-
tion and teach students the skills of planning, setting goals, and seeing 'A project
through to completion.

Gentlemen, it has once, been said, "Upon the sands of procrastination lies the
bones of countless thoiniands, who upon the brink of victory, stopped to rest, and in
resting, died." Therefore, I am asking you, no, I am begging you, not to procrasti-
nate whin it comes to determining the future of ouryouth'. It is up to you to contin-
ue to provide educational programs such as TRIO, so that the disadvantaged youth
of America have a chance to be truly Upward Bound. Thank you.
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Mr. PENNY. I got a chance to tour your office and see the stu-
dents' artwork, and it struck me then, and now that I see, the pic-
ture again, that one in particular looks an awful lot like Congress-
man Gunderson. The students did a fine job and I was very im-
pressed with their artwork and the sculptures in particular. I think
it does speak well for the kind of espirit de corps that you have
among the students in your program and the moral support thatthey give one another. Your program enables them to improve
their outlook for the future.

I just want to commend you again for the program your have in.
place over at 114ankato State University.

Jon.

STATEMENT OF JON, H. WESTBY, DIRECTOR I'RIO PROGRAMS
MINNEAPOLIS COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Mr. WESTBY. I would like to thank both of you for giving us an
opportunity to speak today about the,TRIO Program in Minnesota.

I'm Jon Westby, the director of TRIO programs at Minneapolis
Community College. Currently we have four programs at the col-
lege. I'm just going to briefly talk about three of these--talent
search, special services and veterans upward bound.

The Talent Search Program is currently in its second year of op-
eration. The focus of the program is on_pioviding outreach, assess-
ment, information and referral to low-income individuals in the
Minneapolis and St. Paul area.

We operate primarily out of community agnctit;,ss
adults, and one of our main focuses and g is to establish a "
broad base of community support and to provide educational infor-
mation to the whole community.

#1 have attached to my written comments a sheet showing the de-
mographic data and the placements for the Talent Search Program,
from February of 1983 through this last February, and also _tot-
tached are some biographical sketches of some of the clients that
we served over the last year.

The special services project started in September 1980. This pro-
gram provides counseling, acadaanic classes and supportive services
to low-income first generation college students and dis. allied stu-
dents at the college.

The major emphasis of the project is on providing academic, per-
sonal and financial aids counseling. We also offer seven academic
classes that project participants can take. These range from reme-
dial math and English to college level science, social science 'and
English.

The area where special services has hat its most lasting fleet is
providing services to physically and learning disabled studen

When the progiam started in 1' :1 the college had identifi and
assisted probably no more t 11 of these students. Tod we
work with 66 students in special rvices, 45 of tbem ,being phys-
ioally disabled.

.7%

Included in my comments is a rief list of some of the services
that we do provide to these students, Had special services not
taken the initiative to establish th services, I doubt if any of
them would currently exist on 'calnP
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.1 have also attached the program results for 'special services' for
the last 3 years and responses to our participant evaluation form
for the same period.

The oldest of the TRIG programs at Minneapolis Community l-
iege is Veterans Upward Bound, having. started in 1972. T pro-
gram provides classroom instruction andrcounseling to low-income
veterans who either, did not finish high school and need a GED, or
may have graduated but did not obtain the basic academic skills he
needs for success in postsecondary training.

The program conducts classes in reading, English, -math, study
skills, 20 hours a week during the academic year. Most of the
ticipants are in their late twenties or early/thirties, have fam es,
are either unemployed or marginally employed. They traditionally
view Veterans Upward Botind as their last chance to obtain the
skills they need and then to prepare for further training or educa,
tion.

I have attached a data sheet outlining the results of the program
from its start through June 30, 1983. Also attached is a chart show-
ing the average pre and post test scores, for students who were in
the program during 1982 and 1983.

By looking at this, you can see that the average quarterly skills
level increased with 1.5 grade level for each quarter, roughly 3.
months that person remained in the program.

I would also briefly like to speak about Veterans Upward Bound
Program from my perspective as presidt of the National Associa-
tion of Veterans Upward Bound Project personnel. Right now there
are 27 veterans upward bound projects located in 20 States and
Puerto Rico. This is down" from the 67 that were initially funded
when the program' started in. 1972.

I have included data, national performance data, for these pro-
grams from 1978 through 1983, and this is collected on a voluntary
basis so not every program is reported each year, but by looking at
it you can see- the national impact that Veterans Upward Bound
has had. .

In conclusion I would just like to state that although the number
of veterans /who might use this type of program is steadily declin-*
in.g, the need still exists, especially in large metropolitan areas, and
I urge yobt to include veterans upward bound legislation when you
reauthorize the Higher Education Act.

Mr. Y. Thank you all for your testimony.
[Prepared statement of Jon H. Westby follows:]

PRZPARLO STATISM:NT OF JON H. DISISCTOR or TRIO PA0011&4411,
MINNZAPOLIS Gammon 0014.31:01

. .. . . .

Minneapolis Community College (MCC) is a two- ear State supported liberal arts
college located adjacent to the downtown area of Minneapolis. Four TRIO

e currently located at MCC, Upward Bound, Veterans Upward alent
Search and Special Services for Disadvantaged Students. The operation an results
of three of these programs, Talent Search, Special Services and VetereneUpward
Bound will be outlined in detail.

TA LINT ititAN.C11

The Talent Search Pro' -at MCC is, in its second year of operation. The focus of
the program is to provide outreach, assessment, information and referral to low.
income individuals, primarily adults, in the Minneapolis /St. Paul metropolitan
area. In addition to its on campus locations, Talent Search also maintains offices to
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two high schools and six community agencies. These agencies were selected because
they serve low-income 'and/or minority individuals and are located in the areas
where these individuals reside, Project staff also Coordinate with other community
organizations to receive referrals and to provide- information or workshops to their
clients. In this way, Talent Search has worked with 39 different agencies and orga-nizations in the Win Cities area. The program has achieved one of its major goals
of providing educational information to the, whole comMunit' ,y and of developing.
community support. .

The Talent Search Project staff haS found that there is no other comprehensive
educational outreach and referral' program in Cities. Although most col-
leges and universities have some type of communit -outreach program, these tendto be recruitment programs for that -particular. MAI Lion. These programe,
understadably, are more concerned with the welfare institution. These pro-
grams, understandably, are more concerned with the w f the institution thanwith that of the individual.

Talent, Search, however, holds the opposite view. The program nducts a detailed
needs assessment of evry individual and then assists them to en r the educational
or vocational program which will' best help them reach their, cademic and career.goals

The next page shows the demographic' to and placem nts for the individualsserved Omit Search from Febraii 83- through February 1984. Also included
are some b 'of sketches of clien & have benefited from the project.

Clearly,. is program is. a positive impact in the Minneapolis/St. Paul
area and to ubconuni urged to continue the authorization of Talent Searchin the Higher acetic&

Talent search de is data and placements
From February 1983 through February 1984, we have served 1,067 individuals in

the Talent Search Program: 783 were low-income, 185 American Indian, 15 Asian,-
599,Black, 46 Hispanic, 126 White, 613 females, and 462 high ochOol drop -outs,

Of these 1,067 individuals, 575 entered postsecondary educational, institutions. Of
the 575: 41 entered, 4 year colleges or univexsities, 275 entered 2' year colleges, 63
proprietary schools, and 196 vocationalftechnical schools:

Of the 462 high school drop-outs, 354 entered GED or ABE programs.
Responses to talent seamh ipant evaluation

Participants are as to rate the quality of each of the services they received'
throweb Talent Search on a scale of 1 being poor and 6 being excellent.
Academic counseling, testing and information 5.5Career counseling and information 5.5Flhancial aids information 5.7
GED pre-testing and information 5.5Other 5.7

'Have you selected a tentative career goal? 73%, yes; 27%, no.
Talent search client histories

Talent Search helps client in a variety of ways. For some of these iiidiVicluals, not
having a GL'D is a major obstacle to enrolling in college or vocational school, Al-
though some colleges do not require that students have their GED before being ad-
mitted, most of the clients seen are not aware of this. Many of the project's clients
are also not aware of the fact that a GEd pre-test exists, or that there are free GED
preparatory classes offered at several locations.

Several clients have explained how scared they were of taking the GED testthat
they had put it off.for months, eve years, because of their fear of failure, There-
fore, they are truly relieved when they learn that they can take a GED pre-test
which gives them some idea of what to work on before being confronted with the
actual GED test.

On client, a 26-year-old Indian male, took the pre-test, and did quite well, on it--
much better than he had expected. This was very encouraging for him. In fact, he
said if hei, had not had st chance to increase his confidence by taking the GED pre-
test and seeing 'his score, he may have put off attempting to earn his GED indefi-
nitely. This client also took an aptitude test Talent Search offers and in doing so
further increased his confieclence and eagerness to begin a college education. He is
currently taking a GED preparatory class and is planning to enroll at the Universi-ty of Minnesota next fall.
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.
Lack ik igermation about financial aid for school is a source of problems for

many clients seen by Talent Search counselors. A 39-year-old Ethiopian male, had
filled out financial aid forms before coming to the project, he had made many mis-
takes on the form. The Talent_ Search counselor helped him revise his original fi-
nancial aid report form. This client is now in his second term at Minneapolis Com-
munity College. He recently stopped in to thank Talent Search for the help given
him, saying that he didn't know how he would have managed on his own. He said
that had he not received financial aid, he would not be in school:

tithe clients.have expressed thanks for the inters* testing, career counseling, and,
academic advising Talent Search provides, One client, a nineteen-year-old black
male, was undecided about what course of study to pursue, and what school to
attend. He was considering programs ranging from chemical. engin* taring to political .
science, and was debating whether to attend school-in Minnesota or in California.
The Talent Seirch counselor gave him a career interest test, made an appointment
for him to use the computerized career information systems at Minneapolis Commu-
nity College and met with him several times to discuss his plans. He ended up decid-
ing to attend Minneapolis Community College to take liberal arts undergraduate
courses in preparation for, transferring to UCLA to complete a major in pre-law.

SPECIAL sialvicas ME DISADVAlyTAGRD STUDENTS .

The Special Services Project started at Minneapolis Community C,ollege in Sep-
tember, 1980. The program provides counseling, academic classes and supportive
services to low-income, first generation college and/or disabled students enrolled at
the college.

The major emphasis of the project at MCC is on cotmaeling. Two full-time counsel-
ors work with roughly 200 student& Because of thislow ctudent-tostaff ratio, the
Counselors are able to establish a close supportive relationship with their students
and better able to monitor progress and problems.

Sppecial Servicee also offers seven academic classes to project participant& These
range from remedial math and English to college level science, social science and

- Engliah. Since these courses are open only to program student& they serve to build
group identification and peer support many students reed to succeed in higher edu-
cation.

The area where the Special Services Project has had its moat, lasting impact is in
providing services to physically and learning disabled students. When the program
started in 1980, no more than ten such students had been identified and assisted on
campus. Tday, the project serves 66 disabled students, 45 of them physically dis-
abled. ,.

The services the project provides include: arranging' for note takers and readers;
coordinating with the college's learning center to identify and remediate learning
disabled students; insuring that facilities and programs are accessible; assist in de-

'-' vekoping alternative physical education classes for disabled students; sponsoring an
annual college wide disabilities awareness day; an organi/ing a disabled student .

club. Project staff also wrote a grant to the Xero rporat,ion which brought to
campus a $30,000 Kurzweil Reading Machine used y blind and visually disabled
students and community members.

Had the Special Services Project not taken the initiative, it is doubtful that any of
these services would exist at MCC. .

Attached is a sheet showing the proposed objectives of the Special Services Project
at MCC and the actual results. Also included is a summery of responses to the pro-
gram's participant evaluation. -
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PROGRAM PERFORMANCE RESi4LIS

Below are listed the proposed obilecilves and actual parfarmancie for the program during
the 1980-63 program years.

AREA

Number af participants,

Ritontion rate

Students Wbo:indicated that they
received satisfactory coUnesling:
assistancm

Students who hay* selected a
tdutatf.mp.CAiroar Wel

PROPOSED OBJECTIVE ACTUAL RESULT

1980-41 100 204

1981-62 200 199

1982 -83 200 221

75%

75% '

75%

1960-41 : .77%

2961-42 74%

1942-63 76%

1980-81: -92%

198142 96%

1982-83 901

1960-81 .81$:

1981-62 75%

198243 76%,,

Students indiCating,they were
satisfied with career 'information
presanten by projadt

754

Students indicating they were
satisfied with aesistancs given
then in regietering far Minneapolis.'
Community College.

Participants who had a 2.00 UFA
or higher each quarter

1990-61 89%

tss170 64%

1982-83 74%

75% :1980-81 93%

1981-82 96%

1982-83 941

60% 1980-81 78%

1981-92 814$

1962-63 80.5%



1.

RESPONSES TOSPECIAL SERVICES MOOT EVALUATION

How would you rate the quality of the 040selihR you
recalved through the Special Services Project?

1581 1982 1583

5.5 5.1 5.0

2. NOIN would you rate the-assiitince you received through

the Special.Services in registering for classes at

Ninoeipolis Comeunity College?

3. Now would you rate the quality of the career ihforeetioh

- gi:ren to you by the Special Services Project?

, .

4. Nave you selected a tentative. career goal? (YES) 81%

5. Did you enroll in classes offered throulI the

Special Services Pr act? (YES)

If yes. how would you rats the overall

the course or courses?

4.9 4,5 .

7; How relevant was the* class or cline's to your future

studies?

65% 85%

4.9 5.3 4.8

4.8 5.2 4.9

8. Has your self-confidence increased as a result of the

counseling or Academic assistance you received through.

Special Services?
(YES} 96 .80/ 01'

9.' Now would you rate the effect that the Special Services

Project has pia on Your acadepic life?

I

5.2, 4.6 4.8

Ahoy* are responses to the student evaluation or the 1950 -83 years. (Items are rated

c a six point scale with six being the highest.)
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The Veterans Upward Bound Project started at MCC in 1972. The project Provides
clascrooth instruction and counseling to low-income veterans who .do not have a
high school .diplonia, or who may have graduated but do not have the academic

* skills necessary to succeed in a postsecondary program:
.

The project conducts classes, in reading, English, math and study skills twenty
hours a week from September to June. Veterans remain in the program for an aver-
age of three to six months. Participants are eligible to receive 01 Bill benefits while
enrolled in the Veterans Upward Bound Program. Most participants are in their
late 20's or early 30's and are unemployed or marginally employed. They generally
view Veterans Upward Bound as a last chance to obtain their basic academic skills.

Attached is a data sheet outlining the performance of the Veterans Upward
Bound Project at MCC from its start through shine 30, 1983.

Also attached is a chart showing the average quarterly pre- and post-test scores
for project, participants during the 1982-83 year. One can see that student skills
were increased an average of 1.5 grade levels for every academic quarter they re-
mained in the program.

Nationally, there are -27 Veterans Upward Bound projects located in 20 states and
Puerto Rico. (This is less than half of the number of projects, 67, that werefunded
when the program began in 1972.)

Included is national performance data for the Veterani Upward Bound projects
for the five year period 1978-83. This data is compiled annually by the National As-
sociation of Veteran* Upward Bound Project Personnel because the data collection
forms used by the Department of Education dp not accurately document the activi-
ties of the veterans projects. Since this data is subtnitted volantarily each
project, not every project. reported each year. Even so, one can see the national'
impact that these programs have had.

Although the nuMber of disadvantaged veterans who would ,participate in the
Veterans Upward Bound is steadily declining there is still a need for these pro-
grams especially in *large metropolitan areas like New York, Chicago, Detroit and
Los Angeles, The subcommittee is urged to include Veterans Upward Bound legisla-
tion in the reauthorized Higher Education Act .
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VNTLNANS UNMAAD IIDUND STATISTICAL WONT
Pox *sport Period 1/3/73 to 6(30/83

I. :Project Minneapolis' Oommunity.College Calendar System 0gartarly'

Minneepolis, Minnesota Ethnic Group- ALL

Mass Jon Westby

totry MO.Lisaiisats or limas NONE

II:. Program Des¢riptiaes

A. Diagnostic Test Used ITED, TARE

Type of Instruction (Check applicable spaces)

1. ?rug= (Grads 1-4) X

Pile Number 612)341-7076

3. AmmedislArep or aNgreSblir 7ret*IPV ... X

V. Number of Veterans contacted this rsios-4 period 14.331

Student Macaw* (tre* TV Above)

A: 'Weber referred directly to other *genets*, lobe, etc.

,S. bymber zaexx4 directly to 1dueStionalopP4stunittes .. 609

c, Total number enrolled directly iota Veterans Upward *cued 2,103

1. Number who too GED this report period 425

2. Number who pealed ODD this report peried.: 355

3. Number who felled. this report period 65

4. *rebel' who Completed Program and entered college 385

363

$, Number who completed Program and entered other training 291

D. WithdrAuv12

1. Registered, never entered 402

307

77

85

luntarily withdrew

. terminated, ascessiv* absences

4. Other-
..

871Total withdrawals
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DATA 0301/A8110IS

1...coatroom

A. Cc/acacia. informal (phoaa
coatacta, wallimss. atrA3

1. rCastacia, formal floracwal
as -oits lotArviago with 'swim's)

1978-71

1971 - 1943

114142 104243P;979-40 lista

23,290 30,744 33.181 36.214 19.516

6,127 7,117 6.458 8,212 1.517

.1.435 4.209 1025 3.794 2.419
664 113 154 1.517 4041

271 448 241 785 336
-440 419 302 490 1.240

404 456 271 574 216
137 816. 1,014 1.001

1.111 1,604 1,801
, 1.807 1.110

404 705 374 513 374
1.117 1.650 1,391 1,430 900

344 469 Al) 437 301
522 544 - 461 440 214
150 MIS 370 443 311
71 114 140 61 93

fillary A$401 (f_fir licraitodat)
. ,

A. Actually aoral3i4 is Vils
S. Placed la collage
C. Placod is ether odwaatisool

opportumitiaa
0, faforrod to jab oflorSu*Sti4*
I. Oft elisibla Nokia.* at laaaossi

rafisrowl is ether akolloy
7. Otbow 216

Actually Uri/11AI! ill 91I iftyk3'itift1

115.0-M i94118911

A. *wabor caap1ir1a4 iragram
1. loroor coitioala4 issia'asat

'apart paria6
C. *akar alai altbizaw (total)

1. &maws far withdrawals
a. XasslacaritAlsairar mat/haat

b. ,ftrorwal withdrawal
a. "Imarmalwas abeam& '

4. Oklosa

'..11111t131.017pLISUILUX.
.

Ak Applied flow *dwindles to
canals at' *char training

1. latarod co111is4
2. Soldarad etiglX

S. 'Jul

C. 00ser

trogrit

A. Amboy oho took CAD
1. Nyilmy rho .arid GO
C. llabacishatallodC1121

. D. SNOW also had as fearer rwooris4

X 19

9!w Teas 7ei*2

144.00

15,851

.

17,516

3,049

2,0411

3.311

1.991
1,000

10,047

. 2.434
L.- 6.716

, 2,006
4.278
1.152
191

1.213 '1.139, 1.386 , 706 5,541.1,047

$93 461 _., 109 885 493 4,041

177 201 209 . 372 . 196 1.163

267 227 274 252 144 1,164

220 114 276 165 114 1,069

985 847 555 693 402 3.482
.750 656 388 501, 291 2,504

186. 154 22 . 129 75 610

41 53 17 /6 344
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Mr. PEN'iIY. I think we can move forward pith the video program
if it's working.

[Film shown.]
Mr. ScHissxx. This program has been especially effective for us

in betting our students involved in the Community in a number of
erent ways. We have `through this class developed internships

with the largest advertising agency in Minnesota.- We've had stu-
dents work at Russell Manning Productions for 80-hour internships
that are normally only available to students with college degrees.
This is the first group of students who have had those kinds of in-
ternships.

Most of the funding for the film class doesn't come directly from
upward bound funds. We've received support from the National
Endowment for the Arts, Minnesota. State Art Board, Film in the
Cities, a community arts organization, a Minneapolis founclation
and the Minneapolis public schools.

This is kind of the progression of the class itself. Students first
begin work in the classroom learning animation and how to opera
ate cameras, how to do editing skills, and then they 'begin to work
on their own film.

The films you are going to see ye soon were conceptualized,
story-boarded, scripted, acted, directe*?d, filmed and edited by stu-
dents who had less than 3 weeks of film class prior to beginning
the December film project.

[Film shown.]
Most of the upward:bound classes don't look even nearly as excit-

inglooks like a. reading class. This film was produced by a stu-
dent who had just finished ninth grade at North High School and
again thwetare cut down from about 90 minutes of film to around
10 minutes.

Students make all their own arrangements for shooting on loca-
tion. This young lady made an arrangement with the Minneapolis
department store to show contrasting shots of her conception of of

Minnesota versus considerably less affluent areas, ones that
perhaps she is more familiar with.

Mr. PENNV. You mentioned that the students lay out the plan for
what they want to .say, what the message of the film will be. What
about the technical aspects of just putting it all ,together? Do you
provide training there and how much does each individual student.
ready learn about the filming, and the running of the equipment?

Mr. SCHLESKE. They do it all. The stipff that we hired to work
with the film class are themselves independent film. and video-
makers as opposed to, say, film- teachers, and one of the staff who
worked with one of thew films has Acme csimera work for Holly-
wood filmmakers.

This film was made by a student who is now a student at Johns
Institute. She's going to Minneapolis Cozmnunity College studying
law enforcement.

One of the things when I first thought about filnunaking or was
approached about filmmaking, I thought this was.= excellent op-
portunity to film a commercial for Upward Bound but the film in-
structors themselves talked me out of it and said that the students
will have a. commitment to this if they are allowed to express their
own vision- and you find something about the values of the student.



This young lady obviously enjoys power lifting. It was a very im-
portant thing for her because she had lived most of her life in the
shadow of an older sister who was a better student, et cetera, and
Jane finally found something she excelled at and allowed her to ex-
press her own individuality.

Mr. Pg:NNY. Do all of the students that are enrolled in this film
class get a broad -based education in start-to-finish film production?

Mr. SCHLESKE. Nes; there are about 15 students per summer in
the film class out of our total population of 70, and the students
crew for each *other, they help each other fmd music. They do their
own camera work.

This is Yvette's film. She directed this. She conceptualized it, but
she found the other upward bound students to do thb- camera work,
to do the lighting, to organize it and help her cut it.

The dancer you `see there islast summer was Upward Bound.
She was a high school 'senior, graduated from North High School.
This summer, after her freshnian y = at the University of Minne-
iota, she'll be working for us as : tutor. She's the best math
student we've had in a couple of ears in addition to being fine
dancer, alio on scholarship at a Minneapolis dance company.

This film was shot at Northgate Roller Rink from about 10:30 in
the evening to 1 in the morning on a Thursday evening. Most of
that film you won't see is shot inside the roller rink. This is just
the lead in.

That was quite a cultural experience for the filmmakers them-
selves because this is in the middle of the northside Minneapolis
housing project. It's our student's home but it certainly wasn't
home for the videomaker.

Out of sight on either side there are large crowds of onlookers
and to see this lath grade girl kind of saying move back there,
we're shooting a film, this is my film.

This student had just finished ninth grade, again at North High
School.

Mr. Pxiviiv. This is just a summer project?
Mr. SCHLESKE. It's only a summer project.
Mr. PENNY. Where are the students during the academic 'year?
Mr. SenissixE. They're back in their regular high schools and we

proVide them with counseling and tutorial support. We go out and
advise them on their high school course selection, provide them
with math and composition, tutors, assist them in their negotia-
tions with their high school teachers, for example, and counselors.

This student in the program is obviously a takeoff on a 15r.
Frankenstein-type film.

Mr. PENNY. Are all of the students involved in some summer ac-
tivity as part of the program? Give us some other examples.

Mr. &maim. Primarily our program teaches English, composi-
tion and mathematics. Students have two 80-minute classes a day
in each of those areas.

In addition, though, each student can take one elective. This is
probably the most exciting elective we're able to organize but it's
expensive and it really does depend upon the support of the com-
munity. We couldn't offer this alone with Upward Bound.
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By the way, this student here is shooting in the University of
\Minnesota animal lab. He made the arrangement to shoot there
/himself and again did the work.

The other kinds of electives we teach, we teach a high school
how to study course. We have' a health and self-awareness course,
trying towe have a career development course, trying to assist
the students in Making appropriat career choices.

This par_ticulartpart of the film was filmed at Four Paws, which
is a fairly exclusive St. Paul restaurant. They, gave perthission to
the student to come and film at 7:30 in the morning on a Tuesday.

The students make their own arrangements and I think it's
really. important for them to interact with adults in that kind of
fashion because they .don't often have the opportunity to do that.
Most of the adults are high school teachers and, sometimes the rela-
tionship there can be adversary.

Mr. PINNY. I wanted to ask, and this is a question I asked Chuck
when I was in Mankato, about comparisons with control groups so
that we can document the success of the students in this program
as coin red, to students who--

Mr. CHI.FSK$. With similar backgrounds?
Mr. PriNNY. Yes; but are not participating.
Mr. SCHLESKE. There is some information attached to my testimo-

ny about national surveys and national studies. The last adden-
dumthe back page of the last addendum refers to the Research
Triangle Institute stuay.for the Department of Education, following
up on 3,700 Upward Bound students.

They found that Upward Bound students are two and a half
times more likely to complete their first year of college after an
Upward Boind experience compared to the control group. -

It's very difficult for a local program to do more than follow up
on their own students to establla control group and do that kind
of sophisticated study. _

Again, this student had just finished high school, and, that's an-
, other student who is acting in her production. This older man par-

ticipating in the programthe Wellington she's asking for is a tour
leader at the Walker At Center, and this student asked him to
participate in her movie.

We are hopeful that the film will provide some novelty in a long
day of testimony, and also give you a chance to see some of the stu-
dents that you are providing support for.

These students now, they won't have summer filmmaking pro-
grams this summer. That's a one-shot thing. We'll be focusing more
and more intently on their preparation for college. As sophomores
they'll have 'a high school .how-to-study course as their elective. As
juniors, they'll have what we call preparation for life after Upward
Bound, spend time visiting college campuses, organizing themselves
to apply for scholarships, write up personal educational essays, the
kinds f things, for example, that WillilleiPta Federation of Teach-
ers sal larship would request

han you for your time.
=NY. We really want to thank you for your presentation

today and for that,very interesting video which gives us, I think, a
better feel for what this program has meant to so many students
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across the Nation who have been able to participate in TRIO, and
- again we thank each of you for your testimony. 111

We will, of course, accept any additional documentation that you
might, want to provide and all of the charts and records that you

4 used as appendix to your testimony today will bi) included in the
record as well. Thank you.

Next, I want to call Dr. Larry Ganes, Minnesota Private College
Council, and I would also like to ask Marsha Hall of Mayo to come
forward.

STATEMENT OF DR. LAR.RX OSNES, MINNESOTA PRIVATE
COLLEGE COUNCIL

Dr. Osias. Representative Penny and Representative Gunderson,
thank'you for the opportunity to testify before you this afternoon.

My name is Larry Osnep and I serve as the president of the Min-
nesota Private College Council. I'm here today representing the 17
private liberal -arts colleges and universities that comprise the
membership of the council.

The College of St. Teresa is one of our members and I join Dr.
John Hamilban in welcoming you to this private college campus.

Representative Penny is a long-time friend of higher education in
this State. You are well-acquainted, I know, with the important\ '-
role that Minnesota's private institutions play in the education of
our young people.

Representativepunderson, as our next -door neighbor, your State
has a longe and proud tradition of support to independent higher
education. Is is a particular pleasure to be here on this campus
among yoUr good friends.

Let me give you a brief overview of higher education in Minneso-,,
tit. Our 17_ member colleges-are among the oldest and finest colleg-
es and universities in the upper Midwest. We educate about 20 per-
cent of the college students in Minnesota. We offer degree pro-
grams in 120 areas, and although our numbers are relatively few,
we provide more than 57 percent of the State's baccalaureate pro-
grams in social sciences, philosophy and religion, 70 percent of the
State's music programs, and 50 percent of the State's mathematics
programs. -

Our schools as a group have earned a strong reputation both na-
tionally and internationally for their exceptional commitment to
the liberal arts, for their strong and rigorous academic programs,
and for the quality and diversity of their student body.

It is from the perspective of ibur private college students that I
would llke to comment on the financial aids portion of H.R. 5240.

Puling-this academic year, our member iicliools have efirolled ap-
proximately1,000 students; roughly one-fifth -of all post-secondary
students in the State. Our students come from a broad range of
social, economic, and cultural backgrounds.

The diversity of our students contributes greatly to our strength
as institutions.' It is essential in the creation of a quality academic
program to maintain a variety of perspectives and experiences
within the academic community. Certainly an important part of
this diversity comes from a student population rich in different eco-
nomic and racial backgrounds.
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Minnesota private colleges have worked to maintain this diversi-
ty even when it Means the investment of significant private re-
sources, but such efforts, though highly important, are costly.

For these reasons it is essential, in our view, to preserve that
versity through strong State and Federal student assistance ro-
grams that provide not only access to higher education but a oad
range of choice among various institutions and various academic
institutions.

One of the keys, then, to maintaining healthy private colleges of-
tering strong academic programs is a diverse student body.

We know that financial aid is extremely important to students
attending our sister institutions in the public sector, but it is abso-
lutely essential to students attending private colleges. Strong finan-
cial aid programs are also essential to the continued health the
private institutions that those students attend.

In Minnesota, for-example, the difference in the cost of instruc-
tion between public and-private colleges is minimal. The much
more significant difference is the share of that cost bowe-dixectly
by studentsapproximately 85 percent for private college students
and 35 percent for public students.

Of that 85-percent paid by students in the private sector, finan-
cial-aid, both State and Federal, in the form of grants, loans and
student work, is a vital portian of the resources needed to provide
students an opportunity to choose a private college or university if
they so desire.

So it's clear that our students and our colleges have a definite
stake in any discussion of Federal financial aid 'progc,ams.-Without
a fair, equitable and predictable financial aid program, our stu-
dents' choices are curtailed dramatically.

Without careful attention .and deliberation by the Congress in
close consultation with the higher education community, we reduce
the chance that financial aid will get to those students who need it
most, and we reduce the chance that all of our higher education
institutions, both public and private, can continue to provide a
quality educational experience to a diversity of students.

In that connection, I would like to single out .three of the bill's
provisions and comment from our perspective as private liberal
arts colleges and universities.

First, we strongly support the master calendar concept for the
Department of Education. The uncertainty surrounding the current
schedules create undue hardship for all students receiving fmancial
aid. By creating a master calendar that the Department of Educa-
tion must adhere to, you will be building in an important degree of
predictability to the administration of financial aid programs that
will be of enormous 'benefit toour students and our institutions.

Second, on a less positive note we have serious questions about
the student aid block grant concept. On the surface, the combining
of NSDL, SEOG, and SSIG programs into a single block grant
seems to be a way to simplify and streamline those programs.

Our concern is that this step would in fact make student aid
more complex, not less. We fear that the result. of the block grant
program may be to encourage a high debt burden 'among those stu-
dents who can afford it least. This would occur due to the connec-
Lion of the grants to Pell and guaranteed student loan recipients.
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Third, as you are well aware, the proposed changes in the Pell
grant provisions are raising questions among those of us in private
higher education': In particular, changes in the h 1f-cost provision
will require a great deal more di-cussion, deba and research
within the higher education community and in the, Congress before
the expiration of the Higher-Education Act in 1985.

Fin411y, let me just say that we applaud a strong commitment to
higher education that is implicit in the bill. We are concerned,
however, that it has not had in our view a sufficient review by the
higher education community. . .

We would encourage that an extensive review be undertaken in
the coming months. This bill and this hearing is a good place to
begin that review and discussion.

It is also timely to begin that review now. The Nation's attention
has been highly focused on education in recent months and there is
public-discussion, most of,helpfui and constructive, taking shape on
the Nation's commitment to education. ,

By 1985, when the Higher Education Act expires, Congress will
need to make hard choices and conunit dollars at -a much. higher
level, in our view, to assure the quality of higher education in this
country that is necessary. I

It is the best investment we can make in the future of the coun-
try. We welcome e opportunity to continue the dialogue with you
as we meet this halleuge over the coming months.

I would be ppy to address any questions that you might have.
Thank you your interest. .

Mr. Y. Thank you, Dr. Osnes, for your testimony.
Aerepared statement of Dr. Larry Osnes follows:}

PRXPAILILD STA TXAMIT OF Da I. sal G. OSNES, PUSIDVNT, MINWEBOTA PRIV AT1
COLLAGE Cou smn.

Representative Penny, Representative Gunderson, thlink you for the opportunity
to testify before you this afternoon. my name is Larry Osnes and I serve as presi-
dent of the Minnesota private, college council. I am here today representing the 17
private, liberal arts colleges and universities that comprise the membership of our
council. The College of St. Teresa is one our members and I join Dr. Hamilton in
welcoming you to this clizaptia

Representative Penny, as a long-time 'friend of higher education in this State, you
are well acquainted, I know, "th the important role that Minnesota's private insti-
tutions play in the education of our youth. And Representative Gunderson, as our
next-door neighbor, your Sta has a long and proud tradition of support to inde-
pendent higher education. So i a particular pleasure to be here on this campus
among friends.

Let me give you a brief overview f private higher education in Minnesota. Our 17
member colleges are arnont the oldest and finest colleges and universities in the
upper Midwest. We educate about 20 percent of the students in Minnesota. We offer
degree programs in over 120 disciplines, And although our numbers are relatively
few, we provide more than 57 petcent of the State's baccalaureate programs in
social sciences, philosophy, and religion; 70 percent of the music programs; and 50
percent of the math programs. Our schools, as a group, haVe earned a strong reputa-
tionnationally and internationallyfor their exceptional cxmiznitment to the liber-
al arts, for their strong and rigorous seaci* znic. programs, and for the quality and
diversity of their student bodies.

It is from the perspective of our private college students that I would like to com-
ment on the financial aid portions of H.R.. 5240. During this academic year, our
member schools enrolled nearly 31,000 studentsroughly one-fifth of all postsecond-
ary students in the State. Our students come from a broad range of social, economic,
and cultural backgrotinds.
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The diversity of our students contribute* greatly to oustrength as institutions. It
is essential, in the creation of a quality academic program, to maintain a variety of
perspectives and experiences within the academic community. Certainly, an impor-
tant part of this diversity comes from a student population rich in differing econom-
ic and racial hackgrour. Minnesota private colleges have worked to maintain this
diversity even when it means the investment of significant privets resources.. But
such effort* though highly important are-costly.

For these reasons, it is ntial, in our view, to preserve that diversity through
strong State and Federal st nt assistance programs that provide not only access
to higher education, but a b range of choice amongst various institutions and
various academic experience*.

One of the keys, then, to maintaining healthy private colleges offeringatreng aca-
demic programs to a diverse student body is fair and equitable student 4d opro"-
grams.

programs
know that financial aid is extremely important to students attending our

sister the public sector. But it is absolutely essential to studenta at-
tending private co egete Strong financial aid programs are also essential to the con-
tinued health of the private instititions those students attend.

In Minneeota, for example, the difference in the cost of instruction between public
and private colleges is very minimal. The much more -significant difference is the
share of that cost borne 'directly by studentsapproximately 85 percent for private
college students and 35 percent for public students. Of that 85 percent paid by stu-
dents. in the private sector, financial aid, both State and Federal, in the form of
grants, loans and student work, is a vital portion of the resources needed to provide
students an opportunity to choose a private college or university if they so desire.

So it's clear that our studentsand our collegeshave a definite stake in any die-
cusaion of financial and programs. Without a fair, equitable, and predictable'fman-
cial aid program, our students' choices are curtailed dramatically. Without careful
attention and deliberation by the Congressin close consultation with the higher
education communitywe reduce the chance that financial aid will get to those
dents who need it most and we reduce the chance that all of our higher educes
instutionspublic and privatecan continue to provide a quality educational expe-
rience to a diversity of students.

In that cpnnection, I would like to single out three of the bill'iprovisions for com-
ment from our perspective as private liberal arts colleges and universities:

First, we strongly support the master calendar concept for the Department of
Education. The uncertainty surrounding the current schedules creates undue hard-
ship for all students receiving financial aid. By creating a master calendar that the
Department of Education must adhere to, you will be building in an important
degree or predictability to the administration of financial aid programs that will be
of enormous benefit to our students and our institutions.

Second, on a less positive note, we have serious questions about the student-aid
block grant concept. On the surface, the combining of NDSL, SEOG, and SSIG, Pro-
grams into a 'le block grant seems to be a way to simplify and streamline those
programs. But ur 'concern is that this step would, in fact, make student aid more
complex, not I . We fear that the result of the Block Grant Program may be to
encourage a high debt burden among those students who can afford it least. This
would occur due to the connection of the grants to Pell and guaranteed student loan
recipients.

Third, as you are well awaie, the proposed changes in the Pell grant provisions
are raising serious questions amont those of us in private higher education. In par-
ticular, changes in the half-cost provision will require a great deal more discussion,
debate, and research within the higher education community and in the Congress
before the expiration of the Higher raducation Act in 1985.

Finally, let me just say that we applaud the strong commitment to higher educa-
tion that is implicit in this bill. We, are concerned,- however, that it has not had, in
our view, a sufficient review by the higher 'education community. We would encour-
age that an extensive review be undertaken in the coming months. This bill and
this hearing is a good place to begin that review and discussion.

It is also timely to begin, that review now. The Nation's attention has been highly
focused on education in recent months and there is public discussion, mostly helpful
and constructive, taking shape on the Nation's commitment to education. By 19851
when the Higher Education Act expires, Congress will need to make hard choices
and commit dollars at a much higher level, in my view, to ensure the quality of

...higher education in this country. It is the hest _investment we can make in the
future of our Nation. We welcome the opportunity to continue the dialog with you
as we meet this challenge over the corning months.
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I would be happy to address way questions that you might have Thank you for
. your interest

Mr. Pronw. Marsha.

STATEMENT OF MARSHA HALL, SECRETARY; FINANCIAL AID
COMMITTEE, MAYO MEDICAL SCHOOL

Ms. I-Lu.L. I am Marsha Hall, the administrative assistant at
Mayo Medical School and secretary to the Financial Aids Commit-
tee, Mayo Foundation.

Borrowing money to pay for medical education is not new. What
has changed in the past few years has been the'cost of medical edu-
cation, the cost of loans, and the declIning role of federally support-
ed programs for financing medical education. ,

, Until recent years, medical schools could appoint students with
little' concern that the student would decline for financial reasons.
This is no longer true.

In addition, it is increasingly difficult to main tain socioeconomic
_diversity within the student body.

From 1972 to 1980, the average Mayo Medical School student
could count on the guaranteed student loan, GSL, to cover 80 per-
cent or more of his or her loan needs for each year. Interest did not
accumulate during the 4 years of medical school. Deferment was
available during most of residency, and when interest did begin it
was 7 percent. The loan was available to anyone who apPlied.

.Thday, the GSL supports less than 60 percent of the loan dollars
of Mayo medical students who borrow. In addition, it is subject to a
10-percent surcharge, an increase in interest, and is not available
to all students as it once was due to the income eligibility require-

,.Inent.
.. To fill the gap between-the cost of education and the dwindling

real value of the,GSL, Mayo students last year, borrowed almost 40
percent, of their loans from Mayo, Parent Loans for Undergraduate
Students or PLUS, and Health Education Assistance Loans, HEAL.
HEAL loans are the least attractive since the interest rate floats'
31,4 percent above Treasury bill rates.

. There is an increasing number of students who come to medical
school with at least some undergraduate indebtedness, and 'more
and more students with a substantial level of undergraduate debt.
In addition, there is a marked increase in the borrowing to finance
medical educatioh.

Financial aid at Mayo Medical is need-based. Approximately 75
percent of the Mayo medical students qualify for financial aid.

In 1983, the average indebtedness of Mayo graduate's Svha- bor-
rowed was $22,000, with some individuals borrowing up to $42,000.
It is estimated that by 1986, the average indebtedness of those
graduates who borrow will be $38,-000 with some individual borrow-
ers having a debt as high as $76,000, '.

A Mayo student who borrows $76,000 in multiple loans during 4
years, of medical school will owe approximately $117,000 at the be-
ginning of repayment. If the student paid back the leans over a 15-
to 25-year period, th' dollar amount increases many times over.
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There is concern that the -rising level of indebtedness among
medical students and the impact of these debt levels may result in
a number of negative ramifications. These are:

One, with these debt levels and the longer residency training
programs that graduates are selecting, it will become more difficult
for graduates to meet their pay-back obligations.

Two, graduates will select careers in medicine- and seek practice
locations which traditionally have provided higher levels of income.

Three, as-medical education costs increase and the demand for
physician services is perceived to no longer be as great at it once
was, students will hesitate tai go into medicine and accumulate -a
large debt for, fear they will not have, the level of income tradition-
ally experienced by physicians. Thus, fewer students will choose a
medical career and the excellence and diversity of students needed
in medicine will be endangered.

In order to maintain the excellence and diversity of medical
school student bodies and to allow graduates the latitude to make
career choices and avoid forcing -them toward higher paying spe-
cialties, a number of possibilities for financial assistance needs to
be considered which will enable worthy students to obtain a medi-
cal education without incurring excessive educational debt obliga-
tions. These are:

One, increasing yearly and total GSL limits and reducing the
or atian fee.

Two, establishing loan consolidation programs and flexible refi-
nancing options.

Three, providing partial interest subsidy for the PLUS and
HEAL loans.

Four, appropriating more money to the exceptional .financial
needs and the National Health Service Corps scholarship program.

',would like to thank Congressman Penny and Congressman.
Gunderson and members of the Subcommittee for the opportunity
to appear today.

Mr. PErniy. Th4nk you, Marsha \
[Prepared statement Of Marsha Hall \follows:]

FEEPARED STATEMENT OP MAUNA HALL, SECIETAEY, FINANCIAL Am COMMITTEE,
MAYO MEDICAL SCHOOL, MAYO FOIJNDATION

Borrowing money to pay for a medical education is not new.'What has changed in
the past few years has been the cost of medical education, the cost of loans, and the
dechrung role of Federally supported p for financing medical education.

Until recent years, medical schools could appoint students with little concern that
the student would decline for financial reasons. This is no longer true. In addition,
it is increasingly difficult to maintain socieoeconomic diversity within the student
body.

From 1972-1980, the average Mayo Medical School student,could count on the
Guaranteed Student Loan" to cover 80 p'rent or more of his /her loan needs for
each year. Interest did not accumulate during the four years of medical school, de-
ferment was available during most of residency, and when interest did begin it was
seven percent. The loan was available to anyone who applied.

Today the Guaranteed Student Loan supporta leas than 60 percent of the loan dol-
lars of Mayo Medical students who borrow. In addition, it is subject to a 10 percent
surcharge ($5,000 loan, $4,500 actually delivered to student), an increase in interest
(7 percent to 8 percent to 9 peteent), and is not available to all students as it once
was due to the income eligibility requirement.

To fill the gap between the coots of education and the dwindling real value of the
Guaranteed Student Loan, Mayo students last year borrowed almost, 40 percent of
their loans-from Mayo, Parent Loans For Undergraduate Students (PLUS), and
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Health ,Education Assistant Loans (HEAL), HEAL loans are the least attractive
since the interest rate floats 3'zii percent above treasury bill rates.

There is an increasing number of students who come to medical school with at
least some undergraduate indebtedness, and more and more students with a sub-
stantial level of undergraduate debt. In addition, there is a marked increase in the
borrowing to finance medical education. Pituutcial aid at Mayo Medical School is
need based. Approximately 75 percent of the medical students qualify for financial
aid. In 1983, the average indebtedness of Mayo graduates who borrowed was $22,000
with some individuals borrowing up to $42,000.-1t is estimated that by 1986 the aver-
age indebtedness of those graduates who borrow will be $38,000 with some individ-
ual borrowers having, a debt as high as $76,000.

A Mayo student who borrows $76,000 in multiple loans during four years of medi-
cal school will owe $116,955 a the beginning of repayment. If the student pays back
the loans over a l5 to 25 year period, this dollar amount increases many times over.

There is concern that the rising level of hide esti among medical students and
the impact of these debt levels may result in number of negative ramifications.

(1) With. these debt levels and the longer residency taraining programs that gradu-
ates are selecting, it will become more difficult for graduates meet their payback
obligations.

(2) Graduates will select careers in medicine and seek praaice locations which
traditionally have provided higher levels of income.

(3) As medical education costs increase, and the demand for physician services is
perceived to no longer be as great as it once wzia, students will hesitate to go into
medicine and accumulate a large debt for fear they will not have the level of income
traditionally experienced by physicians. Thus fewer students will choose a medical
career and the excellence, and diversity of student* needed in medicine will be en-
dangered.

In order to maintain the excellence and diversity of medical school student bodies
and to allow graduates the latitude to make career choices and avoid forcing them
toward high paying specialties, a number of possibilities for &Uncial assistance
need to be considered which will enable worthy students to obtain a medical educa-
tion without incurring excessive educational debt obligations. These are: .

(1) Increasing yearly and total GSL limits and reducing the origination fee.
(2) Establishing loan consolidation programs and flexible refinancing options.
(3) Providing partial interest subsidy for the PLUS and HEAL loans.
(4) Appropriating more money to the EFN and NHSC scholarship programs.

Mr. PENNY. Both: your testimony on the part of private colleges,
and Marsha's on behalf of the Mayo Medical School, outline one of
the most difficult issues before this subcommittee that of how best
to respond to financial needs of students at institutions where tui-
tion costs are-high and how best to help those students minimize
debt at the conclusion of their degree.

1 appreciate the specificity of your testimony in listing some of
the things you feel might help.

Is there a need for perhaps an entirely different kind of financial-
aid program, or can we meet the needs in higher cost institutions
just by a restructuring of the existing programs?

Ms. HALL. We're comfortable, actually, with the loans that are
available if in fact more moneys were allocated. For instance, GSL,

, the cap now is- $5,000 a year for a student If that was increased .

with the current interest rate and the option to pay that over per-
haps a 1fi-year period those students canimanage.

The HEAL and PLUS loans in addition are good loans providing
there would be some subsidy in order that the interest was not ac-
cruing during the time the students were in medical school. I think
these are the two loans that become very unmanageable for gradu-

,ates because in their residency training years,- which in some cassia
is up to 5 years, they are Making not enough money to really get
into the repayment of these loans.
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Dr. Osxxs. We have not made a suggestion for a total restructur-
ing of the financial aid programs. I think you undoubtedly know
from the spokespersons from our national organization we do hays
general concern, however, about the amount of loans and indebted-
ness that students at private collegesnot only in Minnesota but
across the countryhave because many of these students are
facing graduate school or professional school after they graduate
and if they have accumulated large amounts of loans, especially
with unattractive conditions, then, their options become very limit-
ed at the time of graduation and we find that a significant concern
and one that we would want you to think about very seriously
before a major restructuring.

Mr. PENNY. Have you had any experience at Mayo Medical
School with the Federal program" to encourage. practice in rural
communities of other regions where health care professionals are
not presently available 'and, if so, how do you feel about the effec-
tiveness and the worthiness of that program? .

Ms. HALL. We do have students right now and always have had
students who participated in the National Health Service Corps.
We continue to have students request or try to get into that pro-
gram. Of course that's nearly impossible today.

We think it's good. We have in the past advised students that
that would be a route to go and have found students to be very
comfortable and happy in that setting. Typically, those are stu-
dents who have come from low-income areas but they are the kind
of students who want to go back and practice in that kind of set-
ting.

Mr. PENNY. Steve, do you have any questions?
Mr. GUNDERSON. Yes; I'm going to ask you a public policy ques-

tion that I happen to have had thrown at me yesterday by one of
my colleagues. This is not meant in any way in a challenging or
negative sense, but I would be interested in yotir response.

What ought the role of the Federal Government be? Ought it be
to provide access to higher education or access to any institution of
higher. education regardless of the cost? Whatowould your reaction
or response be, Doctor?

Dr. OSNES. Mr. Gunderson, I think fundamentally that is an im-
portant question and one that does not have a simple answer. I will

ispeak from the rspective of private colleges.
Mr. GUNDERSO . would like you to.
Mr. OSNES. I thl k one has to consider in the formulation of that

kind of public policy whether or not private colleges and universi-
ties make a contribution to society, and then measure that contri-
bution in some carefub way in terms of the kind of response that
the government has back to those kind Of institutions.

Just take the State of Minneiota, for example. If one looks at the
State contribution to the private colleges and the contribution that
the private colleges make to the State, I think it's somewhere in
that' balance. It's that kind of balance that brings the focus to the
way public policy-ought to be drafted. ,

I'm responding to your conceptual question with a frame of refer-
ence and that is our point of view would' be the private colleges
make a significant contribution to the State. The private colleges
make a very significant contribution to this Nation, and to say that
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the country has no responsibility in.itny way to keep them viable,
healthy-, ..quality oriented and make it possible for students to
choose that particular kind of education I think that would resuli
in bad public policy.

But if some&h.ere in that balance of the.00ntributiOn that private
colleges make to the country, if the country recognizes that contri-
bution as they historically have done for any number of years, as
we all know, it's somewhere in that territory that public policy
ought.to be drafted and it's in that arena, of course, that we would
like to participate with 'you advising what that balance is.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Marsha, you Indicate in your testimony the con-
cern about the amount of indebtedness that a medical student has
incurred as he or she completes their training.

Do you have any suggOstions as 'to' how to deal with that? Are
you.talking about grants? Are you talking about ..,some other wayin
which we can reduce the indebteddlass?

Ms. HALL. I think for. lower income students and for minority
students certainly we would be talking about grants. These Au-

, den sometimes even a reasonable debt load for a majority student
an unmanageable debt load for a minority or low income
ho has had no experience with that

ther students, I think- we are talking about more rea-
, better repayment options, maybe graduate repay-

ment scale, interest rates that aren't.accruings during medical .

'or interest rates which may accrui. n but at lower than 13
percent and at one time 19 percent if they were taking out HEAL
loans.

I think that certainly not, the majority of our students in m 'cal
school need schalarShips, but without song`- scholarships w are
going ta.,lose the diversity that we so need in medical education
and thus in our-physician group._ .

*.
Mr. GusliEssox. Thank you.
Mr. PENNY. You suggested the possibility of-a graduated rePay-

ment schedule and I asked an earlier witness,. Richard Hawk,
about' his endorsement of a graduated interest rate.

1,8 it -your view that the interest subsidy should be cost borne by
the Government, or that in that repayment schedule the Govern-
ment recover the amount that they cover in ,interest during the
time the student is in school?

Ms. HALL. I can refer directly to HEAL or PLUS loans. I think
what would be _more comfortable or more manageable, rather, to
graduates is that part of that interest, hot total- ---I'm not talking
about an additional GSL type of loan, but that interest rate that
the are incurring hile they're in medical school be less than
w t we see it today and that it's not a floating rate depending on

e 91-day Treasury ill.
As far as the graduated paysnenth think we're talking there

about once the student gets into --the graduate gets into practice,
which is more typically than not- 3 to 5 years after they graduate,
they will be in an income level where they can better afford now a-
higher repaymeht schedule, one that they could notthandle or
could not znanage maybe° during the residency training. 1,
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Mr. PENNY. Mr. Hawk Mentioned that an income baiied repay-
ment schedule would be too burdensome to implement in an across-
the-board manlier.

Given the fact that we don't have a large number of students in
medical or other professional programs, would that be something
that would. be worth consideration?

Ms. HALL I don't think so.
Mr. PENNY. I thank you each for your testimony today and we'll

dove along to the next group of panelists.
The next panel is financial aid, Gordon Trisko, financial aid di-

rector, Rochester. Connuunity College; David Longanecker, execu-
tive director, Higher Education Coordinating Board; Leonard Wenc,
finantial aid director at Carleton College; Robert Matuska, finan-
cial aid director; Mankatp State University; Tanya Prindle, finan-
cial aid director, Winona Area Technical Institute.

STATEMENT OF GORDON L TRISKO, FINANCIAL A40 DIRECTOR
ROCIIEST))R CON311.3NITY COL IAIGE

Mr. nusEo. I'm Gordon Trisko, financial aid director, Rochtister
Communip, College and you can throw out my written report. I
will speak off the cuff very briefly, just a few comments.

First of alland by the way received yesterday afternoon a
copy oP the bill. When I wrote my,cmnrcenta I really didn't have
the information I wish I would have had to do so.

First of all, from what .I ,understand of the ikeauthozi2;ation bill I
am somewhat concerned over trae-major item and that is the addi-
tionaiipillions of dollars called for to vleet the coats of reauthoriza-
tion.

Now I have reservations, and tt coin a bad phrase, I don't think
it will play in Peoria. I don't think it will get to the Senate as it is
now. I don't think. the President will Sign it, ,unless there's a new
one in the office by the timerit gets to him, so I think that we face
problems right to begin with.

I am very concerned with this bill if the money is not there. If
the bill:passes and it is not funded at the levels requested, I think
we have some serious problems for a lot of different schools.
' In and to some specific items, I'm concerned about the Pell
errant Program and I note there's a move to regain the 50 percent
limitation. That would affect it lot of schools. My. system, for exam-
ple, the community colleges, the area of -vocational Schools would
be affectdd,. and even with the 15-percent limitation we would
.somehow be, affected because our budgets .aren.1 quite that high_
Even though our budgets lire high and they should not be high, of
course, for our schools but we are forced into a system wheie costs
are very high at community colleges and vocational schools.
I'm concerned about the Pell Grant Program, and I'm concerned

that many. of our stUdents actually will find their Pell grants re-
duced. Again this will be based on the 'amiait of-money available,
so this is of concern to me.

I'm concerned about the block grant program and the formula
for awardi4 funds under that program-. I think the small schools,
the lio-called low-cost wills, will suffer because of that program
and, as you know, the fun for that program will be reduced by 10
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percent a year ,or may be reduced by 10' percent a year. I can see
for a lot of schools, low-cost schools, that those funds will disappear
over 3 or 4 or 5 years. There will simply 'be a phaseZotit of this pro-
gram and this, of course, will go along with the current administra-
tion's proposal to phaseout, those programs altogether.

I think the work-study proposal is good. I have questions about
the independent student definition. I think that's going to cause us
a lot of paperwork and a lot of headache. I would like to see that
refined further, especially the part abotit having to prove that they
made $4,700 or whatever it is for the prior year. I can see a real
difficulty in that one for those of us out there, in the trenches whd
have to deal with these people every day.

I think agree with Dr. Stark who this morning said, I think
what we have is not so bad, let's refine and let's do some things
with what we have.

I've been in this business almost since the conception of the 1965
amendment and I still don't think the Office of Education really
has its finger on the program and really has it under control. If
they do, we're just getting to the place where we know what we're
doing. I would hate to sea major changes take place and I would
hate to have to see another 15 years for these new programs to get
to the point where we know what we're doing and can do the: job
that we're supposed to be doing out there.

I guess, very briefly, this is my feeling on the bill. I think that I
will correspond with Congressman Penny at a later date with some
additional ideas. I have several ideas as to how to refine the cur-
rent program and of course we need some additional dollars, not
the billions called for in this bill, but a few hundred million I think
would help, and then some cuts in paperwork and redtape and
open funding dates, reobligation of funds, more flexibility between
the programs of transfer which we now have between SEOG and
work-study I could go on and on with specific suggestions. L will
list those and send a copy to Congressman Penny' in the near
future.

Mr. PENNY. .Thank you, and we will see to that those reconi-
pendations aro added to the committee record.

Next.
[Prepared statement of Gordon J. Trio follows:]

PRE.PAILED STATEMENT OF GORDON J, TRISRO, FINANCIAL Alb DIRECTOR, ROCHES.=
COitMLINITY COLLEGE; Rocitzarta, MN

Honorable Chairman, Mr. Simon, and honorable members of the Subcommittee
on Post.Secondary Education. My name is Gordon J. 'Frisk°. I am Financial Aid Di-
rector at Rochester Community College, Rochester, Minnesota.

First let me say that I.am honored by being here today to share with you some of
my meager ideas on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, fund-
ing for student financial-assistance, and current student aid programs.

I would like to begin by commending you, Mr. Chairman, for your interest in and
your hard work in the past in making it possible for, millions of American to contin-
ue their educations' bernd high school and to work towarcks their attempt to realize
the "American Dream '.

That our country has been so generous and so willing to help those in need, I
think, speaks for the high level of ,leadership in our Congress and the genuine desire
to make the impossible, possible for so many young people. I think nothing epito-
mizes what America is and stands fair more than the action to make post-eeconisery
education available to 41 who wish to pursue it. I only hope that our leaders who
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follow you people, before me today, will have your intelligence and your empathy
for helping those who can not always help themselves.

I would now e to speak to the recommendations of the Reauthorization Bill and
my feelings as what I think we in the financial aid area favor in this regard.
First,. Mr. Chai o an, I, and I think many of my colleagues, at least in the C012111311711-
ty colleges. e reservations about the specifics of the new bill. Generally, we are
gravely concer about the overall additional billions called for -to fund the pro-
grams of the .new .-11. We are certainly aware that ?more dollars are solely needed
for higher education = tante; yet we are aware that politically speaking,: it just
seems that large in in higher educational funding are just not feasible at this
time. We are afraid that 'uch a jump in funding would face severe opposition in the
Senate and almost certain veto in the Oval Officeunless of course, a philosophical
change occurs prior to the filial inactment of such a measure.

Some specific.concerns, Mr: Chairman, deal with the dramatic changes in the Pell
Grant Program, as well as other specific changes: In the Pell Giant Program, al-
though the entitlement concept and the dramatically increased funding look beauti-
ful or paper, there are concerns among those of us in the trenches. Speaking now as '
a community college financial aid officer, I have grave concerns about how the
changes would affect students a*nding the so called "low cost" institutions suchas
community colleges, and vocationical schools. I say so called because if you
look at my school, Rochester Community. College, you will find that it. Posta a stu-
dent who has to rent, more to attend RCC than to attend a state univeraity, or even
the University of Minnesota, if the student resides in a dormitory. Our tuition at
$24.50'per credit hour puts us up with some quite high coat,institutiens, and living
coots are very high in our area So You see, we are not a low bust institution; yet
your proposal for' the Pell Giant Programif I understand itwould actually
reduce the amount of Pell Grant many of our students now receive. It seems Warne
that the new propoaal.wduld reduce the grants for students attending the so called
low cost schools, while dramatically increasing them for students at the high tuition
institutions, even though students at both types of scheole need funds to be able to
go on to postsecondary. education.

Please keep in mind that community colleges and vocational technical schools O..
enroll a large majority of low income, high-need students. If, in fact, the new Pell
Grant Proposal would lower the amounts Of grants to these students, then I would,
have no *oice but to wholeheartedly oppose it.

Furthermore, if the one-half limitation provisions are not liRed, our students
would not share in any major increases in Pell Grant limits, If this bill passes, it is
imperative that the one-half limitation be removed, or at a minimum, increased to
75%,

In speaking to the concept of a block grant program, it is my feeling that such a
program would be excellent if, of course, the dollar* are there to make such a pro-
gram really feasible. It is my concern and that of many of my colleagues that such a
Change as the block grants concept will be the first step in the phasing out of the
College-based programs and that we will end up with the current adnimistratiOn's
one grant, one loan, and one work program recommendations. Further concerns
deal with how the block grants will be awarded and who will determine who gets
what?

Other aspects Of the reauthorization proposal which would simplify the whole
process of student aid delivery, speed up the awarding of funds to institutions, make
students more aware of what is available and how to apply for it, are all definitely
needed. Such improvements, however, could be made in existing programs at small
coat to the federal government and need to be done whether reauthorization
changes current programs or not Whether the programs are changed or not, an-
other issue which all of us are concerned with is the definition of 'Independent Std-
dent". I think that most of us are very much aware of this problem and attempt to
verify questionable cases. However, we are seeing more and more cases of what I
think are outright fraud, with parents actually perjuring themselves and signing
non-support dOcuments.which are not true. Our problems deal with enforcement.
Who is going to follow up and prosecute such suspected cases? The institution
doesn't have the resources Or. the gumption to do it. I think that if the federal
people would follow up and act4a.11y prosecutes some of these cases and publicize it
nationwide, we would suddenly see much less of it. We certainly found that when
the federal government got tough on loan defaulters, the numbers of defaulters
dropped dranaiticilly, especially when nationwide publicity made an issue of the
new get tough policy. I think that we need the same with the independent student
problem. We, in the trenches, hive a pertty good idea who the :problems are in this
area. Our problem is that we can't do much about it. is where the federal gov-
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ernmerit could really do a service for us. What I am saying, I guess, is that perhaps
we do not need a new hard and fact definition coming from Washington, but rather
enforcement from Washington for what we already have in place.

The problem if student loans is, unfortunately, one which will be with us for a
long, long time. Too many studentaborrowing too much money is a sad fact of our
times, I think. I agree that more grants and work would be nice, but let's not kid
ourselves. Unless world peat* is declared tomorrow and everybody begins to disarm,
it just Isn't going to happen. There just will never be enough grant and work money
available to help all whrreleed it. So loans we will probably always have with us.

In speaking specifically to the reauthorization proposal on loans, I must say that
both myself and my colleagues in the community colleges oppose going to a com-
pletely need-based eligibility requirement, be that uniform methodology or some
other methology. Those of us in the trenches already see hundreds of students
where family income is slightly over thirty thousand dollars and the student is not
eligible for the student loan. Yet., that student can not attend our school without
financial help. Now, you may say that thirty thousand income is nut a needy stu-
dent? Well, first of all, the Guaranteed Student Loan Program was, never designed
for the really needy studentgrants and work were supposed to take care of these.
The GSL program was designed for the needy middle -class student who also needed
some help if he or she was to be able to attend college. Your proposal to completely
need-base the GSL program would slam the door,shut on tens of thousands of needy
thiddle-class studenta, the very students whose parents are hit so hard with our
unfair *come tax system, and who pay the majority of the taxes collected by the
United States Government. If I were a middle income parentthirty to fifty thou.:
sand yearly incomewith college level children, I would organize to vote the scoun-
drels'out of office who robbed me' of my hard earned income for taxes and then
slammed the dOors of educational' opportunity in the faces of my ehildern.

Finally, I feel I must speak on another aspect of the reauthorization bill. This
deals with the proposal to designate tens of milliens of dollars to specific institu-
tions. I must state that I oppose ouch actions wholeheartedly. I think that with the
billions of dollars already poured out over the past twenty to thirty years, that no
more such special interest grants should be given. What has happened to the tens of
billions which have been given to special interest .areas over the years? Was not this
largesse supposed to make everybody eqUaI? Is the fitict that it is felt that tens of
millions more are needed a confession that the earlier billions were wasted or not
used as they were supposed to have been? Again." oppose additional millions to spe-
cial interest areas. Now it is one group, tomorro how many? I believe with what
has been done, any further funds should go to students; not institutions: Let institu-
tions of post-secondary education sink or swim. We have far too many in this"coun-
try, and it is inevitable that many will not make it So be it, Let the survivors do so'
on their merit: ot on federal handouts.

In summeru' my remarks on reauthorization, I would say that my brief re-
marks as opposition to the current reauthorizationmarks may be an can be construii
bill. It is my feeling that the ciirrent programswhich have taken so long to mold
are now just well under way. At this time we do not need striking new changes in
student aid programs, but rather some minor changes in exiting programs, and, of
course, an infusion of additional dollars. Not billions, mind you. Just a few extra
hundred million.

A new, controversial program will take years to get to the place where our exist-
ing programs now are, even if such a program passes the Congress and is signed by
the President. Rather than taking such a big gamble, let's keep what we have, and
let's refine what we have in several ways. First, of course, more dollars area must.
When one thinks of the cost of one B-1 Bomber and realizes that one B-1 represents
the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Program- funding for the entire
U.S.A. for one year, wow! Just think. Compare five M-1 tanks or five F-15's or 16's
to the college work-study program funding for a year. Or take those $20 screws and
the $1,000 aluminum ladders the defense department purchases by the tens of thou-
sands each year. Holy cow! Don't get nie wrong. I'm avatriotic American and be-
lieve in a strong deterrent, but folks let's clean up the act, cut the waste and fraud
at every level, including the defense department., and let's use the billielta saved to
increase educational opportunities to lower the horrendous deficit. Gentlemen, we
are talking peanuts when we talk financial aid funding. Let's emulate defense and
begin talking dollars.

In addition to increased funding, let's improve what we now have by cutting red
tape and paper work. Let's speed ap the awarding of funds to institutions.

Let's have the flexibility to reallocate funds to institutions, needing them at least
twice a year at times when use can be made of such funds. Let's have flexibility by
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allosiing up to a 20% transfer between programstincluding National Direct Student
Loan Program, Supplemental Opportunity Grant Program, and College Work-Study
Program. Let's have flexibility to obligate and deobligate funds between schools
within a state and within a system, i.e., one community college in Minnesota to an-
other;\ with Regional Office approval, of course. Restore loan consolidation proce-

"'duns acrid allow longer repayment periods for some. Use IRS for slackers. Our Gov-
ernment helps foreign countries by paying banks overdue interest owed by coun-
tries. Why can't they come up with something like this to help their own citizens.
Allow work-study students to work in the real vivid, the private sector, with the
employer paying at least 50% of the earnings. Increase carry forward or backward
amounts in the work-study program.

I could go on and on with specific proposals to greatly improve what we already
have. It is my contention that this is the way to go. Let's build a few less B-I's, M-
l's, F-15's, and 16's, Pershings and MX'e, and let's increase educational spending
just a bit. The real future of this country is with its young people. They 'are the
resource which will make or break the USA in future years. We can not and must
not .forsake them. Think you for lending an ear. May you be guided by the Power
that is greater than all of us, and may your decisions be the right ones.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT MATUSKA, DIRECTOR OF STUDENT
FINANCIAL AIDS AT MANKATO STATE UNIVERSITY

.

Mr. MATUSKA. My name is Robert Matuska. I'M 'director of stu-
dent financial aid.at Mankato State Uniersity, one .of seven uni-
versities in the Minnesota State University system. The system has
an enrollment of about 44,000 students, with over 14,000 students
aftEhding our institution. Approximately 7,500 of opr students re-
ceive financial aid.

I appreciate opportunity to express my views, and I especial-
ly want to than Congressman Penny for asking me to participate.
I also wish to t you for your support of student financial aid
programs and leadership in the reauthorization effoKt. .

I must state, though, at this point that I only received the bill
yesterday and so as I proceed along I will be making inserts in my
prepared testimony. The testimony was prepared based on summa-.
ry data and association inforroation,'-et cetera.

My presentation will clover the following topics: The adequacy ,of
existing aid programs, proposed changes hi the title .IV Higher
Eduction Act, and the delivery system for Pell grafts. ,

Th. title IV student aid programs have served dtudents reason
ably 11. I have, however, several areas of concern regarding the
progr which I would like to share with you.

One is essentially the funding' for work-study. About 5 years ago
work-study covered 2 percent of our student costs. This has de-
creased such that now it covers only 1 percent. Pell grants and
SEOG's now cover 7 percent of our cost versus 5 percent 5 years
ago. This is an increase of 2 percent,.obviously.

During the same period, our students have been forced to borrow
$5.7 million more in NDSL and guaranteed student- loans, sand
within our system our students have borrowed now such that in
1982-83 their borrowing was over $37 million, just in that academic'
period.

The increase in Pell and SEOG is tempered by the fact that the
percentage of students in the low-income sector participating in the
program at MSU seems to be eroding. Five years ago lrpercent of
our applicants had incomes of less than $6,000. In 1982-83, this has
been reduced to 7 percent.
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My opinion regarding this -is that these data tend to support na-
tional findings that the title IV programs are not increasing enroll-
ments of students from the low-income sector.

.A13 we approach reauthorization of the title IV programs I be-
lieve it is imperative that we ensure access to post secondary edu-
cation for students from the -low-income families. The problempf
access will not be solved by simply changing the program. This can
only be accomplished by significant increases in funding, especially
for grants and work-study. .

With the above in mind, please allow me to comment on several
major reauthorization issues.

I believe the proposals to establish the Pell grant as an entitle-
ment with a minimum award of $3,000 and increasing the award

fling to 57 percent of tuition plus an allowance for nontuition ex-
penses are sand and should be adopted.

However, a reasonable allowance for nontuition costs must be in-
cluded and I have my concerns regarding the current bill in that I
do not believe that current allowances within that bill are ade--
quate for nontuition costs incurred by the students.

Finally, adequate fundin should be provided to allow families of
moderate means to retain eant eligibility. )

Work-study is, in my opinion, the most valued of all the pro-
grams and *deserves greatly increased funding., The supposed link-
age between Pell grant recipients at the institution and work-study
allocutions appears sound and supports 'the principle of access.

However, including guaranteed student loan recipients in the for-
mula may not support access as I see it, and I would have a similar
reaction to the linkage between allocation and Pell grant and guar-
anteed student loan recipients for the Black Grant Program.

The black grant concept appears acceptable as long as funding
levels do not slip below current appropriations for those progr s.
I do, however, recommend that institutions be given one additio al
alternative and that is that they be allowed to invest their N
collections instead of placing .them in the new student -loan-p
gram, and that they b6 allowed to use the income from that invest,'
.ment for grahts or to expand work opportunities.

The term. "exceptional financial need" appeared in the SEOG
section of the proposal, at least in the grant section, in the black
grant. In the interest of simplifying the programs, I would suggest
this be removed. However, in reading the bill it would appear to

'nme that it has been. I would reemphasize that for simplicity's sake-
we should remove that terminology.

Basing guaranteed student loan eligiblity on a needs test Eteems
reasonable. I have never understood why a family with an annual
income of $39,000 was automatically eligible whereas a family
making-$1 More had to under oga needs test.

In a recent "Dear CA1)1Ieue'letter, however, Secretary Bell indi-
teated that, the administration is proposing the use of a needs analy-
sis for guartknteed student loans. I would find the use of the needs
analysis to * unacceptable.

Before ldaving the subject of student loans, I would strongly urge
the early adoption of a loan consolidation program to replact the
expired options program. -
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Also, I would not oppose moderate increases in borrowing limits.
However, I 'must emphasize that even with the current limits our
students at Mankato State, our graduating students incur-- 25 per-
cent of our graduating students incur loan debts of $;000 or more.

My final remarks concern the.Pell grant delivery system."Simply
stated, the current system is a nightmare. I strongly recommend
the system be decentralized and the following changes enacted.

No. 1, authorize the national needs analysis services to calculate
the student aid index and communicate' this index through meth-
ods already in place to schools' identified by the student.

No. 2, authorize the national needs analysis services to perform
the validation edits, identify applications which require validation
and communicate this to the institutions.

Finally, No..3, authorize schools to recalculate the student aid
index based on supporting documentation, with such recalculations
subject to audit.

I will conclude my testimony at this point and wish to thank you
again for providing me this opportunity to prqsent my views.

I can assure -you that your continued effort to expand ace* to
vostsecOndary education is sincerely appreciated.

Mr. PRNIiY. Thank you, Bob.
[Prepared statement of Robert Matuska follows:1 ,

PRICPAXXL) STATtkliDIT 07 ROUST IVIATUSILA;.1)1USTOTL, STUDgNT Invasciat Am,
M.4111CATQ STATIC UNIX:Z.14On ~

Mr. &airman, my name is Robert Matuska. I am Director of Student Financial
Aid at Mankato State University, one of seven universities in the Minnesota State
University System. The System has enrollment of about 44,000 Students with
over 14,000 students attending our institution. Approximlitely 7,300 of Mankato
State's students receive financial aid.

I appreciate the opportunity to express my axiews before you and especially wish
to thank Congressman Penny for asking me to participate. I also wish to thank you'for your support of student aid programs and 'leadership in the reauthorization
effort.

My presentation will cover the following,,topicsel'the adequacy of existing aid
programs, (2) proposed changes in Title IV of the Higher Education Act, and (3) the
delivery system for Fell Grants. ,

The Title IV Students Aid Programs have served students reasonably well. I have,
however, several areas of cone rn,,regarding these programs which 1 would like to
share with you today.

Current student earnings through College Work-Study at Mankato State are over
. $200,000 higher than 1978-79 earnings; however, Work-Study now meets only 1% of

total student costs cpmpared to 2% in 1978-79. During this same period, annual bor-
rowing by students through the National Direct and Guaranteed Loan Programs
has increasedly almost $6.7 million.

The total, Supplemental Educational, OpRortunity and Pell Grants received by
Mankato State students has grown by $2.8 million and now - meets-about 7%. of titu-
'dent costs, an increase of 2% compared to 1978-79. This growth is tempered? howev-
er, by a reduction in the percent of applicants from low-income families, In-1973-79,
10% of the families of our aid applicants had incomes lees than $6,000. This declined
to 7% in 1982-83. Tjiese data appeal' to .support national findings that ,the Title IV
Financial Aid Progranls have not inernaaW the post-secondary enrollment of stu-dents from tie low-incotne sector, '."

As we approach- Reauthorization of the Title IV progra.ms, I believe it is irapera-
tiVe that we enstlre access to post-secondary education for Students from low-income
families. Also, the problem of access will nbt be solved by*, simply ttharig,ing pro- ,
grams. This can only be accomplished through significant increases in fundng cope-
cially for grants and' Work.Study. With the, above in mind, please allow ale to, cora-
meat on several major reauthorization issues.

I believe the proposals to establish the Pell Grant as an "entitlement" with a
maximum award of $3,000 rising annually depending on the Consumer Price Index,

, .
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and increasing the award ceiling to 75% of tuition clieth plus an allowance for non-
tuition eipenses are sound and should be adopted. However, to ensure adequate
funding for students whose non-tuition costs exceed tuition costs, a reasonable al-
lowance for non tuition costs should be included: Finally, adequate funding should
be provided to allow families of moderate means to retain grant eligibility.

Work -Study is, in my opinion, the most valued of all the programs and deserves
greatly increased funding. The proposed linkage between Pell Grants recipients at
the institution and Work-Study allocations appears sound and supports the principle
of access.

The block grant concept for SEGO, NDSL and SSIG funcliNig appears acceptable as
long as funding' levels do not slip below current total appropriations for all pro-
grams. I recommend that institutions be given the additional alternative of invest-
ing all or a portion of their NDSL collections, and wing the income for grants( or
x cied work opportunities. The term "exceptional financial need" appears in the

S section of the proposal. In the interest of simplifying the programs, I would
est this be removed.

mg Guaranteed Student Loan eligibility on a needs test seems reasonable. I
have never uderstood why a family with an annual income of $30,000 was automati-
cally eligible, whereas a family *making gne dollar more had to undergo a needs test.
In a recent "Dear Colleague Letter", Sberetary Bell indicated that the administra-
tion is proposing the use of a needs analysis for Guaranteed Loans. I would find the
latter unacceptable.

Before leaving the subject of student loans, I strox l urge the early adoption of a
loan consolidation program to replace the expired O ONS Program. Also, I would
not oppose moderate increases in borrowing,, limits owever, even with the current
limits, over 25% of our graduating students incur loan debts of $5,000 or more.

My final remarks concern the Pell Grant delivery system. Simply stated, the cur-
rent 'system is a nightmare. I strongly recommend that the system be decentralized
and the following changes enacted: \

(1) authorize the national needs analysis services to calculate the Student Aid
Index and communicate this index through methods already in place to the schools
identified by the student.,

(2) authorize the national needs analysis services4o perform the validation edit,
identify applications which require validation, and communicate this Uzi' the institu-
tions, and

(3) authorize schools to recalculate the Student Aid Index based on supporting
doctimentation with such recalculations subject to audit.

Since time does not permit my addressing other areas, I will conclude my testimo-
ny at this point. Thank you again for providing me this opportunity to present my
views. Let me assure you that your continued efforts to expand access to post-sec-
ondary education are sincerely appreciated.

STATEMENT OF TANA PRINDLE, FINANCIAL AID DIRECTOR,
WINONA AREA TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

Ms. PRINDLE. My name is Tanya Prindle. I am the financial aid
director at Winona Area,Technical Institute.

I will at this time just capsulize my thoughts, some of which will
be similar to the written statement that you have before you and
some just a tad bit different.

First of. all, in the area of the Pell Grant Program, I, too,. feel
that the program at this point fit time is somewhat of a nightmare
and if we could get the procedures to work a little bit smoother for
us, we would all be that ipuch happier on a daily basis.

My concern with the -Pell Grant Program at this time is that
since there have not been any significant increases made to .the
program in dollar figures since fiscal 1979, I would strongly recom-
mend that we could somehow, some way, channel some additional
dollars into..,Ailtt rolgam.

We at th I over the last 2 years in particular haVe incurred
tuition incre in excess of 70 percent and that's only in 2 years
and that's almost abhorrent to think of because our /students are
just reeling from those effects and if we could do something such as
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increasing the Pell Grant Program dollar figure I believe`that that
would help our students great deal.

The block grant issue aLthis time, since I have not studied it in
detail, my initial feelings on it are such that I would not like to see
that happen at this point. It involves one of the programs that I
use extensively for independent and nontraditional students when
we do not apply or cannot apply and do not receive Pell grant, tklie
SEOG Program, end I'm very happy to see that in the past when
that piirticular program was bantered about as, being eliminated
that at this point that hasn't occurred and I would really'urge that
we keep that program for a number of different reasons for a
number of different institutions.

On the issue. of the guaranteed student loans, I too do not believe
that it is necessary or adequate or at all within the reality of the
world today to have the. needs test done as it is being proposed.

If anything at this point, my personal professional feelings would
be such that maybe an increase in the income level such as to'a
$50,000 level might be proposed and up to that point then people
are eligible for it.

I did make some comments about the Guaranteed Student Loan
Program in my original statement that had to do with the past ad-
ministration pro and I don't believe that one sentence is
clear where I str ly opposed a 5- to 10-percent increase in the fee

ation and not having graduate students eligible and so on,
and that is in inference to the Reagan administration proposals in
1982, not the present Simon proposals. I just wanted to be sure that
that was understood.

In summary I would like to let you know that 75 percent of our
676 Awl students do receive some type of financial aid and with-
out that help we really do feel that our populations would decline,
and we really urge you to continue, the system as it is ith some
fine tuning of the programs.

Thank you for your time.
Mr. PINNY. Thank you.
[Statement enclosing comments from Tanya Prindle follows:]

STATTJMINT OT TANYA Psalms, FINANCIAL Am DISIOCY011, WINONA Al= TIOCHNICALINS
In response to the proposed reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965 I

offer the following comments.
(1) Fell Grant : As there have been no increases to this program since. FY

79, I feel there should be serious consideration given to implementing changes in
this area only in the form of added dollars. The additional monies should be used to

-offset the ever increasing coots of .obtaining an education: Particular attention
should be given to the rising costs of off-campus accommodations, often the only
type available to entire student bodies;

(2) Supplemental Education Opportunity Grant: This fund is extremely important
at our institution for independent and nontraditional students who are unable to
'receive other forms of assistance. It is sometimes the only way a student is able to
continue his/her education. As the population of post secondary students &singe in
composition, we. must be able to offer some type of aid to help these people. This
program is my Choice.

(3) A consolidation of the Supplemental Education Opportunity Grant, State Stu-
dent Incentive Grant and National Direct Student Loan programs into a Block
Grant program may be difficult: unless a very explicit formula is developed to
insure equitable treatment of differing populations. However, if a system can be de-
veloped at could ensure equal access to all students, further study of this proposal
may be j ified.
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(4) The "Independent Student" status issue each year, becomes more difficult to
deal with. As parents and students begin to learn more about the financial aid
system, more questions are asked and more decisions are made based upon the an-
swers to thoSe questions. The issue of independency has always been in the fore-
front, and I assume, will continue to be. The proposal made by Congressman Simon
should be given serious consideration as it deals with the very crux of eligibility for
receiving financial aidwhether the applicant is needy or not.

(5) Guaranteed Student Loan Program: As this is the only true entitlement pro-
gram available to post secondary students, any changes contemplated should be re-
viewed in depth before frail decisions are ,made. Requiring all applicants to show a
demonstrated need will burden those families unable to receive any other type of
aid. I firmly oppose such items of consideration such as elimination, of the in-school
interest subsidy, increasing the origination fee from 5 to 10 percent, and denying
loans to graduate students. At this time, there appears to be no practical alternative
to this important program.

(6) The creation of the National Center for Postsecondary Education Opportunity
is indeed a positive approach to increasing student and family awareness of poten-
tial eligibility for financial aid. However, we in the field of financial aid doevery-
thnig possible in the way of public workshops and giving informational lectures to a
variety of populations that time allows us. We make a consorted effort to relay the
changes and procedures to our "families" as quickly as we receive information.
Using monies that could be spent in other areas of financial aid for a Center of this
type should be researched a great deal before committing funds to such a project.

In summary, as costs have continued to increase, aid has not kept pace with those
increases: At Winona Area Technical Institute approximately 75% of our 676 stu-
dents receive some type of aid for the 1983-84 school year. Without the dollars
available to them our population would most certainly decline. In the past two years
alone tuition has increased by 60-70% while, aids have stayed the same or de-
creased. Whether to obtain a specific skill, or broaden an idea, each student should
have some avenue to pursue in trying to obtain some type of aid for furthering their
education.

STATEMENT OF DAVID A. 'LONGANECKER, ACTING EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR MINNESOTA HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING
BOARD
Mr. LONUANECKER. Representative Penny, Representative Gun -

derson and others, I'm Dave Longanecker, acting executive director
of Minzlesota Higher Education i Coordinating Board and I appreci-
ate the opportunity to meet witik-you today.

I'm going to give you an abbreviated version of the-testimony I
have provided to you.

This morning Mr. ChelSeth, president of the coordinating board,
described the board's composition and purposes. He also provided
four general suggestions for you to consider as you deliberate reau-
thorization of the Higher Education Act.

First, he urged you to reassess the Federal Government's areas
of responsibility in post secondary education. Second, he urged you
to redesign your Federal programs to accomplish those areas of
highest priority. Third; he urged you to recognize that we live in
an era of limits, and, fourth, he urged you to recognize that you're
not the only actors in this game. I will build upon Mr. Chelseth's
testimony by describing how some specific current and proposed.
Federal efforts measure up in these four areas and to do so I'm
going to focus on two of the four areas that I've covered in my tes-
timony.

I'm going to look at the issue of student dependency and the
issue of the role and scope of the guaranteed student loan program,
principally because those were the two that Congressman Simon
requested that I address in his letter. I believe. that in fact the
issue of the role and scope of the Pell program is extremely impor-
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tant and would obviously be more than glad to discuss that in ques-
tions.

Let me first address the issue of student dependency. This issue
has been discussed and debated vigorously in, Minnesota for the
past 2 years. As you know, students today can declare themselves
financially independent of their parents if they meet a series of cri-
teria, the most sigificant of which is that they claim themselves
as a tax---independent, of taxes for the year in which they are en-
rolled and for the prior year. ...-

In the past, Minnesota has applied these Federal criteria to the
State programs as well, and"for many years these criteria provided
a reasonably proxy for accomplishing their intended purpose, that
is, distinguishing between those students who depend on their fam-
ilies for financial resources and those who do not,

To my knowledge, it' was never the intent at the Federal level to
encourage students to emancipate themselves from their parents.
Indeed, a principal tenent of financial aid has always been that
parents, where they leave the resources, have a responsibility to
assist in educating their children. -

Unfortunately, what has worked for many years as -a reasonable
proxy for distinguishing between financially dependent and inde-
pendent students is no longer working well. The current definition
essentially holds parents accountable only if they wish to be and
given the options, particularly in a State such as Minnesota that
provides significant financial aid in addition to what is available
through the Federal programs, there is a very strong incentive for
families to move away from accepting the responsibility.

In Minnesota, for example, the decision to encourage a student to
emancipate himself financially can amount to more than $3,500 a
year just in grant assistance alone. That's through the combination
of just the Pell grant and the State grant. You can see that's one
heck of an-- centive.

Based on, r. Chelseth's four points, then, how does the current
Federal d ninon stack up. First, at least at present it is not clear
what the ederal purpose is.

If, as I'suspect it is, the Federal purpose is that families are ex-
pected to contribute where possible, then the current policy is ill-
suited as would be the proposal in H.R. 5240. It is simply too easy
and the incentives are too strong for students to emancipate them-
selves financially under the current definition...,

Second, the current definition is clearly not designed for an era
of limits, Students froixrfamil, that advocate their responsibility
benefit at the direct expense ,of those students who legitimately
have no resources to draw upon because their families simply don't
have that money and so the resources must be spread more broadly
and those students who really need the money receive less.

Finally, the current Federal student dependency requirements
ignOre other actors. Parents ifre given a strong incentive to deny
their responsibility and generous States simply cannot afford to
help students who for all practical purposes have access to ade-
quate resources.

What, then, are the options available to address this issue? H.R.
5240 would provide only modest assistance in reinforcing either the
idea that parents should contribute to the support of their children

r'
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or helping those States that are trying to target their assistance on
the most needy students and the most obviously independent stu-
dents.

By contrast, in Minnesota the coordinating board has adopted a
policy fashioned after the policy developed in New York State that
essentially, presumes parental responsibility through the tradition-
al undergraduate years. In effect, students i22-attrunder would be
presumed dependent upon their 'parents except- in very few excep-
tional cases.

This policy very clearly establishes the expected role of the
family, the student and the State. The State fills in the family re-
sources when the family does not have those resources, but it does
not substitute for family resources in situations where the family
simply prefers not to contribute.

I will skip my discussion on the Pell Grant Program and go on to
the discussion on, the role and scope of the Guaranteed Student
Loan Program.

116 good news about the guaranteed student loan prOgram, and
you've heard a fair bit of -that today from Mr. Hawk and some
others, is that it works. In Minnesota alone 92,000 students last
year borrowed more than $190 million through this program so It
is clearly a very important resource for education purposes in Min-
nesota.

Thirty-six percent of thoise t funds were borrowed through the
State's ond-resort lender program operated by the coordinating
board' ur records show that more than 90 percent of those stu-
dents who borrow will.repaY their loans in full and without delay.
Ind this program fs critical. If is critically, rtant to the di-
versity of educational opportunities available in esota.

/The bad news, and you know this as well, is that the program
cuts the Federal Government a great deal, particularly during in-
flationary-times- when costs can escalate rapidly and thus potential-
ly jeopardize funding for other critical programs, such as the Pell
Grant Program.

The lesson in all this, I think, is that quality costs. A good stu-
dent loan rogram requires a significant investment.

How we the GSL Program line up on those four criteria
that Mr. C h vas talking about? Quite clearly, it serves legiti-
mate. Feder:. ;. by both expanding educational opportunity
and enhancing t e diversity of educational opportunity available to
students.

With respect to its reasonableness in an era of limited resources,
however, it unfortunately faces two difficulties.

First, its cost by necessity are indexed to inflation so when there
are troubles, in the economy those troubles will trigger problems
with rising GSL costs as well.

Sebond, inflation also fuels college costs as well and so increases
the demand for student loans, once again pushing up the cost of
the program. -

Another problem with the current program is that it does not
currently relate well to the needs and interests, of other legitimate
partners in the financing of a college education. By design, the pro-
gram deals with the borrower illogically. No other loan that I know
of predicates a borrower's eligibility on the

.
circumstances of an ex-
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trnal agent, but that's exactly what the GSL Program does. It de-
terminesaccess to the credit for the student on the baSis of the bor-
rower's parents' available resources.. The parents are not going to
repay the loan. The student is.

There are also serious flaws in the -relationship between the
States and the Federal Government with respect to GSL. Recent
activities within the Department of Education, which I'm sure
many of you are aware of, have essentially emasculated the State/
Federal partnership that had been fostered in earlier reauthoriza-
tions.
`State lenders which have served a critical role in making this

program work are now 'precluded from full partnership, in areas
such as loan consolidation and the public purpose even of our State
agencies have been challenged' through the actions, of the Depart-
ment, such actions as the very rigorous and onerous requirements
for submitting plans for doing business to qvialify for the use of tax-
exempt funds for our State programs.

So what alternatives are available? tThe National Council of
Higher &location Loan 4rograms- has already presented to the
committee a series of recommendations addressing such issues as
the balance between reliance on grants and loans, payments to
lenders and guarantors, the importance of preserving lenders of

. 'last resort, the need for nonsubsidized student loans, and I would
like to underline that one because I think that's a particularly im-
portant one in Minnesota, because we don't have that, in fact, we
are developing a State program to essentially provide access to stu-
dents whonot at a highly subsidized rate, I might indicate, but at
least access to student loan fundseligibility standards for subsi-
dized GSL7s, the use of tax-exempt financing, loan consolidation
an extension-, default preventiori, insurance premiums and other
issues.

Our organization, the Coordinating Board, is a member of
;WHELP I am currently secretary of that organization and we
generally support -the thrust of the NCHELP proposals.

The major probleni with the NCHELP package is the major prob-
lem that I see with the Pell grant package in H.R. 5240, that its
adopticin would increase 'appreciably program costs. 'Thus it doesn't
fare very well in the test of reasonableness in the era of limits.

In sum, I concur with what Mr. Chelseth was saying. That's not
surprising, I suppose. He is my boss.

The Higher Education Act has contributed a great deal to *it-
secondary education over the past ,20 years and continues to do so
today.

When reauthorization occurs, however, tinkering with existing
programs may not be enough, but now may not be the best time
aggressively pursue reauthorization. /

To do so in the current fiscal environment may make it virtually
impossible to accommodate the -significant changes that should
occur during reauthorization.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today.
[Prepared statement of David 1.,onganecker follows:1

105,6
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAVID A. LoNGANICOXICE, ACTING EXSCIMVX
MINNZOOTA AIGIOIR EDUCATION COORDINATINO BOARD

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am David Longenecker, Acting
Executive Director of the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board. I appre-
ciate the opportunity to meet with you today.

This itiorning Mr. Archie ghelseth, President of the Coordinating Board, described
the Board's composition ancrpu He also provitied four general suggestions for
you to consider as you dehbe uthorization of the Higher Education Act. First,
he urged you to reassess government's areas of reeponsibility in post -
secondary education..Second: (xi you to redesign federal programs to accom-
plish those areas of highest prig- Third, he, urged youle recognize that'we live in
an era of limits. And fourth, he urged you 'to recognize that you are not the only
actors in the postsecondary arenatinstUt your efforts are best servad,by working,
with the others who share your ea.

I will build upon Mr. Chelseth's testimony by describing how some specific cur
rent and proposed federal efforts measure up in these four awes. To do so, I will
focus on four specific reauthorization financial. aid issues: (1) The issue of student
dependency, (2) the lime of the role and scope of the Pell grant program, (3) the
issue of the role and scope of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program, and (4) the
issue of campus-based aid.

NOE= DEPENDRNCY .

The issue of student dependency has been discussed and debated vigorously in
Minnesota during the past two years. As you know, students today can declare
themselves financially independent of their parents if they meet a series of criteria,
the most significant of which is that they have not been claimed as a tax dependent
for the-year in which they are enrolled or for the prior year. In the past, Minnesota
has applied these federal criteria to the state programs as well, and for many yeani
these criteria provided a reasonable proxy for accomplishing their intended pur;
posethat is, d' 'nguishinwhetween those students who depended on their families
for financial , and these who do not. To my knowledge, it was never the
intent at the f 1 level to encourage students tb emancipate themselves from
their families. Indeed, a principal tenet of financial aid has always been thet par-
eras, where they have the resources, have a responsibility to assist in educating
their children. Unfortunately, what has worked for 'many years' as a ,reasonable
proxy of distinguishing between financially dependent and independent students is -
no longer working well. The' current definition essentially holds parents accountable
only -if they wish to be. And given the options, particularly in a state that provides -

significant financial aid in addition to what is available through the federal pro-
grams, there is a very strong incentive for families to move away from accepting
responsibility. In Minnesota, for example, the decision to encourage a student to
emancipate themselves financially can 'amount to more than $3,500 per year in

, ..
grant assistance alone,

Based on Mr. Che,Iseth's four paints then, how does the currept federal definition,
of student dependency measure up? First, at least at present, It is not clear what'
the federal purpose is. If it is expected that families should contribute where possi-
ble, then the current policy- is ill-euited as would be the proposal in House Resolu-
tion 5240. It is simply too easy and the incentives are too strong for students to
emancipate thernselvei financially under the current definition, .

Second, the current definition is clearly not designed for an era of limits. Students
from families that abdicate their responsibility benefit at the direct expense of stu-
dents who legitimately have no resources to draw upon because scarce resources
must be spread more broadly.

And finally, the current federal student `dependency requirments ignore other
actor's. Parents are given a strong incentiveifo deny their responsibility. And geom.-
ous states simply cannot afford to help students, who for all practical purposes have
access to adequate resources. ,

What then are the options available to addteel this issue? H.R. 5240 would pro,
vide only modest assistance in reinforcing either the idea that parents should con-
tribute to the support of their children or helping those states that, are trying to
target awn. assistance on the most needy and the most obviously independent stu-
dents. By contrast in Minnesota, the Coordinating Board has adopted a policy fash-
ioned after the policy-developed in New York. State that essentially resumes paren-
tal responsibility through the traditional undergraduate years. In ect, students 22
or under would be presumed dependent upon tAir parents, except in very few ex-
ceptional cases.. This policy very clearly establishes the expected respective role of

a
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the family, the student and the statg. The state fills in for family resources when
the family does not have those resources; but it does not substitute for family re-
*Dunes in situations where the family sinaply prefersonot to contribute.

THE ROLE AND SCOPE OY THE PELL GOAT PRO4IRAll

Without doubt, the Pell grant program is the single moat important federal stu-
dent assistance program, both because of the amount 9f funds it ,provides and be-
cause it focuses most directly on that area of highest priority to the federal lipvern-
mentthat being the protection of equality-of educational opportunity. \

The program's principle purpoee, has been to provide a foundation of grant assist-
ance to the most needy students. Quite clearly, this is in line with the federal gov
ernment's responsibility of enhancing equality of educational opportunity. During
the late 1970's, hoivever, the program lost wine of its focus with passage of the
Middle Income 5tlideut Assiitance Act. It moved beyond being a progrm designed
primarily to achieve equality of opportunity, adopting the additional role of trying
to reduce the biatdee for middle income students, as well. We are all aware of the
results.. Sufficient funding was never provided toprovided the extended eligibility that
resulted from MISAA. And, as a result, the most needy students in the program
suffered a serious erosion in their benefits because limited resources were spread
more thinly than they had been in the peat. Quite clearly, MISAA failed the tea of
being reasonable publii polity in an era cif limits.

The program Islw tends to ignor the livle of other partners in the financial aid
arena. In operating the program, the Education Departanent seems to care little.
what problems its actidns,litive on others. Late decisions on family contribution
schedules have left statesonstitutions and students uncertain about what would be
available through the piegram. Furthermore, Planning for the program seems not
to conaider how others; Etch as the states, contribute to the same objectives being
addressed by the Pell grant program.

So then what options are avaiIable? H.R. 5240 proposes Massive increseesslin the
Pell grant program. As the highest federal priority, quite clearly this foundation
grant should be thii central focus of any federal policy initiative. It seems
unrealistic, owevet, m suggeet that funding could positibly approach the nearly 100
percent increase required td fully fund the KR. 5'240 Pell, Graut propOsai. So the
Congress wealid again be faced with the dilemma it has faced in recent yearshow
to ration funds in a program that was designed without recognition of current finan-
cial constraints. Furthermore, because little attention was given to the role of
others in financial aid? it as not clear teat students would benefit all that much.
Using Minnesota as an example, the state would benefit appreciably, but, not stu-
dents. Minnesota recognized with the reductions over the past few years that we
could no longer rely solely on the federal government to 'assure equality of edam-
tional oppprtunity. As a result, the State has very significantly increased its need
based aid.' life take into account the federal portion, after having established what
aid the student needs. TherefoA, if you increase radically what you provide it will

F automatically reduce what the state provides. But in many cases the net price to
the student will not change significantly. A wiser approach A seems would be to
fashion a program in which federal increases lead to a net advantage to the student,
not an advantage for either it or the states. Admittedly, it is a 'difficult
task to develop a program that interfaces effectively with states like Minnesota that
contribute heavily to student financial aid and also effectively relates to those states
that contribute little..But t task slaQuid, Ronethelesa lindPristiAti

THE ISSUE OY THE SOLE AND SCOPE or Tux GUARANTESD STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM

The good news about the GSL prograin is that it works. In Minnesota alone 92000
students borrowed $190 million in 1983. Thirty-six percent of these students bor-
rowed through the state second resort lender program operated by the Coordinating
Board. Our records show that more than 90 percent of the students will repay
their loans in full and without delay. Indeed, this program is critically important to
the diversity of educational opportunities available to Minnesotassis.

The bad news is that the program costs the federal government a lot. Particularly
during inflationary times, the costs can escalate rapidly and thui potentially jeop-
ardize funding for other critical programs such as Pell grants.

The lesson in all this is that quality costs a, good student loan program requires
a significant investment. .

So how does the GSL prognim fit into the four suggested planning foci? Quite
clearly, it serves legitimate federal purposes by both expanding educational opportu-
nity anSI enhancing the diversity of educational opportunity available to students.
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With respect to its reasonableness in an era of limited' resources, unfortunately it
faces two difficulties. First, its costs, by necessity,. are indexed to inflation, sql trou-
bles in the economy triggered problems with rising GSL costs as well. See id, infla-.
tion also fuels the demand for student loans: )

Another problem with the current program is that it does not currently relte
well to the needs and interests of other legitimate partners in financing a college
education. By design, the program deals with the borrower illogically\ No other loan
that I know of predicted a borrowers eligibility on the circumstances of an external
agent. But the GSL program does; it determines access to credit on the basis of the
borrower's Barents available resources, not on the borrower's resources. There are
also serious flaws in the relationship between the states and the federal govern-

} silent, with respect to GSLs. Recent activities within the Department of Education
,have essentially emasculated the statefederal partnership that had bz.n fostered
in earlier reauthorizationa State lenders, which served a critical role in ftking this
Program work, are now precluded from full partnership in areas such as loan con-
solidation. And the public purpose of our state agencies has been challenged
through the presumptions implicit in the rigorous reqUirements for submitting
plans for doing business and in the various proposals for.constraining the use of the
exempt funds for student loans.

So what alternatives are available? The National Council of 'Higher ,Educatien
Loan Programs(kas alreadrpresented your committee with a series of recornmenda-
tion addressing such issues as: (1) the balance between reliance on grants and loans;
(2) payments to leaders and guarantors; (3) the importance of preserving tenders of
. last resort; (4) the need to increase loan limits; (5)-the need for tion stu-
dent loans; (6) eligibility standards for subsidized GSLs; (7) the use o tax-exempt
financing to provide student loan capitol; (8) Loan consolidation and nsion of re-
payment terms; (9) default prevention activities; (10) insurance premiums;, and (11)
issues concerning GSL program administration. Our organization is a member of
NCHELP', I am currently secretary of the organization, and we generally support
the thrust of the NCHELP proposals. The major problem-with the NCHELP pack-
age is that its adoption would increase appreciably GSL program costs, thus it does
not fair well in the test of reasonableness in era of limits. I

rni issue or ea-sous-sassy win
To avoid risdundancy, I am going td briefly summarize the current-role and future

possibilities of campus-based aid. Quitaftlearly the campus-based programs address
an appropriate federal purposethey sadSply provide aldifferent method of delivery,
intended to accomplish the same goals of equal eduCational opportunity to a diverse
set of educational alternatives. The general concept makes sensethe Pell grant
and state programs provide the foundation of aid, and the campus-based programs
fill in the cracks. I also believe that the institutional block grant proposal proposed
in H.R. 5240 makes sense. I would urge you, however, to examine, the NCHELP pro-

, posal of allowing these funds also to be used by institutions for GSL capital.
In sum, I am concurring with Mr. Chelset,h. The Higher Education Act has con-

tributed greatly to,post-secondary education over the pabt 20 years, and continues to*
do so today. When reauthorization occurs, however, tinkering with the existing pro-
grams will not be enough. But now may not be the best time to aggressively pursue
rottuthoriztion. To do so in the current fiscal environment may make it virtually
impossible to accommodate the significant changes that should occur during reau-

`thorization. ,
. 1 ., I .

STATEMENT OF LEONARD M. WENC, DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL
AID, CARLETON COLLEGE, NORTHFIELD, MN

Mr. Woac. My name is Leonard M. Wenc and I an director of
financial aid at Carleton College in xgrthfield, MN. I will try to
paraphrase my written testimony for you and be as brief as possi-
ble.. ,

I did assume my first position as director of financial aid in 1965
so I had the privilege. to observe the grBs'th and development of
student aid programs at all levelsFederal, State, and institution-
alover the years. .

:1 O5
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In retrospect, the history of Federal student financial aid is
bound and 4/oven together with state and institutional- efforts in
promoting access and choice.

Student financial aid, which grew dramatically in the 1960's and
the 1970's is no long& keeping pace with the rise in coliege costs.
After adjusting for inflation,: the total real value of student aid de-
creased 21 percent during the 1980's.

At my institution, tuition costs alone rose 58 percent between
1980-81 and the current 1983-84 academic year.

The Federal Legislative Committee of the Minnesota Association
of Financial Aid Administrators sought to document. what has hap-
pened to the various sectors of.postsecondary education in Minne-
sota when Federal aid funds are related to tuition and fee rec6ipts.
The results of the State association survey, which was undertaken
last fall, is reflected in the chart attached to my written narrative.

Every sector indicated that the 1982-83 Federal aid funds as a
percent of tuition _and fee income wad less than that for' 1978-79.

It would be appropriate at this time to review a basic philosophi-
cal foundation of our student aid program. This should be first and
foremost in any type of reconsideration or reauthorization.

First, parents have a fundamental and primaryresponsibility to
contribute to the educational expenses of their children to the
extent that they are able.

Second, students themselves, as the prime beneficiaries of their
education, ought to assume a reasonable and manageable share of
their educational expenses.

The Pell Grant Program is, and should continue to be, the foun-
dation upon which Federal student aid commitment is built. Reau-
thorization should ensure that this program is carefully drafted to
assure that public policy goals are met within realistic and prag-
matic budget limitations. -

Prudent attempts must be made to see that funds are directed-to
those students who, only after a reasonable expectation from their
familiesare deemed eligible for Pell grant systems.

A recent Dear Colleagtie letter of March 1984; signed by both,Mr.
Edward Ne-Elmendorf and Mr. Daniel-R. Lyle of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education, addresses the'validation procedure to be used in
the 1984-85 Pell Grant Program.

The following statement- is a direct'quote from their letter and
relates spPriflenlly to the independent student question. I quote:

The largest applicant error in 1982 -83 was wrongly claimed dependency status. If
awards hadbeen calculated with the correct financial information, program expend.
itures would have been,redurRd by alniost164 million.

Clearly, a firm but realistic definition of independent studett
status- that! would include an opportunity to verify such status
would go far in seeing to it that scarce resources are prudently
used.

Given the nature of our Nation's current fiscal dilemma, one
must question the appropriateness of any expansion of benefits at
this particular point in time.

The need to continue appropriate,student self-help programs will
require the continuation of the Federal College Work-Study Pro-
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gram, which has earned its rightful place as a viable and extreme-
ly useful student aid program.

If anything, this program has been. underutilized and underfund-
ed in the past. My enthusiasm for encouraging supportfor this pro-
gram was reflected in an article I wrote in the 1976 issue of the
College Board Review, a copy of which is attached to my written
testimony.

Every effort should be made to allow students to meet a reasona-
ble part of their educational costs by.working for it.

I alight add that at my institution, out of an enrollment of ap-
proximately 1,700 students, we run a paytoll of around .1,300 stu-.
dents.

Of special concern to students who have no grant eligibility is
the availability of loan resources. Expansion of the annual loan
limits for loth the guaranteed loan program and the national
direct student loan program are simply necessary.

The average NDSL and GLP limits have already been ap-
proached at my institution and by next year it will have been met.

It would be prudent to require a needs test for all federally subsi-
dized student loans. As a taxpayer I feel strongly about that.

I would also argue that any arbitrary income test be eliminated
from the eligibility requirements for guaranteed student loans.

The issue certainly of what is a reasonable and manageable debt
burden for students needs to _be studied, in more detail so that stu-
dents can be assured of aid resources that are balanced between
grants, loans and work assistance.

The elimijiation of the origination fee associated with the guar-
anteed loan program should also be given high priority, in addition
to increasing the loan limits of both the, Guaranteed Loan Program
and the NDSL Program.

The simplification of the student aid process is certainly an issue
that warrants our attention. However, one pannot legislate simplic-
ity.

I wholeheartedly concur that decentralization of the aids pro-
gram is a laudable objective. Unfortunately, reducing the numb%
of programs will not simplify the process. -

I do have some thoughts that specifically `relate to the simplifica-
tion of the Pell grant delivery system which I will -be pleased to
share with the committee at their request.

Our current programs have survived and continue to serve bot
our country and our students reasonably well.- Public policy sho
ensure that these programs continue to be the basis from which
modification and new reauthorization initiatives should emerge.

I thank you very much for the opportunity to appear.
[Prepared statement of Leonard M. Wenc follows:]

PRFAILZD SrATEKIENT OF LIONARD M, W74NIC, V131.707014. or FINANCULL Am, CAsazrow
Cou.soz, NOIMMILO, MN

My 'name is Leonard M. Wenc.1 Inn Director of Financial Aid in Carleton College,
Northfield, Minnesota. My purpose is to reflect on the legislative proposals and leg-
isdation reauthorizing the Higher Education Act of 1965.

In order that I may share my perspective with the intereeted parties it should be
noted that I assumed my first position as a Director of Financial Aid in the Fall of
1965. It has been my privilege to observe the growth and development of Student
Aid programs tottI1 levels; federal, state, and institutional.
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In retrospect, the Ilistory of federal student financial aid is bound and woven to
,gether with state and institutional efforts in promoting access and choice to all stu-
dents who meet certain eligibility requirements. As educational costs have escalat-
ed, even sustaining our most basic programs and funding commitments have made
it difficult for eligible studeats to pursue post-secondary educational opportunities
that best meet their needs.

A recent report by the College Entrance Examinatton Board entitled "Trenda On
StudentaAid 1963 to .198S" indicates that student financial aid, which grew dramati-
cally in the 1960's and 1970's is no longer keeping pace with the rise in college costs.
After adjusting for inflation, the total real value of student aid decreased 21%
during the 1980's. Adding to the strain on familim is the faet that average incomes,
which generally kept pace or exceeded risinrcolle,ge costs, during the 1960's and
1970's are no longer growing as rapidly as educational expenses.
, At my institution, tuition coats rose58% between the 1980-1981, and the current

198344 academic year. . s

With a growing concern about the erosion of federal student aid as it relates to
tuition, and fee receipts, the Federal Legislative Committee of the Minnesota Asso-
ciation of FitSicial Aid Administrators (MAFAA) sought to document what has
happened to the various sectors of post-secondary education in Minnesota when Fed-
eral aid funds are related:to Tuition and Fee receipts. The result of a survey whi
was undertaken last fall is reflected in the chart attached to this riarrative.

The importance of documenting the trend of declining federal support cannot
overstated, as every sector, indicates that 1982-83 federal aid funds as a percenta tuition and feeiraxime is Ices than that for 1978-79. Of further note is that th
figures would prove more dramatic if adjustments were made for infl ta on.

It would seem appropriate to restate what is still the basic phil phical fpunda-
tion of our student aid programs. First and foremost is that paren ihave,a funda-
mental and primary responsibility to contribute to the educational expenses of their

ar children to the extent they are able. Secondly, that the students themselves as
/ prime beneficiaries of their edticationi ought to assume a reasonable and managea-

ble share of their educational expenses. These two points should provide' for the
philosophical framework that will dictate the basis for discussion regarding the re- '
authorization of the federal student ai programs,

The Pell Grant Program is, and sho d continue to be,the foundation upon which
the federal student aid commitment built. Continued support -of this program

. would assure access to low and middle income students and is a valued public policy
objective. Reauthorization should ensure that this program is carefully drafted to
assure that public policy goals are met within realistic and pragmatic budget limita-
tions. --

q In light of budgetary restraints, it wall be incumbent upon the drafters or reau-
thorization proposals to assure that prudent attempts are made to see CIOPt funds
are directed to those students who, only after a reasonable expectation from the
family, are deemed eligible for Pell Grant assistance. This leads .me to voice some ,.
concern about the increasing number of awards, both at the federal and state levels,
going to so-called "independent" students.

For the record, it seems appropriate to share a statement contained in a recent
'Dear Colleague letter of March, 1984, signed by both Mr. Fdward M. Elmendorf and
Mr. Daniel R. Lau of the U.S. Department of Education. The letter I refer to ad-
dresses the validation procedure's to be used in the 4984-85 Pell Grant Program. The
following 'statement is a direct quote from their letter and relates specifically to the
Independent Student question.
,"The largest applicant error in 1982-8.3 was wrongly claimed dependency status.

Findings indicate that approximately 6 percent of the students claiming to be nide-
pandent actually are dependent. If awards had been calculated with the correct :fi-
nancial information, program expenditures would have been reduced by almost $64
million dollars. For this reason, verification in this area will be as stringent as legal-
ly allowable. Under certain conditions, as-discussed in the attachment, validation
may include a request for the parents' 1983 income tax return".

Clearly, a firm but realistic definition of "independent student status" that would
include an opportunity to verify such status would gp far in seeing to it that scarce
resources are prudently used. It would by my contention that students of traditional
post-secondary school age (17-21) who claim independent status include a copy of
their parents' IRS forms in order to assure that the student applicant was not

' claimed as a dependent. This approach would provide the necessary documentation
A ould allow for and ensure the integrity for any of the federal programs in-

IP in reauthorization.
a t
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Although I am basically supportive of initiatives that would make the Pell Grant
Program an "entitlement' the cost associated with such a proposal will be extreme-
ly high. Given the nature of our nation's current fiscal dilemnita, one must question

' the appropriateness of such ail expansion 'at this point in time.
. The need to continue appropriate studene"self-help" programs will requires the

continuation of the Federal College Work-Study Program which has earned it's
rightful place as a viable and extremely useful student aid program. If anything,
this program has been wider-utilized and ander-funded in the past: My enthusiasm
for encoutaging support fOr this program is reflected in an article I wrote in 19'76, a
copy of which is attached to th. testimony. It is,rmy contention that along w4th
"access" and "choice", programs 'Cat enhance "retention" shold be actively support-
ed. There is every indication that well-run student, employment programs signifi-
cantly contribute to increased "retention" while also accruing other benefits to both
the institution and the student. Every effort should be made to allow_ students to

g meet a reasonable ph of their educational costs by working fc`a. It. 0.

Of special concern to students, who because of e, strict fornialaiimsed eligibility
parameters of the Pell Grant Program, have no ant eligibility of loan resources.
Expansion of the annual loan limits for both the uaranteed Loan Program and the
National Direct Student Loan Program are necessary. For example; the average
NDSL and GLP limits are already being approached at my institution lifd we an-

..ticipate that' Heat year will see those averages at the lawfully alloived maximum.
There is every indication that both students and parents are, beComing good con-

sumers and are able to make reasonably intelligent choices =deg the various edu-
, cational opportunities that are available. The necessity of having a loan program

that is generally available is imperative, especially if such a financing opportunity
is the only option available. It wfuld be prudent to require a neeOttest for all fader-

- ally subsidized student-loans. I Would also argue that any arbitrary income cap be
eliminated from the eligibility requirement.

The issue of what is a "reasonable" and "manageable" debt :burden for' students
needs to be studied in more detail so that students can be -asiiired of aid resources
that are balanced between t, loan and work assistance. Again, the recognition

- tl rt the consumer of educatio al opportunities should be yrepared to help in the
f ncing of the opportunities sated with post-secondlry education is a valid
one. The major question that should be investigated from a public policy perspective
is a cost-benefit analysis with the, goal of determining what is a "reasonable" and
"manageable" self-help expectation of that student beneficiary.

It would be my recommendation that the elimination of the Origination Fee asso- ,
ciated with the Gearanteed Loan Program be given a high priority. In addition,
thought should be &en to increasing the loan limits of both the Guaranteed Loan
Program and the Npst Program.

The "simplification" of the student aid process is certainly an issue that warrants
our attention. The difficulty over the years has been with' the regulatory aspects of
program adrainistration as imposed by the U.S. Office of Education. In preparation
for my teetigony I have reviewed the original Higher Education Act of 1965. It was P

clear and straightforward; a piece of legislation that has had profound impact on
our national destiny. It's language is as relevant no as it was then and should not
be dismissed out of hand. One cannot legislate "simplicity". Oue need slily to look
at the 1984-85 Student Aid Report (SAR) as mandated by the U.S. Department
Education fbr use in the-Pell Grant Program to see how elusive "simplicity' as.
conceilt can be both to he student recipent and theiinstitutional student aid officer.
I wholeheartedly cone& that decentralization of aid programs is a laudable' objec-
tive. Unfortunately, reducing the number of programs will not aimplifyithe process.

If we look at student aid programs as tools of educational opportunity, we will Is
more likely to be -successful in promoting "access", "choice", and "retention", for
those students who heed help in achieving, their dream ofiesetasecondary education.
This dream is else a responsibility of both parents and students, and not wholly of
the government. This is true now as it was when I reviewed the original Higher .

Education Act of-1965, in my first year as a Director of Financial Aid. Our current
programs have staiivect and continue to serve both our 'country and our students

Areasonably well. Public policy should ensure that these programs continuele be the
his for which modification and new reauthorization initiatives should
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The
Aid in

Attrition and
Retention

Lack of Money for college may mu be the
major factor in _student clropout rates tliar
Inany think it is. acct/rding.to recent
research. hia fact, some studiesindivare that
Attrition ivies uric' more affected by learner
Attitudes and go as and a good 'fir"
between student and institutions. Could it be
that luck of money for ctillexe is merely
-socially accwiable" reason fur dripping
out' And what about the attitudes ofkarentss-
the impact of part-time jobs. and just plain
boredom? .This writervmmurizes some of
the current Theories Libour student attrition
and retention.
-.-
Ter wrimr M Akio.. of 00.0.04 mai A team Coilew in Norne41. .

z

1-0 6 :3

I-

II

.
4

Role of Fhancial
Of C1.11,14.'.44.1. 14 bo are copsea rxd .0,44111 high
dropout rates Among esrlieste stuJent. it
comes as no suiprist that there Are nuns
imhiguities About the causes of the :gift.
non phenomenon. It is ...Ale to ,4:14.. of
Coursc that shopping rati. MA) la: C.1

klY a wade '4 .41 Fe 1 1. sit 1.1itors. smut of which eAri
inicriret subtly to .'Ati.o.nhroy. student. to 14,,..113.
1:441CgO befinvach4:.ing drlegree

/iut this sort of generilitritton isn't good enough toff
Institutions Shirt base the goof of iniptosing stoslent re-
tentiOn Wes. I se spent some.timc therefore. r es less
ins recent resew eh. into :Minion And retenum, Whitt I
have ieranest be worth the read is further inscstigA.

Jinn.
A review e the research irn the dropout process by

W. (i. Spud) indicates that attrition may he hest eplored
h) an interdisciplinuis 411Pro.1.1) insolving An interaction
between the indisial student and his ponieuLir eollege
environment in which his Alit tissues ti,c,. dispositirni.in
tercets. attitude. arch .1.111.; are eApo!.eJ to Intitren4:es.
expectations. AnsfdernAnds ,frr.irn ..14174!ti

4:0011K S. faculty members. Armintsrl'Arms.
peers.

Spady's review of the tact:Owe in this Area prior to
1970 indicates that the maim inle'rence to be drAtsn
the entire set of findings, nouldrippeAr to he that survival ."
in colitSC is dependent largel) on A cleAr And realistic set
of wens and hAving interests that Are etirripirtibie with the
influences And expeetatirts fisCult ,inJ.uaaiful:i, 7a;
the extent that the intellectual development 4if the stn..
dent is tt prini?)ry goal of any undergraduate coilege:three
insportAnt implications emerge from Spinly's findings.

inteNectuAl And cuhurA/ grr4th appears to be
greatest fur thoke mtklent, thith.inhcrent)y strong intellee-
tual orientations

Second.n.hilc grade of this yaawlh ttratichtedls talcs
place As the result of ex rosuic to Ittc..:cr.rnil curriculum.
outside eeintacts x ith laeults nvemhers and opportunities
lot .chAnneling these uncrests extract:n-1:14ot) seen; to .

he very important.
Third. intellectual desClopnirnt is not Recess:1615'volt '
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4Ik

the mtcllectual rcsoilic. of the student. At-
)1444:4 toward l..trriinp Appeal to tv more impoltant than
the 4704.iiity ancl amount of pict loos acadrnii..-iiitclkctual
c4particixv ii .4 as akttivilinic a stuilcon cognitive Ca-

ll...Ai
Ina 4rccnt INq. by Robot tr f opt and Wtilwm

)4,ino.lh 'entitled R, 1,ollotv ( 1)ter I lurk(

.:r Chit. .111,1',+1..; (htl..wItt
ir,ifiq,rtrtiv the authors 111.1in tinding arc SlartilailiLi

.ottiptc anal aie listed as
follow s

The w al rate is high. has been hiytt for theitt
years of attrition research. and seems ti; change little user
time. tiers., cen 40 and it) percent of the entering students
elan ha..calaurcate degrees in lour years. to .ii) per-
cent later. and the remaining it) to at) percent
fititsttfl: degree.

-2) Since '010st talented students persist tri theirs dies
toward di4.irres, there is little .ittiltion among c most
prolintsing entrants. at least in term, of deg reeseamed.

it /1.11enanst 5441411Ctt stiscontinuer. stopout. Ininsfer. anti,
N.) oil in approximatctScsloal proportions, but for different
teasons: Nfen mute often because of matters iclated to
competence. adequaes , and itlentits seats:bull, women
more often because of intellectual-aesthetic dimensions.
dating. Mill 014411al,..,

4) f elleges know little :Mont the reason, for with -
drawal. the prosys of skitt141MW:ii. or the actual pr4or-
Sion of students leasing their c.trupus!

it The rate of college degree corction varies con
sisleialv4 Antonio different colleges air:Limisersities, The
prestigious private unisersitics experience littleaftrition
over four years. white some 4*kie less. prestigious private
colleges. the state colleges. 2irsiillf community colleges
hive most of then students withdraw prior to completion
of any degree, . I

tit) The primary factor in -hotilmg power" is the .ctu.
dent's identification with the college, Colleges are more
likely to retain the student who chivies the institution
NC:4U%e of its clear irtt4ge rabies 4.11.1 program, and who
knows this is what he or she wants.

7) Most oitantitatisc iesearch (such as admissions
datal is yishotit ',line in tither medieting withdrawal Or
Linde rs).indiritz the reasons for discontinstaue, since smelt
research considers a limited number of averages. collat
eRtrittIcv ts:St p.nents' income. sotillacionomic
class background. pailicipation in high s4 Rcrcrl4vc ivities.
and. the like In addition. thui reasons for discomi owlet'
are usually 4.0trusi4is ovot hipping. 4411411 hove
do with the stutictil..iiitt 411 sonst instMceS may rift even
Ise recognized by the student ChAnved.voeatioiutl choice.
poor choice of the college in the first' pluce. meeting a
loved one and transferi trig to be with him or her. dissat14-

4.

4

4
. S.

f.telson with the 4:4114:::. fultrilinv 11:,4 M.01 degree espvc
tattimmai other oniltilacetsi issues ale ill. iii. Ill in with
.baser!

;I It went.. :!Kitt. 145i. that Ihel' I. 4 ,11.y4w p
st,naii14... onts mein i1141.1 posiiitalitics iiii.st,i.liiii welt
4.11$147tellit sMiplis Cris ilviirisimis. 41 %Mimi. tittles in then
itIty.11.4fistr.:hdrigint: to s,.

istt. The posinse result.. of dicoritintiance 4r4:4111.4114111
or terniinni I .Ire often i:o stibtantiai that their nias he
y...isict reasons 10 erlitiut,ige . i 4 ,t 41(4,4,' ItiOCEIts 141 least It,
stop OW. If 110144 Op mitt.

An Initial re% icS. 01 the Issues surrounding retention
4114 attrition trails one to two different stew r,oint that
are pdssible, The first ii the institutiiinal rerspeetise
which tittet Mil% droppiny. out .i..:.ideillii. folitile. in
opposing viewpoint is (fiat of 04e slush:tn. st hic ti focuses
on the extleriences .,nd perspectises of indiviiiii.rn i.. vs ho i
critel coliogi with a ..illet of 111.Sti4e. .it,ititiai..111.1 in
:errs?... and who ttsas rind higher-education ttristiitcat ;Mit
often insensitive tis then needs and :kill.

For those who drop sett of higher education entitels
ithe 40 to it) peicent isf .411 f reshinen 1 the cost 4 hitzh,
li.casing igtenisivist s es a substantial cast to the st ent in
;051 ceimings txtiential ;lila immediate out,ol. roc lees costs
whirl) may include the rertanienitifikineducatiinhil /oar).-
III would he intcrestmg ht we. for ex.imple. if there is
any difference in the I,stn default rate. between those stu-
dents what have MISSirt out .C.ItIcillittn.41 to.m. .104 4i hi,
complete their deFtee'.\441p,,,,cd 1,,,th,,,e studiiii, ;ow
utileie itxitts and di; not aehie.se their educational ishiec
byes.)

The institufain'abullose sktiett ..511.14.1111 4t1.11141t1):11e-
cdtis! substantial stuns of mo'ney art expended in recruit-
ing students. Additionally; the in,stitutiim ins esti Inne.
energy, arid financial rests,/ ces 41 le:letting, counseling.

114record towintenasis:e. hoos ,Akn4 Oittitf Ct1011% 141 as:
COMMOstatt its students. Of more direct concern to S4)41141

of us are the Monetars commitments, oui institutiims
n1:414,0 in-tbe form of sastly expanded static t aid pro"
grants. As both state and leder:if StilskM1 .ii pros:rants.
have grown treMendously Ostidkhe scars. th taxpayer 4

4,1- in the
lnaintenance of the educational establishment. 1 is my
contention that the spirit of
closer scrUttity of 1he cst-offecti4eneN4 of publicly sup- '.-',.....\

c s)untabilits ss 11i necessitate

ported scuslent aid programs ss hich.w ill nvean going kle
syttnd the limited i,bjectisc of enritiling elit:iNe.kludens..
4114 will PrkIltioss low4r4l4ttiawn4'd retention is4ue 5.

The degree recipient. therefore. becomes th end re-,
salt of a significant institutitina l And public fi stment,
while the non-graduate erodes scarce II1Stit 011:41 .itliii/

public-monetary IttiatkiTCeli. it is:,thertfore. MCUMbent
uptri us who are directly involved with 'stems to know

.

has also ,joined Ole institutions as a mayor int,

4
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And leant more About what causes students to leave. and
Inn Ybe mare rekvant, what enables our studentstto stay
anti persist.

For those of as who have a specific interest in student
financial, aid programs and the final cing of mincational
costs. it seeds appropriate to mention the tentative coo
elusion reached by Cope and Hannah that financing 4;04 -
irse is not a nu or probkm in persistence. Lack of money
seems tol be a socially acceptable reason to discontinue
attending school. regardless of actual financial position:,
Family income has. been an important variable in many
studies of attrition with the findings less than consistent,
and a number of studies have found family incomes on
related to persistence. Christopher Jencks and David
Wessman. in the book entitled The Academic. Rearrion
concluded that ''. . . while dropping out is probably not
related to parental income. it is relined is some cases to
parental parsimony." This situation is reflected when
students are forced Co borrow alt or a portion of their ex-
pected parental contribution. This situniiim. when it re-
sults in nuntipleloans. is another area of possible investi-
gation fOr the student aid community.

6is my ob rvation that 1,arentil parsimony is an espc-
cialry relevant Ssue at high-cost institution*, In such in-

u stituinSns. eve the most concerted elTorts of a student to
make up an expected parental contribution will leave the
student far short of meeting institutional costs which for
private foursyear institutions appioaChiltS.00 for the
1977-78 academic year . "

4

It is interesting to note that Cope and Hannah believe
that the commitment to.finish college resulting from the
motivational climate of the fariiiir is far more important ''
than halving enough triune. Many of the claims of drop, ..
pins out because of financing could actuallybe claims of
dropping out because of tack of commitment. The au-
thors make the assertion that lack of finances is more of a
barrier to surfing college at* it 'is to finishing, college.

I believe to be an important distinction. The au-
thbrs indicate thk personal Commitrnixtt may deserve

.", .none attention to Al in.the admissions process and in re.
. seanh. and it is their impression that personal commit-

inent to either an academic or occupational goal Is the
single post important determinant of persistence in col-
kiln II,

Following after personal COninintneln, it seems that the
concept of "til- between it nt and codege ;the pres-

, ewe of it or lack of it I ate for most attic persistence, .
is for most of the t ning.stoPPingool.and dropping
out. If the student is brought to an environment that is
not conducive to his or hair aspirations and expectations,
there will occur significant (ensions that must be allevi-
ated. Means of enhancing the fit between student and in-
sting lost should be a inn* task for all of us.

r
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Further arguments are presented that selfseketion
into a college of Ines choice is the mast important factor
in maintaining Active enrollment. and thejower dropout
ratio at private colleges is attributed to the partial result
of students &eke final colleges with values that are congru-
fent with their own. %lariat Rim in dropout rates atvong and
between private and public institutions are substantial...
ranging from 1t3 percent at some highly selective libetal

'ints colleges to 80 percent at les. selective state colleges.
The point is also made that the rate of dropping out
among community college students i. apparently con-
siderably higher titan finnS itiour4eAr csaik;e..

I have pursued this point because 1 believe that in an,
age of highly intensified student recruitment we

e institution also loses when a studrnt
rps out. buctuise substantial

sums of inane.. are eNpended
in recruiting Students.
Additionally.
the institution
invests time.
energy. and

itinancial resources in
teaching. counseling.
11170rii In:Ant ',notice. housing. and other
efforts to accoilunotiote its students*

ourselves with many students who don't -fit" the institu.
tions.in which they enroll. It is illy oontention that in the
process of enticing students to our institutions. whether
by meals of no-need scholarships. so-called flexible
standards. or other activities of dubions merit. we are
sowing the se f attrition and retention probtems with,,
which most institutions are unwilling or unable to cope.

While the national an institutional rate, have not
changed. there indeed has been an allocation in the pri-
mary reasons for students leaving college, In-an age ,of
inflated grade point averages: there are fewer academic
failures arid 'more' volunter,4. dropouts with student dis-
satisfaction and general disillusionment increasingly the

should not be lured into the trap ofassest7attrition and
motivating force, It is important to e that we

'retention in academic and/or financial terms. as there is
every indication that the actual reasons fax withdrawal
are related to poor choke of institution and motivational
factors that besicint a student's commitment to a specific
eiLrcaliorsal

From an ingtinional point of view. it would behoove
all of to to identify practical measures that minimise a
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student's Chances of dropping slut. The tatitirsile is bin,
Unity. pragmatic its the retention of students relates di.
teeny to one of the biggest Concerns for the future,
namely declining enrollments. One need not be deeply
invivivesi in the economics of higher etfueition to recog-
nize !has each new student brings addittonai income and
each student )'stained maintains this much needed in-
come. As it becomes more difficult to recruit new 041-
Skid% to shake up enrollments. it seems appropriate and
necessary to enhance the persistence of already enrolled
students.

Financial Aid and Stodeot Persiktencr

In his hook entitled "Preventing Siiiilents From Three
ping thi,r." Alexander Astin indicates not undergraduates
usually pay their costs through one or a combination of
five different iousces of aid'. family, scholarships. leans.
savings. and work. The Author presents evidence this the
source and amount of firtsmcial aid can .bean important <
factor in the student's ability to complete college.

Some of the general conolusions agrived at in Astin's
book ore as follows:

; i Revel vingisooport from parents for college expenses
generally enhances the ability to cismolete college,

Students who are rmin-ied when they enter college
persist better if their spouses provide major support for
their coliese costs.

1) Scholarships or grants arc associated with small in-
creases 61 student persistente rates. The amount °forint
support appears to he a major factor in student per-.
sIstence. particularly Among black students.

4) Reliance on loans is asSticiatcd with decreased per-
sistence Among men in all income groups.
. 5) Participation i>tfederal work -study programs seems
to eithance7liodent persistence..particulagly among
women and blicks: Work-study has it's most consistent
positive impaCt, 'Among students from middle-income
families. Jobs on campus are clearly superior to off-cam-
pus employment.

6) Relianc.r'finsavings or other Assets appears to dc-
creascruslent's chances of finishing college.

7) Reliance on C) is moil bitty Associated
with student persistence.

Suppon from more stipends is strongly associated
withincreased student persistence.

101 In general. any form Of aid appears to be most ef:,
fective if it is not combined with other forms. This is
especially true in the case of work-study programs. which
tend to lose their benelleial impact when combissad with

goons or loans. This loss is espe c sails masked ;moos low.
income students. The outs combination which is aSsoci-
tied with greater peisistcnce is work-study and major
loan support.

It'should be noted that one nioblem with assessing the-
effeCtS of Any unole sal iAtIle ..uch as financial iid, isthat
most variables do not our in isolation. as other envitorn
mental factors interact to influence student attrition or
persistence. However. it seems clear that most institu-
tions would benefit from offering on.campus wort:. oppor.
!unities to all students whether need is a factor or not.
Because a well-rain on.cimons student employment.pro-
gram meets both financial aid and manpower needs. the
institution would have much to gain as opposed to giving

'Away funds under a no-need grant program. With the data
ors persistence adding to the student employment, aron-
merit. it would behoove 41 of its to pursue a closer look
at this particular resource.

Available evidence supports the conclusion that the
provision of job opportunities! for students is one sure
way to enhance student persrenct: There scents to-he
every indication that an on- campus job. even during the
freshman year. suhstintiills increases the student's
chances of finishing college. Federal work-study and
other forms, of on-campus employment seem Id be
equally ;Unitive in thi s impact

In the course of reviewing available supporting docu-
ments is the student work area.! recalled a rather lengthy
memo. dated December !I, 1470, from Mr. Warren
Trainman, who was then'C'hief of the Work-Study Branch'
of the Division of Student Finncial Arent subject of
this memo was -Who Should U4141:7- What was provided
WAS An extended documentation that strongly supported
the value of student work program!: Supporting evidence.
representing scholarly research rather than opinion.
clearly encountoes the utifirition of student work options
as a means of niettinga student's financial need.

The evidence just alluded to presents a cogent argu-
ment fur fostering student employment, prognuns, not
only as a financial resource, but for other reasons thin are
more closely related to acAsSernic concerns. What I find
most interesting is that Astin has demonstrated that
whether the job is in an Academic or non-academic sector
does not make any appreciable difference. nor does the
degree ofjekvance to, the student's course work Of Ca-
reer pans. Even job satisfaction is tot a major folio's.
Students improve their chances of finishing college even
if they dislike their ore- campus job. The only qualification
concerning student employment's Fosilive.effeci is the
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number- of hours worlsett these shiWki .so earl
Hunt than '.!0' hours per week. The ti $Pc-
.

waist televaniteritsdheY dispel the curren ssthat
surroundacifif er education. Iwttany t
have hese unabie to define elearIV theritte si n(etn-
ployintent or have not recogivized the multiplicity-of roles

siailent ent(*ioyment program plays in ihe life of An in-

In short. there is every indication that inititutiorfy, with-
* ins fo enhance persistence shouili'mal,t cseri4 effort to

incr.-else the number 14nd type of on-campus jobs. but the
Ittours'W0flied shoUid be limited.

It my further observation 11;.11 suistem.employment
ProgritMs could use more attention from the financial aid
community if such a resource is to be of maximum benefit
lo both the institution anal to its

Whilelhe ability to assume And hold part-time employ-
ment stems to be A very positive factiir in persistence. it
.is by no marls the only one. There is good reason to he
iievethat if ways can be found to involve students more
iN the life:it:pi/environment of the institution. their chances
of staying in college are improved. A recitation of the
Number of avail:1114 inct;hattism% would include Arhus-
?Neils. freshman orientation). Ctwiffftelm4: academic ad-
visement, financial aid, estracuripiuth a.livitNS. hoes
ins. most student services...flowerer. research by Actin
seems to indicate that the reason students give most fie
ouenily for leaving Ytollege is directly related to the in-
stitution's academic program. Specifically. this reason is
students boredom with courses. With this in mind. 'Ad-
ministrators who are not part of the classroom esttinlists
mint .have little oplsortunity to slani with what 1 belies.0
to be the essential *tors rciated to student persistence.
What .role sto we have in widres.sing the issues of
teaching. uninteresting course and superfluous requite-
minis. All of which leapt let especrations. If stu-
dent boredom could be r Min-sized. many stu-

dents who become dr° olisremain in college.
Apin it is iffifVflaffi, fp.* he most freyiten?qa
cans cited by Asti4 filr`ilroPping out for both men and
women arc AS follows: bOreilOOT WA 6: lav4s. financial

. difficulties. dissatisfaction with requirements or regula .
lions orsJelltospe in g:atm- so:ns.

The implications fur institutional policy scent obvious.
If 'in the pf04:04s of Allocating scare institutional re-
sources'. evidence is available that will provide guidance
th the most effective use of liniited resourcrs..linsv can we
persist in offering no-need scholarships'' Why do we per-
sist in emphasizing loan programa when such aid SetitTS.

1O$

to be the least 01y:cute in enabling students to complete
their degree obwetives? (-fealty. the positi4 impact of
on-gainpus student employment prograllIns. especially on
stuilents from meddle income I niul es, indicate that sue h
programs be muilently eiwouiaged for all stinlent as op-
posed to giving funds assay si,p the basis of

tin light* our institutional concern Alvan decreasing,
enrol-invents. it would behoove all itt-usto he:omit more
hnowledgeatde about both atr6tion and ietention. Fey
many of us this alloss' an alternatise in nitetlng out
enrollmegt huh-, for otheis it si ill provide an or-
poi-lenity 4) for much needed institutiimal seitstusly of
$0.11t and pilicres.'Assurning all this concern Alit directly
assist the individual student-in his or her intellectual and
personal. and social doe:opulent. Ir most 5,4.4) lain cast
tiously optimistic that we all will be in a stronger position
to-face the demands of the future. it seems clear by vitilit-
'ecr y At-di:Vol. one uses that' if an inSiitution of higher
education is not special. marketable, personable. and
acadenficalty.sourill, students stilt neither enroll nor per
SiSr in sfitiliticant numbers.

/
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Mr. PENNY. We asked Archie-Chelseth this morning to comment
on the changes in Minnesota's fmancial aid structure and to share
with us

changes
observations he had about how that jibed with the Fed-

eial financial aid programs. I'm particularly interested to learn if
the Minnesota changes put things out of sync and he deferred to
you.

Would you provide us an answer tb that question?
Mr. LONGANECKER: Certainly. A year ago, Minnesota .fairly sig-

nificantly changed its approach to financing all of higher education
and the ,major portion of that is that. it tied its entire financing
package together.

The amount that students are expected to pay in public institu-
tions in tuition was stipulated. The amount of the State's appro-
priation was established, and a central part of that package wad a
finaneial aid package that -assumes the student `-as the principal
beneficiary would be expected to contribute a significant amount in
both public and ;private institutions and that beyond that their
family would be .expected to contribute where they had resources
and the remainder that was left over would Iv made up by the
State and the Federal Government.

There was a fairly radical shift; I think, in that up until that-
pOint the State bad basically followed the Federal program, par -
ticularly the Federal Pell Grant Prbgram.

At least in philosophy this hcproach baiically put the State
taking advantage of whatever is available from the Federal Gov-
ernment but accepting full responsibility for providing access and
choice should the Federal Government pull out:

The net result, was a higher targeting on students with greater
need and a very- significant increase in financial aid, 100 percent,
now in-fact more than 100-percent increase from last year to this
year.

A great portion of that increase resulted because of a very signif-
icant increase in tuition in the public institutions, but a large por-
tion of the increase resulted in a net increase in the amount of aid
going to students as well. 2

I said more than 100 percent because we had misjudged what the
response and what the need would be and in fact. it had to go back
to, the legislature for an additional $5 million appropriation and it
looks as though we will receive that.

Now $5' million may not seem like a great deal of money when
you're dealing with billions, but at the State -level that's a fairlyi
significant amount. Essentially what we're talking about here was
an increase in State appropriation from ,$27 million for 1 year to
$45 Million the- next year--excuse me, it wasn't 100 percent, it's
about 80 percent increaseand then another 45 million on top of
that.

Part of that package is, as I mentioned, that the student will
accept, a significant portion of their responsibility. We intended.
that to be all students, not just those students from lower income
families, but all students do not have access to loan capital, which
is one of the major ways a student can accept responsibility, so we
have been in the process of developing a supplemental student loan
program.
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It's a very difficult task to put one together. We are nearing com-
pletion of that task. It would have been and would be much easier
for other States if the Federal guarantee were available.
k I th4k when I talked about students having to rely on the ii par-

, ents for eligibility, I thinkk they should have to relytheir parents'
income should' be taken into account when you're looking at eligi-
bility for a highly subsidized program such as the Guaranteed Stu-
dent Loan. Program, but if you can provide an opportunity that
made it possible to pool their resources essentially by providing the
guarantee and a lot of students to ,,be eligible you could greatly

iassist those students from higher income families who want to
accept a greater portion of lie responsibility for educating them,
selves.

I don't know if that was long Winded. I think some of the other
financial aid directors here may have their own impressions of the
"new financial aid policy and whether it's walking.'

It's not ignoring the Federal Government. I kind of get the im-
pressionI've been on both sides now that there is h reluctance
at the F,ederal level to keep in mind what's happening at the\State
level.

We are now working as though the Federal povernment is a
partner but almost as a minor partner even though the majority of
the money is still coming from the Feds. We really perceive that
we're controlling the policy. , I

Mr. PENNY. I would be interested in .bearing if there are some
observations from the financial aid directors at the table.

Mr. LONGANECKE.R. I gave you an idea of how we intended it to
work, They can tell you if it's working that way.

Mr. WENC; I might add a comment and run fast, that the com-
bination in Minnesota of State and Federal programs I think se-
verely limits any type of choice that a student has.

The cap on acceptable tuition makes it impossible foi students to
getti combination of State award and Pell grant in exc:...s of an ar-
bitrarily imposed cap. This year, or I'll use next year, that cap is'
3,407, that no student will get a combination State/ award and Pell
grant in excess of 3,407.

My cost, gentle people, next year at my institution will approxi-
mate $12,000 a year. We have actively solicited low-income stu-
dents and minority students and obviously out two major outside
sources.of aid have been capped to the extent that they povide no
major support for the full-need student.

Mr. IV, 4t.rusx.A. I wouldn't disagree with either of those comments.
I would reemphasize Dave's comments regarding- the tuition in-
crease, the tradeoff between expanding our State scholarship and
grant program and the tuition increases in the public institutions.

Our students who do not _qualify for the State scholarship and
pant and their parent liafeen saddled with some rather signif-
icant increases in tuition.

I would concur with' Glenn's comments regarding the need to
provide, I'll ;Ise the term access to education for low-income stu-
dents,'

One of the problems we will have with our State system if the
$3,000 Pell grant nz.. ximom is enacted is that at'institutions like
Gordy's and vocational technical schools where our maximum
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State award, parent contribution and Pell grant,` cannot exceed
roughly ,.$2;000, those students if we bump the Pell at 3,000 will not
be eligible for State scholarships, and grants. The Pell itself will put
them over the max.

I think if the Pell does go over three grand or goes up'to $3,000,
we will have to examine at the State level whether the 50 percent
shared responsibility really appropriate for loW-income students.

Again I go back to that part of ray teptimbny where our data and
national data appears _to indicate that participation of low-income
students has decreased and if we're going to set some artificial
limits as to how much gift aid low-income sttidentsican receive
from Federal and State sources, we are certainly tiowe are just
going to be reinforcing the barriers rather than opening them.

Mr. LONGANECKER. If I could contribute to that.
One of the points that Archie made was to remember th'at you're

not the only actor.
In essence, all else being equal, we did not change our design at

the. State level. Most of the benefit of the radical increase_ in the
Pell Grant Program- as proposed under H.R. 5240 would not accrue
in Minnesota to the students but would accrue to the benefit of.the
State of Minnesota.

We designed our program to ai gap and if you fill in a
larger portion of that gap we simply fill in a smaller :portion of
that gap.

Now that might allow us to change the policy in some ways and
remove some of the arbitrary limits or whatever, but."I think basi-
callythe other point that was made, though, was that on the real-
ization that we are living in an era of limits, I don't think it's real:
istic to expect that- $2,000 maximum would ever be funded so it's
six of one and half-dozen of the other. -

Mr. PENNY. How can we better coordinate the funding cycle, the
timetable for the*various fmancial aid programs?

It has been expressed to us several times, now that the students
are in a lurch because they get part of the package but they're not
sure what the whole financial aid package is going to be, and
you're put in a spot because you are trying to put it all together for
them but you are left waitink.

What are some recommendations that would help us?
Mr. Timm. I wou say we forwartl-fund the programs now. Let's

forward-fund them Srf enough so, that we can forward-fund. the in-
stitutions a year ahead of time.

I don't think it would be that difficult if we knew the year before
we would be ready Ito go when the financial statements came in
January a4d February and March we could begin making commit-
ments to students Immediately.

We,do so now tentatively but we're never sure exactly what the
funding will be and we're always hesitant to make those kind of
commitments until we know if we will actually have the funds
available, so if we're going to forward -fund, let's forward-fund and
let's know what we're going to do.

Another problem, as I mentioned, is the reallocation of the funds.
It used to be that funds that were unused by institutions were reob-
ligated and reawarded and many of us who used 100 percent of our
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funds and needed additional moneys could often get some addition-
al funds to help our students. .

. In the past 2 years, that reobligation has been nonexistent or it's
been so late that it has re4y been no help to us. .

I- would like te see a system whereas those funds could ke,reobli-
gated at least fwice a year in time to be of benefit to e insetsitn-
tions.

Mr. MA sux.A. Well, I think I'm probably hopeless y naive on
this issue. I have been in financial. aid since 1965 and I. go back to
some of those years' funding and trying to keep track of things and
I don't think the calendar is a real problem.

I think some of our delays are created by the fact that we have
to use prior year :income and famfiy financial statement or the
FAF has to reflect accurate income information in the prior year.

Th6t in and of itself is going to necessitate some delay. Families
are going to have to wait until they have some good hard data on
their income.

Some of our problems in Minnesota this year were simply cre-
ated by HECB being put in a position where 'it had to implement a
new program, a new formula, put in 'some new data processing
equipment all at once, which was no easy task.

We've always been forced with gtiestimating awards. I personally
feel we do a pretty good job of guestimating the awards.
`Ms. PRMDLE. I'd like to reiterate both of those points. I do agree

, with Gordy in the fact that 'think the sooner we can get the' funds
forwarded to us the better we will be in getting the more accurate
figitres to the students rather than maybe sending out two or three
notices to and sometimes have to renege On an estimation
that we've given them and that kind of thing.

One of my problems this year, necessarily not in relation to, let-
ting the students know as to what their awards will be but one of
my big problems has been drawing down through the Fell
Grant Program.

I've been having a great d eal of trouble getting that particular
money and i don't know what the problem is. It does create some
problems ,when I dei_have to notify students of their Pell grant
awards and their checlui. get held up and perimpt3' some forward-
funding of all the programs themselves would eliminate some of
that, too.

Mr. WINO. As with Bob, I go back to 1965. I am a firm believer
that if things work we don't fix them. It saves a lot of people a lot
of time.

In the SEOG program, for example, in 1965 one of your original
proposals required that partici iv, a program went in to the
high schools and made commit cents 'to juniorsnobody here re-
members that, I beteha.

When you think about that, there was a lot of wisdom in that,
I am personally quite concerned that this Nation: is wasting its

resources. We have not been able on either end, both at the matric-
ulation end and at the graduate level end, to encourage those stu-
dents to participate in the system who need it the most.

Studies have shown that those that are aware are the ones that
are going to use the systexri, whether they are parents or they are
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students,*anct it's those students whit are not aware who don't have
access to TRIO Programs who are not going to use the system.

As one from an institution that sends many of its students on to
t graduate schools, I see some extremely bright low-income, minIty

students looking at professional careers who are already sad ed
witIr$I0,000 in educational loans.

If we* want to populate our professional schools with min' ority
teachers and engineers and philosophers, we cannot continue send-
ing them on before they even start with debt levels of $10,000.

If yes i want physicians that are from low-income, minority back-
grounds, you are going to have to look at some additional help. for
those students to continue their study so that they will not. be
coming out with horrendous debt burdens that are just not reason-
able nor manageable.

Mr. PENNY. Steve, do you have any questions?
Mr. GUNDERSON. I have a lot of questions. I wish we hackmore

time with this very interesting panel.
I agree with what you just said. If you could send us some idea of

how we could legally, properly, and constitutionally get at that
I'm seriousI would be very interested in that

One of the things I wanted to compliment this panel on is the
,recognition bf most of you of the era of limits in. which we live.

Looking at all of the student financial aid programs, mainly title
IV, we always talk about what's jthe most important, but what's

2 the least important?
Which one can we get along without, that's not doing its job, that

is not .cost-effective, from which we out to take the dollars and put
them in some other program where they're needed most?

Mr. LONGANECEEE. Let me answer that and make it easy on the
restthe State Student Incentive Grant Program.

Now very few State higher education executive officers will tell
you that, and that's what I am in an active sense, but quite frankly
in Minnesota it provides about 5...Percent of the State's commitment
to its program.

If you give us a 10-percent increase inwell, if you give an
million increase in Pell grants for Minnesota, it's equivalent to the
whole program of SSIG, because we either pass now or pass later.
That is what it comes out. It reduces our obligation one way or the
other.

I think that that is a program that was extremely useful in get-
ting many States` into the program and some of the States may
drop out without it, but if their commitment is so miniscule that
they exist for that really small amount -of money the amount
they're doing with grant programs today is not accomplishing anY-
thing so I think that is the least successful of all of the programs
not the least successful, I'm sorrythe least valuable today. It was
very successful I think in providing 'a catalyst for States.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Is he speaking for the rest of you, or do you
have a different opinion?

Mr. WENe. I'm not willing to accept that question. I think all the
prOgrams serve- a purpose and obviously it must have had some
thought going 'into it.
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I don't participate in all the programs sO I feel reluctant tospeak. I do think one potential program probably has the potential-
to be the least desirable before it even starts and that's tax credit.Now if you want a program that distributes a lot of money tothose I hat need it to the least; there is a program that will 4o it foryou.

I'll raise that flag for you before I answer your dther question.
Mr. GUNDEKSON. OK; go ahead'
Mr. MATSUKA. As long as Len has opened it up.
We are making some progress in this area with certain, data ele-ments that have been included in the family financial statement,but I do think we need to address all the tax sheltered income sitit-ations that we .are now being confronted with as we try to deter-Mine the family's, ability to pay.
Just to digress a bit 124, to income contingent loan programsand so on I would never support that given the current situation

of our tax system. The bottom line of the 1040 des not always nee-essarily reflect what the true financial, conditions of that family orthat student happened to be, so I would thrdw that in.
Julauto address the question on what program of all we have if

we &Let one that we could throw out in my testimony I asked for
an option to take NDSL collections, current capital and collectione,should the block grant program go through, and give legislative au-thority to invest that money and use the income for grants and
work study.

At this point in time I can say that. That would be our intent, to
do that at our institution because basically with certain Acceptions
we can meet needs with the guaranteed student loans. I don't know
how long we're going to be able to do that.

I have some concerns about multiple borrowing -and Congress-
man Penny and I have talked about thtise before.

That's one of the things that bothers me with the NDSL and
guaranteed student loan programs, that that opportunity is out
there for students to -have both loans and have some serious repay-
ment problems because of that. -

Mr. Tessxo. That is why it is so important that we reestablish
the consolidation. We were seeing our students leave our communi-
ty colleges with high levels of borrowing.

Glenn has students graduating 4 years with $10,000. We have alot of students finish 2 years' and have $5,000 and they are a secre-
tarial major or they're in some area where it's going to take thema long time to make the money to pay that loan back.

Consolidation I think helped a lot of our students who had both
national direct student loans and guaranteed student loans and I
certainly hope that that is reestablished as soon as possible.

Mr. GUNDE:KSQN. notzoing to ask any more questions todaybut I'm going to ask a collfle of you to write me sometime in the
future or else to the committee for the record. No. 1, Bob, you re-ferred to needs test and needs analysis, and I would appreciate it if
you would elaborate for us in written form what the difference is
between needs test and needs analysis.

Dave, you talked a great deal about the nonsubsidization of stu-41ent loan programs here in Minnesota. If you could send us details
4., . 107
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of how that program works. Some of nongophers would appreci-
ate getting that.

Thank you.
Mr. TRISKO. I just have a quick question before we go. I've never

been involved In this or had the experience of a hearing. How is
the information that we have givenor the people have, given .today,
how is this- used? What difference does it make?

The bill is in Congress. What is it .all about? What does it mean?
Mr. Prkivivv. I'm glad you asked that. First of all, the bill is intro-

duced but the hearings provide us with a basis to decide whether
the provisions of the bill are exactly the direction we want to move.

I notice there were some references to the fact ybu got a copy of
the bill yesterday. Frankly, you're on the firing line with these na-
tional said programs and your knowledge and your advice, whether
it is based on what you would like to see or whether it is based on
what you like or don't like about' the bill is helpful to us either
way, so don't feel that your comments ttre somewhat diminished
because you haven't had time to digest air the provisions of the bill.

What you have to say to us will help us restructure that bill-in a
way that we think best meets financial aid needs. There will be a
lot of iiipendments offered and debated and I assume many of them
will bf adopted a we consider the bill at the subcommittee and in
full committee level, so your input today is going to help us struc-
lure the reauthorization of our higher education programs

Mr. GUNDERSON. I just want to add to that. I can't overemphasize
the value that these hearings have, not just to Tim and I who
happen to be here, but to the rest of the committee. That's why the
staff is here. That is why it's being recorded for the official record.

If you would come up to this table and see the notes, the out-
lines, the underlines, et cetera, of things that are going to go back
to Washington from this group, the ideas and suggestions that have
come up, you quickly, get an idea of the value of today's effort.

I was just checking with Buddy. Wd have not one but 3 days
scheduled for markup in the subcommittee' alone. Now if we're
going to work three mornings and three afternoons and who knows
how much longer, that's one heck of a lot of amendments that are
going to be debated and considered.

I can't tell you the number of meetingsi 'just in strategy discus-
sions and policy discussions that have already occurred and that,
we'll continue.

Please understand these are very, very valuable for us.
Mr. PENNY. We do want to thank you all for your valuable testi-

many today.
Our next panel is the student panel, Jim Siepmann, Mayo Medi-

cal School; Jeff Halloin, St. Olaf, Minnesota Association of Private
College Students; Stephanie Walker from Mankato State Universi-
ty, who will be accompanied by Brad Arndt of Winona State and
Eduardo Wolle, Minnesota State University Student Association.

As you begin your testimony, would each of you identify yourself
and your school and any other position you hold as a student
leader again for the record, so that we can get at straight.

0 76
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STATEMENT OF JAMES P. SIEPMANN, MAYO MEDICAL SCHOOL t

Mr. SIE.PMANN,1 am Jim Siepmann. I am a second year medical
student Mayo Medical School.

I have with me today Tom Hennessy, who is also a member of
Mayo Medical School. He is involved in different organizations, as I
am.

I was unaware that you wanted a list..My list is quite extensive, -2

I think. I am involved in..--I am a member of the OSR, Ahich Is 0;-
ganization of_ Student Reps part of the AAMC, American Associa-
tion of Medical Colleges. I am alto a delegate to the Minnesota
Academy of Family Practice and also a delegate to the American
Academy of Family Practice. ,

I also have been chairperson of the student section of American ..
Medical Association and chairperson of the studen4 section of medir-
cal society and there are probably a couple of other's.

Mr. PENNY. We're going to take you one at a time and simply
ask that before you begin your testimony you give the same type of"
introduction of yourgelf as Jim has.

Mr. SIEPMANN. I have some written testimony and I would like
to deviate from that some bit.

There is an error on page 2 at the bottom, article 5. It wasn't
supposed to be greater terror in collection procedures. It was sup-.... posed to be greater fervor.

Basically, if you are looking at that, there are some points that 'I
would like to bring out relative-to those 5 points.there.

I guess the first thing I wquld like to address is the- GSL pro-
gram, since that is the-major akpect Of post graduate education. .

The GSL prograw is one 9f the main sources of finances for post
graduate education band we have several very big problems with
that.

No..1 is the yearly limit, which is currently set at $5,000 per
, year, and I notice it's going to hopefully be increased to $7,000, but

that still yet is very, very inappropriate for the level of needs.
Students on the average are taking out $10 to $15,000 a year in

loans and that's the average, Some studentsAare taking upwards of
$20,000 a year for medical school and postgratItiate education.

The reason that this isthe need for larger yearly limit and k

Weal limit of the GSL is that the default rate because of having to
get into loans other than GSL, such as HEAL and PLUS, which are
interest accruing loans, tends to cause us to go to a higher default
rate on loans to student populations, postgraduate students.

By increasing the yearly limits and the cumulative limit on the
GSL, I feel that the management of a financial aid package would
be more appropriate. iii

Also getting !id of the 5 percent o ni on. fee is an excellent
idea. Most banks, they carry those cans for approximately 4
months, at least in my experience, and yet they get $500 right off
the bat for carrying.a loan 4 months whin they don't even have to
begin to collect and it seems like a real greatdeal for them and not
too good for the Government.

Also I would like to comment on the fixed interest on consolida-
tion of GSL loans.' I've talked With Tim Penny about this in the
past.

1, 7.7
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It doesn't really make sense to me. You it going to have to cal-
culate each individual student's payment pe *od anyway. .An aver-
aging of interest rates tea the student has on his loans would be
more appropriate and it would actually be more just to that stu-
dent.

The GSL rates vary from year to year I currently ,have grandfa-
thered mine. at seven and if I consolidate I will be consolidating at
9.5, so it's worth it to me not to consolidate, but that also decreases
my years of payment I'm capable of and also makes it very tough
to repay all that money back within that short period of time.

Also, in- terms of the collection of the loans, it was mentioned in
the bill that there was going to be greater emphasis upon the De-
partment of Education upon the educational departments in the
collection of that,*and I don't know if that's the right place to put
such an emph

The education deparjAmehts themselves are not really capable
of adamant 'coil ing of loans and it is really not justifiable for
them to be placed such an excess burden when they are already
having problems with it already as it is.

Maybe some other agency, such as an IRS or somebody that's
ready to handle such thing:, could monitor the collection of loans
,,Basically, there are justEwo other points I would like to go fur-

ther on. One, was in the package I received. There was emphasis of
going from loans to grants, changing the emphasis on moneyS from
loans to grants.

. I feel that that is a step in the right direction but grants are not
. the way to go, Grants to most students ar6 free money and they

are abused to the greatest extent.
A better way to me would be shifting fife Inphasis to scholar-

ships, something in which academics is brought into it, but also it
could be a pro-rated scholarship such that _need will be integrated
into the program.

I feel that even if the emphasis is shifted from loans no matter
what we do we won't get away from it and that brings me to the
third point and that is the very inadequate funding of loans.

NDSL currently at our medical school we cannot have because
there isn't enough money available in NDSL to justify the account-
ing procedures for it. We can only manage to get less than $4,000

L's per year and the accounting itself runs $6,000 a year to
e an NDSL.

This also is shown in the GSL by the mere fact that it is tougher
tothat the funding levels, yearly limits and cumulative limits,
are way too low for what is needed for post graduate education.

These things, which cause the amount of moneys to pile up on
the graudate student such that a graduate student graduating from
medical school nowadays and in the coming future will be lucky to
have less than a $50,000 debt load when he gradua , and that is
previous to residency. in which he is only making minimum of
$15,400 to $20,000 a year and he is currently payin ack some of
his loans at that time.

Many students are getting in over their heads in terms of taking
of aid and grants and loans:--taking on loans. I have seen students
who have taken over $100,000 and haVen't been able to repay it ba-
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,sically because of lack of financial counseling for one thing, butalso the lack of available loans which are deferred.The biggest problem is, we can't pay it back for like 3 years afterour graduation and we need some sort-of a Government subsidy forthose few years, or a deferral such as the GSL offers.'Basically those are the main points that l-wanted to bring across,o along with the possibility of increasing the amount of refinancingloans in the future to decrease the det,ault rate. That is a problemthat our medical school has been trying to deal withhow canloans be refinanced so the default ratewill be decreased.Basically *tat's all I have to say. Tom has some more aspect[Letter enclosing statement of James P. Siepmann follows:]
Apau. 5, 1984.To: Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

From: dames P. Sieprnann, May Medicanchool.
The following testimony is based upon input from graduate and professional stu-dents currently at the University of Minnesota and Mayo Medical School. I feel thatthis testimony is representative of my peers in gracluate/proTessional school.The United States is one of the few countries in the world which places a greateremphasis on a student's ability to finance his higher education raer than hisqualifications. The blame for this rests not only on the institution's legh costs andlow qualification standards but also on the government for its lack of availablefunding for qualified students who lack financial resourees. The federal govern-ment's role should be one of making such funds available; within an efficient andreliable system of distribution of the appropriations. One method of achieving thisobjective would be to simplify the existing system so as to increase its effectiveness;,and give students an easier means of access to the funds available.Simplification can occur by combining,the existing lean programs or-simplifyingthe application process. Proposals which exemplify simplifying the hodge-podge ofloan programs are the Institutional Block Grant Program and the Simplification ofthe Student Aid Process. These two propeials would help the many students whoyearly miss out on programs they are eligible for due to lack of financial counselingat their institution, or misinformation about eligibility or application procedures.Simplification of the application process and `eligibility requirernenta are broughtout in the Simplcation of Student Aid Process and the Independent Student Defi-nition proposals. The application process should be fairly simple, but in reality itsurpasses even the 1040 which is the 'gold standard' of complexity and incompre-hensibility. Not only does each indivIdilal prograni have its own mass of forms butmost graduate/professional schools also require the infamous GAPSFAS. It wouldnot be an exaggeration to say the application process for financial aid is mire m-plicatecl than that for admission to graduate/professional school.Making funds accessible is only part of the solation for it is all too often the casethat the 'inexpensive' monies are inappropriately awarded. proposals such as theInstitutional Block Grant Program and the Simplification of the Student Aid Proc-ess attempt to alleviate this situation by Shiftilfg the decision-making process to theinstitution. The institutions are much closer to the 'need' than Washington, D.C.and can therefore see how appropriations could best be used and by whom.This brings me to the concept of what form federal appropriations should be irr formaximal effectiveness and benefit. One possiblility is brought forth by the LoanBurdens Facing Graduate/Undergraduate Studeatastoposal whiould shift theemphasis from loans to grants and work assistance, This is a good rt but the shiftshould also be towards, if not primarily so, scholarship. By cresting a shift to schol-arships we would be more em haws back on qualifications, where it shouldbe. Grants are too o n abused for they are viewed by many as 'free money.' Byhaving scholarships for academic excellence pro-rated for need,. we could cut out vir-tually all the abizse of the grant system.

The shift to scholarship from loan would be a major. step forward, but it is only ,part of the answer, for loans will continue to be a large part of gaining a highereducationoThough none of the preeented proposals address the current loan situa-tion, I would like to do that now. With the rising cost of higher education (i.e., medi-cal school tuition now upwards of $10,000 per year for.many schools), students areforced by the line yearly and total limits of ,t.be GSL to obtain high-interest loanssuch as PLUS and HEAL. These "expensive" roans cause studentiato often have un-

$
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manageable debts upon graduation. I dd not helieVe it to be an exaggeration to saythat the majority of medical students today will have a debt upward of $50,000. This
is further compounded by the lack of finance for 3-9 years post-graduation due to
minimal paying residencies. I was told that as a doctor I would not catch up to the
cumulative finances ofa garbage collector until I was over 50 years old, and it wastrue! Lk this the future which we wish to portray to those who are making career
choices* We may find ourselves lacking good, qualified people in positions of respon-
sibility and social need.

Before I conclude, I would like to address some ialisibilitie4 for future legislation
that I deem necessary for the survival of higher eciiliWtion:

(I) The yearly and total GSL,,Mmits should be increased to $10,000 and $40,000,respectively.
(2) MORE MONEY! There needs to be more money appropriated to scholarshipand loan programs.
(3) With the changing interest. rates for GSL and PLUS, the rates should be aver-

aged upon consolidation rather than fixed across the board.
(4'), More options should be available for refinancing loans. -
(5) There should be Stiff penalties for loan default and greater fervor,in collectionprocedures, for money defaulted is money lost from the prog-rain. The IRS would

make an excellent watchdog agence.
In conclusion, I would like to express my support for the following legislation.: the

Independent Student Definition, the Institutional Block Grant Program, the Simpli-
fication of Student Aid Process, and the Loan Burden Facing Graduate/Undergrad-uate students.

I would also like to register my disapproval of the proposal for the Creation of-the
National Center for Postsecondary Educational OpOortunity. Finally, I would like to
thank,,the Subcoihmittee for their sincere interest in higher education.

Sincerely,

K I
Jam= P. Satestaior.

I STATEMENT OF TOM HENNESSY, MEMBEE,A.i1ERIqAN MEDICAL
STVDENT ASSOCIATION

Mr. HENNESSY. My, name is Tom Hennessy. I- am a member of
the ,Aineric:an Medical Student Association, which is the largest
medical student organization in the country. I am also or was a
,recent representative from Ma o at the 'national convention held in
Washington, DC.

We ate especially concern about the direction of health care in
the 1980's and how financial concern affect that direction.

A medical student facing large debts from medical school and un-
dergraduate education faces fewer options as far career specialty
and will likely opt for a higher paying field in a more secure loca-
tion.

I'm concerned that rural and unde z .ed = will suffer as
students make career decisions dictated y -econoin',.- and not pref-
erence.

It is my priority to practice in an underserved
strapped in an increasing debt load, I'm afraid that
oxer to lay such options in favor of paying back t
debts.

Low-income students will be discour ed from medicine I'm
afraid by the high cos4,of education. It been shown that stu-
dents from rural and herwise unde = ed areas return to those
areas defter medical ooleand grad residency to serve thoseareas and if studen from those areas aren't allowed in medical
basically on financial needs, then those areas might suffer and
that's a concern.

I'm in favor, as Jim is, of supporting 6SL programs and also Na-
tional Health Service Program which is designed to accommodate

ea. If I'm
have to fork

increasing

0
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s

those neecls\,and something e)ee that accompanies that's exception
need progr* whichlhelps students who are in such situations get
a 'loan. (

I'm concerned that medical educatilin will become the domain ex-
clusively of the wealthy who can afford*to -go to medical school. I
would like to see programs that would be enacted to help medical
students of low income.

Mr. PENNY. Thank yotkfor your testimony.

STATEMENT OF JEFF HALLOIN, STUDENT, ST. OLAF COLLEGE,
NORTHFIELD, MN

r. 1-bazols. My name is Jeff Halloin.1 am curr
. Olaf College in Northfield, MN.
resentative Penny and 'Representative "Gunde haVing

gro up in Wisconsin's Third District and -now attending college
in I nnesota's First, I have the unique distinction of addressing
both y,Congressmen today in a sense, and I share your onion
that he districts are very similar. They have a lot of students.
However, Wisconsin seems to have more cows and Minnesota more
snow.

In terms of organizations that I belong to, I am also &member of
COPCUS, Coalition of Independent College and university Stu-

/dents. I'm involved in the student government at St. Olaf and with
regent government at St. Olaf, but first and foremost I cirrently
serve as president of 'MAPCS, Minnesota Association of Private
College Students.

Originally formed by 6 student govenunevit presidents in the
early 1970's; MAPCS today represents the interests of more than
30,000 students at Minnesota's 17 independent colleges and univer-t
sities.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on House'Resolution
5240 this afternoon.

I should also note at the outset that MAPCS is affiliated with the
National Coition ,z4 Independent College and University Students,
or COPUS, as I mentioned earlier,

Because MAPCS shares many of the concerns which COPUS
noted in testimony before this subcommittee on March 27, 1984, I
will confine myself today to comments about the impact of pro-
posed changes in title IV programs on 'Minnesota college students.

In the Pell grant programs MAPCS shares the concern that in-
creasing the maximum Pell grant from $1,900 to $3,000 could po-
tentially create a significant shift of dollars away from independ-
ent institutions.

Even with the 75 percent cost allowance provision which has
been included in the legislation, MAPCS fears that the ability of
the private colleges to attract low-income students will be severely
undermined.

We believe that the new Pell grant provisions will allow many of
Minnesota's less expensive community colleges and state universi-
ties to offer financial aid packages which cover nearly 100 percent
of students' costs.
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Independent Colleges, howiver, must still offer low-income stu-
dents loans or work-study jobs' as a major component of these stu-
dents' financial aid package.

We believe that given the choice between increased indebtedness
and a virtually cost-free educatiop, we have no doubt that most stu-
dents will choose the latter.

Like the Federal Government, financial aid programs in Minne-
sota, a§ we have heard this afternoon, are designed to provide both
access and choice in post secondary education for low- and middle-
income students.

The State has also recognized, however, that students attending
AVTI's, community colleges, State universities or the University of
Minnesota have approximately half of their educktional coifs subsi-
dized by institutional operating cost appropriations.

For example, in fiscal year 19831 the instructional cost of educat-
ing a student atith University of Minnesota wag nearly identical
to that of independent colleges $8,999. ho w e v e r , the tuition and
fees reflect only 46 percent of thisicost and, as noted earlier by Dr.
Osnes, the student share is actually closer to 35 percent of these
costs.

igher Educational Coordinating Board r m.1983 that dif-
use of this disparity in institutional subsid the Minnesota

fering levels of institutional subsidy will have to btr offset by differ-
levels of direct student aid itthe goals of access and choice are

realized. A
I the Subcommittee is truly concernden

ccess to independent institutions, recommends that
concerned t low-income stu-*

this philosophy be employed on the Federal level as well.
Many of the problems with the Pell Grant Program could be alle-

viated if the awards were 'sensitive to the cost of the institution. By
altering the Pell grant cost allowance in this manner, the subcom-
mittee would provide low-income students with expanded access to
all institutions of higher education without unfairly burdening any
sector of post secondary education.

The problems with the Pell Grant Program which I have just de-
scribed- take on added significance in light of the new formula for
appropriating college work-study and I might add the- institutional
grant programs.

As the subcommittee is aware, under the new formula college
work-study money is distributed on the basis of Pell grant and GSL
awards made to the students at the institutions the previous- year.

Now if the increased cost allowance in the Pell Grant Program
indeed causes a shift in dollars for the public sector, independent
colleges, and universities will be able to maintain past levels of
work-study funds only if the number of GSL'a increases on that
campus.

Even with the hy-harmless provision, it is conceivable that in-
dependent instituf ns could be confronted with a 10-percent reduc-
tion in work-study funds, Faced with these reductions, MAPCS
fears that thesaaplleges will be much more hesitant to grant stu-
dents institutional aid if there is even a remote z ibility that he
or she could .qualify for a GSL. The end result, as e have heard so

- much today, is increased student indebtedness = d all the problems
that entails.

10s



In the area of ,..the institutional ,b1 ants, w applaud the', s

chairman's,.desire to simplify those ppOgr ',and oW",for more
*flexibility on the campus level, in principle,'

We are conerned,,,,however, that, tlleWplementtil eszliicational
opportunity grant, State studept,,,inee,Otiye\grarpt; and the national'
direct Student loan sprogkamsAvilfle:-pgAicith(rAgibieral* to cost -,
reductions,if thiy,a0 COmbined bib&

The enormous cost in the Pell. rant Program from $2'.11:iiillion
to a minimum of, $5 billion, under-the entitlement ;provision, com
biped with a potential $200' billion budget' deficit which tile. CBO
has projected forliscal 'year,1985rwe believe Make the', institutional
block grant proposal \.the 'mesV likely candidate, for budget ..cuts in'
title W.

,

MAPCS believesit ,would 1)4'a-tragedy for Congress to attempt to
fund the increased Pellgrant,proposal by, shifting funds from the
campus -based progratitior,SSIG.,

We arsalso, disturbed about the proposal to allow NDSL's
GSL's to 'float under the interest rate for Treasury ials. copur 7
has already informed the subcommittee _,9f its c9iieenis 'on this
matter, ebut I Wish to emphasize that GSL's play, a ,vital role in
many students'' ability to attend independent colleges.

By making, it impossible for students tp identify how much debt
they are accumulating until they begin repayment; we fethr the
plan 'creates another disincentive for students to attend independ-
ent universities.

MAPCS enthusiastically supports extending the needs test to all
students who apply for GSL's in order to assure that the Federal
dollars reach the most deserving students.

We are somewhat dismayed, however, by the new gross family
income eligibility gap.

If the eeds test deter-lathes 'that a student whose gross family
income eiceeds $65,000. is still deserving of the award, it seems
somewhat unfair to penalize that student because Of an arbitrary
income cap.

The new income cap ignores any possible extenuating circum-
stances a student may face, such extraordinary health costs or nu-
merous family members attending college simultaneously, and we
fear it could deprive qualified students of necessary financial assist-
ance.

MAPCS views House Resolution 5240 as a positive first step in
_dealing with many of the problems associated with the current ad-
ministration of title IV. We hope the subcommittee will note otur
concerns.

MAPCS would like to also formally expresi our appreciation to
the members of the subs ommittee who have traveled to Minnesota
today for these hearings, and Representative Penny in ,particuiar. -
During his tenure in the Minnesota Legislature, Representative
Penny was responsible for every piece of legislation which con-
cerned the financial' needs of college students. We are pleased to
find that his office continues to articulate the students' concerns on
the Federal level as well.

Thank you very much.
Mr. srv. Thank you for your testimony.
[Pre ed statement of Jeff Halloin follows:

1'083
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PREPARED STATEMENT or J12fri HALLOIN, PRESIDENT, MINNESOTA ASSOCIATION or
PILIVATE COLLEGE STUDENTS

Ity name is Jeff Ha lloin and I mai a student at St. Olaf College in Northfield,
Minnesota. I currently serve as the President of MAPCS, the Minnesota Association
of Private College Students. Originally formed by six student government presidents
in the early 1970's, MAPCS today represents the interests.of more than 30,000 stu-
dents at Minnesota's 17 independent colleges and universities. We appreciate the op-
portunitylo comment on H.R. 5240 this afternoon.

I shouldmote at the outset that MAPCS is affiliated with the National Coalition
of Independent College and University Students, or COPUS. Because MAPCS Shares
many of the concerns Which COPUS noted intestirnimy before this subcommittee on
March,'27, 1984, I will confine myself today to comments 'about the impact of pro-
posed changes in Title IV 'programa on Minnesota' cpllegestudents. 4

IA the Pell Grant programs, MAWS shares the concern that increasing the maxi-
mum Pell Grant from $1i900 to $3,000 could potentially create a significant shift of
dollars away from independent institutions. Eveirwith the 75 percent ("Oat allowance
Provision which -has been included in the legislation, MAPCS fear* that the ability
of private colleges to attract low income will be severely undermined. We believe
that the Pell Grant provisions will allow many of MinneSota's lees expensive com-
munity onlleges or state universities to offer fmancial aid packages which, cover
nearly 100 percent of Students' costs." Independent colleges, howiVer, must still offer
students loans or work-study jobs as a major component of low income students' fi-
nancial aid packages. Given the choice,between increased indebtedness and virtual-
ly cost free education, we have no doubt that most students will choose the- later.

Like the Federal Government, financial aid programs in Minnesota are designed
to provide 'access" and "choicil" in postsecondary education for low and middle
'income student*. The state has also recognized, however, that students attending

Community Colleges, State Universities or the University of Minnesota
have approximately half of their educational costs subsidized by institutional oper-
ating cost appropriations. For example, in FY 1983 the instructional cost of educat-
ing a student at the University of Minnesota was nearly identical to 'that of inde-
pendent colleges$8,999; however, University tutition and fees reflect only 46 per-
cent of this cost. Because of this disparity in institutional subsidy, the Minnesota
Higher Education Coordinating Board recognized in 1983 that "differing levels of in-
stitutional subsidy will have to be offset by differing levels of direct student *kr if
the goals of access and choice are to be realized.

If the subcommittee is truly concerned about low income students' access to inde-
pendent institutions, MAPCS recommends that this philosophy be employed on the
Federal level as well. Many of the problems with the Pell Gra* program could be
alleviated if the awards were sensitive to the costa of the institution. By alteringthe
Pell Grant cost .allowance in this mannkr, the subcommittee would provide low
income students with expanded access to all institutions of higher education, with-
out unfairly burdening any ,sector of postsecondary education.

The problems with the Pell Grant program which I have just described take on
added significance in light of the new formula for appropriating College Work
Study: As the subcommittee is aware, the new formula College Work Study:,
monies would be distributed on the of Pell Grant and GSL awards made tet
students at that institution the previa year. If the increased cost allowance in the
Pell -Grant program indeed causes- a shift-indollars- to the public sector; independent:
colleges and universities will be able to maintain past levels of Work Study funds
only if their number of GSL's increase. Even with the hold' harmless provision; it is
conceivable that independent institutions could be confronted with a ten percent re-
duction in work study funds. Faced with these reductions, ,MAPCS fearsihat these
colleges will be much more hesitant to grant students institutional aid if there is a
passibility that he or she quid gratify for a GSL. The 'result. is increased student
indebtedness.

In the area of institutional block grants, we applaud the 'Chairman's desire to sini-
plify these programs and allow for more flexibility at the cainpus level. We are con-
cerned however, that the Supplemental Education Opportunity Grant (SEOG), State
%Went Incentive Grant (SSIG), and the National Direct Student Loan mixt) pro-
grams will be partitularly vulnerable to cost reductions if they are combined into
one block grant. The enormous cost increases in the Pell Grant progr (from .$2,8
billion to a minimum of $5.0 billion) combined with potential billion budget
deficits which the CBO has projjeeccted ,FY 1985, we believe make the institutional
block grant proposal the most likely candidate for budget cuts in Title IV. MAKS
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believes it would be a tragedy for Congress to attempt to fund the increased Pell
Grant proposal by shifting funds from the campus based prams or SSIG.

We arc also disturbed about the proposal to allow NDSL's and GSL's to float
under the interest rate for Treasury Bills. COPUS has already informed the sub-
committee of its concerns on this matter, but I wish to emphasize that GSL's play a
vital role in many students' ability to attend independent colleges. By making it =-
possible for student to identify how much debt they have accumulated until they
begin repayment, we fear the plan creates another disincentive for students go
attend independent universities.

MAPCS enthusiastically supports extending the "needs" test to all students who
apply for GSL's in order to assure that federal dollars reach the most deserving stu-
dents. We are somewhat dismayed, however, by the new gross family income eligi-
bility cap. If the "needs" test determines that a student whose gross family income.
exceeds $65,000 is still deserving of the award; it seems somewhat unfair to penalize
that' student because of an arbitrary income cap. The new income cap ignores, any
possible extenuating circumstances a student may face,"such as extraordinary
health costs or numerous family members 'attending college simultaneously, and
could deprive qualified students of necessary financial assistance.

MAPCS views H.R. 5240 as a positive first step in dealing with many of the prob-
lems associated with the current administration of Title IV. We hope the subcom-
mittee will note our concerns.

MAPCS would also like to, formally express our appreciation to the Members of
the subcommittee who have traveled to Minnesota today for these hearings, and
Representative Penny in particular. During his tenure in the Minnesota LegislatUre
Representative Penny was responsibile for every piece of legislation which con-
cerned the financial needs of college students. We are pleased to find that his office
continues to articulate students' concerns; on the fe&ral level. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF STEPHANIE WALKER, PRESIDENT, MANKATO
STATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION, AND MEMBER, MINNESOTA
STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENT ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIE11 BY
EDUARDp WOLLE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, MSUSA; AM) BRAD
ARNDT, PRESIDENT, WINONA STATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION
Ms. WALiatu. My name is Stephanie Walker. I am president of

the Mankato State Student Association and also a member of Min-
,' nesota State University Student Association Presidents Council.

On my left is, Eduardo Wolle. He is the executive director of
MSUSA, and next to him is, Brad Arndt., the president of Winona
State Student Association.

Mr. Penny and Mr. Gunderson, my name is Stephanie Walker. I
am president of the Mankato State University Student Associatfon
and a member of the Minnesota State University Student Associa-
tion of which Mr". Penny was a member and chief lobbyist.

My nresentation today is on behalf of the Minnesota State Stu-
dent Coalition, which consists of the Minnesota Student Associa-
tion of the University of Minnesota; the -Minnesota Area Vocation-.
al-\and Technical Student Association, the Minnesota Community

-College Student Association and our association, MSUSA.
These combined student groups represent well over 100,000 stu-

dents in the State. We appreciate this opportunity to testify.
Since we received the bill only yesterday, we ask that you allow

us to comment extensively in writing at a later date,
Mr. PENNY. That will be just fine.
Ms. WALKER.- We would particularly like to thank Mr. Penny's

staff, especially Pain Wheelock, for sending us a copy of the bill.
We are concerned that the subcommittee is moving rather quick-

ly on what to us is a major policy bill and in any scramble in poli-
tics those who can reap the benefits of a well organized and sound
policy are the ones who could get hurt.
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Students want e best policy in higher education they can get..
We expect it and e voters expect it. H.R. 5240 and the scramble
around it does not provide sound policy or offer consistency to pro-
grams many students live by in college.

Some specific areas of concept' that we feel must be changed if
the Higher Education Act is to continue to serve-minority and .low-
income students in the manner it has in the past are independent
student definition, campus-based block grants, insurance premiums
for guaranteed student loans, half-cost limitations and loan consoli,
dation provisions.

We were surprised and somewhat dismayed at the recommended
independent student definition in H.R. 5240. The requirements that
a student be 24 years of age or have to prove $2,700 in income are
13ot?i overly stringent and an administrative niglare.

Mr, Chairman, in testimony before this subcothAittee last Octo-
ber, witness after witness specifically stated that after exhaustive
reviews of existing data no or very little abuse could be found in
the independent student status. At= those hearings no one suggested'
that the Pell Grant Program should adopt these standards.

In fact, representatives of the Pennsylvania Higher Education
Assistance Association [PHEAA], who have these standards in.
effect in their 'State, recommended, and I quote, "it may not be
wise to use these standards for the Fell Grant Program; cost'mv
ings would be minimal and the administrative costs would probably
be

At that. hearing, it was further highlighted by witnesses from
ACT and the college board and the National Coalition on Student
Aid that the types of student who claims independent status at an
early age, such as under 22, is most likely ti.) be very low income
and minority.

I would further submit, Mr: Chairman, that the low-income mi-
nority students are very likely tg live on considerably less than
$4,700 t year and are equally likely not to have proof of what
income may exist. .4

Mark Hefron, assistant vice president for ACT, has a favorite an-
ecdotal story that goes like this.

While he was a' financial aid administrator at the University of
Colorado, which did demand that students claiming independence'
show proof of income, he would have students come into his office
from a variety of minority backgrounds.

He and his colleagues didn't realize, however, that statistical and
logical middle-class standards did not apply to these students. They
would consistently find oriental families of four to five children
with incomes of $5,000 to $6,000. "-Logic would dictate, and existing law would allow, that these
families would not have and in fact could not contribute financially
to a child's postsecondary education. However, these same families
consistently came up with $400 to $500 a year for their children..

Similarly, when he dealt with independeht migrant students,
th'w could show very little income, yet they managed to..provide for
themselves. and even help their families. In their case, simple proof
that they were registered with the Migrant Council was sufficient
proof for the university that they were independent students.

37-618 0 -B4 sy
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A set Federal standard such as that in H.R. 5240 would preclude,-
the ability of those migrant 'students to prove independent status:
and therefore would deny them a postsecondary education.

Discretion must be allowed to campuses if Federal student aid
programs are to work effectively.

Another provision ofH.R. 5240 dealing with independent stu-
. dents is the question of accessibility to loan money.

The 1980 amendment to the Higher Education Act provided
access to .specific amounts to these students. The 1981 technical
amendments cut back those limits. H.R. 5240 'cuts access to the
PLUS program and provides rio higher loans to these students.

Mr. Simon has been a friend to the students, in the past. Provi-
sions like these seem to us to make this an antistudent piece of legz-
islation. Why should these students be penalized simply because
the are independent? ,

'le my previous statement, ked fox-campus diacretipn in the
.student progranis, the campus -based block grant is simply not
the right app.roach.

At this point in time, to our knowledge, the subcommittee has
not done any research to determine the Impact of changing the.ex-
isting programs. There is an `old adage which legislators often use,
6specially when students approach them with ideas to change'rela-
tionships between colleges and studentsif it ain't broke, don't fix

Mr. Chairman, the campus-b,ased program ain't broke. Quite to
the contrary,. they have served millions of students very well.

Mother concern we have in regard to the campus block &ant
concerns what funding levels will be possible if the Pell Grant Pro-
gram became an entitlement, although we would like to See it as
an entitlement. q

It is unrealistic that both a GSL entitlement and Pell grant enti-
tlement could be funded and that there would be money left over
for other student aid programs. s

Under its current deeign, I am sorry to say, the student aid pro-
posals appear to be a promise that can mover be kept.

We are disheartened that Chairman Simon has decided to ignore
the many recommendations that the insurance,premiums paid by
students in the GSL Program should be eliminated.

Y. Under the provisions of the current law, all guaranty agencies
receive 100 percent reinsurance on defaulted loans. Therefore,, as

-- the National Coraraission. on Student Financial Afisistence conclud-
ed, there is no need for that.charge to students:

This leads us to a broader, concern that is directed to the philoso-

Hhy
of the Simon bill. We have been told by Washington staff that

.R. 5240 if enacted as proposed would add approximately $4.5 bil-
lion to the current funding levels of the Higher Education Act.

We find it_ektremely disappointing that at every turn, even with
this almost 100 percent in funding, student eligibility for aid is di-
minished or eliminated, student fees remain constant or are in-
creased even in the face of recommendations that they be eliminate-
ed, and the costs to the students are considerably raised in the GSL
and NDSL programs.

We, do not understand why more money is being spent but fe
students will be eligible and will receive fewer dollars.
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Consistent with the concept that a student should receive the full
amount of the grant for which he is eligible, the present half-cost
limitation should be removed.

As the Carnegie Council has emphasized in the past, this provi-
sion is inconsistent with the Pell grant objective of ensuring equali-
ty of opportunity. It reduces the grant for needy students attending
low tuition institutions, but does not affect eligible students attend-
ing higher priced institutions.

This penalty for choosing low-tuition programs does not consti-
tute equity to needy students.

Some fears were raised at a recent hearing of this subcommittee
that raising the limits to 75 percent would adversely affect stu-
dents at higher priced institutions.

We find no grounds for this concern or for removing the half-cost-
provision if balanced steps are taken to provide not only student
access, to postsecondary education but student choice among public
and private institutions.

We view strengthening of the SEOG Program as the means of
providing this critical element of choice and therefore an essential
companion to our recommendation for clarifying the role of Pell
grants as ,providing student access. .

It is important to recognize that many private institutions are
facing serious financial difficulties. However, appropriate measures
to sustain them should not penalize. students in the public sector,
either through increasing tuition or artificially the amount :of aid
available to those attending low-priced institutions as is perceived
by many of our students here in Minnesota.

Our final area of concern as outlined above is the. Loan Consoli-
dation Program. Again report after report has indicated that stu-
dents are in dire nced of a reasonable Loan Consolidation Program;
What is being proposed is_ not reasonable.

It is ironic that in 1984, when the T-bill rates are 92 percent, the
recommendations for loan consolidation are far more stringent
than they were in 1980 when T-bill rates were 14 percent.

Recent statistics from Sallie Mae and the Department of Educa-
tion indicates 'that there is a new, class of defaulter developing.
They ,are tlie students who cannot make monthly repayments be-
cause the rate is simply too high.

0 The provisionskin H.R. 5240 do not provide adequate relief. We
encourage the subcommittee to 'return. to the 1980 loan consolida-
tion requirements.

Once again we are sorry we were not able at this tim to present
a full analysis of H.R. 5240, and we hope this subco ittee will
'exercise some restraint in approaching the reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act.

Thank you foil your time.
Mr. Pp4Y. Thank you for your testimony.
[Preparld statement of Stephanie Wailter follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF. SrEFHAN1E WALKER, PEEsIDENT, MANKATO STATE
UNIVESSITY STUDENT ASSOCIATION

Mr. Penny and Mr. Gunderson, my name is Stephanie Walker. I am president of
the Mankato State Utaivknsity Student Assosiation and a member of the Minnesota
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State University Student Assoctation, of which Mr. Penny was 'a member and chief
lobbyist.

My presentation today is on behalf of the Minnesota State Student Coalition
which consists of the Minnesota Student Association of the University of Minnesota
the Minnesota Area Vocational Technical Student Association; the Minnesota Com-
munity College Student Association and our association MSUSA. These combined
grotips represent well over 100,000 students in the State. .

Since we received this bill only yesterday, we ask that yOu allow us to comment
extensively in writing at a later date. We would particularly like to thank -Mr.
Penny's staff, especially Pam Wheelock, for sending us a copy of the bill:

We are concerned that the subcommittee As moving rather qUickly on what to us
is a major policy bill. In any scramble in politics, those who could reap the benefits
of a well organized and sound policy are the ones who could get hurt. Students want
the best policy in higher education they can get. We expects it and the voters expect
it. H.R. 5240 and the scramble around it does not provide sound policy or offer con-.
siatency to programs many students live by in college.

Some specific areas of concern that we feel must be changed if the Higher Educa-
tion Act is to continue to serve minority and low. income students in the manner it
iles in_the past are:
. "Independent student definition, campus based block greats, insurance preminums
for guaranteed student loans, half scat limitations, and loan consolidation provi-
sions

INDSPZNIMINT STUDISTS -

We were surprised and somewhat dismayed at the recommended indepe.ndent stu-
dent definition in H.R. 5240. The requirements that a student be 24 years or age or
have to prove 4,701) in income is both overly stringent and an administrative night
mare. Mr. Chairman, in testimony before this subsemmittee last. October, witness
after witness specifically stated that after exhaustive reviews of existing data, no or .
very little abuse could be found in the independent student status. At those hear-
ings, no one suggested that the Pell Grant Program should adopt these standards:
In fact, representatives of the Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Aseociat
tion [PHEAA], who have these standards in affect in their State, recommended, =V\
I quote: "It may not be wise to use theft standards for the Pell Grant Program. Cost

Leavings would be minimal and the administrative cost would probably be high."
At that hearing it was further-"Frig by witnesses from act and the college'

board and the National Coalition on Student Aid that the types of student who
claims independent status at an early age; that is under 22, is most likely to be very
low income and minority. I would further submit, Mr. Chairman, that theme low
income minority students are very likely to live on considerably less than $4,700 a
year and are equally likely not to have proof of what income may exist. Mark
Herron, assistant vice president fur ACT has a favorite anecdotal story that goes
like this:

When lie was a financial aid administrator at the University of Coloradowhich
did demand that students claiming independence show proof of incomehi would
have students come into his office from a variety of minority backgrounds. He and
his colleagues soon realized, however, that statistics and logical middle class standn
aids did not apply to these students. They would consistently find Oriental families
of 4 to 5 children with income of $5,000 to $6,000-Logic venuld.dietate and existing
law would allow that these families would not have and in fact could not contribute
financially to a chi'll's

came u 00 to $500 a year for their children. Similarly, when he dealt
post secondary education. However, these same families con-

sistently
independent migrant students, they could show very little income. Yet they

managed to provide for themselves and even helped their families. In their case,
simple proof that registered with the migrant council was sufficient proof
fnr the university t they were independent students.

A set Federal standard such as that in H.R. 5240 would predude the ability of
those migrant students to prove independent status and therefore wotild deny them
a postsecondary education. Discretion must be allowed to campuses if Federal stu-
dent aid programs are to work effectively.

Another provision of H.R. 5240 dealing with independent students is the question
of acceesability to loan money. The 1980 Amendments to the Higher F.ducation Act
provided access to specific amounts to these students. The 1981 technical amend-
ments cut back those limits. H.R. 5240 cuts.sec,ese to the plus program and provides
no higher loans to these students. Mr. Simon has been a frivul to students in the
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past. Provisions like these seem to us to make this, an antistudent piece of legisla-
tion. Why should these students be penalized simply because they are independent?

CAMPUS RUDCK GRANT

While lily previous statement welted for campus discretion in the studend aid pro-
grams, the campus based block grant is simply not the right approach. At this point
in time to our knowledge the subcommittee has not done any 'research to determine
the impact of changing the existing Programs: There,.is an old adage which-legialn-
ters often' use especially.when students approach them with ideas to .change .rela-
tionships between colleges and students: If it ain't broke, don't fix it. Mr. Chairman, .

the campus based programs "ain't brok6." Quite to the 'contrary, they have served
millions of students very well.,

Another concern we have in regard to the easel,* block grant concerns what
funding levels will be possible if the Pell Grant Pio§rarobecame an entitlement,
although we would like to see it as entitlement, it is unrealistic that both a GSL'
entitlement and Pell .Grant entitlement could be funded and that there would be
money left over for other student aid programs. Under its current design, I am
sorry to say, they student; aid proposals appear to be a promise that can never be
kePt.

1NSURANCZ PRX1111314

We are disheartened that Chairman Simon has divided to ignore the many reconi-
mendations that the insurance premiums paid by students in the GSL program
should be eliminaO. Under the provisions of current law, all guarantee agencies
receive 100 percent reinsurance on defaulted loans. Theteforek as a national commis-
sion on student financial assistance concluded, there no need for that charge to
students.

This leads us to a broader concern that is directed the philosophy of, the Simon
bill. We have been told by Washington staff that 1I.R. 5240, if enacted, as pro
would add approximately $4.5 billion to the current funding levels of the igher
Education Act. We find it extremely disappointing that at every turn, even with
this almost 100 percent in funding, student eligibility for aid is dinaispished or elimi-
nated, student fees remain constant or are increased even in the faa of recommen-
dations that they be elithinated and the cost to the student are considerably raised
in the GSL and NDSL programs. We do not understand why more money is being
spent but fewer students will be eligible and will receive fewer dollars.

RALF coarPROVLSION
.7

Ronsistent with the concept that a student would receive'the full amount of the
grant for which he is eligible, the preeent half ccet limitation should be removed. As
the Carnegie Council has emphasized in the past, this provision is inconsistent with
thtPell Grant objective of ensuring egikility of opportunity: It redUces the grant Itir
needy students attending low-tuition institutions, but does not affect eligible stu-
eients attending higher priced institutions. This penalty for chooeing low-tuition pro-
grams does not constitute equity to needy students.

Some fears were raised at a recent hearing of this subcommittee that raising the
limit to 75 percent would adversely affect students at higher priced institutions. We
fold no grounds for this concern or for .removing the half cost provision, if balanced
steps are taken to provide not only student access to poet secondary education, but
student choice. among public and private institutions. We view strengthening of the'
SEOG program as the means of providing this critical element of choice, and there-
fore an essential companion to our recommendation for clarifying the role of Pell
pants as providing student access.

It is important to recognize that many private institutions are facing serious fi-
nancial, difficulties. However, appropriate measures sustain them should not
maize students-in the public sector, either through increasing tuition or artifica7ly
limiting the amount of aid available to theft, attending low-priced institutions, as is
perceived by many of our students here in Minnesota.

GSL

Our final area of concern as outlined above is the loan consolidation program.
Again, report after report has indicated that students are in dire need of a reasona-
ble loan consolidation program. What is being proposed is not reasonable. It is ironic
that in 1984 when the rates are 9.2 percent, the recommendations for loan
consolidation are far more stringent than they were in 19$0 when T-bill rates were
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14 percent. Recent statistics from Sallie Mae and-the tDepartment of Education indi-
cate that t re is a new class of defaulter developing. They are the students who
can'tto e monthly repayments because the rat ;is simply too high. The provi-
sions in i.R. 5240 do not provide adequate relief We encourage the subcommittee
td rot icthe 1980 loan consolidation requirements.

On again, we're sorry we were not able that this Ellie to present a fully analysis
of 5240, We hope the subcommittee will exercise same restraint appmaching
the thurization, of the Higher Education Act. Thank you for your tunei.*

Mr. PENNY. Eduardo, did you come prepared to add to-the testr-
mony?

Mr. WOLLE. No. Only.,if there are questions. One point is in look-
ing over this I think at this point we are opposed to the needs
analysis test for (SL.

Mr. PENNY. Brad, welcome to the committee.
Mr. Amcor. Yes. The only thing that I would like to add is that

we also look atwe haVe declining enr011ments and I think by
having a 23-year and older for independent student status it takes
awe
the'

the students that are under that age which may affect,
on attending' school, so I think by changing that

ta4t, :wing that status of 24 and older it also could add to the
proble of declining enrollments.

Mr. PENNY. Thank you all, first of all, fOr your excellent testimo-
ny and your willingness to, travel, for those of you who had to
travel, to be with us here today and to give us a-student perspec-

. tive from the 'various campuses here in ouik State.
Cain we improve the student loan progx-anie by changing signifi-

cantly the repayment structure that now exists? Are there Propos-
als that you would make to make our repaYment system eager for

. the students to handle?
Mr. SIEPNIANN. There are sevfiral things that I feel are appropri-

ate. One is the extension of the repayment period. Currently the
proposal for 15 years is nice, but even' that is sometimes inadequate
depending upon the degree of loan available fbr those who have in
excess of $50,000 in loans and sometimes that is not even a viable
alternative with the accumulation of interest.

Another aspect that might help, too, in the repayment is to de-
crease the limount of loans from an unmanageable level to a man-
ageable level. I think part of that is dependent upon the school and
its financial counseling and that varies from school to school.

Another-aspect of it is to increase the level. of yearly limits of
GSL and cumulative limits Of GSL. I can't stress enough how much
that is hurting the medical- school and postgraduate-education in-
that the yearly limits are Way too low.

Many students have gone through' college working their way
through and did not use GSL and they. come to medical school and
are unable to meet--even get to the cumulative limit of 25,000 be-.
cause they're taking on a maximum of 5,000 per year.

To increase the yearly limit to 10,000 per year postgraduate, I
feel.would be a minimum of what is necessary for the CiSL antka
Cumulative limit of a minimum of 40,000 would notI feel is total-
ly appropriate at this stage.

Mr. 1-Litlow.. We are somewhat concerned about the 15-year
period, also, and here I would refer you .to the COPUS testimony
which I spoke of earlier.
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If I recall the numbers correctly, by moving to 15 years to pay off
that loan, what you've done is increase the amount that, the stu-
dent has to pay monthly, I believe. 16 percent, up to $261, and you
can check those figures.

Obviously that presents a problem when you compact the time
that we have to pay back those loans.

Separately, I believe. MAPCS believes that there seems to be
over-reliance on the student loan program at the Federal level.
What we would like to see ideally is perhaps to expand the work-
study loans.

I think we've heard a lot of testimony this afternoon that sug-
ests that students are leaving postsecondary education with encl.r
mous debts and I would propose, gentlemen, that when you leave
college with $50,000 in debts, that influences your decisions for
many years to come, in terms of buying. a house: or ifyou and your
spouse both have those loans to pay of it is going to be extremely
detrimental.

That's what we suggest you look at. Simply increasing the
amount of money that students can borrow helps in the short terra;
helps them get the education, but in the long term we're not sure
that that's the proper policy. .

Ms. WALKER. If you don't mind, we would like to address this fur-
ther in our analysis of the bill because this is an area that is of
high concern to us.

Mr. Wou. One point is; of course, the gradlte students, and
this is something that has concerned us since we are speaking on
behalf of the University of Minnesota students also. I think3their
concern would be with large numbers, of loans and I think we will
be addressing that in our response to yoti also.

Mr. PENNY. How do you- feel the changes in the Minnesota finan-
cial aid programs has affected students on your various campuses?

Are you finding that the changes worked at a disadvantage at
high-cost schools as opposed to the public institutions?

Mr. SIEPMANN. This isn't really, appropriate.
Mr. PENNY. This niight be a point and counterpoint.
Mr. HALLOIN. I don't know how much you would want to get in-

volved in a specific point and 'counterpoint. We've taken those steps
up at the State legislature and bent their ear on it..

Briefly, I'M sure under shared responsibility. as it was put into
effect, the private college students ended up responsible, being re-
sponsible, for more of their educational costs than any other sector.

If Fin hot mistaken, the figure was 61 percent of the cost that
the private institution students were actually forced to bear as op-
posed to 50 percent in those other areas.

My understanding is that that is going to be corrected. It was
due td a cap that was placed on it and I'm not sure how much
more needs to be said in these hearings on that matter.

I think what you may want to consider, though, it has been told
to me now by a c4uple of individuals that all you might be doing in
granting Increased help grants in the State of Minnesota is ensur-
ing that the Federal Government pays a larger share of the actuale-
moneyg going to students than the State.

I mean under shared responsibility as I understand it, with the
limits that we 'have in place, the numbers of financial aid moneys
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going to students are going to be pretty much the same, even with
the increases in the Pell grant situation.

The difference will be that the ratio of the State moneys involved ,
in the package will be less.

Now I'm not sure if that type of increase then is going to help
anyone. That's why we would rather see it be put in other pro-
grains.

Ms. W.A.txxx. As far as our students are concerned, with the high
tuition increases that we've received lately the fmancial aid doesn't
begin to cover those increases so the difference in financial aid in
the State of Minnesota hasn't done our students any more good.

I don't know how much more you want to go into it here.
POINY. How can we best calculate a differential between on-

campus and off-campus living costs? It seems to me that that is
constantly a problem for policymakers and whatever definition we
arrive at doesn't seem to mesh with reality.

Mr., HAT.Lonv. tackle that first, if I may.
My understanding' is under the new bill that if you lived in a

dorm' your all6wance will be $2,000 and if you lived off campus
$1,600, and if you lived at home it would be $1,200.

My understanding is the rationale behind those numbers is that
it better helps the private college students because !heir compre-
hensive fee is larger.

I think what we would rather see, frankly, is a more rational
policy in determining that allocation of funds and maybe increas-
ng one of the other programs that can help the private college'stu-
dents directly. ,

Frankly, I'M sure it costs more to live off campus than on
campus, especially at some place like St. Olaf where the rents are
high in the immediate area.

I think what We would encourage you to do is perhaps Took at
that again and take any cost savings that can be realized there and
put it into other progroms.

Ms. WALIME. As far as our 'school is concerned, our room and
board, rates have been going up. Now it does still cost more to live
off campus than it does on, but both are becoming quite competi-
tive right now.

We'll be having in the State university system another 9-percent
increase in room and board rates next year, so as far as the on
campus and off campus, especially, as he said, in our immediate
area --I know in Mankato the rents are higher than they are in
other areas and it is more expensive to live off campus but that's
becoming kind 'of close living on campus with the increase in the
room and board rate.

Mr, Wou..E. Maybe these two you don't want to hear, but one is I
think that what needs to' be done is a study' of the needs. analysis
system.

Here in Minnesota the students are pushing for that kind of a
study on specifically assets, on farm assetsl, and how striAll business
people deal with needs analysis systems.

Second, something that was done in 1972it's going back a little
bitthere was a commission which the Congress had formed 'which
was the National Commission on Financing of Post Secondary Edu-
cation.
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Maybe again you need to reexamine the issue of how students fi-
nance their education and the whole issue of financing of postsec-
ondary education.

Mr. ARNDT. May I just add here, having lived in the dorms at
Winona State University campus for '4 years, I've noticed over the
4 years how it has grown even closer like Stephanie was saying.

I don't really see a differential between on campus and off
campus in my -own opinion because they have become so close. The
students do say to me .and to other people, and. I hear this all the
time, that it really doesn't make any difference whether they live
on campus or off because it's so cohesive and close in cost now..

Mr. PENNY. Congressman Gunderson, any questions?
Mr. GUNDEESoN. Just a couple of very quick qpestions so we can

move on.
The present budget calls for a significant increase in work-study,

between $25 and $300 million, and there has been some contention
by some college and university people' that there simply are not the
jobs available on their campuses. They 'can't handle that kind of
money.

How do you as students react to that type of an increase? Is it -
worthwhile? Is it not? Would you like it someplace else?

Mr. HALLothr. I think that type 'of increase is absolutely worth-
while. I don't know. of any student who would not rather be work-i'
ing and earning money while they're in school as -opposed to get-
ting out more loans and being forced to pay back that money later.

In terms of the fact that there may, not be enough jobs available,
maybe what needs to De,done is to go back and look at the qualifi-
cations in terms of workistudy and the types of areas that they can
qualify for that assistance, types of jobs.

It may be that you would want to give them more money for
working in nonprofit organizations, volunteer agenCies, for students
to take on those types of activities.

It may also be that the administrators need to sit down again
and rethink what types of jobs are available on campus.

I think too often that type of discussion could generate some caf-
eteria work or library work, and I'm not sure that there might not
be more opportunities in that that they're not exploring.

Ms. WALxEE. Well, aS far as we're concerned, we would favor an
increase in work-study for the same reasons that he cited, that stu-
dents would rather work than to take out loans.

.As far as jobs on campus, maybe that wasn't specifically for the
State universities that they said there weren't enough jobs on
campus because this year we found ourselves having a shortage of
work-study students where they were needed because the moneys
were not available.

Mr. Woux. Just to touch up on what Stephanie said. I think we
might agree with that, but as long as it is not-at the expense of
other programs we would go along with that.

Mr, ARNDT. And to add into that, also, like at our university we
haveI think we have the same problem. We have work-study but
we don't have enough students who are on work-study to be able to
take the work-study, so there might be some leftover work-study,
but if we could get more students and have more of an analysis of
that to determine that they are able to have work-study.
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We have more people on wcirk-study to take up the work-study
positions. I think more students are looking toward student help
because that work-sthdy is not available, or they're not available to
take that work-study. -

Mr. SDMLANN. One quick comment. Postsecondary education
such as medical schools are capable of getting work-study but most
schools do not recommend it with the NDSL and so most medical
schools do not take advantage of any work-study funds because
they do not recommend their students doing work outside their
education because postgraduate education is 24 ?thus a day and 7
days 'a week all year round, and that's a big problem with us.

We would like to work for our money but we don't have ,any time
to and that's one reason we would like another plug for increasing
the yearly and cumulative limits of the GSL. We're dying in that
aspect..

Mr. GUNDERSON*. I must tell you, Jim, as I was listening to your
testimony; I Couldn't help but recall that, we provide access to
healtSh care\f9-elderly through medicare and one of the ways we've
decided to 'handle the whole cost of that program is to put some
curbs on the charges made. When I listen to what we are charging
in tuition for some of our students in medical school I'm not sure
we shouldn't be looking at curbs in charges for *Um for the med-
ical schools, et cetera.

It might go 'a long way in helping to solve this problem, not' only
for you but subsequent, charges on our patients that happen to be
our constituents.

Mr. HENNESSY, We two are connected.
Mr. ,SIEPMANN. Apparently tuition is doubling at a rate of about

once every 4 or 5 years in the medical schools and that is just atro-
cious.

kayo, for instance, 6 years ago was $2,200. Now it is up to
$15,000 a year.' The University of Minnesota used to be around
$2,000. Now it is upward of $6,000 in the past 5 years.

It is atrocious the way education is going and it is a very major
concern that higher education, especially medical education, is only
going to become an asset of the rich and thoSe who al.e capable of
financially supporting it and there may be good doctors out there
among the rich but I would like a broader spectrum of people out
there in the higher education.

Mr. GUNDERSON. For public policy we need to look at the issue of
whether or not we can continue to support unlimited' grants and
loans without any regard for the cost that is being charged.

Medical schools are a good example and frankly I think we can
go beyond that but I'm not in any way suggesting that we ought to
start regulating tuition at the Federal level.

Mr. PENNY. Again thank all of you for your' excellent presenta-
tions and we appreciate the input you've given us. Again we have a
long way to go before we finalize our work in the subcommittee on
this bill and many of the proposals and recommendations 'we hear
as we hold these hearings will find their, way into the bill by the
way of amendments when we get to the process 'of marking up this
bill.

Thank you again.
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Our last witness is Mr. Forrest Brown, head librarian at St. Olaf
College.

Before Mr. Brown makes his presentation, I want to mention
that other than the TRIO panel earlier today, we have focused pri7
marily on financial aid programs for our college students, and if we
give you the impression that the only thing in the Higher Educe-
lion Act is financial aid, but in addition to the TRIO Program
-there are titles for institutional, aid and teacher training programs
and for library assistance, and for that reason we wanted to invite
someone to testify on the library portion of the bill, and you are
or choice and we look forward to hearing from you.

STATEMENT OF FORREST BROWN;HEAD LIBRARIAN, ST. OLAF
COLLEGE

Mr. BROWN. I have become very aware how little I know about
student aid during the course of this hearing.

I have been an academic librarian for 30 years and I have been
the last 23 years the library director at St. Olaf College in North-
'field, MN, which means that I have been there all the time of the
period of the time of U-A grants to academic libraries so I've had
an opportunity to see how that's.done.

It started out apparently with the recognition that, academic li-
braries in general were inadequate to meet the. demands of the
1960's the very great expansion, the changes in intsts, so in the
earlier years many academic libraries were very genMously helped
but that has gone down very quickly.

During 1 year St. Olaf received $8,326. Last year we received
$840. This year we received nothing.

The proposed amendments would fund title U-A again but it
would limit its benefits to institutions that demonstrated a special
need and that's what I mainly want to talk about today, the ade-
quacy -of the criteria which are set up for establishing o- has
those needs.

Apparently their rationale is that during the first y rs of the
program the entire academic library world needed to improved
and developed, but now the stronger institutions, of which I think'
St. Olaf would be considered one, can do it on their own especially
in terms of the very strong cooperative programs which have de -41,

oped during this same period.
Somewhat reluctantly, since my St. Olaf probably wouldn't ben

fit under the new guidelines, I would agree with this position
My experience' bears gut that the situation has chang" from

1965 forTlie stronger academic library. We can better meet the de-
mands that are placed upon us, partly bioause of the cooperative
arrangements that have been developed during this same period.

The next question, then concerns the adequacy of the criteria sug-
gested for determining which institutions have a special need.

Four criteria are proposed inadequate holdings, how' Much over
3 percent of the institutional budget is spent on the library, the
number and percentage of low-income students as indicated by Pell
grants, and eligibility for aid under title III.
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I have several general questions about these criteria. First, has
any kind of sample run been made to deternzine how many and
what kinds of institutions will qualify?

Will theresults be that funds will be diStributed very unevenly,
going perhaps largely to regions which historically have been un-
willing to support higheeedtication adequately?

Is there any way in which there could be a. preliminary division
of funds by, region or by State? Weaknesses and strengths are, after
all, relative terms, and in a nation as diverse as ours- there is a
wide variation from region to region and from State to. State. It is
unfair that a State like Minnesota which traditionally has sacri-
ficed to suppOrt higher education be .penalized.

Secondt dd' the,criteria.ensure that funds will be given to institu-
tions which can use them effectively? We do not want to pour
money 'down ratholes. At the very least, we should ask for mainte-
nance of effort commitments. -

I want to devote most of my 'testimony, however, to questioning
the-adequacy of the first factor given, which is the one which deals
directly with the library.

For decades, librarians have been trying to make people under-
stand thdt the very worst way to evaluate a library is to count the
books on the shelves. This kind of simplistic emphasis on one quan-
titative measure has nothing in its favor. .

The weakness or strength of a library involves many factors
more important than the volume count. Indeed, if one were to
single out one library statistic which can be most Misleading, it is
that.

A practicing librarian immediately has a number of questions
what is included in the count? Each separate item, including a map
or a pamphlet collection, can enormously inflate a figure.

Are microforms included and, if so, how? Ai separate physical
items or in terms of the bibliographic entities they represent?

If the library is a depository for Government docurilepts, is that
collection included in'the count? Has the collection been weeded? A
truly weal library may not look weak in numbers s° because
the overburdened staff has not had time to eliminate ma-

-"terial and so on and oh.
There are more important considerations, 'however. First, a li-

brary is weak or strong not because of sheer amount of material,
but in terms of the -quality of support ,it provides prograpis of in-
struction of an institution. An institution emphasizing science will
be heavy in periodicals. An institution oriented toward humanities
will require a large monograph collection. An institution offering
graduate study must have collections of quite,a different scale than .
one-which offers only undergraduate work.

Second, the important question is what resources can be made
available, not simply what is on the shelves of the local library.

Libraries are not self-sufficient any more but rely heavily on co-
operative arrangements. It would bp foolish to overlook-these.

While students at St. Olaf College have between 400,000 and
500,000 separate itemsovaildble on the shelves of my library, in-
cluding microforms and Government documents, they can in 15
minutes take the-shuttle bus to the Carleton College campus on the,

,other side of the Cannon River and gain access to a slightly larger
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collection. If they can plan a few days' ahead of need, we can get
the materials not available in Northfield through the State sup- .
ported interlibrary loan service called MINIM.

Last year our students ,and faculty checked out nearly 5,000
books and periodicals from the Carleton Library and received
nearly 3,00t# photocopies of periodical articles and book loans
through interlibrary loans. Cooperative possibilities like these obvilb
ouslr should be taken into consideration in determining need.

Third, whilehe first and third criteria suggested derive from
the,standards of the Association of College and Research Libraries,
there is no reference to the two other important features of library
service 'which are also included in those standardsstaffing and
physical facilities.

Libraries are not just collections of books. They are at least as
much the librarians and the support staff who work with teachers
to select materials, who order materials, catalog them, process
them, circulate them, and who help students and faculty select the
most appropriate materials for their heeds.

Libraries are also physical facilities which should provide pleas-
ant and adequate places where materials may be stored and used
and where students may study.

The. ACRL standards for college 'libraries provides quantitative
guidelines alVropriate to enrollment and other factors for judging
the adequacy of staff facilities.

It makes no sense to ignore these important factors when judiling
the relative weakness or strength of the library service provided by ,
an academic institution.

By no I suspect you are ready to throw up your hands in de-
spair. What you wanted was a simple standard. You didn't realize
perhaps that academic libraries were so complicated, but they are

,complicated, as are most worthwhile things.
There is no sitriple way to judge them. There is no absolute objec-

tive standard for judging either the library or the academic institu-
tions,of which they are a part.

We are judged by others and we measure ourselves by compari-
son with those we consider our peers. We want to provide library
service at least as good as that provided by those institutions with
which we compare ourselves and Ndth which we compete and this
comparison is complicated and to sane extent subjective.

I recently compared 1982-83 statistics on a number, of aspects of
library Support at 21 colleges which are members of two highly re-
garded consortiathe Associated Colleges of the Midwest and the
Great Lakes College Association. They are all private liberal arts
colleges' very similar in sio,4a number of which have national rep-
utations, yet the range of library support among the group is arnaz-
ingbook expenditures ranging from $17,725 to $263,651; expendi-
tures per student ranging from $220 to $548.

Some of these well-established schools obviously provide library
support which is inferior to that provided by many of the others,
yet they might not qualify as needy under the suggested criteria.

I would recommend that-the complexity of the situation be faced
and that the, criteria be revised and expanded. One possibility
might be to divide title LI-A money among the States and have the
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State library agencies decide which are the needy academic librar-
ies within each State.

These agencies are likely to be able to make a more informed
and sensitive judgment than those who we outthere in the grass-
roots would consider a bunch of bureaucrats in Washington.

This procedure would also get around the problem mentioned
earlier of basing the program on the lowest national common de:
nominator and would allow for variat4ons of standards so institu-
tions would be compared with others of similar size and type.

I think I will simply very briefly summarize the last part of my
statement.

I would agree with the one amendment there which is that any
research program grants should be in deciding on those, anything
having to do with computerization or communcations would be
given a preference. That's excellent but the problem I think is that
since that is a very glamorous area and I'm not too sure that it
needs that ind of support, and since I understand in this program
the Secretary has a lot of discretion in channeling the funds, funds
might to that area be to the disadvantage of the other things that
are now there, especially he help for the students in school. As the
library world, gets more complicated, we obviously need very well
trained librarians as a result.

Thank you.
Mr. Penny. Thank you for your testimony.
[Prepared statement of Forrest Brown follows:]

PUIPARIFF STATIgulta or Foam= Bitowx, LIMIARIAX, Sx. Olia CO/AXON;
NORTHrILD, MN

My name is Forrest Brown. I have been an academic librarian for 30 years and
the director of a private college library for 28 years, the last 23 years at St. Olaf ,
College. in Northfield. St. Olaf is a liberal arts college of The American. Lutheran
Church with about 3,000 students.,,) speak,' therefore, from my experience with aca-
demic library service about two of the recommendations for chwige in the Higher
Education Amendments of 1984: the establishment of a "needs test' for the Title II-
A Resource Development0Grants; and the eniphasis on "study of the uses of infor-
mation transfer and communications technology in libraries' in library training. re-
search and development.
-.The funds provided since 1966 by This II-A have been irnpartint to most 'acaderzY

is libraries as development funds used both by remedy major weaknesses in library,
collections and to,moet new demands resulting from changing interests and -emplia-
see within higher education: for example, the interest in the non-western world, in
Arecericitri minorities and ethnic groups, in 'the history, of women, During this same

cooperation among libraries changed from being an occasional occurrence
forVIew research-minded faculty to a necessity of life relied upon by students at all
levels. This development has meant that library resources purchased with Title-
II funds became a national resource available to all citizens, 'rather than simply a
local resource.

Appropriations have diminished during recent years until the amount received by
an institution (when the appropriations were evenly' divided) became too small to
have much effect. At the peak or. the program St Olaf College received $8,326
during one year; last yeritr we received $840; this year we received nothing.

The proposed amendment would lund This H-A but limit its benefits to institu-
tions which demonstrate special need. Apparently the 'rationale is that during the
first years of the progiam the entire acadeinic library 'world needed to be improved,
and developed, but now the libraries in-stronger institutions can adequately meet'
the routine needs of their students and faculties, and can rely upon cooperative ar-
rangements fcr special needs. At this juncture, then, it is wiser to focus limited fed-
erar funds 'on the weaker institutions' which still need developing, so that limited
funds will have ii greater impact.
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Somewhat reluctantly, since my own library will not benefit, I agree with this po-sition. My experience bears Out that the situation has changed from 1965 for the
stronger academic 'library. We are better able to meet the demands placed upon, us.Having granted this, the next question concerns the adequacy of the criteria sug- ,gested for determining which institutions have a special need. Foar criteria are pro-
posed: inadequate holdings, how- much ove 3% of the institutional budget, is sppeenton the library, the ,number of percentage of ow-income students as indicated by Fellgrants, and eligibility for aid under Title

I have several general questions about these. criteria. First, his' any kind of
"sample run": been made to determine ho many and what kind of institutions will
qualify? Will the result be that funds -"aril distributed very unevenly, going large-ly to regions which historically have unwilling to support higher education
adequately? Is there any way in w there could be a preliminary division of
funds by region or 'suite? Weakness d strength are, after all, relative terms and in
a nation as diverse as ours the wide variation from region to region and fromstate to state: It is unfair that a state like Minnesota which traditionally has uteri-fired to support higher education be penalized.

Seoand, do the criteria ensure that funds will be given to institutions which canuse them effectively? We do not want to pour money down rtitholee. At the very
least, we should task for maintenance of effort commitments.

Want to devote most of my testimony, however to questioning the adequancy- of
the first factor, which is th one which deals directly with the -library. For 'decades
librarians have been trying to make people understand that the-very worst way toevaluate a library is to count boeke on the shelves. This kind of simplistic emphasis
on one quantitative measure has nothing in its -fevor. The weakness or strength' of alibrary involves many factors More important to a volume-count. Indeed, if one
were to single out one library statistic which can be most misleading, it is that.

A 'practicing libraryit ut immediately has. a num6er of questions.. What is included
in the count? Each separate item? (Including a map or Pamphlet collectipn can emir-
mously inflat a figure.) 'Are microforrns 'included and if so how? (As separate physi-
dial items or in terms of the bibliographic entities they.represent?) If the library is a
depository for government documents, is that collection included in the count? Has
the collection been weeded? (A truly weak library may not look weak in numbers
Blearily be cruse the-over-burdened staff has not time to eliminate outdated material.)
And raw on.

There are more important consideratiens, however. First, a library is weak or
strong not because of sheer amount of material but in terms of the. quality of sup-
port if can provide the programs of instruction of an' institution: An institution em-
phasizing science will be heavy in periodicali; an institution oriented to the human-
itiee 'will require a large monograph collection; an institution offering graduate
study must have collections of quite a different scale than one which offers only un-dergraduate work.

Second, the important question is what resources can be made available, -.not
simply what is on the shelves of the local library. Libraries are not self-sufficient
anymore, but rely heavily on cooperative arrangements. It, would be foolish to over-
look these. While students at St.. Olaf College have between 400,000 and 500,000 sep-
arate items available on the shelves Of my library (inc, microform and docu-
.ments), they can in 15 minutes take thee shuttle bus to the Carleton College campuson the other side of the Cannon, River. and gain access taa slightly larger collection.
If they Can "plan a few days ahead of need, we can get them materials not available
in Northfield through the state-supported interlibrary loan service called MINITEX.
Last year our students and- faeulty checked out nearly 5,000 beelat'. and periodicali
from the Carleton library and received nearly 3,000 photocopies of periodical arti-cles and book loans through- interlibrary loan. Together these sources provided 72%
of the out-of-the-library use of Materials. Cooperative possiblities like these obvieussly should be taken into consideration in determining need.

Third, while the first and third criteriisuggested derive from the standards of the
Association of College and Research Libraries, there is no reference to thetwo other
important features of library service which are also include in those standards:
staffing and physicial facilities. Libraries are not not just collections of books. Theyare at least as much the librarians and support staff who work with teachers to
select materials; who order materials, catalog them, process them, circulate them,and who help students and faculty select the most appropriate materials for theirneeds. And libraries are also physical facilities which should provide pleasant and
adequate places where materials may be stored and used and 'where students may
study. The ACRL Standards for Coll Libraries provide quantitative guidelines,
appropriate to enrollment and other f

e
rs, for ju ing the adequacy of staff and .
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facilities, It makes no sense to ignore these important factors when judging the rela-
tive weakness or strength of the library service prOvided by an academic institution.

By now I suspect you are ready to throw up your hands in despair. What you
wanted was a simple standard. You didn't realize academic libraries were so oomph-
tided! But they are complicated, as are midst worthwhile thingi; the ie no simple-

. way to judge them. There is no absolute, objective standard for judeingreither the
libraries or the academic institutions of which *hey are apart, We are judged by
others rind we measure ourselves by comparison with these we consider our peers.
We want to provide library service at least as good as that provided bY,thooe institu-
tions with which we compare ourselves--!and with which we compete. And this corn-
parison is comPlicated and to some extent , .

I have recently compared 198243 statistics on a number of Aspects a library sup-
port at twenty-one colleges which are members of two highly-regarded consortia: the
Associated Colleges of the Midwest and the Great Lakes College Association. These
are all private liberal arts colleges fairly similar in size, a number of which have
national-reputations. Yet the range of library support among the group is amazing;
book expenditures. ranging from $17,725 to P.,63,6,51; expenditures per student rang-
ing from $V20 to $548. Some of these well-estableilied schools obviously provide li-
brary support Which is inferior to that provided by many Of the others, yet they
might not qualify as needy under the suggested criteria:

mI recomended ,that, the complexity of the situation be faced and that the criteria
be revised and expanded. One possibility might be to divide Title II-A money among
the states and have the state library agencies decide which are theneSdy academic,
libraries within each state. These agencies are ,likely to be able to make, a more in-
formed. and sensitive judgment that those who we have our here in the grass roots
would consider a bunch of bureaucrats in Washiagton. This procedure would also
get around the problem mentionea earlier of basing the program on the lowest na-
tional common denominator and would allow for variations in standards so institu-
tions would be compared with others of similar size and type.

114 1 want to turn now to the amendment to Section 223, of the Act which asks
that- the'priority 'be given "to expanding the study of the uses of information trans-
fer and communications technology in libraries' in grants and, Contracts for re-
search and demonstration projects. My only concern here is that this emphasis not
prejudice the other worthwhile programs under Part B having to do with library'
career training. As library service is revolutionized by the application. of computer
technology, we more than ever need adequately trained librarians who are equipped
for the increasingly technical work of libraries.

The emphasis of the amendment is welcome, however. The new possibilities are
enormously complicated and we badly need guidance. Computer-based, data bases
are supplementing and in many cases beginning to replace traditional printed in-
dexes and abstracts; the on-line catalog is beginning to replace the card catalog.
`greatly increasing the access to' local collections and also making possible access to
information about remote collectionii, .which has great implications for library coop-
eration; most other library operations (circulation, acquisitions, periodic4s) are
being automated.

Communication are particularly crucial in a computerized age. Thousands of aca-
demic libraries, large and small, have become dependent upon one of the national
bibliographic utilities for cataloging, interlibrary loan and other services, and for
general access to bibliographic data and infOrmation about the holdings of libraries
throughout the country. The costs olcommunicaticias his been. ainajor part of code.
of these essential activities, and the restructuring of the telephone industry will
.-greatIY increase these costs. arid Iiecoree A or lairdea oxi library bucigete. If the
revolutionary changes the computerization of libraries makes possible. are not to
become too expensive, we need research into the area of cemmunications.

Mr. NINNY:What purpose would you see Federal funds Wit put
toward in our libraries? t

If we were to zero in and justl-fund one purpose for thOse dblihrsi
where do you. think the greatest need exists?

Mr. BROWN. I think title II is very good; and I do agee that that'll'
should not simply be considered a big:pie that's split up 2,000 ways
and everybody gets something insignificant.

I think my concern is that in distributing the funds the consider-
s.

ation of need somehow be linked with the consideration of quality,
not that we're shoring up the ones at the very bottom of the heap
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but that we, are helping the institutions which are in most cases
doing a very, very good job but with all the other demands on their.
finances simply, are not able to support the library in a way in
which they would like to. *, -

I mentioned these DLCA and ASCM statistics. I wasbefore I
came to St. Olaflibrary director at Cornell College in Mount
Vernon, IA,. for 41/2 years. It's an excellent school. I have friends
there and I know it is probably as good today as it was then, but'in
almost all the categories, and I think there are about 15 or 20 cate-
gories, they were very near the bottom in the support among the
21 colleges.

I think it's that kind of school that needs Federal help, the
school that is a very, very good school but simply does not seem to
have the finances to support its library in a way' that would sup-
port the program in the best manner.

Mr. PxsiN-Y. You have iclearly outlined your, reservations with the
kind of criteria, for eligiOility that is established in the bill.

Can we be certain that doing as you suggest and providing those
funds to the States and the States then determining which libraries
have the greatest' need will accomplish- the purpose?

I guess. we're always nervous about saying 'here's the dollars and
we don't know how you're going to use them but we think you
know better how to use them.

I tend to agree with you that; yes, we probably do know better
when we get to the State and local level but we may find those dol .
lars being well used in some States and not fin-ding their way to
the neediest campuses in other States.

Mr. BROWN. You probably would very well want to establish
some guidelines. I think the problem is that when you factor all of
these things in which really should be considered in judging qual-
ity, of library service, it gets terribly complicated and it's easier to
handle those when you are looking at perhaps 20 or 30 institutions
on a State level than when you're looking at several thousand on a
national level.

The other advantage is that you are comparing institutions- with
the institutions they would compare themselveS in most cases. The
differences are very, very great from one State to another and most
postsecondiry institutions are local rather than national in audi-
ence and it just seems to me that this is a more appropriate place
to make these comparisons.

Mr. PENNY. Is there a greater need for computer acquisition or
interlibrary cooperation today? If you had to rank them one, two,
three, what are the programs?

Mr. BRowN. I think that probably depends -on where you are. I
think in Minnesota we have had for the last 15 years probably the
best library cooperative network in the country so in Minnesota
we've already got it. I think other States badly need that kind of

I think they are very, very interrelated because computerization
opens up so many possibilities for cooperation. In order to share
materials, you have to know where the materials are. When you
are dealing simply with card catalog records this is very, very diffi-
cult. When your bibliographic records are computerized it's very,
very simple to find out what is available in the State or in the
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region. Then you simply have to set up cooperative associations
and worry about delivery systems.7

It is going to be very, very difficult simply because of the ex-
treme expense of the Startup costs and this isa great many li-
braries are just sort of on the brink of this now and this is one of
the big stumbling blocks.

One of the other problems is the communication problems which
tend to discourage spread Out networks which would ibe very useful
in terms of library cooperation, but the communications costs make
it much clieaper to have a more local network.

Mr. PENNY.NCongressman Gukiderson, do you have any questions?
Mr. GUNDERSON. I don't have any questions.
Mr. PENNY. I really want- to express my appreciation to yota for

your testimony today and in particular your patience. We had -a-'`
long list of witnesses and I kilow you were 'here throUghout the
day. I hope that you felt it was worthwhile to wait through the
other testimony to make your presentation and we certainly feel
your testimony for us is worthwhile for us in trying to pass that

. portion of this higher education bill.
That concludes the committee meeting.
[Whereupon, the meeting was concluded.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record followsl

e
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ROCHESTER
CONMUNITY
COLLEGE

April 23. )954

The Honorable Timothy J. Venn,'
U. 5,4'House of Representatives
501 Cannon 110144t Office 'building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Peony:

t

ROCHESTER MINNESOTA

55904-5197 R07)266-7210

t.

wish to follow up 4the April 6th reauthoriaatiUn hearing by listing Some
lopecificideas which I think coup make the current student finanCiml aid pro -
grams /much more efficient. These, are in no particular order%

Federal funds,,houIe be deobligated and'reobligsted at least twice
a year.- We ueed 'to have this years ago, With the Regional Officc
handling it Every year there are schools who are not using the
funds awarded them, while others are in desperate need of funds.

2. Deobligation and reobligayion of funds, within a ;tate and within

AY1tota. For siamP1,, if one Hinnemete Community College isn't
:using its work -study funds, with*Regional Office approval, some
of these funds-could be shifted to another Community College which
needs.tham, etc.

3.' Increase of transferability of'funds betweep pr gra to 20% and
include NDSL.

4. Allow work-study students to work in the privet. sector, with the
employer required to pay at least 501 of the earnings.,

5. Many schools are'no longer making NDSL's, or making only token loans
so as to be eligible to take the 5% administrative funds from their
NDSL Programa. Should tequire that such schools either transfer
their portfolioi,-or return the funds in this program to the Zduci-
tion Department to be awarded to other schooli.

6. There must be funding changes for smaller, so called "low-cost".:_
schools. Host of these are CommUnity Connie and Vocational Tech-
nical Schools who got'a late start in the gamesmanship of getting
fundswhich is how the system used to work. There must be a way
that these schools can increase the basic upo0 which yeerly alloca-
tions are nude.

7. Simplification of regulations and no mid -yrar regulation changes as
see so much of.

4. 14ore-training at the Isitty-gritly leweli-with' egendae-w-prior-questions
submitted by financial aid officers.
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1. Allow finendlal aid officers to award inc1"package Pell Grants with ocher

111

college-based funds, and increase admiuistrative allowances from five to
tsn dollars per awarded. This would save the millions of dollars now paid
commerical procesiors. The millions could better be spent helping needy
students.

10. Simplify the whole aid application procedure fur parents and students.
Require that Applications consist of *met information and a copy of the
parent and student federal tax form. A special form would be needed for

a,these who are non-filers.

11. Allow consolidation of student 'vane with variable-interee6ates, which
would-be lower at the beginning of repaYment and increase as the borrower
is in better position,to. make larger payments.

12. Cancellation of CSLes for certain types of activities, asfuvw dope by the
U.S. Army (payback). This would help low-income borrowers and those who

major areas .there jobs era scarce or who don't finish a degree.

13. better hardship deferment ou GSLes, with interest deferrodas the same time
as principal.

14. Allow deferment of CSLes for half-time students. Currently if the student
changes schools, or_leaves for a terra or two and then returns, he or she
wet be full-time td defer Payment This works hardship on any students.

15, Allow a larger carry forward-carry backward percentage,a workstudy foods.
It is now 102. Perhaps an increase of 101 to 201 would be in order.

16. Disallow funds from work-study to be used for so called -lob Locator Services.
In my opinion this is a misuse. of work-study fUnds and allots achoots who
would otherwise nOt be able to use their funds to get/rid of them. :If schools

wish to be in the workretUdy prtagrais, they should provide this hype of service
out of their own budgets.

17. More work-study funds should go to schools that have large off - campu work- ,

study programs. Also,These schools should have firit priority at additional
available funds.

IS. Disallowance of work-study funds to be used to lace)oedents in iast totiomal
custodial jobs.

19. Do away completely with the SfOG deeigrletion,of continuing or initial.

20. The govetnont should reimboree schools 1002 rather than 30% of NOSLes for
teacher c cellation.

21. Shortage bea teaching fields should be added as =SI cancellation criteria.

se are a few recommendations_l would like to offer. If it is Possible to make' changEs

current programs; 1 hop', chef_ you will take some of them under consideration. YOU.

Respeitfully youurrs,

21
Gordon J: pf inky

-FinancI4I-Aid-Dife6tor

1105
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Aril 16,.1%14

MANKATO, MOMMMOTA Way

Congressman Timothy 3. Penny
I Cannon

So se Office Building

Ha hington, DC 20515

...Dear Congressman Aenny:

Thank you again for inviting0me to participate in the Post-Secondary Subcommittee
Hearing on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.

In'my testimony, I supported the application of a needs test to all Guaranteed
Student Loans, irrespective of family income. I further indicated that the'needs
analysis requirement for Guaranteed Student_Loans which has been introduced by
Secretary Bell in a 'Dear Colleague" letter,' was not an acceptable alternative.

Pursuant to your request I will atteawt to differentiate between-a needs test
and 400eeds analysis le the information which follows:

A needs analysis is an in-depth determination of the family's ability to pay
for educational costs based on, the uniform methodology which is published
annually in the federal Register. A needs test is a much more simplified
determination of a family's ability to pay.'

(2) In contrast to a needs analysit, a needs-test does'not include the untaxed
income of the'family, nor the family's assets. It also disregards many other
factors which are considered in the performance of, a needs analysis.

(3) A Jveds test ificludeS the student's adjusted *loss income from the previous
taxed year. The latter is not included in the performance of a financial
needs analysis

(4) A financial needs analysis is employed in determining the'student'S
for financial aid from the;Camous-based TitlesIV Programs,- whereas a needs Aest
is utilized to determine a Student's eligibility fOr a Guaranteed Student 1.014
if the family's incame exceeds $30,000, and

(5) Generally speaking, a needs-telt will result in a lesser expected family
contribution (EFC) and a larger financial need than will a needs analysis.

0
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To illustrate the latter, I have enclosed sample situations. These cases represent
a small group I. pulled from a mailing"we recently received from ACT, No attempt
was .made to ensure a random sample nor otherwise absolutely ensure statistically
valid results. Also, no attempt was lade to skew the selection in manner which

would support my statement. above.

Eight cases are illustrated. The culumnon the left represents the total adjusted
gross income of the family, including the student applicant. The next column

provides the net-assets of the family after subtracting liabilities. The next two

columns -represent the family size andthe number of family members who' are attend-
ing a post-secohdary institution of education. The next column is the,cost4af

attending the University which includes tuitidn'and fets, a book allowance,
residence hall charges and an allowance for Personal expenses and transportation.
This cost remains constant for_all cases.

The next two columns apolylo the needs test which is currently used to establish
eligibility for a Guaranteed StudentJkan. To derive the student's financial need

or resultant eligibility for. the Guaranteed Student, loan, the expected family

contribution (EFC) is subtracted from $4400. The last,tfro columns represent- the

EFC and resultant financial need when a needs analysis is applied in each case.
You will notice in all Cases, the applicant's financial need is .less when a needs fl
analysis is applied. .w

Of special interest is the third.cas'e illustrated. is a farm family with an

adjusted, gross income of $35,140 and net assets of $130,500. Based on a needs test,

this student easily qualifies for, the maximun.$2500 Guarantied Student Loan.
However, the +needs analysis reduces this student's eligibility to $600. This case,.

clearly illustrates the effect of farm assets on ,a stUdent's financial aid eligi-
bility when a needs analysis is 'applied, rather -than a needs test.

In some of the cases, the student's need is $0 whether a needs tent or reeds analysis

is applied. This. would not be the case if the same financial data.were applied
to an identical family situation where.thq student wished to attend a higher cost k

institution: For instance, if the student illustrated in the'second case.had,
elected to attend an institution which cost$7000, he or she weuld.qualify for. only
$840 under a needs analysis, but would qualify fol.' a $2500 Guaranteed Student Loan

under a needs test.

I hope the above information satisfactorily answers your question. Also. I would .

hope that it reenforces my opinion regarding the unacceptability of a needs analysis
in determining a student's eIieibil-4y for a Guaranteed Stbdent LOan. Should you

require additional information regarding the above or other financial aid matters.

please cid not hesitat, to contact sixi Thank you.

You truly. '

/Robert O. Matuska
Director; Student Financial Aids

Enclosure
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1983
Income

411111 Net
Assets

Fam,

Size
In

School alt
Needs Test Needs Analysis

Need EFL Need

s30,941 $45,800 5 2 $4400

_EFL

'$960 $3440 $2450 $1950

59,938 27,500 5 2 4400 4485 . 0 6160 0

35,140 130,500 2 4400 1020 3380 3800' 600

42,753 91,000 5 1 4400 4570 0 10,720 0

30,155 61,863 , 4 1 4400 2330 2070 3930 470.

35,897 59,900 .7. 3 4400 583 3817 . 1180 3220

35,570 36.640 4
, 1 4400 3420 980 4920 0

35,514 39,900 3 1 4400 4290 110 4310 90

Sob Matuska
Mankato State University
4/10/84



Representative Its /'entY

Congress of the United State,
HOugg of Representatives
Washington. D.C. 20515

Pear keprasentstive Fenny:

194 Las Boulevard
.North Mankato, MN 56001'
April 5, 19$4

I vi*/, to e%Prees MY reaction to the r uthorization of the

Nigher Education At of 1965. I have been inancial Aid Director

it Mankato Area Vocationel-Techeical lest a 1971.

I support a redefined definition of the independent 'student.
ilulASOtA is currently redefining the independent student for purports*

of the State Scholarship and Grant Yrogrem. Given proper safeguards for
students who are retried, wardi of the State, or those who have esteblished
that they have suffered, physical shims and been eeparated ftom parents far
their Quip sefety, I believe we can deliver financial aid to students who
truly don't have patents that can asilatin their support. jithalos tied to
such a proposal could he some fora' of tax incentive like an extra exemption

for a dependent student enrolled in A poet-secondary institution.
. .

It seems that the Reagan Adsinixtretion has wanted to provide son
fore of tax credits in place of financial aid .programe., I don't believe

a system like that by.itielf would assist StUdint, who COMA fro. the poorest

of leadlies since every dollar they manage to "save" is really needed for

self-support.

agree with your stand on the loan consolidation question. Consoli-

r dations would help keep iht default rates low.- Uhlie it is a Neu-vice to
students who have had to borrow, it should not become a millstone or it will

tense them to consider default as the only answer to a burdensome luau

obligation.

Regarding tale question of requiring a "%rade" test for eligibility for

a Guaranteed Student loan. I don't think establishing a more atrirrgant needs

rest than we now have is in the best interest of students who need to borrow

what is the expected parental contribution. If any change is sada a would".

suggest that the present $30,000 Adjusted Gross Income of patents and student'

be raised to $50.000. YOU are probably aware that both the parents' A.G.Y.

and the student.* A.C.T. mast be added together for the $30,000 limit.

believe this policy tende.to penalize the student who doss manage to get

job and begin the process of becoming *elf-supporting. It gives a greeter

benefit to the student who either cannot find a job or doesn't want to world

The two cannot be separated.



If we maks:tha need analysis required for-coarar4sed Student logos
let'a 11148 sure the Needs Analysis Spasm is a'relection of what parents
can "really" affordr-"I,balisve the currant systemof needs analysis aspects
MOre%Vian parents 44A antuallY pay. We have mad* tbs application procear
veryliNgicult and have tried to pramint meads analysis ss as exact sciatica
when in fact it is at beat a uniform matiuld of dati Whoring not all of
which is varifiable in a school environment. For examples II* whole section
cal Ascots. The Won - taxable income gathariug is gsttiug to be an complicated

it take' a Philadelphia Lawyer who specializes in tax accounting to comflat
the application (ass the Appendix A).- I contend many low iucoma.applicants
do nor complete the form bacatias of its difficulty, We mnstraduca the number
of d011ar data itsmaind ',plats them to limas om that tax *sale* only: With
other income items, related to public assistance whicllaulbe verified with the
County Human Servicaa Walfars Department.

I haws touched on but a few ofsiy concern*. I have many more
such 4/Ss,.

1 EstabIiehing i batter basis for datermining the allocation of
fund* to Inatitutions.

2. What costs should ba usad in determining educational costs for
, period* of enroll...int longer than a niva mouth "standard" year.

I wish to thank you for holding this hearing and I sOppyri what, you
have done and are doing ,to learn abotit financial aid prOHT00140.- Tlies.
prograaa do assist many of our young people', In genera)., the 'Wets,' works;
howsver, it mends sons tuning to make it sailor for 'woody students and
familia* to outer.

. Sincerely your*,

Dricre

Enclosure

44m1:11.9r
Del Finch
Financial Aid Director

1110
e.
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OPENDIX A

Workeheet for question 2k

Deduction for a :merited couple when both
Ivo*. hom IRS Form 10443111114 29. 1240A'
Os '12 _

Child support reaiifved .C4f

Welfare beast its Oxon plAFDC or ADC,
ivirich you should hme reported in 296)

kUincruzioyrnent compensation (Don't ..

any amount reported in
question 241)

Railroad Retirement Seneftte

Disability income exclusion from IRS
Pam 104041ne 30

Worionanse Compensation

CETA Min-educational benefits

Veterans benefits except educational
benefits; Inr.ludr Death Pension, .

CePonOincY & Indemnity Commis*
tion (DM) and 1100ailonisi fireurbill
tailor Program benefits

Intionsa on tax -free bonds

IRS All avers Certificate (ASC)
exclusion team IRS Form 1040,

- ...,4s.Schedule B, Unice

IRS dividend exclusion from IRS Form
1040-Une it or 1040Alins fib .00

Untaxed portions of pensions + .00

Untaxed portions of ,ceplial gains

Dividend rainveifinent exclusion. from
Form 1040, Scheduis 13. lino 13 ' .00

Foreign income excl usion from IRS
Fenn 255541ne 39

.00

.00

.00

.00

Housing, fOod. & other living allowences
for military. ciiitgy, &others (Include
wish payment and cash value of Nanatita..) +,

Any fifg untaxed income and benefits
such as Black Lung Benefits, excess
earned income credit, etc. + .00

This is your Mire' tor question no.
TOTAL .00

Don't includre
- Social security
- Any income reported in questions 24;26, 25a, 28b,

29a, and 29b
_Money trom student financial ski Pnntran11
(0411X-1111011a1 FOWL work -study earnings, grarits,'Or
scholarships)

- Veterans benefits for education (GI Bill; Dependants
Educational Assistance Program. or VA contrite:tory.
Benefits)

" Gifts and support. other than money, recitived from
friends or nelartives
Food stamps
Tax-sheiterador deferred annuities/



HEARINGS ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

SATURDAY, AVR1ia*7, 1984,

HOUSEOr REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,
B(411 Claire, WI.

The subcommittee met, -pursuant to call, at 9 a.m., at the Univer-
sit of Wisconsin, Eau Claire, WI, Hon. Paul Simon, presiding.

embers present: Representatives Simon and Gunderson.
Staff present: William A. Blakey, counsel and Rose DiNapoli,

Republican legislative associate.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL SIMON, A
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

Mr. SIMON'. The Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education will'
resume its hearings and enter my opening statement in the
record. This is one of a series of hearings. we're having, primarily
in Washington; but focusing 'on the whole question of the reautilor-.
ization of the Higher Education Act. How do we improve access,
how do we, improve quality, for American higher education?

There are few questions more important, if any, for the future of
Our country. We're here specifically in 'Eau Claire, at the request of
our colleague and 'member of the subCommittee, Steve Gunderson,-
who has been a very valued member of the subcominittee. He has
bees hard working, able, and with a sense of concern that I person-
ally appreciate a great deal and. the oth9 membe,rs of the subcom-
mittee do also.

If I may make one personal note: It was a pleasure to walk in
and to see Henry Lippold, who is a member of your faculty here,
who originally, hailed from the State of Illinois, came up to Wiscon-
sin where they pay everyone so much better. We are pleased to
have everyone here.

Let me, on a couple of mechanical things,-before I call on my col-
league, we want to enter into the record the testimony of Harland_

_ Kirchner.
{Opening statement of Congressman Paul Simon followsi]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL SIMON, A R.EPRISENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF ILLINOIS AND CHAIRMAN, SURCOMMITITX ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

I am pleased to join my colleague, Steve Gunderson, here in Eau Claire and to
continue the Subcommittee on Poiatsecondary Education's hearings on H.R. 5240,
The Higher Education Act Amendments of 1984 and the Administration's FY 1985
Higher Education Budget.

(1101)
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H.R. 5240 refocuses student financial aid on .the neediest student to ensure that
those who could not begin; or would not complete, an education because of high
cysts and limited family resources, will have opportunity.

5240 simplifit student aid pr with one grant, one work and one loan
prograni, along with an' institutional b ock,grant program. The student financial aid
programs were created by Congress over the last two decades: The purpose was to
make funds available to students who had no other way to finance their education.
In today's economy with nationwide Unemployment at 7.8q, youth unemployment
at 19.3% and minority youth.unemploymentat 43.5 it is time to refocus these
programs to address the need they were created to-se

I am looking forward to hearing from today's witii> on the specific and the
broad policy questions raised in H.R. 5240.

I am very interested in receiving recommendationi regarding the proposals in
H.R. 5240 that make changes in federal student financial aid programs, including
making the Pell Grant: program an entitlement, merging SEOG, NI SL and SSIG
into Institutional Block Grant, the modification of the "half-cost" provision and the
"independent student" definition, among other issues.

H.R. 5240 addresses a nulls r of needs of graduate education, including the exten-
sion of aid to graduate stud its. The proposals include a presumption of self-suffi-
ciency (independence) for g uate students, allowing limited graduate student eligi-
bility for Pell Grants, and ising,joan limits for guaranteed student loans.

College and universities atiunwide are in need of funds to halt the deterioration
of America's university h facilities and buildings generally. H.R. 5240 ad-
dresses that need for low- terest renovation and construction loans and instrumen-
tation grants. Today's WI eases are particularly able to comment on the bills ap-
proach to this concern.

It is a pleasure to be i.ii u Claire today and I am pleased to welcome the Chan-
cellor of this branch of on of America's finest public universitiets.The University of
Wisconsin.

[Prepared stateme t of Harland Kirchner followsl
PREPARED ITATEMENT 07 HARLAND KIRCHNER, MEMBER, BOARD Or TRUSTEES, Fox

VALLEY ACHNICAL INSTITUTE APPLETON, WI, .AND MEMBER, BOARD 0)' 1)110CTORS,
ASSOCIATION Pr COMMUNITY (.4' )LLECIN TRUSTEES

I am submitting this testimony on behalf of the Joint Commission on Federal Re-
lations of the Association of Community College Trustees, the American Association
of Community and Junior Colleges, and the Fox Valley Technical Institute, Apple-
ton; Wisconsin.

As we contemplate reauthorization, we find our thoughts constantly touched by a
deep appreciatien for the existing Higher Education Act. As federal policies go, we
think this has-been a monumentally successful Act. Some key titles in the Act have
never achieved the success that was once envisioned for them largely because, in
most cases, they are programs that could never, be effectieely funded. 5ignificuntly,
some of the most critical needs facing colleges today relate directly to those unfund-
ed federal commitments.

Facilities are a prime example. We are not talking about new buildings; we are
talking about updating and retrofitting older facilities to handle energing technical
programs. As you have been told, cost estimates on this backlog are greater for
higher education SS a whole than the total of the endowments of all U.S. colleges
lumped together. Years of tight budgets and funding neglect have forced delay for
needed upgrading and providing some semblance of state-of-the-art equipment. .

Even so, the state of American higher education benefits enormously from ILEA.
Because the deficits are making the competition among programs so acute, the

attempts to restructure and improve the higher education programs must be ap-
reached with great care. It is more than coincidence that the Pell Grant program

become the 1.1 nrr, in-ant fgvtiltia of the Act, at least it is so in the eyes of communi-
ty colleges.

The vision and purpose that inspired the Basic Opportunity Grantsthe belief
that every qualified student should have access postsecondary learning, regard-
lessless of ability to payis the same vision and pu upon which community colleg-
es and technical institutes have been built. The ligliest priority of our institutions
in the reauthorization is to see the Pell Grant program renewed and strengthened,
simplified, and streamlined.

Making the Pell Grants an entitlement for needy students would do more than ,.

any other single step to both simplify and strengthen the program and provide stu-
dents with greater access to education. Raising the maximum Pell Grant to $3,000
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by next year, and increasing it as college emits continue to rise, is consistent with
the basic grant that the President has proposed for the neediest students. We sup-
port this aim.

On the other hand, the differential allowances for commuter students, are not ac-
ceptable to our institutions. Our students have suffered far too long under the fixed
cap on costs of attendance that has been applied to the commuter student for 11
Year. The net effect of that cap seriously* undercut the program's core intent of
access and actually denied access to tens of thousands of would-be applicants, most
of them from the lowest income levels. Additionally, untold other numbers of needy
students undoubtedly have found their persistence and progress in, O.illege impeded
by the cap that we tliought had been abolished in the 1980 Amendments. Couununi-
ty colleges and technical institutes are commuter colleges which provide business
and industry with an almost inunediate and unlimited source of highly skilled, pro-
fessionally motivated workforce, filling the emerging needs for personnel.

Since community/technical colleges serve a different clientele than four-year in-
stitutions, there should be no fear of our institutions competing for the traditional
student through higher commuter allowance.

Data on full-time Pell Grant recipients show that more than 80 pereent of those
attending 2-year colleges come from households with incomes of $8,000 a year or
less. Only about 6 percent of the full-time Pell recipients in community colleges
come from animal income levels of $16,000 or higher.

If a good case can be made for lower Pell,Orants to students living with their
parents, then the rest of the Pell Grant recipients should be treated uniformly, re-
gardleSs of whether they house and feed thernse off campus or take board and
room at the college. 'There is plenty of e to show the costs average roughry
the same in both cases.

The community colleges and technical institutes are very hopeful that you will do
away with the half-coot limitation on Pell Grant awards. For the student whose
level of eligibility and overall coots do not qualify them for a maximum Pell Grant,
we would prefer to see their grants determined by a uniform percentage_ of cost,
such as 60 percent or 70 percent, as was envisioned in the 1980 Ainendments. We
would not resist the '75 percent, which you are allowing for tuition and fees, provided
the cost allowance for other expenses has a floor of at least 60 percent.

The redefinitions of the independent and dependent student status provided in
H.R. 5240 can be another vital step in simplifying the financial aid program. This
would be highly beneficial to community/technical colleges since the two-year col-

flegecserve such great numbers of older students who should not have to prove that
they provide for themselves. As you propose, the students who are 24 or older
should be spared the red tape of documenting their independence. This is significant
in Wisconsin since the average age of our full-time students attending our 18 techni-
cal institute districts on a full-time basis varies between 25 and 28 years of age.

On college workstudy, the Administration's propoesis that Cooperative Education
be moved into workstudy, and that workstudy students be programmed to help func-
tionally illiterate adults acquire boie-skills, give us some concern.

While the community college associations are supporting "in principle" the liter-
acy tutoring of adultsove feel the workstudy program itself should be kept free of
precedents that eventually could divide it up into a host of special set-asides. Corn-
inuatty/technical colleges are natural environments fir providing workstudy and co:
operative programs. Our existing curriculum is adjustable to co-op, but presently
there isn't enough funding to integrate practical experience into the course work.

Concerning the several other titles of H.K. 5240, I offer the following for your con-
sideration.

Our view of Title I is that it should be cast in a wholly new direction. While we
can appreciate the emphasis on undeserved adults, we would like to see this Title
focused an institutional rhange. Support_ for- institutional adjustments that will
make college programs as responsive to working adults and part-time students as
they are to the traditional students is imperative. If the national economy and the

work force are to keep pace with accelerating technology and global competition, all
juniversities and colleges, including community colleges, must do a better job of serv-

ing working adults through flexible programs and responsive, quality educational
delivery systerns.

The discretionary grants that have been proposed in .Part B to support literacy
training, proficiency in English, and special tutoring would be highly beneficial. The
expanded definition of the, veterans who could be served as anyone who has received
an honorable discharge is another positive step. Yet, those veterans who' have re-
ceived lass than honorable discharge are probably mere in need of greater access to
education and retraining. In addition, guidance and help in developing a positive

. -
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self-coneept would bring about attention to those who need a readjustment and re-
training period and who might otherwise be lost and become a greater burden to
society.

We would also like to see Title II targeted in a new direction to help colleges
adapt the total learning process to technological change, rather than to remain fis
cused chiefly on library resources. Our nation has benefited ,from the use of telecom-
munication and computer technology in business, industry, and leisure time; educa-
tion could also benefit from their use to facilitate learning.

The community and technical colleges want to see Title XI broadened to encour-
age urban research universities to work in concert with community colleges to meet
urban needs. Urban problems won't be solved by greater researchwhat is called
for is new emphasis on teamwork in which urban institutions pool their talents to
solve problems of decaying cities and withered resources. Today, we are no longer
reactive institutions, but proactive and re4dy to pool our resources to alleviate
social inadequacies. Without a corrective approach to urban problems, We think
Congress is unlikely to ever fund, Title XL.

Last, but hardly least, we are extremely pleased that H.R. 5240 provides a new
Title XII to renew the endowment matching grants. This incentive will pmmote and
fosler an increased independence And self-sufficiency that will ultimately create
greater fiscal prudency and responsibility in education.

The Association of Community College Trustees and the American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges are anxious to work with the Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education as you continue your deliberations on reauthorization of
this vital legislation.

We applaud our concern for the important contributions this legislation can make
for the enhancement of our nation's human resources through its support of access
for the needy asnd quality enhancements for higher education.

Thank you. '`)
Mr.' SIMON. And .for our witnesses, you will give us a greater op-

portunity for questions if you can enter your full statement in the
record; and summarize your testimony in about 5 minutes, so that
we can devote some time to probing where we ought to be going.

We are very pleased to be here on the campus.
Mr. Gunderson.

STATEMENT OF HON. STEVE GUNDERSON, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF WISCONSIN

Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And let me begin by
making that a very special thank you. I am not sure how many of
you are aware that the chairman is a candidate for the --U.S. Senate
from IlJlois, having won the Democratic nomination a couple of
weeks ago. He has probably 1,000 other things that would be more
Valuable to his political future than coining to F4-Au Cjaire on a Sat-
urday in April, and so I think we are all very, vetir appreciati
and very lucky that you are willing and interested enough in t
issue to take that kind of time, Also, a thank you to ChancellOr'v
Hannah for all of hey- assistance in hosting this hearing here at
UW, Eau Claire,

There are a few other activities on. campus today,-so we appreci-.
ate that. I don't think it's any secret that higher education
facing some very distinct challenges in the 1980's as we look at re-,
authorization. And as we begin the process, there are really about
three goals that I think are most important: One obviously, as in
any reauthorization, is to update programs to make sure they are
the most efficient programs they can be.

Second, we're doing so in an era of budgetary limits, which pro-
vides very speeial challenges to us to make sure the dollar is used
to buy the most education for, the most number of students. And

gird, of particular interest to me, and I know that some of the tes-

11
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timony is going to focus on thii, is recognizing the changing popu-
lation.

We are looking at' a situation where the adult or nontraditional
student is becoming a very significant partactually by 1990,
about 50 percent of the population of our colleges. and universities
across this country. It would seem to me if the purpose of reauthor-
ization . is to update programs' for the current needs, then that,,;;
ought to be one of our major challenges in this area.

Mr. Chairman, I'm just going to ask, rather than giving a de-
taile statement, that my statement be made a part of the record--...,

iso that I too can get on with listening to the witnesses.' But with
that, a special thank you to you., and to everyone who has come
here this morning.

[Opening statement of Congressman Steve Gunderson follows:]

oplonisx. STATNUNIVT 07 How. STNVIC GUNDICASON, A RKPILTSX.NTAkTIVN IN CONCUSS
FROM VIZ STATIC OF WISCONSIN

On behalf of the citizens of western Wisconsin and especially the higher education
community, I would like to welcome the Subcommittee on Posteecondar); Education
to western Wisconsin. It is with great pleasure that I welcome Chairman Simon to
Eau Claire and the UniversitY of,Wisconsin-Eau Claire and I thank him for granting ,

the field hearing here in Wisconsin.
I would also like to express my sincere appreciation, for the hospitality 'afforded us

by Chancellor Emily Hannah. and the entire UW-Eau Claire community for host-
ing the hearing. Finally, the hard work and interst in the Higher Education Act by
those who will be testifying today should be commended.

Higher education in the coming years will face a number of significant challenges,
including: (1) demographic changes in the student' population; (2) competition for
both. new and experienced faculty; (3) expanding budgetary and funding challenges;
and, as always, (4) the needito adapt to changing technology with programs and cur-
riculura that will prepare students properly.

This hearing today is one portion of the Congressional reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act (HEAD which will determine the federal role in assisting the
higher education community. to meet these challenges. Already we have held, an ex-
tensive set of hearings in. Washington on. the HEA and today's hearing le one of
several field hearings undertaken by the Subcommittee.

The law we are examining today contains much more than 'the well-publicized
student financial aid pz ograxus. It also contains programs for continuing education,
libraries, graduate education, international education, developing institutions, and
cooperative education, to mention only a few.

The impact and depth of this law for the entire nation is far reaching. For .those
of us in the 3rd District, through the UW system alone, nearly 6,200student receive
federal student aid totalling over $15.7 million annually. For the entire UW system
statewide, over 44,000 tudents 'receive nearly $145 million in aid through the six
federal student-aid programs. The impact of this law is further amplified by the fact
that these figures do not include student _participation or funding from the many
private institutions, postsecondary vocational education con munity,,or junior colleg-
es throughout Wisconsin.

We should be seeking, two principal, objectives through this rewrite of the HEA:
First we must constantly strive to improve the quality and administration of all the
programs in the Act, with special emphasis on student financial_essistance. It is our
respOnsibility to insure that' the programs created 'thoroughthe neW law: (1) func-
tion in an administratively feasible and efficient manner; (2) provide. a federal gov-
ernment role which continues to promote and provide incentives for the improved
quality of the programs themselves and pestsecondary education generally; and, (3)
are responsive to the changing financial needs oftoday's students.

Second, like all Americans, we must -keep in mind the budgetary limitations
placed upon us by the deficit and our economic responsibilities. While we all recog-
nize the need for adequate funding for education, we must'also confront the fact
that federal resources are not limitless. In Washington this past week we have final-
ly taken bold steps to build a down payment toward deficit-reduction. This effort
necessitalour cooperation in the reauthorization of the HEA.

ael
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In addition to these two objectives, it is our responsibility through the new law to
assist the higher education community to meet the changing needs of our student
population. Social forecaster Join Naisbitt, .autho of the well-known book, "Mega -
trends ", has sonic very interesting thoughts about the future of education. In par-..
ticular, he states that, "th education we ae moving frem tilt short term .consider-
ations of completing our training at the end of high school or college to lifelong edu-
cation and training,.,

'Fact are, however, we are not simply moving into the realm of lifelong education,
but we are there. The number of traditional college-age-students (ages 18-21)1 S ex-
pected to decrease by 25 percent between 1979 and 1990. During the same period,
students aged 25 to 49 will increase by 25 percent.

These trends have some very significant implications .for our higher education
community. Older students will account for 47 percent of the 12,1 million college
students enrolled in 1990 instead of the 38 pert they comprised in 1980 and the
28 percent in 1970. And already the .National Center for Education Statistics has
figures showing that the number of students age 25 and above increased from 2.4
million in 1970 to 4.5 million in 1980---an increaso of nearly 100.percent

Yet our current federal law does not reflect this increasingly important trend. My
primary objective' through the reauthorization is to improve federal law as it per-
tains.to and affects the non-traditional adult student. Earlier this week Iintroduced
legislation.which will replacothe current Title I, Continuing EducatiOn, portions of
the Hl A. with a new-targeted program to assist universities adapt to the needs of
the non-traditional adult student.

Brivily"tliis legislation will assist the non-traditional adult student through three
new programs: -P

Competitive grunts of no more than $200,000 to higher education institutions to
enhance the educational opportunities available to adult learners;

Competitive grants of not inbr'e than $100,000 to higher edtication institutions to
establish and carry out a program designed to encourage the establishment and up.
grading of off-campus educational programs; and,
\ Finally, a research program designed to enhance knowledge hnd innovation in the
field of non-traditional adult student education,
. The adoption of this program will take significant steps to aid the higher educa-
tion commanity in its effort to grow to meet the needs of tine non-traditional adult
student. This is only a small beginning. The 'major work in meeting the financial
needs of the non-traditional student is yet to be done. We Still hope, through the
reauthorization process, to makeachievements in this. regard.

- Finally. I am very pleased to have this unique opportunity to allow the input of
the western Wisconsin higher education community in the reauthorization. Again, a
special thank you to Chairman Simon. and we both .look forward to the testimony
about to he.presented.

Mr. SIMON.. Thank you very much, Steve.
Chancellor Hannah; we will call on you. first, and I might'add for

the benefit of the rest of you, that Chancellor Hannah\ has also
been a witness in Washington, telling us what we ought to do, and
if any mistakes are made, why Chancellor Hannah, we blame you.
Alright?

STATEMENT OF CHANCELLOR EMILY HANNAH, UNIVERSITY OF
WISCONSIN AT EAU CLAIRE

Chancellor HANNAH. Thank. you, Representative 'Simon and Rep--
resentative Gunderson.

We are delighted to have you at UW-Eau Claire and in west
central Wisconsin for this hearing.

You will find, and as. you know, Representative Gunderson, and I
presume perhaps Mr. SiMon also, that Wisconsin is a strong out-
post of both public and private education, and this part of the State
is a good example-or that. The public institutions here have a 'con-
sortium called 'the West Central Wisconsin Consortium and Nan-
cellar Swanson at Stout is president of the board of trustees at that
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consortium at this time. And will speak therefore not only on
behalf of UW Stout but on behalf of our consortium.

You will find in these institutions a firm commitment to access
and an appreciation of the Federal programs that have tried to in-
creasii- access to education. General access tb those who have a gen-
eral need, and specific access to those whose needs are of some spe-
cial kind, much of which has been taken care of by Federal legisla-
tion or at least aided by that, and we're very appreciative of that.

It would' not be quite proper for me- to say that we are pnly can-
cerned about access and about the Federal aid programs, because
think particularly in your presence, Mr. Simon, it is most appropri-
ate that we call Attention to other aspeets of the Federal role and
our appreciation, of your commitment to research throughout the
United States, and your infusion of resources in a way that the
States cannot provide those resources. That strength of research is
critical. Youz' support of international programs has been much ap-
preciated in this part of the State, on this campus, we're widely
known for international programs, and the kinds of programs for
which we've had your sup are things for which we az very
grateful. We hope that that ,..l continue. We've been very pleased
with some of the new proposals and we look forward to that.

W.e are happy to have you on our campus. I know that y6u 'won't
have a chance to see a great deal of it; 'but it is an example oc the
quality and the commitment of the State of Wisconsin to publics
education. And welcome to UWEau Claire.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you very very.much. We'r eased to,be here
and I regret that it's just an in and out visit, here today.

Next, we're going to have a panel of two presidents, Robert Gib-
bons of Viterb--am I pronouncing that correctly?

Mr. GIBB9NS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Viterbo College and Chancellor Robert Swanson,,of

University of Wisconsin, Stout. We're pleased to have both of lou
here. Mr. Gibbons, we'll start with you.

, /-
STATEMENT OF ROBERT gIBBONS, PRESIDENT, VITERBO,

COLLEGE
Mr. GIBBONS. OK, thank you, Mr. Simon, for coming to Wiscon-

sin to hold the hearing and receive testimony on reauthorization
and thank you, Mr. Gunderson, for inviting me to ifrovide testi-
mony.

I would ask that my full statement be entered in the record.
Mr. SIMON. It will be entered in the x ord. .

Mr. GIBBONS, And I will give you a inute version o it here.
Mr. SIMON. Aright.
Mr. GIBBONS.' I was asked to ent on the strengths d the

weaknesses of the Higher Ed n Act and on how I would like
to see a Reaiitherized Act work. I would say first, that the higher
education act has, On the whole, orked well for bbth students and
for institutions. It 'has provided ,access to higher education pro-
grams for millions of American postsecondary students who would
not otherwise have been able-to, p ue and achieve their postsec-
ondary goals.

1 1 .1:531-618 .0
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It has enabled rapid expansion of higher education facilities and
programs to meet the dramatically increased growth in higher edu-
cation needs of our population during the 1960's and 1970's.

The one significant failure, not exactly caused but not preven
either, by the Higher Education Act, is given graphic docume
Lion in the 1983 repint of the National Cymmission on Excellence
in Education. While the focus of that report was not on postsecond-
ary institutions, it is clear that we share in the blame. Academic
excellence has suffered at all levels in the diverse network which is
American education.

When the size of any undertaking increases rapidly and accord-
ing to demand rather than plan,. we expect productivity to dimin-
ish. And since the products of most American post secondary edu-
cation are the educated graduates of cur technical institutes, 'com-
munity colleges, baccalau ate institutions, and graduate and pro-
fessional schools, we might 'have expected the quality of this prod-
uct not to keep, pace with the rapid..expansion of quantity during
the 1960's and the 1970's. '

Therefore, I would urge that the central purpose of reauthoriza-
tion be to improve the academic quality of tbe graduates of our .
postsecondary institutions. We have achieved significant access
goals and should not in any way diminish our persistence in main-
taining and in expanding them, but I don't think that that should
be the central purpose of reauthorization: -

The central purpose should be, I say. ain, to elevate further tbe,
overall level of education in our socieagt\through substantial im-
provement in the quality of postseCondary graduates.

I think this central purpose could be achieved in a number of
ways. First of all, on the assumption that' quality inheres more to
the teaching-learning transaction than in the learning site itself), it
seems prudent to give, in the new act, priority to library and learn- '4ing resources over the construction of new facilities. On the as-
sumption that quality learning results from quality teaching, it
seems prudent to give the highest poisible priority to the improve-
ment of teaching by all persons now practicing our profession, and
to the improvement of teacher training programs.

And finally on the assumption that an increase in quality at the
expense of access or quantity is simply not acceptable, an equally
high priority should be given to the strengthening of student aid
programs.

In that context, I'd like to address a couple of particular issues
having to do with title IV. I think the increase proposed in the.pro-
gram ceiling is timely and appropriate. But the proposed modifica-
tion of the half-cost provision in the Pell Grant Program k'don't
think is.

The -proposed 75 percent cost provision is just no \ ood idea be;
cause, inexorably and over time, I believe it will h., either or
both of two undesirable outcomes: the pro mod' tion ,will
tend to accentuate the out-of-pocket cost differential for tudents
choosing between independent and publicly supported colleges, and

insti-
tutions.

it will drive the program-eligible students to public nsti-
tutions. If freedom of choice is to be more than just a slogan, then
the half-cost provision should be retained in the Pell grant legisla-
tion.
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The other probable outcome of the proposed modification in the
.half-cost provision is the escalation of public ,education prices. If
there is no half-cost ceiling on. Pell grants, then State legislators
will, inevitably, I think, alter appropriations for publicly supported
colleges and universities in ways that would result in the increas--
ing-of student tuition and mandatory fees.

If the Pell Grant Program is truly to provide a freedom of choice
in educational opportunity for the high-need student, then it must
maintain the present half-cost provision.:

On the more positive side, I think tha the simplification and
consolidation of Federal grant and loan o that's pro
in your bill, Mr: Simon, is desirable. The t onal Block Grant
Program you propose should preserve for stu.... d administra-
tors on the campuses the desired flexibility to pa.kne campus-
based Federal aid to meet individual student needi' d that flexi-
bility is the most important thing to preserve. As ong as the pro-
posed method of allocation to indi as the 90 percent
hold- less provision, I thin it should work well also.

Thank, 'oil, Mr. Simon r. Gunderson, for providing this op-
portunitKor testimon d be happy to answer any questions you
might have

[The pre ed s meat of Chancellor Robert Gibbons follows:I
PliSPAALLV STATRAtiNT Or &MUM GLUONS, PitiCSIDICNT, VITUS° Cot or

Thank you, Mr. Simon, for doming to Wisconsin to hold this hearing and receive
testimony on the proposed reauthorization ofhe Higher Education Act of 1965. You
know better than any of us present the importance of this legislation to the
provement of colleges, universities, and higher education opprotunities in this coun-
try and through them the enhancement of American domestic and foreign policy
objectives, our standard of living at home, and our image abroad. Thank you Mr.
Gunciersonjor inviting me to provide testimony, You give excellent representation
to western Wisconsin's 3rd District, which cent both independent and public, 2-
year and ..4-year postsecondary institutions. Inasmuch as reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act will have dramatic and far-reaching impacts on the postsec-
ondary institutions in your district, it is indeed appropriate that we are assenibled
here at your invitation today.

I have been -invited to comment on how I perceive the Higher Education Act to
have workedthat is, its strengths and its weaknessesand on how I would like to
see the new version of the Higher Education Act work in the years to come.

The Higher. Education Act bus, on the whale, worked well. It has worked well for
students and worked well for institutions. It has provided access to higher education
programs both through institutional support and through student aid for millions of
AMerican postsecondary students who would not otherwise have had the, opportuni-
ty to pursue their higher educati goals. It has enabled the necessary ,and rapid
expansion of higher education feel ies and programs to meet the dramatically in-
creased growth in higher education of our population during the 1960's and
1970's. It has served to strengthen th h various of its Titles existing programs in
mature institutions and to create new programs in developing ones.

It seems to me that in "working well," the Higher Education Act has quite natu-
\ rally provided a different einphasis over the nearly 20 years of, its operation. The_

early emphasis on facilities construction gave way to an emphasis on program devel-
opment, equipment acquisition, and faculty training; in more recent years the
center ofinterest has shifted to student assistance programs. These changes in eont

hags have been timely and appropriate. In general, the outeomes of the Highet
ucation Act have been greatly expanded access and significant improvement in

the edAcational level of our society.
The one significant failure, not caused but permitted, by the Higher Education

Act, is given graphic documentation in the 19,8..3 report of the National Commission
on Excellence in Education. While the focus of that report was not on postsecondary
institutions, it is clear that we share in the blame. Academic excellence has suffered
at all levels in the wonderfully diverse network which is American education. Al-
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though the average level of education in American society has increased, the aver-
age pefornaanee level of college graduates today is not on a par with what it was 20
years ago: neither in the readiness of graduates to enter graduate p and cer-
tain career fields or to accept the responsibilities that come with 1-14:111-lanulime employ-

'went; nor in their understanding of the institutions which titute our modern
-society, their role in shaping it, or our nation's historical r contempor role in
international affairs. We could hardly expect otherwise. When the size o any un-
dertaking increases rapidly and according to demand rather than to plan, we expect
productivity to diminish. Since the products of American postsecondary education
are the educated graduates of our technical institutes, community colleges, bacca-
laureate institutions, and graduate and professional schools, we might have expect-
ed the quality of this product not to keep pace with the rapid expansion of quantity
duringthe 1960's and 1970's.

Therefore, the. most central purpose of reauthorizing the Higher Education Act
should be to improve the academic quality of the graduates of our postsecondary
institutions. We have achieved significant access goals and should not in any way
diminish our persistence. in maintaining and even expanding them, but that should
not be the central purpose of reauthorizations. We have also achieved the overall
enhancement of educational level in our society, b the process have diminished
the achievement and academic accomplishment of average college graduate. So,
the central purpose of reauthorization shoed be to el vote further the overall level
of education in our society through substantial impro went in the duality of poet -
secondary graduates.

This central purpose could be achieved in a number of ways. First of all, on the
assumption that quality inheres more: in the teaching-learning transaction than in
the learning site, it seems prudent to give priority in the new Act to library and
learning resources and laboratory equipment over the construction of new facilities.
On the assumption that academic quality can be improved by sharpening the focus
and reducing the scope of the postsecondary undertaking, it seems prudent to

move from the Act support for remedial programs in postsecondary institutions
c4 through other( legislation, to provide additional support for these programs and
e students of all ages and educational backgrounds who wish to enroll in them at

academic institutations below the collegiate level. On the assumption that quality
tearing results from quality teaching, it seems prudent to give the highest possible
priority to the improvement of teaching by all persons now practicing that profes-
sion and the improvement of teacher training programa to ensure an abundant flow
of highly skilled and extraordinarily capable persons into the profession. Finally, on
the assumption that an increase in quality at the expense of access or quantity is
simply not acceptable, an equally high priority should be given to the strengthening
of student aid programs.

The improvement of quality which should be the central pu in reauthorizing
the Higher Education Act should be complemented by a seconrr rilaejor purpose, that
of outreach. American higher education can be strengthened, its quality improved,
and its service to American society greatly enhanced if the new Act featured three
types of outreach programs in particular, programs to promote international educa-
tion, programs to encourage cooperation among coil and universities and other
educational institutions, and programs to guarantee rat the Great Society we are
creating first becomes and then remains a bona fide Learning Society.

The reauthorized Higher Education Act should promote significant improvement
in international education by providing irresistible incentives for study abroad by
American college and university students, increased support of international studies
programs in all sectors of our country, powerful encouragement for the attainment
of fluency by our college and university students in at le t one foreign language,
and innovative support for international students enrolled n English language pro-,
grams in our poatsecOndary institutions and for internati' net student organizations
on our campuses. A word of explanation about this program proposal: It has
been suggested that America's next great contribution to mid development will be
education, and if this is true or desirable, then it seems th responsible and wise to
make an investment in the thousands of students from a. er nations who study on
our campuses, even to the point of prqyiding incentives ft them to do so.

The new Act should encourage quality and outreach American post-secondary
education through a variety of cooperative efforts. W e the consortium philosophy
implicit in parts of the present Act has not been who y successful, consortia, wheth-
er they are labeled such or not, are still a good id The reauthorized Higher Edu-
cation Act Should provide incebtives on a local for faculty exchange, student
cross-registration, joint library acquisitions, and perative learning resources utili-
zation. It should provide incentives for more inno ative and meaningful articulation
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between higher education institutions and the secondary schools from which most of
their students come. It should also provide incentives for a variety of cooperative
efforts by public and private colleges and universities in the same geographical
area, and by 2-year and 4-year postsecondary institutions, which would expand
learning opportunities and effect cost savings at the same time.

The new Act should promote educational quality and outreach by guaranteeing
our future as a Learning Society. it can provide programs to ,encourage cooperative
education, as commonly understood to be a combination of on-the-job work experi-
ence and academic course work. Such programs might even feature incentives
which would promote the, improved. articulation, as cited above, between -trade
schools and technic institutes on the one hand and baccalaureate degree-granting
institutions on the oth Probably even more important to our future as a Learning
Society is the strength ning of programs which promote continuing education in all
of its varied mapifgatations. Further progress is needed in .regioving learning proc-
esses from the tea itional clock and calendar schedules. The Fund for the Improve-
ment of Post-Seccondary Education has been a decisive change agent in this respect,
and both Title III and Title IV programs could be re-styled to have significant out-
comes in the continuing education field. In fact, the third major way to promote the
Learning Society is to-create financial assistance programs for continuing education
students. Recent changes in Pell Grant eligibility requirements have constituted a
small step in the right direction. Further support is needed in the form of both stu-
dent aid and continuing education program development aid to ensure that =cam
and opportunity are available to life-long learners, even in cases where thaocadexze
is content is not occupation- or profession-related.

In attempting to outline how I would like to see a reauthorized Higher Education
Act work, I have emphasized two broad goals: improving academic quality and ex-
panding the outreach effort of. American higher education. I have proposed that
these goals be achieved through better teaching, better learning resources, and
better support of students engaged in the learning process, on the one hand, and
through more international education, more cooperation between and among post-
secondary and other learning institutions, and more incentives and opportunities for
lifelong learning, on the other. In many _ways the bill you are proposing, Mr. Simon,
would help meet these goals, but I make, bold to suggest here that theli priorities
could and should be focused more sharply in the reauthorized Act.

In closing, I would like to make more specific conunedts about two of the Titles of
the present and future Higher Education Act, Title III and Title IV. I represent an
independent, tuition-driven, developing institution. I cannot over-emphasize the sig-
nificance of institutional aid to my college through Part A of Title III. The retention
of this Part in the reauthorization of the Act will be a very important factor in help-
ing developing colleges to build new programs ark! stabilize their finances. The
recent modification of Part C of Title III, to provide endowment grants to developing
institutions, is a very wise investment of federal resources in American higher edu-
cation. The proposed new Title XII will provide such a progriim; and one would hope
that institutions defined as "developing-" for Title III gurposes would be highly, if
not solely, eligible for participation in Title XII. it is these institutions which will be
most &emetically strengthened through such endowment grants.

Nis closing comment on Title-IV is in order as well. The establishment of the Pell
Grant Progrim as an entitlement and the increase proposed in the Pell Grant ceil-
ing are timely and appropriate changes; the proposed modification of the half -cost
provision, however, is not. I would like to urge framers of this Act to consider that
the proposed modification of the half-coat provision inexorably and over time will
have either or both of two undesirable outcomes. Because the proposed modification
of the half-cost provision will tend to accentuate the out-of-pocket cost differential
for students choosing between independent and publicly-supported colleges, it will
drive Pell Grant-eligible students to public institutions. If-independent higher eche --
cation is a .feature of the American system worth preserving, and if freedom of
choice is to be more than just a slogan, then the half -cost provision must b4 retained
in Fell Grant legislation. The other probable outcome of the proposed modification
in the half-coet provision is the escalation of public education prices. If there is no
half-cost ceiling on Pell Grants, then how long will it take istate legislators to alter
appropriations for publicly-supported colleges and universities in wayii to result in
the increasing of student tuition and mandatory fees ? .A State Legislature would be
derelict if it took more than one year to do so. If the Pall Grant Program is truly to
provide a freedom of choice in educational opportiunitY for the high -Heed 'student,'
then it must retain the present half-cost provision.

On the more positive side, the simplification and consolidation of federal grant
and loan programs being proposed in your bill, Mr. Simon, are very desirable. An
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'-''Institutional Block, Grant Program will give to student aid administrators on our
campuses more flexibility to package campus-based federal aid to Meet individual
student needs. The proposed method of allocation to individual colleges should work
well so long as/the 90 per cent hold harmless provision is retained.

Thank you. Mr. Simon, Mr. Gunderson, and other members of the House Subcom-
mittee on Postsecondary Education for providing this opportunity for a statement of
views on the proposed reauthorization of the Iii,gher Education Act. It has been an
onor and a privilege to provide testimony, and I am confident that American
*her education will be greatly strengthened anal substantially improved at the

close of this century; thanks to the foresight, creativity, and prudence which are
combined in the reauthorizing legislation. ,/ c

Mr. SimoN. We thank you. Chancellor Swaprion. \
Chancellor SWANSON. .Chairman Simon.

.

Mr. Simolv. I notice a few Scandanavians around here the
process of all of this. ..

Chancellor SWANSON. There's one other charadteristic. A ut
half of the people testifying here today have the first name of
Robert so, you have that with a 'son' on the end and you've got
of us, I guess.

'i

STATEMENT OF CHANCELLOR ROBERT $. SWANSON, UNIVF.RSITY
OF WISCONSIN-STOUT, MENOMONIE, WI,

Chancellor SWANSON. We thank you for this opportunity to testi,
fy before your subcommittee and especially to Steve's work in
bringing it to this area. As Chancellor Hannah said, -I represent the
University of Wisconsin-Stout, but also three other UN institutions ,
in this area that comprise the consortium that enrolls some 25,000
students. Specifically, I'm from the University of Wisconsin-Stout,
a university of 7,400 students, a member of the University of Wis-
consin system. We have a special mission that says ,we'll prepare
professional personnel for industry, technology, home economics,
applied art, the helping professions, and certain teacher education
programs related to this.

Our students come from every county in Wisconsin, from about
30 States in the United States, and from over 30 foreign countries,
this year. Despite the condition of the economy, in the past 10
years we have placed in excess of 90 percent of our graduates in
each of the last 10 years. Annually, Stout students benefit from the
'financial "aid programs of the Higher Education ActIn the amount
of about $10 million a year.

And then, in addition, we've had projects under other projects
that in the past 8 years, have totalled-about $575;000, two of them
are continuing programs with I to 3 years yet to run.

Many people will testify today on the financial aids prop:am .and
I will hit that very lightly. Our financial aids director will speak
more specifically to that, but, -in general, we -do fawn._ the creation
of the Pell grants as an entitlement, the increase in both the per-
centage and, the limitation. This will be, I think, of tremendous .
benefit to our students.

Improvements in the college work study program, I think, are a
very important aspect. I've always favored work study, if at all, in
preference to loans, because it leaves the students with much
smaller debts as they leave college; it gives them the combination
of work and study. It is a value to the university as well.

1123
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The Block grant idea, we think, is a good one because of its in-
creased flexibility but as with any block grant, you have the practi-
cal problem of loosing the identity of the programs. We'd like to
see something done to maintain that.

But let me speak specifically about two other parts of the 0 bill
that may not be as common today. One of the subparts of title IV,
the so-called TRIO programs, the project that we have installed.
and I think 10 of the 13 UW institutions have some version of
TRIO, ours is called the project ASPIRE. And it has a good deal of
emphasis on the disabled student, on first generation student, and
on the low-income student.

This year it's serving 375 students; it was originally programmed
for 300 students. It's a very, very popular program. The.,advent of
disabled students on campuses across the country is increasing tre-
mendously. Our Wisconsin Department of Vocational Rehab point-
ed out that in 1978 about 3 percent of students on American college
campuses were classified as disabled. That becathe 5 percent in
1981, and the Chronicle of Higher Education is now0 indicating it's

,up to' 7 percent, so this is an increasingly significant group of
people on our campus that haven't been there before.

Some group of disabled students within that are the learning dis-
abled, and this is something that has only, probably within, the last
10 years, come to be a very important kind of thing. These are stu-
dents that.often have appeared not to be very intelligent; have ap-
peared to be slow, to be dumb and so forth. We find that is not true
at all, that they possess cert?in kind of perceptual difficulties: dys-
lexia is one of these learning disabilities that has become better
known to the population of our country; people that see symbols
reversed, numbers reversed, and you can imagine the problems in
arithmetic if you read 76 as 67; it has very little to, do 'with your
understanding of that.

Well, our 'project has a large number of disabled students in it.
This year, it s serving some 400 students, 100 of whom are minority
students. But recently, that learning digabled student is coming in
larger and larger numbers. I had a chance 'earlier this week to
interview 10 of those students that are on our campus and as I said
to them, if I'd see you walking around the campus, I wouldn't iden-
tify-you as being any different from anyone else who was here. But
most of them had some kind of a, perceptual difficulty and they
pointed out to me that most of them would not,survive their fresh-
man year without some kind of aid of this sorti. A learning disabil-
ity is not -somithing that you get over, like the measles or the
mumps or something else; you have to learn to cope with it, and
our program delivers that service through volunteer tutors.

So-the 100,000 or so in this project is magnified many times over
0

by a couple of hundred volunteer tutors, a few of them who are
themselves learning disabled in other areas, And so I would hope
that that program would receive special attention because it's con-
tinuation I think is not'iust a humanitarian venture; it's also an
economic venture.

Most of these people are preparing for professional careers and
will be successful in them as a result of the coping skills.

The other title, title yin on cooperative education, is of special
interest to us but much more general than just at Stout. Our-pro--
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grams all tend to be technical in nature. And you don't have to
know much about technology to know the difficulty that we have
with technological equipment.

On the Stout campus, we have 129 shops and laboratories, And if
Our equipment budget were ten times what it is today, from the
State, we wouldn't be able to keep up in all of these areas. But the
Coop Education Program enables us to get our students out into
business and industry.

We received a grant ,under that title a year ago; we're in our
second year now. The first year was largel a planning grant but
this year we have-54 students working in 2 different_ industries in
five different States. At the conclusion of th' 5-year grant, we fully
expect to have about 350 students out in 250 businesses and indus-
tries, This gives them a semester of direct -work experience,that is
supervised and controlled so its not just work; it is a part of the
program.

The additions that we get by working with business and indus-
try, we have tremendous of gifts of equipment and supplies and in
addition, our business industrial professor program causes those in-
dtistries to send us people that-they finance on our campus for any-
where from 6 months to 4 years, ,to serve as teachers, researchers
and indtistry.liaisons. This year we have nine Stich. ,people from five
major corporations, one of them right here in ;Eau Claire, that are
fully funding' these people to be on our staff and to work for us.

Coop education is not Unique in its advantages to schools like
Stout, though. In 1960, there were 65 colleges in the country. that:
had coop- experiences and programs; today there are. over 1,000 of
them. And. we have some 220,000 students nationally working in
30,000 industries. It's a tremendous link between the university
and business and industry and a way to get at their resources.

I personally am a recipient 'of one of the early financial aid pro-
grams, I'm a veteran of World War II and got all 'three of my de-
grees on the GI bill. My oldest son was a Vietnani-era veteran and
he co his work under that GI bill and works for a major
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now in a good position. .-

I all of these. programs are not just humanitarian vest-
menii; they are in fact, they have very great financial return. I
woulptope, at a minimum, that the Higher Education Act would
be inipi'oved by what the House budget bill is proposing, the 31/2
percent, and that `many of these titles can be strengthened signifi-
cantly as you have proposed, Chairman Simon. .

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Chancellor Robert S. Swanson follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHANCELLOR ROBERT S. SWANSON, UNIVERSUY 'OF
WISCONRT15-STOTJT, MEN0110atiT, WI .

I want to thank the members of the subcommittee for the opportunity to appear
here this morning. I represent University of Wisconsin -Stout, a campus of 7,400 stu-
dents located 25 miles West of Eau Claire. Stout is a special mission university
within the University of Wisconsin System, charged with meeting state-wide needs
in program areas that include industry, technology, home economics, applied art,
teacher education areas that include industry, technology, home econmics, applied
art, teacher education and the helping professions. Founded as a private two-year
institution more than 90 years ago, Stout now offers degree work from the bache-
lor's degree through the education specialsit degree. A
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Our students come to us from all parts of Wisconsin, from most states in theUnited States and from more than 30 foreign counties. Our graduates are widely
sought by business, industry and education. Despite the economy, placement has re-mained above the 90 percent mark in each of the last 10 years. Through public sup-port of the higher education act, kve have been able to offer quality education to adiversified student hody. Enrollment is strong. We have turned away approximately

_6,000 students in the last eight. years.
Higher education is faced with a host of concerns today. This panel is as well-versed in those areas as j Am. We acknowledge declining enrollments; more compe-tition for the federal dollar; a rapidly changing technology; -population shifts to theSouth; outdated laboratories and equipment; low faculty salaries; the need to re-train our teachers; rising costs; and, overburdened state budgets.
These are some of the problems. Each is "a critical concern of high education. Idon't want to gloss over these .concerns, bat I prefer to focus my remarks today ontwo aspects of the higher education act that directly affect Stout, many of its students and the needs of society. They are the s' ial student services provision of

Title IV and cooperative education, Title VIII. th prOgrarns hold the promise of
enormous benefits. This you already know. My remarks are submitted mostly as re-inforcementevidence that these programs are working. Also scheduled to testif);today is Kurt KindschiDirector of Financial Aid at Stout, who will discuss other
aspects of Title IV, Tom Fonfara, a Stout senior in business administration is on thestudent panel.

SPECIAL STUDENT SZIWICES-+TITLE IV

Speal Servicete.-Project ASPIRE at Stout is a TRIO pr am, designed to irri-
prove retention, and graduation rates of selected students. The project, now in itsfourth year, works with physically disabled, first generation, and, low income stu-dents. Three hundred and seventy-three students were served last year in all areas,73 more than originally programed for. Of the total, more than 100 minority stu-dents were served. Budgeted at approximately $100,000 annually, the project targets'its services at students-who have the biggest need and the most potential for sue- '-
%ese. Stout's program is one of only three programs in the state that has a specialaorn nent to serve disabled students. Because of this.unique feature, I would like toemphasize their needs in my remarks today.

The admission's policy of the University of Wisconsin system and of Stout is anopen one. Assurring access to the traditionally unrepresented groups is an overrid-ing concern of Stout's long-range plan. This concern is cited in three of the 16thrusts of the university's governing Mission and Thrusts Statement..
Thrust 7 of that document calls for the Unversity to "Develop new program to fitthe learning needs of nontraditional students." It further states that "Societal

changes will continue to alter the population to be educated. At the same time, the
University will increase the percentage of older students, women handicapped andrepresentatives of ethnic minorities."

Thrust 14 states in part "Stout is committed to various special groupa such as
handicapped and older students. Therefore, the University must give special atten-tion to their needs. Emphasis on walking, use- of non-motorized vehicles and car
Pools require more attention to parking and traffic patterns."

Thrust 16 calls for the University to "Develop programs and services for studentswho are lacking in certaireacademic skills in order to give them greater access tothe University and potential for success in collegiate work." Rationale for thisthrust notes that "The University's admission policy allows students to begin colle-
giate work, even.when some of them lack certain academic skills. Since Stout's high
standards put demands on all student?. gams who have not developed -these academ-ic skills are particularly handicapped."

Thrust 16 further explains that, "To meet the.University's standards, students in
need of transitio;aateacadernic study should be required to take remedial work in the
areas of their deficiencies. Early identification of these students end placement intransitional Programs will be necessary. Speical course work in collegiate skills
should be continued, expanded and developed. Counseling and advisement services
should be strengthened for this group. The University should increase efforts to findextramural funding to support these programs as it seeks out, creative, cost-effeca-
tive ways of delivering them. Staff should be informed of the objectively and activi-ties ih the program and should be made aware of referral and support services for
transitional students."

We are no tonger debating the question of open access at Stout. That was settled
some time ago. Since we and other universities are admitting students with spegial
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needs, we must find ways to provide academic assistance and other services that
offer those students the best chance for success. We don't watt our open door to
become an invitation to failure.

In an area of speical needs students, we feel that we are doing a somewhat ade-
quate job, but oar experience is so limited that we are not sure that we have
grasped the dimensions of the challenge entirely. It's apparent that needs far out-
weigh state and federal resources currently available.

Increasing numbers of disabled students are appearing on campuses all over the
country. In the Wisconsin Division of Vocational Rehabilitation "Newsletter"
(March/April, 1983) it was noted that "disabled students comprised 5-percent of all
U.S. College freshmen in 1981 as compared with 3 percent 1978, according to the
American Council'on Educatin. .". The "Chronicle of Higher Education" (1/26/83)
estimated that 5.4 percent of all college students are disabled. In February" of this
year, the Chronicle raised that estimate by 1.5 percent.

The growth of the disabled student population on our campus and elsewhere may
at least in part be attributed to "Public Law 94-142, which mandates service and
educational opportunity to disabled high school students. Many of these students
are now graduating and entering our colleges and institutions. Most important;
however, is the implementation of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act which for-
bids discriminatory treatment of disabled persons at the 16°st-secondary level. A
growing public awareness about disabilities is helpful to students who ate more en-
couraged than ever before to seek a college education.

It has been said that Stout attracts large numbers of disabled persons. because of
the existence of Special Education and Vocational Rehabilitation curriculum. While
this may be partially true, Stout students with disabilities are found in all majors.
Stout's "hands on" approach,to learning is an attractive feature of our University,
especially to the learning disabled. It seems logical that disabled students will go
where they feel welcomewhere access is fairly well assured and where appropriate
accommodations and services are available. While we feel that our past and current
proograms are less than sufficient for the numbers of disabled studente on campus,
those students and their families know at least that we will try to help them.

The actual number of students with disabilities on campus is difficult to ascertain.
Students with disabilities are reluctant to identify. themselves unless a real need is
experienced; even then there is often reluctance. Many learning disabled students
prefer anonymity despite their often observed -inability to' survive academically
without assistance. Some learning disabled students have never been identified as
such until spotted by a staff person and referred for a thorough evaluation. Despite
these difficulaties, some concerts numbers are available.

Financial Aid records reveal the' number of students receiving aid from the Divi-
sion of Vocational Rehabilitation (DVR). One hundred twenty-one were recorded-in
1982-83. This number is low. ft is estimated that only one-third of the 75 students
working with the Coordinator of Services for Students with Disabilities last year
had any DVR funding.

Significant growth in numbers of physimilly disabled students served by Project
ASPIRE has been noted Since Project Aspire began in 1980. Thirty-eight students
were served in that year, 61 in 1981-82 and 125 in 1982-83. Of 150 disabled students
interviewed so far this year, 50 have been diagnosed as learning disabled. No doubt
by the end of this year, the total will have grown. We estimate there are 400 stu-
dents with disabilities on campus..Case studies help demonstrate the width and
breadth of the problem. Three case studies' are reported here:

Case Study: For the purpose of confidentiality, this student is to be called Ellen.
Ellen has cerebral palsy. She needs crutches to walk. Her gait is slow and walking
around campus is tedious and time consuming. Sometimes friends help her carry
books, but most often, Ellen being independent as she is, will use a back pack or
sling a book bag over the handle of one of her crutches. As a result of the CP,
Ellen's mannerisms, such as grasping or writing are slow.

When Ellen first started at Stout in the fall of 1980, a first meeting might lead an
observer to think this petite young woman with the crutches was physically very
fragile. One might also think of' her as fragile in spirit as well from her quiet, shy
demeanor.

From the very beginning, Ellen utilized a number of special services. Priority reg-
istration was a necessity for Ellen. it allowed her to pre-register with seniors and
graduate students. This meant she could chow classes that were in fairly close
proximity to each other. It allowed her to schedule time in getting from one build-
ing to another, especially crucial during the winter months. Although Ellen worked
with her faculty advisor, the Coordinator of Services for Students with Disabilities,
suggested classes which would not only enhance Ellen's major, but classes which she
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would irsonally benefit from such as. Assertiveness Twining and Driver's Educa-tion for the Handicap
Because. Ellen has difficulty its taking clasareom notes, she. was given special note-taking paper. This is a carbon-like paper that is printed on campus. It allows the

students taking notes for Ellen to have their own cop y as well.
The first year at Stout was a big adjustment for Ellen. She had second thoughts

about being far from home, college life and her major. She decided to transfer to a
small, community college dome to home. However, the following semester, she re-turned to Stout after realizing the other school did not have the special services for
the disabled that she needed; or the types of academic programs and opportunities
that she found at-Stout. She also learned that she had grown during her year at
Stout and found home life too' confining.

Ellen-is a bright young woman, but even bright students find. some subjects morethan they can handle. Ellen was referred to and received tutoring in academic skills
which she found helpful. Later she returned to Academic Skills, but this time as avolunteer tutor.

Through the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation, a small, compact, motorizedcart was obtained for Ellen for use outside and inside. It saves her time and energy.In every sense, Ellen is trulnon the move.
Ellen is a dynamic go-getter. She is often asked to speak to groups on disabilities.She maintains a strong 3.0 average and last year received a university scholarship.

She has served as a peer counselor for 'other disabled individuals and has also,served 'as editor for Stout's newsletter for disabled students. In addition, Ellen has'
served as an adviser and participant, in a campus adaptive recreation program and a
career education program for college women with disabilities.

Ellen is not the same person she was when she started at Stout four years ago.
She has grown immensely. Although all the credit for her personal growth belongs
to her, the Higher Education, Act has been instrumental in making those opportuni-ties for growth available.

Case Study: For the pir of confidentiality, this student is called John. John
is a 28-year-old re-entering $ -nt who. was first on campus 10 years ago. A brief
review-of his trariscript reveals evidence of early struaglee. Although his early per-
formance indicated his potential (cumulative, average 2.3 'kw 3 semeeters), he was
dismissed twice and withdreW once. He was, however, able to find good employment
after leaving Stint and-was married and' began a family, He-and his wife have twochildren.

He. tells a story that has become to familiar in today's economy, After several
years of successful employment, he was laid off by 'his emPloYer. He reports fallinginto a severe an lengthy depresaion that was alleviated only through extensive
'counseling and a program sponsored by his company to assist him in determining a
new career path to follow.

4A decision was made to return to Stout and this time John decided to approach
school differently. He responded to ASPIRE's standard outreach and introduced
himself to the staff ,prior to the beginning of the Fall (1983) semester. In order to'''
sharpen hit; learning tools, John took -the study skills course, participated in writing,
assistance and worked on his spelling skills in a small group setting. He also worked
with an ASPIRE adviser one time per week throughout the serhester.

Advisemeot was crucial to John in his first semester. In many ways, his difficul-
ties in teadjusting to the University setting were very typical of older students who

She found her new surroundings less than cornpati . (This year she has been diag-
nosed

to school. His family is young; day care is His wife left a good job,

nosed as having Multiple Sclerosis.) John felt mo than a little strange at first in
'classei full of younger students. His skills were rusty and he wasn't sure how much
he could din, he'd forgotten a lot. And, of course, he had little money.

Despite his difficulties,' John achieved a 3:g average for 16 credits in the fall se-
mester. He continues to utilize ASPIRE advisement, but only when he feels the
need. Staff members feel confidant that John will usieeervices when he needs them
and that, assuming the continued well-being of his family, he should continue to do
well in school. With his employment record and his education, John should be a
very marketable Stout graduate.

a Case Study: For the purpose of confidentiality, this student is called Lori, Lori is a
learning disabled student who suffered from severe seizures as a child. She is the
first in her family to aim for a four-year degree. Her problems with seizures have
nearly disappeared; her learning disability remains.

Although -Lori-watt an riverage-taa-good-student and wag ailed-wage-a--
to take college prep courses, it was not really imagined, because of her disability,
that a university degree was in her future. It was only after she had developed an



interest in working with diiabled children that she began to consider working to-
wards a degree.

Lori entered Stout as a transfer student in the summer of 1983. She is working
toward a degree in Special Education. She received some achaisement from ASPIRE
that summer and the following full. She took the two-credit study skills course and

ticipated in a small group working on spelling skills. She was referred to the
niversity's Counseling Center for personal counseling; she continues to work with

a counselor to improve her self concept and confidence. She was referred to Stout's
Clinical Services Center for-testing, The Center provided a thorough evaluation of

* her skills and limitations and preseri ways to accommodate her deficiencies .
. Lori reports that she now nds begin work with the computers in the writ-, ing Lab to improve her comm on skills. She is a responsible and motivated

young woman who understands rvices available Project staff feel she is cape-
ble of monitoring her own needs and seeking appropriate services when necessary.

Lori earned a 3.4 average during the summer. With a total of 18 credits, she at
tained,*3.0 average for the fall semester. Currently, she is carrying 19 credits while
working 20-30 hours a week.. Given this positive record, there appears no reason
why Lori will not graduate and attain a rewarding position in her chosen profes -,
sion, .

All students entering poet-secondary instil tient* face at least some problems.
Some experience such a significant degree of d iculty that their education becomes
impossible. Disabled, minority and first geti ation students face additional prob-
lems.

A student who cannot write may need alternate means to do assignments and
take exams. A student whose writing is laborious may need more time to take
exams. A blind student' may need help understanding the content of visual aids. In-
structors may need to alter their. teaching methods somewhat to make their courses
trtily-accessible. Students often need help learning to communicate special concerns
to instructors. Instnictors often need more information from special services staff to
understand needs and devise appropriate accommodations.

Academic adviseisent is particularly crucial for learning disabled students. These
students often need meaningful assistance in selection of courses and instructors.
Alternate-learning methods including taped textbooks, notetakers and specialized
teaming equipment are often necessary. A sensitive and aware faculty willing to
accept the disabled student and make the appropriate accommodations is crucial.

Many instructors are interested in and concerned about disabled students, but
they lack information' about them and their needs. Improved opportunities for recre-
ation, physical conditioning and socializing must be offered. There Must be career

, counseling.
Current academic support programs at Stout designed to assist students with spe-

cial needs report an inability to meet the needs of all those requiring assistance.
Without increased allocations for staff, capable students will be turned away.

For varied reasons, Stout. has succeeded in attracting large numbers of special
needs students who are eligible for support through special services. It is reasonable
to predict that this group will expand at Stout, particularly as more disabled per-
sons are encouraged to pursue a poet-secondary education. Experience demonstrates
that these students have needs that cannot be met by existing student services. The
Higher Education Act helps Stout meet those needs.

It must be emphasized that many individuals with geed potentail to be produc-
tive, working citizens are, entering our campuses in increasing numbers. A. commit-
ment, to access is an exemplary thing. We at Stout are proud to state that we are
fulfilling our commitments to provide access to traditionally under represented
groups. The large numbers of students eligible for support from special services (es-
pecially the disable4illustrates our success. But the danger of the revolving door
syndrome must be addressed. Accese withOut appropriate support is only a partial
commitment to educational opportunity. And if we are to provide adequate support
to these deserving and capable students Who enter at a "disadvantage," then we
must seek increased assistance from all available avenues. Increased federal support
is crucial.

COO I'VRATIV k, TIT CATION--TITIS, VIII

One of Stout's major concerns as it plans for the .future is the establishment of
links with business and industry. Rapidly changing technology requires that Stout

--efaintaireits- present-relstionship -ancrdevelop-nevrones-.--Stecrt-has- a -special mission
within the University of Wisconsin System that deals with the preparation of career

.professionalafor business and industry. The University's programs call for extensive
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reparation in both technical and management areas. Organized work related expe-
'encas that include field experience, internships and practical= are an integral
rt of most Stout degree programs and have been for years.
Last year, because of a Title VIII award, cooperative education was added to the

curriculum era a more structured method to translate theory into practice. The ohs
jective of cooperative education at Stou't is to offer an additional-option for learning
and to give students a realistic education. Cooperative education benefits all three
partners in the venturestudents, employer's, and the University.

Students receive a first -hand view of their career and get paid.for it while earning
credit. They learn how Ito get and hold a job. They learn how to deal with the pres-
sure and tension of work, how to handle criticism and supervision, and how to com-municate ideas.

Industry gains motivated and efficient employees. The period of cooperative em-
ployment allows the employee and employer time to assess each ether. Industry has
found that cooperative education often lessens its recruitment and training costs.

The partnership with industry helps the university expand its teaching resources,
update faculty on current trends and place more students in jobs at graduation. It
expands the University's facilities by creating learning laboratories in industry.

The UniVersity now offers cooperative education in four major areas, business ad-
ministration, industrial technology, fashion merchandising and applied mathemat-
ics. The Industrial Technology program has concentrations in building construction,
electronics, graphic arts management, industrial distribution, manufacturing
neering, mechanical power transmisaion, packaging, plant engineering, product e-
velopment, secondary resource management, technical communications, and techni-
cal sales and service. Within the next four years, the University plans to.expand co-
op to all programs in the University related to business and industry. Fifty four stu-
dents and 26 industries in five states now particpate in the program. The plan calls
for eventual participation of 260 industries and 360 students.

Stout's coop program relates directly to five of the 16 thrusts in the Mission
Statement. They are:

Thrust 1 Career Preparation. challenge and assist student* in developing their
abilities so they will be capable of high-level performance in careers of their cholm.

Thrust 2 Student Development. Challenge students to develop abilities that will
enable them to fulfill many roles in society.

Thrust 4 rce Management. Develop efficient methods to accomplish goals of
the Universiirys?grough more effective use of its human and material resources.

Thrust 5 Technology. Promote the study and use of technology.
Thnist 15 Experience-Based, Learning. pand the University's ongoing commit-

ment to learning through experience.
The following statements from students participating in the program have been

received. They demonstrate the range of experiences these students have encoun-
tered.

Quad Graphics, Pewalikee, Wisaali'My objectives are being met. If anything I have
achieved more than I set out for myself. In one month, I have learned more than in
the last 21 years. My objective of doing my work as well as possible, and leaving a
positive impression on my supervisors and co-workers is going extremely well. They
have commented on my work as being deone well, something that I am' very pleased
to hear. Another of my objectives was to develop a pleasant working relationship
with my coworkers. This objective has also been obtained to My satisfaction. They
are very helpful in my learning the equipment and techniques used, and are right
there when I ask for help or come upon a problem."

Sundstrand Aviation Operations, Denver, Cola "It has been a great challenge
disgesting the vast amounts of information that I've. been exposed to at Sundstrand.
The inajeritY of my training has been on a one-on-one basis with manufacturing en-
gineers. The assignment I am presently working on is proving to be a valuable
learning experience. I have become aware of company goals and policies through
Sundstrand orientation. I have also become familiar with products manufactured
and the processes used to produce aerospace hardware through daily job expoSure,
Upon completion of a linear tolerance buildup chart course I was able to apply this
knowledge to actual situations, I have developed process plans for an experimental
part and have redrawn space shuttle part process plans." 1, .

IBM, Rochester, Minn. -- "My job duties have mostly been writing, editing, debug-
ging and documenting six more programs in BASIC for a statistical package for the
-IBM Personal-Computer: T4seee-progranurraiong-with-thearernaincler ortlia package,
are statistic programs. I have had to use my statistical background and statistics
bOoks to understand the algorithms I am translating from the 5110 Personal Com-
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if Mr. SimoN. We thank you very muchboth of youfor your tes-
timony. Mr. Gibbons, can you give me a 60-second description of
Your college?

Mr. GIBBONS. Yes, sir. We're located in near downtown La
Crosse. .La Crosse is a community of about 50,000 people; it is the
medical center, health, education and cultural center for a region

*4' of perhaps 50 or 75 miles. -

Viterbo College has a student body of .about 1,150, 350 are re-
tu g nontraditional students, most of them are enrolled in an -
even' ,x school program; 800 are traditional full-time 18- to 22-year-
old ndergraduates, about half of them living on campus. We are
participant in the imparte program of title 111 programs, we have a
large 5-year program grant from the education department under
title III for development of academic programs, improvement of ad-
ministrative services, and special services to students, as well.

Mr. SIMON. I appreciate your point on quality side; frankly, we
don't hear enough of that of the testimony, and it clearly is a
problem. We- do have an access problem, too. As the college board
study, released here a few weeks ago, points out, in constant dol-
lars, inflation-adjusted dollars, in 1980-81, total expenditure by the
Federal Government in higher education was approtimately $19.4
billion; in 1983-84, it is $15.4 billion, or a drop of approximately $4
billion.

That is, unquestionably, in part, responsible for the drop of
--- -143,000 students in this academic year over the last academic year.
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puter package of programs. I also attend weekly staff meetings that inform:me of -.
,. the activities of others in the department." , -

Pierre Manufacturing, .tne.t Appleton, Wig"Through the responsibility of updat-
-ing the plant's existing drawings, and gathering outside information and drawings, I
have learned how to &al with professionals'throughout the industry. Through my
experiences with the other industrial engixieere which I work with, I am listening
and communicating better as well as learning from their experiences and
knowledge."

Al Monte Corp, Walnut-Creek, Calif-9 have also realized that when you are a
engineer you are required to work with many different departments.

ince I have been at Del Monte, I have dealt with the marketing, food development,
graphics, and chemistry departments as. well as working with the various plants
that produce our materials and packages. As a professional, I am,, required to com-
municate, and work with these people to get a good product on the market. Each
person I deal with has their own opinion on how important a packaging engineer's
job is. Some people realize the importance of my job, but others feel my job is a
small, not so important part of the whole development of a product. Whatever way
a person feels about my job doesn't matter. My job is to develop, design, and revive a
package,. and I do this by communicating and working with them as best as
posiible."

Because of the career emphasis at Stopt, cooperative education is a perfect fit for
staff and student*. But it took more than desire to launch and test and experience
this new program and experience its worth, Title ,VIII provided Stout with the
money to do the initial research and the planning. Title VIII will assist. out
the five-year grant period through a declining funding formula. By the tiro the
grant ends in 1987, co-op will be an on-going program at Stout, supported by
University money.

In 1960, prior tS-Title VIII, only .65 colleges participated in co-op. Now, More than
1,000 do. Nationally there are .220,000 students and 30,000 employers participating.
A growing number in industry and education feel that co-op, because it adds mean-
ing and relevance to a student's learning experience, is the direction for -education
to go. Mounting technological change provides new emphasis for cooperative pro-
grams. Education cannot keep pace with changes in industry without strong ties to
indUstry. Educatidn cannot go it alone. Neither can industry: Cooperative edtication
is a reliitivelyinexpensive program that benefits each member of the partnership.
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And, if I can just add one other general description of where we
are for your ,benefit, as well as the other witnesses, we anticipate
that there will be over the next 10 years, a drop of approximately
20-percent student enrollment in the United States.

But if we were to have the same percentage of. blackS, Hispaniwf
and women who graduate from high' school to enroll in colleP
there would be no drop and the reasons are primarily financial,

'that gets to one of the points that you mentioned and that is, we
have to make sure that these students have the choite, the genuine
choice of where they go; whether they want to .go to Stout or to
your college or to some Other college.

And what has happened in the last 3 years, is that we are
moving toward a segregated, economically segregated American
higher education scene and that, I think, is not in the public-fter-
est. Then we get down to this 50-percent question, which is a really
tough one. And frankly, I've just arbitrarily picked the 75-percent
figure to work with because part of the compromise that we
worked out on the last reauthorization was we would g to $2,600
on Pell grant and 70 percent, so .I moved to $3,000 and 75 percent
figuring that was in line with that compromise. But we're going to
have to work out some compro,mise again.

The worst -thing that can happen is for nonpublic American
higher education and public American higher education to be fight
inceach other on the floor of the House is a sure invitation to not
-doing what we ought to be doing for this country.

Mr. annioNs. Amen. - -

Mr. SxmoN. How we work out this compromise, I don't know. I've
even thought on the possibility on. the block grants, that we would
have, because the _tuition is higher there, that we would have not
only a formula that We're- now talking about, but some tuition re-
lated formula to cornpensate somewhat. But this is an area where
we are struggling and you have hit the VE area where my guess is'
we're not going to have a solution until the last minute, when we
get some people in a room together, and say, we've got to work out
a compromise here. But it is a very fundamental issue.

Chancellor Swanson, you mentioned the cooperative education
effort, and I have been very impressed by cooperative education,
Would you be moving- in a direction that you are without Federal
assistance. In Other words, is the Federal assistance really a signifi-
cant thing or is. it not?

Chancellor SWANSON. it is very significant to us. We have always
had cooperative programs with industry. We have some things
called internships, some are work experiences: they tend to- be
much more students working. in the industry on a less formal
sense. COoperative education has some very tight guidelines to inte-
grate education with the cooperative experience and we, quite
frankly, tried a co-op program lbOut 15 or 20 years ago, that even-
tually dissipatpd because we did not have sufficient funding to do
it, and we went to the less direct programs.

We have only now again begun the formal co-op program
through the auspices of this act, and so, I would hope that eventu-
ally, once with the startup_ costs and all assured, that it would

-become "Mali more of self sustaining kinda-Thing. I believe it
can be, ,because industry is very much impressed with it. It is an-
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other financial aid for students, of course, because 'they are paid
when they are on the job and they are usually' paid tty well.

Mr. StmoN. If I can be more specific, would you involved in
cooperative education if there had been no Federal assistance?-

Chancellor SWANSON. We would not be because we had been
forced to drop all of our earlier co-op programs. We would not be in
it right now.

Mr.. Sitio:* Mr. Gibbons, if I can ask just one further question.
Your emphasis on the quality side, which I really appreciate: One
of the keys to quality as I obserVe the American higher education
scene, can be endowment. What kind of an endowment do you have
at your school?

Chancellor GissoNs. We have just over $1 ,million in endowment;
it's small.

Mr. &mem. So that the provision in--,that is a small endowment.
Chancellor GIBBONS. Yes; 'it is.
-Mr. SIMON. So the provision in this bill that would encourage

your school to get out and build its endowment, could be a signifi-
cant thing for your school?

Chancellor GIBBONS. Yes sir. In my expanded testimony that's in
the record, I address that point. I think the recent ehange in part C
of title III, which has created endowment grants for developing in-
stitutions, is a very positive and sensible allocation of title III Fed-
eral dolls. Probably, in the long run, it's going to help developing
colleges much more than any kind of in.stitu onal, direct institu-
tional aid has been able to help them in the past years. And, as I
said before, we have benefited greatly from part A of title III, but
the god C program and what. I read to be its extension in title XII
of the' proposed reauthorization, I would support very very strong-
ly.

I only hope that the institutional eligibility require requirements
for participation in title XII will somehow be comparable to what
the current eligibility requirements fer participation in title III
are., ..Because it is the developing institutions with small endow-
ments that need thatland of support most:

Mr. SIMON. Clearly, what we -aim, in this particular provifion, is
precisely to help a school like yours...That angi' as well as many
public institutions that h ve virtually no endowment or founda-
tions; it gives you a flexibi ety that can really make a difference in
quality. And obviously, the arvard with $2 billion endowment
doesn't need assistance from ti e XII.

Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON.. Thank you,. Mr. Chairman. First of Gib-

bons, a followup to that question. If we look at the entire Higher
Education Act, and we were to take, limited funds and we were to
allocate them among the different titles based on your statement of
concern about the quality of education, do you think,the biggest in-
crease ought to be in the titles other than title IViror should the
biggest increase in authorization be in title IV?

Chancellor GIBBONS. I think selectively among,the other titles.
There are some that I would give a larger percentage of increase
to,- than title IV. I ajologize for not being able to name the titles in
their present purpoSes, but the ones that address teaching and
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learning most cliectly, I would advocate larger percentage in-
creases in than title IV.

I think in terms^of dollars, the largest dollar amount of increase
would have to be in title IV.

,Mr. GUNDERSON. OK. As a foIlowup to this whole 50 percent cost,
half cost provision, can you give me an example of a typical stu-
dent at' Viterbo and where their payments for the cost of education
come from; -what is th family, what is the Pell grant; what is
scholarship, and so fort

Chancellor GIBBONS. Vire. The total cost ,of educating a student
at Viterbo College this year is approximately what it is to eithicate
that student at the State University that is also in La Crosse
someWliere around $6,000, $6,500. The student that comes to Vi-
terbo, if he or she is a Wisconsin resident, has a Wisconsin tuition
grant of somewhere between,, well, the average is probably $1,300.
A Pell grant of perhaps the same size or a little bit larger,

We package GSL's anywhere frotp $1,500 to the $2,500 maximum
fairly consistently. There would be few students attending Viterbo
who do not graduate with a $6,000 to $9,000 GSL loan burden to
carry with them. High achieving students have achievement based
scholarship money available to them; we have a grant program pri-
vately funded that supports students from out of State that is a
kind of counterpart to the Wisconsin tuition grant program. -

Mr. SIMON. Would the increaseif we went from the half to 7
percent costwould that, in essence, in your school, just replace
the Wisconsin tuition grant with a private grant in. scholarshi0
programs in reality?

Chancellor GIBBONS. It would have some effect on that; it would
have more effect on the amount of loan that the student would be
required to take out. It is not the effect of the 75-percent provision
on our student that I am so concerned about, but the effect that it
would have on the public sector.

Mr. GUNDkliSON. Chancellor Swanson, you have a- nu miler of for-
eign students that attend your campus and you've had amber of
problems- with them. The chairman being very interested in this
whole issue, rril wondering if you could, in a 60-second capsule,
share with they chairman, one of the great problems we have with
international students?

Chancellor SWANSON. Our greatest problem was with students
from one country, Nigeria$ and of course, we all recognize the vari--
ous things that have happened to them: The oil situation, they
were very prosperous briefly, and then that fell in the hole; then
they had the revolutionnot revolittion but the takeover by the
military in Decemberand so they have expanded, their program
just tremendotisly of sending a number of Nigerians' overseas;
many of them State scholars.

Now, we had 140 Nigerian students 'this year; 100 of them were
in good shape. Many of them were on AID, and so forth, but it was
this other 40 that were State oz.:private scholars that claimed there
was money back home but 'it could not be received here. We finally
had to put in policies that we would not let new international stu-
dents in that don't have money in the American bank to begin
with.

37 -72 1134
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I think some emergency help for people like this would be very
_ great. There are a number of real horror stories of people who are
stranded here and our local communities are picking up on them
for a long time, but if there could be something that would be an
aid on an emergency basis for those people, I think all of us, of
course, know that a good share of the people that come, at least 'to
us, are either teachers back home or preparing to be teachers and
administrators and they are great public relations people to go
.back there. ./

I think it's a good investment through things like AID and so
forth, to help that kind of student; it's very important.

Mr. Simoti. If my colleague woulcd. yield, I m interested in this
area. What, how many students, as a result of your new require-
\rnent, have you had to turn doWn, if any?

Chancellor SWANSON. We're not too sure; we haven't turned.
down 4 lot but the applications from them have dropped to almost
zero because they are visualizing that they can't meet the require-
ment and so, for instance, I was looking at our total admissions for
next fall, we are predicting a drop, of course, with a drop in 18-
year -old students, but our admissions office said almost all of the
drop in new admissions can be attributed to a drop in international
student applications; we haven't yet experienced the drop in' Amer-
ican students. There is a greater percentage of them going on.

. And so that, I, expect, we, this past year, we had 280 foreign stu-
dents; I think next year that will drop by 40 or 50 with the new
requirement.

Mr. SimoN..And that ultimately can't be in the interest of either
your campus or international relations or anything?

Chancellor SWANSON. Yes; because, it is an interesting thing, our
programs prepare teachers as in most places have declined in
number. We were a teachers college 40 years ago, 'and now, only 20
percent of our students are in teaching. But` a good share of -the
international students we get are preparing to be teachers, and so,
they are filling up those teacher education programs and making
use of those facilities and providing that service overseas. So, it's a
kind of a double thing of benefiting both the college and the coun-
try.

Mr. GUNDERSON. If my colleague will let the
Mr. SIMON. Sure:
Mr. GUNDERSON. That's why I brought it up because I wanted to

use this opportunity to
Mr. SIMON. Why I think this is significant and maybe other cam-

puses here, why I think you really ought-to stretch yourself to pull
in these students from other countries, I use this illustration like I
used it last night in our talk, if yot stretch your imagination, and
imagine that 50 years ago, Konstantin Cherenko was an exchange
student for I year at Eureka College in Illinios, and Ronald Reagan
was an exchange student-at the University of Mescow. For I year,
we would be living in a different world'today: We don't knout who
those future Cherenkos and'Reagans are, but we ought to be git'ing
them a chance to exchange.

WhLt we're doing right now as a nation, we're piling up more
and more weapons er destruction; -we're spending more and 'more
for them and we're spending less and less and less .to Understand

,
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each other. That has to be a calamitous course. We build these
weapons because we fear each other; we fear each other in large
part because we don't understand each other; and somehow we,
have to work that out.

And I would be interested inif I may give the chancellor an as-
signment hereI would be interested in you, and maybe a couple
of, other administrators here in Wisconsin, in sitting down and
coming up with an answer to this problem. It seems to me that the
answer you'veand I don't mean this disrespectfullybut the
answer you've come up with; and I understand the circumstances,but it is an answer that discourages foreign students from coming
to your campuses.,

Chancellor SWANSON. Correct.
Mr. SIMON. And that's not in anyone's best interest. So, if youcan take a look at that?
Chancellor SWANSON. We will.
Mr. SIMON. And then get in touch with Steve and me.
Chancellor SWANSON. We certainly appreciate that assignment.
Mr. SiMON. Great. OK, I'm sorry
Mr. GUNDES014. I think it's fantastic. You've just solved, a con-

stituent problem for me. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, thank you
both very much.

Mr. SIMON. We thank you both very very much for your testimo-
ny. Next, we will hear from a student aid _panel, Kurt
Kindschi, Terry Norman, and James Jung.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Mr. Chairman, while we're waiting for them, I
understand ,we have testimony from Bob Sather and Norb Wurtzel
that they'd like to have made part of the rec'ord.

Mr. &mow. It will be entered in the record.
[Prepared statement of Robert D,. gather follows:]
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PRZPAIW STATIC11E1CW or Row= D. SATRICX, coma or FINANCIAL Ana,
Llativr.esm or WPCOSIii/li-EAU Cam, EAU CLAIRE, WI

I am pleased to congratulate the Chair for hiS most imaginative and creativeapproach to meeting the-challenge of providing federal aid to students
through reauthorization of Title TV aid. I will limit my .comments tostudent aid since I have developed some expertise after serving needy stu-dents for over 20 years.

If the goal of the Committee is to expand access, simplify the deliverysystem, enhance quality, and improve program efficiency, I offer. the fol-
lowing modifications for your consideration'. In general, the plan seems
:a model draft to build upon'end, at the expenseof not commenting on allthe' positiie aspects, please permit me to share ways it might be improved.

Pell Grant Contractor: The whole of the Pell program can be sim- rplified and made more efficient by eliminating the Pell contractor.The Pell contractor merely duplicates the same effort already per-
formed for the same student by a Multiple Data Entry Agency,

CSS, ACT, or Federal Form. All. the accountability that nowexists could continue. To be even more imaginative and more sensi-
tive to students' needs, consider making Pell a campus-based,
entitlement program and create a "block" grant from SEOG, SIG, and
NOSI. federal capital contributiOn This would be complementary toyour goals. I, suggest the closer the decision proceSs is to the
student, it then becomes more sensitiVe, more effective.with better
accountability.

Pell Grant Student Awards: The financial incentive is to reward
students from states that contribute the leastt.oward education
cost. Example: the average cost for fees and tuition for resident
students to attend a public college in-Vermont is twice that of
Wisconsin. Hence, under certain circumstances, the same full need
Student could receive an additional $IGOO to attend the same type
of school in Vermont versus Wisconsin. Of course, the case would
be.even more extreme between states with a greater range in costs
such as California and Vermont. If the gap becomes enough, state .

legislatures could further abandon state resource committmeat
toward tuition in order to attract.4ximum federal student Pell
grants. It is suggested that a national median fees'and tuition
be computed and it becoiie the allowable cost for fees and tuition
for like type schools per category, i.e., public, private, voca-
tional, junior college, etc., with no grant to exceed the student's
need. This strategy would encourage states to increase resources
to keep fees and tuition as low as possible. The Pell prOgram is
all too often an inhibiting factor of access to the most needy.
I leave with you a-fiw typical examples of such cases. Now is
the time to address -these concerns of a program too centralized,
inefficient, and insensitive to the most needy.

Guaranteed Student Loans: It is suggested that many students would
be denied access to postsecondary school if the program restricts
GSL loans up to the student's need versus need plus family contri-
bution-for families with earnings of lets than S30;000: -Some
6arents simply fail to adequately 'save for their children's educa-
tion, Also, some families may have had seriliS financial reversals
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in immediately prior years and this just is not reflected in the
computations of expected family contribution. Farm families are
extremely vulnerable.. in -such cases.', Though-ALAS loans are
available, I suggest the repayment of principal and interest would
only invite rampant default. Further, it is suggested that the
current $30,000 maximum family earnings GSL eligibility criteria
le adjusted to about $35,000 andthat each year that amount be
adjusted in accordance to some economic indicator such as the

.

CPI.

clock Grant Program: The block grant concept would permit needed
-

.

flexibility. However, block grants have'little identity and are
vulnerable to congressional budget cuts. Accordingly, it-is
recommended-that the concept of both flexibility and-identity be
achieved by increasing the institutional transfer authority now
at 10%,to 30 or 40% between the respective programs, SEOG and

. CWS.
.

..
.

Independent Student Definition: The. financial aid community would
support your proposed simplification of the definitions of an
independent student as being graduate students, professional stu-
dents, veterans, and others over the age of 24. This policy
change would make legal the existing practical-relationship
between the student and parents. For Other studentS, your pre-
poted liberalization of "Student living in parents' home" for
only six months versus the current requirement of 4 t ten and
one-half months could drastically alter the tradit nal concept
of parents being the first financial level of reas able support.
This proposed change will-manifest an easy legal means of parental
abandonment of financial support after the typiCal student's first
year-in school. Hence, most all'studentti after their freshman
year, could be independent students. It is suggested that the
existing definition of dependency /independency be continued at
this time and that the Financial Aid Offices continue to-rule on
exceptional cases.

Summarz
The existing umbrella of student aid programs do work, providing access
to postsecondary schobi to many who would be.denied the opportunity with-
but aid. Minor modifications to the existing programs as recommended
could enhance' opportunity of access, provide simplicity with identity
and improved effioiency with accountability. Pleasiconsider expanding
funds for the College Work-Study program, hailed as a success by Congress,
schools, and students. It offers students the dignity of work for expenses,
practical experience in career development, and the university benefits
'from the product of student work. Everybody seemst.o win. This univer-
sity could use about 100% more CWS funds just to meet the needs of
students already eligible.

Finally, in a period of fiscal austerity and reduced funding in real
dollars, it is important'to Stress that we believe-that the priority should
be access for the many before choice for the few. .

4"
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Exhibit #1

.STUDENT AID REPORTS
Three Cate Examples'

icthismaW

The following are typical examples of the Multiple times each of the
three students had to resubmitPell Corrections before obtaining their

grant. This is moriOften the case for "high need" students.

Don L._
.

Dependent student; one parent, widowed.

Originally filed incorrectly with father'S incowte.

Sehmisslon No. ..Reason

Father's incomelimon SAR, realize that this nfor-
.

eation is not needed, correct and resubmit.
1

2

6

Time elapsed: PeMonths

William 5.."

Optirent student, two parents

Files using incorrect tax paid

I Comments question amount paid in U.S. incoee tax.
Parents, figure is correct, sign, and return the SAR.

2 Index awarded, under validation. We receive the SAR

In our office, request parents send us their tax
returns. Find tax paid ls incorrect. make-the
necessary change.Itend back to parents for resubmission.

.

Cements question the U.S. tax paid by mother, she
checks figure.Which is correct. Signs, and resubmits:,

,

Edit check by proceSsor again requests to validate
the U.S.,.tax paid by the mother. No change made.'
resubmitted.

SAR rejected due to lack of signature on the previous,
SAR. Signs and resubmits SAR.

Student comes in to our n t h ebilrent SAR.

Comoonts now questioning.house dsiZe. Signed and

told to resit/Alt.

raid on this transaction.

A.c4atiw, the Chrtlletwe of Era tcc'
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3 Index aarded, still under validation, of course.
fort we receive Transaction 13, student voluntarily

slit us his tax return. It is seen that-this.
previously unreported income could affect 'his SA1.
Calculation performed using Pell Formula; SN1 does
change. Sint back to student and parents for resub-
mission.

4 fie4eived new SM. Validate one more time. Pay on
1 nsaction,4.

%lee elapsed: 31/4 months

Audrey. L. .

Independent married student. Newly married in'1963, could legally file
as an independent even though she was claimed on her father's tax return
the previous year. kiginally filed using her income and her. father's.

I

7

Talks to counselor and fdnds that she filed incorrectly..
Files using only her income.

Comments request verification of hoUsehold slit. She
makes no changes and resubmits the SAR. Nam

Commentt request verificatiolcof household Size.. She
now includes husband's income and rasubiits SAR.

Comments request' verification of income tas,paid. She
and her husband now only report his income.

Comments again request, verifipation of household size.
Her income, husband's income, and correct tax-paid
now included on this SAR and sant back to processor..

Student receives new SAR Signs the certification and
correction bOxes on the front and back and submits
the SAR'for payment to the Pell Grant Processor.

New SAR iSsued indicatimithts is a duplicate of the
previous SAR. Submiti to us for payment. 'We pay on
Transaction #7.

Time elapsed: 4 months

,
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[Prepared"statemeat of Norbert Wurtzel follows:}
PuYARZI) STATRMENT OE NOESEXT WUITIT,EL, DISTRICT DIKXCTOR, DISTRICT ONE TECH-

NICAL INSTITUTE, EAU CIAIRX, WI, AND DWIGHT DAMS, thsTRICT DIRKCTOR, NORTH
CENTRAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE., WAUSAU, WI

We are presenting tli1 testimony on behalf of our institutions and the American
Asaociation of Community and Junior Colleges/Association of Community College
Trustees Joint COthmission cria Federal Relations.

We could not agree more with the three basic focuses of H.R. 5240: expanding
access to peetsecondary education, improving program efficiency, and enhancing
quality. These objectivesre precisely what community, technical, and junior colleg-
es are about. We are exceptionally pleased to find our specific endeavors and sensi-
bilities reflected in this legislation.

For our institutions and the community colleges of the nation, the centerpiece in
the Higher Education Act is Title IV, Student Aid, and the most significant pert of
this centerpiece is the Pell Grant program. We believe that this program should be
reviewed as an entitlement for anyArnerican who wialies to participate in higher
education, that the application prOceduree should be simplified so that they are
most understandable, to students (as well as to administrators), and that the timeta-
ble for sharing information about the program ought to be advanced so that college
officials can study the details and prepare lucid explanations of them for students.

The importance of this Title for community technical colleges is evident in the
following details:

Of the 2.6 million students who benefit under the Pell Grant program, nearly two-
thirds (or about 1.7 million persons) attend public two and four-year colleges; and
nearly 63 percent of this number come from families with annual incomes below
$8,000. Looking exclusively at community, technical, and junior colleges, more than
80 percent of our students come from families with $8,000 in annual income or lees.
Only 6 percent of our students come from ftunilies with incomes over $16,000.

Our college enroll 55.5 percent of all Hispanic students in higher education in this
country and 44.4 percent of all Black studentsminority groups that have been in-
sufficiently represented in higher education for many, years. Our colleges open the
doors of opportunity for them. Another group of students to which community col-
leges cater are women; more than half of our credit student --body this past year
the total number very nearly 5 million students--were women.

We provide learning opportunities to adults, a Asap, according to all the demo-
graphic data, that will comprise the fastest growing portion of higher education stu-
dents for the yrears ahead. The average age of our student body is approximately 28
years old. In fact, the general characteristiai of our student body include the follow-
ing details: it is female, enrolled in credit prograins part-time, working full- or part-
time jobs, participating in occupational/technical programs, commuting to college,
and, in effect, working their way through college.

We are the segment of higher, education serving the needs of the growing adult
"non-traditional' students. They are, in fact, the very people the Pell Grant pro-
gram was designed to involve in our higher education institutions. Yet, they have
suffered, as you know, over the pant few years (11 to be prectee) under the fixed
maximum placed 'on the program. Since 1979, the portion of the all educational
costs that the maximum allowed under the program fell by 15 percentage points
from 46 percent of casts in 1979 to 31 percent of costs this past year. This is during
a period when average college costs have increased by 10 percent per year in many
institutions. Unless the cap is increased, the portion of full costs that the grants
cover will continue to fall with the result that many of the individuals who are tar-
geted for thiS program will be denied access a phenomenon that some institutions
are already reporting as the result of the deterioration of tile grants' actual value.

We firmly support increasing the maximum possible award to $3,000, and to pro-
vide, mechanisms by which the maximum will increase automatically on an annual

01 basis, to coincide with increases in the costs.of education.
We also support the elimination of the half-cost limitation of the Pell Grant pro-

,. gram, and ask that the allowance for tuition and fees,. be increased to 75 percent of
At. coots. The differential 'pro oeed, however, for calculating'elloi,vances for living costs

causes us some concern. here is vidence that the costs of living on campus are
about the same as those requir 'to live off campus. Proposing differentials of $400
(off rim us) and $800 (off cam r s with parents) is not consistent with cost figures
that we have seen. We weal fuck happier Were the Act to include provision of
an allowance of at least 60 cent bf total living costs for,all students---on campus
or off campus (in whateve nig arrangement).
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Community technical college students have been penalized traditionally under
this program in_two ways: attending lower-cost institutions and thereby not qualify-
ing for the maximum Pell award, even though the cost of this education was.higher
than the maximum award; and receiving much less living allowance because they
were commuting 'students when the costa of the two situations are fairly.similar. We
hope that this inequity will be eliminated.

We are, pleased that H.R. 5240 includes a definition of "'independent" student that

his definition will serve to speed up the eligibility procedures
reflects the fact thi such students are adult and should be spared the need to prove
their
and to recognize the maturity of adult applicants. .

Finally, on Title IV, we have sonic concerns about lumping workstudy students to..
tutor functionally illiterate adults. To avoid confusion between the programs and to
permit them each to retain their distinct character, we feel they should not be
folded into one another. We don't think it would be useful to relegate portions of
workstudy monies for illiteracy programs. Once such a provision is made, the histo-
ry of such efforts suggests, it serves as a precedent for the inclusion of other special
programs; then the next step is creating a setaside for each discrete program. We
wonla prefer to keep the programs separate and to place special literacy training
programs where they are most appropratethe Adult Basic Education and Bilin-
gual Education programs or, as you have done, in the Continuing and Community
.Postsecondary Education Title, Part B, Title I. 'Adult illiteracy is a significant na-
tional problem; it has social, economic, and quality-of-life implications. AACJC and
ACCT firmly support the implementation of special efforts to reduce the number's of
functionally illiterate adults in this country.

.

...

We amparticularly pleased with the wording in Title I pressuring stateand local
officials to (oordinate programs under this Title with other related federally-sup-
ported effortN,Too often federal initiatives in response to national. problems are dis-
parate, redundant, and frequently jealously guarded by one faction or another. This
char' to certainly appli,es to human resource development programs spon-
sored by the federal governmentan issue that is of particular concern to communi-
ty, technical, and junior colleges and the Associations that represent them. We are
also pleased with stress placed 'On employment training and information re-
sources in this Titlthee we have' earlier, population data suggest
education and trainin I be in increasingly greater demand' iv thest

that adult
the near future.

.

Our cancers with Title I is not with the specific and worthy purposes that are
outlined in the bill, but rather that it does not seem to stretch beyond the familiar
kin& of program activities to the broader domain of institutional change. Communi-
ty, technical, and junior collegesprobably better than any other kind of postsec-
ondary institution in tlcountryhave produced an impressive array of prograins
for adulta and we have Uejusted our instructional behavior to match the mature in
dividuals that fill our classes. But we still need to improve our programs and our
approaches, and we need financial incentives to make these improvements. More
traditional postsecondary institutions need even more help, and it is important that
they too become involved intimately with adult instructionto erpure their vitality
and en ranee and to serve the nation's interest. One of the inifoortant stresses in
this Title then, should be on stimulating institutional cliariges and instructional
modificat ns .

As the my institutional grant program, Title III is of .special concern to our col-
leges. The extraordinary minority percentages that we quoted earlier substantiate
our interest in this Title. As it is presently cast, the Title does not fairly recognize .

the contributions that community colleges have made in addressing the conditions
(findings) to which this Title points. Further, it does not propose solutions to the
consistent history of poor program management, to the prohlem..of institutional ac-
countability .(the am graduation issue), nor the redundancy problem (the ab-
sence of a national that could serve as a program memory, ja prfariderof
technical assistance, and a resource for 'speedhig the development' prooess). We also
have some concerns about, the eligibility formula involving Pell Grant averages, for
it tends to favor higher -cost, institutions, even within categories composed of similar
types of institutions. . . .

e feel the focus in Title III should fall on institutions that sere low-income stn-
dents, on institutions that make unique contributions to the mix of higher education
in this coiintry because of their location and their student body, and on such institu-
tions that are in danger of dissolution because of certain weaknesses -panes that can
be redressed with the flow of federal assistance for a specific period of time, and no
longer. . .

We thank you for the opportunity to share our thoughts on H.R. 5240. On behalf
of our institutions

I

and the AAC.JC/ACCT Joint gommisaion on Federal Relations,
. r
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we are anxious to work with the Sub-Committee on Postsecondary Education as you
endeavor to improve the access and quality of high'er educaion.

Mr. SimoN. Kurt Kindschi is the director of financial aid at the
University of Wisconsin at Stout. We're hearing a great .deal from

"'i.e Stout area right now.

STATEMENT OF-liURTIS KINDSCHI, DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL
AID, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-STOUT

Mr. Kthinsci-ii. Thank you, Chairman Simon, Mr. Gunderson,
It is with pleasure that I have the opportunity to appear here

before you today for the purpose of providing testimony pertaining
to postsecondary financial aid issues, and specifically H.R. 5249, the
reauthorization bill.

I. wish to summarize my written testimony by highlighting five
areas Of concern. First, I endorse the return to the original concept
of entitlement for the Pell Grant Program, increasing the annual
ceiling to the proposed $3,009 and modifying the half-cost provision
to a 75-percent factor.

Assisting students to reduce their potential indebtedness by
meeting greater expenses of their needs makes sense. The question
is, Can .we afford it without jeopardizing other financial aid pro-
grams. Is there a trade offn efim't vizualize)a 50-percent increase
in Pell grant funds without jeopardizing some 'other programs. If
the trade off would be to-restrict the payment §chedules for deter-
mining Pell awards by reducing family income levels further, I
would oppose that thrust.

In short, I strongly support control growth in Pell grant pro-
grams without adversly affecting other program activity.

Secoiid, you have proposed a block grant concept for suppleinen-
tal education opportunity grants, national direct student loans,
State student incentive grants. Your goal is to increase flexibility
and reduce applicant confusioh over a variety .of programs. Al-
though there is a desire to increase tranferability of funds between
prograrns, block grants tend to mask the unique identity of pro-
grains to be funded. This loss of identity can often make-funding
cuts an easier task.. A guarantee of stabilized funding by one ad-
ministration can easily be gyerlooke,d by the, next.

I. propose, therefore, thaf rather than having a block grant con-
cept, we adopt a concept of flexibility with identity. Maintain the
existing programs but allow campuses additional latitude' in trans-
ferring funds between those programs..

Third, the single, most confusing step in the process of applying
for financial 'aid is -,S ate multiple, responses students receive 4fter
they initiate the' application. I'm speaking of the Pell grant student
aid report. This one form has been More influential in prohibiting
high need, low income and often minority students from gaining
access to college, than any ofhesodocument in the application bat-
tery.

The private vendors, such as American college testing and col-
lege scholarship service already provide us with tentative award in-
diceS that arogoften more ,accurate than the, one the Pell grant con-
tractor subrias, because it already contains edited data. The Feder;
al 'Government is spending considerable sums of monty contracting
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computation services for Pell eligibility that is alreaCiy.being pro-
vided to campuses on a tentative but highly accurate basis.

The elimination of the Pell ,contractor, the student aid report
and retaining the verification of data elements at the campus level
would more efficiently serve the unique needs of students who have
found the application hurdles to be absolute banicrs.

Fourth, enhancements in the guaranteed student loan program
are needed. Middle-income. fathilies with incomes over the arbi-
trary. benchmark of $30,000 are often being denied eligibility for
any forin of assistance, but yet need some relief from the rising tui-
tion and fee costs. Speaking not only as- an aid officer, but as a
parent of soon-to-be college age children and in that income range,
I can assure there's not a great deal of discretionary income left, to
assist with costs beyond normal day-to-day living expenses.

To accommodate a simplification of forms and methods of catcu-
lating eligibility, I present these suggestions: (a) eliminate the
family contribution schedule' which is used exclusively for GSL cal-
culations; (b) have all calctilationa of eligibility -Ize based upon
"need" as. determined by uniform methodology and that; (c) all
families with adjusted gross incomes of under $40,000 be mowed
the flexibility to replace expected parent contribution with .GSL if
desired.

Last, the amount Of need that our students at UW-Stout are
demonstrating is significantly higher than our existing ,campus-
based authorization levels. Based upon the current U.S. Depart-
ment of Education fair share computation for determination of eli-
gibility for 'SUG national direct student loans and work study, our
campus allocation of funds is 20 percent. below the amount the for-
mula determines that we should have.

That figure, coupled with the denial of loans for students in the
$30,000 income range, demonstrates a significant fundirig shortfall.
I strongly propose a reasonable escalation of funding levels tor-.
remain current with increasing needs, increasing costs.".and a con-
tinued desire to provide access for needy young Americans to post -
secondary educational opportunities.

. Your attention to these thoughtS is indeed appreciated.,I believe
I can speak for the entire financial aid community to say that we
stand ready to provide input into the decisionniaking burden of de-

_ veloping an equitable and meaningful financial aid distribution
mechanism. Thank you:,

[Prepared gtatemnt.of Kurtis Kindschi's statement follows:]
P1uo'A1i STATEMENT OF fSURTIS KIND6CHI, DIXECTOK 010.FINANCIAL Am, UNIVRIISITY.

OF WISCONSIN-STOUT. gENO3LON..11:, WI

The Higher Education Amendments of 1965, and all of the subsequent amend-
ments to it, have stood the test of time. The. amendments have demonstrated that
with proper funding levels, with a comprehensive appropriation mechanism and -
with college administrators dedicated to ensuring efficient and accountable distribu-
tion to needy students, tie dream of acvess to higher education without regard to
family financial constraints has become fr reality. his my opiniorithat the student
financial aid distribution system dbes not need a major overhaul but merely a "fine
tuning" to adjust to changes in the economy, changes in higher educetional needs
and caanges in the profile of the applicants themselves. ,,

Federal financial aid through these Amendments has been distrib&d to needy-
students for almost two decades. It is difficult to present' statistical evidence that
substantiates (or negates) the hypothesis that these programs have been responsible
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for allow students access to post-seCondary educational -opportunities who, with-
,

out such 'assistance, wquld have been unable- to do so. I can only speak from my
;personal experietlee, and from input from my counterparts, that the Higher Educe-

tstion.Amendmen'Of1965 have achieved their goals without qualification. Daily, 6tu-
,:dents .come to, my staff, and I emphasizing that without the assistance they have
-been able to receive. whether it be grants,louns or employment opportunities, their
education would be in serious jeopardy.

Listed below is my analysis Of the principle elements of interest and concern per-
taining .tcc.the Title IV-Student Financial Aid rues of 1-1,-R1, 5240the Reauthorize-

, tion Bill: .

. 1136

THE PELL G*ANT ex0ION.A.1111

Eveo tholigh the original intent of the .Pell Grant program .stipulated "entitle-
anent' us a basic premise, the analys.is of Congressman Simon is indeed correct
annual appropriations and resulting distribution formula prohibits that intent. I
heartily endorse a return to the concept. of entitlement for the Pell Grant Program.

Modifying the "half- cost" provision to a ceiling of 75 percent of cost plus increas-
ing the annual entitlement limit of $3000 'would allow 4hat.program to keep pace
with rising costs.. We amust remember diet the 1984-85 ceiling of $1900 is the first
ceiling Change in 1i:decade. In 1982-841 a typical high need student living in off-
canipuS housing wit E inexirnurn eligibility was eligible for a $1313 Pell grant. That
student would have been expected to borrow. $2227. eased -upon the, current one-half
,costVule and a typical five, year program, that student must borrow an aggregate of
$1,1,1f35 to 'Meet the remaining need factors. The 198344-85 adjustments to the ceiling
and cost of liVing'allowances would allow a $1625 annual award with aggregate bor-
rowing at $9625.; The proposed Reauthorization configuration (75 percent of cost up
to $3.00) would allow, a $2250 annual award requiring an aggregate of $6500 indebt-
edness. I'StronglY support a modification of the "half-Cost" provision and the estab-
lishinen't of u new, maximum Pell Grant of $3000.

AN INSTITUTIONAL BLOCK GRANT PROGRAM

While I do not stron gly oppose a block grant concept for the distribution of Sup-
plemental Education Opportunity Grant (SEOG), State Student In a G rants
(Mal) and National Direct Student Loan (NDSL) progams, it is my opt that re-
teining the identity of each of the programs but allowing ,increased fle ility of
fund interchange would be a more desirable direction. Often, "block gran lose
their" identity of special purpose. Even though one adrniniStration may "guaran
stabilization of funding, the next may not. Block grants, becauseof lack of unique
identity and beca,use of much larger appropriations, can more easily become targets
for reductions than smaller identified programs. Yet, the very flexibility issue of

. block grants simplifies the allocation process and places emphasis of funding prior-
ities where it belongsat the campus level.

I, therefore, propose a concept of "Flexibility with Identity ". Retain the identity of
the three Rrograms so that there is no ouestion of unique targeting of each. Hope-
fully, that identity will enable a continuity of funding emphasis from one session of

'Congress to the next and from pne Administration to the next. Congressman Simon
indicated in the discussion papers (dated January 19, 1984) pertaining to Reauthor-
ization that . "the complexity and variety of the programs themselves have
ic,coine a barrier . . for low and middle income students.' I disagree with that
analysis to the extent that varibty of the' programs is not as much of a barrier as
the-complexity of the student application process. Even with unique program identi-
ty, -Iconcur with the Bill's support of increased flexibility. Increased fund transfer-
ability between all of the accounts (to include NDSL and SSIG) would be desirable.
Possibly a 21)--35 percent transfer capability between all of.the programs (as opposed
to, l0' percent exclusively between SEOG and GWS now) would be a more optimum
revel of flexibil* yet retaining they unique characterieticli (identity) of each pro-

' ,; .
It is fay enclastanding,that, within H.R. 5240, there is the proposal I'm' institu-

tional matching requirements for participation in the block grant concept. The
matching percentage would be 15 percent of the institutional allocation, I strongly
disagree with the matching requirement proposal. Depending upon the exact nature
of the, matching requirement. (I have not obtained a copy of the text as/of this date),
ninny de'veleping, institutions, community colleges and possibly predominantly black
CoLlegeS will be unable to participate, Only if the proposed match' ng requirement
Auld be compatible with the existing requirements for NDSL and G would it be
reasonable to initiate.
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SIMPLIFICATION Or TUX STUDICNT AID PitOCIU3S

It is indee4 a pleasure to address this concern and, particularly, to be in consort
with the intent of the Bill. The principle concern addressed by students and parents
is the complexity of the application process for financial aid. The variety of pro-
grams is not a major issue as students complete onl ne comprehensive application
forin. The issue is the multitude of documents an structions that are returned to
them once they start the process. The students are the targets of funding prior-
itiesthe low-income families, minority applican , one parent households, etc.are
the ones who have the most difficult time wit the application process. The "hat,
dies" that most applicants meet throughont t process become "barriers'? for those

\ students. In a review of a random group of nty Pell Grant filers who experienced
"substantial" difficulty (as defined as having to return a Student Aid Report to the

I federal contractor at least one extra time) in the application cycle, 75 percent were
from the very group of students determined to need funds the most

The complexity of it all is enhanced even further if Guaranteed Student Loans
are involved. Students can file different financial statements (GSL Needs Test
Forms) and then, depending upon relationship with other aid programs, eligibility is
based upon family income status as it pertains to a $30,000 "lid" and,. if over, a
second set of family contribution expectations. The process is already too confusing.

Listed below are several suggestions to attempt to reduce the complexity of the
application process for students and parent&

(1) Even though the concern may not be addressed in the Bill, centinue private
vendor (i.e., American College Testing, College Scholarship Service) participation in

ithe application process. The expertise and input these agencies generate enhances
the services available to students, college aid officers and U.S. Dept. of Education.
Their service orientation and market competition will ensure an attentiveness and
promptness to parent and student concerns a 1 as appropriate data elements for
proper computation of eligibility;

(2) The single most confusing step in the application process is the multiple re-
sponses students receive, particularly the Pell Gault. Student Aid Report (MR).
This form and all its variettions since 1972 have caused more frustration for high
need, high eligibility, often minority applicants than any other document in the ap-
plication battery. Since the Pell formula is public information;the private vendors
(Aar Rnd CSS) already supply campuses with tentative "index numbers" (Mdica-
tions of eligiblity) and often are more accurate than the Pell processors index
number as appropriate edits/reviews of erroneous data elements have been correct-
ed. I, therefore, propose that the Pell Grant Student Aid Repo (SAR) be eliminat-
ed. Allow the existing private vendors to notify schools and s dents of their index
numbers following the same formula and edits now condo by federal contracted
Pell processor. Verification of data (referred to as Validation), been, and can con-
tinue to be, a responsibility of the aid office to perform. The student would not' be
inundated with confusing documents. It would still be an entitlement as campuses
would continue to ''draw down" funds to meet student requeets. Not only would the
task be simplified for the student and even the aid officer (who may already be edit-
ing/verifyirw. the student's financial data) but it could generate a significant cost
savings for the federal government. To the best of my knowledge, the current con-
tract is for $26 million over a three year period which does not include paper, post-
age, training, etc. Based upon the assumption that the total cost will be at least
double that figure, the money would be much more useful in the hands of the stu-
dents rather than the federal contractor. The original entitlement concept of Pell
suggested a separate from for the students to receive Athe SARI to allow for trans-
portability. Since the private vendors already keep students posted of their status
and since most students have already selected their primary school of attendance,
the issue of having a separate document to carry -to a pus becomes a mute point.

(3) As identified in (2) above, it would be desirabl to shift more of the deciaion-
making process to the campus aid office. This accoml °dation of authority is already
being transacted at the campus aid office to some a tent. The acknowledgment of
programmatic authority would be appreciated.

(4) The variations of the determination of eligibil y for the Guaranteed Student
Loan Program .become complex when having to 'der levels of family income
(student and pakent AGI), relationship to income ds" and other federal aid pro-
grams. As noted earlier, it is not only eonf to e aid officers (which in turn
jeopardizes audit analyses) but is even more di icu to'explain to families. I pro-
pow ksimplification of this application/calculation process by (a) eliminating the
Family retribution Schedule for GSL calculations, ) have all calculations of eligi-
bility be ased upon "need" as determined by Unifo Methodology and that (e) all
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famils with Adjusted Gross income (AGI) under $40,000 be allowed flexibility to
replace expected parent contribution with GSL if dcired. This recommendation
would simplify the application process. "simplify the calculation process and still be
attentive te,the unique needs of lower middle income .familiea who, believe or not,
still struggle with a $3035,000 annual income. Lastly, using Uniform Methodology'
as the "need' calculation device already allows for campus aid officers to use profes-
sioal judgement in unusual cases.

(5) Governmental regulations, as well as other organizational rules, tend to be
more complex and limiting the longer they are in force. It is important to periodi-
cally "cleanse the system" of arbitrary rules and regulations which do not perform
essential functions and which impede efficient' communications. Yet, on the other
hand, regulations must remain sensitive to the characteristics of filers and program
directions. It is encumbent upon Congress and the financial aid community to sim-
plify the process yet remain sensitive to the unique needs of eligible students.

To summarize this subpart of the testimony, I perceiVea consolidation and simpIi-,
cation of the application for financial aid process to be far more critical than the
necessity of consolidating or simplifying the programs which are currently funded.

NATIONAL CRNTRII. FOR POSTSECONDARY EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY

I am not familiar with this recommendation. If the intent of the Center is infor-
mation dissemination and assistance with training, I would endorse the concept. It
is essentialto have an ongoing communication network as identified. Even though
we appear to move from one daily crisis to the next, we must save time for planning
and training. Those of us in the financial aid field believe that everyone knows
about the availability of financial assistance yet there is still a substantial need for
a proactive program to increase student financial aid awareness.

SIMPLIFICATION OF THRYAMILY CONTRIBUTION SCHEDULE
N.

In communicating with those who have reviewed H.R. 5240 pertaining to this
issue, there does not appear that there are major changes. The fact that the ques-
tion pertaining to state and local income tax data is recommended to be included
will cause additional problems. Many families have difficulty with being able to
supply accurate data for this question. Whereas there are so many variations of
state tax structures, whereas there is a wide diversity of forms making it difficult to
reference proper location of elements and whereas some states collect revenue in
different fashions (such high sales tax compared with a low income tax), my conclu-
sion would be to keep this element out of the formula.

It is my understanding that the Bill endorses the separate calculation concept
pertaining to the Pell Grant Family Cantribution Schedule and the Uniform Meth-
odology formula. Since the Pell Sched4ieso a unique device to determine eligibility
for one form of aid rather than an over all mechanism to attempt to determine a
family's financial strength, I endorse fltat separation.

TILE "INDEPIC,NOLNT STUDENT" DEFINITION

(1) Adding a presumption of independent status for graduate and professional
school students, veterans and all students over 24 makes sense. It simplifies the
process and recognizes the student-parent relatonship as it actually exists.

(2) The liberalization of the "student living in parents home" concept from six
weeks to six months seems contrary to previous Congressional activity and contrary
to input from the aid community. This step would practically open the door of al-
lowing any nineteen year old student to apply as an independent at the beginning of.,
their aophoinore year. Since I am somewhat of a traditionalist and believe that par-
ents do have a responsibility to assist their son or daughter with educational assist-
lance if able, I disagree with the suggestion of liberalizing"the "living at home" de-
terminant of the dependent /independent issue. Few students, except those who
marry, are orphans or wards of the state, meet the historic concept of "independ-
ent' during normal college enrollment periods of I8 -X2 years of age. Those that are
exceptions can be dealt with individually at the campus level.

LOAN BURDENS

With a 93 percent placement statistic of ou4r baccalaureate degree graduates (and
a 95 percent placement of our Master's Degree-students) in career related program
concentrations, the issue of indebtedness does not carry the same significance as it
possibly would at a more liberal arts oriented institution. This is not to say that
concerns of debt load go unnoticed. Students and university staff are very cognizant
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of that issue and both within' the university as well as with the State of Wisconsin,
we have been evaluating that growing dilemma. With a stabilization of student em-
ployment programs and only a modest growth in grant programs coupled with a
dramatic increase in 'lender participation through the (In program during the last
few, years, it becomes obvious that there is not only going to be substantial increases
in loan activity but also a threat of over-indebtedness of which cousequencePhave
yet to be fully realized. A shift of funding emphasis from loans to grunts and, aboVe
all, work experiences is heartily endorsed. The advantage of the work experience
thrust is that not or4,,dOes a student obtain earned revenue to assist with paying
educational -costs, but theemployer (which is generally the institution) benefits as
well for services rendered at a modest cost..

AN ADDIKD CONC) .14N'

Although n ified in the letter from Congressman Simon as an element of
focus for this Hearing, I wish-to add a brief comment concerning the U.S. College
Work-Study Program. As specified earlier, this program has singlehandedly given
the entire Title IV funding; authority the credibility it richly deserves. This program
of allowing students to work in areas of personal enrichment, univeissity service and
community benefit to meet their'financial need has generated more success and per-
sonal satisfaction than all the-other programs put together. Students want to par-
ticipate and wish to feel that they have achieved certain goals with the salary being
the ultimate benefit. Any isroposal funding increases would be utilized to the fullest.

This opportunity tp present my views on postsecondary financial aid issues in gen-
eral and 11.1i7 52,U/specifically is indeed appreciated. If I may summarize two over-
all concerns, it would be to have "Flexibility with Identity" emphasizing retention
of the existing federal aid programs with increased transferability of resources be-
tween programs and an reaffirmation towarlr simplicity in the application for aid
process yet maintaaing sensitivity to the unique characteristics of needy students;
and fathilies.

Mr. SiNtoN. Thank 'you. Terry Norman, director of financial aid
for Viterbo College. How did Viterbo College get its name, inciden-
tally?

Ms. NORMAN. It's the name of a city in Italy where St. Francis of
Assisi was born, I believe.

MiimoN. OK.

STATEMENT OF TERRY,4NORMAN, DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL AID,
.YITERBO COLLEGE, EAU CLAIRE, WI

Ms. NORMAN. Thank you, Mr. Simon and Mr. Gunderson, for this
opportunity to appear before you to discuss the proposals fot reau-
thorization of the Higher Education Act.

As a financial aid administratdr, I have concentrated my testimo-
ny on the title IV component of the act, The Higher Education Act

.introduced a diversity of students financial -aid programs Which
were intended to meet the needs of eligible students attending post-'
secondary institiitions,,More specifically, these programs were
Originated to provide access and choice for those individuals seek-
ing education beyond the high school level.

In general, the student aid programs available as part of the
Higher Education Act have helped achieve these goals. Students do
indeed have access to postsecondary education, More irnportantly,
the majority of students do have a-choice in the type of institution
they wish to attendpublic or independent, 2 year or 4 year.

However, tbere are still a significant number of students, who do
not have frw. choice in selecting an institution of higher education.
With tuition costs continuing to increase and tighter restrictions
being placed on 'student aid programs, some students must select
an institution that they can afford to attend.

37 4;18 0- 84 73
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of $2,500,. minus origination fees, is not able to cover more than one
semester of tuition at most independent colleges.

If annual loan limits are increased at' the undergraduate level,
the ,aggregate loan limits must also be increased to allow for stu-
dents who are enrolled in 5-year programs. A proposal has been
made that loans could not be made to families, students from fami-

.iies with adjusted gross incomes of over $65,000. This would not be
fair to many students parents with moan one child attending
an independent college. While these families would be eligible to'
borrow under the parent loan' for undergraduate students program,
this could place an undue hardship on the parents in attempting to
repay the loan or loans.

Therefore, I would strongly urge the` implementation of the uni-
form 'needs test for all applicants to determine eligibility for a
guaranteed student loan.

The current system for determining eligibility. for the Guaran-..
teed Student' Loan Program has proven relatively equitable, with
one exception: The expected family contribution tables for married,
independent students with dependents toes not fairly assess the ex-
pectedfamily contributions for married, independent students.

Many married independent students with dependent children,
whose incomes are over $30,900, are truly unable to pay for an in
dependent college educatidri without thq, benefit of a subsidized
loan program such as the guaranteed student loan. Most young
families are struggling with mortgage payments, car payments,
child care costs, medical expenses, spouse educational loan pay-
ments, et cetera.

Without the benefit of the Guaranteed Student Loan PrOgram,
.there is little or no money available to cover the average $5,000 per
year independent college tuition. If the goal to promote continuing
Ault education is ,to be achieved, and to continue with the goal of
providing freedom of choice, are estimated family contribution
tables for married independent students- shpuld be changed to more
realistically evaluate their expected family contributions.

The proppsal to add a presumption of independent status for
. graduate and professional school students, veterans, and all stu-
dents over the age of 24 may very well create more problems than
already exist. I would propose that all students be presumed de-
peRdent, regardless of age, unlesS they could establish their fina.n-
cial independence.

A majority of financial aid offices currently incorporate a certifi-
cation of indepemientStudent status procedure into the aid -applica-
tion process for students applying. as independent for the first time.
The burden of proof thereby rests with the ,individual student to
verify that they were are not claimed an their parents' current or
prior year tax return, did not live at home for 6 or more consec.y.-
tive months, did not receive more than $7$ from their parents in
the previous, year and could demonstrate the amount and source of
outside income sufficient to indicate financial independence.

Thank you Mr. Simon and Mr. Gunderson, for this opportunity
to testify. And I'd be happy to answer any questions that you may
have. .

[PrepaMi statement of Terry Norman follows:]

1152,
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STATEICKNT OF TERRY NORMAN, Diskeros OF FINANCIAL -Vri'IM,B0
Ootaaxis, EAU ewer., WI

Chairman Simon, members of the Subcommittee, I appreciate this opportunity to
appear before you to discuss the proposals for reauthorization of the Higher Educa-
tion Act of 1965. Your continued interest and support of student financial aid Oro-
grams is genuinely apiireciated by those of us on the campus responsible for admis-
istering these programs.

I have been asked,to comment
its strengths and its problems.
regarding the reauthoriz,ation o
roinistrator I have concentrated

The Higher Education Act introduced a diversity of student financial aid pro-
,/ grams which were intended to meet a 'needs of eligible, students attending post-

./ secondary institutions, More specifiga these programs were. originated -to provide
access and choice for those individ seeking education beyond, the high school

e Higher Education Act as it currently exists,
also been invited to make reco'rnmendations
igher Education Act. As a firianeial. aid ad-.
imony on the Title IV component of the Act.

..,.., level.
In general, the student aid programs available as part of the Higher Education

Act have helped achieve these goals. Students do indeed have access to post- second-
ary education. More importantly, the majority of students do have a choice in the
type of institution they wiAth, to attendpublic or independent, 2 year of 4 year.
However, there are still a signifies number" of students who do not have free
'choice in selecting an institution of gher education. With tuition costs continuing
to increase and tighter restrictions ing placed on student' aid prograniis some stu-
dents must select an institution that they can "afford" to attend.

' PBX PgLL GRANT
e
PROGRAM

The proposal to make the -Pell Grant program an entitlement is long overdue.
Specifically, this change would favorably accommodate non-traditional/adult stu-
dents who often do not decide to enter college until several weeks or oven days
before classes begin. The certainty' of knowing that grant fending is still available
would permit thesetatrats to begin college when they are ready, irregardless to
whether they wish 'n in September, January, or March,

The proposal to inipleinent maximum grant adjtuitment 'on an annual basis is a
pertinent change. This will be a modest adjustment using the CPI but could be sig-
nificant in the long-run for institutions that keep tuition increases at a minimum.

The proposed elimination of the half-cost provision could present serious problems
for the independent colleges in-this country. Pell Grant eligible students would be
more likely to attend a lowei- cost public institution, where their grant could cover
up to 75 percent of costs,,irather than an independent college where the-out -of -
pocket costs and/or self-help aid would be mote significant.

If the original goals of the Higher Education Act are to be mgintained (access &
choice) the need differences between independent and public institutions must be
brought closer together to give fairer choice to needy students. The elimination of

-the half-cost ruin will enly serve to boaden the-gap and infringe ypon freedom of
choice 'for high-need students.

INSTITUTIONAL BLOCK GRANT PROGRAM

It is appro rime for any eeauthoriz,ation bill to include a simplificatiori of the ex-
- isting fedora programs. The consolidation of the Supplemental Education Opportu-

nity Grant, S to Student Incentive Grant, and National Direct Student Loan pro-
grams into one campus-based block grant would serve many purposes:

1. Ease the burden on aid Administrators who must monitor and stay current on
federal regulations for the programs; *

2. Allow aid administrators, who are in constant contact with aid applicants, more
discretion in awarding aid; .

-

3. Insure 'that students with exceptional need' receive a greater proportion of
.grant aid; ,

4. Get financial sid,funds to the eligible studentsini a more timely basis, and
5, Save tax dollars'. -

Probably the most desirable aspect of this proposal is the simplification of the ad-
ministrative process. Most aid offices todo.administer aids from federal, state, insti-
tutional and private sources, in addition to other responsibilities, such as, loan col-
lection duties, off-campus work placements, counseling, etc.

The consolidation and simplification of these programs would ease the overwhelm-
ing burden now placed on many financial aid administrators.

1 5 3
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, The propu means of 'determining institutional allocations for the Block Grant
would be avorable providing that the institution could be guaranteed percent of a
the previous year's allocation.

11OLLii,GX WORK- STUDY.

The proposal to eliminate the state allotment formula to a formula based on the
previous year's aid activity would hurt smaller independent institutions since their
percentages of increase would be significantly snuffler,

Two items which are under consideration in this area are consolidation of College
Work-Study and the Cooperative Education program; and the proprietary schools'
male to include eligibility for the "for-profit" sector to participate in the program.
The first ,hinders the flexibility of the financial aid officer, and the second seems
inappropriate and not within the original intent of Coh,gress,,

oteeaaterkee mower LOANS

The elimination of the five percent origination fee and the increase of annual
loan limits from $Z,500 '1;o $3,000 would be of particular benefit to students, particu-
rarly the attending independent colleges. Under the current program a student
borrowing the maximum Guaranteed Student Loan of $2,500, minus origination
fees, is not able to covet ,moire than one seawater of tuition at Inost independent
colleges.

'If annual loan limits ar4 increased at the undergraduate. level, the aggregate loan
limits must also be increased to,allow' for students who,are enrolled in 5-year pro-
graMs.

A proposal has been made-that loans could noebe made to students from families
witkadjusted gross incomes of over $65,000. This would not be fair to many iearentS
with more than one child. attending an independent college. While these families
would be eligible to borrow' under the Parent Loans for Undergraduate Students
program, this could place ae undue hardship on the parents in attempting to repay
the loan(s). Therefore, I would strongly urge the implementation of a uniform needs .
test for all applicants to determine eligibility for a Guaranteed Student LOan.

The current system for determining eligibility for the Guapinteed Student loan
program has proven relatively equitable, with one exception. The Expected Family
Contribution Tables for married, independent students . with dependents doeS not
fairly assess the expected family contributions for married, independent students.

Many married, independent students with dependent, children _whose incomes are
over $30,000 are truly unable to pay for an independent college education without
the ,benefit of a subsidized loan program such as the Guaranteed Student Loan.
Most young families are struggling. with mortgage payments, ear payments, child
care costs, medicall expenses, spouse educational loan payments, etc. Without the
benefit of the Guaranteed Student Loan program there is little or no money avail-
able to cover the average $5,000 per year independent college tuition/ If the goal to,
promote continuing and adult education is to be achieved and to continue with the
goal of providing freedom of chaice, the Estimated Family Contribution' tables for
married, independent students should be changed to more realistically evaluate
theie..expected family contributions.

THi '''INDEPXNAENTSTIJILE.NT" DNYINITION

The proposal to a presumption of independent Aetna for graduate and Prefe6-
siunal scflool students, veterans, and all students over the age of 24 may very well
create more problems than already exist. I would propose that a11 students be pre -
sumed dependent, regardless of age, unlesti they could establish their financial inde-
pendence. A majority of financial aid offices currently incorporate a certification of
independent student status procedure into the aid application process for students
applying as "independent" for the first time. The burden of proof thereby rests with
the individual student to verify that they were not claimed on their parents' current
or prior year tax return, did not live at home for six or more consecutive months,
did not receive more than $750 from their parents in the previous year and luld
demonstrate the amount and Source of outside income sufficient to indicate fixture
vial independence. .

Thank you Chairman Simon, Mr. Gunderson, and members.of the Subcommittee
on Postsecondary Education for allowing me to testify at this hearing. Your willing- 4e

ness to hear input from those of us on the campuses directly involved with the ad-
ministration of the Higher Education Act signifies your concern and commitment to
higher education in this country. The testimony that I have provided seeks to assist
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'you and the other raginbers of Codgress with the difficult decision which you must
make.

Thank you again for the opportunity to appear for' you and 1 would be happy to
answer any questions that you might have. f,

Mr. SIMON. Thank you, very much. Mr. James Jung, the 'execu-
, .five secretary of the State of Wisconsin Higher Educational Aids

Board. Happy to have you here with us today.
t ;

STATEMENT OF J FAMES A. JUNG, XECUTIVii SECRETARY, STATE
tOF WISCONSIN HIGHER EDUCATIONAL AIDS "WARD AND VICE
.CHAIRM4N FOR ADMINISTRATIONWIqeONSIN EDU-
CATION CORI,. e

Mr. JUNG. ,Thank you Mr. Chairman. I am the Secretary of the
Higher Educational Aids Board and vice chain:nap ler administra-
tion of the Wisconsin Higher Education Corp.

The board is a State agency responsible for the management of
all State sponsored student aid programs, including grants, inter-
state coinpact agreements, educational contracts .and direct State
loans. In the current year, the board will award' about $46 million
to 84,000 students under these programs.

The Wisconsin Higher Education. Corp. is a nonprofit corporation
established to be the guaranty'agency for the State of Wisconsin.
WHEC will.,guarantee .$190 million in GSL and PLUS loans this
year to 85,000 borrowers and the loans will be made by some 700
participating private lenders in the State of Wisconsin. WHEC has
insured about $1.2 billion in loans for residents since it was estab-
lished in 1967.

Wisconsin has issued over $200 million of tax exempt student
loan revenue bonds since 1977 to preserve total financial access to
postsecondary education for all Wisconsin citizens. Over the past 3
years, Mr. Chairman, the Studentekan Marketing' Association has
become the State Secondary market. This year there has been an
over 45 percent decline in revenue bond and loan activity and
unless there are unusual and unforseen economic or law changes, I
believe that Wisconsin will no longer have a need to issue addition- .4
al student loan fevenue bonds.

;.

N.

When I last appeared before, your committee, Mr. Chairman,
during the time beingNISL was ing faihionede I was a sharp
critic of Sally May. Today, rd like to report that Sally May has
satisifed every reasonable request' made by us, and our lenders, and
is a welcome necessary key to Wisconsin GSL activity.-

I think Ed Fox and Larry Huff, have made more than ,reasonable
efforts to ensure that Sally May does in Wisconsin, what Congress
hoped she would do nationally when she was created. As a charter
member of NCHELlys WHEC has beer very active in the affairs of
the organization including the recent development of a comprehen-
sive position paper on the reauthdrization of the Higher Ed Ace.
My written testiomony today draws significantly from that position
paper.

In my nearly 20 years with the GSL Program, and working with
:NIMELP; your proposal, Mr. Chairman, er.o v d ed an 'opportunity
for the organization to develop a genuine national consensus. Per-
haps, now, NCHELP can be part of the solution to the financing

iX53



, issues of higher education facing the country, rather than -part of
the probleth.

Now, having committed to the national position, let me depart
from it but only to the extent of sharing with you, for a moment or
two, some generalizations about the student aid system which has
evolved over the last two decades. I've been a part of This evolution
from the beginning, and while age and tenure does not guarantee
wisdom, Mr. Chairnian, it does provide at least,an.opportunity for
an experienced perspective.

The aid system that has evolved works well for the typical 18-
year old dependent student from a typical American family attend-
ing a. typical American educational institution. But what was,once
typical is rapidly giving way to the older student, the quasi-inde-
pendent student, the dependent student from a variety of family
environments; the minority student; the working adult who needs
to retool educationally for the future, et cetera.

And these nontypical students are attending nontypical v....di/ea-
tionaT programs in institutions in growing numbers. The aid
system does not fit the financial needs of the studenti of today
neatly as well as it fit the financial steeds of the typical student cof
the past. The aid system is old; in fact, it may be creaking.

I think the 'aid system measures the Wrong need 't the wrong
time. Aid is awarded on the basis of the past in present financial
capacity of the suppgrt entity,of the student. What is needed is an
aid delivery system That recognizes the financial capacity'and re-
sponsibilities of the student after corapleting the postsecondary
educational experience. The aid system is becoming too dependent
on loans withinflexible- repayment schedules.

. A corollary of this point is that means should be found tO better
target student grant assistance which recognizes the financial ca-
pacity and responsibilities of students after completing a postsec;
ondary educational experience. I believe the basics of a new aid
system should be a/State-operated income contingent loan program
with current Federal and State grant programs being reformulated
into additional subsidies so that what is now an inflexible burden-
some loan for many citizens, becomes essentially a progressive
income tax for all studentS.

Such a system has a further benefit of rigorously targeting aid
'which has the effect of assisting more citizens for the same number
of dollars.

I also believe; Mr. Chairman, based On the 20-year perspective,
that the politics of implementing such a simple and universally
fair 'program for citizens seeking a postsecondary educational op-
portunity, are impossible. It would be easier, I think, to convince
the National Rifle Association to come out against' guns, than it
would be to convince the Higher Education(il Lobbyusto sup...
port what I have suggested.

Therefore, Mr. ,Chairman, back to hard political reality: I ap-
plaud your efforts in trying to improve the. status quo; I also be-
lieve that regardless of what happens in November, Mr. Chairman,
your proposal will be, the basic script for reauthorization.

Thank you and I'd be glad to answer any questions.
[Prepared statement of James. A. Jung follows:?
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,
PRI.TAILED STATEMENT OF JAMES A. JuNc, ExEctrrxyg SECRETARY, STATE WATE OF ISCON-

SIN HIGHER EDUCATION AIDS Boitan AND Vick CHAIRMAN FOR ADMINISTRATION,
WISCONSIN HIGHER EDUCATION CORPORATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee: My name is James A. Jung. I
am Executive Secretary of the. State of Wisconsin Higher Educational Aids Board
and Vice Chairnfan of the Wisconsin Higher Education Corporation.

The Higher Educational Aids Board is the Wisconsin state agency responsible for
the management of all State sponsored student aid programs including grants:
interstate compact agreements, educational contracts and direct state loans. In the
current year, the Board will award $4( million to 84,000 students under these pro-
grams. .

The Wisconsin Higher Education Corporation (WHEC) is a nonprofit corporation
established by the Higher Educational Aids Board to be the guaranty agency for the
State of Wisconsin. WHEC will guarantee.$190 million GSL and PLUS loads made
to 85,000 borrowers by 700 participating private lenders and the State of Wisconsin'
during the 1983-84 academic year. WHEC has insured $1.2 billion in GSL and PLUS
loans for residents and nonresidents since the Corporation was established in 1967.
The default rite on loans guaranteed by WHEC is approximately 5.3%.

As a charter member of the National Council of Higher Education Loan Programs
(NCHELP), WHEC is very active in the affairs of the organization including the
recent development of a comprehensiveposition paper on the reauthorization of the
Higher Education 'Act. My testimony today draws significantly from that position
paper. 11.

I believe that reauthorication of the GSL program should incorporate three =Or
themes:

Reaffirmation of the fundamental soundness and effectiveness of the Guaranteed
Student Loan Program. .

Simplification and stabilization of the GSL ograrn.
1k, Realistic distribution of cost for the GSL am.

TFIlti FUNDANIUNTAL SOUNDNESS AND STABILITY OF THE GSL PROGRAM

Recognizing a need for a proper balance between grant funds and loan funds, for
needy, ,students WIIEC believes that increases should be made to the Federal grant
programs to insure that needy students are not overly reliant on loans to meet their
educational costs, particularly in the lower division undergraduate population. I
commend the Chairman for his commitment to this balanced approach, as exenipli-
fled by his proposal to make Pell Grants an entitlement and to substantially in-
crease'the maximum award. While I may disagree on details, such as the proper
'cad limits for Guaranteed Loans, I strongly support the increases in grant funds
proposed by H.R. 5240. GSL .default experience will definitely be affected by the
funding balance achieved for grants and loans to needy Students in the years ahead.

It is essential for the success of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program that a
stable environment be maintained, in order to provide ail adequate balanced ap-
proach to loans and grants already mentioned, but also protection of the Program s
entitlement nature and encouragement of private lender support.

. ,

SPECIAL ALLOWANCES

One essential element in retaiiiing lender suppoit is the continuation of the Spe-- .

cial Allowance, which relates a lender's return on Guaranteed Student Loans to the
cbtt of money as exemplified by Treasury-bill rates. I believe that the current' level
ofiSpecial Allowance, T -bill, plus 3.5 percent, representsa- fair, and not excessive,
return to lenders' I, therefore, oppose the provision in H.R. 5240 which would redu
this allowance to T-bill plus .3 percent. Many lenders hold their student loa
,through the repayment period; -reduction of the Special Alloiaance by one-half a
point could make loans, especially small-balance loans, less than cost-effective
during the expensive process of collection. Finally, the current uncertainity aricern-
Mg the future of tax exempt student lopp revenue bond financing, with its concomi-
tant pressure for States to seek taxable sources of funds, would make a reduced Spe-

C*
cial Allowance totally unfeasible. Taxable funds will costs State secondary markets
and direct lenders substantially more than tax-exempt funds; one-half of a reduced
Special Allowance would not provide enough retifrn to cover costs.

I urge the Subcommittee to reconsider its proposal to reduce the Special Allow-
ance, and to continue the curent level without change. ,

4s.
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0.1? LAST KILSORT I.
I strongly suport the continuation of the current, decentralized State or private,

nonprofit approach to administration of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program. I
commend the Chairman, for his proposal to, repeal the Federally Insured Student
Lean Program, except for isviated instances where, its continuation is absoluately.necessary.

States and private, nonprofit organizations have proved since the of the
Education Amendments of 1976 that,they can administer the GSL rogram mare
efficiently and .with substantially lower defaults. Relent growth in the programs of .

a number of the newer State guaranty agencies has reflected a strong effort on the .part of those agencies in overcoming local lender reluctance to participate in the
GSL Program because of unsatisfactory experiew with the prior Federally Insured
'Program. Repeal of,FISL will reinforce the decision the Congress made in 1976, and.
will discourage subtle efforts on the part. of some who would seek to remntralize
and re-Federalize the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.

Total access to student loan capital by all eligible students has been and continues
to be the policy in Wisconsin. We have had a State direct student loan program in
Wisconsin since_1933. While the program is smaller than it once was, it is available
when needed t be the lender of last resort. I therefore support the provision of H.R.5240 reqpiring each State to provide a lender of last resort program to assure access
to subsidized loans to eligible borrowers.

It is critical that the statutory language on lender of last resort leave each State
free to determine the best method for assuring all eligible borrowers of a to
loans. Some States have agreements with commercial lenders to serve as lende
last resort; others, like Wisconsin, have established State agencies or designated pr
vete, nonprofit organizations to serve students that would otherwise unable
receivefloans. H.R. 5240 leaves that flexibility in the hands of each tate
Only if agency were unwilling to eine; into any arrehgement for a ender of 1
resort would the secretary have authority to make alternate pAwisions for such
lender. I strongly support this provision.' the Chairman's bill.

Ilk 7

LOAN LIMITS

. While access to capital is important, equally important is access to sufficient ap-
ital to provide adequately for a student's educational expenses. I do not believe;that
11.R. 5240 goes far enough in increasing loap limits. I recommend an annual ceiling
for undergaduates of $4,000 and for graduates of $8,000. Aggregate levels should
similarly be increased to $20,000 for undergaduatea and $40,000 for graudate stu-
dents. In addition, Congress should periodically review theSe limits in light of in-
creased college costs.

The GSL annual undergraduate loan limit of $2,500, was set in 1972, a year when
the amount could pay for all of a stuant's coats at a public .college, and for one
semester at an iedependent college or university. Now it pays for six or seven weeks
at many colleges and universities in metropolitan areas around the Nation. While
H.R. 5240 propotes an increase to $3,000, the next reauthorization may not occur
until the 1990's, at which point $3,000 will amount to a $500 increase over 18 years,
a minuscule increase of less than one percent per year.

Maximums of $3,0b0 grant and $3,Q0 loan looks like "balance," but it is not
always the "appropriate balance" sought by the Congress. The most needy student
may need $4,900 or $6,000 in Fedeal, State, and institutional scholarsships; it may
be most unwise to saddle him with debt. On the other hand; a less-needy student, or
members of a large middle-income family, may need a $4,000 student lean, especial-'
ly if ineligtble for a Pell Grant.

We all share the Subcommittee's concern that students not be overburdened by
debt when they graduate. However, current evidence is that substantial. indebted-
n does not lead to increased defaults. The National Commission on Student

cial Asaistance found that those with high loan balance were least likely to
default. Similarly, the Student Loan Marketi,ng Association has testified. that those
students with loans of more than $10,000 were better repayment risks, with default
rates of close to one percent.

The college graduate of the 1980's will earn one-million dollars in his lifetime,:
most of this due to a college education. .A graduate degree could bring from $1.5
million to $4 millionnot just for athletes or surgeonsbut also far lawyers, busi-
nessmen, engineers, and researchers. That is why those of us who guarantee loans
urge the Subcommittee to increase the annual loan limits to$4,000 for undergadu-
aces and $8,000 for graduate students.
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CONSOLIDATION OF TITLE IV STUD LOAN PEOGRAIAS

As noted previously, I support the repeal of the FISL programs, as propose by
H.R: 5240. Since the program is bring terminated administratively by the Depart-
ment of Education, it should be terminated legislatively.

Similarly, I have lonimbelieved that the separate National Direct Loan a'ogram
'has served its purpose and should not be continued as a separate prograni. H.R.
524Q proposes to incorporate NDSL into an institutional block grant, leaving it to
the institution's option' whether to continue to make loans at the campus level.
NCHELP's recommendation which I support would allow even greater discretioii by
the college financial aid adrninistratord-

NCIIELP suggests that institutions IlurrenUy participating in the NDSL.prograni-
be given three options:

1. Continue and institutional loan prograzin
2. Utilize the NDSL retolving fund in their need-based grant and/or a work-study

program; or
3. Become eligible lenders under the GSL program, using tile"revolving fund as

loan capital.
The third option would provide additional assurances to the institutions of the

continued availability of loan capital for students served by the NDSL program,
while providing a guarantee for the fund corpus which they do not now enjoy. The
guarantee provided for these loan funds would apply only to new borrowers after
the effective date of the legislation.

NONSUBSIDMILU LOAN PXMIXAMS

For many yearsa the Guaranteed Loan Program included a component authorizing
unsubsidized guaranteed loans for students whose family income exceeded the statu-
tory ceiling. This program was lost in 1981 with the enactment of the ALAS pro-
gram as an adjunct of the PLUS' or parental loan program first authorized in 1980,
The result has been confusing tip students, parents, and lenders. While PLUS loans
are increasingly being made, the ALAS program ha's not liVed up to expectations.
As a result, students in need of additional credit are too often unable to receive
loans.

NCHELF' proposes to separate the parental and supplemental student loarvs'into
two distinct, programs. While this recommendation wituld appear to adik complexity
to the Act by creating two new programs, I believe that the resulting clarification
and simplification of the provisions and purposes of the programs would actually
serve to increase the supply of loans available to meet the neect of both parents and
students.

The proposed' SuPplemental Student Loan Program would have the following fea-
tures:

1. The maximum interest rate would be 12 percent.
2. At the lender's option, the student would be given the choice of paying interest

while 'hi-school or, of having the interest capitalized at the end of each calender
quarter.

3. Dependent unergraduate students, as well as independent undergraduate stu-
dents and graduate students, would be eligible to borrow.

4. The annual and aggregate loan limits would be the same as recommended for
the regulator loan program$4,000 and $20,000. These limits would be in addition
to any GSL borrowing, not to exceed educational cost less other financial aid. Stu-
dents, would be allowed to borrow expected parental contribution.

5. Loans would have the same repayment terms 'arid gice periods as regular GSL
loans; they would be allowed to be consolidated under the same provisions. Special
allowanes would be paid.

S. If students had previously borrowed under the ALAS program, they would be
allowed to refinance their loans under the new program.

In summary, the Supplemental Student Loans would be made4kaathe same terms
afid conditim:isas regular Guaranteed Student Loans, except that the interest rate
would be 12 percent and no in-school interest subsidy would be paid.

. The new Loans for Parents Programs would have the follwong features:
1. The maximum interest rate would be 12 percent. Special allowances would be

paid.
2. Parents would be eligible to borrow $4,000 pet- year per itudent, up to an aggre-

gate of $20,000. They would be limited by,total cost of education less other financial
aid, and would be able to borrow their expected pental contribution. Parents could
borrow for undergraduate of graduate students, and their loan amounts would be in

Addition to the amounts borrowed by the student.,
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V 3. Other than the unemployment deferment, parents would not be eligibl4 for anyof the other deferments available do student borrowers,
-4. A parent borrower would be able to refinance prior loans taken out onbehalf of

the child andiFonsolidate those loans with the new loan. This would include PLUS
loans, including those bearing interest-at 14 percent.

5. The maximum repayment period for a parent loan would be ten years from the ,. .date it'is taken out or refinanced.
6. All other terms and conditions of aparent loan would .be the same as thosecurrently in law.

ELIC,IRILITi YOS otautaarrxxo artmiNi toilas

In order for a, student to 'demonstrate need for a Guaranteed Student Loan,
NCHELP proposes the development of a Credit Eligibility Index. This Index would
reflect a standard for credit-eligibility which w411.1c1 differ from existing needs analy- /s
ses *which serve as rationing devices .for too-scarce grant funds. The. CEL would bebased on family size and the adjusted grbss income in the tax year prior to the ac.a-detnic year in which the loan is Made. Campus aid administrators would be Illowed
to exercise Professional judgment in adjusting the Index in those cases where there
has been excQptianal change in family circumstances.

Students from families with adjusted gross incomes of more than $30,000, and
those from families below that income level who sought Guaranteed Loaas of more
than $2,500 for undergradtiates and $5,000 for graduates, would have their eligibil-
ity determined under the Credit EligibilitS, Inclek. The maximum loan amountwould be equal to the total coat of education, less other financial aid received,
within the loan limits set by law. .

We propose that the Index be established in the Higher iklucation Act, either by
means of a formula or by benchmarks for. a table. The Index -would he, used in thesame manner as the current GSL Contribution Tables. We also propose that sepa-
rate indices be established for dependent students from one-and two-pareatand for independent students who are married, single, or single heads-of-household,
a total of five separate indices.

Any Student eligible for less than $500 but more than $1 would recieve a 1pari of
$500. This 'would parallel the current statutory provision that students eligible for
$501 but less than $1,000 recieve $1,000. It would also substantially alleviate the
current problem which many. students, especially those in proprietary schools and .,
community and junior colleges, face with lenders who are reluctant to make small-balance loans.

AIMEINISTRAITVR PROVISIONS , ,
I also want to support the adoption ors number ofspecific administrative changesdesigned to simplify and stabilize t Guaranteed Student Loan Progrpne
1. Eliminate the maximum reps, ent rule of )1.5 years., It serves no useful pur-

pose and threatens to cause ad minis atiye nightmares.
2. Allow half-time students an in-school deferment. If a student is attending

school at least half-time, he should not be required to be in repayment-status on his
prior Guaranteed student Loans. ,

3. Establish statutory standards for foreign school partiepation in GSL. This. has
been the subject of controversy and .court action; the Congress should take the lead
in establishing standards for participation of foreign institutions. -

4. Return the initial grace period' after a student's in- school period to 9 months.
H.R. 5240 makes the change, and the Council supports it. The reduction to 6 months
has resulted in little saving* to the government and has created unnecessary diffi-
culties for studints in making transitions from undergraduate school to graduate
school or work. In addition, for administrative simplicity, allow students eligible for
a 6-month post-deferment grace period on one of their loans such a grace period onall of'their loans,
4 5. Allow agenciesto retain a flat 30 percent of collections on accounts in default,
rather than requiring detailed accounting for eligibility for that amount.

6. Modify subrogation requirements to limit their applications to agencies that, in
any fiscal year, clai not collect an amount equal to four percent of the total balanceof loans in default at the close of the previous fiscal year. Subrogation provisions
have been a source of much discussion between NCHELP and the Department of
Education; they should lie spelled out in the statute by the Coligress.
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TAX-IXEMPT ISSUES

I strongly believe that State-level secondary markets and direct lenders should
have access to public -pu tax-exempt financing, in order to maintain an ade-
quate and stable supply o loan capital. In Wisconsin, the direct State lender of last
resort is suppgrted through the sale of tax exempt revenue bonds authorized by the
Legislature. While.I recognize that tax law is the purview of the Ways and Means
Committee, provisIens of the Higher Education Act governing Special Allowances
and Plans for Doing Business affect the operations, and the very existence, of State
direct lenders like Wisconsin7In this context, I appreciate efforts of Menibers of this
Subcommittee and other Members of Congress-in urging the Department of Educa-
tion to modify its proposed Ri,ulations concerning tax-exempt funding. Such modifi-
'cations are necessary if a stable and broad-based supply of Guaranteed Loan capital
is to continue.

ORIGINATION PIA:

I strongly support the repeal of the 5 percent origination fee pro by Find
5'240. The qgigination fee was a stop-gap bu et measure whose time as come and
gone. It shaiid not be continued; students should receive the,entire amount they
borrow.

EXTENSION OF RE.PAYMIINT

As students borrow more and more to meet rising college casts, their loan burdens
become such that a I0-year repayment period is insufficient to repay their obliga-
tions. Forcing such students into such a short time-period; with unreasonably high
rhonthly payments, can only force them into delinuency paid default. However,
mere extension of the ,term of a Guaranteed Loan, with its accompanying Special
Allowance payments, can be exceedingly costly to the Federal Government. Obvious-
ly, some accommodation must be made between conflicting interests.

I support the NCHELP proposal that students be permitted to extend their repay-
ment period beyond .ten years, but in such a manner that the student, not the Fed-
eral government, bears the iecreased costs.

The proposal works this why: At any point within three years for the start of the
repayment period, the borrower may select a repayment period of up to 20 years.
During the first three years, the interest rate to the student would be the average
rae.of the original loan(s). Thereafter, the student's interest rate would increase by
one-half of one percent each year; the Special Allowance would be reduced accord-
ingly. This would continue until the borrower is paying an interest charge which at
least equals the interest and Special 41lowance which the lender would have re-
ceived if repayment had not been extenaed.

At this point, the student's interest rate for the subsequent 12-month period will
be'calculateci to equal the interest and Special Allowance the lender would have re-
ceived in the previous qtarter if repayment had not been extended. This interest
,rate would similarly be recalcUlated annually until the principal; amount was
1.e id. .

This proposal would have the advantage to the student that his -interest rate
would rises gradually,

Us market
at the rate of one-half of qne percent per 'year, over the life of

the loan, they than suddenly ballooning market rate. This rise could usually be
expected to reflect his/her increased earning capacity in the years after he left
school. The student would, not heve to meet any statutory minimum amount in ,
order to take advantage of extended repayment. Ile extensive disclosure required
by the law, plus students' assessment of their own earning potential, ..4liou/d allow
students to'rnake educated judgements concerning the advisability of opting for ex-
teilded repayment programs.

The.iender would be assured of a raturn equivale4 to that it would have received
if the loan had not been extended. The rate paid by the student would be reflective
of ising--or fallinginterest rates, so the lender would not have to take the risk of
trying to second-guess interest rates over the long term.

There would be minimal cost to the Federal Government, if any, for this ex-
tended-repayment option. Savings to. the Treasury in default prevention could be
substantial,

a
MONTHLY MINIMUM RXPAYMENT

I also support NCHELP's proposal to increase the minimum monthly payment to
. $75 for all_ new borrowers. This is similar to the provision of H.R. 5240 requiring a
minimum annual eggaegate of at least $9()0. It is unrealistic to recommend higher
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.
loan limits and longer repayment terms without corresponding inefeused to the
actual minimum monthly repayment amounts.

i .
.FEDERAL ADVANCES "

As State guaranty agencies become more firmly established financially, it is ap-
propriate that some of the cost of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program be shared
by them. Therefore, I recommend that States be encouraged and permitted to
return all Federal advances to the Federal goVernment within a reasonable time
fraine. It is 'my position that the reasonableness of thatktime framdshould not be
determined ,by the Secretary of Education or by the State 'agency itself. Ratter, itshould be based on an independent determination of the overall financial condition
of the agency's loser guarantee program.

INST4RANCR PREMIUM

Existing law prohibits "collection of an excessive insurance premium!: I recom-
mend that this be amended to limit the total fee charged to students as an insur-
tpice plemium to three percent of the loan amount Guaranty agencies would be au-
thorized to charge a flat fee for all students.

Current lees charged by guaranty agencies vary from State to State. In mdny
cases, they are calculated on the basis of a projection of g student's years in schooland the total life of the loan. Thus, a student entering.a four-year school would pay
a higher-Insurance premiums for a $1,000 loan than a student entering a one-year
program. Yet the first student' may drop out of school after' his first year, having
borne a disproportionate share of the insurance fees.

Authority to charge a flat fee to all students, based on their annual loan amounts,
would equalize the cost tb all students and would reduce the coat to a substantial
number of students.

LOAN CONSOLIDATION
1

)

I strongly support loans consolidation by all eligible lenders and hpltiiirs of Guar-
anteed, Student Leans. In, addition, guaranty agencies should havr the ability to
cauarantee loans consolidated by eligible lenders within their States.

PROGRAM ADIGLNISTRATION

,,, In order to maintain a reasonable sharing of the cost of reinsurance betWeen the
Federal goveinment and State guaranty agencies, the current methodology or rein-
surance should be retained. Any alternatives to the current system of progressively
graduated system of reinsurance should be considered in the light of their continued
incentives State guaranty agencies to keep default rates as low as possible.

In additio the existing Administrative Cost Allowance of up to *e percent of
loans*guaran annually should be retained. To guaranty agencies, especially the
newer ones, such allowances are necessary to maintain an efficient level of program
operations. ', ..

COLLECTIONS AND DEFAULT PREVENTION
*

as.iGHELP has identified a number of suggestions to improve collection of delin-
nt Guaranteed Loans and- to reduce defaults. I support alt. of them as ways to

achieve maximum collection results in Wisconsin. .

First, Federal income tax refunds due to defaultAd borrowers shoutsille applie'd to
their defaulted loan indebtedness, at the request of the guarantor. Similar require-
ments have been auccessfully implemented, at the State level in several States,

I am aware that the Internal Revenue Service has traditionally Opposed use of the
Federal tax system for collection of other than Federal taxes due. However, default-
ed loans- are a direct drain on the Treasury. It is not unreasonable forthe Federal
government to such leverage, givenathe ample opportunity a student h to repay
the' loan before such action would be taken. We have successfully implemented a
State inapme tax refund eet-off prcgram in-Wiscossin. The results in just'three have
been dramatic as $750,000 has been collected itaf&r this p am.

Second, Federal law should provide that garniahrnAt o ages would be allowed
in any State, at the request of the guarantor. Again, se eral States have taken

r action on their own to provide for garnishment. However, once a student crosses a
State line, enforcement of a decision in one State becomes extremely 'cumbersome, if
not impossible, in another State.

I.

0

I
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' Third, I support the provision in H.R. 5240 establishing a statute of 'limitations of
at least six years on defaulted student loans. States with longer statutes would not
be affected.

Finally, I believe guaranty agencies should be authorized to raise the interest rate
On all defaulted student loans by `three percent over the rate*in effect at tbe time of
default. This*provision would only apply to loans made after the date of enactment
of the Higher Education Amendment of 1984. A Student who defaults on his loan
payments should incur, a substantial penalty for his failure to repay. This provision
would transfer much of the program's cost from the Federal government to the stu-
dent, thus Jsroviding a substantial deterrent to default.

Mr, Chpuman, I would beliappy to answer any questions you or other Members
of the Subcommittee might have.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you very very muck. Let me get to a couple of
specifics. As I was reading 'through your testimony, you have this
sentence in heie:,,

"It is critical that the statutory language on lender of last resort
leave each State,. free to determine the best method for assuring all

eligiblo borrowers of access to loans." ,

Is the present language in our proposal, does it leaNe you free, or

Mr. JUNG. Yes, I think that--
Mr. SIMON. OK. .

Mr. JUNG [continuing]. We generally support that. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. OK. Then, you also go into the special allowance

question. You understand why, from our perspective, if we can
bring that down to 3 percent, we can save some money and use it
for other things. One of the suggestionis that has been made, is that
we permit 31/2 percent for the first year, and 34percent after that
Does. that makeI might sdy that the reason for suggesting that is
that some peo-Ple say that the first.year is when some students, es-
pecially those in proprietary institutions, most of them have pro-
grams that are less than 1. year; it would cover some of the more
troublesome areas but not open the bankivault quite as widely. -

something like that make Sense to you or?
. JUNG. Ah, no, it doesn't, Mr. Chairman.'

Mr. SIMON. OK.
Mr. JUNG. I think when it comes to special allowance, the con-.

cern ought not be to save a dollar here, or a dollar there. I think
that,it is the effect of special allowance on the private lending com-
munity and as long as the guaranteed student loan ppogram is
largely dependent an private capital to be successful, then any
change in the special allowance formula. should be done .with the
agreement or the consent gotten one way or another from the pri-
vate lending community.

It's 'taken 10 years of work on e,veryone's p rt associated with the
program to have what We, have today which eS§entially a totally
funded, privately funded guaranteed student loan program. The
need for State direct programs has largelybeen eliminated because'
of the very fine decisions that you folks have made in the past.
And to Make any change in special allowance payments without
the concurrence of the lending community, I think, would be play-
ing with tire.

Mr. SIMON, Well,.we're not going to find ithe banks eager to come'
in here and- -

Mr. JUNG. Or savings and loans
!,

4.
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Mr. SmioN..Say we would like to take less money for our serv-,
ices. But I guess the question we have, because yo Say you save
few dollars, we'relalking about millions -here; and it gets doWn to
the real question is, would the,banks, from your eiperience, would
they be willing to go along and continue to process loans at the 3
percent special allowance?

Mr. JUNG. Yes, I think that there would be a substantial number
a'ild I think in' Wisconsin, our +lenders would lar4ely,go
it but -lithink there would be a decrease of participationoMore im-
portantly, though, I think that if money gets tight again, and lend-
ers can place their money someplhce else, that they perceive can
get a better yield, I think thdt's where the trouble would begin and
it's going to be, felt in many Other states before Wisconsin.

1 think there are other ways that you cap save Money. I don't
know if its politically acceptable to look at Mein but special allow-
ance is so important in making the GSL Prognun stable that I
wish you wouldn't look there.

Mr. SIMON. Alright. Well, this. is why we're here `to get yu,r
input.

Ms. Norman, if I may. You touch on something that 'I would like
to ask both you and Mr. Kindschi abbot, and that's the college
work. study, the proposed chang.e in the formula. College work
study was 'origially designed to 'help the .stiideirit" of very limited
financial means. Vut the studies now show that we're helping the
children froni families $50,000 income more than we're helping
families of $10,Q00 income; that college workstucly,is not helping
the people whb really the program was designed `to help.

It may be a good thing on an individual' campus b.iit we're trying
to gqt it back to its original purpose. So that at'your campus or at
any other camPus, if they want to help a student who ,comes from a
family that's fairli, comfortable in its means, you go "ahead and do
that, but that's not really ,whit the Federal program was designed
to do. ,Now, you understand our-iprobleni. How do wenow we
don't want to take money away from you but we want to make
sure thaton NO of your campuses here now, but we want to
make sure the program really, does what it was designed origtnallY
to do. Any reaction from both of you"? ,

Ms. NORMAN. 1 feel that at our campus that indeed thd college
wOrkstudy funds are going to students that truly need' them. At Vi-
terbo, 85 percent of our students are getting need based aid, with
the average family income being around $15,000 .for a family of
five. Many of those families really do not have the funds to contrib-:
u e. Also, _many of our students are from, farm families which have It
la ;e assets which are not liquidatable right now and we do give
those funds to our neediest students.

We have a major institutional work program on bur canipus
which we give to those students who are IV eligible, do not show
high need, so I feel that, at our institution at least, we ant giving
those funds to the neediest students.,

Mr. SIMON. Well what percentage of your students would get
Pell grants?

Ms. NORMAN. It's around 56 percent. A lot of them are eliminat-
ed from the Pell Grant Program because of the farm assets.
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Mr., &moil: But I would-think you would be helped by the pro-
gram, but I don't know. ay, you might reflect on this; you un-
derstand where we're co om. What we have now before Ifs is
not Something that's th6 the Me4ds and the Persians, that's

40 4

not going to be chainged;ci that were, its a working
document. And we want it to be a practimil document an-yrnir cam-
puses.

Yes?
IVI'r.KINDECI-11. I think there".has been a factor of escalation in the

.levels'of faniily income, in the median income, of recipients. Pre-
paring for the hearing here today, I went thru some ,of the old
Fiscop reports, our old annual reports from 10 years ago, ,apd
there a substantial increase. We're still loeking at though the
majer(beneficiary of the Federal aid programs are still in thep teen
the $20,000. income ranges, being a public institution, of cou
that will kee# those numbers down, those family income' le els
down. It's not absolutelyaimpossible for a family to have a f ily
income of $50,000 to have eligibility for workstudy but that uld
be far the exception rather than the rule. We too would be dealing
with, in west central Wisconsin, primarily an agricultural area
lower than the norm as far as recipient income levels.

The workstudy program, of course, provides with a great deal of
benefits, not, only to the student to meet, their needs, but for stu-
dents to gain experience in their projected vocational areas and ob-
viously the ernployer, of the institution or ,a onprofit employer
gains that low-cost services, too-,

I think, above all, hat studentegam that dignity of being able to
work and earn in We've talked to students who have been in
college, and few y that their titiry costs were covered
with grants;, so dicate' that they are still paying back their
educational loaf 'bat alinost every single one .that did have a job
while they're working,- will emphasize that that was how they got
through college.

And that is one area where think there's just a continued stress
at the Federal level to support some of the State programs that we
haveinstitutionally funded' programs that we have-*--is really
needed. I think it's unfortunate 4en there's a high level of unem-
ployment for our young Americans today that want to go on to col-
lege.

I saw the statistics this morning in the St. Paul paper that it was
46 percent of the teenage black students or teenage black people in
the .country are unemployed. hese people have never had the op-
portunity of working at all. d that minimal tuniainit of experi-
ence to meet educational ne in a work ethicthat's how you de-
Velop a work ethic, in my m dand you know, we're dealing with
shotgun approaches here. rge amounts of money to meet large
amounts of needs for a large number of people. But I think that
the workstudy program has been one of themost of them do
workbut that has been the king pin of the federal aid programs.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. -GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr.. Chairman. A lot of discussion

focuses on campus based programs. Whether we're talking college .

workstudy; whether we're talking the SEOG's or combining those,
et cetera, ought there be any changes in the criteria at which we
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disseminate those funds to campus? In determining which campus
receives it? Any of you, all 'of you?

K1ND$CHI4 ve indicated in th\ last portion of .ray prgnth.-
tion the fact that the current.formula that the Department of Edu-
cation uses, the fair share versus conditional guaranty factors,
.we're at the present time are 20-pircent below that-fair share.
From my perspective, absolutely, there should be some changes. I
think that SEOG, I believe, and rin: not an authority on all of the
technicalities of the. distribution mechanism, but for example, on
SEOG, it centers on the number of people in secondary education
as the factor the formula determinant On distribution of SEOG
funds.

I'm glad you're not upset. I don't believe that that is a very equi-
table way of using and developing a formula for distribution, of

*, those particular funds. Some _campuses have been ,in the NBSL
businessIor many, many years, have a large amount of loans into
collection process and those certainly don't want to' see them penal-
ized,. yet, possibly, the Federal capital contribution could be low-
ered somewhat to help those emerging schools and developing insti-
tutions new institutions.

'At the present time, I would cetbtainly encourage some kind of a
mineeinoditication, at least looking at that fair share issue:
'3. Mr: JUNG. Congressman Gunderson, T think that this has-been a
problem for a long time, the relatipnship of campus based aid and
other aid: On one hand, Congress Hits encouraged the development
of a State and Federal partnership but with major amounts of
money, it has kept the delivery system a private one between the
institution and the Federal. Government.

In the coming years, there is going to have to be some very hard
choi66s made by States and States are still putting in the bulk of
the money in support of postsecondary education. And I think it
would be a wiser move to allocate dollars to States within some
general criteria and then have the States, through their political
process, award the dollars to the institutions to insure that state-

- wide educational objectives are at least being considered in the
award of funds.,,,

Now, again I think the politics in doing that are disastrous; but,
you know, rhope.you'll pardon a bit of idealism.

Mr. GUNDIMSON. One of the things I'd like you all to reflect: on
and to submit to us is some suggestions on possible reform of the
whole campus-based program. You've generally moved in that di-
rection of the flexibility that yoU'd Tike. But if yotX'll look at the
proposal, Chairman Simon's proposal or the administration's
budget recommendation, they're both calling for major changes in
the campus-based programs. And I think there's a signal there,
that something's likely to happen.in this area. Any input you have
as to haw best to move in that direction would be helpful.

You, Jim, talked a little bit about the nonsubsidized loan pro-
gram and I'd be interested from all you're perspectives as toexact-
ly who you feel a nonsubsidized loan program might to be targeted
to and under what eligibility criteria.

Mr. JUNG. Well, I think that there's clearly a need for a non-sub-
sidized program to kick in after the $2,500 GSI, or the $3,000 GSL
is reached, and if there is Li Federal guarar:tee a supplementlpro-,
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grain could then be cranked into a State program where some sub-
sidy could be provided, either some kind of interest subsidy based
on need, or something like that, as long as there's a Federal guar--
antee aril a source of capital and a-source of cashflow.

We somehow think that if we-prov9e $2,500 GSL loan or $3,000

GSL loan, we've done the job. Md we are just reaching the point
where we are Only building a half a bridge or three-quarters of a
bridge, and even for some, seven-eighths of a bridge, but it doesn't
go all the way. And it would seem that we'd All be better off if we'd
start focusing on buildink our programs to do the whole job of fi-
nancing postsecondary education for lin citizens. And I think a sup-,
plemental loan program with a minimum of Federal guarantees
and Federal subsidies other than the Federal guayantee would be

most helpful. 1

And I think the national association, NCIIELP, has a proposal
that I would urge your serious consideration of

Mr. G.UNDERSON. Any other comments on that? All right. What
about this question:and Terry, you may want to comment in par-
ticular--ought the student financial aid program be for aCcess,

choice or both?
Ms: NORMAN. I defmitely think it shduld be fork both, I know we

*have many students who come to Viterbo initially to view the
campus who would be much better, suitth.at a small private school
than they would be at a large campus. But many times, because of
funds, they are not able to do that.

One specific example I may give are tilt Ilmongs that we have in
La Crosse now. Many of them have problems with language and
with culture and would truly like to come to Viterbo becskuse of the

Smallness, the personal nature but often are forced to go to the uni-
versity because of the expense and many of those students really
don't want to get into heavy borrowing because of the extreme

costs.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Do you have some of those enrolled at Viterbo

right now?
Ms% NORMAN. Yes. ,

Mr. GUNDERSON, You do.
Ms. NORMAN. Yes, and several more coming in the fall, Arid I've

talked to many that would truly like towcome, but even with maxi-

mum Pell, maximum tuition grant, and perhaps a State grant, they
just can't do it.

Mr.. JUNG, I take the view that it's for both and it Must be for
both and I disagree with those of my colleagues that are trying to
use the financial aid system to put it club on some. private proprie-

tary schools that they are perceiving are operating not as they
should or to try to inhibit poor peopletfroin attending a high class

school. I think the financial aid system should be alisolutely neu-
tral always in terms of institutional choice, as it should be neutral
in terms of occupational choice.

And that it's up to other agencies of State government and Fed-
eral Government to make educational decisions. If a State does' not

want an institution to operate, it has a law it can make to get that
institution out of the business of providing education. If it chooses
not to do it, then au..., seigns to bewe just say, too bad, but I don't
think we use the financial aid system club to reduce access.
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If access, if it is desirable for a rich kid to go to a private school,
then -ifs also desirable for a poor kid to o to a private school and I
think that's what the financial aid syste& is all about:

Mr. KINDSCHI, I might. add that when we go out and give finan-
cial aid presentations, we ,generally try to when we try to explain
the uniform methodology and the, application processwhich isn't -the most easy taskbut we try to indicate to the students that
once the calculation is made of family contribution, that that-is the
constant and the difference between that and the costs of the vari-
ous/institutions is the, can be the need and that's, what the finan-
cial aid is all about. That's what we try to center .on.

The problem is, is that as we relay that inforrnati , it looks
good' hypothetically on a nice-little-chart, but it really- -not factu-
al because those students do not have dill choice. Because of the
restrictions on the programs tbfally, whether it's campus based be-
cause of restrictions- on the Pell grant, and obviously the restric-
tions on the loan programs, students really do not praqically have
that much flexibility unless they want to forego substantial
amounts of indebtedness to get to that possibly higher cost and
therefore for a needy student, a more restrictive type of, institution.

I certainly 'would also provide my support_that there really is t
'twofold process, not only access for the needy student but also the
choice to go where they feel that it's more appropriate for their
educational needs to be met.

MV. GUNDERSON. Just one final question, and -very briefly if you
could, in your response, rasked this question yesterday and we had
some very interesting responses from the 'financial aid, directors,
and I'd like to ask you the same 'question.

We always talk about priorities, what programs are most impor-tant continue increased funding, etcetera. What is the least of
festive of Federal student financial aid programs so that if we dis-
continued it, you couldn't feel all that bad? ,

Mr. SimoN. Jusf keep in mind that these words may come back
to haunt you.

Mr. JUNG. I've got to live here, Mr. Chairman. I plead the fifth. \
Ms. NORMAN. I would say, if I absolutely had to make a.choice, I

would say that the national Direct Student Loans and nursing Stu-
dent Loans. We definitely can't do without the grant programs, for
obvious reasons, and the college workstudy program for the reasons
Curt has cited, and others as well, as a very popular and a very
progressive program. I'd like to see funds increased in that pro-
gram significantly.

Right now, we tend not to 'ive more than 10 hours a week to
most of our students because of the funding and we'd like to spread
it out. Many of our ''sttldents could work 15or 20 hours a week and
would rather do dial than borrowing $2500 every school year, so
that would be my opfion, if I had to make a choice.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Kurt?
Mr. KINDSCHI. Well, I would certainly go along with that, the

comment that Terry mentioned, I think. That the NDSL, the Fe& ,
eral capit al contribution obviously that's a very small part of the
whole appropriation process, as we all know. We have built upas
long as we can retain our collections, we would certainly be able to
relenduse those funds for relending purposes, we would certainly
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probably take that partictlar alternative too, if it were clown to an
absolute choice. .

Mr. GUNI4RSON. Thank you all very much. Thank you, Mr.
'Chairman.

Mr. SIMON. Think you for being Mere with your testithony.
Next, we wilts 'hear from the adult student iff higher education

-panel, Sarah Harder and Robert Powless.
Mr. GUNDYRSON. Mr. Chairman, I also have another request that

a statement be made part of the record for Rolert Sorenson.
Me. SiMON. It will be entered in the record.
[Letter enclosink statement of Robert P. Sorensen follows:) .

_STATE Cl'. WIS2-131SM,

*
BOAST) OY VOCATIONAL, TWCHNICAL AND ADOLT BpUCATION,

Madison, WI, April 6, 1984.
Hon. 4)Ain. SimoN,
Chairman. Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, ConoL4ttee on Education and

Labor, House of Representatives, Cannon House Office 'Building, Washingtprt
DC

'DEAR CHAIRMAN SIMON: I would like this letter entered into the record of your
Subcommittee.Hearing in Eau Claire, Wisconsin, April 7. 1984, In general,,I am in
support of your bill to reauthorize the Higher Education Act. I shall confine my
brief remarks in this letter tg the Title IV programs. In particular, I support your
efforts of the past several *ears in working,to eliminate the half-cost rule in the
'PELL prog.rain. More than a'ny other single factor, this Pule unfairly discriminates
against our students in WisConsin schools of Vocational, Technical and Adult Edam-
tiorl (VTAE), a two-year public postsecondary system.. Although the average cost fOr
a single student living away from home and attending a VTAE school is $4,500,
under the half cost rule a student who qualified for maximum benefits in the Pell
grant program would receive no more than $1,S00.

With regard to the federal student loan programs, I also support your efforts to
consolidate them.

The proposed allocation formula for college work-study is of some concern to rite.
c Our VTAE students generally prefer working part-time, and we are chronically
4 short of work-study funds. The current formula tends to continue to reward schools

that were in the campus based programs early, and which consequently now receive
proportionately more funds. The proposed reauthorization methodology. would not
entirely resolve this problem, I believe.. Removal of the half-coat provision will in-.
crease our students' PELL grants and as a consequence would increase our alloca--
tion for work-study. If that occurs, then our students should receive a fairer propor-
tionate share, but these changes alone. will not fully redress the inequitable distribu-
tion of college work -study funds.,"

Finally, simml our schools receive very little under the N.D.S.L., S.E.O.G. and
S.S.I.G. progrinn currently, the consolidation to a bloCk grant would not significant-
ly affect us. .

May I cl . by expressing my gratitude to you for your very excellent work in
providing a better and more equitable student financial aia'programto all students:
I sincerely hope that you will be able to continue this much needed assistance in the
future,

Sincerely,
Rosswr P. SORENSEN, Ph.D.,

State Director.

Mr, SIMON, Sarah Harder is special assistant to the vice chancel-
lor for educational dpportunity here at Eau Claire, and let me add
that if there are any two words that we hear from Steve Gunder-
son more than any others, its the nontraditional student, so
assume we will may be hearing aboAt the nontraditional student
from the group that's up here. Ms. Harder?
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STATEMENT OF SARAH J. lflARDER, SPECIAL'ASSISTANT TO THE
VICE CHANCELLOR FOR EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY, AC-

1COMPANIED BY PATRICA A. QUINN, ADULT OPPORTUNITY CO-
ORDINATOR, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-EAU CLAIRE , )

___ 1..
Ms. HARDER. Timnk you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the oppor`-`

tunity to testify, not only in terms of my present relationship with
the university, but because- long before it became the fashionable
thing to do, in 1961, 1 returned to school as a single parent of two
preschool children and managed therefore, I think, to speak for
myself and my family of two children, I would not otherwise have
had, and Fitope I've made sore,, kind of contributior! which war-
rants the kind of opportunities given me.

The large influx of older than traditional students to institutions
of higher education of course began in the rgTO's and has expanded
in the 1980's and we expect it to go on in the 1390's. It's really a
resmnse not only to changeg in individual circumstances such win
my own case, but also changes in the natOre of the American econ-
omy. .

We've seen the services sector emerge as a major support of the
American economy and the concurrent leveling off of the growth in
the smokestack industriefi. And we certain anticipate increasing`
use of technology in production for which the offshore phenomenim
of exporting craw Materials for productfon and assembly in Third
World countries and all of these have resulted in the need for
American workers to retain and/or expand their educational back-
ground. . ..

Many of the areas of future job growth lie in white collar level
tec.hnOlogical fields which simply require postsecokidary training as
an entry requirement. -

The Wisconsin Department of adustry and Labor in Huinan Re-
lations has projected, in addition, that by 1990, in Wisconsin, the
ntim r of jobs will likely exceed the national gtowth in the labor
for ow that means it's going to be in our State and In our na-
tiona best interest to train and utilize a I?ew potential of skilled
labor pool which the return itself can be felt. .

Addressing at the same time both publid needs and individual op-
portunity, makes very good sense. Matching the labor force with
underutilized talent pools is a gold policy. It's a good public policy
that we followed, when the veterans returned from both World
War II and Korea, and in -that instance, tan issue of fairness was
involved as well. eaThey felt that as a complementor as compensation--for a con-

,tribution in special time of need to the Nation, the individual op-
portunity, a new opportunity to participate that was going to be an
imi5ortant payback. .Of course, it turned out to be a remarkably good public policy, as
many of those veterans moved toward individual and national
prominence. .

I would make the point that, at this particular time in our econo-
my and our society, we have another underutilized §egment, 'par-
ticularly of women, women who, at this point, represent 78 percent
of this nation's- poor. Women who in many instances began .an edu- ,

cation in the 1970's or in the 1960's, interrupted that education, did
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not finish it, opted out for following other of society's messages,
and have discovered heartily, lately, that for one reason or an-
other, circumstances change and they find out they are now sole.
breadwinners for themselves and their children, there are now,
right now in America, over 4 million displaced homemakers. And
very clearly, for many of these women, that one single version of
the American dream did not follow; through; on the other hand,
there are many other versions of the- American dream, American
opportunities that still offer great ilrornise.

And particularly -for these women, this is a very good public
policy move. With regard to title I, I am going to respond to two
proposals; one just divulged by this subcommittee and another pre-
sented by Representative Gunderson.

Now,- we received only recently a draft which may or may not be
the most current but reduced, to the significant differences between
the two proposals which are now in Congress. A major difference
lies in the means proposed for developing and delivering postsec-
ondary opportunities to underprivileged adult learners.

The subcommittee proposal, as I see it,provicles.a State grant fol.
postsecondary education planning, educational -information systems
and adult continuing education.

The Gunderson proposal provides for a direct grant to institu-
tions-as individual requests for them, for programs designed to im-
prove adult educational systems for a variety of support services
for adult learners. There's no. doubt in my ,mind that the proposed
Gunderson- delivery system will reap greater immediate and long-
term benefits for the target population. And thus, I believe, that
direct institutional grants is a far wiser investment of Federal
funds.

I've served on UW system planning task forces in a number of
areas of areas over the past decade, and I've watched with some
frustration, this State 1203 delivery system, one project which was
doomed to failure because they created an extrainstitutional struc-
ture, a new' hierarchy which was ineffectual while operating and
which withered as soon as the funding died. Further, the programs
'left no lasting change in the educational institutions which out-
lived them and outwaited futile external efforts to make any .
change. ,

Representative Gunderson's proposal takes the very successfyl
model of the special services project in title IV of the act, and ac-
knowledges that in order to expand services to underserviced pop-
ulations, our existing institutions and programs must change. And
the most, direct way to encourage that change is by direct force in
the institutional programs which will generate internally the kinds
of change which will meet,these accesses. -

One modification that I would urge in both proposals is in the',.
flat 3-year limitation on grants. What makes much more sense .

s" fr8m both an institutional and a public policy standpoing is 'to re-
quire from the onset, an institutitional match for funding, with the
understanding. that the institutional conimitmentavill grow as the
project develops. Flat 3-year limits-on anything have the disadvan-
tage of cutting off the life line for healthy infant programs. 4111

Incremental increases in an institution's support will demon-
strate an increasing institutionalization of a. program, and will also
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allow the flexibility to sustain, where-appropriate, outside suPPort
in order to aRsure that the programs will remain viable and ongo-
ing beyond the funding period.

The Gunderson proposal' specifies program areas which our expe-
rience demonstrates are critical for expanding opportunities for
adult students; I won't list them but I think ea6h of those six areas
is perfectly critical.

I'll make two _observations about the Gunderson. title I proposal;
b9th are aimed at making that proposal more successful by practi-
cal recognition of the complexity of the lives in the worlds we open e

ate in. First, returning adult students would clearly benefit
mensely from the increased flexibility and higher education pro-,
grams, which that proposal would encourage. But there are many
other traditional aged students, traditional aged students who don't.

-fit at all our 18- to 21-year-old stereotypes about what a studenyis,
who would also be served by these programs'.

The program, therefore, should target but not exclude it should
not be so rigid as to exclude underserved .poRulations, °theta' ones,
who might now be denied access because o work or familyfrespdn-
sittilities, or distance or scheduling or financial resources or all of
those other things that adult students are particularly Subject to.

Second, I think 'there is a need to recognize that to `assist some
high need adult students over the reentry bridge may require, ini-

ttialllt, a very high level of support services from both inside lad
outside the educational institution.

For instance, during their return to school, some adult students
may need not only the assistance of a iipecial service project with
its academic programs and a child care center and a workstudy job,
but also AFDC, low-income housing and energy. assistance and food
stamps. In our experience, this high need period is not only short'
term, it is amply repaid upon, graduation as adult students much
more quickly than.the norm become rapid participants and contrib-
utors in our society.

But conversely, another situation might ;say that for a given
adult student, it might be in their absolute best interest to begin
their reentry at levels less than half time and therefore that less
than half time financial aid package that's being proposed is ve
encouraging to us. It's important to ,provide, in other words, bot
the necessary flexibility and incentives for students to sustain the
extraordinary efforts that are required over the short term for
them to juggle multiple roles. It makes no sense to punitively
reduce one service, or support, when another becomes available.

And yet, regretably, that often happens. And this is the reason
that we support under title IV for instance, that the program eligi-
bility should compute projected as well as past and current income.
It's often at the point of severe fmancial reversal that reentry is
sought. And the unresponsiveness_ of current calculations makes us,
as institutions, appear unresponsive and, in some cases, simply

i
dis-

courages or eliminates reentry. And this is also why SEOG s so
important to us as an institution in responding to special adult stu-
dent needs.

In conclusion, emphasize that the good public policy that's
implicit in title. I., as proposed, and especially in the Gunderson
complement, what I would see as a substitute for the subcominit-.
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tee's now part A, his proposal encourages further collaborative ef.A
forts between edutiationaUpstitutions and Government and private
industry. But initiatives alit from the ground up, and that's so im-
portant, at the local and regional level, where the likelihood for
sustained impact remains.

These links and contacts will pay off for adult students also, by
building roads to new job placements when they graduate, but this
itle l complement also builds from the..ground up, a prod4tive,
interdependence of Government`, business and higher education,
one which is absolutely critical to our Nation's working feature.

Trepared sthtempnt of Sarah J. iirder followSj
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SARAH J. HARDER, SPECIAL ASSISTANT THE VICE. CHAN-

CELLOR FOR EvucArriotott. OPPORTUNITY, AND PATRICIA A. QUINN, ADULT OpPoRTU-
. NITY COORDINATOR, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN -EAU CLAIRE

ADULT sTUDENTS: THEIR PRESENCE IN COLLECT, rnEat IMPACT ON THE. Eq0NOMY

The pot- secondary institptions of education in the United States have witnessed 60
and wilrcontinue to witness the growth, numerically and percentaigewise,On 'non-
traditional students (women, minorities, older students, etc) among their overall
populatioilL By the year 2000, according to Carnegie Council projections, 50 percent
of all un raduate students in the United States will be aged 22 and older, and 52
percenttof all undergraduate students will be women.' The traditional college-bound
group of 18-24 year olds will, by the same time, have declined by 23 percent.' Al-
ready more than one-third of all college students are at least 25 years old,' and now
for the first time since the second World War women outnumber men in college in
both the traditional age bracket and (especially) in the older student group.*

The influx of large numbers al older than traditional aged students to institutions
of higher education throughout the-704 and into ale SO's and 90's is a response to
the ¶.hanging nature of the American economy. Factors such as the emergence of
the ,service sector as a major support of the American economy and concurrent ley-
eling-out of the growth iN the "smokestack'' industries, the increasing use of robot-
ics and other technoligical systems in production of goods, and the "offshore phe-
nomenon" of exporting raw materials for production and assembly in a Thrid World
countriy have all resulted in the need for many American workers to retrain and/or
'expand their educational background. Many areas or job growth lie at the white
collar Itvel or in technological fields, both areas that require post:secondary train-
ing as an entry requirement! Short-term training programs for workers cannot
produCe the long-term benefits of economic stabilitybroadened tax base, and in-
creased purchasing power of consumers.

The correlation between a good education and a goOd job is one of which women
have become particularly aware as they have entered the work force in increasingly
larger numbers since the 70's. Women's participation in the work force is anticipate

Jed to greatly increase throe bout the 80's: among women 25-54, the U.S. Depart-
'ment of Labor estimates that 66 to over 70 percent will be working-outside the
home,' and DI general the average American woman, whether single-or-married,
will work more than 34 years of her life.? Despite increases in their participation in
the labor force,. full-time women workers earn approximately 60 percent of what
men earn. The gap is attributable in part to occupational segregation---in sort,

Carnegie Council on Policy States in Higher Education, "Three Thousand Ritures: The Next
Twenty Pews for Nigher Educuiitut." Jaosey-13asas Publishers, 1980, p. 54.

',4thid, pp. 37, 42, 43.
' "Manpower Comments." vul. 17, mi. 8 (October, 1980), p. 26.
4 " Eq ua 1 Opportunity in Higher alucation," Teptember 8, 1980), p. 5: "School U. S. Depart-

ment of Commerce, Bureau of the. Census, Series P-20, No. 355 (August 1980), p. 1.
'See chart "IndustriesreProjected w Show Largest Intreases in Number of Jobs, 1977L1990"

Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Employment Projections for the 1980's" U. S. Department of LabOr
Bulletin 2030 (1979), pp. 32-a3,

"The Employment of Women: General Magnolia' of Developments .anci Lames," U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, Women's Bureau (April 1980). p. 4.

7 Jaqueline 1. Fleming and Linda M. Milano, "Help for the Displaced Homemakers," Florida
Vocational Jou'inal (April 1980), pp. 17-19, The average male can expect to work for 41 years.
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women work in lower paying jobs,* consequently, their access to higher, wage occu-
pations is in 'part dependent upon increasing their access to post - secondary institu-
tions of education. This fOrmula inveves good public policy implications as if rein-forces women's capacity to support themselves and their families and maintain it
standard of living. In the United States nealy two-thirds of all working women are
single, widowed, divorced or separated, or have husbands who ,earn under $10,000 a
year.9 Strengthening the earning power of women by increasing their access to col-
leges and universities will have,many long-range public benefits including a reduc-tion of the number of individuals receiving public assistance and an increase in thenumber of contributing taxpayers.

INSTITUTIONAL RESPONS.E, TO ADULT STUDENTS' SPECIAL N4IDS'

Beginning in the 1950's colleges and universities in the United States witnessed
the first influx of large numbers of older than traditional age, students to their
campus. This first wave of adult students consisted by and large of veterans of thesecond World War and Korean War, men whose education had been interrupted by
their term of service, and many who needed to combine theNcompletion of their edu-cation wits job and family responsibilities. Special financiaVaidwas provided by the
'government to encourage this voI of talented potential titudents to return; at the* institutional level, many collies and universities initiated evening divisions its

- which working students could complete degree programs on a part-time basis and athours that complemented their work schedules.
This initial combination of institutional and federal support foe veterans proved

successful and beneficial for American society. Institutions of post - secondary educa-
tion and the federal governinent now face a different group of adult learners who
need increased access to higher education. No less a talent pool than the veterans of
the 50's, the current adult students Kaye somewhat different nee;la from the former
group, and though the institutional structures such as evening divisions continue 'to
serve some older students (in those universities where they exist), many barriersstill elist for them in a system designed for ancrfocused on young, single, white, andfins sally dependent students.

Throughout the 70's and into the SO's, a variety of programs created under the
Higher Education Act'and designed to increase admission and retentiot of minority
and other non-traditional students to"Post-secondary institutions have benefitted
adult students as well. Special Services projects (Title IV, Part A, Snbpart 4) that
provide programs in academic skills, tutoring, and compensatory cbursework in
mathematics, readiTig, composition, And the natural seisinces have provided adults
the opportunity to acquire the basic skills for college entrance, (}Many adults when
they a.t.tendeci high school never held the expectation of attendingrcolIege and conse-
quently their high school backgrounds lacked the necessary foundation for college
work. Other adults who had pursued academic programs in high school or who had
actually attended college for some semesters may have been out of school for ten or
fifteen years before returning to the academic environment. The programs of special
service, projects have served these individuals as well, especially in areas of mathe-
matics and natural science! Returnirig women in particular demonstrate insufficient
preparation in mathematics and the natural seienals, while these subjects form
keys to 'so many promising career fields.

The provision of student financial assistance wider the Higher Education Act
(Title IV) has provided adult us well as traditional ageoljstudents the opportunity to
attend college, however, the Supplemental Education Opportunity Grant prograii
(('-art A, Subpart 2) has pioven especially important for older than traditional aged
students. Adult students frequently have higher financial need than their younger
counterparts. 'They are usually financially independent-of their parents, may havedependents of their own, and reside off campus. These supplernental funds to the
basic Pell Grant award help to meet adult students' greater financial need; their
distribution by the financial ;aid office of the post-secondary institution also allows
for a more effective determination of individual need and a more rapid disbuise-
ment of funds,

The College Work Study Program (Title IV, Part C) as well has proven beneficial
to many adult students who, facing a late entry into the workforce, desire to avoid

8 "Women in the Labor Force: Some New Arta Series," Report #575, U.S. Department oflabor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1979, p. "Stieak Preview: 19fi0 Census," Working Woman
(Sept. 100), p. 74.

"Wlimen at Work: Barriers to Economic Equality," Women Employed InStitute (Chicago,1980). p. 7.
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the acmtmulation of a large debt in student loans. Employment at the educational
institution itself provides them with working houre.that are compatible with their
course schedules, a boon to individuals who usually must integrate domestic, wor3j,
and academic responsibilities. Work study positions also reduce the time loss- and
transportation expenses that off -campus jobs would entail.

The availability of the various forms of financial to part-time students haseprOven
beneficial to adult students, many of who'll find it impassible to carry twelve or
more credits while working and/or managing a home.

The Education Outreach Programs (Title I, Part B) and the Fund for the Improve-
ment of Postsecondary Education (Title X, Part A) both' provided grants for projects
that'demonstrated innovative or alternative approaches to poet-secondary education
that met the learning needs of underseryed adults. Under such grants, institutions
created Counseling centers that recruited 'returning -wmpen and men, addressed
adult students' more complex educational backgrounds by developing various mech-
anisms to evaluate prior learning, and created innovative Structures to deli r aca-
demic coursework to students living at a significant distance from a cam or to
whose job schedule prevented them from participating in traditional sem ter or
quarter -based courses. Finally, nim institutions could 'begin to support campus-
based child care facilities that alsoerve students with young children, a particular'
n of many returnink women, especially heads of households, who otherwise
wo ld have had to delay their reentry until all their children were in school.I.

FLEAUTHORIZATFON OF rate HIGUY.14 ii.PLICATION ACT

The reauthorization of the Higher Education Act provides, an opXrtunity to
assess areas in which various features of the 1965 law can be extended, expanded or
changed in line with current and projected demogtaphic features of the United
States student population at postsecondary institutions. A series of recommenda-
tions follows, some which reinforce proposed amendments of the Congressional Sub-
committee on Postsecondary Education chaired by Paul SilSotal° and others which
respond to a bill to amend Title I of the Higher Education Act of 1965 drafted by
Repttsdntative Steve Gunderson, also a member of the Subcommittee on Post-sec-
ondary Education." Still others represent my own suggestions.

(A) ITTLV I, PART A

A, The Subcommittee en Postsecondary Education has recommended a Redesign of
Title I, Part A, substituting the authorization of Education Outreach Programs for
the never funded Commission on National Development in Postsecondary Educa-
tion." The Education Outreach Programs would authorize state grants in three
areas: grants for "comprehensive statewide planning for postsecondary education,-
for the provision of educational inforniition- for both traditional and non-tradition,ul
learners, and to carry out adult continuing ,education programs. The discretionary
grant program provides grants for projects designed to demonstrate the effective-
ness of alternative approaches to postsecondary education that meet the learning
needs of undetserved adults." ' 2 Representative Gunderson's amendment to this Ac-
tion would substitute Special Assistance to Improve Outreach for the
Commission on National Development in Postsecondary Education. The former em-
phasizes the need to "assist eligible postsecondary 'institutions to establish programs
to enhance the educational oppportunities available to adult learners. " '4 It pro-
vides six specific foci for atates' 'discretiohary grants. These include (1) collaboration
of nostseeondary institutions with governmOnt,, private industry and other institu- .

tions of higher education in currculum and program development so that education
for adults may be responsive to current employment and economic conditions, (2)
improving adult students' temporal and geographical access to academic programs,
(3) developing off-campus centers of learning, development and operation of day

- cars facilities, (5) improvement anddevelopment of counseling for adult learners,
and (6) training university personnel to better serve adalt. learners.' s

My remarks refer to the January 19, 1954 document of the Subcoiesiittee on Postsecondary
Education that sum mrizes tluit committee's recommendations for amending the Higher Educa-
tion Act of 1965.

My remarks rc cr to a March 2t Discussion Draft of Representative Gunderson's Bill to
Amend Title I of the Higher Education Act.

"Subcommittee on PostselondarY Education, P. 2.
1 3 Ibid., p: 1.

Gunderson. p. 3,
s Gunderson, p, 6.
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The Gunderson proposal correctly specifies areas of-particular need for develop-
ment and extension of services to adults. The areas he outlines also serve many tra-
ditional aged students with non-traditional circumstances. Thus, it is recommended
that his proposal amend and not substitute for the Subcommittee on Postsecondary
Education's proposal.

Both the Subcommittee on postsecondary Education's proposal and the one spon-
sored by Relaresentative Gunderson recommend discretionary grants tei institutions
for periods not to.exceed three years after which institutions are expected to assumethe full cost of operations and staffing such projects." This three-year eligibility
limit severely restricts the capacity of some institutions which do not already have astrogg basis of programs for adults from developing such. Many institutions that
serve small city and rural areas, for example; have not developed programs foradult students as rapidly as urban universities. The adult students and prospective
adult recruits frequently do not have the slime kind of geographic mobility as their
younger colleagues. Jobs and family*decrease their ability to travel or nine to an
institution with services to adults, and the smaller institutions which are located in
more immediate proximity cannot afford to take on a wholesale adult program afteronly three earls of development. An extension or possibility to extend this three-
year limit for such institutions would increase access to adults in traditionally un-derserved regions.

Representative Gunderson's emphasis on the establishment of collaborative ef-
forts between the institution and government, private industry, or other higher edu-
cational institution is especially appropriate for odult students who are displaced
homemakers, unemployed. or displaced workers.'Efforts should be made to amend
the areas of categorical exclusion of students from services and support systems out-
side the educational institutions. For example, during the period of their return to;
school many adult students need, for a short term period, a high level of support
from public agencies such as AFDC and vocational Rehabilitation, and social sery
ices such as outside childcare, energy assistance, food stamps, and low income hous-
ing. This short term period of high need creates a formidable barrier to adults' re-
entry since manyPprograms and services, such as those of Title 20, exclude students.In addition, receipt of student financial aid may further reduce instead of supple;
ment what eligibility for outside support services remain. Matching these extramu-ral and intramural ogportunities for support during adult students short term
period ofh need at reentry, instead of keeping them mutually exclusive, is a
good inv6-stment of public funds and services as it both maximizes adult students'
potential to avoid future reliance on public assistance, and enhances their rapid
entry into better paying positions in the labor force. A large percentage of adult stu-
dents have already completed some college when they return and, consequently, the
period of high level of support would be significantly shorter than the usual four
years associated with undergraduate degree completion.

(B) TITLE I, ADDITIONAL PARTS

The Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education recommended foUr parts to Title
One instead of the previous two. The first, Part A, has been discussed above. The
remaining Parts B, C and D represent changes to the Higher Education Act of 1965
and address respectively Literacy Training, Educational Programs for Correctional
Facilities, and Veteran's Cost of Instruction 'Program.' 7 Representative Gunderson'sproposal includes three parts to Title I, Special Institutional Assistance to Improve
Outreach (Part Al, Special Assistance for Off-Campus Programs (Part B), and Re-
search, Demonstration, Training, and Dissemination (Part $

Some of these proposals have a more direct impact on adult students than others.
While there are undoubtedly numerous adults lacking literacy skills in the United
Slates, the placement of this category within the context of the Higher Education
Act seems targeted at providing instructional experience to prospective adult stu-
dents. As described, its placement, therefore, might be more appropriate in Title V:
Teacher Preparation or in Title IV: Special Service:0'0r Disadvantaged Students, or
even Title VIII: Cooperative Education.

Educatioial Programs for Correctional Facilities need not have a separate catego-
ry as programs for juvenile and adult offenders could-be addressed by the Subcom-
mittee's, guidelines of Part A. Part D of the Subcommittee's redesigned Title I ap-

16 Gunderson, p. 5; Subcommission on PoStsecondary Education; p. 1.
" Subcommittee on Postseconcia* Education, pp. 2-4.
14 Gunderson, pp. 7 -14.
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pears appropriately placed in this category and would continue the tradition of fa-
cilitating access of veterans to college and university programs.

Repres4ative Gunderson's redesign of Title I in his Parts B and C again more
directly addresses adult students' needs, although again it must be emphasized that
traditional aged students with non-traditional circumstances ought "not to be ex-
cluded from such programs. The Special Assistance for Off- Campus Programs pro-
poses grants to kssist institutions in establishing programs to overcome the geo-
graphic barriers of adult students from rural areas by "development and use of

Noechnologically oriented delivery systems using interactive computers, radio, televi-
sion, teleconferencing, video-disc, print, or any combination thereof." ,"

Such programs and materials would prove valuable not only to adult students
facing geographic barriers to campuses but also to those whose jobs and' responsibil-
ities generate temporal barriers. For example, persons like health care rs or
Some factory employees whose shifts revolve or salespersons who tra tly
on the job are excled0 from traditional coursework by the nature of
Media area' technolOical innovations in curriculum deliverY can
available in outlying areas and also to persons with irregular work sch

When designing programs that aid off-campus students, however, institutions
must do better than simply designing high tech correspondence courses. Off campus
students lose a particular dimension of the educational experience--the collegiality
of peers, the mentoring of an instructor, and the long range benefits of potential
recommendations, work referrals, and career advice that can develop from such re-
lationships. They also lack many of the infornial structures that can maintain stu-
dents' momentum to finish coursework and degree programs. To enhance retention
rates of students who face geographic and temporal barriers to campus coursework
programs ought to incorporate site visits by academic counsellors and aciministra.
tors as well sis faculty. Media should involve interactive capacities and_prog
should also incorporate the delivery of advising services and the capacity to regi
and purchase materials from afar.

As in Part A of Title I the limiting of grants to support such programs to three
years may hamper exactly those institutions in closest proximity to rural popula-
tions. Three years is an extremely short period during which to effectively establish
and market a non-traditional program, as well as to refine the program's delivery
systems, develdp its materials, and train its staff. Smaller institutions would not be
Ale to assume. wholesale such programs, especially if they had not begun to gener-
ate institutional resources.

Part C of the Gunderson proposal for redesigning Title I addresses the need to
develop and demonstrate innovative outreach methods for adults whose preparation
for college is hampered by inadequate basic, fUnctional academic skills. The Special
Services Projects under Title IV Part A have already demonstrated success in this
area. It appears more appropriate therefore to reemphasize this need under the
Title IV section of the Act (Part A, Subpart 4).

TITLE IV: STUDENT VINANCIALVASSISTANCE

Title IV contains two particular sections where changes would improve the access
of adult students to institutions of postsecondary education, It has already been
Inentiontsi that SEOG funds have proven particularly beneficial to adult students
because of their typically higher need for financial assistance at reentry. The Sub-
committee on Postsecondary Education's proposal to restructure the current five
separate Federal student assistance programs into three, simplify the application
process,' and increase the degree of institutional, discretion Over disbursement Of
funds serves adult students on all counts. In addition, if the determination of Pell
Grant eligibility would include projected as well as pastearnings of persons seeking
enrollment, many,adults could be served. A significant proportion of returning
women students seek to return to school upon divorce, desertion, death or disability
of a spouse. Their family's past earnings' alone do not accurately reflect their finan-
cial situation. Many men and women also return to school after losing their job. For
displaced workers, those whose jobs were in areas of decline, face a sharp drop in
income and require retraining before their return to the workforce can be an effec-
tive one The current guidelines of qualifying for Pell basic grants do not address
this reality.

The second area of Title IV which has proven most beneficial to improving adult
students' access to colleges and universities is that section dealing with Special Pio-
grams for Disadvantaged Students. The Special Services (TRIO Programs) have

19 Gunderson, pp. 7 and 11.
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served adult students well, though the funding limitations of the past three fiscal
years, by causing staff and hours reductions in many programs, have threatened
access to critical counseling services, academic skill programs, tutoring,. and com-
pensatory courbework)of which adult students are heavy users. Expansion of prb-
grams in math and science prove especially important to returning women students,whereas returning males frequently require programs in composition and reading.
In addition. adult students increasingly face a new gap in their basic slats prepare-.
tion foncollege: high school and even elementary students are acquiring competency
in the use of computers. When these traditional aged students arrive at college their
preparation for various modes of computer-assisted instruction is already complete.
Adult students, because of their age, never had this kind of preparation, (as many

a other minority students from poorer schools and families/ and need to build this
new 'beat skill" before their participation in postsecondary coursework can be com-plete.

Eligibility for participation in. Special services PrOgra6 could be increased by re-
examinihg the basis of low irtorne qualificatipn. If, as in the case of Fell Grants,
income status could include projected yearly as well as past income, more adults
could qualify for grant partidipation.

4I'Llt COOREFLATIVE ROL/CATION

The benefits of a cooperative education experinnce to any student are well known.
Students experiette the benefits -of pratitical application of theory within a profes-
sional environment. The financial benects of a coop experience are typically above
those of the federal student aid programs. Students acquire work credentials, to
match their academic ones, a trensmtudiadvantage upon 'graduation when seeking
full-time employment.

Cooperative education itas all too frequently proven inaccessible to many adult
students. Unless a litudent attends an urban college or university, many adult stu-
'dents cannot take advantage of this -opportunity because they cannot leave their
'families. A large number of coop opportunities in the past have been in departments
or majors where women, much less returning women students, have been underre-
presented, such as schools of engineering. It is recommended that incentives be pro
vided to institutions that seek rto develop cooperative education programs with local
businesses and industries, and to expand the variety of coop opportunities to
besides engineering and business that demonstrate economic growth.

This development of local coop opportunties provides benefits for adult students,
but it also generates a variety of potential linkages between institutions and the
broader community. Employers realize savings in recruitment and training coats,
and witness their local institution's direct contribution to thequality.of the commu-nity's labor force.

CONCLUSIONS

."----4"-s The reauthlkation of the Higher Education Act of 1965 provides many opportu-
nities for increasing access older than traditional age students. To optimally ad-
dress the issue of access for new student population, however, it must be em-
phasized that the circumstances of adult students' reentry will frequently entail
short-term periods of high need for financial assistance and support services that' t? are available outside the educational institution. To prove most effective, the Higher
Education Act's provisions must work in conju'ction with, not in opposition to,
-other programs of public assistance such as the 'Department of SoCial Services,
AFDC and DVR. This short-term investment in this pool of talented individuate is
good public policy. It will produce in a relatively short period of time long-term, well
educated workers whoie ability to support themselves and their families provides
lasting economic and social benefits to, their communities,

In addition no coordinating linkages with public sector agencies, institutions of
postsecondary education further contribute to their surrounding community's devel-
opment and economic stability by encouraging curriculum development and copper-
ative education programs with private businesses and industries, Institutions hasten
their adult students' employment upon graduation, increase such students' potential
to repay educational loans, and directly enrich the duality of the labor force in the
surrounding area. Such fassgrains also provide the beginnings of additional linkages.
whereby private industry and business can enrich college and university life and
postsecondary institutions can broaden the range and quality of their public service
commitments.

Mr. SIMON. We thank you,'very
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President Robert Powless, of' Mount Senario 'College,,'could ,ypii
give us ,a (30-second backgriOund deitcription' Of Mount Seziario Col-
lege, too.

STATE MENT 01 ROPERT E. POWLES'S14TRESIDENT; MOUNT
SENARIO COLLEGE; LAE,IN'SM/TH, WI

,

Mr. PowLEss. Mount Senario CollegCii, an 'independent 4-year..
nondenominational institution in nOrthweitern Wiscomin that,., iis
my testimony indicate has, .as one of its major missions, to serve .,

educationally underser'Pe\i populations in that area
We have about 25- percent niinorit y. toltrollment out of our Tull- i,

time student populatiou, about 18 percent'American Indian. We
are truly, I ,think, an independent 'College in the sense that we
-haven't been able to get a title. III ,grant for the last couple of ,

rounds. So, we've ,become even more.-independent , than we 'Some- ,.
times want to'be.

We, are focated in a 'very sinall'conimunity of about 4,000 -people
hi. the county seat of Russ County where the population of manysofer
the large, cities in Wisconsin are bigger than the population of, our
county,, and-so we, think, are in a vefy tmique place to do some
unicitle things in higher education, which we do.

[Prepared statement, of Hobert E. Powless follows:}
Plit&P.19.= STATERCENT 01P ROBERT E. Privuis, PaD., PIENSIDENT, MOUNT SESIULTO

or-Lea, LAuvaiirra, WI
At Mount Senarid College Currently, 41 'percent of our 481 head-count student en-

rollinent is over 22 years of agewith 52 percent of wonienestudents in that catego-
ry-8'7.2 percent of dur 94 \American.'Indian student hes.d2count enrollment is also
ewer 22 years of age. While our independent institution is unique in its -mission to
serve educatidnallY;underserved populations in rural Northwestern Wisconsin, it
seems clear Wait college Populations are getting older. This implies that certain
basic principles be a part of any kfigher Education Legislation as it requires that
attention be paid to such things as:

1, Stusient aasistance grant allOcations that take into consideration the factors of
previotii ,debt, size, day care(,especially for the single parent family) and
many other areas"of expense not uor ally associated with the more traditional stu-
dent..

2. Continuing choice, as well as access for the "adult" student. A non-traditional
student, especially if also a Minority student, tends to do better in a more personal-
ized learning environment. As broad a range -of institutional "choices as possible
must remain available to enable these students to best recognize their educational
potential.

3. Retention of the individuality of assistance Progra.nis to better enable institu-
tional Financial Aid Packagers to meet the often more specific needs of "adult" sto-

-dents,- or to at least insare- that the flexibility built into currently-propoted-
t,ion becomes a reality.

At MSC we had 404...students in 1983-84 who qualified for need-based financial aid'
with an average need per student of $5,785 ($2,377,308), Two sources of aid pertinent
to this discussion are:
Federal grants:

Fell $469,408
SEW. 80,111
BIA 91,828

Total, 641,347

Loans to students:
NDSL (45) $59,350
Out of-State GSL' (43) 101,023
State Direct GSL (74) ., 149,833
Wisconsil. Banks GSL (186) $74,813 ?

Total . 1179 1 684,579



About 32 percent of our students received aid in loans, The average loan per stu-
dent was $1,883. You will note that the total amount of aid received in loans exceed-
ed the'amount received in Federal Grants.

If one multiplies the $1,863 by four years, the avera,ge debt burden per student is
$7,452. Since "adult" students, especially many Minorities, will need 4i42 ($8,383) or
5 years ($9,315) to accomplish their academic goals, this burden increases propor-
tionately. It is obvious, then, that this debt burden (due to factors noted previously)
weighs heavier on the non-traditional student.,Models need to be.studied, as legisla-
tion is re-written and re-authorized, that will enable this burden to be alleviated.' At our institution, as at many others, the College Work-Study Program is another
significant component of the Student Financial Aid picture, With 74.4 percent of our
full-time students on Work-Study, it will be imperative that available dollar* besuch that we can set-aside ten percent of our allocation for less that half-time stu-
dents without short-changing those going full-time. A special Congressional allvca-tion of 'W-S money above and beyond current amounts which would be earmarked
for less than half-time students would be most helpful to postsecondary institutions.

In summary, to benefit the "adult" student, legislation must be specifically at-
tuned to, their unique academic and funding .needs, must einphasize'"choice" as wellas "access" and provide for relief,of the debt burden that many of these students
now face. The benefits Of such enlightened legislation will be a,better educated andtrained "mature segment"- of American society who will' Ultimately be
greater antributions, both tangible and intangible, to our country's growth
prosperity.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you
Mr. POWLESS. I want to say that I'm pleased, to be here with

Sarah because both of us are used(to, she as a woman and I as an.
American Indian, are used to 'having the impercups when others
have glasses.

.At Mount Senario College, currently, 47 percent of our 481 head
count student enrollment is over 22 years of age, with 52 percent of
our women students in that category: 87.2 percent of our 94 Ameri-
can Indian student head count enrollment' is also over 22 years of
age. Now, as I indicated, while dur independent institution isunique in its mission, to serve educationally underserved popula-
tions in rural northwestern. Wisccinsin it seems clear that, in gen-
eral, college populations are getting. older. .

This leads me to list, out of many things I could hike listed, the
three items that you will see in my written testimony: No. 1, I
think is particularly important and has been brought out before in
other testimony this morning, that there are many other areas of
expense for the nontraditional student or adult studer, whatever
term is appropriate, that are not normally associates with the
more traditional student.

,It is important that as you revawfi higher educatiTi legislation",
that- these areas of -particularly different expense are included in
student assistance grant allocaticns.

Second, and I think this is Aticularly important, the idea of
continuing choice as well as access for the adult student, the.non-

- traditional student; especially also a minority student, tends to doL/ in a more personalized learning environment. We don't,
knOw a lot about, you know, why education works I think Or how it
works, but this is one of the things that we do know.

So that means to me, at least, that as broad a range of institu-
tional choices as possible must remain available to enable these
students to best recognize their educational potential.

'1180
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words involved,. and that is, individuality and flexibility. As far as
And then, the third thing, that I have listed simply has. two. key

the ability of our financial aid packagers to meet the often more
specific, needs of adult students. At Mount Senario College right
now, we have about 404 students who'qualify for need-based finan-
cial aid with an average need per student cif $5,785. The two
sources of aid that I would like you to relate that to this morning
are the Federal grants and the loans to students.

Through Pell, SEOG and BIA grants, this year, we have been
able to support students with $641,347. Through NBSL and GSL
loans, we've been able to assist them to the tune of $684,579. You
will note that, the total. amount of aid received in loans exceeded
the amount received in Federal grants; 32 percent of our students
received aid in loans; the average loan per student was $1,862.

Now, if my math is correct, you'll notice that this is a tremen-,
dous debt burden, it seems to me, over 4 years, and since many
nontraditional students, especially.. minority students, will need
let's say 5 years to accomplish their academic goals, this burden in-
creases proportionately. It is obvious, then, that this debt burden
weighs heavier on the nontraditional student.

Models need to be studied and perhaps developed as legislation is
rewritten and reauthorized that will enable this net burden to be
alleviated. At our institution, as at many others, the college work-
study program is very, very important. 74.4 percent of our full-time
students on the workstudy, it would be imperative that available
dollars be such ,that we can set aside 10 percent of our allocation
for less than half-time students without shortchanging those who

.are going full time. And obviously, if you give us a lot more money,
we can deal with that better, right?

In summary,to benefit the adult student, legislation must be spe-
cifically atuned to their unique academic and funding needs. It
must emphasize choice as well as access and provide for relief of
the debt burden- that mapy of these students now face. The benefi,t
of such enlightened legislation, will ..be a better educated azA
trained, what I like to refer to as mature segment of American so-
ciety, who will ultimately ,then be making greater contributions,
both tangible and intangible, to our country's growth .and prosperi-
ty.

Mr. NtflON.,,Thank you both very much. It is interesting looking
at your' Oires, and I gather Mount Senario College is not eligible
for any tribally controlled fundsat all?

r. Powi.v.,gs. No, it's not.
r. &moll. It was founded by whom, for whom?

Mr. Powillss. It was founded by the Order of the Servants of
Mary in 1962, which makes it then very difficult of course to go to
our rich aluMni for money because we don't have any rich alumni
yet. They haven't made their mark in the world. After about 6
years, the order filmed the college wer to,a lay president and lay
board and we've functioned as an irMependent, nondenominational
school since then.

The mission however, tiat the Sisters gave to the college to carry
on was, at least in part, related to the rural population in which
we are located, and the American Indian population because, of
course, we sit in the heart of Indian country. And so, those are the
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people who we are supposed to be serving. Most of our white stu-
dents, for instance, are students who would be first generation col-
lege students from their families, and so their expectations and in
some cases their preparation for college is differect than perhaps
in other parts of our State and country.

Mr. SIMON. Your division, and it's very interesting to see the
grants tind loans division, and ,41 don't recall any 'other witness
doing that for us, it really reflects what is happening. A little more
than a decade ago, 80 percent of Federal assistance was in the form
of grantS; now that is at about a 48 percent, 48 percent with 4 per-
cent from a variety of other college workstudy and other programs.
\ But that.d9es leave a real burden on the students; in fact, it is so
much of a burden, that a lot of students from families of limited
income don't want to assume the burden and don't go on to college.
And that's one of the 'reasons for our shift.

Letsme ask both of you this question: We have rid, t now under
SEOG an undercollege workstudy, we say, up. to 10 pe ent of these'

'funds can go for the part-time student. We will continue that in
this bill under college workstudy, and, under the bloCkgrant, which
in 'a sense is an expansion since the blockgrant is an expansion
from SEOG. Is that figure a realistic figure or should we be looking
at a different percentage figure?

Ms. HARDER. From our standpoint, it is, but I think we have to
agree that we are still, at UW-Eau Claire, a quite traditional
higher educational institution.. The proportion. of both ,part-time
students and older students here is lower thaYi it is at most 1.7W
systems schools. I would urge, frankll that, again, the flexibility be
allowed, recognizing that in most instances, the part-time status is
a status that is elected only when it is the only choice available
and it has, in ,most instances, for the students that we deal with,
been a relatively short-term part"of thatbut mery critical partof
that student's reentry experience.

As soon as they are able, one way Or another, to marshal the re-
sources, whether they are support resources or financial resources,
they move into a full time status buts it, franklY, in many inststnces
makes the very best sense for 'a person on a first opportunity to
take a critical one course or maybe just one course, and along with
that course, to get the kinds of support service that will allow that
person to be off and running in the following semesters.

Mr. FOWLES.% I would say, I would emphasize again the one word
that Sarah used, and that is flexibility. I think that is extremely
important in all of these programs. If we are going to better serve
the nontraditional student. I' think, howevet,,let me go back to my
point that I made earlier, and that is that we are already running
out of work-study Money before the semester is over; that's hap-
pened to us in the first semester, and it's going to happen to us this
semester. We are going to have a real shortfall of work-study
money, and so we can't deal now with the students who we would
like to have on work-study; we- can't package them completely as
we'd like to, with work-study money.

And so, it's going to be very difficult, I think, for many institu-
tions to be able to, even thvugh they would really like to, tsse 10, 20
whatsver percent for part-tune students, and so, I think that has to
be trMen into consideration. Now, I think that you'd have to get

37-618 0-84--75 1182
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much more broader range of information- on. that, but as I said, in
our situation, we just cannot make as good a use of.our work-study
money as we'd like to make now.

Mr. SIMON. So that, in your situations, changing that figure
would not be a significant thing for either one of you?

Mr. PowtEss. I can't really, from my point of view, T can't really
see that it would, yes.

Ms. HARDER. I might just mention that of the 980 women older
students that we had, which was slightly over half of our older stu-
dent population, 600 pins, almost 700 of them, were part-time stu-
dents. The part-time student norm' here tends to be from 6 to 9
credits and so most of those stUdenti, in other words, are currently
eligible. But, once again, I think it's important to recognize that
there's a critical number of those students who are- really fore-
closed from the possibility, simply 'because what they carry in the
way of academic apprehensions, coupled with financial, apprehen-
sions, may simply make them decide not to start.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSOI 4. Thank you Mr. Chairnia.n, and thank bot of

you for very good testimony. Sarah, I suspect that you've reahis,
but for the ,benefit of everyone in the audience, I'd like to read the
definition of the adult learner we put in the bil and would like to
get your response to it. 0

An adult learner means an individual first, who by reason of his
or her persenal circumstances, including age, marital status, posi-
tion with regard to dependent children, lack of or need for new em-
ployment skills, desires to pursue a new career, or, subsequent rea-
sons, is not a traditional student and second, who engages in same
form of structured post secondary study to improve his or her
knowledge, information, skills, or employment opportunities.

Do you think that% w proper definition; is it
Ms. HARDER. It certainly is comprehensive and it does seem to

provide flexibility and that's, I think that's what both Bob and I
"- were arguing for. I think, I guess, the ,thing that I like about that

very much, is that it acknowledges that age is not the only, factor;
that may put one into a category, but is very nontraditional with
regard to the rest of the student populatiOn. I think that's the keys.

Mr. GuNomoN. Any comment?'
Mr. POWLESS. I would second, that. I think that 'it is very impor-

tant to understand that, and I use an example I am most familiar
with, that an American Indian student who is 18 or 19 years of
age, may very well be a nontraditional student and, therefore,the-
broader the definition, I think the better off thosestudents are.

MS. HARDER. We used to, in the special services project, have a
requirement that we considered 'only youth and that was a little
tough for Vs to deal with beeause, very frankly, the adult students ,

were often th of whom most needed some of the services that weose
had to offer. % figured out ways to serge them, but the fact was
that it' was an exclusionary kind of category, and it seems to me
that we are not well served nor is public policy well served by cre-
ating that kind of exclusionary category,

Mr.. GUNDERSON. I want to make sure I understood correctly; you
said that we should, that our program should target, but not ex-
clude the traditional student, not exclude others?
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Ms. HARDER. Yes. Essentially, I think what I am doing is con-
firming that the kind of description you have of an adult learner, is
the kind of thing that we should move toward, and in the actual
creation of programs, what we should say to institutions is, insofar
as the student fits a profile, that student should be encouraged to
utilize this, because one of-the problems is, our problems-in -higher
education is, that we built most of our programs with just a single
dimension in mind. And to the extent that we want all of our pro-
grams now, finally, to be flexible enough to accommodate the varie-
ty of populations that we hope will enter in through them, we are
not ever well served by saying that a student who gets this service
must be thus and thus.

And, as a matter of fact; for our own special services program,
here locally and our lab will testify, I'm sure to that, we have felt
our students were ill served `by the movement 'of the strict first
generation combination with a much more rigid economic criterion,
because there are many other students that have educational dis-
advantagements that do not fit in that category.

Again, we figured out ways to serve them, but it's important,, I
think, to urge an institution te open 'upwe 610 that through .our
institutional funding--but its important to encourage an institu-
tion to open up all of its programs as much as possible.

Mr. GuisinEasox. How would we compute projected as well as
present incomeany suggestions there?

Ms. 1-1Annxa, How do you compute projected? Well, I think ifit
-, seems to me that it's relatively possible within short term limits if,

for instance, someone is newly widowed and a salary is suddenly
gone, I think you know what it will or won't be. Under most di-
vorce settlements, or even interim separation settlements, there's a
financial dimension that can be computed from the very beginning.

One of the.realities, and I think one reason this is so' important,
we've discovered that in the average year, first year after a di-
vorce, the average male's income goes up 41, percent"; the average
female's income goes down 73 percent.

That shows that critical first year which, again, may be the, very
best year for her to initiate a reentry is one where last year's fi-
nancial ballgame has no relevance whatever.

Mr. SIMON. If Ivy colleague would yield. There, I have to say, you
have touched on la real problem. I am concerned about our getting
into a can of worms on projected income. It seems to me maybe an-
other possibility is some kind of a waiver where, in _unusual c.
curnstances

Ms. HARDER: Yes, good. That would work. very well.
Mr. SIMON {continuing]. Then we won't get into this whole busi-

ness of people ,estimating what their income is and we come back,
and maybe this something we can look at.

Ms. HARDER. Yes; that's right.
Mr. GUNDERgON. OK, just one final question to both of you. A

couple suggestions for the nontraditional student regarding the
Pell Grant have been, No. 1, that we extend the Pell Grant eligibil-
ity beyond 5 years. Do ,yeu agree or disagree with that?

Ms. HARDER. I agree because, as I have told you, at least the ma-
jority of our female adult students are-part time students. That
tells you, taking even two-thirds of the orclinaiy student load, that
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it's going ,to take them longer to finish. And that may be in the
very be` of their families and their future possibilities,
and it seems to me that as long as we have, in place, on campuses
and I'm convinced we do in financial aid offices, the kinds of mech-
anisms and in our academic program and academic progress re
quirements, oversight that would make sure that it isn't abused. I
encourage it.

POWLESS. I would like to -answer that in, two ways: one by
saying that I would of course like to defer until I see how it would
be worded, alright? But second, let me say that many of our non-

, traditional students, and the reasonrthat they are at our college, is
that through our outreach teaching on reservations and in even
smaller communities than ours in northwestern Wisconsin, a stu-
dent starts out by taking, one course, let's say, per semester.- And
then, they suddenly realize, I-can actually do this; I can actually do
college work, and, then they take a couple more in the summer,
and then pretty soon, they come to school full time. Now, I think
it's important then, that there be ways of being eligible for.certain
kinds of grant money when, obviously, it's goig to take you then,
on that basis, a longer period of time to complete your educational
objective. And I think that that could be that' the extension of Pell
eligibility could be very beneficial in that regard.

Mr. Gimmxasox. Thank you both very much
Mr. Slalom. If I can ask Mr. Powless one more question. What's

the endowment of your school?
Mr. PowisAs I wish that I had Bob Gibbons' $1 million endow-

ment; we have for the kinds of purposes that endowments are usu-
ally used for, we have zero endowment. And we have a $100,0000
that we count as an endowment that we use-exclusively for student.
aid purposes. We have no other endowment.

Mr. Satox. So the endowment provisions of thg proposal would
be verx significant for you?

Mr. Powuss. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Well, we thank you both, very -very much. l'qext, Ann

Lapp and Marilyn Meisenheimer on special progranis. Ann Lapp is
the director of the Educational Opportunities Office here at the
Eau Claire campus and we will hear from you first. Ms. Lapp?

STATEMENT OF ANN M. LAPP, SPECIAL SERVICES DIRECTOR,
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-EAU CLAIRE 9

Ms. LAPP. Thank you. I think Marilyn and I feel a little bit like
your cleanup hitters because what we'll talk about will dovetail
very closely with I think what you've heard from other speakers.

I represent the special services project at Eau. Claire and I would
like to coricen6ate my comments to TRIO funding and particularly
to special services program. If you will look at the written testimo-
ny that I have provided, you will see that I have listed

Mr. SIMON. Can you hear her back there? Can you pull that mike'
a little closerI'm not sure which mike isOK.

Ms. LAPP. Is that better? OK. I've never been accused of not
being heard before. [Laughter.]

OK, as I was saying, one of the things I have provided for you is
a list of special services projects in the State of Wisconsin and I,
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Lust in overview, we are fortunate enough to have 21 special serv-
- projects in Wisconsin at a total funding level of close to $2 mil-,

lion to sergLapp\oximately 4,500 students.
If you wilt Id turn to page 6,my format this morning will be to

try to show you first of all that I think we can be very proud of the
results and the successes of these programs; my second purpose
will be to show you that the student need is extreme if not increas-
ing; and my third purpose will be to talk specifically about the bills
that have been proposed to help these students.

If I would, go_ back then to the success of special services pro-
gramming, I would like to look at that in giy.A kex areas, first, in
terms of access; second; in terms of retention; and MI terms of aca-
demic progress of students and finally and most importantly in
graduation- rates.

As. all of us are aware, the purpose of these programs is to pro-
vide educational opportunity for students who would probably,
under normal circumstances, be denied that education and one of
the things that we are trying to do at campuses such as Eau Claire,
is bring in students and give them an 'opportunity to succeed. And I
think one ,of the pioblems that special services programs have had
tifi.oughout the country is that they have been viewed as programs
primarily to serve only those campuses or' community that have a
strong minority population and usually that has Been stereotyped
as black.

While that is true, and certainly that's a mission, I'd like to
point out that at Eau Claire, for example, 90 percent of the enter-
mg freshman, of the 1982 and 1983, 1983 and 1984 classes revealed
that we had two-thirds of our students who were in low income
first generation or physically, handicapped groups. Statistically, we
also. know that over half of our students are first generation.

So we are reaching out to those students and we are Win g
them to our campus. I think the real question is, once we get them
to ouf campus, our we being successful in terms of retention and in
terms of academic, progress and in terms of graduation. 'We are
tryintto stop that revolving door, that you heard Chancellor Swan
son refer to. On the top of page 7, I would like to refer specifically
to some national statistics -that show that, indeed, special services
projects do have an ability to keep students in school. From the
Systems Development Corp. doeument, we see that 2.6 times more

ial services students were retained at their first year of college
an students who did not receive thuse.services. -

-Also, you will see that Eau Claire, consistent with the national
success rate, Eau Claire Special Servicei Program has achieved a
student retention rate of 48.8 _percent of all project participants
after four semesters. This is ally. significant, I think, when you
compare that to the fact that prior to special services, a UM/EC re-

, tention study determined an attrition rate of over 50 percent after
only one semester.

So clearly, I think once,We get the students here,- we provide
services which makes it possible for them to stay here. Now, once
they stay here, the next question is, do they succeed? If you' would
loop on page 8, we have tried to demonstrate that by showing spe-
cif-lc objectives that we've measured in terms of basic skills. It is
our be`' that if we have a student with strong basic skills, that'

6
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student a good chance of succeeding in high-quality college
clads wo N

* I k at our mathematics objective, our objective was to
raise e mathematics skills of 80 percent of the retained project
part pants to a level essential for completing the initial math
cou required by their school or major. with a grade of C ör, better
by the end of their third semester. s

We achieved that with a 92.7-percent rate.
In terms of basic writing skills, our goal was to raise the compo-

sition skills of 80 percent of the retained project participants to a
level essential for completion of an initial- composition course re-
quired by the unit,ersity with a grade of C or better by the end of
their, second semester.

We succeeded again with 83.6 percent.
And our reading objective, stated objective, was to raise the read-

ing skills of 80 percent of the retained project participants to a
level essential for completion of courses with concentrated reading
assignments with a grade of C or better without special assistance,
so, as you can see, yhat we're trying to do is bring a student in and
give him a soundsIdU development component and then they must
obviously be able to go on and complete on their own. This was
again achieved with 83.3 percent.
*Another focus that we use to demonstrate success is to look, at

the graduation rate. And during the 1982-83 grant year, 144 spe-
cial services participants were scheduled to graduate or to complete
their academic program at UWEC. At the conclusion of that grant
year, 88 percent or 127 had graduated or completed that.

We are successful. I think your dollars are being well spent. I
wish that we had more of them because my next section is that we
have a lot of students that we'fe not serving who are eligible stu-
dents.using the Federal eligibility requirements; also students who
are in need.

If you would look on page 9, if we look onlyand try to be
brief hereat low-income or first-generation students who needed
services \for the 1982 and 1983 academic year, .1,466 and 1,530 stu-
dents, respectively, met 1 or more of the grant eligibility require-
ments. If ydu look at the chart in .the center, of that page, again,
you will see

'
that in 1982,-66 percent of the entering freshman class

and in 19834984, 65.5 percent were eligible. Cliir project is current-
ly capable of serving 450 low-income and fast-generation students;
that's about one-third.

We also ask, again, Chancellor Swanson beautifully explained
from his campus have a high need to help the disabled and phys-
ically handicapped student. While we do not have as large a popu-
lation of students as Stout ,does, our population has increased five-
fold in last 3 years.

Another need that we're very aware of is the need to provide
services so that students are retained and are graduated, and if you
again, look at the chart on page 10. I'm very pleased with this
chart because I think what it manages to do is show you that,
when you have a student who is low income, first generation, phys-
ically disabled, you also have a student that often has an inability
to succeed without support services.
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If you would Zompare on that chart, for example, the mean of
the entire freshman class for just high school percentile, if you goacross, you'll see how that drops significantly for a student that
comes to us from a low-income family or a student that is first gen-
eration, If you'll look at ACT composite, you will see the same.

If you'll look at ACT math and English, you'll see the same. So,
what we're saying is that students who come from these situations,
low income, first generation, or physically handicapped, they clear-
ly need services.

One last factor that sharply increases the need to help students,is the fact that campuses are faced with the cry to raise standards
and we are doing that. Now, when standards are raised, that be-
comes obviously demanding for all students, it becomes increasing-ly demanding for disadvantaged students. When budgets are strin-

- gent, as they are with campuses across the country, it becomes
easy for campuses to put the priorities of the disadvantaged stu-
dents who clearly do cost money to ethic* at the bottom of that
priority list. And I think without the assistance from the Federal
Government, you will see that priority going lower and lower.

In summary, then, I think special services programs do succeed;
their retention rate, their, academic progress, their graduation
rates clearly prove that theSe students not only belong in college,
but that they do succeed in college. We are effectively advancing
educational opportunities' because of the flexibility-,--and that's aword I've heard many times this morningthe flexibility in this
current special services regulation allows us to targetIthose such as
ethnic minorities, adult learners, veterans, women, and students
disadvantaged by family background.

I think Sarah was referring to that when' she was very happy
with the Gunderson proposal that allows tis to take the same deliv-
ery system and use it for that emphasis. I think it is also clear that
current student needs exceed program resources, It is not uncom-
mon for us to have a waiting list for students awaiting to get into.
our program. Their eligible; they have -need; they have to wait for
the time to: come when they can be either enrolled in that class, get
that specific help from the academic skills center. And what's hap-
pening then, is that we have a student of very high need sitting
there waiting until the student has really gamed entrance to the
campus, I would argue that they've really gained access to educa-
tion.

I have one concern with .bill H.R. 5240. Except for that one con-
cern, I strongly support it; I think it is going to assist campuses in
helping to meet student needs. ,

y one Concern is aimed specifically at the regulation which
states, "The Secretary shall give priority to institutions who's ap-
plications demonstrate a significant minority enrollment and a dis-
proportionately high dropout rate."

I've three reasons why I find problems with this; No. I, I think
student aid has historically been viewed as assistance to students;
not institutions. I think students in all categories need assistance,
not only minorities.

My second line of argument is that I think we have .a real incon-
sistency here with philosophy. Philosophically, special services pro-
gramings espouse a mission aimed at retention and graduation. I.
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see t3iie new proposed guideline as it states, rewards programs who -
have failed to achieve high retention and graduation rates. What"?'
see happening is that we are going to fund the programs with low
retention rates, disproportionately high dropout rates as is stated,
and of reward programs that are succeeding with students.

I am concerned, quite frankly,- that I think this is going to
become another way of economically segregating students. I think
that the effect of this proposed guideline if accepted, would be to
limit educational choices for students, all students including minor-
ity students have traditionally been encouraged to select from the
full range of academic programs at whatever school they need to
attend in order to achieve their goals.

The aim is to allow any qualified individual regardless of family
income, to have the opportunity to attend the college of his or her
choice, whether it is public or private. And..I think if we proceed to
follow this regulation, what we will be doing- is to encourage stu-
dents to go to those campuses that have the support services that
they need. And if we give those support services to the campuses
that have failgd, I question whether we are going to be sending
them to quality educational institutions.

This concludes my testimony. I strongly urge you to continue to
include a strong Federal partnership to provide educational needs
for all disadvantaged students.

[Prepared statement of Ann M. Lapp follows:}
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FFIXFARY.D SINFICJIAZ.NT OY ANN M. LAP?, SIIRCIAL SiOtVICXS Dlitte'POit,L7191V.S.W.SITYOF
WISCONSIN-F140 Q.Allik`

We appreciate the opportunity to submit testimony discussing the
accompliskiments wad concerns of Spacial ServiCes Progress for Disadvantaged
Students. MacognIzing the major educational decisions which we face in the
coming months, as are confident of your commitment to provide/qugilfied
Individuals, regardless of family incomo,mannic background, or Thysical
disabI)ity that opportunity to attend college.

, PURPOSE OF SPECIAL SERVICES

while locus.lng on targeted students enrolled or accepted for enrolleant at
tine host institution who are from low-jnccate'foreliissland who are'among the

firstganeration in their families to at and Collage or who are physically
handicapped, a three-pronged put-poll aims at achieving quality postsocondary
education. purposes art: 1) scars, for qualified Individuals; 2) spacial
supportive servicos essential for student retention and graduation; and
3) develoomsneand training options for projact,staff.

.

STATE Of WISCONSIN - SPECIAL SERVICES PROGRAMS

Information compiled for the 1983-1984 grant year. by J. Vance, Associate
Director, Spacial tervices Program at Univusity,of Wisconsin-Stuarts Point
verifies that the State of Witansin has received awards for 21 SpecialIervicas,
frojacts at etotal funding laYel Of $1,886,590 to Servo 4,533 students at a
Cost Perparticipant of 5416. A national comparison Idantifias 641 Special
StrviOss Programs eetrded far 1983-1?84.U1rvlog 1506300 stodort4S'At la 444grails-
per student coat of $446.

Wisconsin Special Services Programs fo 1983-1984 are as follows:

Alverno College

SaecielServicee Project

Sister Merlins. Naives

3401 South 39th

Milwaukee, WI 53215

lootitotion

P

Director

Addrsas

414-647-3900 A, Phone S

1190

Fumdiog level 32,123

Sgtideati served 91

Caigresetorsal diattic52/1
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Special Services Progrfa
Riles/ Goldberg Sens Director

Reloit, WI 53511

S08 -365,3391 Phone

Address

Lawrence University Institution
Spacial Servic Ss Program
Charles tenter Director
Sampson Nowise Address
Appleton, WI 54911

414-735-4530' Phone 0,

14arquitte Deiversi4

Sp cis! Services

Institution

Program
Sande Robinson

2217 it Wiscaniein Ave.

Milwaukee, WI 53233

414-224;7593

Milwaukee School of'Enginaering

Special Services

Donald Ashby

1025 North Milwaukee St.

Milwaukee, la 53201

414-277-7261

Northland Collar,

Special Services

Stuart Lang

1411 Ellis Ave.

Ashland, WI 541106

Phone 0

Institution

Previa

Director

Address

Phase I

Institution

Program

Director

Address

115-682-4531 Ext. 239 Phone 0

4

Wesding level 31,667

Studantseasved "
_Congressional district Ise

FundIss level 35,667

Students served. 90

Congressional district 8th`

f
NadiAglAsvol 166,5144

Students served' 225

Congreeilonel district 504

,924
/undies level

81
'

Students served 100

Congressional district 5[h

Tending level 127'16°

Students served
373

Congressional district 7th



Ripon Collage

Soscia/,,Services
Jerry Thcepeon

Aipoo'College
Upon, WI.54971

1181

414-7484107

Institution
',rattan
birsctor

Address

Phone

UW-Canter Systes

tad-Baraboo Campus

1111 -Koik lountr gaeous

UV-Waukesha 5asuaus

(CorIn 0itt. E)I,natitut
(Cqfia. 121 Program
(tong, Director.
(Conci. N5t, 19) Address

UV-larsboo Cavos
Spacial Services
Sae Lind

W-liarOlaoo

Seraboo, VI 53913

done

Funding level 36'470
Stuisat served 114

Congressional district 6th

Funding bevel 124442
Students :served 240

Congressional districts
1,2,6,9

Institution.
PrOSrall itiadingjaV11
DireCtin

Students **read
Addis**

Coairompaioaal district 2nd

408 5114 -5S11 Tom. 111

414 -Ioc1c County Campus

Special Sarvicira

Kurt Kisennsna

3900 Kellogg Ave: -

Janesville, WI 53545

Phone #

Institution
Program
Director

Address-

604-755-2818 Phone #

trW1:41a C1sire

'Special Servicfli
Ann Lapp

Library 205.0
eon Claire, WI 53701

Institution

Yrogran
Director
Address

.

7,5436-4542 'boy S

rituilAS level
Studests indeed
Cengrassiees1 district limit,_

744414 level 124 945
Stud/Pits reread
Congressional iistri

1192



Di-Stevens Point

SitMail Sandpit;

Jim Vance

1182.

293 Student Service* Center

Stevens Point; WI 54481

715-31.6-3828

Institution

Program_

Director.

Addis's

Phone 0

. . LAS -Stout Institut
SpeCial Ser./Wes Program

_ .

Susan Stori Director
104 lay Hall

. . Addreas
MODOWIAO, WI 54751

on

'Yon4ing level 104,013

Students served 350

Comgrsesional

pnnaing leve1111$713

Stu4sots servni 250

Congressional diairict7rh

715-232-2195 Ph olik I

UW-Supetior Institution
Special Servicsa a Program

Reilly O'Halloran 'Director
1/00 Grand Avs. Address
Superior, WI?54580

715,.39241101 1[14. 293'

01b-Uauheaha Campus

Special Sorties*

Janet Srooe

1500 liniltsity Drive

Waukesha, 1:5311115

414-548-5620

rhos. f

inatitutios

Program

Director

Address

1V-WItitemater

sPeriel Service*

Jesse Hargrove

It8 HcCUtchan Hall

Phone

Institution

Program

DiraCror

Address
whitewater, WI 53190 ,

Phone I

F44"4441 loyal 52,809

Stints served' 244

Coagrosaintel district 7th

TunAing level

Students served

Cmgregeicael district9th

lUodiag level 114,411

stodssts sorrOO. 165

emigres/14mill dlitrictler



VW-Cteen Say

Spacial S;irvicatt

.Stan Rickert

2420 Nicolas SC. Roam 1919

Crean Say, VT 54102 --

14:465-201

imaittletioa

troArai

Director

Addtmas

Tu14iiti lama 140,219

Students' ,isrvad

CoairsasSimal stistri.022:

LIWIA Crosse Ipsiliutioa.
4;cial Sarr6cas 7rogram .

t. Cospbial f
Picectoy:..

Wilder Nall Academic Skills Cantor.. Addtaisi '

La Crosse; W1 54601

400-7858535
Thos.

114rmilimmikew

.Special ServicIsa

CarY Williams

Garland Mall'

Xmatitutiom

?sown,

DixectoT

Address.
Milwaokar, WI 53208

414-903-55411 nos, i

VW-Oshkosh

Spacial Sarekaa

Allen McCormick

Imatitutiom

!Tawas
Diractor

Sox 165 Dispasy Aaal jr

0mhkOsh,'W1 54901

414-424-1310
?Mal*

Ad4raa

VW-Plattavilla

Special Sonatas

aosemary Moeller

451 4'ar4ner N411

tlattimilla. WI 53315 -

Imaticuclom

Frosram

Visador
Address

60-3410--017, Thr"s #

rmadims level 95,166

Stodascs sarvad 350

Coustaamimmal &la 3s1

7uading'iavAill°2,'"
Studestis sarvee 2$3
CoisrsolaSootel.41atsiCK 5t1

Yuadiss lsv a 112,647
StodaMCS **mod 400

GOmaraialosal:distriitglh

'oat*/ level 118.040.

Oudiults carved 200

Copesaimaal districaal

194
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Viietibe Collsis , _,...Aigett,tutiota
Special Servicing- froires

Tutedlais level 95,414
. Leri 1,es *ebbe= Direttoe

-Student' oersted 157
1115 South 9th St. Addeo*.

Comszeoladoestl.distelet,2V.
La Cross*, WI SAKI

- 608 -734 -0040 txt. 420 Those ft

,
.

While the State of Wisconsin het historically ifil0Cata substantial resources
to onion' the availability of quality 'educational opportunity to 111 citizens, a

partnership between state and Federal resources has been-necessary to support

_strong progromming. 1,

OV(RVIEW OF SPECIAL SERVICES PROGRAMING AT UWEC

Special Services Programs have An established record of integrity and quality.
Typical, of these achievements ars 0WEC's success in the critical erases oroccess,
retention, academic progresti, and graduation.

Access Focus

0.
While the nation's number of students who annually receive baccalaureate

degrees continues to rise.,proportionatitlY the number of barriers to degree
attainment for disadvantaged students continues to increase, As Representative

Paul Simon, Chairmen of the Mouse Subtommitteo on Postsecondary Education, urged,
"It is important to our national character that NW WiSt the tide that, is Pullin
us toward on Income-stratified system of higher education."

As a regional Campus.that has historically extended rts boundaries to all
citizens and a campus proud of its high student academic profile, the fact still

remains bet two-thirds of the entering freshmen class are eligible for 5ple4).

Services programs. Oat" collected fres' over 90t of the entering Irishmen fur the
1982-1983 and 1983-1944 classes reveals that of the entering freshmen two-thirds
are in the targeted grout's of low-income, first-generation, and physically

handicapped. ao 't

Retention Focus

A major concern Or today's leaders and educators centers on the problem of
high college attrition rates for disadvantaged students. Onto access has been

gained. the question of what must be don. to assist and support the jilaraer toward
graduation is of great concern.

Special Services programs have developed curricula, toping strategies. sad
development with proven records of occooplishOoat. A moot study
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1 ,

conclUctisd by the Systole' Development COrcOrialon documents ;hat students who
received tro0full range of Special Services - -counseling, 'tutoring and balk skills
inittructIon - -ars 2.6 times as llkfly to cOmplets their first year of college as

.0e,students who do not racalve'thase services.* .,

Consistent with the national success;rati,,OWEC Spacial Services programming
has achieved a student retention rata of 48.44 of 411 project participants after
four semesters- This compariarto the overall student body retention rate.o/.52.84
after four semesters.` Prior co Spacial Stirvicas. a OWEC, retention study determined
an attrition rate Of ;Aar 5(4 after one Seriatim' for stUdenta in the bottom half of
their high school class.

STUDENT RETENTION RATES! COMPARATIVE DATA
-Special Seivices Retention slid UWEC Overell,Ratention

Simester of Spacial Services UWEC
Student Retantion Over-all

.Snnolleent at Ixac* Retention Rate**

2 85.5% t 68.24

63.14 NA

48.44 r 52.84

5 40.14 NA

ti 35.84 48.74'

NA7 40.14

4
* Source: 'MEC Registration Office

** SOUrce; OW-System CentijOr_Administratfon

vl

Clearly, Frarai allooations-to.the'Spaclal Services Program have resulted
in significant Increases in retontion.rates for disadvantaged students.

Academic Progress Focus

lasic skills competenc 4 a requirement critical to retention and graduation.
lack of essential basic skids dictates academic failure, limits access to career
options and impacts on low-Income disasivaiitagerstudents uho view a colleges degree
is a route,to upward $004l mobility and r measure of personal Attainment,

There It a need to provide academic }Instruction and support Sn such critical
areas is,yothamatics, composition, reading and study skills. This need occurs at
the same ilme that colleges and tuliversities aro experiencing economic hardships.

Fedaral dollars awarded to Special Services programs assure that Opportunities
.

for compensatory and d'aveloprintal instruction are available to disadvantaged

* The fleIl report is ooi;obla pah hvbart h. Bari*, Papartivaill of Aimootioq,
Posis000miory Pritgmen ahwarseh, 400 Naryland.Adanuo, Hoag 4222, Washinutun,
P.C. 204)2.
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!too:lents. Special Services awards also encore that an academic advisor will

assiit students who have identified 'deficiencies in basic skills. Finally,

5pecial Services assists faculty and.adainistration in the recognition that
compensatory and divelopiente Instruction is an essential part of the onlversity's

responsibility-to assist disadventaged,students.

doodowio Progreso Objective'

LE Z Spaniel Services 1982-83 Oerfonsance report illustrates the program's
ability to assist student basic skills development ip three key areas: Mathematics. ,

composition, and reading,

M4TNEX47iCS OBJAVTIVg: The stated program 60.11140v. was to'raise thy
athematic, shills, of 80% of retained project participants to a level essvntlal

for completing the initial Meth course required by their school Of "Dior with
grade of C or better by the and of their third semester.

(alts: 52.7% of the students received a grade of ,C or higher
in theoubsequent astheaustics course: Math 110.

ajwasznav DAJECTZU: The stated Objective was to raise the composition
skills of 80t of retained project:participants to a level essential for completion
of the initial composition course required by the university with a'grade of C or

better by the end of their second semester.

Assults: 83.6% of the students received a grade of C or higher'
in the suhsequent:eigfish course: English 110.

RSADINd OSINCZIVN: The stated objective was to raise the reading Shills of
80% of retained project participants to a level essential for completion of
courses-with concentrated reading assignments-(humanitiesand social sciences/
with a grade of C or better without special assistance by the end of their fourth

flomotior.

Results: 83,3% of inrollad students received a grid. ofFC or higher
in courses with concentrated reading assignments by the

and of their fourth semester.

5.0mpetencies in"basic shills are developed by Special Services programming.
A Thus. the student is provided with the pecessary'shills to function effectively

as a college student.

i 1

Graduation Focus

50rin the 198Z grird year, 1ee Special Services participants worv..

scheduled to graduate or to complete-their academic program at MCC. At the

conctusion of that grant year-0127 - -or 882 - -graduated or completed their academic

program.

Federal dollars for Special Services Projects have been a good investment.-

Programs have dimonstraied their ability to iDCrOASVACCOSS. Improve retention

rotes, support ademic growth, and ultimately to graduate disadvantaged students

from postsecividary InstitutIons.

a
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The propoied reauthorisatIon act recommends InCreesed funding for TRIO
program,. This is based on program success and the.fact that nationwide loss
than 102 of the eligible low income. students are currently served. An even
smaller percentage of,the eligible physically disabled students at the post
secondary lanai are Wing served:

At thifC tha noad'for expandedlpecial Services-programming is demonstrated

by the number of eligible disadvantaged students in need of services, the volume
of academic and advising needs of th(*e stydontsi'and the increased university'
graduation requirements students "At fulfill.

A

MOOLIER OF EtIGISLE DISAOVAUTACCO STUDCNTS

Low-income, first generation and physically hondfcapped students constitute
,the pool of disadvantaged students eligible for Special Services Programming.

tow-Income and First-Generatlon Students jr $aed of Services

For the 1982 and 1983 academic Years, 3466 and 1530 studentsreSpectivelY
met ono or more of the grant eligibility requirements. The following,chart
shows that this is apgroximatsiy two.thirds of thefrashman class.

N4mber A PeroeNtage of Niai,', ?Nehmen pr 444
1943-64 Adodewio Year* rliyi2Za for SpeciaZ sepOiote prograff
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The critical problem facing 01iCC4s Special Servicoi Program is that funding
tevels support oniy 450 low-income first-generation studantl. Clearly there
is a staggering unmet need,

Physically-Handicapped Students in Need of Services

An unduplicated count Identified 235 physically-handicapped students currently
enrolled at MEC during the 1982 -1983 academic year, cgrently",-speciall services
dollars can support only'50 disabled students, less than 1/4' of those identified.
Over the past seven years. tha need for services for disabled students at UWfC heS

1r r

ar.

37-61S --76
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increased five-fold. To a large degree, this is sap4ained by the successful
melnstreeeing'of disabled Students at the Secondary education level. Many
disabled'students now reallio that a college education is a realistic goal.
Nationwide, The Chronicle of Nigher Education reported in February,' 1982,

that 5.4 of college freshmen bad disabilities.

ACADEMIC AND ADVISING NEEDS Cif DISADVA4TA4ED STUDENTS

The special academic needs of disadvantaged students are dramatically;
demonstrated on the following table showing high schodl rank and test score data
foe.the Fall 1983 entering freshman class and the 1983 freshmien selected for
palpation in the Special ServiCei for Disadvantaged Studantt (SSDS) Program.

Cohlo0,1%N. 44 'Chi noon $ School aohh one $alacom tau soars*
for F4T1' 103 {aiming Frtc.locan Clic.

soot Fait 190 S.S.14 F r a Wham trojict Par c i s i Amax s

*am far Ico ta ,

Asotn Pr Liowl-Iidner hew pr 6NA-
Pt tire and Firm- Ape's .%u 4.v- Cosa rya C hofi

Abpselff0 PrOoksomi OwfIrei tic.* riorkwe o4111, , 0.7i/
14.0.1 C1414/e" 71f0M0. trootafff . Proshom

ioti School
41401110
Rana le'

aliff,
71°'%3

..,

. .

"1 95.24

1

96.4

Mt
site 21.11 14.95 17.4$ 17.44

AT
^PO 20.$ 14.48 4.5? 11,21

uufG.

tr,91 Ith
lacaomttat.569.4 NCI 477.4 494.4 A

idccit Nola tar.) ;dna,. Fri 1913

Clearly;low'inconle and firse.generation freshman project participants have
weaker academic backgrounds than other freshmen entering DW-Eau Claire: Recognizing
the weak acadenrc backgrounds of these students, the retention and ac.idAimic success

....--155ted on page 8 Is even more impressive.
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IbCIWASIO UKIVERSITV ClabOATIDN REQPIAMINTS

// . Consistent with national trends, INEC has reviewed and revised graduation
' !nutrients. This has been done to strengthen academic programs and insure

quality and olotolionco of tbo university's **grd students.CA

Thaw* raquiramants Make the demands of gaining a college degree at UW-Eau,
Choir, more rigorous for all studants. For disadvantaged studintS; who frequontlY
co. to campus with weak high SCAM!' and atadomIc backgrounds, the nerd for
spacial programming is critical. With caapusas across the,country struggling

i;within'diminishad budgets to mast the maids of all stadants, over -prissed
.rosourci dilemmas must not be balanced on the'br;ks of disadvantagad students:
'Sound Federal programs can provide institutions vita; resources which counter
f this reflex bahavior. Without efforts especially targeted for disadvantagad
Students, the tomptation will be great to raise university graduation reguiraments
without providing disadvantaged students the moans to achieve thee.

' SPoclal Services PrQiiramMini is based on the beliafthat equal opportunity
In postsecondary education Is a valuable means of encouraging Individual growth

'.and productivity. While most cottage* and ualvertities recognize the'neids,of
' disadvantaged students,,it,ls lipossibla to provida,mssantial sin/ices without
federal assistancw.

r
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Students in Special'Services Prograacademic

progress and'graduation rates prove that disadvantaged stUden
m Their retention rntedo succeed

Aito
not only belong In colleges, but that they succeed in colleges.

SuPport services available under current regulations allow for the
flexibility required to provide the combination and range of services'

needed for acadmiC achievement (instruction, counseling, advising, ..

tutoring, and sooPOrt services for the disabled learner).

Training and development options currently authorized assist Special

,Services stiff in serving disadyanteged students.

f

{1. Effectiveness in advancing equal opportunity. .has been demOnstrated by ;,c.

Spatial Services Programing..

0 Student eligibility regulations provide the flexibility required to
focus 04 low-income, first-generation and physically-handicapped students.

. Student eligibility regulations provide the flexibility required to

focus on target groups in need of services: ethnic minorities, adult

Terainers, veterans, women,limited English7smaking,students, and
students disadvantaged by family background.

II. Current student neetiexceeds Special Services Prograiming ResoUrces.

. .

,Resources from, federal, state and local sources 06 not meet 'student

med. in fact, over the past years of level- funding (a decrease In
real dollars), the ability to mat student need haveroded, -

Students who need services are often placed-on a waiting list due to

tack of resources. While these students have gt14si "entry," they
fall to gain "access" to eduCational opportunity,

Iv.' Spec al: Services Programs serei educational needs in a cos;-effective meaner.

The average-annual cost per- student is $446 natiOnallyjitl $416 in the

State of Wisconsin.

'in actuality, project4 regularly exceed the number of participants that
they, were contracted to assist, Therefore, the real cost per participant

-is even lower. (i.e. MEC has exceeded the funded weber in each of the

last three years.)

A fully-contributing citizen who achieves upward mobility with
degree provides tomorrow's society a valuable resource.
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RECOMME4BATIONS'

AMEND Aft0 'EXTEND THE HIGHER E00CATIOU ACT OF i965 AS

A Federal -State 1 Local Partnership Must Continue

The need for services is not debatable: The suctess of Special Services
programing has been docomenteC The academic and economic state of higher
edUcation in America is unqueStionably in.a crisis. With these conditions
the ilpetus afforded by a strong Federal, state and tocal.partnership is
necessary to. meet the ehellinge.

XOPOSED IlY hi 5240.

. Rationale:

1. The federal government must playa strong role if ldneational opportunity is
to b. available to qualified students In all economic levels of our society.
universities and colleges increasingly fate economic hardships, shrinking
enrollments and calls to strengthen graduation requirements. Pressured by
.these realities, institutions predictably assign low priority to disadvanteged
students. The nation's postsecondary institutions mad the cootimation of. a
strong 'federal role to alit this challenge.

increased levels of funding Sr* necesiary, lo provide additional resources
required,to meet the large student heed. As More disadvantaged students see
postsecondary education as 4 realistic goal, the need for support will continue.
This is particularly evident for /lock, Hispanic, physically-handicapped and
adult learners..

3. prior experience points,reward succassful, existing Speclat'Services Programs
'dills promoting continuity. stability'and cohesiveness., The credibility and
investment campusts'afford to federally funded programs is enhanced by lb*
knowledge that the f'ederai government takes seriously its commitment to
program efforts.

h. Current regulations,provids the necessary flexibility to assist campuses in
meting the needs of their unique special populations. At MC,: the inw-
income, first -gehration, adult learner; and rural student ars large service
users.

4
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LIMITATIOM OF PROPORD HR 5240

. . . .
.

. .

. .

The only major limitation With AR 52itg as proposad is the regulation Wnich.

states, "The Secretary shall give priority to inetitutions.whositaPplications
demonstrate., Significant minority' enrollment and a dIsproporlipoately high

. ,

0474-out Ms..'

Rationale:

1. Spacial Services aid has historicailylaaen Oswald is assistance to students,

''. not Instittidos. Student I* all categorliSnot only elnorlties--need

support.

Share appears to. be a blatant inconsistency. In the Proposad guideline and
the basic program philosophy. PhiloSophisolly Special Services Programming

espouses a mission aimed at retention and graduation of disadvantaged
7.studants. The now proposed guitialin0 as ',taped rewardi programs who have
failed to achieve high retention ancrgradvation-rates. Funding priority

Is mot given to programmwith provonmtudant Impatt.

1. The afflict of this proposed guideline, if accepted, would be to limit,
-.educational choices for students.. Alt,stUdents, including minuritY 'student*.

have traditionally been encouraged to select from the full rangiof academic
program. The nits is TAI allow any qualified individual,, regardless of

family inc.,om to have the opportunity to attend the college of his or her
choice, whether it be public or private.:

1.

1
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Mr. Silvia:v. Thank you very much. Marilyn Meisenheimer, direc-
tor of Upw Bound of the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse.

Ms. MEIS MEE. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. ere pleased to have you with us.
Ms. MLISENHEIMER. Thank you very much.

'STATEMENT OF MARILYN MEISENHEIMER, DIRECTOR. OF
UPWARD BOUND PROJECT AT UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-LA
CROSSE

Ms. MXISENHE1ME.R. Thank you very much. I'm excited to be
here; I'm especially excited to be here because what I have to say
today is a big thank you to you as representatives of the Govern-
ment; I am thrilled to be part of Upward Boundit's a miracle
program.

How often can people say that about a Federal program?
You know, it's a program that's set up to find capable people and

make them more capableinstead of looking for people who are al-
ready chemically addicted or dropoutswe look for children who
are in school and doing reasonably well, and then we say, let's give
you a hand and hflp you do better. Well, it's a wonderful program
to be apart of

I am not going, to read my testimony and I'm not even sure that
what this amounts to is a summary so I hope you'll have a chance
to look at it and I know it will be put into the Federal record,
so

Mr. Simox. flight.
Ms. MEISENHEMER. What I do want to address is, does this pro-

gram work? is if\sufficient? and I guess I will also begin with, Do
these children really need the services? I guess we can't take that
for granted and I'd like trp prove it to you.

Briefly, I will mention a few statistics that are included in the
testimony; I have a few charts and I will just summarize. The first
chart deals with the nine schools we serve in our 50-mile radius of

Crosse. What I have there is dropout rates. I am comparing the
opout rates of the poverty level students with the dropout rates

of onpoverty level students. And what you will see is that poor
stu ents drop out at a rate that is 8 timesthe rate of other stu-
den dropping out.

Is there a need for the program? I think there is no question
about it.

Then, does it work? Well, I need two charts to, show you that.
The second chart looks at the postsecondary enrollment rate of
poverty level -students and nonpoverty level studentsthese are
the ones who do stay in school and do graduatethose children
from poverty level homes enroll in postsecondary education at a
rate that is 3 to 6 times lower of that of other children.

However, in our Upward Bound project, we have our students
who graduate from high school enrolling in postsecondary educa-
tion at rates that are 3 to. 6 times higher than their counterparts

-who are, not aided. In fact, what has happeng is that we have
equalled and in some cases exceeded the postsecondary enrollment
rate of normal students at the public schools. We are successful.,
Our numbers are small. Our program is small. We are only enter-,

1204
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ing our fifth year. This year, we think we will have eight seniors
graduatingso when I talk about percents, it's kind of funny.

It's easier for me. to talk about Ann and Tom than percents. Next
year, though, we could have as many as 20 graduates. Our program
is growing. Pretty soon, I can use percents without feeling foolish.
And I think I've just brought myself to what I really want to talk
to you about. To use statistics, I can use national statistics but
you've got that stuff; I want to talk to you about kids.

I'm picking up from Mr. Pow less who said, you know, when
you're talking about nontraditional students, and I hope you'll
permit me to say that my students ar ontraditional, never mind
that they are in high school, they are+Wr. Twenty-five percent are
minority that we have; we have American Indian, we have
Humong; we have students with learning disabilitiesbut all of
them are poor. And we _have to- work with individuals all the time;
otherwise we make no impact.

So I'm going to talk to you about a e; of the students. I'm going
to talk to you first about Annand more about her principles. Ann
was one of our summer students in our 'summer program which is e
6 weeks on campus and mostly academic and she was our valedicto-
rian. We were very proud of the young woman. Broken home,
family. fightsshe was the only kid who was still there-owFriday

hts and no one had showed up to get her,. her life was a mess.
he was our valedictorian.

Of course, the family 'Moved and she went to a new high school,
and in her senior year, she was scheduled into shop; she was sched-
uled into home economics; she was scheduled into an art class; she
had only one academic courseit was government and it was re-
quired. Well, I went to the principal and I mentioned that she was
our valedictorian and that really she had had algebra but not ge-
ometry and could she take English literature, you know, standard
for seniors, and he said to me: "She's a girl; she's from a poor
family; she's not going to college; I will not change her schedule."

I want you to know that there are parts of the country where
this still happens; I'm working that part of the_ country. Our
kids need help.

U Ann did graduate from high school. I will say that in her senior
year, she took a first in forensics and .a State; she also had first
prize in an interior decoration and architectural design project,
again at the State. But she did not go on to college. She now lives
in Crass_ e and she cleans peoples' homes.

1' 11 you about some happier stories. Let me tell ybu about Ed.
Ed's from a_ poor familyboth parents work in a factory,

one that is known as a sweatshopin La Crosse. He didn't want to
do that but he had no idea what he wanted to do. He wasn't a,yery
good reader but he was pretty good at math. He couldn't think
what you'd do with that; he certainly didn't want to go to college.

Well we had him in the summer program to Make up a few cred-
its and one of the things we do is a job shadowing program and it
includes seminars at tlfe technical institute, of going out to be with
professionals in the community. He took a 2-day course of comput-
er programming and you know what happened, lie began teaching
the coursehe knew more than the teacher in terms of how to
reach the other students in class. He is now a high school graduate
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and is in his second semester at Western Wisconsin Technical, In-
stitute; he is the outstapding student in computer progr ing in
his year. lie will 'have a successful career. That was pward
Bound. W

Let me tell you about Janet. An American Indian student, she's
in the top 10 percent of her class; she's a senior this year We got
her last year. You can even say, does this kid need academic sup-
port? Well, let me tell you what Janet's plans were. She was going
to be a secretary. Not only was she taking chemistry and account-
ing and trig, but she was also taking shorthand and typing and in
her senior year, she was going out to be placed in cooperative edu-
cation in the community as a secretarythat's .what she thought
she should do.

We had her to our summer program; we took her to the State
legislature; she spent a morning with one of the legislators; we
took her to Control Data Corp.;" we had her meet some women who
were in fact business executives; we gave her a couple of courses
too and she lived on campus. She's entrolled at UW-L for next
year; she's a candidate for two scholarships; I don't knowI can't
report she's got thern, but she is a candidateyes she needed us;
'yes, she'll be at the university; I think she'll need support services
there. Because even with her very high grades, she only has a 17
op the SATS which is just like your data. '

She's going to need support, but she'll get it and she's, going
make it through. This is what the program is all about.

The next question is, is it/sufficient. Well, of course there's never
a program that's sufficient, right? So you know what I'm going to
say. I'm serving -nine schools; I have requests from three other
schools in our area, supposedly in our target area we have all the
schools but I can't service them all, begging us. One of the teachers
said. "every student at our school is eligible for your program; we
can't get anyone to go on to postscond,ary education, it's a farm
community." . 1 i-

,

They have no models; their families have lived there for years;
they never come to La Crosse; they've never seen the university.
How can, they even think about it? Well, they don't think about it.
And they don't really take precollege courses because they don't
it doesn't make any sense in their lives.

I have no more money. We have a program in place that:could be
, expanded but. I don't have the money to do it. In fact, net year I

will have toI'm a three-member staff, besides me there, are two
other peopleotherwise we work with university students and we
hire some teachers in the summer, but there's a three-peOple staff.
It will be two next year because I can't afford to keep my ademic
rsoi?career coordinator; that will, cut down sonic of the pe atten-
tion our students get. ,

I will keep the components of, the program going. We tutor this
year twice a week after-school, .and in each school. Next ear, it
will be once a week.

I think it's important to know that. This program works. I think
we can keep it working; if there are anyif we don't start creas-
ing at a little higher rate or getting some outside support a i,d our
university is supportive, just with normal cost increases,'' re

I
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soing to have trouble continuing to serve the students that we do
serve.

It is a wonderful program. This should not wither on the vine.
And I guess, I guess, I want to mention this almost in conclusion,
almost in conclusionone of the teachers we hired last year said
he's the head of his teachers' union and had bargained for years
for teachers' salarysaid to me, "How did you reach this salary?"
because,he was aghast. I said, "Well, I took"how much money ',had
and divided it by the number of,teaching positions I wanted and
that's it."

"Oh." But he taught for us for a whole summer and he's going to
college now, so he won't be back. He said it's an ideal teaching situ-
ation: The teachers in. the area feel as frustrated at not being able
to reach the poor kids as the kids are frustrated in school.

-The schools can't do this because it takeswe have classes of 8
to 10 maybe 12 kids in the summera school can't do that. But the
kids need it; we see the changes. How can a school do it? Our pro-
gram can do it. Thank you.

fl think close with one more story and one thing for you to
think about. When I think about the program, I think especially of
dgirl who was a senior when I first came to the program. And we
started talking about what she was going tq. do after graduation.
She had a B-C average. She didn't love school; and she was going
to go out West and be a waitress in a resort with the hope of work,
ing out to be restaurant manager.

You know, thatAsed to happen in our country but that's not real
Alikely anymore. -& I suggested that there were degress in restau-

rant-hotel management. Stout in fact has second best in the coun-
try from what I've heard; maybe it's No. 1 now.

She didn't know -that. The next week, she said, do you know
more about that program? So 'I gave her a brochure. And the week
after, she said, is there anyway I could go up and visit? So I took
her and -both of her pafentswho asked if they could hitch a
rideup to Stout. She enrolled the day we went. She's now in her
second year and the only complaint she has is, I like the hard
coursessome are too easy, When I think about. UpWiard Bound, I
think about her.

Are there problems in the program? Well, of course not enough
money., and because we can t serve enough children but that's
standard. The best things about the program are the flexibility and
the 'ease of reporting. In this program, they are built in. Each
project is supposed to fit it's locale so that my program doesn't look
like' the program at Marquette, which is an excellent program, so is
ours. They fit the place; I think that's brilliant.

The reporting is simple; I think that's brilliant. -The require-
ments on who we can take are restrictive so slightly that I would
never complain about it; you have to have some parameters. In

. fact, I think I'm happy now that we can have some-66 percent of
poor children and the others don't necessarily have to beal-
though we have 82 percent from poVerty level homes because we
feel'that that's our own missionbut it's nice to have that option
An make that decision.

I feel the biggest problem in the program is not exactly in the
authorization but is in the things we look at to measure success. I
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have suggested, in my written testimony, that longitudinal studies
be made. I. don't know if it comes' from you all or where that would
come, but to look at what happexp to these childre afterward.

"--- -" Means you have to look at them not just the year afte graduation
", from high school, but it means you have to look at moh, I'm

going to make up-15 years let us Saythey may start school, they
may-drop out, they may start school later.

Are they in better jobs than their parents are in? Have they
more stable home lives? One summer we found out that all 50 of
our kids had been abused or had witnessed abuse in their homes.
,Poxerty and alcoholism and so forth often jo together. We were in
shoe :,A'-'5,. didn'tfor all my years of teaching, I hadn't expected
that- -but 1so there are lots of things to look at over a long period .
of time. So far, we don't look-at them; all we look at are the easy
things we look at-grade point averages, you knoWgrade point
averages don't tell us what the program is doing.

bid a child, who previously was afraid to be with anybody differ-
ent, anybody who wore a suit, anybody who had a degree, has that
child now, as an adult, found himself or herself able to go between
classes in society? That's a great success.

And we need to learn how to look at those things. And that's the
only thing that I would say, if anything can be done to set up a
group to figure out ways to evaluate compensatory programs, I
think it would be brilliant; I think it would help us learn more
about how to make them successful.

Thank you. 1...

[Prepared statement of Marilyn Meisenheimer follows:]
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PRYPARLD STATTIARNT OF MARILYN MIDSRNHTDIALR, DIRRCTOR OF UPWARD BOUND
FRAIRCT, UN1VRIDI1FY OT WINCVNIRN-LA Cum=

In the United States, we believe in strong people, in powerful
people operating at the fullest extent of their power for their own
good and for the good of the nation. And we 'know that knowledge is
power.

. -

Therefore, we have developed an inatitutio public education
that mikes knowledge and its Concomitant power_ ible toall. In
theory, the institution of education encourages social Mobility and

.

produCtivity within society. InpraCtiCe it does not alwayi work that
way.

The reason for both the succesees and the failures of the
education institution is people. people participate at all levele,
fully or not fully, sathueiastically,or *pathetically. How peOple
participate determines the succiss.Or the failure of the inatitution,
the system, the country.

In 1965, recognizing the institution of public education as good,
but the participation in it as less-than perfect, meabers of our
.goyarnment developed and supported a program called.UpwardBound.
Its goat was to increase wholehoartad participation in our systan
of education by traditionally diseMpowered young people. By doing
that, it was hoped Upward ',Bound could lireak the cycle:0 poverty .

that held-so many in its orbit. In 1984, Upward'Bound continues
to serve both individuals and the country by bringing able young-
sters'fully-into the system of education.

With federal moniee and institutional support that 'always
includes in-kind services and sometimes includes_ cash eupPOrt as
well, projecte across the country identify highachool,atudinte
within their target areas who have the ability to study and pursue
careers' but, who, because of a combination of factors including
poverty, lack of educational background in their homes,- minority
status, rural isolation, inadequate public schools in their area,
or lack of belief in their own capabilities,are unlikely to realize
their full potential. These young people are invited to participate
in an Upward Bound Project. If they decide. to participate, they get
the kind of support, encouragement, information, cultuwal experience'
and academic skill developmint and advancement they need to be able
to realize their potential within our system of educirilZr."4",044.

rest.

Is the Upward Bound program successful?

Yes.

Bow do we know?

Statistics tell part of the story. Individual stories tell the

I 2 0
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STATISTICS:

The UW-La erratum Upward sound Project serves nine schools.
Counielors in those schools have statistic* about the percent of
students thit graduate, the precept of students that *areal* in
post-secondary. edutatiopand the approximate percent of students
living at or:below poverty.

The same counselors were able to estimate the percent of
students_it or below poverty that drop out of high school and!that
go on forPost-secondary education. or the data see'figures 1 A
2.

Upward Bound drawt students from all nine schools. Figures for
high school graduation and for enrolleent in post-secondary courses
of education for the last two years and an estimate for this year
follow in figure 3.

Meer charts demonstrate that the students from poor families
have a disproportionate drop-out rate when compered with their
wealthier counterpart*. Low-income students drop-out at an
estimated rata that rangesfrom3.42 to 252, while the rate for.
the rest of the students range- from .1% to 3.32. The charts
further indicate that wham students from poorfamilies do gradu-

li ate from high schOol they go on to post-se eeadery education At
much lower rates than do stndenislrom wealthier families: The
low income students estimated rate of enrollment in post-secou-
dery education ranges from 10% to 302, while the rate for the
test of.the students ranges from 35.62 to 87.7% Obviously, there
is a need for an euxilliery program to help these young people'be
effective in the public system of education:,

Although our project is'very acv it had had two graduating
classes. 'Figure 3 sumearixes our success. The number, are low,
the percent* are high. ,As we reach our stable maximum the numbers
will increase while the percents remain close to the same. In
1984wws anticipate a graduating class of eight, six of whom, cir
75%, are already accepted'in post-secondary institutions. Our
1985 class has 23 students in it now. Some will move away and a
few may decide they are too busy for Upward Bound in their bps:liar
year, We anticipate a graduating class of aboot'18 of'whom 60-
NT-will go on to poit-secondary education

Our rates of post- secondsx enrollment is favorable compared
to public school rates. Upward Bound students enroll at a 60-70% rate 5

while comparable public school students- enroll at a rate of 9 to 24%.

1210
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University of Wisconsin-La Crosse

iliwitxd Sound

.0"

1982 7,983 1984 1985

Graduating
Senior*

Number: 5
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. Ssniors,-

Number; 6

....%f
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Seniors
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Seniors

, Number: 18

Post-Secondary
Enrollment

Number:. 3

Percept: 60%

Post-Secondary
Enrollment

ir

Number: 4

Percent: 68%

Past - Secondary

puollmant
',.

Number: 6

Percent: 75;

Post-Secondary ,

Enrollment,'

Humber: l2 --

Percent: 66%
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INDIVIDUAL STORIES:

Wendagrewup in an alcoholic'family,00 welfare. She lived in
'trailer court on a muddy street withno name in *rural town. her

:family is frequently in legal...trouble and at one point was local
front page new' for a week. By all reckoning, Wanda was fated to
fiillow the family pattern. When she entered Upward Bound, she was
grossly overweight,-friendlass, and on the verge Of flunking out of
high sChool. Her intellectual, ability on tests was low. After,
three years in Upward sound, Wanda become outgoing. She has
lost weight and entered a beauty pageant where she was chosen Mies
Conganialityly the other contestants, has graduated'lrom high
school, and has enrolled at the Western Wisconsin TSchnicel Insti-
tute Where she is now in her second sucCessfulasmester in the food's
program.

a

a

Myra, tattoosd_and tough, was ors probation and 44.couriseling.
After years of petty thievery and trmaney,be had forged a check and
been Caught. She lived with her mother whose every boyfriend bad
beaten her. Myra had bar own boyfriend, an ex-con, who beat her too.
But )yra joined Upward Bound and began to think there was a better
life that could be here. She got a job, made restitution for her
theft,. attended, school and Upward Bound regularly.raised her reading

I levelabove grade level, struggled continually with Math, and now,
at the end of her senior year, is scheduled to graduite. with her
class. She has a new boyfriend, too a gentle person whocAtes
for her, Myra has.been accepted at Mt: Senario c011egein
smith, Wisconsin,where.abe plans CO sondy social Work and juvenile
covrectiOos.

Tom ie a wrestler on his high school team. He is a yaun4,meor-calth
. .

great physical coordination whose parents work at the rubber-mills.
There is violence in his family. Tom hadn't done well in:school,
reading and writing came, hard to hid,, and none of school seemed to
be important in his life of fixing cars, drinking and playing pool.
But Tom has teal Mathematical and mechanical ability. At one Upward
Bound summer exploration course at Western Wisconsin Technical Insti-
tute he found haWas gifted with comPuters. '.After two Years in Upward.
Sound and a struggle with hie senior economicacourse, Tom graduated
from high school and enrolled at Western Wisconsin TechnicalInstitute.
In his'sepon4 semester be is tube in hie.Cleas4n computer programming.

Leanne,:from a family of S children, expected to graduate from
high school and g, west to wait on tables in a regort. She hoped to
advance to restaurant manager some day:, Upward Bound suggested she
consider taking a degree in restaurant:management and helped her
enroll et IrW-Stout, Now in her second,year of college, Leanne luau-
tains a Baverage and prefers to be in chases that Challenge her.

ti

37418 0-84-77
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Julie, an American Indian girl fron a rural community, had
excellent grades in her high school but was planniolto go on to
technical school for secretarial training when she entered Upward

"Bound two years ago. Now, about to graduatelin the top 10% of her
bigh school class, she has been accepted aC gaits Crosse and is in
contention for run scholarships. She plans to earn a degree in
business.

a

Kent who lived with his mother;on welfare ins traml'br court
iwas not five feet tell in his junior year in high iihOol when be

joined Upward Bound. His gradei were bad, his language foul and:
his behavior antagonistic... thought his small size was the result
of his father'sbeatinghia over the head with a orAwbet., We helped
Kent graduate from high school, but he wasn't able -to pass 'the tests
for the armed services. However, he bad learned to respect himself
and'to get along with other* so he joined thajob.corps whers.b$ is
getting training so 114 can earn his own way in the worl4.

Cathy, whose mother has only an eighth grade education and
distrusts the sirs of the educated, planned to study bookkeeping
at the technical school after graduation. When she joined Upward
Bound, Cathy felt she shouldn't do as well as she could in school
because others wouldn't like her or would eipect too much ofher.
Now she is an honor roll student earning iu trigonometry,
accounting and/calculus. Still afraid to come to a summer at
UW-La Crosse, Cathy has attended two Upward bound college visits
and some of the Saturday programs on campus. 'Aoki she is talking

of going to college.

HOW UPWARD BOUND WORKS*"

All these boys std girls and the other 75 etudents we Serve
each year are in public schools. Technically eduOation if offered
to them. In realiti, it is not/hccanse their life circumstances do
not afford them the' support necessary to allow them to reach out for
education at the level of their potential. Upward. Bound affords/

that support.

Is this important? If we believe that'our country is as strong
as our strongest individuals, as weak as our weakest, it certainly is.
If we believe cthat we get what we give 'it certainly is. If we believe
that it is our duty to see that people have equal opportunities it
certainly is Remember Tantalua'standing in the stream ovethung With
grape. who could neither eat not drink? When he bent over, the water
level dropped below his reach When he stretched up the grapes were

...wafted out of reach by a breeze. So it.is for many children in our
country - the achooli and the jobs and all the riches of..our society',)

are.thats bilore them hut_ 1st thest_rmaoh nuOuld_sIlAtie_
recede itAfordLthem.
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TEE EICHER EDUCATION ACT - PoeitiVe aspects of Zpward Bound authorisation

Upward Bound is a miracle program. It works miracles and its
exietance is e miracle. It is a. program set up to help able people
be sore capable. It is a program whose goal if to identify and increase
the human resources in our nation. The empowering legislation domand4
each progrem be individually designed for its locale and population.
That was for-sighted of the planners and he helped to keep Upward
Bound viable to this day in over 400 Commuoitias, urban and rural,
carving people from all kinds of backgrounds.

The relatiVe ease of record -keeping and reporting. made even
easier by the excellent support we get fiom project officers in
Washington,-keep Upward Bound Projects out from under the piles of
paper that bury sews programs.

Altogether the authorisation for Upward Round keep. its action
and service oriented and individualised enough to fill needs specific-
to each project's location.

TUE XIC4113t EDUCATION ACT - Suggestion

In Upward Bound we are working to break a cycle of poverty and
attenuated educational Achievement. While no project is successful
with *vary student, we Are-all successful with many students. The
degree of success and the duration of'thiraffscts need to be looked
at in a sophisticated sinner. No\ona project is equipped or funded
to do this. but it can be dons.

1 suggest two longitudinal studies of Upward Bound iraduatas
46 matched controls groups be dons. The studeis should deal with
different Upward Bound student populetions, urban and rural.
Consideration would haverto be givin too, to the gime as4 length
of existence of the projects selected for study. Par example: the
Crenbrook Morison* Upward Bound Project in Michigan that has operated
since 1965 graduated 73 students last year while our Upward Bound
Project at UW-La Crosse that has operated since 19$0 graduated 6-
students last year. One aspect of the studies should be an analysis
of parental,educatiouaIi economic and employment status. This than
can be compared with the students' adult statuses in similar cote-_

&oriole. I would further suggest, if possible, that comparisons be
meda between ow Upward Bound population and the control groups as
to levels of alcohol and drug abuse, of illegal activities, and rates
of violence, family stability and community involvement.

1217
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The Coseittse on Education on Labbr and the Subcommittee on ihest-
secondary Education in particular are concerned with simplifying the
student aid process including simplification of the family Contributios
schedule.:. Thay are also concerned with diseastinatIng information to
students, particularly to'disadvantaged students. aboUt financial aids
:available.

,

However, my first reaction is outrage, only my second reaction is approval. The
'problematic part of the proposed bille is'fbat they are anoressins rile issue
from the wrong angle. Strident* I. dealeeith now, in the La Crosse. .'.

idsconsinarea and those Thave dealt with before at alternatiVe *awls.
in Milwaukee and public schools in ghicage do not need pamphlets or
announcements detailing finencial'aid available to their because they doe't
read or listen to the material. They are convinced that it does not apply

. to them. Telling their counselors about financial aid progress aVaililde
probably ,won't sake much diffsx'ince either, because the counselors re-
present the'echools the stndente are alienated from. The high school
principal who said be wouldn't schedule our summer session valedictorian,
into geometry instead of shdp class because' ;Install, she was a girl and
from a, poor family, so she wouldn't go to college anyway. voiced an'ettitude
that is not Unusual. It is not that'the information shouldn't be available;
t is' not that application's shouldn't be iimpletit is only that such oblige
o pot address the problem that exists.

. .

.

.
.

.

The problem of gettiwinformation and aid to disadvantaged studeSta
.in a form that encourages them to'use it and eskers it likely that they will

use it can be solved. The solution lies in person to,person contact. That
contact must he made by people who. genuinely N4144 the students to succeed:
And that contact must be of ammlatively,long7terx supportive mature. There
is no chance of success,with a single *hot of information or a single
advising. session. We are suggesting people make changes in life,.atyls.
aslf-image, social patterns, and orientation tcyeha world. We are suggesting
they should place themselves in a part of the world Where they are not
comfortable, a part of-thaworld that doesn't want them - -a part of the
world that their world distrusts, fears and sometime* hates. This cannot
be done by simplifying a form. And it cannot be done by, getting information
to the-representatives of that part.:of the world that so oftens reject' thins.

Now I want to say, as a former assistant director of financial aids
at the University of Wisconiin-rilwarikee. as a former poVercy-level parent
of a college age student who applied for financial aid. and as.a current
Upward Bound director, helping poverty-level student* apply for financial
aids, that the fora are eimple. The way the present Financial' AidFoxm
is set uo, it is unnecessary for an applicant to knew what is available
because aid is plugged in automatically once the application is made.
However, to ensure that,our studente couplet, applications corractly, we
have our seniors gather at the University to cosplete the Financial Aids
Form with the help of'the assistant director of financial aid*. In Mil-
Waukee, financial aids counselors go to city schools for a day and evening to
help seniors and their parents 'Rake application. Those things are eas y. to
doan4.they 4.1.w telog'done.- Of c:OurSe-snytbing that can be done to siePliTY
forms Jae good thing. And, of course, the more information that is available
the better. So, of course, the bills in question are useful, However,

.1218



to really address the problem of lower nuAbers Of minority applications

for financial aids, we suet increase program* that reach out to give people

a hand up along with a pep talk and maybe oven a place to regroup when the

going gets though. Continue to fund Upward *pond and otter programs -like

it. Let us work with students, let us have ti1114 to introduce them to aew

parts of themselves and of the larger world they live in. Give thee help.Ahat

has enough-substance to it_to nake a difference.

In the area our Project serves.' there are schools asking us.to come
to thee--but we have no funds to take on another school. One teacher is

a rural school said every child in her high,school qualified for Upward

Bound. Their postsecondary enrollment is elniscUta,--the children have

never been to La Grosse. have never been to the University. They know no

one with a college degree beside teachers, their doctor, and their

minister; Aisturally, the srudenix do not think of .going tojachool, naturally
they do mot have career goals and naturally. moat of the precollege subjects

they are asked to study.in high school have no waning for thee. They

need financial aid as *Imply and directly as pole/hie, but before they need

financial aid, they need the kind of experiences Upward Bound offer*.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion let me say that the young people we reach need
what Upward Bound gives - and in this country we need what these
young people have to 010r.

They don't want ;t be.doperlant. They don't aged to be
dependant but they do need a hand to break free of the grip of the
cycle of poverty.

Thank you for Upward Bound it is a marvellous program. that_
Speaks louder than words. Your belief that the strength of our
natiou rests with the good of the indiViduals in it.

12 as
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. Mr. SIMON. We thank you both, very much. I'm curious and if I
may, I'll just follow up onAnnwho you said is pow?

Ms. MEISENHEIMER. Cleaning houses.
Mr. SIMON. Cleaning 'houses. Now what, is there: some Way that

she can be lifted yet? .

Ms. MEISENHEIMER. Oh, yes. Thank you. The reason that I know
that she's cleaning houses is because, ofcourse, she's back in touch
with us. For a year we didn't hear from her; she stayed on the
farm and cooked for her father and the men but now she's in the
city cleaning houses, and she's been to the office and she's asked us
to help her fill out an application for college. It IS completed. We
helped her fill out her financial aid form; however, I don't know if
she 11 have the courage to go on. We've done as much as we know
to do because.she's an adult and needs to make that decision.'

And you know, you understand that for her, not only is pOverty
in the way but the whole society that has told her she doesn'tthe
whole except ,for Upward Bound:that she doesn't belong in col-
lege. So it's touch and go whether she'll go to college or get mar-
ried to her boyfriend who's still in high school.

Mr. Stmoiv. Quo youas soot as you're through testifying, if you
can get ahold of her phone number?

Ms. MEISENHEIMER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. I would like to immediately after this call her, if I

could; if I can't you get me her address and I will drop her a note,
all right?

Ms. MEIsENHEimER. OK. I don't have it with me but I Will get it
to you. ,

Mr. SIMON. OK. Second, you make one other point in your pre-
pared testimony, that I think is important. "Students I deal with
now in. the La Crosse, WI, area and those I've dealt with before at
alternative schools in Milwaukee and at public schools in Chicago,
do not need pamphlets or announcements detailing financial aid
available to them because they don't read or listen to the material.
rrily are convinced that it does not apply toothein,"

One of the interesting things that' happened back in 1978 when
we opened up the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to everyone,
-all of a sudden we had this avalanche of applications. Eighty per-
cent of the people who were new applicants were eligible under the
old rules; they just assumed that it didn't apply to them. And I
think your point is very very well taken there, .

Ms. MEISENHEIMR. Thank you.
Mr. STAON. The,-N.s. Lapp, first of all, your academic progress ob-

jeoives on page 8 in the results are impressive. One question, as I
was going over, on page I0, your graph, there, you say,. the second
column is mean for both low-income and firstsgeneration freshmen
and, then you separate the two in the following two categories.

As' you look at the combination there lower t tan each of the two
categories, if you follow me, in other words,' t the very top it's
54.151 for the combined, and then, each of t e separate ones is 1.

higher? I would be interested if you could have' someone fellow
rough on that and I'm, ust curious because it doesn't set out--
Ms. LAPP. OK. What we're trying to say is some of the students

__are both low income-and first generation. Some of the students are
one or the other, So statistically, what we're trying to say is, the

f220.
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mean for students that are both low income and first generation,
ishow is that?

Mr. Simoii. I' don't know; if ou can just send' us some explana-
tion for the record, all right? I'm sure there is an explanation but
it is not obirious.

Mr. PISEREK. I have this.
Mr. Siiitox. OK, yes; if you can come down and
Ms, LAPP. Ha works at Special Services at gAu Claire.
Mr. SitION [continuing]. Identify yourself, give us your name for

the record and identify yourself?
Mr. PISEREK. My name is Joseph Piserek. I ork with the special

services project here at UW-Eau Claire. As ou are aware., eligi-
bility requirements for special services programs, two-thirds of the
students have to be both low income and firSt generation or phys-
ically handicapped. One-third of the students can be either first
generation or low income, OK? Now, the data that we have provid-
ed here: For the students that we are serving that meet both of the
criteriathat they are both low income and first generation, the
means foroh, pardon me, OK, the percentile rank in high school
was 54.51, OK?

Mr., SiMON. I see.
Mr. PISEREK: OK?
Mr. SIMON. Yeah: So, the second column is not simply, a combina-

tion of the first two columns?
Ms. LAPP, NO.
'Mr. PISMEK. Correct.
Mr. SIMON. Yeah, I understand.
Mr. Piste. The second column is low income only; they meet

just the.low-income criteria. , , .

Mr. SIMON. OK, all right.
'Mr. P1SERF.K. The others, just first generation, .

Mr. SIMON. OK, great. Thank you.
Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. Oti 'ON. One of the big questions that we face in all of

these s rvices programs is whether or not it should be out-
reac unseling. I think the chairman's proposal focuses a
great 1 more on outreach than it :does on counseling; I'd just be
interested in a reaction as to where the priority ought to be?

Ms. ,LAY. Special services currently is notcannot recruit.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Well, I'm talking about TRIO? every thing.,
Ms. LAPP. You are talking about all TRIO Programs?
Mr. GUNDERSON. Yes,
Ms. LAPP. 'Right now, what we try to do is, and what Eau Claire

doesand I'm going to speak specifically to._ Eau Claire because I
don't feel .comfortable speaking for all special serviceswhat we
do, is We bring in high schootcoanselsors-to our campus. -We' spend
at least 1 day with them; talking to them about what it is that we
offer and who it is we're going to offer that to. We also obviously
do p lot whowe send them written things including information
to' hand out to students and patents. One of the limitations cur-
rently under special services, is that special services personnel are
not supposed to be recruiting.

So what we do then, when we're trying to find students, Marilyn
is working with a special services programs. ,Marilyn sends her stu-
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dents to us or gives us their phone numbers and their names. Now,
under the new suggestion, I think your centers. that have been
added would do a lot to help that. I,was reading a study this week-
end, it pointed but that however, counselors are not on target.
Counselors are not the greatest source of information or influence
on whether or not a student zees on to college; it is parents and
peers.

So what we're all tryink to figure out how to do is to get that
information to the parents and peers.

Ms. MEISENHEIMER.' I'd think I'd like to talk to this point because
it certainly affects me enormously. First of all, yes, high school
counselors are not the best contact people. I just wanted to clarify
what counselors we were talking about.

However, because we are talking about people 'from one world
coming into another worldif you'll excuse the comparisoncoun-
seling may come in but I think it has to come in by the way. That
we've dispensed with a counselor in our program because we've
found that not to be what was necessary. Outreach is absolutely
'necessary. We have to get to the people, and then we have to be
there with the "people, which pretty much mewls doing something,
not counseling. Counseling can be too patronizin* and, it's very
often a problem centered.' Remember I mentioned the business of
Upward Boand being a miracle program because it supposes
health; it supPoses capability and Outreach can do that.

Whereas counseling makes another assumption; counseling
makes an assumption that there is a problem. So I would, if you
were going to make a choice, I would say, Outreach as long as it is
understood that that is not a matter of handing out a pamphlet or
talking to high school counselors but being with the people you are
trying to affect.

Not just talking to them and leaving but being there. Being
available and, if possible; doing things together: That's what makes
the difference.

Mr. GUNDERSON. You discussed, hi a number of your charts, the
determination of eligibility of studentsthe number of students
that are eligible?

Ms. MEISENHEIMER. Yes.
Mr. GUNDERSON. How do you determine which students who are

eligible are also needy? Or do you make the assumption that all
who are eligible are also needy?

Ms. MEISENHEIMER. Are you talking about academic need or are
you talking about financial aids?

Mr. GUNDERSON. r In not talking about financial aids; I'm talking
about our particular program?

Ms. AlEISENHEIMER. Academic need?
Mr, ,GUNDERSON Yes.
Ms. MEISENHEIMER. When students 'dome to Eau Claire, we have

their high school transcripts; we may have some other information
from a high school counselor. We have their ACT scores; we have
their English placement test; we haVe their math placement test;
we have all the subscores on the ACT. During that orientation, we
have a 2-day orientation for all entering freshmen. We have a
corps of university faculty members .that serve as an advisors; Joan
and I are both on that team. When an advisor, I don't care what.,
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you know, it could be business, it could be chemistry, it could be
music, sees a student with a profile, we have previously talked
through with them so they are very comfortable that they under-
stand the kinds of students it is that need these services, and what
they will do, is refer that student to our office.

Now that's the screen that we have duIing our needs' assessment
that goes .on as part of freshman orientation and that goes on for
all students, by the way. In other words, all students will have a
profile of how it is they rank with other LIW students.

We also then have accesSability officers on 'campus that work
very hard to be sure that target grouPs of persons get to our of-
fices, such as returning adult students, the minority office, and
those access people would include deans, rtkey would include from
your action officers, so there are two dire ways; and always facul-
ty referrals. So that students don't,only come in as a first or second
'day on campus but throughout the semester, you have faculty
members who identify a student who may have fallen through the
cracks, with all of this sophisticated Computerizifig that we .have,
and those students are then referred to us.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, I'd love to ask some More questions
but we are quickly running out of time and'We've got one panel left
to go. I want to thank you all right now,' and, with that, call on the
panel of students that we have: Eunice Riley, Tom Fonfara, and
Kevin Bay. Eunice, your name is first and we're going to ask you
to go first.

Ms. RILEY. Thank you.
Mr. GurmERsoN. If that's all right with you?
Ms. RILEY. That's fine with me. Thank you.

'Mr. GUNDERSON. All`right;

STATEMENT OF EUNICE RILEY, STUDENT PANELIST.
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-EAU CLAIRE

Ms. RILEY. Thank you. First of all, I'm happy to have this oppor-
tunity to be involved in this kind of 'hearing be 'because I've
learned a lot myself--

Mr. Guliontsolv. Join the club.
Ms: l .111;flt-sntinuingi. And I'v4 gotten a great deal of apprecia-

tion for the benefits that I've received myself.
A college education provides the unique opportunity for personal

growth and utilization of human potential. This is especially true
for those of us who fall under the category of nontraditional. Typi-
cally, we are highly motivated, hardworking, and goal oriented. We
return. to the role of student with a craving for' knowledge and an
entbusiaSm for learning. HoWeYer, along with these positive atti=-
tudes, we must also bring current re.sponsibilities,-disadvantages,
and fears unknown to traditionally aged students. The manner in
which such problems are handled by the student, the college, and
our country, can make a difference between failure and success.

My testimony gives my specific situation; I won't go into all the
details, only to reiterate that I am a full-time premed student plan-
ning to enter med schdol in 1986. I amdivorced and have two chil-
dren, ages of 11 and 14.
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I have personally used Pell grants and work study to continue
my education and have found them to be invaluable to do so:

In regard to the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, my
first concern is that students be,given accurate but fair consider-,

ation when financial assistance is needed. The more control and re-
sponsibility the local college campuses are Allowed, the more this
goal can be achieved in my estimation.

The costly, processing procedures managed twice by Federal au-
thorities cause unnecessary frustration, loss of time, and greater
opportunity for fraud. If the award decisions, though under rigid
Federal guidelines and scrutiny, are made by administrators at the
campus-level who know the local living costs firsthand and deal
more directly with student problems, funds will be used more bene-
ficially and equitably.

Second, I cannot overemphasize the 'importance of expanding
work-study programs. Most returning adults are reluctant, and
wisely so, to take on the burden of student loans. Work assistance,
which can profit from the experience and maturity of nontradition-
al students, offers a viable alternative. The student earns, rather
than borrows,- for his education, while the college benefitS with lost
cost employees.

Third, I would like to address the issue of special programs. Not
only older students, but minorities and underprivileged as well are .
given invaluable assistance by such courses. In my .own case, I
would not have succeeded early as well if it had not been for the
introductory chemistry c' and I might add a study skills
course--:offered by University of Eau Claire. I do not believe that a
lack of past opportunities should deter potentill leaders from
reaching their ma's.

The creation bf a National Center for Postsecondary' Educational
Opportunity approaches the problem of 'student awareness, but
again, I believe that the more this can be foCused at the local level,
the more effecti4e it will be. Certainly, active education of stu-
dents, parents, and the general public' to the opportunities offered,
should increase participation in all the alternatives available.

Ziny times, students take the route of student loans due to the
ignorance of other more desirable means of financing.

In conclusion, I would like to challenge you to broaden your
vision to include the untapped potential of older students and,
more specifically, women. I could probably have survived if I had
remained a secretary. However, my education a.t the University of
Eau Claire has provided the opportunity to 1?ecome the type of sen-
sitive competent physician I feel is needed, and a mote productive
contribtiting citizen. It is imperative that the Higher Education Act
be the kind of legislation that opens :doors; not closes them, to
those of us who are willing to work hard to improve.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Eunice Riley follows:]

PICEPARED STATEMENT OT EUNICE RILEY, SSUDIGNT PANEL*, UNrviausiTY oy
WISCONSIN-EAU CLAIRE

A college education provides the unique opportunity for personal growth and utili-
zation of human potential. This is especially true for those of us who fall under the
category of "non-traditional". Typically, we are highly motivated, hardworking, and
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goal-oriented\ We return to the role of 'student with a craving for knowlege and an
enthusiasm for learning. However, along with these positive attitudes, we must also
bring current responsibilities, disadvantages, and fears unknown to traditionally-
aged students. The manner in which such,problerus are handled by the student, the
college, and our calIntry can make the difference between. failure and success.

My specific situation eicemplifies many of the issues and demonstrates the con-
sequence they can have. At the age of 33, I entered the colle arena for the first
time. I had filled the sixteen years after high school graduation with the typical ac-
tivities: marriage, parenthood, church work, and secretarial ,positions. When, in
1981, I was given the opportunity to buy the computer subsidiary I was managing, I
decided to take time to evaluate my real desires and goals in life. Shortly thereafter,
I enrolled at the University of WisconsinEau Claire to pursue a eareer.in medi-

a einemy true passion.
Asia the case with most returning students, fear of the unknown and fear offail-

ure demanded caution that first semester. I sought the wisdom and advice available
from university personnel and was guided into courses and programs which supplied
the basis for a firm, academic foundatioroUnfOrtunately, within the first year, my
previously crumbling marriage ended in divorce, leaving me with the responsibil-
ities of raising two.preteenli, setting up new living quarters, and financing my edu-
cation to its completion. Pell Grants and workstudy have been my salvation. After
surviving thew initial ordeals, Lam now an aspiring pre-mod student, maintaining
an average C.P.A. of 3.6. Although finances ar, tight, my children are managing
well, and I have even been able to get involv campus activities. Recently, I was
elected to the Student Senate, inn active in twin honor societies, and served on the'
Honor Week Steering Committee. Throughout these ,past two years, I have gained
knowledge; confidence, and understanding while contributing experience, maturity,
and insight.

In regard to the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, my first concern is
that students be given accurate but fair consideration when financial assistance is
needed. The more control and responsibility the local college campus is allowed; the
more this goal can be reached. Excessive and costly processing procedures managed
twice by federal authorities cause unnecessary frustration, loss, of time, and greater
opportunity for fraud. If the award decisions, though under regid federal guidelinw
and scrutiny, are made by administrators at the, campus level who know the local
living. costa first-hand and deal more directly with student problems, funds will be
used more beneficially and equitably.

Secondly, I cannot overemphasize the importance of expanding work study pro-
grams. Most returning students are reluctant, and wisely so, to take on the burden
of student loans.,,Work assistance, which den profit from the experience and maturi-
ty of non-traditional students, offers a viable alterantive. The student earns, rather
than borrows, for his education while the college benefits with low cost employees.

Thirdly, I would like to address the issue of special programs. Not only older stu-
dents but minorities And underprivileged as well are given invaluable assistance by
such courses. In my case, I would not have succeeded nearly as well if it had not
been for the introductory chemistry course offered by UW-EC. Lack of past oppoTtu-
nities should not deter potential leaders from reaching their goals.

The oreation of a National Center for Poetsecondary Educational Opportunity ap-
proaches the problem of student awareness, but again I believe that the more this
can be implemented at the local level, the more effective it will be. Certainly, active
education 'of students, parents, and the general public to*the opportunities offered
should' increase participative in all the alternative availgile. Many times students
take the route of student loans due to ignorance of other; more desirable means of
financing.

In conclusion, I would like to challenge those involved with this important legisle-
.. Lion to broaden their vision to include the untapped potential of older students, and

more specifically, women. It is foolhardly to suggest that a short - term, minimal in-
vestment to remove a mime from an unemployment list or a welfare roll is advanta-
geous to a long-term educational investment which results in a productive, contrib-
uting member of society. I could probably survived had I remained a secretary.
However, my education at I.TW-EC has provided the opportunity to become the type
of sensitive, competent physician I feel is -needed. It is imperative that the Higher
Education Act be the kind of legislation that open doors, not cluee them, to those
willing to work hard to improve.

Mr. Smarr., We thank you very much. Tom Fonfara. Student
from the University her,e at Eau Claire.
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Mr. FON/ARA. I'd like to correct you; I'm a student at. the Thiiver-
sit of Wisconsin-Stout.

. I'm sor*y; a, major error.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS.J. FONFARA, STUDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
WISCONSIN-STOUT ,

Mr. FON/ARA, I'd like to thank you Congressman Simon, Con-
gressman Gunderson, for giving me the privilege of testifying
before you today. I wat tasked to lxiSe my testimony on a strident's
perspective on financial aid and the.whole subject- Of. the Reauthor-
ization of the Highei Education Act. What I think is good and bad-
with the whole -system as it is today, and any suggestions or recom-
mendations I might have for your consideration.

The student's perspective that I will base my reflections on will
be the one student that I am. most familiar withmyself. The corn-
Ments I will ,Make will be of my own opinions and not those of stu-
dents in general. Quite frankly, I would not be testifying before you
today as a student if it hadn't been for the programs authorized by
the Higher Education ,Act -of 1965. I have been a beneficiary of
three of, the different programs and without them, it would have
been impossible for me to afford to go to college. .

So I am indeed thankful that the programs were established.
Approximately 85 percent of my college education has been paid

for through the guaranteed student loan program. Another 13 per-
cent was financed through the work study, and the remaining 2
percent, or $246.00, was in 'the form of a Pell grant.

These' funds, combined with the money I earn by working each
summer, have financed my education. One problem I see with the
system as a whole is that, upon my graduation next month, I will
be faced with the payments on my student loans totaling
$11,246.00. Do not get me. wrong; I am not complaining about
having to pay for something that ljeceived, but rather the fact
that many other graduates are not fed with such bills. I honestly
feel that students should pay for most of their education by work-
ing or through loans.

Many of the recipients of grants are coming out of college with-
out owing a cent, or substantially less than most of us who finance
their own education. I see. no reason for this vast inequity.

These great differences come from the family contribution, sched-
ules for determining the amount of: reward for the students. Par-
ents' annual income is a Main determinant in calculating the
amount of financial aid the student will receive. The` tables give
thiA expected parental contribution toward the student's education-
al expense. I, along with many other college students, really never
see that-amount of money -which is supposedly expected to be paid--
by our parentsnor do we expect-it.

I really see nothing wrong with any student graduating and
having to pay for a good majority of his or her educational ex-'
penses. I recommend to fake some of the money which is currently
allotted to the grant programs and channel it into low-interest
loans for students in place of grants. This wouldlenable the Gov-
ernment to have a return on its investment in the student instead
oftjust giving them a .freebee. The students must see the guaran-
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teed student loans and the national direct student loans as an in-,
vestment in their futures.

Another thought I would like to share with you today is that of
requiring certain academic standards to the beneficiaries of finan-
cial aids,. Eligibility for the next semester's aid would be- reexam-
ivied if they did not achieve a certain grade point. I am. sure that
this is only needed for a very small-number of individuals, but in
some cases, it happens that a student does not have any real incen-
tive to graduate and leave the safe confines of the university.

It has been known to happen that some students will fail a
course and. not think anything of it because they can just go to
school for another year or two at the 'expense of .the Government
You can clearly see how wasteful this could be. By having academ-
ic standards to reach, and maintain, this student would have to
make the grades and thus eventually graduate, making room for
new students.

The reauthorization wouldAalso create a national center for post-
secondary education. Along with-many other advantages, it would
make it clear to the students how much financial assistance th
qualify for. Most students have no idea of how much mohey, if an
they will receive for the coming school year until they fill out all of
the forms. This -will be very beneficial to prospective ttuderits as
they plan out their financial needs for, the coming years.

In. closing, r would like to reiterate that these are my own per-
sonal views, and not those of students .in general. Other students
have differing views, as you have heard, or will hear in future
hearings.

I'm not sur8 how many people are denied access to a, college edu-
cation, and I would imagine that statistically data on that would bs,
nearly impossible to find, but I think it would

our
a safe as.surnptiore

to 'say that Many of the students enrolled in our colleges and uni-
versities today would not be here if it were not for the programs
established by the Higher Education Act.

This legislation has benefited literally millions of people and. de-
serves its reauthorization.

We must see that student financial assistance is an. investment
by our Government that benefits the individual student, whose
education will make hint or her a much more qualified. candidate
for a job. It is also an investment in that specific institution that he
or she chooses to attend, by creating jobs for that college and com-
munity.

Finally, we must see that student financial aid is an investment
in the future of our country. Having more educated people in our
society will definitely be a benefit to us all.

['repo vd statement of Thomas J, 'Fonfara
14L.XPAAFIX STATIPAitNT or THOMAS J. FONVARA., STUDENT, UNIVIIISITY or WISCONSIN -

STotrr, MootastoNis, WI

I would, like, to my testimony by thanking Congressman Simon, Congress-
man Gunderson, an the other members of the Subcommittee for giving me the
privilege of testifying. before' you today.

. I was asked to base my testimony on a student'i rs Ive of financial aid and
the whole subject of the Reauthorization of the High Education At of 1905, what
I think. is good and bad with the system as it is today, d any suggestions andlor
recommendations I might have for your consideration.
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The student's perspective that I will be my reflections on will be the one stu-
dent that I am most familiar with, myself. The comments I will make will be of my
own opinions, not theSe.of stildents in general. . ..

Quite frankly, I would not be testifying before you today as a Student if it hadn't
been for the programs authorized in the Higher Education Act of 1965. I have been
a beneficiary of three of the different programs, and without them it would have
been,.innvesible for me to afford to go to college, so I am indeed thankful that the
programs were established.

Approximately 85 percent of college education has been paid for through the
guaranteed student loan prograrn, Another 13 pereent of it was financed through
the work study program. The remaining 2 percent, or $246.00,-was in the form of a
Pell grant. These funds, combined with the money I earned by working each
summer, have financed my education.

One problem I see with the system as a whole is that upon my graduation next
Month, I will be faced with the payments on my students loans totaling $11,246.00.
Do not get me wrong, I am not complaining about having to pay for something that
I received, but rather, the fact that many other graduates are not faced with such...
bills. I honestly feel that students' should pay-for most of their education,by working
or thrOugh loans. Many of the recipients of grants are coming out of college without
owing a cent, or substantially less than most of us who finance their own education.
I we no reason for this vast - inequity.

, These great differences come feem the family 'contribution schedules for &termin--

tables give the expected paren contribution towards the student's educational ex-
pense.

ink; ,the amount of reward for students. The parent'S annual income is a main
deterniMant in calculating'-t .! az ount,of financial aid the student will receive. The

I, along with many college students really never, see that amount of money
which is suppoeedly-txpected to be paid by our parents, nor do we expect it. I see
nothing wrong with. any student graduating and having to pay for a good majority
ofrhis of-her educational expenses. I would recommend to take some of the money
which is currently allotted to the grant programs and channel it into low interest
loans for students iu place of grants. This would enable the government to have a
"return on its investment" in the student instead of. just giving them a "freebee."
The student must see the Guaranteed Student Loans and National Direct Student
Loans us an it vestment in their futures.

AnoTher-thought I would like to share with you today, is that of requiring certain
academic standards to the beneficiaries of financial.. aids. Eligibility for the next so-
mesterti aid would be reexamined if they did not achieve a certain grade point. I am
sure that this is only needed for a small number of individuals, but in some cases it
happens that a student does not have any real incentive to graduate and leave the
safe confines of the university. It has been known to .happen that some students will
fail a course and not think anything of it because they can just go to school for an-
other year or two at the expense of the government. You. can clearly seelpw waste-
ful this could be. By having academic standards to reach and maintain, filPs student
would rave to make the grades and thus, eventually graduate, making room for new
studerAs, .

The reauthorilation would also create a National Center for Postsecondary Educa-
tion. Along with many other advantages, it would make it clearer to the students
how much financial assistance they qualify for. Most students have no idea of how
much money, if any, they will receive for the coming school year until they fill out
all of the Forms. This will be very beneficial to prospective Students as they plan out
their financial needs for the coming years.

In closing, I would like to reiterate that these are my own personal' views, not
those of students hi general. Other students have differing views as you have heard,

_or will hear _in future hearings. . .. .

a
. .. .

1 am not sure of flow many people are denied access to college education, and I
would' imagine that statistical-data on that would be nearly impossible to find, but I
think it'would be a safe assumption to say that many of the students enrolled in our
colleges and universities would not be here if it were not for the programs estab-
lished in the Higher Education Act of 1965. This legislation has benefited literally .-millions of people and deserves reauthorization.

We must see that student financial assistance is an investment by our govern-
ment that benefits the individual student, whose education will make him or her a
much more qualified candidate. -fur a- job. it is- -also an investment -in-that specific'
institution that he or she chooses to attend, by creating jobs for that college and .
community. Finally, we must see student financial aid as an investment in the.
fkiture of our country, Having shore educated people in our society will definitely be
a benefit to ug all.

1.
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Mr. SisioN. Thank you very much. And finally, Kevin Bay, who
is the president of the University of Wisconsin Stude ' t_Senate at
Platteville. We're pleased to have you here. Better wa h, I used to
be student body_ president way back when. You may d up as a
Member of Congress or a candidate for the Senate, if you're not
careful, here, Kevin?

it
STATEMENT OF KEVIN .1. BAY, PRESIDENT;'UNIVERSITY OF

WIS1 CONSIN-PLATTEVILLE STUDENT SENATE*

Mr. BAY. Well, I'd like to start by thanking you for coming to
Wisconsin to get our views; and I'd like to thank Steve for asking
me to come up to bring the views from UW-Platteville. And
before I start, I'd like to just say that I've never met this gentle-
man, and I've not heard his testimony before, but he will find me
echoing many of the things that he just said.

In these times, when people are talking about Federal budget
pressures, the legislators correctly become very concerned with the
fair distribution of financial aids to the truly needy students. How-
ever, I think it is about time this concern was expanded to the fair
distribution of financial aids to the truly needy students with abili-
ty and desire. . ,

In an effort to remain consistent with these two expanded con-
cerras,1 will concentrate on these three major points:

No. 1, mandatory minimum standards to ensure satisfactory aca-
demic progress; No. 2, a progralni to increase the eligibility of stu-
dents for work.study; and No. 3, Na, increase in the guaranteed stu-
dent loans.

I think that the-present minimum standards used to insure satis-
faetow academic progress frankly, are a joke. I would propose a
progrdTn that would require a minimum of 12 credits per semester
or 24 credits per year for a full-time student.

I also would recommend that in' order to = 1 ain eligible for fi-
nancial aid, the student would haVe to main in a 1.6 grade point
average for the first year; a 1.8 for the sec t. ear; and 2.0 thereaf-
ter. 1 would also impose an absolute upper limit of nine semesters
of eligibility for undergraduate work for a single degree. A viola-
tion of any of these runs would be grounds for Wrncallation of fur-

e.ther aid. '
I would like to add that t is set of rules would be more lenient

than we already expect fro our athletes and GI bill recipients. I
think that workstudy gives s dents an opportunity to contribute
to his or her own education. kstudy should be made available
to more students by eliminating the needs test for students whose
family income is below $35,000. .

What 'this will de, in ,effect, is inerease the competition- for work-,
study jobs and assure some type of productivity at those jobs. It
would also relieve the uiireasonable burdens that are placed on the
budgets of hardworking middle- to lower-middle income families
trying to send their children to college.

Another problem this will address, one of special griificance to
the University of Wiseonsin43Iatteville, is the plight f many farm-
ers sen-ding tlieirki&i to scho61.1t is my understa that many
students from farms parents have negative incomes or incomes in
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the poverty level fo\r the last few years, are denied workstudy be-
caUse their parents show significant assets on paper in the form ofj equity in the family farm.

Are we asking these people-to sell Chunks of their family farm tosend their children to school?
This brings me to my final point and perhaps the most important

source of financial aidthe guaranteed student loan. If someone iswilling to take out .a loan for their education, they are obviouslyshowing a desire to be educated and the intent to use that educa-
tion upon graduation. The.biggest problem with the GSL is the fact ....that- the .amount you can borrow per year has not changed' in
recent years, wh' e the cost of education has skyrocketed.

It is my opinio that the present limit of $2,500 per year should
be increased to $3,000; 'I arso believe that the family income qualifi
cation should be raised to $35,000 per year. Also all students
should be required to take out a student loan bbefore they qualify
for any of the various'Oant programs, or contribute in the form of
workstudy. This would stimulate some sort of- commitment froni
most students who receive grants.

I would also urge the committee not to be tempted to put a needstest to the GSL. If yOur parents. rake less than $35,000 a year, you
obviously have a .need.

_

In talking with other students at UW- Platteville, I very seldom'\
hear any mention of grants. It seems to me that the overwhelming \
problems I keep hearing about are a shortage of workstudy jobs/ '
and 'a deficiency in the amounts one can borrow. In-short, I think
that if we cap solve these two problems and keep people from sit-
ting around drinking beer and watching TV for 6 years on govern-
ment handouts, we will have made great strides toward putting
people in college who want an education; and also we could keep
the level of spending for postsecondary aid at an acceptable level.

I would like to add that the way I formulated these ideas was
approaching many different people at Platteville and with a special
respect to the executive -board .of the student senate, and then Iread'this testi tiny at the student senate meeting on Monday, andI got resoundin applause and no dissenting ideas or opinions. ev4Z-

And I'm sure hat I've brought some surprise to many members
of the committee, and I think that this is the way that students arethinking. They, don't want handouts; we want to contribUte to our
education. I also will have 'an excess of $10,000 in loans taken cut
by the time I graduate, and it doesn't bother me a bit.

But I will restate what he said; it bothers me when people don't
take out any \ loans and they get grabta -all through college; and
they get the same job when they graduate that I do.

Thank you. ,

[Prepared statement of Kevin J. Bay follows.)
PRKPARXD STATKUNNT OF KtiVIN J. BAY, PILESIDIINT, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN--

PLATTEVILLE STUDR,NT SkNATV

In these times 'rvhen propie are talking about federal budget pressures, the legisla-
tors correctly become very concerned with the fair distribution of financial aids to
the truly needy students. However, I think it is- about time this concern was expand-
(xi to the fair distribution of financial aids to the truly needy students with ABILI-
TY-and DESIRE. In an effort to remain consistent with these two expanded con-
cerns, I will concentrate on these three major points: mandatory minimum stand
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ards to ensure satisfactory academic progress; a program to increase the eligibility
of students for work-study; and an increase in guaranteed student-loans.

I think that the present minimum standards used to ensure satisfactory academic
progress, frankly, are a joke. I would propOse a program that Weald require a mini-
mum of 12 credits per semester or 24 credits per year. I also would recommend that
in order to .remain eligible for any financial aid, the student would have to maintain
a 1.6 GPA for the first year, a 1.8 for the second and a 2.0 thereafter. I would also
impose an absolute upper limit of nine semesters of eligibility for undergraduate.
work. A violation of any of these rule; would be grounds for termination of further/
aid. 'I would like to add that this 'sot of rules would be more lenient than what'we
already expect from .our athletes and GI sill recipients.

1 think that work-study. gives students an opportunity to contribute to his or her
on education. Work-study should. be made available to more students by eliminat-
ing the needs test for students whose family income isbelow $35,000. What this will
do, iii effect, is increase the competition for'work-study jobs and assure some type of
productivity at those jobs. It would also relieVe the unreasonable burdens that are
placed on the budgets of hard working., middle to lower-middle income families.
trying to send their children to college. AnOther problem this will 'address, one of

o special significance to the University of Wisconsin- Platteville, is the plight of many
farmers sending their kids to sohoOl. It is my understanding hat many students

. from farms, whose parents may have had negative incomes for t e last few yens, are
denied work-study because their parents show significant 'aiiise on paper in the
form of equity-in the family farm. Are we asking these people to sell chunks of the
family farm( to send their children tOsehool? .

This brings me to my final point and perhaps the most important wart* of finan-
cial aidthe Guaranteed student Loan. If someone is willing to take out a loan for
their education, they are obviously showing the desire to be educated and the intent
to use that education upon graduation. The biggest problem with the GSL is the fact
that the amount you can borrow per year has not changed in recent. years, while
theacust of education. has .skyrocketed. It is my opinion that the present limit, of
$2,500 pet year should be increased to $(1,500. I also 'believe the family income quali-
fication should be raised to $35,000 per year. Also, all students should be required to
take out a student. loan before they qualify for any of the various grant programs.
This would stimulate some sort of commitment from these students to receive
grants. I would also urge the Committee ;lotto be tempted to put a needs test to the
GSL. If your parents make less than $35,000 you obvioualy have a need.

in talking witli other-students at UW-Platteville. I very seldom hear any mention
of grants.. It se ms to me that the overwhelming problems I keep hearing about are
a short of work-study jobs and a' deficiency in the amounts can borrow. In
short, I thank that if we can solve these two problems, and keep people from sitting
around drinking beer and watching TV for six years on government handouts, we
will have made great strides toward putting people in college who want an educa-
tion, and also we could- keep the level of spending for poSt secondary aid at an ac-L..
ceptable level.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you. Let me, just so we understand, one of the
difficulties is what looks like a. handout to one person is not a
handout to someone else.

You mentioned thiat you're going to have over 00,000 in loans;
those loans are heavily subsidized. _

Mr. BAY. I understand that.
Mr. Simo N7That is a handout tr.:, you. What'T fiiid, 'for example, I

will. have people come into myoffice--I'm not ticking on farmers _
now, but maybe farmers who come in and say, we. got to get all
these people, Off of welfare. And then the next thing they know,
they say, well, we've got to have a subsidy for the dairy. program; .
we've gotten have a loan program here, and all o a sudden, .yon
know, what is a handout to one, group, is not a hen t. ow, you. .
don't consider your loan subsidy a handout.

Mr. BAY.,;YQS, I do; but I think that when you take out a loan,
I'm talking about the motivational factor; at least I feel like I'm
producing; .

I'm paying some of it back. I understarid that it's, a

1231
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handout, but it's not an out-and-out grant where I don't have to
worry about it.

When I take out a loan, I'm making a commitment to pay back
the majority' or at least part of that.

Mr. Salmi.. The difficulty is, and one of the main reasons why
we're trying to get some kind of a shiftand I agree, incidentally,
with some of the things you sayin your testimonythe difficulty
is that that loan costs the Federal Government more than if wewere to give you a grant. Because we have to maintain that subsi-
dy for a great many years, while you pay that back.

Now, one of the things I think we have to look at is can we--one
of the suggestions from one of our witnesses was, after 3 years,should we start raising the interest so that we don't give you tooMuch of a handout here.

Mr. BAY. My interest is a 9 percent.
Mr. Sissox. Pardon?
Mr. BAY. My interest is at 9 percent, which, isia a substantialhandout; although it is a handout.
Mr. 'SnvoN. It is a handoutunfortunately. But, let me Y,, getting you to college is a great investment for us, ofand I'm

being critical of you here. now, and I think it's a great thin at
we get you there anAget all of you there. It is very important. Twoof you touched on sorbething that is a problem, and I don't know
how we deal with this; I happen to agree that we ought to be re-.quiring some kind of academic standard but it is tough' to knowhow you do that

In other words, and I don't mean this disrespectfully Ito. say the
campus here at Eau Claire or Platteville or Stout or anywhere else,but maybe maintaining a C average here is a little easier than
maintaining a C average at Harvard. And, or a C average some-where else. So that if we write into the law' that you have to main-
tain that 2-point average or C average or whatever however the
thing is written,, we work inequities. I don't know how we deal withthat. \

But it is something that the three of you are obviously talented
creative people; any ideas you have that reflect upon that, or any
comments you might have right now, we would be interested in.

Mr. BAY. I don't know if it addresses the problem-13'1d you men-tioned that it, would be harder to keep this grade point at Stanford,
but I guess it really doesn't address the, problem but that personwho graduates from Stanford would be making a lot more moneythen the one that graduated from here, and there would have to behad a little bit tougher regulations.

Mr. SIMON. Any comments-from any of the others-of you?
Mr. FONFARA. I understand what you are saying and I've thought

about it and I thought about adding something to my testimony
like a suggestion and I just don't know how you could go about
doing it because most colleges have already got if you don't achieVe
a certain grade point, .,ou're automatically out and thus you're not
going to get any, the aid in the first place. But I just, it would seemthat as aome_kindnLamineantive,-parhaps-maybe-tlae-best-thing-to
do would be have, like nine semesters of eligibility for aid-, maybe

f* that would be the best.
Mr. SIMON. Yes?

.1.232
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Ms. Ruxv. I guess my only comment is I know on Eau Claire ,

campus, we are required to maintain, a certain level of academic '-

success in order to get our financial aid and so I don't have any
experience with other universities to know what they do.

Mr. Samoa. Let me just add, if I may use you as an illustration,
we're going to get our money back if you become a physician so
many times over that investment we make in your education, it's a
good illustration of why we ought to be doing that. We not only get
our investment back in dollars, but in' the health and welfare of
the people who need help.

Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GuNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Eunice, you'd be happy to, know that yesterday we had a medical

student from Mayo. Clinic testify and I suggested, after hearing his
testimony, that we're in the process of trying to put limits on the
cost, of health care in this country; I'm not sure were not going to
have to start putting limits on the cost of tuition in medical school.

Ms. RILEY. I agree.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Wonder why we got high doctors bills, it's se

you people can pay off those loans. I'm interested psychologically
you're going to have a great debt I assume when you complete your
college and medical training, et cetera. Psychologically, what has
been the choice that has allowed you to pursue this career in the
face of that;--where do we come to the tipping point.

You decided not to stay.a secretary; to become a doctor, recogniz-
ing the debt you were going to incur. What role did the Onancial
aid play in that decision?

Ms. Rio. In deference to what they have said, my goal is to
,,, complete my undergrad wort;, without a loan and for very obvious

reasons. I was at the Medical College of. Milwaukee at Milwaukee
yesterday, and loans from graduating medical students range from

i $30,000 to $102,000, so from my standpoint, these are invaluable to
, me,

My own situation is such that I'm living, like most stuents, day ,.
to day, trying to make ends meet just to stay in college. Without

y Pell Grants, which have actually paid my tuitionthat's what
they have doneand the workstudy which has provided a means to
continue to live, I would not have gotten this far. There is no way I
could hat=e done it because, in order for me to continue my educa-
tion as a full-time student, which is necessary at my age, even to
get into medical school, I can't take even a substantial pat -time
job and continue with the studies that I am.

So, they have been invaluable. In my testimony, I said that they
have been my salvation- -and- that's -literally what they- have been.
Does that answer your question?

Mr. GUNDERSON. Urn-hum. Yes. Just one qmotestion to both of you,
and that is with regard to your academic requirements. It would
seem to me the easiest way to make academic progress and still be
eligible for loans would be to put a requirement that you'd 4om
plete so many.,credits. Kevin, you suggested that in your testimony.

The problem with that is how do we then deal with the parttime
student? i

Mr: Bay. Well, I was aiming at full-time students so I, really
haven't given that much thought. I know that GI bill, I think,
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works on if they fall below 12 credits, they're cut a certain percent,
age of the entitlement and that maybe we could work something inthe same Way:

Mr: GUNISERSON, OK; Thank you, all.,
/. 'Mr. Small. Thank you. This concludes our hearing.

[Whereupon, the hearing was concluded at 12:30 p.m.)
[Material subinitted for inclusion in the record follows:

1234
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ApR 2.088,4

',Representative Paul Simon
341,Cannou louse Office Rudding
Wishington; D.C. 20515,

RapreaentativeStsve Gunderson
416 Cannon Officcloilding
Weshington, D.C. 20515

!Mar 12' Stave:f

APR 3 LI 1984

She for your willingness to scbsdolsa bearing in Rau Clair*

on t utetiou4ct. We*st VW-Stout end VW-Leu ClairWheve fol-

: lowed assigneent" youwgive us to suggest needed epproachss, to

dealing e problems of_internetional students. Enclosed. are sole

proposed'progriee which we feel would be :Of considerable belp.

We.,would be pleased to work With you in designing or rnact

approaches to tbe problem.
.

Sincerely,

Robert S. Swaneoli
Cbanmellor

ISS/jr4

cc: Chancellor Emily Hannah, VW -Zen'Claire
Assistant Chancellor, Illiott Garb,"UW -Ian 'Claire
Robert Satbsr, Financial Aids Director, VW-4/u C1 ix*
Vice Chancellor Fifes, VW-Stout
John Stevenson, Director of International Protrame, VW -Stout
Kurt Kindschi, Financial Aids Director, OW -Stoat

uNWERSITY *ONEOtSToill AN QOALCWFOW IIVE ACTION UIVIYERSJ
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C7FFICF OF THE CHANCELLOR

.

Wopmentative:Paul Simon."""
Isprisantative Stave Gunderson

Prow Robert S. Swanson
Chancellor 4
University of Wisconsin,-Stout

24d1.130W410. Ni000nitink 54751

'DAM-. April 19 i984

r

Providing access'to peat- secondary educational
opportunities for'internationalatudente has boon a long standing tra4itiod

at UV-Stout, UW-Rau Clair*, andotter Univarsity of 14.soonsin institutions.
Xatablishiag a forum in anaducational environiant for thceichangor of idsaarand information benefits theinternatical student, the United States student and tha natitUtion.

Tour Sill, H.R.5240,
addresses, the cOntinuad need for federal, leadership att.!).postsecobdary level by sPeOlfying in TITLZ,VI

IXTERNATIOWAL =CATION thepew! foii, 'Center for
International liduoaticau and a program prairoting'Faculty and Studant Study Abroad'.

Whil6thesa'prograse are exemplary,',thersis on. feast of tha
international education process that Mausos major traumaTor tho'studont, major fiscal cOnsiiterationi for the institution and serioussupport concerns for the Ommunity. That fact i* the financial cataatrophewhich occurs when

international students lose their fining:dal support ones theyare inthis country and enrolled at oducatioaal inatttutioh. The mum=for these calsaities vary from natural diameters,
coup-Watats, monotarydevaluations to fund missanageeant and abuse. .lagar4lais.of the reason, theaffected student is left

without resources, the institution is lift withoutrevenue for educational costa and often colounity
organdsatibas /mob as

.churches. foal an obligation tpbelp these student* With food and,olothiag.
Chairsan Simon, we raquost your attention to that third conoornd--,evolopment ofa me-caniss to assist students

and ihap.tutions with scows to financialresourues during tines of clash flow amirgenciss
from hcee,govIrimonta orsponsors. These resources would be available to allow for an orderly method offinancial relief during these traumatio pariods either to allow internationalstudents to cootinuewith clams or to hays resource-the0tot rotara-to thair home country.

.

c.

SITYOV %iSCUNSIN-S OUT s.S AN tOf1At, ':).i=k-Aq1LIN7TY AND AFFIRAIR TiVE TKA UNNt11S17

J Ire
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The issues are twofold:

1. Short-Term Loss of capital causes finencial crisis situations.

- Relief to students, school and cosmowity is needed.

- Sole assistence is needed when a country goes into
fiscal"default situations.

7I

I. Long -Term - To insure long -tera goodwill, "insured" subsidy of
students is needed. School and conmuuity should.uot be
liable for costs incurred if the home governeent
defadlts on financial obligations.

- Suable future students to study in this country with the
satisfaction that, in event of changes in home
circumstance'', fund. exist to bring existing accounts
up to Alas and at least cover-trip home.

Allow future limited employment opportunities for
students to experience job responsibilities and
applications of classroom training. Also, job* allow
minimal reveis to be earned to subsidize
personal /sponsor resoufces,

Resolution of these issues could possibly be accommodated by implementing any
-of-the following suggestions. Please keep in mind these are only general
thought* to generate further discussion and,not to address specific
implementation Procedure*. We realise these ideas 'say not relieve the
A.wmediate problem of students being atrauded on our campuses now but possibly
similar situations will be averted as they arise in the future.

I. Direct U.S. Government participation

A. Exlmridad 'This program maintains financial
iutegrity by leaving both the participants and Ahast institutions with
the assurance that programaLic and'suppOrt compensation .will be
made. An expansion Cf this program, possibly not only with developing
countries but with developed countries' as well, would be well received
by institutions nationwide.

Simon.4cholershie Proltrasa. lieury Kissinger, in his report of
Central American concerns, suggested bringing large numbers of young'
people to the U.S. from Central America to have them study in our
universities. 4Qualified.scholars would receive a subsidy sufficient

to pay for their educational costs. This idea could be expanded into
a unique international' grant progran parallel to the Pell Grant
program. Recipient* of these "Simon Scholarships" would present

,their sward letters to the campus of their cbOce who, in turn, would
"redeem" them for reiwhursement from an appeSpriste federal agency.
ReCause of the variation of educational costs,throughout the country,
certain limits could be established for redemption value. Cqlleges
could provide'cortain "matching".fundo if their costs exceed the

. _

federal reimbursemeof limit '

1237 4
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II. Governmental participation on a pro rata basis.

A. ratabliab ak"Guarantee Tune. lieverthe federal government sat aside
an indirect cost allowance from federal assistance going to other
countries that could be applied for by campuses or students when
financial smorgeocies rise as s result of coup d'eteta or natural
disasters- These funds, pocably one tali's* percent of the federal
assistauce, could be voted to subsidise living Costs during those
periods of insolvency,

pay tuition delinquencies Bled possibly pay for.traniportstionhome.

S. International Student,"Work-Studv" Proem's. Provide federal 'matching
funds allowing composite to develop student employment programa '
exclusively for international students. This proposal nov44 allow
qualified applicants to earn additions) funds to *set their..
educational *nausea. It would be apart from the existing studept aid
programs where eligibility. is limited toy.S. titiva&Cand Permanent
Immigrants.

III. U.S'. government approval without capital outlay.,

A. "gatastraokio Insurance". Implement a procedure whereby any student
that enters this country for study or any country that allows their
y000g/people'to study here must pay an ii=0414 'that would be s
percentage of their simnel or aggregate costs towards on insurance
plan lapin. possibly one to five per cent). Mil plan would
reinburei students or schools if "clsime" were filed alleging that
'circumstances warrant a financial crisis prohibiting ready transfers Atof cash. A goverment office could be the "agent" and the depository

f for thO "premium" payments.

.
Similar to A., but utilise s commncial insurer. Have private .

insurance companies initiate Policiea insuring compensation in cues
of financial crises. Require that students show record of
catastrophic insurance coverage before visas are initiated or renewed.
Mrs may have to be variable- depending upon "rating" of country of
origin. Many oniversitits,now requite that a student has a health
insurance policy.

IR. Modify legislation.
4

At the present time, regulations surrounding
international student

\ employment forbid any kind of employment butside of campus sobs. This is
exceptionally restrictive and prohibits any capability of Use students to
help subsidise their educational **ponies. Modificatious in legislation

' should be implemented allowing students with Y-1 visas to:

A. work off7campuS during terms of enrollment, dud;

3. work full-time during normal vacation periods (such se summers) at
off-campus jobs.

These ideas ire only a few,of the many that could be reviewed to assist
internetioual students with emergency and long term financiel concerns during.their stay in our country. In our stable environment, we often fail to fully
ropier istufte proca-rion4 tonsideiations of our international student'
populatiOn. It does not seem appropriate thht we are Acting as good busts -when
we allow these guests admission to, our country without the same financial
protections we insist upon for our own citizenry.
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Hun. Nut' SIMON, t
Chairman .af -the bkilicatian and 1,dbar Committee, U.S. &use Representatives,

Washington,
MAX CONC,RES.SMAN ON': It was a pleasure to meet you at the hearing in Eau

Claire last Saturday on t lereauthorization of the Higher EduCation Act, and. I was
grateRil for thhe opportunity to provide testimony.

With respect to one issue whieji y;eu and Congressman Gunderson introduced into
the question-and-answer period, I would like to.do a'bit of f011owup. In talking with
Chancellor Swanson, ytiu indicated your concern with institutional policies which
served to discourage the application or enrollment of international students in
American colleges. I .share,that concern, and I suspect that my ideas on.this topic
are quite compatible with your own.

On pages .1 and ir) of my complete testimony, which was entered in the record, and
a copy of which is enclosed, 1 make a plea that the reauthorizatiou Higher Educa-
tion Act contain; "programs to promote international education." I suggest that the
At could do this in tour ways: (1 by providing an irresistible motivation for study
abroad by American college and university system students; (2) by increasing sup- -
port for bona tide international studies programs in an sectors of our country; (3) by
encouraging the attainment of fluency by our college and university students in at,
le 4t one foreign language; and (4) by creating innovative incentives for internation-

udents enrolled in English language programs and baccalaureate programs in
post-secondary institutions and for international student organizations on our

cam
. I was excited to hear your "what if' esquestion regarding President Cherrienkorii' t
Eureka College and President Reagan at Moscow University. I have asked_the sakne,
kind (if question to students-myself. In this context, if it would be of any assistance
to you to have the program ideas suggested in the paragraph above developed in
further detail, please know that I would be happy to do So. I believe that promotion.
of international education is one of the important ways the quality of education can
be improved in American colleges and universities. Two or.three internal-
tional students on our campuses. would,also have a positive effect, en excess capacity

166
prublemS,

VITXRBO Couxak,
La Grasse, WI, April 1984.

Again, I thank you for the opportunity to .provide testimony- to your Subcommit-
tee on April 7 in Eau Claire.

4111k

Sincerely yours,

#.1

RoBila E. Guniotis, President.



HEARINGS ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

TUESDAY, APRIL 10, 1984

Hous OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,
Washington, DaThe subcommittee met, pursuant to- call, at 9:33 a.m., in room2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair-man of the full Committee) and Paul Simon (chairman of the sub-committee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Perkins, Simon, Penny, Gun-derson, Jeffords, and Petri.
Staff present: William A. (Bud) Blakey, staff director; MarshaWicelegislative assistant; and John Dean, Republican assistantcounsel:
Chairman PERKINS. Today the commit is continuing its hear-ings on H.R. 5240,.a bill introduced by Congressman Paul Simon,the chairman of

subcommittee.
Mr. .Simon's bill rewrites theHigher Education A and includes many new provisions. I am in-terested in hearing our witnesses' views on that bill. We also havescheduled today a witness on adult education. Mrs. Alice McDon-ald, superintendent of education, Kentucky Department of Educa-tion, could not attend earlier: hearings on adult eduCation beforethe committee and so she is testifying today on the adult education'act and on other related matters.

0 Is Alice here this morning? I don't see her.
Come-around, Dr. Norfleet and Walter Blevins, Stat( representa-tives. I'INt,ake you as your names are listed herp. And then we'llhear from Dr. Goodpasterl Dr. Hall, Dr. Jolly, Dr. Frazer, and gipBorden.
Go right ahead, Walter. If you want to make some opening re-marks before Dr. Norfleet, go right ahead. We are glad to welcomeboth of you gentlemen here. ,,

STATEMENT OF HON. WALTER BLEVINS, STATE
REPRESENTATIVE, COMMONWEALTH OF- KENTUCK

Mr. BLEVINS. Think you, M. Chairman. Mr.. Chairman andmembers of the subcommittee.. I am very pleased, to have this op-sPortunity to testify before you today. I particularly appreciate theopportunity to voice my support. for the continuation and expan-sion of Federal programs that provide postsecondary education op-portunities in eastern Kentucky, I have benefited from the Federal
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student, assistance programs TRIO. and Upward Bound in particu-
i lar. I know the important role Congressman Perkins, my represent-
. ative, has played in developing and protecting these initiatives.

My name again is Dr. Walter -Blevins and I represent the 71st
Legislative District, which includes Morgan, Rowan, and parts of
Lawrence and Louis Counties, I am also a practicing dentist in
Morehead, KY.

r
In 1966 while a,student at-Morgan County High School, I was re-

, cruited into the Upward Bound, Program to which I went at More-
bead State University. Through the program I received exposure to
-new opportunities and options of which I would have been un-
aware. The summer session, for example, gave me a chance to
work in a biology laboratory which my school was lacking in and
strengthened my mathematics and my science preparation. I was
able to attend plays andother cultural events which I had-not seen
before. In the process I developed the self-confidence to know that I
could do well in college. I was first in my family of seven to gradu-
ate from college.

The services that I benefited from in 1966 through 1968 remain
important in my district todayi, You are aware, I am sure, that
many of the residents of Kentutky,and, eastern Kentucky in par-
ticular, are roor. Kentucky is ranked '46th in the Nation, in terms
of per capita income. As an example, in the high school which I
attended,- onelkialf of the students now enrolled 'are from lower
income families. The educational needs of my constituents are sub-
stantial; Forty-eight percent of the citizens of Kentucky who are
over the age of 25 have not graduated from high school. In all of
the- high schools 1 my district over 40 percent of the students who
began in the ninth grade do not complete the 12th grade. The rate
of college completion in the State is only '60 percent of the national
average. Yet Kentucky has only limited State resources to bring
these problems. It's per-pupil expenditures rank 43rd. in the
Nation. ,

The TRIO Programs supplement local resources and provide de-
se ing young people and adults a chance to lead productive lives
in e jobs of their choice. In the seventh Congressional District,
for xample, two talent search programs at Morehead State Uni-
versity and at Pikeville College provide info elation about college,
career planning, sand student financial aid to around 1,500 stu-
dent,

SWthout file talent search, many of these students might ,not-
know about Federal .grant and loan programs, and might nbt cony
,cider going to college. Despite this great need, twcr of -the cduntieR
which I represented in the past are not served by talent ,search be-
cause Bf insufficient funds. One of the counties is Menifee County
whiclivra.nks as'the/poorest county in Kentucky.

Upward bound programs such as the one that 1. attended at
Morehead State University provide intensive support for disadvan-
taged young' peoRle while they are in high school.. Its supports in-
clude counselingiFtutoring and special summer class*, In my work
with the Jaycees and the Morehead Optiisti Clubs'in their, youth
projects, I have come in contact with ina.,y)pung people who I feel
could benefit, from the upward biliand experience. But only 200 in

.2 4 1
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the whole Seventh Congressional District are Served each year by"these two prqiects.
When AppZdachian students do enroll in college, many requirespecial support 'if they are not to become discouraged and drop out.

That is why I am pleased that Morehead, Pikeville and the Ash-land Community College each sponsor a special service project.
Young people leaving isolated, rural communities and the supportof their families to attend college benefit from the special counsel-
ing services provided.

imilarly, if disadvantaged studentg want tq go into careers in
science, mathematics or compute ,z-s, many times they require tutor-
ing or developmental classes to give them the background that
their high schools, because of 'the limitations of 'the'
weren't able to supply..

Congressman Simon's bill, H.E. 5240, demonstrates his interestin expanding the opportunity for low-income and first-generation
students and his recognition of the importance of the TRIO .pro-grams in doing so. I support his recommendation to raise the au-'thorization levels for the TRIO program. I do object to the addition
of the section 474(d)-2 to the TRIO subpart since by giving special
service funding priority to minority institutions with high dropoutrates, it will make it more difficult for special service projects atinstitutions such as Pifer College and Morehead State University.

These institutions have done an excellent job in serving the first
keneratiorf and handicapped students and they need that continued
support. Again, I appreciate the opportunity to testily before you
today in st*pport of H.R. 5240 and the TRIO programs.. I would behappy to qnswer any questions that you might have at this time.

Chairman PIMKINS. That was a very good statement Mr. Blevins.
I think the committee pretty well undersiands it all..Do you have
some questions, Mr. Simon? I understand that you were the one --that requested his presence.

Mr. SIMON. I don't have any questions. I apologize, Dr. Blevins,
for not being here for the first part of your statement. I understand
you are an outstanding example of the very kinds of programs that
we are fighting for right now and I appreciate your testimony andthe leadership you are providing.

Mr. BLEVINS. Thank you very much. I am not the only student
that has excelled in this Upward Bound Prograni. Many of the
people that I attended Morehead State UniVersity with have gone
on to become lawyers,' teachers. I think there is even a physician
and it's important, I feel, to bring this group of young people who
are deprived because of just being in+Appalachia and the isolationthat many of us have found. Now Congressman Perkins' has done
much to alleviate that problem, but the problem is still there.There are still many poor people an& many poor students who de-
serve a chance and I feel like upward boundespecially upwardbound, because I am more familiar with it, gives that chance to
those people.

, AMr. Simoiv. If .I can just comment further. Not only in Kentucky,but all over this Nation, we are grateful for the leadership of Carl
Perkins and he has lifted the opportunity for people everywhere
and:'in fact, the people you were just talking aboutyourself and
the lawyers, the doctors and so forththey are going to end up re;
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paying just in tax dollars:many times over for what this Nation 'is

investing in that. educational opportunity. Is that correct?
Mr. BLEvms. Oli\&am sure. Not only in tax dollars but in serv-

ice to humanity and iit, service to this country.
Mr. SMON. Thank you.
Chairman PEREINS. Mr. Petri, any 'questions to this gentleman?
Mr. PETRI. I would like to say that I appreciate you maintaining

your interest in this program. Sometimes people benefit from some-
thing and then they walk on and take that benefit with them but
they don't try to reinvest some of theinselVes in it so that others
can benefit as well. I appreciate you taking time out of a busy
schedule to come up here to Washington to testify.

Second, I hope that people in your part of Kentucky recognize
what a leader Carl Perkins has been over the years in providing
this sort of opportunity to people on,a rational basis. He's a great
resource not only for Kentucky but for the whole country.

Chairman Px.axxxs. Let. me ask you one question, Walter, and
give us your best judgment on it. The administration is proposing a

50-percent cutback on the TRIO Program and assuming that that
was to go through and Kentucky only received one-half of the
money, how would that affect the TRIO . programs in Kentucky

since you have been through them?

. ,Mr. BLEvmVs,ell, I think it would cripple them beyond repair.

think you have to look at our State economy which is not in th

:best shape that's it's been in in a- long time. We have depended o
coal for much of our economic development and, now coal is sof
and we are having a tough time just keeping the educational o
portunities that the State is responsible, for.' There is no way at the
present time in the general assembly that we could come up -with

excess funds td pick up where the Federal Government is trying to
-leave .off.

I am appalled that they would be 'trying to destroy programs of
this nature at this time, especially with the economy in the sham-
bles that it is today. We must reach out and help those young
people and I think cutting this program by 50 percent is going to
destroy the hopes and the dreams- and the aspirations of m_ any
young people across this country.

Chairman PERKINS. Any further questions, Paul?
Mr. SIMON. Thank you, no.
Chairman PERkINS. Mr. Blevins, you stand 'aside and let me call

all-of the other witnesses around and we will withhold our ques-
tions until we get through. Come around, Dr. GoodPaster and Dr.
Hall from Pikeville. Dr. Jolly, .come around and Mr. Frazer, come
around and Paul Borden. We'll switch that microphone- back and
forth so that you can all use it, even if you have to sit at the end
there, Paul.

Go ahead, Dr. Norfleet. Speak out and pull that microphone up
-sO everybody can hear you and let's move.

[Prepared statement Dr. Morris

3

L. Norfleet follows:]
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PRIEPRND STATILUXIVT OF MORRIS L NORFIAXT, PRICSIDINT, MORialtAl4rATX
UNIVOISITY, MOREFIXRD, KY

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, I ap-preciate the opportunity to appear before you to discuss the reauthorization of the
Highs* Education Act. I am NiorriL. Norfleet, President of Morehead State Uni-
versity, Morehead, Kentucky. Morehead State University is a public institutiox
6,500 students located in eastern Kentucky. The univeniity .serves primarily twenty-

, two northeastern and eastern Kentucky counties. Twenty-one of these counties arein Appalachia. Approximately 65 percent of our students receive some form of fi-nancial aid and it is anticipated that this percentage will increase nextyear.
My remarks will address the proposed legislation on the reauthorization of the

Higher Education Act, which has been introduced by Congressman Paul Simon (I)-IL); Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, and shared
with me by Congressman Carl I). Perkins (D-KY), Chairman of the House Commit-
tee on Education and Labor. More specifically, I. shall ern hsize my concerns per-taining to student financial aid,. special programs for stu nts from disadvantaged
backgrounds, and categorical aid as they relate to the dents and programs atMorehead State University.

Before addressing these specific concerns, I want to .mine .c4ngretrennan Simonfor the work he has done as Chairman of the Sulxx s 'ttee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation in support of -higher education,I highly praise ngressinan Simon's effortsto make a college education more affordable to low-i.ucoee students. Co anSimon's reautliorization-bill is a very .positive initiative response to the issuesoutlined in the National Commission (en Excellence in ucation) Report, "ANation at Risk: The Imperative for Education Reform". I o'er my continued sup-port to reshape the.reauthorization bill which will benefithigh r education and par-ticularly the students of eastern Kentucky. e.4,

STUD EN,' TINA.NCIA1 AW

Pell Grant. I support the proposed recommendations:
To convert the Pell Grant .program to entitlement status,
To provide 'increased maximum award* based on the current Consumer PriceIndex, and
To`estabIish parameters of the Family Contribution Schedule in statutebecause it will be more advantageous to student aid recipients and to the financial

aid community as-a whole.
In the awards process, financial aid officers use the Pell Grant as the."founda-.

tion"etudent aid r rograne In other words, it is usually the first financial aid pro-gram used in creating a financial aid package for a student. As a result, all informa -'
tion reearding the Pell Grant must be in place before colleges and universities can
begin the awards proceis (to include not only Pell Grants, but the campus-based ro-grams) and in turn notify students of the financial aid for which they are el' IIn recent years, the delays experienced by Kentucky institutions of higher educa-
tion in receiving information regarding: -,

The Pell Grant family contribution schedules,
Cost of attendance guidelines,
Payment schedules, and
Program funding

have significantly hindered initiation of the awards process. Because of the lack of
finalized information; students have not been-eotifieci of their financial aid awards
until late June or July. This delay in the notification process hascaused an extremeamount of anxiety on the part of students and parents. In some instances, students
have decided not to attend Morehead State University nor other colleges in general
because of the uncertainty of their financial aid.

There is a need to estbiishsome semi lance of a master calendar for the student
aid delivery system. Such &Mandated master calendar would allow the awards proc-
ess to begin early, enough for colleges and universities to provide timely notificationof financial aid awards to students and parents. Thoee students, who would' not be
adequately funded through the Federal student aid programs would then have time
to pursue other avenues of funding, Furthermore, a pre -set master calendar for the
delieey of student aid would allow financial aid offices an opportunity to make their
master calciilar more sensitive to the needs of. students andparents.An inc se in the maximum Pell Grant awards will probably lead to a reduceddependence loan money by the extremely needy student. This, in turn, could lead'
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to reduction of default and delinquency rates within the loan -programs. [It is cur-
rently poisible for an undergraduate student to incur $18,500 plus interest'in loan
debts fora college education. This represents $6,000 at 5 percent interest for Nation-
al Direct Student Loans (NI)SL) and $12,500 at eight percent interest for Guaran-
teed Student. Loans iGSL)]. Furthermore, increased maximum limits for Pell Grant
recipients could free other Title IV and institutional aid funds for students who may
not qualify, for Fell Grant funds, but nay still have need and may qualify for some
form of campusbased aid. However, if Pell Grant maximums are increased as pro-

, it follows that adeq ate funding must be provided to allow for the increase. If
milts are increased and fu ding levels remain the same, significant numbers of cur-

rently eligible students wo d not receive Pell Grant award's because of inadequate
funding.

Also, modifying the curren half-cost limitation on Pell Grant awards, to allow up
to 75 percent of tuition costs us an allowance for expenses, would probably result
in greater monetary awards t most eligible Pell Grant recipients. The standard
cost allowance (other than tuition and compulsary fees) breakdown suggested' by
Congressman Simon of:

$1,200 for students residing with parents,
$1,600 for students residing off campus other than in parents'.home, and
$2,000 for students residing in school-owned housing

is probably unrealistically low particularly for the two categories of students living
off campus. A more realistic figure for all students would be $2,000. In my opinion,
the cost of living allowance is basically the same regardless of where the student
resides.

Additionally, a More equitable balance between grants and loans might be real-.

ized. Higher coat institutions would certainly benefit more than lower cost institu-
tions from the proposed change since students at higher cost institutions would re-
ceive larger Pell Grant awards.

Finally. implementation of this change would certainly cause the cost of the pro-
gram to increase sharply, particularly if a $3,000 maximum award is established ini-
tially and is adjusted to reflect Consumer Price Index (CPI) increases. Therefore, as-
surances would have to be provided in the legislation for adequate initial and con-
tinued funding.

Carnpas-based block grants. The concept of reelacing the Supplemental Educa-
tion Opportunity Grant [SEMI, National Direct Student Loans [NDSL], and State
Student Incentive Grant [SSIGI with a Campus-Based Block Grant would appear to
provide greater institutional flexibility in making awards while lessening regulatory
burdens and complex fund distribution formulas. Admittedly, the regulatory re-
quirements and'clistribution formulas are burdensome and complex and definitely
need to be simplified. However, in developin41,10 block grant concept into all ad-
ministratively functional student aid program, there are sonic points that merit ad-
ditional thought and consideration. For example, in the December, 1983 proposed
concept paper on the Higher Education reauthorization, the following two state-
ments were listed: "Preference for grants to students who demonstrate exceptional
need; and demonstrate financial need in accordance with the uniform methodology."

Current regulations list "financial need" as an eligibility requirement for campus -
based student aid programs. "Financial need" is generally defined as the difference
between the estimated cost of attendance at an institution and the total family con-
tribution as determined through accepted uniform methodology criteria. There is no
definition of "exceptional need". If preferential treatment for funding from the
campus -based block grant program is to be afforded to students with "exceptional
need ", the term must be clearly defined in the regulations so financial aid officers
will have objective criteria to-Make awards.

The State Student Incentive Grant tSSIG) program requires states to match Fed-
eral program funding on a dollar-fwinljar basis. During the 1983884 academic year,
Kentucky received appoximatelY $950.000 in Federal funding for the SSIG program.
Fortunately, for Kentucky students, the state was able to overmatch the federal al-
location by approximately four to one. . .

During the 19S3-84 academic year, 1,174 Morehead State University students re-.
ceived approximately $306,000 in State Student Incentive Grant.[SSIGI funds for an
average of $261 per student.

If the Federal portion of the SSIG funding is pr vided directly to colleges and uni-
versides instead of to the state, the Kentucky SS program would probably contin-
ue at a lesser level. However, in states that can ly match on a one-to-one basis,

'there is a strong possibility that withdrawal of Federal funds from tee state agen-
cies would result in virtual collapse of existing state programs. In turn, this would
result in a significant reduction of student aid funds I strongly urge'serioua consid-

...
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eration be given to the process of determining which existing programs would be
--...,terminated in favor of the block grant. concept.

Guaranteed student loans. Although the 5 percent origination fee charged
against the face value of Guaranteed Student Loans (GSL) was created as a short-
term savings for the GSL program, it was instituted at the expense of the student.
For example, the student who is approved .for a $2,500 GSL actually receives $2,375
less the insurance fee. Furthermore, the student in this example would have
replay the entire $2,50\214

During the 1983-84 a ernic year, Morehead State University students actually
lost over $116,500 in student aid funds as a result of having the 5 percent origina-
tion fee deducted from the fade value of their Guaranteed Student Loans (GSLs).

Therefore, any move to eliminate the 5 percent origination fee would garneisig-
nificant support from the higher education community.

Restoration of the loan consolidation concept is absolutely necessary as A part of
the effort to reduee4efault rates and bankruptcy declarations. In recent years, it
has become necessary or many students to obtain funds from more than one loan
source to defray rising educational costs.

During, the 1983-84 academic year, approximately 250 Morehead State University
students found it necessary to borrow from both the National Direct Student Loan
[NDSL] and Guaranteed Student Loan [GSL] programs.

In So doing, the students were placed in an extremely complex repayment situa-
tion. The probability of a student repaying more than one type of student loan will
be much higher if they have the opportunity to consolidate loans and make one pay-
Merit oa a regular basis. Furthermore, authority to consolidate student loans for re-'
payment purposes should be reinstated and expanded beyond the Student Loan

xarketing
Association [Sallie Mae] to include state agencies and private lending in-

stitutions. Postsecondary institutions should not be required.to administer a cenfibli-
dation program, but should be permitted to have leans become a part ota consolida-
tion program.

The proposal to make GSL and Auxiliary Loan to Assist Students [ALAS] pro-
gram interest rates sensitive to the fluctuation of T-bill Rates has positive and nega
tive points. On the one hand, removing the requirereent for legislative action each
time the interest program as a whole. On the other hand, frequent changes, in the
interest rates will cause colleges, universities and lenders problems in updating con-
sumer information and reprinting promissory notes to reflect current rates. Fur-
thermore, it will be difficult to maintain any degree of efficiency and prep.= integ-
rity in the, collection process..Therefore, any proposal tying GSL and ALAS interest
rates to rates should provide i4ufficient time to allow lending agencies, colleg-
es, and universities to make the necessary administrative adjustment to protect' pro-
gram integrity.

Under the currerit.GSL program, applicants with family income of $30,000 or less
do not have to demonstrate need to qualify for' a 'OSL. The majority of GSL recipi-

.ents in the $30,000 and under category are using the GSL to meet a combination of,
remaining need and family contribution in an amount up to their cost of attendance
or $2,500, whichever is leas,- Since students in this income bracket are. able to use
the GSL to meet remaining need and at the seine time assist with family contribu-
tion, it has been most convenient and helpful to the student and financial aid offi-
cers because only one application with one set of criteria is required..

Congressman Simon's proposal requiring all GSL applicants, regardless of family
income, to undergo a needs test will elifoinate the use of GSI, funds fer family con-
tribution, However, he also_nropeees the creation of n separate unsubsidized GSL
program for parents which requires -an otjler application form and another set of cri-
teria. -As a result of this proposal, -very little-savings will-be realized: it is unneces-
sary to create another program to provide existing services. Furthermore, financial
aid offices are already. overburdened and understaffed.

Currently, approximately 65 percent of the Guaranteed Student Loan [GSL] appli-
cants at Morehead State University are using the GSL to meet remaining need and
family contribution, To date, Morehead State University has processed over 1,600
GSL applications for the 1983-84 academic year.

If students using GSL for remaining need and family contribution had to- corn-,
plete two different applications (as is -implied in the Simon concept paper on reau-'
thorization of the Higher Education Act), the financial aid office would have an ad-
ditional 1,100 GSL applications to process which would require additional staff.
Given the current budgetary situation in our state government and the absence of
administrative cost allowsuica for GSL, additional staff for the financial aid office is
not possible.

17-61S
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Increasing the GSL loan Limits from $2,500 to $3,000 per rear for students and
ALAS loan limits from $2,500 to $5,000 per year for parents will funnel more money
into the Title IV student aid programs. It will also contribute to higher default and

cdelinquency rates and will increase student indebtedness. This seems to contradict
other language outlined in Congressman Simon's proposal which addresses the re-
duction of student indebtedness and default and delinquency rates..

College work studyThe College. Work Study [CWS] program provides eligible

During the 19 -84 academic year, approximately' 1,800 Morehead State Universi-
ty

students with portunities to earn money to defray educational expenses while
gaining practical work experience geared to academic intert*--ss-----

ty students {red $970,000 from College Work Stud .
The pro. modification of the College Work Study funding formula includes

the eliminatio of the state allotment po ion from the law. The criteria for funding
propoeed by ngressman Simon is more r alistic and would better reflect the needs
of students and institutions.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS FOR STUDENTS FROM DISADVANTAGED RACXGROUNDS ,

Since 1966, when the Upward Bound Program was, begun under the auspices of
the Office of Economic Opportunity, Morehead State University has been proud to
.host the Trio Programs. In 1968 and 1971, when Educational Talent Search and Spe-
cial Services were authorized, the University requested and received funding. Since
those dates; Morehead State University has been funded to 'provide services which
assist low-income students in breaking the poverty cycle. The results, in each
have been impressive. e

Students in the Upward Bound and Talent. Search Programs at Morehead Ste
University, who are predominately low-income and first-generation ociliege-students,
enroll in postsecondary institutions at higher rates than those students at all levels
of income and ability in the state of Kentuck .

Likewise, Special Services students at orehead State University (MSU) who
have two strikes/ against them in terms of low-income and lower than the mean
Acr scores (when compared with other MSU students) persist and graduate at'rates
equal to oe' better than those of other MSU students.

Our su in helping students to graduate with a college education 'end job skills
has been d bly rewarding because in many cases the "spin-off' effect has encour-
aged bro rs and sisters, and even mothers-and fathers to enroll in postsecondar
education: .

I support the changes proposed for the Trio Programs and am confident they will
enhance the services which are provided to students. Thaw changes, to which I
refer are: prior 'experience points, increase in authorization levels, and decrease in
matching funds for Educational OPportunity Centers [E0C]. My observations re-
garding each of those points are as follows:

1. The prior experience points will equal at least 15 percent of the total possible
points awarded to existing Trio Programs based on the level of their performance.
This will recognize and reward quality

in
ment and performance and will pro-

vide for uninterrqp ; service to students those programs.
2. The increase i trization level from $225 million to $600 million during the

**
period from 1986 4. ' hes-the potential to assist in overcoming the erasion of
funds due to inflat te increase the number of students who can be served.

Since 1980, Trio has - 28 percent of its funding in real dollars when the figures
are adjusted to reflect increases in the consumer Mice index. In 1980 dollars, the
1984 funding level of $164.7 million is worth $118;6 million. In order to serve the
same number of participants in 1985 as were served in 1980, a funding level of $190
million is needed. The proposed legislation to raise the current authorization level
to $T25 million in 1986 and to increase each year until a level of $600 million is
reached in 1990, will restore the funding lost through inflation and permit services
to be provided for more students. I .

The need for increasing services to low-income students is critical if low-income
students are to have access and equi in postsecondary education. In 1981, the na-
tional Educational Talent Search and Educational Opportunity Center projects as-
sisted 327,809 low- income1youth and adults with financial aid and admission infor-
mation. Project placement records indicate that 20 percent of Black and Hispanic
college frislunen received assistance from such projects.

In recent years, however, there has been a decline in the enrollment of low-
income and Minority students. Some speculate that this is. due to the real or per -
ceived problem of lack of financial aid. Nevertheless, from the historically Black in-
sititUtions to the Colonial Colleges, the decline in enrollment', trend Is apparent.

i24y
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The increases in authorization levels will aid in overcoming losses in funding due
to inflation and will increase student participation in the programs. ,Through the
joint efforts of Congress and institutions, services can be provided whiah will reverse
the trend toward lower enrollment of minority and low-income students.

3. The decrease ilk matching funds from 25 percent to 10 percent for Educational
,Opportunity Centers will provide greater equity among the TRIO programs and will
encourage more institutions to consider hosting Educational Opportunity Centers.
Thew Centers provide valuable services to low-income adults who never entered or
who-dropped out of college to have another chance at postsecondary education and
job skills, 0

, CATSGOSICAL AID
o

It is very apparent that institutions of higher education cannot qualify for support
under every title of the Higher Education Act and Morehead State University is no
exception. Since our participation in_ the categorical aid portion of the Higher Edu-
cation Act is somewhat limited because of 'our institutional mission as a regional,
stateeupported university, I shall only highlight those programs which have poten-
tial to improve the quality of education for our students.

Teacher, pmparation.--The proposed Teacher Education, Professional Develop-
ment, School College Partnerships, and Research on Evaluation programs would
benefit the Kentucky colleges, universities, and public schools. Grant programs ear-
marked for schools of education would enable them to introduce necessary technol-
ogies (computer literacy) for tomorrow's teachers: Iftwever, I urge you to expand
this part of the act to include the acquisition of equipment. We cannot bring about
necesaary curriculum changes without Federal funds to replace obsolete equipment
and to purchase new equipment. Although there are some curriculum improve-
'ments which can be made without adcieessing the critical need for equipment, a re-
.quirement of computer literacy, for example, cannot be implemented without ade-
quate computer equipment.

With the current emphasis being placed on public txiucation by state legislation;
our School of Education must reassess its teacher education program. To continue ,
upgrading and improving the quality of this program, wq, will still' be dependent on
Federal support for research, faculty improvement, curriculum development, and
equipment for the next several years. Therefore, I am recommending that Teacher
Preparatioii be expanded to include the acquisition of equipment at a level substan-
tially higher than the proposed V million. It is further recommended that grants
have f fixed equipmea cost of at least 10 percent of program awards. This would
assure that the intent of thiee-progranis would be iiliplemented while giving cofeg-
es and universities an opportunity to address4heir critical need for equipment..

The implementation of a merit-based scholarship program (Carl D. Perkins Schol-
arships)-for high school graduates would provide an excellent incentive to attract
the brightest students to teaching. This, program has my fullest endorsement.

International education.There is definitely a-need to address the problem of
international 'illiteracy on college, campuses.

The international enrollment at Morehead State University has doubled over the
past five years, and has created a real need for faculty and students -to broaden
their training and exposure-in international affairs..

The proposed international education recommendations would provide opportuni-
ties for faculty research and study abroad, undergraduate exchange, and group
projects abroad. The recommended funding approach (Institutions with FTEs of
1,000 or more would receive grants equal to $15 per stucient,ami those with FTEs of
500-1,000- would be eligible for grants totaling $15,000)-for institutions a higher edu --
cation for the purpose of teacher study abroad is very equitable. .Thus Morehead
State Univeaity would be eligible for an institutional award to support faculty re-
search and study abroad which we have done sparingly because the lack of funds.
To further enhance faculty involvement, it would be highly desirable to have all fac-
ulty members eligible for the faculty abroad program an not restricting participa-
tion to any specific teaching discipline.

I further support the proposed institutional grant program to provide assistance
to undergraduate students engaged in study abroad. This would give students an op-
portunity which otherwise is not available to"them.

,Endownient Developrnent.This program will reduce the need for Ftxlerai funds,
but it is difficult to determine to what degree. It should never replace the continued
need for Federal support of the student aid programs. However, an institutional en-
dowment would greatly assiet UM institution in keeping abreast with changing tech-
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nology through Support of faculty development programs and acifuisitkm of equi
meat. I the establishment of this new title as part Of the reauthorization

. Lastlyut ie prepent language, of the proposed Higher Education Act refers to un-.
detPri eij, disadvantaged, low income youth. Appalachian students fit this de-
scription; however, the Iang age 'does not identify Appalachian youth as a special
field group as it does with Mexican American, Hispanic students, etc. I-believe that
Appalachian' youths art more undezprivileged, disadvantaged, anti hi greater need

Pof assistanceOf the kanguage in the Higher EdUcatiori Act specific .identiTies Ap.
alachian ydiltli as a tested group, it would disfinittly increase their educational

. o'pportunities. i

StaltibIARY ..

In summary,1 oresee additional opportunities for Morehead State University and'

compliment Co Simon for his efforts and foi. tlwdirectionhe is following
eaptern Kentucky reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. Again, I

with the reautho ion bill.: It is certainly a in the right direction for higher
J simplifyeducation. believe the proposed bill will mp the delivery of student aid, pro-

vide mere flexibility "to individual institutions and address some important national
issues each as teacher training. Without-yo support in these areas, fewer

'students from ea Kentucky, the State, and the NNation will attend college. '
I appreciate this opportunity to share with you. seine of Our concerns about Abe ,

thorization o4the Hither, Education Act. Thank you for permitting Me to '
..;-- spew here toils* /,

STATEMENT OF DR. RRIS.L. NORFLEET, PRESIDENT,
i.. MORE AD STATE UNlyEROITY

--i
Dr. Noanscr. Thank ou, Mr. Chairman, and to you as members

' of the committee, Mr. soon and Mr. Petri. It's a pleasure for nie
to have the opportunit to be here to resent information on the*
Higher Education Act of importance to Morehead State University,

astern Kentucky and to Kentucky in general and this Nation.
, would just like to give you a litt.I' bac kground on Morehead
State Univetsity.Morelead State University located-in the Sev-
enth Congressional District. It's a regional university, a part of the
;State university system with 6,500 enrollment with about a $35
'million builget. We had one of the first UpwaxdBound programs in
the Nation on our campus-and I think it is rather significant, Con-
gressman.,Simon today that the young -man I recruited into the
Upward Bound program in 1966 when I was the director is Repre-
sentative Blevins. So I guess this would probably be a first when
the ,first director and bue of the first students are appearing in a
testimonial situation such as this. 1'

I can very well remember the day I went to his high school .to
' talk to him about being a' part of the Upward Bound program at''

Morehead
Sixty-five percent of the students who attend Morebiad State

,... Mate. University. . .- . .

University receive some form of financial aid. T_ hefefore, the!"
,- h' her education bill is the most significant bill affecting our insti-,

it'ution that we have today. have been acquainted 4vith the legisla-
tion and hearings as far back as 1966 so I have seen the evolution
of what we have today through the years. To you, Congressman
Simon, I commend you on your effort to try to make eduction
available to more low-inOome, students through ,vvh4t. you are pro,
posing today and through this particular section.

I think reautho tion strikes at the.heart of what is men-
tioned in the "Nation t Risk" in trying to. correct some of the
problems that are ve .vividly spelled out in that document. I ,

' would like to emphasize,saine specific concerns pertaining to the
4
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Higher Education Mt as they relate to Morehead State University
students and to programs there.

First of all, the student financial aid program is a very signifi-
cant one; special services foiAtudents and disadvantaged and, Cat6-
gorical aid will be the three main areas that I will address. But
first let me talk about student financial aid.

When the s 'tudent financial aid first started with, the College
Work-StUdy Program and other components I thought the College
Work-Study Program was one of the most' significant thirtis that
had been developed for a long period of time. However, the College
Work-Study Program could not' meet all of the needs of the stu-
dents and we did not have enough opportunities on some campuses
to ,provide Work-Study positions for students. Therefore it necessi-
tated a grant program such as the Pell grant.

',support the Pell Grant Program and the proposed recommenda-
tions such as conversidn of the Pell Grant Program to entitlement
program 'and to proXide maximum increased awards based on cur-
rent Consumer Price Indek .and to establish parameters far the
family contribution schedule in the, statute.

The Pell grant forms the foundation for all other student finan-
cial * programs and the financial officers will start with that and
build from that point. There are some problems with the adminis-
tration of the current Pell Grant Prop that I would4like to ad-
dress -and it would be very helpful if t administrative ,proce-
dures could be cleared away as a result of earings on the financial
aid poition of this bill.

First of all, there is a delay in receiv. information on the Pell
grant family contributiCh schedule, also the cost of attendance
guidelines, program schedules and program funding. Students then
are not in a position to receive i.vord on their financial aid status
until June or July before they are hoping to enter into college in
September or August, whichever the date may be, As a result of
this delayed notification, some students get discotiraged and the in-
dividuals getting discouraged are those who need the help the
worst and have the most uncertainty about their college careers
and their futures in higher education.

So they are easily discouraged, and when that delay comes the
families are uncertain. They say, "Well, I better get out here and
try to' get a job." We know for a fact that many students' have
made a decision not to 'attend our institution because of these
delays. We would later get the information and they would say,
t=Well, I have already decided to do soinethinggelse." So think it's
important that a master schedule be set up and a student aid deliv-
ery system be developed so that we can alleviate those very critical
problems. When this is done on a national level the institutions
then can set up a master calendar to assist their students in coun-
sel with them in terms of what they need to do.

I support the increase in the maximum Pell grant awards which
will make the following -iinpact. Reduced dependence on loan
money by extremely needy. students. I want to really zero in on
that particular. point. We are leading some of our 'young people-
down a primrose _path that's leading into catastrophe, I do not be-

- lieve in getting young people in debt as much as we are getting
them in debt at this time.
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Let's take for. example, if a young couple, a boy and a girl, starts
, to college getting the maximum financial aid. Each individual

could get about $18,500 in our institution. The tvt0 fall in love at
the senior level, they, marry, they graduate ,,,With a debt of about
$37,000 just to pay for the college education alone. If-they buy a
house,say, a $40,000 house, a $10,000 car, they are $90,000 in debt
in the beginning of a young, married life. I think that's bad. I think
it's having a sociologic, sociological,-and a psychological impacts on
young, married couples that is devastating to our society.

I think we should try to control what they would borrow, but yet,
meet their needs. I think this needs to be looked at very carefully
to see what can be done and also free' up other title IV moneys for
'students who may not qiialify for Pell grant&With the increase in
the Pell grant situation, that sill help. Adequate funding must be
provided, not jiist an authorizatiak .

So I hope appropriations fpllow authorization in this total act.
The next point that I would like to 'make is that I would like to

support the modifying of the current half-cost limitation on Pell
grant awards to 75' percent of tuition costs, plus allowance for ex-

v penses. I have a question though about the different scale contribu-
tions that you have$1,200, $1,600 and $2,000according to
whether the student lives with his parents or is off campus or lives

a on campus. I really feel that this shotild be examined carefully and
'maybe one amount established of $2,000 for all studenth because I
find there to be very 'little difference in the actual cost in most of
the institutions that I am acquainted with in terms of the contribu-
tior& a studenthas to make.

I amalso supportive of the caillpu.s block grants. The concept of
replacing the individ grants with a total block grant will simpli-
fy the administration n a local campus situation-and enable us to
meet' exceptional n - . However, there must be a very clear defi-
nition developed what exceptional need mean and what it
really is and how you apply it. Unless that is done, you w &ll get all
kinds of variances and cause problems across the equntry..

The other point that I would like to make is if some States
cannot match the 1-to-1 basis:in the State of Kentucky alone and
in Morehead, we granted 1,074 students SSIG grants and we re-
ceived $306,000. Now we are fortunate in Kentucky because the
State has made it possible through the efforts of Paul Borden a;d
Others to match at about a 4-to-1 basis and this has been very good
for us but in States where that is not the case the possibility exists
of even losing programs.

In terms of the guaranteed student' loans, I support the elimina-
tion of a 5-percent origination fee. At Morehead State University, if
a studeht gets a $2,500 loan, he actually only geth $2,375 but it's
credited to him at $2,500. So students at Morehead State Universi-
ty lost $116,500 that they could actually use for their educatioll as
a result of the origination fee. I support the consolidation of stu-
dent loans for repayment purposeS. I personally feel that this will
reduce the default rate markedly anti. also the bankruptcy declara-
tion.,

At Morehead State University, we have 250 students who bor-
rowed from the "NDSL /and the GR.,' Programs combined. This
places a student in a very comple'x repayment situation: "Any pro-
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pOsal tying the GSL and ALAS rates to the T-bill rates should hay.
built -in time schedule that would permit the universities and

lending institutions' to adjust to ihat'otherwiSe it wiTbe very diffi-
cult to make the necessary adjustments for the repayment sched-
ule.

I do not support the creation of a separate GSL program for par-
ents to help family contributions. ,

Chairman Praxifis. Let me suggest, Dr. Norfleetwe have got
every problem -in thb world before us. We have got to have every-
thing out of this committee here by May 15 and we are on the floor
and in committees and see if you can summarize your'statement in
the next 10 minutes or so because we all want to give everybody a
chance.

Dr. NouFLEET., Give me 5 and do it.
Chairman PERKINS. All right. And thee We'll 4inferrogate every-

body. Go right ahead. We don't want to 'cut you short, but we want
to Make sure that we get through here to take care of other things
today.

Dr. Noarixer. The reason I make the statement about separate
needs analysis is at the present time we have already Analyzed
1,600 GSL applications for the fall semester. If wee had to make this
additional needs analysis that would have required us looking at
1,100 additional applications and we -would have been iequired to
put on an additional staff to do this and we do'not have money to
support it at the present time.

I have already addressed the College-Work-Study Program. I will
just touch lightly on the Special Services Program. I cannot under-
stanti why the administration would -want to cut the TRIO pro-
grams. What are these young people to do, if not given an opportu-
nity for an education? Where are they to. go? Are we going to ,cast,
them aside? Are we not going- to provide for their future? Do we
not have, a commitment to the young people of this country?

I think it comes` dovtn to that basic question. Where are our pri-
orities? Yes, I agree that military defense and national defense is
very critical but at the same time you cannot have national de=
Tense without a good, educated populace. And that's what)the TRIO
program tends to do.

In terms of categorical aid, I want to address the teacher prepa-
ration component L. think. this is a fine addition and it strikes at
the heart of some of our problems in educating our young people
today--ggetting more money in the hands of the universities to help
build teacher education programS. The enrollment in teacher edu-
cation programs has dropped at our institution very drastically. I
was director of student teaching in 1965, placing over 365 student
teacheri In the fall semester last fall at Morehead. State Universi-
ty, we only had 85 yoUng people gqing into teaching' So we are atk.a.
very dramatic, decreased level of teacher preparation.

There is a particular need and that's in terms of the money
available for institutions of higher education to renovate, upgrade
buildings and meet the changing of technology needs and equip-
ment. We just cannot keep abreast of this with Our current appro-
priations level. We havefa 1.8- percent increase in our budgets in
higher 'education in the State of Kentucky and that will not enable
me to maintain our institution at the level that it has been in the
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past. We have cut programs. 147:e have-cui on every side and unless
we get some relief from the' pressure of decaying buildings, need for
renovation, need for upgiading the technology, we will be in 'a de-

, cline that we cannot turn around without Massive plimping of
money into higher education.

The final point that I would make is that I think, there should be
a special category of students declared for the Appalachian youth
as undeiprivileged, disadvantaged, the same as Hispanic or other
categories that we have developed. I cannot differentiate between
the needs; the pressdre of the different cultural groupS in my mind.

I support the language of the Higher Education Act specifically
to identify Appalachian youth as a target group.

In summary, I believe the bill will simplify the delivery of stu-
.rdent aid, piovide more flexibility to individual institutions in meet-
ing the needs arid addross important national 'issues such as teach-
er education,

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportunity of ap-
pearing before you.

Chairman PRexiivs. Thank you.
Without objection, all of your epared statements of all of the

witnesses will be inserted in the record'.
Our next witness is Dr. Robert Goodpaster, director of the. Ash:

land Community College. Go ahead, Dr. Goodpaster.
[Prepared statement of DK. Robert Goodpaster follows:]

PiMPAY.E.1) STATEMIIITY OY ROSS= L. GOODYASTKR, Dutscroia, ASHLAND COWAVNITY
Coo x, ASULAND, KY

Mr. Chairman: the Kentucky community colleges welcome this opportunity to
comment oh this very important legislation to update the Higher Education Act. We
warmly commend you Congressman Simon, for the comprehensive and persistent
way you,have gone about engaging the college community in this procees.

On the whole, we" think you have written an outstanding bill. You can count on
our vigorous support of your efforts to renew and strengthen the student aid titles,
including Cooperative Educationand most particularly to increase Pell Grants to
overcome the erosion imposed on the program by inflation. Making Pell Grants an
atitlement would be the best step that could be made to simplify and improve the
student aid program. ,

Permit me to concentrate my krief testimony on one specific poly gap which we
see as bringing 'increasing tensions and'hardshipe upon the community add techni-
Cal colleges.

Mr. Chairman, one of the changing realities of American education is not being
addressed effectively by ,existing federal policy, and we really look to you anti your
Committee for the initiatives by which it can be best approached. care talk-
ing about is the continuing shift of technician training into postece i-ograrns,
and most notably in community college programs which ensure tk mites the
benefit of college credit wherever feasible which can be applicab

c;
it latest

career development and personal growth.
In most States, the community and technical colleges have become the principal

delivery system for postsecondary skill training below the baccalaureate level, out-
side industry's in-house training. And the programs which employers are placing
with community colleges, and which are tailored to specific skill heeds, are Prolifer!
sting rapidly.

As other community college 'witnesses have testifiedbefore your Committee, the
number of two-year college students who are taking occupational programs for
credit now runs in the realm of 3,5 million ---a number greater tinurthe total enroll
reent of any other single segmedt of higher education. The vast majority of these
students are working adults, who are in need of convenient, low-cost recurring
training to either chanee or upgrade their job skills.

Various economic anil demographic forces feed this trend. Three may be para-
mount (1) Students are less willing than they may have been a generation ago to
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make-hard career choices at ages 16 and 17; Often they want tootest their personal
. interests in the-adult world, in early employment, and in college Work, before they
settle down to serious career choices, and 'SO they wind up delaying 'tiled. career
choices until they enroll in' mid- or late-20's in a community college. (2) Growing
numbers of adults need recurring skill development in order to ensure their contin-
ued employability.'(8) Growing numbers of employers are finding that their needs in
employee development can be met more economically and Comprehensively by chin-
munity colleges than by their maintaining their own training departments.

Passing recognition qf'the growing significance Of community college skill train-
ing and retraining is made in the report of your Committee on the new Vocational
Technical Education, Act, KR. 4164. It observes;

"The'numberi of adults enrol, ing in occupational training has grown dramatically
since the Vocational Echication Act was last rewritten, and these numbers continue
to grow-steadily, ps global industrial and econoudc competition and emerging tech-
nology pia more and more pressure on our own workforce for .incr asingly advanced
jobs skills and for increased, productivity. In many States,'the community colleges
are repotting -long waiting,lists for high-skill programs, for which there is also sig:

high placement in businesi and industry: It is the, intent of the Commit-%
tee that the community, technical and junior colleges shall be equitably considered
by State agencies when implementing the postsecondary setaside, in order to ensure
the' learners the highest degree of career mobility and potential for later advance-
ment from the courses which they complete."

But the hard fact is that existing federal programs are not responsive to this
trend in an equitable or realistic degree. If Congress is going to expect the American
workforce, to receive the quality training it needs to hold its edge in global Competi,
tion, then this trend has to be addressed. If the Vocational Technical Education Act
is not the best vehicle to give community colleges the help they need to properly
serve the working adults' demand` for advanced skill 4evelopment, and to maintain
and improve the quality of their programs, then perhaps a title of the Higher Edul.,
cation Act could be devoted to this challenge. Perhpas Title I enald be refocused to. \\
support this largest of higher education markets. ;

Let me emphasize, Mr. Chairman, that our collegeS appreciate the new sections
you have added to Title II of the Vocational Technical Education ActParts I) and
K If funded at levels that will make them effective, these programsdeveloping as
they will postsecondary partnerships with industry in high-tech fields and better
services for the adult populations that need new skills may prove a significant tep
toward, relieving the mounting pressure an community ' and technical colleges for'ex-
panded occupational programs. TheIederal deficits world appear to make that a bigfiffl

1

On the_ other hand,, delivering- state-of-the-art in our technician programs is
indeed a tall order. Giving-the American workforce the skills it needs to stay out
front against the rapidly advancing global competition is more than "education as
usual.' Much, much more. We would like to see Title I ;of the Higher Education Act
focus on the, institutional development needed to meet 'this challenge. It could well
become the most significant program in the Act, other' than student aid, if it were
devoted to helping colleges give working adults the same mainstream programming
they give to their full-time students, Le., making the institutions just as responsive
to part-time students as they are to the full-time students.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, I think you can see the Squeeze that the community
and technical colleges find themselves in. In most States, they do not begin to re-

. wive a share of the VEA funding that wouldbe commensurate with the demand for
occupational programs they are expected to meet, and they are striving to serve;
and yet there is no other established program to which they can turn for support in
delivering the levels of service that the national quest tor greater productivity calls
for. Kentucky is a good example of this. There may be the vague assumption a&
work in various quarters that since the community colleges are continuing to groef,'
that automatically means that they are doing well resource -wise and Ulla they can
take care of their own needs. That is hardly a realistic viewand more important,
it fails to capitalize, on the community colleges' potential for increasing the efficien-
cy and employability of the American workforce.

We thank you again, Mr. Chairman, for this 'opportunity to present 'our views.
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STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT GOODPASTER, DIRECTOR, ASHLAND
COMMUNITY COLLEGE -

Dr. GOODPASTER. The Kentucky community colleges welcome this
opportnnity0 to comment on this .very important legislation to
update the Higher Education Act We warmly commend you, Con-
gressman Simon, not only for your excellent and very worthy com-
ments 'concerning our chairman, Congressman Perkins, but we
commend you for the cbmprehensive and persistent way you have
gong about _engiag,ing the community college in this process.

On the who',we think you have written an outstanding bill.
You can count on our vigorous support of your efforts to renew and
strongtiren the student aid titles, including. cboperative education
and most particularly, to increase Pell grants to overcome the ero-
sion imposed on the program by inflation.

Making Pell grants an entitlement would be the best step that
could be made to simplify and improve the student aid program.

Permit me to concentrate my brief testimony on one specific
policy gap which we see as bringing increasing tensions and hard -.
ships on the community and technical colleges. Mr. Chairman, one .
of the changing realities of American educationiis not being ad-
dressed effectively by existing Federal policy and we really look to
'you and your committee for the initiatives by which' it can be best
approached. What we are talking about is the continuing shift of
technician training into postsecondary education and most notably,
in community college programs which ensure their graduates the
benefit of college, credit wherever tearable, which can be applied in
their later career development and personal growth.

I recognize in Kentucky that we have made tremendous gains in
the articulation agreements on some progralias where those credits
are applied to the baccalaureate degrees and to the associate de-
grees. In most States the community and technical colleges have, -

become the principle delivery system for postsecondary skill train
ing below the baccalaureate level and outside industries, in-house A.,

training and of programs which eniployers are placing with com-
munity colleges and which are tailored to specific skill needs
proliferating rapidly.

As other community college witnesses have testified before yo
committee, the number of 2-year college students who are taking
occupational programs for credit now runs in the realm of 3 I/2 mil-
lion, a number greater than the total enrollment of any other
single segment of higher education. At our college, oveiZ half of the
enrollment would be in those programs.

The vast majority of these students are working 'adults who are
in need of convenient, low-cost, recurring training to ether change
or upgrade their job skills. Various economic and 'demographic
forces feed this trend. Three may baramount. One, students are
less willing than they; may have been a generation ago, to make
hard career choices at ages 16 and 17. In our case, Oyer 37 percent
of our students 'are over the age of,25 and 62 percent of the enroll
ment are females. a

Often, they want to test their personal interest in the adult
world in early employment, in college,. work, before they settle
down to serious career Ithoices and so they wind up delaying their
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career choices until they enroll in the mid or the late twenties, and
even thirtie's and forties, in a community college.

Growing numbers of adults need recurring skill development in
order to ensure their continued employability. We are opeeeing
people with baccalaureate and 'master's degrees come back and
take associate degrees programs in orclpr to.gain employment:

Growing numbers of employers are finding that their needs in-
employee development can be met more economically. .and compre-
hensively by community colleges than' by their maintaining their
own training departments. Passing recognition of the growing sig-
nificance of community college skill, training, and retraining is
made in the report of your committee on the new Vocafional-Tech-
nical Education Act, abuse Resolution 4164. It observes, and I
quote,

The numbers of adults enrolling in occupational training has grown dramatically
since the Vocational Education Act was last rewritten and these numbers continue
to grow. steadily as global industrial and economic competition and emerging Web-
nology puts more and more pi-easure on our own work force for incrensuNgly job

`'skills and for increased productivity. In many States, comniunity*colleges are report-
ing long waiting lusts for high-skill programa, for which there is also significantly
high-placement rates it business and industry. It is in the interest of the committee
that the community, Whnical, and junior colleges shall be equitably considered by
State agencies when implementing the postsecondary set-aside in order to ensure
the learners the highest degree of career mobility and potential for later advance-
ment in the courses which they complete.

and'I close the quotation..
But the hard factis that existing Federal programs are not re-

sponsive to this trend in an equitable or realistic degree. If Con-
gress is going to expect the American work force to receive the,
quality of training it needs to hbld its edge in global competition,
then thia trend has to be addressed. If the Vocational-Technical
Education Act is not, the best vehicle to give community colleges
the help they need to properly serve the working adults' demand
for advanced skill development and to maintain and improve the
quality, of their programs, then perhaps a title of the Highe? Edu-
cation Act could be devoted to his challenge.

Perhaps title. I could be refocused to support this largest .of
higher education markets., Let me emphasize, Mr. Chairman, that
our colleges appreciate ale new sections you ,have added to title II,
the Vocational-Technical Education Act, parts D end E. If funded
at levels that will make them effective, these programs, develop hg

ias they will, postsecondary partnerships with industry in high tech-
nical fields and better services for the adult populations that need
new skills may prove a significant step toward relieving the mount-
ing pressure on community and technical 'colleges for expanded oc-
cupational programs.

The federal deficits would appear to make that a big "if." qn
the other hand, delivering state-of-the-art technician programs is,
indeed, a tall order.. Giving the American work force. the skills it
needs to stay out front against, a rapidly advancing global competi-
tion is Inore'than educatiori as usualmuch, much more.

We would like to see title I of the Higher Education Act focus on
the institutional development needed to meet this challenge. It
could well become the most .significant program in the act other

- than student aid, if it were devoted tb helping colleges give work-
.
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ing adults the same mainstream programming they give to the figl-
time studentsthat is, making the institutions just as responsive
to part-time students as they are to full-time students.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, I think you can see the squeeze that
the community and technical colleges find themselves in. In most
States, they do notrbegin to receive a shaie of the Vocational Edu-
cation Act funding that would be commensurate with the demand,
for occupational programs they are expected to make and they are
striving to serve. Yet, there is no other established program to
which they can turn to support in delivering .the levels of service
that the national quest for greater productivity calls for. Kentucky
is a gOod example of this.,. There may be the vague assumption at
work in various quarters that since the community colleges are
continuing to grow, they are automatically means that they are
doing well tesoureewise and that they can take care of their own
needs. That is hardly a real stic view and more important it fails, to
capitalize on the community college's potential for increasing the
efficiency and the employability of the AmeriCan work force.

We thank you again, Mr. Chairman[for this opportunity to
appear here today.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank you very much, Dr. Goodpas-
ter. For the benefit of the members, the first two witnesses repre-
sent public colleges and the next witness, Dr. Jackson 0. Hall,
president of Pikeville College, which is a private college. Go ahead,
De. Hall.
-[Prepared statement of Dr. Jackson 0. Hall follows:]

PIIRPAIIXD STATRMENT OF Pg. JACiCSON O. 14141.1, PRESIDINT, PIKEVILLN COLLEGN,
PTILIWILLX, KY

'Mr. Chairman, my name is Jackson 0. Hall. I am the President of Pikeville Col-
lege in Pikeville, Kentucky. Our institution is isolated deep in the mountains of
Central Appalachia. We are bound by the coal industry, human poverty and disad-
vantage, a learning' environment hobbled by politics and the presence of agvalue
system that is' just *ginning to awaken to title benefits that derive from education.

It is a privilege to testify before you -alai your Committee on the proposed amend-
ments to the Higher Education Act of 1965. Although not a native Appalachian, I
have been at Pileville College since 1975. I am anxious to respond briefly, but
broadly, to selected amendments in the Act.

My response derives from my experience. They reflect three concerns which have
emerged ovee:rny recent and past years in higher education, as I have observed the
valiant Congressional and State initiatives to support "access and choice"- to post-
secondary education. My response, in addition, contains one recommendation
beyond the limit of the Act.

First, there is an unintentional, I believe, yet inexorable move to undergird the
community college network, as distinct from the private junior 'college, across this
nation with extensive federal dollars in the form of "setasides and, priorities", e.g.
Part A of Title U.X, Title IV (Pell), Title XI, etc. This is understandable, in the sense
that there is, I'm certain, at least one community college in the district of every
member of the House of Representative; and Senate. It is troublesome in: that these
institutions already enjoy extended subsidy by their respective states and are
viewed in Kentucky, at least, as the most "cost-effective" form of delivery of post-
secondary education. Such Federal and State subsidy create enormous tuition differ-
ential problems and allow these institutions to offer services and enjoy program
funding benefits that private institutions have to afford with institutional dollars.

Second, special interest groups, racially and ethnically identified, are beginning to
be singled out for attention that is not undeserved. I refer to Part B of Title III,
Strengthening Historically and Traditionally Black Colleges and Universities; Part
Et of Title III with the Hispanic "setaside"; Part B of Title X; etc.

My concern is that this advances a precedent of singling out racial and ethnic
groups. It is, for me, difficult to understand how Congress, politically, will ever be
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able to say to '.any such group, "This is as' far as we can go. We now must reverse
the preceiel My fear is that the "Rubicon will have been crossed". Read carefully,
if you will, Part B of Title III, Sec. 321 0)7(4) and find the syminetry of the plight of

othe Native American; the, emerging symmetry of the plight of the Hispanic! Do the
net have the right, particularlY the-Native American, to the equal merit of your
special attention,-prioritY and funding support?

1. represent that group kncrwn as the "disadvastaged Appalachian". I would
oppose the Appalachian as being" officially recorded as a "disadvantaged minority"
for purpories of Affirmadve Action or Equal Employment Opportunity. They are too
proud!

Ye as Appalachian, we fall under the classification of "the rural poor from cso-
lated,:disadvaritegedhackgrousiiii". If this has become a minority of eligible dtleigna-
tion, we are nuiperically large than any group that enjoytesetaside status". Yet,10
coin a popular cominerical phrase, "Where's the beef?" This deeply offends my
sense.Of justice, as,I kvatch these people labor up that mountain or across that plain.

Third, I am an irrevocable advocate of sustaining a strong private sector of wet-
' secondary edir-ation. I .don't 'fear for the presitgious anion us. I do fear for the

small, the fragile*lie remote; as well as their urban counterparts, the institutions
that are part of the,iceeaplex of those varied urban conglomerates of higher eeltica-

,

Being private arid independent'provicies the opportunity fo(an institution to take ,..

initiatives, be innovatkie and be responsive. It is not just being an institution unto
itself,' but rather one unto the constituency it is there to serve. The unrelenting
competitive, preasures, whether in an environment of rural or urban poverty and
strews, threaten the integrity and very future of these institutions and their vital
service. - - u*
' Their 16:43 tt.) the 'private sector `would be felt- They would either never, reappear.,,

.:,,or, if the opposite were to 'happen, they would probably return as "carbon copy tom-
pooents" within, theemblic eectoe:',Our, system-of post-eecondary education would be

,, the weaker. It would be the lesber. This is a personal, philosophical posture, but it is
! firmly grounded., The Higher Educatioxi,Act Amendments respond in awareness but
not always in content to this cencern. . ik ,.

.. My selective response to spedific sections of tffe Higher Education Act are as fol-
lows: .

. . .
. ITI'LX I

"I applaud your proposed prograni-of 'literacy Training, under Part B. The basic
skills of reading and Writing are at a deplorable level across our land. They are the
cornerstone of an informed electorate. er 60% 'of our entering stn nts at Pike-
ville College are found lacking in these kills, following a battery of co rehensive
tests. We mount our own program o mediation, along with an assist from the
Special Services of our Title IV Trio naponent.

On the average', only 15 students out of every 100 who enter the ninth grade in
Eastern Kentucky go beyond high school to an institution of post - secondary educa-
tion. The preparedness level of these students are referenced in the above `para-

. graph. To extrapolate that set of statistics to the regional population, as it relates to
literacy, present* a problem with staggering potential. The proposed legislation, as
long as funds'are not restricted to urban areas ar community colleges, will assist us,
as four-year institutions serving isolated, rural areas, to meet this legislative intent
and address a serious national problem.

The use of students as tutors is conceptually sound,, both for them as 1
reenforeement and as teacher surrogates. The opportunity to earn college p'edi
poisibly funds to help with educational costs is also sound.

TITLX

Under newly inserted Section 202, forming a Library Unit within the Office of
Post Secondary Education, I applaud the redirection that will assist the lesser devel-
oped. libraries. The library must be, and where it is not, must become, the corner-
stone of the academic support system.

In establishing the index that will assist the Secretary in determining which li-
brEirles will receive grant support, I would urge attention to the criterion in SectionL
-211 (cX1), use of standards established by the Association of College and, Reeearch
Libraries. I would urge that these standards take cognizance of qualitative, rather
than merely quantitative, resource holidays. In many disciplines, thtamblicatien
date distribution represents that type of qualitative evaluation.'
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a

support the direction of expanding the use ot inforniation transfer and COM11311-
rutitiores technology in the immediate future. This is a more Cost-effective
way to upgrade libraries at institutions characterized as y by rural isolation. -
The use of gatenhe comMgnie%tions is becoming recognized as having enormous po-
tential and versatility.

ITTLX 911,

There has been a history of the questionable control over the funding vail-
'able through this Title. 1- believe that there has been an administrative nse to
correct this problem that is reflected through the language of this legislation. I wish
to support strongly the legislative intent' .of this Title. I have already addressed
myself to the potential -difficulty in Part B. l'urther response in this area is not nec-

ry.*wM aay
I address, then, the need , for clarification in the language of the section

under Part C, the 'Challenge Grant to support the development of Endowment
Funds. This is a fine example of the growing insight-of Congress into the problems
of fiscal stability for the small, independent college. Yet, having read the proposed
legislation, I recommend clarification in the following areas.

I. An institution is to be notified by April 1 of the preceding year that they have
been "award a challenge grant for endowment growth ". (Sec. 332(b)). As an hy-

, pothesia;
a. If an institution is awarded $250,000 of Challenge Grant finds for a specific

laical year, must it produce that level of dollar support, with evidence, as dbggested
in Sec. 333(2) on page 60, in advance of the receipt of the federal grant? 1 would
hope so!. What if: by the end of thatTiscal year, it is able to evidence only $200,000
of support? Will it get that portion of the federal grunt, or nothing?

b. If an institution is awarded $250,000 per year for 3 years, does the institution
need to evidence that level of support each year during that specified.aeriod? Does
the institution lose, for example, if it raises $50,000 durnig the first year;-$500,000
the second year; and $200,000 during the third year? A policy with dot-
umentation, would be a realistic modification, consistent with legislative intent.

c. Must the institution be actually being funded under Title , Parts A or B, to
be eligible for this award? "Eligible" institutions do not always get funded Lindell.
Farts A and B!

d. Are estates, that arrive at less than predictable times, eligible to be included in
this program?

As the President of a small independent college, I am compelled to observe that
the raising of funds from private sources is, at best, a "fickle" process . . . whether
they are funds for operating re4nue or endowment. .

mix
The central thrusticellie amendments to this Title is found in shift in both

the maximum, dollar amount of the Pell Grant and its imppt on "access and
choice". The increased amount of Fell grant support would seem to be; and is, sup-
portive of access. And yet it is uncle& to nid how and where, under current federal
and state initiative, there are still qualified students who are denied access,io
secondary education. 1 fail to see that raising the level-of grant assistance to $9.000
for maximum need, under the 75 persont provision, would respond to an identifiable
population of men andi women who, otherwise, could not afford the poet-secondary
school opportunity.

On the issue of "choice", I would reference back to the "first of my three concerns,
the inexorable move to undergird the community 4Iege network-at the expense of
the small independent two and four year colleges. Enrollment statistics and finan-
cial impact analyses of this amendment will document the reality of this
threat It is real. It will be tremendo ly divisive. It will be detrimental to maintain-
ing the diveys.ity of our system, one the strongest qUality components in our proc-
ess of post - secondary education.

There is another danger posed by the rapid elevation of its maximum Pell
Grant. Each state, in its own secular tvisdoni, has responded-to student financial aid
as it deems consistent with its own priorities of "acc and choice ". Kentucky
evolved a most direct, equitable and responsive grant program, coupling the
assistance to an aid package to resident* attending independent colleges.

I make the point so as to rinse the question that, with state revenues in various
stages of disrepair, would states begin to reduce or modify their assistance programs
in response to increased federal dollars available for financial aid? Would this even
further exacerbate the question of "choice", by inadvertently making the public in-
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'et-ituti6)7le and, particularly, the eornu2unitV colleges still more attractive, from a-
coot standpoint?

The so-called "half-cost" provision has traditionally. been a divisive issue between
the public and private institutions. 'The 75% provision' would.ithrow this issue
squarely in the protective lap of the public sector. Would it be useful, as has or will
be More explicitly 'amplified by others, who are testiying, to consider a "half-need"

. provision?
I support the block grant'provisions for the campus -based programs. SuZis a-inove

would, as noted, giye the institutions greater latitude in respond` ng to individual
needs in a timely manner. Yet, I share a concern that eligibilitS, for these allot-
ments is subject to revision, such that any,gains in service to, people could be lost in
a diminishing access to grant support at the institutional level.- -

Regarding Part CSpecial Services, I am very supportive' of the Trig Program.
We have found them to be extremely valuable here in ApPalachia, although I would
raise one question for possible consideration. The breadth o the role pf the Talent
Search Program might be worth cost-effective scrutiny. Recognizing that it will.re..-
quire documentation tlitit.it serves the handicapped, low-income, first-generation
college-bound high school to non-traditional student, would it be useful also to re-
quite a "tracking" process? How many of these students do pursue post secondary, opportunities?_

There also may be some usefulness to the notion of merging the Upward Boundand Talent Search . There is some redluioancy in role, criteria for eligibil-
ity and program orients ion. I see the' Upward Bound Program at work, due to its
visible presence on our ctsipas. I recognize the enormous importance that it peo.
vides many students 'in our region, going well beyolad thecae that "bridge" into our
institution.

The only real problem that we face in the Trio Program in Appalachia is with the
funding levels. They are grcesly inadequate to meet the needs. An example is the
Special Services component whicle is based at Pikeville :College: 'Thik program could
easily serve 50 percent or more of our student' body. The need is enormous? The
funds are very limited, and the ability to' serve those "eligible" is significantly re
stricted. Le a region where 15% of the ninth grade class go beyond high school, each
of them is A "nugget". We try to supplement with institutional resources,. but weare limited,

Try's v
I heartily' endorse the Carl D. Perkins Scholarships, repaid by teaching service.

This not only acknowledges -one of our foremost leaders in education, but it also is
conceptually a sound idea, iiirected at 'motivating a greater degree of excellence in
the elementary and Second ary school classroom. It would be my r.ecommendation
that they be referred to/as "wholurship_l_ouns", in that there is a,clear payback pro-
vision.

I would recommend, under Section 505(a), the .selection process, that there be in-
serted language that would recognize regional distribution of the scholarships
within each state. The variations of standards and the quality of public school sys-
tems in any state should not work to the disadvantage of potential teachers from
any ,region in that state.

TITLE VIII

I. strongly advocate this concept. for higher education. As is noted further on in .

the paper, cost is a dominant factor in mounting such a program. am wry respon-
live to the notion of motivating institutions to "fully engage", in the Cooperative
Education Program.

Partioularly in major urban and in rural poor areas, cost of edutatioin continues
to be a dominant factor to needy students. The statistics in Appalachia are too well
known; 40% of a ninth grade class will prohably drop out before completing the
twelfth grade; -only' 15% of the ninth grade class, will pursue some form of poet sec-
ondary education. The reasons for this are numerous, but two stand out. First, edu-
cation is still rim perceived as-anfitern . of high priority, related to success in life,
Employment, adding experience to classroom theory, becomes a very viable alterna-
tive and a way to dispel that notion even more rapidly. Second, cost continues to
dominate the decision-making of many students. The idea of Wing able to work and
pay for your education, while extending that education over a longer time, would
appear to me to be a very appealing concept for maey students in our region.

The major concern that I would have would be thb 25% match which is suggestedas a requirement of institutions who participate. It would be very important to iiiare



criteria attached to that provision that would
.
broadly *tine what would be eligible

match. Institutions such as Pikeville College, which are
nomic disadvantage, would need to include items kich as

a - sel arie, some academic facility utilization, utility costa, etc. in order
to arrive at evel. of matching support being suggested: To generate "new" or
additional fen* uruit a transitional period would be very.51ifticult

for inclusio that
wor

xu,

The Only observation I would make on this provision is the possible redundancy
With Part C of Title III. Clearly there are differences, but the eligibility provisiims,
the terms, expectations and required performance by recipient institutions seem- to
cloud the intent of this program` If it is to support "Title III equivalent institutions"
that are not funded u,ncler Title III, then,it should be so structured, worded and lo-
cated in the Act. ._

If it is not to support these institutions, its purpose is not clearly stated'n the
opening paragraph. I am ,therefore uncertain as to the I% tive intent of .tlns
Title.

Finally, ands is beyond the scope of this testimony, would %commend that
this Subcommittee, the House Coxnmittee on Education :4. d Labor, and its counter,
parts in the Senate, review with an open mind the re.. from the President's Pr-
vate Sector Survey_ on Cost Control (PPSSM, the G = ce Commission Report. The
Report Art the Department of Education, as you know, proposes steps that in three
years solid produce savings of $2,827.8 million, all without the reduction in finan-
cial aid or in services to the academic community or students. .

* I realize that two factors are at work that must be acknowledged.
I. The analysis and reeponse to the full 'survey, including the thirty-six /Task

orce Reports, of which the Department of Education is just one, becomes an admin-..

istrative challenge of significant complexity. Yet the integrity of this effort, in my
judgment, commends it to the urgent attention of the Congressional committees-and
sub-cemmittees with legislative authority in the Specific spas. The enormity of our
federal deficit would appear to mandate such a response. ,

re will clearly be recommendations ,that' will not be foundjworkable. Yet,
intensive consultation, view and analysis of every cornerM this Survey,

ting a quality w the private sector of industry known--for its ad-

'iii the sole/k of teehnoldity and cost effectiveness, the Potsil-
of enemata benefit to our nation- economy would be lost

Thankwyou for the privilege of submitting this testimony on this vitally important
pitte of legislation.

STATEMENT OF DR. JACKSON O. HALL, PRESIDENT, PIKEVILLE
C_ COLLEGE

Dr. HALL. Thank you, Mr, Perkins. Mr. Simon, I am very pleased
to be back anetiave an opportunity to respond to these proposed.
amendTents. My response really derives from my personal experi-
ence they reflect three major concerns that .I have. I don't wish to
appear combative with my colleagues, but these are my personal
observations from my own personal experience, predominantly in
the private sector, _

Chairman PERKINS. Pull that mike up a little closer, Dr.-Hall.
Dr. HALL. I feel that There is a veryit's an unintentional and

yet an exorable move to undergird the community college network
as distinguished from the 2-year private institutions across the
country in the form of Federal dollars that exist as set-asides and
prig, ities. I reference part A of title III;. title IV as it will be ex-
plat = in other testimony; title XI-This troubles me because the
comm ity college network already enjoys a level of subsidy from
thp res 4 tive States. is referred to in Kentucky as the most cost-
effective orm of the delivery of education in the entire State;
When I set-asides in Federal legislation thai put the small, pri-
vate college like Pikeville College in a competitive position for very'
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limited dollars after the set-asides`for certain other categorieS of in
This bothers me.

My second concern relates to the ,a'''ttention given to special inter
est groups, which have racial or ethnio origin. I refer to part B of
title III, the act to strengthen historically bl4ck colleges; part' D of
title All with Hispanic set-aside and; part B. of title X. I am' not
saying that these are undeserved in any sense. of the word. I don't
want to be misuudetstood on that point. But my Iconcern is that
°nee Congress has crossed the Rubicon, so to speak, I find that it
will 'be vow difficult for them at any poinf in time pull back and
say, "That's as far as we can go. We have now got to begin to 'with-
draw."-

I would ask that certain sections of title IIIand I would like to .
specify thembe read carefully. part B of title III, section 321, sub-
paragrap 1 through four, and II would recommend to -the staff
that they rook -for the symmetry of the plight of the native Ameri-
can in that language, they look for the emerging symmetry of the

. plight of the plight of the Hispanic, because in .my judgment they
have the rightand particularly the native American the equal
merit of your special attention, your priority and your funding sup-
port.

I represent thesgroup that a lot of us repfesent today that is
known as the disadvantaged Appalachian. I would not like to see

,the Appalachian designated as a disadvantaged minority for pur-
pose of affirmative ction or equal opportunity. I think they are too
proud a 'people/ to v7ant that kind of designation and yet, I share
Dr. Norfleet'sivinion that because they are not so designated or
recognized that we fall tinder that global classification of the rural
poor from the isolated, disadvantaged region. Numerically, across
the country, this would ptit us probably as the largest disadvan-
taged minority and yet to coin a popular :commercial expressidn,
"Where's the beef?"

This really de4ply offends my sense of justice as I watch these
people, these rural poor, whether they. be Appalachian or Midwetit-
ern or wherever, labor up that mountain or across tiat plain.

Third, I am an irrevocable advocate of sustaining a strong pri-
N74,e sector. I don't fear for the prestigious among us. I do fear for
the small, the fragile, the -remote as well as their urban counter-
parts. Being private allows us-the 'prixilege of taking initiatives,

. being innovative and being responsive. The loss. of the small, pri-
vate institution would be felt deeply. It would either never reap-
pear or if it did appear, in all likelihood it would become a carbon.
copy of a public institution, and I think that the diversity that the
private sector pPovides higher education is something that contrib-
utes enormously to the .quality of our entire system.

I am .not going to try to cover a lot of material that I know will
be covered -by other speakers this morning but I would like to
touch on a few- items in the act that have come to thy attention as I
have read through it. I applaud the program of Aiteracy training
that you have incorporated undrr part B of title L I .think this is
an extremely imaginative approach. I. give you a sense...of the im-
portance of that in the context of eastern Kentucky where only 15
students approximately on the average out of every 100 ninth grad-
ers go beyond high schoolonly 15 percent and over' 60 percent of

37-618 oT84-1
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all entering students at Pikeville College are found deficient in the
basic skills of reading, writing, and arithmetic computation retaiir-
ing remedial assistance. That's part of the mission of out institu-
tion; But when 60 percent of that small 15 percent require remedi-
al assistance then extrapolafe that 'set of statistics to the society of
eastern. Kentucky and you get some sense of the monumental prob-
lem out there in terms of literacy training. I think that this par-
ticular section of title I is very, very carefully thought through and
has a potential for great value to society. .

I would strongly endorse section 202 under title II we are form--
ing a new unitlibrary unitunder the Office of Postsecondary
&location. I think that the notion of trying to single out those
braries that are deficient-in their ability to serve 'the academic
communities is very well thought through and very well directed.

I would question the part of the index which will be used by the
secretary as he determines eligible institutions. I believe that the ,

Association of College and Research Libraries.ls a good source for
this kind of an indexbut, I would urge that when that set of indices
is cleilved that 'attention be paid to qtaalitative \collections and not
just quantitative.

Under title III, I would ask- fon clarification of part C, which
deals with the challenge grant. I think, this isja very important pro-
gram, but from a logistical standpoint the givate college is going
to have a little bit of difficiilty dealing with that as I interpret. it.
My,prepared romarks will contain some questions. I simply draw
your attention to it. I feel tieere needs to be clarification because as
a small College president, I can assure-you that fundraising; is not
only a very pivotdi part of our responsibility,. but in addition it is a
very fickle process. It does not lend itself to predictability anji this
process of challenge grants needs clarification although it is poten-
tially a very valuable component.
. With regard to student assistance, I will leave that testimony to
my''colleagues that will follow who will speak in a manner that I
feel is compatible with my own. I lam concerned with 14.11 the
notion of access and choice and I am concerned that the possibility
of elevating the Pell grant, so rapidly to $3,000 might very well
part encourage some states to diminish their forms of financial aid
simply because of the increased access of Federal dollars. I think
that there is a need for a very close examination of that whole
prooess as it' might impact the issue of the choice of attending an
institution, not simply access. I think it clearly elevates access, but
I am not sure that- it assists the question of choice.

I would be very, very much in support of your position with re-
gards to the TRIO Program. I would 'be very vigorously opposed to
cutting it back.

.At. Pikeville College, we are small. We only have 500 students.
But the TRIOliFogram or the Special Services component of TRIO,
which is based at Pikeville College, could deal with 50 percent of
our student body.. Fifty percent of our students Would be eligible.
The money is not there to do that, but 50 percent of our students
could be treated. The Upward Bbund and 'Talent Search Programs
have been enormous and I was so pleased with the testimony of
Mr. BleVins because this is one of the most marvelous experiences
that you call have as L. college president is to watch somebody come
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. .
in as a sophomore in high school, go through thattpward Bound
Program, ridgeinto your own institution it's even more funbut
bridge into college and then watch them Love off:

The president of our student government came 'up through
Upward Bound. There are marvelous vignette* This is a tremen-
dously valuable. program. My concern is that it is underfunded and
when I see the students at our institution unable to get access to
the resources of `Upward Bound, Talent Search, Special Servic . I
feel that they are being deprived of a very valuable and essential
opportunity.

I am so pleased.to see the recognition given under title V for the
Carl D. Perkins scholarships. I think tr's such a well-deserved
recognition, sir, and I am very pleased, t t it is there and, obvious-
ly, heartily endorse it because I think that it will carry forward the
philosophytof Mr. Perkins as he has moved to increase the quality
of education. ,

The one thing that I would like to recommend as far a the selec- '
tion process which is in section 505, subsection (a), which talks
about- the individual States selecting a selection process, I would
like to be sure that there is regional distribution in that selection
process within each*State because there is such a wide variety of
the standards and quality of public school systems that if it is done
with a centralized control anti wit out the notion of distribution
within regiOn with that State, thi I feel some region within a
State will be deprived of that very val able opportunity. .'

Finally;,I would like. to comment on title XU. I sense a bit of re-
dundancy in title XII, which is Mad tional endowment develop-
,rent, with part C of title III. I am not sure if I am reading iT cor-
rectly. I tried very hard to match up the language of those two sec-.
tions and I. have a sense that there is some redundancy, and if '
there isn't, then I think there needs to be Kreater clarification in .

the Ian ,glift....e as to exactly what the intent of title XII is If it is to
help institutions that are similar to those that would be eligMle
under title III, then .I think it needs to be specified. If it is to deal
with a different population of institutions, then I think that 'needs
to be clarified, as well.

The final point that I would make is beyond the scope of testimo-
ny. I will not spend roych time .on it, but I would like to recom-
mendr know 'this is a little gratuitous on my part --I have had
the pl 6f seeing this recent issue of the report of the Presi-
dents Private Sector survey on Cost Control, the Grace Commis-

, sion -Rencrt as it relates to The Department of Education and I
would like to urge that this committee, this subcommittee and Con-
gressman Perkins' Committee on Education and Labor and your
Senate counterpart, 'r,eview that carefully. I have tried to review it.
I haven't had it long enough- to read it in total detail. When the
report says that in 3 yearS, just in the Department of Education,
there is a possibility or savi4g almost $3 billion without the reduc-
tion in fm#ncial aid, or in sZrvices to the academic community, or
to students, then I think it is worthy of serious examination and I
know that that conrposite of 36 task force reports i..) pretty heavy

in thought and heavy in weight. ,

ut I am impressed with the caliber of work that has gone ilito it
an I have looked at this and am impressed with some of the rec-
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ommendations that they make and when you accept the diact; as I
am sure you do, that industry did this at their own expense and
they are the people who are at the front edge of the science of
management, of technology, and of cost effectiveness, it seems to
me that their effort warrants very careful scrutiny.
Prhank you so mucW''It's been a privilege to be here, and testify

before you this. morning.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very. much, Dr. Hall.
We have had a distinguished witness to come in, and she has an-

other appointment. That is Mrs. Alice McDonald, Superintendent

ddelighted
Public Instruction from the Commonwealth of Kentucky. We are

elighted to welcome you here, Mrs. McDonald, today. She was
unable to be here when we had the adult education testimony, and
she is here today to testify on adult education and other related
matterp.. We will complete her testimony, interrogate her and then
we will get right back lb the panel. Just all of you stay around.

Go right ahead, Mrs. McDonald. We are delighted to welcome
you here today.

[Prepared statement of Alice;McDonald f011ows:]

PELvARED Sraly..mi.isrr OF ALICE MCDONALD, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT Or 11)UCATION,
KENTUCKY DEFAILTNILNT OF EDUCATION 7

Perkins, Chairman Simon, and members of.the subcommittee, I appreciate
Qthe Opportunity to present testimony regarding adult education. First of all I want,
you to know that I supeort what you haVe done fo us and what you are now trying
to do for the undereducated adults of this country through the reauthorization of
the Adult Education Act. I am deeply committed to the cause of adult education and

...intend my remarks today to focus on some positive suggestions about key elements
of the proposOd changesqn the act.

I want to address my remarks today to *atilt litericy and, specifically, to a piece
of legislation that deals exclusively with basic academic and life skills for adults.
the Adult Education Act, "I would also like to comment on a portion of a bill (H.R.
5240) concerning higher education that relate& to adult literacy and using college
work-study students to extend services offered to illiterate adults.

With 49 percent of Kentucky's adults age 25 and dyer not having .a high school
diploma and 1/2 of our adults in this age bracket having completed only 8 years of
school, I am,very aware of thewalue of adu ton for Kentucky's citizens.

The Adult Educatiqn Act permits the entue Department of Education to ad-
dress this need th ugh offe adult has c education opportunities in 110 counties. .
These programs rate throug four ty of instructional services for our sparsely
populated rural cou ies as well as our densely populated urban areas.

The
individually wit a minimum increase in funds. The program is based on the

he newest compon nt in our delivery system uses volunteers to tutor illiterate .

Jefferson County adul reading program developed through funds from the Adult
Education Act, section .310. This program received funds through the Kentucky De
partment of Education and was named an exemplary prograin in education by the
joint dissemination and review panel. We are very proud of the fact that this pro-
gram received funds for national distOmination and has been implemented within
the past year in over 250 counties and school districts throughout the country.

So in Kentucky, we have a severe need for basic skill instruction for adults, and
we have developed high quality, successful programs to address those needs. These 1
programs have not only succeeded in Kentucky lit have been recognized as exem-
plary by others in the country.

The Ilistles we.cannot combat, despite our success, the decreases in funding in
actual dollars which have occurred and the spiralin nflstion rate which has result,
ed in the reduction in funds for our programs. Th forces have worked together to
actually make it impossible to serve As many stu nts during last fiscal year as we
were able to serve in fiscaltyear 1979 when p funds experienced their last
substantial increase.

The need for adult education services has never been more critical as we are
trying to combat illiteracy and retrain our adults for new vocational training. We

14,
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IP
must work to enable them to become employed and be removed from public assist-
lace rolls.

I would urge you, Congressman Perkins, to reconsider the $106 million authoriza-
tion level and raise it to a more realistic level of $140 million. Adult esintation could
better serve the "least educated and most in need" in Our country, and-Kentucky in
particular with this increase.

The adulteducation program in Kentucky is cost effective bicatise ii serves 23,000
adults at a cost per adult of $88. Cost breakdowns show that this economic invest-
ment more than pays for itself in public assistance savings and employment related
income. Even though we can not say there is an exact cause and effect relationship
between adult education instruction and economic improvement, high correlalon-
exi

In entucky last -year a significant percentage of our unemployed students
beca e' employed, and many of our- students receiving public assistance were re-
moved from public assistance rolls. Thebe figures resulted in an annual rate of
return of 10.2 percent -

-Estimated dollars saved or returned:

1255

Public assistance savings . , . $769,284
All taxes on new income (at minimum wage) $1,468,856
All taxes on increased income (Averlage lee hour) $15,516

. Total saved ., ,, , 52,253,656
Dollars invested: Federal and State . $2,044,769
New return for taxpayers $20,5,887'
Annual rate of return (percent) 10.2

The. Kentucky Department of Education has a carefully devised data collectidn
. system. site system has resulted in this kind of information which vividly .demon-

strides the impact of adult education in Kentucky., I would' support clarifying the
authority of the Secretary to request information from States about adult education,

''' students, programs, expenditures and goals as suggested in the proposed Legislation.
The detailed information compiled on Kentucky.adult education students and pro-
grams allows us to demonstrate the tremendous impact of adult education on Ken-

, tudky's. economic, social and educational climate. This data Collection has also
helpe4 us to eval our programs and to refine our instruction and delivery sys-
tem*, And I endorse thisis system. .

. In addition, I would strongly recommend that the inferniation be studied
appropriateness and usefulness. I would suggest that the Secretary select a Na
Task Force of Adult Educators to make recommendations about the information ands
the instrument itself. $ k , s..

- guuxn ax.easterroass
I support the proposed bill to delete the current requirements that States use at

least 10 percent of their is for teacher training and demonstration projecti.
This deletion would give entucky more flexibility in its expenditure of funds and
enable us to make decisions based on our needs.

. Nevertheless, I still see the value of these activities in Kentucky because we have
fully utilized the ten percent to provide staff training and to support the develop-
ment of a model program for the Nation in adult literacy. I do support authorizing
these activities but not mandating them.

On the contrary, I do not support the removal of the .20. percent_ maximum ex-
penditure for programs serving institutionalized adults. I feel we need this ceiling to
maintain accountability to all citizens of Kentucky who are in need of basic skills.
The intent of the act is to help those individuals who are moot in need and for
whom no other resources are available.

MATCHING AND MAINTIENANMit OF IFFOSIT
$$.

The propaI to, eliminate matching and maintenance of effort requirements for
States could have a detrimental effect on services offered to adults in Kentucky.
The existing ten percent matching requirement ensures that even in the most de-
pressed budgets, State money is allocated for adult basic education. I support in-
creasing the State joatch witle acknowledging that budget constraints in States like
Kentucky may prohibit a ansistently increased match each year. I support the
maintenance of effort mandated for the States but suggest that the interpretation
be examined. We are unrealistic to expect States to report all money if they are
expected to maintain this dollar amount in the face of budget uncertainties.

141266
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t.
Requiring matching monies and revising the mandate of the maintenance of

effort fat funding would help adult education in Kentucky and be more realistic
with the prospect of restrictive state budgets..

STATZ ADMINISTRATION

The pending legislation to delete the 5 percent limitation on State administration
may cause some problems in Kentucky, and I would hesitate to support it. Hi
cally, adult education has been a program of direct service; and with the cu
cap 'on administrative costs, Congress has ensured that serving underedu
adults is its top priority. Since the cap ensure 'low administrative costs, mandating a.
raise to possibly 6 to 8 percent would be an effective compromise.

NATIONAL PROGRAMS

The proposed portion of the bill allowiag the Secretary to set aside up to 5 percent
of the appropriation for national p is certainly desirable,/and I would sup.
port it with limitations .Our adultEon appropriation is lean considering the
monumental task, and_I would have to discourage any effort to further, reduce this
appropliation.At any rate, I would support a percentusa for fiational programs if
the appropriation were at least $125 million before- that percentum were let aside.

In Kentucky, we have a big job to do in adult education. We have developed qual-
ity programs of instruction that work, and we have developed delivery systems that
are efficient. We have expanded our resources through other sources of revenge and
through fully utilizing volunteers. We_ ave stretched our resources to the breaking,..
point and can not afford the luxury .of 5 percent if it meatis longer waiting lists and
reduction of services.

PRIVATS FOR PROM OlitGANIZATIONS

I am concerned about the proposed provision to allow for profit organizations to
carry out programs under this act. When we have such limited resources-and we
already have established delivery systems which are working, I question the feasibil-

, ity of encouraging 'organizations with no vroven track record in adult education
basic skills instruction to operate programs. A model program to test the feasibility
of this, approach may be a legitimate expenditure under the national institute for
education ENIEI literacy initiative funds- or the Secretary's discretionary monies.
This model may establish the proven _validity of such an .approach and would Inn-
vide a basis for recommendations about programs administered by the private
sector.

HIGH= ZDUCATION .LITXRACY WORK STUDY STUDRNTS

The Adult Education Act provides the major legislation for services in adult basic
education programs and targets its efforts toward adults in need of literacy skills.
Adult education programs have been fortunate to have a special emphasis placed on
their programs by Prattident Reagan's and Secretary Bell's adult literacy initiative
that was announced in September of this year. One aspect of the initiative is the
development of college work-study programs in, adult literacy undeit the Federal col-
lege work-study program.

I would like to comment on part B of the proposed H.R. 5240 as it relates to adult
education literacy initiatives in KentuckY. We have vast experience .in. using yolun-.
teers for literacy instruction and suppbrt services for literacy programs. In addition,
our national diffusion network [NDN] grant has resulted in our providing training
for one of the 18 current demonstration sites in Houston, Texas.

First, I would like to. say that I support the effort to utilize college work-study
students to help in the literacy effort. In Kentucky, we have used volunteers in our
adult basic education literacy program for the past five years. Our success in devel-
oping a model has enabled us to replicate it in seven other States and in over 200
other counties or scliool districts. The model for training volunteers developed by
the Kentucky Department of Education has been used to train over 2,000 volunteers
just in the past year. These volunteers were able to teach ad estimated 8,000 adults
to read as a result of the training.

We are currently using.college work-stuctir- students at Murray State University to,-,
aid in our adult literacy efforts. We see great potential for their Service in the fight
against illiteracy in Kentucky and threughout the country. I would support and en-
=wage increasing funding fer use by colleges for work -study students assigned to
adult literacy programs.
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Because of our experience in the college workatudjaiiteracy program in Houston
and our experiences with volunteer' training and management, I would like to rec-
ommend maximizing the impact of this initiative on adult literacy by:

(1) Encouraging colleges apd universities to work with existing literacy programs
to support and extend the services of adult -basic education programs and/or Iodal
literacy councils which have expertise in vorunteer training, program management,
and adult literacy instruction.

(2),,Providing resources in the college work-study program for materials, training,
management and transportation to supplement the students' stipend or providing
additional resources to the existing adult basic education programs, Paying stu-
dents' stipend does not deliver literacy services, and cooperative efforts may have to .
be mandated to maximize resources and offer the best quality and' servic'e to illiter-
ate adults.

(3) Using college work-study students in a variety of roles to support literacy pro-
gramsnot just as tutors. Administrative duties, recruitment efforts, public rela-
tions and volunteer management duties have proven to be viable roles for volun-
teers working in adult literacy programs.

Studehts who do work as tutors should be under immediate supervision of experi-
enced adult educators or Mersey coordinators. The recommended model would allow
college work-study students to function more as teacher aides in existing literacy_
programs. This method would encourage oneon -one tatoring and provide the securr
ty of a group as well as the resources of a trained staff Jerson.

I am deeply concerned about providing a high quality program for the adults of
Kentucky and feel that the efforta outlined in this proposed 'legislation will .enable
us to do that more effectively.

I appreciate your efforts for adult education. Your continuedsupport allows us to
provide learning opportunities to those adults in Kentucky who have an impossible
task of coping with life because' of their lack of basic education skills. We serve a
population in which 9 out of 10 of our enrollees have the potential for 20 or more
employable years. The Adult Education Act enables us to make those years fulfill-
ing in terms of economic and, more importantlY, in terms. of the satisfaction of -reaching human potential.

I encourage and appreciate the emphasis being placed on adult literacy and am
particularly excited ourtheresources that could be provided for adult edtication
through college work-study programs.

STATEMENT OF ALICE McDONALD, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT
OF EDUCATION, KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mrs. McDoxid.n. Thank you very much.. Thank you, Congress-
man Perkins. I am delighted to be here and I dm sorry that I could
not be here at the appropriate time but it was the last week "of the
legislature and everyone knoWs what goes on the last week of the
legislature in Kentucky and I needed to be at home. I am a little
concerned that you are going to interrogate me at the end so I will
try to say everything right the first time around. [Laughter.]

I am happy to be here and do want to' talk on several subjects.
Mr. Perkins, Chairman Simon, and members of the subcommittee,
I appreciate the opportunity to present -testimony -regarding adult'
education. It's a subject very dear to my heart. As deputy superin-
tendent of public instruction for the State of Kentucky, I put a

t deal of emphasis on adult .education and we moved ahead ingreat
in many areas.

*First of all, I want you to know that I support what you have
done for us and what you are now trying to do for the undereducat-
ed adults of thig country through the reauthorization of the Adult
Education Act. I am deeply comthitted to the cause of adult educa-
tion and intend in my remarks today to focus on some positive Bug-,
gestions about key elements of the proposed changes in the act.

I want to address any remarks today to adult litgracy and, specifi-
milly, to a piece of ,legislation that deals exclusive-1Y with basic aca-

,
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demic and life skills for adultsthe Adult Education Act. I would
also like to comment on a portion of ,a bill, H.R. 5240 concerning
higher education that relates to adult literacy and using college
work-study students to extend services offered to illiterate adults.

With 49 percent, of Kentucky's adults, aged 25 and over not
having a high school diploma and one-third of adults: in this age
-bracket having completed only 8 years of school, I am, very aware
of the value of adult education for Kentucky's citizens. The Adult
Education Act permits the Kentucky Department af Education to
address this flied through offering adult basic education opportuni-
ties in 110 of our counties. These programs operate through four
types of instructional services for our sparsely populated rural
,counties as well as our densely populated urban areas. The newest
component, which we are very proud of in our delivery system,
uses volunteers to tutor illiterate adults individually with a- mini-
mum increase in unds. The pr is, based on the Jefferson

Xounty Adult Re ing Program developed through funds from the
Adult Education ct, section 310. 4'

The 'program received funds through the Kentucky Department
of Education while I was deputy and later was named an exempla-

, ry program in education by the Joint Dissemination and Review
Panel.. We are very proud of the fact that this program reeved
funds for national dissemin4ation and has been implemented within
the past year in over 250 counties and school districts throughout
the country.

In Kentucky, we have a severe need for basic skill instruction for
adults and we have developed high quality, successful programs
like the one I mbntioned to address those needs. These programs
have ,sot only succeeded in Kentucky, but have been recognized na-
tionwide and have succeeded in other places in the Nation.

The issue in Kentucky and I am sure everywhere, else that we
cannot combat despite our success with individual programs are
the decreases in funding in actual dollars which have occurred and
the spiraling inflation rate which has resulted in the reduction in
funds for our programs. These forces have worked 'together to ctu-
ally make it impossible to serve as many students during last fiscal
year as we were able to serve in fiscal year 1979 when program
funds experienced their last substantial increase.

The need for adult education services has never been more criti-
cal as we are trying to combat illiteracy and retrain our adults for
new vocational training. We must work to enable _them td become
employed and be removed from public assistance rolli: I would urge
you, Congressman Perkins and Chairinan Simon, to reconsider a
$105 million authorization level 'and raise it to a More realistic
level of $140 million. Adult education' could better serve the least
educated and most in need in our country, in Kentucky, in:particu-
lar, with this increase.

. The Adult Education Program in Kentucky, is cost effective, and
I have heard someone say it already this rnorning,,beCause it serves
23,900 adults at a cost per adult of $88. Cost breakdown.s show that
this economic investment more than, pays for itself in public assist-
ance savings and employment-related income. ,

Even though we cannot say there is an exact cause and effect re-
lationship between adult education instruction .pad economic im-
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provement, high correlation, exists. In Kentucky last year, a signifi-
cant percentage of our unemployed students became employed and
many of our students receiving public assistance were removed
from public assistance rolls. These figure4 resulted in an annual
rate of return of 10.2 percent.

I would like to specifically address some elements of the reau-
thorization of the Adult gclucation Act and some concerns I have, 0
In general, we endorse this piece oflegislation, but I would like to
express some expenditures. I support the proposed bill to delete the
current requirement that States use at least 10 percent of their
grant for teacher training and demonstration projects. This dele-
tion would give Kentucky more flexibility in its expenditure funds
and enable us to make decisions based on our needs. 11)

Nevertheless, I still 4.w the value of these activities in Kentucky
becpuse we have' fully utilized the 10 percent to provide staff train-
ing and to support the development of a model program for the,
nation in adult literacy. I do support authorizing these activities
Vut net mandating them.

On the contrary, I do not support the removal of the 20 percent
maximum expenditure for programs serving institutionalized
adults. I feel we need this ceiling to maintain accountability to alf
citizens of Kentucky who are' in need of basic skills. The intent of
the act is to help those individuals who are most in need and: for
whom no other resources are available.

Matching and maintenance of effort. The proposal to eliminate
matching and eiaintenance of effort requirements for States could
have a detrimental effect on services offeved to adults in Kentucky.
The existing 10 percent matching requirement ensures th4t even in
the most depressed budgets, State money *is allocated or adult
basic education. I support insrAasing the State match while ac-,
knowledging that budget cons'traints in States like Kentucky may
prohibit a consistently increased match each year.

I support the maintenance of effert mandated for the States, but
suggest that the interpretation be examined. We are unrealistic to
expect States to report' all money if they are expected to maintain
this dollar amount in the face of budget uncertainties., Requiring
matching money and revising the mandate of the maintenance of
effort for funding would be help adult education in Kentucky and
be more realiitic with the prospect of restrictive-State budgets.

State administration. The ending legislation to delete .the 5-per-
cent limitation on State administration may cause some problems
in Kentucky and I would hesitate to support it. Historically, adult
education has been a program of direct service and with the cur-
rent cap on administrative costs, COngress has ensured that serving
undereducated adults is its top priority. Since the cap ensures low
administrative cost, mandating a raise to possibly 6 to. S percent
would an effective compromise.

National programs. The proposed portion of the bill allowing the
Secretary to set aside up to 5 percent of the appropriation for na-
tional programs, is certainly desirable and I would support it with
limitations. Adult education appropriation is lean considering the
monumental task, and I would have to discourage anf effort to fur,
ther reduce this appropriation. At any rate, .I would support a per-
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centum for national prograrns if the appropriation were at least
$1,25 million before the percentum were sex aside. -

In. Kentucky we have a big job to do in adult education. We have
developed quality programs of instruction that work, and we have
developed delivery systems that are efficient, We have expanded
our resources throUgh other sources of revenue and through fully
utilizing volunteers. We have stretched our resources to the break-
ing point and cannot afford the luxury of five Percent if it means
longer waiting lists and redifction of services.

Private for-profit organizations. I am concerned about the pro-
.,

posed provision to allow for-profit organizations to carry out pro-
grams under this act. When we-have such limited resources, and i-
wtfalready have established delivery systems Which are working; I-
question the feasibility, of encouraging organizations with ' no
proven track record in adult education basic skills instruction to
operate programs, A model rograin to test the feasibility of this
approach may be a legitiin to expenditute under the National In-
stitute. Educition [ 1, or the Secretary's discretionary
moneys.

This model may establish the proven validity of such an ap-
proach and would provide a basis for recommendations about pro-
grams administered by the private sector. 1

remarkswould now like to turn my rearks to the Higher. Education
.Act, House bill 5240higher education literacy work-study stu-
dents in particular. The Adult Education Act provides the major
legislation for services-in adult basic education.programs and tar-
gets its efforts toward adults in need of literacy skills. Adult educa:
tion programs have been fortunate to have a special emphasis,
placed on their programs by President Reagan in Secretary Bell's
literacy initiative that was announced in September of this year.

One aspect of the literacy initiative is the development of the
College Work-Study Programs in adult literacy under the Federal
College Work-Study Program. I would like to comment on part B of
the proposed House bill 5240 as it relates to adult education liter-
acy initiatives in'Kentucky. ,

We have vast experience_ in using volunteers for literacy instruc-
tion and support services for literacy programs. In addition, our na-
tional diffusion w4twork grant has resulted in our providing train-
ing fOr 1 of the 18 current demonstration sites in Houston, TX.
First, I would like to say that I support the effort to utilize college
work-study students to help in, the literacy effort, In Kentucky we
have used volunteers in our Adult Basic Education Literacy Pro-
gram for the past 5, years. Our succs in developing a model has
enabled us to replicate it in 7 other States and in over 200 other
counties or school districts.

The model for training volunteers developed by the Kentucky
Department of Education has been used to train over 2,000 volun-
teers just in the past year. These volunteers were able to teach an
estimated 8,000 adults to read as a result of the training. We are
currently using college work-study students at Murray State Uni-
versity to aid in our adult literacy effort. We see great potential for
their service in the fight against illiteracy in Kentucky and
throughout, the country. I would support and encourage increasedi
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funding tbr use by colleges for work -study students assigned to
adult literacy programs.

Because of our experience in the college work-study literacy in
tfiouston and our experiences with volunteer training and manage-
ment, I _would like to recommend maximizing the impact of this
initiative on adult literacy by, first, encouraging colleges and uni-
versities to work with existing literacy programs to support and
extend the services of adult basic education programs and all local
literaey councils which have expertise in volunteer -training, pro-
gram management, and adult literacy instruction.

Two, providing resources in the College Work-Stud Program for
materials, training, management, and transportation to supple-
ment the student's stipend or providing additional resources to the
existing adult basic education prograins.,Paring students' stipends
does not deliver literacy services and cooperative efforts may have
to be mandated to maximize resources and offer the best quality >
services to illitersate adults.

Three, using college work-study students in a...variety of roles to
support literacy programs, not just as tutors._ Administrative
duties, recruitment eftbrts, public relations and volunteer manage-1
ment duties have proven to,,be viable roles for volunteers working
in adult literacy program.s

Students who do not work as tutors should be under immediate
supervision of experienced adult educatorS or literacy coordinators.
The recommended model would allow college work -stud students

*qv function more as teacher aids in existing literacy prog:rams. This
method would encourage one-onone tutoring and provide the secuA
rity of a group, as well as the resources of it,trained staff person.

I am deeply concerned about providing -a high quality program
for the adults of Kentucky and feel, that the efforts -outlined as this
proposed legislation will enable us to.do that more effectively.

I appreciate all of your efforts for adult education. Your 'contin-
ued support for adult education allows us to provide learning op-
portunities

coping g with life because of their lack of 'basic ediscational
skills. We serve a population which 9 out of 10 of our enrollees
have the potential for 20 or more employable years. The Adult
Education Act enables us to make those years fulfilling in terms of
economics and, more importantly, in terms of the satisfaction of
reaching human potential.

I ,encourage' and apprecia* the emphasis being placed on adult
literacy and am particularly excited about the resources that could
be provided for adult education through college work-study pro-
grams.

I thank you again for having me here and I would be happy to
answermny questions that you may have.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank you very much ath excellent
testimony. First, let me ask you if you have any idea of the need
for adult Intsic education that we are presently meeting in Ken-
tucky and ether or not we could meet that need but for the Fed-
eral funds today?

Mrs. McDoNALD. I would like to introduce to you Sharon Diml-
ing who is the director of adult education for the State Department
of Education who will be answering questions with me. But there is.
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no'doubt in my mind that withimt Federal funds we could not meet
that need. In fact, in Kentucky, *e probably would not have a pro.
gram, at all and perhaps Sharon would like to address that.

Ms. DAWLING. We, of course, as you well know, have the biggest
need for education for our adults in Kentucky

Chairman Pranoxs. Speak out a little louder there. -
Ms. DAWLING. We have the highest percentage of non-high::eschoal

graduates of our adults aged 25 years of age and older. We are now
reaching.

There
little over 2 percent of our target population in Ken

tucky. There is a direct correlation between our funding level and
the number of adults served in Kentucky 979, we Were able to
serve mote students than we were a last yeir because
.6f inflation and the fact that our budge crease in propor-
tion to the inflaticin rate.

Chairman PERKINS. Now, let me ask rs. McDonald, recently a _

bill was introduced here to increase the matching in the Adult
Basic Education Act from 10 percent .up to 40 percent over a periods
of years. Do we have the money in Kentucky to meet that extra
matching? What's your views on-that, Mrs. McDonald?

MMrs. CDONALD. The Kentucky State budget has certainly been
very lean for the last few years and to meet the 10-percent match
has been a difficult task. To meet a match, that would be higher,
would be at the very least difficult and perhaps even impossible,
which would severely inure our adult eausation program.

Chairman PERKIN'S. I would think that lir. Willialts introduced'
that bill as a result of the conditions here in 'Washington, the great
deficit and oiggesting to the States that they put morea greater
match. But I am wondering if it would not be more detrimental
than beneficial 1

Mrs. McDoxAr...n. I would agree that it would be more detrimen-
tal than beneficial.

Chairman PERKINS [continuing.] In the areas where it is ;lost
needed throughout the country.

Mrs. McDoiva.n. And it is needed most in Kentucky. We are
50thwe have 4a percent of our adults who do not have a. high
school diploma.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Simon, do you have any questionS?
Mr. SIMON. Ng thank you, Mr. Chairman. -

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and thank you, Mrs.

McDonald. It's good to see you again. You are becoming a familiar
face in our committee.

Mrs. McDoNA.Ln. It's good to be here again. I am anxious to heart
today's questions.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I 'don't have any questions, but I just want to
comment that there are two parts to your testimony 'particularly,
that I really appreciate. One is your concern about the removal of
the 20 percent maximum expenditure for a program-serving insti-
tution and the private for-piofit organizations. Both of those area4
I agree with you very much.

Let me ask you a general question. Coming from. the Department
of Public Instruction in Kentucky you. heard the testimony earlier
and alluded to i,t a bit yourself of the need of doing something for
adult literacy did certainly I support college' work-study in that
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effort. But above and- beyond that, I must say that I am bit trou-
bled that we need to use the Higher Education Act for literacy Pro-
grams. I am wondering if adult education and other programs
ought not be more properly defined in that area. Do you have any
response to that?

Mrs. MCDONALD. 1 really don't have a particular response al-
though it does not bother me to use the Higher Education Act. I
certainly think that perhaps by that ,point we should not be having
this problems but we do. So in order to solve it, I would assume
that it`would bedthe.appropriate

Mr. GUNDERSON. OK. That's fine. Ms. Bawling. -

Ms. DAWLING. I really think it's a viable kind of an activity for
college work-study and particularly for universities to be involved.
in that community effort. We have had some experience in training
college work-study students in the Huuston area. They were one of
the )8 demonstration sites. Our real concerns are that there is, -

nothing" else built in except a stipend. So we need to strengthen our
adult education progrms if we are going to able to really work
with college work-study students as volunteers. Thpre is no honey
for transportation, for materials, for training to 'match those in
need with those that are funded to do college work-study programs.

," So we have sohie real concerns about how it's working but I think
T it's a very legitimate expenditure in the Higher Education Act.

Mr, GUNDEBSON. I certainly support the use of college work-study
for that program. I have some questions about whether in title I of
the Higher Education Act seems misplaced. I am not opposed to
adult,education, but I am not sure that- in higher education we
ought to be teaching literacy. Hopefully, we have other programs
that are geared for that.

Mrs. MCDONALD. I guess in a different area we look at this all
the time in Kentucky. I always hear about duplication. We are
doing this in elementary and secondary education, particularly in
vocational education and then we are doing it through ourcommu-
nity colleges. I guess in Kentucky we have such a severe prdblem
that it is not duplication and that it takes all of the resources
coming whatever area to solve the problem. At least I can ,say that
for Kentucky. The problem is so severe that

Chairman PERAtims. Let me interrupt to state that wer`liad the
Teacher of the Nation here with us, Mrs. Sisney (phonetie) from
the great city of Louisville, KY. She isthere in the side room some-
where. But we have Congressman Snyder here with Mrs. Sisney's
cbms froni the city of Louisville. All -of you stand up. We want to
recognize you.

Thank all of you very much. We are delighted you are here this
morningThank you. Gene.

Go right ahead, Excuse me for interrupting.
Mr. GuNmutsow. I am finished.
Mrs. McDoNALD. I would like to compliment Mrs. Sisney's class

frpm Ballard 1High School. They have been here, I think, since
Sunky and are certainly fine examples of fine Kentucky students
and they certainly have had a great learning experience.

Chairman PERKINS. I tried to hold her until Itv6 could get a pic-
ture, but she had other appointments and now she's gone.
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Any further qttestions,. 4r. Simon' Just leave that ,oft of the

r. SnitioN:Nir, thank you
Chairman PERKINS. .thank u into ,';:for this

morning. We.,-.4re delighted you are. t ere with Mrs.
McDonald,* are always.glad to haye yo

MOD040; Thank you, Congresim Perkins.
ChairMa*R*itusTs. right; .oome.around the regular .witnesges

flaw and..i,e4l:`get hack' to't We'll 4t9 right on. Well
hear now frtiM Dr. JO1ly,' p ectpr of IiazardCAamrnuitity.., c011ege.
Come on-tp;`Dr. .

[Prep.k.W..statement of.Dr. IgarCiii Jolly -
PRZPARRD 'I'Alltbdir.ltry OF J. ukRvirruous, Diglirtsokti.H.Azmua CeMmusiriv COtteGic,

.,.

, , HAZARD, KY '''' ',' , , N

Mr. chairman, , distinguished members of the 'Subcommittee on Pootse.condary
Education, I am MA olly, Director of Hazard COMmunity College, Hazard, Ken.;

formulated to uthoriie the Higher EducatiOn Act Of 1965.1F5tuinsight, leader-
tucky. I "aPpreci this ,opporlunity to. work with you on the, bslation you have

ship,' and determination to get the reauthorization passed is apPreciated by all post-
secondary eduction. Mr. Chairman, as you have pointed out., the importance of this
bill to the future direction and wellbeing of our poeteecondary education institu-
tions, our communities an,dpur nation, cannot be overemphasiied.

Hazard Community -College is one of 13 colleges in the University of Kentucky
Community ,College System. Six hundred and fifty students were enrolled during
the fall semester and many of these could be described as non-traditional. Forty per-
cent were part-time and women Comprised about 66 percent of the student body. A
third of the students (210) were over 25 years taf age. Forty-twb percent were in
career programs designed to be completed in two years. I might add that the unem-
ployment rate in our area stands at 15.2 percent The area's principle industry,
mining, remains depressed. Approximately 74 percent of the residents over 19 years
of age ,do not have a high school diploma. At least half of pir students receive some

,se form of financial aid. Against this background it is easy to see why we strongly
agree with the major objectives (if the reauthorization , which include exmidciiz
access to: postseconfriary education, improving program : efficiency and enhancing
quality. These objectivem:represent preiisely the mission of community colleges.

Mr.. Chairman, it is The feeling of the community colleges in Kentucky that the
Pell Grant program has become the most significant feature of the Act.

In the last-full academic year at Hazard C.ompaunity College, .1.982 -83, we had 143
students on Pell Grants totaling $84,625. For the other campuses of the Kentucky
community college system in chairman Perkins' District, Pell,Grants ran 292 grants
and $184,822 at Ashland, 173 grants and $120,456 at MaysVille, and 159 grants and
$98,932 at Prestonsburg. For 1982-83 for the whole Kentucky community college
system, 5,620 Pell Grants were made, totaling $3,389,235.

Therefore, the highest priority of our colleges in reauthorization is to ensure
that the Pell Grant program be renewed, s hen , simplified and streamlined.
Like you; we believe that-this p --vi as an-entitlement for-any
4. snerican who wishes to participate in Iroittatiecinirjr-edueation. Wp` also strongly

.
sUpport your effort to increase the maximum possible award to $3,000 and to pro-
vide mechaniims by which the niaximufa will increase automatically On an annual
basis depending on the increases in the costs of education. I

In addition, we support your endeavor to eliminate the half-cost limitation of the
Pell Grant rograrn and to increase the allowante for tuition and fees. to 75 percent
of costs. We :: : ee with the differential allowances that are proposed for commut-
er students. e is evidence that the costs of living on campus are approximately
the same as thy.. :. "ving off campus. We would like to propooe that the Act include
asprovalion for an -. ance of at least. 60 percent, of the total living ,costs for all
students whether living on or off campus. Inclusion of such a provision will, alleviate.,
the inequities Compatinity college students have endured . for the past 11 years,
reduce the' attrition rate of those who have had to dropout because of insufficient
funds and will .broaden the opportunity for thousands of new students wi;o, because
of lack of income, have been denied access to tiostsecondary institutions.

. . ..a
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The provision that students who are 24 years of age or older are autouiaall
declared independent students should dramatically simplify and streamline
'Janda' aid process.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, in regard to Title IV, we are concerned about lumping Col-
lege Work-Study and Cooperative Education programs together and then permitting
the use of work-study studenta to tutor functionally illiterate adults. In order to
avoid confusion between the programs and to ensure that each program retains its
distinct features, we feel they should not be combined. Permitting the use of

students to tutor functionally illiterate adults could provide the precedent for
setting up a host of special setasides.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would like to briefly comment on some of the other titles
in the Act.

In regard to Title I, we support your effort to'ensure that state and local officials
coordinate their programs with other related federally supported efforts. ,We are
also supportive of the emphasis you place on employment training and information
resources in this Title. A number of local state and and national studies indicate
that adult education -and training will be in increasingly greeter demand in the
near future. .

Our concern with Title I, Mr. Chairman, relates to the fact that it does not seem
to stretch beyond the familiar kinds of program activities to the broader domain of
insitutional change. Community, technical, and junior college* probably. better than
any other kind of oostsecondary .institution, have produced an impressive array of
programs for adults and we have adjusted our instructional behavior to match this
older population. We still, however, need to improve our programs and our
preaches, and we need financial incentives to make these improvements. We would
propose that the important mandates; in this Title, then, should be on stimulating
institutional changes and instructional modifications.

The limited funding received through Title II for library resources has been very
beneficial to community colleges is Kentucky. We Would like to propose that this
Title be broadened to also assist the colleges to adopt the total learning process to
technological change.

We would like to stress; our support for the Title III program which remains as
the only institutional grant program. This program has been essential to communi-
ty colleges in serving the needs of the large number of minority and low-income stu-
dents enrolled in community colleges. We support the provision in your bill which
provides a new Title KU to renew the endowment matching grants, for which you
have earmarked Part C of Title III by your amendments of last year.

And fuWly, Mr. Chairman, we strongly support the renewal of Title VIII, the Co:
operative Education Program, which has been so beneficial in providing students
with the opportunityy to integrate their classroom learning with work experience.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to address your Subcommittee.
110

.STATEMENT OF pit MARVIN JOLLY, DIRECTOR, HAZARD
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Dr. JOLLY. Thank yqu, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate this opport
pity to work with- this ommittee on the attempt to reauthorize
Higher Education Act of 1965. The chairman and the conuni
leadership and de ination

r
to get this. reauthorization pushed

through is apprec ated by a. of postsecondary education every-_
where.

Mr. Chairman, you pointed o t previously that this is vital to the
community and -the Nation and pecially to postsecondary educa-
tion.

. Let me briefly give you some f about Hazard Community
lege. It's .1 of 14 community colleges in the University of Kentucky
community college system. There were 650 students enrolled in the
fall semester and many of these could be described as what we call
nontraditional: 40 percent were part time, women comprised 66
percent, a third Of the students were over 25 -years of age, and, 32
percent were in career programs, to be completed in. 2 years.
might add that the unemployment rate in our area stands at a
little better than 15 percent. The area's principle industry, mining,
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remains depressed. In some areas of our service dist "ct, over 70
percent of the residents 19 years of age or over do'not ave-a high
school diploma. At least half of our students receive so e form- of
financ1M,Liid. Against this financial background it is easy to see
why we strongly agree with the major objectives of the reauth riza-

improving program efficiency and enhancing quality. These jec-.
tion which include expanding access to postsecondary edu ion-,

Lives represent precisely the missions of a community college.
Mr. Chairman, it is the feeling of the community colleges of Ken-

tucky that the Pell Grant Program has become the most significant
feature in this act. In the last academic year, Hazard Community
College had 43 students on Pell Grata totaling. $84,000-plus. At
Ashland Community College, there were 292 students and the
amount of money was over $184,000. Maysville; -173 studeirts,
$120,000-plus; Prestonsburg, 159 students, nearly $100,000.

Those of you who are not familiar, we have just spoken to the
various community colleges in Chairman Perkins' district for a
total of .767 students receiving snort of $500,000 in BEOG or Pell
Grants.

t community college system as a whole in Kentucky, there
we ,620 Pell Grants in 010%1982-1983 year totaling $3,389,000.

erefore, the highest priority of our colleges is to ensure that
the Pell Grants be renewed, strengthened, simplified, and stream-
lined. Like you, we believe that this program should be viewers as
an entitlement of any American who wishes to participate in
secondary education. We strongly su Ott rt your effort to increase
the maximum possible award to $3,111 and to provide the mecha-
nism by .which the maximum will increase automatically on "the
basis, depending on the increased-east of education.

In addition, we support your endeavor to elitninate the half-cost
limitation of the Pell Grant Program and to increase the allowance
for tuition and fees to 75 percent of cost. We disagree witlr the dif-
ferential allowances that are proposed for commuter students.
There 'is evidence that the costs of living on a campus are approxi-
mately the same as living off the campus. Viob would like to propose
that the act include a provision for an allowance of at least 60 per-
cent of the total living costs for all students whether living on or
off campus. Inclusion of such a provision will alleviate the inequi-
ties community college students have endured for the past 11
ears, reduce tIi attrition rate of those who have had to drop out

because
thousands of new Atudents who, because of th ck of income, have.

of insufficient funds and will broadNthe opportunity for

been denied ace tftr- to postsecondary institutions.
The provision that students who are 24 yearseof age or older who

are automatically declared 'independent students should dramati-
cally simplify and streamline the financial aid process.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, in regard to title IV we are concerned
about lumping the College Work-Study and the Cooperation Educa-
tion Programs together and then permitting the use of work-study
students to tutor functionally illiterate adults. In order to avoid
confusion betweenvprograms and to ensure that each program re-
tains its distinct procedure, we feel they eitiould not be combined.
Permitting the use of work-study, students to tutor functionally il- f

literate, adults could provide a precedent setting for a host of, spe.
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IP
cial set-asides. I am very conscious of the testimonytthat Alice
McDonald just gave and I would 'tall to the committee's attention

colleges in' our region have a long history of an outreach program
hat Hazard Community College along with-live other community

using work-study students for educational and health purposes. But '
it is the special set-aside feature that we are opposing. It is not the
purpose that is identified here. We are afraid if this set-aside comes
about, then it will a continuous chain of set-asides which we think
would be bad.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would like to briefly comment on the
other titles of the act.

In regard to title rwe support yOur effort to ensure that State
. and local officials coordinate their prii;ams with other federally
supported efforts. We also at* supporti of your emphasis on em-
ployment t*aining and information resources in this title. A , ,
number of local,, State anartiational studies indicate that adult edu-
cation and training will be in inere4singly greater demand in the
near future.

Our concern withlitle I relates to the fact that it does not seem
to gtretch beyond the familiar kinds of program activities to the

4= der domain of institutional change. Community, technical, and
juni* colleges, probably better than any other kind of postsecond
ary ucation institutions, have produced an impressive array of .

.

prog for adults and we have adjuste4 our institutional behav- -
. for to match thOitolder population. We still, however, need to-im-

prove oul' prograha and our approaches and we need financial in-
centives to make **se improvements. WO propose that the impor-
tant mandate( in this title should be stipulating institutional
change and instructional modifications. i

The limited funding received through title II for the libr re-
sources has been very beneficial to the community colleges in en-
tucky, We would,,likes to propose that this title be broadened to
assist the colleges to adapt a total learning process to all technical
changes that are coming about.

We would like to stress our support for title III, which remains
. the only institutional grant program. This program has been essen-

tial to community colleges in serving the needs of the large
number of minority and low-income students enrolled in communi-
ty colleges. We support the provision in your bill which provides a
new title XII to renew the endowment matching grants, for which
you have earmarked part C of title III by your amendments, of fist.
year. or

And finally, Mr. Chairman, we strongly support the renewal of
title nu, the Cooperative Education Program which has been ben-
eficial in providing students with the opportunity to integrate their
classroom learning with work experience.

Th

ts of it.did

you, Mr. Chairman. To reemphasize, the most important
part t

7----- sects
this whole thing to thou of us in Kentucky, is the student

6'

Chairman PERKINS. Dr. Hall, ywi can come back around to the
table now. Just sit around the tale, all of you. There is plenty of
room there.



Our next witness is John Frazer, executive director, of the Coun-
cil of Independent Kentucky Colleges and Universities, Go. ahead,
Mr. Frazer.

[Prepared statement of John Frazer follows:)

4
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PUIPANSID Sr.wrivrorr or Jam W. ri Azu, Euctrn Etucron, CooNcu. or
iNoirtirinaarr Kaurruczr Coi.ugosr *No lionru.Lz, KY

Mr. Chairman, my name is John W. Fraser., / son the Executive Director of

the Counc41pf Independent Kentucky Colleges and Universities, a consortium of

ths!twenty regionally accredited, non-tax-e4ported institutions in rent

Two of my colleagues who can testify on the dlrect concerns of their nos
.;

institutions are here today, President Jack Hall of Pikeville and President

Troy Es/inger of Lees. -Thane you for affording us an opportunity to respond to,

your proposed reauthorization of the Higher Education Assistance Act.

Congressman Slam, aPPlaud 'and share many at your. dreams for Federal

policy in postsecondary oducat41110 Indeed, since our colloagnes,have adopted a.

po1iCy initiative stressing student aid as the proper way to address the issues

of *access* and ',choice* and *ice the Cost to the student hSs increased byr

$2,600/year in the private sector, since 1960, it is of lonuesotal and imesediate

Concern to our students, their familloS, our institutions, and we believe the

IA,additioa, your omPheelson a salter calendar, Simplicity, and in.

poration of a really contribution schedule in lam are to be camainded and

devoutly. to be desired.

Wcwevhr we have reluctantly method the conclusion that peas*, HI 5240 at

this point in time couldvcreato serious difficulties far higher education and

particularly for the independent sector. It incorporates elements which, in our

iudiPilant, could become deeply divisive for the blgher-education community and

is not sensitive to the respective roles that the states have developed tv'

effectively maintain a vigorous,plurallStic delivery system in this nation.

We are particularly concerned about Title /I, III, and IV. I will address

some of our concerns here and submit written. comments in greater detail. In

elation Mr. Paul $ordet, Executive Director of the Kentucky Higher Education

5, 1260
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Assistance Authority, will Address in more detail some dour concerns about ..

4it

specific .Changes in,the loan prcgr

We have conducted an analysis oie iapact of the changes proposed in

,

Title I'1 on the stWonts attending K Ucky's institutions. It is appended so
.

:.

that the specific data on each inetitUtion and on all classes of students and

families-will be available to you, your'colleagues lad your staff. 'However, I

would liketo highlight a
f
significant pOtential shift that occurs under the".

calcUlus or HH 5240 in.the area of Pell Grants. In 10344 using a combination

of the fa al programs and the Kentucky State Grant programs i student with

maximum need ttending our lowest priced institution or one of the state
. .. ,

community colleges would have an t need of $715 to $850 to be let by Workreand by loans. The imp; studen ualifyin$ for addissinto to and desiring to :

attend our Iiishest priced inatitutiOns would have a riikeining Unmet need oriaver

$6.400 per year.- Under gR 5240 theetudints in the lowest priced insiltotiona

would have an unset need of $103 without even Ming the atate greats while the

students qualifying For admAssion to and electing to: attend the higher priced

institutions would still have an unmet need of over $6,300/year. A student

electing t4Aattend the. University or Kentucky would have an unme need or
4

'approxiaately d1,400. Thus co poll Grant proviSions of Ha 524G gincs. they

are not sensitive to tuition or to institutions with beaVy capital invistaents.

would Apear to have the impact of enhancing "aCcess" but seriously reducing

"choice" for students - -a federal pOlicy Outcome that woad seed to fly in the

face of the demands imposed by the;informatiOn age. It:would also 11114, in our

judgment, the consequence of virtuailkelimlaiting personal responsibility for

sows itudents While demanding increased work and loan derds'for other equally

deserving students with the salmi need Would it not, perhaps, be sore equitable

and effective to examine the possibility of using a percentage of " rather

than "half cost" as a starting point?

44;
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Beyond these facts we are aIsadesply concerned that as the coots of the

ell and psi. as "entitlements" increase, Congress viii find it necessary to

hold the line on student aid funding by restricting appropriations to the

5,*pus..based programs that Gill be needed to'make higher priced education

available to needy students. In fact, as much as we applaud the flexibility

as that might to to the camps-biped program* by-combining then into * block

grant we believe they beCAmmilsore vUlner lo at the very Liao that they are

more desperately needed to ax,souvr wavic

Mr. Chairman, as you know, there are differences in, the ways states fund

higher education. It is part of the aarvelook diversity and creativity of our

system as it has evolved. It is to be devoutly hoped that Federal policy will

continue to recognize thou differences since any undue Change in the balance

could have disiaeterous fiscal consequences an the states while at the same

tiae<eroding the national capacity in hirghesducationw

In the'propoaed Title II we arm concerned that the need criteria appear

\.... . 4 .

burdeusomMand specify no cutoff point the4icale of need so we have no way

oa.7of even estisating how many instituti sight be dObPped fromreltgibility.

Howevero, it is our assumption that funds would in all probabillty be shifted

3 to urban' institutions serving students who fit tbit currant federal description

of disadvantaged and thusbexclude limy rurally based institutions. Inamauclh

as assay of our institutions serve Appalachia we are particularly vulnerable in
k

7 this vital are*. This gives us a self interest but we hope we are transcending

that concern by stipulating that Appalachia is also a disadvantaged area and

expressing the hope that a siapls assurance from the institutions thakTitle II

funds arsneeded to significantly improve the progress and/or saintain:

accreditation could be substitntit for the criteria which nave been proposed.
l

Our concerns in Title 'III are sOmembat the same. Simplification of the

current p gram is desirable but the absence of a cutoff point makes it impossible

\44.....;
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to assess the impact 44 institutions that are currently eligible. We cannot

do else but Aassuee that the probable'effeCt would be to squeeze out smaller

rural\-(5..e. Appalachian) institutions. .

Finally. even though I appear before you as an arlent advocate of roanomable

funding for r education I cannot help but express serious reservations about

the coat of SR 5240 in addition to the particular concerns already expfessed

. that HE 5240 seems to have for curtallineChCdos and creating diVisiveOess.

wittin higheraducattoo. For example, the extension of Pell Grants allowing

use during the first year of graduate school at a time whe6 we Wive yet to coie

close to authorised levels or funding for extant prognosis desirable CAM does

not sees.tO be feasible. So in conclusiOn; even though`wMapplaud such that

has been proposed we do 'have genuine inaceroi.ehout the lipsOt.of Ell' 5240 in

both a practical and filical:eense.7 We eetatstly 40e that such at H2 5240 is

incorporated in the raluthorizatiOa that will goVern /*demi educational policy

irbe future --it is good; However, we feel there are several serioumprohlems

as 1,t- now stands and we deeply appreciate this cPoprtunity tn vocal those

concerns:

April lot 1984
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STATEMENT OF JOHN FRAZER, EKEcUTIVE DIRECTOR, COUNCIL
OF INDEPENDENT KENTUCKY COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Mr. hi.taxa. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Simon. Congressman
Perkins knows what 1 do and Mr. Gunderson. We represent the 29
tax-supported institutions in the State, currently serving about 15
percent of the students and recogni2ing the hours of testimony that
you gentleman have waded through, we have prepared a summary
of the bill and comments in most cases, but I would like to up
on a few things emphasizing a point or two that my co es
have covered before and then moving into some other areas.

First of all, Mr. Simon, all of us want you to know that we share
many of your dreams for Federal policy in postsecondary educa-
tion. We have had the privilege of workin wi r. Natcher and
your chairman over a period of years and theyve led the way in
this area. We appreciate your leadership.

Your emphasis on a master calendar, simplicity and cooperation
of a fainily contribution schedule in law are to be commended and
devoutly to be desired. They are the areas that we have had a heck
of a lot of trouble with.

As I. said, not to belabor the points or to take too
would like very quickly to pick-up On something that
said earlier and has been alluded to by some o

time, I
ack

other col-
league& In the proposed title II, wee are concern -that the n
criteria appear to be somewhat burdensome and specify no cuto
point on the. scale of need so that we have no way of even estimat-

how many institutions might be dropd from
owever, it is sort of our. assumption that the

probability, be shifted to urban institutions
fit the current Federal description of disadvan
exclude some of the rurally based institutions.'

Inasmuch as many of our institutions serve Appalachia, we have
a concern. I think it's been well expressed.. I won't belabor the
point further.

would, in
students who
and thus may
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In title III, our concerns are somewhat the samesimplificatiott,
greatbut the absence of a cutoff point again creates some prob-
lems. We don't know what will happen with it and we, -again, feel
that the adverse impact would probably be felt most directly in the
smaller,xural institutions, again, with Appalachian flavor.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, though, I really would like to, come to
title W. It is the one that obviously has the greatest impact on the
independent sector institutions. Since the State institutions are di-
rectly funded by the State- of Kentucky, the independent institu-
tions are more directly involved in the Federal panoply of pro-

. grams.
won't go over in detail 'all of the information -that I have pre-

pared but I have appended to my testimony for you, your staff, col-
leagues, five tables. The first of those tables demonstrates what is
happening now in Kentucky and points up very well the point that
the Higher Education Assistance Authority acting under the aus-
pices of the Kentucky Legislature has developed a program that
complements the Federal program which has been developed over
the years. It indicates the percent of the remaining need in all of
the institutions in Kentucky, priv to and public, senior and junior.

The second tableand recognizi ig that we are certainly not all-
wise by any meansbut as best we could we have tried to take the

provisions in title IV, in H.R. 5240 as you have developed them,
and run the calculus, on that to show what the impact would be on
our Kentifoky institutions.

. Iii the third table we have looked at the breakdown of parents'
incomes in the senior, State-supported, the community and the in-
dependent. I do call your attention to the fact, particularly in the
independent sector, since we are concerned not only about access,
but about choice, that of those who filed financial aid forms in

Kentucky last yearthose with Jess than $12,000 a year incomes-
26 percent of them sought admission to the independent sector and
we have only 15 percent of the student's'

This is not to draw any disparaging differences between the sec-
tors. It's simply to say that the diversity does meet in many cases
the need of the disadvantaged in a way that is part of the hallmark
of our American educational system. We are proud of it.

The fourth table looks at assets for those families in Kentucky
and I think may be interesting to you as you contemplate it in the
future.

The fifth table simply looks at the demography. I won't bore you
by going on with a lot of statistics. I think that would be somewhat
redundant and very ridiculous.

I would, however, like to call your attention specifically to part
of the calculus. You know, this is 'part. of the marvelous thing. We
have community colleges, we have Senior' colleges, we have inde-
pendent sector colleges and you in this dialog in the Congress and
we in our own way try to reconcile the differences that exist. But
the calculus of 5240 as we look at it does some rather interesting
things\

For instance, if we were to take under the current situation in
Kentucky, the complementary Federal and State program, the
unmet of the'student either in our lowest cost institution, which is

1 289
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a little institution of about 200 students in ndon, KY, a private
junior college, and the community colleges, the unmet need of
those students, using the Federal and State programs complemen-
tary, would be somewhere between $750 and $850. At least as we
interpret it, the calculus of H.R. 5240 would reduce that unmet
need using only the Federal component to approximately $100 for
those who are most needy.

Our concern is that much of the study that has beet one about
financial aid indicates that those who have some responsibility for
their own education through work, continued loap, are those who
profit most from it and make the greatest contribution. We think
this might eliminate a part of that. We -also think it has the tend-
ency to make the lowest cost institutions accessible but at the same
time to create serious problems for those with higher tuitions or
higher capital investments.

For instance, in our highest price institutions, the unmet need
under the current situation is $6,400 using the same rubric that we
used in regard to the community colleges and our lowest cost insti-
tutions, that would drop to $6,300.. Mat still has a fairly heavy
impact. At. the University of Kentucky, that unmet need would be
$1,400 under the calculus of H.R. 5240.

Since the States are directly involved --and we have developed a
marvelous complementary programwe hope that this diverse
type of funding between States and Federal, the diversity of public-
ly and privately nonprofit institutions would be a part of your con-
siderations and we think that H.R. 5240, particulatrly in title IV
does create some potential sources of conflict between the inde-
pendent sector or the private sector and the public sector that we,
have been able to avoid up to this point.

ACE did comment that the bill did have the apparent effect of
becoming potentially divisive for higher education. ,

Finally, Mr. Chairmanwell, Mr. Chairmen, I should say at this
pointwe deeply appreciate what you have done for the TRIO Pro-
gram. We hope that that can be maintained and held. As Kentuck-
ians, we deeply appreciate the impact of title V in recognition of,
we think, one of the distinguished Americans and we hope ghat
that will become a part of whatever legislation might ixist.

We commend what you have done. We join with our colleagues
in the public sector and in the private sector to say we think that
much that is here is marvelous and needed. We would hope, howev-
er, that given the fiscaMonstraints that we confront right now that
it would be used as the basis for continuing discussion, particularly
as we contemplate what might happen in the block grants.

As you well know, in the amendments of 1980, we stipulated
some funding levels that would come into being as we reach cer-
tain points. Notwithstanding, those legislative stipulations, we are
still $150 million shy on some of them. The creation of the block
grants do simplify. They give flexibility. But we in the independent
sector and those in the higher priced public sector institutions are
vitally concerned that this element could very easily be lost as the
entitlement component that's suggested in the Pell grant area is
more fully developed. Entitlements versus those which are optional
could create some problems for us. You know this and I am
ing coals to Newcagtle in bringing it to you again. Rather

1270



taking more time in this dialog, I would refer you to the written
comments that we have prepared and thankfully; Mr. Chairman
has indicated that they would be entered into the record so they
are part of that. I would be happy to entertain questions.

You will notice that I didn't address the loan questions because
our expert, Paul Borden is here to deal with that area and, with
that, Mr. Chairmen, Mr. Gundergion, we appreciate the chance.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank ydu very much. We will now hear
from Paul Borden, the executive secretary of the Kentucky Higher
Education Assistance Authority. Go ahead.

[Prepared statement of Paul Borden follows:]
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Pir-PARRO STAismiarr or PAUL P. Boauss, ExicuTivs Macron, Irantscinr limo=
EsaucA,TioN ASOUSTANCIC AUTNORITY (ICRINTUCXY'S GUARANI=AogNev) AND Dam-ism Durscroa, Korruczy ilcount li:DucAvos STumorr LOAN CORPORATION (NM-
'MOAT'S SICONDARY MARISTAND DowerLKNDING AORNCY)

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

My name is Paul P. Borden. I an Executive Director

of the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority,ian

agency established by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth

of Kentucky in 1966, which is the administrator of the

Guaranteed Student Loan Program and of several other state-

wide student financial ai-programs. I am, also Executive

Director of the Kentucky-Higher Education Student Loan.

Corporation which, again, is an agency of the Commonwealth

of Kentucky, established.in 1978 to provide capital for

the Guaranteed Student Loan Program. The Student Loan

Corporation currently provides-loani of last 'resort and

a secondary market program for the benefit of 268 originating

lenders throughout the Commonwealth. I sincerely appreciate

this.oppotunityto appear before the Subcommittee to comment

upon the provisionl of HR 5240.

In preparation for this opportunity, I invited the chief

executive officers of, the two and four-year colleges and

yniversities throughout the Commonwealth to indicate to

--/me their-opinions and recommendations regarding this Bill.

Additionally, I have participated in formulation of the

Statementlf the National Council of Higher Education Loan

Programs, Inc. which was introduced into the record of this

Subcommittee by Dr. Joseph Cronin on March 28, 1984.

I must begin by expressing the high esteem which ay

my peers throughou; the nation and I have for the Chairman

,
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of this Subcommittee and express to him our enthusiasm for

continuing to work with h m following his election to the

Senate. We hope and a act that the Chairman will continue

his high level of lead reship in all areasik higher education

legislation in his new position.

With respectrto J 5240, I must begin by applauding

the effort a the obvious expertise utilized in compiling

this comprehensive reauthorization document. I believe

that this Bill, whether Or not enacted during this session,

will 'ultimately -serve as the blueprint for reauthorization

of the Higher'Educatioe Act ol-196S I am concerned that,

should this Bill Make itto the fluor of the House an 'fail

to pass, there appears to be some peril to the abtoiatic'

extension now in place for the current act. I would encourage

that great care be taken to protect that attioietic eXtension

so as to permit lengthy and detailed analysis and diseUssion

of the needs, :goals and expectations of this nation for its

higher education system. In the balance of my testimony

I will briefly sumiarixe concerns expressed to me by campus

adainistrators-regarding the Pell Grant Program recommendations,

the College Work-Study recommendations and the provision

for the new Block Grant Program. Following that summary

I will deal, in somewhat greater detail, With,issues relating

to the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.

A
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Pell Grant

There appears to be a strong feeling within Xentucky

that, there should be a return to the 'entitlement status

for the Pell Grant Program. At the present appropriation

levels, the program4 are so narrowly focused upon the extremely
1

needy that the capability of moderate' level income individuals

to have access, to existing programs is diminished 'van within

a low cost state such as Xentucky. l take note of the fact_
,los

that the ranking minority member opposes this positiOn as

being cost ei "-t Prohibitive. Although th 'return t6 aii entitlement

status, would cause Significant inCreases)ii budget outlays,'

. I believe that the long term returns resulting from greater

productivity by the iriitividuala who would benefit substantially

offsets projections: of current zost for this kind of modifi-

cation. I admit to a bias that'educational opportunity for

all of our citizensNis the long term, solution to our current

economic woes. A new aircraft carrier will consume taxes

for the next 20 years while 10,000 college) graduates supported

by this progra,m 11 provide enormous tax'inflows during

the comparable p iOd.f
;1t 7information I have received frominstitutions

generally supports increases in maximum awards; the legis-

lative establishment of family contribution. schedules; A

mandated master calendar for delivery; and, legislative

definition of the independent student. There is, of Course,'

a wide variance of °pintail with respect to the need for

2 0 4
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modification of the ball cost provision. INwilI`leave

it to representatives of the public and private institutions

to debate the relative merits of half cost versus half

Reed versus other' alternatives on this issue. I did

receive moms indication of opposition to the extension

of fifth year eligibility to the graduate or professional
i

school level.

My impression is 044 there is More concern about,

the need to provide adequate funding mt the baccalaureate

level prior to extending the program to sew classes of students.

There were also indications of discontent with.the quality

of centralized servicing for this program and indications

that a move to decentralized adeiniStration on the ci*pui

could improve the produciivity of this program.

College Work-Study
A

There is strong opposition in Kentucty,toModificet on

of the current state allotment formula. The ,1-0t,eCtion

provided within HR S240 is not viewed as adequate. The

general attitude seems to be that the formula is serving

the program well and should not be ch4ged. The prevailing

opinion in Kentucky is that the College Work-Study Program

is functioning extremely well and that 'it does not need

any fine tuning at this time. The only thing needed to

make it more effective is more dollars.

In a related work-study matter, I wanfA,you to know that

the Assistance Authority has, over the past two years, developed

RY
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a new program in Kentucky' which we call the Comaonwealth Work-

Study Program. The intent of thit program is to expaqg edu-
,

cational opportunities for XentOcky residents by providing

. both financial assistance and career related work experiences

in a cooperative effort with prIkate sector **players. I

have attached a copy of our. Manual of Procedures and Guide-
,

lines for, this state program ftr your information and would

hope' that your review of this document would lend to a twos-
,

nition of this type of cost sharing work-study opportunity

within the proposed BilL. ie *use of the length of thO

document, I will not request that it he entered into the

record of this hearing.

Perkins Scholarship Program

In light of my discussion regarding new assistance programs,

I wish, at this time, to express ay extreme pleasure with'the

proposed Carl D. Perkins. Scholarship Program. I believe a

legitimate need exists in tentucky 'for a. program which encourages

our outstanding high school graduates to enter the teaching

profession.

-In further support of our aerit scholars, we hope to sake

a new scholarship program available in Eentucky'in the-not 'too

distant future. I have enclosed guidelines for such a program;

however, it will not be initiated during the 1984-SS year as

indicated. Ttlis prograp is intended to address the fact thaS

largo numbers of our most academically talented high school

graduates are currently selecting out-of7state institutions.

1.296



Again, it is not my intent that information regarding Xentucky's

new program be entered, into the record.

Caapus Based Block Grant

There was generelly strong support for the Bloc Grant

Proposal throughout the Commonwealth. However,/this support

was, in all cases, contingent upon provision,of strong

statutory assurance that such an effort will not result

in reductions in available funds and, further, .that there

be no diminution of.the flexibility which would be provided

under KR 5240. Based upon the comments I. received, it.,

does appear,that the institutions would, based upon their,

individual needs, benefit'from the flexibility. to determine

relitive distributions to grant, loans and worksatudy

efforts as provided in the proposed act. I, personally,

believe that the. National Rirect pudent Loan Program'

has been and continues to be a necessary component of

the student aid matrix. Campus adeinistratorthave to

have a significant loan resource under their direction

in order to effectivley meet the ykds of students who

wouldotherwise fall through the cracks iwthe federal

and state administered programa.

Guaranteed Student Loans ,

The Guaranteed Student Loan Program is a fundamentally

sotuid and efficient metkod of providing massive financial

resources to the citiien.students of'this country. The

two most needed enhancements-of this program are: (1) Provide
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sufficient funding to the Poll Grant and campus-based programs

to permit low and moderate income people to receive reasonable

'amounts of grant assistance, at least during the initial

two years of their educational program. Sufficient levels

of funding of this type will protect the Guarsoteed Student

Loan Program from enormous debilitating default rates which,

if permitted to occur, can so undermine national confidence

in this program as to cause it to fail. (2) The Guaranteed

Student Loan Program Is dependent upon a national sySteM
1

of originating lenders compeed principally of commercial

banks, credit unions and savings and loan associations.

The program must be simplified-and stabilized in order to

keep these originating lenders participating at required

levels in the program.

In silficant ways HR 5240 addresses both of the abbve

critical issues. There are, however, some needed changes'

which are not provided for and some changes which .I must

oppose.

Special Allowance Payments. With respect to'special
A*

allowance payments,.I am opposed to the prnVision which

reduces the yield floor on tax-exempt financed portfolio

from 91/2 to 9 percent. We have carefully assessed our own

Student Loan Corporation program and believe that we would

have grave difficulty in continuing to finance the program

given this reduced floor. 1

Lender of Last Resort. I strongly support the provisions

129
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of HR 5240 requiring a len of last resort. I woad,-

.however, urge that specific language be included to 'stipulate

that such loans be made to all technically eligible individuals

who have tried but-failed to secure credit froim regular private

sources and that loans made under such a prograa say, at

the option of the guarantor, be eliminated from inclusion

within the calculationS pursuant to the reinsurance formula.'

Sy this I as essentially requesting that you protect state

guarantee agencies, such as Kentucky's, from any exposure

to less than 100 percent reinsurance on such last resort

loans. While I recognize thatauch exposure is minimal,

even under current law, I can assure you that members of

the general public and the General Assembly continue to ;

have high levels of concern ab t default rates -and that

a last resort program will ha ficiently high rates.

to be damaging to the overall blic acceptance of the

program in our state..

- Loan Limits. I support the position of the National

0 Co cil kf Higher Education Loan Programs on this matter

pr ipally as a result of by participation in the formulationSig

of that request. The limits provided for in HR 5240 are,

in my opinion, sufficient for Kentucky's purposes, particu-

larly if needed increases in grant program funding can be

secured.

Supplemental Stude "Loan Pro am. The National Council

re omaend ons regarding the establishment of a nonsubsidi ed ,-

1299
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supplemental student loan program 'would be a substantial

iaproveaent over the current ALAS program. I understand

that Dr. Cronin will be providing additional information

regarding this, and Tincourage the Subcommittee to carefully

consider the need for this type of program.

Credit Eligibility Index. The development of this

concept was one of the most difficult Zul time consuming

negotiations involved in final agreement amongst the members

of the National' Council and represents, in my opinion, a

positive contribution which should be incomorated into

HR 5240. Again, I understand Dr. Cronin will be providing

additional Information in support of this.

Other Administrative Hatters. I simply wish to note,

for the record, my support of a repeal 'of the origiiation

fee which is an unfair and exorbitant deduction from the

proceeds of the guaranteed student loan at a tie, when it

can least be afforded by the,horroweri mY support for extension
'

koof repayment periods with adjustments to stud t interest.,

rates during the latter stages of such repaymex't in order

td minimize the additional cost to be absorbed by the Federal

Government;; my support for increasing the minimum monthly

payment to $75 (or $900 per annum) as in HR 5240; my support

for conversion of the insurance premium to a flat rate 3 percent

of the original loan saount;-my support foreetention oethe

current reinsurance formula except as it is applicable to

last resort loans; and, finally, my support for a provision

136,0
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to permit increased interest rates on defaulted student

loans in order to shift the burden for carrying such detonated

amounts to the borrower and to establish from the time the

loan is made that.a default will be a.coitly proposition

for the borrower.

In conclusion, there are four, points which, I believe,

deserve further conside on for inclus*on,within HA 5240.

1. As this Committee knows, the Kentucky'Higher,Educition.

Student Loan Corporation has recently adopted controversial

regulations designed to control default rates within tipe

Commonwealth. These regulations, which are principally

directed toward originating lenders,.do:take into consideration,'

the default experience onlOans by individual lenders to

students in particular institutions and, also, the default,

experience for student borrower; as, a group enrolled at,a

particular institution, The regulatiOns include substantial

protection for landers,.educational'institutions 'And-other

interested parties in provision of ;due process hearings

prior to any final action under the regulations. These

regulations have worked Well for us and have contributed

to substantial reductions in both delinquency rates and

default rates during the last 12 months. I have attached

a one-page deli fancy and default report for the last 13

months in order to permit you to examine the improvements.

It is, in my opinion, extremely iimportalit to the long term

1301
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credibility of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program, as adminis-

tared in the various states, for,the Congress to either document

its absence of concern for default rates within the legislative

language or to continue to permit individual states, such

as Kentucky, to adopt regulations which will control rates

within margins which are acceptable to its state legislative

system and its general population.' I will'he happy to appear

before this Subcommittee or any other committee of the Congress,

at any future date, to provide a detailed report on the default

regulations in Kentucky, how they have. worked and what the

result has been.

Z. Restriction'of Tax Exempt Financings. 'Either the

Provisipns of HR 5240 or the Committee Report language (pref-

erably the former) must severely curtail the efforts of the

Secretary Of EducatiOn to eliminate the capability of/ states

suchras Kentucky to utilize tax - exempt funds to finance

student loan access. Wbilewe are perfectly willing to

examine taxable al.ternatives and, in fact, are aggressively

doing so at this point in time, we cannot, under the regulations

proposed by the Secretary on February 10, continue to fully

support access in Kentucky. One of the alternatives which

we must consider, if those proposed rhgulations are finalized,

is to sell the Corporation's current portfolio and become

entirely dependent upon the Student Loan Marketing Association

or another such entity tq provide secondary market services

to Kentucky's 268 participating lenders. We do not believe,
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at tne present time, that Sallie Mae or any other such entity

can provide an acceptable level of service to our lending

group and support the profit margins to which they have

become accustomed.
. -

3. Centralization of lunding in Sallie Mae. The current

aa
efforts by.the Secjotary to force. state agenCies into dependence

upon Sallie Mae will, in my. opinion, lead to monopolistic

practices to the dement of access to student loan. capital,

One need only,review the most recent.Sallie Mae report to

o
shareholders, the remuneration patterns for their high officials

and the incentive bonus provisions adopted by their board

to conclude that they do not have the same high commitment

to programs and lenders, such as Kentucky's, fs they do to

their bottom line. I fear that as more it'd sore state desig-

natecFsecondary markets become dependent uposn Sallie Mae

that their purchasing practices and pricing practices will

--5X dictated by their profit goals rather than by the public

purpose of providing access to student loans. I do not,'

in am way, mean to be critical of the management of Sallie

Mae. Indeed; it is an enormously successful private corpo-

ration. 7The BusinessWeek ScoreBoard Special of March 21;

1984, in its report on nonbank financial institutions, clearly

shows that Sallie Mae is outdistancing other privately held

firms in the same category. Of course, the other firms do

not have the benefit of five billiori dollars In preferential

borrowing at'T-Bill plus 1/8 to provide underpinning to its

1303
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balance sheet. I would suggest to the Committee that Sallie

Mae is well capable of surviving and prospering absent con-

tinued preferential treatment under the statutes and that

any further legislated benefits could well-operate to the

long'terk recentralitation of the Guaranteed Student Loan

Program to Washington, D. C.

4. Protect State Guarantee Agencies from National,

Guarantors. Kentucky's guarantee agency, like many'others

throughout the_nation, is restricted to operations within

its geographical boundaries. To the extent that the Higher

Education Assistance Foundation and other such entities

which purport to have a license to insure loans throughout

the country successfully service the major educational insti-

tutions and the graduate and professional school population,

guarantee agenciei, such as ours, say otherwise be unable

to economicilly provide access to small institutions, low

volume lenders and generally low tuition 1nstitut4ons.

Quito frankly, if the national guarantors in conjunction with

Sallie Mae could provide long term assurance that every student

in Kentucky would have access to a loan when and where needed,

in the long tern there would sees to be little justification

for continuing either the Kentucky guarantee agency or the

KentucV Student Loan Corporation as a financing entity.

We haven't seen those assurances. We do not think they can

provide the same level of services, the same level of access

and the same prudent adalistration of the program whith

3 0 4
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protecxv,public confided keeps default rates low.

Until we can receive such assurances, we will continue, to

battle for our existencevamd hope that this Subcommittee

will assist us in this effort.
a

Mr. Chailsman, I appreciate opportunity and will
2

be happy to answer any questions that you or other members

of the Subcommittee may hays.

April 10, 1984

Respectfully submitted,

au r en
Exec ive Directot
Re ;ley Risher Education
Assistance' Authority and
Xentucky Higher Education

044pt,Loin Corporation
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SUM=
A. 1314 164740. Definititas

1297

(19) NOrk study" moue an morel of money disbursed by the bawd
at specified intotmele to students, or as releburseasnt to-
employers Of students, who provide needed services for a
specified number of bouts in a capacity approved by the
board.

B. OS 164.744 Purpose of authority

(2) jortvids from funds available to it srants. itholarthips,
Und work-study awards to eligible s Oho are residents
ofq(eototk, to enable Such pawns to pursue an eligible
prograeof study at a participating institution located in
the Commonwealth, and, if required by the federal act, to
such persona attendirgeuch nooprofft instituticos

4111 mey be
approved by the herd.

C. 1MS 164.753 Rules and regulaticns gOvarotneripens, ]n Anemones's.
scholarships, grants and work study prOgrnee

(6) ICI- the instance of work-study toles and reguletione
adopted by the bird shell but mat be limited to,
those whith require that:

(a) The employment opportunity available for the student will
not interfere with the stikkeitica"4"temehprogreas tomard
a degree, diploma cc certif

(0) Contracts to' propane incremed employment opportunities
for eligible students will not tumult in the displacement
of employed workers or impair existing contracts for
services: and

(c) The work-study peyment,will not exceed the financial need
of the stuaent or the maximum meant as established by
the board, wtichemer is less.

II. MISSIONS SUMMIT

It is the intent of Kentucky Higher Education Assistance 'AUthority. through

the56Mionmealth Work Study Program, to expand the educational opportunities and

experiences for Kentucky residents proViding both financial Armastaplos and

career related work experiences to eligible postsecondary students and to

provide an avenue for private sector employer' to assist students to and their

educational goals.

0
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III. GEORAL GLIDELINES

1298

Ii

CcemccWraillitrk Study Program (ail") is a financial assistance

program developed to prcvide aid to eligible Kentucky students by

offering employment opportunities in career related positions at the

prevailing rate of pay. Ai:ROLM of 70 percent of woe reimbursement

dollars *rat be utilized with private, Ibr-profit ariployers.

GASP is funded by the Kentucky Higher Educaticoolassistance Authority

and adeinistered by appro4d Xentudky postsecondary educationel institu.

done. Radii* to institutione for prograi adelniatration and wage

reimbursements will be performance based. '

Employment is provided by.KAntutky eeployer* who receive incentive

we riimhureamentat the rate of 0.50 per hour per CWSP student

employed. CWSP student employment must not result in the displacement

of empLoyedmorkers.

Institutions are encouraged to offer acAdaao credit for career

related work exporienceo to studentl,perticipating in CWSP. Cildit

is not, however, a reqUirialeilt of this program.

IV. 0*INITICISS

(I) and

Coat Alloiranem,A payment negotiated between.10IZAA
and part paging soloole for adMinistration of CWSP not to exceed
8 percent of the gross hope earned or 815,000 annually, whicbever
is Less. MR& expects the percentage of dollars required fof
administration to reduce with program maturity.

(2) Alternate CWSP Work PlanA fork study 'wrangle.= whereby a student
alternates a school tame with a work. texts, Lek student attends
school full time one oars, works full tilie the next term, end
returns to school full time the following term. Those students
working during summer terms who are not enrolled at least, ball time
during this terl are considered alternate for the summer.

(3) Career-related Work ExperienceThose jobs which hew a correlation
with the student's carper direction as determined by school officials
and evidenced by the studert's major course of study.

1339
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(4) Cost of Education -- Those expenses commonly related to obtaining an edu-
cation at the institution of attendance plus those costs directly '

related to the student's CUSP work eXperience including any required
dues and travel at 18t per mile.

'(5) Dependent Student - -A student who does not meet the eligiblity criteria
Tor a self supporting student. (Attached as Appendix B.)

(6) Family_ IncomeThe total earnings as reported on the KFAP or the GSL
Needs-Test Formafter dependency status has been determined,

(7) Financial Aid - -Wage reimbursement dollars MAO perthour) provided it
y to employers on behalf of each participating student.4 td.

(&) Fi cial NeedThe cost of educatio0 less tional aid received
a 73fRiF sources, i.e. grants, lains,'seholarships; as

dete fined by school officials.

/ .

(9) Full-Time Attendance - -The number of resident hours required by the
Institution to constitute full-time status;---Thii is generally Con-
sidered 12 semester hours, 24 clock hours, or 6 summer school hours.

(10) ForMulaThe formula used to determple the amount of finding
to be 4canted to institutions having approved proposals. Use of .A

program dollars will heMonitored quarterly by Xliakk and may be 7
adjusted within the year as needed to reflect performaea.

(a) First Year Funding--The percentage of the school's full- time,
rentucky resident. taldergraduate students in relationship to
the total number of full-time, Kentucky* resident, undergraduates
enrolled'at the approved schools as oPEccember 1 multiplifiby
program dollars available.

(b) Subsequent Year's Funding--The first
based on the utilization of finds

ormula with adjustments
ous year(s).

Half-Time AttendanceExactly half of the t mired by the -,
institution to constitute full-time attendance. This is generally
considered to be a ainimai of six (5) semester hours or twelve (12)
clock hours. Three hours in summer school constitute half -tine
attendance.

(12) Job Bank - -A list maintained by KHEAA of eligible employers lo have
negotiated contractsof employment through participating institutions.
Employers may or may not havea current vacancy.

(13) Kentuck Residentltlicy adopted by the Council on Higher Education
or termination of residyncy status for tuition purposes. (Attached

as Appendix A.)

(14) rallel CWSF Work Plan - -A work study arrangement whereby a stodAkt
works part time while attending school. Students must be enrolled
at least half time. They may work a maximum of 20,hours per week
with a full-time load or 30 hours with a half -time ,load.

37 6113. 6-84
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(15) Email-int; Jm&e ',ete,-The
level of compensation poid to entry level,

permanent empToreme Who ere or would be performing equel job tasks as

the student emOloyeh. Under no cineumetances may a student receive

leas den federal minimum wage.

(16) Private, For-profit EmerierAny sole proprietorship, rhip,

oorporatIon, or other of Waimea tLty organized and operating

for Leal profit-making purpose*.

(17) Self' t.- in StudentA studentwbo has eettlished an independent

relefi . . . la compliance with criteria contained in financial aid
guidelines used under the GSL and state grant programs. (Attached

as Appendix B.)

(18) Wage ReimbursementPayment mid* ;oeemploysita, having a Contract to

provide work experiences for students under the guidelines of OW,
at the rate of $1.50 per hour per participating student. "Proof of

wages paid" must be snbmitted'to the participating institution for

paybsent to be processed.

a

V. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

A. Institution:

Any Kentucky postsecondary institution that is accredited by either

AIOS, SACS, Narp, or any other approved accrediting splurge and who

has an Administrative Agreement in force with Kentucky Higher

Education AssistanceAuthori;;May submit a proposal for program

funding. Only thane inotitutions that haw been approved to receive

an illocation of funds for use in administering the Commonwealth
1

Work Study Program: end have completed a contract/agreement with

iCKEM may participate.

B. Employer:

Any employer who can provide a bonafide career-related, work

experience for eligible students as determined by the participating

educational institution and who has oompleted an Employment Agreemeet

may participate with the following exceptions:

I
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(1) gWP100Yere cannot "ampioy" themselves. Students who form or
participete in the formation of any business entity may not
rociive liege reilhorsoments.tme'themselvea.

(2) Postsecondary institutions cannot employ students.

(3) Cnt of state employers can be utilized only if the student's wark
site is in Kentucky.

(4)16hb more than Y) par the dollars allOcated to any school may
be paid to public and privy a non-profit .enployers for wage
reimbursement.

C. Student must:

(1) Be a citizen of the United. Stated.

(2) Be a Kentucky resident.

(3) Be accepted for
Kentucky insti

lientbes.er4Lid in a participating

(4) Have/anIatival family WOO= under $50,000.

(5) Successfully completed a full-tide load the previous term,
eptly be enrolled At least pr bean entering.

Freshman.

(6) Be in good standing as certified by the institution.

(7) Se plOgrassing satisfactorily toward coapletion of their educa-
tional program as determined by the school.

(8) Have a "C" avre
courses or, -in

(9)

cumulative--ae'determined by all poetsecoldary
case of entering freshmen, thiCHigh school GPA.

Have financial need as determined by program gUidelines and the
institution.

(W) Not be in default on a state guaranteed loan nor owe'a refund on
a state grant.

(11).Not be participating in other college administered work progr

Priority will be given to undergraduates

VI. PRODECURES PDE FUNDING Awarlois

Eligible Kentucky institutions may apply for fUoding after Jituary 1

using a "CWS Request for Funding" form. Forms oust be rideived by KHEAA no

later then!liteuary I. lieterminattavfor funding will be made by OEM



1110 later than Hey I. *boding, dollars will be traosferred to participating

inotitutiook after July I. Program funding will be perforemmote based.

Perfotoance will be reviewed and lack of perform nee will result in

institutions being required to return funds. Approval for fmndioe and

funding levels will be determined by KUPAA, staff using the following

-criteria:

(1) Ability of institutions to administer the program. cost-effectively

-with the greatest reeults for students so evidenced by infocmetion

provided on the administration procedures portion (Item 6) of the

"Request for Winding" and previous years' program records.

(2) Abil of I.:astir:am to utilize ther-mieworeimbureement dollars
to these ems evidenced by.previouayests' proaram records.

(3) Ability of institution to avoid, using CUSP dollars to supplant
existing work.relleted programa for students, i.o.ico..op ed,

experiential ed.

(4) Ability of institutions to adequately =taw proeram activities,
i.e. proper eligibility ditersinetion oaf atudents and employmrs,
continued eligibility of student* end 00019Yers,Hmttoel Cab activities

as they relate\to studeote career direction.

Allocations of wogs reimnUrsiment dollar will be mode to institutions
.

.

as follows:

(1) Available riot lexs for CWSP mill be proportioned among approved

institutions using a ratio factor determined by tins parcentsgeof ton-
tine, 01=01qm/dent, undergraduate students attending tinis
institution as it relates to the total full-ties, Kentucky resident,

undergraduate pool attending all approved institutions. institutions

will report their full-time, Neentlm* resident, undergraduate

enrollment m thou students actually enrolled on December 1 preceding

the date of the *Request for.'`

(2) After the first year of implementation, allocations to institutions may

be adjusted to reflect the utilization of previous years allotments.

fi

Administrative Cost Allowances will *ranted to institutions as follows:

(1) Coot allowences will be granted tossed on the percentage requested,

and its justification, not to exceed $ percent of gross student :ogee

earned or $15,000 annually whichever is lass.

$0
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(2) OEM staff anticipates reduction in the percentage of adminis-
trati coat dollars institutions will need and request as the

After contracts/agreements are colleted between KSEAA and par-

ticipating institutions reflootinii the epprov:ed allocation', institutions

will receive the tonal sage reimburieaent &lint:merits for:the fiscal year
(June 1)

Wage reimbursement dollars will be adjusted semiannually (Decatberi) based

on the utilization of allocations as reported quarterly to SHEA&

Supplemental funding requests will be required by 1411i4A for consideration

of additional dollars subject' to their availability.

Institutions will receive adatnietrative cost dollars, if needed,

to administer the ,program for one year as negotiated and contracted

between ICHEAAand the institution. After six months of program operation,

administrative oasts will be reviewed and adjusted querterly:as required

to meet the terms of the contract /agreement.

If after each semi annual review of program implementation, detprZ

mination is made by the KKEAA staff to recall program funds because of the

institution performance level, those funds must be refunded to MENA by

the institution within 30 days of the date of notice.

VII. INSTITUTIONAL ADKIN1 respcostszurus

A. job sank Development:

Participating institutions have responsibility for identifying work

opportunities for students in their general Localities:

(1) The eligibility of an employer must be determined by the
institution using the criteria provided.

LI
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(2) An EMployer Agreement must be completed between the institution

and the employer. No woo ritobareament.can be paid to any

emp for students employed for any period of time not

covered the terms of the Employer ligament. Agreements Should

be negotiated on a fiscal year basis if possible and must fall within

the state fiscal year (July 1-June 30).

(3) A Positinn Analysis must be provided by the employer for each

available position prior to a student's placement undmr CWSP.

(1#) Employer/job inforisetion lust be submitted to KM& tomilily so a

current job bank listing can bs maintained.

(5) Students should be encootoged to make employer referrals to

institutions.
Those who develop their own jabs may part spats in

CWSP as long as the position and all parties involved mom the

established criteria.

(6) Institutions in a common area are encouraged to cooperate

best develop area Jobs for students. Sharing information

regarding. available position °pianos will, reduce numbers of

calls on employer* as well is reduce the area to be covered

by each institution.

(7) inatitations must advise students of their responsipilities undo

CWSP.

(S) An appeals comeittee must be eatablished at each institution and

appeal process clearly defined.

Multiple Employer Agreements

MEM will maintain an inforMational ,job bank indicating participating

employers and possihie position openings.' Unita:ices are, therefore, likely

to occur whereby students from more than one institution may be employed

by one employer. The following guidelines are provided to accommodate this

occurrence.

(1) Employers will receive reimbursement from the institution, st

which the participating student is in attendance.

(2) An EmpLoyer Agreement bowie= the employer and the sppropriais
institution must be in force before a student can begin work

and have subsequent wage reimbursements mode. .

(3) An employer is not limited in tine number of institutions with

wt contracts may be completed.

gt,

(4) If presented with potential student exployees.froe more than

ale that/ration, the employee: will decide whith student(s) to

maploy.

e
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Student Eligibility DetarmiostiOn SOO PIMOONA:

StUlents* initial and ecnriniting eligibility will be determined by

participating, insritUtidos using the criteria provided.

' It is the responsibility of the institutiontto advertise CLEF':

derttlitudeot body. Interinted students must complete a CWSP Student

Application and a OAF or 41, Needs Test Fore showing family income.

The institution to responsible to determine the student's eligibility

and validate the necessary cost informatita.

Once student eligibilitY bee been-determined. it. is the role of

the school to determine which students'are eligible for which jobs

based on the career-relatedness factor. Cars must be taken to ensure

equal opportunities for students. Eligible students will, then be

referred to employers having position openings who will make the final
a.*

decision regardi9g employment. The level And *Irmo of prescreening

will lie with the institution hut must be equally available to all

participants. Institutions must fully advise StuOSOtS Of their respon.

sibiiities onager thee CWS Program.;

Students may opt to combine CWS with other forms of aid or use it

as the sole source of aid. If the amount of financial need is low,

however, short term placement is not generally recommended.

C. Eligibility Monitoring

Responsibility to ensure- dart students continue to be eligible

for program participation is the resporisibility, of the institution.

The following issues must be monitored:

131. t-'t
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(1) The student must continue to meet
all eligibility criteria as

determined by the institution.

(2)IteCtudent must continue to have financial need throughout CWSP

participation. Financial aid under CIWcamnnt exceed the Q.SP

cost of education less other aid.

(3) The student must continue toles employed in a career related

job at the prevailing wage rate. Employers agair;ponsible

to immediately notify the institution of any to the

position by an updated Job Atysis.

(4) Students determined to berinefAgible must be immediately dismissed

from CWSP. The institution must notify the studentand the

employer in writing of the cause. Institutions are required

to notify employers by certified mail of students' ineligibility

within 15 calendar days i the date Ineligibility occurs. No

further wage reimbursmimnt can be made to an employer on behalf

of a student after the 15th calendar day ,following the

employer's notification from the institution of the student's

ineligibility, The date of notification receipt is considered

as day 1.

(5) Students Who are employed on a parallel CMS program east be

enrolled at least half time. They may work a =dim of 30 hdurs

per week if they are enrolled half time or a maximum of 20 hours

per week if enrolled full time.

(6) Students who are employed on an alternate GAS program will be

required to, sign an Alternate Student Deployment Agreement Which

stipulates that they must return to school full time the next

regular school term.

(7) loytent on an Alternate Plan does not constitute "in school"

status for those academic terms when the student is not enrolled

at least half time.

D. Program Reporting and Record Maintenance'

Program activities must be reported to iBBU on a regular basis.

The Program Time Table'is included as Appendix C. The forms required

for program administration and their uses are indicated below:

X34
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(1) CWS? Requildstforas14 A
to KaAA- susiZiaggaTZIAndfandihg

to be submitted

dettrmination.

(2) CWSF Administration Agreement: A contract negotiated annOilly
between and-a participating institution which denotes terms
of program Administration.

(3) CRT paoloyer Agreement: A contract between a participating
Thatitgion and-an employer which provides terms for student
work experience and employer wage rmiebureement::,;4ust be
acompanied by a Position Analysis for each available position
As they occur. Contract dates most fall within the state
fiscal year, i.e. July .1 - June 30.

(4). CWSP Student Application: A form to be completed by the student
and the sc col annually for use in &termini% student eligibility
and level of assistance

(5) CUSP Position Analysis: A description of a vacant position, which
may be tilled by a CMstudent, including 1.0b title, description,
pay, hours, minimum requirements. EOployer Ls to file this form
with those institutions having contracts with this employer and
to update this information immediately if it changes. '

(6) Alternate Student tloymentAgr4=t: An agreement to be
completedbetween tine t participating institution
indicating the attendance requirement 410 4011110 ommop under
this work plan.

-(7) 0.iSP Mthly Activi Re rt: A report to be oaapleted, certified,
and El ed monthly by the institution showing new
employer, position, and placement information. Information will
be used to update CUSP job bank.

. (8) CWSP Quarterly Report: A report to be completed, certified, and
filed eiraiFErly. by the 10th day of January, April, July, and
October, with KHEAA by the institution showilg all program
activities and -expenditures. Information will be used to monitor
institutions' performance and build a program profile. ,-

(9) CWSP Annual Report: A report to be completed, certified, and
filed alhually with KHEAA by the institution showing relevant
totals including dollars originally allocated, deallocated, or
supplemented; dollars remaining; total employer contracts and
positions; total students served, their wages and hours worked.

(10) CWSP lemental Funding Request Form: A request to be submitted
to net cations that wish to Obtain additional funding
upon its availability.

1318
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(10 Proof of Student Awe Paid: An official record submitted

reguiariy by the enfoloyer to the perticipenihg institutions which

certifies wages paid to CWSP students.. Wege ratieWrsement to

empSoyers can be made only after,the student has been paid and the

institution has received proof oteuch payment. N. standardized

"proof of magas paid" form is provided by UN*AA. Lnstitutions

may provide their own form to employers or accept whatever proof

they determine to be adequate. Thsjollawing information is

required: `4N,

Student Name S441848 Withheld
Social 'Security Number . Net lava

Pay Period Signature of Student

Hours Worked Signature of Employer

Gross Wage*

(12) Proof of Wages Reimbursed: An official mord,prepared. certified,
and retained by the institution showing all-Okge reimbursements 0'

made including the following information:

Reimbursement date Whork-Temiod(s) Covered

Employer NUeber of %cure Worked per Student

Student(*) Parma Amount

All program forms and documents must be retains4,by the institution

as official program records for a period of five (5) years. RHEA&

will poriodically conduct on-stte program reiewsof participating

institutions.

;

VIl EMPLOYER RESPSIBILITIFS

Participating employers are responsible to provide bonen:de work

experience for students and pay the prevailing waa rate. They will in

turn receive wage reiebursements for a portion of the students' wagef.

Employers will be directly responsible for the following administrative

activities:

(1) A standard Employer Agreement must be completed between the

employer and any participating school at which GP students
are or will be iii attendance.
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Rm.

(2) Atm/ and accurate Position analysis must be provided to the .

contracting institution for ate vacant positions to be filled by
CUI students.

(3) The employment decision for a vacancy is made by the employer.
This may be based on interview, a review of the student**
records, or a school recommendation. Interview are strongly
suggested. .Retention Of student employees is also the choice
of the employer. If a student is dismissed by the employer; the
institution must be iam+diately notified in writing of the reason
and effective date of .

(4) Any significant change* to the PositionAnalytis or the student's
mark assiipmeint must be promptly reported to the institution so
records.can be updated and the student's continuing eligibility'determined.

(5) A certified, accurate proof of %loges paid must be regularly
submitted to the appropriate institution so the reimbursing=
of woe can be processed and paid.. Uage reiaburaimiants can
only occur.ufter the student has received wages for a waii7.
period coveTia-nder the terms of the Employer Agreerent.

(6) On -site visitatio6 by XHEAA staff or appropriate institution
officials at reascalabla time* as a part of the program monitoring
process mat be permitted by employers. 4

(7) Employer* met oomplysith all fedirml and Mate civil righ
laWe.

(6) Employers must not displace markers through the utilization of
CWSPoudent employees.

LK. STUDENT Re ONSIBILITIES

A student who is interested in participating in the Cpl; Frogrem:ii

responsible to actively pursue pint.= involvement and provide accurate

!iformatico as needed for use in Sligibili:deteratnstion.

A MEP Student Application form and a KFAF or Guaranteed Stlent Loan

Needs Test Form must be completed and certified by each student and

submitted to school officials for review and validation.

Students are responsible to actively seek a full understanding of the

program guidelines, benefits, and requirements..

1320
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StudeMtswho meet basic prhgrms requirements may be required by the

--

institution to participate in ermsening or pre-plecament activities.

4 tl

Students may be required.to inter vit with bonaftdo prospective

employers.

Students Mgt complete any required supplemental agreements. i.e.

Alternate Student Employment.Agromsent.

Students Who are placed in C4SP job positions are ampaasible to the

employer for the fulfillment of *ploy's= obligations.

Students must continually meat all oligiblity criteria and mast notify

the institution of Amy changes Which could Affect their continued

eligibility. Y

Students are res ble to report to tine institution any program

irregularities they encounter.
7r

X. REM RESASSIBILITIES

Centralized r Program administration is the responsibility of the

KHEAA staff. gaAA will--

Provide funding for CWBP to the extent approved by the Board.

Review CWSP Requests for FUnding and make approNae>k'
allocation determinations. .

Contract/agree with approved Kentucky institutions fot program

administration and allot dollars to these institutions for

program impLementation.

provide advertising regarding.CWISF to the general public.

Maintain current job bank listing for use by all participating

institutions.

Monitor program activities quarterly to determine inititutional

performance and adjust allocations appropriately.

Review and evaluate &U phases of program operation periodically

and provide feedbock to perticipents and the general public.

321
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XI. AMASS AND COMPLAINTS

Appeals or complaints regarding strident or employer eligibility 4nd/or

participation are to be directed to the administering institution and are

to be reviewed and settled by an :weals Committee consisting of no oslass

than three people.

4pilals or complaints regarding institutional eligibility, fuding,

or program irregularities will be directed to KHEAK and reviewed and

mottled by OEM staff members: Appeal of A MAW staff decision may

be made to the KHEAA ioard.

All appeals mast be submitted in writing and retained as part of

the program records. A summary of the subsequent action taken must

also be placed in writing and included se a part of the appeal record.

a

4 1
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FOLICY CN aASSIFICATICH OF =OM

KIB FEZ ASSESSMENT PLIRFQSZN

AI STATVSUPICOTED INST111,1TICKS

a HUMES, EDUCATICN

docomittse I:x*0W of the deans of admiesion at the state-supprted

senior inetituticr of higher education will bwwstabiLehed by the Council on

Higher Edanation as.s 'state board ofreviewyfor
iotevretative recconendeticas

to the roopectivelneatutions on problems nastily msnonres

.(Out-of-statsyclessification of soodente at the institutions Ch the

oodetstending that institutional representetiwee kill. not vote in the review Of

cases :or problmis referred to the Colatitletran their respective !etituticte.

A

Adopted April 9, 1975

j2J
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SECTION 1.

.INTENT. Under current Jaw the Council on Nigher Education as a

matter of polity astalalichei a higher fee or tuition for non-resident students

attending public institutions thin that ,charged Kentuckians. It is the intent
of the Council on Nigher Education that the state institutions of higher educa-

tion in the Commonwealth of Kentucky shall apply uniform interpretations, as

described in this policy and not ,otherwise, in determining whither .students

shall ba classified as residents or non - residents for fae 'assessment purpossi.

SECTION 2.

DEFINITIONS. Wherever used in this policy:

11) The word "Institution" shall mean a college; university,- or community

college supported by appropriations mad, by the General Assembly of Kentucky.
f-

(2) The word "residence" or "reside" shall denote continuous presence
within this State, provided that temporary absence for short periods of time
shall not affect the establishment ofa residence.

(3) The word "deamiile" shall denote a person's true, fixed, and pima-
,

i.neat home and place of habitation. It is the plaice where na.intends to remain,

and to Which ha expects to return when ha leaves without intending to estab-
lish anew domicile elsewhere. Residence and domicile convey the same notion

of permanence and principal home and are used interchangeably.

1324
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(4) The tarot semancipatacl.Plorsorl" shall a person who has attained

the age of 18 years, and whoa" parents: (A) hove entirely surrendered the

right to the care,- custody, and earnings of 11.14i person; (B) who no longer

are under any legal obligation to support or maintain such parson; (C) who

no longer, in fact, voluntarily contribute substantial financial assistance; and

(D) whose parents' income is not taken into account by any private or govern -

man al agency furnishing financial educational assistance to/latch parson,

including scholarships, leaner sod othar assistance.. If ittA.of the aforesaid

dopandency tests are not met, said person shall be deemed an suneasancipatad

parson.*

(5) The word "parent" shall moan a parson's father or mother, or the

parent having custody, or if there-is a 11011 guardian or legal custodian of

an unimancipatad person) than such guardian or legal, custodian: .providad

that such guardianship or custodianship was-riot created primarily for the

purpose of conferring the status of resident on such unansanciPated parson.;

(6) Attendance it a college or colleges in this Slate sh be deemed

"continuous" if the parson claiming continuous attendance has been enrolled at

a college(s) in this state as a full-time student, as such term is defined by

the governing body of said college(s), for two consecutive, regular samesterS

since the beginning of the period for which continuous attendance Is claimed.

Such person need not attend summer sessions or other such intaissasion in

order to render his attendance "continuous.",

)11.

(7) The his" shall apply to the female as well as to the male sex.

13
a
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sgeTiesto 3.

GUIDELINE% FOR DETERMINATION OF STATUS.

(1) The domicile of an unemanciPateci person is that of his parent.

(2) Upon moving to this State, an emancipated person skho provides

Persuasive evidence of domicile may aPPly for resident classification for his

uneniancipistird children; and .provided that said person is not himself iptp,shis

State primarily as a full time student, his tinsimancipated chliciren may at once

be so clastified.

-(3) Any person who remains in this'State whin his parings), having

theretofore been domiciled in this State, removes from this Stet*, shaft be

entitled to classification as a resident while in continuous attendance at the

degree level in which he is currently enrolled.

(4) An unemancipaticl person whose parent is a Member of the Armed

Forces and stationed In this State pursuant to military orders shall be classi-

fied as a resident. The student, While in continuous attendants at the degree

level in which he is currently enrolled. shall not lose his residers! status

when hisLparent is thereafter transferred on military orders.

) An .emancipated person who moves to the Commonwealth within. six

months from the date of discharge from the military service with the stated

intent of becoming a resident of the Commonwealth shall be permitted to count

such time spent in the military service toward meeting the presumptions

outlined in Section 4, prov ded the individual entered military service from

21-618 40-84-7-94



the State of Kentucky or his hen* of record and permanent address at the

time of discprce was Kentucky.

SECTION 4.

PRESUMPTIONS. Unless the contra rs from clearciear and convin in

evidence, it shall be presumed that:

(1) fr,xcept as provided in Section 4 (2), av ry person,rainaining in this

State in a non student status for the twelve mots immediately precildingl the

last date for enrollment in the institution shall be p to be a Fseldent

student for firs ISMISSMOni purposes. No parson hay his domicile else-

where than in this State shall be classified as a resi t for fee assessment

purposes.

c2) No emancipated person shall be deemed to have gained resiclince

while 'attending any educational institution (public or private) in this State\ as

a full-tims student, as such status is defined by the 001,40111N board of

institution, in the absence of a clear demonstration that he has established

domicile in the State. However, attending college In a part-time status will

not prevent such, person who has bone fide full-time employment in the State

from establishing domicile. 4

(3) The domicile of a married person shall be determined by the pro-

visions of these regulations independent of the residency. of the spouse.

1321
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(4) ,A parson doss not gain Pr lose,risideni.status for,otason of hip

presence in any state or country white a member of the Armed Forces of the

United States. Howiver, a member of the Armed Forces of the United. States

stationed in Kentucky on military orders, except members of the Armed Forces

specifically assigned for educational purposes, to state-supported institutions

of higher education is 'presumed to be domiciled in the State and shall be

entitled to classification as a resident xshile on active duty in this State

pursuant to such orders. Resident status is similarly granted, to his iineman-!

cipated

(5) in the event an unensancipated person's parents should ye s4arato

domiciles, his domicile shall be that of the parent having legal custody. In

the event neither parent has legal custody, his domicile shall be that of the

parent furnishing h)m the greater financial assistance.

(6) Use of records. A student whose admissions records show him to

be a graduate of an out-of-state high school and his residence to be outside

of Kentucky will normally be classified as a non-resident.

(7) Aliens. Aliens lawfully admitted id the United State for permanent

residence under a permanent visa may establish Kentucky residence in the

same manner as any other non-resident. An alien who possesses i student

visa cannot be classified as a resident.

SECTION S.

TYPES OF EVIDENCE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR ESTABLISHMENT

DOMICILE. If a person asserts that he has established domicile In Kentucky

1328
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L

far a period of twelve months immediately preceding the last date for enroll-

ment in an instilution, he has the burdin of proving he has done so. The

following statements pertain to the kinds of evidence that wilt be considered

in reviewing an assertion by a person-that he is domiciled in KentuCky.

(1) The following facts, althbugh not conclusive, have probative value

in support of a claim for resident classification: acceptance of an offer of

permanent employment in this State; former residence in the State and the

maintenance of significant connections therein while absent; or ataincionment of

a farmer domicile and establishing domicile in the State with attendance, at an

Institution following and only an incident to such domicile.

(2) The following facts are not necessarily sufficient evidence of dOmicils;

'employment by an institution as a fellow, scholar, assistant, or\in any position

normally filled by students; a StatiMent of Intention to acquire a domicils in

this State; voting or registration Inr voting; the tease of living quarters;

payment of local and state taxes; Kentucky automobile registration; Kentucky

operators license; continued presence in Kentucky during vacation periods;

marriage to a Kentucky resident; or the owning of any real property.

SECTION 6.

RESIDENCY CLASSIFICATION AND APPEAL PROCEDURES. Each institu-

tion shall establish a Non-Resident Fee Committee to consider changes in

resident status based an the above criteria. Application for change of resi-

dent classification shall be made in writing to the Dean of Admissions or to

the person who has been designated as the Chairman of the Non-Resident Fee

13
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Committee. The Chairman may present each case to the Committee for a final

decision, and the student will be notified in' writing as to the disposition of

his application.

In the event of ruling by the Non-Resident Fee Committee which is un-

satisfactory to the student, the studeflt may request that a. copy of his file

be submitted by the Dean of Admissions or the parson designated by his

institution to the Executive Director of the Council on Nigher Education for

referral to the Council's Committee On Residency Review for its recoawnencta-

tion to the institution.

SECTION 7.

EFFECTIVE DATE. These revised guidelines become effective on July 1,

1975, and supersede all previous policies of the Council relating to classifica-

tion of students for fee assessment purposes.

a
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STUDENT' STATUS TEST

1, Did or Kill the student live With the parents
for more than srkweeks (42 days)?

2. Did or will tht parents claim the. student as

a U, S income tax exemption?.

.

3. Did or will the studeql pet More than $750
worth of support from the parents?

S

APPENDIX 8

Previous 'tax year Current year
'Nes No -Yes

If any answer is "Yes," the student is considered to be "Dependent."

If all answers are "No,"'tht student is considered to be "Independent" or
"Self supporting.



Jailzi. 1

January 10

FebruarY i

April 1Q

Apall Mk,

Hoy 1

Jam. 1

July
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ciatowtz woos sivirt maw
AREAL TIDE TABLE

Submit "Rsquost for nnding"

2nd quarter Wort postmark doodlino

Doodling for funding papists to reacb.RHENI

and Quarter ilapoct pootittk doodlino

Program *vi ..*

101EAAforsairds notification of funding Laval to

RomisIg=9444.1 CaltXiletir is bagun

Semiannual funding odjusteent

Rsnegotiatin6 is compaqtd:
Sam: fiscal year funding transferred to instutitions

71'July 10 4111 Quarter Rap= pOatilarked deadlini
Animal Report postmark daadline

,

October 10 1st q!artor Wort postmark &idling

October . Nimmiber Prograa'rolisme oOntinne

Decambar 1 Smapmims4 fiaxiing adjust:int

Every 1.1=h
5th Warking Day 1Santhiy rt postmark doodling



1.

Yeti tuticsi Name

'CI "ry

2.

Wiiiiiirhistra or sms

1322

escuizAti mais

antatuFALTh %au slimy ncGRArt

REST Eta MD=

taiMA usz

AA 'Y

140

ACD

press

Mute Zip Gods

City

1

grate ,Zip Code

3.. Flamm indicate the number of students enrolled in the following aategoriss

on December It (Students may appear in more than one cacegorY.)

a. F41 time undergraduates.

b. Cooperative FAkiretion or Experiential Ed programs.

e. College Work. Study Prof.

d. Job Location and Development Program.

e. institutionally funded work study programs.

z
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4, WO lb° tbe tivelormat
_occorecoristitaiavach cert be utilirea or

stuaellts,

4

exist itt.your service. area
opportwities for your

4.

S. Estimate the wage tetaburseeent dollars n utllcie July 1you ca itsle SO.

V

I
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6. ilavlain specifically bow YoU plan to administer this program your

institution.

7, the administrative' dollars, if "any, you will require to administer

135
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S. Provide a detailed tudgot beim which unifies aoy dollars you aro
requesting; for administrative coats.

7

Institution Official Name

Signature

Date

116
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COMMONWEALTH WORK STUDY

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION AGREEMENT,

This Document shall evidence the entire agreement between
I
the.

Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority, a de Jura municipat
(corporation and agency. of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, (hereinafter
known as "Authority") and an-educational institution located in
KantUcky, (hereinafter known as "Institu tion").

Statement of Intent

It,is the intention of the parties that the AUthority, pursuant to
KRS 464.744(2), 164.748(4), and 144,748(7) shall implement a program of
student work-study in which postsecondary StUdentS are placed in career
related jobs with eligible employers with reimbursement being funded by
the Authority for a portion of the:Student's gross wages. It is further
the'intention of the parties that thit Institution shall participate in
this program under the terms and conditions set forth herein.

Terms and Condition k

In cansideration of the mutual premises and responsibilities set
forth herein, the parties agree as follows:

Authority RespoOsibilities--The A4thority shall:

Grant funds to the Institution, to the extent that funds ere available.
to be utilized' by the Institution in the administration of the Commonwealth .

Work Study Program for reimbursement to employers for a portion of gross
wages of students participating in the work study program and'for
documented payment of those administrative expenses incurred by the
InStitution Which are directly related to program administration.

VW/
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Institution ResponsibilitiesThe Institution shall:

(1) Determine the eligibility of employers in accordance with criteria
set forth in'the Conmonwealth,Work Study Program Manual of Procedures and
Guidelines, and contract withAmployers to provide fgr placement, employment,
and wage reimbursement of students of the Insitution over the duration of the
grant award period. 4

(2) Hold in trust and expend solely for the purposes of this program
all funds advanced by the Authority and any .incoMe,therefrom.

(3) Allocate and expend from the total grant award no more than the
lesser of 515,000, eight perce (Ei%) of gross wages actually earned by
participating students, or an amount determined by the Authority for
documented administrative expenses of the Institution necessarily related
to administratidn of this program.

(4) Have administrative and budget authority to implement the program
and to receive, hold and expend funds for the purposes set forth herein.

(5) Maintain such records and submit such reports necessary to
document the disposition of funds and the administration of the program
(including such records and reports as may be required from time to time
by the Authority in the Commonwealth Work Study Program Manual of Procedures
and Guidelines).

(6) Afford to the Authority the right to inspect such records any time.

0 (7) Determine and monitor the elibility of students to participate in
the program in accordance with criteria established by the Authority and Set
forth'in the ComMoni'vealth Work Study Program Manual of Procedures and .Guidelines.

(8) Establish an appeal process for resolution of disputes related to '

. student or employer eligibility and/or participation.

(9) Advise students of their responsibilities under the program.

(10) Provide equal opportunity'under law to all students and employers.

3 3 _,))
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Grant Award--The Authority
will tender to the Institution by

t , 19 the total grant award amount of

7147nstifutfon agrees to expend no more than
(S

or the total grant award amount
for documented edministrative expenses,directly

related to administration of the Commonwealth Work Study Program. Retention

of any portion of the total grant award by the Institution is specifically

conditioned upon:

(S

(1) Continued eligibility of the Institution.

(2) Compliance by the Institution with all terms and conditions of this

agreement.

(3)' Proper disposition of funds in accordance with program guidelines.

(4) Documented need for the funds based upon quarterly reports to the

Authority of fund utilization.

The Authority will semiannually review program activity, and reserves the

right to recall unused grant funds and/or redetermine the authorized

allocation of the total grant award amount between wage reimbursement

and administrative cost allowance. An the event that the Authority requests

repayment of any or all grant funds pursuant to the terms and conditions of

this agreement, the Institution agrees to repay those funds to the Authority

.within 30 days of the date of the notice of request by the Authority.

FormsAll forms designated by the Authority far use In the administration

of the programswill be used by the Institution without alteration or

codification, except as may be specifitally approved by Authority.

Program requirements- -The Commonwealth Work Study Pr am will be

administered by KHEAA and the Institution in accordance.wit procedures

and requirements set forth in the CommonweaTtn Work Study P ogram Manual

of Procedures and Guidelines provided by the Authority: Sa d manual is made

a part of this agreement by reference as if fully set forth herein.

1339
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Effectite Date of ContractThis agreement shall betone effective upon

its execution by all parties required for its .approval.. The agreement shall

remain in force until June 30, 19 unless earlier terminated by either

party upon 30 days written noticeIF the other party.

Merger- -This document represents..the entire agreement pf the parties

and supersedes any previous or contemporaneous agreements, arrangements,

or understandings by the parties. Rights and obligations of either party

hereunder may not be assigned or delegated except as provided for nerein.

This agreement may 'be subsequently modified by a written seddepdue-signite

by both parties.

Situs of AgreementThis, agreement shall be deemed to have been made

in Frankfort, Kentucky and is subject to all laws of the Commonwealth

and the United States prohibiting discrimination..

KENTUCKY HIGHER EDUCATION

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY ASSISTAN4 AUTHORITY

By: By:

General Counsel, Kentucky Higher
r Education AsSistance Authority

Date

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY

:

attorney
Finance and Administration

APPROVED:

Secretary
Finance and Administration Cabinet

Date

INSTITUTION

4:

bate
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COMMONWEALTH WORK STUDY P.ROGRAM

EMPLOYER AGREEMENT

This agreement is entered between

(hereinafter known as Institution) and
(hereinafter known as Employer).

PURPOSE

The Institution participates in a program of work-study funded and
sponsored by the Kentucky Higher Education Aslfistance Authority (KHEAA)
pursuant to KRS 164.744 (2),.164.748 (4), and 164.748 (7) and an agreement
with the KHEAA. The Institution desires, subject to the terms and conditions
of this agreement, to place students, participating in this program, with
the Employer in jobs which bear a direct correlation to the students' career
directions as evidenced by their programs of study at the Institution. The

Institution further intends to reimburse the Employer a portion of the gross
wages paid to students by the Employer.

TERMS AND.CONOITIONS

In consideration of the mutual promises expressed herein, the parties
agree as folltws;

I. Institutional ResponsibilitiesThe Institution shall:

Determine the initial and continuing eligibility of jtudents to
participate in this program and assure a direct cor lation between

the student's p ()gram of studies and jobs in which he/she may be placed.

(2) Refer, to the extent available, qualified students to the Employer
who meet the fii4aimum standards that may be set by the Employer,

( I)

(.
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(3). Reimb,orse the Employer, within days, upon presentation
of a Sill and evidence of wage payment, on a basis, at the
rate of S1.50 per hour for hours actually worked the period
by any and all students employed pursuant to this a eement. No
wage reimbursement shall bespeid-to the EmpToyer for students
employed during any period of time not covered by this Contract.
In tne event that any student employed under this contract ceases to
be eligible to participate in the Cc nnonwealth Work Study Program,
;eo wage reimbursement shall-be paid for that student for any work
rformed more than 15 calendar days following the.Employer's receipt

of notification of the student's ineligibility from she Inttitution.

II. Employer ResponsibilitiesThe Employer shall as a Precondition to
reimoursement:

(1) Select and employ the students of its choice. The Employer may
fill any or all of the positions allocated for this purpose. The
Employer will be free to employ or decline employment to any
student referred by the Institution under this agreement, and, upon
employment, to terminate said employment at any time for any lawful
reason.

(2) Pro/ide supervision, guidance, and.tr ining for each student
empToyed under this agreement suffi ent to afford the student
an opportunity to successfully pert nn the work assigned.

(3) Act as employer of record for purposes of withholding and payment
of employment taxes and payroll functions. The Employer shall be
solely responsible foreall fringe benefits 'due the students as
employees.

_
.

(4) Present to the Institution on an agreed-to basis a bill4ind
accurate, certified proof of wages paid for purposes of reimbursement.

yr

(5) Provide a safe working environment for each student employed under
this agreement.

(6) Present to the Institution a complete and accurate Position Analysis
for each position which may be filled by a student employed under this
agreement. Said Position Analysis shall set forth the duties of the
position and the wages to be paid to an employee in that position and
shall be attached and made part of this agreement by reference. Any
changes to the Position Analysis or the student's work assignment
must be promptly reported to the Institution.

0
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(fl Pay to each student employed under this agreement the amount of wages

set forth in the Position Analysis described above.

Not discriminate in employment on any unlawful basis.'

Ensure that student,employment under this contract will not result
in the displacement of employed workers or impair existing contracts
for services.

Consider particfpating students as regular employees in all
respects including possession of all rights and obligations of
any other employee of ,the organization and pay prevailing wages
as defined In the Cormonwealth Work Study Program Manual of
Procedures and Guidelines.

(11) Make available for inspection by the Kentucky Higher Education
Assistance Authority, the Institution, or their designated
representatives, upon notice reasonable under the circumstances.
all records reasonably related to the employment'of any students
under this agreement and provide true copies of said records upon
request.

i12) Repay to the Institution any and all wage reimbursement received
by the Employer contrary to the terms of this agreement or the
Commonweslth W6rk Stud/Program:Manual of Procedures and Guidelines
incorporated herein by reference.

III, Period of Employment.- Reimbursable student employment Linder this agreement
shall not extend beyond dated set forth in this agreement. Nothing herein shall
prevent the Employer frim earlier terminating a $tudent's employment for any
lawful reason.

IV. $riod of Agreement- -This agreement shall become effective upon execution
and any subsequent filing requirements and shall extend until June 10, 19
unless earlier terminated by either party upon thirty days written notice-711Th
or without cause. Termination above shall not negate any obligation of either
Party incurred while the agreement is in- force.

V, Serger--This agreement and the attachments hereto represent the entire
agreement between the parties, superseding any previous understandings,
arrangements, or agreements. .

1 3 4 j
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vi. Modification and Assignment--This agreement may only be modified. in a
writing executed by both parties. Any assignment or delegation of rights
or resoorrsibi 1 1 ties under this agreement shall automatically terminate' the
agreement.' No action by either party shall constitute a waiver of a con-

\ tractual right hereunder.

vii. The Comnomeealth Work Study Program is administered in accordance
with the requirements set for in the Commonwealth Work Study Program Manual-
of Procedures and Guidelines prepared by the Kentucky Higher Education
Assigance thority. which is incorporated herein by reference and made,a pan her of.

Signature

Address

I

Name of Institution

ganiiirivre Insititution Official
*le%

Signature

Address

IRS Entity identification Number Date

Date

."
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1. Employer
%one
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0

crmawatili lotx STUDY PROGRAM-

POBITION'ANALYSIS

4

MP: FOSS

Y

Contact Person
14m

tate

Telephone Nusbar ( )

Title

2. Provide thefallowingposition data:
4

a. Posipn Title

Pay pMr hour

r. AdditLinai Benefits

d. Minimum number of hours required per week

e. Date porin is available

f. Manimum°reguirementt including special skills:

A

3. Provide a description of the major duties for which the individual filling
this position will be responsible. S

.0-

Mayer Signature

to

14

KhIAA/CWSPS/lt1-84

.*
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COMMONWEALTH WORK STUDY PROGRAM ;

ALTERNATE STUDENT EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT

The parties, being
(hereafter known as

S5N , (hereafter tudent are

follows:
, .

The Institution agrees to ad vise the Student of his/her rights and
responsibilities under the Commonwealth Work Study Program and, to
reimburse a participating employer for wages. earned by the stgpent under
said program to the extent of $.50 per hour for each hOur actWally worked
bX the student for so long as the student Complies with the terms ofjhis

agreement.

La:.
In consideration of this promise by the Institution, the student agrees'

1) FuIlfilt.all employment obligation'set by the participating employe.

2) Conti-nuously meet all eligibility criteria established for
participation in-the Commonwealth Work Study Program.

3) Notify the Institution of any changes which may affect tie
student's continued eligibility to participate in the Commonwealth,
Work Stady Prbgram.

4) Save and use those funds earned underCommonwealthWork-Study Program
during this alternate period solely for the purpose/of meeting the
cost of education fop the next regular school term plus expenses
directly related to thi's employment except S -%liowed
weetly for ,room and board.

5) Enroll in the Institution,forefull time atterldance during the next
regular school term beginning , 19

The parties fPfther agrigOthat the ter* and conditions,Set forth in
this agreement are to be construed in accordance with the Commonwealth
work Study Prog'ram Manual of Procedures and Guidelines, incorporated'hertin'
by reference. The Institution will make said manual available to the student
for inspection at the reqiest of the student.

KNEAA/CWSP6/I-1-84
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.

4!
The parti s agree that any dispute pertaining to the student's participation

in the Common ith Work Study Peogram shall be resolved through the established
appeal Process described more fully in the attached page(s) and incorporated
herein by reference).. The decision resulting from said appeal process shall
be-binding on both parties, absent errors of law or procedure.

/ .

Institution Student Signature

By:

Titie

f

Date

V

CWSP6-2'

Date

T
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I
I. Ipstituttcn Name

Address

12403'

0'11411WALTH WiNI STUDY PROGRAM

MONIHLY,REPORI

For Month of

City -Seat*

2. For sari now =tract signed during chi' 'month, please provide the
following data oin An attached sheet. Label "Attachment A."

A

a. Employer Name
b, Address
c. Phone Number
d. Calvet Neese
e. Type of Business,
f. Indicate: Private (For-profit, Nen- profit) or PUblic

ENCLOSE A COPY OF THE POSITION ANALYSIS FOR EAd POSITION LISTED
WITH EACH EMPLOYER

3. For any contracts cancelled during Chia month, indicate the following
on an attached sheet. Libel "Attachment B."

a. Dmployer Same
b. Address
c. Phone Number

'd. Effective cancellation date

KHEAAJCWSP7/1-1-84

1 al

This or and its attachments are
certified*:

title

1.plitlirlt



1: Institution Name

Address

1339

COMANWFALTH WDRK STUDY PROGRAM

QUARTERLY REPORT

Fot Quarter Ending
, 19

7
we Rate . Zip C6-6

7. -s.Effercive the last day of the quarter, please indicate ?the following:

a.,NUmber cziltracts in force at.the end of quarter

b Number new contracts signed- this quarter

c. Number students currently employed

d. Number Ytudents who began employment during quarter

e.' Gross dollars earned by Students duriAg quarter

f. Actual wage reimbursement dollars paid out during quarter $

T6 ?private for-iirofit $

To private non-profit
To public

g. Unused wage reimbursement dollars remaining

h. Waage reimbursement dollars inmrthered but-not paid during
quarter'

i. Administrative Cost Allowance

(1) Indicate allotted doij,ars remaining

(2) Attach a detailed quarterly expenditure report

$

-

3. Do you anticipate requesting a supPlemental allotment of wage reimbur4menr

dollars (if available) during the next quarter?

If yes, estimate the amount yoU could utilize?

PORM CERTIFIED,0Y:

Tr-Ere-

?hale Niszber

MEAAJCUSPS/1-1:84

0

--fg;:iature

17ate
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1 Institution Name

Afidtss$

1340

COAD*0441141U.TH WOOS STUDY 11400$UUS

ANNUAL REPORT

For Fiscal Year Eno
Jon* 30, 19

City

2 Indicate: Ofivinal Donors Fittcois Allotted
Wnie RsinItsia t
Administrative oft

Delius Ciesliocantoi i

Weir ReinItlursameOt
AdnUn4Stfailva Coat

OR
Suppstmantal Dalin Rilttlineiki

Wage fit Knbutsonlont
AZImm,strativo Coat

(Sonars Remaining Jun/ 1
Wags RalMOutsattNIVIt
ACtfruguttrat/vta COIL

Total number of OrnpiOyat COntiaCt1 corniA4A*8
Total number of implorer contracts cencsead
Total number of onlp4ovor contracts bong renewed

141,44111 tots) number of students pieced in Lech Category:4

Freshmen
Soonotworts
Juniors
Seniors
()Thor

3,35.14.50

6 T01.31 nurnDir or stig.ble'C:WS0 appcantl
Aumbiitrowno earned wages

C7 G,1./Sti woos reCatvail by studcntS
A Private. for protIt
b Private, non profit

Public

State

7 Total wage reimbursements paid to employer'
a Prwatt, for txofit
O. Povatc non-profit $

c. Pob4c

8 Toter noun reimbursed for Ott students tJuiv 1Jun 30)

9. Number of Alltrmito Student Empoynsitot Agyatimgnts in tori

Font, Conilvo Gs

It
Nam*

Tide

5 1

-
f4torto NUMOOr

.cfnett.ro

Colts

$

$

$

$6,51$8.50 $5.51 plus

wag"'

,
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COMMONWEALTH WORK STUDY" PROGRAM

SUPPLSAENTAL FUNDING REQUEST

1. Institution Name-

Addr'ess

0
For Period Beginning

And Ending

ty tate

2. Please indicate the addition
being reduested.

wage reimbursement dolllrs

S.

Please indicate the additional administrative cost dollars,
if any, being requested.

4, Provide a full justificStion for this request. 'Attach
additional sheets as needed. Include updated budgets,
as needed.

Form Certified By

Name

Title

Phone Number

Signature

Date
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THE C744aliEALTH SCMOLANS PROGRAM

Established for Academic Year 1984-85
By 7* Warr?. of the

Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority

PR` GRAM GUTE*1.1141.5

Purpose of the Program

. The COmmoowealth Scholars, Program wa4 establiShed to recogrvize'and
reward excellence among Kent6cky's academdcally outstancUng students and
through 'financial assistance to encourage attendance at Kentucky's eligitille
institutiOns. 'Commonwealth Scholars. awards are made to students who

1
demonstrate the highest capabilities for successful college study, '

/

Applicant

Regular Procedure
A,

Kent_okv high school students who take the ACfs (American College Testing).
Program) or the SAT (Scholastic Aptitude Test othe College Board) in April
(goring) or June (Sumer) as a junior or in Ochater-(Fall) as a senior will
autcaatically become part pfthe applicant pool for a Commonwealth Scholar
Award. Basedon the 98th or 99th percentile on these tests, invitations will
be extended directly to identified students tci submit other academic and rr-sonal information through their Kentucky high school for:ranking purposes.
Scholarships will be offered to the bap-ranked students_fiem this identified
statewide pwol to attend the institution of their dhoidi from among the
twenty-tilee eligiblq four.-yeas Kentucky colleges and universities.

Alternate Prcxxdure vv%

Other Kentucky high schoca graduates Or students who have ACT or SAT scoresat the 98th or 94th percentile.from other test
dates from prior years who have

attended no oollege may send verificAtidn of fheir test scores through the,
Kentucky high school they attended to the Kentucky Higher Education.
Assistance. Authority requesting consideration as a COmmonwvalth Scholar.
The same additonal aoad.)mic and personal inforMaticn as pat in the process
described above will then he requested. Adequate steps 411 be taken to
ensure compliance with affirmative aetion rules and with the State Higher
Education Desegregation Plan.

Award Amount 4

ConTionwolth Scholars Awards will cover the total cost for attending
the student-selected eligible institution.

1354
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Tote; cost of attendanqe for this orogram inclhdesi

1. All tuition and mandatory fees, .0 ,it

2. Room And Board forAon-cancuS hbilsiap or other oontraotedoway-fromr
home food and housing services recognized as payahle .by the institution but -not ,

greater than on-campus costs.

3. .An allowance of $400 for.theeacademid year for booksand supplies,.and
".,...,

4. An additional $400 for the academic year. for personak experpea
and transpnrtation.

s

Eligibility Requirements

To become a Commonwealth Scholar a studeAtpust:

4 I. Be a resident Of the Coristanwealth of Kentucky,

2. Be eligihle for adMassion to the institution of choice from those e,
listed on the last page of the Data Submission.FOrm,

3. Enroll in a baccalaureate degree program,

4. Be a full-time studelt, e 1.

5. Be a prior -year graduate of a Kentucky high school or follow the
Alternate Procedure and net all eligibility regpiraments,

6. Be a U.S. iti,zen, And
s,

7. Not enroll 'in a program of study which leads to a oer4tificate,
diplomp, or degre in theology, divinity or religious education.

Only student; who axe,invited to apply and who meet all of the above
eligibility criteria should submit the Award SeWtion Data.

Eligible Institutions k--""

ElicOle: institutions must be accredited by the Southern Association
of Colleges' and Schools, They must be tour-year, baccalaureate-degree
granting institutions Locatedin-Kentucky which have executed Administrative

Agreements with KHEAA. The current list of 14gible institutions is on ahe

reverse side of the Data Submission Form.

r

Al

i

z
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Award Selection Data (Selection Criteria)

A scholarship index is calculated f& each applicant. Applicants are
ranked by the total scholarship index. The index is calculated.fe6ms

1. ACT cc. SAT acmes (verified by oopy from school files),

2. Kentucky,high school transcriptY(ninth, tenth and eleventh grade
academic courses computed on 4.0 scale) ,

3. Student rank in class,

4. Leadership and service potential,

'5. SUbmissiod of a written paper on an appcopriate'sdbject to be
determined annually by a representative frcm the private instituti the '
Council on Higher Education, the Prichard Committee and the State rtment
of Education in onnsultation with the KHEAA Ataff. This paper must be
between 200. and 300 words and be written by th0 student under supervision of
the oconselor, or principal and verified with the other requested high school
informaticn.

. 6. The total aegregationof credentials including the written paper are tobe mailed by the counselor, principal
or other deSignated school official to:

--775&annnwealth Scholars Program
Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority
1050 U. S. 127 South

.

Frankfort, Kentucky 40601

7. Complete files must be received In4Frankfort.by the deadline date on
the Data Submission Form. The deadline date will be determined by the KHEAA
staff.

of

Based upon the scholarship index, ,amerds will he offered to.stUdents
from highest rank in descending order until the total funds for the scholar-.
ship program for the year are exhausted. The process will continue if
sdholarships are released by higher ranking students who choose other
-ccrions. The total miter of Commonwealth Schblars is conditinned by the
aMbunt'of funds available for.any award year. Availability of.funds is a
precondition for the onntinuation of the Ccamonwealth Scholars Program.

ApOlic'ant responsibility

Each applicant is responsible for:

(1) Submitting the required material by the deadline date in the Data
Submission Form.

(2) Providing verification, if requested, of information contained in
the data sent to the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority (IMMO.

(3) . Inforaling the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority

regarding any change in status or any other information that might have a
direct bearing On eligibility.
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Continuittion of

., ships are awarded for one academic year and1.,...A.1,,

4)e-wedC41(11$1zinw'841,
,.., 1r. , addt.tionll academic years if the student main-

tains
1

tains not less then a, gradit point average on a 4.0 scale and is recant-
mended for-continuation as a CommenwealtbSicimplar by the president (or his 11

or her designee) of the college or univerpity,in which the Scholar is ,

impaled.
-

/
0

.
c

The scholarship may be extended through the fifth year where programs
are five years in established length so long as tNo established 3.0 grade
point average is maintained and the recOmmendation by the president (or his
cc her designee) is feceived.

Cancellation of award

(1) Students who discontinue full-time attendance during a term

lose their scholarship. A refund will be due to Kentuoky.Iligher Education
Assistance Authority based upon the refund policy of the institution.

4 4

(2) If a recipient is dismissed or withdraws from college before
completion of any term, the scholarship is lost and the award amount cc
portion thereof shall be refunded to Kentucky Higher fr3ucatice Assistance
Authority in conformity with the institution's rf policy.

(3), If a Commonwealth Scholar is temporarily unable to attendschool
because of illness or other causes deemed satisfactory by the president of

the institution, the Board may, upon written request by the president, grant

a leage of absence. Following a lehve of absence, scholarship payments will

be resumed when re-enrollment.s confirmed.

I fro

Pent FrOdUreS

(1) Each quarter or semester the president of the institution which
the Commonwealth Scholar attends will be sent a aback for each scholar who
enrolls at that institution. A roster of scholars will be sant to the
student financial aid administrator at the institution.

(2) After the last day an which classes can be added or dropped, the

institution will send the checks back to KM for all Cammonwealth
Scholars who failed to enro41 bis full-time students in a baccalaureate

program.

(3) Checks will be made individually payable lo students and shall be

disbursed promptly to the students following their full-time enrollment in a

hmocAleuroste program.

3 5 7
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(4) Institutions willrbe responsible for:

(a) Verifying full-time enrollment,
(b) Cenfirming registration in a baocalureate program of at

least four years length,
(c) Verifying academic records to confirm the required average

for continuation of the award after the initial veer, and
(d) Monitoring student enrollment to see that full-time status is

maintained throughout the Quarter or semester and making
refunds when eligibility is not maintained.

(5) The stu3eti1 will be responsible foe providing aoadeado infor-
mation certified by the institution's registrar, president cc other
authorized offal, such as cumulative grade point averages after the
initial yeai.

Selection r.cninitt

Initial screenin4 a application data for completeness will be done'by
theldiEAA staff. Written gapers will be -scored by three individuals in
Kentucky oolleges, universities and secondary schools Who will not have
access to the applicant's identification cc other application data. The

*average of tree individual scores will be the scare assigned to the paper.
Scoring of other selection criteria will be performed by a Selbotion

.Committee appointed for thiseirpose from outside lienelokY-

51evtion Comaittee/willa

1. Determine the of' each of the five' selection cri-
teria (the written paper, the st scores, tiigh.schnol transcript, rank in

'clAss, and leadership and service potential), and

2. Evaluate and assign a score to the data provided by each applicant.

The Selection Ciprittee will then compute the waxes for the applicants
and rank, the students free~ highest in descending order for review by the
Board. Subject to Board approval of the process, the awards will then be offered
Until funds are exhausted.

Acceptance by the applicant of the Commonwealth Scholar, ship shall
require that the recipient` release the institution and any other organizer.
tion from any legal commitment to provide financial aid or scholarships to
.the applicant.

414
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STATEMENT OF PAUL. BORDEN, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
KENTUCKY HIGHER EDUCATION ASSISTANCE AUTHORITY

M. BORDEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, members of
elle committee anc4in particular.Mr. "Simon, chairthan of the sub-
committee. I have had the opportunity to appear before you on sev-
eral occasions. I know that your time is very limited. So I will na
read from my remarks. I will attempt to summarize them very
quickly.

Unlike the other people here at the table today, I represent orga-
nizations which basically are,creatures of the act that yotz now
seek to reauthorize. The. Assistance Authority was established in
response to the Higher Education Act of 1965 and the Student
Loan Corporation which is the creature which finances these stu-
dent loans in Kentucky was the creature, the reaction of the State,
to amendments to that legislation.

In preparation for this testimony, I offered to the presidents and
student aid officers throughout the State the opportunity to advise
me about vArious parts of the bill.

I will stick exclusively to the title IV parts and will attempt to
summarize very quickly what those responses and recommenda-
tions were. I will just touch the high poirfts and perhaps there will
be time for questions.

With respect to the Pell Grant Program, there was a strong feel-
ing that it ought to be reverted to an entitlement concept, that the
appropriations level has caused it to be too narrowly focused, that
we do need to have appropriations sufficient to get it up to a mod-
erate income level againi There seemed to be uniform suppDrt for
increasing the maximum award, for establishing the family contri-
bution schedule intouuthe law, for the master calendar, for the legis-
lative definition of "independent student." However, there was
some concern about the itrbitrary 24-year-age provision within the
act.

With respect to the half-cbSt versus half-need controversy, I
marked that "too hard to handle" and said I would defer to the
publics and privates on that particular poini [Laughter.]

There did seem to be opposition to extension of Pell Grants to
graduate level first-year on the Isis of the very grave difficulties
of getting sufficient funds even for the currently targeted group. It
seemed to me in reviewing all of the responses that the greatest
need is for more funding. They think that the mechanism is there.

With respect to the College Work-Study Program, there is a
great interest in retainipg the State allotment features of the for-
mula. On a related matter, I gave you guidelines for a new Com-
monwealth Work-Study Program in Kentucky and also a new
Merit Scholarship Program in Kentucky.

With respect to the),Block Giant Program, there seemed to be
very strong support throughout the State for that concept, but a
very high level of concern that this consolidation would make it an
awfully easy taiget for future fupd reductions and some level of
discomfort with respect to the prof ction against that, which is in-
corporated into the present bill.

Personally -and his does not reflect their responsesI place a
high value on som continuation of the NDSI, program and would

9
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.
note that the State Student Incentive Grant Program caused. Ken-
tucky to have ga comprehensive student grant program and would
caution that when you lump this into the bock grant concept you,
in effect; free up all of the States to define the target group for the
balance of their funds and, to a certain extent, I think you run
some risk that the targeted State funds might move in other direc-
tions.

With respect to .the Guaranteed Student Loan Program, I think
there are two great efforts, both of which are somewhat addressed
in the bill, that need to be made. The best thing that you can do
for the Guaranteed Student Loan Program is o adequately fundthe Pell and the campuased program, That ex-
traordinary dependence upon GSL's, it will li ten the debt burden

ill remove the ex-

for students. It will contribute to future reasonable default rates.
The second major thing, you need to doand, again, this is ad-

dressed, I thi,nk, in great part in your billis to simplify and stabi-
lize the GSL Program. The private lenders, the providers of private
capital simply can't continue to accept changes year-in, year-out in
how that program operates.

I would oppose your suggested reduction to special allowance
payments for tax-exempt finance portfolios. That's a very impor-
tant part of our program in 'Kentucky. I would strongly support
your last resort lender provisions, but would suggestand I give a
little more detail in the paper- --that you ought to remove that kind
of program from the reinsurance trigger.

I recognize and you recognize that there is not a great deal of
financial expostfre under the current formula or the one in'the bill.
However, it's very difficult to explain that relatively small expo-
sure to people out in the State, to the general assembly and to .i.other concerned parties.

The loan limitsI would support the National Council of Higher
Education loan programs on that because of the needs for other
States: But, for Kentucky, I think the limits within H.R. 5240 will
be sufficient, particularly if we can get better funding for the grant
and the campus-based programs:

I Would commend to your consideration the recommendations of
the National Council with respect to the supplemental loan pro-
grams and also the '`credit eligibility index. I would agree with
repeal and support repeal of the origination fee, which is just a
grossly unfair assessment at a time when it can least be afforded.

I would support. extended repayment periods at higher interest
rates to share some of the costs.ilncreasing the minimum payment
to $75 I think is reasonable. That is in the bill. I would support
conversion of the insurance premium to the 3-percent flat rate
though I would hote that in many jurisdictions that would result in
greater reductions from the proceeds to students than currently

4 exist under the current formula. I would again support the current
reinsurance formula except for last resort loans. I think that a
very good feature would be to increase the interest rate for stu-
dents following default. There needs to be some penalty for a stu-
dent who, without adequate cause, defaults on the loan.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, at the end of my testimony, there are
just four points that I would just ask that you consider. One is to

1300:,
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continue the flexibility for States such as Kentucky.to adopt/de-
fault regulations through its financing entity.

Second, I think we have to control, limit., the ability of the secre-
tary: of finance under what is referred to as the for amendment to
shut down programs like ours through misinterpretation of the law

that isOcurrently there. I would hope that the new act could give
some prbtection on that score.

Third, Mr, Chairman, I am very concerned about the efforts to
centralize funding in Sallie Mae. It might work well now, but once
it a monopoly I can assure you that the profit motive will cause
the pricing for those funds tc,i increase substantially and I don't
thinklthat in Kentucky at least we are comfortable with recentrali-
zation of the program into Washington,

Fourth, I would ask that you consider
Dc;

providing some protection
to State-bound guarantee agencies such as the Assistance Author-
ity in Kentiicky. At the present time other aganizations can come
into the State and pick off the medical and dental and the very
high balancb loans from otir portfolio and we have no wdy to go out
and recoup that loss. We haye to keep that part of our legin pro--

4ram in Kentucky in order to be able y afford to service the $200,
$400, $600 loans throughout the State. et

Again, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Simon, I appreciate this opportunity. I

would be happy to attempt to answer any questions.
Chairman PERKINS. We' are going to start with you, Dr. Hall and

go across and let all of the witnesses comment on the couple of
questions that have and their Mr. Simon will interrogate you. But
listening to the teStirnony, it seeing that the two biggest disputes
over this bill invojve raising the so-called half-cost limit in the Pell
grant and creating this new block grant for campus-based student
aid, national direct loans, supplemental grants, and S_tate incentive
grants. Let, me ask all of the witnesses two questions about these
two points.

First, by raising this half-cost limit to 75 percent of cost as the
basis for determining Pell grants, would we be shifting _the avail-
ability of Federal student aid to help public colleges more than pri-

vate colleges?
Second, by making the Pell grants an entitlement and then block,

'granting most 'of the rest of student aid,are we running the risk
that the Pell grants will be funded and that the block grants could

be phased out?
We'll start with you, Dr. Hall. You represent a fine college. Go

ahead.
Dr. I would defer to some of the statistical analysis that

has been done by John Frazer. I have reviewed that and I rely on
the accuracy of his analysis. It points -413 that by raising the Pell
grant to 75 percent of tuition and books and a portion of the sup-
port for room and board, it would appear to favor the public insti-
tution and work to the disadvantage of the private institutions, at
least in Kentucky.

Chairman PERKINS. Why do you say that?
Dr. HALL. Based on the analysis that his figures ,have sown that

the increase to 75 percent of cost rather than Reed put into the
hands of students attending the public institutions or make accessi-
ble to them more money, reduce the net cast to those students of

i
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attending those institutions and therefore, enhance access to those
institutions correspondingly, not have as great an effect on the Rri-
vate institutions; discourage access and, therefore, have an impact
on this whole queStion of choice.

Now that is a pretty broad-brushed review. John has the statisti-
cal data to support those comments.

Chairman PERKINS. Now on the second aspect of the question,
the block granting and the entitlement for Pell grants..

Dr. HALL. I would support the entitlement process for the Pell
grant. I think that makes goo sense and I like the notion of the
block grant concept because Ylike the idea that it would give the
institutions the ability to be more responsive in a more timely and
rneaniqgful way to the individual needs, as they can more clearly
identify them, of students. There are so many variables at work
when you are dealing with a particular group of students as to
what their specific needs are and how they are best capable of sup-
porting the costs or meeting the costs of their educatioh,al program:

I think we all share that concern that the block grOnt concept
could become politicized and if it, all of the sudden, became a foot.:
ball and became something that was either removed or gradually
diminishedand it looked to me in the language that I was read-
ing that the potential was there for that to happen with some of
the possible reductions in future years of block grant funding. The
criteria are not clearly established as to how institutions would be
eligible and I have a sense that there is a danger of that funding
being diminished significantly to the detriment of all institutions.
But I do like the notion of moving that money closer to the institu-
tion and thereby enabling the financial aid directors to be respon-
sive in a more timely fashion to the needs of the students. '

Chairman PERKINS. You go ahead, Mr. Frazer.
Mr. FRAZER. First of all, I think that there would be serious din

culties in the movement to the 75 percent of cost as proposed in the
bill for the independent sector colleges. Jack referred to the analy-
sis that we conducted and under the calculus of H.R. 5420 sing
that particular approach, we find that one of our colleague institu-
tions right herelet's take one that is actually herethe Hazard
Community College would move to the, point that the Pell grant
alone would cover 95 percent of the costs of that student under
that calculus.

Taking one of our medium-priced institutions, again in MI urban
center, Re Ilarmine, the Pell grant 'would cover 50 percent of the
costsstudent costs. Now the problem is that the cost of higher
education, public and private, is approximately the same. Price dif-
ferential because of the tuition support in the public sector is, of
course, different.

Ofir institutions in Kentucky in the independent sector are
mainly *small, they are relatively homogenous, they are undergrad-
ukite basically and yet, as I pointed out earlier in my initial testi-
mony, a substantial part of the under-$12,000 people in Kentucky
family incomeare electing to attend these colleges even though it
does cost them more. They are putting in additional loan commit-
ments, additional work commitments. I think the reason is not that
one is better or worse, but that they are differenta part of the
genius, as I said earlier, of the system. The needs of students are
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met in different ways and if we homogenize the system I am afraid
we would have some critical problems.

So, in short, I think the move to the 75 percent doe's create an
artificial stimulus to go to the lowest-price institutions which Basi-
cally are the public institutions; and that comes back to your
second question, Mr. Chairman, our concern with the block grants.

If we were reasonably assured or if the legislation could reason-
ably assure us that by combining CWS, NDSL, SEOG, and the
elimination of the SSIG, that the block grants would be funded at a
reasonable level so that students really could have not only access,
but choice, we might feel better about it. But as I said also in my
testimony', the fact that, nOtwithstandin# legislative mandate,
there's a'$.150 million shortfall in the triggers that already exist in
those programs.

The possibility 00 the blocks working against an entitlement.
which drives itself rather than acquiring appropriations, we think,
could create some f'ai'rly serious dislocations in the system "dawn
the road a piece," as the old fellow said.

I am delighted to say that the ACE, an umbrella representing
public, private, the whole spectrum,- is concerned about this divi-
sive quality and we used, in fact, their commentary on the bill as
the basis for our review which is appended to my testimony..

So, in summary, I think the 75 percent does .create serious dislo-
cations between sectors for the reasons outlined, and you and your
staffs can look at that more carefully. We have genuine concerns-
based on, frankly, the budget deficit and the history of funding for
the campus-based programs, the ones that do allow the choice com-
ponent to function. We are a little concerned ab.out*That, yes, sif.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Borden.
Mr, BoanEiv. Again,, I fill(' myself between the publics and pri-

vates on this issue.
Mr. FRAZF.R. Literally, as well as figuratively. fLaughter.1
W. BORDEN. My perception would be that the proposed change

would create some shift from the private institutions to the public
if the funding is held anything close to level. At the present time,
the community colleges, particularly, do bump up against that 50-,
percent cost' limitation, so any time you raise' that limit you are

'automatically increasing the amount' for which they can qualify,
while within the private institutions that is not the case, and I
would tend to agree that the recommendation in the bill does deal
more adequately with access certainly than it does with choice:

In Kentucky, they may'have some benefits because of the very
low college-going rate that we have and the need to enhance that
college-going rate. I remember the debate, the pain, the agony that
went into coming up with this initial compromise at the-50-percent
level, and I would wager that there is going to be that same kind of
debate and agony with respect to this particular point.

Relative to the other part of your question, whether the entitle-
ment aspect of Pell would be a threat to the block grant, I think it
certainly would be. I would think that tt.P only feasible. way to get
the block grant concept, which seems to have some support, would
be to perhaps tie it into the entitlement aspects of Fell so that, in
fact, the block grant might be the first block of money to which in-
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'N-stitutions would be entitled, which would give a be tter protection, I
think, than what may currently be in the bill.

Chairman PERKiNs,Dr. Groo0aster.
Dr. Cl.o.onPAsTER. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Simon, and other members

of the committee,' I think we are deing with a basic philosophy
here---and. I ath speaking as 4:community college administrator
that perhaps we are being challenged to think through the process
of allocating funds to assist people who we say are entitled to edu-
eqtional benefits.

Specifically, in our case, we are dealing with different kinds of
students. At Ashland, as I gave you beforeat Ashland Communi-
ty College, our increase in enrollment has come about largely
through the older, nontraditional student. I feel that the 75 percent
will allow our institution to more effectively carry out what we

-state our purpose is, and that is to serve the needs of our local citi-
zens. -

Our 2-year associate degree programs are developed with the aid
of local advisory committees and with the purpose of turning out

.qualified students who can move into job: opix)rtunities in our area.
Similarly, we terminate programs on the same basis and we have
terminated three within the last 3 years, because there were no job
opportunities.

The point is this, we are actually getting the older studentsand
I cited that 37 percent of our students are over the age of 65-62
percent are female studentsmost of them would be homemakers
and have other 'responsibilities and they 'cannot go away from
home. We are serving these people in our local community. I feel
and I would have to say that F disagree with our peoplesover here
in the private sector. I recognize that their problems are different.
IA4 me assure you, though, that our growth, our increase, haS come
about because of the 2-year associate degree programs which lead
to employment. I cite one program and this may have value for the
private sector as well and that's a 2-year associate degree program
training dental hygienists. We developed this program in Ashland
with the aid of many people, including our local dentistsat that
time we had 28 local dentists volunteering their services. That pro-
gram was movedall the equipment including the two faculty
members and the coordinator, who happened to be a dentist, to an-
other community college for a 3-year cycle. It has gone to Hazard
Community College and in May it will return to Ashland, but it is
returning on the basis of a demonstrated need for dental hygien-
ists.

.1 see in this act an opportunity for cooperative planning. I think
what I have heard here this morning tellS me that we definitely
need to .get together, the private and public, as well as our local
school systems, and c ratively plan, I am thankful that the act
covers that part of itTre is that kind of encouragement, andwe
hope that in Ashland we will be able to work with the school
system on a program that would take advantage of some of the op-
portunities here as soon as this is enacted. Thank ydu, sir.

Chairman PERKINS. Dr. Jolly, go ahead.
Dr. JOLLY. I would prefer not to see this, and, historically, I don't

think the approach has been private versus public. I Ave always
understood the Pell grant approach to be establishing,the need of a
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student and then their ability to finance,and match that financing
and need .together, and then, I see what is under this reahthoriza-
tion as paling that closer together. I don't see it as private versus
public. The texts on Pell grants are written to the individual stu-
dents. they are not writiten to the institutions. I think this is his-
torically the way this has been. ,

So in the sense of that we are going to help more people meet
the financial alquirement to attend college, as has been Or nistUIi
cal purpose and-thisis a Inovernent a little bit closer to that long-
established goalI-Jut-it simply cannot see it in a private, public of
those kind of things. I see it as helping that individual student and
he will choose and work out whether he plans to attend Pikecille
or Hazard or whateVer kind of college. So I would prefer not to see
it and I don't think it has historically been in that kind of light.

On the block grantthing, I think thereis*the problem that Paul
has pointed out,,,is that,is most likely a-plIce that it could get whit-
tled and if we continue much longer under this administration, we
can depend oji that attempt, can't we?

Chairman PERKINS. Dr. Hall, currently, there :are form ulas to
distribute college work-studs/ funds, campus-based student aid.and
library assistance. This bill would change the formulas for each of p
these programs. Does anyone know the effects of these proposed
formula changes on institutions like yours in Kentucky?

Dr-HAt.t., I don't feel qualified to respond to that one, sir. I don't
know the Percentage shifts with the work-study distributions that
you are roferring to.

Chairman PERKINS. That's very importantthe formula change
to distribute college work-study funds, campus-based student aid
and library/it/assistance. Have any of you looked into that aspect of
the bill?'
' Mr. Borden.

Mr. BolinK.N. Mr. Chairman, we hav'e not sh.Toked directly into it
through our offi ce, but in several of'the responses we received from
people out in the institutions, there were indications of great fear
about what that would do and I think when one looks arthe

,bution formula which takes into consideration, I think, full-time
employment nationally'with compa sons to the State of Kentucky,
and 'you, in turn, look at our co ege-going rate--the relatively
small part of our population wh ch gets into college--there is
reason to have some fear. We would be happy in our shop to at-
tempt to Make that analysis and provide it to the committee, if you
would like.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much. I wish you would dO
that lukrriedly, if you can make that "analysis and get it right back
up here. Without objection it will be inserted in the record, if you
can do it in the next 6 or 8 days.

Mrt BORDEN. We will c14 so.
[Information referred to above follows:I
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KENTUCKY HIGHER EDUCATION STUDENT LOAN CORPORATION
torso S 127 Souvw

GON-1.*NRA

MATH* LAYNK COLLIN*

FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY 0430/

May 10,_1984

4;.

The Honorable Carl D. Perkins
DniteR States House of Representatives
2328 Rayburn Building
WaApington, D". C. 2051S

Dear Congressman Perkins:

in accordance with,your request near the conclusion of the
hearing on Mr. Simon's efforts to reauthorize the Higher
Education Act of 1965, I am enclosing our assessment of
the effect of certain ...formulas included ,in his bill upon
the Commonwealth of Kentucky. I regiet that we are late
in provi4ng_this information to you. In our efforts to
be responsible, we checked with several Department of Education
and legislative people and were unable to find any evidence
of any other similar analysis.

Please let me know if there are any questions regarding
this information. I again want to thank you for the oppor-
tunity to appear before your committee and to express my
appreciation to you for your support of our efforts to secure
approval of the Higher Education Student Loan Corporation's
Plan for Doing Business. Our Plan will be submitted on
"Thursday, May 10, and we will keep you informed as to its
progress.

WS

EsccosNc 121txtcscoF
PAUL P. Borman;

Since

Paul Borden
Ex utive Director

Enclosure
/

cc: Lester M. Thompson,
Sqc.retary, Finance and Administration Cabinet

84-5-17-1,1
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EVALUATION OF SIMON REAUTHORIZATIVA
IN KENTUCKY

4

A °A

COLLEGE WOR10,STUDY

1,. Formula recap (page 99): The allotment will bear the sale ratio as the
total Pell Grant dollars awarded plus the total GS!. dollars awarded
during the most recently eemPleted academicyear.

_Institutions receiving dollars'prior to October, 1985, for FY 1986,wi11
be allotted not less than 90% of the prior year.

For succeeding years, the allotment will not be liss that 901 of the
proceeding year.

If apyrypriations are insufficient, allot'fitnts will be ratably reduced.
,.

2. Calculations are ilased on FY 1982 figures obtained from the Departmentes
CampusOase Analysis Section andiCalifornia's Loan Program report.

3. KENTUCKY FEDERAL

GSL $65,525,469 GSL $6,133,000,000
PELL 36,250,847 PVLL 2,270 492 022

TOTAL $101,776,316 TOTAL, $8,403,492,022

4,

L01,776,316'
Th-;463,4g2,677 1.21% ratio

1986 proposed appropriations $600,000,000
.0121

$7,260,000 Kentucky portion

4.' The three prior allotments have been as follows:

1982 $8,194,356
1983 $8,487,392
1984 $9,466,903

The utilization rate in'Kentucky during FY 1982 was 991. Assing an equal
I-ate for 1983 and 1984, the funds used were:(

1982 $8,122,502
1983 $8,402,518
1984 $9,372,234

S. In 'each year preceding FY 198S, the funds used have been greater than the
proportionate $7,260,000;

Under the Simon Plan, thereftre, Kentucky would receive 101 less funding

with the potential existing for an additional 101 less each succeeding

year.
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Formula recap (page 109): The allotment will bear the same ratio as the'
total Pell Grant dollars awarded plus the tot* GSL dollars awarded
during the most recently completed academic year.

In3titutrons receiving dollars prior to 'October, 1985, for FY 1986, will
be allotted not less than the sum xeceived the preceding year.

For succeeding yearsr, the allotment will not be less that 90% of, the
proceeding year.

If appropfiations are insufficient, allotments will be ratably reduced.

2. The Block Grant formula ratio for Kentucky is the same as hat calculated
for College Work Study: 1.21%

-1986 proposed- allotment $800,000,000

.0121

$ 9,68o,000

3. The three pridr yeat illotments are as follows:

1982 - SEOG $4,201,236 *
NDSL 3,360,696
SSI"G__ 703,022 $8,265,154

19V - SEM $3,740,815
NDSL 2,012,090
SSIG 699,868, $6,652,773

1984 SING $3,751,478
NDSL 2,012,107
SSIG 732,300 $6,495,885

The 1982 utilization of funds was 991. Assuming an equal rate for
succeeding years, the fund use was:

1982 $8,250,334
1983 $6,586,245
1984 $6,430,926

4. Under the Simon Plan, therefore, Kentuek, would receive substantially moredollars. After the first year, however, the Flan language provides for p
10% yearly redtftion.

J
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SUBJECTIVE OPINIONS OF AID ADMINIS1RATORS

1. If PELL becomes a pure entitlement, reduced appropriatiOns would then bite
into CWS and BLOCK dollars thereby eliminating those programs which offer
packaging flexibility.

`

2. The "901" language in both -the CWS and BLOCK formulas provide for phasing
out these programs.

3. Kentucky may be near its saturation point for CWS doll *'there appear's

to be little complaining by aid administrators rep e level of CWS
funds being received. (Vescio) 4

4. Flexibility of the BLOCK concept is generally suppo A unding
protection seems to be the greatest concern. Administrators are-adamant
'about the need to retain these forms ofaid in whatever design.

'Chairman PERKINS. Let me ask you one concluding question, Dr.
Hall. Not too many years ago your college was a -community col-

-

lege. It's been a 4-year college now how long?
Dr. HALL. Since 1956.
Chairman PERKINS. It doesn't seem like it's been that long. Time

gets away so fast.
What is your last Comment after hearing these other gentlemen

comment on the question that I propounded a few moments ago?
Dr. HALL. With regard to the 75-percent provision?
Chairman PERKINS. And with regard.to the entitlement.
Dr. HALL. We get into a question, sir, of the mission of an institu.!

tion. Pikeville College is now, by being a 4-year institution, provid-
ing a baccalaureate program and it's primary 'thrust is for the lib-
eral arts experience. We do have two associate degree programs
one in mining education and the other in nursingboth of Which
make a very important contribution to the region. We have a mis-
sion very similar, even at the 4-year institutional level, very simi-
lar to Hlazard Community College. We serve eastern Kentucky. We
serve the disadvantaged student. We endure many of the same
pressures. I was talking to Mr. Goodpaster on the way up last
evening and the pr4e of our student body is very similar to the
profile of his student body. in terms of nontraditional students, in
terms of male-female ratios, we have a very heavy computer com-
ponent.

I can only rest my final conclusion on the data that John Frazer
and his colleagues have devehiped when I respond to your question
again with regards to the 75-percent provision. On the surface it
would appear to be a bonanza for all institutions serving disadvan-
taged students. The conclusions that these statistics present show-
that the impact would make access to the community college even
more teadily available and make access to the private institutions
less readily available.

You know far better than I that we are in an area where poverty
and financial disadvantage abound and the decision to attend a

*ft
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postsecondary institution is made on the perception of cost rather
than the reality of the availability of certain levels of financial ,as-sistance.

.

Anything,- in my judgment, that would appear on the surface to
make it more expensive for a student to attend a priyate college or
make it less expensive to attend a public college would seriously
impact the notion of access. Where, private institutions like Pike:
ville College are struggling very' hand to survive and their suMval
is very closely. tied t6 an enrollment and to a retention capability, I
worry if these statistics hold -what ifs impact might be on the__-future enrollment of the institution' 1

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMON. Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman. 4

Thank you for your testimony. Let me, if I `ay, resvond to your"
one question here, Mr. Chairman, so that there is no confusion.
The proposed formulas have a safeguardthe 90-percent safe-
guardso that what has happened, Mr. Chairman, on our pro-
grams, is that some of them 'like college work-study designed tohelp the kids who really need help, in fact, have been going to r
middle-income students to much too great an extent; rather thaw
the kids that really need the help. That we want to change.

At e same time we want to protect colleges so we just don't
pull the rug out from under them. So we have this formula that
says, "You are going to gt more help, if you help poor kids, but we
are going to guarantee that you don't get less than 90 percent of
what you got before." That seems to me notrto be unreasonable.

Let rue talk about the general aim of what we're trying to do and
then focus in more specifically on your comments. What we are
trying ,to do is to .see that college is available to everybody. We
project, as youtvople know, in the next 10 years a drop of approxi-
mately .20 percent in enrollment. But if we had the same percent-
age of blacks, _Hispanics, nipl poor and women enrolling as we
dowho izp.cluate from high Schoolas we do white males, there.
would be no drop in college enrol rnent in the next 10 years. So
that if we can make college enroll ent available to young people
and not just youhg peopleparticu rly in community colleges to
all people, by providing a little greater assistance, we are going to
be helping this country immensely and helping your schools im-
mensely.

The one estimate --just a vefy rough estimatethat we got from
C130 is that there might be an additioAal 500,000 people enroll in.
college if this were to pass. What a tremendous plus that would be
fof this country to have another 500,000 people in our schools. .

On the cost, I would simply point out thatand this may be of
interest to you, Mr. Chairmanin constant dollarsin other
words, dollars adjusted for inflationthe 1980-81 school year, the
Federal Government provided $19.4 billion in -aid. Now some of
that was Social Security, some of it was veterans' programs. For
the 1983-84 school year, we are providing $15.4 billion in aid or a
drop of $4 *Ilion.

What this bill is going to suggest7not that we go all the way
back up--but that we invest a little more in ourselves and I think
it makes just an awful lot of sense.

13



We. also want to make sure thaf;;ChOice is there, because what is
happenitighileyour statiStic,sare,ftankly; unusual and very fa-
vorable of the 1,6 percent/25Tercent:Agures you were Using that's
not the national pattern. We are'jincreasingly segregating An j-
ean ''higher education on the134,SiS:pfecenomics. One of 'the thin
that. we want to do in this bill is,to,increaSe clinice not to .diminish
ChOice and so we are on the sameswaVelength there..
....Wedo.get down ,td. this very' knotty-problem that'Ave do every
time" we reauthorize and "that is the percentage figlire. There are a
f-ew people 'vyho are .getting together Very, shortly, to try:W.work out
a .Conipromse here. That has:been 'thee traditiOnal. kve work
thiS.out.'The reason.,fbr' the.,11Percea.figure is, frankly, the cur-
rent law 'saysrasTwe :Move '`Upthe.i'Ciirrent law,. if we hddn't had
Gramm-Latta, we Would be at $2,600 and 70 percept: That was part
of the comprotnise that was worked out between tlie,;I.:Publics- and
the privates. We have gprie,What\I thdught was one. reasonably log- .

ical step beyond that ip-tilOviiik to $3,000 and 75 percent.
'But it is a :matter of controversy: The worst thing at can

happen is,..after we report a bill out, that we have the pu lit and
nonpublic, schools fighting each other, because it is going to be
fough.gettingfthis package through no matter what. But we can get
it threugli`and. I. have assurances on the other side of the Capitol
Building that if we get it through with a sizable vote that it's going
to be taken up bx the Senate..

So I think it is extremely important that we work together not
simply for our colleges, but for the future of this country and all of
the kids in this country._

Dr. Hall.
Dr. HALF.._ May I,comment on that, sir? I couldn't agree with you

more and ask for the chance to comment because I came to Pike-
ville College from Cornell University in upstate New .York 9 years
ago. I am familiar with what's going onor at least what was
going on 9 years ago and I understand has exacerbated nowin
term of the intense competition between the public and private
sectors in New York State. ...

We are very fortunate in Kentucky in my judgment, with the
enormously far-looking, forward-looking, cooperative attitude that
exists between the public and private sectors. I "have had extended
discussions with Dr. Norfleet and we have very similar values in
terms of what the ultimate role of higher education is, which is the
delivery of quality education to the population, whether we be
public or private very,,,r03, meaningful all,-substantive dialog
that goaS on between the public and private sectors in Kentucky. .

That's a real plus:
I couldn't agree with you more and I think that needs to be re-

solved before this thing_ becomes a final document. I certainly en-
courage that and am pleased to hear you say that.

Mr. SIMON. One otherand I appreciate your comments, Dr.
Hallon the block grant, somehow we are going to have to figure
out a mechanism for a little greater assurance on that. Clearly, the
schools want the flexibility and need the flexibility with the block
grant. Your question, Mr. Chairman, was slightly in error in saying
that you are pulling in the bulk of the. other programs into the
block grant. It's only three of the prograMs into the block grant.
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But clearly, we are having too many students who"fall through the
cracks. You don't have the flexibility you need. This will give you
the flexibility, but you are concerned, rightfully, with some kind of
assurance that you are going to have the funds./ Let me just makeand unfortunately, time is a factor hereMr.
Frazer, I would be very much interested in, and I find your table
intriguing, if you could run 'that'same table on the current pro-
gra,m

i Mr. FRAZER. We would be delighted to.
Mr. SIMON. And get that to me as rapidly as you can because we

are on a fast track.
Dr. Not-fleet is not here. He mentioned this shift to loans as

being- adverse to a lot of students. That's one of the aims df this
whole thing is to balance .this back again. A few years ago, Mr.
Chairman, we were,at 80-percent grants. We are now at 48 percent
and th0 very fact that we are so loan dependent simply does dis-
courage a lot of young people in eastern Kentudky and southern
Illinois particularly from going on to school.

Dr. Hall, you mentioned the native Americans. We have a spe-
cial tribally controllet041 and this bill extends that 2 additional
years. So we are not leaving out the native American. I want You..to know that. '.

Dr. HAL.. I hope not. I don't happen to be one, but I know some
good frieno& who are and I am very sensitive to the language in
that particular section of title III.

Mr. SIMON, And your point on the distribution of scholarships is
a good one I hope, either through report la\iguage or in some
way, we can take care of that because we don't waht that avoided.

Draidolly, I just want to make sure that you understand that the
lumping of the Cqllege Work-Study and the Cooperative Pro-,
gramsI think you were the one that mentioned this or maybe it
wasI think it was Dr. Jolly kDr. JOLLY. Yes, sir.

Mr. Simoii [continuing]. The lumping of the' College 'Work-Study
and the Cooperative Programs, that's an administration proposal.
That is not part of this bill. The administration and we tend to
differ on a few things in the course of all of this.

We may very well have me more specific,questions that we
would like to get to all of4owu. I really appreciate your testifying
here today. I appreciate the general support you are giving the bill.
There's no question, if we can move ahead in this area, we are
going to make a giant step forward for this country. We ought to
be doing it and with your help I think we are going to be doing it.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Penny.
Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We have heard testimony in the last few weeks. about the trend

toward nontraditional students on campuses all across America
and we defined that as older students who are coming to our insti-
tutions for the very first time; students who go out and work for a
while, e4ther because they want an advanced degree or need to
change their emphasis and come back for schooling. But they
seems to be an inadequacy in our current financial aid structure'
when it comes tO' responding to the financial aid needs of that pop-
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ulation. Is there 'anything any of you can suggest to us as to 'how

we can respond to the financial needs of that student group?
'Dr. HALL. I would make a suggestion. This is off the top O' my

head, but one of the things. that has impressed me as I have
watched the incredible increase at our institution where we went
from 4 percent nontraditional to 38 percent nontraditional during
the 6-year period from 1978 to 1984. It's been an incredible increase
that the Pell grant assistance makes it more difficult for the non-
traditional, as it's currently written, because of the independent
status and because of the dramatic fluctuations in employment op-
portunities down in our area.'The coal industry is in a very, very
I think it's coming back, I am not sure; it depends on who you talk
td--sad state of disrepair and when you refer to the prior year's
earnings as one of the criteria of eligibility and all of a sudden you
have a coal miner unemployed and he has been unemployed for 6

to ,10 weeks, the wife may be forced to drop out of school, may not
be eligible. There doesn't seem to be a time-sensitive responsive-
ness to some of the nontraditional students who need and, I' feel,

should be entitled to have a chance at some of the Pell grant and
other types of assistance.

That s a quick response. That's a good question and I wish I had

a better prepared answer for you, but that's my sense of its impact

at Pikeville College.
Dr. chNIN., I have never quite been totally sure of what nontradi-

tional means. That's one of those real ambiguous terms that we
just beat to death, but the move in this thing of having over 24
move into the independent will be a help in this dir .. ton. It will

,704:be a big help.

,1'

The other thing I would like to just emphasize is President

Hall said. I have in ^ my office regularly where incomes have
dropped from above $30,000 to zero overnight out of the coal indus-

try and people are back trying to get some kind of training so they
can again earn a livelihood. But our bureaucratic procedure on the
Pell grant requires to report tbat income at $35,000 and it makes it
very difficult to,get these people. into od enrolled in school when
now, there is a process where they can go hack, but it's a hassle for
them, it's a problem for therd.Wget it done and especially to get it
done on a timely basis and we wind up using up an awful lot of
good scholarship money to help those people- out when they really
and truly should be Pell grant people.

Mr. BORDEN. If might also respond very briefly, we process
about 4t),000 uniform methodology types of forms through our
agency each year and wind up awarding,about 15,000 of those stu-
dents under the traditional program and my answer is very similar

to Dr. Hall's. Until the Congress or the States are willing to rede-
fine the method of calculating nsed and to appropriate money spe-
cifically for this type of individthil, there is just not going to be
enough money there or enough flexibility there within the current

program structure to assisithese individuals. We have had a lot of

pressure from a lot of institutions and I talk to a lot of people who,

I am convinced, have need for this kind of assistance and, general-

ly, short-term types kinds of assistance. I think that's really a gap
which we needto fill at the Federal vel. I can't see any possibility

of filling it atAhe State level at this point.
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Mr. PENNY. I have no further questions.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Simon, any further questions?
Mr. SIMON. No; I do not.
Chairman PliRKINS. Let me thank this diinguished panel from

our great Commonwealth of Kentucky. Thank 'all of you.
Mr. SIMON. Are they from Kentucky, Mr. Chairman? I wasn't

aware of that.
Dr. JOLLY. Thank you for the invitation.
Chairman PERKINS. You have been very helpful to us.
[Whereupon, at 12:03 p.m., on April 10, 1984, the subcommittee

was adjourned.
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:}

OPENING STATEMENT Or HON. PAUL SIMON, A REPItile TATIVE 1N CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE Or ILLINOIS AND CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMI N POSTSECONDARY EDUCA,
'PION

I am pleased to join my colleague, the distinguished Chairman of the Committee
on Education And Labor, in welcoming out witnesses today from the great state of
Kentucky. The witnesses this morning will addlto the growing body of knowledge on
the basic policy issues we face in reauthorizing the Higher Education Act.

Over the past two weeks the Subcommittee has heard testimony here in Washing-
ton, in St. Louis, in New York City, in Winona; Minnesota and in Eau Claire, Wis-
consin. We have gathered the views and recommendations of a wide spectrum of
people in the higher education community. I am certain that,our witnesses will add
to our understanding of the impact of the changes proposed in H.R. 5240, the
Higher Education Act Amendments of 1984, on students and postsecondary institu-
tions in Kentucky.

I want to especially call attention to one of our witnesses here today. Dr. Walter
Blevins, a member of the Kentucky General Assembly and a practicing dentist, is
an outstanding example the good we do here in Congress when we enact and
properly fund the Student Aid and TRIO programs. here is a young Mall who has
overcome the barriers of life, has succeeded perionally and professionally, and now
is returning some part of the benefits' he has received by serving his community and
serving his state as a legislator. Dr. Blevins was recently recognized us an "out-
*tanding TRIO alumnus" by the National Council, of Educational Opportunity Asso-
ciations. This deserving tribute is only one of many public commendations he has
received. 1 welcome you here'this morning, Dr. Blevins, and look forward te hearing
your testimony, as well as that of the other witnesses.

COUNCIL OF INDEPENDENT
KENTUCKY C,011.EC.E.S AND UNIVERSITIES,

Danville, KY, April 14, 1984.
Hon, PAUL SIMON,
1, /S. Congress, 1127 Cannon House Office Building. Washington, LX.

DsAa (4()SitiESSMAN tilmow Thank you very much for the courtesy you afforded
my Kentucky colleagues and me on April 10. I apologize for not having acknowl-
edged your interest earlier, but our Spring meeting was scheduled for April 11-12
and I was out of the office on those days.

As per your request I have developed a table showing the impact of our propos-
als oit our Kentucky institutions. Please be assured that I share your concern that
we enhance access. It is a necessity for the nation and will in the long run be very,
beneficial to the students and to higher education as well. However, as interested as
1 am in the entire educational fabric I am genuinely concerned about the impact
that your proposals will have on the independent sector institutions. As you well
know, they are currently fighting tuition disparities of as much as 41/21.o 1 as they
compete with public sector institutions for students. Obviously this discrepancy
arises because of the differential ways of funding the institutions. However, notwith-
standing that difference, in Kentucky at any rate, several interesting facts emerge:

37 61$ 0. 84-- 87
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First, the cost of education in. both the public and private sectors is almost exactly
the same. It is the price that it different. Second, the diversity of the independent
sector has done much to enrich and enhance the educational capability of this com-
monwealth. For instance with only 15%. of the students we are currently granting
20% of the degrees and I think it is particularly instructive to note that in Certain
of the discipline areas most critical to this commonwealth's development and to the
nation's development we are producing upwards of 50% in some areas. For example:

Percent
General Biology 31
General Business and Commerce 44
Fofeign Languages, Total 34
General English. 39
Mathematics, Taal 34
General Physics 28
General Chemistry 36
Economics 62
History 33
Psychology 32
Sociology 33

Third, in Kentucky, as I indicated during the course of my testimony, with only
15% of the students 26% cif the students with family incomes of less than $12,000
filed FAFs to attend our institutions. The enrollment figures for the year are not
yet complete but our investigations into the enrollments within our colleges bears
out the fact that we are meeting the needs of many of these students. I think this
phenomena occurs because of the size and concern othese institutions to see young
people develop their fullest capability. In fact many of these, young people sjrnply
would not attend the large, relatively impersonal institutions. Also sal indicated
during the course of our conversations with you in Washington our research, as well
as that which is done nationally, indicates; that being residential on the campus mate-

improvesthe possibility of completing the program as does individual respon-
sibility. By individual responsibility I mean at this point the capacity vTawork and to
have some stake in the educational outcome by borrowing as well. What all of this
says to me is that while we might enhance access by working only with the low priced
institutions I think that we'would seriously jeopardize the ultimate capability of this
system to deliver higher educational services to the states and to the nation.

I also must admit that I am concerned that if virtually all of the student costs in
the low priced public institutions is taken care of by federal programs the incentive
for the states to continue to work with those institutions will be diminished. Not
only does the posliibility of erosion occur within the block grant component you have
suggested within 5240 but I think there are also disincentives to continue state in-
volvement in grant programs. -

I have not had time to develop this proposal to its fullest but I cannot help but
wonder if using the $3,0ertrtnaximum that you have suggested it might not be feasi-, ble to break the tuition and fees casts and the general expenses into two compo-
nents with the 75% figure applying to the tuition and fees component and a 50%
figure applying to the expenses component. It seems to .me that such an arrange-
ment would recognize the tuition differential and, yet still leave considerable room
for individual student responsibility and .for state concern. !f, for instance, the tui-
tien and fees component of the Pell Grant were $1,800 and the expenses component
were $1,200 it would mean that a, student with maximum need using the percent-
ages I quoted above would be eligible for Pell Grasp assistance with a tuition level
up to $2.400 and an expense level up to $2,400. This would most certainly deal ade-
quately with the access component that you are concerned about and it would begin
to address the choice component, especially if' some guarantees could be built into
the 'funding mechanism to assure the continuation of additional funds in programs
like the SEOG, College Work-Study, and NDSL.

As iedicated to you earlier I deeply appreciate your concern and interest, I com-
mend yAni for the monumental task that you have, undertaken, and I apologize in
some ways that our testimony was directed to..tte money side of the equation and
the devices which have develdped to direct that flow. In some ways it seems like
being a dog in a man er but as you recognize I am concerned about the health and
vitality of the noteta upported education delivery system in this nation and I feel
it is incumbent upon ublic policy to recognize that diversity and to do everything
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possible to maintain and strengthen it. I did particularly appreciate your aside tome after the meeting that you would do everything within your power to affect itreasonable compromise between the two sectors because our objectives are bothpublic service. Unfortunately the differences in funding mechanisms do create someserious problems for the survival of the irolependent sector.
With every best wish, I remain

Sincerely yours,
JOHN W. PliA21.32,

Executive Director.
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HEARINGS ON 'THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

WEDNESDAY, A fPRIL 11, 1984

HOUSE 01; R REANTATIVES,
COMMITr ' ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

SUBCOM ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,
'Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9;30 a.m., in room
2257, Rayburn House Offic Building, Hon. Paul Sinion (chairman
of the. subcommittee) pres "ng.

Members present: Hie esentatives Simon, Penny, and 'Gunder-
son.

Staff present-William A., Blake , staff director; Laurie Westley,
assistant counsel; and John Dean, Republican assistant counsel,

Mr. SIMON. The subcommittee will e to order.
Today we are continuing our hear gs on the reauthorization of

the Higher Education Act. Our itness toda is 'Rudolph G.
Penner, Director, Congressional Budget Office. Mr. Penner, we are
pleased to have you here.

STATEMENT OF RUDOLIT G. PENNER, DIRECTOR, CONGRESSION-
AL BUDGET OFFICE, ACCOMPANIED BY MAUREEN McLAUGII-
LIN AND ERIC HANUSHEK

Mr. PENNER. Thank you, Mr. Simon.
Mr. Chairman, the Federal Government plays a large role in

helping finance the education of postsecondary students. Student
assistance programsexpected to cost more than $8 billion in fiscal
year 1984have grown sharply over most of the past 15 years, and
their focus has changed. The subcommittee now has before it two
major proposals that would further alter student aid programs
the administration's fiscal year 1985 proposal and the chairman's
reauthorization proposal.

My remarks today will cover three topicsFirst, the goals of stu-.
dent assistance efforts and issues to consider in designing aid; cur-
rent Federal programs; and the two proposals before the subcom-
mittee, as well as other options available to the Congress.

First, policy goals and issues. Several goals motivate the Federal
Government to help defray the costs of higher education. One ob-
jective is to increase the overall level of educational attainment.
While many gains from higher education accrue to the students
themselves other benefits are realized by society at large through
resulting from a ,better trained work force, and tlirough a richer
cultural life resulting from a better educated poptitation. Another

(1367)
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n 'or goal with student aid is to promote greater equality of oppor-
% pity by improving access to postsecondary education for lower

income persons who might not otherwise be able to continue their
schooling. A related objective is to PrOaden the choice of institu-
tions for all . students by allowing them to attend more costly
schools than they otherwise could. t%nalry, student Assistance may
serve as a means to support a greater diversity of institutionspro-
moting, for eXample, specialized or especially expensive schools
that might not otherwise be able to attract sufficient numbers of
students at, the costs that have to be charged,

Three rain issues face the Congress in designing and funding
student assistance programs to address these goalswho should
pay, who should benefit and should allocate. aid.

The first issue is what share of educational casts students and
their families should bear and what share government should pay.
The answer to this question depends on views concerning several
factorsthe degree of societal gains resulting from higher educa-
tion, the value of education compared, to competing demands for
scarce Fedsral resources and the effectiveness of these programs in
meeting tlSeir objectives. A related question is what portion of costs
borne by government should be paid at the Federal level and what
portion should be paid by States and their subdivisions.

A second issue is which students the Federal Government should
help. That is, how to allocate whatever assistance is available. A
major question concerns the exterft to which Federal \aid should be
focused on the lowest income students and the extent to which pro-

, grams should also consider educational costs.
For any fixed amount of aid, foctising on the lowest income stu-

dents could enable more of them to continue their education; but
might limit their choice of institutions to those with lower costs.
Taking greater account of educational costs could expand stude'
choices by giving more aid to/those attending high cost schools, but
would necessarily divert some of the aid from students attending
less costly institutions.

A related question concerns barriers to attending high-cost
schools, particularly for higher income studentsbarriers that
arise not because they and their families cannot afford their educa-
tional costs, but because they cannot finance them in the private
lending market.

To the extent that this is the case, the Federal Government could
meet this need by encouraging an active private market in educa-
tional loans.

A third broad issue is the extent to which. Federal aid programs
should treat similar students uniformly. The greater the proportion
of aid that is distributed among students using uniform Federal
rules, the more similar will be the treatment of similar students,
potentially targeting aid more narrowly on the lowest income stu-
dents. Colleges and universities would have leaS discretion,- howev-
er, to deal with special circumstances netreflectect in Federal aid
formulas.

Mr. Chairman, the next two pages of my testimony simply de=
scribed current programs. I don't think need clokthat.

Mr. SIMoN. Your full statement will be entered i4.ihe record.
[Prepared statement of Rudolph G. Penner follows:1-
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RUDOLPH G. PENNER, DIRECTOR, CONGRISSIONAL BUDGET
OFFICE

Mr. Chairman, the federal government plays a large role in helping finance the
education of postsecondary students. Student assistance programsexpected to costmore than $8 billion in fiscal year 1984have grown sharply over most of the past15 years, and their focus has changed. The Subcommittee now has before it twomajor proposals that would further alter student aid programs the. Administra-
tion's fiscal year 1985 proposal and the Chairman's reauthorization proposal (H.R.
524(D.

My remarks today will cover three topics; The goals of student assistance efforts
and ,issues to consider in designing aid; current federal programs; and the two pro-posals before the Subcommittee, as well as other options available to the Congress.

POLICY GOALS AND ISSUE;

Goals
Several goals motivate the federal government to-help defray the costs of higher

education. One objective is to increase tip overall level of educational attainment.
While many gains from higher educatiofi accrue to the students themselves, other
benefits are realized by society at large through increased productivity resulting
from a better-trained workforce, and through a richer cultural lif&resulting from,a
better-educated population. Another major goal of student aid is to promote greater
equality of opportunity by improving access to, postsecondary education for Icaver-
income persons who might not otherwise be able to continue their schooling. A re-lated objective is to broaden the choice of institutions for all students by allowing
them to attend more costly schools than they otherwise could. Finally; student as-sistance may serve as a means to support a greater diversity of institutionspro-
moting, for example, specialized or especially expensive schools that might not Otte
erwise be able to attract sufficient numbers 01 student at the costs that would haveto be charged.
Issues

Three main issues face the Congress in designing and funding student assistance
programs to address these goals: who should pay, who should benefit, and who
should allocate aid.

The first issue is what share of educational costs students and their families
should bear, and what share governmeat should pay. The answer to this question
depends on views concerning several factors-the degree of societal gains resulting
from higher education, the value of education compared to competing demands for
scarce federal resources, -and the effectiveness of these grograms in meeting their
objectives. A related question is what portion of OAS borne by government should
be paid at the federal level and what portion show be paid by states and their sub-
divisions.

A second issue is which students the federal overnment should helpthat is,hog to allocate whatever assistance is ...available. major question concerns the
extent to which federal aid should be focused on th owesaincome students, and theextent to which programs should also consider ucational costs. For any fixed
amount of aid, focusing on the lowest-income students could enable more of them tocontinue their educations but might limit their choice of institutions to those with
lower costs. Taking greater account of educational costs could expand students'
choices by giving more aid to those attending high-cost schools but would necessari-
ly divert some aid from students attending less costly institutions. A related ques-
tion concerns barriers to attending high -cost schoolsparticularly far higher-income
students--that arise not because they and .their families cannot afford their educa-
tional costs, but because they cannot firtance them in private lending markets. Tothe extent that this is the case, the federal government could meet this need by en-
couraging an active private market in educational loans.

A third broad issue is the extent to which federal aid programs should treat simi-
lar students uaiforinly. The greater the proportion of aid that is distributed among
students using, uniform federal rules, the more similar will be the treatment of simi-
lar students -.potentially targeting aid more narrowly on the lowessaincome stu-
dents. Colleges and universities would then have less discretion, however, to deal
with special circumstances not reflected in federal aid formulas.
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CURRENT FEDERAL PROGRAMS AND RECENT TRE.NDS

Current programs
The federal government currently helps finance the education of about 40 percent

of all postsecondary students through} grants, work-study aid, and direct and guaran-
teed loans. The largest grant prog ram -Pell Grantsprovides aid directly for low-

. income students through-a federal formula Iluit is somewhat sensitive to school
edits. Two other grantsSupplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOGs)
and State Student Incentive Grants (SSIGs)---distribute funds to schools and states,
respectively, which then allocate the money among students. Overall, these two pro-
grams are less heavily targeted on the lowest-income students than are Pell
Grants.' The College Work-Study program offers a different type of aid, paying 80
percent of studens' ages' in jobs on campus and nonprofit institutions, thereby
providing jobs that perhaps might not otherwise exist. Although this aid is income-
tested, schools have fairly broad discretion in allocating the assistance, and they do
not necessarily target it heavily on the lowest-income students.

Through the Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) program, the federal goVernment
i.rtiaranteeS the principal and pays a share of the interest on privately financed
loans for all students with family incomes below $36,000 who choose to borrow, and
for higher-income students who.satisfy a needs analysis that considers income in
comparison to school costs and other available aid. Through the National Direct
Student<Loan (NDSL) program, the federal government providesgunds that schools
use to make reduced-interest loans. The Auxiliary Loans to Assist Students (ALAS)
program provides-loans with substantially smaller subsidies to independent students
and parents of dependent students who either are ineligible for GSLs or have bor-
rowed the maximum amounts. These programs allow some students to qualify for
loans they might not otherwise be able to get and reduce the long, -run interest costs
of all lxirrowers."4 The loan programs serve, on average; higher-income students and
provide a greater proportion of assistance to students at more expensive colleges
and universities than do the grant programs.
Recent trends

Postsecondary student assistance programs grew substantially during the 1970's
and, despite recent reductions, remain at levels well above those at the beginning of
the last decade (see Table 1). Between 1970 and 19g4, outlays for all forms of aid
increased more than fourfold, but the emphasis has shifted over time. The share of
aid provided through loans rather than grants has increased, thdproportion distrib-
uted under uniform federal rules has grown, and the percent provided to students at
more expensive schools has risen.

------
' Other grant programs veterans' e ciucxtioneend &Vial Security student benefitssupport aid

for specific groups of students These program are outside the jurisdiction of this Subcommittee
and are not considered at length in the statement.

liecaiflie loans must eventually belepaid, they are less valuable to studentsand less costly
to the government than outright grants of the same size. In the ease of reduced.interst loans
for students who would otherwise have borrowed at the full-market rnte, the value of the subsi-
dy is equal to the difference between the payments that would have been made on a market-raw
loan- and the payments wade at the reduced rate of interest. Because the interest subsidy is
realized over a period of many years, it must be expressed in present-value terms---that is, the
value today of benefits realized in the future --to be comparable with the direct subsidy figures
under grant programs in which all the benefits are realiLed immediately. When federal loan
costs are also sprelid over many years, thest, costs also must 'be expressed in present-value terms
to be comparable with grant outlays. For (ISL.; expected to be provided in 1954, for example, the
presnet-value of the subsidy is estimated to range between $4:1 and $551) per $1,000 loan, de-
pending on the assumptions made about the market rate available to students in the absence of
federal aid, The federal cost present value terms of (;81_,s is estimated to be about $400 per
$1,000 loan --less than the subsidy because the government can borrow at a lower rate of inter-
est than can students. The federal subsidy for the ALAS program is lower, and for the NDSI,
program is higher, than for the (ISI, program.
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TABLE 1.FEDERAL POSTSECONDARY STUDENT MD

Outlays.

Grants:

(By Is ye.m. in Niko 44 delinj

1970 1978 1 1
1984

festiguts)

Pell vats 1.6 2,5 2.5
SEOG's. 0.2 .3 .4 .3
SSIG's (I) .1 .1
Veterans' Nucation benefits 4 .8 2.8 1.9 1.2
Social security student benefits .4 1,4 2.0 .4

Subtotal 1.4 6.1 6.8 4,5
Work-study aid.

loans;

.2 .4 .6
.

.6

GSL's 2 A .1 .5 2.5 3.0
NDSI's .2 .3 .2

Subtotal .3 .6 2.8 3.2

Total 1,9 7.1 10.2 8.3

Loan volume:

OK's 2 .8 2.0 7.8 7.1
NDS1's 3 .3 .4 3 3

Total 1.1 2.4 8.5 7.8

Less thin $50
2 inriiiiks the ALAS program wt fisc.ii years 1381 and 1984
' lap vrline If= the new f capital writritlutix Ind geparects 0 pminoLl Fe1141 codictions pas not '41410; ksstiational matching

Mott. Detaits akoitnut .1W to touz u roundup

The extent to which this increase in federal aid has improved the access of stu-
dents to postsecondary education or expanded their choice of schools is difficult to
assess. Although there is some evidence to sugggst tlyt increased aid has raised the
Probability that low-income persons will further their educations, these students ake
still much less likely than higher-income ones to continue their schooling. To the
extent that federal student aid has enabled institutions to raise tuitions-using the
proceeds for program enrichment or salary increases, for example-it may have im-
proved the quality of schools or shifted the benefits to groups other than students
receiving federal financial aid, while increasing educational costs. Finally, the
growth of GSI., volume, in particular, has probably enabled some private institutions
to attract students in a period id slow growth in the college-age population and
thereby assisted the maintenance of a broader variety of educational alternatives.

OVTIONS

The two major student aid proposals now before the Congress would address pro-
gram design and funding issuesnlifferently. The Administration's proposal would
reduce the amount of educational costs paid by the federal. government; while focus-
ing, available aid on students at more expensive schools and attempting to protect
the Lowest- income students from cuthqcks. H.R. 5240, on the other hand, would in-
crease the share of all educational costs borne by the 'federal government, providing
more aid to many students, not just the lowest-income ones. Both proposals would
treat similar students somewhat more uniformly than. do current programs by in-
creasing the portion of federal aid allocated by federal rules.
The administration's proposal

The Administration's 1985 proposal for postsecondary student aid would reduce
the overall share of educational costs subsidized by the federal government by re-
ducing both grants and loan volume while increasing work-study aid. in total, the
Administration's. funding request would reduce grants by $700 mIl,jzon and loan
volume by $1.1 'billion and would increase work-study aftl by almost $200
compared to continuing current policies (see Table 2).
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TABLE 2.-FEDERAL POSTSECONDARY STUDENT AID IN FISCAL YEAR 1985 UNDER ADMINISTRATION

AND H.R., 5240 PROPOSALS

Ile boom d deltaisl

Budget authcCity
Giants:

Currant
Wm*
estimate requested

tumaiv

Administration's pmensal'

Filtrate ot
Hi/ 5240

CliO
estimak of
cost to fond
pay gr

Pei! grants , 30 2.8 3.1 61

SfOG's .4 $.6

SSiG's _
.1

Subtotal 3.5 3.8 3.7 6.1

Wodt-stu4 aid
p .6 1 .9 .9 .6

Loans.

GSL's 3.0 - 2.8 2.8 3.2

NDSI's :2
$.2

Subtotal 3.2 2.8 2.8 3.4

Total 7.3 '6.5 7.4 t7
;.-

1.0611 volume
7.5 6.6 6.6 7.0

fiDSL's 0 _. ..... ....,.. ....... ..... .7 .5 .5 .7

Tail 8.2 7.1 7.1 7.7

I Induces C90 estimate for CSI.
tii.R. 5240 leak at be hfr te1enti uoU *at )j VW. ENO an shown a if it mem * eitetree je 1g5 u 2iiir to resale

oval* to Me aMenistration's proposal.
' KR. 5240 Moines one campus-toed mow fa rags and bans to replace tbr S00, SSG, and ti0St. prows. These 4stiniates assume

tbe same proportions spent on groats and Was as Wad Mir= keint 110mi
'Wu,* AtAS man

oo *we fro Me new Fe** capital contnbelion and niterneds Fakes Weal contributimrs less not inciude itstitutional matching

Weds

Souriv Cac egoista.

With respect to Pell Grants, the Administration proposes to increase the maxi
mum award from $1,900 to $3,000 and make amounts awarded more sensitve to
school costs. While the Administration has requested $2.8 billion to fund this pro-
posal in 1985, the Congressional Budget Office (C130) estimates that providi
awards to all eligible students who would apply would coat 30 percent more, or $3.
billion. Under current taw, if projected Pell Grant costs exceed the appropriation,
students' awards must be reduced unless additional funds are appropriated. Because
we do not know how the Administration or the Congress would deal with a funding
shortfall, it is difficult to determine the overall effects of this proposal on different
types of students. If sufficient funds were appropriated so that full, grants could be
provided to all eligible applicants, students at lugh-cost.schools would generally re-
ceitie larger awards than now; students at low- and medium-cost schools would get
larger awards only if they were in the lowest-income group.

For the GSL program, the administration's proposal would extend needs analysis
to all borrowers and we Id require that all state agencies, which guarantee loans
that are reinsured by th federal government, bear some risk in the case of defaults.
The universal needs an ysis would eliminate or reduce loans for many students-
especially for persons f ciaily independent of their parents, who would be expect-
ed to devote a large share of their discretionary income Cowards their own educa-
tion, and for students attending lower-cost schools: Sharing default risks with the
states would lower eventual federal costs. In all, we estimate that the Administra-
tion's GSL proposal would require $2.8 billion in budget authority in 1985-about S
percent less than continuing current policies.

Finally, the Administration 'proposes to eliminate SEOGs and SSIGs and addition-
al capital contributions for INTASLs, while increasing funding for work-study aid by

almost $200 million. Eliminating the SEOG and SIG programs and sharply curtail-
ing NDSL lending would reduce aid for students now benefiting from these pro-
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grains, but some of these reductions could be made up through increased funding for
the work-study program and through Pell Grants if the Administration's pro
were funded at its full costs. In any event, the new system would treat students
more uniformly, while heaving schools to allocate only work-study funds and NUSL
repayments.
H.R. 540

In contrast to the Administration's proposal, H,R. 5240 would Sharply increase the
share of school costs subsidized through federal aid by greatly increasing grunts,
while keeping work-study funding level and slightly reducing loan volurne.3 It
would increase funding for grants by '$1.2 billion, kesfp work-study aid-roughly the
same, and reduce loan volume by $500 million in 1985, compared.to continuing cur-
rent policies (see Table 2), Moreover, because H.R. 5240 would change the ,Pell
Grant program from urn appropriated program to an entitlement, future costs
would be more difficult to control.

H.R. 5240 would increase the maximum Pell Grant award to $3,000 snd would
raise the maximum portion of school costs that could be covered by grunts. CBO es-
timates that this proposal would cost about $6.1 billion in fiscal year 1985-41'ce
the amount necessary to continue current Pell Grant policies. Under the entitle-
ment approach, about 1 million more students would receive Pell Grants-than do
now, and most current recipients would get significant larger awards. Students at
low-cost schools would-benefit more than udder either the Administration's pro
or current policies because a higher proportion of school costs would be met by fell
Grants. In addition, graduate students who are now ineligible, could receive Pell
Grants during the first year of graduate study.

Like the Administration's proposal, II..R. 5240 would require a needs analysis-for
all GSL borrowers; however, H.R. 5240 would also raise -the annual loan limits from
$2,500 to $3,000 for undergraduates and from $5,000 to $7,400 for graduate students.
In addition, the Chairman's proposal would eliminate a 5 percent loan origination
fee that was insjituted in 1981. The universal needs analysis would make some stu-
dents ineligible or reduce the amounts they could borrow; this Would be especially
true for those at low-cost schools and for some who are independent of their parents.
On the other hand, the higher loin limits would increase aid Available to other stu-
dents, particularly those attending more expensive institutions. Eliminating the
loan origination fee would reduce.all borrowers net costs.

In addition, H.R. 5240 would reduce the interest rate paid to GSL lenders by one-
half 'percentage point while students are in school. This would lower federal spend-
ing by about $60 million a year without affecting students' costs. Although this
change could affect loawavailability, it seems unlikely. In total, H.R. 1240 would
increase federal funding requirements for GSLs to $3.2 billion in 1985---about 6 per-
cent above the current-policy level.

H.R. 5240 would fund campus-based grants and loans (replaci SEOGs, SSIGs,
and NDS1s) through one slightly expanded program, while cont wing funding for
work-study aid, This would give school officials more aid to all ite at their discre-
tion than now, although a higher proportion of aid would he'd ermined by federal
rules because the Pell Grant pro am would grow even more quickly than the
carripus-based programs.
Other alternatives

Other options are of course, available to the Congress. First, marginal es
could be made in existing programs, for example, by restructuring parental ntri-
bution schedules or by raising the share of interest paid by students under-th GSL
program.

Alternatively, the Congress could fundamentally restructure stude assistance.
At present, each aid program tries to serve several of the higher, ucation goals
&wit-lied above, possibly reducing the system's overall effectiveness. Instead of con-
tinuing the current system, the Congress could consider an explicit three-tier ap-
proach. All grant aid could be targeted to the lowest-income students, thus provid-
ing larger awardA for them; subsidized loans could be provided for both low-income
students and somewhat higher-income students; and unsubsidizedor substantially
less subsidized loans could be made- available to all students who chose to use
them. This could reduce the burden, borne by low-income students, while making it
easier for all students to attend higher-cost schools, although_many of them would

3 'rhis analysis is based on CI-10's understanding of 11.R. 5240 to date as specified by Subcom-
mittee staff. Although KR 5240 would not be fully implemented until fiscal year 198'7, the ef-
fects are shown in fiscal year 1985 in order to compare it to the Administrations proposal.
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have substantial debts when they graduated. Under such a scheme, all aid would be
allocated through uniform federal rules, and higher education institutions would
have much less discretion in tailoring financial aid packages.

Mr. PENNER. Thank you, sir.
Postsecondary student' assistance programs grew substantially

during the 1970s and despite recent reductions remain at levels
well °above those at the beginning of the last decade. That's shown
in table I. Between 1970 and 1984, outlays for all forms of aid \in-
creased more than fourfold, but the emphasis has shifted over ti4ie.

The share of aid provided through loans rather than gran asgran
the proportion distributed under uniform Federal es

has drown, and the percent provided to students at more ex nsive
schools has risen. The extent to which this increase in Federal,
has improved the access of students to postsecondary education
expanded their choices of schools is difficult to assess. Although'
there is some evidence to suggest that increased aid has raised the.
probability that low-indome persons will further their educations,
these students are still very much less likely than high mcome

.ones to continue their schooling. i, '1,.

To the extent, that Federal student aid has enabled institutions
to raise tuitions using the proceeds for vrogram enrichment or
salary increases for example, it, may have improved the quality oQ
schools or shifted the benefits to groups other than the students di-
rectly receiving financial aid, while increasing educational costs.

Finally, the growth of GSL volume in particular has probably en-
abled some private 'institutions to attract students in a period of
slow growth in the college-age population and thereby assisted the
maintenance of a broader variety of educational alternatives.

Turning to the options, the two major student aid proposals now
before the Congress would address program design and funding
issues differently. The administration's proposal would reduce the
amount of educational costs paid by the Federal- Government while
'focusing' available aid on students at more expensive schools and
attempting to protect the lowest income students from cutbacks.

H.R. 5240, on the other hand, would increase the share of all
educational costs borne by the Federal Government providing more
aid to many students not just the lowest income ones. Both propos-
als would treat similar students somewhat more uniformly than do
current programs by increasing the proportion of Federal aid allo-
cated by Federal rules..

The administration's 1985 proposal for postsecondary student aid
would reduce the overall share of educational costs subsidized by
the Federal Government by reducing both grants and loan volume
while increasing workqgtudy aid. In total, the administration's
funding request would reduce grants by $700 million and loan
volume by $1.1 billion and would increase work-study aid by almost
$300 million compared to continuing current policies. That's shown
in table II.

With respect to Pell grants, the administration prOposes to in-
crease the maximum award from $1,900 to $3,000 and make
amounts award more sensitive to school costs. While the admin-
istration has re nested $2.8 billion to fund this proposal in 1985,
the CBO estimates that providing awards to all eligible students
who apply would cost 30 percent more or $3.7 billion.
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Under current law, if projected Pell grant costs exceed the appro-' priation, student awards must be reduced unless additional funds
are appropriate. Because we do not know how the administrationor the Congress would deal with the funding shortfall, it is difficult
to determine the overall effects of this proposaljerr<fferent typesof students.

If sufficient funds were appropriated so that tull grants co b& be
provided to all eligible applicants, students at high-cost sMools
would genally receive larger awards than now. Students at low-
and medium-cost schools would get larger awardS only if they werein the lowest income group.

For the GSL program, the administration's proposal would
extend needs analysis to all borrowers-and would require that allState agencies which guaranteed loans that are -reinsured by the
Federal -Government bear some in the case of defaults. The
universal needs analysis wo iminate or-reduce loans for manystudents, especially for '..ns financially independent of their
parents who would be ex to devote a large s e of, their dis-
cretionary income toward their own education and poor students
attending lower cost schools. Sharing default risks with the States
would eventually lower Federal costs.

In all, we estimate that the administration's GSL proposal would
require $2.8 billion in budget authority in 1985, 8 percent less thqn
continuing current policy.

Finally the administration proposes to liminate- SEQG's andSSIG's and addit. 1 capital contribution for NDSL's 'while in-
creasing funding for work-study aid by almost $300 million. Elimi-nating the SE, nd the SSIG programs and Sharply curtailing
NDSL lending would reduce aid for students now 1.tenefiting from
these programs, but some of these reductions could bem made upthrough increased funding for the work-study program and
through Pell grants if the administration's proposal were funded ate
its full cost.

In any event, sthe new system would treat students more uni-
formly while leaving schools to allocate only work-study funds and
NDSL repayments.

In contrast to the administration's proposal, H.R. 5240 would
sharply increase the share of school costs subsidized through Feder-al aid by greatly increasing grants while keeping the work-study

'funding level and slightly reicing loan volume. It would increase
funding for grants by $3.2 billion, keep work-study aid roughly the
same and reduce loan volume by $500 million in 1985 compared tocontinuing current poliv.

Moreover, because H.R. 5240 would change the Pell grant pro-
gram from an appropriated program to an entitlement, future costs
would be more difficult to control, H.R. 5240 would increase the
maximum Pell grant award to $3,000 and would raise the maxi-
mum portion of school costs that could be covered by grants. CBO
estimates that this proposal would cost about $6.1 billion in fiscal
1985, twice the amount- necessary to continue the current Pell
grant policies.

Under the entitlement approach about 1 million more studentswould receive Pell grants than do now and most current recipients
would get significantly larger awards. Students at low-cost schools
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would benefit more than either under the administration's propos-
al or current policies because a higher proportion of school costs
would be met by Pell grants.

. In ajdition, graduate students who are now ineligible could re-
ceive Fell ,'rants during the first year of graduate study.

Like the administration's proposals, H.R. 5240 would require a
needs analysis for all GSL borrowers. However H.R. 5240 would
also raise the annual loan limits froi $2,500 to 83,000 for under-
graduates and from $5,000 to $7,000 for graduate students. In addi-
tion, the chairman's proposal would eliminate a 5-percent loan or
elimination- fee that was instituted in 1981. The universal needs
analysis would make some . students ineligible or reduce the
amounts they could borrow. This would be especially true for those
at low-cost schools and for some who are indepeient of their par-
ents.

On the other hand, the higher loan limits would increase aid
available to other students, particularly those attending more ex-
pensive institutions. Eliminating the Ivan origination fee would
reduce all borro era' net costs. In addition, H.R. 5240 would reduce
the interest ra paid to GSL lenders by one-half of a percentage
point while studio is are in school. This would lower Federal spend-
ing by about $60 million ar without affecting student costs. AI-
thougli this change could affect loan availability, it seems unlikely.
In total, H.R. 5240 would increase Federal funding requirements
for GSlis to $3.2 billion in 1985, `about 6 percent above the current
policy level. 1

H.R. 5240 would fund canipus-based grants and loans replacing
"the current program's' or with one slightly expanded program while
continuing funding for work-study aid. This would give school offi-
cials more aid to allocate at their disCretion than now, although a
higher proportion of aid would be determined by Federal rules be-,
cause the Pell Grant Program would.grow even more quickly than
the campus-based program.

Other lotions, of course, are
programs, for example,

ilable to the Congress. First,"
marginal changes could be made in -Z
by restru turing parental contributions schedules or by raising the
share of interest paid by students under the GSL program. Alterna-
tively, the Congress could fundamentally restructure student assist-
ance. At present, each aid program tries to serve several of the
higher education goals described above possibly reducing the sysv,
tern's overall effectiveness. Instead of continuing the current
system, the Congress could consider an explicit three-tier approach:
All grant aid could be targeted to the lowest income students, thus
providing larger awards for them; subsidized loans could be provid-
ed for both low-income students ;AO somewhat higher income stu-
dents and; unsubsidized or substantially less-subsidized loans could
be made available to all students who choose to use them.

This could reduce the burden bornei,by low-income students while
making it easier for all students to attend higher cost schools, al-
though many of them would have substantial debts when they
graduated. Under such a scheme, all aid would be allocated for um-
form Federal rules and higher education institutions would have
much less discretion in tailoring packages. Thank you very -much,
Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Sirdox. Thank you very much.
By way of general background, let just insert in the record at

this point the college board study which shows that for the academ-
ic year 1980-81, the total Federal assistance,and that includes
Social Security, veterans .and all of the other programs, not simply
the ones we are talking about herethe total was $19.4 billion.
The total for the 1983-84 school year is $15.4 billion from the Fed-
eral Government.

When we talk about $100 on Pell, are we still talking about
roughly $100 million?

Mr. PENNER. I am sorry, sir.
Mr. SixtoN. When you talk about an increment of $100 in the

Pell Grant Program, are we still talking roughlywe have kind of-
used $100 means $100 millionis that still a roughly accurate
figure? You may want to call onand you may want to identify for
the record the people who are with you.

Mr. PENNER. Yes; let me ask Maureen McLaughlin to answer
that question. r.

Ms. MCLAUGHLIN, In the current'program, raising the maximum
award by $100 would increase Federal costs by betWeen $100 mil-
libn and $150 million. When you have a larger program, such as
the Pell Grant Program proposed in H.R. 5240, that rule doesn't
necessarily still hold. In that program, if you reduce the maximum
from $3,000 to something lower, yoU would save about $200 million
for each $100 decrease in the maximum award.

Mr. SIMON. All right.
Then on the one table, just forand I understand the kind of

problems you face on thisbut on page 10, you make a comparison
and the implication is thatk H.R. 5241? applies to fiscal year 1985in
fact, 5240 applies to fiscal year 1986. It starts then. Have you done
any estimates of what we do in the w# of savings in the °kit years
when we shift from loans to grants? Clearly, one of the things that
I am trying to do in my bill is to. make that shift.

Just ly way of background, we had yesterday some people from
Kentucky testifying. One of them talked about a couple now facing
$37,000 in loans, and you come across with a lot more than that,
just graduating from college. That's a pretty significant thing. In
fact, it's so significant, it discourages a lot of people fron? continu-
ing their education.

Mr. PENNI4I. Unfortunately, Mr. Chairman, we have not yet
been able to 'do cost estimates for the outyears, for the 1986-89
period. It is something we could do fQr the record. It's just been a
matter to get through -it.

Mr. SIMON. I am not thinking simply those 3 fiscal years, but if
you have a subsidized loan, there is a governmentin other wards,.
if you make a grant of $100, you are putting out that money in one
fiscal year. You make a loan of $100 and you are subsidizing that
loan for a number of.years. What I am trying to get at is whether
in the,long run we are saving money or losing'money by making a
loan rather than a grant.

Now the Grace Commission has suggested that ,'sre would be
better offwe all like to quote the Grate Commission when we
agree with them and not whe'n we disagree with them. [Laughter.]
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But the. Grace Commission suggests that we would be saving
money by making grants rath r than loans because we end tip with
this huge Federal expenditu year after yetir after year i, subsi-
dizing loans.

Mr. PENNER. Well, it rea ly depends on how you look t it. If you
are just comparing $100 of grant, which is obviously 100 subsidy
right up front, with $100 of loan, obviously, the interest- rate subsi-
dy, simply because it is smaller, is lower in the longer run. You
can, obviously, develop comparisons where you are comparing
well, let me put it the other wayyou can obviously design pro -
grain to provide exactly the same subsidy value as a grant pro-
gram. There is a problem, however, in how we account for these
things in the unified budget. That is to say, when you loan $100, it
appears right away as an addition-to the deficit even though it does
not carrywell, it looks exactly . the same as $100 grant even
though in the longer run it carries the lesser subsidy and is less
,costly to the Federal grant because, of course, that $100 will even
tually be paid back. So the loSs is the present value of the' subsidy.

We have tried to explain all of that in footnote 2, which is quite
long and elaborateand I. apologize for thaton pages 5 and 6. It
ie a complicated issue. We have in other contexts suggested ways
that the Federal Government would account very much better for
lending in a way that they could be easily compared to grants and
we would be very pleased to give your. staff that report, which we
are quite proud of, _in fact. You have put your finger on a real prob-
lem of budgetingaccountingas we do it now, because you
cannot compare those two things easily just looking at the budget
of the United States.

Mr. &vox. Just a mildnot disagreementbut to strengthen
the statement you have here, you say, "Although there is some evi-
dence to suggest that increased aid has raised the probability that
low-income persons will further their education." I would assert
that that evidence is just overwhelming. We probably don't dis-
agree on that, but I simply want to express my opinion on that.

. Mr. Gunderson?
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Mr.

Penner, for being here today. My problem is deciding exActly
where I want to start in asking questions here and I would love to
ask you a lot of policy. decisions. I don't know it yolk want to get
into that arena or not.

Mr. PENNER. No, I don't. fhaughterj
Mr. GUNDERSON. I can't imagine why,
First of 'all, you iodicated on page 6 of your testimony that the

proportions * * "The percent of money provided to students at
more expensive schools has risen in recent years." Could you elabo-
rate on that statement?

Mr. PENNER. That is largely because of the increase in the loan
program.

Mri GUNDERSON. You say the loan program caused the students
to attend higher cost schools'.

Mr. PENNER. It makes it easier for them to do so and, of course,
in the formula as well for the grants there is some incentive, even
now --or some additional helpfor higher cost schools up to the
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threshold as it were. But I would not want to emphasize that very
much. It's, I think, mainly the availability of loans,

Mr. GUNDERSON. One of the concerns that we have heard in testi-inony is that if we raised the 50 percent of ,cost provision in the
Pell grant to 75 percent that that would, in essence, create a trans-
fer away from the high-cost institution to the low-cost, more public
institution. Have you done any analysis on what the effects of that
type of legislative change would be?

r. PENNER. I don't think we have in any precise detail, havewe? Letme turn to Maureen.
Ms. MCLAUGHLIN. We have done a little bit of work on changing

the half-cost limitation, and raising it to 60, 65, 70 percent of cost.
Mr.-SimoN. Can you pull that mike closer to you?
Ms. MCLAUGHLIN. We have done a little bit of work on analyzing

the effects of changing the half-cost limitation to 60, 65, 70 percent
of cost and if that were the only change made, it does help students
whogo to lower cost students because a larger proportion of their
school costs could be covered by a Pell grant.

If you don't raise the total appropriations for the .Pell Grant Pro-
gram, that would cause a shift of aid from private "schools to public
schools. If you increased the appropriation to take into account
that change, then students at private schools would continue to get
approximately what they do now.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Do you want to add something to that?
Mr. PENNER. In terms of the structure, it does obviously depend

on how you cap it, too.
Mr. SIMON. If my colleague would yield.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. We are getting at cost factors. Obviously, the major

problem that we are trying to work out a compromise.on is this 50-
versus 75-pevent problem. I was just wondering, Maureen, if you
had any figures as we move up front 50 to 51 percent. What does
each 1, 5, or 10 pet.centdo you have any rough estimate of what
we are talking about costwise?

Ms. CLAUHLIN. I don't have anZ G estimate for that. It depends
heavily On what program it is, what the other parameters in the
program are.

Mr. Simms". But making the assumptions that we do in 5240,
emit you get to me just a rough estimate of what happens if we
move from 75 down to 70 percent or what happens if we move from'50 up to 55 percentwhat each 1 or 5 percent would mean? OK?
We will insert that in the record.

Mr. GuNDERsoN. Has CBO done any analysis on the total student
burden attending various cost universities? One of the problems
that. I think we face in thilg whole reauthorization process is that it
is almost impossible for us to determine the ability of and opportu-
nity for scholarships to affect student choice. In other words, we
have talked a lot about endowments. We don't know exactly what
high-cost institutions versus low-cost institutions might have in
terms of correlation. We have been unable to fit scholarships intothe grant and loan scenario to come up/with a bottom line-, Has
any study been done by CB() in this rega d?

Mr. PENNER. I think the data are v ry scarce on that sort of
thing, sir.

31-61S 0 S4 88
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Mr. GUNDERSON. You would agree though that it is very difficult
for us to make public policy in terms ()imbeds because of this issue.

Mr. PENNER. I certainly agree that it's an important element,
yes.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Has Ca/ done any analysis of what the typical
loan burdens are at tile completion of undergraduate and graduate
school for college students today and put this into a historical per-
spective?

Mr. PENNER. You mean the time series on that? You are talking
about after they are all finished and they borrowed their

Mr. GUNDERSON. In other words, if the typical example is the stu-
dent. with 4 years under aduate work with a B.A. degree is thegr
average loan obligation $5,000, $10,000,,$15,000? Do we ;have any
idea of that average figure?

Mr. PENNER. We have not done that, but it is something that we
could do. We could look at that for you, if you like.

Mr. GUNDERSON. If it isn't too much work, I think that would be
a ood idea.

Mr. SIMON. I concur. I think it's a good requeSt.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Mr. Chairman, I have some more questions, but

if you would like to rotate, I would be happy to do that.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Penny.
Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman,.
Mr. Penner, welcome to the committee.
Mr. PENNER. Thank you.
Mr. PENNY. Do you have a cost-out of your suggestion of a three-

tiered financial aid system usingI am assuming you can use cur-
rent statistics as to which students fall int,o which categories in
each case?

Mr. PENNER. Well, it's the sort of thing, sir, that you could set a
budget for and then allocate almost anyomw you chose depending
on the parameters that you wanted to choose for the programs or
you could start with some parameters and derive a budget. It's a
very flexible program. We were just trying to state a philosophy as
to, how you might proceed and try to focus on what we called three
tiers more precisely. .

Mr. PENNY. Is therewhat you have said is that you can see aiiK
price tag and then define the terms and the definitions to meet
that price tag. Would it be possible for us to have some figures of
what the price tag would be if we tried to meet the level of need
that exists for our lowest income students and the middle-income
students through grants at the one level and strictly subsidized
loans at the other level, assuming then that thesioan program for
the wealthier students would be a no -cost program for the Govern
merit?

Mr. PENNER. Well, I think, the best way to proceed.on that would
he for us to get our two staffs together and 'work out in a little
more detail-

Mr; PENNY. What the definitions would be as to low income.
Mr. PENNER. Exactly. Then we could work out a cost estimate

once we had soemthing like that available.
Mr. PENNY. You're right. It is a dramatic shift from the mix of

aid programs that we have available now and it may from a policy
standpoint that we don't find it an attractive alternative. But I
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think for purposes of comparison it would be rr ce to have those fig-
tires.

Mr. _PENNY. What are we really saving for the Government with
the 5-percent origination fee? Do you have the figure on that?

Mr. PENNER.' Yes, I do have that number here somewhere. $350
million.

Mr. PENNY. $350 million?
Mr. PENNER. Yes.
Mr. PENNY. Annually?
Mr. PENNER. Yes.
Mr, PENNY. What kind of an interest ratelet's just admit to

folks that when you get'that deducted from your loan amount, but
you have to pay back the entire amount as if that money were
given to you. Let's just admit that it's just a different way of in-
creasing their interest rates.

Mr. PENNER. That's right. It's exactly the same.
Mr. PENNY. If we were to give them the full loan instead of de-

ducting the 5 percent-up, front, what kind of an interest rate would
we really be talking about? We are pretending that we have got a
9-percent interest rate for these students right now.

Mr. PENNER. Now 8, sir.
Mr. PENNY. What would it really be if you factored in the origi-

nation fee?
Mr. PENNER. Well, first of all, you are absolutely right that it is

just like points on a mo age. That's the analogy. Have you com-
puted that, Maureen?

Ms. MCLAUGHLIN. I haven't, but I could.
Mr. PENNER. It's a very easy computation. That'i for sure.
Mr. PENNY. It's terribly misleading to tell students that we are

giving them 9-percent loans when that origination fee, in essence,
means that we are giving loans at a much higher interest rate.

Mr. PENNER. That's right. We will supply that calculation for the
record. It's quite straightforward.

Mr. PENNY. OK. I would appreciate that.
I don't have any further qkestions. Thank you.
Mr. SIMON. If I may ask one question before I yield to Mr. Petri

and Mr. Gunderson here. I notice you say, "Under the entitlement
approach, about 1 million more students would receive Pell grants
than do now." Originally, I saw some informal estimate in a letter
from you or from your staff--I can't rememberwhere we had a
$500,000 estimate.

I guess I have two questions. No. 1, how did you arrive at either
figure? No. 2, the assumption has to be that many of these are
people who otherwise just wouldn't come to college. Do you have
any estimate at all of how manywhat's the increment and the
numbers of additional students we get as a result of this increased
program?

Mr. PENNER. The latter is really a tough one. The million obvi-
ously refers to some who would have been there anyway and now
qualify and you reduce their financial burden, obviously: Putting
your finger on the marginal amount is extremely difficult.

Maureen, why don't you explain the often
Ms. MCLAUGHLIN. The estimate which you are referring which

had-500,000 additional students was for a proposal that I was dis-
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cussing with your staff which is somewhat different than the pro-
posal that H.R. 5240. If I remember correctly, the cost on that one
was approximately $51/2 billion. The cost in this program is $6.1
lion.

One of the main differences 'between that proposal an this one
is that the proposal I was discussing with your staff I did not have
graduate students in that particular program. Graduate students
are/included in H.R. 5240.

In addition, there are several other changes in H.R. 5240 that
expand the program some and add more undergraduate students
than in the memo.

Mr. SIMON. Would you careand I realize these are just very
rough estimatesbut would you care to make any kind of a rough
approximation of that 1 million? Would there be 300,000 who
wouldn't otherwise go to school, 500,000 orare we just really grab-
bing for figures and it's impossible to even roughly approximate it?

Mr. PENNER. I am afraid, sir, we are grabbing for straws here.
That's just very hard to identify, thatinade a go or a no-go decision
based on a certain amount of financial aid.

Mr. Slut*, Is it, possible that we could with a brief survey ask
students who now go to school whether they would' have been able
to go to school if they did not receive their Fell grant?

Mr. PENNER. Let me introduce Eric Hanushek who has looked at
the academic literature.

Mr. HANUSI1EK. This has turned out to be a-very difficult prob-
lem for economists to address in part because the data on all of the
possible forms of student aid, if a student chooses a particular
school are unatailable in general.

If you asked people on just. a simple survey if they would have
made a big difference of whether thellitould go or not, you would
tend to get very biased answers because, in part, all of the students
realize that it's in their interest to say that this was a very impor-
tant element of going to school and so you really can't tell from
just looking at those survey responses how important that was
versus other kinds of aid and contribution from parents and work
and so forth in making a decision to go to school or not.

Mr. SIMON. But it does seem to me th some kind of a relatively
sophisticated questionnaire could be deviNed where you could get
some rough approximations. That really is fairly fundamental to
this whole question, "Are we, in fact, increasing opportunity?" My
assumption, frankly and this is on the basis of simply the allegori-
cal kind of thingyou know, I talk to people and I see the ones
that can't go and those who canis that we would be tremendously
increasing opportunity for those who would go to college.

Mr. HANUSHEK. Sir, I think you are absolutely right that we
could do better. The one way that you would clearly want to go if
you wanted to do this better would be to look at some students who
didn't go to school also so that you can contrast those who did and
didn't go and try to figure out what might have made the differ-
ence in that decision.

Mr. SIMON. Is something like that within. the purview of CBO?
Mr. PENNER. I think it would probably have to be something that

we would have to contract if it were done. We are not capablet of
really doing surveys.
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Mr. SIMON. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you again, Mr. Chairman. I would like to

focus for just a bit, if I can, on the Pell grant provisions of H.R.
5240.

You estimate that the number of recipients would increase, obvi-
ously, if we move to an entitlement program. Have you been able
to identify the category of students who would receive increased as-
sistance? Are we talking about graduate students? Are we talking
about students at different income levels? Has there been any anal-
ysisof who would benefit?

Mr. PENNrx. In large' portion we are talking about graduate stu-
dents who would be newly eligible and then, of course, because the
lid is raised, you would expand the range of the income distribu-
tion that you were serving.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Would it be possible to provide us with a break-
down of the numbers of students, the percent of dollars, the per-
cent of students, et cetera, as a result of the projected increases?

Mr. PENNER. Yes.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Also, I feel guilty asking for some of these, but

It would be helpful to the committee could you give us some kind
of projection of the long term.

Mr. PENNER. Yes.
Mr. GUNDERSON. You have made the projections for 1985 or 1986.

With the changing population of students, could you project costs- 3
and 5-years down the road so that we have some idea of what the
growth of this program Would or would not be?

Mr. PENNER. We can do that based on our baseline which goes
through 1989.

Mr. GUNDERSON. What about the independent student definition
that is included in H.R. 5240, has that had, any impact en your
analysis?

Ms. MCLAUGHLIN. It has a very small impact. It reduces costs
very slightly. We could give you some, more informatioi, on that.

Mr. GUNDERSON. It reduces costs slightly but
Ms. MCLAUGHLIN. It reduces the number of students slightly and

reduces costs slightly.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Can you describe the student who would be af-

fected?
Ms. McLAucimax. The change would basically put an age cut in

for students who -are independent. So if a student falls below the
age which is defined as 24 in H.R. 5240if a student falls below
age 24, and was now considered independent, he might not be cone
sidered as an independent student under the proposal.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Have you dope any study on the impact of the
Pell grant proposal on independent colleges? Does this affect the
enrollment?

Ms. MCLAUGHLIN. When we looic at the Pell Grant Program we
look at how students now goirg to different types of schools would
be affected. We are unable to take into account the behavioral
changes that result from changes in the program causing students
to choose different schools than they might otherwise have chosen.

Mr. PENNER. That's exactly analogous to the. dealing with the
chairman's question, about how many really did change their mind
for a go or a no-go decision, It's very hard to say how many actual-
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ly changed their mind to go to an independent college or a public
college.

Mr. GUNDERSON. On. page 13 of your testimony, you indicate, in
regards, to the reduction in interest rate paid on GSL loans, that,
"Although this change could affect loan availability, it seems un-
likely." I would be interested in your methodology for coming to
that conclusion because this seems in direct contrast to what most
lenders are suggesting.

Mr. PENNER. Well, it is a large payment that we make to them
and it is our judgment simply that adjusting that downward by
half a pointit would make some difference obviously. There will
always be a few who decide it's not worth it anymore but it is our
best judgment that that would not be a large number that would
drop out.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I don't disagree with you, but I would be inter-
ested in any kind of supportive evidence that you have that, frank-
ly, we could use to counter what the lenders are saying on the
other side in that regard.

Mr. PENNER. OK.
Mr. GUNDERSON. This'may be a general question and it's final

one in regard to the achievement. of the purposes of the Higher
Education Act. Is, it at all possible for CBO to determine "the suc-
cess of the intent" in terms of direct correlation between money
spent and students attending school, both in a positive sense, gen-
erally, and in a negative sense, whether the changes th5t have oc-
curred through reconciliation, Gramm-Latta, et cetera, have denied
access? We get very conflicting evidence.

Mr. PENNER. Well, the reason it is conflicting is for all of the rea°
sans that gin Iianushek mentioned in answering the chairman
before. It is so hard to get a handle on how these things actually
change behavior.

One thing you can say for sure though is that they have altered
the financial burden of going to college. That is to say that'I think
we can say with some assurance that it hasn't all resulted in just
increased prices and costs from the point' of view of the ,educational
institutions. But, to answer your question, any degree of satisfac-
tion, ou would have to know just how it changed behavior and
that's extremely difficulf,---Wth conceptually and because of the
lack f data, to get a handle on that. ,

Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
Mr. moN. Do you have any further questions, Mr. Penny?
Mr. PENNY. No further questions.
Mr. SIMON. We would like to submit some questions to you also

and as you reflect on ,thisobviously, we are going to be moving
ahead fairly rapidly and any additional data or information you
can get to us, we would greatly appreciate.

Thank you very,,very much for your testimony. We thank the
three of you and we look forward to seeing more of you.

Mr. PENNER. You're welcome, Mr. Chairman.
[Whereupon, at 10:40 a.m., on April 11, 1984, the subcommittee

was adjourned, subject to the call of the Chair.] v
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HEARINGS ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION Acr

THURSDAY, APRIL 12, 1984

i. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMIT= ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:45 am., in room
2257, Rayburn House- Office Building, Hon. William F. Goodling
(member of the subcommittee presiding.

Members present: Repi.esentatives Oweiv, Gunderson, Goodling,
Packard (ex officio), and Roukema.

Staff present: William A. Blakey, staff director; and John !Van,
Republican assistant counsel.

Mr. GOODLING. This is a day of hearings requested by the minori-
ty so it',s.rather appropriate for the minority to be in the Chair. We
are very happy to welcome the Under Secretary who has had to
come up for, I believe, the second time and we are very happy to
have you and the panel. So we will just begin with your testimony.

[Prepared statement of Dr. Gary L. Jones follows:]
PRICARRAD STATRICIONT OF Du. GARY L. JONES, UNDRR St.CRNTARY, U.S. DEPARTMENT

OF 'EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: Thank you for this opportunity to
discuss H.R. 5240; entitled the "Higher Education Amendments of 1984.

I would like to preface my remarks bk. indicating today as in my testimony on
March 27, 1984, before this subcommittee, we have recently submitted to Congress
proposed amendments addressing needed reforMs which support our fiscal year 1985
budget. We are continuing to study the need for long-term legislative change in
these programs and will be submitting our proposals for reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act at a later date.

We in the Administration are pleased to provide this subcommittee out initial as- -
sessment,of H.R. 5240. We have problems with this bill from philosophical, oper-
ational, an li cost standpoints. Philosophically, the bill would guide key 'higher educa-
tion programs in opposite directions from those that create healthy, vibrant and in-
dependent institutions and individuals. While this Administration seeks restoration
of the traditional roles of the family and the student in financing postsecondary
education, H.R, 5240 would i pose on the Federal Government an even larger share
of educational costs than un er current lawfurther eroding, rather than support-ing, the principle of stud t self -help. Furthermore, while this Administration
would -promote instItutio f-sufficiency, H.R. 540 would encourage institutipnal
dependency on the Federal Governmentpotentially creating a class of permanent-
ly dependent institutions of higher education.

Operationally, H.R. 5240 would create numerous problems. For example, in place
of the current workable formulas for distributing campus-based student aid funds to
institutions, the bill would distribute these funds on the basis of instituticitial shares
of Pell Grant and Guaranteed Student Loan dollars received in the previous year.
Apart from the policy issues raised by such a change, the necessary loan data are
not now collected by the Department or anyone else, and are not readily available
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at ninny institutions. Also, the bill appears to dismantle the current relationships
between the higher education community and the Federal student aid programs by
mandating a new statutory need analysis formula for purpose of GSI, and the
campus-based student aid programs, and by mandating a "common application
term" for these operationally very different programs. Moreover, the bill includes
several objectionable provisions including enactment of joint resolutions to make
all Department regulations effective which would eliminate traditional and needed
executive branch flexibility in the administration of higher education programs.

In terms of costs, H.R. 5240 is a "budget buster". At a time when budget deficits
are a-matter of national concern, we estimate this bill would authorize spending of
over $12 billion in fiscal year 1986 and over $14 billion by 1990--an increase of some
128 percent over the 1,1 1984 higher education appropriation levels. Some of the
more costly program changes pro in this bill are, in our judgment, not neededlat
and Not i'n the long-term best inte f higher education.

As I indicated earlier, we are continuing to study the need for long-term legisla-
tive change in all Higher Education Act programs. However, I am focusing my coin-
inept: today on only certain programs.

INSTITUTIONAL AID

We believe that providing developmental support for institutions which serve sub-
stantial needy and minority student populations is an important Federal role. The
President is especially concerned about assuring the survival and vitality of histori-
cally Black colleges and universities (H.BCU's).--an institutional segment which has
served and should continue to serve 'a unique and important function in American
higher education. These are goals which we clearly share with the authors of .R.
5240. Nevertheless, I must point out significant policy differences between the Title
III .proposals contained in this bill and those proposed by the Department of Educa-
tion. In general, I believe our proposals would achieve the important goals sought by
H.R. 5240 while at the same time clarifying the developmental intentions of these
programs and creating needed mechanisms to protect against perpetual institution-
al dependency on Federal funds.

First, r4iust point out that the Part A. Strengthening Institutions, program pro-
posed in this bill would create added complexity and administrative burdens in an
already overly complex and confusing program, while failing to effectively target
the program on temporary, developmental support activities. Although institutional
"self-sufficiency- is a stated goal in H.R. 5240, this objective is not defined and there
are no incentives for institutions to achieve this goal. Unlike the Department's pro-
posal in this area, no institutional matching funds would be required and there
woulOlx. no "graduation" from Federal grant support. Although a seven year cut-
off rely is proposed in H.R. 5240, several mandatory waiver categories are provided
such that virtually all schools could continue to receive grants indefinitely. Waiver
applications and processing would complicate program administration, and there
would be no assured movement toward institutional self- sufficiency.

The proposed Part A. Strengthening Institutions, program word complicate pro-
gram administration by changing one of the current basic eligibility criteria from
"high average Pell Grant amounts" to "high average amounts of need-based Title
IV aiklistance"- apparently including both GSI, and campus -based Federal aid. This
would likely broaden institutional eligibility to include some highcost institutions
which may not be really in need of developmental assistance. Also, inasmuch as
G'SL arid campus-based aid data are not readily available, this change would require
costly and burdensome new data collection.

The proposed Part 13, Strengthening Historically and Traditionally Black Colleges
and Universities, program would also add administrative complexity while failing to
clearly tarxet program eligibility. The bill would establish no "teed" or "develop
mental" eligibility requirements, Thus, it would be possible for some well-estab-
lished and well-endowed schools to qualify. The only basic eligibility rule would be
the requirement, of at least 50 percent Black enrollment. This rule would exclude
some "historically" Black institutions currently benefiting from the 1113CU set-aside
under the Department's definition. The proposed Complicated, institutional alloca-
tion formulabased on number of Pell Grant ,recipients, number of institutional
graduates, and number of graduates pursuing certain graduate programs -would he
difficult to administer and allocations would not be clearly related to institutional
need for such funds. It is not clear, for example, how graduates would be tracked
each year

We have even more,serious concerns about the possibility that long-term depend-
ency could be encouraged by the proposed new Part 13 program, Under this new pro-
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gram, there would be no matching and no institutional "graduation" requirements.
There would not even be a waivable seven year cut-off such as that proposed under
Part A. Funds provided under this new program- could be -to meet a virtually
unlimited scope of institutional expenses--including oi g operational as well as
developmental casts. The proposed authorized s ding levels for this new pro-
gram-1-$150 million in 1986, climbing to $200 million in 1990would be several'
times greater than-the Title III funds which these schools have applied for and been
able to utilize in recent years, This suggests that Federal funds would probably dis-
place other available resources now meeting basic institutional operating expenses.
We believe that such a large and open-ended, although well-intentioned, program
would probably encourage long-term institutional dependency orithe Federal Treas-
ury.

Unlike the Administration's proposal for a $45.7 million Ifl3CU "set-aside" which
would encompass all of the Title III programs and which would contain matching
and "graduation" rules, this bill would establish a separate, additional pogaam for
Black colleges--a program whose terms would be more open-ended than the other
Title III programs, and from which other categories of schools would be excluded. I
believe the H.R. 5240 approach to aiding historically Black colleges raises greater
equity concerns with respect to the treatment of schools not, included in this racial-
ly-based category. It would certainly entail greater risk of creating a class of institu-
tions perpetually dependent on Federal appropriations for institutional support.

PELL GRANTS

I have a number of serious concerns regarding H.R, 5240's treatment of our major
need-based Federal grant program, whose statutaw structure is key to assuring
equal opportunity in postsecondary education.

In the first place, this bill not only .pores the Administration's modest proposal
for making Pell Grants contingent on ailninimum "self-help" expectation, it would
actually move the program in the opposite direction. By allowing the l'61 Grant to
meet an unnecessarily high percentage of postsecondary coats, especially at low-cost
institutions; even less self-help would be asked of students than at present. The
number of students able to finance theii- educatios solely with Federal grants and
the expected family contribution would clearly increase ani3 much of the increase in
funds would go to students Currently. financing their costs in other ways.

We object to the proposal to lock into law the current Pell Grant family contribu-
tion schedule. This would eliminate an important area of Secretarial flexibility,
Moreover, it would peNetuate family income assessment rates which border on gen-
erosity to middle-income families and may contribute to an erosion of the tradition-
al family responsibility for nietalfg poetafxondary coats.

We strongly object to the provision which would lock into the law automatic in-
creases in the Pell Grant maximum award. Such indexing, would limit future/con-
gressienal as well as Executive Branch policy choices, and it would stimulate post-
secoadary cost inflation.

The proposed approach to Pell Grant living expense allowances--$2,000 for on-..
campus residents, $1,600 far stadents living off campus and $1,200 for students
living with parents, each not subject lo the bill's 75 percent limitation on institu-
tional cost coverage --would be a new and, I believe, dubious approach to the distri-
bution of Fedeial aid. Federal support should be targeted primarily toward direct-
educational casts. Instead, under H.R. 5240 personal living, expenses, expenses which
would have to he met whether or not the individual is attending college, would be
weighed more heavily than tuition and other direct educational costs in the calcula-
tion of the Pell award.

The proposal broadening Pell Grant eligibility to include one year of graduate
study seems inappropriate. The Pell Grant program was designed to remove finan-
cial barriers to access to undergraduate postsecondary educati4n by recognizing dif-
fering family financial circumstances. Students who have received their bachelors
degree have achieved an important measure of postsecondary access and need-based
Federal grant aid is not as critical to continued educational put-suits. The federally-
aupporttai self-help programs (GSI,, Work-Study, and Direct Lo4s) are the more ap-
propriate means of taxpayer support for general graduate education_ -the benefits of
which accrue more directly to the individual than to society at barge.

Finally. and especially in view of the proposed program expaasions and indexing
of benefit levels discussed above, we strenuously object to the prdposal to make Pell
Grant costs into "entitlements" based only on student demand aid not controllable
via the yearly appropriations process. The creation of a hugely expensive and poorly
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targeted new entitlement program, committing the Federal budget into the future,
would only exacerbate our Federal deficit problem.

In that regard, the historical record of Federal entitlement programs bears consid-
eration. The record shows, first, that these programs have expanded rapidly. F'o'r ex-
ample:

All non - health Federal entitlement`programs represented 5.4 percent of the
Gross National Product in 1965. By 1983, the figure was 10.1 percent of GNP.

Between 1980 and 1983, Social Security benefits expanded 42 percent; Mili-
tary retirement went up 57 percent; Agricultural Price Supports rose 596 per-
cent!

More, importantly, the recorst alsb shows that entitlement coots have increased far
more than initially anticipated. For example:

In 1966, when medicare began, it was estimated that costs for supplementary
medical insurance would increase 2.3 percent annually. They have Lictually in-
creased 10.2 percent annually.

In 1970, it was estimated that the combined employee and Government Civil
Service Retirement 'fund contribution of 14 percent of payroll would cover the
cost of retiree benefits. Today the cost is 29 percent of payrollyet Federal em-
ployees are still paying just 7 percent. '

WORK-STUDY AND BLOCK GRANTS

H.R. 5240 would retain the current Work -Study program largely as under current
Iaw; however, it would fail to broaden the program in important ways as we have
proposed. More irnportimtly, it would replace the current Supplemental Grant,
State Student Incentive Grant and Direct Latin programs with a nbw "Institutional
Block Grant" from which schools could find need-based grants, loans, and (to a
more limited eiftent) work-study employment. All State .allocation formulas would
be eliminated, and the current need-based procedure for allocating campus-based
funds within States would be replaced by a statutory formula based on GS.I, and
Pell Grant awards. . .

While) have been an advocate of reducing institutional administrative burden
and enhancing institutional flexibility in meeting individual student needs at all
leVels of the educational enterprise, I believe the proposed institutional block grant
needs close examination and evaluation. Such a major program change could be an
unwarranted, destabilizing element.

In particular, I am iconcerned about the institutional consequences and the gener-
al policy ramifications of the proposed institutional allocation system. The current
need-based "fair share" method of within .Sfate allocations for these programs,
which was develop4t1 by the financial aid community over many years, would be
abandoned under this bill. Schools would receive block grants and Work-Study allo-
cations based on past Pell Grant and GSL distributions regardless of their current
need for the campus-based funds. This could lead to unpredictable discrepancies be-
tween available aid and actual need. GSL volume is especially volatile, and is sub-
ject to changing national economic and State/local lending conditions. Under the

' proposed system, small programmatic changes in the Pell an GSL programs could
have unexpected allocation consequences for the other progr . Moreover, depend-
ing on appropriation levels, this system could result in lo -cost schools receiving
Federal funds in excess of their students' need for these funds. For example; needy
students attending a school costing $5,500 could shave their costs -entirely met by
Pell and GSL, yet, the school would receive substantial Work-Study and Block Grant
funds.

At appropriation levels which exceed the proposed 1985 hold-harmless levels,
elimination of all State allotment formulas would increase incentives for postsecond-
ary -price inflation, and-result in institutional and regional dislocations in available
aid due to the effects of the new institutional allocation formulas. We are unable to
Model the institutional and regional effects of the new formula at this timelargely
due to the unavailability of data on GSI, amounts at individual institutionsand we
thus urge caution in proceeding with thiaproposal.

On the operational level, the proposed formula would impose new 'data collection
costs and administrative burdens- in order to overcome this current lack of GSL
data, as well as to ensure sufficiently timely Pell datwby institution.

The GSI, basis of the proposed formulas could act as an incettive for schools to
require students to Obtain GSLs whether or not they wished to assume this debt
leading to increased GSL volume and costs as well as unnecessary student debt
burden. Also; schools with close ties to GSL lenders would have an advantage, while
others like proprietary schools would be at a disadvantage.
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As I understand it, H.R. 5240 would allow schools to utillie all of'eir block grantfunds as student grants. Institutional competition for enrollment woulcidead in this .direction. Moreover, there would be no limits on the size of individual student
grants made from the new block grant allocations. The current pressure on schoolsto target high grant awards toward the more academically talented studeuts withany need could be substantially increased under such a program.

I believe the Administration's current legislative proposals for Work-Study andthe other campus-based programs would achieve much of the local fleXibilitysought
by the proposed block grant approach while avoiding the potentially disruptive oper-ational consequences.

Our proposed reforms in the campus-based programs' funding system would great-ly simplify the current State allotment formulasbasing them entirely on full-time -equivalent enrollment. We would, in addition, retain the_current sensible method of ..institutional allocationsbased on relative institutional need for the program funds
7\actually being allocated.

I urge the Committee to take a close look at this Department's proposals for ex-panding the scope and flexibility of the Work-Study program. We advocate increas-ing to 50 percent the transferability of institutional allocations between Work-Study
and Supplemental Grants. H.R. 5240 would letWe this transferability at 10 percent.We advocate increasing from $25,000 to $100,000 the amount which institutions canuse for-establishing Job Location and ,Development Centers, and broadening the -useof Work-Study funds to include support for Cooperative Education programs as wellas for adult literacy training programs.

GLIARANTNXI) ST1JDXNT LOANS

H.R. 5240 structures the GSL statute in a niuch more readable manner, and I con-gratulate the authors for this accomplishment. I'm also pleased to see that H.R.
5240 includes several of the proposals advanced by the Department of Education
which are designed to improve collections and reduce subsidy and default costs.The Administration proposals which have been incorporated into H.R. 5240 in-clude the following:

Extension of need analysis to all regular GSLpplicants;
Return of guarantee- agency reserve fund advances;
Required guarantee agency reporting of defaultere.t6 credit bureaus;
Required disbursement of GSL loan checks through, and co-payable to, thepostsecondary institution;
Extension and uniform application of statutes of limitation for purpoies of de-fault litigation;
Required regular financial and compliance audits of guarantee agencies; andAuthority for a "rolling! 10 year repayinent period for purposes of multiple

PLUS loans to parents. This change would reduce administrative problems and
improve lender and secondary market interest in supporting this low Federal
cost componept of the GSL program.

I certainly wild( to thank the Chairman, and Congressman Erlenborn in particu-lar, fur taking a close look at our student loan collection improvement Proposals: We
will be shortly submitting a few additional amendments which I think you will findhave merit.

. As you know, we have proposed a considerably broader set of changeS to the guar-
antee agency financing structure than have been included in ILK 5240. In addition
to recalling outstanding Federal advanco to guarantee agency reserve funds, wehave proposed restoration of flat 80 percent Federal reinsurance and elimination of
the Federal administrative cost allowances which are based on new loan volume.
We.-believe. inOst agencit.. s would have na trouble operating on- thin -basis in the nearterm, and as the 80 percent reinsurance is phased in ,states should be ready. to pick
up a small part of GSL program costs. We believe only with the reintroduction ofFederal-State coat sharing in this program will there be maximum incentive for the
local guarantee agencies to help hold down default and administrative costs--7-costs
which are otherwise fully phased on to the Federal taxpayer,:,

I Would like to commend the authors of the bill for looking at several creative
ways, of reducing long-term GSL subsidy costs: a one half percent reduction in the
guaranteed level -of lender yield, establishment of the borrower's interest rate at arate higher than the current 8 percent ,level (four percent below the annual 91-dayTreasury bill rate average) should interest rates again turn up, and elimination of
the special allowance together with market determined borrower interest rates forPLUS loans.
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On the other hand, I must express t Administration's oppositIon to the proposal
to eliminaSeithe 5 percent USI.f. ation fee. This iS a very =Meet off-set against
high Federal interest subsidy costs th during the in-school period and over the life
of each loan. Elimination of this modest and easily bearable fee would increase Fed-
eral interest subsidy costs by approximately $340 million- in FY 1986' and more in
the future.

We also object to the proposal toveliminate i dependent and graduate students as
eligible borrowers wilder the low-cost PLUS ram. This change would, of course,
add to the likely Feder 'ost consequenc increasing graduate student Joan'
limits.

As I indicated at the beginning of my statement, we are still studying many of the
issues addressed by this bill and will have more to say in the future.

u
In summary. we belie;

that consideration of reauthorization of the Higher Edu-
this bill is significantly flawed, unnecessarily costly and

untimely. We recoil-rine
cation Act be rescheduled until next year so that this Administration and the Con-
gress can work.together to produce a more acceptable bill.

Thank you Mr. Chairman. I would be happy to answer any questions that mem-
bers may have on this subject.

4116 STATEMENT OF DI?.. GARY L JONES, UNDER SECRETARY, ACCOM-
PANIED BY DR. EDWARD ELMENDORF, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION; AND BILL DINGELDEIN,
DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF THE BUDGET SERVICE, OFFICE OF
PLANNING, BUDGET AND EVALUATION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION i

INTRODUCTION OF ASSOCIATES

Dr. JONES. Thank you very 'much, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate
the opportunity to be here and I appreciate the fact you 'are in the
chair today. We ha had many conversations in the years past
and they have always been very friendly and useful.

I have with me Dr. Ed Elmendorf who is known to most every-'
one here as our Assistant Secretary for Postsecondary Education
and Bill*Dingeldein, who is the Deputy-Director of the Budget Serv-
ice, Office of Planning, Budget and Evaluation.

I do have a prepared statement, Mr. Chairman, that we will
submit for the record. However, I have a few comients I would
like to make here today before we avail ourselves to the questions
from the committee.

TIMING OF REAUTHORIZATION

I do wish to preface the remarks- by reaffirming what I Men-
tioned when we appeared on March 27, that the admini ration
does not really believe this is the appropriate time to pass egisla-
tion reauthorizing the Higher Education Act. We do believe it is an
essential ingredient of the Federal role for higher education and, in
due time, we will be submitting our own reauthorization proposal.

OVERVIEW OF ADMINISTRATION'S VIEWS ON H.R. 5240

Second, the bill we have been asked to testify on today is i very
complex bill and is voluminous. We would ask that many of our
comments be taken as preliminary assessments because we would
like additional time to look at some of the Major ramifications of
the bill.

We do believe H.R. 5240 serves a very useful purpose because it
does demonstrate the complexity of the current laW and also the
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need to assess priorities by the Federal Government as to the types
.of programs that should be implemented at the Federal level and
the level of appropriate funding for those particular programs.

. While we find elements of the bill to our satisfaction, Mr. Chair
manand I have outlined some of those in the text that I have
submitted fOr the recordthere are problem areas we" find. They
can be broken down, from my way of thinking, into three different
areas. One would be philosophical; the second would be operational
and the third would be budgetary or cost.

We are strong advocates of assuring that students who wish to go
to postsecondary institutions have that opportunity: We believe
that, since we have been in office, students who choose to enroll in
colleges or universities have been able to do so with the assistance
of the federal government.

FELL GRANTS

At this time, however, we, are somewhat perplexed as to how we
would and why we would neegl-such a huge increase in gift assist-
ance dollars. The current Pelf Grant Program is fonded at $2.8 bi
lion. Under the proposed bill, the estimate we have is around $5.5
billion in fiscal year 1986. CBO, as you know, has testified it would
be closer to $6.1 billion in the first year which, I note, is the
partment'ses appropriation expectation for the bill- in fiscal, year
1990. But :C130 has gotten us-there already in the very first year.

We are also perplexed that there is no self-help requirement in
the bill. Contrary to the perceived notion of many people in this
town towards our advocacy for self -help for the past two years, we
have found this notion within our legislative proposals to be receiv-
ing considerable credibility in the education community- and with
the lay 'citizens across the country. We also believe it is one way
that we can encourage some sense of cost sensitivity within institu-
tions, as well as with the studenti desiring higher education,

TIMMITI-INSTITIITIONAL AID PROGRAMS

The other philosophical area I wish to emphasize iethe bill's ap-
proach to title III. We strongly endorse the move by Congress last
year in passing an amendment to the title III authorization which
would pyovide endowment funding for 'these developing institu-
tions. We believe that is the most appropriate way for the Federal
Government to provide fiscal stability to these developing institu-
tions.

On first examination` of this bill, we believe its treatment Of title
III would be breeding nothing more a greater Federal depend-

'"' ency by these ,institutionssand I don't think that is healthy for the
institutions in the long run. What we find is that we are simply
going to be providing more dollars to encourage these not-very-fis-
cally-stable institutions to spend on programs that will either have
to be picked up by those institution TS at the cbnclusion of the Feder-
al dollar support or simply dropped.
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OpERATIONAL PROBLEMS

Operationally, some of our problems are somewhat ironie. We
have heard many Members of Congress who have not blen shy in
disavowing the inherent sensibilities of the administration's policy
initiatives for the last 2 years. We have heard many Members of
Congress s)ay what the student financial aid community really
needs in this country right now is stability. And yet, what we find
in this bill is probably a greater disruption} and reconfiguration of
the student financial aid programs than has been proposed under
the administration's proposals.

, CAMPUS-BASED BLOCK GRANT

By example, this bill 'advocates three-fifths of the student finan-
cial aid programs be put into ablock grantan idea that was `con-.

sidered by the administration over 2 years ago and, as I mentioned
on March 27, the Congress decided was not an appropriate ap-
proach. The allocation formula for the block grant would be based

. upon institutional shares of the Pell grant and the guaranteed stu-
dent loan dollars that are received in previous years by these insti-
tutions. That data is not now collected by us at the Federal level,
or by anyone else at the Federal level, and we are not sure who
might most appropriately do that, if anyone.

Also under the Block Grant. Program it calls for a dismanteling
of the current allocation formulas for campus-based programsal-
location formulas that have been primarily developed by the com-
munity,over the past several years where they have been estimat-
ing student needs at individual schools.

'REGULATORY tuixisn.xrY

Other operational sensitivities that we have include the need
analysis for the campus-based and GSL programs under the bill
which call for statutory need analysis as opposed to what could be
done through the regulatory mechanism. This would largely limit
the flexibility of institutions and impose. systems and processes by
the Federal Government, on all institutions in place of ones devel-
oped by the community in conjunction with the executive and legis-

lative branches of Government.
The bill advocates locking into law the current fa ibu-

tion schedule as it relates to the Pell Program. Again,, .be *eve
this eliminates flexibility to adjust to factors affecting the ost
changes at the level as well as the home out
going through, at times, a preponderous statutory approach:

CAMPUS-BASED ALLOCATION FORMULAS

Finally, under .the College Work-Study Program, as it relates to
operational difficulties, the State allocation formulas would be
eliminated and funds would be distributed to each institution based
upon the GSL and Pell grant awardsregardless of needas is ad-
vocated for the blocR grant as well.

We are concerned, Mr. Chairman, that use of the GSL in the for-
mula could act an an incentive for schools to require students to
obtain GSL's 'and this would lead the students to a greater debt
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burden, which is a matter that we have had great conci.n about in
the administration for the past year or so.

OVERALL COST IMPLICATIONS

Where sensitivity as it relates to cost is. concerned, we see the
bill costing $12 billion in fiscal year 1986, and $14 billion in fiscal
year 1990, a 128-percent increase over the approPriation level in
fiscal yea 1984. By example, we see a 310-percent increase in the-
title III f ding; we see -a 99-percent increase in funding fOr the
programs i the bill under title IV. ,

git EXPANSION OF ENTITLEMENT PROGRAMS

I must draw reference here, Mr. Chairman, to the Pell Grimt En-
titleinent Program advocated under the bill. The historical record
of Federal entitlement programs, I think, bears consideration
before the -Congress would act on such a proposal. The record
shows, first, that these programs have expanded rapidly. Fo1 exam-
ple, all .nonhealth Federal entitlement programs represented 5.4
percent of the GNP in 1965. By 1983, the figure was 10.1 percent of
GNP. Between 1980 and 1983, Social Security benefits expanded 42
percent and in- those same 3 years Military retirement went up 57
percent.

The record also shows not only that they have expanded rapidly
but the expansion has .been far greater than initially anticipated.
In 1966, for example, when medicare began, it was estimated that

-costs for supplementary medical insurance would increase 2.3 per-
cent annually. Instead.; it has increased 10:2 percent annually. In
1970, it was estimated the combined employee and Government
civil service retirement fund contribution of 14 percent of payroll
would cove; the cost of retiree benefits. Today the cost is 29 per-
cent of payroll and yet Federal employees are still paying just 7
percent.

We are not opposed to providing the funds necessary for students .
to receive access to colleges and universities or proprietary institu-
tions. We do deviate from this bill in many areas, 'principally those
that I have identified.

We are ready for your q tons, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GOODUNG. Thank yo Mr. Secretary.
Whenever I see legislatio of this nature I always stop and ask

myself, "How did the G ling kids ever make itsix reared
during the Depression, five of which got through college, four, of
Which' first went into the service and then combined that with
working at school?" Even as a guidance counselor, I found parents
no longer looking as to how, they and their children' together ,might
do something about seeing that they have an 'education but instead,
"What fit it you have to offer?". I think we are jnissing something
somewhere.

Mr. Packard.

NEED FOR v,xikssioN OF GRANT AID

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman._
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,I appreciate yout- testimony and the opportunity of hearing from
the Department of Education. Based upon your study of the bill
and the work that is con4ucted in generating the administration's
fiscal year 1985 higher ediication proposals, do you believe _that the

nsignificant expansion of grant aid.called for in the bill is needed to
improve access to the low-income students in postsecondary educa-
tion?

Dr.. Joms. Compared to our bill; Mr. Packard, no. Under the
fiscal year .1985 legislative package we have submitted to Corrgress
needy students attending all institutions will already receive more
Pell grant money under the $2.8 billion appropriation request.
Second, under our proposals students attending all institutions of a
high cost nature, being $7,000 or $8,000 or more, would receive
more Pell grant dollars as well..

So we believe that underithe current legislative submissiOn by
the administration the needs of the needy students will be betteT
taken care of under the current appropriation level, providing we

.--:--get the legislative amendments that are necessary.
Mr. PACKARD: Chairman Simon has said that under this bill

there will be students who will be able .to go to college who other-
wise wouldn't. Do you disagree with him?

Dr. JONES. I would disagree with that. They may not be able to
go to the college of their choice under our proposal. We have, how-
ever, not contended that the Federal roI would really require that
you not only assure access but that'youotild also assure chdice of
institution. InstitutionS have an obligation to play here too, Mr.
Packard; and if a $10,000 or $12,000 institution wants- studentsF to
come there, they have an obligation to make surethey can attrACt
them through funds of their own.

PELT., GRANTS AS ENTITLEMENTS

Mr. PACKARD. Another point that has been made is that in the
bill, they would like to make the grants entitlements. Do you .feel
that the administration's proposal would assure or Can assure the
funding that is needed to keep the program operatkre?

Dr. JONES. We think we can do that without an entitlement.
However, with an entitlement, certainly the program dollars would
be available under any circumstance, You know, one of the'ironies
is that we call them entitlements Congress, but when we go
across the country they are referr d to as uncontrollables. That's
one reason that two-thirds to thr -fourths of the Federal budget.
now consists of these entitlements a d the interest on the Federal
debt. We _have considered them to be uncontrollable. I would en-,

courage us to. look very carefully at how otherwise we might, be
able to provide the necessary grant dollars to needy students before
we get into an entitlement program.

LOANS/GRANTS BALANCE

Mr. PACKARD. One of the Stated.purPoses of the bill is to reduce
the reliance of students on loans. Do you believe that this bill
meets those objectives? .

Dr. JoNEs. Well, we are 'ery concerned in the administriation
about the increasing loin indebtedness by students, but we are not
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so sure that more than doubling in 1 year the amount of gift assist-
ance to students is the appropriate way to address that problem.
We think the institution the student chooses to attend also has an
obligation.

We are concerned about the method by which students can re-
ceive their dollars to go to colleges and universities. By that I mean
we are concerned that students should contribute to their educa-
tional costs and under this bill; as we have see' it at this stage,
there is very little requirement that any student to provide assist-
ance for himself. They would be able to get a larte sum' of grant
assistance before it was deemed necessary by 'them that they would
have to contribute for themselves.

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you very much, Mr. Jones. I appreciate
your testimony.'

m. GOODLING. Mr. Gunderson.

MINORITY 4CCESS TO GRADUATE EDUCATION

Mr. GuNDEasoiv. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Mr.
Jones, for your testimony. Having sat through most of these hear-
ings that we have had on this legislation this spring, it's an inter-
esting exercise to hear the different perspectives that we have.

One 'of the issues that has come before us in' grelat degree is
access for minorities, and in particular, for 'minorities trying to
attend graduate school. If testimony means anything, I have to tell
you that I have been convinced that statisti I show that we
have effectively kept minorities from ac g the acisidemiciitand-
ards that would allow them to be full members and participants in
the college academic community as college professors, researchers,
et cetera.

I would be interested if the administration agrees with my con-
clusions and what, if any, incentives you see in that rea that,
ought to be undertaken in reauthorization?

Dr. JONES, We would like to study this aspect of the bill a little
bit further, Mr. Gurtderson, for two or three reasons. We sense
there needs to be some stimulant or some assistance for minorities
to attend graduate and professional schools as well We are not
sure what that should consist of though from the standpoin.t of stu-
dent financial aid.

Second, the fact is the preponderance of blacks who do Attend
graduate and professional .schools are graduates of historically
black colleges and universities. We' think if we can strengthen
those institutionsand their fiscal base in particular,--through the
Endowment Program' under title III, we will-provide stronger pro-,
grams for them and greater access to college and un versity gradu-
ate and professional schoo

We are not at this po pared to analyze any further than we
have the need fur expansi of the ALAS program so graduate and
professional students; reg rdiese,of race or ethnicity, have greater
access to those loan dollars:,

Mr. GUNDERSON. CEL/I, we .anticipate a propopal for reauthoriza-
tion from the Departmelit ly next year?

Dr. JONES. Yes. t
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PERCENT OF COST COVERED BY PELL GRANTS

Mr. Guivnratsoll. I would encourage you to spend some time and
effort on this particular issue. It's a problem that does need to be
addressed. Additionally, I am a little confused by one_9f your an-
swers to Congressman Packard ansi some statements you have in
your testimony.

You say on page 6, "By allowing the Pell Grant to meet an un-
necessarily high percentage of postsecondiuy costs, especially at
low-cost institutions, even less self-help would be asked of students
than at present." That seems to be saying you're opposed to the
change in the half-cost up to 75-percent cost for Pell gran. Is that
correct?

Dr. JONES. Well, we have increased it to 60 percent under our
own self-help proposal and we 'think that is sufficient for the
amount of program dollars that are available. Also it begins to
work against other programs and students in different income cate-
gories if we extend that too highly.

Maybe Dr. Elmenclorf would like to expand on that.
Dr. ELiANNDORY. That's correct. And to go one step further, the

inequities created under the current law which we have tried to
remedy with our adniinistration proposal allow right now individ-.
uals from the same set of family circumstances to attend, the same
low-cost institution and get different aid awards and we think that
is inequitable. We also find and the current, law that .a student
can go, to a lew-cost institution and essentially have, up to 50 per-
cent of their total costs at, that low-cost institution paid for by
grant funds. The same student frctm the same set of family circum7)-- --
stances could go to a higher cost institution and find only 20-per-
cent or less .Of their costsVaid for by grant. That's an inequity that
I think affects not only access but choice.

( FEDERAL SUPPORT OF ACCESS AND CHOICE

GU whatMr. LiUNDERSON. -mats swat I am confused about. Mr. Jonevjust
-made the statement in answer to Congressman Packard that it wds
the philosophy of the administration to provide access but not to
provide choice. I have to tell that followinisitsh tle. whole budget expe-
rience since 1980, I thought that the aim ation's line was just
thatE--that the role ought to be to provide access, but it was not the
role of Government to provide choice to an institution that had tui-
tion three times the cost of a State university. I am trying to figure
out where you are at.

Dr. Fzumnoat. Well, you have got most of that accurate in
terms of the administration's Gofiunitment,' but let'' me tell you
about the cruelest form of access or lack of choice is-that some of
these very low-cost institutions that have a high proportion of low-
income students who feel so locked into that type of institution
where,they can get half of their fu.ndin* in grant dollais. Thay are I
afraid to try to get into a higher cost mstitutiqn. that might pe a ,

better fit.
So, to the extent that the administration would increase the

maximum Pell grant to $3,000, we feel that would provide an in-
centive on top of access to allow some of those students to reach
out to higher cost, better fitting institutions for them. That's the
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proposal that we have tried to get before Congress and have thein
understand.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I am not trying to be combative, I am just
trying to understand. The position of the administration is that
even at a time of limited budget funds there ought to be some role
of the Federal Government in providing choice as well as Access.

Dr. JONES. If I may be more precise. I normally am pretty careful
on this, Mr. Gunderson, but weave always believed that our-pro-
posals assured access to postsecond education. We have always
believed we have subsidized choi bu we have not guaranteed
choice. There is a difference. We can "dize to a certain degree,
to a certain level, but we do not guarantee oice. In other words,
if a student chooses a $15,000 institution, e do not guarantee
enough Federal dollars to make sure that student goes there. We
think there has to be a partnership-v4orti4th the institution, with
the State, and evei perhaw<th-rough foundation funds, .scholarship

nds, or whatever.,,,,,
we subsi unds. The higher the cost of the institution, the

gre ter the su i,"dy of that choice. But there is a limit because we
don' aran those dollari4 to the full implementation of that
choice.

CAMPUS-BASED BLOCK GRANT

Mr. GUNDERSON. You indicate your concern with the' campus-
based initiative in 11.R. 5240. I have made the statement publicly
more than once ttat when we have Representative Simon on one
hand and the administrationon the other, both calling for major
reforms in the campus -based ograms, that something is going to
happen

Could you support some kind of a block grant if the level of fund-
ing was considerably less than in H.R. 5240?

Dr. JONES. Well, as. I mentioned, we looked at the, whole idea of a
block grant for these programs some 2 years agoDr. Elmendorf
and Secretary Bell and myself and others. We concluded at that
time it wasn't the appropriate vehicle to provide those dollars. We
are always looking foi; new and better ways to provide the dollars
and we are, again, going to address this.

There are prgblems with the programme and I am not sure it is so
much that they are blocked as it is the allocation formulas that
they are tinkering ,around with in the bill that may create major
probl4s in the so-called delivery of those dollars to the appropri-
ate st ents. We'll take a look at it, if you choose, Mr. Gunderson.
It's clear this administration has strongly advocated block grants
at every opportunity that we think they are correct..

NONTRADITIONAL STUDENTS

Mr, GUNDERSON. One of the areas where I have a great deal of
interest in the reauthorization process is the nontraditional stu-
dent; 10 years from now close to 50 percent of our student body is
going to be the, quote, "adult learner" or "nontraditional student."
Is, the Department contemplating any major initiatives in recogniz-
ing the unique financial aid needs of that type of student?

1408
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Dr. Jora:s. This As an area we are addressing within our reau-
thorization pkoposal we will be submitting to Congress sometime
between now and next January. I don't have any preliminary as-
sessment as to how we will come out on that except you can be as-
sured that the Secretary, Dr. EImendorf, I and others are keenly
aware of the different student who is now attending our colleges
and universities, the nontraditional student whom we have seen in
greater numbers than in times past.

Mf. GUNDERSON. If I may make a suggestion as you are looking
at your'proposal, don't ignore the concept of a block grant proposal
as a means of addressing these unique needs and giving colleges
flexibility in this area.

BLOCK GRANTS

Dr. JONES. Mr. Gunderson, if I may, on this area, I would encour-
age you folks also to take a closer look at our fiscal year 1985 legis-
lative package as it relates to so-called "block' granting" or "con--

solidating" because in a 'certain sense, our request for having the
college work-study transferability raised from 10 percent to 50 per -
cent provides some sense of a consolidation or a block granting of
those funds in the \College Work-Study Program into the SEOG pro-
gram.

If the institutions would, take 50 percent of the '.:50 million
budget Jequest for college work-study and transfer those into the
SEOG program, the SEOG would be funded to a higher level than
it is lender current appropriation. So-that would increase the grant
dollars available for those students as well.

STUDENT DEBT BURDEN

Mr. GUNDERSON. Just two final questionsand this is informa-
ti4,n you may want to provide for the record, if you can. Have you
any studies which indicate the average loan repayment obligations
that students have as they complete their undergraduate or gradu-
ate programs both presently and any historically? Have you done
any studies to determine what kind of loan obligations our young
fecople face as they complete their *liege education?

Dr. Joxxs. Not to my knowledge, we haven't.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Do. you. anticipate doing some before you; pro-

posal?
Dr. JONES. As of now, yes, sir. [Laughter.)
Mr. GUNDERSON. Just asking.
The information follows :)

STUD1E$ Or STUDENT DEBT BURDEN

Although the Department does not maintain data on the cumulative debt levels of
borrowers in the-Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) program, several, studies have
analyzed this issue. A study by the Educational Testing Service, (ETS)Aon "Discre-
tionary Income and College Costs" showed that in 1977 the median cumulative debt
level of students entering repayment was -$2,700, including GS143 and other student
loans. If this number were inflated to reflect changes in the CPI, the median u-
lative educational debt in 1981 would have been about $2,800. An ETlistudy o
uate borrowing in 1980-81 found the following cumulative levels of educational
debtedness for students completing various advanced degree programs:

rw
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Graduate indebtedness
Type of program and cumulative educational indebtedueis:

Medical (private school). t $31,000
Medical (public school) 21,000
Business (private school) 11,500
.Law (private school) 14,000
Law (public school) 104400
&winces (public school) 6,500
Arts and sciences (private school) 7,350
Arts and sciences (public school) 6,030
Other (private school) 16,000
Other (public school) 10,000

Thaw data indicate that, in 1981, cumulative student borrowing was in the POO
range for most students, but the total amount borrowed was much higher for stu-
dents who pursued postgraduate studies. .

ANTICIPATED STUDENT DEMOGRAPHICS

Mr. GUNDERSON. Along that same line, has the Department done
any projectioni as to the number of students and the type, of stu-
dents we are going to be facing in our higher education community
in the next 5, to 10 years?

Dr. Jomes, We have a small task force looking at that very ques-
tion. That is something that I have discussed with some of the lead-
ers in the education community here in town during the last few
months. I am greatly concerned about it from this standpoint: "Are
the institutions across the country an,alyzing this demographic OW
as it relates to their cost projections, enrollment projections, and
whatever?" As that inforthation is available we would be happy -to
share it with you.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you very much. I appreciate your testi-
mony. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

MASTER FINANCIAL AID CALENDAR

Mr. GOODLING. A few quick questions, Mr. Secretary.
5240 has a master student financial aid, calendar as part of it. I

understand that those who testified seemed to think that that was
needed in order to ensure the timely delivery of student aid, What
is the opinion of the Department?

Dr'. JONES. We have worked very hard, Mr. Chairman, as you
may recognize, in the last 1 to 2 years to -make sure that we comply
with the statutory mandates by Congress in this particular area. If
Congress statutorily mandates a master calendar, we will comply
with it so long as' there are no catches in new appropriation Ian-

._guage that emanate from Congress through those types of pmcesses-
and the like.

REDUCING GSL cost's

Mr. DOODLING. And one last question. Yon in your testimony you
commended the authors of 5240 for looking at innovative ways of
holding down GSL costs, including reducing the special allowance
paid out on new GSLs. From your statement, I would assume then
that you agree that this is a way to reduce the GSL or you would

7 support the reduction of the GSL special?
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Dr. Joisms. Yes; we would. We have been concerned about how
the GSL program "eats up" our appropriation request dollars every
*year. It's the only entitlement program out of the 125 programs in
the Department and it does have an impact en the other discretion-

_ ary programs in our budget.
Any way we can constrain the casts of that program we will en-

dorse.
Mr. GOODLING. I was told that Mr. Erlenborn ma* introduce the

administration's 1985 higher education proposal.
Dr. JoN-Es. I am glad we came today.
Mr. G0ODL1NG. Any further questions from anyone?
[No response.]
Mr. GOODL1NG. Thank you. We thank you very ranch for provid-

ing this testimony.
Dr. JONES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Goomthc. The nest panel is Dr. Horn, California S to UM-

vensity at Long Beach; Dr. Howell, Central Methodist Coll e, Fay-
ette, MO; Dr. Phibbe, president, University of Puget unc4
Tacoma, WA, and; Dr. James..A. Cheeksorry. We will h .fram
Dr. Cheek separately.

I understand Dr. Bloustein who is on the list, president -o
gen is testifying before another committee at the present time and
will be here at another time to testify. So we will start with- Dr.
Horn.

STATEMENT OF DR. STEPHEN A. HORN, CALIFORNIA STATE
UNIVERSITY, LONG REACH, CA

Dr. HORN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and members of
the committee. First, I would like to congratulate the authors of
the Simon bill on several things. I think the recognition of. Repre.
sentative Perkins mad the need for quality teachers in America is
increasingly clear to all members. I am particularly appreciative of
the changes in the international programs. Very frankly, America
has been losing the battle abroad in international education for the
30 years that I have followed it, when you compare what's happen-
ing in America with undergraduates versus what's, happening in
the Soviet Union.

But let me move to the most controversial, issues on domestic
policy. While I think we have been losing the battle abroad, may I
say that in terms of the support of access for young and old, for full
time and at least halftime, for the returning learner, the divorced
woman and so forth, we still have a 4ing way to go. What the Con-

gress has done in the last two decades is commendable and has pro-
vided Adcess unknown in this country except -for the GI Bill. That's.
the way many in my generation and slightly ahead of me were edu-
cated was with Government assistance through the GI bill tha1/4
paid a much higher proportion of the cost of education for many
institutions than we do now.

But under the Pell Grant Program, which has been a. marvelous
opportunity

Mr. GOODLING. May I interrupt? And of course that was a reward
for receiving $50 or $60 a month. for serving in the armed services.
I went through that period.

1
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1)r. Holm. And you will recall, Mr. Chairman, nobody thought, of
it 'as an education bill originally. It was an economic readjustment
bill, as the euphemism went hi, those days.

But in terms of California, and I am here to represent Chancellor
Reynolds who could not make itthe chancellor of a 19-campus
s tem of 320,000and in terms of my own institution, California
State University, Tong Beach, a university of 32,000 students, the
fact is that even our relatively low fees are a blockage to many in
achieving access to higher education. Our in-State fees of $650 have
tripled in the last 3 years. Our put-of-State fees, $4,200, are fairly

h for public universities and cover the cost of instruction.
ut even with those low in-State fees, we, in California, have a

ve way to'go in terms of the underutilization of higher education
by Hispanic people. Representative Packard,, I know, realizes that
in Orange County, Los Angeles County, there .are strong Mexican -
American communities in the middle of Santa Anna, in the east
side of Los Angeles, other places, where we still have not achieved
the level of access we want to achieve. It isn't simply paying the
college fees. It isn't simply paying the room and board bills by loan,..
grant or work-study. What 'it is is the opportunities denied for the
rest of the family in terms of a job needed to support a sint
parent household or ,to support a household with five or six c
dren where not all can take advantage of higher education.

So I would urge the committee in its consideration of both the
Simon bill and the administration proposal, that we think 'about
providing an entitlement program- for Pell grants that will assure
that any American, dot simply the traditional 18- to 21-year-old,
but Americans who need higher education to become self-support-
ing so they can contribute to this economy and the expansion of
this economy, have the right of access to an undergraduate educa-
'lion and I would add, Mr. Chairman, to at least the first year of
graduate study.

If we are going to solve the problems of underutilization by mem-
bers of minority groups in this countryblacks and Mexican-Amer-
icans and American Indians in ptcrticularif we are going to have
faculty educated as role models to teach the next generation now
that we have broken the back' of segregation as we did with the
1964 and 1965 acts, we are going to need some support for profes-
sionals in at least the first year of graduate study until their merit
can be recognized and they can take teaching assistantships and so
forth. Otherwise,we will not have the PhlYs to man the universi-
ties which we will need' in the nineties when this whole K. through
12 of young children will face the universities and we will still
have a largely white, largely male faculty.

I would urge the committee to think, in that regard- of the .essen-
tial need for access to a graduate education.

I

Obviously, I feel that we need to get rid of the half-cost provision.
That's not new to members of this committee. Representatives of
public universities in America have advised the committee in that
regard for a number of years, In the State of California, which has
access greater than probably any part of the world in terms of
public higher education, 90 percent of the students in California
are in public universities and collegesthe 106 community colleges
and the 19 campuses of the California State University and the 9
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-campuses of the University of Californiaand half cost, while it
might seem beneficial by some in the private sector toward lowlcost
institutions, still is a barrier to permitting access when you are
only coming from a family perhaps making $5,000 to $6,000 to
$8,000 a year in total income with any number of children.

- That type of restriction should be eliminated and I would hope
that at least we could get the half-cost move to 75 percent of the
tuition and fees. I don t think we can compromise the right of
qualified students to have access t higher education. It seems to
me another major problem that co fronts the communityand I
have look with interest at the forma as in the Simon bill is the cost
allowance for Pell grants for commuting students. As you know,
the committee bill or the chairman's bill provides $1,200 if living
with parent or guardian. Very frankly, that's too low and our stud-
ies show that it's too low by half. It provides $1,600 if you are off
campus with either a parent or a guardian or not in institutionally
run housing even though off campus and $2,000 for the student re-
siding in institutionally owned, operated or subsidized housing.

I would suggest, Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee,
that we have one standard for the student living with parent and
guardian, we have another standard for the student who is not
living with the parent or guardian,. whether that student is living
off campus or on campus. Realizing the money situation that faces
the National Government and the conscientiousness 'of the mem-
bers of this committee, I would say that if you are going to have a
$2,000 standard for students residing in university facilities, we
ought to at least make that for the off-campus student. Very frank-
ly, our studies systemwide as well as in.Long Beach, show that it
costs substantially more to live itt the.. community in California
than it .does to live in campus housing largely subsidized over the
last 20 years through the college housing program. When you think
that in Long Beach, CA one bedroom is going to cost you at least
$' a month, which would get us easily to $4,000-plus' a year for

,nionth year and that the allowance would be $2,000 and that
868 of our 32,000 students physically live on the campus, you

can- realize the type of cost squeeze that, confronts students in
,terms of their access to higher education.

Most of our campuses have inadequate on-campus housing. Some
have absolutely no on-campus housing. Within - the last 3 years,
Long I3each will have doubled its room alone charge, simply be-
cause we went ahead to build college housing with no Federal sub-
sidy for off-campus) housing. Of almost 50,000-45,000 to' 50,000 in
the system who are on Pell grants, about 35,000 physically live off
.campus. So we think that is a suet that does need adjustment by
members of the cominittee. -7-1-

Now getting back to the total access and need picture; let me just
ye you my own university's data. We had 16,697 students out of

2,0.00 apply for aid this year. We had about 7,800 that were undak
plicated recipients of various types of aid programs. The rest
denied aid. We estimate- that perhaps 10 percent of them would not
lave qualified. But even with what some see as a fairly liberal' fi-
nancial aid program for universities' that have low cost in terms of
their basic fee structure, here we had a situation where half of the

-pewle-tliat-wariterl- aid and-would- have -qualified for it could not
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get aid because, very frankly, the money wasn't there in terms of
Federal allocation. -

When I think of the groups that I mentioned earlierHispanics,
American Indians, blacks, in particularthat still are proportion-
ately underutilized in terms of their access to higher education, I
would hope that the committee could change some of these formu-
las such as the, removal of half cost to raise it, a better off-campus
living allowance and a basic entitlement for Pell-grants.

I would hope also, Mr. Chairman,-that regardless of. the Senate
action that the House would act this year to set a standard and a
benchmark for justice so that when Congress reconvenes that that
basic framework *could be before the Congress, because millions of
Americans and the economic productivity of this Nation is depend-
ent upon continued access to higher education. Thank you very
much.

Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Dr.-Horn. In your statement that you
made in relationship to entitlement Pell grants, have you thought
about a dollar figure relationship. Well, I would, hope that what-
ever the committee decides as the appropriate figure in building onthe existing program and adjusting for inflationand as you know
from other testimony, there has been a severe cut in Pell grants
because of the failure to readjust. Even in the Simon bill they
Would not readjust, as I recall, unless inflation was over 3 per-
centand I would suggest that the committee might want to look
at that and say that, "If inflation is 5 percent within a 2 -year
period, there ought to be a readjustment." 'But I would say basical-
ly there ought to be a flat grant proposal that would reflect-the re-

moval of half-cost and try to adjust the existing program, I would
hope, at least by a third, if you are going to face up to an entitle,
ment program. I think that's what it would take if we'are going to
really get at the access problems that still exist in this country and
even exist in a relatively high access State such as California.

Mr. GOODLING. Dr. Howell and Dr. Phibbs did come up to the
table. Why don't we hear from Dr. Howell next and then Dr.
Phibbs and then we will get to the questions?

[Prepared statement of Dr. Joseph Howell follows:]

PEE-PARED STATEMENT o Da. JOE A. HOWELL, PROWENT OF CRNTUAL METIAODLST
COLLEGE, FAYETTE, MO

. I sun pleased and indeed honored to be invited by Chairmari Simon and Congress
man Coleman to appear before this subcommittee.

I believe that it is important that you understand my background before you hear
my suggestions.

For nearly 30 years, I have been in higher education. My primary responsibilities
have dealt with the itcraitnienVand'retention of College students. My experiences
have been at both the undergraduate and graduate levels, as Dean at Emory &
Henry College in Virginia, a small, liberal arts college; as Vice - President. at South-
ern Methodist University in Texts, a larger, private university; as Vice -Preskient at
the University, of South Florida, a large public university; and as President of
tral Methodist College, a small, liberal arts college in Missouri. These experiences
have given me the broad view of what it really takes to attract students and retain
them once they matriculate.

While preparing for this presentation, I reviewed numerous public documents, Po-
A sition papers and articles and discussed the issues of reauthorization with many col-

leagues. This topic was pursued in depth during the past month by the Iddependent
Colleges and Universities of Missouri, an organization of 24 independent collegesand universities of which I presently am.serving as president.
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Considering these experiences, I should like to request that your attention be fir.
cuSed More upon general concepts rather than particular statistical references. I
feel reasonably sure that you have already been bombarded with statistical analo-
gies and 'academic platitudes. I believe that once the general concepts are identified
and agreed upon, the formula for implementation will becione immediately appar-
ent. . .

Congressman Simon stated in a letter to me that, his major goals were to assure
student access to colleges and universities and to improve choices for,students from
low and 'cicile income families. His desire is to assist the "neediest" students while
allowing fo 'murribility for educational institutions.

Let,nse'say at t the ou.lt I wholeheartedly support these goals and will work
to see them realized. However, to accomplish the goa. ts, the most significant factors
which must be consider6d, in my opinion, are choice and retention.

Access is not the problem! In 30 years, I have not known a single student who
could not enroll at a college. Our state systems of colleges and universities, the vast
community college system, the state grant programs, and the generous institutional

_ financial aid programs of the private institutions have seen to that.
The major problems that we in higher education must take seriously and face are

the retention of college students and the education which they must receive while
. they are in college. With all our high intentions, we have not accomplished this

goal. The highest attrition rates occur with first generation college students, stu-
dents from families with lower incomes, and minority 'students.. This does of re-
sources, both human and fiscal, is a tremendous drain on colleges and universities
and, indeed,_ the decline of learning skills by thaw entering colleges and universities
is a tragedy.

Withoutiquestion, the solution to student attrition is to do a better jab at match-
ing the right student to the right institution. The analogy of marriage is not an ex-
sueration. The selection of a college to attend is a personal decision in which the
cracteristics of the college and the student need to be matched. This "marriage"
is even more crucial to first generation college students and students from lower
income families.

While larger public institutions are assuredly "right" for some students, just as
assuredly private institutions, for the Most part considerably- smaller, are right for
*other students. Both types of institutions must remain as viable options.

If student attrition could be reduced by 10 percent, the money saved by colleges
and universities, not to mention the money saved in government support, would be
truly significant. Of more importance, the increased quality of the learning experi-
ences would be significant.

Therefore, I strongly recommend the following:
1. To provide a true choice of the right institution for every student, we must.

reduce, not broaden,. the margin of difference in cost to the family budget between
educational institutions. As I understand it, Co Simon's bill will cause
this margin to be increased. This will, in effect, e iminate choice. The "needy" stu-
dents will be at public educational institutions. Only the affluent families will have
a choice and these choices will be reduced, for the loss of the needy student* would,
undoubtedly, mean the demise of,many private, colleges.

2. Support by the federal government should reward student persistence at the
institution of choice. This is perhaps the Most iMportant consideration if we are to
improve the quality of educational experiencee. There an, ,two major reasons for the
disproportionately high attrition rates for first generation and needy college stu-
dents. First is the "mismatch" that frequently occurs between the student and the
educational institution. If the choice of college to attend is made primarily on the
basis of cost to the family, the "match" is an "economical match" and not an "edu-
cational match." I recommend that educational-support programs have "built-in"
incentives to reward completion of degrees at the same- educational- institution
where the student initially enrolled.

In terms of the quality of the learning experience, the research *bows that higher
quality learning occurs when students persist through graduation at the same col-
lege. In terms of economic considerations, my experience shows that the better the
retention, the fewer the dollars-that must be spent on recruiting new students,

As an incentivefor continuity at the same educational institution, perhaps the
student .could receive an annual increase in federal assistance, a reduced "pay-back"
of loans, or a reduced interest required for loans.

3. I suggest a "forgiveness" clause for those students enrolled in areas crucial to
the nation's needs. Many students today are hesitant to enter service-oriented pro-
fessions because of their perceived inability to earn enough to pay their educational
loans.
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To increase the number of highly skilled Englisb,seience; mathematics, and or-
eign language teachers to meet the country's needs, we could, perhaps reduce the
student's government loan payment by a specific amount for every year that he or
she teaches.

I should like to conclude by emphasizing again that access is not the problem.
Choice and retention are the problems. At both the undergraduate and graduate
levelk, the student and his family who make the choice of a college to attend pri-
marily on the basis of educational needs will not only clp better, but will remain at
the sake college through graduation. That student willk become a more productive
citizen who enjoys a higher quality of life because he has derived the maximum ben-
efits of hie college learning experiences,

I invite questions and will be pleased to discuss my remarks. I believe that if we N..
are truly serious about the "back -to- basics" crisis facing our nation today, we should
implement programs that spe4 directly to of "what makes students
learn" rather than merely "giving students ." We have tried the latter and
we have failed.

'STATEMENT OF DR. JOSEPH HOWAL,PRESIDENT, CENTRAL
METHODIST COLLRGE, FAYETTE, MO

Dr. HOWELL, I appreciate this opportunity and have submitted a
written statement for your perusal and stud

my.I would like to sway from that just for amoment br twcito talk
to this issue because I think it. is of such import to the betterment
of education of our youth. I do feel it is necessary that you under-
stand from where I come though. My past 30 years have been spent
both at the private and public sectors, large-and small-- Southern
Methodist University in Texas, the University of South Florida in
Florida, and twOsmall, liberal arts colleges, one of which I am now
president of in`,Missouri, Central Methodist College.

During these 30 years, I have been intimately involved with and
supervised both the Upward Bound and Cooperative Education ,Pro-
grairk, title III grants and general student recruitment and reten-
tion, nontraditional students, commuter students. I have been for-:
tunate to work with all of this group of students.

I wqnld like to say at the outset that I think that if we continue
only to- speak to access, we will be back each year wondering why
we do not have a better educated group of students and,* second,
why our low-income, minority, and first-generation families are our

\ highest attrition group. We are just missing the bet.
I say this with the conviction that access is not. the problem. In

the past R years, at least in my experience, I. have not known one
student that could not go to college if they so wanted to. We have
assistance throughout the State available to them at a cost which
they can afford if they choose. The problein has not been access;
the problem has been retention mile they get into college.

- It seems to me like that if we want to increase our educational
quality, we must, in some way, through this bill speak to retention.
I would like to speak to that bKiefly.

The theory of choice speaks ,directly to retention in that sel6ction
of college by families and young persons regardless of the numbers
that we try to deal with gets down to a personal decision. The per=
sonal decision hopefully matches the characteriStics of the student
with the. characteristics of the institution and, if properly matched,
they succeed. It's just that simple.

If they are mismatched, they tend to fail. My point that I would
like to emphasize is that if, in some way, through the Simon bill br
any.other authorization bill that we consider we could-speak W this
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choice and retention a bit more than just to access, that in the long
run, we would save money and have a much better educated popu-
lace.

Based on these si,liort remarks suppapted by my statement, I
would like to recoMmend the followink three suggestions and,
hopefully, have some dialog with some of you.

gardless of the bill and how it reads, as I read the Simon bil ,
it seems that It will broaden the margin between the cost to the
family to select the college of their desire if this margin has been
broadened to their budgetary costs, it seems to me. that we will
force more and more needy students into the public arena and out
of the private arena.

If this be the case; we will'not only mismatch more students, but,
in effect, actually find the demise of many of the private colleges
due to the shortage of students. This would be a tragedy.

Secondand I Want to emphasize this more than anything that I
have saidI wish in some vy we would talk to the persistence of
a student once-they enter lege. Research proves and it has been
shown that if a student will spend their 4 years at the-undergradu-
ate level and whatever years they spend at the graduate level in
the same institution and gain the full effect of that institution, the
quality of their education will increase. Institutions are built that
way. They are built to allow maturity and to help students actually
flourish as they grow in age and in substance and in the pursuit of
ideas.

So far, all that we are doing is en ouragmg students to get into
...college and then we leave it to the i stitution to keep them there. I
would like somehow to see an ine ntive award given to students
who do choose the right college an then stay. A retention awed,
if you will, could be built in in many ways. It might be an incr
in grant for each sucessive year you are in the college. It might be
a reduction in loan. It might be a reduction in the interest paid on
the loan. The point being, it would encourage retention. That, I
think, is a key point to increase the education of our youth.

Third, I would suggest that some type of forgiveness clause be
built in for students who we would like to enter the crucial areas of
need in our Nation. There is no shortage of students who would
like to teach in the sciences and math. The shortage is that they
can't earn enough money to pay back the loans that they will have
to take to get through their college jducation. Consequently, the
immediately think more to the fields'of higher paying entering
areas. Just this past week, I talked to a student 44.1. our own campus
that talked of a high desire to teach math and science in the high
school, but in his own way he said, "I will have to go into engineer-
ing because I will have to borrow throughout my career and I just
won't be able to pay it back on a teacher's salary."

There's no hesitancy to want to teach or want to take the be
nirig salary of a teacher: The hesitancy was, "I can't afford to pay
my loan back and I know that now I must go into a different field."
I don't think this is an atypical example. I see too many young per-
sons who are still service oriented who still want to serve their
community in some way.

Finally, I would like to emphasize the fact that the personal deci-
sion that goes into selecting the college of one's choice based on
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one's needs tics whole special emphasis to the first-generation
families and the more needy families. Let me "give one example
which was vividly brought home to me this past week. We had the
Honorable Shirley- Chisholm on campus as a visitor and it just so
happens that a week prior to this our student government had
their election and/elected a president who happened to be a black
female. This young girl cane from a, figuratively speaking, "dirt
peer background, full needs student," if we can use the Pell jargon.
She selected our college because of its size, because, as she said it,
"It gave her more personal attention."

She was talking to Ms. Chisholm as we matched them at
dinnera perfect role model for our young, black girl getting ready
to graduate in a yearand she said, "One of my friends went to alarger institution in the state." She was not criticizing the institu-
tion. She just mentioned that it was so large that she just couldn't
cope with the difference. She said, "I feel fortunate to have been
able to come to a smaller institution."

I say this in no way in disparagement of the larger institutions. I
just say it in support of the proper match. So I conclude by saying
that if in some way we can emphasize choice in reference to match
the right student to the right institution, be it public or private,
large or small, depending on the person's needs, I think that our
retention will follow and, in that way, our quality of education will
go up and we will not be fighting, this "back to basics" crisis in
which we are socaught up now acress our country.

I would be glad to answer any questions and hope we have some.
Thank you.

Mr.' OWENs. Thank you, Dr. II 11. It appears that there are
some erious pressures on membe this morning forcing us to mu-,N.,
sical Chairs with the Chair.

Our next speaker will be Dr. Edward Blo-ustein from Rutgers
University, NJ. IntroducinV,him will be my distinguished colleague
from New Jersey, Mrs. Rodkema.

Mrs.' ROUKEMA. Thank you, Congressman Owens. I want to per-
sonally greet Dr. Bloustein and to inform my colleagues qua, until
Dr. Bloustein came to New Jersey, for too long Rutgers University
and higher education in New Jersey had not had the proper focus
of attention that it should have had. But with his appointnient in
1971, he brought not only energy and dedication, but also creativity
to that position.

While president of Rutgers University, he has recently been ap-
pointed a blue ribbon committee to study, how to obtain $3 million
in new funding for Rutgers to upgrade its overall academic struc-
ture. I think Dr. Bloustein has noted that, quote, "The gamble on
state and federal funds to meet operating costs and capital expendi-
tures over the next 10 years could jnot continue." He cochairs a
blue ribbon commission appointed by Governor Kean to boost high
technology, research, and job development in New Jersey, includ-
ing the establishment of a world-class center in _biotechnology at
the university in conjunction with the Vniversity of Medicine and
Dentistry of New Jersey.

He is here today 'not only in his capacity as an outstanding edu-
cator, but also as chairman of the National Association of State
Universities and Land Grant Colleges. It is my honor and privilege
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to greet you, Dr. Bloustein; You should know that your statenaepS
will be included in full in the record. of the committee heariugs,ank
now wekurn the floor Oveeto you. .

[Prepared statement of Dr. Edward A. Bloustein follows:]

NUMMI) STATothIRNT EDwAJW J. SLOVRTRIN, PRISIOINT, RUTORRS, &An
VNIVIRRITY NAW Jr ASSY; AND CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL ARROCIATiON or STATIC

UNIVIRSiTIRS AND LAND-GRANT COLI.MGps

Chairman, I begin by thinking the Commitee for inviting.4
me to discuss with you a major project on the future ofthe state,

research universities. -It is a project I am directing as

Chairman of the National Association of State Universities and

Land-Grant Colleges.

We are undertaking the first major study of the state

universities in at least two decades; in a sense. howevier, it is

the first attempt to reexamine and restate the mission/of the

land-grant colleges And universities to be undertiken since the
origin of those insthutions in the Norell Act of 1864--the irst

attempt to restate their mission in over a century.

Tfierare three parts to our programs First, we have

commissioned, for completion by June 1. 1984. a series of

working papers to be _prepared by leading schdlars in the fi$1d.

Each of the papers concerns an issue which is ceitral to the
mission of 'the state universities and land-grant colleges. (A

list of the papers and their authors is enclpsted with the
.,e

testimony.) The second part of our project, involves the use of

these papers in a series; of five regional conferences to be held

during the- Fall, Winter and Spring of 1984-1985. =Ley will be

co-sponsored by NASULGC: the National Governors' Association, and

the National Qonference of State Legislatures.

The third phase of our task will take place at a wrap -up
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conference of national dimensirms, to beheld14 the Pall of

1985. It will be dedicated to a restatemett of the mission and

purpose' of the state research universities. Ivould hope that

the members of this Committee,' as well as other members of the

Congress, and state legislators; will join the educational

community at this national conference'to arrive at a national

consensus concerning the future of the one institution which is

unique to American higher education, the state research

university..
1111

You will, be interested to learn that the Ford Foundation has

agreed to fund the first and third parts of this effOrtAind some.

funding has been received from The Johnson Formation of Racine,

Wisconsin, for the second, part.

My purpose this morning is to review for you the backgrounda.

and Some aspects of the Anceptual basis of our study. T will

then undertake to suggest what its relationship is to the

legislation currently under Consideration in this Committee. It

may well be that the resolution of some of this Committee's

concerns. including the legislation you you are currently

considering, will be advariced by our project, especially by'' our

final mational.conference. we hope. therefore. that we may keep

in close touch with the Committee 4nd its staff as we proceed/

thereby maximizing the effectiveness of our work, and-- if it is

not too presumptuous of me to suggest it--thereby also advanc

the work of this Committee.

Let me turn now to what lies behind our Study. Since WOrld

War II, and at a pact which has been intensifying each year

during, at least, the past twenty years, the state research.

ng
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.414V ex si-ti -ha*. -sap4 iaacedat_least three conspicuous. changes

which have had substantial effects on the, in titntions

themselves, on those they serve, and on those whoprovitia them

with their financial Support.

First, although they, like many other colleges and

universities, have grown. their growth has en at a more

accelerated pace than is the case in most o , types of

institutions. , State universities have increased greativifin

enrollment, in the size of their faculty, in the scope of their

programs, And in the magnitude of their physical .facilities.

LOoking at enroll cent, alone, from 1960 to 1900, these

institutions more than douPledfroa 1,000,000 to,2,150,000.

More startling than enrollment growth, have been changes in

the academic qu lity and character of ,whatithese institution* do.

Theis changes in he quality and character of their program's have

flowed directly from the increased importance state universities

began to attach in this period to their research, graduate

education, and. professional training programs. Whereae.they were:

400 at one time pre inantly institutions for undergraduate study,

with a smatt ing of research, graduate, and professional,

programs, during the. period since World War II, this emphasis was

irtuallyroversed. With the rev ersal came substantial

improvement in the quality and level of training, of faculty.
blo

Measured by the academic qualification of their facylty, the

magnitude and, soph'etication of the research they undertake and

the portion,of it ieh is externally funded, meal-tared by

published research, the multiplication of the number of post--
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baccaleureate programs and students, and by the groeth of

libraries and laboratories, measured by all these factots the

state universities of the 80's are vastly different from the

',institutions they once were.

Indeed, their research u4ssion has come virtually to define

these, and the centrality of this mission has. in turn,even begun

to influence powerfully the Character of the curr4culue they.,

provide,for undergraduates. which, itself. was once their

hallmark. Thus, the first of the underlying developments in the

state universities which must be looked at closely. and which

forms the background of the stmdy we are undertaking, is, the

'increasing power of research, graduate education. and training in

the learned profesSions to define and dominate our state universities.

A eecond.motamorphoMis of the educational landscape>mhich

-''',1%ets the background for our Study of.Otate universities is \the

transformation which ,has taken place in other segmentLof/higher

education. whereas, at one time in'mast states, the state

university was the only public'institution in whictLone could

undertake an undergraduate. liberal arts. program of study, the

Post,-Second World War period has Seen the xcle'they performed in

this respect sharply curtailed, A whole new two -year College

system. 'a transformation of the mstem of state teacher colleges'

ottiOrmal\schoolp into oneof4year liberal art colleges, #nd

growth and)or change in much of the independent sector must be

taken account of in assessing tbe future of etate universities..

In 1960, community Cc4legesenrclled 400,000 students; in 1980

theyyenrolled 4,330,000. DurinAl:the sameperiod state collage

07



:Amrollment grey frogs' 780000 to nearly-4,000,000 and private

sector enrollment rose from 1,470,000 to 2,640,000';

The transformation of the reit of .the higher education

landscape has affected powerfully both the nature of the student

body. as well as the pubic service missions of the state

university. The community and the state colleges now enroll *Ow

of the andergarduates who would hays formirly.enrolled'in the

'state universities. In turn, the state universities now have the

option of markedly increasing the proportion of the best of the

available high school graduatesthey enroll. Increasingly, thie

ore academically select and qualified student bode turns out to

be headed for graduate and professional education, and

increasingly. as well. it is recruited on a national. even

international basis.
j

Public service, which was Once the near exclusive purview Of

the'state.university, is now eharediwidely with all other

segments of higher edUCation. The community and state, colleges

have adopted much of the previous training mission of the state

universities at the non-credit and less than baccalaureate level.

Likewise. large and mall priVate institutions, alike. in search

of, financial support given at the federal.and state levels for

this purpose. as well as in the attempt to maximize the benefit.

to he derived from their research efforts, have now incorporated

into their missions many aspects of the public service role

formerly undertaken by state universities.

Besides the new centrality of research in state

universitiOis, and the emergence or change in other sector's of

higher eduCation, a third factor - -the development of a
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multiplicity of funding sources-.7 has also been at work in

transforming the state university system.. federal financial

support of research programs to help stimulate industrial growth

And provide for defense preparedness hag been awarded without

regard to whether an institution was state supported or

independent. It accelerated,the trend towards concentration on

research which was already at work in the state universities, and

as important, it vastly expanded the non-state resources expended

within those universities. Whereas they were once supported

almost exclusively by one source of tax dollars, they now had two

such sources.

On the other hand, federally supported student aid programs

undertaken since the end of world War II have not only expanded

the proportion of federal Abllais in state university budgets,

they have also begun to,brinn a significant proportion of tax

dollars into the budgets of independent colleges and

universities. In 1960, the U.S. Office of Sdudation had $25

million available in student aids in 1980, the same figure was

$5.6 billion, granted without regard to the public or independent

statue of the institution at which: a student is enrolled.

The extensive inveetment.,of tax dollars into the budgets of

independent institutions has also taken place at the state

where grants of state tax dollars. like those at the federal

level, have been made in order to provide students with freedom

of choice of enrollment as between 'public add independent

institutions. The vast increase in federal and state student

tuition assistance programs, and the enormous federal expenditure
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for research ust be seen in the further context of state

programs o directir-Im

.
.

institutional aid to independent institutions,

and in the context as well'. of the tax benefit afforded to

public and independent institutions alike by a tax wistem which

provides that charitable gifts are given on'and university

endowment earns income on a tax free basis. What an immense

change there has been in the source of funds to support state

universities and other institutions of higher education'

To be sure. there was a time when the state universities

were. almost predominantly state funded, and when they received

few federal tax dollars. sitter directly or as a result the tax

benfita of private giving and non-taxable earnings on endowment.

This was also a time when tuition at public institutions was low

or non-existent, and when independent institutions had little or
0

no state or federal support, directly or indirectly. How times

have Changed'.

Typically, state universities now receive only 20 to 40-

percent of their support from state revenues. with the remainder

divided between feesnow, frequently above 30% of educational

cost-- and federal or Private sources. Typicilly independent

universities now receive as stadia as 20 to 30 percent of their

support frail state and federal revenues, with the remainder

divided between feeswhich constitute as a percentage of their

budgets only some 13% more than they dO in staXo universitY

budgets-- and federal indirect support througli gifts saris,

endowment. or private contract support. Surely it is time to as

what the implications for the planning and financing of higher

education at the state and federal level are"of these dramatic
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ways in which the income side of the higher education. budget has

'Ohanqed.

To summarii*, changes in the :state universities of this

:Nation which have been taking .place far more than 20 years at a

constantly accelerating speed urgently require that we reach

iniormsd and widely agreed upon conclusions to at least the

following questions/

1. What is the appropriate role of ,research,- graduate

education. and professional training in contemporary.

state universities, and what implications do this

'changes in this.respect have for their planning,

financial support, and accountability?

2. What kinds of students should they enroll?

3. What' is the special public service role of -state

universities, and how does this into the rest of their
mission, and hew is it distinguishable from that of

independent universities?

4. who should pay and who should benefit at the state
university/ from this new mix of research, graduate

education, and professional training? And how should

their increasing reliance on student fee monies and tax

supported voluntary giving atfect institutional

planning, governance, and public accountability ofi- and

public responsibility for, state universities?

5. what are the implications for publi.c-ccasprehensive

research universities of the convergence of -their
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missions with that oi)independent comprehensive

researclinniversitieS,.of the inc easing levels of'.

,state and federal'subeidization of those latter

' universities, and of'-the relatively recent mergence of

1;

the camanity and state.college systems?

Members of the Committee, you are 'about to. fashion 'a

reauthorization,of-the Higher Education Acts. In view, of my

testimony here today I hrge that.you.not mezply patch and fill

the'existing body of legislation; I urge, instead, that'yOu

rethink the fundamedtal characteristics of the federal role in

higher educition; Such a radical new look is necessitated, if

for no .other reason, by the changing character of the state

Versifies, which are today,. in fact, really, state- federal
.

versifies and which ,constitute so important a part of the

nal higher edutation scene.

the familiar world'of higher educat on:yOu and I once knew,

in.which privately supported colleges ab Universitee, local and

national, were to sharply distinguished from publidally

supported state and`comiunity colleges...and universitie A

tAbipg of the past. -There is now an entirely new, and much' more

cualx Aghey.edudation.lindecape. It requires a completely new

pattern of federal support.

I hope it is not too presumptuous of me-to suggest the .

possibility of this Committee joini4o in the sponsership of the
- ,

study of State universities which I have described in my

testimony here today; I belieVe it may afford the Committee an

important perspective` in which to view the entire higher

will.continueto allow. us taprovide you-with the fesults of our

inquiry.. and at you .will. join us,at-thconational -conference we

will be holdin

I wish to thank the Commi000 fbr allowing me the

opportunity fo-review'our project and its. relationship to the

reauthorization of H.R. '5240, I will be pleased to attempt 'to

answer any questions you may have.
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pFbrualy 16, 1984

f
.I.SEIE MUSS ,kra
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larlEa 5:2=
Suu3(1

1. Research, graduate. and professional adairtif4cali

a. A justification the powerful commitment to research,
graduate education, professional training that these state
universities have assumsd in the period sit ld War XI.

Author: David-S. Saxon, Chairman, the KIT Corporation.

b. The stake of the'atates 'indiviaaally, and collectively, in
research, graduate eduZation and advanced professional

Author: Richard Van Horn, Chanoellor, University of Houston.

2. Selectivity,,diveitityvand equity:

In the formation of undergraduate and graduate student bodies in a
:date" research university, particularly considering the expansion
of Pi is two-year and four-year colleges, what saix,of
selectivity,' diversity and equity is appropriate? If these state
research universities constitute a significant ani3 bomogenoogas
class, can.there be some reciprocity &Moog state s for
undexgrarletta or graduate student acceptance.?

Author?... Sandy Astin, Professor, Graduate School of
t4Ucation and Director oftheHigher Education Retiarch
Institute, University of Califoinia, icon Afigeleaa.

3. Undergraduate easoation:

41ar Many, undargrisdUate edUCaticrs at state research universities
is preparation for graduate study or professional training while
for others it ix the final level of formal adscatica From the
states' point of viewrundergraduati education is provided in .

..reaPonse to public demand for both persasal and social benefit.
Xs it possible. to formulate a coherent statement of these
educational purposas?

Author: Sheldon Rothblatt, Cliaikaan, repartment of History,
ProfessOr of History, University .of California, Berkeley.
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4. FUblic StrViCS:

a. What are'the speciilreSponsibilities of the state research
university to the state which worts it?

Author: Ronald Roskens, President, University of NO/amok&
Chairman-elect, American Council of FA:dation.

In the era.. of science based Industries, what responlibilities
should state research universities assume for continuing
education in the professional and highly technical occupations
and for artluisios ofrafearch results to private indhstry?

Author: Barbara isaraell, CbanOellor, Florida Board of Rege4Cs.

c. What is 'the rationale for the international public salvia,
role-of the stets universities?

\ Author: C. Peter Magrath, President, University of Minnesota.

What is the future spedial teaching, research, and public service
1' mission of the historically black gublio university with a

research and extension obligation?

Autbort Ivory Nelson, rxecutive Assistant to the Chancellor of
TaxasA4. M University and former Acting President of
Prairie View Al X University

Wbo gays, wba benefits, and who isaCcountable to *tom? OW

a. Because of the multiplicity of funding sources end the variety.
of MeMS of fundingrthere is CCallaitzli ab%t responsibility 01,
for sustaining the state research universities as institutions
of scientific research. What is the appropriate distribution
of respancibility for direct and indirect costs of research
among state, federal. and private, stonsprs? . .

Author: Samuel F. Conti, Adfpg Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs and Provost, and Dean of Gradbate Studies and
Research, University of Massachusetts. .

b. Costs of education must be paid by a mixture of gublic and
private support, together with student fees and opportunity
costs. What is a reasonable distribution of the burden of costs
among these sources as well as the distribution of subsidiaS among
students in order to assure equitable access of qualified people?

Author: Charles F. Bishop, President* tbiversity of Houston
Systems.
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c. The multiplicity of funding romplicates the stream of

accountability and control. What, are reasonable expectations
for sponsors and reasonable responef.bilities for trustees and -

edministration of these complex institutions?

)kuthor: David A. Wilson, Professor of Political Science,
"'University of California, LOA Angeles. Senior Associate

at the Center for the Study of Higher Educatite.
Unipraity of California, Berkeley.'

d. what is the rationale for the state university's aggressively
seeking new supgart from private and corporate

thr0W?

Joseph Pettit, President, Georgia Institute of lachtsilogy..

7. What ate the implications for the clasiic distinction of public and

' private educational institutions of the convergence of mission and the
federal and state mutaidixation of in3wwdent univorsities7

Author: Hobert Rosenzweig, President, Association Of American
niversities.

STATEMENT OF DR. EDWARD A. BLOUSTEIN, PRESIDENT,
RUTGERS, THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY

Dr. BLOUSTEIN, Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mrs. Roukema. Thank
you very, very much fbr those kind words.

Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the committee, I
would begin by thanking, you for this opportunity to discuss with

Iou
a major project on the-future of the State research .universities.

t's a project that I am directing as chairnian of the National Asso-
ciation of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges.

Actiaally, we are undertaking.the first major study of State uni-
versities in at least two decade: In a sense, however, it is really
the first major study of the land grant college system since its ori-
gins over a century ago in the Mon-ill Act of 1864. This will ,be the
firstattempt in over a century to restate the mission of State uni-
,versities in these United States.

There are three pails of the program we are undertaking. First,
we have commissioned for completion by June 1, 1984, a, series of
papers to be prepared by leading scholars in the field on issues
which are central to the mission of State universities and land
grant colleges. A list of the papers and their authors is appended to
the written copy of my testimony.

The second part of our project uivoNes the use of these papers in
a series of five regional conferences throughout the United States
to be held- in the fall, _winter and spring of L98'4-85. They will co-
sponsor NASULGthat is not a sneeze, but the acronym for our
Associationand the National Governors' Association has agreed to
cosponsbr the conference as has the National Conference of State

-iefrtalhiTre:1`phase of our task' will take place, at a wrapup confer-
nce a national dimensions to be held infthe fall of 1985 and it will

be dedicated to a restatement of the mission and purpose of State
universities. I would hope that members of this committee will join
us at that national conference and that other Members of Congress
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. will as well. There will be State legislators, educators and, for the
first time, I would hope, we would be able to arrive at a kind of
national consensus concerning- the future of the one institution

\ which is really unique to American higher education. In other
``pats of the world, there, are universities, there are undergraduate
colleges, there are every variety of college. The State university,'
that land grant system of ours arising out of the Morrill Act is-
really a unique institution in all of higher education.

Now ydu will, be interested to hear, as I have been, that we have
sufficient funding for this ambitious project and we 'are' not here to
seek it. The Ford Foundation has agreed to fund the first and third
parts of the effort and we have also received ftinding from the
Johnson Foundation in Racine, which Will arrange for the second
part and we have very good prospects fbr another major grant to
corn to our funding package.

Myfpurpose this morning is really to review with you the back-
ground and some of the conceptual perspectives behind our study. I
would like then to suggest, if I may, in very general terms, what its
relationship is to the reauthorization process that you are current-
ly involved in. It may well be that the" resolution of some of this
committee's concerns, including the reauthorization" legislation,
which you are currently considering, will be advanced by our
project, especially by our final national conference.

e hope, therefore, that we may keep in close touch with the
staff and with the community itself 'as we proceed in maximizing
the effect' ness of our work, and, if you will allow me, perhaps
also helpi .you in your work on this committee.'

Let me urn then to what,lies behind the study. Since World Wai
II at a pace which has really been intensifying each year, over the
past 20 years at least, the State research universities have experi-
enced at least three conspicuous kinds of changes which have
really changed them and the character of all of the educational
systems in our Nation.

First, although the State universities, like -many other colleges
and universities have grown, the pate of their growth is much,
much greater thah you will find in most other institutions. State
universities have' increased greatly in enrollment, in the size of
their faculty, in the scope of their programs and in the magnitude
of their physical facilities.

Looking at enrollment alime, from 1960 through 1980, these insti-
tutions more than doubled from 1 million to 2,150,000 enrolled stu-
dents. But more startling than this enrollment growth have been'
changes in academic quality and character of what these insti-
tutions do. These changes in the quality and character of their pro-
grams have flowed directly from the increased importance State
universities have begun to attach iin this period to their research,
graduate education, and professional, training programs.

Whereas State universities were at one time predorninahtly insti-
tutions for undergraduate study with a smattering, of research,
graduate, and professional programs, during the period since World
War II, this emphasis has been virtually reversed. With the rever-
sal has come substantial improvement in the quality rand level of
training of faculty measured by academic qualification of their fac-
ulty, the magnitude and the sophistication of the research they un- ..

.
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dertake, and the portion of it which it externally funded, measured
by published research, by the multiplication of the number of post-
baccalaureate programs and studehts and by the growth of librar-
ies and laboratories. Measured by all of these factors, the State uni-
versities of the hties' are vastly different kinds of institutions
from the institu is they once were.

Indeed, th4ir arch mission ha ope to supplant their under-
gradu te teaching program in.defi g them and the 'centrality of
that mission, in turn, has begun to very substantially influence the
nature of undergraduate training.

Thus, the first of the underlying developments in the State devel-
opments which must be looked to carefully and which forms the
background of the study we are undertaking is the increasing
degree to which research, graduate education, and training in the
learned professions characterizes and colors all other aspects of the
program of our State universities.

A second metamorphosis of-the educational landscape which sets
the background for our study of State universities is the transfor-
mation which has taken place in the other types of colleges and
universities in the cguntry. Whereas at one time, in most States,

could enroll in an undergraduate
the State university as the only public institution 'n

study, the
which one

deraduate liberal arts progr
post-Second World War period has seen that role change radically.
A whole new capability for providing untlergfaduate education has
*emerged. The 2-year college system, a transforthation of the system
of State teacher colleges or normal schoola into one o4,year liber-
al arts 'iolleges and growth and/or change in much of the inde-
pendent sector has begun to serve needs for undergraduate educa-
tion as never before.

In 1960, community colleges. enrolled 40,000 students. In 1980
the enrolled 4,330,000 students. During the same peribd, State col-
lege enrollment grew from 750,000 to nearly 3 .million and private
sector enrollment rose from 1,400,000 to 2,600,000. The transfornia--
tion of the rest of the higher education landscape has affected pow-
erfully both the. nature of the student body as well as the public
service mission of the State university.

The community and the State colleges now enroll many of the
undergraduates who would have formerly enrolled in the Mate uni-
versity. In turn, the State universities now have the option of
markedly increasing the proportion of the best of the available
High school graduates they enroll. Increasingly, this more academi-
cally select and qualified student body turns out to beheaded for
graduate and professional education and increasingly, as well, it is
recruited on a national and even an international scale.

Public service, which was once the near-exclusive purview of the
'State university is now shared widely with all other segments of
the higher education community. Community and State colleges'
have adopted much of the previous training' mission of the State
universities, of the noncredit and less than baccalaureate level.
Likewise, large and small private institutions alike; in search of fi-
nancial support given at the Federal and State levels for this pur-
pose, as well as in the attempt "to maximize tip benefit to be de-
rived from, their research efforts, have now incorporated into their
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-missions many aspects of the public service role which formerly
was undertaken almost exclusively by State. universities.

Beside the new centrality of research in State universities and
the emergence of neW, and in a sense, competitive types of institu-
tions of educatiOn, a third faCtor, the development of a multiplicity
oflunding sources, has also been at work in transforming the State
university system.

Federal ;financial support of research programs to help stimulate
industrial growth and provide for defense preparedness has been
awarded without regard to whether an institution was State-sup-
ported or indepiendent. It accelerated the trend toward concentra-
tion en research which was already at work in the State universi-
ties and, as important, it vastly expanded the ion-State resources
expended within these universities. Whereas once State universi-
ties were supported almost exclusively by State tax dollars, they
now have two major sources of funding State and Federal tax dol-
lars.

Oh the other hand, federally suprted student aid programs un-
dertaken since the end of World War II, as, this' committee well
knows, have not only expanded the proportion of Federal dollars in
State university budgets, they have also begun to bring a signifi-
cant proportion of tax dollars into the'budgets of independent col-
leges and universities.

In 1960, to give you a sense of the dimension 'of this, as you
know, the Office of Education reported $25 million available in stu-
dent aid. In 1980, that figure is $5.6 billion:granted, I note, with-
out regard to the public or independent status of the institution of
which the student is enrolled.
*The extensive investment of tax dollars in the budgets of inde-

pendent institutions has also taken place at the State level where
grants of State tax dollars, like those at the Federal level, have
been made in order to provide students with freedom of choice of
enrollment as between public and independent institutions.

The vast increase in Federal and State student tuition assistance
programs 'and the enormous Federal expenditures for research
must be seen in the further context of State programs of direct in-
stitutional, aid to independent institutions, and in the context as
,well of the tax, benefit afforded to public and independent institu-
tions alike by the Federal tax system which provides that charita-
ble giftb are given on and university endowment earns income on a
tax-free basis.

What an immense change there has been in' the sources of funds
to`support state universities 'and other institutions of higher educa-
tion. There was a time when State universities were predominantly
State-funded and when they received few Federal tax dollars,
either directly or as a result - of the tax benefits of the private
giving and nontaxable earnings on endowment. This was -also a
time when tuition at public institutions was low or nonexistent and
when independent institutions had little or' no State or Federal
support directly or indirectly. How times,have changed'

Typidally, State universities now receive only 20 to 40 percent of
their support from 'State revenues, with the remainder divided be-
tween feesnow frequently above 30 percent of costand Federal
or private sources. Typically, independent universities now receive.
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as much as 20 to 30 percent of their support from State and Feder-
al revenues, with he remainder divided between fees, which inter-
estingly enough, constitute as a percentage of their budget only
some 13\'percent ore than that percentage in the budget of State
universities. The independent colleges also receive Federal indi-
rect support through gifts and endowment or private contract sup-
Port.

Surely it is time to ask what the implications for planning and
financing of higher education at the State and Federal level are of
these dramatic ways in which the income side of the higher educa-
tion, budget has changed.

To summarize, changes in the State universities of this Nation
which have keen taking place for.more than 20 years at a constant-
ly accelerating speed, urgently require that we reach informed and
widely-agreed upon conclusions to at least the folloWing questions.
What is the appropriate "role of research, graduate education and
professional training in contemporary State universities? What im-
plications do the changes in this respect have to their planning, fi-
nancial support and accountability.y .

Second question, what kind of stUdents should they enroll enroll?
Third question, what is the special public service role of State uni-
versities and how does it fit into the rest of their mission and how,.
if at all, is it distinguishable from that of independent universities?

Fourth, who should pay and who should benefit at t e State uni-
versity from this new mix of research, graduate and un ergracluate
education and professional training and -how should t it increas-
ing reliance on student fee moneys and tax-suppo voluntary
giving affect institutional planning, governance and'pu is account-
ability of and public responsibility for State universities.

Fifth, what are the implications for the public coinprehensive're-
search universities of the convergence of their fnission with that of
the independent, comprehensive, research university? What is the
implication of the increasing lftels of State and Federal subsidiza-
tion of independent universities and of the relatively recent. emer-
gence of the community and State college system?

Members of the committee, you are about to fashion a reauthor-
ization of the Higher Education Acts. In view of my testimony here
'today, I urge that you not merely patch and fill the existing body.
of legislation. t urge instead that you rethink the fundamental
characteristics of the Federal role in higher education. Such a radi-
cal, new look is' necessitated, if for no other reason, by the chang-
ing character of the State university system which is so important
a part of the national educational-matrix.

&ally today those State universities are State/Federal universi-
ties and not State universities alone and they constitute so impor-
tant a part of the national educational scene as to require you to
relook at the entire role of the Federal Government in;their fund-
ing and their planning.

Members of the committee, the familiar world of higher educa-
tion you and I once knew in which privately supported colleges and
universities, local and national, would have been sharply distin-
guished from publicly supported State and community colleges and
universities is a thing of the past. It's a figment of the past. .
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There is now an entirely new and much more complex, higher
educational landscape. It requires a completely new pattern of Fed-
eral support. I hope it's not too presumptuous of me tq suggest the
possibility of this committee jdining in the sponsorship of the study
of State universities which I have described in my testimony today.

As I told you, the National Governort' Conference and the Na-
tional Conference of State Legislatures has already agreed to spon-
sor our program. I would hope that this committee might also
become a sponsor.

I believe such sponsorship may afford the committee an impor-
tant perspective from which to view the entire higher educational

'scene. At the very least, I hope you and yotir staff will continue to
allow us to provide you, with the results of our inquiry and that
you will join us and State legislators from throughout the Nation
at the national conference we will be holding in the 'fall of 1985.

Dr. BLOUSTEIN. Mr. Chairinan and members of the committee, I
am very,: very thankful again to you for allowing me to review the
project of the National Association of State Universities and Land
Grant Colleges with you and to explain what we think its relation-
ship to the reauthorization of H.R. 5240 might be.

Obviously, I would be pleased to answer any questions you might
.have. Thank you very much.

Mr. OWENS. Thank you, Dr. Bloustein. I hope you will stay uptil
we have heard the other panel members testify.

Dr. BLOUSTION. Yes, I will.
Mr. OWENS. Dr. Phibbs; we'll hear from you now.

STATEMENT OF DR. PHILIP PHIBBS, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
PUGET SOUND, TACOMA, WA

Dr: PI-IIBBS. Mr. Chairman, my name is Philip Phibbs. Wh,e Uni-
versity of Puget Sound is an independent, undergraduate institu-
tion with-2,700 students. We also have a graduate program in law.
I am a past chairman of the National Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities. I am also currently the chairman of the
Public Policy. Committee of the United Methodist Schools and Col-
leges. I have, not had an opportunity today with either of these or-
ganizations so I speak only on behalf of my on institution.

I 'Would prefer not to read my testimony,,,td you, but I would ask
that it be entered into the record in its entirety and I would like
simply to speak from my written comments.

Mr. OWENS. Yes, Dr. Phibbs. Your entire testimony will be en-
tered into the record.

f Prepared statement ef Dr. Philip Phibbs follows :}

nisTARR.D STATEMENT OF PHILIP M. PHIBBS, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND,
TACORLA, WA

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, on Postsecond y Education,
my name is Philip M. Phibbs. I'itna the President of the University of Puget Sound
in Tacoma, Washington. The University is lair independent institution with 2700 un-
dergraduates and,a graduate program in law. I am also a past Chairman bf the Na-
tional Association of Independent Colleges and Universities (NAICU) and I current-
ly serve as Chairman of the Public Policy Conamittie and Vice President of. the Na-
tional Association of United.Methodist Schools and Colleges.

There has not been sufficient time since I received the invitation to participate in
these hearings for me to circulate my comments to nay colleagues in either organixa-
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tion. I speak, therefore, only on behalf of, my own institution, although I believe my
views reflect the concerns of many of my colleagues in the oth -two organizations.

Earlier this year when discussion of the reauthorization of e Higher Education
' Act\ began, Congressman Paul Simon, Chairman of this Su ommittee, urged mem-
bers' of the higher education community to "dream" boldly rather than merely to
"tiriket:" with the provisions of the existing legislation.

I agree wholeheartedly with the Congressman's sentiment and I have sought to
respond accordingly.

During the past decade, there have been dramatic changes in higher edcuation.
Those changes and their implications must be carefully considered if we are to de-
velop a reauthorization bill which will respond effectively to the realities of the
1980s. *

The most significant of those changes is also theleast discussed.
During the peat ten years or-more, inflation has forced independent institutions

annually to raise their tuition and in substantial amounts. During this same period,
ever,growing state subsidies for the operating costa of the public colleges and univer-
sities enabled those institutions to kee ieir tuition comparatively low,

In the State of Washington, f pie, the tuition at the two leading independ-
ent institutions, Whitman age and the University of Puget Sound, increased in
constant (not, inflated) dollars by $500 from 1971 to 1980. During the same period
the tuition at the two major public universities actually declined in constant dollars
by $35. (The contrast is, of course, even more dramatic if the comparison is made in
inflated dollars.) ..

.,
,

The prospect is equally, if not more, bleak for the future.
The Council for Postsecondary Education, our statewide coordinating body for

higher education, recently completed a study on future tuition levels in the State.
The Council estimates that the tuition gap between public and independent institu-
tions, which is 1982 averaged $3,616, will rise to $7,153 by 1990.

In other words, the choice of attending (or the access to) an independent institu-
tion in the state of Washingten cost the student an additional $3,618 in 1982. By
1990, that same access will require $7,153 more from a Student than if he/she were
to attend one of the public universities.

The State of Washington is not unique in this respect; it is typical.
The rising tuition gap is the single most important fact of higher education in the

1980s. If we do not address it and its implications in the reauthorization legislation,
we shall be ignoring a fundamental and ominous reality with serious consequences
for higher education in the years ahead.

There are two obvious and very substantial implications of the growing tuition
sgap.

First of all, many student4wIr now have an opportunity to choose that institu-
tion, independent or public, l5M: pr small, rural or urban, which most effectively
meets their individual needs. will lose that choice_Increasingly, ours will become a
segregated system of higher education with the poor and the minority students lim-
ited to the public colleges and universities: .

We in the independent sector do not want this to happen. It will change the char-
acter of our instituions and diminish the value of the education we offer. We do not
believe it will be good for the nation or for studentsany students.

In this connection, it is important for us to remember the diversity to be found in
independent institutions at this time. Independent colleges and universities are not
now the exclusive home of the wealthy and the white in the countryto the,con-
trary. Three examples illustrate this fact vividly. /

A study in the State of Washington revealed a few years ago that thg average
farnily income for -students who attended the--two; major public-iristitutions in the
state was $1,000 more than the average family income for students +ending inde-
pendent institutions in the State. . a

Similarly, a significantly higher percentage of students attending independent in-
stitutions in the- State of Washington are employed, during the term and during the
summer, than are the students attending the two ni4or public institutions.

Finally, sixteen percent of the total enrollment in the 'independent sector of
higher education in the United States, is composed of minority students. (I should
note parenthetically that the comparable figure for the public sector is only slightly
higher, eighteen percent.)

y point is simple. American higher education lionally been character-
ized by great diversity. Different institutions have offered different possibilities and
responded to the needs of afferent.students. We wane that condition to continue, It
cannot, however, in the face of an ever-rising tuition gap, particularly when that
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fundamental . problem is compounded by other important developments. TheSe in-
clude, and I shall simply list them:

('D The decline in the size of the 1S-yearold age cohort;
(2) The changing ethnic and economic composition of that group;
(3) The expansion of public institutions, in size and especially in, their off-campus

programs; and
..

(4) The aggressive move by the public institutions into fund-raising (the tradition-
al source of support for independent institutions to counter the state subsidies forthe public itigtutions).

All of these -dsareloprnents are changing the context of higher education and, in
each instance, to the enormous disadvantage of the independent institution and the

-.,..student who wishes to study at one of these institutions.
This. leads to the second implication of the ever-widening tuition gap. If seriousattention is not given to this matter, many independent institutions, in the future,will not be able to attract sufficient students to survive.. The cost to the nation and

to the taxpayer Will be substantial because all of those students who would other
wise attend an independent institution will . have to be educated, at considerably
higher cost to the taxpayer, at public institutions.

This is the situation we -confront as we consider res0horization. It deserves seri-
ous, thoughtful consideration and creative thinking. Simply linkering with currentlegislation will not suffice.

3y and large, I believe the issue of access to higher education has been and can
continueto be addressed at the state level through the low tuition at public colleges
and universities which is made possible by massive subsidies. from the taxpayer. "Choice..and'with it access to many important educational options, however, receives
no attention at this level. It should, therefore, receive the balancing of considerationat the national level.

In other words, federal frnancial aid policy should comperlsate in some measure.
should be tilted in some significant detkree, to insure choice. In this way a dual
system of public and independent educational institutions, with both access choice
preserved, is provided for the nation. That result serves most decisively tlikanational
interest for the competition is healthy, the choice is important, and-the coot to the
taxpayer and the nation is far,,less than if we destroy the independent sector.a.nd ..force all of its students into the government-sponsored colleges and universities.

Unfortunately, I do not believe that the provisions of MB. 5240 effectively address
the problem created by the growing tuition gap. I have outlined my concerns in this

-.,regard in a letter to Congressman bjmon and I should like to request that a copy of
that letter be appended to my remaiks for the record. I should add that I do endorse
enthusiastically the p,roposal in the bill to continue the campus based programs and
the proyisions vidt,h'regard to student luaus.

May I'now suggest a way in which reauthorization legislation might address the
fundamental issue we confront- -the tuition gapand create a truly national educa-
tional, policy, one in which state and federal action coMplentent one another to
insure both access and choice?

Both the AdminiStration and I.H. 5240 propose a $3,000 Pell Grant maximum'
award. Within that maximum l' it,'I urge that a clear distinction be drawn be-
tween what I-tall "hard" educ ,ional expensesi.e., tuition, required fees, books
and suppliesand ordinary living expenses which do not represent any additional
cost by reason of enrolling at a postsecond4 study program. ..

Once that distinction is made in federal law, a number.of possibilities become
available to make the Pell Grant 'program truly price-sensitive, and thereby to make
federal student "itfant-isalicgruly. complementary with, and reinforcing of, state

If the Subcommittee should be willing, for example, to take the adruittedly diffi-
cult political step of resolving the long-standing quarrel over what-constitutes a fair
and equitable living allowance for higher educational purposes, and establish a uni-
form allowance of, say, $2,400 a year, or $200 a month, and to mandate that up to50 percbnt of that standard living allowance, or $1.200, could be financed from. Pell
Grant awards, then as Much as $1,800 would be available to suppbrt.hard education-
al expenses within an overall maximum Pell Grant award of $3,NO.

Since hard educational expenses are the marginal coots which studentrand their
families must somehow overcome in order to gain access to the poetseconaary study
program best suited to their n ds and aspirations, it seems both fair and logical tomake more than.half of those cational expenses eligible for coverage from
Pell Grant awards. This could m that tip to 75 percent of hard educational ex-
penses, or $1,S00, whichever is the eser amount, could be funded from Pell Grants,

:37-616 0-84
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in addition to a maximum allotment for ordinary liVing expenses of up to $1;200 or
50 percent, whichever is the lesser amount.

As the Pell 'Grant maximum award figure increases above $3.000 during the
period of reauthorization, the amount for hard educational expenses would rise ac-
cordingly, providing a broader opportunity to respOnd to the reality of the tuition
gap.

1 have concentrated in these remarks exclusively on Title TV because of its singu-
lar, significance. Other sections of U.R.: 5240 are, however, also of great importance
to higher education in the years ahead. 1 coin essman Simon for his in
terest and attention to these matteri.. I bnd rse particularly the proposals with
regard to international education"(Title VI). The , are addressed to an urgent nation-
al problem.

Thank you for this opportunity to present my views. I would be happy to respond..
to any questions members of the e!ommittee may have.

Dr.. Ptirniis. Thank you, sir.
1 am going to deal'with the question that my colleague from New

Jersey just raised.. That is the changes, that have taken place in
American higher education in the past few decades. The changes I
see, however, are dramatically different from the changes that he
has described. It may be related in some measure to the fact that
mine is an undergraduate institution and' not a research universi-
ty. It lay also be related to the peculiar nature of State funding in
New J rsey and the State of Washington.

But think I speak with considerable accuracy with regard to
the con erns of small, independent and medium -:sized, independent
institute nS in the country. During the course of the past decade,
we/have need one .fUndamental fact which we think forces

Federa xovernment to reexamine its role in higher education.
1` ere I. ani in agreement with Dr. Bloustein. I do think that a reex-
amination is needed of the Federal role, but I see a different prob-

/ leth that needs addressing.
During tthe past decade,' independent universities have. been

forced annually to ,raise. then- tuition levels as inflation pushed
costs up. During this same period, most State universities and col-
leges receive ever-larger State subsidies and, therefore, could keep

.their tuition relatively- low. As a result, an enormous gap has
grown between the tuition' in an independent institution and a
public institution. All indications suggest that this gap is going to
grow 'n the future and this becomes a .matter' of. concern to us if we
wis eserve a dual system of indepehdent and State institu-
tion"

,,
Otion- 4 S.;CUntrY.

Le ive you two examples of the meaning of that tuition gap.
In the State of Washington, ftpin the years 1971 to 1980 in con-
stant dollars, the tuition 4:the two-leading private institutions or
independent.. institutions. Went.. .up by $500 in constant dollals.
During those same years, the tuition at the two State universities
declined by.$35, again, using constant! dollars.'

The future is even more ominous:The council for postsecondary
education, which is our statewide coordinating body for all. higher
education in the State in "1982 didia study of tuition levels and
future tuition levels in the State. They noted 'that in 1982 the tui,
tion, gap between the tuition which' the private institutions had to r-
charge in order to meet their costs and the tuitions the, public insti-
tutiOns charged, ,gven the State subsidies, that. ..this averaged
$3,616: They noteethat by. 1990, that gap would rise to 87,153,,
which mans that if a student-wishes to have a choice and attend-
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'S ii . ,
a-choice of aCcessto an independent institution in the State, they
must pay $7,153 more than theywould pay if they were to go to ..

one of the two public universities. ,
.

In this respect, the State of Washington is not Unique. It is typi-
cal. And 'this, in my opinion, is the single most important factor if
we wish to maintain a dual system of higher education in this
country and if we wish to ensure that students have an opportuni-
ty to "chooe tha institution which is most appropriate for theirt,

particular eau ' ion needs --a large institution, a small institution,
a ruralinstitu ion, a urban institution, a public institution or an ,.

. iiidependent, institution. : . .

They must have the opportunity to make a choice. If we do not
do this, if we do not give attention to this problem, what we will
have. eventually is a segregated system of higher education .with.
the white and the wealthy attending' the independent institutions.
and the minority students and the poor attending the public uni-.
versities. Let me emphasize, this is not the case, at the Inomentiand
we do not want to see this develop because we think it is educatyi-
ally inap ropriate and wrong far 41 students.

" . dy in-the State of Washington a-few years Ago revealed
that the average family income for students who. attended the two
major pub,lic universities in the State was $1,000. more than more

'thanthe average. fairily income for students attending independ-
ent institutions in the ,State.. We have a more diverse student popu-
lation.- .. .

. .

Second, a higher proportion of our Students are employed during
term time and during the summer than is the case of the. studentg
attending e two major public institutions.

Finally, iia Onwide,' Ili percent of the students attending inde- ,

ndent institu ons now are..minority students.. The percentage for
public-institution is 18 percent, only slightly higher.

My point is very-simple: American higher education ha' 'been
charactOized by a great di'7ersity... Different institutions have pro-
vided different possibilities and liaVe-responded, to different. needs
of different students. We want that condition to continue. But it
cannotoin the face of the ever-rising tuition gap, particularly when
this. development of the tuition gap is compounded by other deVel .

opments which make the survival of the private, independent sector
difficult. . .

The other factors include, of course, the aggressive fundraising
by public institutions making inroads into the area in which the ..

independent institutions traditionally have sought support subsi- '
dize 'their echicational costs --for their students. -In -addition, the
growth of public institutions' and aggressive off-campus activity by
them has made it very hard for the.independent :institution to coin-.
pete and survive.

ThiS leads,' in my mind, to the second implication of the ey.er,Wid2
ening tuition gap. The first implication is that we will, ose the
,option of student choice.-The second implication is, in my mind,
that many independent. institutions in. the future will not be able
to attract sufficient 'students in order to survive, given the enor-
mous.'barrier of the tuition gap.

The cost'to the Nation and to the taxpayer will be substantial
becau.se all of those students that would. other- se an independent
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institution would have to be educated at considerably higher cost
to the taxpayer at public- institutions. So the loss is not merely to
the private institution or the independent institution. It is to the
Nation and to the taxpayer and to the student.

1 Now, I think that the issue of access has been and can continue
to bevaddressed at the State level to the low tuition that is charged
at pu °lieges and universities. Choice, and with it access, to
man rtant educational opportunities receives no attention at,
this l t, therefore, seems appropriate to me for the Federal
GoVerninent. to try to balance the opportunities made available

'o through tikStates,to the public institution. In other words, Feder-
al financiiid. policy should' compensate in.some measure, should
be tilted in some significant, degree, to ensure choice and access to
the institution of the individual student's choice.

In this ways we can maintain a dual system, of public pnd inde-
pendent educational institutions with both access and choice pre-
served. Iithink that's in the national. interest for competition is
healthy,lhoice is important and the cost to, the taxpayer and the
Nation is far less than if we destroy the independent sector and
.force ki,11 of its students into the government-sponsored colleges and
universities.

Now, untbriunately, I do not believe that the provisions of H.R.
5240 effectively address the problem created by the growing tuition
gap and I have outlined my concerns in this regard in a letter to

ifpCongressman Simon kind I have, asked that that be attached to the
record with my remarks.

[The letter.to Chairman Simon from Dr. Phibbs follows:] 4. 0,

4

ri
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UnIli71.51111 f 50111 1.1
Ce.

February 9, 1984

.1
The Honorable Simon
*Chairman, Committee on Education 4

U. F. -$omoo. of Rcpresntatives
' 3.20 Cannon House Office Banding
Washington, D.C. 205,15

Dear Gorpgressman $imon,

Labor

TACOM^WASmNGTQN941.114

Phliip Vbs
?resident

4

1

.,6
..,:.

.
,

I have reviewed the paper which you sect; to college and university
presidents concerning the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of

.

1965. .-1 also had the opportunity to hear you speak at the recent annual
meetAng'of the National Assuciarion of Independent Colleges and Univer-
si.tie's.so I think I understand your ideas.. Unfortunately, lAfear I am
de;411); concerned about the thrust of your thinking.and.the cousequencet
ii Willin all Iikelihqpd produce. 't4

.. ..

If we ',wish to preserve a dual. system,of higher education in America, the
eliminat.i-en of the half-cost limitotiki ou Pell Grants would be an
enormous mistake unless the Pell Grautis tied exclusive, to tuition.--........

Your proposal lumps iu a vaguely cisined but oudnous'category entitled,
other educational costs.

, .

Secondly, :I am concerned about the Pell Grant Program, as You have
defined it, becoming, as you propose, an entitlement. This would mean
that it cuts had to be made by Congress in the appropriations process,
the non-entitlement programs in education (MG, NDSL, Aird ssic`-or tha
Campus Based Block .Grant which yon "propose) wonli,d be cut. The .Campus
Based ProgramS are particularly important for Students attending inde-=
pendent institutions. These students, then, face the prospect of losing
On two counts' in your program--through the definition you give to the
Pell Grant Prograp and through appropriation cuts for noa-entitleMent
Campus Based Programs.

0

Thirdly, the terms for consideration of reauthorizati40 IcAislatton are
too narrowly defined in your paper as they were in your speech.-

Higher education has been.dramatically
affected% in the past few decade's

by the growth cif financial aid ppgraMs,
but it has been even .more

I

1.
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deeply affected by a number of other important developments. The de-.

cline in the size of'the 18-year-old population, the changingraeial and
economic composition o if chat groyp, the expansion of public institutions
in size and especially in their off-campus programs, the aggressive move
by the pu8lic institutions into fund raising (the traditional source of
.support for independent'institutions), and most significantly; the
rapidly escalating tuition gap between pUblic and independent institu
tions--all of these events have changed the context of higher education
and in each instance -tek the eeprmous disadvaatage of the independent : *,

inStit4tion and the student who wishes to staY at qne of theseinstitu-

tigns

This context, radically different from the context of 190, must be
considered when reauthOrization is discussed 1f we wish to preserve an
iadepen4ent sector in higher education,. ReaUthorization cannot be dis-

cussed isolation; compromises and balances in reauthorization
lation cannot be struck in isolation; Both the discusSions and the
corpromising must take place in this wider context; otherwise the inde-
pendent institutions and their students will be the loser once again.
The cumulative impact of the consequences of all of these changes
endangers the survival of an independent sector and this development is
serious and costly ,prospect foi the nation:: We need to%begin,to ad-

dress this fact and reauthorization is the appropriate^-and necessary--
moment to do so.

The context for the discussion of reauthorization, thus, is very impor-
tant; so also is the nature of fhe concerns addressed. The paper which,

you sent and the speech,which you gave refer constantly to your concern
for access. 'Of equal importance, in my opfnion, is 0 concern for

choice.

There is great iversity in American higher education and different
institutions Aar different Ipossibllities and respond to tte needs of
different students. -We should seek to insure access, but we need also ,
to insure choice, to insure that each student is Able to attend that
institution which will most effectively respond to tis or her needs and

develop most effectively his or her individual potential.
. )

By and large, the access issue is addressed at the sta0e,level--through ,

low tuition at public colleges'and universities which is made possible
,by massive subsidies from the taxpayer.. Choice 'receives no attention at
this level. It ell4UId, therefore, receive the balance of consideration
at the national level. In uthor words federal financial. aid policy
Should compenate:flii some cleastire, sbnoId-betiited in some signidcant
degree, to insure choice. In this way a dual. system of public and inde-
pendent educational institutions with both access and choice preserved

. is provided in the country. That result serves mese decisively the
national interest for the competition is healthy, the:choice is impor-
tant, and the cost to the'taxpayer and the nation is far less'than if we
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destroyed the independent sector and all of its students are forced into
the tax-supi)orted colleges anei universities.

ThuS far, 'I have spoken critically of your proposals. May I now endorse
heartily.your.ideaS with regard to the geagantee student loAn Program,
espeeially,the limitytion of loaUS to need and the provisions for:loan
consolidation? I amfalso-delighted that you would preserve the Campus
Based Progtams.

. .

v-There are two other ideas which I urge you to consider. The cyst of
education presumably will continue to rise in the yeiirs ahead. It is in
eve'ryoue:s.interest to encourage more fsily planning and responsibility
14sk the education of young people rather than illacing_too much of the
burden on the student through loans or on the taxpayer. It is.also in
the national interest to encourage greater saving by. individuals. The
concept of an Educational. Savings Account andi6r permitting parents to

, borrow from an Individual Reti.rement Account for the edUcation of a
child would serve all of these important goals. This would not provale
^helR in the shoft term but 4t would be an extreMely important long -tern
solution to many of our problems. u e ...

1%
,

F ainaily, I, an enclosing brochure abot;t a concept dnder discussion in
.

New York State. The plan was first prOpOsed, I understand, by'four
state legislatorstwo Democrats and two Republicans, two black's and two
whites. I think it merits very serious c6nsideration for it is con-

Ir

cernod si.zultaneously with apcess and choice. I realize Congress soul
tnot legislate en a matter of as kind Since tuition levels are set y

states, but Congress could condition aid in sore way inthe reauthoriza-
tion legislation to appropriate state action along these lines - -the more
Tuition is made sensitive to income, the greater the portion of. federal
aid allocated (in some way or form) to a state. ...,

I appreciate the tnitiative,you have undertaken in launching the'discus-
sioe on reauthorization. I apologize for the length ,of my reply but the
issues you hove raised are coluplcx and the length of my Kesponse dvotes
'the Seriousness with which I view your effort.

.,..
'.'1

,.

--

Sincerely,'
.

%.

t.

tuz_<,0
Philip MShibbs
Presider(c

University of Puget Spen

Enclolure

cc: Congressman E. Thomas Co mat.
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Dr. PHIBB:S. I would now like to suggest ,a Way-in which reauthor-
ization legislation might address this fundamental' issue, the tui-
tion gap, and create a truly national educational policy, one in
which State and Federal action complement one another to ensure
both access and choice to our Students;

Both the adminislration and H.R. 5240 propose a $3,000 Pell
grant maximum award. Within that maximum limit, I urge that a.,
clear distinction be drawn between what I call hard;.educatipnal
expenses- --that is, tuition, required fees, books, and supplies`and ,

ordinary living expenses which do not-repreSent an additional cost
by reason of "enrolling in a postsecondary studies progiam. Once
that distinction is made in Federal ,laW a number of possibilities
becomp available to make the Pell Graiit Program truly price-. sensi-
tive apd thereby to make Federal student grant, policy truly cum
plementary with, and reinforcing of State policy. ,

If the sulkommittee would be willing, for example, to take the
admittedly difficult political step of resolving the long-standing
quarrel over what constitutes a fair "and equitable living allowance
for higher educational purpokses and establish a uniform allowance
of, say, $2,400 a year or $200r a month, and to mandate 'that up to
5Q percent of that standard Jiving allowance or $1,200 could be II-
minced from a Pell grant award. Then as much as $1,800 would be
available to support hard, educational expenses within the overall
maximum Pell grant award of $2,000.

Since hard, educational expenses are the marginal costs which
students and their families must' somehovii overcome in order to
gain access to the postsecondary educational program best suited to
their needs and aspirations, it seem It fair and logical to make

than half of those hard, educatiOnal expenses eligible for cov-
erage from Pell grant awards.

This would mean that up to 75 'percent_of hard educational ex-
penses, or $1,800, whichever is the-, lesser amount, could be funded
through Pell grailSwin,.. addition to;iii Maximum allotment for ordi-
nary living expenses Of up to $1,200 or 50 percent, whichever is the
lesser aiiount..

As the Pell grant maximum award figure in?reases over $3,000
during the period of reauthorization, the amount for hard, educa-
tional expenses would rise accordingly providing a broader opportu-
nity to respond to the reality of the tuition gap.

I commend this thought to your Consideration kink it is im-
portant that reauthorization involve a comprahe examination
of the developments in the past decade and a co fisive exam-
ination which includes the State role and the F role and that
we develop a Federal policy which is complementary to State
policy, State policy currently. ensures access in considerable, if not
almost, totaLmeasure.

We must also ensure choice 'or we will V permitting our stuN
cleats the opportunity to attend the institution most suited to their
needs. We will-not be maintaining,,a dual system. We will see cie-
yeloping a'segregated system of higher education and'we will mon-
fually see 'Many independent institutions disappearing and the cost
of educating those students falling upon the taxpayer.

6 I woteld urge that the: committee look at this issue and develop -

legislation with response to it. I thank you.
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Mr. OWENS. Thank you, Dr. Phibbs. I would Ake to have inserted
in the record at this' point the testimony of Dr. M. Richard Rose,
the president of the Rochester- Institute .of Technology who could. .not be here, btit we would like for his testimony to be a part of the
record.

[Prepared statement of Dr. M. Richard Rose ,follows:]

PREFARs.D STATRAIR.INT OF Da. M. RICHARD ROSE:, PRESIDENT, ROctusTx.R INsurcTig pF
.TECHNOLOCV

Chairman Simon, Representative Coleman, and inembe;:s. of the Postsecondary
`Education Subcomcnitteesc-ood morning. My liable is Richard Rose and I am presi-dent of the Rochester Institute of Technology in Rochester, New York. I am pleased
-to have the opportunity' to be here this morning to talk about the reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act, a subject Which is of keen interest to All of us in the
higher education commaiity at this time.

Because of that interest, we are particularly appreciative of this initiative to focus
attention on reauthorization at this early date. The reauthorization at this early
date. The reauthorization propOsitts embodied in H.R. 5240 provide a comprehensive
'view of the current impact of federal higher education programs and has set thestage for a very healthy dialogue about where we are to go from here. We are
'pleased to' be a part of that discussion.

I am aware .that at today's hearing, and at other hearings which you have con-ductet you have heard from organizations which represent the collective voice of
independent higher educatiOn in Washington and in New York State: I refer specifi-
cally to the National ASsotiationsof Independent Colleges and Universities INAICIJ)
and the Commission on Independent Colleges and Universities [CICU] of New York

4' State, on behalf of which President James Whalen of Ithaca College testified last
week in New York City. I think you will find my' comments consistent with their
recommendations an the broad issues. My intention is not to be redundant butrather to offer the persspective of a single independent institution-, a perspective
which I am confident would parallel the thoughts of similar institutions in terms ofthe impact of federal funding programs an our students and our campuses.

Very briefly, the Rochester Institute of Technology is a four-year potitseeDtKiikry,
independent institution which offers a wide array of technical and technological
programs at ,all levels, ranging from certificates and diplomas to baccalaureate andmuster's degrees. Over 16,000 students are attending RIT this year in nine co11%-ges
including the National Technical Institute for the Deaf, with which you are, I am
surer familiar. Some 7,000 evening and part-time-students are enrolled at RIT, mostof whom are employed full-time and are continuing-with the credentials to "earn uliving and live a life," and therefore we hi'Ve structured our programs such that
there is an appropriate blend of instruction in technical skills and general education
or liberal arts so that our grachfates can embark on successful and rewarding ca-
reers. We also have at KIT a significant cooperative education component. and I will
address that subject again later in my testimony. Two years ago, RIT adopted sever-
al goals for achieving computer literacy of our faculty and our students and we have
been working to incerporate these goals into our curriculum as well. .1 mention
these points to provide some perspective on the comments whith follow concerning
specific recommendations for reauthorization of the Higher Edu ition Act.

My vornments will focus on five areas of interest: Student aid, '-pefatiVe educa-
tion, veterans, special programs'for the disadvanta,ged, and international education.

STUDENT AID

Because of the importance of the federal student and programs in ?emitting.
access and choice for OUT students, I address myself first'to this portion of the yau-thorization proposal.

The need to assemble an appropriate and reasonable financial aid package for
each lof our students is taken very seriously at RIT. Limited resources, increasingcosts of attendance, and pool of college age students make it imperative
for us to be sensitive to the wide range of student and family circumstances which
exist. Nevertheless, our overriding 'philosophy has been that no student receives a
Completely free ride in terms of financing his or her college education'. Rather, %Pe
have 'found that a reasonably balanced package of grant, work and/or loandeperkl-
ing upon the degree of student need and their ability to sdstain the various op-
tions--does not necessarily serve as a disincentive provided the work and loan com-
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ponents are not weighted too hedvily so as to overbrinlen the student with 'was, or
with working hours which would take away from his or 'hr studies. The "self-help"-,
concept' is an iategral componeqt of our packaging philosophy and we believe this
principle aervesith# student well by insuring a personal investment in their educa-
tion -and their future. We are also conficiont that our graduates' earning potential
will enable them to sustain their loan repayments, and we take, all these factors
into consideration. t

Regrettably, howeVkr, unmet need is, still a serious concern, despite our efforts to
ameliorate it 13y increasing the amount of our own institutional funds 'which are al-
located to student, Aid. In our case, the primary sourcrof these so-called "unfunded"
student aid callers is the annual return on our endowment portfolio. We, also be-
lieve More a more students and their ,families are basing theiK decision-making
\aboet which college"to attend solely on the basis of cost, a trend, we find tinaettling
to say the least r,:ind one whkh I think, is also a concern ;to those reseonsible for
higher education tiblic policy. Indeed, traditional public' policy in higlier education
has expressly been designed to enable students to base their choice of a college on
that winch best Suits their educational needs and not solely on that which is the
lowest cost.

Respectfully, we would'suggest that the recommendation to increase the perceat-
age ofeducation costs eligible for Pell grants from 50 percent'to ';5 percent will tetrad
to exacerbate th4.erosion of choice which we have been witnessing. With the Pell
giant maximurll thiS year at $1,900; there are very few institutions Whoae c.ests are'

'below the $3.800 whichAvould limit their students to less than the maximum award.
In fact, in New York State, the maximum Pell grant covers only 40 percent of.the
average cost of attendance at our State institutions, and just 22.5 percent of theav-
erage cost of attendanCe in the independent sector. The equivalent percentage this

lyear
at RIT is 20.7 percent. -This is not. at all A° suggest that the. Pell, grant is of

esser signiticance=in fact, this essential prokrain forms the hacklxme of our finan-.
cial aid. program and We are indebted.to you and the members of this subcorninittee
for yciti commitment to Insuring adequate funding of Pellapanta.

Rather, lavould simply wish to point out that it would Me more helpful and would
seem more equitable to provide for reasonable increases in maximum Pell grants,
'while changes in the percentage of cost to be covered should be aimed at encourag-
,ink choice. The question of meeting the full need of low-income students can then be
addressod by the combination of other programs; and can maintain the self-help
principle which virtually universally obtains Air independent sector students.

. The campus-based programs are of almost equal significance to independent
sector students as are the Pell grants. Last year.at R1T, we were able to provide
work opportunities to almost 1,400 students through the college work study pro-

gram. In fact, we feel this program is so essential that we annually overmatch our
fedefal award. Last year, RIT spent approximately $1 for every federal work study
dollar received, well above the 20 percent matching requirement. NDSL loans and
supplement grants are equally important in enabling us to meet the various needs
of our students~' Our average SEM 'award last year was $618 for 465 students, and
our average NDSL loan (including institutional funds) was $819 for 1,173 recipients..

While we support the basic concept of providing greater institutional discretion in
allocating campus-based funds, we are not sure that the consolidated block grant
progiann. is the best means of achieving this goal. We share the concern of the Com-
mission on Independent Colleges and Universities [CICUj with respect to the pro-
posed allocation formula. Since the formula-does not specifically address coot of at-

A tendency, and includes Pell grant figures-which also-would -not..reflect, differantiai
cost of attendance as recomineaded in the reauthorization proposal, the impact of
the formula would be to expose independent institutions and their students to a
"double jeopardy." Certainly the allocation formula needs to.be made more equita-
ble in meeting actual need, and we hope any such modificationiewill fairly recognize
the' needs of independent sector students,

We 'fully support expansion of-the copse sc work study program and believe that it
has the positive - recognition of difFCongretai as an effective and efficient. pro-

,

PiaalIY, with respect to the remaining campus-based programs, if such a comioli-.

,clation were to accur we would hope that the legislatiOn would provide some guid-
ance for insuring that the self-help principle is maintained in the local distribution
Of such funds. Our experience has shown us that not all students are best served by
grant and entitleMent support exclusively and we .hope that the congress will dis-
courage if not Preclude any institution fromdistrib tang all block griint fluids as
grants. Low-interest NUL loans serve a useful anc appropriate purpose and we
hopelhat purpoae.will not be lost in the "reauthbriza 'proiess..

V



The capstone of the typical student aid package is the guaranteed student loan
andwe appreciate and applaud the recognition of till importance ot',this program in
the reauthorization proposal. Among the specific recbrnmendations we would-Whole-
heartedly endorse are the elimination of the originatiOn fee and universal needs
test. 'Iqwever, rather than Impose an arbitrary income cap-----which alse.,have
to be periodicially adjusted far, inflationwe would support. the concept that all
loans be limited to remaining needlias established by the above'mentioned need
analysis. This combination of checks and balances .could effectively frtevent the
kinds Of abuse,which have from time to time been cOnnected with the program. At
the same time, familiihi who can. show a verifiable need for subsidized ,loan assist-
ance would not be automatically excluded by the income cap, or forced, to assarne
non-subSidized,-non4deferred loans which could impOse an undue hardship on their '
economic circumstances. Many of these students, need to. borrow funds-because they
have opted to attend an. indepefident institution. Had they chesen a public institw
tion they would automatically enjoy a subsidy of over $7,000 per year with'no needstest and no questions a.skd--a circumstance which; many middle and upper income
families are taking advantage of right now., And in' these cases, it is often the price
differentialas distinguished from the difference i t cost of providing the education-
al program, which is essentially the same in both the public and indepedent sec-
tors.L-sv.hiCh is the basis for the decision as to which college the.student will attend.

The increase in loan limits is also a welcome change which recognizes the increas-
ing cost of attendance at all institutions. We would stiggest slightly higher, loan
limits which could more closely existing and piojected gaps for our students and
their families. Suggested limits of $3,000 for freOhmen, $3,1-ko for, sophomores and
$4,000 for juniors and seniors would help to Meet the need through the end of this -
decade. We also agree with the suggestion that Provision be made for financial aid
officers to`go .beyond the'maximum, under limited circumstances for students with
extreme need and for whom, loans are the only remaining option.

Finally,' We -Would favor tightening the defiaition for Independent, students to
insure that limited' funds are dirt.scted-tb where they ,..)ost needed.

, i COOPh:RATIVI: laDUCiATIUN

As I mentioned earlier, HIT has a sizeable cooperative education program which
has evolved over the past 70 years since RIT first began to develop cooperative
placements in 1912. This year, over 2,700 RIT1students were placed in cooperative-
work experiences -,-- representing almost one-third of our full-time enrollment. Our
students find that the co-op experience net only enhances the educational experi-
ence they receive at R1T. but also increases their employability upon graciuation. In
fact, many of our graduates are hired by theirico-op employers.

We would, therefore, applaud the-proposal err expand cooperative education oppor-
tunities -.under 'title VIII, and particularly the incentives for existing cooperative
education programs to expand and develop model programs and new initiatives.

We welcome these changes and hok,Ne the C4;ingress will agree to theirmerit.

vg-reitakis
/

The proposed changes in veteran's cost of instruction program are .inost wel-
come. We agree that this program has ben terribly underfunded, .particularly in
recent, years, a situation which has resulted in fewer services to those who have
served our country with honor and distiactien.

Despite the dramatic reductions:. in .v6terans' cosh of instruction" support,
Office of Veterans Affairs has continued/to provide academic counseling and other''.'
support services to the veterans who attend RIT, and has. developed a program of
outreach and information which attractS veterans to our campus. In fact, HIT has
the largest:veteran popUlation of any independent institution in New York State,
with some 900 former servicepersons enrolled for full or part-time study.

Weragree that the current method of distributing VCIP funds is inequitable] and
support the propoSed changes which would provide threshold funding- plus addition -

support based on enrollment. -
Tato PROCiR)348

At the present time,. HIT participates in only one of the so-called trio "programs,
which. is the special 'services for the disadvantaged. Like,VCIP, cooperative educe-.
tion and some of the other programs' authorized and the Higher Education Act,
the tri6 programs have faced uncertain funding in rAent yearsa circumstance
which works a particular hardship on the; capability to plan for continuity of serv-
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ices and support to the constituency involved. Nevertheless, we believe our special
services program has served-well the needs of economically disadvantaged students,
handicapped persons, and eligible first-generation students who haVe availed them-
solved of these services.

We also recognize, however, the difficulty in maximizing campus utilization of
, these services by eligible students, and appreciate the approach taken in the,reau-

thorikation proposal to expand outreach ,nither than eliminate the program. The
latter step would-be tantamount to ignoring the' need rather than finding better
ways to disseminate infprination and increase awareness of available support serv-

,, ices..
Our special services staff has recently undertaken a number of new initiatives,

within existing program guidelines, to expand their outreach activities and we,ap-
plaud the direction also suggested in the reauthorization proposal to heighten
awareness of these programs and increase utilization.

INTUNATIONIEL N.DUCATION

The number of international students enrolled at RIT has grown in recent years,
and along with that growth has come an increased sensitivity to the importance
international education activities and ir ogrars.

We have recently established a new Center for Intcrnational Education and Serv-=,
ices to identify and foster appropriate linkages among RIT, the business community
and- international markets with an emphasis on tradeopporttinitiets as well as facul-
ty exchanges and other traditional education fractions.

We support the National Endowment for In Education and congratu-
late you for this important initiative.

l am pleased to have this opportunity to share with you our commbnts conoerhing
the Higher Educatior,i Act. I wish you well in this important endeavor, and would be
pleased to provide any additional information you feel might be helpful.

Mr. OWENS. I have several questions and I will as' It them all at
once because I think they are very much interrelated. The issue or
the friendly tension between the independent sector and the State
universities surfaced at another, hearing held at Queens College
some time ago. I have been thinking about it since then and again
it's.hereihe friendly tension, which may become a problem in the
effort to achieve maximum support for this reauthorization bill.

I. woUld like to know if either of you gentleman have or if, within,
the family fpf both the priviite and the public sector colleges there
are statistic's on the cost of educating a. studentthe cost per stu-
dent of the education received, say,'at a State,university,not just
the tuition and the aid receiyed from the State and the Federal
Government which is directly received by the student, but the total
cost, the amount of the subsidy that the Government puts into the
institution in the case of the State universities, their operating
budget as well as some factor, I suppose, on their capital plan. The
same figures, I think, are availableI have seen some of the fig-
ures for the private sectorthe cost per student for 'education, re-
gardless of where parts of that cost come from.

would also like to point out that it, seems that there is a blur-
ring of the lines between private and public and between State and
Federal. I mean, the private sector or the independent colleges are
not so independent any more since a) large segtnent of their budget
does come from the public sector and the public sector institutions
are striving..or consider themselves, in many cases, as having ar-
rived at a point where they offer the same quality education 'that
used to be held, as the hallmark of the private sector colleges. The
lines are blurring. Are we moving toward a situation where a rea-
sonablemaybe logical, but not so acceptablepolity might be the
offering of.a subsidy to students regardless of 'where they go and
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that subsidy should be based on the cost) of the eduscation received
by that student and withdrawing support for institutions of any
kind and the operating costs or State' universities, for example,
would be figured into the total costs of educating the student and
those 'students that go to a State university Would receive that
amount and the same amount would be received if a student choos
es to go to a private sector School.

Now is that a King Solomon's choice problem? Does that Nandi-
cap State universities unnecessarily while being fair to the private
sector or would it help to alleviate some of the tensions and the
competition? It's a simple question. [Laughter,i

Who will bethe first to answer? -
Dr. Muss. The issue of calculating the actual cost of educating a

student is an exceedingly complex one because the accounting pro-
cedures used at different institutions,. and particularly in the two
sectors of higher education, are so remarkably different. The State
of Florida is 'a place where I would suggest that you might pursuF
this matter because I know that Peat, Marwick, Mitchell 'were en-
gaged in the State of Florida to determine exactly the cost of edu-
cating Students in the public sector so that these could then be
compared to comparable costs in the private sector aid one would
have d basis for making a judgmei?i, about relative cost of educat-
ing.

As I said, the matter is very complex and it takes`something like
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell in order to separate the different ways in
which items are budgeted in a public institution and an indepena-
ent institution. But Florida is the oily State that I kaow of that
has really done a thorough study at this time.

Second, I must say,. lr. Chairman, that a large segMent bf the
budget of some independent institutions May come from Federal
and State dollars, but that is not true of masts of the independent
institutions, particularly the undergraduate institutions. Wet forL.exainple, have no* State grant program in the State of Washington.
We put far more of our own moneythat is, endowment income
and money from tuition into our finangial aid program than we
ceive in Federal dollars and I think tnis is the case of most of the
smaller and middle-sized, independent institutions. I do not know
the situation in the large, research universities where Federal dbl-
tars are available for research activities, but that is d'iTferent from
the educational activities to which we are referring.

I am much intrigued, I might say, by your suggestion on the way
in which we might finance edircation in the future in which, as I
understood you, a grant Avoulid go to the student and the student
would go to the institution of his or her choice with the grant
amount related to, the tuition of that institution, that this would be
the form of government 'support. I Mink that's very intriguing be-
cause that gives all institutions an equal opportunity then to com-
mend themselves to students and to' provide the kind of education-
al program that is going to be most suited to their educational
needs, I thipk it might also have a pOsitive impact on quality of
education because institutions could concentrate on improving
their quality in order to attract students with thOse tuition dollars
in their hands.
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Mr. OWENS. While you have the, floor, Dr. Phibbs, I just want to'
.ask 'ouyou said hi your testimony that the publics sector institu-'
tions and State colleges are aggressively seeking funds from the
same sources that private colleges were always dependent upon.
Dos that imply that the public seder institutions still don't have
enough money and also how, much does that really hurt the private
seetor institutions? Are these people who would have given to
gate sector institutions necessarily? -

Dr. Plill3BS. Second only to the. tuition. gap, I think this i the
MCA fulidamental threat to the survival of the independeritsinstitu-
tions because this has been the traditional source that we have had,
to counterbalance the' State support that, in some Small measure,
that the public institutions receive and to use -in order to keep our
educational costs to the student low and to provide financial aid to
stildefits so that they come to the institutibn. . ,

- In the State of Washington, one public institution raises far, far,
far more money now than all of the private` institutions in the
State combined from private sources. I noted in the "'Chronicle of'
Higher Education" last week that a 'public university ttad received
an $8 million grant from a .foundation. Much of this money is from
foundationti and corporations- that traditionally . and otherwise
would have gone to independent institutions. Some of money is
raised from alumni and alumunac of the institutiop and it's logical,'
that they would want to give to their. own institution...But .a .major .
portion of it comes from foundations and corporations and this
money traditionally, ,would have gone to the independent institu-
tions. So it represents a significant reduction in the kind of support
thatwe have and.an increase in the kind of support that the other
institutions have that 'makes our own Survival as independent in-
stitutions even more difficult. .

BEOUSTEIN. lir. Chairman, if I may respond to those, ques-
tions first by saying that there's mOrr that brings niy colleague,
Dr. Phibbs, and me together than divides' us, I am happy to say.
We both think, I gather, that _the current pattern of Federal .sup-

r port- of higher education does not take into account the vast sea
chajages that have. taken place in the American education scene in
the postwar period and we both believe that you must look at the
fundamentallIture of *se changes before you undertake a reau,
thorization effort which would really be built on a totally distorted .
image of the current educational scene.

Bat to talk speCifically- to the questions, I agree with my col-.
league, Dr.*Phibbs, that, it would be 'very, very difficult to get cost
of education figures because of Oe .different accounting systems.
On the other hand, for 'what they are ,worth, we will submit to you,
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee; current figures. on
that score, and for- what they're worth and I lecognize their liinita-
tions, I think they would be helpful to you 'with respect to making
judgments about this issue?

Mr. OWENS. It should be very difficult to get them or to compare
them?

Dr...Bloustein. They are very difficult to. compare because--
Mr. OWENS. You can get them though?

NS
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'Dr. Bt,ousrsiN:We have some. 'We will, proN7ide you with some
data along those lines and we hope our students will develop more
data along those lines.

I do want to say that one of the things thateDr. Phibbs ana I also
agree about is that there are vast differences between the compre-
hensive, research universities of this Nation and' the 'small, inde-
pendent colleges of this Nation. Those differences tuition and in
tax support which I say bring the comprehensivethe inclepend
ent, con(prehensive, research university very close to the compre-
hensive State research' university have not taken place to the same-
extent-at the small colleges.

,I was president of Benningtop. College, a college of 600 studentS,,.
before I Moved, to a- college of 48,000. /The two, institutions are
funded from ver, very different sources. There is a marked differ-
ence between thein. But the difference between Rutgers University,
a comprehensive, research university and a major, independent
comptehensiye. research university is relativelx small, I am sug-
gesting to you.

Therefore, what has happened in higher education is a shakeout
betweenand we have a completely different pattern of educa-
tionsDr, Phibbs' college is probably more like many of the state
colleges in the states of our nation and, in .some respects like the
community colleges, but totally urilile either the independent re:
search universities or the state research universities.

We share more in common, in other words, with other independ-
ent researth uniaersities than we do in many respects with the
State colleges aM cornmunitycolleges of the. States in which we
are 'located. He, in turn, shares more in common with public insti
tutions of his size. Size and mission- is a much more significant de-
termining factor of the character of the institution today than
where support is coming from.

go back to that point. I think the source of support is a relative:
ly insignificant fact at the level of the comprehensive State and the
independent research universi ies. I .inay still be axe*, important.
point in terms of the private pendent and 4the State and com-
munity college system. That's hat makes it necessary for you
folks on the committee to look at the whole system anew because
what you have built is.a system that is founded on a classifica,tion
of universities, a characterization of them, that no longer exists.
It's another world.

I do want to-say something abotit the aggressive search of public
institutions for so-called "private funds." First, I point" out that
they are not private funds, The tax benefits of charitable giving
make those funds, and the Supreme Court of the United States has
recently said plainly that those fundS are a form of public -support,
and I don't begrudge such public support to either independent in-
stitutions or public. institutions. &it that and a tax relief, from
earnings bn endowmentatepresent very significant levels of sup-
port, if not for Dr. Phibbs' institution, for the major independent,
research institutions in this country.
4To talk about `public and private institutions today Stist doesn't

make any more sense. If you look at the incbine accounts national-
ly of comprehensive research universities whether so-called "inde-.



Pen ' or "public," they are very, very similaryto each other
wit marginal differences.

to turn to your question about only supporting students
,institutions. Again; that might be possible, in some sense,

at, an undergraduate level. But in a major comprehensive research
institution, institutional support is a vital necessity of the national
well-binkr. We lannot maintain the scientific plant that is neces-
sary to'ionr success as institutions without that continued institu-
tional support.

Indeed, one .of the great weaknesses of our higher echication .
system today is that much of that institutional support for the
'comprehensive research 'universities that was available in the fif-
ties-and sixties and that dried up has left us with sorely 'depleted
plants badly.in need of repair, With equipment that is not sufficient
to our needs if we are to maintain our economic competitiveness in
the current world market or if we are to maintain our defense pre-
paredness.

So, institutional -rams of institutional s'apport_are vital to corn-
pfehensive institutions, whether they-be State research,institutions
or independent research institutions. .."

Dr. Hopi. While you have on the surface an intriguing idea, -I
Would think that before a basic change happen's in the reauthoriza-
tion that some of those suggestions reallysought to be simulated in
terms of their economic impact. My colleagues have already men-,
tiOned some of the difference whiclf.becutred within public institu-

3tions, bet*jen public instittitionS, between .public and private.

w
here are diffey;tAccounting systems. There are different stand-
rds of hat is ll-time student, who is_ a part-time student.
hike are different living costs,. heaven knows, between the Mid-

west and California. It probably costs 50 percent more to live in the
,coastal zone of California than it does, to live in Iowa and Ohio and
other Parts of the Midwest or upper New England.

Mr.. OwENS. You are addressing yourself to .Dr. P4ibbs' proposal
on the uniform allowance, I assume?'

Dr. HoRx. Well, that's right. I think you have got to take into
account thou economic reality which is buried throughout America,
and, 'granted, there is' no purely simple, rational'approach to some
of'these things. There are obviously a series of political -compromis-
es, but let me just mention a few factors. You asked the cost of
State subsidy. In the case of our own 19-campus, California Stiite
University, in terms of net general fund, state support, which
means dividing the fletioriatstlident that talCes15 units when most.
of them take '12, and many more take 6 to S if a divorcee coming
back- to college trying to get skills and still raising a family, hold-
ing a part-time job--.-7all of these variableswe are talking about
roughly $4,000 this coming year for a 15-unit student, across-the-
board subsidy for the systeni. But if you look at our Bakersfield.
campus, we are talking about $6,700sper student as the cost. If you
are looking at the Long Beach or the, San Diego campuses, you are
talking roughly about $3,400 or. $3,500 per student,

What I am 'saying, Mr. Chairman, is,Otat,the figures.are really
meaningless unless we. go belhind the scenes. Many would translate
that, fbr example, into a faculty/student ratio. Well, ours is rough-
ly 18. to 20, if you figured a faculty/student ratio. Yet, we have
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many prograos that have a,faculty ratio of .1 to 6 because of na-
tional accreditation standards in, say, speech therapy or nursing,
other allied health fields and .we'have some' in my own field of .po-
litieal science that would probably. be 1 to 40, 1 to 50...

Our Problein is that public. universities have no agreed standard
qf national, accounting. Within the State of California W here you
have a California. Postsecondary ConimiSsion.. 'There is n mandat-
ed accounting between the UniverSity of California and t.h Califor-
nia State University, let alone the California community colleges
who noW. receive 'more money out of the State budget' than either
the California State 'University or the University '-of California. So
you have all of these variations.

. .

.

My worry with the idea. is the encouragement by either the pri-
vate or the public sector of the escalation of tuition. Very. frankly,
California. has been one of the most tuition resistant until recently
Compared' to other States where they .said, 'Gee. The Federal Gov-,
ernment. is coming in to subsidize, students: Let's recoup some .of
our' State costs and let's put them into other worthwhile programs.
Let's really jack the ;tuition on the average student." Some States
Ilave ,plaed that game. Soiree. private board§ .of trustees have
'played. that game. .. .' ' , .

When .California 'reach,ed its fiscal crisis where the preceding ad-
ministration left $1.5 billion deficit,. obviously, tuition was escalated
in the -public sector. The State was desperate, but we would .hope..
that that.woulkstabilize an0 that any Federal policy 'be..very care-
fully constructed so as to not to encourage that '. on the one hand
and yet meet the legitimate needs of students. You'are certainly in
a key area as to room andrboard tO try and equalize college access.

ran the-private fund situation, I think Dr. Bloustein's testimony
and others have made it very lear that in the post-war period, the
so- called independent. universifits .arld colleges received a substan-
tial ainount of Federal subsidy through support of student asSist-
'ance., through various categorical:and national programs, in many
Cabinet Departments not Simply Education, for .research, student
services, other types of support and when you look at the sources of
private 'support for many public institutions, generally they are., like: private institutionsalumni support. Why are those funds.
neededrVery.simply. Ile States of America will SiMply..not sup-
port some essential buildings that many private institutions hayd.'
such as auditorium of any decent size. In our system, which is the,

ilargest in the country, in the public university system, the State.
. mandate is you cannot have, an auditorium of more.: Tan .500 stu-
denti on our eaMpUses. Well, with 32,000 students, it's alittle.hard
to try and squeeze them into a 500-seat auditorium. So you have to
raise private Money to essentially do those things. The same with
university art museums. Other things that are the normal at-
tributes of many private institutions in ArRerica. The only Way the

, . public sector will get them in many States is, through private fund-
,-raising of, its alumni.

,
A,..7

I. think what. my colleague's, have said is, it is a very mixed bag. r
would disagree with Dr, BloUstein in one area. That is, if you wait
to study these matters and do not ha a reauthorization untilI
then, you will still be studying themin 1 90 and we will be without
any Higher Education Act program, because they are not easy of

r,.
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solution in either getting-the facts or sorting out what those facts
mean.

Dr. HOWELL. Mr. Chairman. -

Mr., OWENS.- Dr. Howell.
Dr. HOWELL. Mr. Chairman, I would like, to just be very brief in

suggesting that you could find the best answer to your question
the State of Florida has done extensive studies in the comparison
of costs to educate. They go by lower, division, upper division, grad-
uate level, professional level and that speaks to the ' key point of
comparing apples and apples. I think that's very important if you
look at that.. - p

4I think you' will find though that when you compare apples to
apples the cost to edu6ate will be about the same. It's who pays tile
cost is the, question.

There is one point that I would like to get into the record that
tli biggest subsidy in America is to the affluent family that goes, to
Public institutions. There is no differentiation made and that is the
,biggest subsidy that, we give any citizen in America to a public in-
stitution. We make no differentiation th.ere,and I would just like to
point that out. Thank you.

4'Mr.'0wuNs. Thank' you. ,

Mrs. Roukema. S

Mrs. ROUKEMA. Well, I would li to make 'a couple of observa-
tions and then maybe ask a question. I think in the course of your
revious discussion you have answered h couple of my questions?
.4 I wonder if you understand, particularly Dr. Horn, that the re-

authorization of this act is not required this year.
Dr. HORN. I do understand that.
firs. ROUKEMA: And I wonder if, given the difficulties that have

been outlined, given the creative thinking that has been expressed
not only by this panel but some others that we have already heard
from and: given, most especiallyi the deficit problem that We are
facing, would there not be some merit to waiting until next year to
reauthorize the act, particularly since we will be receiving consid-
erable resistance to A reauthorization this year in the Senate.

It's not only the practical problem. That's one part. It's also the
question of how we truly address in a. creative way the reality of
the changing landscape, as somebody pointed out.

Dr. HORN. Well, I think we should address the reality of the
#changing landscape. State universities and land grant colleges have
presented you with .their :proposed study. That is not-something
that, frankly, I believe can be done in a, year's time or so. If this
committee was to authorize its staff to go examine this question, I
think you are really talking about several years if you move from
the present pattern,, as unjust as it might be in pertain areas to
both public university students and to private university students.
So I thin that's going to take time. So I don't think it's this ses-
sionwersus next year and a new Congress.

Wbat I think is .essential is,that we' get some expectation of sta-
bility by families whose children are seeking a college education or
increasingly independent students who are making that decisision
and I am particularly concerned, as I mentioned earlier, abOut re-
entry 4ducation opportunities for women and others where they
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can have an understanding of what the Federal might do to aid
_them should they desire to go back .to college:

I mentioned earlier there are lOst opportunity costs that no for-
mula takes into accountof the money that one breadwinner has
to make who happens to be 18 or 22 for a family: 114,

Mrs. RoirxEmA. I don't understand what you mean by "the expec-
tation of opportunity?"

Dr. HonN. Right now people increasingly understand the frame-
work-of how you balance Pell grants, loans and college work-study.
If we were suddenly td go to a new approach of a flat grant propos-
al in one or moroareas, I think that does change the level of expec-
tations orwhat people can save mon and adapt.to. That worries
methe shifting signals, if you will.

I do not say that the signals show dot be shifting, but I think
you are going to need a lot more coaensus than is likely to be
achieved either in Congress or in the educational community, if
simply the assumption is, "Well, if you wait 'til next year, we an
solve the problem." I do not think you can solve the problem that
soon. I wish it might be otherwise. A lot of people do: I think if'you
wish to go in that direction, I think you can start the apparatus
both within the educational community, within Congress, within
the administration, to move in that direction. I doubt if you will be
able to make a final decision within a year. ,

So what I am suggesting is I think incremental reality is that we
are talking about tinkering with the piesent framework even
though neither publics nor privates are happy with all aspects of it.
And then the question is: How can you work a little more justice
and equity within the current framework helping both pnvate in
stitutions and helping public institutions? I think that's the reality.

Dr: BinusTEIN. My sense, as you might imagi4e, is somewhat dif-
ferent. First, I am more optimistic than. Dr. Horn is about our ca-
pacity to produce something of worth in a yeariMost of what we
have spoken about today is common knowledge among all our col-
leagues. I don't mean this, obviously in any insulting terms. For
many of us, we feel the only people who don't understand it are the
State regislators and the National Congress.who are dealing with

rdus. We know most of what the Uierlying changes are. Its true -

there are very tough choices that have to be made, but 'those
choicesia not a question of requiring timethose choices are.
going to be there next year and the same ones the year after and
the. year after that. The data, I think we will have _available in
some large measure 'as' a result -of our study and if this committee
Were to join in the sponsorship of that study I think it would
become even 'more comprehensive 'if this committee were to join in
the sponsorship of that study than it's currently planned to be.

The other thing is the shift in the reauthorization bill would. #1---
gtandfather in one way or another situations so as to provide a
smooth transttion to the new format. Indeed, the reauthorization
act itself might provide for a 2-' or 3-year period of shifting in "the
overall characteristics of the bill.

So I strongly urge that we at least begin they attempt to remake
the reauthorization at in the broadest possible terms. Xe will
inker, whether we like it or' not, 'in the attempt to main that

stability, but that can be done consistent with at-least starting out
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in the broadest possible framework to look at a new idsis for the
act.

Mrs. R0UKEMA. Yes, Dr. Phibbs,
Dr.- PHIBBS. I think the view that I have is. probably implied by

what I said earlier, but I will try to make it as clear as possible.
The issues involved here are exceedingly complex. They affect an

enormous number' of students and an enormous number ofinstitu-
lions and they also affect the whole structure of higher education
in the United States. We need to move with care and caution as a
result and think carefully through and examine thoroughly the
consequences of the decisionS that we make. We have to think in
the terms in which Dr. Bloustein and I have been talking, and that
is, of the-dramatic changes that have taken place in the last decade
and the implications of those changes for the next two decades.,

y concern is with the tuition gap because there I see a poten-
tialydemise of institutions, a loss of educational option for students
and a loss of an important segment of our eaucation. I think that is
going to take time. We have until 1985, as'I reclin, for reauthoriza-
tion and I think it isgoingto take that amount of time

Mrs. ROUKEMA: Yes,',Dr. Howell.
Dr. HowEu.. Yes, Ma'am. I would suggest that if the comparison

is the`lo-called Simon and thecurrent bill that we stay as it is
fot another year 'and Oben work at it and change it at a later date.

Mrs. ROUKEMA. Thank you. I would simply like to observe that I

am certainly sympathetic to the tuition inflation that you, Dr.*

Horn, have identified.Tdon't know what we can do about that. But
I think .We have to recognize it in some foim or another in what-
ever formula we work out. I don't know how we can do it, but I am

certainly most cognizant of it. I know Other, members of the com-
mittee are as well.

Dr. I would hope the committee would think about...some

maintenance-of-effort-type standard to try to keep the lid on rea-
sonable tiiition increases, lAhether they be by State bodies or

vate bodiZs..
Mrs. ROUKEMA. All right. Thank you very much.
Mr. Qwrxs. Thank you very much.
I would like to note that you can submit any items/for the

record, if they wish, and thek.will be entered into the record. You
have given us a very thorough discussion of thd matter at hand
and I do appreciate it.

Thank you very much.
The PANEL. Thank you very much.
Mr. OWENS. Our next witness is Dr. James A. Cheek, president of

_Howard University. -
[Prepared statement of Dr. James E. Cheek follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT or 1)R. JAMS E. Cu.axx PausimassT, IllAVAIth UNIVERSITY

Chairman Simon and distinguished members of the subcommitte, I ain,Dr. James

K Cheek. President of Howard University. Howard University, as you know, is lo-

cated in Washington, D.C. and maintains 17 schools and colleges, a teaching hospi-

tal; as well as eight institutes and research centers. The University also maintains a

teaching television.stition, radio station and University Press. The University, was

founded in 1867 and has produed some of this nation's most distinguished ficholars

and educators. We have provided not only Black Americans but all students without'

regard to race, creed, national origin or religion, a high quality educational opportu-

A
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nity over the last 117 years. The University has similarly Area masters degrees in
over 85 areas and Doctor-cif Philosophy degrees in 23 fields.

This testimony is presented on behalf of the University and reflects nq,only the
opinions of the PreSident but also the University's administrators-taid educators for
specific programs which would be directly affected by the provisions in your bill to
reauthorize the Higher Education Act of 1965. Your proposal for a bill to reauthor-
ize the Higher Education Act of 1965 has great merit and the rationale for the bill
is basically sound. We at Howard University support the dirKtion and intent you
have:41'Th in this legislative initiative and encourage the same of all persons
inter the enhancemeat of postsecondary education in America.

In the interest of time, I shall highlight our comments with regard to st lected
titles of the bill and ask your acceptance of these comments, for the record. ficiwev-
er, before I outline my comments. 'I would like to applaud your support of higher.
education in America in general, and commend you for your work on this important
and vital piece of legislation. For your years of service as a prominent leader in the
vanguard to insure a federal role in higher. education, you have our gratitude and
appreciation.

TITLE 1. CONTINUING POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION PROGRAM AND PLANNING

We concur with the deciSioti to eliminate Part A of Title I, the Conimissin on
National Development in P,ostsecondary Education. The functions of the commission
could be more effectively canned dut by professional staff in the Department of Fdu-
cation. Moreover, we believe that the new Part B of Title I is a practical response to
the increasingly serious problem of functional illiteracy in. certain population
groups. An emphasis on literacy programs could have an impact on the employabil-
ity of many who have dropped out of the labor force. However, our one reservation
about this program is with respect to the feature providing college credit to students
who are to provide tutorial serzices.lt is not evident to us that the model developed
by the Washington Education Project is appropriate for the entire nation. Instead,
we would suggest that the new program be defined in terms of its objectives, with
the mode of implementation left to the discretion of participating institutions of
higher education. Flexibility in the design of the program will encourage creativity
by the educational institutions and-also allow for programs.to be tailored to local
needs and resources. In any event, we do not think that the reauthorization lan-
guage act should specify program details. They would more appropriately nclud-,
ed in the program guidelines to be developed later, ink accordance with the c Pro-
visions of the legislation.

It is our judgment that Part C of Title I, providing for the expansion of uwtion7,
al programs in correctional facilities, would have a significant positive effect; if it is
funded at an. adequate level. It will be especially significant tarn the Black popula-

tion. While Black males comprise 7.7 percent of the college population, they are 46.S
percent of the prison population. The development of rehabilitation programs with a
sound educational component should be a national priority. We believe the stated
purpose of Part C, the reduction of recidivism, can be achieved.

Finally, we concur with the decision to redefine veterans' benefits' in education
more broadly. However, the matching requirements in the proposed legislation may
inhibit participation by institutions faced with fiscal constraints.' Therefore, we be-

, lieve that the matching requirement should be dropped.

Tri'LF. 11. S fRENGT HEN INC; LIBRARY RESOURCES

Title IL A
Under the old College Library Resources Program, grants were not huge but they

were ceftainly beneficial to developing libraries. Unfortunately, grants began to get
smaller after 1961 as more and more institutions shared the funds. In addition, the
larger, wealthier institutions were sharing funds equally with the needy institutions
which'meant that grants were not always made in amounts sufficient for the stnall-
er, less wealthy institutions. It would be most desirable to direct larger shares of
funds to the needy institutions on the basis of the suggested idea 'of a Needs test."
If it is not possible to increase the share of the smaller, more needy institutions,
then there should be some requirement that the Wealthier institutions more widely
share resources acquired under the Act.

With respect to matters dealing with resource-sharing and data base access, need
rather than perfbrmance ,should be more heavily weighted. It is not surprising that
smaller, more needy institutions have left much to be desired with respect to per-
formance because their limited financial resources have seriously curtaileyis their
ability (1) to develop sizable collections for sharing, (2) develop degree programs that
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would require such extensive researqg. sup data base searchers, and (3) to
acquire the expensive' technology required by data base searches. Their hardware
and software-reiources would have to be developed and strengthened fiist.,0

The Howard University Libraries perhaps should be viewed as'a "developing"
system which, though currently enjoying sizable budgets, are building their 're-
sources as rapidly aepossible in an effort to reach the status of a great research
library. Therefore, our overall expenditure per sttient` and our total library re-
sources may be relatively high among the needy inAutions with whom we' may be
compared, but this should be considered a natural course to be followed by a devel-
oping institution.
Dille IL 13

We agree that more emphasis needs to be placed on technology in libraries and
education prcwarn.s for minorities. When recruitment of err' ies was stepped up
in the early 100's under Title IL B, many minoritit mefitted but many more
could have, if personal financial constraints had not interfered. In addition, many
could not be spared from their jobs to take, advantage of opi.x)rtuni,tiea Perhaps,
these problems could be dealt with, through (I) on-site or regional workshops or (2)
establishment of a broad internship rogram which would exchange experienced li-
brariansitad inexperienced ones. al ng participating instittitionsaThis croas-fertil-
izat.ion might very well ire handlold tf unit in theMffice of Postsecondary Educa-
tion which would be responsible fo'r higher education library programs. -
litk IL C

While Title II. C may have work well for those whom inbenefitted, it must be.,
recognized that the "poini" s s , under whicl,grants.were made, was based on
Volume of resources.that cou beishared, and thus platted moderate and' smaller, .

less developed research librari at a disadvantage. There smaller research insti-
tutions whose resourc , thoug limited, are of high qyality rid righ,-in, the cultural
heritage. These sho Id be strengthened,' also The How d U ity Libraries
system is one of medium size. Funds allocated under IL C sing tlieSe'dOnsiderations
would better enable Howard University 'love more, solid into tlfe-ranks of the
great research libraries of the nation. S
Tale IL D'

Because II. D has not stood tbe test, it should, indeed, be eliminated.

TITLE 111. INSTITUTIONAL. AID

Most Americans today would prefer to believe that America's most enduring
socio-economic-political problem has beers overcome. But to believe such is to ignore
reality. W.E.B. DuBois, near the beginning of this fury, wrote that the problem
of the twentieth century is the urobIern of the "color ine. ' As we draw near to the
end of this century, the matter of .reolor, race and ethnicity has ptoceeded from
DuBois' "problem to Myrdal:s "dilemma", to the Kerner Commission's "crisis."
That trial confronts us noW as our nation's and our world's "catastrophe."

Institutipris serving primarily black Ame cans were created in response to Amer-
ican racisma racism so thoroughly entrenched in our nation's mentality 'and so
deeply engraved in our national social consciousness -that it could be summed up in
the words o Chief Justice Taney of the United States Supreme Court in the Bred
Scott Decision "that the Negro is so far inferior that he has no rights that a white
man is bound to respect."

Althdugh-more than ioliendted -yearshaye passed since those-words were-uttered
from the highest court in the land, the concept that they embody has lingered on
and continues to mold and to shape the contour and character of American econom-
ic, social, political, cultural and educational life for the mote than thirty million
black people who are citizens of this country.

,During the institution of slavery and shortly after its abolition, the black colleges
and universities were created to provide, through education, the development of
leadership and equality to serve as instruments for the liberation Of a people sub-
jected to a "bondagt4 of the flesh" as well as to a "bondage of the spirit"

But 'our institutions were also founded to assistindeed to forcsthis nation to
act on its own declaration by: living under ,God, by remaining indivisible and by pre-
serving liberty and justice for all its people. Our institutions were then; and contin-
ue to bothe battering rams, against the doors of discrimination, deprivation, dispri
vilege and injustice. Po& in resources, but rich in resolve, our colleges have been
and centinucto be the weapons.of our peoples' liberation and the instruments of
ournatien's salvatipn and redemption.
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With this jiistorical context in mind: and despi the fact that we generally oppose
.

set-asides because they are perceived as inferea'es of inferiority; we fully support
the provision in Title III of this bill.

This new legislation is indeed necessary in order to overcome the historic deficien-
cies of the current law and 'provide. direct assistance so critical to historically black
postsecondary institutions. We applaud any efforts made on behalf of our sister col-
leges and universities to provide financial assistance and support.

,
N.

TI,Tr..E. IV. STUDENT EINANCIA,L ASSISTANCE

Because of Howird University's unique position in the private sector of postsec-
ondary institutions--low cost, diversified curriculum, no decline in enrollment, ineli
gibility to receive new National Direct Student Loan (NDSL) funding because of

.high default rate and Howard students'. easy access, to Guaranteed Student Loans
(GSI.$)there are no apparent ievisions. in title. IV which would have a negative
impact upon the University. r

On the contrary, there are several propOsed revisions which we believe will be
helpful to the University:

(1) The statutory definition of "independent students" will decrease the confronta-
tion with students and parents over conflicting information submitted on different
financial aid forms;

(2) Early receipt of the Yell Grant Family Contribution will enable our Office of
Financial Assistance to send out financial award letters earlier and provide greater
flexibility in aid packaging;

. (3) The "half-cost" provision may only lifffet high-cc t private institutions that
may perceive this as opening the door for secondary school students to attend lower
cost schools;

(4) The extension of the fifth year Pell Grunt to include grracluate, students is a
great incentive to complete the undergraduate degree within four years;

(5) The elimination of the StateAllotrrient formula the College Work Study legis-
lation will free money for many institutions. Many Financial Aid Administrators
have been fighting for.this change for. years;

(6) Combining Supplemental Educational Opportunity .Grant (SEOG), State Stu-
dent Incentive Grant (SSIG) and National Direct Student Loan (NDSL) funds into
block grants allows an institution,greater flexibility in aid packaging. Eyed, should
the University be .restricted. from converting grant funds to loan funds because of
our High NDSL default rate, it would not restrict our aid packaging;

(7) The extension of the repayment of GSL, the consolidation of loans and removal
of the origination fee are positive features;

(8) The .cost containment section 'could benefit Howard University since our rate
of tuition increase. is usually low.

The only proposal which gives us some concern -is the requiremept that all appli-
cants for a GSL will be subject to a "Needs" test. Need analysis procedures reveal
that any student attending. a postsecondary school where the student's expense
budget exceeds $3,000 will qualify for' a GR.,. Assessing need is, a time- consuming
procedure for those institutions where the Financial Aid Office -is not completely
computerized. We are of the bpinion that the $30,000 income cap before "needs",
test is required should remain. The new procedure twill not:restrict loans but only
increase the work-load in the Financial Aid Office.

TITLE V. TEACHER PREPARATION
-

Part A. Teacher Education. --The focus on "innovative"-activities in research and
faculty improvement without reference to other criteria for "improxemenC will
likely perpetuate the faddish bandwagon element which has historically-. pervaded
American education. Ip order for genuine improvements to be made, the criterion
must be-shifted from "innovative" to research -based changes. We believe that the $2
million authorization for this faculty, improvement is quite small, We suggest that

4 as the intent of the exemplary-program proposal and this grant section are similar,
they should be combined.

TeachingaSCholarsirips in this section would be given preferentially to applicants
"who indiclit a desire" to teach handicapped and disadvantaged Students. Under
your proposal, we believe that such criterion would easily Iead to verbalization of
the desire to teach these students for the purpose of getting funds, but no real com-
mitment. We suggest, therefore, shifting the criterion for preferential consideration
from a statement of intent, to actual employinent in teaching these groups of stu-
dents, The incentive, two. years of service for each yeakof scholarship assistance,
would begin upon completion of the program.
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We support the proposal for a 'relented Teacher fellowship to recognize outstand-
ing teachers. However; in the absence of clear criteria, and 1,.)3/ delegating both the
development of criteria, as well as the selection process td the states and/or local
communities, there must be consideration given as to hbw to guarantee nou-discrim-
illation and 'avoid political or personal favoritism in the selection .of outstanding

rteachers. Moreovier, as'the*Talented Teache 'Fellowship program would be designed
. not only to recognize.tokstmiding teacher but,to retain them in school systems, con-
sideration should be given to focusing the program on teachers at the period in
their careers when they most often abandon teaching. This probably happens .be-
tween year 3 and year and thus the Fellowship program/ could probably have
greatest i'mpact if in some way (perhaps one fellowship cotild 'be dedicated to teach-
err; in this range of years of Service) the program was able to focus on teachers who
are at thetstage when burnout -and disillusionment with the system most' often
occur.

We also suggest that you develop specifiCations on the use of these fellowships
and consider reserving one fellowship exclusively for those teachers who can show
concrete vvidence of success in teaching students who have been educationally and
econortialy disadvantaged. In addition, we suggest -that these fellowship programs
may offer an. opportunity to test exentally various ways of measuring. objec-
tively, the quality of teaching, incliidpesiniiMperformance-based measures.

Part B Professional Development. We believe that the provisions in the legisla-
tion that provide funding td schools of education to develop cooperative' programs
wish LEAs be combined with the Schal-College partriershll program ineluded in
this same section. Each piogram.seeks to encourage cooperative arrangementsOne
with schools of education, the Iither.with colleges and universities. We believy that
Schools of Education neecrto"be,7viewedas integral parts of .their respive institu-
tions, and the entire institution needs to accept a responsibility for thing teach-
erat,BY combining Sec, flon B(I) with Section C, the legislation will contribute toward
bridging the barrie? of `separatiOn , between SchkAvls of Education and other units
within colleges/universities. Moreoverove belieVe this Program will be substantially
strentherred by giving increased. emphasis to post-graduation contact between, c I-
leg-e professors and their first year teachers, by inc easing such contacts during e
graduate's first year of service, rather.,..than increasing the pre - service, conta
during student t teaching, One can obieiVe a much broader range of professional
skills during the first one or two years of full time teaching than during one semes-
ter of student teaching. Furthermore, thefirst two years of full time teaching are a
Mile of rapid professional growth' during which lifetime patterns are determined,
yet college professors observe and evaluate"very little of it.
, With regard to the proposal to develop-a national program of institutes, we sug-
gest omitting the "evaluation of teacher 'performance" (which more properly belongs
in the research-oriented portions of this title), and substituting "curriculum develop-
ment ", aimed at adapting, and modifying existing curricula to accommodate the new
knowAlge gained by participation in the institutes. The major obstacle tp the effec-
tiveness of the institutes is not how the teachers will be evaluated, 'Kt the rigidity
of the curriculum, and the understanding by the teacher of how th neW.material
can be adapted to the students which he/she teaches.

Part D.Finally, upon receiving the proposal for research on the evaluation of'
teachers, we suggest that you consider supporting research and development on all
varieties of merit pay, systems, rather than performance-based systems exclusively.
In the absence of clear empirical evidence that one system of merit pay issupesior

all others Federal legislation should encouragwresearch into-all alternatives. For
example, it would be useful 'if someone, under the aegis of this program.-were to
carry out a computer simulatipn of th efferCuhseveral school systems, of several
methods of merit pay,

We are concerned that grants under this section are given apparently at the dis-
cretion of the Secretary of Education. This could mean that the research selection
process could be subject to the ideological bikes of the incumbent Secretary. We be.'
lieve thiitii better choice would be to-follow the model of the sciences and have. peer,
reviews of research proposals in this area of interest.

TITLE VI. INITIOTATIONAL 1WL1CATION

The need to strengthen instruction on the cultures Of the world in elementary and
secondary schools is a point well taken. The proposal to increase the number' of fel-
lowships for study abroad for elementary and secondary schoorteachers has consid-
erable merit. The results Gould be most encouraging at the elenientary school level,
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for the teacher remains with the grade the entire day and the class could get thebenefit, at seine point, of the teacher's foreign study. .At the secondary level the problem is a bit different. Given, the structure of the
curriculum and the requirementefor graduation, both at state and local levels, and
especially in public schools, how much on international cultures can be included inthe curriculum without having an adverse impact on the basic academic program?
On the other hand, the expansion and support of Woo Kirig foreign languages in Sec

., todary schools is highly desirable. *. .
The8increase in the number of fellowships for faculty members in postsecondaryinstitutions is to be applauded. However, efforts must be taken to ensure that pro-fessors in historically )IIack institutions are ensured an equal chance of competing

.1 and being selected for the Study Abroad Program. In addition, discipjines of study
should be specified and made broad enough to allow, an array of different areas,rather than those in scientific and technical fields.

The increase in the number of scholarships for poorer students to attend college
in the United States, especially those from Third World (iountries, has considerable
merit, provided that this is not done at the expense of support of poorer students in
the United States, primarily blacks, to attend college. Admittedly, this observationis made on the basis of the experience at licavard'University. A large percentage of

- the students enrolled are recipients of financial aid in some form. In addition, thou-sands of black Itigh school graduates are unable to attend college because 'family
income in inadequate to support a child (or children) in collegeeven with the fi-nancial aid that ,is available to them. While the support of the pow of the world
should not be neglected, we have an obligation to take care Of our own, first. This
should be assured. .

National security is, a fact of life with which we must live. Undoubtedly, a knowl-
edge of the cultures of the world contributes significantly to its maintenance. More-
over, competition between thv United States and the Soviet Union for.the dominantinfluence in international relations is a reality that confronts us daily, However, the
mere fact that - Russia provides thousands more scholarships for foreign students, es-pwially the poor from Third World Countries, is a poor ratidnale for the. United
States to increase its support for International Education. This gives the appearancethat U.S, Policy for International EducatiEn is determined by what the Soviet
Union does and we are taking no initiative on our own. ,The paragraph in this section relating to the President's Commission Report,
"Strength Through Wisdom," casts the rationale for international studies in a nega-
tive light. Much more could lie gained from 'studying other cultures to promotepeace and harmony in the world than "analyzing behavior of potential adversaries."
International studies should focus on appreciating the differences in other cultures
to enhance communication between all nations.

Under the section of the National Endowment for International Education, wesuggest the addition of the following language:
In order to assure the development of not only Soviet and Wngolan scholars in

this country, but academic experts who should have current information on nwner-
ous regions of the world, the Endowmentshould award grants cola wtitively on thebasis of the applying university's geographical specialization. More&er, any follow-
up awards should be based on the extent of success in achieving goals on the previ-
ous award. Where geographical regions are large (e.g. Africa, Latin America, etc.)
applying institutions should be encouraged to concentrate their efforts on particular.
countries within the larger 'on.; --- --

With regard to the pro for a cross-ziational study fund, we question the per-tinency of s Caribbean tudies Center located in Puerto Rico as this territory is
quite different from the other island nations in the Caribbean. We suggekt that con-
sideration be given to locating this center in the US. Virgin 'Islands. A center here' could also stimulate other educational resources in this area.

Tr= VII. exwersucriors, =CONSTRUCTION AND RZNOVATIONIOT AC IC yACTUTIRS

We, fully appreciate congressional recognition of the need by colleges and univez
cities for capital and laboratory revitalization and expansion. However, we believe
that the fifty percent matching requirement for, small private institutions is restrio
tive. Construction, rehabilitation and renovation of facilities are very costly initia-
tives which usually require tens of millions of dollars. To require 50% of these costs
from email private institutions is to perhaps offer little or no assistance at all. We
suggest that the matching requireinent be reduced to 10 or 20 percent in order to
truly afford some relief to these institutions. ,
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TITLE VIII. COOPI.%AlTVIC EDUCATION
!

We are opposed e proposed ex on of,Title VIII because it is patently an
effort to benefit the few institutions tt have adopted a comprehensive cooperative
education plan. It is clear that Northeastern, Illinois State, Antioch and Blackburn
would be the major beneficiaries. The majority of higher education institutions have"
found cooperative education a. good alternative for apart of their student body, but
have declined, with good reason, to change all their programs to the cooperative
mode. We believe cooperative education to be very important for a growing segment
pf college students. For that very reason, coop education should be widely available.
It will not be widely available; however, if schools are required to adopt the North;
eastern or Blackburn model in Qrder to qualify for funds under Title VIII. The pro-
gram should be expanded, but the "comprehensive grant" feature should be eluni-
nated.

I' rrrix IX.. "ussepaTe PROC:TIAM

We at Howard University applaud the three objectives of.this title. and hence we
are fully supportive. However, we recommend that Part C of Title IX include len-

to erti.rage the appointment of minorities to thelcatiOnal Graduate Fellows
Fellowship Board in order to reinforce this section's objective of su+

dally expanding the graduate and/or professional grant program available to
rarities and women.

DErAZALENT 07 EDUCATION, STATEMENT BY THE PRISIDENT, HOVARD UNIVICESITY

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, it is indeed a pleasure to appear,
before you today to discuss Title XIII of H.R. 5240, the Reautherization of the
Higher Education Act of 1965, As you know, Howard University praesently does not
enjoy an authorization level. Historically, our funding level has beett-at the discre-
tion of the Appropriations Committee, in conjunction with the President's annual,
budget request. While we have received favorable consideration from the Appropria-
tions Committee over the years; we appear before you today to speak in sup art of
the' $259.72 million authorization proposed in Title XIII of -H.R. 5240, We
that this authorization bill.will enable us to better plan a more 110C11,re future.

Our fiscal year 1985 budget is $158.23 million. This figure represents $129.124 Mil-
lion for the academic program; $2 million for a new endowment grant program; $5
million for a new research program and $22.106 million for the Howard University
HurRital. The total figure 'of $158.23 million represents a $13.030 million,increase
above the fiscal year 1984 budget authority. This increase, if apaty'ved, will be alio-
mlat for faculty and Min-faculty salary increases in order to partially support our
retViement plan, and funds to implement the two new programs I.referenmd earlier.

Tlie $259.72 million authorization requested here today for fiscal year 1986 would
include $159.72 Million for ongoing academic programs and operating eiperises; $72
million for new campus renovations and construction; ;la million for computer and
communications eqtlipment; $10 million for built-in increisies; and an additional $5
million for the Howard University teaching hospital. .

The.amount proposed for construction, as I previously indicated, is $72 Million.
These funds would be allocated aslollows:

$30 million .for a new physical sciences building
$24 million for dormitory facilitiee and
$18 Million for the-siience and

PHYSICAL scummy sins uneo

Our) propoired new Oysical sciences, building would house the physics, physical
science*, pology, mathematics, astronomy, and computer science " 4its..With
a current enrollment of 1,800 students and projection of 3,750 by 1" for the phys- .

ics department alone, our current facilities are both inadequate and antiquatedAri
vie of this need, the university obtained a feasibility study performed by external
experts. This study was financed by the $425 'thousand included in our fiscal
1979 and 1980 appropriations. Our plan calls for a PO "million nine story f
which meet* handicapped accessilility requirements and Energy conservation
ards Moreover, the new building would accommodate modern reeesrch hiboratories,
offices, library 'facilities, sufficient classromn space, heavy machinery for electronic
optical and precision experimental studies. These latter activities tend to create vi-
brations and noises; conaequently, the building as proposed here by us today, would

f
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be designed to minimize the effect of vibration transmission to the precision Matsu-mentation contained in the building. ,
. If Howard 'University is to meet its responsibility to contribute to the advance-ment of science in America, as well as contribute to the pool of well-trained, knmil-

edgeable and professional American scientists,.we must improve our ability to keeppace with the demand to provide top notch education in this area of study. We mustand we will, but we need your assistance in providing state-of-the-art facilities toour facility and atudohts of today and tomorrow.,

CAMPUS BAS.CD HOUSING

Enrollment _at Howard has doubled since 1964 when we last constructed a dornii-'tory. With sixty-two percent of our undergraduate population consistaing of women,the University has viewed the housing needs of its undergraduates and found thatwe can no longer adequately house this group of students on our main campus.Graduate students are currently discouraged flung even applying. Our request foradmission to the University by freshmen women alone has to some extent been neg-atively impacted by the University's inability to' provide main catopiut housing.During the last five years approximately 2,000 female students have been deniedcampus housing annually. Ttwrefore, we are requeitiong $18.625 million to con-struct new ddmitories for our wowing population of Women students. '-These new residences will complete our Bethune Traci' of housing for women at .Howard University and provide 800 additional beds as well SICSII on-site dining fa-cility.-The. dining facility will house a maximum capaCitY of.approximately -400A50
.students. These facilities will meet Federal and the Distric$ of Columbia, housing,safety and fire codes, as well as comply with current handicapped regulations. More .over, the addition of these fatilities to our Bethune Tract will allow us to =comadate the most vulnerable of our student populationEre:sin:nen women.We are similarly request$270 thousand to develop plans and specifications forconstruction of a new men's Ma-bed dormitory. We annually. decline housing toproximate4y 700 male students and our current ,demand for housing by men is ex-pected to double by 1990.

_The remainder of. the funds in this category, $5.105 millien, will be used to ren-ovate existing residential' facilities for both men encrwomen.
The University has a responsibility to provide and maintain adecniete, safe, COM-

. fortable and affordable housing for its students. More importantly, our ability toachieve our primary goal of continuous improvement and excellence in our educe-tional product is directly proportional to our ability to provide an environment con-ducive to learning. Our thicregard can neither be overstated nor short-, changed.

0111331 SC.IIINCIC AND T/DZHNOI;OGICAL SUILDINGS

The $18 million, which I referenced
. earlier under the category of construction,would be essentially used to renovate six additional facilities among our science andtechnical disciplines: the architecture_building; the engineering.building; the chem-istry build' , the biology building; The medical building; the pharmacy building;

the Old 's Hospital Complex.
Essentially, these funds would be used to make internal modifications of existingspace within each of these facilities, to accommodate technical and program require-ments in cases, and 'anticipated student population growth iii most. As most ofour_ other science and technology- facilities-were -constructed prior to-the enactmentof any handicapped regulations, they are in need of thawdc modifications, sts well asrepair of the mechanical ventilation, piping and plumbin,gaystenui. Moreover,

provernents are needed for the fire hazard protection-systems, lighting fixtures and
power receptacle, which have worn as a result ofconstant use over the years.Our Biology Building which, is in most need of attention, houses three depart-ments-Zoology, BotanY and Geoloa/fhis building has reached its saturation pointin terms of available space.- Spatial needs of all three depa.rtments are simclassrooms, laboratories, offices, and research space. Botanical curriculum plans in-clude initiation of a Ph.D. program in Botany and an honors program in research.
The department's growth needs include en instrument laboratory, an herbarium,and a tissue culture lab. Zoology curriculum plans include increased graduate levelresearch and two new distinguished profeosors research group*. The department's .growth needs include graduate student research space and a double charoberanimal
incinerator. The Geology Department's curriculum plans include initiation of bothMasters and Ph.D. programs. Its growth needs are similar to those of the ZoologyDepartment.
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As I indicated Garlick, -these existing facilities cannot absorb this anticipated
growth, even if +additions to the roof or parking lot of the Biology. Department were
made. The spatial problem here is indeed so severe, that several toilets have been
converted into offices/labs during the last three year!. .

HOWARD UNWHILSITY HORPFTAL
r-

Howard Pniversity Hospital is a 500-bed inpatient hcspitil, with emergency facili-
ties. Thodiospital also operates 74 specialty clinics in its Ambulatory Care Depart-
nient.

As a medical teaching facility, it trains the majority of Black specialist physicians
and serves as a laboratory for numerous nursing and para-medical trainees.

The H pital's operations are financed by our federal appropriation, receipts for
medical srvices covered by group and individual h - Lion policies, the medi-
care Program, and contractual agreements for services with the District
of Columbia Government and other localities : i XIV'

The current Federal Appropriation is no '.1.,..' ,,,.., , to sustain the liospital
as a result of recent changes in the M the increasing number of
self-pay medical charities and the Hospital s pa eco omic mix. liCoreover, the
Hospital is beginning, to exceeds the life-expectancy for some of-its laboratory and .'
technical equipment as much of it ili in excess of five years of eattIn addition, as in
the case of our science department* .some of this equipment has become obsolete

.with respect to technological advances in the 'science of Medicine itself.
All these factors have caused us to seek an additional $5 million for the Hospital.

It is indeed possible that in light of these factors, the Hospital may not otherwise be
able to maintain its,break-even point relative to projections. The impact of
inflation on the ccisf of medical care has also ' , ; Live toll on the adequacy
of our previous allocation and hos become a 1. , r to our dileruna..

Efforts to provide good health care as ' full teaching program to
the 'Community, are critical to the Washington = area and medical pro-
fession of today and, tomorrow. We need, howeve , greater assistance in achieving
this goal if we are to be successful. 0

i
COMPUTIDLIZATION

The information eliploaion, rapid 'technological ativances, and the market place
demand for computer literacy and Computer competence are forcing institutions of
higher education throughout the country to rethink their future curricula in the
computerization field. At issae are the preparation of students to be competitive in
the job market and, in fact, the viability of the institutions themselves.

sources and the mission-based of overcoming the disadvantaged backgrounds of
Howard University must resolve this problem. Unfortunately, our limited re-

our students has exacerbated problem. Thus, the required actions are more
urgent and difficult to define and accomplish because of the initial high cost of the
equipment.

'Miring the remainder of the 1980s and into the early 1990s Howard University
proposes to intensify its computerization efforts in both academic programs and, to
a limited degree, administration. We must address support inadequacies as well as
provide an acceptable level of academic computer training for our students and we
must develop %ng-range solutions to projected expensive future training in this dis-
cipline as the technology changes. Therefore, we are proposing $13 million to ad-
dress these initial concerns.

it. is anticipated that there will be 'one, central computing facility(operations and
academic comeuting services), appropriate dedicated centers, such as the Schools of
Engineering aid Business and. Public Administration, school/college/departmental
clusters, and satellite computing sites, e.g., the Library and residence halls. The
UniversOy Academic Computing Laboratory will be housed in the central facility. It
will provide support for student*, faculty, and repeal-chars of the University: The
central facility will house central p _nxessing units (CPUs), with a prianery nutrition
to support the academic program. Coloration will enable pet-efficient, minimally re-
dundant, and mutually supportive operation. The University CPUs will provide
back-up support to the dedicated centers and direct support to the Academic Com-
puting Laboratory, clusters, and satellite sites.

Acaciernit and research requirements will be determined by faculty, with student
input . These requirements will derive from curridular and research directions, and

be integrated to the maximum extent feasible. Theft proposed resources have
been translated into facilities, hardware, software, personnel, and services,. and for
acquisition, and cost.
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I am submitting for your review a more technical description of the proposed ex
penditure of these funds, a

ACALDSMIC PliOGKAM

Howard Universit is proposing $169.72 million Jr O its academic program categoryin fiscal year 1986. figure represents an $10.0 million increase over our fiscal
year 1985 budget request. Of the $10.0 million, $5,589,000 will be allocated for an 8
percent faculty solary increase and $4,011,000 is for si gon-faculty increase of 5 per-
cent. 'These fund* will be used to provide increases based solely on-merit. They will
fit, however, be awarded across-the-board. These increases are needed to...tnaintain
a .qualified and competent faculty and 'consequently remain competitive with other,institutions comparable to Howard.

While our non-faculty pay increase is comparable with that of employees at other
universities in fornitar positions, we will require $400,000 fosksupport of periodic step
promotions. '.

The balance of this funding for our academic 'proglim category reflects our needsrelative to the support of, our academic course offerings, research fund, endowment.
program and the university's teaching hospitaL

CONCLUSION

' Howard University conferred over one thousand undergraduate degrees., nearly 4.
400 profeesional degrees and over 425 graduate degrees at the close of the 1983 aca-
deme year. We have produced more than 50 percent of the minority physicians and
dentists in this country.

Poor in 'resources, but rich in resolve, we will continue to be the weapon of our
people's liberation.' Moreover, we will continue to contribute to the development
this nation's pool of competent and professional human resources-

Howard University is an inherent part of this nation's future SUS free society. To
assist us in our MISSIOII; is to influence the destiny of this Republic.

I would like to thank the Subconunittee for this opportunity to discuss Title XIIIof this bill, and I would be happy to answer any questions you may have at, thistime.

Fiscal year 1986' authorization level
Base $159,720,000

Construction -72,000,000

Physical science building 30,000,000
Dormitories 24,000,000Other science and technological buildings 18,000,000

Built -in increases 10,000,000
Academic program 13,000,000

Computer equipment 10,000,000
Communication equipment 3,000,000

Hospital 5,000,000

Total -259,720,000

STATEMENT OF DR. AMESA. ClItEK, PRESIDENT, HOWARD
UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON, DC

Owri.Ns. Dr. Cheek, Howard University is very much a
public, federally supported, but I think also you have one of the
most private images in the country. Nobody thinks of Howard Uni-
versity as belongthg to the Federal Government or being a public
institution. It is a very private industry. It is a very special phe-
omenon, certainly in the black community throughout the coun-

trya very special kind of phenomenon all unto itself. So you
might have found the previous discussion quite interesting and
probably can throw quite a few insights onto it.
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Dr. ekiNFLX. Well, I'm not sure :I; can, but, if necessary,: t
Mr. Chain:Mtn, I ,have a' longer statement, which I should like to -

insert into the record and to confine my remarks to an excerpt
from the longer statement; if that is agreeable.

Mr. Owxhis. Your statement, will be entered fully infiNkhe; recOret
Dr. Clixxx. Tfiatik you.'
Mr. Chairman and members of, Vie committee,' I appreciate ,ve

much this opportunity to appear Wore you to discuss Title XIIIof
H.R. 5240, the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of19654

As you know, Howard University presently does not have an atir'
thorization level. HistoricallY, our fimding level has been at the
discretion of the Appropriations Con*ittees in conjunction with
the President's amens' budget process:- While we have received fa-
vorable consideration from the Appropriations Committees over
the years, we, appear before you today to speak in support of the
$259.72 million authorization 'proposed in Thle XIII of H.R. 5240.

We believe `that this authorization will enable us to better plan a
more secure future With to our instituting. Our fiscal.year
1985 budget request is $158.23 million and flair figure 'represents
$124 million for the academic prograkj2 million for a new endow-
ment grant program and $5 million for a- new research program
and, $22.106 million for the Howard University HosgitaL

The $259.72 million authorization requested here today for fiscal
year 1986 would include $159.72 million for ongoing academic pro-
grams and operating expenses; $72 million for new campus renova-
tions and construction; $13 million for computer and communica-
tions equipment; $10 million for built-in increases and; an addition-
al $5 million for the Howard University Teaching Hospital.

The $72 million specifically reflects our plan to construct a new
physical sciences building, new male and female dormitories and
renovations to six existing science and technological facilities. The
costs of these' projects is estimated to be $30 million, $24 million
and $18 million. respectively.

Our proposed new physical sciences building would house the
physics, physical sciences, geology, mathematics, astronomy, and
computer science departments.

With a current, enrollment of 1,800 students and a projection of
.3,750 students by 1990 for the physics department alone, our cur-
rent facilities are both inadequate and antiquated. In. view of this
need, the university undertook a feasibility' study that was per-
formed by external architects and engineers. This study was man-
-dated by our Appropriations Subcommittees and $425,000 were
propriated in fiscal years 1979 and 1980 for this, purpose. These
studies , have now been completed and our plans are based upon
those studies.

Our plan calls for a $30 million, nine -story facility which means
handicapped accessibility rNuirements and energy conservation
standards. Moreover, the new building would accommodate modern
research laboratories, offices, library facilities, sufficient classroom
space, heavy machinery for electronic, optical, and precision experi-
mental studies.-

If Howard University is to meet its responsibility to contribute to
the advancement of science in America, as well as to contribute to
the pool of well-trained, 'knowledgeable, professional and American
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scientists, we must improve our ability to keep pace with the
demand to provide truly excellent education in this area of study.
We need your assistance in providing state-of-the-art facilities to
our faculty and our students in this field.

With respect to campus-based housing, I make the following ob:
servations. Enrollment at Ho Ward has doubled since 1964, when we
last constructed a dormitory. With. 62 percent of our undergraduate
population consisting of women, the university has viewed the
housing needs of its undergraduates and found that we can nolonger adequately house this group of students on our . main
campus. Graduate students are currently discouraged from even
applying for university housing. Our requests for admission to the
university by freshmen women alone has, to some extent, been neg-
atively impacted by our inability to provide maiiisarnpus Mousing.During the last 5. years, approximately 2,000 female studentshave been denied campus housing annually. Therefore, we are re-
questing $18.625 million to construct new dormitories for our grow-
ing population of, women students. These new residences will com-plete our Bethune tract of housing for women at Howard and pro-vide 800 additional rooms as well as an onsite dining facility.

The diming facility is contemplated to provide a capacity of ap-proximatily 400 to 450 students.
si These facilities will meet the Federal and the District of Colum-
'bia housing safety and 'fire codes as well as comply with current
handicapped regulations. Moreover, the addition of these facilities
to our main campus will allow us to accommodate the most vulner-
able of our student population, namely freshmen women.

We are also requesting $270,000 to develop plans and specifica-\,. tions for the construction of a new men's 320-bed dormitory. We
annually decline ligving to approximately 700 male, students and
our current demand for housing by men is expected to,double by
1990.

The remainder of the funds in this category, $5.105 million; will
be used to renovate existing residlontial facilities for both men and
women.

With respect to our science and echnological buildings, the $18
million td which I referred earlier under the category of construc-
tion would be used essentially to renovate six additional facilities
among, our science and technical disciplinesthe architecture
building, the engineering building,.the chemistry building, the biol-
ogy louilding, tlif medical college building, the pharmacy_ building,

--and the old Freedman's Hospital 'complex.
Howard University has conferred over 1,000 undergraduate de-

grees, nearly 400 professional' degrees and over 425 graduate de-
grees at the close of the 1983 academic year. If we are to continue,
however, tc contribute to the development of this Nation's pool of
competent and professional human resources, we need your assist-
ance and support of our institution.

I would like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and the subcommittee
for this opportunity to place this request before you and I would be
happy to answer any questions that you tray have,

Mr. OWENS. Thank you very much, Dr. Cheek.
At the beginning of your testimony, you said that you have never

been ,pait of an authorization bill before. It's usually a matter of,,.
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the Appropriations Commit determining the amounts. What do
ypu think of this procedure ere you become,a plzt of the author-
ization process?

Dr. Ctizzx. We would support this procedure, Mr. Chairman, if
we had some reasonable assurance that the authorization level
would, in fact, come close to the level that would be appropriated.
It would enable us to engage more realistically in short-range as
well as long-range planning. Although we have a rather elaborate
and sophisticated master plan with both 'sho,rt-range and long-
range plans with significant funding implications, we, frankly,
from year to year, are placed in the position of not knowing *hat ,
parts of those plans can be implemented.

Mr. OwEivs. Thank you. Counsel?
Mr. MAN. Noluestions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Owx.ms. No further questions. Thank you, Dr. Cheek.
Dr. arm. Thank you.
Mr. OwErts. The spbcommittee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:00 p.m., on April 12;' 1984, the subcommittee

adjourned.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record followsl
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PUFAULZD STATuct.NT OF RONALD J. IVUSON, ENYOUTIVS DlitSCTON., VUNIONT
&wain AssuiTA.Nes Coxpowicni

Mr:Chairman and Members of the Subcomieeq

M; name is Ronald Iverson. I am Executive Director of the Vermont

Studeni Assistance Corporation (VSAC) established by the Vermont legislatd%

in 1965 for the purpose of providing
opportunities for Vermonters to attend

institutions of postsecondary yducation.

VSAC is a public non-profit
corporation which administers and coordinates.r,

the following major programs:
r.

Incentive Grants and SchelarshipsIN

GuaranteedStudent Loans and PLUS Leans

Vermont's Secondary Market, for Student Leans

. Information and Outreach Services

State-.Based Work-Study Program.

Math- Science Loan Forgiveness Program

, Grant Program for Unemployed Vermonters'

Part-Timm Grant, Program

I an pleased to be invited to testify before this Committee and welcome

the opportunity to coMment on H.R. 5240. The communication which I received

from the Chairinand the ranking mianber of this'Subcommittee asked me to

assess the current statiof postsecondary edutation in.Vermont

address the ways in Which Vermont's postsecondary institutions. are

meeting-the pressing needs far renewed excellence

assess:the adequaty of state and federal support in postsecondary

education programs in Vermont

, establish the extent to which women and Minorities participate in

. _Vg0trarliate_ and graduate Bourses of study in Vermont;-
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Before commenting on the specific prop$salS contained in H.R. 6240, I

would like to respond to the issues addressed hi Mr. Simon and Mr. Coleman.

CURRENT STATUS OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION IN VERMONT

Vermont is a,small rural state'with a population barely over the,pog4alf

million mark, ranking only 38th in the country in terms of per capita personal

Income. There are 23 degree-granting colleges and universities in the state

and a dozen or so other postsecondary education,institutions which offer a

wide range of degree andisertificate programs.

Vermont collegei and universities enrolled 31,000 students in the' fall of

1983, about half Of which were oUt -of -Slate students (TABLE I). As a coral-

'

lary, it is estimated that 34% of Vermonters Participating'in postsecondary

education attend'institUticuis outside the state. Enrollments at Vermont

institutions have increased substantially (11%) in the last decade negating

some predictions of enrollment decline, and, it is anticipated Viet the current

enrollment.will remain relatively stable.due to increased participatiOn,of the

non-traditional college -age population.. This trend towards nom...traditional

enrollments is already in evidence: In 1973, 22% of the total enrollment was

part - time. By 1983 this proportion had increased to 29% with a significant,.

proportion of this increase taking place over the past few years. An bepor

tent factor contributing to the growth of Vermont enrollments is.the increase-,

in postsecondary aspirations of Vermont high school seniors. In 1982, 64% of

_these students planned. to attend 'postsecondiry programs imitifately after high

school, coOld to 59% in 1978. An additional 11% 4f the 1982 high school

seniors had plans to continue their education at some, point in the future and

only 14% of all'seniorshad no eduCational plans. These data compare very

favorably with national aspiration, rates and we attribute much of this

.1 4



VERMONT ENIAILLMENT SUMMARY, TALI,

I-lead Count Enrollment by Level, Full-Time and Part -Tim

Institution 6,.ridergraduate
-F7T PaiTC

:UST !TUT IONS Tioti 1 ikw Total
C.sL1e on State College
L011,10111 ty Lc, 111;g4: of VT 1U4 702 866
Johnson Stott. Col lege 736 165 901Lyht1w7 State [Ole-lie E98 53 . 951
Uni vers I ty of Venannt 7,349 375 7,724venworit Technical College 566 14 564

0
PU8c1C TOTALS 11,035 1,553 12,568

14),i V1STITLIT1ONS
Lemiiinfteri' TolItije- 614 1 615Burl inqtrm College 715 65 150
clia),331ain Col lege 1,277 174 1,451

I e .ef 5 t......1./assob.
'the Provider 166 64 220Goddard College ;37 0 137-Green Mountain College 311 0 311

Flarlbuo Col 3)..go 172 10 102 .
Middlebury College 1,940 15 1,955
/km t11.11n wer: ty 1,5343 41 1,500St, ilioael's College 1,601 39 1;640School for Inter. Training. 147 0 147
Soupier/I Veriount College"), 242 51 294
Stoll ittg College . . 70 0 70Trinity College ,, 378 504 682,
Vi..nvnt College (Norwich U,) 59J 45 636
Vermont Law School _ 'No dt a received

INOL.PEN1)1.01 TOTALS, 9,259 1,016 10,175

TOTAL, ALL INST1111TiONS 20,294 2,569 22,863

Source: 1983 HCOIS fall Enrollment SUrvey (2300.2.32

Graduate

tr,
Unclassified Tote/lead Countpoi---Pir-r-- -roll -Part

Tiu Tilts) Total 1,0,e lime Total Time . Time Total
-2 794*-11 In 97 --13 ;;3I1 -;,401 797

0 6 1,798 1,1104 110 2,660 .2,6703') EZ - 121 S 66 71 780 313 1,093
0 38 38 0 7Q 70 898 161 1,059

770 593
^ 0

1,363
0

149 1,671
118 3{

1.820
149

8,268
683

2,639.
50"'

10,907
733

820 799 1,619 291 4,156 4,449 12,146 6,510 18,65e

6 0 6 5 625 1 626
0 0 0 .0 20 '20 '85 85 170
0

_ .

0 0
-0 0

336
_

336- 1,277 _510

11 21 11 0 145 145 156 230 384.
72 0 72 0 '0 709 2090 0 0 0' 6 6 311 6 317

0 0 0 2 5 7 174 15 189
0 2 .. 2 7 3 10 1,947 20 1.967:

12 2 14 0 1 1 -1,550 45 1,59543 221 264 8 26 33 1,652 285 1,937
152 197 349 116 .44 16C 415 241 656

o
o

0
0

0
0

4 62
0 . '0

as 246
70

139
0'

3135

70
0 0 04 2 69 71 380 573 953

244 0 -144 2 134 136 837 179 1,016

529 443 972 146 870 1,016 9,934 2.329 12,263

1,349 1,242 2,591 437 5,028 5.465 22,080 8,839 30.919
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substantial increase over the la four years to our statewide illfiMi4tioil:afld'

.,;,',.::-', ,,.

Outreach programs: It is levant to note that high school iinifOrSIOrts1041.1
-,:A`-'1'0* `.

Ling in our Outreach Talent Search Program (partially funded,th 14m

have a significantly higher continuation rate (74%) than do thiing,
?17,4,

of seniors (58%) (TABLE 11).
.',

J This excellent outcome further deionstrates the need for, and imihefitS

,.:....

of, the extensive dounselingefforts carried out by.the VS.44.0utreach...Program.

Our Outreach programer*
44

not confi to efforts on the high schOol level.

- A\
We hive explored working with the ju ;Tfr high school population anc, equally

importantly, with the adu,t population, and.have found reIgndous. need for

postsecondary counseling services on these levels. WM-hope that efforts to

meet this need will be incorporated in the final reauthorization prOpalls,

since it is of.paramount importance to ensure equality of educational oppor-

tunity to all citizens.

To round off a glob 1 discussion ofthe state of postsecondary education

r
In Vermont, :would be remiss not to Mention its economic impact. It is one

of Vermont's most important industries, and one ofour largest employei-s. The

economic impact in 1982 was .estimated at nearly. $500 ellion annually. To Out

thiS n oerspective, the state of Vermont's general,fund expenditure for the

)

'

same ear was $272 million.

MEETING THE NEEDS FOR EXCELLENCE IN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

' Vermont, along with-the rest of- -the country, has become keenly aware of

the need for renewed emphasis olveducational excellence on tout elementary,

Hei4jleseco Y. and.postsecondary levels. A plethora of reports issued over

1473
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TABLE II

FAj3, 182 F'OSTSECONGARY ACTIVITIES OF 19g2YERMAT HIGH SCHOGI,

T S AN0 lti1UTRACH PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS'.

.41*, 1382' VEliANT ii;115c,)3001, GAAIXIATES: 1982 OUTAVICH PARTICLIFAN-TS

lOther includes hompeckers an those mho are unesaloyed.-

Source; Survey_of Plans for Education and Careers: 'Actual Activities Following High School. 'Vermont Student
Aiilstaricilorpor'itilin. be pub-I-I-Pied:
Follek-+p 54/inty sf thclukrIleit Cl 9f_194Z, Vermont Student Assistance Cai"P. 1332
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1 the pasf.-year have dealt with this issue and the New-EnglandBoard Of,Higher

Education has published a,Oport "A Threat to Excellence,* With recommends

steps to be taken to overcome the educational slippage. On a macro-level, the

educational community in Vermont has vigorously pretested 'theCuts.in 'federal .

funding for postsecondary edUcation which have 6een proposed regUlarlySinte

ISM. Although Congrest has averted any dramatic cutbacks, 04t fact remains

that increased funding is essential to maintain and continue to educate our

people. On.amiCrolevel4 several efforts are Underway:

A high technology consortium has been treated to promote institu-

tionaI/induitry Cooperation. 11'

The Governor-of Vermont]creatid a special cabinet on employment'and

training.

The Verment legislature.*.enacted math/sciente loanlorgiveness

program for elementary and secondary school teachers,

Many' institutions in iteriontare prepai.ing a renewed emphasis on

teacher training.

VSAC is sponsoring a grant program for retraining of uneaaaployed

Versionters'through non-degree programs.

ADEQUACY OF STATE AND FEDERAL SUPPORT roR POSTSECONDARY. EDUCATION

GefortypOroathing the subjeCt of tine adequacy of public funding for

postsecondary education. I would,like to elaborate stimewhat.on the cost or

education in Vermont. Our institutional charges in the public sector have

hittoritally been.among the highest in the Country (See'TABLES ill and IV):'

however, these higlicosts have been offset to a large extent by a substantial

need-based grant program (VSAC IncentiVe Grants) On a per-capita level,

.
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TABLE III

STATE vaLLECES
Resident Undergraduate Tuition and/or Retuired Fees

Alabagla

Arizona
Arkansas,

California.
Colorado.
Connecticut
Florida

Georgia_
loailo

Illinois
Indiana'
Ipwi

Kansas
Kentucky
Loaisiana
Maine
Maryland

Massachusetts
Miznioan
RinneLota
Mississippi

'Missouri
Montana
:04.1raska

aeyada

!iew fia0:4:soire

aeivJert6i.'
New Mexico
Mew 'kirk

%orth 1.4rolina
aorth Dak8ta

943447nooa
Oreon
Pennsy1vania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
So8it8 Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Ulan

V,eivont 825
8:8
618 .

359

1278-79

5 56?
50D
481
205
520
605
7231

532
397
704

240
694
601

Pa)
468
919
727
641
E34
60,4

99
396

497-
601
7281

967

858

895'
524
453
92:1

407
767

'71049
674

503
693
478,
48'

553

7frointa

'aiasningtzn .

nest V11-9(04
'(4isconsirl.

44 State Average
7eillont Cask

VT of 46 State Av.

1979-80 196o-s1

S 658
520
461
209
601
710,

7094
50
485

745

900
774

607
'520
'489

950

S 697
600
600 715
223 279
698 787
77039-1 Z*.

75:).'

12,

651 896
474 685
/307 91/2

975 1113
714 SOO

' 666 708
51 626
583 5:',8

963 1203
u14 947

7)1

' 'T.:,

270

12::2:1

532 n2?
549

175

/60

120. . ti

101..2 ...19'.9

)76 11)77

429 . '11'

it

56P 67

ii.:.

)

, 995.

533 ;,s9 539'
120; 17'0 1468
454 454 520

!.41216 12,:-;7

210t, 133"

782 254 937
,- 1625

620 620- en
E29 905 993
533 0:6.3 710
394 . 057 347

5E9 633 705 762

1981-72 1987-S3

5 Slf S
652)

601
.931

' 64

729
3943.
497
637
720
925

911,,

4(i2

967
543

394

L'473:

7,3fi

550

, 726
5,10,

3736

922
710
735

447

892
90f
7951
500
803'

1074

- - 2275-

.990

811

720
688

. 1560

1218
1085

1359
974

64?
656
71":

930
1442

1229 .

r,31

113::

ff2

1172 120n -14.51 1617
9n7.-7'..18/09 ; .2153 ----"---1-315-

611., . 616 :67' 94?
'.. 355 -375 (15S. 597

/61 022 ' 80 20 2041'

620
10

131

672 778

1

270 165 173

941

1

174

IA
over:gi! of 160er division and up1::77- divp.i,_:n Tees.,

. d

2Re;,nrted charges Converted to 30 sernster credit boars for coa.par i t

3Tuition and fees lowered.at Missouri Sootter6 State Lolled..

Source; State of Wash 9ton, Council forgstsedcndary Education, Report No, 113 -6
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TABLE IV

STATE uNIVERSITIE5
Widen Undergraduate Tuitio4 area/or Aeouirea Fees

.
.

' .

1978-79. 1979.80.. . ,980.411 :1981-82 198P-23

Alabama $ 722 S 765 4 994 $ 1074

Alaska 512

S 765

522 492 492 688

Arizona 550 550 600 -650 ' 710

Aricansas L' 460 . 460. 600 . 720 720

California 731 731 767

270, °.
Colorado 845 892 995

1101
.Connrcticut 968 1068 1068 1225

Delaware 9 a0 .. 968 / 99m, 987,

Florida 7092 .,7092 709 758, 7954

.Georgia 702 731 903 954

Nahati. ,
478 478 ' 4E0

IIa

Idaho

4E0. 460
438' 474 490

:E9J50t

701.
1109.

816--

Illinois 546 878 1302

Indiana 1155 1328870 938

Iowa 750 e 830 4930 950 1040

Kansas 710 716 ..771 918. 104
731---.--- 14445.Atrituay 556 574

°7-'41

t64

271F.:

todisiana' 552 553
2290

Maine, .
920'

Marylami 790.

940, . 7110

842 -8E4_

Massachusetts 529.

If
1117 .

'-21.027;:2 .

1326

Michigan 1244'
1518. .-

1645, .

Minnesota . 994

Mississippi 707.' 879 954
134542e4 ,Wil'

1157

Missouri 7.22. 753 az 5

Montana 525 557 747 z25613
3

'197iii
:: :1iii

Nebraska -Ea 155

-Nevada '. 685. '660

New gaeloshirt .
11:' T551Sew Jersey

New Mexico .555

New -York

576
2

fie

89.2 925 1150 1150

North Carolina 529 576

1074
599 594 702

NOM DA;:tni 545 -.545 660 '764 Pos4

Ohiu 975 1110 1205 1455

0,klahola 542

1505

541 633
1190'

2248

1iii

Oregon . 7E9 860 969

Pennsylvania 2485

Rhode Islano . .., liT .14:1
1176

15441147'

South Carolina 722 807 1040

South Cakota , , 704 751 .. 862 958

rennosee 410, 558' 600 .6e.4 'If
Texas 378' '420

3 - 440 452

A61 2455 ',

452

Utah 641.. 69-) 786 960,,

Vernonl 1452 , 1658. ,1723

Virginia 164T 91-17772pr----7-7-146 'M
Washington --657 687 1, 657 . 1059. 1176

West Virginia. 459 .

452, i A92 623
M1'

Wisconsin. 872 577 5J6 954. 1121

)iyoming e 434 434. 592 592 592

. '.

50 Sf.4t0 ivera4e 757 sou - 879 1014 1136

Veron 2ank I 1 1 1

n
1

VI '., of 50 State Av. 192 zak 206 225 s217.

. _.._ _ ...

IMid./eir increase in 1977 -73, subslauent decrease
in`1178-79 back to

Fall 1976.

2Average of lower division and upper-diellsion charges.

3Reported charges c=lerted Ill 30 siouiter c,clit'hours for cop rabilitY,

Souse: State of liashin tJn, Cow;d1 fcr Post c /wary ii:WZ4tiO% >ePort 71D.31:,6
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Vermont Tanks only behind New York in terns of expenditures for.financial

Assistance (TABLE V).: Our commitment to access -and choice remains very

strong; however, in times .of decreased funding on the federal level and a

large state deficit, this commitment has become increasingly difficult to

sustain. Let me elaborate somewhat on the past and present funding patterns:

DIRECT STUDENT GRANT AiyFEDERAL: /

During the1980-81 school year students studying at Vermont insti-

.tutions received $7.5 million in Fell Grants. .Thee years later, during

the 1983 -84 school year, this amount had, dropped to an estimated $61

million, a decrease of 17% in actual dollars.

DIRECT STUDENT GRANT'AID/STATE:..

VSAC awarded $5.0 million in Incentive Grants in 1980-81; during the.

Current college year this figure -is $7.2 million, an increase of 52.2

million, which has served mainly-to Lund a dramatic increase in qUalified

applicantsduring.the past five years. During this time period the

average charges at Vermont postsecondary institutions increased by 39%

fram.$5,150 to $7,150. Due to thsubstantial increase in needy reci0-

YSAC's average grant increased approximately $200 in this period,

baegfi enough to make a dent in the $2,000 increase, in average annual

charges.

FEDERAL STUDENT .AID TO INSTITUTIONS

TABLE VIshows the changes in funds received At Vermont institutions for

the campus -based programs from.10$0-81 to 1983 -84.

A

27415 0-24-93 1478
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TABLE V

State SUdent Aid Award Dollars per Capita
of State Populatibn ("Index of Effort")

Ten Years -- 1472-1981'

RankState S per capita

New York 9.50 1

Vermont 6.88 2

PennsxlVania 5.93 .3

Illinois t 5.5 4 4

Minnesota 3.88 .. 5

New Zerse.Y. 3.68 6

Wisconsin 3.45 7

owsl 3.43 8.,

Indiana 2.98

Rhode Island: 2.85 10

CATOrnia 2.71 11-

Colorado ' 2.65 12

Michigan 2,51 13

South Carolina 2.40 14

Massachusetts 2.18 *. 15

' Ohio 2.09 .16

Five Years -- 1977-1981

State $ per capita Rank

New York 13.37

Vermont 7:95. 2

Illinois 6..93 . 3

PennSylvania 6.44

Minnesota 5.99

New Jersey 4.72

Wisconsin 4:68 ' 7 :.

Iowa 4.68 8

Indiana 3.95 9

California 3.70 210

'RhOcle Island 3.67 . 11

South Carolina: 3.46 12

Colorado
4

3.45 ,13

Michigan 3.16 14

Massachusetts 2f54 15.

Ohio 2.59 16

.,

Connecticut 2.35 17'

Oregon.. 2.18 18

(All states over $2.00 per capita
average)

Source:- Colleile Board-Report No. 81-7, State Nted-8ased-Colle4a-ScholaAhip. and ,

Grant ProgramS: A Study of Their Development4 1969-1980

L,10-

1 479



7 TABLE VI

Campus-Based Funds in Vermont

(S Millions)

1980-81 1983-84

SEOG $3.6 .. $3.5.,

NDSL , 1.7 1.0

CWSP 3.9 4.4

Total $9.2 $8.9 it

This stagnation during times of increased charget for students has

further exacerbated the difficulty of providing adequate access to post-...

secondary education for our needy:students.'

GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS

The Omnibus. Reconcillation Act of 1981 provided for an locale cap on GSL'

loans with tha result that our student loan volume has decreased markedly from

a high of $25 million in.198142 to ilevel of approximately $22 lillidn for

the current school year Nowever,.insplte:of this-decrease in borrowing, our

average loan has increased $400 (frOm $1,825 to $2,20) in the period 1980 -81

to 1983-84. This increase in individual loan amounts reflects the need to

finance part of the increase in charges tbroUgh add anal borrowing. The

Guaranteed Student Loan Program h$ essentially f nctioned as the aid program

of last resort in Vermont. If students were not able tp finance their
.

'education through the combination of faisily efforts, Pell, state and insti-

tutional aid, this program hat been available as a resourc

.1.1.01.
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TAW VII outlineS how, for mantVermant institutions, the needy students arl;

borrowing at the maxim or'close toiMaximum level.

PLUS LOANS,

Fir those students whose expenditures exceed all available resources the

PLUS/ALAS program has become available as a final resource.: VSAC initiated

this prOgraMini early 1982, and.we have seen a steady upward_trind in borrow7

inisince then, as more and more families seek liquidity or funds to meet the

"uniet need* gap mentioned above.

CONCLUSION

This overview of the.adequacy of federal and state support for postsecon-

dant education leads to the inevitable conclusion that therehis been a,

definite slippage in support on the federal level, both in terms of eligibil-

. ity as.well as actual dollars appropriated. The state of Vermont has in

creased its commitment to student aid substantially, but since the federal

support has not pace with Vermont's efforts, the result has been one of

potential inadequacy of support for our students. Without being a pessimist,

it seems safe to speculate that a continuation of curreOtfederalfunding

`_trends will .
have an extremely adverse impact on our ability to provide access

to postsecondary education for Vermonters.

PARTICIPATION OF.WOMEN AND MINORITIESIN UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE EDUCATION

IN VERMONT

The-1980 census documented the absence of heterogeneity.in-Vermont,s

population:' only 1% of personi living in the state Were classified in minor-

ity group categoriti (b ack,hispanic,-other). This trait is evident also in

postsecondary education demogfaphics which' .indicated that for 1982-83 only 2%

of students enrolled in our collegei and universities came from a.minority

.



Institution,

.,:TABLE VII

AMOUT STUDENTS NEED TO BORROW FROM GSL1

Woodbury Associates

---"-Norwich University/Vermont College'

St.-Michael's Collepe,

Trinity College

Champlain College

MarlbOro. College

Sterling College

-Bennington Collage

Green Mountain College

Southern Virmont College

College .of St. Joseph the Provider.

Mcddlabury College

Lyndon State College

University of Vermont

Vermont Tichnical:C011ege

Castleton State Ccilegt

Johnson StatmColleie '

1Full-time dependent Vemmont undergraduate degree students:
tit

AMount2

$2,907*

2,842

2,500

2,500

2,425

2,032

2,030

2,00B

1,943'

10918

.1,726

1,573

900

850

710

550

450

. 2
As reported by Ficancial Aid OffiCas - 12/83..

. .

Amount Budget^ - VSAC, Fideral Aid, Family Contribution and Otber Aid NOT
INCLUDING GUARANTEED STUDENTIOANS.
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background. Due to the scarcity of data; it is dlgult to make an Inform

judgment about the adequacy'of participation by minorities in Vermont. I

would; however, tike. to point out that a fairly large proportion of Vermonters

are of French-Canadian heritage, and due to linguistic barrierS this group has

often held an unofficial status as a minority.' The need for special services

for this group has been damonsifatad in 'the Talent Search program where 6% of

participants were of French - Canadian and/or minority extraction in 1982.,,

Women have traditionally participated heavily in both undergraduate and

graduate education in Vermont. Since 1974, the first year that trend data

'became available, w**n have accounted for more than half of the total student

population in the state (see TABLE VIII). ..It is, howmver, important to note,

.thit'whilethe enrollment,of malei has remained virtually stagnalt in the last

decide, the, enrollment of females has increased 14% for undergraduates and 62%.

for 4taduate stidenta.

RESPONSE TO H.R. 5240

At this point I would like to turn to the Reauthorization Rill introduced

by the distinguiihed Chairman of this Subcommittee. The Higher Education Act

of 1965 has been a vital cornerstone in Promoting educational opportunities

for our people.and.I concur definitely with the thrust, embeddedin H.R. 5240,

towards expanded postsecondary access for students. This ai11 is aebitious in

its scope, and it .is A privilege to comment on the many interesting proposals.

PELL GRANTS

The notio\of Pell twits a an entitlement program is intriguing and

commendable. This backbone of the udent aid programs as intended to serve

AS a fundamental access programLand an entitlement models indeed desirable.
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However...based on the nation's economic difficulties, 'it is questionable

whether anew entitleme t program will be either economically or politicall

feasible. If not, uggest,that theauthoritation levels be substantially

`'increased and the el gibilityv.iteria bena more restrictive than is curre

ly the case. In addition 'would like to Comment that the current 50S.cest

of attendance' formula has orked well'and I endorse continuation of this

formula, the rationale bei that it isAdmpertant to maintain an appropriate

balance between loins and gr is for students, at low cost, as well as high

cost institutions,

COLLEGE WORK-STUDY

This
.

important self -help progrim should he7funded at a higher evel.

However, the proposed nee methadjor allocation would have to scrutinised

very carefully in order.to assure in equitable dit;ribution of the CWSP funds.
0

I further suggett that funding also be considered, on amatchin, basis (and,.

perhaps through the SSIG Program) for fledgling.state programs that in many

cases- provide expanded job Oppoftunities for needy students tin n-Virmont we

focus on summer jobs.for incoming freshmen) which could not be duplicated on
o.

the campuslevoL

CAMPUS-BASED BLOCK GRANT

While I appreciate the importance of campUs-based aid programs, I strong -

,y opp e the elimination of SSIG and its transfer to the campus level. The

SSIG pr grim is serving as an extremely crucial building block for a great

S
many state grant programs, which would become extinct if this program were to

be discontinued. In fact, we support increased funding for SSIG'with the

ability of the states to allocate the funds to either direct grants and/or

state work -study programs., The rationale for such increases is embedded 4n



the fact that this program is the only aid program matched on a doIlar-for-

dollar basis by the states, thus doubling the financial aid leverage. A

-- further argument stens from the fact that students who receive SSIG/State

dollars are given the opportunity of expanded institutional choice since the

state aid pachage,isnot predicated on attracting students'to a specific

institution:

MDSL and SEOG could be combined into a campus-based loan/grant program

where the institution hasthe diicretion to allocate funds through institu-

tional loins or direct grants.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS FOR THE DISADVANTAGED

As mentioned previously, these programs play an integral part in Vermont

in the quest for equal opportunity, and I strongly endorse, with,one reserver,

tion0.0wt recommendations outlined in H.R. 5240;'I do not support the proposal

for preferential treatment of institutions with high minority enrollments

and/or high dropout rates. Vermont is a relatiVety poor state with many

. Pockets of non-minority poverty:and I suggest that the Bill be adjuite4 sa

that all needy constituencies are served on-an equal basis.

.GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN.PROGRAHS

Thert'is no doubt that this program has been eminently successful, in

Vermontas well as in the rest of the country. The move, in.1976, to a

decentralized state -based approach to the loan program has paid Off, both in

'terms of access to IOW, through increased lender partiCipation, and better

program administration. Let me, >afore I comment on the specific GSL pro-.

posals, provide a brief synopsis of the program as it functions in Vermont.

Annually, we guarantee approximately 10,000 Guaranteed Student Loans in
0

an amount of 522,000,000.. We currently estimate that we have outstanding

loans in an amount of $110,000,000.
, -

1'4

_a



_ lAvre:' ..

0/..Every lender in Vermont participates in the program,' and we are Pleted

1.that our defa4lt rate ranks among the lowest, if not the.lowest, (for an o 1d

agency) in the country, with over 98% of repayment obligations being met

/(TABLE Si). ode guarantee loans for resident and qualified non-resideht

students, as well as for students it prgerietary and foreign schools.

Over the:years the program has grown substantially and, responding to

'lender needs, we have established a Vermont Secondary Market for.student loans

which will ensure'riquidity for our lenders and continued actess to loans for

our students; I feel strongly that state non-profit secondary markets,

through responsible use of-tax-exempt financing, provide a service to lenders
,

impossible to.match thrOugh a centralized, profit- making seiondary market

approach.

Let me elaborate further on the spatifif proposals in H.R. 5240.

''LOAN CONSOLIDATION' .
a

During the`. past decade there,has been an inc sad need for students to
,

borrow, based on a combination of increased educe one) costs, higher partici-

pation (particularly:on the part of women) in gr uate programs and a re -

,trenchment of available grant assistance.,

Consequently, the blirden of repaymenefor these'hiOh debt borrowers, has ,

become increasingly troublesome, and I supOrt the concept of loan copsolida-
,,.

tion to alleviate onerous debt burdens for those who cannot afford to repay

their loans within the restrictive framework of the turrent law. Again, I

stress the importance of a state -based approaCh to such a Program - with'the

ability of Stite Secondary Markets to use tax - exempt finaneino - Allw further

suggest that the repayMent period be extended to 20 years for those who

demonstrate need.



.'TABLE I X

LOAN STATUS ANALYSIS

($128,554,179 - OCT. 1983) I

loin hrctillsad by VSAC:

Loins Wing coilectsd by YSAC
(includes leans paid in full): 1.1%

Loans being pursued by VSAC staff: 1.3%

Dos* sod ?smallest Disability: 0.2%

Isnaruoto and Wits-Off; D.1%



This proOam shoU

ORIGINATION FEE

The origination fee shoUldhe

1478

be phased gut as recommended in H.R. "5240.

LENDER OF LAST RESORT.

ficcess to loans is a crucial issue, and I strongly support efforts to

unsure such access through stats agencies and/or their designees.

INTEREST RATES

The current structure should he maintained for in'initia1.10 year repay-

sent period, after which, if the borrower chose extended repayment,he or she

would-pay market rate (T-Bill 31%) on the. loans If a student qualified for

consolidation on a need:basis.'the government should, still, pay the special

allowance. FurthermOre, in 'order to prevent, ack-door entry4o the GSL

Program we 'suggest that consolidated loans which incorpotate ALAS loins carry

Ahe'applicable ALAS.interest.

SPECIAL ALLOWANCE

In order, to.ensure maximum lender' participation. the spacial, allowance

should berkept at its current level.'

FEDERAL ADVANCES

1141*
'Return of federal advances should be predicated on an agency's financial

status. Our state requires a-reserVe fund of 8% of the outstanding loans

potentially not covered by federal reinsurance.. This, reserve Was $1.3

in 1983'of which $850,000 were federal advances. We would seriously encumber

our statutorily mandated reserve funds if federal advences'were recalled, and

would probably -he forced out of the progtam due to inability to comply with.

the:reserve requirements.

1489
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NEEDS TEST

We recd end continuation of the .7cap-poliCe.w th the current.$30,000

icing increased to 045400 and djusted periodically to reflectchanges in the

, CPI. It is Ay understanding that the cap has wOrkedextremili well in terms

of eliminating unnecessary borroWing; an extended needs analysis would impact

adversely on self-supporting students and 1ow,incoem families wiW little or

no liquidity who need torely on SSI. for borroMing the family contribution.

COPAVASILITY OF LOANS

There are limited cases where it is not practicable to issue a namable

check, i.e. for studenti who study oUt,of7state.or outside tie country. If

exceptions could bemade for unusual tircumst4sces, we would support the

proposal in.M.R. 5240.

LOAN LIMITS C

The issue of a fair balance between loans and gift aid definitely needs

to be addressed. Howeveriqthe face of increasing educational charges, we

feel that the current limit Ought to.be rafted to $4,000 for'Uendrgraduates

and $4000 forttleduate students with the aggregate amounts being $20,000 and

$40,000, respectively. The loan limits have not been changed for more than a

decade and theerosion. of,buyingpOwer attributable to inflation Must be

addressed :through loan limits thatare.rea;isOc and based on current educe:.

tional costs.

INCOME LIMIT

It is hard to envision an arbitrary dollar amount as 'fair indicator of a

fimily7s borrowing needs. In cases where many siblings attend college, such

an indicator would be particularly inequitable.- I recommend' a continuation of

the'current nethod of determining loan need.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The red threads in this tapestry of inforMatien about Vermont's post-

secondary education endeavors and federal financial aid can be sumearized at'.

being deep concerns about the adequacy of the federal efforts and a frequently

reiterated plea for continued priority for program_administrition 610.he state

and .institutional levels. Unless the federal governagnt'substantially in-

creases the financial commitment to student aid, theimperative gOal of

educating all persons to their fuIleit.poiential will come to naught.

I have welcomed this opportunity . to prOvide the information you reqUested

and also to comment.on some of the aspects of H.R. 5240. It will 'be a plea--

sure to answer any questions you'eay have.1P
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The Honorable Paul Simon
.Chairman
House Subcommittee

On Post - Secondary Education
14104411 of lepreseatativei

Washington. .DC 20.515

Max Rspteseatativu Simons

I received an invitation of April 5 from Representative Thomas Pole pan
and frost .you to testify before the. SUbcommittas on April ,12 in hearings
on H,R. ,5240, a rssuthorization of the Higher iducation Act,' I very

r much regret that my schedule prevented mil fuse being in Waehingtonfon
that date, but I hope that this latter say be entered into the retbrd
pf the hearings.

For a score of'years, the Higher Educations Act ha' contributedpiguift-
cantly to the future of this nation. A broad array of:programe has.
strengthened the collies/1 and universities af America, and the people
of the United States have been powerfully eduCated in those institutions.

The Act well deserves reauthorization, and I want to prat'sa the initiative
that you have taken this year to begin the process of revising the Act

\ *Co that it,may more affectivelYaddress.theMeeds of the nation and of
Its people for the decades ahead. I went to express as mell A/ appreci.-
*tins' for the,mork-of yOur tulles/nes on the Committee, moetpefticulerly
that of my own Congressmen* James Jefforde of Vermont.

At'lhis time, the one part of the:Act that I wish to address is.Titli
IV, the program for student financial assistance, and therstrOthrea
concerns that I.wish to **press.

prat, the Pell Grant', originally called the Aosta Xduaational Oppor-
tunity'Ciants, are the fohndatiOn on.hbich the 'structure of all financial
assistants for nadergraduate students is built. These grants are

2 important to assuring that all those whO seek higher education any bane
access to higher education.

In the long run, it would be very desirable to assure that Poll Create
mill be availible to all students who require basic financial assistance
in order coattail themisIves of higher education. Proliations for the

-carrettfochitalliUdgie roil- f* thAlUdgets of the next few years-make
it highly unlikely that approiriatiOns mill be made available order
to move towlerdeeking the Pell Creative true entitlement pfogrel. It
may be well for us, however,'to affire\this objective. for the future:.

ISO
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'Second, you have sought to address the desire for simplicity and
flexibility in the so-called Campus -Based Programs (SLOG, NPSL, and
SSIG). The solution that you have proposed is Consolidation of these
programs into a single Catpus-Eased Black Gra9e. I endorse the objec-
tives of simplicity and flexibility, but 1.:.hatire some reservations about
using a ,blOck grant to achieve those objectives. It Seems to be that
we do not yet know What ultimate effects of such consolidation would be
for' colleges and universities throughout the nation. I recognize that
you do propose,to soften the impact through "hold harmless" provisions.
but we might be better servedby calculating the impacts Of-
raal4ocationa now rather than during the early phases of consolidation.

For myself, I regardla objective of flexibility es more essential
.than that of simplicity, and I as most concerned about achieving
flexibility for SEOG and'NDSL. I believe that the objective'of flexi-
bility could be achieved by provisions that would make it possible for
an institution to shift up to 20 percent of allocated funds from one
program to another depending on its particular level of need.,

Third, B join many of ay colleagues in feeling concern about the bOrdem
of debt that our students Carry after they graduate and become alUmni

. Guaranteed Student Loans and other loans have assured stodents not only
access to higher education but also choice among,the colleges and

'univereitios of. America.; Further, these loans have madeit
fof'students to undertake graduate or profeisional education 'beyond
their undergraduate years. The accumulation of loans, however: imposes
nheavy burden for repayment through the early years Of establishing S.
career. Sole go into fields where their income may be adequate to meet
the demands for repayment, but others 'go into areas that do not so well
compensate them. Just as we assess the level.of need for financial
assistance,, we must find ways of accommodating.to-peopls'e capacity to
repay.

This problem of loan burden is one that is only now coming to our
awareness,- and we have not yet devised mochinismslor deeling with it.
believe alit the reauthoriiation of the Higher Education Act should

take a step toward addressing that problem. It sight be well .for you
to devote soma further study to this issue before moving the bill
forward.

-

Again, I regret that 1-could not testify before tha Subcommittee on
April 12. If you Should schedUle further haulms, on the bill. 1
ehould.welcone another invitation to appear.

Sincerely,

LFC/aw
cc: I. Thomas Coleman
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